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Merchandise!«Sheriffs'!MReceivers Sales
SAVE 30 TO 50 PER CENTJ ON YOUR PURCHASES
THE CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY the largest concern in the world

is
devoted to the purchase and sale of general stocks of merchandise of every kind from Sheriffs', Recei\ers' and other sales. Our aim is to
The wonderful opportunity that is now offered you to secure staple articles in every line at extremely
save you money.
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have these goods today and tomorrow they

Galvanized
»1.40.
Harh "Wire, 2 and 4 point, per
1110 lbs.
»S.50. B. B. Phone
wire, galvanized, per 100 lbs.
*i.40. Annealed wire. No. 1"
u-uace.Sl.OO. Wire ol all kinds

gas. oil, etc.

Kethreaded

ai

in excellent condition. BoUi
Tubes at low figures from the

lbs.

Steel Enameled Bath

Tubs, $6.00

The World's Bargain Center
|
That's what we are known as
ever>"\vhere and there is reason foi
it.
Our prices as a rule do not rep
resent the oringrinal manufacturers
cost. Our g-oods are the best. Wt
do not sell anything- but what is ir
first class condition. Satisfied customers all over the land will confirm
this.
gruarantee absolute satisfaction.

We

We

Bought Every Exposition

Including: the great 550.000.000.00 St
Louis World's Fair, the World's
Fair of Chicago, the Pan-American

Exposition, the Trans-Mississippi
Exposition. This has added eno
mously to our large stock. We hav
for sale all kinds of building mate
ial including lumber, sash, doon

anil for ever.v purpose.

Gasoline Engines

$55.

Our whole

it.

Don't

business

is

one of quick

Bargains wait for no man.

delay.

ai^ Tight Heaters

Each 75c
Lar;:tr.si/.^sutil.00

and Si.OO. 50 Hot Blast
stoves, like illustra^
tion; will burn hard
or soft coal or wood.
W.-re

used at the
World's Fair, o
hauled an. first-.

60 cts
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Kitclu-n Ranges
Stw-l RrniKes All kinils o£ stove
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Iron Beds, $1.40
Full s

Nursery Chairs 60c.
500 like

.

windows, and in fact, ever>'thing
needed in the construction of a
building for anj' purpose.

Other

flow.

__ _

.

portionate prices.
Handsome
porcelain bath tub with full 3nch roil rim. white enameled
)n the inside, seamless, cast
withall fine nickel-plated
.

and boilers combined and sepcrate. from 2 H. P. to 10 H. P.
Locomotive Outfits, on skids
ui.to35H.P. SawMUl Outfits
Machiner.v of all kinds.

etc.

Galvanized Steel
Tanks,

Steel Roofing Per 100
Sq. Feet $1.50

ChUd
Cliairt

Most

economical and durable roo
covering known. Easy to put on: re
quires no toois but a hatchet or a ham
mer. With ordinary care, will lasi
many years. Thousands of satisfied cus
tomera ever>"where have proven it;
virtues. Suitable for covering build
y kind. Also used for
tnd Biding.

Chiuiv

....

anyone. Ketail for
price
200

Wooden

good as new, each
$1.50
Full size cotton top mattresses

from

strong anc

Free

2.50

Feed Cookers
Galvanized Troughs
Steel Wagon Tanks

Tank Heaters

-

.

$9.20

-

-

-

-

7.00
2.50

ill. i.i

Flat Semi-fiardened steel roofing and
Biding each sheet 24 ins. wide and 2ri ins.
long. Our price on the corrugated lik(
additional we will furnish sheets 6 and
long.
Steel

.

S2.25

of all kinds.

is'ock'

Fancy Sewing Rockers, $1.25

will prove entirely satisfactory and that
the material will be exactly as represented. Thus you
know you will receive what you buy and pay for. It the

you receive from us are not as represented return
them and your money wiU be immediately refunded.
groods

OUR REFERENCES
We

Our Capital

.Stock and .Surplus is over $1,000,000.00.
cheerfully invite investigation as to our responsibility.
Look us up in Dun's or Bradstreefs or any other responsible mercantile agency. Ask any Express Company; write to the Editor of this or any other paper:
ask any Banker, or refer direct to our depository— The
Drovers' Deposit National Bank, Chic-ieo.

500 Page
is

cts.

finisk full polish

braced
stronKly
arm, 39-inch high
screwed together.

r-baek, hoi.

7

00 handsome
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other rockers, 7.5c to

brary chairs saddle
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from 35c to
Hardwood

foldiuK chairs
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doz.S6.00. ACompIetestock
jthii
in the cha

WE PAY THE FREIGHT

made from us

This book

Pressed Brick Siding, per square. S2.00
Beaded Ceiling, per square, 2.00

SO

1000 bo.x seat, like
cut, per set .S9.00.

Fine Steel

OUR GUARANTEE

We Eru,"ir,intee absolutely that all purchases of ever>' kind

Ou^ew

.

-

hi-d.lin!;

Chairs,

durable,

6-barrel tank
5.G0
Larger sizes in proportion.

16c.

$1.00 up.

.

.

.

Beds and

gallon tank

Mc; Oil Cloth

$17.50

vorth S2.00.
Full sized,
''ur price 9. c.
rockers, worth
Reed
!|1I.7
SI-.'iO.' Our price »I.7.5.
furniture of ;ill kinds.

gaWanrze'
extra well
riveted. Weigh less and twice
practical as wooden tanjcs;
best manufactured.
32-gallon tank
S2.00
73-gallon tank
2.75

sq. yd.

cS;

beds, nicely carved

Felt mattroswes

Tapestry Brussels
Carpets, 50c a yard

S36.(xf

'o

all

points East of Colorado exceT>t

Oklahoma, Texas and Indian Territor,\'.
Quotations to other points on application.

This f reitiQt prepaid proposition

only
in

refers to the Steel Ro-sfing offer
Satisfaction
this advertisement.

guaranteed or money refunded. We wi
send this roofing to any one answering
this advertisement C. O. D., with privilege of examination if you will send us
26 per cent of the amount you order in
cash: balance to be paid after material
hes yoar station. If not found as
represented, you do not have to take
the shipment and we will cheerfully
refund your deposit. All kinds of roofing supplies, galvanized conductor pipe
eave trough, steel snips, fittings, etc.
1

The House

for.

tatives. We get all the good things in sight. Because
offer goods at lower prices than manufacturers cost
has earned for us the good will of thousands of families.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.

CHICAIO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY,

most

35th and Iron

Sts.

35tH and Iron Sts., Chicago

It is full

of bargains from cover to cover, and quotes the very lowest prices on
everj'thing needed on the farm and in the home. You will save money by
referring to it often.
The list above shows only a few articles out of
the thousands described, but the prices grive you an idea of what you save
by sending your orders to us. Cut out this ad. Ma.ke a. cross
on those itcmsthat
interest you, and we will send
you much valuable information. Also fill in the coupon to your right.
Our new catalog will be sent you absolutely tree and prepaid. Or send us
your name and address, where you have seen this ad. and what items
interest you.

mark

Saves You Money

we

Catalog No. 166 FREE

one that every shrewd buyer must send

Tliat

That's the name we are known by those who are in the
habit of patronizing us. You are bound to save big
money on your purchases of any kind, from us. There
isn't any article that we handle but what we can sell you
at a lower price than you can purchase it for elsewhere. You will appreciate this more and more as you
get to know us better. No Sheriffs' or Receivers* sale
is complete without the presence of our alert represen-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

I

am a reader of
Send me one

Southern Plmnt«r.
your large 500 page catalogues as

of

advertised in this paper.

Name

.„.

Address...........

R. R. or P. O. Box-,
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DEVOTED TO

PRACTICAL AND PROQRESSIVB AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTOIB^
TRUCKING. LIVE STOCK AND THE FIRESIDR
Ic tbe Borsing mother of tho Arts.— XBNOPHON.
and pmstantn are the two breasts of Che State.— SULLY.
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In accordance with our now well-established

cus-

we

eexrcise in selecting the matter whieK
What, however, we most appreciate, are
Jioliday issue.
We believe that it will be found to the compliments we receive and the support we comhe fully as interesting and attractive as any number mand from the farmers of the South Atlantic and
we have ever sent out. Though a holiday issue, yet the immediately adjoining Stages. We never open
apart from the special cover it is practically only a a mail without receiving the thanks of some one or
fair sample, so far as the contents are concerned, of more of these farmers for the help The Plantee
•every issue we mail.
We desire that those who has been to them. For sixty-seven years the journal

tom we herewith

offer to

ing the care

our readers our annual we publish.

receive a copy who are not already subscribers may has been striving to advance the prosperity of the
be able to see the character of journal we issue and farmers in this section, and without taking undue
what they may expect to receive every month if they credit to ourselves, we think we may safely say that

become

subscribers.

found

It will be

to

contain

all

the regular departments of work incidental to the

management and

profitable enjoyment of
South Atlantic States, for which section The Planter is specially issued.
We do not
attempt to cover the whole country. These South
Atlantic States, and those immediately adjoining,
are territory large enough for any journal to deal
with intelligently, and we, therefore, aim to make
whatever we publish specially applicable to this ter-

proper

farm

life in the

ritory alone.

give and

It

many

is

of the articles

we publish

will be

country in the

scribers in

every civilized

From many

of these outsiders

Planter

to

now making

are
their
a

the result of the teaching of

a

comfortable living,

impro'ving

farms and putting something on one side -for

The

rainy day.

aspect of the country

is

changing,

and more intensive farming is becoming
more general, and live stock, the sheet-anchor of
-uceessful farming, is becoming more numerous and
of a better type and the "scrub" i^ being discarded.
N'o greater evidence of this need be adduced than
true that much of the advice we our advertising columns, which on page after page

found of great value to farmers in other sections,
but this is only an incident and not the specific work
of the journal.. We have a large number of subscribers in every State in the Union and some sub-

complimentary

Thousands of farmThe Planteb,

the effort has not been in vain.
ers, as

letters

as

to

we

world.

receive constantly

the

vabie

of

The

diversified

in every issue,

much

of

it

offer pure-bred

bred

now within

stock of all kinds,
these

States,

when

twenty years ago scarcely a pure-bred or high-grade
The men breeding these
animal could be found.
nnimals would not pay us
did not find
•vve

it

to offer their stock >f

profitable to do so.

they

Twenty years ago

could not induce live-stock breeders to use our

columns, even

when we

them, and these we appreciate as show- a merely nominal

rate.

offered

them the space at
try a few issues

They would

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
and then decline

Now

these

men

no response.

to renew, as they got

seek our columns

do not require to be

the time and

all

renew their adver-

solicited to

[January.

who give our readers the benefit of their
own practical work. In this issue will be found a
number of articles from these correspondents of the
the farm,

highest practical value to every farmer, and these
are only a sample of what will be found in each
and the
The editor will continue his series of articles
in Southern farm methods is strongly indicative of issue.
in
the growing prosperity of our farmers and the im- on "Work for the Month" in each issue, which
No prosperous the past have proved so popular and useful, and also
proved condition of their lands.
agricultural community was ever built up without the "Enquirers' Column," through which thousands
well-bred live stock and no permanent improvement of answers have been given to individual enquirers.
of the land can be had and maintained without it. He will endeavor each month to give replies to all
The day of the one-crop planter is fast passing away enquiries which may reach him up to the 15th of

They sell the stock amongst our readers
demand increases daily. This great change

tisements.

and speed the time when this may be the month previous to the issue. Please keep this
no one-crop system can ever result date in mind, as in the past we have often had to
Coinci- leave unanswered enquiries which did not reach us
in anything but disaster in the long run.
dent with this we are gradually seeing intensive until after the 15th instant, and then the replies,
farming taking the place of extensive farming, and when made, woiild often be of no service to the
in the South

so universally, for

this is being greatly helped

by the

difficulty

We

of enquirer.

are printing a large extra edition of

securing sufficient and effective labor for working this issue and shall mail sample copies to all whose
Machines are now taking the place of names we have or which reach us before the issue
large farms.
We would ask our friends to send
the negro and the farmer himself and his sons are is exhausted.

working these, and the result is seen in better work us the names and addresses of any farmers who they
and more net profit. As the use of machinery, may think would be likely to become subscribers
We are
extends greater areas will be intensively cultivated and we will mail sample copies to them.

minimum

of cost and prosperity will follow.
coming when all that machinery and
scientific teaching will enable the farmer to produce
will be needed and badly needed to feed the people
To-day nearly 90,000,000
of this country alone.
people have to be fed in this country and in the lifetime of those now growing to manhood the probaat a

The day

bilities

is

fast

each sending us the names of one or more subscriber
along with the renewal of their

own

subscription

and thus secure a substantial saving on their own
subscription and help another to become a better
farmer.
The increase of our circulation means a
have 150,000,000 people better and bigger journal for each reader and, there-

we shall
With such a population

are that

here to feed.

anxious to greatly increase our circulation this year
and our old readers can greatly help us in this by

the best efforts of farmers with

all

will require

it

the knowledge

fore,

We

it

is

want

to the interest of every one to help
to

make our

\is.

regular issue 50,000 copies

which can be placed at their command to meet the per month. If only a fair proportion of our present
demand. Farmers should, therefore, be on the alert readers will send us in the name of a new subscriber
for all the help in the way of scientific instruction or subscribers we can easily reach the 50,000 mark.

which can be put in their hands, and we, therefore, Help us to do so. The volume for last year conlook to them to become in greatly increasing numbers tained 1,034 pages against the 600 which we conreaders of The Planter, which has always made tracted to give for 50 cents. We were liberal to our
We ask them now to sliow their appreit a feature of its work to keep prominently before subscribers.
its subscribers everything that is likely to be of help ciation by being liberal to us in sending in the names
to

them

in the

way

of scientific teaching, and the

long, practical experience of the editor
fits

him

to

adapt this teaching

of

on the farm

to their needs.

new

A

He

subscribers.

happy and prosperous

New Year

to all.

has also the help of a corps of correspondents of the
greatest practical acquaintance with the needs of
stock keeper,

many

of

whom

and the

made from cream which has been allowed
remain too long before being churned never keeps
and others are well; in addition to this, its flavor is never what it

the farmer, the trucker, the orchardist

live-

are scientists of the

Butter

to

standing in their calling,
farmers practically engaged in the daily work of ought to

highest

be.
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Farm Management.
WORK EOR THE MONTH.
Since writing the review of the results of the

work on the farms of the South, which
appeared in our December issue, we have received
past year's

the final estimate of the cotton crop of the country.

then at anything like 10 cents per pound a good
profit can be made.
What is needed to bring this
about

is

not the use of more costly fertilizer, but a

by deep and thorough
ploughing before planting, and not mere opening the
rows at planting time and afterwards breaking out
the middles during cultivation, and the growing of
better preparation of the land

This places the yield at nearly 12,500,000 bales.
it not been for the tropical storm which struck
a leguminous crop
peas or soy beans
in rotation
the cotton fields in the late fall this yield would
on the land and the covering of the land during the
no doubt have been much larger, probably from
winter after each crop with crimson or other clover
1,500,000 to 2,000,000 bales more. Such a crop as
to make hiunus and conserve fertility.
With these
this would a few years ago have meant cotton probaids and the use of some acid phosphate or raw
most
and a disasably at 6 or 8 cents a pound at
phosphate rock the productive capacity of the land
trous loss to the planters. Even had the whole crop

Had

—

—

planted this year been a success and no damage

have been done by the storm

—^notwithstanding

could be rapidly increased to a bale to the acre at
small cost beyond labor.

the

fact that the cotton trade of the world has been
phenomenally good we believe the price would,
with difficulty, have been kept anywhere around
10 cents. As it is that price is still about an average
one and with careful marketing seems likely to rule
to the end of the season.
The facts, however, would
seem to point this lesson for the current year viz.,

the world

not to plant a larger crop than that planted in the

tion to

—

—

In commenting on the wheat yield and prospects

we intimated that in
much reason to expect

as to price in our last issue,

our opinion there was not

any material increase in the price of wheat, owing
to the fact that the crop in almost

every country in

was a large one this year. The only excepthis abundant yield is Russia, from which

we now learn that the crop not only of wheat, but
warrant the conclusion that a of other cereals, was so great a failure that the
Russia
crop as large as the area planted last year ought people are now facing a terrible famine.
to have yielded will not more than meet the demands usually supplies a large part of the European deof the market. We note from the English journals mand for wheat, and the absence this year of the
that the Lancashire cotton spinners are greatly in- means of doing this ought to have some effect on
creasing their productive capacity, having added the price, and no doubt would have largely affected
last year.

cotton

The nominal

would seem

increase in the

demand

for

to

had it not been that the crops of all other countries
were so large. It may, and probably will, have the
founa in the whole South at the present time, and effect of preventing any further fall in value, but
they are still building new factories and adding more we do not expect to see it result in raising the price
spindles.
The cotton which the English factories materially. The* prospect for the wheat crop this
alone can find a market for at a reasonable price is year so far would seem to indicate no excessive produring the past year more

new

spindles

to

their

it

already marvellous productive power than are to be

constantly on the increase.

All that planters need

duction, as the total increase of the area of winter

wheat seeded in this country is only 1 per cent,
faster than the consumptive demand and not to de- greater than the area sown in the fall of 1905, or
crease it so as to make the price excessive, or other the equivalent of 353,000 acre^ increased area. The
Of this
fields for its production will be developed.
Instead total acreage seeded is 31,GG5,000 acres.
of increasing the area we would like to see a much area Maryland has sown 796,046 acres, as against
larger production per acre made and then the profit 809,619 acres in 1904; Virginia has sown 674,792
on the crop would be much more satisfactory. acres, as against 738,480 acres in 1904; North
Making half, or less than half, a bale per acre, even Carolina has sown 583,281, as against 593,325 in
at 10 cents per pound, does not mean making a for- 1904; South Carolina has sown 328,128 acres, as
tune fast. There is no reason whatever why a bale against 318,419 in 1904; Tennessee has sown
per acre should not be made on the average and 823,951 acres, as against 881,750 acres in 1904.
to

do

is to

be careful not

to increase the

production

THE SOUTHERN PLANTEE.
From

this it will

[January.

be seen that with the single excep- not been broken loose during the fall ind winter
months and become saturated with the rains of the

tion of South Carolina every one of these Southern
States has seeded less wheat than a year ago.

We

regret to see this reduction in area seeded, as we
ought to grow much more wheat in the South than

winter and spring months.

In our

last

issue

we

wrote very fully on the importance of doing the

work of breaking the land thoroughly and showed

do not produce the wheat needed how, owing to the physical character of our soils, it
people
by
a great deal and we ought at was more necessary to break deeply and finely in the
our
feed
to
Under proper condition of prepara- South than in any other section. We refer our
to do this.

we

are doing.

We

least

tion of the land

and the growing of the crop in a readers to this article for the reason for this, conwe can produce wheat as tenting ourselves here by urging that both soil and
most of the States in the winter svibsoil be deepely and perfectly broken. Do not,

rotation with the legumes

successfully as

wheat belt, and the growing of the crop enables the however, undertake to do this work when the soil is
farmer to get a crop on to some part of his land not in a proper condition to be broken. Land
which ought to be cropped, at a time when other ploughed when wet and which breaks up cloddy is
work does not press so heavily as in the spring. We land practically ruined for at least one year's crop
suppose that the explanation of the reduced area production and often for several years will show
the bad effects. No subsequent working of the land,
seeded this year is the long-continued wet weather
however thorough, can wholly remedy the bad effects.
of the late summer, which put the land into such a
condition that it was almost impossible to get it into Let the work when done be done thoroughly and in
Don't leave half the land ungood order for seeding, and the pressure of work a systematic way.
which had been neglected owing to the rain. The ploughed and don't plough half of it six inches deep
and the other half three inches. To secure a \miform
condition of the wheat crop throughout the country
crop it is essential that the land be ploughed to a
stands at 94, being the same as in December, 1905,
and compares with a nine-year average of 92.9. A uniform depth and be all equally broken and pul-

The

neglect to do good ploughing and pul-

great deal of that

verized.

and owing

verizing lies largely at the root of our failure to

sown in the South -rt-as got in late,
dry weather we have had since the
summer rains ceased makes as yet but a poor showing on the land. We are, however, not at all disto the

couraged by this, as we have
a slow start in the fall

making

one at harvest time.

There

is

but

little

make heavy yields in our crops. In Eni'land much
more care is given to this work and the result is seen
often seen a crop in fields laid off in beds of imiform width and careprove an excellent fully ploughed to a uniform depth, it being a matter
of rivalry by the ploughmen on different farms as
The result
to who can do this most successfully.

work on the land that can be is seen in the crops.
January in the Soiith, wheat per acre was

profitably or wisely done in
as this

month.

month
If

it

is

usually our most severe winter

years the average

is

This year the average

j'ield

of

thirty-four bushels, and for ten

thirty-two bushels.

should be a mild, open month the

cleaning up and ploughing of land intended to be
The dry
cropped should have constant attention.

See to it that you have plenty of fodder, straw
and other long feed stored in the barn and other

makes it more essential that this buildings or near at hand, so that in the event of a
work should be done, so that when the rain comes sttorra continuing some time the live stock may not
it may be able to find its way into the subsoil and have to suffer or you be compelled to haul frozen feed
not be lost by running off the hard surface. We need from the fields.
With plenty to eat and dry beds
always to conserve alj the moisture we are able to stock are able to keep themselves warm, even though
do in the South, as the hot, dry weather sets in early the place in which they are confined is not as weatherand crops cannot be made successfully when there is proof as it might be. Dairy cows shoiild always be
no reserve of moisture in the soil to call upon. housed in a reasonably warm stable, where a uniform
Whilst we seldom suffer from serious droughts in temperature can be maintained or the effect of
the South we often have short periods of dry changes in temperature will be seen in the milk and
weather at most critical times in the year for the suc- butter yield. Feeding stock are not so sensitive to
cess of our crops, and they are bound to suffer and the changes if only they are well fed and have dry
the yield be curtailed when the soil and subsoil has beds.
Sheep should have access to sheds, where they
condition of the soil

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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can be sheltered from the cold rains and snow. In storing the fertility of the land. Sttudy the requirefine dry •weather cold will not hurt them; indeed, ments of the crops and how these can best be met
they are better out of doors than confined in badly with the least expenditure for bought fertilizer.
Study the fertilizer question, with the aid of your
ventilated buildings.
agricultural journal and the bulletins, so that you
Haul out lime and manure on to the land when- may be able to tell the dealer what you want and in
ever it is dry enough to haul on. Lime, being slow what proportions for the different crops proposed to
in action, should be got on the land as soon as pos- be grown, and do not have to leave yourself in his
It may be that he
sible, so that it may have time to give results in the hands as to what you shall buy.
next crop. Apply the lime, after the land has been knows something about the composition of fertilizers
ploughed and harrow in lightly. Twenty to twenty- and the requirements of crops and land, but it is
five bushels to the acre will make a fair dressing. more than probable that he knows nothing at all
We have been advocating the use of lime on the about the subject except that he has got some brand
lands of this and the adjoining States for many years of fertilizer with a high-sounding name which he
and have induced many to try it. We have had most wants to sell and thus secure his profit on the transBe in a position to tell him what you want
satisfactory reports on the results from many of action.
these parties.
After a long personal experience in and tell him soon enough so that he may have time
the use of lime we are satisfied that there is scarcely to get it, and don't take anything else.

any land anywhere which is not improved in physical
and mechanical condition by the use of lime, and
Another very profitable way to utilize the eventhere is very little land which is not more or less
ings will be to take an inventory of everything on
sour and which needs lime to sweeten it before it can
the farm on the 1st of January and enter same in a
become the home of the microbic life so essential tto
book and then open a cash book and ledger and begin
the growth of crops. On this life more depends than
to keep a daily account of the receipts and expenon the quantity or quality of fertilizer which may be
diture, in connection with the carrying on of the
applied.
Manure should be got out of the stables,
place so as to be able at the end of the year to show
pens and yards as frequently as can be done. It will
Especially make it a
the result of the year's labor.
only leach and waste in the yards and pens, whilst
point to keep an account of the cost of producing each

in the field
utilized.

all

the leachings will be absorbed and

If partially rotted

it

makes an

excellent

top dressing for wheat, winter oats and grass land,

but wlien freshly

made should be put upon land

in-

tended for the corn crop, which can utilize coarse

crop and of the cost of raising and feeding each
stock.
is

The absence

lot

of

of such a system of bookkeeping

one of the weakest points in farm management
We are constantly told that the farmer
not allowed to fix a price on his own products and

everywhere.
is

manure better than any other crop we grow. We
has to take what any one else fixes for them. The
would like to see a manure spreader on every farm.
truth is that scarcely one farmer in a thousand knows
It is one of the most valuable machines a farmer can
what his crops or stock cost him to produce, and in
buy. With it he can make his manure cover easily
the absence of this knowledge he cannot fix a price
twice or three times as much land and do much more
which represents the true value of the article offered,
effective service.
One subscriber of ours who bought and merchants knowing this presume to do this for
one last year says that he would not be without it
him.
Every merchant and manufacturer knows

now

for twice or three times the cost.

Formerly he

his products cost him and is prepared to prove
and hence can fix a price which he knows he
desired.
Last year he covered all the land and had
can stand up to and insist upon. -If others can offer
manure left over and got excellent crops from the
goods for less he knows that his management is at
land covered.
fault and he must either change this or go to the walL
The farmer ought to be able to do the same and then
In the evenings, when sitting around the fire, give it would be easy to answer the question so often adsome thought and attention to the subject of the dressed to us as to the cost of production of anything
proper rotation of the crops on the different fields on the farm. At the present moment the s\ibject of
and gradually bring them into a systematic rotation the cost of production of corn is up for discussion
which shall have the effect of keeping up and re- in The Plantee. One gentleman has published a

could never

make

his

manure cover half

the land he

what
this,
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statement showing that he

made

his last year's crop
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variety and fertilizing

detasseling aud

tests,

many

15 cents per bushel. We other things of interest to the corn grower.
have a dozen letters saying that this cannot be done,
After all, comparatively little is kno-mi about the
and yet not one of the parties challenging the state- best method of selecting seed corn with reference to
ment submits any account showing what should be its permanent improvement. This fact is brought
the true cost. We should be glad to have statements out most emphatically by the data presented in the
from farmers dealing with all the various crops and following table, which shows quite conclusively how
the raising and feeding of stock of all kinds, for important the source and hereditaary iulluences ])republication.
This would be valuable information dominating in a given ear will be on tht perfonuance
for every farmer.
and ultimate yield obtained in the Jjeld.
at a cost of slightly over

When

the weather

not

is

fit

clean up, repair, paint and grease

wagons and

In this experiment five large and five small ears
work of com were selected from each of two samples of
implements, Leaming com that gave entirely different results in

for out-door
all

and repair harness. If attention the breeding plat in 1905, the object being to see if
is given to these things in this way and they are kept they would hold the same relative positions the next
under cover when not in use they will last years year. The large and small ears were iised to comlonger and breakages when using them will be much pare the yield of grain from this source.
less frequent.
Farmers loose thousands of dollars
The ears were chosen from the product of ear No.
each year which they could save, by carelessness with 32 (a Western com that had been grown at this place
their implements.
for one year and which only made a poor yield of
42.32 bushels of grain per acre in 1905) and No.
The work of clearing up land that has been out 37, a native com that had been crossed with the
of cultivation should have attention whenever the Western corn, and which made a yield in the breedweather is fit for work out of doors. What you do do ing plat of 57.26 bushels of grain per acre, or 14.94
thoroughly. Remove all stumps and rocks and level more than ear No. 32.
The results obtained from
up all gulleys and gather off the loose rocks which the work in 1906 are as follows:
80 interfere with the use of machines of all kinds,
and have the fence rows cleaned out, crooked fences
Yield Per Acre.
Tons.)
straightened and new ones built, and put in drains
where needed.
carts,

Fill the ice house at the first opportunity
be the last you will get this winter.

A

happy and prosperous

New

Year

to

—

it

may

all.

INCREASING THE YIELD OF CORN.
Editor Southern Planter
Since corn is such an important crop in the State
the majority of our farmers will, no doubt, be in
:

terested in

37-A

9 6-16

37-B
a7-C
37-D
37-E

7 14-16

Average

any endeavor on the part of the Experi- 37H
37-1
to improve the quality and increase the 37-J

com

Work on

Average

crop.

improvement of corn was commenced in 1905, and some very interesting and useful results have been obtained, and for the inf nmation of the public the work will be summarized aud
published in bulletin form at the earliest possible
the

date.

com

breeding, storing seed

corn, soui'ce of

seed,

2.00 60 00

19 05
IS. 23
19.00
14 70

1.70 .''O.OO 82.35
2.15 64 2.s| 83.72

n.89l

1.75

5 1-16
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I

5.35

9.00

97.6
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97. 5| 22.48
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97.5
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5 .'i-16
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5 1-16

6.20

66.00; V.S.72

.70

1.73

17 17

23.32
22.37
19.50
22.48

32-F
32-G

Average

84.00

21 32

32-C

32-

&5.41
85 71
82.81
80 95
81.88

9.34

32-D
32-E

.\veTage

2.40 73 21
2 7.'i .13..•)7
1.60 47,33
2.10, 60.71
2.15

6 6-16
5 10-16
5 12-16

32-A
32-B

32-1

This bulletin will contain information relating to

1.40
1.20
1 40

1-1-16

9 11-16
10 14-16

37-F
37-G

ment Station
yield of the

8

l.fiO

2.65
3.40
3.45
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f8.«3

1.70

2.0.S

L.'iOl

l.isl 34

l..=i0|

1

1.65
1.25
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1.65

2! 81
3.251

1.601

19.05

2.96
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1.30
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100

19.25
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20.11
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90 .57.12.05 58.0;

85.71
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The data presented
37

is

still

ahead.

reveals the fact that ear

It

is

true there

is

No.

not quite so

much difference in yield as was observed in 1905,
but no doubt crossing with the native corn had something to do wath changing the yield of ear No. 37.

we

fore,

believe if the

com

growers will go syste-

matically to work they can greatly increase the yield
of com on their farms, in fact, it does not seem

unreasonable to believe that the yield could be
doubled by a few years of persistent effort. Even

Then again, ten ears were compared this time instead then, the yield would only be 40.80 bushels per acre,
of one, and the average taken, which should make or very little over one-half the yield made by the best
the results much more dependable. One might think ear used in the experiment.
Doubling the yield of
was due to change that a certain ear made so corn here would add $16,000,000 to its value each
a greater yield than another, but comparing year, and an end so desirable is surely worth working
the two samples, year after year, with similar re- for in the light of the facts presented in this article.

that

it

much

sults seems to confirm the fact that these

wide difP. O. Vanattee,
performance of individual ears In Charge of Field Experiments, Virginia Experireally do exist.
An examination of the results
ment Station.
ehowi* very clearly how important it is to follow up
com breeding work from year to year, as it is only
IRISH POTATO GROWING.
ferences

by

this

in

means

the

that the poor

and undesirable ears can

be eliminated as quickly and completely as

It will be noticed that

tial to profitable progress.

the grain

essen-

is

from the small ears did not germinate nor

yield as well as the grain from the large ears, there

being a difference of 7.40 per cent, germination with

ear No. 37 and 13.20 per cent, germination with
ear No. 32 in favor of the large ears. The difference
in yield

was 9.65 bushels

for ear

No. 37 and 10.72

Editor Southern Planter:

now undertake

I
tions
1.

2.

acre

?

3.

How many

4.

Do you

5.

plants obtained from the several ears were
6.

carefully measured forty-eight days after planting,

and it was observed that on the average the grains
from the large ears made the most growth, a fact

times are they cultivated

spray, and if so, with

?

what and how

often?

for ear No. 32 in favor of the large ears.

The

to answer the following queson Irish potatoes, as requested:
How many bushels of seed required per acre?
How much and what kind of fertilizer per

1.

Do you

market in

What
From

the average price per bushel realized?

is

barrels, boxes or bags?

ten to twelve bushels of seed per acre

and variety
same time,
Early
fihown very clearly in the table.
,
and Green Mountain. The former are ready to go
It was also noticed that whenever an ear gave a on the market the middle of July and the latter a
small per cent, germination the plants that were left month later. We are enabled to cut the
Early
at thinning time made a smaller ultimate growth very economically on account of the number of eyes,
than the plants from ears that germinated well, show- but the latter we frequently get of enormous size and
ing that even if we plant poor seed thickly enough we have to cut pieces quite large to get an eye on each
It depends on the size

are required.

of potatoes.

We

XX

plant, at the

XX

to secure

a

full

stand the plants will not be

as

piece.

We

consider one eye to the piece sulEcient,

vigorous as if the grains had been selected from

Ijut

ears that germinated freely.

in order to get a piece of sufficient size to afford

The experiment was
nary

fertility, yet

carried out on land of ordi-

one of the large ears yielded at

the rate of 73.21 bushels per acre, while one of "the

small ears only

made 19.65

The

bushels per acre.

average for ten ears of No. 37 was 55.17 bushels
per acre and for the ten ears from No. 32 was 49.17
bushels per acre.

When we

consider that even the best ear could

be improved on, does

it

not show that there

is

a

great opportunity for improving the corn crop of the
State.

The average

yield of the

State

fraction ahead of the poorest ear in the

is

only a

lot.

There-

often have to allow two or

more eyes

to the piece

ample substance to the plant. We plant the rows
and drop pieces 12 to 14 inches apart
the Robin the rows, having two potato planters
bins and the Aspinwall.
2. We sow 450 pounds of fertilizer on ground
with a disc grain drill and about an equal amount
in the row with the potato planters.
We mix our
own fertilizers, buying the following ingredients:
South Carolina rock, muriate of potash and tankage
from a local abbatoir, mixed so as to contain approximately 10 per cent, of potash.
3. We harrow with a slant tooth harrow as soon
2 1-2 feet apart

—

THE
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as planted, to somewhat level ridges and prevent
washing of land in wheel ruts of planter. When the
young plants first appear we begin running a weeder
over them and continue this at every convenient time
until the plants attain a height of about three or four

[January,

what we think one of the most important item©

that

about planting potatoes

is

the treating of the seed for

preventing scab, with corrosive sublimate.

We

have

frequently planted seed potatoes that were infected

badly with scab, but by treating them with the above

weed growth. Then were enabled

to raise perfectly smooth potatoes.
This treatment, however, will have no effect on the
rows are plainly discemable. We then start the culti- seed when planted on land that has been infected
vators, using Iron Age Sulky Cultivators with the with scab.
We had potatoes in a piece of land this
guards attached to prevent throwing too much dirt year that had grown potatoes six years ago, and on
on the young jjlants. When the plants are about six a small part of which scab appeared. This year the
inches high we remove the guards and continue cul- potatoes were not only badly scabbed, but the ares
inches.

This

is

done to

kill the

—

the plants can be safely cultivated

tivating every

week or ten

that

is,

when

days, provided

the

we can had

considerably increased.

William

spare the time from our corn and other crops, until
the plants cover so

much

rows that the sulky cultivator can't go down them
without the wheels running over the vines.
We
then run through them at least once with one-horse
cultivators, going once in a
to

tubers.

THE PEANUT CROP IN VIEGINIA.
The season which
for

We

is

just

drawing

to a close

has

been a most disastrous one for the peanut growers,

have sprayed our potatoes twice each year
be
with Bordeaux mixture, using an Aspinwall four4.

Holmead.

Editor Southern Planter:

row and taking care not

go so close to the plants as to disturb the yoimg

F.

District of Columbia.

of the space between the

owing

to the excessive

amount of rain there will

than half of an average crop.
In the eastern part of the peanut belt where the
row barrel sprayer. We had no blight either year,
season is later the heaviest rains came before the
but did have it three years ago.
We would have nuts were harvested, which rotted the vines to such
sprayed at least three times per year had not scarcity
In this
an extent that the nuts would drop off.
of labor and press of other work prevented.
section at least one-half of the acreage was harvested
5. When we
begin digging, about the 15th or
by the hogs, while owing to the above reasons, and
20th of July, we find it necessary to use barrels and
also to moulding in the shock, not more than onespring wagons to haul our potatoes in to prevent them
half of those dug were saved.
skinning and bruising, as we are about twelve miles
One* redeeming feature of the situation is the
from market and the roads are rough.
few weeks
probability of high prices, so that where the farmer
later we haul them in bags holding two and a half
managed to get the crop saved with little injury
bushels, which enables us to carry twice as many
from the rain there will probably be as much money
potatoes per load.
They are dumped from the bags made
as if the crop had been abundant with the corinto barrels and sold thus.
It is not imtil October
responding low prices of previous years.
that potatoes are sold by the bushel to any extent.
The peanut being a dry-weather plant does best
Until that time they are sold by the barrel, holding
on the light, sandy soils of the Tidewater sections.
a little less than three bushels.
Lime appears to have a very beneficial effect, as it
6. During the past season potatoes brought $3
-weetens the soil and wilU also set free a certain
per barrel up to the 20th of July; from that they amount of the potash in the soil, making it available
dropped to $2.50 and $2.00 for the next two weeks; for plant food.
they then fell to $1.75, which price they averaged
The peanut being a leguminous plant, as a rule,
less

A

until well into the

In July, 1905,

month of

October.

heavy was the Southern and

applications of

ammonia do not show much

benefit.

proved by the character of the fertilizers
iN'orfoIk crop of early potatoes, that when the local which are most popular, among which are the folpotatoes appeared on the market they brought $1.25 lowing:
1-8-4, 8-4, 10-4 and 7-5, which contain
per barrel, but when the Southern and Xorfolk crop very little ammonia, a high per cent, of phosphoric
was exhausted they went to $1.75 and remained acid and a fair amount of potash. It is a notable
so

thereabout for the rest of the season.

In addition

to the

above questions I wish to say

This

is

fact that the

peanut growers are steadily increasing

the per cent, of potash each year.
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The best growers are mixing their own fertilizers, time get paying returns is one of the best tests of s
and here the story learned, from experience, is the good farmer.
same a high per cent, of potash and low in amMuch of the soil of Virginia has become so woni

—

The potash not only causes the vines to set that thousands of farmers feel it necessary to purfills them up better, as experiments chase
fertilizers.
The amount of money spent ir
that few "pops" or half-filled pods where a the State annually for fertilizers is becoming enorliberal amount of potash has been used.
The farmer mous. The amount will increase unless this subject Ie
who wishes to mix his own fertilizer cannot do better given more careful study. During the cold wintei
monia.

more
show

than

nuts, but

experiment with the following:
afternoons, while the farmer sits around his fireside,
successful farmer in the eastern part of is a most excellent time to take up the subject of
the peanut belt prefers a little soluble ammonia, fertilizing the land.
It is too often the case that
to

One very

claiming that
the spring.

it starts

He

the crop off

more rapidly in this matter is put off till seed-planting time and the
form farmer drives to town with his wagon for a load of

also prefers his potash in the

of the sulphate.
His formula is as follows: Forty fertilizer. He asks the agent for the best fertilize!
poimds nitrate of soda, 200 pounds acid phosphate for his land and for a certain crop. It is taken home
and 50 pounds sulphate of potash per acre. With and used on the crop and the farmer usually learn*
this combination he has led all his neighbors both in but little by its use.
He is ready to do the samt
quality and quantity.
thing over at next seed time.

The above combination

is

very similar to a lower

There

grade goods which has given good results in the
fertilizer
vicinity of Suffolk, Va., which is composed of equal

is

best suited for all soils.

best suited to the farmer's soil

parts of dried fish, acid phosphate and kainit.
The
buy.
growers in that vicinity think the salt of the kainit

They
ammonia in

How

himself.

No

a vast difference in fertilizers.

is

is

he to

know

this

is
?

The

one

fertlLzer

the one he shoiild

By

experimenting

Some think they should have

their soil

more
analyzed by a good chemist before they can tell wha'f
more
their soil needs. No chemist can tell what fertilizer*
rapid nitrate of soda.
in the soil are available to the plant and what are not.
In the county of Surry, Va., which produces some
The plants alone can tell the farmer. Make an erof the largest crops per acre, the most popular mixperiment. Put phosphates on some plats, potash on
ture has no ammonia at all, being 40 pounds muriate
Mix them togetne"
others and nitrates on others.
of potash and 175 pounds acid phosphate per acre.
and put on other plats. Of course, this is a littk
The intelligent farmer will not follow any of the
has a beneficial

effect.

slowly available

also prefer the

the fish to the

above formulas blindly, but will experiment until be

himself that he has the one which

satisfies

adapted

to his soil.

G. F.

.

is

best

Maech.

Richmond, Va.

trouble, but

it

will pay.

I don't like the idea of pur-

chasing fertilizers any way.
small amount each year,

still

matter to the

Editor Southern Planter

£

Neark
is a sort of an excuse for bad farming.
always I follow the application with grass to get the
full benefit of the fertilizer

FERTILIZING THE LAND.

While I purchase

I feel like the practice'

nearly

all

soil.

But

and add more vegetable

the farmer should

makf

the fertilizer he needs right on the farm.

Perhaps there is no other one thing of more vital There is scarcely any fertilizer that will equal gooc
importance pertaining to land than that of increasing stable manure.
This material comes from plantfi
and maintaining its fertility. If all the crops are and after the feeding constituents are taken from
hauled off or grazed off the land and nothing put back them most of the mineral matters are returned to the
in return, the soil will very soon

become exhausted.

may

soil to

feed other plants.

I

know

of the beneficial

good stable manure being clearly shown for
not worth tillage, and rather than improve it may fifteen years. During the winter months while this
move to the town or city. Poor land not only affects material is accumulating around the barns and
The stables it should be most carefully looked after to
the immediate owner, but the State at large.

The next generation

land that

we

of fanners

cultivate should be looked

inherit land

upon

as some-

thing loaned to us and for the use of which the
increase the fertility of the soil and at

lessen the fertilizer bill in the spring.
is

Manure

that

thro^vn out and exposed to drenching rains or

and heats and
the same sure sign of bad farming.

next generation will either accuse us or praise us.

To

effects of

left

in piles

"fire

fangs" and

is

is

a
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The farmer who does
crop

—such

way

not grow some leguminous

as clover, peas or alfalfa

—

preparing

is

These crops are
Turn under a
good clover or alfalfa, sod or pea stubble and then
plant corn, or if in the fall sow wheat, and the crop
will "speak for itself" without the aid of commercial
fertilizers.
I have just finished gathering fifty
bushels of corn per acre from an eight-acre field of
clover and orchard grass sod turned under last
spring.
No fertilizers were used and the land was
considered rather poor a few years ago.
To sum the whole question up, I would say grow
more leguminous crops, such as clover, peas and
alfalfa.
Use some lime on the land to get a "set"
if necessary; handle stock and apply the manures
On heavy clay soils, where wheat
to best advantage.
"takes tile rust" use some phosphate to hasten maturity, on sandy soils use some potash and a little
nitrogen.
Follow with some crop that will add
more humus to the soil. Write for bulletin No. 1
on "Origin, Composition and Utility of Fertilizing
Materials," just issued by the Virginia Experiment
Station at Blacksburg, and study this question. This
publicalion is the best on the subject that has yet
come to my hands and should be in the hands of
every farmer in the State who uses fertilizers.
the

for commercial fertilizers.

deadly to commercial

fertilizers.

Montgomery County; Va.

R. H. Peice.

[January.

They grow

skin and rather prominent eyes.

rapidly

and usually reach marketable size within a week of
Early Ohio planted at the same time, but far outyield that formerly popular kind.
The table
quality of the
off

young tubers

maturity

as

is

is

very tolerable, but falls

reached.

Notwithstanding its
Ii'ish Cobbler

rather unsatisfactory cooking quality,

has turned out so profitable that
early kinds in
I

many

it is

displacing other

Mr. Greener says

localities."

have the Eureka, and now consider

best early potato of the present

it

day.

by far the
It

answers

Ihe description given of the Irish Cobbler, but I find
it

even

potato I

now much better in quality than any late
know of. We had several messes cooked in

their jackets recently,
as the

Early Ohio,

this

and they are almost

as

good

being the best potato we liave

at this date available for table use.
The Freeman,
and perhaps the Hebron, were still better in quality,
but we happen to have few on hand, and we are
very well satisfied with the Early Ohio.
But the
Eureka (as probably its near type, the Irish Cobbler) is a strong grower, and one of the healthiest
plants I have seen in some years.
Here it was perfectly free from every sign of blight until it ripened,
and the yield was much larger than that of Early
Ohio, Noroton, Hebron, etc.
The grower of early
potatoes can hardly do better in these days than
select these newer introductions in place of some of

the older sorts.

THE BEST EARLY POTATO.
Van

Fleet, who conducts interesting experimental grounds in New Jersey for the Rural New
Yorker, says about the Irish Cobbler: "While not
a recent introduction, having been grown for many
years in Connecticut and Long Island, it has only

Dr.

lately

attracted

the

general

attention

of

Eastern

growers as a protfiable early market variety.
not of

—

It

is

first quality
inferior even to Early Ohio
such a fine grower and reliable cropper under
ordinary trucking conditions that it has literally

but

is

forced itself on the attention of market gardeners.
Its origin appears to be something of a mystery.

J'robably the most promising yearling for speed

owned about Richmond

is

the chestnut colt Akar, by

dam

.\quilin, son of Bingen, 2 :06 1-4,

of TJtatlan, 2 :22 1-4,

by Pistachio, 2 :21

Pavetta,
3-4,

dam

who was

purchased during the past spring from Allen Farm,
I'ittsfield,

Akar

Mass., by S. T. Griffith.

and the son of Aquilin

is large,

is

a pacer

handsome and well

formed, being a blue ribbon winner in his class at
the recent Virginia State Fair.

has the colt at Acca
niakinc,-

Farm and

William L. Bass

looks

upon him

as the

of a very fine horse.

Seedsmen and dealers disclaim knowledge as to
when or where it first got into cultivation, but have
generally been

compelled to

catalogue

it.

Seed

stock has not always been easy to obtain, but will be
freely offered the coming year.
The plant is strong

Have some good woods mould
in vegetable

or other soil rich

matter got up into a pile near the hot

and upright in growth, with thick and healthy dark bed for making seed beds in the hot beds and in
green foliage. The potatoes, in good soil, run from boxes for raising plants. Turn this over several times
medium to large .oblong in shape, with thin white to sweeten it and make it ready for use.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard,

The residence of Hon. Orlando Harrison and partial view of the enormous packing houses of Harrison's NursMd. The hay crop shown is on land which produced a crop of trees the year before.

eries at Berlin,

WORK FOR THE MONTH.
Lettuce and other early crops in frames should
have air freely when the weather is mild, but care
should be taken to be always prepared for frost by

having at hand mats, straw or brush to cover the
lights.

There

is

little

that can be done in the garden or

truck field this month, as

it is

too early to plant any-

thing except in the extreme South on the Gulf coast,

where the
lish peas

earliest crops of spring salads

may

be planted if the

and Enga mild

month be

In this and the adjoining coast States, even
though the month should be mild, it is too early
to think of sowing any crop in the open ground.

one.

Where

the setting out

of the fall-raised

cabbage

was not completed last month this work should
be pushed and completed as quickly as possible whilst
the weather is open and the ground dry. Work calling for immediate attention is the preparation of
the compost heaps 'to be used in growing the spring
and summer crops. These should be made up of
the manure from the horse and cattle stables and
the hog pens mixed with leaves and vegetable matter
from the woods, and to these should be added acid
phosphate and muriate of potash liberally. All the
plants

ground and on each layer apply a liberal dressing of
the acid phosphate and potash.
Let lay a week or
ten days and then turn the whole heap over, thus
Then let
thoroughly mixing the contents together.
lay a month and then apply broadcast on the land.
The acid phosphate and potash should be mixed with
the compost in suffisient quantity to give from 500
to 1,000 pounds of acid phosphate and from 100 to
200 poimds of muriate of potash to the acre. After
the compost has been spread on the land, which
should have been previously deeply ploughed, work
it thoroughly into the land with a harrow or cultivator and then when in good order for a seed bed
lay off the rows and leave until planting time. Be
careful in laying off the rows to make them straight
and of a uniform distance apart so that they can
be worked by horse power and thus save hand labor.
The nitrogen needed to push the growth of the crop
should not be applied until the crop has commenced
grow, unless it be in the form of cotton seed meal,

to

fish scrap or

blood meal.

When any

of these are

used they should be worked into the land along with
the compost containing the mineral fertilizers a

week or two before the crop is to be sowed or planted
Be careful not to commence to plough or work
the land tmtil it is dry enough to crumble nicely
when turned over. Land worked when wet is land
vegetables are great consumers of phosphoric acid and spoiled for at least one year and often for longer.
potash, and it needs to be in an immediately availThe best Attend to the pruning of the orchard whenever the
able condition when the crop is sowed.
way to secure this end is to mix it in the compost weather is fit for work outdoors. Be careful to cut
heap now.
Spread the manure in layers on the out all fire blighted wood from pear and apple trees
out.
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Cut products on exhibit in, our city continually. Let U9
show you what we can grow in this grand old State
We spend about two and one-half
This blighted wood can be readily found by the old of Maryland.
dead, blackened leaevs hanging to the branches. million dollars with you for fertilizers annually and
Bum all the blighted wood cut out and thus prevent an equal sum for other necessities, and we are glad
to patronize home industries.
further infection from this source.
"The people of Baltimore city do not know what
Raspberry and blackberry plantations should be
cleaned up of all trash and the old canes be cut out is in store for them in the country. Nearly one-half
of the raspberries and the now ones be thinned, tied of our great State yet undeveloped, no State in tho
together and shortened back and staked if necessary. Union can offer such varied opportunities in friiit
Blackberry canes should be shortened back and thin- growing as Maryland. We have the rich level land
Why do you seek investned out where necessary. See that all trellis poles and fertile mountains.
and stakes are sound and firmly set in the ground ments out of the State when you have greater opporand capable of carrying the vines trained on them tunities at home for investment of capital ? Why
send your sons out of the State to find profitable
when in leaf and fruit bearing.
Grape vines can be pruned from this time until employment when the Eastern Shore soil offers
Prune with a free ample opportunities ?"
the 'sap begins to run in them.
President E. P. Cohill, in his annual address, emhand, cutting out nearly all the old wood and leaving
only two or three new canes to each vine, which phasized the purpose of the society, which is to protect and promote the horticultural interests of Maryshould be shortened back to two or three eyes.
land.
In a note of warning to orchardists he said
that pear blight, peach yellows and the San Jose
MARYLAND STATE HORTICULTURAL Sa scale were doing great damage throughout the State
CIETY.
and that unless citizens in town and cities co-

to prevent the further spread of this disease.

well below the point to which the blight has extended.

operate with the State

The meeting of the Maryland State Horticulture
dangerous
Society, held December 5th and 6th, was the largest
attended in the history of the society.
includes
exhibit

was

This society

the soil in any branch.

all tillers of

a great display

and a rare

The

pests

many

officials

in combating these

small orchards will be de-

stroyed.

A

resolution which said, "the million dollars an-

nually expended by the national government in dis-

treat to the

tribution of free garden seeds is an unwarranted apBaltimore city.
plication of piiblic funds," was passed.
The Mayor, E. Clay Timanus, delivered the adAmong other statements in opposition to it were
dress of welcome in a forcible manner, offering the
that the quantity received by each individual is inCity Hall free for the use of the society in the
sufficient to be of measurable service, and that the
future.
Orlando Harrison, Mayor of Berlin, Md., respond- money actually wasted by this annual appropriation,
judiciousUy applied, would be of infinitely more
ed to the address. In the course of the address he if
citizens of

value to the horticultural interests of the country.

said:

"We,

the tillers of the soil of the State of

Mary-

An

address which was of particular interest to the

was that delivered by Prof.
Iowa Experiment
Station, on "The Apple and the Manner in Which
much wealth by means of its farmers and gardeners,
it Should be Grown."
should be entitled to
building in the great central
land, produce about thirty-five million dollars annually.

I claim that any State that produces so

members of

the society

A. S. Beech, horticulturist of the

a

The speaker illustrated his lecture more clearly by
means of two charts, showing the condition of apple
He
"I ask here to-day that some son of Maryland trees grown in tilled and unfilled ground.
donate a plot of land for this purpose and ask the pointed out that trees, like everything else, would
State to erect a building for the farmers, truckers not grow unless the soil in which they were planted
city of the

State,

which should be known

as the

Horticulture Hall.

and fruit growers and centralize various office build- was properly looked after.
ings of the State that are located in Baltimore city
"The great difficulty experienced with apple
in one, which will be economy to the State and give trees," said Professor Beech, "is down at the roots.
the tillers of the soil an opportunity to put their Sometimes they are deprived of air, which is just
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Scene at Harrison's Nurseries, Berlin, Md.
peach trees and budding youngs tock.
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Mr. G. A. Harrison in cliarge of a squad of

men pruning one

year

life of a tree as it is to that of a tion, but as bad as we need advice there is someThis lack of air is almost in every thing that we need more. That one thing is paraWe cannot take your advice without it.
<5ase due to the improper drainage of the land.
Run- mount.
ning water does not injure roots; it is the stagnant We are like the man who, when urged to take a
pools which cannot be carried off that dwarf the farm paper and learn how to farm right, said, "I
.^owth of a tree and cause it to bear little or no don't farm as well as I know how now."
a.s

vital

human

fruit.

.given

to the

being.

The thing we need most just now
The roots need help very often ,and it can be
them by means of tilling the land, thus en- has been said we must pay more wages.

water to be drained off.
"Experiments have shown that tilling land in an
apple orchard has improved the trees, and on a farm
where two trees were dug up the roots to the tree
on the tilled ground were just twice as long as those
belonging to the tree which had grown on land
imtilled and improperly drained. With these results
having been shown it behooves the farmer to be up
and doing, for the apple crop is most profitable,
and could be made more so if scientific methods were
used by growers."
The officers elected were: Orlando Harrison,
:abling the

Md. Charles L. Seybold, viceMd. Thomas B. Symons, secretary and treasurer. College Park, Md.
A banquet was given at the close of the meeting,
•which was attended by Governor Warfield and the
Mayor of the city and was a great success. It is expresident,

Berlin,

;

president, Baltimore,

;

do

if

A

gets them.

gets

them

;

if

B

It

That would

there were plenty of laborers.

more than B,

help.

is

A

If

offers still

offers

more, he

If the farmer offers more than the In-

dustries the latter raises the price, as they are better
able to do.

around.

There are not enough workmen

The

scarcity

the correspondents of
it

from

all

is

many farm

parts of this country.

papers write of

Many

obliged to quit farming and others find

from one end
er's

arm

is

to go

not confined to one place;

of the year to another.

have been
it

a drag

If the farm-

paralyzed the prosperity of the country

must come to an end. It is to be hoped that the
State and national government will give this matter
more attention, and that every agricultural paper
will press the importance of it upon them.
T.

M. Wade.

Lexington, Va., December 15, 1906.

We realize to the full the truth of what our corpected the society will meet at Jamestown, Va., for respondent says as to the scarcity of labor. Not a
day passes but we are confronted with this trouble
their next summer meeting.
by complaints from every section of the South. But

THE LABOR QUESTION.
Editor Southern Planter:

Your

valuable journal,

as

well

as

many other
how to

agricultural papers, are telling the farmers

what can we do

?

The immigrant laws

prohibit the

importation of contract labor and the payment of
the fares of those willing to come, and the trades
imionists are working day and night to

laws more stringent.

Only

make

these

few days ago we had
prepare the land, time of seeding and what kind? an interview with a 'distinguished member of Conof crops to grow, and much other useful informa- gress on this subject and urged that he should do
tion.
We all appreciate your god work in this direc- somethine: to help the South in thisiemergency. Ed.
a
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Live Stock and Dairy.
DAIRY RECORDS.

it

would only leave a margin of $12.50 for value

of butter over and above the cost of feed.

Editor Southern Planter:

This

entirely too small a profit for the labor, risk

is

and

There seems to be a variety of opinions as to
An imexpense in maintaining a dairy animal.
what should be the minimum standard of production
provement over this condition can only be had by
This is frequently erronfor a good dairy animal.
the use of improved blood and persistent weeding
eously influenced by the largest amount of milk that
out of the poorer individuals; but to do this a
a dairy cow will give for a short time during the
standard of production must be had.
This method of determining the
lactation period.
In handling the herd at this station it has been
value of a dairy cow has probably been brought about
by breeders' associations using the 7-day test as a deemed advisable not to keep an animal that will
standard of excellence. The 7-day t«st, when prop- not produce 5,000 pounds of milk in a year, or 250
butter.
From a cow producing these
erly conducted, will certainly give some idea as to pounds of
income of $116.28 for
the relative merit of the animal but it is altogether amounts there would be an
;

an animal that will give a good milk at 20 cents per gallon or $62.50 for butter at
•
earlier
part of the lactation period 25 cents per pound. This would leave a margin of
test
in
the
7-day
deducted
that will not be a profitable producer when the whole over $80 per year when cost of feed is
This fact has from returns for milk, or about $30 from butter. It
year is taken into consideration.
probably influenced some of the associations of breed- is often found that some cows will reach this standard
On the other hand, some
ers to require a year's test or at least an entire lacta- of milk and fail on butter.
not
tion period, as a standard of merit of the individual will reach the standard of butter production but
possible to have

.

cow.

This step gives

much promise

improvement of dairy cows along

for the future

profitable

lines.

The

tenth census gives the average production of all
cows in the United States at about 3,500 pounds of
milk per year. It seems that it would be entirely
safe to estimate the fat that this milk would contain
at 3.75 to 4 per cent.
In fact, it seems that if there
is

any error in

too high,

this estimate it

rather than too

low.

would be that
Considering

it

is

this

amount of fat, a cow would
pounds of butter per year,
about 150 pounds of butter.
this would mean an income

instance, a Holstein cow dumg a lacfrom January to October, 1905, produced 5,665 pounds of milk, but only 226 pounds
of butter.
At about the same time a Jersey cow
from December, 1904, to November, 1905, produced
4,162 pounds of milk and 305 poimds of butter. It
is very clear that this Holstein cow would not' be
nearly as profitable as the Jersey from the standard
of butter production; on the other hand, the Jersey
would not be anything like as profitable as the Hol-

on milk.

For

tation period

yield from 140 to 160
making an average of stein for milk production.
While it is absolutely necessary to have some
At 25 cents per pound
from butter of $37.50. standard of this kind to work to if we expect to imWhen the cost of food is considered it is at once prove our dairy cattle, at the same time the mistake
apparent that there is very little profit in keeping must not be made of condemning an animal on the

This is espean animal of this kind, for the minimum cost of production of one lactation period.
keeping a cow for a year at the present prices of cially true of heifers. While it is most desirable to
foodstuffs will not be very far from $25; and even have cows that will reach this standard with the
this figure will allow but little concentrates to be fed. first calf, still it is often possible that animals which

Taking the average of the herds at this Station will not produce this amount with the first calf will
There is a
it is found that it cost from afterwards become profitable animals.
$31.50 to $36.58 to feed a cow for that year, the cost, -Jersey cow in the station herd that is now in her
for the year 1905,

This third lactation period that only gave about 2,700
pounds of milk in the first lactation period; this
pounds per head per day. But considering that a amount was increased to nearly 4,000 in her second
cow that does not produce over 3,500 pounds of milk lactation period and bids fair to go over 5,000 for
of course, varying with the size of the animal.
cost

includes a grain ration of from six to nine

gets but little concentrates,

and "that it costs for pasturage and winter feed something like $25 per year.

the third lactation period.
It is also true of

mature cows that they have

"off
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which

years" in

they do

come up

not

to

their
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of the most desirable traits that can be had in a

not dairy animal.
The question that
always safe to condemn a mature animal on the re-

sults of

Consequently,

production.

standard of

it

is

other, is

one lactation period.

do.

The

cattle

Amount
Milk.

March,

744.1
525.6
694.8
530.0
470.9
3»1.4

35.3
29.0
25.8
21.4

3246.8

173.0

October, 1805.,.

November, 1905
December, 1905,
Jamiary, 190<). ..
February, 190S

station is

1906.

April, 1906..

May,

1906...
une. Iu06
July, 1906...
.

.1

August

247.6
3*1.8
39S.1
3i4.1
218 6
105.9

21.9
21.4
23.2
18.3
13.0

now carrying

three herds of dairy

Jersey, Guernsey and Holstein

—and

an

ac-

kept of the cost of feed and producWhile this is in no
tion of these different herds.
sense a breed test, still it may give some one a better
general idea of what the different breeds will do. It
curate record

of

September, 1905

—

is asked more often than any
what the different breeds of dairy cattle will

is

only fair to call attention to the fact that there are
only seven Guernseys, while there are fourteen JerFor this reason it ie,
seys and seventeen Holsteins.
is

hardly as fair to the Guernseys as it should be^
These results are the average for one animal for onfe

may

know what an animal that
milk and butter to meet this
will produce
standard will do by months. Table 1 gives the milk
and butter by months of the Jersey cow, "Queen
Narka." It will be noticed that the largest amount
of milk was produced in the first month of the lactation period, while the largest amount of butter was
produced in the third month. It will also be noted
that in the second month the decrease was more than
normal.
As a general proposition it will be found
that the milk flow will usually decrease from 8 to 10
per cent, per month, the butter sometimes holding
fairly constant for several months on account of the
It

be of interest to
sufficient

increased

amount of butter

fat in the latter part of

When

5,000 pounds of milk is
an average per day for a year it does not
look very large, amounting to between thirteen and
fourteen pounds, or a little less than two gallons per

the lactation f)eriod.

reduced

to

day for the entire

One

year.

of the most desirable traits in a dairy

cow

is

Frequently cows will be
found that give a comparatively large flow of milk
for the first three or four months and then suddenly,
persistence

in

milking.

for no apparent reason, the flow will decrease very
materially, and

does not show

number

when
up

the total for the year

well.

On

is

made

it

the other hand, quite a

of cows that do not give such a large flow

of milk, or even those that do, will give approxi-

mately as much milk in the

latter part of the lacta-

For instance, the Jersey
cow, "Stika Sis," in December, 1904, in the second
month of the lactation period, gave 772 pounds of
milk and forty pounds of butter, while in August,
1905, next to the last month of the lactation period,
she gave 586 pounds of milk and thirty-four pounds
of butter. This ability to keep up prodiiction is one
tion period as in the

first.

year (1905) of the cost and production.

Each month

a

summary

is

made and

this is aver-"

aged to obtain the results for a year. It should be
borne in mind that the monthly summary represents
the production of cows in different stages of a lacta-

tion period,

average.

Breed.

and for

this

reason gives a

reliable

THE
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It will be noted at once that the

midway

about
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Guernseys are up

in the production of milk between the

Holsteins and Jerseys, the Holsteins leading the two

When

other breeds considerably in this respect.

comes

the value of butter there

to

diilerence, but the difference

the profit on butter

In regard

when

to the profit

is

not so

it

much

shows considerably in

the cost of feed

is

deducted.

on milk, the relative standing

is about that of production.

While

to be

understood that this

not a breed

to eight or

ticularly

[January.

nine years of age, but as a rule (par-

where two

litters a

year are produced) the

age of usefulness will be over at around four to five

After this the pigs will not only be weak,
number than with

years.

but will be considerably less in

younger sows.

It is a far better practice to dispose

when they can be sold
pork than to keep them longer, probably with the
result of having them die on your hands.

of these animals at this time
for

farmer
and
extent, the question as to the difference between these where this system is used one crop should come in
breeds as to production and cost of maintenance. February and the other in August. It will be found
John R. Fain,
cheaper to have all the sows farrow as near the same
Virginia Experiment Station.
time as possible, as it will take less of the attendant's
it is

seems that

test, still it

it

is

should answer, to a certain

In the

production of market

should breed his sows for two

hogs the

litters

a year,

time to look after them, and the pigs will
a uniform age

MANAGEMENT OF BROOD

SOWS.

American farmer than swine. This is due to
young at a comparatively early age and a large number of indiIn the second place,
viduals are born at a litter.
to the

the fact that the females produce

to the short period of gestation, it is possible
have two crops of young in a year; and, lastly,
they will produce more pounds of gain for 100
pounds of grain than any other class of live stock.
Surely, the average Virginia farmer should give

owing
to

drawbacks

to

With

serious.

to the

all live

Of

production of pork.

swine husbandry disease

is

size

when they

all

be near

are ready for the

market.

Editor Southern Planter:
No class of live stock has been more remunerative

more attention

and

all

the most

stock preventive measures are

About two weeks before the sows are

to be

bred

they should be put on full feed, and a relatively large

amoimt of com should be used at this time. This
method of "flushing" the sows will tend to bring
them all in heat at about the same time. At the
time of mating it is also essential to have the boar in
vigorous condition. If he is a young animal and a
number of sows are to be bred to him he should receive special attention for some time before the
breeding season.
He should be fed ground oats,
shorts, skim milk, etc., and should be given the run
of a paddock of rape, cow peas, alfalfji or clover.
After the sows are bred give them the run of a
bluegrass pasture, or, if available, clover would be
In the summer time rape can be iised very
better.

This is particularly
than curative.
Disease comes from infection with profitably with brood sows. It is very essential for
so with hogs.
during the winter
specific germs and the germs are grown and harbored the sow to have some succulent food
The sows
in filth so the necessity of cleanliness is at once ap- season, and the cheapest feed is silage.
do
parent.
It should at all times be borne in mind will not eat very much of it, but what little they
that sunlight is the cheapest and one of our best eat will have a great influence in keeping the system

more

effective

;

whatever else hog yards and houses in an open condition. Aside from pasture, or silage,
no excuse for not having an abun- or roots, the pregnant sows should receive a light
dance of sun light. A great deal can be accomplished o-rain feed, and this should be of the bone and muscle
Oats and shorts will give excelin the prevention of disease by judicious feeding. building character.
Corn is the basis for the ration in fattening hogs, lent results ,but the cost may be too high. In this
purifiers, so that

may

lack, there is

but for

breeding stock

it

shoiild be used

very

sparingly and muscle and bone building food used
in

its stead.

ease,

a small

amount

of corn can be fed, supple-

mented by a more nitrogenous ration. Tankage,
blood meal, meat meal or any of the slaughter-house
by-products are also good to feed.

Never breed a "gilt" imder eight months of age,
Four or five days before farrowing time the sow
and if she is not a vigorous individual she should
not be bred under one year. The age to which sows should be placed to herself in a dry, clean pnu and be
should be kept for breeding purposes will depend

on the individual.

Some sows

are profitable breeders

left absolutely quiet.

'A

rail eight iuflios

From the

Hoor and six or eight inches from the wall will pre-
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vent the sow from overlaying her pigs.

feed needed at this time

a

is

little

The only

thin slop and

plenty of clean water to keep the animal from be-

coming

If there

feverish.

is

any tendency towards

constipation six or eight ounces of

Epsom

may

salts

be given two or three days before parturition. After
the pigs are born do not feed anything for twenty-

four hours, but give plenty of water to drink with
the chill taken
for the

first

off.

The sow should be fed sparingly

week, and after that the feed must be in-

By

creased very gradually.

up in condition
when mated

be strong and vigorous

so that she will

for the second

litter.

In conclusion, there are several things hog raisers
Do not breed too young; do not keep
sows past their time of usefulness; do not house too
closely in damp, filthy pens
do not feed breeding
stock too much corn.
]\Iilton P. Jaenigan,
Assistant in Animal Husbandry, Virginia Experishould avoid.

;

ment

Station.

the time the pigs are

is no danger of overfeeding
The only rule to be observed is not
feed more than they will eat up clean.

three weeks old there
the pigs or dam.
to

be lost in getting her
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THE BROOD SOW AND HER YOUNG THEIR
TREATMENT AND COST OF FEEDING.
;

The fall litter will come at a time of the year Editor Southern Planter:
when they can be left in the paddocks with safety.
In estimating cost of keeping a brood sow for
The only housing the sow will need is protection twelve months I shall be pretty liberal in quantity
However, the spring litter of food supplied, for she will be a Berkshire weighfrom sun and rain.
come at a season of the year when they will ng about 500 pounds, and must have two litters

will

have to be housed. It will be necessary to keep these every twelve months, year after year, without fail.
sows and litters in individual pens, but it will be I may say for a gilt I consider one litter the first
advisable, for several reasons, to turn them out in a year is sufficient, bred any time from eight to twelve
yard at feeding time and let them go to a common months old, in order to give her a chance of obtaintrough. In the first place, it will take less of the at- ing the fullest development and growth she can betendants time to 'feed them

all

in one group than to

fore putting the full test on her. It must be rememIn the second place, bered a sow producing regularly two litters annually
it will be found easier to keep the pens dry and
is like a constantly working machine, on the strain
In the all the time.
clean where the sows are not fed in them.

feed them in individual pens.

third place, the sows have thus an opportunity for

taking exercise and getting out into the fresh

They

also

seem

to eat

fed in a group than

The

air.

more greedily where they are velopment

when

eating in individual pens.

pigs begin eating around two weeks old, and

they can be fed dry grain on the floor of the pen

The

while their dams are being fed in the yard.

and
weaning them, they should all be taken away at
once and not leave one or two with the sow, as is
pigs should be

weaned

at six to seven

weeks old

;

in

commonly

practiced, with the idea that those remain-

ing will take some milk from

all

of the teats.

As

a

each pig sucks the same teat it did
before, and even though part of the pigs are re-

matter of

moved
same

fact,

those remaining will continue to suck the

teat that they

have been accustomed

to.

the rooting at the glands stimulates and keeps
flow of milk, so that

it

is

Now,
up the

a far better practice to

remove all of the pigs at once and place the sow on
a light, dry feed, and there wiU be comparatively
little difficulty

in drying her

Since the sow

is to

From day

off.

be bred again in two or three

weeks after the pigs are taken away no time should

of service

and following four months

she has to support her young from their earliest de-

and as soon as bom, and daily
weeks old, suckle her little ones. Sixteen
weeks, or 112 days, is the usual period of gestation
from day of service to birth. It varies several days,
more or less, according to age of sow, but the time I
mention is near enough for my purpose.
Half a year is 182 days; 112 days plus 56 days,
making pigs eight weeks old from birth, equals 168
days, leaves 14 days only to wean the little pigs and
the sow to have taken service again.
I allow a week for weaning at most; separate
mother and little ones half a day for a couple of
days; then put them together at nights only, twice;
then let pigs have pen to themselves, and after one
or two days' confinement let them run about as usual.
I find within the following seven days the sow running with the boar by day, she will be in pig again
and the pigs quite contented without her. This performance has to be repeated during the next 183
days to make the two litters in one year.
After suckling a good litter of pigs for two monthe
until eight

until birth,
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I change feed of sow and give as follows:
To one
must be the order of the day during pint of flour pour cold water to make a thin paste;
months to fetch up loss in weight and then add boiling water, stirring well until you have

the sow wil probably show some loss in flesh; so
liberal feeding

the next six

get her into the finest condition possible, but not too
fat,

when

the time arrives for the next lot of

A

brood sow in poor condition means small,
weakly, unthrifty pigs, and too fat, danger and difficulty in producing her pigs at birth.
ones.

Castor

oil,

a two-gallon

bucket half

young sow add cold water

in half a bucketful of water will be sufficient, or if

and

to cure,

and before giving

to

known

Return

at once..

this

remedy

to fail

to iisual rations

soon

complaint disappears.

as

In estimating

say half a 5-cent bottle worth, given in

week before pigs are expected is a good
precaution to take, can do no harm and may prevent
trouble during parturition. Feed lightly for several
days before pigs are expected, and after birth give
sow plenty of water with chill taken off, and during
first day a couple of handsful of millfeed scalded
slop about a

I have never

reached.

full,

imtil required temperature is

of feeding a brood sow for

cost

twelve months and raising a pig eight weeks old, I
shall value feed

used as follows:

per 100 poimds;

com

Millfeed, $1.25

meal, 75 cents, and

com

50

cents per bushel, as I consider this a safe average

of prices the year round at any retail coimtry store,
as

it is

get

at,

the cost for small breeders of hogs I

more than

those

to

who can buy

want

to

in large

sow seems weak and exhausted a little boiled flour quantities at wholesale prices.
Mind and have plenty of clean
I always arrange for young pigs to arrive first
water within reach of sow, for she will be feverish half of March and September as near as possible.
Will take one of my sows which farrowed September
and drinks greedily.
Second day, pint of millfeed with handful of com 1, 1006 she is due to farrow again March 17, 1906.
meal, morning and evening. Third day about double Her feed since weaning last pigs has been four
In both cases add water quarts millfeed (two poimds) in the morning and
the previous allowance.
liberally.
Afterwards increase amount of food about three pounds corn in the evening, and is gaingradually, according to your own judgment, until she ing rapidly in condition on this fare.
gruel answers finely.

;

To

has three full meals per day of four to five quarts

each meal; but this should not be fed until pigs are

fare

about two or three weeks old.

I

The

object the breeder should

aim

for

is to

give

simplify calculations I will charge this daily

from weaning

last pigs to date of

next farrow.

allow fourteen days for weaning to date of service

and 112 days from then

to

farrowing equals 126

when pigs are eight
makes the half year of 182 days
Millfeed, 14X112 days=126 days at 3 lbs
=378 lbs at
$4 72
of milk is short the little ones will be stunted and
14X112 days=126 days at 3 lbs
unthrifty; on the other hand, if the milk from the Com,
=378 at 50c. per bushel
3 37
mother is over abtmdant scours and other ailments
may result, and also if the pigs do not take all the
$8 09
milk as produced the sow is liable to dry up more
or less and runts and puny pigs are the consequence.
Xow, for cost of the sow and her pigs for eight
This shows the necessity for close watching and weeks from birth to being weaned. I shall now feed
good judgment the first four weeks of the little pigs' on mixture two-thirds millfeed and one-third com
life.
When pigs are three or foiir weeks old the meal. As previously stated ,the sow must be fed
sow can have three full feeds a day and the pigs can lightly and carefully the first fourteen days after farbe given a little scalded millfeed and com meal row and will not be on full feed of three meals per
mixed, a little once a day to begin with; gradually day of one gallon each until second half of the first
increase the amount and in a few days feed morning month, and the little pigs require little beyond their
and evening, a little grain com in middle of the day, mothers milk until beginning of second month,
and when six weeks old feed three times daily and so that if I allow three full feeds of one gallon each
there will be little trouble with them when weaning from date of farrow for eight weeks, when taken
times comes. Of course, the addition of sweet milk from their mother, that should cover cost of feeding
to the rations named is always acceptable and bene- the sow and her litter for fifty-six days, which comficial.
In case of any appearance of scours in pigs pletes the half year of 182 days, and am sure my
the

sow

sufficient

food and no more than will pro-

duce the milk required by the little pigs to keep them
in a growing and thrifty condition.
If the supply

days.

weeks

This, plus fifty-six days,

old,

".
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readers will agree

my

days

a very liberal one.

is

ISSeallons.
126 days feed

from

89.45
8.09

waning to date of farrow cost,

'

Total

25 cents and

sell at

to corn crop account.
If he feeds the remainder,
worth 50 cents per bushel, and hogs when killed return him 75 cents per bushel for com consumed, the

112 mill-feed at S1.25 pi>r 100=^.20
£6 corn meal at 7oo per l.u.— 5.25

X 3 gaUoDt-

A farmer can grow corn at
50 cents; the 25 cents profit goes

allowance of six pounds grain his corn, for example:

per day for previous 126 days
66

19

25 cents profit goes to feeding stock account.

S17.M

The

cost of raising a pig looks a high figure, but feed is

Now, $17.54 is cost of spring litter, but during*
summer with grazing and green food the sow can
be fed much cheaper.
I consider one-fourth less a
safe deduction,

pigs

litter of

and

so

will value cost of the fall

$13.16, making a

months' keep of sow and two

weeks old

On

looking into

litter

estimate

—

litter

twelve

of pigs eight

litters

my

number

,or, better still,

All I desire

tion.

will correct where there

an

is

give another view on this ques-

is to

arrive at the true cost.

Robert Hibbert.

books, during last seven years,

of pigs per

litter,

actually sold or killed

—a

I find seven

perfectly safe

fourteen pigs costing $30.70, makes

or

Southern Planter
error

Albemarle County, Va.

each pig at two months old cost

one

for

at $30.70.

for average

per

total

high in price and so are hogs, and I do not believe
I am far out in my estimate; but at the same time
I shall be very pleased if any reader of The

me

$2.20.

With

only per year the sow would consume

CHRISTMAS IN THE SHEEP

BAJINS.

Editor Southern Planter:

Every shepherd's heart grows tender towards

his

Christmas season approaches. It may
much less food, but the cost per pig would be much be primarily
due to the responsibility that comes
higher than $2.20
and unless the sow raises two
about this time when the gentleness of the ewes
litters per annum, it appears to me keeping brood
suggests maternity with aU its dangers and joys;
flock as the

;

sows, to the general breeder, will be a losing business.

I understand Messrs. Swift

meat packers declare there
of the carcasses they

the trade

is

sell,

&

Co. and the great

is little

to be

made

out

but the profitable part of
namely,

the sale of the waste products

—

but

may

it

not be due to the tender suggestions of

that sweetest of all stories that has

for us

all.

By

made Christmas

every true shepherd's fireside the

family circle will be charmed by the reading of that
glad story of those shepherds out on the hills of Pal-

Farmers must, thereestine watching their flocks
under the starlit
fore, keep a careful eye on what I will term the food
heavens, when the angel of the Lord came upon them
residuum namely, the nitrogen, phosphates and
and the glory of the Lord shone round about them,
potash left from food consumed to improve the ferand first among men, they heard the joyous antility of the land.
nouncement, "Fear not, for behold I brins vou good
Professor Henry values fertilizing constituents in tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people;
the form of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash in for unto yoii is born this day in the city of David
one ton wheat bran at $13.48 and in same weight of a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord."
com at $6.74 per ton.
And as that angelic choir sang above them that
I will value fertilizing constituents in 2,000 glorious song, "Glory to God in the highest and on
pounds millfeed at $10 and corn at $6 per ton. In earth peace good will toward men," their hearts retwelve months sow and pigs have consumed 714 sponded with faith and when they had seen the
pounds millfeed at $10=$3.55, and 728 pounds Babe in the manger they glorified and praised God.
com meal at $6=$2.18, or total, $5.73. Gross cost It is a beautiful story, and some of us are so glad
per annum, $30.70, less $5.73=$24.97, making net that faithful shepherds were chosen to welcome the
cost of fourteen pigs $24.97, or $1.78, against a gross new-born King.
If the Lord had not found them

blood, hoofs, horns, hair etc.

—

weeks old. This estimate of faithful that Christmas night, keeping watch over
keeping sow for twelve months and raising their flocks, they would have missed the splendid
two litters from her until the pigs are two months honor. May not this story, then, turn the hearts
old is based on buying price of feed.
of all shepherds towards their flocks and make them
cost of $2.20 at eight

cost of

The farmer who wishes a correct profit and loss desire to be found faithful on Christmas night?
This season brings peculiar cares to the shepherd.
account on cost of feeding stock must value grain at
price he can sell, not the price he can grow; say. In Virginia the bleat of the babies is first heard
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No one knows of a laxative nature. He wants his ewes to come to
what this means imtil he has tried it. The ewea lambing strong and lusty, but not fat, and with the
must be ready for their ordeal. If they have not bowels slightly laxative. Roots he feeds liberally all
strength and health life may hang in the balance. the time after grass fails, and for a grain ration
If the ewes have been fed wrong and there is no uses oats and bran and a little oil meal. The grain
milk for the little chaps the mother instinct seems ration is cut off almost entirely a week or ten days
destroyed and she turns from her offspring, whose before lambing and gradually restored a week or
about the barns about this time.

piteous cry she cannot
stinct

enough

still.

Methinks, she has

in-

man who

de-

to teach her to hate the

nied her that which

her

nature

demands

now.

Then, there are some that are too richly blessed
is little hope of the best
mothers raising the two or three lusty chaps that
eat so much. Then, there are others that will never
recognize but one as belonging to them and would
drive the other one off to starve.
Then, there are
some that have lost the only lamb and there is n
splendid udder in danger, if the milk is not taken,
and it might be used so well for some half-starved
lamb that nothing will induce this ewe to adopt.
with children and there

Thus

ten days after the lambs are dropped.

—Ed.)

You

It is absolutely necessary to feed for milk.

cannot expect a ewe to make milk out of wind and
dried-up grass.

made

not

Let us be thankful that milk is
stuff.
A fellow the other day

of such

complained to me about his hens not laying. He
had twenty hens and had not gotten an egg in a
month. I asked what he fed them. He said that he
let them run around and pick up what they could
get.

"What

man

feeds his sheep on that; but again,

they could get" in December

insist that eggs

and milk are not made of

!

Many

a

we must
Try
that.

think of something that contains more digestible

to

the cares of the shepherd accumulate at this

nutriment in as small bulk as eggs and milk. Everything is there that the yoimg animal wants good
matters.
gi-owth-producing food, a good per cent, of protein,
First, the feed of the ewe about to lamb.
Such some fat, considerable starchy food, or sugar, water
a ewe must be fed not only enough to maintain her and mineral ingredients, just as they are called for
own life, but enough to maintain a strong, ten- in the food for the young. Your ewes cannot make
season.

It

may

—

help some to discuss some of these

pound lamb. Nature has so adjusted it that the
mother will starve before the young. I have seen
ewes too weak to give birth to their lambs, while the
lambs were strong and robust.
The chief danger
lies in losing the ewe by starvation rations.
If you
would have the lamb grow best the ewe must be fed

milk without feeding them the sort of things

the

that milk

is

made

of.

of protein in their food

com
is

You must
;

give

fodder for the ewes on cold days

on the ground.

them plenty

yet some throw out a

They need good

little

when snow

clover

hay or

cow-pea hay, and more than com. Oats are a grand
foods that stimulate growth, such as roots, grains food for producing milk.
with plenty of proteins, such as bran and oats, and
We won't stop here to go into the winter diet for
clover hay.
Some object to keeping this feed up to ewes, but jiist insist upon finding out about it and

lamb will develop then giving it to the ewes.
such bone and such size that there is great danger
When the little lamb comes it is best to have the
of loss by birth. This may be true, but I want to ewe off by herself for a day or two, if convenient.
give you the result of many observations. No lamb Wait until the little fellow can follow his mother
the very date of lambing, as the

that is bom with light bone and moderate growth before forcing the ewe to run after the flock.
If
can ever grow into a big, lusty specimen of the you have your flock stabled, it would be well to leave
breed.
I feel sure that the Englishman's success the ewe in the stable the first day and keep her in
in raising great sheep is due to his feeding the ewe a pen to herself at night, so the little lamb cannot
so as to produce the most robust offspring possible. get lost among the other sheep.
If she is a watchful
These big sheep are started before they are bom. mother and is up to the business, there is not much

(Our
to

editor could give us the facts^ about this.)

(The English sheepkeeper always make it a point
feed his ewes that are to lamb liberally all through

danger, but young ewes get very miich confused in
a

away from
them near them.

large flock of sheep and really run

their lambs in their anxiety to keep

There should be a few small pens in every sheep
is careful to select his
food so that it shall not be fat producing food, but shed to use in such cases.
be rich in bone and muscle making material and
Be sure to look after the udder at once. See that
the period of gestation, but
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If either better to do this piece at a time. Sometimes all this
milk will flow freely from both teats.
If the dead lamb is just
trouble is not necessary.
is stopped up with glutenous stuff remove it
with care.
Sometimes a small whalebone greased bom you may make the new lamb acceptable by
with vaseline may be used to advantage. If the bag smearing it over with the blood and mucous from the

teat

Don't wait for the lamb to do dead lamb. Some ewes are much easier to control
If the bag becomes than others.
start.
It is not a little remarkable that in twelve years
caked, wash it with hot water and then rub it with
Cut I have never known a Dorset ewe to disown a lamb,
a mixture of camphor, ammonia and vaseline.

is full
it,

milk

out.

it

for inflammation

may

the wool from around the udder so the
easily get to

lamb can even

she had three, nor have I ever

if

ficult to

it.

AYhen a ewe has two lambs and will only own
two lambs
for a few days, and if necessary hold the ewe a few
times while the lambs suck.
When the ewe has
gotten accustomed to the two lambs and the lamb
knows the smell of the mother, there will be no
If the second lamb is not hers it will be
trouble.
more difficult to force it on the ewe. "When the ewe
has no milk it will be almost impossible to create
the mother instinct, though I have seen this done
by bringing the ewe and lamb into a small pen and
then calling a dog up close to the ewe.
She will
one, put her in one of your pens with her

lamb.

known

I recall one case,

dif-

where a Dorset ewe that

generally had twins dropped one lamb.

liad

it

induce a Dorset ewe to adopt another ewe's

She

was not satisfied with this one, but actually mothered
some other lamb in the flock until she had induced
it to take food from her as well as from its mother.
This seems to show a very strong maternal instinct
in this breed of sheep.

I

know nothing

else to ac-

count for this rather peculiar trait of the breed.
Wishing all the shepherds of Dixie a joyous

H. B. Akbitckle.

Christmas,

ACTINOMYCOSIS—LUMP JAW.

lamb to protect it, forgetting in her Editor Southern Planter:
fright the meanness of her former attitude toward
Actinomycosis is a disease produced by -a fungus
her offspring.
These may at times fail.
which develops in the living tissues in man and the
often riish to the

Lastly,

it is

often important to

know how

to

make

lamb that does not belong to her.
When a strong milking ewe loses her lamb and you
have some ewes with twins that cannot raise both
lambs, it will be a fine thing to make the ewe raise
one of the twins.
The best way I know of is to
remove the skin from the dead lamb and fasten it
securely upon the back of one of the twins, always
being careful to chose the more weakly of the two.
The ewe is now placed in a small pen with this disa

ewe adopt

guised lamb.
stirred

when

a

If she has mother instinct

she presses her nose

of her lamb, which the
will often nestle

reach

down and

up

little

will be

it

down on

the skin

usurper wears.

to it at once.

producing grave and sometimes incurable lesions,
most commonly about the jaw. It is by no means
unknown to other of the domestic animals, and may
be produced, experimentally, in most animal tissues.
Actinomycosis is widely distributed in the tem-

ox,

perate zones, and while no altitude appears exempt

from

it,

its

greatest prevelance

is

in low,

damp, rich

bottom land.
Cause.
in

—The cause of actinomycosis

introduction

and propogation

of

is to

be found

a

vegetable

fungus (actinomyces) in the living tissues of an
animal through abrasions, hence permanently in-

She jured condition of the mucus membrane of the
mouth and upper digestive tract, coupled with the

I have seen a ewe

smell at the legs of a

lamb

that

fact that these organs have to deal with the fungus-

bearing forage and cereals, contributes largely to the
would rush at it and knock it away, and as the lamb jaws and tongue as being a most favored seat of
ran scrambling from her she would rush to it and attack, the dentition period being a dangerous one
In
take a. whiff at the back and, again deceived by the for voung animals grazing over infected areas.
she had thus adopted and finding her mistake she

odor from her lamb's skin, she will take possession older animals, the winter season is the main period
of the little scared chap. It is best to have the two of invasion, the dry fodder tending to wound the
in a pen from which the lamb cannot escape, for the gums, cheeks and tongue and open the way to the

lamb is often terrorized by the fierce attacks of the parasite, as also do decaying teeth. It has been
ewe and may be hiirt if you are not around to watch found exceedingly prevalent following epidemics of
over it. At last, her doubts are weakened and you foot and mouth disease, stomatitis, etc., and hence
can, in a day or two, remove the skin, though it is may be looked for during the approaching spring

'
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While the jaws, tongue and pharnyx Fodder grown upon such soil should be withheld
number of recognizable cases, from young animals4iuring the dentition period, and
by no means uncommon in other por- all abraded mucus membrane carefully looked after.

furnish the greater
the disease

is

The stomach,

tions of the body.

given ample evidence of

Symptoms.

—The

is

its

presence.

symptoms

^A^hcn the tongue

tion.

duces what

is

liver, spleen, kid-

maramcry gland have

neys, lungs and pleura and

Hopelessly infected animals should be slaughtered
early to restrict

The

,

will vary with loca-

the seat of attack

usually/ called

all

it

pro-

"wooden tongue."

for food until

The
until

its

spread.

flesh of infected

stalls

it

animals should not be used

has been thoroughly boiled.

of such animals should be abandoned

thorough disinfection

can be

accomplished,

The disease develops in the tongue itself apart and in actinomycotic districts cleanliness and disinfrom lesions of other surrounding structures, the fection of sores, with frequent inspection of the
organ increases in size, becomes hard, sensitive, mouth, demand attention.
rigid and incapable of free

Curative treatment consists in the early extirpamovement, causing difaccompanied by drib- tion of actinomycotic soft structures where such is
bling of saliva from the mouth.
As the symptoms ]iossible and the wound given daily disinfection.
increase the animal
becomes unable to
feed. \ATien barriers are present to prevent such procedure,
Grasping the food between the lips the head is the early and persistent administration of potasium
elevated to allow the food to gravitate into the mouth iodide in doses of one drachm for each 400 pounds
like a fowl drinking.
When, the disease extends to, weight of the animal daily for four \or five days,
or is confined to, the region of the pharnyx and then omitting two or three days, or until the dissalivary glands difficulty in breathing and swallow- charge from the eyes stops, and repeat in the same
ing will become most evident.
order for four, five or six times, if necessary. Under
The region of the jaw being the seat of attack this treatment from 60 to 80 per cent, of cases
(and which is the most frequent) early symptoms recover. Recovery is usually marked from the first
may be overlooked for some time the outline of the indication of iodism, which is shown by a profuse
ficulty in grasping the food,

,

;

jaw soon becomes deformed, generally about the discharge of tears, excessive scurfiness of the skin
middle region of the molars. As the enlargement and refusal of water, when the drug should be withFailures under this treatment have been
increases in size it becomes tender to the- touch and held.
involves adjacent soft tissues, terminating in abscess attributed by modern writers to the mixed infection
formation, which break and discharge pus from induced by the pathological changes in the tissues
involved.
'is usually creamy white
Discharging ulcers also demand attention. Where
and inoffensive.
The cavity of the abscess shows
no tendency to heal the opening through which the abscesses have not yet broken these must be freely
pus discharges becomes converted into ^ a fistula, the laid open and other cavities frequently disinfected
pus becomes greenish in color and contains small, with a 1-1000 solution corrosive sublimate or 2 per
yellow grains, the swelling spreads to adjoining cent, creoline or carbolic acid solution. Suppurating
parts, which lose their sensitiveness.
If neglected ulcers should be freely washed out with the same
these lesions become steadily worse, mastication solution and cauterized with tincture of iodine or

one or more points, which

;

being possible only on the healthy consentrated solution of nitrate of silver, SO grains to
A blister of iodine,
animal loses condition and finally dies the ounce of distilled water.
1-6 in lard, well rubbed in tends to create absorpfrom exhaustion.

more

difficult,

side;

the

tion.

For some unaccountable reason, but probably
from the fact that innoculation is less easy, the Veterinarian, Virginia
Station, Blackshurg.
upper jaw is less rarely attacked than the lower,
and when present shows less tendency to external
.

ulceration.

When

Otherwise the progress

is

the

Treatment.—'^here
rich,

damp

tection

soil,

the

disease

is

prevalent on

drainage affords considerable pro-

by restricting the

growth

Editor Sonthern Planter:

Your

the s.^Tuptoms show themselves earlier.

of the

fungus.

Experiment

HOGS AS PROFIT MAE:ERS.

same.

the disease attacks the region of the incisors

John Spencer,
Agricultural

last issue

has just come to

has been read with deep interest.

my

hands and

I have thought

perhaps a Maryland farmer might be able to say
something that would be of interest to vour readers.

—

—
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The

article that interested

the heading,

Hogs

at

"Does

it

Pay

Pi'esent Prices ?"

hogs and disposed of

up many scraps

my

me most was that imder
to Buy Eeed and Raise
I have just killed

of paper figuring

my

I have. used

surplus pork.

up

and

results

have concluded that I can most positively answer
that question in the affirmative.

Here

is

It is not guess

rience of the past year.

my

expe-

work, but I

have the results in living hogs, good meat, lard and
sausage and in hard cash, or in debts paid up, which
is

just as good.

Corn

is

selling here at

43 cents a
and

bushel, pork at 7 cents a pound, lard at 9 .cents

I have figured on these prices.
In January, 1906, I had one boar, six sows and
twenty shoats. These were valued at local neighborhood prices

sausage at 10 cents.

One boar

at

$ 10 00

Six sows

at

30 00
60 00

Twenty

shoats at

23

I'l.AXTKl!.

five

me.

hundred pounds of pork more than they gave
Many of my sales were made in pigs and

shoats.

>

hog the best paying animal on
the farm if you keep cholera away from him. From
six weeks old to the end of his life he is growing in
value every day.
If in condition you can gather
him up any day of the year and convert him into
cash.
It is mighty convenient when a farmer can
at almost any time of the year convert his pigs into
the ready cash.
I had that comfortable feeling four
times during the past year.
Give me the satisfied,
grunting hog on the farm. I try to make my manager raise all the pigs he can.
Last week when I
showed him the year's results he gi-inned with satisfaction and said, "N^ext year you shall see better
I

think

the

results."

By

the way, besides a fixed

ager 5 per cent, of gross sales.

sum

I give

my

man-

It is to his interest

I have a man now
to sell as many pigs as possible.
hunting for the dollar and I hope he may find it.
This has been an off year with the farmer generally,
I fed these from January 1st to December 1st
and I have nothing to boast of; but some things
eighty barrels of corn, which I could have sold for
If you and your readers would
to encourage me.
$172, making an outlay in hogs and corn of $272.
230-acre Maryland farm has
During the year I have sold in pigs, hogs and like to know what a
done under an overseer, I can give you figures.
pork, packed for farm use, and have left for stock
•

$100 00

S. S.

as follows:

Left
8 sows
" 17 shoats
"
1 boar

$233 00 worth
112 00 (1,600 lbs)
33 85 (375 lbs)
17 50 (175 lbs)
40 00
51 00
10 00

Less

$497 35
272 00

Sold

Packed
Lard
Sausage

Hepburn.

Queen Anne County, Maryland.
(Please give us the information you mention.
will be

It

most interesting to hundreds of farmers.

Ed.)

DOES

IT

PAY TO BUY FEED FOR STOCK.

Editor Southern Planter:

In your November issue Mr. Robert Hibbert inon "Does it Pay to Buy Feed for
Stock?" and "who makes the greatest profit or
loss on the feeding, the man who grows and feeds
Mr. Towson E.
or the man who buys and feeds?"
Smith, in endeavoring to answer these questions in
your December issue lowered the cost to produce
a bushel of com to the amazingly low sum of 15
cents, by the proverbial "if" and "leave out," that
I cannot refrain from calling attention to the fact
that the cost or value of any manufacturing equipments and its maintenance (whether it be land or
anything else) is always, and has to be, considered
vites a discussion

$225 35
These figures show that I have paid for my hogs and
the corn fed to them and have an actual residue over
of $225.35.
That looks as if my hogs have paid me
well, and yet they have not done as well as I expected.
These hogs ran behind silage and grain-fed
cows last winter and had good pasturage during jthe
summer. In early fall they had access to the dumpage from a cannery on the edge of my farm otherwise they were fed on corn only. They did not take
on fat as I hoped they would. They were perfectly
healthy, but two weeks before they were killed
stopped fattening.
I should have gotten four or
;

in determining the true cost of its product.

Besides

plow points, plow plates, the
manure and liauling it, and thinning left out, and
the incidentals of seed,

nothing

is

allowed for the placing of that land in a

THE SOUTHERN^ PLANTER.
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condition to be

left,

without greatly deteriorating in

value and of ability to continue the manufacture
of this product, which leaves the land in about such
a fix as the taking off a roof from over delicate ma-

chinery would a machine factory. Hence, the roof
having to be taken off each time in the manufacture of this product, ought not the cost of putting

on again be chargeable to the cost of the product ?
But there is a much simpler way still to get conclusions as to this matter
Observe the landlord and
tenant.
For land that will bring fifty bushels of
com to the acre tenants are anxious to rent simply
to grow corn at one-half the com and one-half the
it

:

[January.

ARE ANIMALS OF THE GREAT BEEF
BREEDS MORE SUBJECT TO. THE DISEASE CAUSED BY THE FEVER TICK
THAN ANIMALS OF THE SO-CALLED
DUAL PURPOSES BREEDS?
Editor Southern Planter:

Mr. Arbuckle, in the December
Planter, contends that such is the

The

issue of
case,

and gives

examples to confirm his discovery. Now, I do noi
wish to take up the valuable space of The Planter
to air

my

personal feelings or beliefs in this matter,

but the foregoing

is

a question of vast importance to

line, and I cannot
from giving a few examples from my own
horses and labor and putting the landlord's half in
experience to refute this statement which itha genhis corn house.
Hence, the land is entitled to be
tleman has made, I believe, in all candor.
First,

fodder, they furnishing all seed, tools, implements,

our people below the quarantine
refrain

credited with half of that crop; so the other half
has to bear all the expenses that Mr. Smith charges

whole crop, and more, for he leaves out the
incidentals, as I have shown, and makes no allowto the

let

to

moment

us look a

question, as

to the origin of the breeds in

any one knows that climate has much

do with the stamina of

man

The Red

or animal.

Polled and Devon breeds originated in those parts of
ance for a fair percentage on the cost or value of
England having a mild, moist climate, as did also the
investment in horses, harness, tools, implements,
English Shorthorn and Hereford. Therefore, so far as
machinery, wagons, etc., without which you cannot
climate is concerned these breeds should enjoy aboiit
make the crop. Therefore, you readily see that the
an equal degree of health. The Aberdeen- Angus and
cost to produce that bushel of corn has more than
Scotch Shorthorns originated in the highlands of
doubled Mr. Smith's estimate of 15 cents on land
Scotland, noted for its cold, bleak climate and also
producing fifty bushels to the acre, while on land
for the health of its men and animals.
From this

producing

less it

would

cost

more

the cost to cultivate an acre in

to the bushel, for

com

is

approximately

the same, whatever be the quantity produced.

we would judge

these breeds to be fully as well, if

not better, fitted naturally to withstand the ravages

from the lower country.
So much for the stamina of the breeds in question.
estimated average in "Virginia for the past ten years)
The writer has lived for the past six years below
the cost would be nearly four times Mr. Smith's
the quarantine line in North Carolina and has been
estimate per bushel, or nearly double the fiftyengaged during this time in breeding and handling
bushed-per-acre crop (the rental being only oneAberdeen-Angus cattle, as most of The Planter
third for this quality land). Even take the cost per
readers know, as we have advertised in that journal
acre in Mr. Smith's estimate for actual work, $7.66,

Now

the

then, at twenty-one bushels to the acre (the

fourteen bushels

would

of disease than the breeds

almost the entire time.

(two-thirds

cost 55 cents per bushel

;

of fodder on the acre at 25 cents

of

twenty-one)

but the ten shocks

would reduce

in placing a large

over
it

to

37 cents per bushel.

the

to

put the roof (grass or something) back

on that land, besides taxes, ditching, fencing,
to keep it up.
Therefore,

"circumstances and conditions,"

Four-fifths of these animals are below the

at the price calculated, all

etc.,

Culpeper, Va.

has to be considered

J.

The

We

remarkable

the six years
the

in determining the matter of growing or buying for
feed.

line.

have sent

cattle

every

into

State in the South, save one, and are sending

more

every year.

quality of your land and the certainty of findim
the corn to buy when you want it, in the quantity

and

all

South, there being probably over 5,000

Thus it would seem that the landlord end of
quarantine
farming would make money, but he will have much
spend

have been instrumental

of cattle of this breed

"blacks" in these States as a direct result of our

work.

to

We

number

Byed Eastham.

thing

about

we have been doing

that

in

business here

we

this

is

have had not one single case of death from fever
we have handled. We have

reported from the cattle
sold

them inoculated and untreated, except by

duction of a small nuuiber of seed

ticks.

We

intro-

always

have insisted upon our customers from tick-infested

—
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farms taking youBg animals under one year old
and herein we believe lies the safe and almost sure
course for the introduction of good .blood into the
We are not posted as to what
tick-infested farms.
the record of the Shorthorn is as a tick carrier, but
know several fine herds of Herefords brought to
tick-infested farms that are doing fine, with no
Mr. Arbuckle was
prospect of loss from fever.

The

25

object of the inspection

is to

locate all .cattle

infested with cattle ticks, as well as to

know

what individual farms have these infested

just

cattle on'

After locating the infection the inspector'

them.

quarantines the cattle infested with ticks and the-

A

farm.

record of this work

is

then furnished the-

State Veterinarian and he then, with the approval

Board of Control, releases the non-infected
As we have already
farms of the said county.
went all to ipieces but I would suggest that the in- pointed out, the cattle tick can be eradicated in a
dividual animals in the cases he mentioned were year's time from any farm, by keeping all cattle,
at fault and not the breeds.
horses and mules for six months from the field on
A. L. Feench.
which ticks were dropped in September; and_.
Rochingham County, North Carolina.
furthermore, since cattle can be cleaned of ticks by
of the

unfortunate in the herds of his acquaintance that
;

the simple

method of picking them

(as the tick

off

does not go from one animal to another, but the
young tick must crawl up from the pasture to infect

any animal) and the
sulphur, lard, etc.)

of grease

application
will kill

young

these

(oil,

ticks.

Other practical methods have also been explained
by which farmers can keep their cattle free from
ticks one year and then have a clean farm in the
fiiture, so far as ticks are

concerned.

The following is a list of the local inspectors
who have been appointed by the State Veterinarian,
and have been at work actively in the field in their
tbe

Snap-shut of 'Acroljat,' the 53.500 Her.
Tuleyries Herd.
Owned by Graham
Clarke County, Va.

respective counties during the past season.

Post,

List of Local Inspectors in Virginia.

VIRGINIA'S. WORK IN TICK ERADICATION.
For

the information of the public the following

a brief outline of the part

Control and

which the Board

State Veterinarian of

Virginia,

work of

Owing

money

for

work,

it

has

been the policy of the Board of Control, for several
State Veterinarian, who,

years, to encourage the

under the law, has the power
of the

Board of Control

under the direction

to appoint inspectors,

to

appeal to the Super(-isors of the different counties
to furnish good, practical

tors

to

inspect

exact territory
located.

cattle

cattlemen as local inspec-

for ticks,

infested

in each

in order that the

county

may

be

Local men, so appointed, are instructed

by the State Veterinarian as to their duties and are
by the State commissioned as inspectors and quarantine officials, and are paid by the counties in which
they reside and work.

Jordan, Michaux P.

C.

East,

Reese,

T. J. Stratton, Spout Spring;

;

J.

has never appro-

this .special

Farmville, R. F. D.

W. C.
Edward

to-

tick eradication in

to the fact that the State

Springs;

E. B. Davidson, Nuckols; H. D. Antrim,

the State during the past season.

prirated any

Hicks, Bedford

T. A. Booker, Jetersville;

;of

gether with the Supervisors of the counties and their
inspectors, took in the

W.

Ammon;

Editor Southern Planter:
is

R.

0.;

C.

J.

,

Man teo;
Gilliam,

J. H.
H. Hardy, Blackstone J. B.
Saunders, Haught; J. M. Vaughn, Cumberland;
R. B. Goddy, foano E. S. Meanley, Toano R. S.
H. T. Armistcad, .Williamsburg;
Ellis, Wily P. O.
Dr. E. E. Bowen, Lynchburg; Nelson Tindall, Centenary Dr. Charles McCuUoch, Howardsville Dr.
G. W. Chrisman; J. D. Chapman, Rocky Mount;
S. C. Norton,
J. F. Mays, James River P. O.
Clarkton; Clinton H. Jones, ,Sheppard's; J. K.
Irvine, Amelia; John Williams, Lynchburg; T. H.
E. M. Drinkard, West
Closes, West Appomattox
Appomattox C. W. Coleman, Oakville James Bellwood, Manchester; W. S. Ivcy, Etricks; L. W. Burton, Beacli, R. F. D.
J. E. Goode, Mosely Junction;
Robert Vaden, Swansboro; Dr. J. B. Fisher, Midlothian; W. H. Price, Dillon's Millls; ^A. Ford,
Cartcrsville
Goode Hash, Endicott; A. W. Ligon,

Naruna

;

Thomas

Hobson, Belona

;

Becket,

Hunter's Hall

J.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

:
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thence northerly and easterly along the
western boundary of Patrick county to the northern-

Fannville; T. W. Crowder, Angles; T. O. Sandy,
B. C. Hopkins, Ilallsboro R. T. Carter,
Prince Edward G. W. Reed, Prince Edward T. J.

county;

Perrow, Leesville; J. K. Adams, Prince Edward
Courthouse
W. B. Gates, Rice Depot
J.
Jilliam, Prince Edward Courthouse; J. P.
J.
A.
Kinscy,
Ramsey,
Syduorsville
D.
Boon
Mill; J. H. Young, Eerrum; C. G. .Noell, Kennctl's; J. E. Dinwiddie, Ilcndrick's
C. R. Powell,
Pen Hook.
That other States in the South are interested in
this method, working with the county authorities
hand in hand, inspecting, encouraging the different

northerly along the southern and eastern boundaries

Burkcvillc

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

most point of said county;

thence

easterly

and

of Franklin county to the northeastern corner of

county; thence easterly along the northern
boundaries of Pittsylvania and Halifax counties to
the southeastern corner of Campbell county thence
said

;

northerly along the eastern boundary of Campbell

county

to its intersection

with the southern boundary

Appomattox county; thence

of

easterly

easterly along the southern boundaries of

and southAppomat-

tox, Prince Edward and Nottoway counties to the
and southeastern corner of Nottoway county; thence
quarantining the individual infected farms, was northerly, easterly, Avesterly and northeasterly aldng
plainly shown at the interstate meetings held this the eastern boundaries of Nottoway, Amelia and
year at Springfield, 111., and Jacksonville, Ela., Powhatan counties to the James river; thence folwhen Virginia's work was strongly endorsed by lowing the James river to the southeastern corner
those ^familiar with the cattle tick.
The result of of Charles City county; thence northerly and eastthis local work is, that when the work is done by the erly along the western and northern boundaries of
county authorities the people who have in ,the past James City county to the York river; thence southbeen careless about getting rid of the tick will be- easterly along the boundaries of James ,City and
come interested in the work which is being done and York counties to the northeastern comer of Elizacontrolled by their own local force.
lii^th City county
thence westerly, northwesterly
As a result of the work done, on December 1, and southerly along the boundaries of Elizabeth City
1906, the following counties, formei'ly in quaran- and Warwick counties to the James river; thence

practical methods of destroying the cattle tick

,

;

tine every year, with the exception of the quaran-

tined farms in each,

southeasterly along the course of the said river to

which farms are under the the northwest comer of

direct control not only of the

State Veterinarian,

Norfolk

county;

thence

southerly along the western boundary of said county

but of the local county

officials, were exempted from
to its intersection with the northern boundary of
and these counties will be above the North Carolina
thence east along the southern
line from now on if kept clean of ticks.
Counties boundaries of Norfolk and Princess Anne counties
exempted
Appomattox, Amelia, Buckingham, to the Atlantic Ocean.
Cumberland, Campbell, Franklin, Nottoway, Prince
Cattle from the counties below this line may be
Edward, Powhatan and Mathews.
moved for purposes other than immediate slaughter,
J. G. Feenbyhotigh,
during the period beginning December 15, 190G, and

quarantine,

;

:

,

State Veterinarian.

The following

notice as to the quarantine line in

the State of Virginia has just been issued

ending March 15, 1907, after the said cattle have
been inspected by an authorized inspector of the
State of Virginia, and the said inspector has found

Office of State Veterinarian, the cattle free from infection (cattle ticks) and has
November 28, 1906.
given his written certificate to the owner of the catCattlemen, Transportation Companies and tle to the effect that the said cattle are free from
Blacksburg, Va.,

Notice

to

Others,

Operating in Virginia:

On and

after the 1st

quarantine line through the State of Virginia
against Texas cattle fever, or the cattle tick, will be
as follows:
Description of Line
line

of Virginia

—Beginning

at the

boundary

at its southwestern corner (Lee
thence east along the southern boundary
of Virginia to the southwestern corner of Patrick

county)

;

Counties below the line wishing inspecappointed to do this local work for the county
during the period from December 15, 1906, to
March 15, 1907, should have the Board of Superinfection.

day of December, 1906, the

tors

recommend a good, practical cattleman from
county in which he is to work, to the State Veterinarian at Blacksburg, Va. (the inspector to be
\isors
flie

paid either by the owner of the cattle or the county
in

which he works), when the man

so

recommended

THE SOUTnERN PLANTER.
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will at once be appointed as local inspector

and

in-
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1,436 head, of which 529 were Poland-China, 500

The Durocs, 140 Chester Whites, 133 Berkshires, 81
following counties, with the exception of the farms Hampshires and 53 Tamworths."
therein wheh were quarantined this year, will be
"The value of the sweepstakes Poland-China boar
placed above the State line December 1, 1006: Ame- is quite generally advanced from a few hundreds to
lia, Appomattox, Buckingham, Cumberland, Camp- as many thousands of dollars.
No other class of
structed as such, by the State Veterinarian.

bell,

Franklin, Nottoway, Powhatan, Prince

Edward

and Mathews.

By

order of Board of Control.
J.

Blaclshurg, Va.

G.

FERNEYnOUGn,
State Veterinarian.

breeders

know

better

what

constitutes a good animal

than do the breeders of Poland-Chinas. As a result
of this the judge feels that he must be careful in
making his awards or he wil throw himself open to

The aged boar

criticism of the serverest knd.

class

furnished one of the most sensational two-year-olds
in 'Perfect Challenger,' sired by 'Chief Perfection
II.,'

His

weighing 820 pounds and as smooth

as a pig.

legs are so short that the lower part of his

body

brushed the sawdust as he walked. A striking object lesson was furnished at this fair to those who
claim Poland-Chinas do not grow big enough in the
shortest possible time by an under-one-year boar

His age was investisho^vn by Mr. J. H. Dewolf.
gated by good authority and found to be just under
one year old and he weighed 600 pounds."

Now,
Sonip Prize-Winning Hereford Cows at the Virginia State Fair.
Owned by the Tuleyries Farm, Graham F. Blandy, Esq., White
Post, Clarke County. Va.

1906.

there

knowledged

is

as

no one breed that

best,

the fortunes of the
best

is

generally ac-

who have followed
Poland-Chinas are among the
but those

and most representative live-stock men in the
There isn't a breed of swine that com-

country.

A POLAND-CHINA TALK.

mands

Editor Southern Planter:

as high a price for breeding stock as

The

Poland-China.

In nearly every issue of The Planter the past year
have failed
I have read some article more or less extolling the
merits of almost every breed of swine except the

assaults

to dislodge

made by

them from

do the

other breeds

their stronghold

of general popularity.

They have been accused of not being sufficiently
Where are the champions of that
Poland-Chinas.
grand and mighty breed? Cannot some one find a prolific, but a careful investigation of the farrowword to say about Poland-China doings? Fearing ing records of the different varieties of hog have
fracthat the unacquainted might form the opinion that disclosed the fact that there is only a small
the Poland-Chinas are relegated to the class of "has-

tional difference in the prolificacy of the different

beens," I wish to quote from a reliable record of the

breeds, with that fraction in favor of the Poland-

two greatest fairs in the United States when it comes
namely, the Iowa
to a showing of blooded live stock
"The most wonderful
and Illinois State Fairs:
thing about the Iowa State Fair was the fact that
over 2,000 of the 3,000 hogs on exhibition were
made up of two breeds viz., Poland-China and
Duroc Jerseys.
The exact numbers were 1,162
Poland-China, 1,001 Durocs, 462 Chester Whites,
167 Berkshires, 49 Yorkshires and 27 Tamworths."

China.

—

—

No

—

weakening in popularity there!
Again: "The Illinois State Fair does not claim
to show the greatest number of hogs, but the quality,
as a rule, is superior to that seen at any other of
This year there were on exhbition
the State fairs.

cacy

is

The question of early maturity and prolifirecognized to be governed largely by judic-

ious care

and

a

balanced ration, backed by proper

breeding.

Poland-China breeders do not claim that it is the
if past performance is any criterion

only hog, but

to future happenings then we feel safe in saying
they will continue being the world's greatest hog.
There is at the head of the Poland-China family a

hog whose remarkable performance has never been
duplicated by any breed.

He

is

over ten years old

and in active service. He has won more prizes and
sired more prize winners and his get sell for more

money

that that of

any hog

living.

THE
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"Chief Perfection II." is this king of the breed. fine condition and indeed very attractive. It conOctober 12th J. F. Ridgway, of Ohio, sold at tained the above purchases mentioned, and for Rice
public auction a boar pig eight months old sired by & Son two fine sows shipped to Quick & Sons and
"Chief Perfection II." for $1,000 in good hard bred to "Beat Him if You Can," the $3,000 boar,
money and the litter of seven pigs sold for $2,605. and "Quick's Perfection," and four fine gilts purBut even this remarkable occurrence was surpassed chased privately of the Quicks for Leslie D. Kline,
on October 29th, when the Goodrich Stock Farm, of a Shorthorn bull calf; for R. P. Thorpe, Nineveh,
Missouri, sold at public sale a boar pig eight months Va., two bred gilts ordered by telegraph, and for
old sired by "Chief Perfection II" for $1,200 in Mr. M. N. Schnebby, Clear Springs, Md., a fine
Fortyjust as good money as banks are known to accept, young Shorthorn bull and a show animal.
and the litter of eight pigs was sold for a total of eight Durocs in all came in this one shipment from
Has that ever been even near equalled in the Golden Glen herd of Messrs. S. R. Quick &
$4,160.
hogdom? There are more boars of outstanding Sons. These hogs are in the hands of men who will
merit in this breed than in any other. I could quote do much good with them in improving the swine
you almost endless instances where a one-fourth in- of the State, and in time, possibly next fall, may
terest and a lialf interest in Poland-China boars have be disseminated by means of the public auction, as
Do not in Western States. Some of the purchases were
sold from $1,000 to $5,000, respectively.
these facts look as if the Poland-Chinas have a right made with an idea of reselling after being bred to
to the title of being the greatest of hogs ?
the excellent herd boars now heading the herds into
H. B. Bush.
Powhatan County Virginia.
which they have gone. Watch the gentlemen who
had the means and inclination to make this splendid
step for live-stock improvement in old Virginia.

On

;

DUEOC HOGS IN VIRGINIA.
For the past decade farmers and stockmen of
Virginia have been seeking improved stock in

EARLY LAMBS.

all

Because of almost prohibitive express rates
Editor Southern Planter:
the bringing of registered animals into the State has
We have finished lambing in our Dorset Horn
been slow, especially of swine eligible to record. flock and
have an exceptionally fine lot of lambs.
Frequently the farmers have been induced to take They came strong and vigoroiis and doubles numersubstitutes for registered stock
recommended as ous. We shall have a grand lot of ram lambs for
"just as good," in order to buy it cheaper.
Re- next June delivery sired by "Morven's Best," first
corded animals or those eligible are prepotent beat Virginia State Fair, also some imported in
cause of the long lineage of a fixed type, which a
dam out of our last consignment of ewes sired by
grade cannot have, though often having the type,
that grand English ram, "Romulus," owned by Mr.
lines.

color

and appearance of a pure bred.

blood

is

grade

it

The scrub W. R. Flower,

so near the top crosses that in the get of a

will continually crop out.

This result of

such breeding could be seen at the Virginia fairs
the past year,

A

and

is

frequently seen in the herds.

of Dorset.

Have

already

booked

orders.

The Dorset Horn
place

it

is

slowly, but surely, taking the

deserves as one of the most profitable breeds

of sheep.

First, as the only producer of the early

worthy special fat lamb, and secondly, to cross with any^other pure
mention and consideration. At the annual sale of or grade sheep to improve the product.
Lambs
S. R. Quick & Sons, Gosport, Ind., Mr. Leslie D.
readily respond to feeding and in the case of the
recent shipment to Virginia

is

Kline, of Vaucluse, Va., attended the sale for the ewe lambs produce
an earlier lambing ewe possessing
purpose of securing Durocs for himself and others. greater milking qualities.

Mr. Kline purchased at the sale thirteen head and
Live Stock Depaetment.
Messrs. John W. Rice & Son, Winchester, Va., fourMorven Park, Leesburg, Va.
teen head.
Others fell into line and joined Messrs.
Rice and Kline and took advantage of the reduced
rate had by taking a car-load.
Those who had the
It is not the number of cows in the herd, but the
pleasure of seeing this car as prepared and loaded
by Messrs. Quick & Sons, say it certainly was in individual excellence of each, that makes the herd
valuable.
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The Poultry Yard.
POULTRY

l^OTES.

but stopped entirely in two days.

We

same quarters

in the

Editor Southern Planter:

at this writing,

They are still
December 15th,

poultry but will have a good, comfortable house, 64 feet
long, 10 feet wide and 7 feet high, by January 1,
Some of these writers know absolutely nothing about 1907. I shall try to "wean" them into this house
poultry, except the knowledge gained by reading without a "brass-band" demonstration, so as to keep

much

read

in

agricultural

and

papers of the profits in poultry raising and keeping.

and

Others figure possible

visiting poultry shows.

profits if everything is favorable.

but no cost or expense account.
periment Stations have made

Some

give results,

Several State Ex-

experiments

with

poultry and issued bulletins, but these, like nearly
all

station experiments, are nearly worthless to the

Many

of these Experiment station
Frenchman's speech.
When
asked to deliver it for a graphophone record, he said
it was too big to go into the large end of the horn;
but the record-maker assured him that there was one
thing sure, and that was it would surely come out

average farmer.

reports are like the

at the "little end."

So many conditions enter into the account, and
such wide differences arise in different States and
localities, that

an experiment in Maine

misleading in Virginia.
cost of feed,

stock,

may

be very

First cost of the breeding

land, building material, labor,

and the net price realized for eggs, broilers and
mature fowls vary in different localities sufficiently
to show a good profit in one locality and loss in
etc.,

arrangement with

The Southeen Planter

I have agreed to conduct an experiment for one year

and report each month.

This experiment will be

made imder ordinary farm

conditions.

No

red tape

Three hundred singlecomb Brown Leghorn hens and pullets will be used
or

frills will

I will put a good lot of leaves

laying.

pine needles into the

new house and

feed

in this for several days before I will shut

for the night.
feel at

In

way

this

home when I turn

consist of oats, wheat,

meal, grit, oyster

I hope to

all

and

grain

them in

make them

Their feed will
dry bran.
Beef
charcoal and water will be
the key.

com and

shell,

where they can help themselves to all they want at
any time. They will have free range all the year
and none will be allowed to set. The feed will be
measured, not weighed, and will be charged to them
at current prices
Richmond wholesale prices. Beef
meal, oyster shell and grit will be charged at cost,
Richmond prices, per 100 pounds. No charge will
be made for labor, as much of it will be done by the
children.
There will be no charge for rent, taxes
or interest on capital, as there is neither one of
these items in the account.
I own the farm, pay
no interest and the poultry is not assessed for taxa-

—

tion.

Every egg

and found will be counted and an
all sales of eggs at market
price, also fancy price, and eggs sold for hatching.
All eggs hatched on the farm will be placed to the
credit of the flock as fancy market eggs.
The birds
were not weighed into the test and will not be
weighed out. I value them at $1 each, cocks and
cockerels at $2 each.
Some of the older ones will
be sold in July and August and pullets be put in
During the year I will give each
their place.
month an account of the previous month's operations, beginning with November 1, 1906, and endlaid

accurate account kept of

another..

By

them

be put into

for the experiment.

it.

Twenty-five of these are three

years old, fifty are two year olds, seventy-five are
yearlings and one hundred and

hatched during the

first six

fifty

are

pullets,

months of 1906, some

some late. Twelve males will be allowed to ing November 1, 1907, thus completing the record
run with the flock during the test. This I consider in one volume of The Plantee. I will also disa fairly representative flock of the average farm cuss questions of general interest to poultry keepers
poultry, excepting the fact that these are all one and answer inquiries on any topic connected with
pure breed, while the average farm flock is not. the business. I am permanently located in Hanover
These birds were moved twelve miles October 20, county, twelve miles northeast of Richmond, Va.,
1906 taken from good quarters and put on a new near Cold Harbor, on a farm that is not ideal for
early,

;

farm, with no buildings or shelter for them except poultry, but slightly better than average.
Account foe Novembee.
Or.
De.
such as they could find in an old smoke-house, an
$ 5 95
old cook-room and a large grove of oak and hickory To wheat, 8| bus., at 70c
4 50
trees.
Some of the pullets were laying when moved. To com, 9 bus., at 50c

—
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To

5|

oats,

bus., at

To beef meal, 60

To

oyster shell, 15

To

grit,

10

42c

lbs., at

1

at half cent.

lbs.,

of the Norfolk and Southern Electric Railway.

2 31

3c

lbs., at

80

following

The

8

.

half cent

eggs laid, 210, 17| doz., at 28c.

This shows a net

loss

$4 90

.

of $9.79, due largely to

moving and change of quarters, but I venture it
comes very close to the average "profit" in actual
experience with farm poultry in Virginia during
November. Last year I moved my flock in September and did not get an egg imtil after Christmas.
I cannot explain this.
Last year, after I
moved them they were nervous and wild and would
run for cover at the sight of a stranger, a dog or a
When I brought them to this place in October,
cat.
I arrived here at 4 P. M. and had no house for
them.
I simply opened the crates on the wagon
and told them to "git." They "got," and in five
minutes were busy scratching in the leaves under
the great oak trees in the yard. About fifty of them
perched on the crates on the wagon that night to
roost; some in the old cook-room; some in the old
smoke-house, and a lot of them went to the higher
branches of the

trees.

I note that hens are very
are

more crazy

idiosyncrasies.

than

much

like folks

and I

others,

—some

enjoy

their

Some weeks ago my wife opened

our bedroom windows to ventilate the room and one
sharp-eyed hen saw the sash was up, flew in and
made a nest between the pillows and laid her first

Another one

egg there.

insists

on coming into the

large hall to lay under the stairway, while a third

one came into the kitchen and laid an egg in the
All of these hens and pullets were
hatched in incubators and raised in brooders.
clothes basket.

The

flock is apparently in perfect condition

are laying quite well at this time.

them pay
ful.

their board bill this

When

If I can

and

make

month I will be gratenew house I shall
Cal Husselman.

I get them into the

expect good results.

Highland Springs, Va., B. F. D.

1.

This experiment should be closely watched by
farmers in the South, as it should, and no doubt will,
t^ach

many

valuable lessons.

Mr. Hujsselman

is

a

is

first

the house,

5

$14 69

By

[January.

The

a brief description of the place:

building one encoimters after leaving

which

is

of the old-fashioned

tyjie,

sur-

rounded by a large yard with numerous shade trees,
is the incubator cellar, 50 by 16 feet.
Here are
twelve Cyphers new model incubators of 360 egg
capacity each, while the egg-room at the further end
has a capacity of 12,000 eggs.
Close by the incu^
bator cellar is the brooder house. Great care is exercised at "Foxhall" in rearing the chicks after hatching, as is exemplified by the small percentage lost in
raising, and the warm, roomy brooder house, which
is 20 by 100 feet.
The success which has attended
Mr. Ainge's, the manager's, efforts in hatching and
raising his chicks is barely short of the phenomenal.
Seventy-five per cent, or more of the eggs set were
hatched and of these less than 1 per cent, were lost
in raising.
The young stock are, most of them,
housed in thirty colony houses 8 feet square with
runs 20 by 150 feet. A prettier sight it is not often
one's fortune to see than this fiock of 5,000 healthy,
vigorous, large-framed birds sunning themselves in
the large runs. The breeding stock from which these
chicks were raised was selected from the finest
strains in the world.
The White Rocks, 150 in
number, are of the celebrated Fishell strain.
In
the pens next to the Rocks are 200 Buff Orpingtons.
These birds are from Cook & Sons, of England, and
the Willowbrook Farm in Connecticut.
Beyond
these pens are the Black Minorcas, 200 of them,
from the celebrated Northrop strain.
The White
Leghorns occupy the remainder of the pens, with
the exception of one or two, which are used for halfgrown chicks.
The Leghorns are from the most
prominent of New York's famous breeders. These
breeding fowls are kept in a house 300 by 25 feet,
divided into pens of 20 feet each, with runs for
each pen 150 feet long.
Adjoining the breeding
house is a well equipped cooking and feed house 30
feet square.
There is also a large laying house for
market egg production. This house is 350 by 20
feet with runs 25 feet longer than those of the
breeding house. This extra 25 feet is to be sown in
green stuff and will be opened and closed at the will
of the caretaker.
This house now shelters 750

on the farm.
Nearly all the feed for the stock is raised on the
FOXHALL POULTRY FARM, NORFOLK, VA. farm and care is taken to provide variety of feed,
and especially plenty of green feed in the shape of
One of the largest poultry farms in the South is
kale, cabbage, etc., and all the mixed feeds are
that owned by Capt. John L. Roper, of Norfolk, Va.
ground and prepared on the place.
It is situated at Foxhall on the Cape Henry division
thorough, practical poultryman of
rience.

Ed.

many

years expe-

pullets raised
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The Horse.
NOTES.

of approved breeding were very

In Virginia the Horse Show

interest

is

few in that

section.

a factor

aptly demonstrated by this season's circuit of open-

In the bay colt, Bon Axworthy, three years old,
by Axworthy, 2 :15 1-4, dam Sunol, 2 :08 1-4, by

air affairs at Leesburg, Upperville, Fredericksburg,

Electioneer,

Manassas, Orange, Chai-lottesville, Staunton, Har-

stallion of the rarest

too strong to be denied or passed over lightly, as

.

Mr. W. N. Wilmer secured a young
breeding for use in the stud

Farm, Scottsville, Va. This
number of which both harness and running races highly-bred youngster was bred by John H. Shults,
were down on the programme and proved highly who offered him at the Old Glory sale, the most
popular features. Of these Horse Shows it may be noted event of its kind in the world, at New York,
said that being favored by the support and patronage last month and the son of Axworthy fell to Mr. WilAxworthy is looked upon as one of the
of the best classes, socially and otherwise, in their mer''; bid.
respective communities, they have exercised an in- greatest young sires alive, and at the same sale he
fluence highly beneficial, not only in the breeding brought $21,000, while his sire, Axtell, 2 :12, chamPlain

risonburg, Warrenton and some other places, at a

at

of horses of a higher tj-pe than formerly, but in

pion

conditioning and

fitting

the

breeds

different

Dealing

trotting stallion

and $105,000, and

types for the exhibition.
With these conditions applying in a marked degree to the open-air affairs,

three seasons.
the

champion

of his

day,

was soW

for

at a fee of $1,000 earned his cost inu

Sunol, as

all

the world knows-, hoMls^

trotting record to high-wheel snllcy^

and for the daughter of Electioneer Mr. Robert,
paid $41,000.
Bon Axworthy, being so large and'
seen what influence has been exercised by the larger growthy, was handled only a short time, but proTedJ
and far more important shows held under cover in himself a trotter. The family is a notable one and
the big arenas at Lynchburg, Norfolk and Rich- has furnished not only extreme speed and race horse

which

last

from one

and do not

to three days,

aspire beyond local pretensions,

mond, the show

it

may

usixally

readily be

at the latter place this year being

the most brilliant in

its

history, with

quality, but

many handsome

individuals.

most of the

largest stables in the country as exhibitors.

Mr. L. Banks Holt, the wealthy cotton

factor,

banker, financier and owner of Alamance Farm,
In the way of sales and number of mares bred, with its thousands of acres, near Graham, N. C,
most encouraging reports come from the Eastern who came near meeting his death some weeks since
Shore of Virginia, where the stallions, Sidney from the effect of a pistol shot fired by a negro named
Prince, 2:211-4; Colonel Sidney; Rod Oliver, son Henry Walker, who had been previously discharged
of Electric; Prince Thrift, Moks, Jr.,

and other for drunkenness, is improving, and may be able at
Sidney Prince, an early date to take up business matters again. A
the premier sire at the Floyd Stock Farm, of Floyd decade since Mr. Holt became widely known
as the
Brothers, Bridgetown, has been favored with almost owner
of John
R. Gentry, 2 :00 1-2
Baronet,
phenomenal patronage, as some 140 mares were 2 :11 1-4, and other harness horses of note, while in
mated with the son of Sidney in 1906, and all of North Carolina, his native State, he is widely achis get pretty much of a marketable age found ready quainted and popular as well.
On account of insosale at good prices.
Sidney Prince had eight new lence and drunkenness Walker had been put off,
performers enter the list of standard speed during and after making threats entered the residence at
the last
addition his
year, while in
daughter, night and shot Mr. Holt through the head as the
Princene, reduced her record from 2 :26 1-4 to latter was in the act of telephoning. News of the
2 :15 1-5, a showing never equalled by any Virginia tragedy, of course, spread rapidly and the cowardly
trotting sire.
Sidney Prince is now but fourteen brute, being caught soon afterward, would have been
years of age and with the increased number of well- lynched but for the earnest request of the Holt
bred mares which have been bred to him by his family that the law be allo*wed to take its course, the
owners and others during recent years far better re- sequel being that the would-be assassin was tried and
sults may be looked for than formerly, when matrons sentenced to be hung at an early date.
well-bred stallions are in service.

;

;
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write
^.It. a. B. Gwathmey, of the Xew York Cotton erons residing in this State prompts one to
Exchange, whose private stables in the metropolis this article. This gentleman, who is a good judge of
have sheltered during recent years such noted trot- a horse and an old breeder, is always behind the
He said to me a few days since, after lookters as Tiverton, 2 -.O-k 1-2, who shares the cham- times.
ing over my stud of draft stallions, colts, etc., "You
pionship for trotting race geldings with Wentworth
Louise Mac, 2:09 3-4; Senator Mills, 2:12 1-4, and have good ones and tremendous ones, but too big
a number of others with low records, has recently and too much bone; it is allright in the West and
added to his holdings in Virginia the fine old estate Xorth, but we have no market in Virginia for such
known as Canterbury, the ancestral home of the sized horses." I replied that this was "because we
Gwathraeys in King and Queen coimty, where he had not the stuff to make a market."

roaming over the broad
Reports last week from Chicago stated that Richmemories of boyhood mond, Va., had a representative on the yards there
To the credit of this warm-hearted Virginian buying drafters. Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
days.
it may be said that, while separated from the scenes Buffalo, Baltimore, Pittsburg and numerous other
of earlier years, his interest has never relaxed, as cities in the Xorth and East have buyers every week
There in the LTnion Stock Yards, Chicago, buying drafters,
recipients of his boimty will glady testify.
has never been a price on Tiverton since the famous because under our misguided breeding and feeding
geldiog began to show championship form, and see- only a very few are raised in Virginia, a State whose
ing that he has reached his teens, as the ages of facilities, etc., cannot be surpassed in the United

finds healthful diversion in

acres that are fraught with

horses are reckoned,

of Gabbo

Eex

it is

likely that ere long the son

will be sent to Canterbury

and retired

as a pensioner during his remaining years.

Among the prominent Virginia breeders that secured well-bred brood mares at the Old Glory sale
in Kew York, were Floyd Brothers, of Bridgetown,
who own the very successfid young sire, Sidney
Samuel Walton, of Falls Mills,
Prince, 2 :21 1-4

States for horse breeding.
Fiss,

Dorr &

Carroll,

of

Xew

York, bought a

1,950 poimd Percheron gelding a few days since at
public auction in Chicago, paying $307.50 for him.

This

fiiTQ

are

New York
New

risk of shipping to

charges, feed, help, etc.,

dealers,

who

will

run the

York, pay transportation
and then resell this horse.

W. H. McFadden bought

a car-load of drafters

ranging from
and J. L. Vaughan, the Roanoke contractor, who $225 to $277.50 per head. Now, think of it, here
owns a fine farm of a thousand acres or more near at the beginning of winter, dealers buying big horses
Where will
Shawsville in the Alleghany mountains, where he at figures like those mentioned above.
Do not, my
breeds trotters, cattle and fancy live stock in general. prices soar to by March 1st, next?
From the noted Dreamwold Farm consignment Mr. fellow Virginians, let any one make you believe that
Vaughan secured, among others, the brown mare, you will, or can, breed horses too large or with too
;

Mary

Wilton,

by

Wilton,

2 :19 1-4,

dam

Begad Rock.

DRAFT HORSES.
Editor Southern Planter:

The

draft horse of the present

is

not the one of

twenty years or even ten years ago. What the dealthen termed heavy draft horses are termed
"chunks" and wagon horses on the St. Louis, Chicago and Boston markets to-day. The expresser today is what twenty years 'ago would have been called
ers

a heavy draft horse.

A

Richmond, Va., firm

at figures

bone; the bone is much harder to breed big
I speak from personal knowledge
than the horse.
gained by experience and conversations with the

dam Mary much

of Royal Wilton, 2 :18 1-4, by GovThe daughter of Wilton
ernor Sprague, 2 :20 1-2.
was bred in 1906 to Dare Devil, 2 :09.

Sprague,

for a

recent conversation with a breeder of Perch-

most successful and greatest horsemen in the United
States.
Some men breed Percherons and by stinting them in their rations and feeding on improper
food, they get them to weigh 1,400 pounds, and less,
I have seen numbers of Coach horses
at maturity.
of 1,400 pounds and over, but for a draft horse to
sell or use on the farm I prefer the Percheron for
the following reasons:

quality of bone qualifies

His disposition, feet and
him for city pavements and

and action are unsurpassed,
and he carries a better middle on the same amoimt
of food than any other breed of draft horses.

his general appearance

John
Rappahannock County, Virginia.

F. Lewis.
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Miscellaneous

Virginia Experiment Station.

THE EXPERIMENT «rATION AND THE

Experiment

Plats.

investigations in progress that only a few of the

FARMER.

more imjDortant can be outlined at this time, but it
should be borne in mind by all interested parties
Agreeable to the request of the editor of The
that the data from every feature of the work is being
SoTJTHEEN Planter, an endeavor has been made to carefully preserved in an accurate and elaborate
outline a few of the more important features of the
system of records, and that parties desiring special
work of the Virginia Experiment Station as they information along any line can receive the same free
pertain to the interests of those who follow diver- of cost by writing to the Station authorities. Thus,
sified farming and stock raising.
an effort is being made to serve the constituency for
Plan

of Field ^York.

been

Jias

—A

set aside for the

|)eriments.

This area

is

field of about sixty acres which the Station stands, and put its results in the
Department of Field Ex- hands of the farmers in a form in which they can
divided into half-acre sec- be most quickly and successfully applied in actual

which are again subdivided, according

tions,

to the

practice.

—

nature of the work, into plats varying in size from
The 'Improvement of Winter Cereals. The im1-10 to 1-100 of an acre. The half-acre sections are so provement of winter cereals is a matter of more than
arranged that a specific rotation of crops comes on passing importance, as these crops furnish the chief
Thus it source of supply of small grains on our farms. Tte
•each in the course of five or more years.
will be possible to tell in time to come the effect yield of the fifty varieties of wheat grown on the
•of all

the various rotations followed and to point out

plats last

.-succession of crops

of

the sections

on the land.

makes

pare the relative value
ties

it

The

subdivision

possible to accurately com-

of,

say twenty or more varie-

of wheat, potatoes or other field crops, as the

due

to

year varied from

28.52

down

1.04

to

some of the varieties is
the fact that they were new importations and

ihe several benefits fiowing from growing a given bushels.

The low

not acclimated.

yield of

But

it

is

easy to see that

many

may

be grown in a community
which are not adapted to the local environment, and

varieties of

wheat

be.
There are between 1,500 and 2,000 hence prove unprofitable. Two of the best varieties
which means that just that many questions grown last year were Blue Ridge and Mediterranean.
With the idea of obtaining better yielding strains
iire being asked of the soil, and it is only a matter
•of a little time until a fund of information will of cereals much work is in progress along the lines

•case

may

plats,

liave been obtained of incalculable value to the farm•ers

of the State.

The data thus accumulated

will

of seed selection.

A

good deal of attention

is

also

being given to the stooling properties of different
In many instances where fifty grains
varieties.

many useful and important
deductions and will be the best means of from a single head were planted only two or three
The
providings outsiders who wish to know about the of them have yielded more than one stalk.
furnish the basis for

iscientific

largest number yet observed is four, though the
So numerous are the variation in the number of grains from single stalks

capabilities of our soil with the definite information,
<!vhch alone carries conviction.
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the 'way from seven up to forty or more. type of ear with medium sized cobs, straight rows
on the 'yield of securing strains of wheat of kernels and well developed at the tip and butt.
that would produce three stools is shown by the fact The selection of seed after this fashion would not
that in many instances the total number of grains entail much outlay of time and money, though

has

The

all

effect

obtained from planting one 'grain has varied from

75

to

128 or more, and

it is

believed that the diligent

prosecution of this work will enable the development of more. prolific strains of wheat than are now
foimd on the market.
Special conSpecial Investigations With Corn.
sideration is being given to the selection and improvement of corn, because it is the State's most imGrains selected from large ears gave
portant crop.

That

affecting the yield of corn quite materially.

hereditary qualities must be engrafted on

com and

and
shown by the fact that ten ears of
corn selected from good and poor yielding types of
the crop of 1905 occupied the same relative position
This is another
as to yield and quality in 1906.
evidence of the necessity of selecting seed from
prolific types which can only be secured by giving
an increased yield this year of ten bushels per acre more attention to the question of com breeding.
The breeding work
over grain from small ears.
The inadvisability of attemiiting to plant seed
also

that

desirable qualities can be preserved

transmitted

is

—

which has been grown on rich land on poor soil is
brought out nicely by the fact that Learning corn
from Illinois planted on land on which cow peas had
been ploughed under gave a yield of sixteen bushels
more per acre than Learning corn grown on the College farm, but when these two varieties were planted
side by side on land deficient in vegetable matter

was practically the same. Boone County
which gave the best yield last year, did not
withstand the wet season well. On the other hand.
Learning corn of our own selection was practically
the yield
\^'Tiite,

uninjured.
Experiments Reveal the Fact that the Shape and Character of a
Grain of Indian Corn Grown in the West are Changed Considerably
During the First Season of Growth In Virginia.

It is also evident

from the

results avail-

able at this time that our native Learning corn

was

improved in shape and character of ear by crossing
with corn started in 1!)05 has been continued and with the Western variety, which had been carefully
shows quite clearly that the type of ear from which bred for a number of years. The crosses obtained
the seed is selected will predominate in the progeny are now being carefully selected, and it is believed
of that ear.
Hence, if a tapering ear not properly some superior strains of corn will eventually be obAt present it would seem as though some
filled at the tip and butt is selected the progeny will tained.
be characterized by the same defects.

Evidence thus of the

Westem

corns are likely to outyield

varieties, but the

home-grown

many

varieties

continues to accumulate which shows the necessity

home-grown

of selecting from the individual stalk in the field a

provide the best foundation stock available on which
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commence systematic improvement, looking

production of superior varieties of

com

to

produced 230 bushels of marketable potatoes out of
a total yield of 262 bushels per acre.
Early Rose
and Beauty of Hebron were close seconds. The best

brought

varieties of early potatoes in proportion to the date

to the

adapted

our conditions.

The importance

humus

of supplying

is

35

of maturity were Bliss Triumph, with a yield of
Fifteen tons of farmyard manure applied after cow 145.83 bushels of marketable jjotatoes and a total
peas had been ploughed under had no appreciable yield of 172.50 bushels, and Gold Coin, with a yield
effect.
The same amount applied after winter wheat of 197.08 bushels of marketable jjotatoes and a total

out nicely by the fertilizer

tests

of the present year.

yield of 214.58 bushels.
The selection work with
Three hundred pounds of cotton seed potatoes has revealed some very interesting results,
meal applied after cow peas gave an increase of 1.79 notably that from certain types of seed selected, the
bushels; after winter wheat, an increase of 31.93 yield of marketable potatoes per hill has not been
bushels.
Acid phosphate applied at the rate of 150 more than two or three, while in other instances as
and 300 pounds, respectively, gave no appreciable many as six or eight marketable potatoes have been
The strains of seed producing these
increase after cow peas, but from 9 to 18 bushels, obtained.
resulted in an increase of twenty-seven bushels of

com

per acre.

respectively, after winter wheat.
Muriate of potash marked variations in yield are being carefully pregave an increase of three bushels after cow peas and served and will be planted and selected carefully
16.75 bushels after winter wheat.
Floats gave an from year to j-ear.

—

Important Tobacco Investigations. In this conbone meal gave nection it is proper to state that the appropriation
no increase in either case. Lime gave practically made available to the Experiment Station by the
no increase after cow peas and only 3.35 bushels last Genera] Assembly is being expended chieily for
after winter wheat.
These results indicate very investigations relating to tobacco and the feeding and
The tobacco work is being
clearly the advisability of a liberal supply of hura.us grazing of beef cattle.
to the soil, and show that in many instances strik- conducted at Chatham and Appomattox in co-operaingly large yields would be obtained were the needed tion with the Bureau of Soils of the United States
increase of 2.68

bushels after cow peas and 5.98

Raw

bushels after winter wheat.

su]iply of vegetable matter available.
to

It is proper

say that a great deal of useful information rela-

tive to

com

has been obtained in the past two years,

that a bulletin on corn production

pared and

it is

is

now being

pre-

Department of Agriculture.
that one station

It is believed that the

It

will

be

in the light tobacco belt

other in the dark tobacco

belt.

observed

and the

The work has not

been in progress for sufficient length of time to ob-

hoped will be ready for distribution tain

within the next sixty days.

is

results of value relative to light tobacco, as this

year's crop has not yet been disposed of.

Observa-

data contained in the bulletin will be of unusual
all farmers in the State who are interested
growing com.

vahie to
in

Cow Peas and

—WhippoorwiU

cow
up to the present
time, and the Itho San Yellow soy bean again gave
the best yield of grain, tlio\igli we regard the Black
soy bean as an excellent variety, and the Mammoth
Yellow and other late maturing varieties are tmSoja Beans.

peas stand at the head of

tlie

list

doubtedly better adapted to the eastern part of the

The results show, howcow peas and soy beans can be relied
on to produce large crops of hay and a satisfactory tions made to date indicate that an application of
yield of grain, and owing to their special value for 1,000 poimds of a 5-6-9 fertilizer resulted in the desoil improvement they should be more extensively velopment of a more uniform growth and ripening
State than to this section.

ever, that both

cultivated.

of the plants and one-third greater yield than was
work obtained from the fertilizer ordinarily used in the
The best yield- production of light tobacco. The color of the leaf
is in progress with Irish potatoes.
ing late variety thus far tested is the Burbank, whicn obtained from this plat was also superior to that pro-

Work With

Irish Potatoes.

—A good

deal of
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duced by any of the other
pounds of

tion of 2,000

An

fertilizers.

in

fertilizer

applica-

which

the

nitrogen was largely supplied by cotton seed meal,
resulted in an increased yield, but the plants were

and

vestigations,

[January.

it

is

our purpose, in conjunction

with the Bureau of Soils of the United States De-

partment of Agriculture,

to

no

issue a bulletin at

distant date on the production of dark tobacco.

—

In
in Animal Breeding and Feeding.
Department of Animal Husbandry special
attention is being given to the feeding, breeding and
general management of beef and dairy cattle, sheep
and swine. Up to the present time it has not been
if this can be accomplished and the results in an possible to undertake any special investigation with
unfavorable year lend color to this belief, it will be sheep owing to the insufficiency of funds for this

dark in color and slow maturing. One of the questions under investigation is to determine whether
tobacco produced under these conditions can be cured
Further investigation will
into bright, yellow leaf.
be necessary to determine this important point, but

possible to increase the yield of light tobacco considerably by using various fertilizers which are now

demed

objectionable.

The reader

will

realize

the

Work

the

work.

Considerable progress has been

made

in feed-

ing beef cattle, and one report has been issued on

showing quite conclusively that silage

this subject,

superior to either hay or stover as a roughness in

great economic importance of this matter to tobacco

is

growers.

the winter feeding of beef cattle.

The work of

the

past year has demonstrated this fact more forcibly
Further observations show that applications of
than ever before, and it has also been shown that
the
in
was
supplied
fertilizers in which the nitrogen
cattle fed as stockers on silage and grazed have made
most readily available form caused the plants to
thoroughly satisfactory gains and returned a larger
grow vigorously until topping. After that the supprofit and killed to better advantage than those fed
excompletely
have
been
so
seemed to

ply of food

soil that the growth was not so
uniform or satisfactory as that obtained on plats
where a fertilizer was used in which the nitrogen
An application of
became available more slowly.
1,000 pounds of shell lime per acre in connection
with 5-6-9 fertilizer, to which reference has been
made, gave a better yield and a considerably smaller
The yield was second
per cent, of diseased plants.
only to that obtained from the heavy application

hausted from the

of fertilizer rich in

material.

When

slowly

available

Thfe data available at the present

in other ways.

time indicate that the cost of a pound of gain for
the stall-fed cattle will be between 7 and 8 cents;
for the cattle fed as stockers

4 to 5 cents
as

much

to

the grass.

;

and finished on

in other words, that

make

a

poimd

grass,

costs about twice

it

of beef in the stall as on

It is possible that these conclusions

may

be modified considerably by experiments to be under-

taken this year.

In the past some form of roughness

nitrogenous

this tobacco is sold a press bulletin

on the subject, as it is believed some
data can be published which will be of special benefit
to light tobacco growers during the next crop season
will be issued

At Appomattox

it

has been found that 400 pounds

of a low-grade fertilizer gave a yield of

840 poimds

of leaf, 850 pounds of a high-grade fertilizer a yield

and 1,700 pounds of a high-grade
mixture a yield of 1,527 pounds. The crop from

of 1,296 pounds,

the low-grade fertilizer sold for $45,

grade fertilizer

of

Beef

for $100, and from the heavy ap- has been fed with

plication for $126.
$5, the

A Group

As

medium grade

Cattle,

Virginia

Experiment Station.

from the highsilage.

During

the present year

the low-grade fertilizer cost

silage will constitute the sole roughness of our stall-

$16.44, and the high-grade

fed cattle.

The work of

the past year will,

in a

would

sense, be duplicated this year, because the results ob-

be highly profitable to dark tobacco growers to so
fertilize their lands as to double the yield of the

tained are so important in their bearing on the ani-

$.32.30,

it is

leaf they are

obvious from these results that

now

obtaining per acre.

it

The work

at

mal industries of the State that

it

that they be confirmed or disproved

seems essential
before

other

Appomattox having been in progress for a much lines of investigation are taken up. The Station
longer time than at Chatham, many deductions of authorities realize perfectly that there are many
vital importance can now be drawn from these in- other problems of great magnitude and importance

1907.]
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to the live-stock industry, but the

money

available

will not permit of these being undertaken at the

present time, and

it

much

seems

better to thoroughly

demonstrate the relative merit of

stall

feeding and

grazing before considering other questions.

Finished on Grass.

—All

indications point to the fact that silage can be

made

Feeding Silage

to Cattle

at a reasonable cost in Virginia,

and that

it consti-
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Best Form in Which to Feed Com to Steers.
The importance of determining the best form in
which com can be fed to beef cattle will be clearly
recognized by all who have given this matter any
consideration.
Corn was, therefore, fed on the ear,
split on the cob, shelled and in the form of com
meal, com and cob meal fine, and corn and cob meal
coarse to cattle fed in the stall last winter.

The

most valuable and satisfactory forms results indicate that ear corn and shelled com were
Com meal
It has practically of tJie same feeding value.
of roughness that can be had on any farm.
also been shown that a stave silo can be erected at gave the largest gain per head per day, but there
a cost of about $1.50 per ton of capacity, so that the was not enough difference between it and ear com
equipment needed for feeding live stock on many and shelled corn to pay for the grinding. Of course,
farms need not be costlv nor bevond the reach of a part of the advantage of the ear com and shelled
corn came from the fact that hogs followed these
groups, and but for that fact, corn meal woiild have
shown the largest profit. As a matter of fact, the
steers receiving com and cob meal made almost the
same gain per head per day as those receiving whole
corn, less the gain made by the hogs following these
groups.
The data obtained from these feeding ex^^;.^ i^f^^f^ ..^j

tutes one of the

periments has

now been

gotten in shape to publish

in bulletin form.

Cross-Breeding Investigations.

—The

securing satisfactory feeding cattle
Some

Bred

College

the average man.

The

Sheep,

Blacksburg,

is

realized by

To determine

in animal production.

best way in which the native stocks may be
up to the the
and the effect of various crosses of pureform of gTaded up
bred sires on the grades of other breeds is, therefore,
winter than

a better

roughness to feed to stockers during the

mixed hay or

all interested

results with cattle

present time indicate that silage
either

Va.

difficulty of

is

matter of unusual interest

a
and silage. A
Work along
pound each of com meal

stover, or stover

ration consisting of one

this line has

at

the present time.

now been

in progress two

and cotton seed meal fed to stockers through the
winter resulted in the silage cattle making a gain
of .85 pound per head per day. The stover and hay
fed cattle

made but

slight gains.

When

the cattle

were turned on grass those receiving silage drifted
more during the first ten days than the others, but
in the next period they made satisfactory gains, and
while not making quite as large gains on grass as
the dry-fed cattle, the gain made in the stable wa?
so

much

greater that,

showed a good
cattle.

better

The

profit

as

already indicated,

they

over the hay and stover-fed

fact that they dressed out three

pounds

per hundredweight than the dry-fed cattle
Calves Being Used In Experimental Tests,

should also be borne in mind, for this difference
amounts to about 30 cents per hundredweight or

Some

from $2 to $3 per carcass. These facts also indicate
that mixed hay was not superior to shredded stover
for the winter maintenance of cattle and that silage
was cheaper and more satisfactory than either of the

years and some sixteen cross-bred animals are

other forms of roughness.

in this work.

of the Cross-Bred

Virginia Experiment Station.

now

being used in an experiment to determine which
Pure-bred
grade is likely to prove most satisfactory.
Shorthorn, Hereford and

Four of

Angus

sires are

being used

the animals which will reach

—
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maturity the present year are now being finished mind that these records have only been kept for a
with the idea of slaughtering them next spring and comparatively short time and that many of the
obtaining an accurate report on the relative merits animals in the herd have not even completed a lacta-

shown by the cost of feeding
and finishing and the quality of meat exhibited in
the carcass.
These results, while slow and laborious
to obtain, will undoubtedly indicate more economical
methods of breeding and grading up than are practiced at the present time, and will show how the best
results can be obtained in the shortest time and for
the least expenditure of money.
If continued on a
proper basis for several years they should provide
of the several crosses as

tion period

up

to the present writing.

tance of keeping records

is

The impor-

clearly emphasized

by

Observe that the profit on milk varied
with the different cows, from $79.45 to $164.36 the
profit on butter from $33.66 to $62.21.
It should
be borne in mind that Daisy Belle B. is a heifer with
these results.

;

her

first

calf

and

creditable indeed

that her

when

this

performance
fact

is

is

very

kept in view.

The profits on milk and butter were obtained "by
data that will be of exceptional value to the live- charging the cows the full market vahie of the
stock breeders of the State.
various foods consumed.
No allowance has been
Experiments With Dairy Cows.

is

being kept of

and

all

—A careful record

the animals in the dairy herd

special experiments are being undertaken

from

time to time to compare the relative merits of various
foodstuffs.
An endeavor is being made to determine
the

minimum amovmt

luade for care or marketing or manufacturing the
product, as the case

may

be.

Individual Recoeds of Ceetain Dairy Cows.
Cost of Amount of Amount of Profit on Profit on
Butter,
Food. MUk— lbs.
Butter— Milk.
lbs.

of protein necessary in the

cow for her proper maintenance.
Protein being the most expensive element to purchase, the value of this investigation, from both a
scientific and economical standj^oint, will be apparation of the dairy

rent to all.
Special attention is being given to the
breeding of the dairy herd in an endeavor to study

Sitka

Sis

Blanche
Guida
Guernseys
Daisy Bell B
Miss Eyebrlght

Mary
Holstein-Friesians—
Mineral

146 75
29 54
43 45

3173
34 85
39 76

Mindah

50 09
39 75

Blenda

5192

out some of the more important principles of breed-

Feeding Trials

ing as related to the transmission of desirable quali-

experiments have

6,372

365

7,107

5,902

367
375

JlOl 43
135 76
91 82

$44 BO
62 21
60 29

4,781
5,963
6,214

274
266
275

79 45
103 82
104 76

36 77

8,299
8,782
9,300

335
348
408

142 91
164 49
164 66

33 66
47 25
60 08

3165
28 99

—

Hogs.
Quite a number of
been conducted with hogs, the
ties; also the effects of various methods of feeding principal feeding work undertaken being to deterand treatment on the production of heifers from mine the relative merits of different forms of pro
sires and dams of kno-wn ancestry.
One publica- tein when added to a ration of com meal. The gains
tion has been issued on the feeding work with dairy obtained with a straight ration of corn meal, deySHth

cows, and others will be published as soon as suf-

pending on the age and size of the hogs, have, in
some instances, been as low as .24 pound per head
per day, whereas, the addition of middlings ,linseed
meal and other foodstuffs has resulted in the hogs
making a gain of 1.26 pound to 1.35 pound per head
These results show very clearly the imper day.
]iortance of protein in a ration for hogs, and with
this end in view the feeding work is being continued
nlong these lines. The work in hand at present consists in feeding meat meal in varying portions with
Experiments have also been made to
oorn meal.
iletermine the value of soaked vs. unsoaked feed for
-"iiimp; J-"
liogs, with the result that the group receiving soaked
^ <(j Mr^'*food made a profit of 56 cents per head, as com]iarod with a loss of 14 cents per head for those receiving unsoaked food.
Part of the Dairy Herd at the Virgiuia ExperiroeDt
Station,
Blacksburg.
Grazing experiments are also being conducted
with hogs, and it has been shown that rape will proThe individual records of certain cows in the herd
vide a maintenance ration for brood sows, though it

ficient data

has accumulated to justify the same.

T

S^f^

m

,

are presented below.

The

reader should bear in
is

undoubtedlv bettor to feed

a little

grain to these
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aniamls when carrying pigs.

Experiments are also up so as to be operated, showing the mechanical operand character of ation of same and its effect upon the cow's udder.
growth made by different litters. In other words, The milking machine is a long-felt want by the
to demonstrate jnst how far the individuality of dairymen of the country and it would almost seem
the sire and dam may be concerned in the number that in this machine the problem has been solved,
of pigs obtained per litter and the rate of gain made it being in use in the dairies of such practical and
and the cost of finishing for the market. Indica- successful dairymen as Mr. H. B. Gurler, of Detions point to the obtaining of some instructive in- Kalb, 111.
This part of the exhibit attracted at all
The different times a great deal of attention arid that of prominent
formation alons' the lines indicated.
dairymen from different parts of the State. One
of the agricultural students from the College of
Agriculture was in charge of the cheese-making
demonstration work and each day a batch of cheese
was gotten out from the milk which was brought in
in progress to determine the rate

mornings.

'<<^^.

This was probably the only time that cheesemaking was ever shown at any fair in the State of
Virginia.
It was peculiarly interesting to many
visitors, being the first time many of them had ever
seen cheese being made.

methods of feeding and the influence of confinement
on the number and vigor of the pigs obtained from
the individual litter
is

is

also receiving attention.

hoped in the near future

to

undertake some rather

mine

the effect of various methods of breeding which

are regarded as objectionable, and also to determine
the influence of pure-bred sires in grading

mon

up com-

This line of work we believe to be the
most important and vahiable yet contemplated with
reference to animal production in the entire work of
Andrew J. Soule,
the Station.
stocks.

Dean and

Director Virginia Experiment Station.

rator

also

a dairy turbine being used,

kindly loaned for

It

elaborate breeding experiments with hogs to deter-

shown each mornwhich had been
the purpose by the DeLaval Sepa-

The separation of milk was
ing,

Company,

of

New York

city.

Separating

cream with the centrifugal separator is one of the
most important developments in the dairy work, and
no dairyman who expects to succeed can afford to
They are more
be without a cream separator.
efficient when the milk is separated as soon as it is
Ripened cream was shipped
taken from the cows.
in daily from the College creamery and butter churned from it, illustrating the making of butter and
l^reparing

same for market.

Probably the most important feature of the exwas the testing of milk and cream for butter
THE DAIRY EXHIBIT AT THE RECENT fat by Mr. C. W. Holdaway, assistant in the AgriSTATE FAIR.
The value of the Babcultural Dairy Department.
cock test in dairies is hardly appreciated as it should
Editor Southern Planter:
The ofiicials of the Virginia State Fair, in con- be. Its principal value lies in a dairyman's being
nection with the Agricultural College at Blacksburg, able to determine the per cent, of fat each day in
maintained during the recent fair at Richmond a the milk of each one of his cows, and by keeping
hibit

making of cheese, records, of knowing each lactation period, the amount
cream with the centrifugal of butter fat produced by each cow. In this way
separator, the testing of cream and buttermilk with the least valuable cows can be removed from the
the Babcock test and the testing of milk with the herd and more valuable ones substituted in their
lactometer and a general display of dairy apparatus. places, and where the dairy man wishes to sell cream
This feature of the fair attracted a gi-eat deal of his product can be kept Tmiform at all times by takattention and the officials of the Agi-icultural College ing his cream at a high per cent, of fat and
in charge were kept busy answering questions each reducing with skim milk to a grade which his
day of the fair. One feature of the exhibit was a market wants. The cream buyer, especially the iceBurrell Lawrence Kennedy milking machine, rigged cream manufacturer, wants a cream at all times of
working dairy,

illustrating the

butter, the separation of
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a uniform per cent, of fat. The producer of cream the conditions go in the State for the development
also wants it maintained, because if the grade of of this industry the climate is far better than iscream is better than agreed upon it means that the f ound in States North and West of Virginia the
;

seller is giving

away what should be a part of

his

on the other hand, the quality of the
than agreed upon, then the likelihood
The
is that the buyer will discontinue using it.
Babcock test, with a knowledge of its manipulation,
enables the cream producer at all times to maintain
revenue.

cream

If,

is less

soil in

various parts of the State will grow. the forage-

crops which are needed, and in certain parts of the
State where grazing cattle and sheep

is

the mail*

industry at the present time, the conditions are as

good as can be found anywhere for dairying.
The farmers of Virginia should look carefxilly
No dairyman who is into the matter of dairying, as it is one of the most
the per cent, of fat uniform.
producing milk and cream for the market should be promising lines along which they can work.
The
without a Babcock test and should use it every day development in dairy work at the Agricultural ColQuite lege at Blacksburg has been quite considerable and
as regularly as any other part of his work.
a trade has been worked up among farmers in the of a very healthy character.
In demonstrating the
State in cream, and those dairymen

who

work the farmers in the vicinity of the college have
been asked to keep a few cows and the creameryare doing a profitable and satisfactory business. would take care of their product at all times. From>
Another piece of apparatus shown was the milk nothing at all when the department was established^
and cream cooler, loaned for the purpose by the there are now some five hundred cows whose proWhile the milk isStar Milker Cooler Company, of Haddonfield, N. J., ducts come into the creamery.
probably in excess of what is needed for demonstraThis type of cooler used in connection with cold
water or brine is a great addition to the equipment tion and experiment work, still it is a difficult matare using

the Babcock test in connection with their operations

In shipping milk or cream cooling as ter to stop the development in this at this point,
and particularly when this development is what is
quickly as possible after the milk has been taken
from
cow is indispensable. Success or failure needed most in the State of Virginia.
of a dairy.

the

A

working creamery is maintained at the College
and the manufacture of butter and
been drawn and at once reduced in temperature to cheese and the manipulation of cream and milk for'
33 and shipped in jacketed cans can be moved en- the market can be seen and studied here at all timesby persons interested in this line of work. The shiptirely across the State and delivered to the milk
distributors in prime condition.
This fact is being ments of cream from the college have been almost
phenomenal, and this feature of the work has atdemonstrated at various points in the State at this
tracted attention from States and points where the
time.
dairy work has been carried on for a much longer
will

depend, in a large measure, upon this very

Cream skimmed quickly

thing.

Some

after the milk has

facts in regard to the milk, cream, butter

and cheese supply of the State:

The markets

are

poorly supplied with milk in most of the cities in
the State

;

a

good portion of the year cream

not

is

offered in the different cities of the State in propor-

and cream is almost continually
At some
the State from the N'orth.

tion to the demand,

being sent into

points regular agencies have been established with
large dairy establishments in

supplying cream.

Bumd
West.

Practically

New York
all

State for

cheese

the

con-

North and the
Thousands of dollars are being sent out of

in the State comes in from the

the State each year for this product.

The bulk

of

at all times

time than in Virginia.

In concluding
say that

all

will find

this

article

the writer wishes

persons interested in any

him

willing at

all

tO"

way whatever

times to give them the

and experience.
BlacJisbu7-g, Va.
W. D. Saundees,
In Charge of Dairy Department V. P.

benefit of his information

Why

is

a dog's tail a great novelty

one has ever seen

You may

it

?

I.

Because

no

before.

not believe

it,

but you can do real gootf

farming now when the snow is sifting all over the
the butter of the best grades, which is sold at the
Do you wonder how? Just by thinking out
highest prices, comes in from the North and the earth.
West and large amounts of money are being con- vour plans beforehand. Thought helps to raise good
tinually sent out of the State for butter.

Conditions in the State for dairying:

crops.

So far

as

It is just as necessary as

summer.

good tillage next
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A NEAT BINDER
We

have recently received a new
•upply of Binders for the Southem Planter. This is a very neat
and durable device for saving the

volume intact. It will prevent soiling and turning up of the
comers.
Get one now and fasten
your copies in it as they are issued and at the end of the year,
you will have a valuable reference
volume.
Price, 30 cents, postentire

paid.

28,

the best and most productive
kinds:

Burt, or 90-Day.

^

J^

Black Tartarian,

8

Swedish Select,

Red Rust

Proof,

and Black Spring-, VirGray Winter, etc. Write

\\Tiite

Richmond,

ginia

for prices.

COPPMAN'S

WOOD'S NEW SEED BOOK for 1907
about Seed Oats and all

GREAT BERKSHIRE

tells all

SALE.

Farm and Garden Seeds. Mailed

It gives us pleasure to call attention
the advertisement of Mr. W. H.
Coffman, Bluefleld, W. Va., to be
found on another page. Mr. Coffman
is going to have a splendid Berkshire
sale at his home on February 2nd,
and unless we are vastly mistaken it
will be largely attended and will undoubtedly prove a success. Mr. Coffman's offerings consists of just about
the very best imported and domestic
Berkshire blood, or a combination of
both.
He will have a catalogue out
very shortly and you are requested
to send for one and see for yourself
the quality of the stock to be offered.

free

on request.

to

Particular attention

is

called

to the

good train service to Bluefield and to
the accommodations to be had there.
Mr. Coffman is going to enfertain his
guests in royal style and "Ye Editor"
regrets exceedingly his inability to
meet the numerous Berkshire fanciers
who are sure to gather around the
festal board.

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
This well-known food is advertised
regularly in our columns. Special attention is called to the advertisement
in this Issue.
This company would
like to send you a beautiful six-color
lithograph of its world's champion
stallion, Dan Patch, 1:55.
A remarkable feature of this photograph is that
it was taken from life and shows Dan
hitched to a sulky and pacing his
fastest mile.
All you have to do is
to
answer two questions namely,
"How much stock have you?" and
"What paper did you see the advertisement In?"

T.W.Woof)& Sons, Seedsmen
RICHMOND. VA.
-

BEATS THE

Grindstone
TEN TIMES OVER
No

no drawing

pressure,

temper,

if you

use

tt

Practical

Alundum
Grinder
with -wheel
3.000

vol vine

umes

;

Far superior to emery?
or stone. Grinds any I
knife to sickle
Different sizes. Foot
attachn
Write for circular of particulars. Good agents wanted. Address.
BOYAL MFG. CO^ 35 E. Walnnt St. Lancaster. Pa.
tool,

power

Want Running Water?
You can have a

c>.in-taut stream at fcjuse or
other biiiliinss from spring or stream on
a lower level by instaUiog a

HYDRAUUC
OiriT
ffVir Ij
ram.
Most satisfactory water service known. Alwaysgoju;;, no attention, no running expense.
Raises water SO feet for every foot of fall. 18
inches fall enough to operate it.
Over 3,000 now in use.

Sold on 30 Days Free Trial.
Ask for booklet giving particulars.
IUF<: ENGINE CO..

—

2113 frinltyBldg..

IvEVV

CAPITAL AND PROFITS EARNED,

BANK OF RICHMOND,
Main and Ninth Str

of bushels

in stock, selected from the best
crops grown in this country; all

Va.

maUei

ubscrlbers In the United States and Caaada
at 50c. per annum; all foreign countries and
the city of Richmond, 75c.
REMITTANCES should be made direct to
this office, either by Registered Letter er
Money Order, which will be at our risk.
When made otherwise we cannot be responIble.
fallng

Box

\

Stocks.

We have thousands

the

Bullington,

Heavy.

"""'""'

Oats

VA.,

lists and entry blanks can
be obtained from the secretary, Mr.
S.

Choice.

Qo/Ik/I
Ot:t:Cl

imperative.

POULTRY SHOW, RICHMOND,
JANUARY 23—28.

F.

application.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER

SUBSCRIBERS

is

Premium

ADVERTISING RATES
will

This

of exhibitors.
Especially Is this true,
now that all poultry is in its best
feather, which will be quite a contrast to the exhibit made last fall.

MANCHESTER OFFICE:
J.

month's iBsne.

above dates, and it
promises to be quite a success. Many
special prizes are offered, and these
are sure to bring out a good number

Waeterm RepreeenUtlT*
1T14 Tribune Bldg.. CUci«*, IR
W.

Wood's Seeds

BBre to send in your copy or
iastrnctions on or before tbe 25th
of the month for the following

mond on

Business Manager.

B.

Advertisers.

Be

The Virginia Poultry Association
will hold its annual show in Rich-

Editor and General Manager,
B.

41

Thr«« par e«nt. Intaraat allawad

In

Si, 200, 000.

CTT Hp»»«ea«<

Spwlml kt<«atlon paid to ent^cf-tewn moobbM.

YORK.

lartto*.

Savlnfa DaaartMast,

CcmpuvMdmt nal-uiBaailT

i

1
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TRY THIS MILL
to Days Freeany responsible
tArmer one o t

1 will send

DITTO'S
Latest Double Cut.
Triple-Geared
Bail-Bearing

[Jauuary.

WITH THE ADVERTISERS.

SAVE mONEY

The Bateman Manufacturing Company, makers of the famous "Iron
Age" implements, have an attractive
announcement on another page.
The Belcher & Taylor Agricultural
Tool Company is advertising its fertilizer sower and com planter this

MAKING—
FERTILIZER
Make vour own fertilize

month.

Feed Grinders
#0n Ten Days Trial— No Money

In Advance.

does Dot prlnd at I&
iher grain than any other two hurse sweep mill
made send It back at mv expense. Don't miss
this offer. Ball-bearingr throuphout. Only 10 ft.
sweep. Llpbt dr&f t. Grinding rings never touch
If it

The Kemp & Burpee Manufacturing
Company is offering its manure
spreader

our

to

again this

readers

season.

The Johnston Harvester Company

M. Ditto, Box aa Joiiet, in.

G.

have

advertisements

three

issue, to

which attention

in

this

is invited.

The

"Planet, Jr.," farm and garden
tools are offered our readers again
this season by S. L. Allei & Co. Look
up the announcement.

Attention is called to tue advertiseof the Chilean Nitrate Works, in

ment

which nitrate of soda

is

offered.

The 'ttTiite-Blakeslee Company is a
new advertiser this month. Look up
card.

its

The Ames Plow Company advertises
well-known line of Universal
garden tools, commencing with this
its

issue.

The

Tirrill

Gas Machine Company

a new advertiser in this issue and
attention is invited to its announceis

ment.

Evans

BALL
BEARING

Easy Running

Most practical mill forf arm feed grinding.

Quaker City
and

price

its

is

reduced.

Best and most modem
Sent on triaL
type.

_

why

see

it's

Send for free book
better than others.

and

FAT CATTLE
THE STAR

Simple s»wp.
Bell Powers. Fully iruaruiiK
Get ourfreebook forpartieu;
CO., 6* Depot

to

i

Silo Comin another column, to
is invited.

The Glascock Stove and ManufacCompany is advertising its
Look up

well-known line of stoves.
its
SI.,

New

Lexington, 0.

advertisement.

The Piedmont and Tidewater Land
Company is among the new advertisers this month.
Look up the announcement,
King's improved cotton seed can be
had of the Sugar Loaf Cotton Farm,
Youngsville, N. C.

Cream Separator

advertising this month.
If you have not sent to the AtlasPortland Cement Company for its free
pamphlet on concrete construction
you had better do so. Refer to the
advertisement.

Dlr«cl from our Factory al
Factory Prlcea.
the e^sy running, easy to etaan.

washed and

neverout of balance. We pay freight.
I nvestigate by seodin^ youi name and

Davis Cream Separator Co.,
Clinton Street, Clilcago.

j

j

|

\

I

The Anchor Fence and Manufacturing Company starts the season's

SIMPLE DAVIS

S^N.

National Bank is a
advertiser in this issue. It makes
a specialty of banking by mail and
allows 3 per cent, compound interest
in its savings department.
The N. H. Blitch Company offers
celery and cabbage plants in large
quantities at reasonable prices.

new

turing

$50

Tliree-piece bowl Is easily

inquirers.
The Planters'

The Economy Tank and

20
It's

Wilkins, patent attorneys,

pany has a card
which attention

"k"

THE STAR MFG.

&

have a card in another column.
The Keystone Well Company is advertising its well-drilling machinery
this month, and would like to send a
very interesting
pamphlet to
all

m.

Peruvian Guano and fertilizer chemicals can be had of the Coe-Mortimer
Company, whose announcement can
be found on another page.

I

|

i
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Fertilizer!

Drill

Handles All

43

PROFESSOR SHAW ENDORSES
STOCK FOOD.

r^

Thomas Shaw, an eminent
authority on feeding, says:
"When
Prot.

the animal doesn't digest its food,
which is indicated In the droppings,
when it doesn't respond sufficiently
in
appearance
or
in
production,
though given a sufficiency of food, in
such cases a mild tonic would be helpful in affecting improvement."
Dr. Hess Stock Food, manufactured
by Dr. Hess & Clark, Ashland, Ohio,
meets just these requirements. It con-

Cominerclal

or

Fertilizers

Let Us Send You

-«^

Our Book.
and good wagron
rk and make you a Jo

eels

ELECTRIC STEEL WHEELS
and the

ELECTRIC HANDY WAGON.
By every

are tbe beet. More than one and
a quarter uiiliious S"ld. Spokes united to tha
test, ttiey

make your old wagonnew. (.atalogue tiee.
ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.. Box 146, Quincy.

Ills.

tains tonics for the digestion, iron for
the
blood,
nitrates
to
eliminate

poisonous

waste material from the
system and laxatives to regulate the
These ingredients are also
endorsed by every medical writer in
America.

ELECTRIC

bowels.

low AND EASY TO LOAD.
tires, no

oad

rutting. Quick chances

ing.

l-urnished with shatts or toneue
descriptive circulars and testimonials.'

Special Large Sl»,

Belcher

••

Sows 8

Writj* fnr

F«a( 3 Inohas Wld».

S Taylor A. T.

*"

from drill.

Co.,

Chieopet Falli,

A COMPOST DRILL:
That

will

distribute

tons

per

thoroughly pulverize and evenly
from one hundred pounds to ten
acre.
Made in two sizes by

LINDSEY &

SON'S.

Box

28.

Crystal Springs, Ga.

Now, if the digestion is stimulated,
the appearance improved and the production of the animal increased by
the addition of the above mentioned
ingredients, it is undoubtedly a wise
investment to use Dr. Hess Stock
Food.
It costs less than a penny a day to
feed Dr. Hess Stock Food to a horse,
cow or steer and but three cents per
month for the average hog. Consider
the small amount of additional increase in weight or milk that is necessary to cover the cost of the stock
food and remember it is sold on a
written guarantee.
George A. Heyl, Washington, 111.,
says:
"I have been in the stock and
poultry business for a great many
years and can say Dr. Hess Stock
Food is all O. K. It is scientifically
compounded and seems to be just the
thing to make stock thrive. It is a
food as well as medicine.
"Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a is also
a great food for poultry and has been
of much value to me in raising some
of the fanciest chickens that were
ever placed on the market.
Instant
Louse Killer, manufactured by the
same firm, is also invaluable as a disinfectant and for keeping fowl^ free
from parasites."

THE RICHMOND
BUGGY & WAGON CO.
starts the new year with a splendid assortment of Vehicles and Harness, and
extends a cordial invitation to the public
to drop in and inspect them.
We can
suit you in style, price and terms.
1433 East Main Street, Richmond, Va.

WOOD'S SEED CATALOGUE.

We are in receipt of the annual
catalogue for 1907 of T. W. Wood
& Sons, seedsmen, Richmond, Va.
As usual, it is an exceedingly attractive catalogue.
In addition to describing endless varieties of garden,
flower and field seeds, it gives valuable information to the trucker In

telling

Onr Combined Harrow and

Roller

guaranteed to give
per cent, better results in half the time
and no heavier draft.
Field look like a garden.
No. foot prints;
can see check marker
is

50

easier.
Saves 1 team;
PATENTED.
a
boy can do the
work. Sent on 30 days' trial. Let us tell
more.
Ask for reports
description,
price
and terms.
Mfd.
by IMBODEN

you

HARROW AND ROLLER
<Agent8 wanted).

,

CO., Cleona, Pa.

how. when and what to plant.

You

will, therefore, see that the catalogue is not altogether a house organ,
but is a book and valuable guide well
worth having.
Send in your name and a copy will
be mailed you free of charge.

Ocean Springs,

Miss., Sept.

7,

1906.

HORNSJRE DANGEROUS
'Ynu can ston the^

ios.s

easily, painlessly.

uuiekiyi

Use the

KEYSTONE DEHORNER

and perform the operation ii
an in.stanr. Does not splinle
horn or tear flesh. A humane.
money-savintr method. Write
for free Dehorning booklet,
M. T. PhUlips.
fc^
..^Box 45
Pott ere

"Bills to Collect

-

should dislike to do without The In all portions of the Ualted State*. N* ewSouTHEBN Pl.\ntek, even if the sub- lection. No Charge. Agencies wanted •Tcr/where.
year's experience— PALMORB'J
28
scription was ten times the price.
COLLECTION AGBNCT, 9U Main St., KlakWILLIAM R. SNYDER.
mand, Va.
I

-

1
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WOODWORK

PUMPS

FRIGES REDUCED.
Here Is an illustration how Gordon,
Van Tine & Co., who operate the big-

Use the Birmingham

Billet

GASOLINE ENGINE
THIRTY DAYS ON TRIAL
so simple any one can understand
So durable and substantial it can not
wearoutor break. So safe that you can
not have an accident with it. At a price
you can afford to pay. An engine the
It is

It.

wife can run. Write for Catalogue,
prices and propositon on trial.

White=Blakeslee Mfg. Co.

Birmingham, Ala.

R„,.«o,

ENGINES FOR SALE

.

lO-H. Portable Engine and Boiler on wheels
10-H.
new saw-mill complete, <300
16-H. Engine and Boiler with saw-mill com

uid

plete,

J400;

Traction

10-H.

Baflae,

i25t,

Plain Portable, »1B0; 16-H. PorUble
Bnglne and Boiler, on skids, $225; Bowser
Corn Mill, No. 3, »2S. We have In stock
for Immediate shipment 100 Boilers an4 Engines ranging from 3 to 100 horse. We also
manufacture Boilers according to speclflcatlons and carry In stock at all times new
Boilers and Engines for Immediate shipment
10-H.

CASEY MACHINE

D. L.

CO., Springfield, O.

gest woodwork, sash, door and general
mill-work factory in the country, cut
prices in two for the consumer.
Compared with this system just
look how sash, doors and woodwork
is generally sold.
Take for instance
a four-paneled door of high quality,
the dealer's price is ?2— the retailer
pays his jobber $1.15 for this door—
the jobber pays the average maker
87 cents for it. Gordon, Van Tine &

Makes the cheapest and

6AS

MACHINE

safest gas In the

world.

It Is the best for Lighting, CookHeating and Power for countryhomes, hotels, factories, etc. Write for

ing,

booklet

containing

full

Information.

TIRRILL GAS MACHINE LIQHTINO
75 Fultoa Street, New York City.

CO.,

made

BT ONE BAN.

If. KIN8

OF TUE W00D8.

SmTB. moicr Mil
calalomieBhowlnE IftteflllmproTefrom lho.i«»nJ,. First orrt-V Beonrts aitncv
PoldlnjbawmiMach. Co., 158 E. Harrison Sl,CIi1m«o, Hi."

bMkarh«. Send

FREE

for
».i;l. «n_a teltlmonlals

lllufl.

is

why

this

catalogue
the very
just

haK(Ug itAachlOBO uti
Myg H. A. Morw
T.
I
think thoM perfoet
WTltM I. B. CbItIb, Kewaank, In*
Ttoo
yroollmt lUto dnlry usoclaUoa. Bob* f«
booklet coBtalalns fnrtiier iBforajitloai
WALUACB B. CRUMB, SoBth 8t. Forvt-t<
Tlllo,

ekal>

obo winter,

Ct.

Mention Thi» Southern Planter.

up.

Any boy can repair
pump of 200 feet

a

depth.

is

as

same

mentioned

better quality
or sold by any-

concern can

sell Its

styles.

Mention

and you

this

paper

will get prompt attention and
the best treatment. Address
Gordon
Van Tine & Co., Station B 70, Davenport, Iowa.

WRITE TO

ASHTON [STARKE,

SHARPLES CREAM SEPARATOR.
Among

our

most

persistent and
the Sharpies
Cream Separator Company, of West
Chester, Pa.
This month the company has a particulariy strong anliberal

advertisers

is

It is

way that
the cream and keep
a perfect record of your cows so
you

N.

pump

factories— direct to the consumer on
orders made up from the catalogue
and sent in by mall. If you are going
to do any repair work or any
building
this spring, now is the time
to get
this
catalogue of
low prices
and

you can get

In feed Is

repaired without tak-

ing the

immense output—the product of its
own timber lands, its own logging
camps, its own saw-mills and its own

rator.

WARRINSR

The only pump
made which can be

are

nouncement, to which we invite attention
As dairying is getting to be one
of the most prominent and profitable
industries
of
this
section,
every
farmer who keeps three or more cows
should certainly have a cream sepa-

ByraeBM,

and

to every city in the Union, safe
Every item in

delivery guaranteed.
their immense free
great a bargain for
reason as the door
and remember that
goods are not made
body.

modern

9C0RDSINIOHOURS

WELLS
STREAMS.

for ali sorts of

Co. sell direct from their immense
factory the same door for 80 cents.
In other words, they sell a door of
warranted quality fine white pine to
the consumer for less than the Jobber
pays the average maker for it. You
save, therefore, the jobber's profit
of
28 cents and the retailer's profit of
85 cents, besides the difference between Gordon, Van Tine's low factory
price and that of the average factory,
a total difference of J1.20.
Now, this factory is located in Davenport, Iowa— almost the center of
the United States— and shipments

That
TIRRILL EQUALIZIN6

OMt

'

really the only
all

will know which is paying
its way
and which is not. The Sharpies Company will take great pleasure in forwarding you Its latest catalogue and
giving you any Information on cream
separation
which you may want.
Look up their advertisement and

write to-day.

3^

1

1

1

RICHMOND, VA.
n
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

'

FRAZER

Axle Qrease
.

.

• •
• •
• •

+
•

wearing qualities are unsurpassed,
actually outlasting three boxes any
other brand.
Not affected by heat.
**"Get the genuine.

' *

Its

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
I"H 1-M - l 1-1 - 1 H I 1 I 1
1

H

Ring

1

I

M

Worm

.

.

*
'

'

I

HH
-

Cured.

After a month of tormem, perfect peace comes to »
poor sufferer from tetter, ring worm or other severe
itching sldn diseases, using a box of Tetterine, the infallible cure for all skin diseases; fragrant, barmless*
effective; used by physicians in their practice.
Endorsed by druggists.
Only 50 cents a box at druggicts, or by mail postpaUt
from the manufacturer,
J. T. Shuptrlne, Savannah, Ga«
Bathe with Tetterine Soap, 25c cake.

:
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Bargains

PLANET,

in

Hand

2tid

Machinery
in

good order.
Bncin* and
ON WHEEL8.

1

4 H. p. Qelser

1

6 H. P. Qelser Bagiae and Boiler,
ON WHEELS, Almoit New.

1

8 H. P.

1

25 H. P. Detached Steam Bnclne.

1

30 H. P. Boiler.

QeUer

Bollvr,

EiiKlae and Seller,

ON WHEKLB.

1

2S n. P. Bnglne and Boiler.
ON WHEELS.
13 H. P. International SUtlonary

1

No.

1

Qasollae Bnglne.

1

Qelser

I

Wltb

3

Saw

Mill

bead blocks and

6 Roll

25 foot cairlage.

Milwaukee

Husker

and

Shredder,

GOOD AS NEW.

JR.,

One of the handsomest and most
interesting catalogues seen this year
is the new 1907 catalogue of Planet,
Jr., farm and garden tools, just received from S. L. Allen & Co., Philadelphia.
The information It gives
about this famous line of labor-saving
implements is sure to interest every
farmer and gardener. It shows illustrations of every one of the forty-five
uifferent kinds of Planet, Jr., tools,
and tells just what they do, besides
showing photographs of successful
gardening and some of the Implements in actual use. There are seeders, wheel hoes, horse hoes, one and
two-horse riding cultivators, harrows,
orchard and beet cultivators all designed by a practical farmer and made
of the
finest materials with good

—

honest workmanship.
There is a Planet, Jr., for every
need and all are guaranteed. More
than a half million users appreciate
their usefulness and are saving time
and labor, and doing better work
than they could possibly do by hand.
Even these present users will be interested in the many new things
which the catalogue contains.
The Planet, Jr., makers state they
are willing to send a copy of this
catalogue to every reader of this
paper, whether or not he thinks he
needs
the
implements.
A postal
card sent to S. L. Allen & Co., Box
1107-X, Philadelphia, brings a copy by

THE IMPROVED

SGREWSTDIIPPBIKI.
Write ter Prieet,

ChamberllB

MTf

TheWattPIowCo.

Co.,

Olam,

N.

U.

Y.,

S.

1

HERCULES

Stump

Puller

Clears aa acra of beavy tlnber laad eaa^
day.
CIe«r8 all etumps in a circle at in
feet without moTlog or cbanglnc ».«.i.i-^
StroogeBt. most rapid worklag and beat Mui4a,
HERCULES MFG. CO.,
413 17th St., CentreTlUe. I*wa,

MONARCH

return mail.

WRITE FOR FURTHBE
INFORMATION

5TUnP PULLER

INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER
CALENDARS AND CATALOGUES
FOR 1907.
About the prettiest lot of advertising literature we have seen lately

Richtnond, Va.

comes from the advertising department of the International Harvester
Company of America, Chicago. Each

PLANT CORN
Peas, Beans, Beets,

Buckwheat,

etc.

department has a special calendar and
catalogue, gotten up in the most attractive style possible, fully illustrating and describing each machine sep-

Plant

arately.

and Fer-

tilize

at

same
time.

**KING CORN

45

CATALOGUE.

FIELD

at a
wet. dry, lumpy, etc., iio to 700
.
^
labor and time saver. Built to last. Full ^arantee,

The company

exceedingly
anxious that all farmers should have
a copy of these calendars and catalogues and has made arrangements
with all of its local agents to dlstrib'ute them.
You are, therefore, invited to call on your nearest agent
for a calendar and catalogue, and if
you do not happen to know the agent
nearest to you, drop a card to the
company at the above address and
they will promptly advise you.
is

win pall stumps 7 feet In diameter. Qnaranteed for 12 Kentbs aad a strata of 26t,W
pouads.
Catalsgiie and dlscouats, addraa

UONAJRCH GRUBBER CO. Loae

Monarch Stump

Tree. Iswm.

Puller.

Farmers having stumps to pull or land to
clear, had better Investigate the Monarch before buying.
Five sizes from %ih up.
We ship on approTal

and guarantee -ailsfactlon before we want
your money. 8 yeors' experience In pullicg
Wilte for catologue and prices JOS

stumps.
VV.

RITCHIE,

State Agent. R. F. D.

Virginia.

Warranted ttie
Most Practical
MaclilneMade

39,

Grottoes,

Screw, Cable & Hatid

Potirer

TUMP PULLERS

I

Agents wantad. Send for Catalog,

Belcher

&

BezZS,

Farmer's Sons

Clucopee FaJli, Hass.

WANTED
office.

$60 a mootb

with

reliable. Brand, oflices of the aesoclation are being eBtabliahed in each state, ippiy at once, givinft fall particalara.

The VETERINARY SCIENCE ASSOCUTION. DepL

Alwrnyi in«BtloD Tke
tar
wrlttBC to adT

wKm

J

I.

"Styles 9 Sizes, $25 Jo $150
lANDr FARIVI WAGONS

CATTLE STANCHIONS.

Taylor A. T. Co.,

\.mim, Cinada

Attention is called to the advertisement of our long-time patron, Mr.
W. B. Crumb, Porestville, Conn., who,
as usual. Is advertising the Warriner

Chain

chion.

He would

like very

much

to
de-

send Interested parties a brief
scriptive circular, which also contains
strong endorsements from prominent

DITCHERS

Cuts 100 rods per day.

,H. L.

Bennett

&

Co.

WaSTERVILLE. O.

Hanging Cattle Stan-

Patent

users.

ILE

BEST CORN HARVESTER
MADE. Cats. Frea

SfflPPOI
JMSmtth Grubber Co.

^

lacr066e.wis-u.s.a:
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ADDRESS

SPOTLESS COMPANY,

THE SPOTLESS

INC.,

Crenshaw Warehouse, Shockoe

[January.

Slip.

RICHMOND,

Richmond, Va

Telephone 93L.

has purchased the entire stock o£ the Davis Carriage and Manufacturing Company, of Petersburg, Va., which failed
two weelcs ago. This was a court sale, and we were able to get this immense line of BUGGIES, WAGONS, HARNESS AND FARMING IMPLEMENTS, ETC., at such a low price that we now offer them to you at less than your
dealer can buy them. As this is a recent purchase, these articles are not listed in our General Catalogue. All
have an established reputation, and everything is absolutely
of this stock is standard, however, and articles which
new, most of the Buggies, Harness, etc., being still in crates. We give first the original price on each article and

_

,,

WAGONS AND
One-Horse

Russel
our

Wagons,

1%-inch

price,

$32.00;
..$24.50

$42.00
Complete. 2Vi-inch skein, once $60.00; now
$44.00
skein, once $65.00; now
$44.00
Or complete with lV2-inch iron axle, once $66.00; now
Genuine Owego Two-Horse Wagons, gears only—
$39.00
2%-inch skein, once $50.00; now
?4l.ou
3-inch skein, once $50.00; now
strong,
Low Wheel Trucks. 30-inch wheels, front and rear, extra....$40.00
complete, formerly $60.00; now
and
tires
without
strong,
and
heavy
Log Wagon Wheels, extra
$20.00
unpainted. Per set of four, once $30.00; now
Farm Wagon Springs, bolster length, coil pattern, once $4; now. $2.00
34c.
Wagon Single Trees, formerly 50c.; our price
3c.
1-Pound Cans Star Axle Grease, 5c.; now
.70.
now
4 Bros. Axle Grease, per box, 10c.
60c.
now
90c.;
4 Bros. Axle Grease, per tub,
6c.
1-Pound Cans Mica Axle Grease. 10c. now
16c.
4 Bros. Axle Grease, 3%-pound can, 35c.; now
30c.
4 Bros. Axle Grease, 10-pound can, 60c.; now
$1.50
Extra Wagon Poles, once $2.25; now
Flint Cut-Under Delivery Wagon, red body, yellow running gear,
$72,00
8-foot body, $90.00; now
buckboard
Peabody Driving Wagon, stick seat, rubber trimmings,

3-inch

;

;

$38.00
body, red running gear, coil springs, $60.00; now
Flint Cut-Under Runabout, black body, red running gear, whip-cord
trimmings, 4-ply spring, automobile seat, formerly $65; now, $42. 00
whip-cord
gear,
running
colored
body,
canary
black
Runabout,
Lyon
trimmings, 3-ply end spring, automobile seat, formerly $50.00
$32.00

now

20-inch body, bike axle, Brewster
green body and gear, leather trimmings, basket seat. 3-ply end
$57.00
springs, formerly $72.00; now
extension top, full leather
cut-under,
Surries,
Luth
Rotterman &
top and trimmings, Brewster green body and gear, leather padded
$87.60
dash with rail, formerly $135.00; now
Rottermen & Luth Surries. canopy top, Brewster green body and
gear, steps and wheel fender, lamps attached, formerly $125.00;

Ames Rubber-Tire Runabout,

$70.00

Surries,

lamps included,

Same,

but

better

extension top,

$125.00;
full

grade,

Brewster green body and

now
leather

trimmings,

formerly

now

$92.00
$150.00;
$104.00

Panel Side Halt Platform York Covered Express Wagons, extra
strong, body and running gear red, formerly $125.00; now... $90. 00
York Two-Seated Dayton Wagons, natural wood, panelled sides,
duck top, curtains attached, .with cither tongue or shafts,
$65.00;

Same

now

as above, with black body
Seat Canopy-Top Surries,

and gear,

$65.00;

now

$42.00
$42.00

Brewster green body and running
$85.00
formerly $110.00; now
Euger Three-Seated Mountain Wagons, canopy top, fully curtained,
removable seats, oil-tempered platform springs, extra strong
$99.00
wheels, formerly $150.00; now
York Spring Wagons, body black, running gear red, crown pattern,
$43.00
formerly $65.00; now
Unpainted Buggy Wheels, made of second growth hickory, standard
$1.67
sizes, formerly $2.25; now
MacFarland Surries, extension top, Brewster green body and gear,
$67.50
formerly $100.00; now
Ames Rubber-Tired Surries, erxtension top, Brewster green body and
$100.00
gear, lamps included, formerly $150.00;now
Parry Top Two-Seated Wagon, BreTv'ster green body and red gear,
$42.00
formerly $60.00
now
York Cut-Under Trap, rubber tired, broadcloth trimmings, foldingback seat, body and gear Brewster green, lamps attached;
former price $150.00; now
$105.00
Sechler Buggies, full leather top, genuine leather trimmings, side
bar,
coil
spring, %-inch wheels, dust-proof axle, beautifully
painted in maroon and trimmed In gold, formerly $85; now. .$55.00

Jump

gear,

;

Our Price

You

to

$47.50

Our Price

$55.00;

You

to

$46.50

BUGGIES, CARRIAGES. ETC.

former

Genuine ""Auburn Thimble Skein Two-Horse Wagons—

gear,

Price, $60.00;

Former Price

inch Skein,

PARTS.
skein,

price.

now
Ames Cut-Under

Former

3 inch Skein,

,,,

$60.00 Genuine Owensboro Two-Horse Wagons,
2%
Complete, Without Brake

$28.00
Parry Buggies (open), formerly $45.00; now
Peabody Top Buggies. Brewster green body, red gear, leather trimmings and quarter leather top. 22-lnch body, formerly $60.00;

now

$42.00

McFarland Buggy, drop
leaf

%-inch

spring,

axle,
tires,

2% bow, quarter leather top, singleBrewster green body and gear, price

$46.00
formerly $65.00
now
$65.00; now... .$45.00
Bally Traps, rubber tired, folding-back seat, 3-ply end spring, Brewster green body and gear, with red trimmings, price once
;

Same, with Brewster green body and red gear,

now

$140.00;

$89.00

McFarland Rubber-Tired Surries, genuine leather tops, basket seat,
with jockey rest. Brewster green body and rd running gear,
$74.00
price once $100.00; now
Surries, rubber tired, umbrella top, Brewster green
body, red gear, lamps attached, price formerly $160.00; now.. $95.00
Two-Seated Wagon, Brewster green body and red gear,

Frank Enger
Parry

$50.00

now

;

Extra Carriage Poles

(red),

$5.00;-

$32.00
$3.00

now

Ponttac Buggies, 20-inch body, Brewster green body, red gear, leather
$42.00
trimmings, one-quarter leather, 3 bow top, $65.00; now
Ames Runabout, panel body, happy thought side springs, red run,

ning gear, open end spring,
body,

8-foot

side

railing,

now

$75.00;

Owego Cut-Under Delivery Wagon,

red body,

$45.00

yellow running gear,

now

$90.00;

$76.00

Surries, Brewster green body, red gear, 4-ply end spring,
leather trimmings. Jockey rest, lamps attached, $85.00; now.. $66.00
Buggies, black body, full carpeted. Brewster green running gear, single-leaf end longitudinal springs, $65.00; now.. $45. 00
$46.00
Same, but with red running gear, $65.00; now
Genuine Babcock Rubber-Tired Runabout. 22-inch body, black body,
red runnning gear, open end, 3-ply oil-tempered springs, dustproof axle, g'enuine hand-buffed leather trimmings, $150.00;

Lyon

Ames Top

now

$90.00

York Extra Heavy Express Wagons,
running

gear,

capacity

cut-under red body,
former price
pounds,

1,000

now

yellow
$95.00;
$59.00
$45.00

Same, but not so heavy and not cut under, $65.00; now
Parry Canopy-Top Surries, black body and running gear, whipcord
$52.00
trimmings, wheels 114 inch, formerly $75.00; now
Long Johns, black body, red running gear, double end springs,
$35.00
leather trimmings, price once $50.00; now
Jewel Top Buggies, 20-inch black body, Brewster green gear, modem
leather trimmings, leather top, rubber step. $85.00; now
$65.00
We have this same Buggy with red running gear.
Two-Seated WhipCord Wagons, black body, red gear, whip-cord
trimmings, formerly $65.00;
Phaeton,
Brewster

now

McFarland
$95.00

;

$45.00

body

spring,

formerly

gear,

22-inch body, Brewster green body and gear,

formerly

$55.00;

now

Same, with red running gear, $55.00; now
McFarland Surries, canopy top, Brewster
once

and

$55.00

Hughes Top Buggies,
3-ply

green

now

$110.00

;

$38.00
$38.00

green

body

and

now

gear,
$63.00

South Bend Plows, Harrows, Etc.
No. 62 F— South Bend Wood-Beam Plows, once
No. 3 F— Steel-Beam Plows, $8.00; 'our price
No. 1 F— Steel-Beam Plows, $5.00; our price
No. 2 F— Steel-Beam Plows, $7.50; our price
No. 2>^ F— Steel-Beam Plows, $7.75; our price
No. 4 F— Steel-Beam Plows, $9.00; our price

$3.00;

Genuine Chattanooga Steel-Beam PlowsNo. 62 Plow, formerly $5.00; now
No. 63 Plow, formerly $8.00:
No. 64 Plow, formerly $9.00;
No. 65 Plow, formerly $10.00;

now
now
now

now..

.$1.76
.$5.60
.$3.00
.$6.00
.16.15
.$6.00

.$3.26
.$6.20
.$5.85
.$6.69

ALL PLOW PARTS AT COST.

articles are listed so low that we have not aHOwed anything for credit risk, so all prices are based on
cash with your order, freight collect from Petersburg, Va.: but if you will deposit the amount of your order in
cash With your bank, and they will write us that you have done this, we wi/l ship your order to your freight station,
subject to your examination there 'before paying for it or taking it out. If entirely satisfactory, you can direct your
bank to pay us the amount of the order, and the goods will then be released. If not satisfactory, you need not take

These
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VIRGINIA.
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SPOTLESS COMPANY,

Crenshaw Warehouse, Shockoe
President.

Slip.

Telephone 93L.

Richmond, Va.

then our price to you, so that you can see the saving. Looli over this list carefully. You'll find many' things you
want. You should buy now, as we expect to sell this stock, within sixty days at these prices. All goods will he
shipped direct from Petersburg, Va. See our terms of sale at the bottom of this sheet. If you live near Petersburg
you should go there and see these remarkable bargains, at 13 NORTH SYCAMORE STREET. If not, we will ship

wherever you may

direct.

In Packages, $1.00 Size, our Price 74 cents,
5° ^cnt Size, Our Price 35 cents. 25 Cent Size, Our Price
cents.
These prices apply to either stock or Poultry
Food.

In Pails, $2.10.

r>nniiin/>

Genuine

I

nl-nnno l-Inn r,

^^^
and

04./v/.lx

Stock

I

International

r««j
Food

o^..\i^.,

Poultry

Some make,

better grade, red gear, adjustable top, J125.00; now.. $80. 00
Surries, canopy top, Brewster green body and running gear,
springs,
3-ply openrend
leather trimmings,
lamps attaclied,

„

Ames

Mascots, child's seat attached, canopy top, stick seat, basket
body, 3-ply end springs, canary colored running gear, once

Enger

»125.00;

now

$80.00

HARNESS AND PARTS.
our price to you
$12.00
Buggy Harness, No. 9. Box loop, single strap, half back saddle,
either side rein or over check, nickle trimmed or Davis rubber
trimmed, for 1.000-pound horse, once $15.00; now
$9.50
2>4-inch Back Breeching, former price $3.50; our price
$2.30
3%-inch Back Breeching, former price $4.50; our price
$3.85
4-lach Back Breeching, former price $6.50; our price
$4.50
Clark Carriage Heaters, formerly $2.50; now
$1.49
Light Pidgeon-Wing Blind Bridles, formerly 7dc.
now
69c.
Heavy Cup Blind Bridles, formerly $1,25; now
95c.
Slip Harness, formerly $3.75; now
$2,99
Buggy Bridles, genuine leather, formerly $1.50; now
75c.
Genuine Leather Pop 'Wagon Collars, once $2.75; now
$2,10
Genuine Kip Buggy Collars, formerly $1.50; now
$1.14
Hames, with box tugs, either Japan or nickle, $2.25; now
$1.30
Black Leather Riding Bridles, formerly $1.75; now
99c.
Tan Leather Riding Bridles, formerly $1,75; now
99c.
Trace Chains, per pair, once 75c.; now
50c.
"Web Back Bands (patent clip), 20c.; now
10c.
;

Opera Overcheck Buggy Bridles, $1.75; now
Light Horse Blankets, formerly 75c.; now
Harness Sponges, once 10c.
now
Padded Back Bands, formerly 25c.; now
Heavy Bounded "Wagon Hames, 85c,; now
Nob Top Wagon Hames, dOc. now
Light Bound Wagon Hames, 50c.; now
Plain Plow Hames, 50c.
now

$1.10
49c.
7c.
17c.

;

55c.
35c,
35c.
35c.
17c.
17c.
7c.
35c.
32c,

;

;

now

25c,;

"Web Halters, 25c,; now
Whip Lashes, 3 feet long, 10c. now
Tan Leather 5-Ring Halters, 50c.;
Collar Pads, felt seam, 50c.; now
;

now
',

Rope Halters. 10c, now
Neck Rope Halters, Idc. now
Genuine Steel-Tree Texas Saddles, $18.00; now
Tan Pomel, double-girth saddle, $8,00; now
Genuine McClellan Saddle, $12.30; now

10c,

;

McClellan

Saddle,

padded

Saddle,
seat,

rawhide

long roll

$10,00
$4.99
$8.50

saddle

extra

with

now

$5,50
$12,50;
$9,00
$3.50
$2.50

Boys' Tan Pomel Saddle. $6,00; now
Boys' Citizen Saddle, $4.50; now
Electro Shine, for polishing brasses or nickle, 25c.: now
Electro Shine (liquid), once 40c.: now
Electro Shine (paste), in gallon cans, $1,00; now, per gallon
Hame Straps, without buckle, now
Buggy Seats
Leather Bristle Horse Brush, $1.00; now
Straw Mud Brush, with extra heavy back, 20c.: now
Genuine Bristle Horse Brush, full leather, brass stitches, the
that can be bought, $2,50; now
3-Bar Curry Combs. 5c,; now
Full Airy Combs, 20c.; now
Coil Washers, per bo.x, 25c.; now
Bridle Bits, once 10c.
now
18 feet IH inch Double Reins. .S3. 50; now
14-foot Single Reins, $2,00; now
:

:

Extra Fine Heavy Bound Hames. formerly 8Bc. now
Eureka Harness Oil, per gallon can. once 75c,; now
International Harness Soap, per can. 25c,; now
;

9c.
19c,
75c,
3c,

75c.
49c.
10c,

best
$1,49
2c,

10c,
10c.
6c.

$2.50
$1.25
55c.
40c,
15c,

$6.50'

Sharpless Tubular Cream Separators, capacity 200 pounds per hour,
former price $45,00; our price to you
$29.00
Same, with capacity 500 pounds per hour, former price $65.00; our
price

4-Prong Spading Forks,

formerly

65c.;

$49.00
35c.
30c.
32c.
16c.
3Bc.
33c.

now

Maddoxes, 50c; now
Garden Rakes (7 foot), formerly 45c.; now
2- Prong Garden Hoes, formerly 25c,:
now
Long-Handle Shovels (round point), 45c.; now
Long-Handle Shovels (square point), 45c.; now
Axe Handles
Short Handle Shovels, 50c.: now
Grubbing Hoe Handles
Griffith & Turner Co. No, 10 Corn Planters, $15,00; now.
3-inch

Steel Circclar Saws,
Steel
Mould, high
$40,00;

2-Horse

3-horse

Wonder
$12.50
now

Cultivators,
Feed Cutters,

Cassady

$25.00;

hand

Turn

Plows

now
power,

4c.

now

30-inch diameter, $30,00;
lift,

now

National

Ross

8-inch

..33c!
4c.
....!.!. $i6.o6
$20.00
(No, 115),
{31.00
$17.50

formerly

knife,

;

National Hallock Tooth Peanut

formerly

"S^'eeders,

$11,00;

Hamilton Corn Planters. $10,00; now
P. & O. Corn Planters, .?15.00; our price
Chattanooga Double Shovels. $2,50; now
Senior Cider Presses, $30,00; now
Junior Cider Mills. $18.00; now
"I Am It" Cider Mills, $12,00; now
Hand Dump Thomas Rakes, once $17,00; now
1-Horse Dump Thomas Rakes, once $18,00; now
2-Horse Dump Thomas Rakes, once $20.00; now
Riding Disc
Cultivators (Janesville
Mfg. Co.),
pivot axle, $40:

now

National
Riding Cultivator (No.
formerly f 50
now
Binder Twine, per pound
Banner R'iding Attachments, will

15),

pivot

axle,

now.

6 14-inch

8

$18,00:

hoes,

now

any 2-horse steel-beam plow
{11.50
350.
!......30c!

;

;

Hillside

Plows,

$10.00;

$15,00;

,.

now

National Rubber Roofing (100 square feet to
per roll, $4.00: now

No.

"1

Landslide,

9c.:

now

Grubbing Hoes.

35c,;
Hallock Weeder Teeth, 25c,:
Bailey Body Hangers, $1.50:

roll);

price

$60.00;

formerly

now.

jg 06
$42 00

$750
.6c.
!!.'.'!."!

now
now
now

40c

!,!,$6.00
$10 00
$5 00

now

now

Ross Feed Cutters (Little Giants), steam power,
Ross Feed Cutters (band power), $12,00; now...
No. 1 Dixie Plow Point, 9c.; now
3-inch

price
$40.00
.,,10c.

fit

3-Foot Plow Single Trees, BOc.
now
26-inch Plow Single Trees, 50c,
now
24-inch Iron Single Trees.
60c.;
now
Hunter Chilled Two-Horse Plows. $8.50:

Keystone Corn Planters,

J7.60
,$7.00

$6,50
$10.00
$1,50
$20,00
!$12!o0
$8!o0
$13,50
$14,50
$17,00
discs,
$30.00

:

pockets,

length skirt,

now

$10,00;

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS. FARMING TOOLS.

6c.

;

100, double stitch trace, padded saddle, doublf
padded breeching, either rubber or nickle trimming,

strap,

formerly

$18.00;

Duck Saddle Pads,

$55.50

Buggy Harness, No,
hip

Lumberman's
$9,00; now

now

ASSORTED LAP ROBES, AT ALL PRICES.
WHIPS, ALL STYLES, FROM 5c. UP,

Buggy Harness. No. 108. Has O. K. saddle, patent leather finish.
rubber trimmed buckles, will fit 1,100-pound horse, former price

Citizen's

;

$72.00

!.'!6c."

.'"!.*]!!.'"!!'.30c!
."!.'!!.'!
'"l5c'

{125
.'.'.'.'.'.'.
Pittsburg Wire Fencing. 58x16x6, per rod
sic
'...'.'.
H-inch Cotton Rope, per coil
$650
Scythe Blades (all sizes), 75c.; now
,....!....... 50c
Scythe Handles. 50c.; now
.'.'!.'!!!!
"35c*
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'"
Short-Handle Spades. 50c.: now
33c'
Crown Cylinder Oil, in gallon cans, per can
.... ....AOc
Thomas Disc Harrows. 8 discs. 18 inches diameter, complete with
double tree and swingle tree^, once $22.00; now
$17 50

Simply return them to us by freight collect. Even if after taking them home they prove unsatisfactory, you
them to us. and we will refund your money and freight charges. We have always agreed to do this
with every purchaser. We refer you to the Bank of Richmond. Richmond, Va,, as to our reliabi/ity. Send your order
at once, as we expect with these remarkably low prices to sell this entire stock in sixty days. ..Send all communications to us at Richmond, not Petersburg. See address above.

them.

may

return
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EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORT OF
SECRETARY WILSON, OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1906.
Estimated Value of Farm Products.
economic revolution in the art
and science of agriculture continued
during 1906, with tremendous results
on the national prosperity. The value
of crops continues to rush forward
beyond
comprehension;
crops
are

— The

(Patented October

15,

1906.)

the problem of curing Pea Tine,
alfalfa or other hay almost regardless of
weather conditions, as the racks give Interior
Teotllation and keep hay from touching
ground, thereby causing It to cure out nicely
when other methods fall. One handling completes the work and the hay Is safe. Racks
fold Into handy package for storage and
The coat
will last many years with care.
to make and use is very light, and every
farmer should procure the right to use them
and get them made In spare time of winter
and be ready to meet the coming hay crop.
Solves

PRICES.
To make and use any number of racks. JIO 00
6 90
To make and use 100 racks
2 60
To make and use 50 racks
AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY COUNTY.
Address H. E. BELL, BurKevlUe, V».

ECONOMY
Every

bit

ECONOMY

Is

SILO

of ensilage put into the
In perfect condition when

taken out. Absolutely air-tight, even at
the doorways.

opened
easily
Continuous
doors from top to bottom and
an ingenious way to reach
them— the hoops form a perfect ladder, which is always
in place.

Strongly

the best
easily
erected
materials,
by
any one and guaranteed.
Write to-day for Free Illustrated
Catalogue with experience of users.

ECONOMY

SILO i TANK CO.
Box 38 G. Frederick, Md.

FARaUHAR
PeaHulIer,No.l
Our latest machine.

ithc
breaking or crack.Substantially

bmlt and

nii-eiy lin-

Just

isb,-ii.

every fanner
eeds.

vhat

who

Will

circularand prices;
also Catalog of F.ngines. boilerf:.
and Tlireshers. free for the asking.
i.

R.

A KEYSTONE
WATER WELL DRILLER
WILL EARN YOU MORE MONEY
THAN A JIO.OOO FARM.
Everybody uses water. A drilled well
Is
the only means of obtaining a
pure, cold and unfailing supply.
A
Keystone Steam Drill Is the quickest,
cheapest and best machine for doing
the work.
Makes better money than
a thresher and runs all the year round.
Outfit will pay for Itself In three
months, good for 20 years.
If you
have a little ordinary mechanical skill
we can put you on the Road to Fortune.

Write for free copy

i

BOOK.

Well Drills
For Horse, Steam or Gasoline Power

Well Augers
For Horse Power

Address

LOOMIS MACHINE CO
TIFFIN, OHIO

Cutaway Tools For Large Hay Crops
CLARK'S REVERSIBLE
BUSK AND BOB PLiW

Saw

I'lKljrHlR CO., im., York, P«.

Mllla

culia

High Total Value.

track: 6

ft.

Klde,

WUl plow

Ift. deep.

n«w

cut foteit. Hli
dsnble action OntawtT

a

thousand long

forty-five
tons, valued at thirty-four million dollars.
Seven years ago the value of
this crop was seven million dollars.
The value of all kinds of sugar, syrup
and molasses aggregates seventy-five
million dollars.

cur

KEYSTONE WELL COMPANY,
BEAVER FALLS, PA.

millions.
A remarkable development is that of the sugar beet,
now the' ninth crop In value. The
production in 1906 is placed at three

hundred and

of

WELL DRrLLERS' INSTRUCTION

—

fifty-five

made from

ing.

straining the freight-carrying ability
of the railroads, and the farmer, alive
to the importance of the place that he
occupies in the nation, offers this
yearly account of himself to the people.
The Secretary premises that the
figures presented in his review of the
year's full production are advance estimates preliminary to those to be
made later by the department. Estimates are made for comparison with
every detail presented by the census.
The farm products of the year have
a farm value of nearly six thousand
eight hundred million dollars, nearly
half a billion above the value of 1905
and exceeding by over two billion dollars the figures for the last census.
Value of Leading Crops. Corn remains by far the most valuable crop,
estimated at eleven hundred million
dollars.
Next comes the cotton crop,
which,
including
seed,
should
be
worth to the growers nearly six hundred and forty million dollars. The
value of hay, which is third in order,
approac-^es
six
hundred
millions.
Wheat, the fourth crop, may be worth
four hundred and sixty millions; oats,
three hundred millions; potatoes, one
hundred and fifty millions.
Barley,
with a value of sixty-five million dollars, shows a gain of 21 per cent, in
production in the past seven years.
The tobacco crop will be worth about

Harrow keepa Una
true, moves 1800 ton!
of earth, cute 30 acres per day.

DOUBLE ACTION JOINTED POLE CUTA

—On

the whole,
crop values have been neither notably

high nor low in comparison with recent years, but the high price level in
the general average has raised the
total crop %-alue somewhat as compared with 1905 and the high preceding years.
To reach a still higher
point in this series of high annual
values is an achievement worthy of

Exports

—

Exceed

'

all

with his surplus beyond the nation's
need the farmer has loaded the fleets
of oceans.
For the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1906. this surplus has been
exported to the value of nine hundred

ile

eutB a furrow 5 to 10 In.

^«P'

"

'°-

""!''•

-*^"

Clark's machlnet will klij
witch graBi,wtld mustard
charlock, hardhaCK, sun
"sJ-*^ flower, milk weed, thltor any foul plant Send for eirculari totho
\

Former Years. The farm still overshadows the^ mill, the factory and the
workshop in providing exports, and
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SPOTLESS

and seventy-six millions, the largest
amount ever reached by agricultural
exports for this or any other country
and exceeding the export value of 1901,

HARNESS

previously the record year.
Among
chief exports cotton maintains a long
lead, with a value of
four hundred
millions.
The packing-house products
exported amounted to a value of two
hundred and seven millions.

$.c;.69

Imports of Farm Products.— The imports of agricultural products consist
mainly of the same articles year after
year and reached their highest value
in 190C
five hundred
and^ fifty-four
millions.
These
included
packinghouse products, ninety -six million;
sugar and molasses, eighty-six millions;
coffee, seventy-three millions;
silk,
fifty-four
millions;
vegetable
fibers, fifty millions; wool, thirty-nine
millions; tobacco, twenty-two millions;
fruits, twenty-one millions; tea, fourteen millions. In forest products, 1906

—

shows
OFFER
WEBargain

THIS EXTRAORDINARY
because

HARNESS DEPARTMENT

you and

to

you to buying your Leather Goods direct from
the Factory where you can get the best at a low
We know that we have the BEST AND
cost.
CHEAPEST Harness in the market and that you
will save money by placing your orders with us.
start

WE GUARANTEE
that only

HIGH-GRADE LEATHER

is

used In

our goods, and that the WORKMANSHIP and
FINISH are unsurpassed by any other Harness

Makers in the country.

NESS is
for its

noted for

FINISH

as well as

GREAT STRENGTH and DURABILITY

SPECIFICATIONS

M

SADDLE-fulI padded,
inch.; SHAFT
TUCSJCS— inch. doubled and stitched. K'n. point;
GIRTl
TURNJ-8

BACK— Vgitiinch. creased; BREeCHING— i «
nch, folded, ^i nch tugs. % inch layer. Bar Bucltles; BREECHING STRAPS, % inch. Union
"
"

I

Loop Buckle;
I

""

'

'JinchTrac.

Ends;

TRIMMINGS, X

C.

SPOTLESS
Box 364

CO.,

o RICHMOND

INC.
VA.

Soap No. 3

A sure insect-killer and fertilizer combined.
Endorsed by U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
Contains no sulphur, salt or
mineral oils which kill vegetables. Write
to-day.
Pocket manual showing cause,
treatment and cure of troublesome diseases that attack orchards and ornamental trees, free on request.

JAMES GOOD.
kills

Prairie

St..

Dogs,

Phila-

Wood

Gophers and Grain
"The wheels of the
Gods grind slow, but exceedingly small."
ceedlngly
ama
So the weevil, but you
cao stop their grind with
can

FUMA

Chucks,
Insects.

Fuma Carbon
It
lice.

others
doing.

Bisulphide

fumigates poultry houses and

BOWARO

R.

TAYLOR, Peon

exceeding

The attention of our readers is directed to the two-page advertisement

and other insects killed by

Original Maker, 959 N. Front
delphia.

value

BARGAINS IN FARM SUPPLIES.

SAN JOSE SCALE
Good's

import

kills

mm.

Watch

$5.45

for

Theae flgnres tell c:(actly what we ore doing— selling & $20.00
witch for 415.4&. Wo don't claim that this is a $i'i,00 WRtcft
ot a $50.00 watch, but it isa^SCOO walcb. A leading watt*
manufacturer, heing hard pressed for ready cash, leceotly 5(J4
UB liJit,UOU watches watches actually built to retail at $2u.l)(|^
Tliere is no doubt that we could wholesale these to dealers fof
tl2A'U or Wi.m, but this would involve a great amount of labor,
tiiiieund exiienso. In the end our t.rofit would be little mors
ctto the consumer at $6 15.
coffer at #5.45 isa riiblcd
jewelrd, tiiioly balanced and perfectly adjusted movement.
It baa speciiilly selected jewels, dust band, patent regulator,
balance, double huntcompeosation
jeweled
enameled dial,
and handsomely engraved.
KuI<I>lal(l
Inir CURC, ffcnulne
Each watch is thoroughly timed, tcstt-d and regulated, hefoi©
leaving the factory and both the case and movement are |[uar>

—

_...fcd for as yeiip*..
Clip out this advertisement and mail
postolHce address and nearest

t

to as to-day with your
)

Tell

offio

,

atchand we will send the
whether you ivant a ladies' or gent:
If ittiatlafleK you, after
watch to your es press ofhce a1
IS agent $5.45 and express
liuation. pay thi
the watch' ia yours/but if it doesn't please you
turn it to us at our expeniie.
the front case of
A 25-Y ear ffiiaraiitee will be placed incustomers
we will
e watch we send you and to the first 1U,0U0
reft- p to
Qd a beauliful gold-laid watch chain. Free.

We

Le First National

Bank

of Chicago, Capital $10,000,000.

NATIONAL CUW80LII>ATEO WAICU
Dept. 569

CO.

,CII1CA60

industries secured a balance in our
favor of only
eighty-five
millions.
During the last seventeen years the
exports of the farmer have exceeded
the agricultural imports by six billions
of dollars, while all other producers
find themselves at the end of the same
period with a total on the debtor side
amounting to four hundred and fiftynine millions.
Increase in Farm Capital.— If real
estate, domestic
animals, other live
stock, implements and machinery are
included, the farmer's capital has increased since the census valuation by
probably eight billions of dollars, the
present
valuation
being
probably
twenty-eight billions.

SPOTLESS HAR-

Our

its beautiful

an

ninety-five millions, against a total
value of exports of similar products
to seventy-seven millions.
Favorable Balance of Trade Due to
Farm Products,— For 190G the agricultural exports exceeded
similar
imports by four hundred and thirty-three
millions, while products of all other

we want to introduce our

49

hen

Van, ^. y.

of the Spotless Company, Richmond,
Va,, in this issue.
This company has
recently purchased the entire stock
of the Davis Carriage Company, of
Petersburg, Va., and is closing it out
at very greatly reduced prices.
Such
things as buggies, wagons, harness
and accessories, plows, etc., can be
had at real bargain prices. There are
doubtless numerous articles advertised which you do not want just
now, but at the prices offered you can
easily afford to buy now so you will

have

when you need

them

This company

is

them.

entirely responsible,

and we believe you will find peasure
and profit in dealing with it.

Loudoun county,

%
EPHONES
Tells bow you can have the Marketa, Fire
Oept., Doctor, Repair Shop, Ganeral Store,
practlcallj oa your farm by having the

etc.,

wonderful ANDRAB FARM TKLKPHONB In
your house. It la a money maker that may
save Its cost In a day, and make you rich
In a
tells

Thousands now

year.

how put

ANDRAE &

up,

their cost,

SONS.

354

tn

use.

Book

Write

etc.

W. Water

J.

Street,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Powerful — Durable— Economical

TELEPHONES*

Write for free book explaining
and how to organize, bulla
operate telephone systems

cost

and

among your

neighbors.

ELECTRIC Ca,

68

C.

Bldg.,

Cadiz,

O.

QINSENO
V,^, =

P'*°'*

*"' Seeds

CABIZ
C.

C.

for

all

Va., Sept. 19, 1906.

have found The Southern Planter
most Interesting.
I

WILLIAM

C.

EUSTIS.

«"'' "P""" delivery 19O6
and 1907 Popular prlcei, for further Informallen address, C. F. Cabtkb. SeTen Mile Ford,
Va
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NOTES FROM WASHINGTON,

SHIP HE YOUR

OLD METALS
HIDES

[January.

D. C.

Bulletin No. 270, entitled "Modern
Conveniences for the Farm Home,"
that Cuts Down
has recently Been issued by the De- Remarkable discovery
the Cost of Paint Seventypartment of Agriculture.
A few years ago your correspondent
Five Per Cent.
svas at the head of the Bureau of Vital
\ FREE TRIAL PACKAGE IS MAILED
Statistics for one of the States of the
TO EVERYONE WHO WRITE?. __^
Central West. In his studies he noted
A. L. Rice, a prominent manufacturer of
that families in the rural districts
N. Y., has discovered a process of
Adams,
Kere more subject to pulmonary and making a new kind of paint without the use
lung diseases than any other class of of oil. He calls it Powdrpaint. It cornea
the form of a dry powder and all thai Is
our people. He called upon a number in
required is cold water to make a paint
of physicians having a large practice
weatherproof, fireproof and as durable as
It adheres to any surface wood,
oil paint.
in farming communities to give some
and looks like oil
explanation of why this was the case. stone or brick, spreads one-fourth
as much.
paint and costs about
The reply was that the prevalence of
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice, Manufr, 614
of
families
such diseases among the
North St.. Adams. N. Y., and he will send
color card
farmers was very largely due to their vou a free trial package, also
and full information showing you how you
living in houses without proper care
Write tocan save a goou many dollars.
as to ventilation and heating, and to
day.
the extra burden thrown upon the
females of the families by want of
conveniences for doing their part of
One very eminent physitne work.
cian was very strong in his language
on these failures, saying, in substance,
that the American farmer was very
goc>d pamp. A8 pracfruit growers we
*1
tlcal
careful for the comfort of his horses
were using *iie sKjmand cattle, but very neglectful of his
mon sprayers la our
farmer
own orchards— found
wife and daughters; that if the
their defects and then luTented
much care and
bestow as
would
Eclipse. lt» success
The
of
thought on the comfort and health
practically forced us Into man
ufacturlng on a large scale.
his family as he did upon that of his
Ton take do chances- we have
trou-

Paint iWithout

Oil

—

RUBBER

SCRAP IRON
Car Lots a Specialty

50,000
Hides Wanted
Write

for Prices.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

No Commissions.

Get the Best
THE ECLIPSE

,

farm

bles

stock,

try

Are Marked

Paid.

Clarence Cosby,
Established 1890.

RICHMOND, VA.
Largest Dealer in
Scrap Iron, Metals, Hides,
Etc., in the South.

REFERENCES:
Bank of Virginia,
Banlt of Richmond,
Bradstreets and Dun.
National

done

all

m

WORRrtX * MORIJtT,

lighten

their

labor,

All brass, easiest working, most powerful, auto-

making

The
their homes more attractive.
every
progressive farmer purchases
machine that will lighten his labor
or enable him to do his work more
rapidlv, but seldom thinks of buying
anvthing of the kind for his wife or
Their labor is equally as
daughter.
necessary for the success and profit
of the farm as is that of the men.
WTiile the bulletin does not say it In
exactly these words, yet it Is tantamount to saying to the farmer: "Pay
as much attention as you will to the
comfort of your farm stock, lighten
your own labor as much as you can,
but remember your wife and daughter
least,
is of as much value, to say the
as a cow or horse, and their work
ought to be lightened, so they will
not break down; make the home for
vour family comfortable; fill it with
the conveniences for its proper
"all
care, and thus protect your family In
health and strength."
Pretty good advice, even If It does
come from a government department

BeBt«» H»r»»r^_le^

Defender
Sprayer

home, and many of them would

housekeeping a pleasure instead of
being drudgery. Nearly all. if not all.
the agricultural papers have at some
time discussed how to keep the boys
and girls on the farm. One solution
would be found if farmers would make

the eiperimentlng.

Lartt fully lUuttrat^
Catalotn'e ami TrtatUtf^
Spravlif—rBSX. v_,.

not only tend to the health of the
females of the family, but would materially

Checks Sent Same
Day Freight Bills

pulmonary and lung

among them would almost wholly

disappear.
The bulletin referred to from the
Agricultural Department, is full of
valuable suggestions as to the proper
ventilation and sanitation of the coun-

matic mixer, cipansiom
Talves, double strainer.
Catalogue of Pumps and
Treatise ea Spraying (rea.
_

«

AGENTS WANTHD.

^

J. t.

aaylard,

^ CMTC

. t.

Box Si CatOlU.

CAN MAKE $15
our
Ex-

by getting orders

Famous
tracts.

Teas,
Spices

For

Powder.

for
Coffees.

Baking

and
full

particu-

lars address

THE GREAT AMERICAN
TEA

N-n

Vesey

CO.
Street,

Nsw

York, N. Y.

"IS

THE

BEST."

Write for Catalo^e

Piedmont Business College.
Lynchburg, Va.

"Feeds and Feeding"
Book for
Panaers and Stockmen.
$2.00
Delivered anywhere for
With the 40UTHERX PLANTER, $2.25
Prof. Henry's Qreat

-
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The

bulletin talks about water supply,
about heat, ventilation, location of
the house, foundation
and cellars,
plumbing, improvements In the iiitchen

and laundry arrangements, bath-room
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You Need

disposal of sewerage, disposal of garbage, and other kindred
topics, and it ought to be in the hands
of every farmer contemplating the
erection of a new house or the improvement of an old one.
facilities,

TIMELY ADVICE.
GATE

MANLOVE

SELF-OPENING
ALWAYS IN ORDER.

This gate can be placed at a>7 drivewajr
•ntrance, attached to ordinary poets and
pays for Itself In time saved.
It Is opened or closed by any vehicle wlth•«t assistance er stopping. By Its uae nuaway accidents are avoided. Machinery i*
all above ground and so simple It never get*
•nt et order.
It adds to the beauty, value, safety and
Aildresa MANeeavenlence of any home.
LOVE GATE CO., 272 B. Huron Street,
Chicago, m.

••B

Every farmer should realize that
healthy pigs make healthy pork. To
get healthy pigs, the brood stock
must be healthy and strong and in
good condition,

all of whicn can be
accomplished, it is claimed, if Dr.
Joseph Haas' Hog Remedy is fed to
the brood stock prior to, and during,
the breeding and farrowing periods.
It strengthens and conditions the animals to withstand same and insures
healthy and vigorous offspring.
It
pays to do this, for more money can
be made out of hogs than any other
animal on the farm, because they mature rapidly and are converted into
cash sooner than any other animal
that can be raised, hence it pays to
get the right start from the onset.
Dr. Joseph Haas' Hog Remedy has

THE B^ST WASniNQ MACHINE ON
EARTH.
Made on

scientific principle It saves
as well as clothes.
Made by the largest woodenware
manufacturers In the world, who can
afford to make the best Washers

TIME

CHEAPER THAN OTHERS.
Send
will

for

illustrated

please

catalogue,

It

you.

Send for the machine
satisfy

Itself,

It

will

you.

MADE AND GUARANTEED BY

The Richmond Cedar Works.

stood all manner of tests for more
than thirty years and his insurance
proposition is worth investigating,
which is fully explained in his book,
"Hogology," sent free to any reader

Richmond, Va.

n;iiiii

paper if you will direct your
to his
address, 110 South
Street, Indianapolis, Ind. Read

of this

request

Penn

his 30-day trial offer,
in his advertisement.

which

is

found

PAIN AND PLEASURE.

FENCE

Closely

W

Every wire and every twist la
a brace to all other wires and
twists full height of the fence.

Horse-high, Bull-strong, PigEvery ro<i guaranteeo.

tight.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL

and somdlrt-ctt.i fanner. freight
prepaid, at lowest factory price.

Our Catalogue

tells

how Wire

lis brimful of fence facta.
You should have this informaOOD. Write for Ittoday. ItsFree.

KITSELMAM BROS„

Cheap as Wood.

The man who uses ordinary soap
shaving has his troubles, and
plenty of them. His razor pulls, the
lather dries on his face, and when he
has finished his face smarts and
for

stings and itches, and looks like part
of a torchlight procession.
Williams'

shaving soap avoids all this. It makes
a thick, creamy lather, which softens
the beard, makes it easy ror the razor,
and leaves the face cool, smooth and
comfortable. The J. B. Williams Company, of Glastonbury, Conn., whose
announcement appears in another
column, will send a trial sample of
Williams' Shaving Soap for a 2-cent
stamp it you will write to them.

BILTMORE FARMS' BARGAINS.
DunQfftctaT«Lawnu^<i Farm FENCE. Sejl direct
hippiBg tonMnooij, ftt rnanufacturers* prices, ^"o
Wft

a««nu.

Our catalog

tP-T(M)ATE MFG. CO.,

is

Free. Write for

it

to-day.

924 loth St., Terre Haute, Ind.

The Biltmore Farms are offering a
special discount on stock this month
and you should refer to their advertisement and get in correspondence
with them so as to be able to take
advantage of this saving. The stock
offered
needs no recommendation
from us, as it is practically world
famous.

Guaranteed to Give Entire Satisfaction

in

Every Particular.
These Stoves are heavy weight, have large,
roomy Ovens and all Modern Improvements.
Made only of the very best materials.
Sold direct to consumers In communities
where we have no agents. If your merchant
does

not

handle these Stoves write us lor
delivered at your railroad

special prices,
station.

Do

not buy a stove without getting our

prices.

GLASCOCK STOVE & MFG.
(Successors to G. T. Glascock &
GREENSBORO, N. C.

CO.,
Sons.)

STANDARD

SCALBS
durable. Wril« for free copy of
which
auiogue,.whlL-hdeacribeaa"'

t

Plt.Pille33;Steela Dd Cement
_ a Scale 00 trifcU
_
'Ot^od Scale Co. ^Centml St*, BIoeluiBtODtN.T.

_

.

.

|

York Harbor,
like
greatly.
I

WARD FENCE

CO.,

The
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THOMAS NELSON PAGE.

Always mention The Southern
Planter when writing advertisers.
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WASHINGTON NOTES.
One

of Secretary Wilson's hobbies

the Department of Agriculture is
the tea farm located at Summerville,
S. C, which is operated in co-operation with Dr. Charles U. Shepard. In
speaking of this farm. Secretary Wilson recently said:
"Dr. Shepard now has at his place
about too acres in tea gardens, and
his factory is well equipped for carrying on work on a commercial scale

at

Irrow

and for accurate scientific experiments. With a view to bringing about
a clear understanding as to the relationship of the Department to this
work, a proper form of agi-eement has
been entered into by the Department
on the one hand and Dr. Shepard on

No "Ordinary" shell
bring down the
thick quilled grouse.

will

UM.C. SHELLS WILL
They are luxury

the other. By the terms of this agreement the Department is able to secure the use of the extensive plant of
experimental purDr. SLepard for
poses, and will profit by the results
work that he is
the
extensive
from
carrying on. During the year careful
attention has been given to methods
of reducing the cost of the production
of tea with very satisfactory results.
Improved factory methods have also
been put into operation, with the result that better grades of tea are now
being turned out than ever before.
"Some of the gardens have proved

FENCE
ANCHOR
strength and

beaii'omblnes
y with long life. Large, bard
teel wires. Heavily galvaniz-

FARM
ORNA
MENTAL

ied.

and

Handsome

easy to build, al
ways stands erect, ask for fenc*
book a. Anchtr F*nce & MIg
Co.

Clevelani:, Ohio.

DON'T RUST FENCE
Galvanized soheavily con'
W Carbon Spring Steel.
'

rnst.

No

agents.

trial.

30 dajs"

F

FenceCn_ _,
St.vles Lawn Fence. Catalogue 0. One or both free.
_

THE WAKD FENCE CO.

Box

Save TKe
Old

field

pin*

made to

Morton, Ind.

69.

Posts

last longer

than cadar

dead oil of
•I locnat by creosotlng with
ooal tar. Tbe creosotlng of lumber makes It
stopa all rot and
practically Indeitructlble,
Insects.
Write lor
death
all
iB abiolute
to
prices to the NORFOLK CRE080TINQ CO.,
Norfolk, Va.

vevy prolific and profitable, while
others have given very light yields of
All these
tea, having poor quality.
facts, of course, will enable the Department to profit in further exploiting the work.
"WTiether or not tea growing in
this country can be made a commercial
success will depend, in large
measure, upon most rigid attention to
details
connected with the field
the
and factory work. It is not expected
that any large profits will be made,
but it is believed that by proper and

~

I

styles. Sold
trial at
wholesale prk-es. Save 20
to 40 par cent. I^u^^t^at-ed

Catalogrue free. Wrltt.- today.

KITSELMAN BROS.
Bosl412

Muncie» Indiana.

Wire Fence 29c

be turned to some use in this direction.

UASON FENCE CO.

Box 80 TMlbirg,

ft

kills.

Game Laws Free
THE UNION METALLIC
CARTRIDGE COMPANY
BRIDGEPORT. CONN.
Afcncy: 313 Ilroadivay, N. V.
Sltei Office: San Francisco. Cal

iPATEMl-u INVENT!
Your Ideas may bring you a fort unci
$1,000,000 Offered for One Invention
tMlls what to i..vent and how
•»

Boob,

to obtain

a patent, sent

Pftt'^nt

FREE.

Obtained or Fee Reiuraed
f>'r
iree report as to
Pn'fnls advertised for

Send sketch
p^itentahilitv.
J

^"r^A^e''
PATENTS
-^'
RETURNED
ability.

for

GUIDE

INVENT, with
wanted

^-^

^

''^

Send sketch
sent

report

free

as

to

of

Inventions

patent-

BOOK AND WHAT TO
valuable

list

One

Million
Dollars
offered for one invention
$16,000 for others.
Patents secured by us advertised free In
World's Progress.
Sample free.
free.

EVANS & WILKENS,
ington,

S48

D.

F

Street,

Wash-

C.

TOUR IDEAS
$100,000 offered for one In.
vention; $8,500 for tnolher.
Book "How lo Obtain a Patent" and
"What to Invent" sent free. Send
ugh sketch for free report as to
We advertise your
patentability.
patent for sale at our expense.
Cbandlee t Chandlce, Patent Attorney^
931 F. StreeU Washington. D.

tant varieties of the tea plant that
from Ceylon excepted make a growth
and give a yield comparing very
favorably with the results produced
in their own lands.
They have also
shown that negro children make expert tea pickers when properly trainSeveral new and valuable maed.
chines have also been Invented— (1) a
rotary sterilizing machine for withering the leaf to be made into green

A OREAT DISCOVBKY

(2)

minimum
is

now

—

attritionizer which, at
cost, polishes the tea, thus

an

its appearance and market
A new type of rolling machine
being perfected to give a better

enhancing
value.

Th« Southern PUntar.

—

quick

experiments
have
"Last
year's
demonstrated that the most impor-

tea;

Bfentlon

prices. Primer. Powder, Shot. Wads and
Crimp just right for

;

judicious management sufficient profit
will result to encourage the planting
of the crop in many parts of the
South, especially where there Is cheap
labor available.
Proper labor, of
course, constitutes one of the most
important factors in this matter; but,
fortunately, there are many places in
the South where hands now idle might

—

LAWH FENCE
Many
on

quality at necessity

C

DROPSY
CtJRED with Tegtttblf
remedies: entirely htra.
lefli:

remoTes

all

lyntp-

tons of dropsy In 8 to

M

day e:30 to 60 daya eflecti
permanent cure. Trial
treatment furnlihed fte«
to every luOerer,

notk-

For jlrcQlsn
teiUmoDlali and fr«*

lug; fairer.

treatment, writ*
B. H OrMD'a Son
Box H. Atlanta, Qt.

r

Always mention The Southkbit
Planteb when writing advertisers.
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to the tea than is given by the
in use."
In connection with the marketing of
American tea in this country officials
of
the Department of Agriculture
'roll'

machine now

have been confronted by a very queer
Prominent tea merchants
situation.
and jobbers are willing to admit that
American grown tea is the equal to, or
the superior of, many imported makes,
but when asked to handle our product they make an effort to hold up
the government for a "bonus" in the

way

of advertisements in periodicals
This, of course,
published by them.
under the law, the Department of
Agriculture is unable to do, so that
without the "contribution" the jobbers refuse to have anything to do
with the American tea.
One of the most important developments at the SummerviUe tea farm
since its existence was the discovery
of a method of preparing tea in tablet
form, so that commercial travellers,
picnickers, etc., might carry around
with them their favorite beverage in
a way not only convenient, but with
out the tea losing any of its flavor or
aroma. Twenty of these tablets are
put up in boxes Oolong, English
Breakfast or other brands.
There should be an excellent field
in this country for a home tea industry, for we
consume approximately

—

75,000,000 pounds of tea annually, for
which our people pay at retail about
$40,000,000 a year, as against $150,000,000 for coffee and $1,200,000,000
for alcoholic beverages.
It has been
calculated that the American people
drink 400,000,000 gallons of tea annually.
While we do not import the
cheapest kind of tea, nevertheless
our importations are chiefly of inferior qualities.
The first demand of

the American consumer is cheapness,
and oftentimes he will purchase tea
of poor quality on account of accompanying allurements of crockery and
other gifts.
Small consignments of
better grades, however, are imported
for those who are willing to pay for
them.
horticultuke at the j.^mestown
Exposition.
One of the most valuable and instructive exhibits at the Jamestown
the
Tercentennial,
to be held on
waters and shores of Hampton Roads
will
be
this year near Norfolk, Va.,

one showing horticulture from its first
Introduction and cultivation in this
country to the present period of development.
Every problem of plant physiology,
of breeding and variation under domestication, including the innumerable organisms of insect life, together
with the most approved methods of
combating their ravages will be illustrated.
There are more than 25,000
plants, some of which have thousands
of varieties cultivated for ornamental
uses, and because conditions differ
widely as to detail of raising, persons
are exacting in their demands. Since

Farm
Below
Properties

I

give a few

I

have

Properties.

samples

for sale.
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If

of

the

many

Farm and Dairy
me show them my

valuable and desirable

interested parties will

come and

let

Beyond the peradventure of a
oBerlnes
I am absolutely certain that I can please them.
=.
...
__,
1_
.
1.41^ ^...nn, nnn, nn
aOd lOOK
doubt these properties will enhance In value very rapidly from now on. COmC
over the ground yourself.
the railStation
of
No. 615.— At Edgelea
No. 555.— Near Burke Station; one tract
road; 1% miles from Vienna; 64 acres; 7most all cleared, and 19 acres In timber.
house, nicely located; 4-room tenant
room
from
miles
These places are 1 mile apart; 3%
house; barn, 60x40; all necessary outbuildings;
raiload and church; halt mile from school.
fine well of water near the door; well fenced
right away will take $800 for the
If sold
and watered; most all kinds of fruit; near
two places.
Price, $4,500, on
school, church and store.
No. 556.— Near Jermantown and about 1
reasonable terms. This is a very deslrabla
2acres,
22
railroad;
electric
the
from
mile
place.
trees;
of
600
orchard
room house, nice young
No. 623.— Nice Colonial estate near Lorton
near school, church and store. Price, J550.
Station; 200 acres; 17-room brick and frame
No. 557.— At Merrlfield, about 8 miles from
horse
house; large basement barn, large
Washington; 14 acres, 8-room house, 3 porches
stable, carriage house, carpenter shop, hen
and cellar; barn, 22x32; all necessary outhouse, corn crib: 4-room tenant bouse; well
buildings; well on the porch; partly fenced;
at the door; orchard consists of 600 peach,
some fruit; near school, church and store;
150 apple trees. 150 grape vines; good pear,
VA miles from railroad station. Price, $3,250;
plum and damson orchard; 2 miles from
one-half cash, the balance to suit. Will exrailroad station; school adjoins the place.
change for other property.
If sold right away will Include
Price, $6,000.
No. 659.— Near Garfield P. O., about 10
6 head of horses, 7 head of cattle, 1 farm
miles from Washington; 85 acres. 60 clear,
and spring wagon, 2 buggies, set of driving
lO-room
bouse,
nice
timber;
in
the balance
and work harness; 2 mowing machines; 8
with porch all around It; good barn and
harrows; 2 disc barrows, 2 riding and 1
most all kinds of outbuildings; In good conwalking cultivator, all other tools used on
dition; place Is well watered and well fenced;
the place this year. This Is a fine bargain.
kinds,
apples of all
damson trees.
500
No. 217.— Sixty-seven acres near Sideburn;
peaches, pears and cherries; half mile from
7-room house; well at the door; barn and all
Price.
store.
and
church
railroad, school,
necessary outbuildings; a variety of fruit;
called
Is
This farm
$6,000, on easy terms.
This will
Price. $2,500.
nice, shady lawn.
Mount Pleasant.
make a very desirable home.
Nc. 569.— One mile from the electric railNo. 645.— Near Great Falls; 152 acres. 10»
road at Oakton; 52 acres, 40 clear, the
clear; 8-room brick and frame house; some
balance in timber; old, 6-room house; new
outbuildings; running water la every field;
9
Price,
tenant house of 5 rooms; barn, 32x42;
some fruit; near electric railroad.
chicken bouses, corn house and all other
$40 per acre.
necessary outbuildings; well at the door;
No. 672.— Four hundred acres near Frederplenty of running water and springs; 800
icksburg overlooking the river; 350 acres
plums.
peaches and
trees, pears,
apple
cleared and in good cultivation, the balance
Price, $4,500, on reasonable terms. The land
This will
Price, $25 per acre.
in timber.
Is In good shape and will make a nice poulmake a nice farm; fine place for trucking;
has
owner
The
try, fruit and truck farm.
good shipping facilities. Will sell on ea«y
sold $1,000 worth of eggs at wholesale price
terms.
«ere«,
from this place In one year.
dairy
farm; 97
No. 693.— Fine
No. 672.— Four hundred acres on the Rappahighly Improved, on the Potomac river, 4
hannock river, 5 miles from Fredericksburg.
miles from Alexandria; the Mount Vernee
plaoe;
the
There are no buildings on this place, but It
through
railroad runs
electric
has a beautiful building site overlooking the
large bouse, balls and bath; steam heat;
river; 350 acres of cleared land in a good
hot and cold water; large basement barn;
state of cultivation; the rest is In good oak
stanchions for 62 cows; box stalls: individual
This farm is well adapted to most
timber.
water boxes: cement floors; steel track fer
any kind of farming, including trucking.
feed cars, silos, grinding shed; wagon houaa,
This
There are fine shipping facilities.
milk-cooling house, can-washing she(l. Tie
practia
inducement
to
every
locality offers
house is finely situated, commanding the
Mild winters, long seasons and
cal farmer.
finest view of the river. This is a fine farm;
Price, $26 per acre on easy
Price,
cheap labor.
must be seen to be appreciated.
This place must be seen to be apterms.
$17,000.
preciated.
No. 594.— Two hundred and nineteen acres; 1
house,
12-room
Gate;
No. 629.— Nice farm near Dranesvllle; 142
Vernon
Mount
from
mile
acres, 135 cleared, balance In oak and pine
good cellars; large barn, wagon ebe4s,
2
timber; new 8-room house; barn. 20x40, sheds
sheep sheds. Ice and corn house, etc. This
on three sides; all necessary outbuildings:
Is a fine farm; well adapted for stock or
water in every field; well fenced; most all
Price, $13,000.
dairy.
kinds of fruit; 2% miles from railroad, 1 mile
No. 695.— Loudoun county farm; 375 acres;
Price. $36
from school, church and store.
8-room dwelling; 6-room tenant house; ba'm,
per acre: $2,000 down, the balance in 5 years.
room for 100 head of stock; full
100x50;
No. 603.- In Gloucester county; 334 acres,
equipped dairy, steam separator, necessary
216 cleared: 6-room house and bath: water
cans to run dairy; 30 head of fine mlloh
the house: 5-acre lawn; 3 barns, one
In
cows. 12 head of heifers, 8 heavy w«rlc
25x40. 20x40 and 36x40; tenant house and all
horses, some hogs. 175 ton silo filled. Farm
necessary outbuildings; well fenced and well
equipped with every kind at
is thoroughly
watered: divided In nine fields and there Is
farming implements, consisting of corn harpeaches,
In
acres
field;
5
water In every
vester, wheat harvester, mowing machine,
,

.

raspberries,
blackberries.
apples.
pears.
gooseberries and strawberries; 5 miles from
church and store.
railroad.
near school,
Price $7,500. This Is a fine farm; will make
Four hen
tons of hay to the acre.
2V4
bouses on this place.
No. C07.— On the pike. 2 miles from the
electric railroad, at Fairfax; 77 acres, 56
cleared and in a high state of cultivation;
S-roomed house, new barn and all necescondition;
good
In
outbuildings
sary
well at the door, spring nearby; most all
kinds of fruit; well fenced. Price. $4,760. on
reasonable terms. This Is a nice farm.

grain drill. 12-horse power traction engine,
wagons,
plows,
necessary
with
together
Large crop of corn and a
harrows, etc.
number of tons of hay on the place. Lan4
Is in a high state of cultivation; produces 1*
Price. $18,»M,
barrels of corn to the acre.
This Is a great barealn.
just as It stands.
No. 639.— Near Fairfax Station; 140 acres,
75 cleared; 5-room house; Barn and all aecessary 'outbuildings; fine well at the deer,
spring nearby; streams through the ylaae;
well fenced; young orchard of 269 trees; 1
Price, $2,60», ea i sassamile from school.
able terms.

SEND FOR COMPLBTB LIST TO-DAY.
F.

JERMAN, Fairfax, Va. Branch Office. Vienna,
My Motto: "Honesty and Fair Dealing."
;
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Northern Virginia Farms
Here are a few Bargains.

:\

splendid

fences;
water In all the
two running streams through

the farm. Elegant young orchard, In
full bearing; apples, peaches, pears
and cherries. Farm Is situated In a
refined neighborhood, on a good, public road, with an elegant view of the
mountain, and a broad stretch of cultivated land. Land is a lltUe rolling,
has about 100 acres of fine timber.
This farm has the reputation of making fat cattle and sheep; situated 4
miles from the station, I mile from
church, stores, mill and postoffice; 25
miles from Washington, by pike.
Dwelling Is a good 5 room house, with
good, deep well In the yard, new sheep
barn, good stable, corn house, and
other out-buildings in good repair.
The owner is getting old, and wants
to sell. Price, $8,000, on very ea«y
terms.
No. 98. 132 acres. Every acre fine

—

smooth and free from stumps,
washes and waste places'. Nearly all
In grass. Nice clear stream running
land,

through the place. Two acres In orchard.
All kinds of fruit.
Land Is
heavy chocolate soil, easy to work,
and produces abundantly.
Has 5
ftcres of timber, rest is cleared and
In good state of cultivation. Situated
on a macadamized pike leading In to
Washington. 20 miles from Washington.
Dwelling Is a new 8 room house,
handsomely furnished, with good cool
well at the back door, new bam just
completed, new com crib, good granary, hen houses and hog house.
Situated In an elegant neighborhood of
refined

Virginians,

close

schools,

to

churches and store.
Price,

J5,500.

No. 115

and

tile

— This

Terms

to

suit.

an up-to-date brick
business, situated on the railIs

road with 10 acres of fine brick clay.
plant contains the following machinery, viz:
1 Iron brick machine, 1
Iron tile and combination machine,
3,000 drying pallets with sheds and
frames, barrows, carts and tools.
Everything
in
position
work.
to
Dwelling Is a new 8-room house, good
water and with an ahuTK'TCp r>r ."run
trees and grape vines.
Price, $3,700.
No. 116 Contains 350 acres, 4 miles
from 2 stations and electric R. R. 100
acres cleared, the balance Is In timber;
SMuatert l mile from school and church.
This land Is in the best fruit section
of Fairfax county. The land Is a good
quality of sand and loam, and rareiy
ever misses fruit.
The buildings on
this property are a little out of repair,
but are tenantable.
This Is remarkably cheap property, and can be made
a nice estate with the nght man to

The

—

manage

It.

Price. $3,300, one-third cash.

Send for

my new

WM. EAD8 MILLER,

plant varieties,

list.

Herndon, Va.

VIRGINIA

etc.,

be exhibited, showing improvements
in hardihood, vigor, size, shape, color
and other attributes, the work of
systematic experiment and study.
During the last fifty years horticulture has had a phenomenal growth
and has developed many industries,
including the nursery, Uie manufacture of tools and Implements, artificial

A BEAUTIFUL

discoveries
In
and
methods of culture,

are constantly occurring, it is obvious that the realm of
this industry cannot be limited.
Some of the most Interesting
triumphs attained in hybridizing will

marketing,

63.— 516 acres. Natural Blue Grass
land. About half of the place well set
In grass; over 100 acres In old sod;
fields;

improvements

[January.

fertilizer,

baskets, barrels, tins,

the preparation of canned and
evaporated
fruits
and vegetables,
storage
by refrigeration and the
transportation of all materials for the
manufacture of the finished product.
America leads the world in the development of the Industry and aside
from the gratification It offers as the
basis of great profit, it in no small
degree improves a people, because of
excellent
the
moral influence it
jars,

One

FARM

farms near Washgood Deigbborhood and fine farmlnc
section.
The farm is improved by an oldfashioned house of 9 rooms, a nice wellshaded iawn, all kinds of fruit and berries,
very large conveniently-arranged bam,
a
two corn houses, granary, carriage house and
of the finest small

ington,

all

other necessary outbuildings.

;

only

$3,900.

ATKINSON & BALLARD

CO.,

Inc.,

William H. Lanham, President,
621 Thirteenth Street, N. W.,
Washington. D. C.

S500

No more striking eyample can be
cited than the results attained In the
improvement of the native grape.
From the wild type have come practically all the fine table and wine
varieties grown In the XJnlted States

BUYS
FARM
in Virginia

and Canada.

Oomplet*

this small start the Industry

has increased in commercial value to
millions of dollars annually, and every
phase of development will be fully
displayed at the Jamestown Exposi-

comtortable three-room cottage Ilka
These 25-acre poultry, fruit and vegfarms are oaly two miles from
Waverly, Va., a modern little towa on the
N. & W. Ry., midway between Norfolk
and Richmond. Climate, water and marbe
excelled.
kets
for
produce
cannot
Wnte for further Information and for list*
and booklets showing farms and plantations from $10 per acre
up.
F.
H.
LaBAUME, Agrl. and Indl. Agent, Norfolk
& Western Ry., Box BOO, Roanoke, Va.

With

cut.

etable

tion.

Don't Use

con-

improvements. Located two miles from the
town of Vienna. Va. steam and electric cars.
If you are looking for a strictly up-to-date,
well-kept farm at a price that is really a
bargain, let us show you this one.
Price

exercises.

From

Farm

tains 108 acres, of which 90 acres are cleared,
weli watered, fenced with best Page wire
fencing and under highest state of cultivation and specially adapted to wheat, corn
and grass;
will yield an
average of 50
bushels
of shelled corn
per acre;
2.000
bushels of shelled corn have been raised on
this farm in a single year, A very desirable
and well-kept property and one which will
yield a nice income without one dollar for

Soap in Washing Milk
Vessels.

According to experiments conducted
it has been found that

in Australia,

is a decided objection to the
use of any common washing or laundry soaps for washing milk vessels.
As an illustration, at a recent dairy
convention in New South Wales the
judge, in criticizing a certain lot of
butter,
noted
on the score-card,
"Tastes of soap." Inquiry of the exhibitor later brought out that in her
anxiety to have everything right, she
had given the vessel a thorough washing with soap suds, and had carefully
rinsed it afterward; yet there was
sufficient soap adhering to the vessel
in which the milk had been handled
sc that the ii"iff> i^fM'iri <^Q<-opt it fr,

there

It is recommended that
the butter.
only sal soda, or some other alkaline
powder
be used, and the folwashing
lowing is a desirable method in the
absence of steam, or with steam In
addition:
As soon as the vessels are emptied
rinse them out with lukewarm water,
Wash
if available, if not, cold water.
thoroughly in water as warm as can
be co-nfortably worked In, using suf.icient alkaline washing powder to cut
the grease.
Then rinse in boiling
It
water, or as near It as possible.
would be a little better to use two

Small Tracts of Land

Near the Sea, for Sale.
We offer a portion
1b too large.
"blocks of five" acres up, to suit purThe sea summer
Well located.
two electric rallwaya,
and winter resort
three miles off, one electric railway, one
mile off; R. F. D. at the front gate. School,
church, depot, stores, post-offlce one mile.
Good neighbors all around. Norfolk thirty
minutes away by electric railway; cars every
hour.
Five-cent fare to the seas' '^re. Will
Our farm

In

chasers.

;

;

for desirable real estate up to 84.000
Larger pi opertics can l.>e bad near by
wanted.
A. JEFFERS, R.F. n. 1. London Bridge. Va.

exchanpe
value.
Jf

Farms,

Timber Lands,

Town

Properties.

Send fsr mj new Hit of choice bargain! In

ROCKBRIDCJE, BATH
«nd AUGUSTA OOUNTIES. All Information
leal estate situated In

Livery,
cheerfully and promptly aBSWcred.
f^tc, free to these who mean business.

J.W. GUINN, Goihen.Va-

;
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waters
water

scald

HOMESEEKERS AND INVESTORS.
and exchange Virginia Real Estate

sell

two suburban counties— Loudoun and
Fairfax— they offer the homeseekers more
advantages
combined
than
any country
known by me. This fine portion of Virginia,
extending from the national capital to the
top of the Blue Ridge Mountains, is not
only beautiful and healthy
but is very
accessible to Washington
and Alexandria
cities by rail
and pike, which gives all
producers a fine home market.
My facilities for locating you in this
section of Virginia are second to none.
State what kind of property would interest
have a large number and great
you.
I
variety of properties, and can very likely
suit you. New catalogue mailed free on
the

request.

W. H.TAYLOR

—

VIKGIJJIA.

—

WANTED A^rPoSS^Bll"

—

Small logs in Poplar, Basswood (or Lynn),
Buckeye, Cottonwood, Ash, Cucumber, White
Pine,

Quote prices and describe. Dry
of all kinds. Quote prices by grades;
amount of each kind and thickness.

give

Hardwood
White

Timber;

rately; state

with

full

wanted

steamed only.

prices, describe accutar from railroad. Address,

how

Schultz

Bldg.,

GUY

CO.,
Ohio.

Old Virginia Farms.
CLIM4TG 4.N0 PROnuCTIVENBSS UN.
BXCBLLED. LARQBST 8ALB LI5T IN
STATE. POR PULL PARTICULARS AND
PRBB CATALOQUB ADDRESS

CASSELMAN

O. CO.

RICHMOnO. VA

Virginia Properties.
100

10

Bluegrass Stock Farms.
Tidewater places.
choice country homes.
hunting preserves.

select

100

W. HILLEARY &

Register free.
CO.. CharlottesvlUe. Va.

BIG LIST

OF FARMS

Til

H.

uatrated

In the best portion of Virginia. We have
Send
all kinds, and the prices are right.
6 cents In stamps for cur illustrated lists.
PIEDMONT AND TIDEWATER LAND CO.,
Inc., Columbia Va.
Box 4.

FARHS
AND TIMBER LANDS.

ViRQliNIA
We

have a good selection of nice
in large and small tracts, and
prices from $3 per acre up, on easy

Farms,
terms.

Main

MITCHELL.

COLE & BROWN,

Street,

1201

East

Richmond, Va.

VIRGINIA FARMS
PER ACRE AND UPWARDS.
Easy payments.
Catalogue free.
Loans
made on country Real Estate. GEORGE E.

Tuttle's

Elixir

—

111.,

Co.,

August

1,

1906.

Boston, Mass.:

wish to express our
appreciation of your valuable horse
remedies, which we are receiving
through Prof. C. P. Tuttle, at your
branch office, 311 East Sixty-third
Street, Chicago, 111.
We have used
your remedies freely the last six
months on many of our horses with
Gentlemen,

lished January,

CO., Richmond, Va.
1S75.

Estab-

CHEAPEST DAIRY FARM
Virginia; driving distance Washington;
beautiful section; station on place; 277
acres, dwelling, large stock barn, hay barn,
silo, dairy, corn house, tool shed; beautiful
spring at house, swift stream; 70 acres
woodland; over l.OOo young fruit trees, best
varieties: also old orchard; established dairy
business; $7,500 will buy it. Other bargains;
come
catalogue.
If contemplating change,
here first.
SOULE CO., Washington,
In

in

THE

D. C.

FARM

SPLENDID

of 160 acres, within SJ^ miles of Htcbznond,
If you are looking for a place on
for sale.
which to make mon^y, this Is a fine opportunity.
Well adapted for stock feeding or
dairying, possibilities for the latter are unlimited.
I am retiring on what this farm
has made for me. For particulars, write to
R. W. G., care Southern Planter.

What?

Free!

Free!
The

largest and best selected list of farms
Virginia.
For full particulars send for
free catalogue describing James River Valley
list
of small Truck
also Fruit and Truck
District of Virginia,
where fish and oysters abound. Agency established 1875. Address W. A. PARSONS ft
CO., C. and 0. Main Street Depot, Rich-

Stock

Farms,

a

fine

mond, Va.

I

GRAIN, 6RASS ANI
POULTRY FARMS FOR SALE,

STOCK,

Kutem
and

of

soil.

$6 to $16 per acre en the
Maryland.
Mild Clliaate
Send for catalsgus.

WOODCOCK,

P.

Salisbury,

Md.

Farms

Virginia

A SPECIALTY.

Tuttle's Elixir is at first applied.
I
am pleased to recommend Tuttle's
Elixir to our friends and all who own
and care for horses.
Very truly yours,
S. G. KINNEY,

Proprietor South End Express Company, 54 Harrison Street, Chicago.

Shore

fertile

S.

the most satisfying results. When a
horse gets hurt it makes no difference what the injury is we don't have
to lay him up a single day, when

Write
J.

me your

WHITE,

B.

wants.

ChatlotteiTllle, Va.

"Tbe Land Man."

Virginia
MOST SELECT

Farms

LIST, and

in

aU

seo-

tions of the State.

THE UP-TO-DATE

PRBB CATALOQUB.

MAID.

CHAFFIN & CO.,

R. B.

are you going, my pretty maid?
"I am going to separate, sir," she said
"Having milked the cows with gaso-

Where

centrifugal

force

I

skim

the

cream."
can't

Hest elimale

marry you,

it's

belt edocatlenal
For ftixther informfttloo, address

A

Neat Binder for your back nuic

•nir

for 30 cents.

Baslness Department.

Addrew

adTaatacM

ALBEMABLK IMMiaKATIOK

SAjf'L B.

Wood*. Pre*.

00.,

CharlotteBrUle, Tk.

"In the Green Fields of Virginia."
Homes for ALL; Health (or ALL; Happl•ess

ben can be had

stock seetion of VIRGINIA.
in the U. S.
Near great

and water

uKeu, with

my pretty maid,
the simple life I crave.
"Nobody asked you, sir," she said,
"For my heart is on an auto laid."
Cobham, Va.
W. M.
I

For

Inc.

Richmond, Va.

line.

With

$3

CRAWFORD &

for Free Catalogua.

R.Hocka(lay& Co. Richmond, Va

Farms near Richmond,
Farms In Tidewater

TUTTLE'S ELIXIR.
Chicago,

IW

E.

LUMBER

Columbus,

Sand
J.

In

information,

MCLAUGHLIN-HOFFMAN
208

young

largely

Name

Oak.

AND LOW PRICES.
IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED.
SIZES

ALL

—

etc.

lumber

FARMS

VIRGINIA

off

it.

ficient water is reasonably satisfactory.
This vessel should then be
turned up to drain and dry. If left
hot it should dry without rusting.
"While in dairy practice it is recommended that a brush be used while
washing and then not wiping the tinware with a towel, experiments performed in the Australian station
with tinware steamed, steamed and
wiped with a new towel that had
never been used, wiped with a socalled clean used towel and with a
soiled
towel,
showed that after
wiping with a new cloth towel there
were three and a half times as many
bacteria left on the surface as in the
case where it was steamed only; after
wiping with a used towel one which
any housewife would call a "clean
towel" there were 300 times as many
as when steamed only; and after
using a soiled towel one which was
not worse than is commonly used In
the kitchen for our dinner plates it
showed 4,000 times as many as when

of all classes, such as Grain, Dairy, Fruit,
Stock. Truck, Poultry and Bluegrass Farms,
Village Homes and Business Places of all
classes. The reason I make a specialty of

HERNDON,

—one

to
rinse the alkaline
and the second to simply
In ordinary practical work
this is more trouble than most people
will take, so that one rinsing with suf-

Attention
I

55

»f

and Independence for ALL.

FARMS

ALL

at corresponding prices, but

sizes

ALL

Toisasable.

MACON

&.

CO., Orance, Va.
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THE RIGHT AND WRONG WAY.
Mail Us

Your

DEPOSITS.
Banking b^ mall

Is

tury development.
immense growth.

a twentieth cenis destined to

It

The Planters National Bank
Always alive to progress, has been
obliged

ment

to

handle

to

a
this

Install

special

depart-

of

branch

of

the

bank

people already

with us through mall.
It's quick, convenient and we pay
you 3 per cent, compound Interest on

your money.
$1.00

WILL OPEN AN ACCOUNT.

Planters National Bank.

—

Savings nepartment,
Riclimond, Va.

CAPITAL
$300,000
SURPLUS AND PROFITS.. 950,000

00

00

Make Your Idle Mone>
Earn You Interest
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Write the

•f RICHMOND, VIROINIA for Infor
aiatlon concerning Ha certificate of
depoBlt, 80 arranged that one p»i
oent, may be collected every POUR

MONTHS
or store.

through your neareit bank

Oar experience provei tbiiformfof
•avlngg to be the mont satisfactory
plan yet devised for deposits of (100.60
or more.
Our Capital and Parued Stuplus

Is

$1,600,000
JOHM

PURCELL, President.
JUG. M. MILLER, Jr., Vlce-Pres. t Oajtelei
0HA8. R. BURNETT, Assistant Caataioi
B.

J. C.

JOPLIN, Assistant Cashier

FRANK

PacllltleB

H. COX, A?hland, V».

For Rent on Shares
a SOO acre farm In York Co.,
under cultivation, 80 acres in
off for hog
lots.
Stock on
rented with it.
L. W. R.,

Va. 100 aero
timber fencaplace will b
care Southert
;

Planter.

WANTED.

GROWING PINE TIMBER

from

State location, size and quantity.
Also
give the nearest loading point.
Full Information and price will insure prompt attention.
Address TIMBER, 1102 Hull Street '

Va.

A SHINING EXAMPLE.
We know of no more shining

Farms

Farms.

PORTER & GATES,

CANADA UNLEACHED

Hardwood Ashes.

parent clearness.
It would be money in. a newspaper's
pocket if printer's ink would not stick
to type to print lies.

Any

quantity desired and at

bottom

prices.

T.

ANDREWS &

C.

CO.,

Norfolk, Virginia

0000«HXH>0<H>0<H><H>00000000«

PHOSPHATE ROCK.
Use

untreated,
containing

Rock,

finely-ground
per cent,

35

Phosphate
phosphoric

mixed with your stable manure,

acid,

Increase Its
prices write

value

over

60

per

and
For

cent.

THOMAS D. CHRISTIAN,
Wyndham, PowhataQ County,

Va.

Chemical Analyses
MINERALS,

Of

FEEDING

MATERIALS,

WATER

ana other products toade at reasonCorrespondence solicited. J. B.
WEEMS, Ph. D., Crewe, Va., Expert in
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry.
able rates.

usa-

fj)TE
N.C.

GREENSBORO,
^or the

treatment of

THE LIQUOR, OPIUM, MORPHINt

^t

Drug Addictions. The Tobbacco Habit. Nervt t>.hauiit»tM

ttier

FARMERS
Insure Your Buildings.
LIVE STOCK, PRODDCE,

*c.

Write for booklet giving plan and explalnlni
a member of th«

bow you can ber^ome

,

.

,

Farmers Mutual Benefit Ait'a,
tuns BceurlnK cheap Are prctet tlon. Property
Innnred SWCOOO: Bverace cost per !1 OOO pti
Estimated Security, over |1, OOO 000.
Jr, 00
MeraberBhlpeand rleks limited to Eattern V».

year,

Life Is

OROANIZKB JANUARY

9,

1S99

Its
Its

District

life.

not a strife;
here,

its

there,

everywhere.
never comes, it never goes.
Its just the breath of God that flows.
It never dies, knows no decay;
Its here tho' form should pass away.
It no beginning has, no end.
Its stop would make the all suspend
W. M.

Louisa. Va

prize^wTnners.
of the winners

Managers and Agents

Wanted

It

of any size with improvements.
Prices in reach of all.
Free list.

The names

example of strictness in representation and
liberality in fulfillment than that of
Masbeth, of Pittsburg, the maker of
lamp chimneys that fit, that get full
light from a lamp, that do not break
from heat, and that keep their trans-

Its

Virginia

Agricultural Lime
ALL GRADES.

six Inches

up.

Manchester,

—

nothing, and following the method
outlined above, you accomplish the
same object in a better and moneysaving, comfort-bringing way.
Why,
that is the obvious thing to do.

FARIVIS

Prosperous and healthy sectler
Good Shipping

000<HKH>Oi>00<K><Ha<H5<H>0000000

—

business.

Thousands

When a new range or stove Is to
be bought there is a right and a wrong
way to go about it.
It can be done so that the most perfect article in the stove line can be
obtained at the least possible expenditure of time, the greatest saving In
cost and with the greatest satisfaction.
Or it can be done by treating
the matter in the ordinary way paying three needless profits, selecting
from a small and incomplete assortment, running to every shop in town,
and end up by taking something that
will do after a fashion instead of getting e.\actly what you want.
Which
is the best way?
Here is a good way: Write a letter
to one of the great Chicago stove
houses the Marvin-Smith Company,
for example
get their great catalogue, study the enormous line of
ranges, heating and laundry stoves
they manufacture and find the one
you want.
Every last detail is laid before your
eyes in the perfect illustrations; every
point is carefully explained in the
reading matter and the most exact
items of cost of freight are all to be
found there.
Find exactly what It is going to cost
you, send for the stove, set it up,
forget all about it, except some time
when opportunity presents itself to
find out what it would cost at your
local hardware store and then buy
something else you want with the
comfortable amount you have saved.
But if by sending for the MarvinSmith catalogue, which will cost you

[Janiiary.

in

our

subscription contest will be announced
in our February issue, though checlts
will be sent out as soon after January
1st as the result can be ascertained.

To represent a live, progressive
surance Company in all sections of
Oood men can secure a splendid
Our Policy meets competition and
peal to

paper and one
should read.

that
.T.

every

farmer

W. COLBIURN.

as

is

In-

Virginia.
contract.
will

ap-

demonstrated by ?n,000.000

during the first
insurance
written
For full particulars address
twelve' months.
J. H. HAWKINS, General Agent,
The Philadelphia Life Insurance Company,
Newport News, Va.
P. O. Box 271.
paid

Accomac Co., Va., Dec. 7, 1906.
The Southern Planter is a good

all,

Life

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.

loor.]

r REASON

A HIGH COMPLIMENT.

WHY

Our catalogue BbouM be In the bauds o'
•Tery reader of The Southern Planter.
It
la R booh of one hundred an sixty pages and
full
of interesting Illustrations and descriptious of machinery, seeds
and other articles which the
farmer, gardener, poultryman
and suburban resident has to
buy.
Your name on a postal
will bring It.
Address Depart-

ment

STRAWBERRIES

Editor Southern Planter:

Dear

Sir,

—
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have carefully read the

I

December issue of The Planter and
I am more than ever impressed with
its value to those who are fortunate
lucky enough or sensible
to read u regularly.
"Facts, Figures and Features"
brought out on the first six pages of
reading matter alone are worth more
than the subscription price to every
farmer who reads it. It is fortunate
for the South in general, and for the
State of Virginia in particular, that

enough,

enough

The

S.

we have such

a loyal, intelligent and
powerful ally as The Planter.
It should be in the hands of every
farmer in the South, not only in their
hands, but in their homes, their
hearts and their heads.
The Planter makes powerful pleas
for and in behalf
implements
and

of

improved stock,
methods.
The

Planter recognizes that the State of
Virginia, taken all around, has an
excellent soil, a mild and equable
climate, comparatively speaking, and

unequaled market

facilities

and

GOOD

SEEDS.

privi-

leges.

true the soil Is worn, but it is
blooded horse that has been
worked a little too hard find not
properly cared for.
Give the horse
(such a horse) a blanket, a currycomb and a little good feed and see
how soon it recuperates. Give the
worn soil a blanket of some sort to

CHEAP

It is

like

We grow each variety in
that section best adapted to it.
We do not give One Dollar's
worth of Seeds for Ten Cents,
but we do give the Best Dollar's worth of Seeds to be obtained for the money.
SPRAYING OUTFITS TO SUIT ALL PURCHASERS A SPECIALTY.

KIL=@=SCALE
The great San Jose Scale Destroyer. A
boon to the fruit growers: has saved tliousands of trees.
We solicit a trial order,
and are satisfied that it will prove its
efficiency.
Write for special circular, giving
full

particulars.

Our line of Poultry Supplies is complerte.
Lowest prices consistent with quality. Grit
is cheaper than grain.
Our Feeds contain
no grit.
Chick Feed, per

100

Mash Hen Feed,

per

pounds
100 pounds

$2
2
2
2

Beef Scrap, per 100 pounds
Meat Meal, per 100 pounds

Mica Crystal
Scratch

per 100 pounds

Grit,

Feed,

50
00
90
90
75
1 75

per 150 pounds
Alfalfa .Meal, per 100 pounds
175
Cracked Bone, per 100 pounds
2 25
Ground Oyster Shell, 100 pounds
60
Granulated Charcoal, per 100 pounds
2 50
Kur-Roup, great roup cure, by mail, per
•.

package

Bone

Drinking Fountains, Dry Feed
Poultry Remedies, Lice Powders,
described in catalogue.

Mills,

Hoppers,
etc..

60

all

fully

The results that have been obtained from
the use of this Nitrogen Collecting Bacteria
prove conclusively its great value. Convenient and economical.
Get our special
circular if you are going to sow any clover,
peas or beans.
We are general agents tor a number of the
largest implement manufacturers, including
the
following— viz.:
Whitman & Barnes
Manfg. Co.. Janesville Machine Co., Hench

& Dromgold

Co..

Chattanooga

Plow
Plow

Co.,

Ames

poration,

Goulds Manufacturing Co..

GRirrtTH
205-215

Oliver Chilled Plow Co.,
Co..
Rock Island Plow
Co., National Wire Cor-

N. Paca

ca.
St.,

turner

etc.

co.

BALTIMORE, MD,

a

cover its nakedness and comb it vigorously with cultivator and harrow, feed
it judiciously with stable manure and
some of the concentrated or prepared food (fertilizer) and see how
quickly and generously it responds to
such treatment.
The original timber growing here
when the Indians occupied the land

showed clearly that the
right.

Where

ash, oak

soil

was

there the soil was good.
The Planter tells how to restore
such lands that have been weakened by
constant drainage and persistent neglect.
There is a vast difference between lands naturally poor and lands
that have been made poor by man's
mismanagement. If naturally poor,
man had better let them alone. If

made poor by man's mismanagement,

man

can restore such to their original
strength and fertility.
The information contained in The
Planter each issue is worth much
to the farmers of the South;
and
when we place a little "ad" in its
columns wc are led to believe that
nearly everybody reads it, if we may
judee from the large scope of its circulation, as shown by the responses
to the ad.
A. .TEFFERS.
Norfolk County. Virginia.

Dinwiddle Co., Va.. Nov. 26, 1906.
I have found The Southern Planter

W.

O.

NAUSCAWEN.

They
Big

grow

will

or will

refund money.

extra packages tree with eve' y order.

lot

Send yours and your neighbor's address.

SHUMWAY,

R. H.

Rockford,

Illinois.

IMPROVED

COTTON SEED.

all

walnut, cherry, hickory,

and pine grew to perfection

of great help.

CDCE
rntt

big catalog
Full of engravings of every
variety, with prices lower than other
dealers'.
Oldeal reliable seed grower in America.
No old seed. All fresh.

r offer about l.OOO bushels of King's ImCotton Seed, raised especially for
seed to the highest standard of perfection.
frost-bitten or storm seed In lt» Price,
60c. f. o. b. here.

proved

No

SUGAR LOAF COTTON FARM,
YoungsvIUe, N. C.

Want to Buy
In

large

Spanish,

quantities,

Virginia and
Beans.

North Carolina Peanuts; also Soja
Send samples and best prices.

GET

OUR WEEKLY

WHAT WE

N. L.

WILLET SEED

Emporia

PRICE

LIST

OF

SELL.
CO., Augusta, Ga.

INurseries.

Closing out blocks of

FINE, HEALTHY FRUIT TREE3,
VINES, SHADE TREES, Etc.
Address

EMPORIA NURSERIES,
Emporia, Va.

RtD BL1«S

Seed Potaiocs
VERT CHOICE. IN LOTS OF TEN BARRELS OR MORE.
J.

W. MINER,

Eastvllle, Va,

—
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GOOD HOUSEKEEPING.

Cabbage Plants

Soup Making.
months soup ought to
form a very important part of our
dinner, and no prudent housekeeper
will he without materials for making
Stock is water, in
It at short notice.
which the bones and scraps of meat
have been boiled or "in which a soup
bone (the shin) has been simmered

ucoi,

GIANT ARGENTEUIL

ASPARAGUS ROOTS

meat falls off. It is then
and set aside to cool and
A pan
the fat is removed.

Grown from

until all the

from grower
of American

strained

selected
All f. o.
please.

of

selected seeds Imported directly
in Fran.ce at ten times the cost
seeds, for $5.00 a thousand
roots and $3.00 for medium size.
Cash with order,
Charleston.
b.

JOUANNET.

Mount

Pleasant,

South Carolina.

being unsold, and to

market changes—
2,000

Bus. Clay Ptas

600 Bus.
1,000

Bus.

All

J2 25

Whlppoorwill Peas

2 35

Sola Beans

160

sacked

o.

f.

shipping station.

b.

Order quick, as they will soon be exhausted.

HICKORY SEED

Hickory,

CO.,

N.

C.

Berry Plants, Asparagus Roots.
Choice varieties.
No. 1 stock,
strong and healthy and true to
name; 27 years' experience. Catalogue tree. J. W. HALL, Marion
Station, Md.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
fruit trees, etc., strawberry plants. $1.86 pe?
Id 5,000 \ota or over, trees 6c. «act
••Dd for free cataloKne, JOHN
Vut C%fttt&no«ga, Tbiu.
1,100

LMHTFOOT

years* experience with
fancy and market poultry. North and South;
lifetime on successful farms; best of references; married; age 42. Address POULTRYMAN, care Southern Planter.
situation;

^

H

>

25

I

n

r-

I

POULTRY SUPPLIES.

H

CATALOGUE FREE.
Our catalogue contains

full

Supplies;

PRAIRIE STATE INCUBATORS

1

and Colony Brooders: Poultry Remedies and Pure-Bred Fancy Poultry.
Send for this catalogue. It will In- |
terest you.

\

VIRGINIA POULTRY SUPPLY
Richmond, Va.

nn

f f V T

I

I.

i 1

I

I

I

I

i »

T <n

CO.,

m

\

P

A'vmyn racnbon >he SouUiera PUn?
r

whan

THAT

you vegetable
half the time you could have

writing adrertlMra.

IS

ECONOMIC,
CLEAN,

give

otherwise. Stock when cold should
be a firm jelly, and is a foundation
for all other soups.
Stewed Chicken With Oysters.
You may use almost any kind of a
chicken with thia, but a frying sized
one is best. Stew until the meat is
done in water enough to cover it.
Thicken the water with a tablespoon
of flour rubbed into a tablespon of
butter; season with pepper and salt
When the chicken is
and thyme.
done put it on a hot dish and add to
the stock left in the pot a pint of
oysters, let them boil up and pour
them over the chicken.
Oysteb Salad.
Select the whitest oysters and let
them be of uniform and medium size.
Spread them out on a dish; plump
them by pouring over them a cup of
boiling hot vinegar which has been
seasoned with pepper, salt, celery
Let
seed and a dash of cayenne.
them stand in the vinegar until cold
Drain off the
and well seasoned.
vinegar and arrange them on a bed
of white celery cut into short pieces;
cover with celery and pour mayonnaise over them; garnish with the

FAT

7 Per Cent.

POULTRY FOOD

when seasoned, make
when mixed with

AsTOR Salad.
Take one pint each of chicken,
chopped celery and apples; pour over
them a French dressing made with
lemon juice instead of vinegar. Let
it stand half an hour; then mix with
French dressing; garnish with sections of grape fruit, English walnuts
and four hard-boiled eggs, the whftes
and yolks pressed through a seive
separately, and spread over the salad
in sections.

descrip-

and prices of

all kinds of Poultry
different
kinds
of
the
recommended Poultry Foods; Illustrations of the well-known

tion

in

85 Per Gent. PROTEIN
IS A

and
will

II

PURE.
A SURE

EGG PRODUCER
MEAT BUILDER
SAMPLE ON REQUEST

SACK

100 LBS.

$3.00.

-

RICHMOND ABATTOIR.
ion

267,

Richmond, Va.

Department M.

Sendforthe "Rarva"SB ooklet.

celery tops or parsley.

POULTRY EXPERT
Wants

will,

soup,

vegetables

soup

PEAS.
to

Biibject

offer-

all

this

RARVA

MEAT MEAL

it

COW
W<?

then
clear

ALFRED

CI

In the winter

Of the best varieties, raised In the open air,
grown from best seeds obtainable, for sale
Also
at jl.25 a thousand; Jl.OO above 5,000.
tbe

[January.

French Dressing.
Mix together one-half teaspoon of
white pepper, one teaspoon of salt,
When
six tablespoons of olive oil.
the salt is dissolved add, while stirring very hard, three tablespoons of
lemon juice and stir until the dressing
thickens.
ScR.vrpLE.

A

friend from Northern Virginia
me that she liked scrapr'le as
well as she did fri' d chicken. I have
ne-?'- soen it, but will give the recipe
told

on her rocommondation:
Take the head, liver and any scraps
of lean meat you have from cutting
out the Logs; boil it all until the meat

complies with all the requirements of the
National Pure Food Law, In effect January 1,
1907. This Is true of all our preparations. Not
the changing of a single word on the packages of either Foutzs Horse and Cattle
Powders, Foutz's Kollk Cure, Fouti'a Worm
Powder, Foutz's Liniment or Foutz's Healing Powder. Is necessary to fully comply
Bearing
with these exacting requirements.
this In mind. Is It strange these prepararegarded
aa
been
Ll»ns have for years
If you own poultry, Foutz's Su.!ta«dard?
perior Poultry Pood Is an absolute necesjlty-

Sold by dealers everywhere,
pound box.
8«!nd for our new price I!?'
>ffer.

E. FOUTZ
Ealtlmore, Md.

THK DAVID

Profit

Suckers

Lambert'.s

651

Mouun

Bldg.,

special

S^e?. "y"ou°an?l|

Df.\th to

loa

the Hi-

and

COMPANY,

oz. »1.00. 1907
"Pointers" free. 0. K.
10c. ,

25c.

Less

Lic:i..

Pi.i'ket

Bo

STOCK FOOD

Chicago,

111.

CO..

THE SOUTHERN PLANTEE.
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1

can be picked

EGGS!
To get them you must feed for them.
Treat your fowls well and they will
you

treat

well.

We have just the feed you want t©
MIXED FEEDS,
this winter.
MEAT MEAL, BONE MEAL, GRIT,

make eggs

OYSTER SHELLS
ments

and

the require-

all

for egg production.

poultry

Write for our

list.

DIQQS:& BEADLES,
Seed Merchants,
Richmond, Va.
"HEADQUARTERS FOR HEN PEED."
agents

Southern

NELL

for

celebrated

CORDay

INCUBATORS. Peep o'
and Homestead Brooders. The best m«Inchlnes on the market to-day.
If
terested In chick machinery write for
our Cornell catalogue.

Winter Eags.
We
"W.

getting them!
You can do the
the Feeds that produce them!!!
T." Scratch
75 per 100 lbs.

are

same!!

FEED

J.

H

"Purina"
Alfalfa

Scratch
Clover Meal

2 00
2 00

Ground White Clipped Oats.. 1 60
"Rarva" Meat Meal
3 00
Bone Meal
175
Kaffir Corn
160

«tc.

Open

Hopper

Bone

Green

Cutters.

Conkey's Roup Cure.
Ideal Leg Bands.
W. J. TODD, 426 North SLxth Street,
Richmond, Va.

CET BltOER IUTCIIE5
you are abt^nner oi
expert at Poultry Raising, you
ecare Bigj^'M Hatches, aided by
lented anci exclusive labor saving.
features ot the Latest Pattern
tit'hcther

the bones without

and gristle, chop the meat very fine
and return it to the water in which
it was boiled; season with salt, pepper
and a teaspoon of sage. Let it all
come to a boil and then add very
slowly corn meal, a handful at a
time, until it is as thick as soft mush;
you must stir all the time; then put
it on an asbestos mat and let it cook
slowly for an hour. Pour it into deep
dishes and let it get cold. To serve
tms you cut it into slices a/id fry in
hot fat to a nice brown. It is used
for breakfast and is not expensive.

Sausage Meat.
Take twelve pounds of lean meat,
six pounds of fat from the backbone
and chine; grind through the sausage
mill

After

twice.

the

first

time

meat six tablespoons
of salt, six tablespoons of sage, two
tablespoons of powdered thyme, five
tablespoons of blacK pepper, half teaspoon of red pepper. The second grinding ought to mix this in well, but it
may be necessary to knead a little
while to distribute the seasonings
sprinkle over the

evenly.

It

makes the sausage tough

It is always well
to handle it much.
to try a piece to find if the seasoning
suits the taste ot the family.

Cake and Sauce.

Oyster Shells
60
"
Mica Spar Grit
75
Wheat, Cracked Corn, Oats. Mill Feed In
full stock.
Write us, we can serve you.
We are local agents for Charles A.
Cyphers' "Model" Incubators and Brooders.

Humphrey's

off

trouble; take out the eyes and brains
from the head; pick out all bones, fat

..

makes cake

for a very big
very sure to succeed:
Fourteen cups of flour, six teaspoons
of crecm tartar sifted in the flour, a
cup and a half of butter, a cup and
a half of lard, seven cups ot sugar
(creamed with the lard and butter),
thirteen eggs beaten separately, three
cups of milk, three teaspoons of soda;
season with nutmeg and lemon exDissolve the soda in one cup
tract.
of milk and add that last; beat hard
before adding the soda, but only stir
the soda in to get it well mixed. Bake
in sheets and serve with pineapple

This

family and

is

Victor Kepulator. The lamp has a bip bowl,'
Ventilated epg
ler and stout metal chimney.
iber with double glass in door (
below.
The niacbline Is 2«
21 Inches wide and 14 Inches high, In adssub'^tantlally built Id
with Its
num-coated tank, doubleckett'd heater, inodera lamp and automatic regulaT, the 87.90 price Includes a thermometer, funnel
•

•'

"

.

u<
D'

road station east of thaRocky Mountains,
If the Brooder Is ordered with the Incubator the
price of both ia only 81 1.50 delivered anywhere in U. S.
east of the Rockies. The price of the Incubator delivered west of the Rockies Is $9.00 and the Incubator
and Brooder together 814.76.
These prices are d'-livercd at yonrrailmnd RtatioD, not f. o. b.
factury. F.o.b. factory means that you may have lo pay cartage

sen ted.
If vou want ft larjrerniachlne write for on r 80-pape
" V ictor Book." Two-th Irds of the space is devoted to
plving information about the poultry business. The
rest tells the truth about Victor Incubators and
Brooders. We start with the epp and give pointers
that mean Increased profits right through to the
heavy fowls ready for market. Howto make hens lay
when eggs are scarcest. How to get early spring
chickens on the market In time to get best prices.
Practical hints that may mean money whether an old
hen or an Incubator does the hatching.
TTf want TOO to have the book and will gladly CPiid it to yon

d Id the coupon below, or send us a postal
:.rda

r

for

GEO. ERTEL CO., Quincy,

III.

Established 1867.

State.

..Co

11]

.CYPHERS INCUBATORS
Broilers. Ko:\

can

fin

1

I'i'uhfv profitin raising

and Capons, and beoome success/i'. \:\ Ch
Krar ng and secure profitable results m Egg
Cyphers Incubators and Brooders
Farming.

ers

are in use and recommended by leading Agricultural ExpeiiraentStations the world over.

sauce.

—

Sauce Boil six cups of sugar with
seven cups of water for an hour; peel
the rind from two lemons and add
them to a small can of grated pine-

Turn this into the sauce;
thicken with three tallespoons of
corn starch creamed into three tablespoons of butter. Let it boil up once,
add the lemon juice and serve at once
CARA\aN.
with the cake.
apple.

You
thea

"Perfect"
60

Franklin Co., N. C, Dee. 7, 1906.
Every farmer in the South ought to
It will
take The Southern Planter.
benefit him, I care not how large or

Incubator

Egg Incubators

y the "Perfect-

Brooders at equally lo
Write for SOO-page free book.
-The CBit«d FMtoriM CoBpany. I>«pU

-xd

GUrAlaaA, Ohio.

Kane Co., 111., Dec. 6, 1906.
think The Southern Planter
doing a good work.
Dr. A. H. SHIBLEY.
I

'Sl'-'^o it

UP-

late

.25

buy an incubator is o

IliniiniTnn

W. MILLER CO.,

small his farm be. I
you on the great work you have
J. C. PEACE.
done "this year.

6.45

That

,

must congratu-

$4.00

.... 9
:o

rial.
•old.

these are not "cheap"
rade. Send for pnar
ook "Poultry for Pro

Yourself: Fixtures Cheap.

Co. Loulsvllle.Ky
INCUBATOR Plans Free ply
r^"''""'^''^^^"'
I

Bo

These Incubators

The NCVIf Brooders (3.75 up
\Stantlartil

is

.s, well made.
Simple,
lt.-al and successfnl.Fuly Warranted. None better
It any price. Catalog free.

New
|Boi

Standard Incubator Co.,

80>

Ligonier. Indiana.

THE souther:n^ planter.
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FENCING THE

INELAND
INCUBATORS
AND

BROODERS
'94 chicks from 100
^_
Pieces.** John BurrouKhs

PemWrton, N. J. <ii«1 it wilh
and. "If I needed 100 Incuba-

,

I

he says, "I would buy
onlythePinoland." That'slust
one only of scores of equ
,

eood hatches. Our irnari
fee securely protects y
from _di8appoin'
Free catalog. Agent:
anted. PinelascI Incubator Co.
Box MtJamesburg, N. J.

CHICK MACHINERY on the

farm

is

as

necessary, as desirable, and profitable,
—if made rii;ht— as any kind of farm

machinery.

" Mandy Lee **

LdMe Quote You a Price

XHATHAM

Before You Buy
an Incubator
It will take one penuy for a postal,
and a minute of your tijS.^'Ji^
--.«..
1907 Chatham
for Special Pi'
'

and guaranteed

to give j)erfect satislaeted
lucubat _
_.
Oatalo)^ free write today,
i

.

ntend
you should

.

has probably sold more farm and
poultry fence in every State in the
Union than any other man In the
business. The Ward Fence Company
have done the largest business this
year that they have ever done, and
Mr. Ward considers it conclusive that
farmers, chicken raisers and country
people everywhere are in even a better financial condition than they have
been at any time during the past ten

when— TODAY
pottol

My

and get

my

catalos

book will post yoa on the beet way

s

FREE

prepaid, Bnd are ffuarant«ed &
years. Chatham Incul.ators aro the htst po8»ihle to
make. They are tested, aod known to produce th*

trial. (Velffht

largest percentage of alrong, healthy chickens.
If you are most ready to buy a machine ni>w, piA
for a day or two, until you can get my prlM*
and Catalog. TbeD decide.
We have warehouses in all the leading trad*

it oft

"Don't Rust Fence" is so heavily
galvanized that it simply can't rust.
It is the cheapest kind to buy.
Any of our readers will probably
find it well worth their while to write
Mr. Ward and ask for these books,
which will be sent free on request.
It will be well worth any man's time
to write a postal card to Mr. Ward
and ask him to tell about fence con-

Incubators and Brooders

anyo

are able to say upon the authority of President Harry Ward, of
Ward Fence Company, Marion, Ind.,
that never before in the history of the
wire and ornamental fence busijiess
has there been such overwnelming
evidence of the general prosperity of
the people of this country. Mr. Ward
speaks with a wide general knowledge
of farm conditions especially, as he

years.

are the most improved type of "chick" machinery. Kiiilt ul the best material obtainable, rei^laling with perfect accuracy,
absolutely not affeetirt
by outside climatic conditions,

WHOLE COUNTRY.

We

[January.

rs—where Chatham Incubators and Biooden
i

kept in stock

—

ir

;

ditions.

GEO. H. lEE CO.,
Omaha, Nob,

Dept. 71,

BEFORE BUYING

GET DAVIS' PRICE.
Every cow owner should write for
also for a catalogue, showing
the 1907 Davis cream separator, manufactured by the Davis Cream Separator, 56 B, North Clinton Street, Chicago.
Their 1907 has been improved
price,

An incubator
get our free catalogue.
It will give you
some money-saving points even It you do not
buy of us. COLUMBIA INCUBATOR CO..
Box 11, Delaware City, Del.

that

so
of

W

Spay Your SOWS and
OTHER STOCK wilh the

^

Pronto Process*
No

Cutting, Pain or Danger.
No Knife
Used. Absolutely No Loss. Animals grow
larger and fatten easier. Racing Mares.
Dosrs and Pet Stock restrained without
injury.

EASY TO APPLY. Book Na 18

Pronto Spaying Company,
III.

like this,

may have a bunch
Ankle, Hock,

Stifle,

i

Knee or

No. 126, free post paid.

A

bnt your horse

or bruise

The 1907 Davis is the result of
twenty years of thought, all worked
out by the nine Davis Brothers, the
manufacturers. You may buy one of
these machines direct from their factory at wholesale prices, if you write

^>n

his

Throat.

ABSORBING

them off without laving
the horse up. No blister, no hairKonc.
$2.00per bottle, delivered. Book 10-B
free.
ABSORBINB, JR., for manRemoves Soft
kind, Sl.OO Bottle.
Bunches, Cures Varicose Veins. Allays
Fain. Genuine mfd. only by
YOUNG P. D. K.. ItW MonmOBtl

Alamance Co., N. C, Dec. 3, 1906.
The more I read The Southern
Planter the better I like it.
Every
Southern farmer should read It. Count
me a life subscriber.
C. L.

GOOD FOR CUTS. BRUISES OR

will clean

W.
St.,

F.
Sprinffleld,

Mais.

Mo More Blind Horses iZ^^^'J^il^I^^^^'ll.'^
fore eyes, Barry Co. low* CUy, la. h»Tf
a cur*.

othe

•

LEWIS.

DISTEMPER.
Silver Creek, Neb., Feb'y

The

Lawrence-Williams

1,

1905.

Company,

Cleveland, Ohio:

have found Gombault's Caustic
Balsam one of the best remedies used
for
blistering under the throat in
cases of distemper.
Also unexcelled
T

when diluted with linseed oil for wire
cuts and bruises.
C. H. LEE.

MONEY
IN

Poultry

gets the last drop

to-day,
addressing as above,
mentioning this paper and you will
receive their money-saving catalogue.

Seldom See
a big knee

easily

cream aiid will skim just as heavy
cream as you want to secure the
highest prices from creamery companies or may be adjusted to skim a
medium or thin cream if desired.

them

on stock spayiner SENT FREE. Trial Box
spays TEN SOWS. Price $1.00 postpaid.
Try it and increase your pioflts.

Jackson Park Stntlon, Chicago,

it

BIG

There

is

big

money

in

poultry raising when you
are working: along right

lines:

when you have

effi-

cient hatchers and brooders that will rear the
chicks: when you are guid-

ed by the advice of one who
knows, and is most successful in his own poultry work.
With my Model Incubators and Brooders we hatched and raised over 20,000
chickens the past season at the Model
Farm. TheModel Incubators are worldbeaters as hatchers, and the Jlodel
Colony Brooder raised as high as ^ per
centof the chicks hatched. Their use enabled the Model Farm to raise a larger
number of chickens than has ever been
raised on one farm in a season. Write for
catalog of Model Incubators and Brooders and let me tell you of the work at the
Model Farm.
Send two dimes for a copy of my book
"Eggs. Broilers and Roasters." It gives
the cost of production in all branches of
the poultry business. It gi%'es the market quotations week by week averaged for
three years.
It shows when a chick
hatched any week in the year could be
marketed as a broiler or a roasting
chicken, and the prolit it would make.
It also tells of the profits of egg production and how best to secure them. Write

me

today.

CHAS. A. CYPHERS,

369 Henry SI.

Buffalo, M. Y.

Nov. 31, 1906.
I
don't see how you can publish
a paper of such excellence for so small
H. P. R. McCOY.
a price.

Louisa

Co., Va.,

3
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KENTUCKY JACK FARM.
A

AFFECTS THE HOMES OF

Kentucky

Imported
Jacks:
also
Jacks.
perSpanish
sonally selected by me
from the best breed of
Jacks in Spain. I furnish
certificate
of
a
pedigree with each imported Jack.
Come to
see me or write for
prices. I can please you.
JOE .E. WRIGHT, Junction

Chaptee

City,

JACKS AND STALLIONS.

*

A

^^

few

Pit

Langshan

^^^^^H

Games

440-acre

Farm,

4

miles

and
Will

Chickens.

sell

Improved
from here,

suitable for stock, grain,
grass or cotton.
Book on

^B^^^^H

vK "Breeding

and
Rearing
Jacks, Jennets and Mules,"
by Dr. Knight, $1.60 post
Send stamp for price list.
M. KNIGHT, Murfreesboro, Tenn.

fl
^^^^^^
^^^^mU

paid.

J.

IMPORTED CATALONIA,
Majorca and Kentucky MamImoth Jacks; Saddle, Trotting
land Pacing Stallions; PolandI China
and Tamworth Hogi.
We have the finest lot of Jacks and Stal
lions ever offered by any firm.
Write tot
I

catalogue.

Ky.

J.

F.

COOK &

CO.,

Lexington,

Branch Barn, Newton, Kan.

HAVE

THE

FINEST

JACKS

THE WURLD

IN

and the greatestvarlety to select from.
I
will also sell you li

good Imported horsei
as ever crossed the ocat prlceB from S700

ean

to 81000. Write for

o»t-

alogae,

W. L. DBCLOW,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Oedar Rapids Ja k Farm,

TWO

Angora bucks
AT

High-Class Ponies
DR.

WILLIAM

C. JOHNSON, Frederick, Md.
REGISTERED.

Angora bucK
FOR SALE. FIRST PRIZE WINNER.
ELKTON STOCK FARM, Forest

Address

Depot, Va.

,

LEAEN HOW TO EAKN
©3-000 A YEAR.
FROG

RAISJNi;,

investment and

A business that starts on smal
brings large retorns.

booli gives you the practical

postpaid it.OO The book

^,

BEEED, FEED

^MEADOWBROOK

will

Our net

knowledge.
teach )ou

Prict

HOW TO

EAISE FEOaS.
FARM. auenoaleTnj.
Is

WANTED!
ALL KINDS OF

LIVE WILD BIRDS AND ANIMALS
Particularly D«er, Wild Torkeyi, White
Bqolneli, Dneki, Sirani. Bob WMta
Qaall, Qrey Sqolrreta, Bear, Baby Raec«aiu. Faxes, eto.; It eack paid (w

WIM

DH.

Torkeye.
CBCILi VRBNCH, WaahtBStM. D. 0.

VII.

In this chapter we ask men of
small means all over the State, without regard to their occupation or
calling, to consider how they will be
benefited by the Torrens system.
Thomas Jefferson's Opinion.
The world has recognized Mr. Jefferson as one of the wisest men this
country has ever produced.
With a
mind at once penetrating and discriminating, thoroughly trained in all
the processes of reasoning, equipped
with the best knowledge of the ages,
versed in the history, philosophy and
laws of other nations, he was gifted
with a genius for insight into tHe very
heart of things.
Writing from Fontainebleau to a friend in Virginia,
when he was Minister to France in
17S5,
he said:
"The small landholders are the most precious part
of the State," a reflection forced upon
him by observation of the pitiful and
helpless condition of the peasants of
France.
If this was true in 1785,
you can see that the truth of the
statement is more evident and of far

more weight now than it was at that
early day, for the tendencies towards
the
centralization
of
power and
wealth are much more pronounced
now than they were in 17S5; and the
ascendency of the rich over the poor
would be more complete if it were not
for that great body of citizens represented by the small landholders.
These are the conservative, intelligent and uncorrupted voters who hold
the balance of power and can make
their influence felt in the State whenever aroused to express their will.

EACH.

$15

Warranted to Give Satlsfac.lon.

THE PEOPLE.

;

jHI^^ ^^
^^^^^^M^gKb
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HOW THE TORRENS SYSTEM

fine lot of Big. Black,

Well-Bred

P7.ANTEE.

The Small Land Holders.
The Torrens system is, in all

its

and operations, especially

de-

details

Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.

A

Safe,

Speedy and Positive Cure tor

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, "Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Hingbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria.
Removes all
Bunches from Horses or Cattle,

As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc., JC is iuvaluable.
^Every bottle oi: Caustic Balsam sold Is
to eive satisfaction. Price $1 Sn
per bottle. Sold by druggists, or sent by express, charges paid, witn full directions for
its use. Cirsend for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address

Warranted

Ttie

Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland, 0.

istula

signed to benefit the small landholders.
It is not only contrived to help
those who already own small tracts
of lands, but will result in aiding
many others of small means to acquire real estate.
You can see th^t

must do this because it will make
your title certain, it will greatly reduce the costs and charges attending
the transfer of title and It will enable
you to borrow money upon your land
quickly and cheaply. It will do more
than this.
It will
enable you to
borrow small sums for even 30, 60
or 90 days, if you wish a short loan.
Under our present laws you know
it

that these things are impossible.

If

you have any doubt that they are not
only possible, but actual facts whereever the Torrens system prevails, you
have simply to examine the records
of those countries in which titles are
registered.
Hon. C. Fortescue-Brlckdale, B. A., of Lincoln's Inn, barrister, and now Registrar of the Land
Registry Office under the Torrens act
in London, is the greatest English
authority on the subject.
In his

"Notes on Land Transfer in Various

FISTULA.
POLL
all

EVIL,

blemlahea on horses cured with

Hamer's Sure Cure.
Removes Lumps of all kinds ^
either cattle or horses. Cun
Ringbone,
Spavin,
Sweene'
Thoroughpln. Wire Cuts, Curb,
Warts. Splints, CoUarlioils, Saddle
Sores, Sprains or Swellings, Distemper and
LtunpJaw.

Guarantee— No Cure No Pay,
Bold by de&Iere.

By mail or eipress

UHER'S SURE CURE
•EATH TO

HUVES

J

»L(10.

CO., VERMONT, lUIVOIS

NEWTON'S HuvE «iiD CouiSH Con
< vnulUDT SPECIFIC
14]rearB8ale. ifnetoj.

—
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BLACK REGISTERED

Countries" you will find these state-

ments:

Horse Bargains.
Having

a

lost

portion

large

my hay

of

crop by the wet weather I am forced to
reduce my stock, so offer for sale at a
bargain the following:
1

THOROUGHBRED SORREL

COLT,

sired

Imported Potentate, dam Weader by
Henlgar.
This breeding Is unsurpassed.
Registered as "Cedric IL"; foaled June 12,

by

1904.
1

SADDLE COLT,

xnark,

dam May

J.

by Whitsett DenRegistered in American
sired

Saddle Horse Breeders* Association; foaled
April 9, 1904; bay.
Also
some
SADDLE AND DRIVING

HORSES AND COLTS.
A very FINE FARM MARE, weight
1,200.
A rare chance for bargains.
at once or

come and

OAK HILL FARM,

1907

.

In

about
Write

see them.

Wenonda,

Va.

1907

the stud

GRANDEE.
The Registered French Coach

Stallion, Grandee, chestnut horse, 5, 16.1
hands, weight 1,300 pounds.
Blue
ribbon winner in 1906 at Charlottesville Horse Show and Virginia State

Fair at Richmond.
FEE—$12 INSURANCE.

Address
•

CARL

H.

NOLTING,

Trevilian, Louisa County, Va.

—

N. B. Rich bluegrass pasturage for
visiting mares.

Chantilly

Farm,

Breeders of Gaited Saddle Horses.

Three

KentuckyBred

Saddle

Stallions.

Wanted, Young Saddle Mares
or Geldings, also a few Young
Cross-Bred Horses.

HIGGINBOTHAM

BROS.,

Splendid pair
old, 16

Bay

s'11"e

CHEAP.

Geldings,

or 9 years

8

hands high, weight about

1,200

pounds

each; a quick, strong, active lumber or farm
team.
Reliable workers everywhere, single
or double, and ride and drive remarkably
well.

Price, $250.
18-year-old Bay

Mare, 16 hands, weight
about 1.200 pounds, a good, gentle, quick
reliable worker.
Price, $100.
W. M. WATKINS & SONS, Saxe, Va.

Saddle
and
Harness

of

HORSES

Victoria,

he

building companies habitually effect
transfers themselves."
Speaking of
New South Wales, he quotes from a
letter to a member of the Legislative
Council:

"The workingmen of New South
Wales are almost all becoming landed
proprietors, but hardly one of them
would ^ ever attend a sale of land if
it were not announced in the advertisement that the title was that of
Torrens' act."
Speaking of South
Australia, he quotes from Hon. R. C.
Baker, a Colonial lawyer, as follows:
"Under the Torrens system transfers
are completed, I may almost say, in
a tew minutes, with a minimum of
costs to both parties.
I have
not
only
heard of instances I have

known them

in

my own

—
—where

office

transfersor mortgages,

etc., have been
completed in less than a quarter of
an hour, and the people of South Aus-

upon the act as the greatest boon that has been given them."
Mr. Brickdale sums up the matter by
saying:
"We have looked for evidence in disparagement of the Torrens act and have not been able to
find any."
These are strong words,
coming as they do from a conservative lawyer who has studied this subject for years; who has been sent
abroad by the English government to
collect information for Parliament,
and who has made official detailed
reports to his government in consequence of which the English land
transfer act of 1897 was passed.

Inteeested.

The interests of the great mass of
the people are involved in this subject.
If you think for a moment you
will see that questions of title are of
the utmost consequence to the man
of small means.
Only a comparatively
trifling amount
of the rich
man's fortune is represented' by his
home, however elegant and luxurious
it may be.
His chief investments are
in stocks and bonds, as a rule.
If
there is any defect in his title he can
pay to have it removed; and
even if he loses the property it will
not seriously affect him.
But the
man of small means has labored for
easily

years to acquire his home; it represents the sweat of his brow. If the
title is
defective he can scarcely

have

cured. Litigation is
a great hardship to him; and if he
loses his home all is gone and he is

a few very floe, handsome, sound,
thoroughly
trained,
registered
combined
Saddle and Harness Horses. Write me for

afford to

particulars.

a ruined man. It means a total wreck
of fortune and the severest suffering
of those he loves.
The Torrens sys-

I

offer

MaJ. GEO.
burg, Va.

CHRISMAN,

R.

4,

Harrison-

PERCHERON STALLION

^

Brilliant strain, for sale; age, 14 years, sure
getter, sound, good action and style,

foal

good disposition,
splendidly.
Can't

?W0

o.

f.

large

use

bone,

works

longer.

Price,

flat

him

b.

THOMAS

SMITH,

R.

Loudoua

Lincoln,
Va.

County,

Thoroughbred Stall:ons
For

One, 16% hands,

sale or trade.

years

6

with 8% inches bone below the knee;
the other, 16 hands, 6 years old. Both great
types to get hunters.
For further Information apply to BOX 651, Warrenton, Va.
old,

^ FINE CLEVELAND BAY
Horse, 16% hands, weight about 1,050 pounds,
bones, good style and action, 5 years old.
Sound, good driver, well bred, entitled to
registry on both sides.
Can step in 2;40
without practice. He is a beauty. Will sell
or exchange tor a
Kentucky-bred saddle
mare of even age and weight that will work
flat

anywhere
C.

B.

PARKER,

Burgess,

N

.0.

Thoroughbrtd stallion
For sale cheap.

Fine horse, rich Chestnut

color,
16'4 hands,
weight 1,150
pounds,
splendid muscular development, lofty style
and impressive In appearance.
Have no
further use for him.
For pedigree, etc.,
address

L.

tralia look

The People Most

Faiefax, Vieginia.

HORSES

Speaking

quotes from a letter:
"It is a matter
of five minutes search in the Titles
OfiBce to know if the land you are
asked to advance on is already burdended, and to what extent.
There
can be no doubt that the system has
very much facilitated dealings in
land, as it is worked cheaply, and is
so simple that managers of land and

WALLACE,

L.

Amelia,

Va.

PURE BRED
'„FercKeron Stallions
Mares
C.

and

A.

Fillies

(er

C*.,

at

sale

ALEXANDER &

Aagusta

Ca.,

timet.

all

HarrlsUo.

Va.

fIBURKE'S GARDEN RECORD
2-year Shorthorn Bull at Ohio
State Fair; all firsts at Tazewell Fair; 6
blues. 3 reds and the purple on 6 entries
Virginia State Fair, Richmond; 2 specials
viz.,
largest
and best display, and best

1906— Best

Wyandotte female bred by exhibitor with 18;
first and second awards at Vlrglnla-Tenncfssee Poultry

Show.

INVENTORY.
standard Bred Horses, Shorthorns, HereHampshire and Southdown Sheep,
Bronze
and
White
Holland
Turkeys, Pea Fowls, Peicin Ducks, Light
Brahmas, White WySndottes, Barred Plymouth Rocks, Black Langshans, MInorcas,
Brown and White Leghorns.
fords.

Mammoth

A FARM FOR EACH BREED.

NEW

YEAR'S iVlESSAGE

To The Planter's family:

Diversify and
your land, exhausted by
through animal hussuccess
Insure its
by sending to
Burke's Garden tor foundation stock, flock
or herd headers, where limestone soil, high
altitude and wholesome care bring strong
bone, wealth of flesh and rugged constiturestore

tobacco
bandry.

fertility

and

to

cotton,

tion.

BURKE'S GARDEN CATTLE

CO.,

Burke's

Garden, Va.

it

Amherst Co., Va., Dec. 3, 1906.
Southern
reading The
I
enjoy
Planter very much, and think it the
best agricultural magapine I ever
JAMES H. WHITTEN.
read.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTEE.
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assurance against any
such disaster to every humble citizen.
It will
also enable him to secure
ready credit in time of need and
tern

63

will give

Eggs

forjlatchi.ig

distress.

TURKEYS AND CHICKENS.
HERE

IS

YOUR CHANCE. ORDER
TO-DAY.

Choice White Holland Toms, $5 to $6;
Hens, $4 each, if ordered at once. 30
to 35 pound Yearling Bronze Toms,
$8 and $10 each.
Fancy Bird Bros.,
Yearling Bronze Tom, ?12.50. will
weigh 40 pounds; Hens, $4 to $G each,
weight 12 to IS pounds and all strictly
flrst-class.
Half-Wild Turkey Yearling Tom. $8.
and three Yearling
Half-Wild
Hens,
each.
Later
$5
hatched Bronze and White Holland
Toms and Hens at lower prices.
Egg orders booked now at $4 per
dozen.
In Chickens I have some rare bargains in Exhibition Birds, as follows:
Pen of five White Orpingtons

from Willowbrook Farm, and cost $50,
for $30.
Grand young Cockerels and
Pullets from above pen at $5 each.
They are as fine as can be had at
any price. Trio of Black Orpingtons,

Trio of Golden Wyandottes at
Ridgely's Prize Winning Barred Rocks, winners at Madison Square, Hagerstown and Harrisburg.
A rare chance to get exhibition birds.
One Cock, two Cocke-

very

fine,

$15.
$12.

rels, six Hens
lot for $60, and

and Six Pullets.

The

there are single birds

worth that much in the lot.
Extra fine ButE Orpington Cockerels,
$3 to $5 each.
Good Buff Orpington
Cockerels and some very choice White
and Buff Plymouth Rock Cockerels,
Single jind Rose
$2 to $2.50 each.
Comb Rhode Island Reds, White and
Silver
Laced Wyandottes; Barred,
White and Buff Plymoiith Rocks;
partridge Cochins,

Silver

Haijiburgs,
All first-

White and Brown Leghorns.
class at right prices.

Egg orders booked now and shipped
when wanted. Prices, $2 and $1.50 per
15.
Pekin Ducks and Eggs of the
best quality.
Also Rouen and Muscovy

Ducks.

Fancy exhibition Shropshire and
Hampshire Ewes,
fancy
bred
to
Rams, and as good as money can
buy.
Ram and Ewe Lambs that will

make grand breeders

next year.
Prices a matter of correspondence.
All Sheep
and Hogs registered or
eligible

Two

to

for

registry.

Berkshire
Sows,
bred to farrow in March, $35 each,
and fine Individuals; 200-pound Berkshire Gilt, open. $25; five lOO-pound
Berkshire Gilts, at $15 each; 50 to 60pound Berkshire Shoats. male and
female, $10 to $12 each; 2-month3
Pigs of Berkshires. Poland-Chinas and
Chester Whites at $8 each; fine Chester White 123-pound Gilt. $20; 100pound
Shoats.
and
75-pound
$15.
Shoats. $12 each, and they are finebred Chesters.
Better order to-day
2-year-old

and get the best.
Address JAMES M. HOBBS, No.
1521
Mount Royal Avenue, Baltimore, Md.

How Many Own Lands.
One of the exhibits filed by the
Auditor of Public Accounts before the
recent
Constitutional
Convention
shows that more than 100,000 male
adults were assessed for taxes on
real estate valued at not less than
$300 for the year \900— that is to
say, 37.6 per cent, of all the male

From Best American and Imported

by the Torrens
concerned In
If you
the fate of the pending bill.
value your interests and care to have
your rights respected, promoted and
protected you should write at once
to your representatives in the House
and Senate urging the passage o£ this
bill.
Those who favor it will be
doing you a service and those who
oppose it will be opposing not only
your interests, but those of the Com-

$10.00

Orpington

S. C. Buff

White Plymouth Rock

benefited

system and

is

vitally

•

The burdens

S.

C.

suffer most from the iniquities of
existing tax laws, but because they
are practically prevented from making any use of their real estate. The
wealthy man never cares to borrow
small sums of money on his realty,
but gets large loans for long terms.
He can, therefore afford to pay the
heavy costs and charges imposed
upon
all
transactions
with
real
estate. But that is not the case with
men of small means. You want a
small sum of money, and perhaps for
a short time,
.out if you try to get
such a loan on your lands you will
find that the costs and interest will
make the burden oppressive. For,
you know, the borrower has to pay
all the commissions, fees and charges
of every sort and description.
It is
plain, therefore, that the poor man
is practically deprived of his property
to the extent that he is prevented
from using it under our present laws.
All these inequalities, and this injustice, and the cruel forfeiture of lands
for delinquent taxes will be prevented
by the Torrens bill.
C.

MASSIE.

Richmond, Va.

Orange Co., Va., Nov. 9, 1906.
have been a close reader of The
Southern Planter for several years,
and think it is worthy of a place on
I

reading

fact is, I cannot see
be satisfied without
J.

how

table.

a

man

The
could

it.

T.

NICHOLAS.

Always mention The Southkbi*
Planteb when writing advertisers.

$8.00 PER 100.

Choice February and iMarch iiatihcd Ccckirtis
lor sale, SI. SO to S2.00 tach.

We

Breed only Pure-Bred Poultry of

of

EUGENE

WHITE lEGHOfiN $1.50

PER SITTI NG

Bred Poultry Farm

our present land
laws bear most harshly upon the men
of small means.
This is true, not
only because our humble citizens

farmer's

and S. C.BIacldVlliiorca.

highest qualities.

monwealth as well.
Who Bears the Bdbdens.

every

Sitting;

per too of following breeds:

adults in Virginia are owners of at
least $300 worth of real estate. Every
one of these 100,000 voters will be

materially

$2.00 per

Strains.

Largest practical purein the South. i;Kv\Jg

Fox HallJPoultry Farm,
R. F. D., No.

Horfolk, Virginia.

2.

FOR COMB
SALE
SINGLE

BROWN'

LEGHORN

COCKERELS,.

by First Prize CocK
(weighing seven pounds),

sired

Virginia

at

Richmond;
Hens at
dozen;

jgj^l^jj-wt^
•^37J?Er--=iEr

$1

also

State
Fair,
also
yearling

each or fli
Barred Ply-

mouth Rocks, Bradley Bros.

strongest Pullet and Cockorel line,
r won on my Leghorns at Virginia
State Fair, the largest show ever held south
of New York— viz.:
First Cock, first and
second Cockerel, first Hen and second Pullet,
no pen being shown by me. My first Cocke-

was pronounced by Judge Lambert to be
best Leghorn In show of any variety
Can sell you stock the equal of any bred In
America at bargain prices,
conslderlni

rel

t!ie

quality.

STRAWBERRY HILL POULTRY YARDS
Box

287, Richmond, Va.
Breeding yards four miles from city on
Chesapeake and Ohio.
Member American Leghorn Club; member

Virginia Poultry Association.

sonnERS'
Reproducing Strain

of

PLYMOUTH ROCKS;
arge
to

size-bred-to-iay

$3.

Pekin

BARRED

Line-Bred

handsome

plumage

kind.

Jl
MAMMOTH BRONZECockerels,
TURKEYS

Ducks.
Strictly fresh eggs a speNone shipped over three days old.
Place your orders early and state about
what
time you want them.
Write for my 1907
circular and read what a few of my
many
customers say; also High-Class Berkshire
cialty.

Hogs

at all
E. F.

times.

SOMMERS,

Somerset,

Va

COCItERELS rOR SAl E.
A nice
of
C. R. L Red.
C. Buff
Orpington and Biltmore's
C W Leghorn Cockerels at $1.00 each.
lot

S.

S.

S.

Some' fancy
L'?ghorn Cockerels, direct progeny
of; S-,.^Biltmores prize pens, at a bargain, $1.50
each. Also a few Mammoth Bronze
Turkeva.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Mrs^ p. e. WILLIAMS,

Wilmont Stock.
Dairy and Poultry Farm, CharlottesTitle, Va.
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[January.

HINTS BY MAY MANTON.

Qlenoe Farms

M C.

Verona,
We

announce to Uie
public that we have purchased the
desire

entire

to

BILTMORE STRAINS

of 8.

and R. C. WHITE LEGHORNS
and S. C. BROWN LEGHORNS, acC.

quiring

all

their prize winners,

In-

and win for said breeds; In
to the Qne strains that
have been carrying, BARRED PLl

terest

.ddttlon

we

MOUTH ROCKS, WHITE W^YAN

DOTTES, LIGHT BRAHMAS, WHITP
*nd PARTRIDGE COCHINS, WHITt

Every variation of the blouse waist
meets a demand. This one is equally
charming for the gown and for the
separate waist and has the great
merit of suiting all the fashionable
soft materials
perfectly
well.
As
illustrated it is made of Oyama crepe
in a pretty shape of china blue combined with white lace and velvet ribbon a shade darl^er than the crepe.
Velvet ribbon is being greatly used
mis season and is always handsome,
while the crepe is one of the prettiest
of the lovely materials of the sort.
There are, however, hosts of others
that mi.aht be used, for almost everything fashionable is sufficiently soft
to he tucked with success

BLACK
SPANI8F1
CRESTED
BRONZE TURKEYS and MUSCOVt
DUCKS and MAMMOTH ROUEN

STOCK.
WYANDOTTES,
PARTRIDGE, SILVER LACED and Duston
WHITE.
S ('. RHODE ISLAND RED.
S,
C. BUFF ORPINCTON.

Slriiin

per sittting of

%\.'M

had

any

at

price.

No

15.

better to

be
guaranteed.

Satisfaction

eULERSOlM POULTRY YARDS,
.

W

ELLERSON.Va.

Ouarles.Prop.

White Wyandottes
(DUSTON STRAIN.)
VIRGINIA STATE FAIR, RICHVA., THREE BLUE RIBBONS,
FIRST COCKEREL, FIRST PEN PULLETS. FIRST PEN HENS.

WON AT

DUCKS.

We

EGGS FROM
PURE-3REO

MOND,

be glad to quote you price*

will

on stock and

eggs.

Cockerels, $3 to $5 each; Pullets, $1.50 to $2
each.
Eggs for hatching, $7.50 per 100.

&R

S.

C.Rhode

WHITE HOLLAND TURKEYS— National

Reds

Island

Strain; prize winning stock.
Eggs booked now. Prices right.

Barred Plymouth Rocks, White

&

Wyndottes

S.

Oriiers

for

WHITE MUSCOVY AND PEKIN DUCKS—

Eggs

Brown

C,

season and good satisfaction guar-

in

anteed.

Leghorns,

We

Eggs

offer

Stock can be seen at Virginia Poultry
Show, Richmond. January 22-26. 1907.
Correspondence a pleasure.

tor hatching

from the above breeds from
the finest and best mated
birds that wcf have been
able to produce with 25
years
»1.00

of
for

successful
poultry breeding,
15; $1.75 for 30; $2.75 for 50;

HICKORY BOTTOM

Negrot'oot,

Taylor,

when

Pullets

$5

P.

B.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARMS, J.
& Sons, Props., Dayton,
R. F. D. "Ho.

WHITE ORPINGTONS

Rocks and

Leghorns.

B.

C.

S.

of

Wyandotte

Coffman

Boxes

19,

73

and

(COOK'S STRAIN)
B.

Va.

BARRED

74.

for prices on the following leaders before
I have a number of

Fine

almost at the market price

will sell

I

move them:
No. 3— Pullets,

No.
each.

5

— Pullets

to

and

pure-bred

All

other

All

40

varieties

Are changing a part
of

this

We

50c.

Cockerels,

we breed
of

60

to

75c.

reasonable.

our business cause

TURKEY HENS,

yet for sale.

Also have one Angora Buck (registered
and a blue ribbon winner) for sale to avoid
Inbreeding.
If

need of anything

in

in

our line

QUEENLAND

from

hear

Hagan,

Va.,

you.
R. 2, Bx. 7p.

let

us

FARM,

GO'GKERELS!
"BRIGHT'S" BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK.

SINGLE

COMB

Handsome

BROWN

EGGS IN SEASON. BOOKING ORDERS
NOW.

LANDOR POULTRY YARDS.
Smith,

Prop.,

To Be Made With Elbow or Long

reduction.

Toms

(National Strain.)
early hatched stock— beauties—
leading strains.

lot of

these

33 to 40 Bust.

LEGHORN.

birds of both varieties.

ALSO SCOTCH COLLIE PUPPIES.
Mrs. JOHN F. PAYNE. Charlottcsvlle, Va.

ROSE cone white leqmorns.
Cocks or Cockerels. $1.25, $2-50, to
$5.00 each; write your wants, Fred
Nussey, riassaponax, Va.

The waist

made with

a fitted
lining and itself consists of the front
and the backs. The backs are tucked
for their full length, but the front to
yoke depth only.
There are deep
plaits at the shoulder at both front
and back, which give the desired
breadth and the fulness at the waist
line is simply adjusted to the figure
so that the waist can be worn with
a shirred skirt, as illustrated, with
a girdle or any belt that may be liked.
The sleeves are quite novel and are
shirred at their outer portions, while
they can either be finished at the
elbows are extended to the wrists, as
shown in the back view.
The quantity of material required
for the medium size is 3% yards 21,
2% yards 27, or 2 yards 44 inches
wide with % yard of all-over lace, 3
yards of velvet ribbon and 25 medallions to make as Illustrated.
is

Miss

Croxton,

L.

C.

Va.

EGGS FOR~HATanNG
White Wyandottes,

Sleeves.

stock.

have several M. B.

also a few

5487 Fancy Blouse Waist,

each In lots of

more.

five or

of

BUFF ORPINQTONS

S. C.
to

__

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS

buying.

That

ROCKS,

(Hawkins' Royal Blue Strain.)

WRITE
Us

Randolph

R.

WHITE WYANDOTTES

now and shipped

R. I. Red and
Cockerels.

Cockerels

or

Va..

(DUSTON STRAIN)

desired.
C.

and R.

S.

POULTRY FARM.

Co.,

at

for 100.

Orders for Eggs booked

Hanover

Prop.

Rose and S. C. RHODE
REDS,
S.
C.
BROWN LEGHORNS and

ISLAND

BARRED

PLYMOUTH

ROCKS, at $1 per 15; $1.73
per 30; $2.75 per 50; $5 per

A few White Wyan-

100.

dotte Cockerels for sale at $1.50

each.

VALLEY VIEW POULTRY YARDS,
No.
Dayton. Va.

Glick, Prop., R.

F.

D.

Box

19,

J.

D.

41,

POPLAR HI'L POULTRY

FARM
H. le:
Lexi

4,

L

WYANDOTTES

exclusively.
rels
birds.

and
had.
trios.

tion

No

Pullets.

Eggs

$1

guaranteed.

from

Choice Cockehigh
scoring

Prices
$2.

Best

A few Hens

per sitting of

$1.25,
lot
I

to
16.

$1.60

ever

make up
Satisfac-

—
THE SOUTHERN

1907.]

Eggs
From
of

Haichmg

for

American and Imported Strains
WHITE LEGHORNS and BARRED

best
C.

S.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS
or $6 per

15
:S0

at $1.50 pel* sitting of

100.

ROCK COCKERELS FOR SALE.
SEND FOR BERKSHIRE CATALOGUE.
HIGHLAND FARMS, Mount Laurel, Va.
P.

B.

Farm

Valley

BARRED ROCKS
(PARK,? STRAIN)

LEGHORNS.
(FORSYTH ,<TRAIN)

S. G. B.

choice Cockerels for sale.
CdAii. C. WINE, Mcdldaer.Vw
'>o

The
a

32,

PLA;N^TER.

^^5

pattern, 5487, is cut in sizes for
34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust

measure.

—

Any lamp
is handicapped

good

eminently charming and possesses
the very great practical advantage of
requiring very little material, so that
it is exceedingly useful for remodeling as well as for the new gown. In
the illustration the waist is made of
chiffon taffeta trimmed with velvet,
while the guimpe Is of all-over lace
over thin India silk, the combination
being both effective and practical.
The foundation of the very thin silk

ing lamp-chimneys

is

My business
perfectly

DOTTES; R.
«EDS: Bu£f

and
and

Eggs from above
;good

O.

E;.

shook.

R.

RHODE ISLAND

C.

S.

Black
ORPINGTONS.
reasonable prices. Four

at

Leghorn

B.

C.

S.

F.

Pullets,

D.

each.

50c,

Waugh, N,

l,

C.

WOODLAWN POULTRY YARDS
Wolf strain M.
Toms, $4.

Games

Pit

Strawberry
general line
for
E.

circular

My name

fit

Macbeth

—goes

My Index tells of lamps and their chimneys,
fully

and

you

it's free.

while the lace retains all its lightness
of effect, and the taffeta is an exceedingly desirable as well as exceedingly
fashionable material for both waists
and gowns. There are, however, a
number of variations that might be
suggested. The waist itself suits any

B, Turkeys, $6 pair; single

—

me

Let

interestingly.

MACBETH,

Address,

send

it

to

Pittsburgh.

SINGLE COMB

Brown Leghorn
Cockerels for sale; 10 extra good ones at $2
each; $5 for three.
S. C. B. LEGHORN EGGS for hatching,
good, pure stock, new mating, at $1 for IB,
$6 per 100.

AN EXTRA GOOD YEARLING

Seeds and a
Nursery Stock cheap. Write
with premium list.

of

White Holland Gobbler.

Woodlawn,

CO.,

that

of clean, clear glass

on every one.

at $3 a pair.
Plants, Garden

W. JONES NURSERY

manufactur-

that won't break from heat.

guimpe means that It is just
thick enough not to be transparent,

Offers for sale cheap, some good White, Silver
Xaced, Golden and Silver Penciled WYAN-

—

is

it

if

hasn't the proper chimney.

POULTRY YARD

KILL

—

,,Every variation of the guimpe waist
is greatly worn and this one, known
It is
as iiie jumper, is a favorite.
eminently simple at the same that it

for the

BRUSHY

how

no matter

Virginia.

Remit by money order or registered
do not want checks or exchange.
Richmond.

I

letter.
I ship

from

BARRED

Eggs guaranteed as described above.
HUSSELMAN, R. F. D. 1, Highland

C.\L.

Springs, Va,

Cockerels for sale; 50 choice
ones from best laying strain
at

3^

$2

and

Wm.

E.

$1.50,

Mrs.

Herndon,

$2.50

Southern Poultry Yards,

each.
S. C.

MILLER,

Fairfax

Exclusively.

Va.

Co.,

Fine

some.

HERNDON, VA,
WHITE LEGHORNS
Stock large,
winter and

hand-

vigorous,

summer

layers.

"Satisfied customers and value for
Stock for sale.
received," our motto.
Prices reasonable.
in season.

CHOICE

money
Eggs

HANDSOME LOT OF

AND WHITE LEGHORN PULLETS

Yearling Hens; also a nice lot
High-Bred Berkshire Shoats. Everything
RIVER VIEW
guarantee.
sold under a
DAIRY' FARM, C. M. Bass, Proprietor, Rice
Pullets

of

MINIBORYA FARM,
Box

901,

Waist.
5525 F.incy Jumper
33 to 40 bust,

Richmond, Vs,

IGGS FOR HATCHING.
ROSE COMB

R.

I.

REDS.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
S. C. WHITE LEGHORNS.
15

for $1; 50 for $3; 100 for $5.

Orders
J.

O.

solicited

and promptly

BARKSDALE, Red

filled.

Hill,

Va.

White Wyandottes
A

R. C. B.
few Cockerels at

LEGHORNS.
?1

each.

Splendid healthy

have shipped everywhere
and have never had a complaint. Incubator
Write me your wants.
Eggs in season.
A. L. PARKER, Fall Creek Poultry Farm,
Ashland, Va.

young

stock.

I

rBarred Plymouth Rocks
The product

One
L.

of

ten years' careful breedlac

my Cockerels will Improve your
W. WALSH, Box 248, Lynchburg,

of

LEGHORN

8.
S.C.
and

iiND

COCKERELS FOR SALE.

fliwk.

Vt.

,

Depot, Va.

infashionable material adapted to
can
door costumes, while the guimpe
unand
material
lingerie
of
be made
of lace and
lined, or it can be made
silk cut
the sleeves unlined and the
a
away at the V shaped portions It

or,

transparent effect is desired;
pretty
again, it can be made of some
of wool
thin silk while the waist is
lined
and in this case can either be
preference
or unlined, as individual
mav determine.
The i?uimpe is a simple plain one,
fulness
closed at the back and the
drawn down in gathers at the waist
moderate
of
puffs
are
sleeves
Its
line

form frills
size which are shirred to
there is a
at their lower edges and
The
stock that finishes the neck.

made
over waist, or the jumper, is
in
with fronts and back and is cut out
strips
while
shoulders
V shape at the

PAGE VALLEY

POULTRY YARDS
-Ire

now making

a special offering of

Brown

Leghorns. Black Mlnorcas, R. I.
Reds and Buff Orpingtons. An opportunity
to get good breeds at low prices.
SHENK, Box P, Luray, Va.
L.
C,
>nd

Buff

SPRING BROOK POULTRY FARM,
CULPEPER. VA.

S.C. B. LEGHORNS
and Black Minorcas
exclusively. Only a few more Cockerels left
Eggs In season.
at 76c. and $1.
Sktlitectloa Qiwraataad.

GREIDER'S FINE CATALOGUE,
1907,

trates

all

tells

poultry

and
60

about

describes

varieties.

10

pure-bred

and

illus-

Beautiful

Natural Color Plates. Gives reasonable prices for stock and eggs;
how to cure diseases, kill lice, make money.
B. H.
This valuable book only 10 cents,

GREIDER, Rheems,

Pa.
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ELBERON POULTRY YARDS.
MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS, efe*lc«
from pens headed by
pound Toms.
birds

and

45>4

SILVER LACED WYANDOTTE

ILVER PENCILLED WYANDOTTE
rclB

41

Cockerels.

Cock»

(WyckoS

Eggs In season.
strain).
M. COCKBS. Elbeion, Va.

OTHO

BLACK'S BLACK LANOSHANS
Lead In the South. They are carefully bred
from the best Langsban blood In the counImprove your flock this season by
try.
setting blood from this famous strain.
A few choice birds left at reasonable
prices.
Write for some before they are all

of the material stitched with belding
arranged over and under the
edges of the openings.

BLACK,

M.

Tazewell,

The quantity of material required
for the medium size is for the guimpe
3V4 yards 18 or 21 inches wide or 1%
yards 36; for the waist 2% yards 21
or 27 or 1!4 yards 44 Inches wide,
with 9 yards of velvet ribbon.
„The pattern, 5525, is cut in sizes for
a 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust
measure.
We supply

these

patterns

at

SOUTHERN PLANTER,
ANTI-FRBE-SEED HEARING.

How Congress can continue the free
distribution of pumpliin and squash
seed after the showing in opposition

and

made before the House Committee on
Agriculture, is beyond comprehension.
First came a delegation of seedsmen,

WHITE

OAKLAND POULTRY FARM,

C.

Manager, Rutfln, N.

ner.

Orders
J.

Warl-

C.

NICE LOT PURE-BRED
S C. B.

Cockerels, $1 to $2; 2 Cocks, 1 and 2 years

Ab«t

20 Leghorn
J2 each—very fine.
AH above o&rfect In form
Pullets, $1 each.
aad breeding. Eggs, (1 for K.

CEDAR RIDGE FARM, W.
Prop.,

Guthrie,

S.

TroutvlUe, Va.

WYANDOTTE

reuonable. F0RB8T PARK FARM, Ckarlaa
W. Smith, Prop., Williamsburg, Va.

Qlenview Orpingtons
BUFFS EXCLUSIVELY.

S. C.

Only a few flrst-class birds left to
You need them to hatch
month.

sell

this

winners

for next year.

B.

HORNE,

S.

Keewlck, Va.

"EAST VIEW"

Laced Wvandoltes

Silver

eggs purchased
from J. W. Miiler Company. Freeport, III.
Early hatched Pullets and Cockerels at 75

Raised

Exclusively.

cents each,

if

from

purchased now.

WILLIAM

Mrs.

S.

CHICHESTER,

Prince George County.

Aquasco,

Md.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK
Cockerels for sale at $1.50 to $2.50; Pullets,
Guaranteed 75
$1 each: Eggs, $1.50 per 15.
Also
per cent, hatch If properly cared for.
a few Poland-China Hogs ready for service
at $15 each.

A.

J.

S.

DIEHL, Port

Republic, Va.

NOTHING MORE DOING WITH

WHITE

Holland Turkeys until laying season.
Yet
have some nice S. C. Brown Leghorn and
Buff Rock Cockerels at $1 to $3.

GET WHAT U PAY FOR, OR MONEY
BACK.
LATJREL HILL POULTRY FARM,
No.

1,

Co., New York; Henry W. Wood, of
Richmond, Va., president of the
American Seed Trade Association;
C. F. Wood, of Louisville, Ky.; Henry
B. Hathaway, of Rochester, N. Y.;
F.
Bolglano, of Washington, and

Then appeared Prof. W.
Massey, of The Practical Farmer,

Rozbury, Va.

R. P. D.

from

genuine Wild Turkeys crossed
Mammoth Bronze; thoroughly domesticated; will add vigor, strength and health
to your flock, besides giving a richer tint
Also a fine lot of Mammoth
of bronze.
Bronze now ready for shipment.
MBS. O. J. COCKES. Elberon, Va.

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS.
A choice lot for sale at farmer's prices.
Finely bred, handsome Individuals; perfect
plumage.

EGGS FOR HATCHING IN SEASON.
OAKVILLE POULTRY YARDS,
P.

F.
of
of

Goodloe,

C.

B. P. R.
For

tributed 30,000 to 35,000 packages a
year to his constituents through the
county chairmen and postmasters of
district.
He thought the seedsIlls
men should not object, as he distributed only one package to each
person, although he gave away a total
in his
district
of
35,000 packages
alone.

The charge having been made that
the seedsmen had attempted to influence the opinions of agricultural
editors by offering or threatening to
withhold their advertising, Messrs.
Massey and Jackson, both editors of
agricultural papers, strongly denied
the truth of this charge, and stated
that they had opposed the pumpkinseed distribution for twenty years,
because they wanted the money spent

Va.

Goodloe's,

CHICKENS

My

sale.

satisfaction,

CHARLIE

birds are high bred and give
I guarantee.
BROWN. Route 1, Cartersvllle,
Virginia.

which

Richmond,

The seedsmen urged upon the committee that the practice of the government in giving away cheap varieties
of common seeds was an unjust interference with a legitimate industry.
Examples were given where the reckless distribution of such seeds absolutely destroyed the whole seed trade,
as far as packet seeds were concerned, within large areas.
Representative
Davis,
of
Minnesota, a
member of the committee, stated that
he not only sent out his full quota
of ,12,000 packages, but went out in
of the
Capitol
and
the corridors
bought packages from people who
made it a business, so that he dis-

Prop.,

TURKEYS,
EMBDEN GEESE,

M. B.

and J. F. Jackson,
Va., editor of The Southern
Planter, who spoke for the agricultural press.
Philadelphia,

—

(•ekerels and pullets also one pen of one
r«ar old heas and oae year old cock; 1£0 S.
RED COCKERELS, IBO R. C.
0. R. I.
Cockerels.
Prices
WHTTB!

TjrkeyT

Half-VilJ

&

others

BUFF ORPINGTON

300 S. C.

among them being W. Atlee Burpee,
W. H. Maule and Walter P. Stoltes, of

W

HAVE FOR SALE

I

Dublin, Va.

Philadelphia; Alexander Forbes and
Patrick O'Mara, of Peter Henderson

LEGHORN

old,

HUGUENOT POULTRY YARDS,

Bred
with

Richmond, Va.

Va.

Eggs In season.
Stock for sale.
booked for future shipment.

A

10

BARRED, BUFF and WHITE PLYMOUTH
ROCKS; SILVER, WHITE, BUFF and PARTRIDGE WYANDOTTES; BLACK MINORCAS, BLACK LANGSHANS, LIGHT BRAH-

BROWN LEGHORNS.

Wolf strain of M. B. Turkeys for sale.
Express prepaid within the State.
tew S. C. B. Orpingtons and R. C.
White Wyandottes left.

cents each.

FINE FOWLS.

MAS, PARTRIDGE COCHINS,

TURKEYS.

silk are

(oae.

A.

[January,

MAMMOTH

BRONZE TURKEYS
Best

Choice

Beautiful Birds.
first orders.

Strains.

Also a few very fine
Rocks.
Full particulars

PIEDMONT POULTRY
Cailie Giles, Prop..

Barred

to

Plymouth
Write

furnished.

FARM,

Miss

El.

Whittle's Depot, Va.

TURKEYS AND EGOS.

FEW WHITE HOLLAND

A

Single

White

from

Eggs

TOMS,

Plymouth

Comb White Leghorns

at

$3.50.

Rocks

at 75c.

$4 per 100; from White Holland
$2.25 per dozen, $16 per 100.

and

and

per IS

Turkeys

W. MOSS. Gulney. Va.

Q.

PURE BRONZE TURKEYS
correct in plumage. The
from the very best yards
Hens, $3; Toms, $5.
Dog and Chicken
W. G.
Fancier, Worlds, Va.
On main line Southern R. R. Low express

Mammoth

in

size,

very best birds
in the country.

HUNDLEY,

rates.

White Holland Turkeys
DUCKS, BARRED and WHITE
PLYMOUTH ROCK COCKERELS, R. C.
and S. C. BROWN and WHITE LEGHORNS
and LIGHT BRAHMAS for sale.

PEKIN

Proprietor:

J.

B.

JOHNSON, Manassas,

Va.

MammotK Bronze TurKeys
FOR SALE.
Miss

S.

A.

APPLY TO

BURRUSS,

Burruss, Va.

STOCK AND EGGS CHEAP,

IB

45 varlptlcs Slnndarrt Bred fhlpkrnB, Pigeon*,
Ducks and Turkeys. Fine .t .1..^; illuslmtcs niW
.;

1
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MAMMOTH
BRONZE TURKEYS
FOR SALE.
MRS.

C.

E.

TOMS, J4; HENS,
DICKINSON, Cbllesburg,
line

County,

|3.

Caro-

Va.

TWKNTT-FIVE

White Holland Turkeys.
Toms,
year

$4;

old.

E. M.

Hens,

$3;

Trio,

$9.

One Tom

Can furnish tbepi not

HARNSBERGER,

Mammoth

I

akin.

Orange, Va.

Bronze Turkeys

Bred from the greatest winning strain In
America.
Rich In blood of World's Fair
winners.

LESLIE

D.

KLINE,

Vaucluse, Va.

PURE-BRED

WHITE HOLLAND TURKEYS.
TOMS.
Mrs.

$3:

S.

HENS,
DUCKS,
Y.

ALSO MUSCOVY

»2.50.

»2.50

A PAIR.

GILLIAM, Church Road, Va.

PURE-BRED

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS
GOBBLERS,

;6;

HENS,

MRS. A. G. SMITH, GolansTllle, Va.

FEW CHOICE

MammothiBronze Turkeys
For sale at reasonable prices.
They are
Wolf strain and very fine birds. Apply to
W. C. SHACKLEFORD, JR., Stony Point,
Virginia.

A

culture,

FEW CHOICE

THE THOROUGHBREDS.
The three Reds

for sale.

the

ticultural and agricultural
societies.
He also submitted the resolution of

the

C7

to

farmers, the press, the
public and the seedsmen all agreed
on the proposition that the money
now so largely wasted should be turned over to the Department of Agriculture to be used in securing rare and
valuable seed from foreign countries,
for breeding and selection of seeds,
both foreign and domestic, and for
other work of this character. In support of his statements Mr. Smith produced the resolutions of the National
Grange, the Farmers' National Congress, the
State Granges of New
York, Illinois, Kentucky, Ohio, New
Jersey and elsewhere, together with
hundreds of other local granges, hor-

Agricultural

Press

League,

let-

ters from five hundred editors of
agrioultural and daily papers and
editorials from one thousand papers,
all

^3.

some way

advance the cause of
agriculture.
Mr.
William
Wolff
Smith, the Washington representative of those opposed to the present
method of distributing free seed,
stated that the Department of Agriin

The Red PoUed Herd la haadad br Wm
ftoyal Blooded Herodotus—welcbs vrar
pounds and traces hu Ilnamg* to tturar Beat-

IM

lamd.

The

aire of Prince
prize of Duroca at St.

Hanimaa

t»ak

k^^
ma

iheir rich, red coloring, the eaeka
nagnlficeat la plumage.
The «RB mt
breed are large Is size, Dae color »at paad
Bavor.
The chicks are all haidr.
Butnre at aa earlr ac*.

Now
ttii

ready for market.

Pollen

BDIIS.

pairs or

condemning the present method

three

of distributing free seed.

What

probably had the most effect
on the committee, however, was the
support given the antl-free-seed movement by Prof. B. T. Galloway, of the
Bureau of Plant Industry. Professor
Galloway supported the movement
most heartily. He presented to the
House Committee matter of the
greatest
general.

Inl

Loata la 1M4.

Rhode lalaad Had Chickens— raioarkmMa tm

Trio,

Eggi.
Write

me

prleaa.—JOHN

FIELD. Harrlmaa. Tena.

H.

HA.T-

DUROCS.
STOP! LOOK!! LISTEN!!!

interest to agriculture
in
You are breeding hogs for the MONEY In
He showed that the three
It.
There IS money In It IF you breed THE
products
the
wilt-resisting
cotton,
FOR SALE. APPLY TO
RIGHT
KIND. Write me. I will send you
R. E. CREB. Crozet. Va.
the seedless orange and the durum
Duroc
Facts to convince you that the Duroc
wheat, had increased our products
$25,000,000 annually.
"Did anything Is the right breed. I have Just returned
'Bronze Turkeys like
that ever come from the pumpkin from Indiana with a car-load of the best
For sale. Pure strain. Reasonable prices.
seed 'distribution' "? asked Represen- blood in the West— Boars, Pigs and Sows
Address Miss M. VICK HANCOCK. UnloB
safe in pig to the greatest herd boars of
Hall. Va,
tative Brooks, of Colorado, facetiously.
Professor Galloway then produced the breed. The quality Is high, the prices
THE LILOLA FARMS.
boxes of dates grown in this country are right and our guarantee is sent with
and exhibited pictures of the palms each animal.
for Sitting.
DO IT NOW.
producing
them.
The committee
LESLIE D. KLINE. Vaucluse, Va.
WHITE WYAND0TTE8, M. B. TCTRKKTS. sampled the dates and found them
excellent.
He also produced ears of
Blmont, Va.
com and described how the Department, by a process of selection and
OT REQISTEEED
breeding, was Increasing the yield
A few choice females left, 5 months old per acre. He described at length the
Duroc-Jerseys
and ready for work. Will close them out
at reasonable prices.
They are of the best good work done with cotton and tobreeding, tracing to such choice dogs as
bacco seed, with the hardy orange
Christopher, Ormsklrk Emerald. Ormsklrk
Berkshires*
and other citrus fruits. All told, he
Wellington, Doon Marvel. Old Hall Paris
presented
to the committee more than
and Finsbury Pilot.
Eligible to registry:
B W. WATSON. Peiersburg. Va
seventy plans, each one carefully
pedigrees furnished.
Address H. H. ARBUCKLE, Edgewood Stock
worked out, of what the Department
Farm, Maxwelton, W. Va.
proposed to do for agriculture along
PURE BRED
these lines if It had the money. He
then advanced the proposition that If
PEKIN DUCKS
Congress would apply the money now
The farmer's indispensable friend aad
Drakes. $2; Ducks, %1.
workman.
Our stock la the finest thai expended in sending out old varieties
Eggs
In
season, $1 a
money. Intelligence and experience can proof common garden seeds to this work
duce. We can supply puppies of the highest
sitting.
the
Department could accomplish
class at all times, both sexes, from JIO to $25
ANTRIM STUD,
much more than it Is now doing. Proeach. Every puppy sold by us Is guaranteeO
Warrenton. Virginia.
to be in perfect health and condition.
fessor Galloway also pointed out that
Full
and correct pedigree supplied with each
the work the Department had in conSend for our folder.
Halifax Co., N. C. Nov. 24, 1906.
templation would cover practically
VINECREST FARM KENNELS,
I am well pleased with The Southevery congressional district In the
Falls Church. Va.
F. D. WILSON.
United States, so that members of ern Planter.

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS!

—

Mammoth

Eggs

Scotch Collies.

STERLING HERD

dnd

SCOTCH COLLIES.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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Special Sale
Duroc
Of

the

Gilts,

Western

largest

Swine

[red]
from

tops

fall

of

sales

VERY

The

breeders.

the

CREAM OF DUROC BREEDING,

carrying

of the leading winning strains.
are individuals of great quality, many
Sows among them. All bred for April

blood

the

They
Show

farrow to Millionaire

Him

You Can

if

18045,

grandson of Beat

(sold tor ?3,000.)

CALVES.
ABERDtEN-ANGUSBUlL
Families.
Most Fashionable

UEWEllIN

SEHERS.

[English]

Bred for the field from field winners. Sire
and dams regularly worked on game.
JOHN W. RICE & SON, Winchester, Va.

QUICK DUROCS.
Sows and
J15 pairs not akin, Bred
Write for particulars.

POLLED

SHORTHORNS.

Gilts.

DURHAMS,

COLLIES,
SCOTCH
SHROPSHIRES,
Ind.
S. R. QUICK & SONS, Gosport,

SALT PONO HERD

Duroc Jerseys,
sixty head of choice Pigs ready to ship;
by
also some Boars ready for service, sired
Paul J. (eon of Oom Paul), Monarch and

Longfellow.

S.

A.

WHITAKER.

Hopeslde, Va.

TWENTY-ONE REGISTERED

DUROC-JERSET
PIGS

FOR SALE CHEAP.
LARGE

ALSO VERY

Write at once to
M. CARROLL, Box
burg,

Lynch-

106

Va.

Tamworth Pigs
From Registered Stock of Fine
BREEDING.
VOLNEY OSBDEN Blumont,
Loudoun

O.

I.

C.

Co.,

Va.

SWINE!

Splendid Pigs sired by "Virginia Chief," $6

and

tS.

SCOTCH COLLIES, 3 months, J5.
Black and Tan and White, 7 months, $8.
BUFF ROCK Chickens, $3 and $4 per pair.
T. M. WADE. Lexington, Va.
Beautiful

A

G's and POLAND CHINAS.
Choice Pigs of both breeds, 3 months old,
0.

1.

at $6 each; 4

months

old, $7 each.

"purchase and distribution of

REGISTERED

Poland CKinas.
Some

from

annum.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 16, 1906.
It affords me extreme pleasure to
say that The Southern Planter is pronounced to be the most practical publication that I keep on file in the
library of the agricultural department

The demand for
the institution.
the issue is so great I scarcely have
opportunitv to read them as I desire.
G. H. C. WILLIAMS,

of

Can mate

Poland-Chinas, no akin, at $12 per pair.
Matured Boars of each breed for sale.
Butt Plymouth Rocks. S. L. Wyandottes
and S. C. B. Leghorns.
Write, stating quantity wanted.
ROBINSON & HUTTON, Lexington, Va.
,

I

Gloucester Co., Va., No. 6, 1906.
think every farmer should take

The Southern

Planter.
R. F.

HEYWOOD.

and

been winning a long
time.
Why send

West when

I can sell you Western stock at
your door? Stock guaranteed. Prices low.
Write for particulars.
W. M. JONES, Crofton, Va.

Poland China

squash seed that nobody wants, and

investigations,
soil
$123,000;
$221,460 to $237,240; Bureau of Entomology, $94,610 to $136,270, and public
roads inquiries, $70,000 to $101,000.
The greatest proposed increase, however, is in the Bureau of Chemistry,
presided over by Dr. Wiley. Dr.
Wiley wants $750,000 additional to
carry out the provisions of the purefood act passed last year. He wants
to establish laboratories at New York,
Boston, Philadelphia, New Orleans,
Chicago, San Francisco, Seattle and
Galveston and other cities yet to be
designated. Incidently it is proposed
to increase his own salary $1,500 per

finish

I

At the conclusion

are equally insistent that the money
should be expended in the securing
and distributing of really rare and
valuable seeds, if Congi'ess does not
give ear to the wishes of the country
I think all those interested may well
despair.
We might present a few
more letters, a few more editorials, a
few more resolutions, but as the sentiment is unanimous already, I don't
how
case
could
be
see
the
strengthened."
The prospects are very good that
the House Committee will bring in a
bill making liberal appropriations for
the Department of Agriculture this
year.
The bill will probably carry
about eight million dollars. The total
estimates for the Department of Agriculture amount to $7,954,680. The
total appropriation for last year was
Some of the proposed in$6,930,440.
Agricultural
creases are as follows:
to
experiment
stations,
$803,500
$842,000; collecting statistics, $108,000

The best
and

style

Bred
ever had.
prize winning
the
strains
have
strains
that

new and

uncommon

seeds, plants," etc.
of the hearings
on this subject Mr. Smith said:
"Having demonstrated to the House
Committee that the farmers, the agricultural press, the daily press, the
public, the seedsmen and the public
in general, are united in their insistence that instead of wasting this
money in distributing pumpkin and

now

Pigs

fine
sale.

for
for

Pigs
young sows bred, yoanft
No better breeding In tfa*
My herd buars have been
H. Sanders, Lookmeover. Perfect
1
Know, Prond Perfection, Corrector and
(Igh Roller, the greatest prise winners of
le breed my sows have been as carefaliy

Some

ones,

fine

and

>OBr«

nlted

ired by

pigs.
States.
J.

—

•tfieoted.

KKD POLLED CATTLK. Fine good yoone
Will sell a few cows and helferi,
.RROWHEaD stock farm, Charlott««alls.

'llle,

Va.,

SAM'L

B.

WOODS.

Propr.

POLAND CH'NAS
at bargain prices for December.
Males 2 to 8 months old, female*
From regla2 to 10 months old.
tered sires and dams. They ape

the big, fancy kind with the
business bams. Can mate pain
or trios no akin. Pedigrees furnished with each pig.
Some S. L.
Cockerels at $1 each; M. B.
TURKEYS, Toms at 52 to 13.60 each, Hena
at $2 to $3 each.
Yours for good stock at rock-bottem prlcea.

WYANDOTTE

GRAHAM &

A.

Overton,

to

PEHIN DRAKES.
WALTER

Congress would not lose anytliing,
but their districts would be incalcuProlably benefited by the change.
fessor Galloway presented an amendment embodying the views of the
Department of Agriculture for the

[January.

SONS,
County,

Albemarle

Va.

WEST RUN HERD

POLAND-CHINAS
September Pigs, both sexes, weighing from
Sired by Warren Beauty
75 to 100 pounds.
S9227, weighing 600 pounds at 2 years, and
out of 450 to 500-pound sows. All eligible to
Address
Price, $10 each.
registry.
Reliance, Va.
R. S.

BEATY,

iegisteredBef's'h"'
Large ttrain
C. Whites.
All ages mated not akin.
week plK«. Bred sows,
Service boars, Guernsey — "•
calves. Scotch Collie pups and poultry.
for prices and free circulars.

^SSj
—

8

P.

Write

F.HAMILTON. CochranTlUe.ChesterCo.Pa

THE IMPORTED
LARGE YORKSHIRE BOAR,
RODGER CODGER, 8113 A.Y.C.
Summer

Hill
Rodger
For sale.
Son of
19497.
First over all breeds at Toronto,
Dam, imported, out of sow from
1905, 1906.

Lord

Roseberry's

herd.

OVERBROOK FARM,
Street,

West Conway

8

Baltimore,

Md.

Whites
Chester
now
Hog

Best
on earth.
Pigs
delivery at farmers' prices.

M. B. Turkey Toms.
S. M. WrSECARVER,

ready

Also some

Please mention Southern
writing advertisers.

when

tot'
!!«•

Rustburg, Va.

Planter
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ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.
ANALYSIS OF SOIL— BERMUDA
GRASS.

ERRYS
Seeds

.t

CO.. Detroit, Hloh.

BERKSHIRES.
—1

My

entire lot for sale?

service Boar, $15;

young Sow, which has just weaned a fine
litter. $20; Queen Elizabeth 81839, farrowed
October 13. 1903, mother of the above lot
and a fine brood sow, $25. Special price on
1

the lot if taken at once.
A litter of 10 Pigs now ready to ship at
the bargain price of $6 each or two for $11.

Must be
H.

sold to

make room

COLEMAN,

D.

for others.

Ivy

Derpot,

Va.

DCKIVOlllIVC ceedingly choic

DQ
DUAIXO.
Of\ A

field Tailor,

young boars for 8al»by Imported Danes
76490 and out of Biltmon

bred sows.

It will

be hard to find bet

cheaper itock

ter or

HENRY WARDEN,

Fredericksbnrg.V*

Selected Berkshire*
Three Sows. 8 months old; 1 Boar, 7
months old; 3 Sows, 6 months old; 3 November and 6 September igs for immediate
delivery.
Sows bred for spring farrow.
Pigs for delivery in March, April and May.
1907.
All stock sold is selected.
Let me

have your orders.

LODGE

E.

ROSS. Glen Hilton Farm,
Bedford City, Va.

BERKSHIRE HOGS
And Pigs

for

Turkeys and

sale.

Also

Mammoth Bronze

Brown Leghorn

Cockerels;
choicest strains; select Individuals at prices
within reach of all.
W. A. WILLEROT, Sweet Hall, King
William County, Va.
S. C.

Berkshires
Several
8 to 12

specially

months

old; Pigs

about

from
months oldBoars

selected
3

blood
and eligible to
reasonable.
Satisfaction
I ship none but the best.
guaranteed or money refunded.
ROBERT HIBBERT, Strtne's Farm, Charlottesville, Va., Box 19. Route 1.

all pure
rcfglstry.

and what
grass

is

grow

the

Biltmore
Prices

Hereford Bull
J.
L. PITTS,
for sale; $50 each.
MountalD View Stock Farm, ScottsvUle, Va.

HEREFORD
CATTLE.

in

Loudoun county?
Success to the Planter. If more of
us would follow its advice we would

have better success.

Loudoun

W. M. WHITMAN.

Co., Va.

analysis of soil is of very little
value for ascertaining what fertilizers
to use in the production of crops and
we do not advise you to spend money
for
that purpose. We believe the
chemist of the State Board of Agriculture, Richmond, does this work when
he has time to do so, but what (if
any) charge he makes, we do not
know.. A chemist can tell by analyzing soil what are its plant food constituents, but cannot say whether they
are in such a form as that plants can
He can in his laboratoutilize them.
ry and by chemical methods find plant
food in the soil, which no plant can
ever get out in the field. He is able
to get nitrogen out of old shoes, leather, horns and similar substances, but
no plant con do this. The only way
effectively to ascertain what the soil
needs to grow crops is to experiment
in the field with different plant foods
on separate plots. To one plot apply
nitrogen, to another phosphoric acid,
(and to another potash, then use these
different combinations on other
in
plots and put in the crop at the same
time and in the same way on each
plot and give each thv, ->ame preparation and cultivation and the crop will
answer the question as to the fertilizer needed without making any misUse cotton seed meal or nitrate
take.
of soda to supply nitrogen, acid phos-

There are probably more HEREFORD
C-A.TTLE in the United States than any
Undoubtedly
other single beef breed.
there must be some reason for this.
The popularity of the breed is due to
its
merit consists in ita
merit.
Its
money-making qualities. These qualitiea
are, briefly, HARDINESS in being able
to withstand the conditions as they exist
on the great plains and ranches; ability
to RUSTLE and HUSTLE for a Uvins
and at the same time lay on beef in just
the right places, regardless of whether
the pastures are good, bad or indifferent;
PREPOTENCY in its ability to transmit
these qualities, even to the extent of the
the "white face" on all progeny. It Is exceedingly difficult sometimes for a casual
observer to distinguish a half-bred from
a pure bred.
Now, I contend that this
is
just the breed that is wanted, and

wanted badly, right here

in Virginia

and

phate to supply phosphorics and muriate of potash to supply potash and
then you will know what you are
doing and find out what is needed.
Bermuda grass will no doubt grow
in Loudoun county, but it will have
there only a short season of usefulness

the
South Atlantic States. The conditions are ideal for perfect development

as it will not commence to grow until
after the last frost in the spring and
will die down at the first frost in the
Virginia blue grass and a mixfall.
ture of Canada blue, meadow fescue,
orchard, tall meadow, oat and herds
grass will make you a pasture which
will give good grazing for a much

immigration

longer 'period than Bermuda. Bermuda is a most valuable grazing grass
for the coastal plain country of the
South Atlantic Coast States.— Ed.

REGISTERED

Calves

Bermuda

The

Annual free on request.

mtrJT

oats and soja beans,

charge?
Will

prove their worth at harvest
time. After over fifty years of
success, they arc pronounced
the best and surest by careful
planters everywhere.
Your
dealer sells them.
1907 Seed
D. M.

To whom can I send soil to have it
analyzed so as to know what fertilizer
to use to obtain best results for corn,

69

of the

Why

breed.

not

begin

The

your stock?

activity of the

In

answer

to

my

inquiry in

re-

gard to feed raising, you say, in May
plant corn with cow peas put in at the
second working of the corn. Do you

and breed up
enormous industrial

Factories, railroads, etc., are being built;
is

flowing steadily

must be fed and
farmer should feed them.
people

in.

The

the Southern
Start a herd

or gradually grade up your
present herd.
A Hereford Bull will do
the work. I can funiish you practically
of beef cattle

anything you may need in Hereforda.
Will you come here and see my stock?
I shall be only too pleased to meet jroa
at the station by appointment.

Murray Boocock,

FEED FOR COWS.
1.

NOW

South has hardly begun.

"Castalla,"

Keswick,
County, Va.

Albemarle

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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SEVERAL FINE

mean

Jersey Heifer
•alTei for Bale at farmer's prices, also a two
year-old pure St. Lambert Bull, from 16-pound
turn, A beautiful aolmal.

Fifty R.

I.

Red Hens.

20 K. I. Red Cockerels at reasonable prices.
SO Bronze turkeys at low iprlcee, according to

bleeding.

Mllnwood Farm, rarmvllle, Va.

W

Cottage Valley
leveral 16-18 Grade Angus Bull Calvee
for service— will make fine bulls f»p
grading up a herd.
Several Registered Angus Bull and Heifer

nady

Calves.

Cows— young,

L. Wyandotte Eggs, Jl for 16; Wyaaoette Cockerels, Jl each; thoroughbred BuB
Orpington Cockerels, ready for service, very
flae Individuals, $1.60 each.

Saxe, Va.

Brooklandville, Md.

GUERNSEYS.

First Prize Herd at Tlmonlum and HagentoWB, Md.. 1905; first herd at Maryland State
Fair; Allentown, Pa.; Trenton, N.
J., and
1906.

BULLS ONLY FOR SALE.

"•™

and

working of the
grow up the corn
and make with the corn fodder
fine feed.
About a peck and a half or
'two pecks will be sufficient for an
stalks

dollars ($814.00).

SHORTHORN BULLS
Some

issue.

WORMS
killed a

I

Turpentine is the best remedy for
worms. Give half an ounce
once a day in the feed for four or

these

days.
to

It is

the

most

effective

P. O. R. F. D. CockeysvUle, Md.
Telephone and Telegraph, 43-K, Towson, Md.

THOROCGHBRED
Berkshire Boars,
Jersey Bull Calves,
Dorset Buck Lambs.
f'»lTe8.

"

FLYING FOX

'"'"' ^"'"^ '°^

"*""

F.

solicited.

CHSISUAN,

GEO.
R.

D.

4,

Harrisonburg,

Va.

We
It

have some good Cows with bull calves
a nice Roan Bull weighing l,tN

foot;

:ouBdB.

We also otter "Herman." the QERMAN
COACH BAY STALLION, weighing 1,U«
pounds.
A loot at some of his colts will
'onvlnce any one of his breeding.
A nice lot of fall Pigs and couple Bred
3owB Poland China. Come or write.
J. F. Camper and Louisa E. Thrasher, adBilalstrators William T. Thrasher, decease*,
Sprlngwood, Va.

—

when

hogs when they have

REGISTERED

— Ed.

TO MAKE HAIR GROW ON SCAR.
If you know of anything that will
bring the hair out on an old scar made
by St. John's weed, please publish the
formula? in the next Issue of the
Planter and oblige
A SUBSCRIBER.
Louisa Co., Va.

Molstein-Friesian
Cattle;

best butter producing strains; pure-

JERSEY CATTLE, CHESTER WHrm,
BERKSHIRE, JERSEY RED HOGS and aU
of our subscribers stated recentthe LEADING BREEDS OF SHEEP, also
ly that sores caused by St. John's
DUCKS, POULTRY and TURKEYS,
weed would heal
bred

One

«64e«,

*'

old, for aale at

ISpringwood Short Horns.

IN HOGS.

lately tliat had some
inches long, as thick
straw. What will rid me
five

empty stomachs.

aad

prices.

Correspondence

Major

••Id

JAMES McK. MERRYMAN,

two years

low-down

hog

as a wheat
of this pest? Two small shoats are
coughing. Is this worms?
Memphis, Tenn.
H. M.

given

beaten In 1905 and 1906. and we
the first prize under year boar and
under year sow at Richmond, 1906.

to

—Ed

worms about

pure-bred

fine,

well-bred ones, eight months

2. Sow two bushels of Canada peas
and a bushel of oats per acre. Yes,
sow in March in your section. The
cold will not hurt them if properly
covered when planted. See December

five

OUR BERKSHIRES
»ot

w,*^* °L
•af lie

five

For sale, some fine Young Cows and
Heifers, and also a nice lot of Young
The peas should be sowed by a Bulls ready for service.
drill or dropped by hand close to the
Write me what you want or come
young corn plants before commencing and see my herd.
DR. D. M. KIPPS, Front Royal, Va.
to cultivate, and will then be covered

8.

Richmond, Va.,

won twelve
(including three championship)
second prizes.
Amount of
premiums eight hundred and fourteen
first

acre.

Offerings

W. M. WATKIN S & SON,

HOmS

at the Virginia State Fair,

each per acre should I plant in March
in this locality?
March, I am told,
is most always pretty cold and rough.
Is there any danger of the seed freezing?
J. F. DRISH.
Loudoun Co., Va.

sufficiently by the
corn.
The peas will

Several Pine Family Milch
gentle and fresh to the pall.

^

OW

1.

A. R. Venable, Jr., Manager. All stock guaranteed as represented or money refunded.

GROVE FARM,

[January.

rows as I plow the corn, and iii:i|_.
««.
ni
do they have to be covered up? Will'
G
*«i«iiwmuii
BR ShOft iiuiiiv
I have to hand drill the peas, and
Herd
headed
by Prince Albert,
about what quantity shall I use to the
acre, and will the third plowing of 206212, second prize Junior BuU Calf
at the Chicago International, 1903.
the corn be inurious to the peas.
My show herd, with thirteen entries
2. How many Canada peas and oats
In

""

••

al

^'>°9"

Stock in best of conditioM amd
tSAranteed as represented.
F. T. ENGLISH, Centreville, Md,
All

CLLERSLIE FARMTliorons^libred Horses

AND SHORTHORN CAHLE,

^nre Southdown Stiecp
and Berkslilre Piss.
Tom 8am. R. J. HANCOCK & SON,

quickly if treated with
Write for my prices.
sugar of lead lotion, and should then
W. R. SELLECK, Huntington Harbor, L. L
be greased wifh vaseline or lard when
the hair would grow again. We knowj
of nothing that will make the hair|
Sunnyside Farm SERKSHIRES.
grow certainly on an old scar. Keep-1
Boars in service, a son of BARON PREing soft with vaseline would be the| MIER III., a son of
MANOR FAITHFUL
most likely to help it. Ed.
out of Her Majesty (Blltmore's greatest Boar

—

i

and Sow), and a son

ROCK FOR NAME.

am

No.

It

is

full

of pyrites.

— Ed.

Chakixjttbstillb, Va.

Neat Binder for your back nuiakws can be had for 30 cents. AddrcM
•or Business Department.

of the great

FEEDING A MILK COW.
What kind

of feed

is

best for a milk

MASTER-

PIECE. Sows of the very choicest breedlsc
and superb Individuality have been selected

enclosing a sample of rock or for mating with these boars.
clay that abounds on mv place. Is It Pigs for sale at reasonable
soapstone?
SUBSCRIBER.
I

Some
prices.

beautiful

Also

Aberdeen-Angus Heifers

VI per

cent, pure-bred, suitable for breeding
purposes. No order considered for less thaa
a car load. Herd numbers iOO head.

W.

R.

WALKER, OWNER, UNION,

cow? Is cotton seed a suitable feed?
Please mention Southern
I would like to have some advice as
when writing advertisers.

S.

C.

Planter
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THE $4000. HOG
WASTHE RUNT OF THE LITTER
What Made The Change 7

AT 9 MONTHS THIS HOG

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
rEEDS FOR ONE CENT.=©a

^^-a

Report From a Leading Hog Breeder.

THAYER, ILLINOIS, OCT. 15, 1908.

1^1 Ih

«

Kp:f.P ahead 93333.
CLASS AnO SWEEPSTAKES -i^Tip 5. STATE

International Stock Food Oo.,
MiaaeapoliB, Minn.
DearSirs:— I express to you today a sketch of Keep Ahead
93^33 (the greatest living son of Keep On 6]016.(
Keep
Ahead won first in ctaee and sweepstakes at the M^.ssoort
bCate Fair. 1905, in the best show of the year. Ha was 16
month 6 old, weighed 600 poandsand ate **lDterDatIomBl Stoek
Food" every day. I bought him when a pig weighing 160
pounds. Atnin«monthsold he wasthe runtof the litter.
It was in Ohio that I bought him and the very best Poland
China brevilers and judges laughed at me in the same sale.
Thesein me fel lows bonght other pigR at big prices and thej
never amounted to anything. This hog is without doabt
one of the greatest living hogs. His sons and danghten
are stile toppers. Hie first gilt sold at anction at about 12
moDtha old. She was fed "iDtematloDsl Stock Fo«d" regnlarly
and topped Ootta& Mathls & Wares' sale at 9306. Keep
Ahead can not be bought for $4.00a00. He is now owned
byHaasen, tJUokAGfiffey. Holbrook, Iowa, and Ootta A
Mathis, Fnrmington, 111. I am fitting a great lot of grnnd-

FAIR I905

MONEY MAKER FOR EVERY HOG BREEDER.
"InternationalStookFood" iaprepare.l from par« medicinal RootB, Herbs. Seeds aad
A BIG

Barks

is fed in email amounts «saa addition to the reKular erain fead.
It pnrifles the Blood.
Cures aad Prevents Disease. Tonas up and Permanently Strengthens the Entire System and
greatly AldiDii^eation and Assimilation so that each animal obtains more nutrition from all
grain eaten, It isabaolntely harmleis for anynse even if taken into the hamaa syetem. Sold
by oyer One Hundred and Twanty-fiveThousanil Dealers on a '•Spot Gash Guarancoa" to give
you paying results or your money promptly 'efnndad. We do notcompete with cheap and inferior
reparations. We guarantee high-clasa medioinal qnality and
§ tookman strongly endorse its«Bebecaaseitmakesthemextra over Two Million Farmers and
money. M. W. Sftvage guaran.
tees that Dan Patch haaeatea "International Stock Food" for orer four years. During this
time he has broken fourteen world records and his marveloasphyaical condition has astonished
the entire horse world. TEST IT FOR
HOGS, PIGS, SHOATS, FATTENING OAITLE,

•nd

?forthefai
Food"

eniAtioiul Stock
I

natioBftl St«ok

sketch

Food,

YOUR

OOWS. CALVES. HORSES. MABES, COLTS, SHEEP ANO ItAMBS. AT ODB BISK.

Breeder of Poland Ohima Hogs.

gAN PATCH 155,
MM M
LITHOGRAPHED IN 6
BRILLIANT COLORS

iLi

IW/f '^^

POSTAGE PREPAID.

We Hay* A Beantitnl, Six Oolor Lithognph of Onr World OhampionltillionDanFatchlfS, which isl8by2] inches.
Mr. Savage Guarantee! That This Lithocraph Was Made From A Photograph Taken By OnrOwn Artist at TheMinnesota
State Fair And Show, Dan Hitched To Salky And Pacing Hie Fastest Mile. Thia Reaarkable Colored Lithograph Gives All
Of The World Reoorda Held By Dan And a Statemant of His 13 Miles in 2«1M to 1*6. This la A Splendid Horse Picture For
Framing. It Is The Most Life Like Speed Pictnro Ever Taken And Shows Dan Flying Threngh The Air With Every Foot
Off OtThaGronnd. The Greatly Radnced Pen Drawing, In This Offer. la A Correct And True Picture of Dan Patch In
Motion. The Lithograph Offered Coold Not Be Dnplicated, In Small Nnmkera, For IS.OO Per Copy. Krpry Admirer Of A
""^
" "
« ».
We Will Mail You One Copy Free. Pi^»l.Hi.oProp«d, If Yon Write Tl^nd
Addr
Capital paid Id f 2,000,000.
INTEBNATIONAL STOCK FOOD CST. Minneapolis, Minoesola, U. S. A.

"—^ —

'

|

I

'DEVON HKRD. HAMPSHIREDOWN FLOCK
«BTABLI8HED

IgTABLISHID

1881.

DEVON

1880.

CATTLE

BULLS AND HEIFERS,
HAMPSHIRE DOWN SHEEP,
RAMS AND EWES.

«OBERT

J.

FARRER,

Orange,

Va.

A.n^us Bull Calves,
STRICTLY TOP NOTCHERS.
Registered and rlcbl; bred. Many of them
ring animals. Ring In nose. Perfectly
Will sell at bargain prices to re.Centle.
duce herd for winter.
Also females not
akin to bulls.
Correspondence and Inspection of herd Invited. Address

show

ROSE DALE STOCK FARMS,
JetfersoBton,

Walnut

Hill

Va.

Herd

Aberdeen Angus Cattle
OklTea, 3 month! old and up, for sale.
J. P.

THOMPSON.

Prop., Orange. V«.

Please mention Southern
when writing advertisers.

to

7

excellent

PRICES.
months

splentlf
larg* aa<

old,

breeding.

Grade Hereford Heifers and Cow*

IM

in

shape.

SEED WHEAT, Red Wonder and Beard«t
In excellent order.
For prices
apply to WM. C. STTTBBS. Valley FrtBt.
Fulcaster,

Farm, Sassafraa. Va.

Southdown Sheep

—

am

ESSEX VALE PISS
Angus Bulls, one 6 years old,
The other a young bull and ellglbl*

CUTTING OSAGE ORANGE FENCE.

also 2 Pure-bred

have an Osage Orange hedge, trimmed to about Ave feet high. It Is
thin in places, and I want to layer
it at an angle of about 45 degrees, also
to cut the tap roots, as I am informed
that will prevent an over luxurious

recorded.

I

growth. Please inform me how to cut
the tap root, and the proper time to

have
Planter

individual of
well marked.

LOW

I

Hereford Bull,

Reg.

In our October issue, page 795, you
win find a considerable number of different rations for dairy cows. Select
from these the one which you are best
able to provide from the feed grown
on the farm, and thus have to purCotton
chase as little as possible.
seed meal is better than cotton seed
Exchange your seed for
for a feed.
meal. We expect to publish an artiEd.
cle on cheese making shortly.

AT
M

FOR
SALE

SUBSCRIBER.

making cheese.
Onslow Co., N. C.

It

done, and oblige,

Wm.

H.
Prince William Co., Va.

BROWN

to registry.

Both

flue.

L. G.

JONES, TobaccoTllle, N.

C.

DORSET SHEEP

We purchased at the
ram that was
We now have some of
Louis, a

are
as

the

beet

tbat

World's Fair, at St.
second at this show.
his lambs, and tkay

we ever raised— aa fad
There are flock headvn

we ever saw.
among them that would
exacting.
E.

J.

WINO

ft

please

the

moat

BROS., Uechanlcaburg, O.

;
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The cutting and laying

Want
Rate

2

Initials

cents per word.
Cash with order.
and figures count as one word. 25

minimum

cents

Ads.

charge.

BARGAINS IN PURE-BRED POULTRY—
and W. .Muscovy Dralies,
$L50 each; younger Drakes,
B.

il:

M. W. Pekin Drakes,

White Wyandottes,

3 years old,
$1.25; Ductus,
$1.25; Ducks, $1;

2-year-old Roosters,
$2 each, or will exchange for three ot like
value and age; 2 2-year-old M. B. Gobblers, $5 each, will exchange one; Toms,
$3; Hens, $2.50.
All t. o. b. Hanover.
It
stock is sold your money will be returned
H. B. Smith, Jr., Hanover, Va.

WHY

3

YOU BUILD YOUR OWN

DON'T

Incubators and brooders
Any one can
do it with our free plans. Here's a chance
to start a profitable business with little
capital.
Send a postal to-day and see the
great possibilities we offer.
H. M. Sheer
Company, 164 Hamp Street, Qulncy, 111.

FOR RENT OR FOR WORK ON SHARES-^
A good dairy and truck farm, near splendid
market

dairy and farm products;
station, post-otlice. express citice, church
and school on farm; excellent neighborhood; a bargain for the right man. Apply to Oak Hill Stock and Dairy Farm,
Wenonda, Va.
for

all

WANTED— MAN AND

WITHOUT

WIFE,

children, on stock farm at Burkeville, 'Va.
woman to be good cook and cook for
manager and care for house; man to

work

on

[arm.

References.

stating wages, age,
B. S cott, Burkeville,

SALE— S.

Address,

Thomas

nationality,

Va.

BROWN LEGHORN

C.

and Cockerels from my choicest
and they are beauties.
Price, $1
each— an opjportunity to secure the
best stock at half price. Evergreen Farms,
W. B. Gates, Prop., Rice Depot, Va.

will

WANTED— EVERY

TOBACCO

PLANTER

In the United States to have .a copy of
our new catalogue of tobacco seeds; the
largest list in the world.
It's free tor the
asking.
Slate Seed Company, Hyco, Hallfax county, Va.
S.

WHITE

LEGHORN

Leghorn
L.

B.

ville,

FOR

EGGS

C.
sale. 75 cents for 15

or $4 per 100; 30 White
Cockerels, 76 cents each.
Mrs.
R. F. D. 4, Charlottes-

Johnson,
Va.

WANT TO SELL MY FARM OF

400

ACRES;

possession at once; time, ten years; Interest, 5 per cent.; price, $5,000; cash payment, $500.
All questions answered at
once.
T. H. Harris, Fredericksburg, Va.

ROSE-COMB

RHODE

ISLAND~ RED

Cockerels for sale, $1 to $2 each; special
discount on orders tor eggs tor hatching
If
booked in January.
Miss Louise V.
Spencer, Blackstone, Va.

WANTED— PURCHASERS

FOR

Leghorn. White Wyandotte and
Plymouth Rock Cockerels. Birds
quality
holf,

reasonable prices.
Yancey Mills, Va.
at

WE OFFER SOME EXTRA

F.

WHITE
Barred
good
Lou-

of
C.

FINE BERK-

shlre Pigs for sale, also beautiful S. C. B.
Leghorn Cockerels, large enough for service,
at $1 or $1.50 for two.
Dalkeith

Stock Farm. South Boston, Va.

BUSINKS-* B.VRIED KOCX- WK H*VE A
fpw choice cocke'fls br'rt from pood Inyers
which we will -ell at farmer'fi prices Sond
forclrculur
7,

Natio

al

Annapolis Junction.

Junior Republic, Box

Md

WANT TO SELL DUROC JERSEY

PIGS,

to registry; pedigree with ervery
If you wish to Improve your herd, I
can
Interest you.
Try me.
Clarence
Shenk, Luray, Va.

eligible
sale.

in

of the hetrge

— Ed.

COCKERELS FOR SALE— BARRED ROCka^
White Wyandottes,
Leghorns.
J.

White and Browo-

C.

S.

& Walker,

Stroud

Florls, Va.

D. STODGHILL, SHELBYVILLE, KY.,.
is closing out entire herd ot Angus Cattle.
For great bargains, write him.

SALE— BERKSHIRE

FOR

Sows ready

BOARS

AND'

tor service; excellent breeding.

You should come and see them. Evergreen^
Farms, W. B. Gates, Prop., Rice Depot, Va.

AN

OPPORTUNITY

FOR

MAN

A

OF'

limited means to own an up-to-date tana*
In "old Loudoun."
Particulars on application.
Box 40. Ashburn. Va.

EXTRA CHOICE BERKSHIRE
at

$5

farrow

HORSE INJURED.

PLANTER

TOBACCO

in the United States to have a copy of
our new catalogue of tobacco seeds; th»largest list in the world. It's free for theasking.
Slate Seed Company, Hyco, Hallfax county, Va.

is

the top, say, at four or five feet, according to the height of fence you desire, and then cut and lay the intermediate plants crossing them upon
the upright one so as to form a sui>
port for them and thus prevent the
fence being easily thrust ever or trodden down. We do not think the cutting of the tap root practicable. We
are afraid the seeking of it would result in causing many of the plants to
die.

WANTED— EVERY

the

thickening of the
a very proper course
to adopt.
We have done it many
times with thorn hedges with excellent results.
You should leave" every
three or four feet one of the strongest
growths standing upright cutting oft

PIGS, FOB'

10 weeks old; one young
in May,
Biltmore strain.
S. Townley, Red Hill, Va.

Sow

to*

Price,

C.

$25.

Have a mare that got hurt in brid.ge
three years ago at hock joint. Swelled
twice normal size ever since. Can

FOR

same be reduced?

EXPERIENCED DAIRY FARMER WANTS'-

JAS. FOX.

very doubtful whether anything that can be done will result in
reducing the enlargement. It is ot too
long standing.
You might try blistering it with Spanish Fly "blister.
This would require to be repeated several times probably before it could be
seen whether it was likely tb result
in permanent good.
Ed.
It

is

—

-ens
pens,

to $2.50

result

bottom and

[January:.

SOY BEANS— COW PEAS.
Please advise as to the relative
value of soy beans and cow peas, both
as a feed for hogs in the form of hay
and as an improver of the land.
This season I planted twenty acres
of a mixture of the beans and peas,
but the latter matured too soon, or at
least all the peas shelled out before
the hay was housed, while the beans
stood the handling even where part of
the crop was badly frosted. The beans
are eaten with much relish, and in
fact the hogs, young and old, eat the
whole plant. Next spring I expect to
plant either peas or beans, but not
both. AVhich would you recommend
for wintering hogs on? What variety
of soy beans will yield the heaviest
hay crop?
"W."
Loudoun Co., Va.

There is practically no difference between soy beans and cow peas as feed
for hogs. They are both rich protein
feeds and their use results in quicker
and better gains than the use of corn
alone.
have a very hi.gh opinion
of the soy bean, both as a hay and
grain crop, as it withstands both
drouth and rain better than the cow
pea.
As an improver of land, we regard it as of high value. As a nitrogen gatherer, it is more than the equal
of the cow pea, but probably scarcely
makes as much humus making matter
have always advised
as the pea.

We

We

growing

when

the soy bean alone except
the object was simply to make

CHEAP— KENTUCKY BRED-

SALE

Jack, Jennet and Jack Colt; good size andi
fine
breeders.
Box 43. Rutherfordtofa,.
position as working foreman; middle aged,.
single and sober.
Address Box 55, Hamlli-

Va.

ton,

FARM

THOROUGHLY

MANAGER,

Ex-

perienced and practical man, solicits position as manager of dairy or dairy farm;
best ot references given. Address William.
L. Mason, Woodbridge, Va.

FARM FOR SALE—lS3i/i ACRES

IN CUL-

3 miles to depot; rural'
Terms to'phone line.
For further particulars address A. Csuit.
Throckmorton, R. D. No. 1, Rapidan, Va.

peper county, Va.

and

delivery

WANTED— TO
Junior

OSBORNE

EXCHANGE
Binder

Self

Planter.

;

on

Potato-

Irish

for

Jacksondale, Va.

Old,

E.

J.

BROWN LEGHORNS, FOX HOUNDS,
Terriers.
Prices
Shelbyville, Ky.

right.

J.

FOX.

StodghilV

D.

HAVE

LARGE YORKSHIRES.

A.
I STILL
nice lot that defy competition, both inprice and quality; satif-Taction guaranteed,.
W. E. Stickley, Strasburg, Va.

SHORTHORNS, IMPORTED BLOOD,
bargains. Poland-Chinas.
Shelbyville, Ky.

BERKSHIRE

REGISTERED
Girl,

for

5577S,

Mott,

J.

LEB

SOW,

W.

sale or exchange.

J.

S.

Dixondale, Va.

NICE BARRED ROCK COCKERELS
also M. B. Turkey eggs
Faris, Red Hill, Va,

sale;

Bltt

StodghiU,.

D.

in

FOR

season-

Edge

MARRIED FARMER WANTS TO RENr
Address G. A.
Southern Planter.

farm on shares.
of

T.,

care

TRIO

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS FOR

sale

or exchange for White Holland TurAlbert O. Mays, Fredericksburg, Va..

keys.

FOR SALE CHEAP— PEDIGREED SETTER:
pups

and

mother.

Crockett,

G.

Bedford;

City. Va.

WANTED—TO RENT A SMALL POULTRY"
farm

Lynchburg.

near

G.

H.

Fuller^

Ohio.

Westerville,

ALL MY FANCY BARRED ROCKS GO AT
a bargain.

J.

D. Stodghlll, Shelbyville,

Ky.

Lincoln Co., N. C, Dec. 1, 1906.
I like The Southern Planter and do
not want to do without It.
J.

F.

WARLICK.

THE SOUTHEKN^ PLANTER

1907.]
to be cut when the cow
peas sown with them were at their
best for this purpose. This, of course,
involves some loss of the soy beans,
as at that time they have rarely made
anything like their full growth, but
their upright manner of growth and
strong stalks hold up the peas' and
make them easier to cut and better to
cure. The Mammoth Yellow soy bean
is
the best variety for middle and
eastern Virginia, but will not mature
the seed in the Western part of the
There the Black and Ito San
State.
Yellow seem the best adapted.
In
sectioa
you should be able to
your
grow the Mammoth Yellow. The seed
of this variety is much more plentiful
than that of the other varieties named.
The soy bean often fails to make a
good yield the first season when planted in a section where it has not been
previously grown.
This arises from
the absence of the specific bacteria in
the land. After the first year there
will be no difliculty on this score.
Ed.

73

a hay crop

Tuleyries Farm.

KEREFORDS
HOLSTEINS
BERKSHIRES

—

FERTILIZER

FOR

PUSHING

GROWTH OF CABBAGE.
Please tell me in the next issue of
the Plantar what are the best fertilizers to use under cabbage planted in
fall

make them come

to

Land

is

in
^arly.
T. G. P.

well manured.

PURE-BRED; ALL AQES; BOTH SEXES.

To show the quality

of

my

stock,

I

sold in

Halifax Co., Va.

As soon as the land is in good confor working and the weather

December, 14

South

Herefords for export to

dition

seems likely to be mild cultivate the
crop and in doing so run as close to
the plants as can be done without disturbing them. As soon as the plants
begin to grow after this cultivation
apply a top dressing of 75 or 100
of
nitrate
soda
per
pounds
of
acre, sowing the same down each
side
of
Cultivate frethe rows.
quently, and, if needed, in order to
insure very quick growth, give later
another top dressing cf nitrate of
soda t)f the same quantity as before.

America, in competition with breeders in
Illinois

and Ohio.

I

also sold Berkshires to

farmers in Massachusetts, Connecticut and

New

York.

NEW YOFK

GRAHAM

Office

F.

BLANDY

66 Broadway

—Ed.

Tuleyiies Farm,

FOR IRISH POTATOES— NUX VOMICA FOR HAWKS
—DRY MASH FOR POULTRY.

FERTILIZER
1.
I

I

have quite a

want
want

to

lot of

hen manure

use in making a

fertilizer.

make

a half-ton averaging
about 6 per cent, of ammonia. Tell
me how much nitrate of soda, how
much potash and acid phosphate to
add; also, which is the best, potash,
muriate or sulphate. I want it for
early Irish potatoes. How much would
you advise using in the drill? Would
the half ton be too much for an acre?
2. There has been talk in the PlantI

to

White PoLt, Clarke Co., Va.

vomica

Ingleside Herefords
ANDERSON, BLAKER
OWNED BY

tity?

I

caught

live in a

hawk

three

the

in

A

killing

choice lot of Bulls,

Cows and Heifers

3.

I

New

Yorker

tor sale;

VA.
Telephone and Telegraph, Alderson.

traps.

found in the Rural

VA.

FARM NEAR ALDERSON, W.

Have
month in

country.
last

MILLS,

W.

also

a few Polled Hereford Bulls, recorded in the National Polled
Hereford Record.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

about nux
er
hawks. I have not seen what quantity to use to a brood of chicks. Does
it make any difference as to the quanfor

S.

GREENBRIER COUNTY, W.

Tell

the

advertiser

where

you saw his advertisement.

)
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WOODSIDE BERKSHIRES.
Everytbinj: Shipped on Approval.

We

[January.

now ottering a grand lot of (all Pigs ilred by mr two treat
and MA8TBH
weighing from
pounds each, In only talr breeding condition. Lustre's Carllll*
now weighs over 700 pounds. He Is sired by the great show boar. Royal
Carlisle, No. 68313; dam. Topper's Lustre 64923.
Master Lee Is sired by
Loyal Lee II., of Blltmore, No. 56332; dam. Imported DaneeSeld Mlstresi,
No. 76327. Loyal Lee II. is undoubtedly one of the champion Berkshlra
boars of the
world.
Danesfleld Mistress
Danesfleld
Is a daughter of
Huntress, No. 6817S, who has an unbroken record of first prize at all tb«
leading English shows, with one exception, and then being defeated by her
daughter, Oanes&eld Mistress. We can always furlnsh pigs not akin, and
never send out anything that Is not strictly choice. In order to show our
confidence in what we otter and Insure satisfaction to our customers, we
will ship pigs for the next sixty days ON APPROVAL, and It they are Dot
entirely satisfactory In every respect you can return them at OUR
EXPENSE. In other words, you can see the pigs before you buy, and If
they do not suit. It costs you absolutely nothing. Address
are

Boars, LUSTRE'S CARLISLE OF BILTMORE. No. 72067,
LEE OF BILTMORE, No. 79379, and out of royally-bred sows
600 to 600

WOODSIDE STOCK FARM,

R.

S.

Parish,

Proprietor,

,

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

where some poultry rafser feeds dry
mash. It did not say what It was and
how he fed it but said he liked it better than wet mash.
Please say what
it is composed of.
A. G. A.
good Irish potato fertilizer
1. A
should analyze 6 per cent nitrogen, 7
per cent, phosphoric acid, and 8 per
cent, potash.
The following ingredients:

600 lbs. cotton seed meal.
300 lbs. nitrate of soda.
SCO lbs. acid phosphate (14
lbs.

FOR

JANUARY DELIVERY

RED POLLED BULL, 2 years old
2 SHORTHORN BULLS, 1 "year old in March.
BERKSHIRE HOGS AND PIGS, not akin.
SCOTCH COLLIE PUPPIES.
TOULOUSE GEESE.
BRONZE TURKEYS. HALF-WILD TURKEYS.
1

PEKIN DUCKS.
per

cent.

300

WE OFFER

muriate potash.

Will make a ton of fertilizer analyzing about 5 per cent, nitrogen, 7 per
cent, phosphoric acid, and 8 per cent,
potash.
This is rather short of nitrogen for the crop and therefore you
might well use the hen manure with
this mixture. Hen manure when fresh
only contains about 1 per cent, of nitrogen, and when dried has much less
than this, so that tne addition of even
a ton of it to the above mixture would
add less than 20 lbs. of nitrogen to it,
which would not make the fertilizer
too rich in this ingredient.
Irish potato growers in Tidewater Virginia
use from 500 to 1,000 lbs. of such a
mixture as the above per acre foi*
their crop, using about 500 lbs. per
acre in the rows and the excess beyond this amount broadcast, and you
can safely follow this rule. Mr. Holmead, a successful Irish potato grower near Washington, describes in this
Read
issue how he raises his crop.
his article.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK COCKERELLS
AND PULLETS.
All of the above will be sold at low prices this month.

M.B ROWE &

CO.,

-

Fredericksburg, Virginia.

Glenburn Berkshires.
"Champions Beget Champions."
of matchless size, style and quality and are from the bluwt
blooded animals of England and America.
We have Pigs by imported Loyal Hunter and Hlghtlde Commons, the
greatest boars that ever crossed the Atlantic; also 'by Premier Longfellow and Masterpiece, winners of 1st and 2nd at World's Exposition, St.
Louis; they are out of great sows sired by Lord Premier and out of such

Our Hogs are

great winners as

Charmer

65th, Combination,

SHIRE GOLDEN LAD JERSEYS.

DR.

J.

Duchess 2nd, etc. FORFAB'
D. KIRK, Roanoke, Va.

RlEnilworth herd
AMERICAN

OF ENGLISH AND
2. Mix 4 or 5 drops of the nux vomica for each chick in the mash to be
IT
BRED BERKSHIRES.
given to the brood, or half to a teaHeaded bj the Imported Boar, Refal Oarspoonful of the dry powdered nux
lyle, winner of tbe first over all elauae at
vomica to a quart of meal. Let the
the Rojral Show of England, and the U(heatchickens eat this and then the ha\^K
A b«bprlced sIz-monthB pig ever lold.'
that takes one of them will soon be "a
ber of boar and sow plge by him ant tt
dead cock in the pit."
CARLYLE
IMPORTED
EOYAL
bred
eowa
m«v
and
Bngllih
American
both
__
3. The dry mash referred to Is simfour to eight months. Als* some chelea 7«UBC lows hf
ply a mixture of ground corn, wheat tor sale, ranging In ages from
Dorset Lee of Blltmore, and bred to Royal Carlyle.
and oats, or ground corn and bran fed
One boar by Imported King Hunter; dam, Berks Paasy of Blltmore.
One boar by Dorset Lee of Blltmore; dam, Berks Pansy of Blltmore.
This dry feeding is beto the hens.
Ouarantee perfect satisfaction or refund the money.
ing strongly advised now as It has
For description and prices, write BDUAR B. MOORB, Proprietor, Blltmore, N. O.
given good results In several experiments made. Ed.
saw his advertisement.
Tell the advertiser where you
<

—
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BARREN COW—REMEDY.
I
have a Jersey cow that has not
calved for three years (only had one
calf), and will not get with calf.
Is
there any way to get her to breed?
Mathews Co., Va.
W. J. G.

A

remedy

now being

for barrenness in
tested in several

cows

is

places,

which gives promise of good results.
Take a cake of yeast and when the
cow is just coming in heat dissolve
this In warm water and inject into
the vagina. Then when the cow is

\

Suppose your dealer does make a few extra
:tra penby recommending an inferior shaving
inp- snani
soapl
What good does that do you ? It is

nies

just going out of heat breed her. This
has proved effectual in a number of
cases which have been reported. There
is also a remedy put up by Fleming
Bros., whose advertisement will be
found in this issue. Ed.

your face

that

dealer.

—

Stnd 4c.

in

Shaving

WORMS

IN HORSES.
Will you please give me a remedy in
your next Issue for worms in horses?
B. G. HARRIS.
Albemarle

Co.,

much

the

Quick

THE

A RARE

through

the

col-

& Easy Shaving Soaps

J.

B.

and

WILLIAMS COMPANY,

CHANCE

IN

BERKSHIRE

PIGS.

The Southern Railway in double tracking through Montview
Farmg hag tal en our hog-yards and part of our hog-houee. Tnerefore we ofier a few Berkshire Boars and Sow Pigs, magnificently
bred,

FOR LESS THAN HALF OUR USUAL CnARQES,

of a new hog house and runs. Sons and
laughters of
FAITHFUL, imported out of splendid
breed sows. Also several sons and daaghters of
PREMIEI(, 3d, a World's Fair winner out of an Imported Sow.

Sending th« construction

MANOR

BARON

ADDRESS

—

advise

SO jha-Oej.)

Montvie"w Farms.

,

Please

Sticlc, {Trial Size.)

Dept. A, Glastonbury, Conn.

earth
worm and usually from 4 to 12 inches
in length. Another variety is the Pin
worm, found mostly in the large intestines.
These are semi-transparent
threadlike worms 1 to 2 inches long.
The tape worm is also sometimes present.
It is white, flat, thin, broad and
jointed.
Among the best remedies are
santonine and turpentine for the
round worms, areca nut for tape
worms and infusions of tobacco or
quassia chips for the pin worms. For
the round worms give on a fasting
stomach twice daily for 3 or 4 days a
drench composed of turpentine 1 ounce
and linseed oil 2 or 3 ounces, to be
followed on the fourth day by a physic
If pin
of Barbadoes aloes 1 ounce.
worms are present (these usually
cause itching about the tail ) inject into the rectum an infusion of tobacco
or of quassia chips one-half pound to
a gallon of water once or twice daily
and follow with a physic of aloes. Ed.

1.

stamps for a Williams'

Williams' Shaving Sticks.— Sold everywhere. Address,

common

APPLYING PHOSPHATE ROCK.

the

Williams' Barbers' Bar, Yankee, Mug,

Va.

like

— not

upon WilHams'.

(I^nough for

There are several varieties of worms
found in the horse, the most common
being the Lumbricold worm, which Is
very

suffers

Insist

'

Montview Farms,
CARTER GLASS,
C. L.

Owner.
8TAHL, Manager,

Box

513. Lynchburg, Va.

umns

of your valuable paper the best
and cheapest way by which to broadcast phosphate for an oat crop.
2. In what ratio would it be best to

Berkshire Boars
By

mix Tennessee ground rock phosphate
with barnyard manure, and could this
phosphate be mixed with swamp muck
with good results?

a grandson of Imported Luster's Bachelor and

from sows of pure Biltmore breeding, for
R.

SUBSCRIBER.
Pasquotank

sale.

HANCOCK & SON,

Elleeslie, Chaelottesville, Va.

Co., N. C.

Either sow by hand or use a machine which is now on the market for
broadcast sowing of lime and other

bulky

J.

fertilizers.

2. Mix 40 lbs. of the phosphate rock
with each ton of the barn>ard manure
It
as it is taken out of the yard.
would be best to use lime on the

MEADOWViEW BERKSHIRES.
NOT "HOW

ilANT."

BUT "HOW GOOD,"

OtJR MOTTO.

fall Fairs, and In order to mora widely Introdace emr
are making a special discount on all young stock tar tha next thirty days.
We grow the kind that Win, and they In turn will produce Winners. W« carry tha
very best lines of English and American breeding, and every animal la tha hard la >
worthy representative of the breed.

Following our success at the

stock,

we

SEND FOR UST OF STOCK FOR 8ALB

To

O.

A.

Shortrede,

Manager Meadowvlew Farms, Woodbine, Pa.
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swamp muck
after a
phate.

first

month or

and then later, say
two, apply the phos-

TAKE NOTICE!

These muck soils are almost
always sour and lack mineral plant
food.

—Ed.

RED CLOVER FAIEURE.

I

Tell us what to do to get clover to
stand.
For the last two years at harvest I have had a beautiful stand coming well up to the top of the stubble.
In about a month after I have found
the leaves turning black and in another
month it was all gone and the ground
black with the dead leaves and stalks.
It Is evidently a blight.
Do you know
of any remedy?
.. N. FARIB.

Albemarle

Co., Va.

The cause

of the red clover failing

CAN FURNISH MATURE

Percheron Stallions
and Stud Colts
breeders,

to

my

who employ

customers at

much

less cost

than importers and

the highest priced labor and whose advertising

them thousands of dollars per year. I have them as large and as
good as they grow, and they have all the necessary exercise, either at

costs

work

or in the paddocks, that makes a stallion "hale and hearty," and
naturally sure foal getters of good, strong colts.
Also

Registered Saddle Horses.

stand is almost invariably a sour
condition of the soil. Correct this by
to

t

an application

of lime, say, from half
a ton to a ton to the acre and the clover will thrive.
Land even on a lime-

stone formation is often found to be
sufficiently acid to prejudicially affect
the growth of the leguminous crops.
These are largely dependent for their
success on the microbic formations on
the roots which supply nitrogen, and
the microbes which produce these are
very sensitive to an even slightly
acid condition of the soil. They cannot multiply in soil of this character,
and hence the crop dies out. Of
course,
there are sometimes other
causes of failure of clover to stand.
The practice of seeding on the top of
the land in the winter, or of seeding
later, without covering the seed properly, are both, in our opinion, frequently causes of failure. We always
insisted upon the seed being well covered with a harrow and rarely failed
to secure a stand.
An old subscriber
wrote us some time ago that he had
failed to secure a stand of clover for
several years, but noting what we had
said as to covering the seed, he had
for the last two or three years drilled
the seed in so as to secure good covering and had succeeding in getting
good stands.
An insect (the clover
midge or mite) has done considerable
damage to the crop in some sections
for the last two or three years, but
we have ho record of its being present in Virginia. Try liming your land
and better covering of the seed. Ed.

[January.

ALSO HAVE

Short Horn Cattle.
Royally bred and of the best conformation

— equal

to any.

Berkshire Hogs
JOHN

F.

LEWIS, Lynnwood, Va.

LEWIS STATION, N & W. RAILWAY, ON THE FARM.

BARGAINS
BILTMORE

IN

BERKSHIRES.
o-

TO MAKE THINGS SNUO FOR THE} WINTER

15

WE WILL LET A PEW QO AT

PER CENT. DISCOUNT.

DON'T MISS THIS CHANCE TO SECURE THE BEST

American and English Blood.
A

Also Jersey Heifers tor
left.
Mall orders a specialty.

tew High-Class Jersey Bulls

ject to tuberculin test.

sale.

All sold

ut^

BILTMORE FARMS,

Address;

R. F. D. No. 2, Blltmore,

N. C.

—

COWPEA FOR IMPROVING LAND.

Royal Shipments of Ro yal Berkshir es

would like to know the best pea Fetch royal letters. Read the following:
Dr. F. E, Williams, of Charlottesville, Va..
to sow to improve the land.
"The pigs I
a famous stockman, says:
Lee Co., Va.
J. L. HARRIS.
bought of you are doing finely. I have never
I weighed the
seen finer ones in my life.
The strong vining
I

varieties like the
Black, Clay or Whippoorwill are the
best foi- improving the land, as they
make the most vegetable matter to
turn under and thus increase the humus in the soil. A mixture of these varieties often makes a heavier crop
than the same varieties sown separate-

ly.—Ed.

boar when he was 120 days old and he
Accurate dates and
weighed 109 pounds."

scales cannot beat this much. B. C. Londo'n,
"Boar received. He Is
of Burleson. Texas:
neighbors think
just what I wanted.
him the finest that ever reached Texas."

My

bought all the prize-winning Pekln Ducks at Richmond State Fair and ordered
more than appeared on the grounds. White and Barred Plymouth Rocks.
I

TH05.

S.

WHITE,

Lexington, Va.

—
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MAPLE SHADE

BERKSHIRE SALE
Bluefield,

West

Virginia,

Saturday, February 2d, 1907. (Ground Hog Day.)
This offering will contain forty-five Sows of the highest type of the most fashionable
Berkshires in the world.
tion of the

or

two

strains.

In

We

will offer the

fact,

we can

offer

American bred, English bred and

a combina-

you Sows with any proportion of imported blood

any proportion of American blood that you want.

Baron Premier 3rd, 75021.
Most of these Sows and Gilts
Premier

will be bred to, or sired by, our illustrious Boar,

75021, which, we think,

III.,

is

the best

Boar

in the world.

Some

Baron

of the Gilts

Baron Premier VIII., 88S85, who carries more than one-half Lord Premier
and he is a great sire.
Send all mail bids to Col. Chaeles F. Mills, care W. H. Coffman, Bluefield, W. Va.
but, better stiU, come to the sale, and we promise that you will be entertained to the very
You can come and go on first-class trains and make good connection.
best of our ability.
Apply to W. H. Coffman, Bluefield,
Sale catalogue ready to mail after January loth.
W. Va.
Sale on the farm.
AUCTIONEERS— Cols. R. R. Bailey and W. E. Merriman.
will be bred to

blood,

W.

H.

COFFMAN,

Bluefield, Mercer County,

West

Virginia.

THE SOUTHERN
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HOW A COUNTRY WOMAN CAN
EARN MONEY.
Article No.

2.

Mabt Washington.
Let us suppose the case of a woman
left widow, on a fairly good farm,
with little children too young to support themselves or her. Hampered by
these she can scarcely hope to get a
position In any other household, as a
single woman might do, as housekeeper, companion or nursery goverManifestly, the best and only
ness.
thing for her to do is to "stand In
her lot" and try to utilize the re-

We will
within her reach.
suppose that she succeeds In getting
a tenant to cultivate the bulk of her
farm and that the rent she gets from
him suflaces for her taxes and the
Still she
actual necessities of life.
must exert herself to procure comforts, pleasures and advantages for
her household. She has retained her
garden (a large, rich old spot), her
orchard and a few acres of land adjoining.
She Is a little too far from
town to undertake a regular market
besides,
she Is too
garden, and
cautious to enter on a new enterprise
except In a limited, tentative way, so
she Ijeglns by enlarging her usual crop
of potatoes and cabbage with a view
sources

to selling the surplus, as these are
staple crops of vegetables. In steady
demand, and not fragile and perishable. As she imderstands the culture
articles and
takes great
of these
pains, both in the raising and shipping of them, she meets with sufflclenk
to Induce her to enher operations and plant out
of these vegetables,
till they might be dignified
by the
of
Aiso
finding that the
name
crops.
first green things that come after
the rigor of winter are especially
popular, she added turnip salad to her
market vegetables, shipping It by the
barrel to the nearest town in the
early spring and deriving from it a
fair profit.
Another thing she turned
to fine profit was the culture of asparagus. She already had a fine, large
old bed of this which she only had to
enlarge and Improve. Asparagus Is a

encouragement

large

more and more

College of Agriculture and Experiment Station
OFFERS THE FOLLOWING StTRPLUS STOCK:

most desirable commodity and especially for a woman.
The bed does
not need renewing except at very long
Intervals and is not difficult to keep
in order. It Is a vegetable universally
liked, and it is especially prized by

epicures.
especially

It

almost always

sells high,

JERSEYS— One Mature

Bull and two Bull Calves.

SHORTHORNS—Bull Calves,
HEREFORD8—Bull CalL

Heifers and Mature Cows.

—

BERKSHIRES Pigs of both sexes ready for shipment.
orders for Pigs to be delivered In from thirty to sixty days.

Will also tak*

when you can get it into
The above is the increase of the herd of the College Farm, and
market early. Then it will bear transdisposed of at fair prices. For further particulars, write
portation, if the quantity and quality
JOHN R. FAIN, Agriculturist, Blacksburg, Va.
are such as to Justify you In sending
it off to a distance, and If not you can

almost

always

find

a good

home

Berkshire Hogs.

market for

it
acre of strawberries might be
profitable
by an energetic,
painstaking woman, especially if she
could manage to get them into market
either earlier or later than common.
Also she might make a good deal by
the sale of raspberries If she was in

An
made

Two Boars 10 months old, sired by Lee
dam Caramel II. A nice lot of Pigs

Topper,
sired

by Imported "Glenburn

Catch."

Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerels.
6 H.-P. Stationary Boiler and Engine,
perfect repair, $165 f. o. b. Burkevllle.
SANDY, Burkevllle, Va.
T.
O.

Thirty

One
In

will

be

;
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MORVEN PARK.
The

WESTMORELAND

Property of

DAVIS.

Esq.

Reg. Dorset Horn Sheep.
Stud Earns include "Morven's Best" (4132 C. D. C),
at Virginia State Fair.

"Morven's Pride" (5667),

"Morven's Choice" (5631), winner

Fair, 1906.

Shows, 1906.

We

at less

first

at

English Royal, 1904;

and championship

Ram Lambs

sired

at

first

Virginia State

English Royal and Western Counties

have an exceptionally fine crop of lambs this

orders for next June delivery.

weigh

at

first

fall

and are now booking

by above, or imported in dam, which will

than six months 110 to 130 poimds, averaging 120 pounds without forcing.

Large White Yorkshires.
Herd headed by imported "Holywell Huddersfield" (4850),
"Bottesford Gentleman."

We

have an exceptionally

fine lot of

A.

Y.

Pigs for

C,
sale,

and

imported

including the

remainder of a litter out of imported "HoljTvell Good Girl" (1 Boar, 9 Sows), a grand lot of
Pigs six months old, also the remaining 8 Pigs 3 Bcnrs and 5 Sows—five months old, out
A few Bred Gilta for Marcii and April farrow for sale. Foundation
of "Sweetest Polly."

—

herds a specialty.

REG.

GUERNSEY CATTLE.
TUBERCULIN TESTED.

Herd headed by Bull, Imported Top Notch, 9023, A. G. C. C, son of Imported Beda. Advanced register No. 136, official yearly butter record 640 pounds of butter; assisted by MainAdvanced register No. 92
stay's Glenwood Boy, 7607, A. G. C. C, son of Jewel of Haddon.
official yearly record 463 pounds of butter.
We are offering some fine Bulls by our stock Bulls out of advanced register, and other
deep milking dams.

ALL STOCK
Flocks and herds

LIVE

^ »nL

FINE CONDITION.

IN

may

be viewed by appointment.

STOCK DEPARTMENT, MORVEN PARK,
LEESBURG, LOUDOUN

--»»n^tn>»^«.<.i.i.i.i.i

i

1

1

1

III

m il

1

1

1

1

I

CO.,
II

VA.
iiiiii u^
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JNO. S. FUNK,

easy access of a market, but they are
too fragile to stand a long journey.
Gooseberries are tough, and as they
come in the early spring when people
are glad of any kind of fruit, they are
apt

to

command

a

good

price.

PLA]\'TEK.

[J anuarv.

GLEN FARM, ROUTE

Harrisonburg, Va.

7.

Importer aod Breeder ot

POLLED DURHAM

A

OR

CATTJ.B

woman

can add greatly to the effect
of her wares by putting them up careAnother thing a
fully and tastefully.
woman can do in her country home is

These are so much
raise herbs.
needed both for culinary and medicinal purposes that I do not believe
there would be any difficulty in dis-

SHORTHORNS,

AND

POLAND-CHINA

HOGS.

to

HORN-

LESS

All

eligible

to

registry.

In
tbe
West
the
thyme that Poland-Chinas
are callold-fashioned
nicely flavors ed the mortgage lifters.
such a pretty
I have a fine lot of Pigs
chicken, ham
or other meat; horseradish, that so
delightfully seasons pickle and catsup; red pepper and mustard; tansy,
valuable bitters;
that makes such
medicinal
strong
its
with
mint,
virtues; sage, that is so essential to
for
gargle
sausage and so useful as a
sore throat or a remedy for other
complaints requiring an astringent.
Inen there is peppermint, a highly
aromatic and medicinal herb; lavender, which is the basis of lavender oil,
and rosemary, which is the basis of a
Our aim has always been to breed and sell cattle that would give good results after
perfumer's oil commanding a high
leaving our farm. The following letter is from one of our Ohio customers:
Occasionally druggists send
Ottawa, Ohio, November 19, 1906.
price.
Dear
Mr. French.— My cattle are doing finely. The three cows I got from you are
repeople
country
out a circular to
Have produced 20 calves and one more due soon.
the best money makers on the farm.
questing them to send in supplies of
One of Susie 6th heifers got first at the Fort Wayne (Ind.) Fair last season and a heifer
medicinal herbs, and I do not doubt
out of Jacquenetto 12th was first at the same fair this fall.
WILLIAM G. MULLET.
Tours truly,
that the raising and careful preparaThe above sale of cows was made In December, 1900, and the letter serves to show
tion of both culinary and medicinal
cattle breed on.

posing of them.

There

is

so largely used in
cookery; parsley, that so
fried chicken and forms
fringe around a dish of

was

SUNNY HOME HERD
OF

Aberdeen -Angus

Cattle.

I

how

herbs would prove remunerative.

There

SUNNY HOME

Maury

Prop., R.

F.

D.,

Byrdville, Va.

states.

There

The Delaware Herd

ROYAL ANGUS GAHLE
Is

have-

commanded

let it

MTTEH & SON.

Bridgoville.r;-!.

Prop.

The Acme Harrow
pulverized soil
1

they pet through

isas nne as a Hanow can n
esents all \t» food to the fee<l
Think how much easier oi
tea in the Aeine
Harrow
The old harrow dra-geti bi

11

prepared

Try the

t

Acme

has Ijeen thoroub'lily
pulverized.

wander.

FREE.

>oo8 the old fashioned spike

spline toothed harrow do
ItdoesnoC. It does tear

intelligence.
vigilance.
You

care and
have to be constantly on the alert, as
there are so many foes of various
kinds that spring up against chickens;
but if you are willing and able to exercise all the qualities and do all the
things I have enumerated you can
make a success of chicken raising
and find it profitable. The poulterer
patience,

68604.

Ito. Females of
the eon of the great $8,100 Prince
equallv choice breeding. Write your wants. Rememb*),
we take personal care of our cattle; keep no high prleec
help; incur no expense of exhibiting; all of which eaabltr
US to offer stock at equitable prices. Send foi pamirt>)»«
15 Bulls from 2 to 15 months old for sale.

But "eternal
steadily high prices.
vigilance" is the prjce, not only of
liberty, but of raising fowls, so unless
persons are willing to exercise this it
is quite useless for them to attempt
Let no one fall into
to raise fowls.
the mistaken supposition that }hey
raise themselves. You have to watch
over them almost as closely and attend to their needs almost as carefully and regularly as ii they were
human babies. You have to fix your

mind upon them and not
You have to exercise

noi surpassed either In breeding or individual aalmtlt
At the head of our herd it

PRINCE BARBARA,

is

no

products

of

by any herd in the East.

Virginia,
poultry or proin raising
risk
ducing eggs, no danger of any caprice
or fluctation in the market preventing
For about five years past
their sale.
in

these

FRENCH,

A. L.

great possibilities in
The
poultry, and especially in eggs.
the
best
probably
French
are
economists in the world, and a large
part of the annual income of France
comes from the sale of poultry and
eggs, an amount equal to the proceeds
of the entire annual crop of tobacco
are

tip

field

t

other, as a lever raises the
ters from the pround.

man can

put the hat row
wapunortlea with case-,
me Is the lowest priced ha

tliati

the

d

is

built to last.

Writolorfr B book/'A Perfect Seed E
Written by llstlngulshed egrleultut
ishiii^

and

A

levelin

DUANE

H.

NASH, Box

Tell the advertiser

is,

where you saw

po!.lal to

.

nULLINGTON,

his ad.

N. J.
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of

modem

days

is

greatly assisted
incubators
and

by the excellent
brooders now on the market. He no
longer has to wait till the sitting instinct seizes on the hen nor has he
to suffer from her caprice or fickleness in deserting her nest.
He can
regulate for himself the times for
hatching the eggs, arranging matters
so as to secure the most profitable returns; he can have young fowls ready
for Christmas, Easter or any other
time he chooses.
Hence, a woman
with a good brooder and Incubator
can defy times and seasons and the
caprice of her hens and raise young
chickens to suit the requirements of
the market and to subserve her own

money,

Dr.
'

J
S
r

To your fattening

hogs, also to your brood stock. It Is a PREVENTIVE and ARRESTER
of disease; MAKES MORE PORK on LESS FEED; insures healthy offsprings
thirty
years unparalleled success. GUARANTEED by the INSURANCE PROPOSITION'
which
13 fully explained in "HOGOLOGY," a complete treatise on swine-raising
sent FREE
tor the asking.

"1

at

the

POBAtLTKAt ri
WRITE FOR PLA;

home-staying woman can do to make
her own support or add to it, and
those who are kept at home by old
parents or young children, or other
causes, will do wisely to consider
what resources and possibilities are
within their reacTi and to avail themselves, intelligently and diligently, of
these.

it

is

My Hog Remedy
by the

late

meets all the requirements of the pure foods and drug law enacted
Congress on June 30, 1906.

JOS. HAAS, V.

S., Indianapolis, Ind.

JERSEY CATTLE

The best
Bull,

Island and home-bred strains. »Heja^headed by the $10,000
Eminent, No. 69631, who stands without an equal in the Jersey

world.

Indian

Game

The king

C^icKens.
of table fowls.

"WHite Leg'Horna.
The

greatest layers.

"WKite Orping'tons.
The new English general purpose
For particulars, address

BOWMONT FARMS,

fowl.

Salem, Va:

^B3

JERSEY BULLS
AND CALVES

—

parties or at tea.
Sponge cake, too,
a good sale, and also caraof layer caKe.
Altogether, there ace many things a

KBBB

TRADEi-MARK

'their

mel and other kinds

reader of this paper remitting direct to me for
a can or half can of my Remedy at prices below
and will give same a fair trial for 30 days will have
his money refunded If at the end of that time he

'^ °°l^ satisfied that his hogs have been beneQted,
"'"'
that the Remedy will do all that is claimed for
the best Hog Remedy he has ever used.
PRICES— 25-lb. cans, $12.50, e.\press paid; half cans. $6.50 express paid; packages, $2.50,
$1.25 and 60 cents each.
None genuine without my signature.

•^"S-SrMil^SiiBiigBSSSSB

and that

it

make a respectable fund for recreation or for emergencies by means of
poultry and eggs. By the way, it is
generally considered that the latter
are more profitable than the former.
As a general thing, a country woman
has the advantage of having feed for
her poultry without buying it, for
there are few farms on which she
could not get at least shattered corn
and wheat screenings.
Fowl raising suggests pigeons, in
which, I believe, there are great possibilities.
Nothing is more delicious
and more popular than a squab. In
Northern cities they sell very high,
and doubtless one could also find a

commands

Trial Offer.

Any

rER£NC£-Air,' BAf

same time

good home market for them. Pigeons
are very prolific and the squabs attain
growth with great rapidity, far
more so than broiling chickens.
Another thing a home-staying woman might do if she could find an encouraging opening make preserves,
jelly, pickle and catsup.
Old Virginia
was famous for its fine pickles, yellow
cabbage, oiled mangoes, etc., and it
seems to me that these ought to be
very saleable if they could be brought
to the notice of the public.
Beaten
biscuit( which are almost unknown
outside of old Virginia families) command a good price and are considered
a most desirable dainty at luncheon

30 Days Free

INSURE nofis

CASl?

might remain with
and cheer their de-

their old parents
clining days and

HEALTHYBY SPRING
PIGS
FEEDING
JOS. HAAS' HOG REMEDY

I

interests best.
The early "broilers"
in April will bring her double what
the same chickens would bring in
July,
and with an incubator and
brooder at her command she can arrange to have the chickens hatch
whenever it is most profitable for her.
With these increased facilities for
raising fowls it seems to me that
many young women who go off in
search of a support, or at least of

pocket

SAVE YOUR
HOGS
AND MAKE

I

'
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are

Forest

FIT FOR SERVICE, FOR SALE

from Cows giving milk in paying quantities.

Home Farm,

''"^?f^^N^A'-^

^SQ

K!

SAMANDJONES^
SAYJNCS
LIFE

BY HIS WIFE
agents ARE coining money, send
n/Twre
iirawirrk
for canvassing outfit and
AGENTS WANTED ^oc CONTRACT
FOR TERRITORY
BIG BOOK. 7x10. PRICE $2.50
L.

J.

NICHOLS

&

CO.,

AND $3.50
ATLANTA,

GA.
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OXaEITVTj^S
The Biz Kind and the Prize Winning Kind.
PIGS. BOARS AND BRED SOWS FOR SALE.
Herd Boars now In service are D's Corrector 98157, bred by Winn & Mastln, of Kansas,
and a bait brother to the Senior Champion Boar at St. Louis World's Fair. Halt InMy other herd Boar, Big Jumbo
terest in the sire of D's Corrector 98137, sold for $2,500.
64275, was bred by W. S. Powell, of Kansas, and Is of the largest strain of PolandChinas In the world. He Is a superb Individual and promises to develops Into an

Immense

hog.

Also a tew choice White Leghorn Cockerels for sale.
Satisfaction guaranteed, as stock may be returned at
J. F.

my expense. Prices
DCRRETTE, BIRDWOOD, ALBEMARLE COUNTT, VA.

low.

COOK'S IMPORTATION OF JACKS.
Spanish papers comment in com-

I

plimentary manner on Kentucky as a
great stock province. Mr. J. F. Cook,

member

of the

firm of J. F.
Lexington, Ky., has
favored us with a copy of Diario del
Comercio, published in Barcelona,
Spain, and containing a complimentary notice of his recent visit to that
country in search of improved Jack
stock.
The article breaths the spirit
of reciprocity for the great American
republic and shows the cordial relations existing between the two countries, as well as the estimation in
which Kentucky is regarded abroad
for her fine live stock. A translation
is here given below. "Itie article is
headed "Exportation of Jacks," and

senior

Cook

is

&

Co.,

as follows:

in

Kentucky,

the most important province of the
United States in the matter of horse
breeding.
During the present year
several fine lots of jacks have been
shipped to North and South America,
but the best lot of all, in respect of
pure breeding and fine natural qualities, was the importation acquired for
the stud farm of Don Juan F. Cook &
Co. of Lexington, Ky.
Among these
were several sons of the famous King
of Majorca as well as some from the
best strains of Vich and Gerona. This
shipment is another evidence of the
excellent relations between Spain and
the great republic, and if the provincial authorities of Catalonia would establish a stud book, in the proper
form, to meet the demands of the
American government in the matter
of free entry of animals for breeding
purposes, and if the steamship line
running boats in the Barcelona-New
York service would arrange to transport live stock in a safe and comfortable manner, sales to the United
States would
be speedily tripled.
Meanwhile we congratulate Don Juan
Cook, of Kentucky, upon his purchase
of some of our finest jacks.
understand that he will return next year
to make a similar purchase."

We

Allegheny, Pa., Nov. 8, 1906.
Enclosed herein is the pricg of the
best farm paper in the South.

CLARENCE PETTIT.

G6S06,

my

One B«an,

ORAT'S BIG CHUV,

VICTOR

Cam tunllk
Q, B7075.
pairs not akin to those previously pmrchased.
Come to headquarters and get tka
best at one-haU Western prices. Oldest k«r4
57077

and

In the State.
J.

ORAT,

B.

Predsrlcksborg. Va.

EDGEWOOD STOCK FARM.

DORSETS! DORSETS!
Here we are again with the finest crop of Fall Lambs ever known on Edgewood
Farm. You can get a Choice Ram Lamb, if you order early. Don't wait till June, as
you did last year. They will all be sold then. We have Ewe Lambs, too, that are
"PEACHES AND CREAM." Come over to see us. We like to hear from you.
J. D. ARBUCKLE & SONS. Maxwelton, Greenbrier County, W. 'Va.

ST.

the Balearic Islands are neither un-

known nor unappreciated

Superior lot of Pigs by

GRAT'S IDEAL,

of

"It
is evident
that the famous
thoroughbred jacks of Catalonia and

Poland Chinas.

AUBiN FARM

REGISTERED BERKSHIRES.
The best English and American blood abounds In my herd. Such grand strains as
"Loyal Berks," "Royal Carlisle," "Lord Premier," No. 60001, "BriUsh Lord," No. 8«6«4.
and many others. If you want the style, quality and early maturers. i have what yo«
want at reasonable prices. Choice Pigs of either sex for sale. Pigs mated not akin.
Correspondence solicited.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Address COL. HENRY HOLLYDAY, Baston, Md.

TAMWORTH AND POLAND CHINA
Boars ready for service

Pigs, entitled to registration, for $5 at eight weeks.

and Bred

So'ws.
J.

C.

GRAVES,

Barboursvllle, Orange County, Va.

EVERGREEN FARMS
REGISTERED JERSEY CATTLE,
REGISTERED BERKSHIRE HOGS,
S. C.

W.

B.

LEGHORN FOWLS.

My

Stock Is 'Of the best breeding.
Prices reason:able; Write me your
wants.

Edward County, Va.

B. Gates Prop. Rice Depot, Prince

YOUR INTERESTS

AND OURS ARE IDENTICAL

.

You Want Practical

WELL DRILLING MACHINERY
to develope that

Mineral,
proposition

;

OH

we have

It.

or Water
Ouaraatee

It

to

work

satisfactorily.

Tell us about the formations, depth, diameter
holes; will send printed matter and
can save you money.

THE

AMERICAN
Aurora,

Chicago,

III.

III.,

WELL

WORKS,

U. S. A.
Dallas,

Texas
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HOGS
If you have fat hogs to sell ship

top prices for them.

have best
Ship

them to me.
Send for weekly quotations

I

guarantee to get you

—accurately

nd best customers for all kinds of Hogs.
fat cattle also
or anything in the Stock Line.

written.

I

facllltiesa

—

me your

I

guarantee

and Values.
Commissions reasonable.

best results

Address Box

204.

ROBERT

Phone 993.
Phone 5104.
Pens and Office, Union
StocVc Yards, Richmond, Va.

Office

Res.

C.

BRAUER, Commission Salesman
Cattle, Hogs, Sheep,

Lambs and

of

Calves.

RICHMONl>, VA.
JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION.
By W. H. Bright.
The Jamestown Exposition,

to

be

held on the shores of historic Hampton Roads this year, will serve as a
connecting- link between the present
and the past. It will denote the progress of the world by showing the
most perfect and formidable warships
of all nations to-day and the various
types of ships of the present and past
centuries. It will show the industrial
development of the past three centuries and the methods in vogue In
the olden days of the sickle and
scythe; the spinning wheel and the
hand loom; the stage coach and the
locomotive; the old sailing craft and
the ocean greyhound. It will present
to Exposition visitors the most beautiful
and unique of all expositions
ever seen in this or any other country.
In which the armies and navies of the

This High Grade Door
2-0x6-0, All White Pine, a Really Wonderful
Value, Worth Nearly Three Times Our Price

?

sides.
The panels are sandnaoered on a snpcial machine nf n,,r
ow''n'rnvemion''before"he doorfs pu?

iTo'X-;. ^w^ '^Se '^g^^fne^M'Ld"
paper. We guarantee our goods to
be strictly up to the official grade
lAIodem Front Door, glazed clear
adopted by the Sash, Door & Blind
glass, "B"quality.
J1.99 Mauuiauiui
facturers' Association of the
jFour-Panel Door, painted
71 Northwest
Two-Light Window, glazed clear
W6operatetheI»ra«««milIintheworld
jhabit of paying.

i

glass

63

Storm Sash, glazed clear glass.
Art Front Window, Battenberg
J tt^i^ ^^r.1

;
Y
S%^^^^'^'^-W-'J""'-i',^',
ix7i
per 100 feet
Quarter
Round

Porch Brackets
JColonlal Staved Columns

.64

—

I6.3.1U) ftet of floor space ifoar acres.—
have been in buaiuesa since INiS— own our
timberlands. eaw-millsandlumberyards.

7^ \\e carry a large stock and can therefore
of ship promptly.VVe have no traveling men
.25 -sell only forca..h. We aretheonl.larRO
05 manalictarers of sa-h. doors and blina*
1-60 sellingdirect tolheoonaumar. Ourprice«
*?

Our priceson all other millwork equally low.

If you
our ?^ne''u^'l°°oa°""t'o"^''T'l'"°^lh''
Intend to build, or if you need millwork for any purpose, do Br.nd..t woodwork c.t.ioo iubri.hrd."
It'»
not thmk of buying until you get ouj estimate. OurgoodS Free— write for it today. Address

CORDON, VAN TINE &CO., StationB70 DAVENPORT, IOWA

ELLT^ VPLEX

All the leading nations of the world
all the States of the
will have representation at the Jamestown Exposition,
as well as our island possessions.
Many of the great nations will have
their finest soldiers and most distinguished
commanders; their most
magnificent warships and best drilled
crews. The States of the Union will
have their own handsome buildings
and comprehensive exhibits of their

and almost if not
American Union

resources and products and picked
regiments of their National Guard
to participate with the soldiers of the
United States regular army and the
soldiers of the foreign armies in the
various military mancsuvres, which

.both

,^
?v=.^-m'J
^^^^'"m
We
will explam why we
can sell at
'°'"' ""^ ""^ """'
lei'orV^naZ''
°^0°u?p'S^eTarene.ttonoth,ngcompared with what you have been ithe

and potentates.

military and naval displays, drills and
parades and reviews, but science and
art, commerce and Industry, agriculture and education will all play important parts in this great celebration
of the three hundredth anniversary
of the first perfnanent settlement of
English-speaking people In America,
which will open its gates to the public
at noon April 26, 1907.

''''"$'lo'o''"-

If you have any use for doors, windows, storm or barn are higrh
grade as well as wonderfully
Bash, moulding, porch brackets, columns, etc., don't buy low in price. Our lumber is first air
elsewhere at any price or under driedandthen.asanextraprecautlon.
any circumstances until you have is put through a scientific drying prowritten for our factory prices.
cess Joints are made with heavy hard
You will then receive by mail, post- woo WBwel pins, grlued with imported
^aid, FREE, Our Grand Millwork glue, pressedtoffctherbyheavy steam
Jatalog, aboolcofthelatestandbest power press. There is no "come
styles of doors. windows, storm sash, apart" to our work.
°'^™°^*
Doo-- P3°els have a heavy raise on
^t^i^fjlw f»°,[^?r?''»r,''^fhf

world will participate and which will
be attended by presidents, princesses

The special features of the Jamestown Exposition will be the great

on;
OU^

rindingMills

Do more
to any other make.
^ and better work, require less power arn
produce a better grade of feed. The only mill in
the world made with adouble set of grrinders c
burrs. Grinds ear com, shelled com, oata, rye,
wheat, barley, kaffir com. cotton seed, con
shucks, sheaf oats, or any kind of
grain, coarse medium or fine.
^

SUPERIOR

',

^

FOUR SIZES

Simplein construction, easily operated, strong- and durable.
Never choke. Any power. Especially adapted for gasoline engines. Write today for catalog.
v^nw—
A copy of Farmer's Guide, the most useful
ixEltL Book of Records, Recipes and General Information',
mailed upon request to any first-class farmer or stock grower,
THE 0. S. KEUY C0MPANY,|45 Limerteni
Southern Planter
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add so much to the attractiveness of the exposition.
Military drills and parades by the
will

finest soldiers of Europe and America
will be daily features of the exposition from the early part of May until
the closing days, a thirty-acre parade
ground having been arranged for this

In

Plant an Orchard.

Americans will then have
purpose.
an opportunity to compare our own
soldiers with those of the kingdoms
and empires of the Old World. The
drill ground is large enough for artillery and cavalary evolutions, as well
as infantry drill, and there will be
competitive drills for honors among
and between the troops of the different countries, which will afford opportunity to judge of the merits and
efficiency of the trained soldiers of
the world.
Naval evolutions of many kinds by
vessels which float upon the water
and by those which travel under the
water, will constitute another attraction which exposition visitors can appreciate. The great warships of naval
powers of the world will be seen in

Every farm should produce at least enough
sumption, even

if

Wont you

orchard.

it

is

manoeuvres and sham battles
stitute

entertaining

will

order.

Here's a select

admiration and wonder. Magnificent
shady walks and drives, flowery
nooks and dells abound everywhere
on the grounds and even the enclosure
An immense wire
Is a work of art.
fence, eight feet high, covered with
honeysuckle, rambler roses and the
trumpet vine that charm the eye and
air with fragrance encloses the
fill the
grounds on the land sides for a distance of more than two miles, pre-

early apples

YELLOW TRANSPARENT,
EARLY RIPE,
RED JUNE,
WILLIAMS' EARLY RED,
FOURTH OF JULY,
RED AMSTERDAM.
These

Peaches

for

a

Southern

orchard:

RAY,

to the splendor of the occasion.
The great battle between the Merrimac and the Monitor will be repro-

exposition grounds.
These are only a few of the features
The
of the Jamestown Exposition.
beautiful grounds, containing about
500 acres on which there are now
growing over a million trees, shrubs
and plants, are in themselves an attraction which cannot fail to excite

list of

we recommend:

and
add

duced in the same position these old
iron-clads occupied when they fought
their terrible fight in 1862 during the
This famous battle was
Civil War.
fought near the exposition grounds,
just off the point on Hampton Roads.
The government buildings will consist of a large general exhibit building, in which the several departments
will be represented; a colonial building and exhibits from Alaska, Porto
Bico, Hawaii and the Philippines; a
negro building, showing the development of the African race; club buildings for the officers of the armies and
navies of the United States and visiting countries; fisheries building, lifesaving station and the grand piers
extending out into the waters of
Hampton Roads 2,400 feet from the

con-

Then come

give this your careful consideration?

will con-

features

home

here and see our establishment. 1,200 acres in the finest Nursery
Stock we ever raised or you ever saw.
Shipping and handling facilities unsurpassed. If we are given the opportunity, we are sure to secure your

the waters of Hampton Roads near
the magnificient piers leading ,from
the exposition ground's rait. onto the
harbor a distance of 2,4'00 feet. Naval

water pageants and carnivals

fruit for

not situated or adapted for a commercial

CARMAN,
BELLE OF GEORGIA,
ELBERTA.
Pears for

profit:

LE CONTE,

GARBER,
KEIFFER.
Our experience of 18 years as successful nurserymen
mand.

Write

Is

at your com-

us.

Send To-Day For Our Latest Catalogue

^
I

J.

G.

HARRISON & SONS.

Berlin.

IVIcl.

CABBAGE PLANTS, CKLERY PLANTS.
md

kinds of garden plants. Can now furnish all kinds of cabbage
grown in the open air and will stand great cold. Grown from seed
the most reliable seedsmen. We use the same plants on our thousand
all

plants,
jf

Plants carefully counted and properly packed. Celery
ready last of December. Lettuce, Onion and Bget plants, same time or
earlier. Cabbage ready now. Reduced express rates promised, which, when
Prices:
effective, will give us 60 per cent, less than merchandise rates.
small lots $1.-50 per thousand.l arge lots $1 00 or $1.25 per thousand f. o. b

acre truck farm.

Meggetts,
o.

b.

S.

C.

Meggetts,

"Special Garden Fertilizer" $5.00 per sack of 200
S.

C.

established an Experiment Station on our Farms, to test
tables, especially

lbs,

f.

The United States Agricultural Department has

Cabbage.

The

pleased to give you at any time.

all

kinds of vegewe will be

results of these experiments

N. H.

BLITCH

CO., Megetts, S. C.

In

—
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senting a beautiful barrier between
the outside world and exposition
grounds, standing out like an ImBeauty and
mense green hedge.
grandeur abound everywhere and the
Jamestown Exposition will be the gem
of all expositions.

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE

CAHOON SEED SOWER.
Not many concerns can

truthfully

say that their product has been continuously on the market tor half a
century. Time is the test of quality
and the Cahoon Hand Broadcast Seed
Sower, although remodelled and improved on various occasions has
never failed to give perfect satisfac-

Awarded

TWO GRAND

GOLD MEDAL,

PRIZES

at the St. Louis Exposition 1904

GOLD MEDAL, Paa Am.

Paris lExpositioa, 1900.

Exposition, 1901

tion during Its
long test by
farmers in all
parts
of
the
civilized world.

^>^^X\

m
g^

The Cahoon is
known in every
State and Territory in the

Union and
every

in

country

on the globe
where seed is

On

sown.
the large ranches of the West,

where alfalfa is a staple product, the
Cahoon is used in preference to any
other kind of seed sower. For speed
it can't be beaten.
Ten
to twelve men are sometimes seen In
line, all armed with -a Cahoon, marching across the fields sowing alfalfa.
For sowing cow peas, soy beans or
any kind of grain or grass seed the
Cahoon is the world's standard implement for large or small farmers.
In order to celebrate the fiftieth
birthday of the Cahoon Hand Broadcast Seed Sower, Goodell Company,
Antrim, N. H., U. S. A., the manufacturers, are sending out a beautiful
booklet in colors with seeding calendar, and a handsome souvenir to all
who are interested in sowing grain
or grass seed. Write them to-day and
ask for free booklet and souvenir,
but be sure to tell them the name of

and accuracy

Our Catalogue
——^——^^—"^

—

—the

106th successive annual edition Is, besides
being the most beautiful by reason of its numerous fine half-tones and illustrations, the most complete and most reIt contains as usual a more comprehenliable of all garden annuals.
sive and varied assortment of high-class seeds than any other seed
annual published.
§u"r^

sI"ed"cATA?oTu?^^^^- "'^"- ^"^"^
J.

M.

&
THORBUKN
CORTLANDT

(LATE OF

33 Barclay

36

CO.

ST.)

to 38 Park Place,
NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS.

St.ihriugh

your implement dealer.

''^^^

NEW YORK

RESPONSIBILITY DE^^LOPS

CHARACTER.

How

view the
different parents
question of entrusting children with
certain responsibilities is well illustrated by the following:
One man had been telling another
of his shooting trip which he had
found doubly delis;htful because for
the first time he had taken his small
boy along.
"A boy of twelve? I should be
afraid," said the other, "to give
boy the responsibility of a gun."
"Well." said the first, "I should be
afraid to deprive my boy of his share
of responsibility. Nothing develops a
boy like responsibility."

..ELMWOOD NURSERES..
—We

are Growers and Offer a Fine Assortment of

APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PLUMS, APRICOTS, NECTARINES, GRAPE VINES in large assortments, GOOSEBERIES, CURRANTS,
STRAWBERRIES, HORE-RADISH, ASPARAGUS. DEWBERRIES, and an
extra

lot

Raspberries.

Splendid

assortment

ORNAMENTAL

HEDGE PLANTS.
my TREES, ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and
EGGS from B. P. ROCK and BROWN LEGHORN FOWLS

and

SHADH

at »1.00 per 13.
Also a few Pullets and Cockerels of these breeds at 11.00 each for immediate
to
catalogue
delivery. Write for
J. B. WATKINS & BRO., MIDLOTHIAN, VA.
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This man's view is exactly in line
with the propaganda being carried
forward by the J. Stevens Arms and
Tool Company, Chicopee Falls, Mass.
They argue very reasonably that by
putting a rifle or gun in the hands of
a boy you teach him to be careful,
you Increase his self-respect and make
him self-reliant and manly.
The Stevens Company have issued
a catalogue on rifles, shotguns and
pistols, which every father should see.

not only describes the many different styles there are to-day, but it is
a perfect mine of information on all
points
connected
with
shooting,
whether for sport a-field or target
practice. We have read the copy sent
us with the greatest Interest and
strongly advise our readers to write
for it. The company's only request is
that four cents in stamps be sent to
cover postage; the book itself is free.
It

INCUBATOR A SIMPLE AFFAIR.
Because the word "machine" Is
often used in describing an Incubator,
many people suppose that hatching
chicks in one is a complicated job.
Not so, unless an iyrahsifv-- is selected that has a lot ofunnecessary,
useless, untried apparatus to confuse
one.
There are many good incubators,
but among those that stand in the
front rank for
simplicity, ease
of
operation is the Pineland Incubator,
made by the Pineland Incubator and
Brooder Company, Jamesburg, N. J.
There is nothing about the Pineland
to confuse or mystify, no matter how
little a person knows
about hatching chicks.
It is easy to understand, economical of
oil,

keeps a uniform

temperature, the regulator is easily and quickly regulated.
It has a nice, neat interior appearance good enough for any diningroom or kitchen, where often the

—

farmer's

wife hatches her moneymakers during the cold months.
The Pineland Brooder is just as
simple.
It beats a hen for cleanliness,

and

lack of mites
protects the
ones from cold
diseases caused

lice;

little

and
by exposure.

A

pos-

card sent to the
will bring a catalogue free
that explains all about both incubators
tal

makers

and brooders.
Prince George

Co.,

Md.,

November 7, 1906.
.read The Southern Planter and
often refer
students to it for
specific articles and in a general way,
as the best paper I know for Southern
conditions.
W. L. TALIAFERRO,
Maryland Agr. College.
I

my

Please

mention

when writing

Southern

advertisers.
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Cabbage Plants Guaranteed

EARLY JERSEY
WAKEFIELD

CHARLESTON

SUCCESSION

LARGE TYPE

t<-

Satisfy Purchaser

AUGUSTA
TRUCKER

SHORT STEMMED
FLAT DUTCH

WAKEFIELD The Earliest Flat A little later
Largest and Latest
Second Earliest » Head Variety
than Snccession
Cabbage
PRICE: InloU of 1 to 4 tn. at $1.50 per m., ^ to 9 m. at $1.25 per m., 10 m. and over, at $1.00 per m.
F. O. B. YOUNG'S ISI-ANO, S. C. My Special Express Rate on Plants Is Very Low.
The

Earliest

Cabbage Qrown

I ffuarantee

Plants to give purchaser satisfaction, or will refund the purchase

r^
ti'.v.inf AA
\juaraniee
price to any customer who is dissatisfied at end of season. These plants are
grown in the open field, on Seacoast of South Carolina, In a climate that is just suited to
growing the hardiest plants that can be grown in the united States. Theseplants can be
reset in the interior or the Southern States during the months of Januarv, February, and
March. They will stand severe cold without being injured, and will mature a head of Cabbage Two to Three weeks sooner than if you grew yotir own plants In hot beds and cold
frames.
My Largest Customers are the Market Gardeners near the interior towns and cities of
the South. Their profit depends upon them having Early Cabbage; for that reason they ptircbase my plants for their crops.
I also grow a fnll line of other'Plants and Pmit Trees, such as Strawberry, Sweet Potato,
Tomato, Egg Plant and Pepper Plants; Apple, Peach, Pear, Pltim, Cherry and Apricot
Trees, Fig Busnes. and Grape Vines.
^
Special terms to persons
jrders.

Write

who make DP

^-'*
"^ p

club VY/IV/T

for illustrated catiioEue.

''

^°''"
PFRATV
vJl_avr\ II, yoUNG'S ISLAND,

TREES.
First Class Nursery Stock
of all kinds.

WNOLESALB
AND
KETAIL.

We make « specialty of handling dealers' o^«rt.
ALL STOCK TRUE TO NAME.
Apples,

S.

C
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THE GREAT AMERICAN HEN.
A significant statement In Secretary
Wilson's report sliows that investigations are now being made by the
Department of Agriculture, in conjunction with the Maine Experiment
Station, with a view to developing a
strain of chickens with increased egglaying capacity.
Several hens have

10,000

COW
PEAS
WANTED.

been found to lay more than 200 eggs
In one year, and the results seem to
indicate that by selecting and proper
feeding the best layers for breeding
purposes the average egg yield of a
flock can be increased.
Poultry says the Secretary, Is one
of the steady and helpful sources of
farm income. Movements are already
on foot which may be expected to increase the egg production per hen at
least a dozen a year within a generation, and there are poultrymen who
are
not enthusiasts
who foretell
double that increase. If the hens of
this year had each laid a dozen eggs
more than they did the prediction Is
made by Secretary Wilson that the
increased value of this product would
have been possibly $50,000,000.
Rightfully does the fowl deserve the

name "The Great American Hen,"

for

BUSHELS

We

are in the market for 10,000 Bushels of
will be pleased to have you quote
us prices and say bow many you have for sale.

Cow Peas and

WE PAY

CASH.

JHODGES & LAWSON,

Box 267,
South Boston, Va.

Have Cabbage

in

Your Garden

according to statistics the American
IN IVl4RCn AND APRIL, DONT WAIT TILL SPRING TO PLANT.
hen yields more money annually than
any other one farm product, elimiFor ninety cents, I deliver prepaid on Southern Express lines,
grains
With
nating the
and cotton.
"250 plants that stand the entire winter in open ground and make

—

eggs as low as a cent a piece a very
cheap and nutritious food a well-bred
hen laying 200 eggs a year, as developed at the Maine Station, will
have a value of $2. An estimate Is
made that $1 a year will keep her In

—

comfortable, if not luxurious, quarters.
The trouble is, that millions of barnyard scrubs do not yield a hundred
eggs a year.

According to government authorithe earning fro mthe egg and
poultry industry, over and above the
home supply of the farmer, amounts
to more than a billion dollars.
The farmer's hen is becoming a
worthy companion to his cow. The
annual production of eggs is now a
score of billions, and, after supplying
the needs of factories, tanneries,
bakeries and other trades they are becoming a substitute for high-priced
meats, besides entering more generally into the every-day food of the
people.
Some one has estimated that the
Industrious little "gallus domesticus"
produces enough eggs to require a
train of refrigerator cars 900 miles

ht^aded Cabbage in March and April.
Get three ninety cent orders and I will deliver yours free of charge.
Can refer you to
parties in your section.
SPECIAL PRICE ON 5.000 AND 10,000 LOTS.
J AS. RAY QERATY, The Cabbage Expert, Young's Island, S. C.

W.

ties

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL GROWKBS OF

High Grade Nursery Stock
Descriptive Catalogue and Price List on Application.
Office:

Chamberlayne

&

Rennie Ave.

Nurseries:

Henrico and Hanover Counties.

SCIENTIFIC MILLS

To do

be induced to take plenty of exercise.
A good system to follow for winter
feeding is a mash once a day. The

CO.,

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

their best hens should be fed grain,

animal and green food. They should
be fed enough to keep them in good
condition, but not overfat, and should

HOOD &

OLD DOniNlON NURSERIES,

long, filled with 43,000,000 crates, each
of which holds 360 eggs.
If one wants to obtain eggs from his
hens, it is necessary to have healthy,

vigorous stock properly fed.

T.

I

Grind all grains, ear corn, shelled corn, oafs, rye, wheat
and barley. Largest capacity with smallest power.

STRONGEST and most DURABLE
f

styles and sizes. Sweep, Geared, Combined and Power?
Also Scientiac Gas and Gasoline Engines. Write for new catalogue C.

SO

FTHE fogs MFC.

CO.. {Established

iSjS)

Springfield, Ohio

^

—
THE
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may be

mash

fed dry or
slight!"
moistened.
When the former, it is
usually put into a trough or hopper
hung against the wall and the fowls
allowed to have access to it at all
times.
A mash fed at the Maine Experiment Station is as follows in the proportions indicated:
200 pounds wheat bran.
100 pounds corn meal.
100 pounds wheat middlings.
100 pounds linseed meal.
100 pounds gluten meal.
100 pounds beef scrap.
Another mash may be mixed as follows, in the proportions indicated:
100 pounds corn meal.
100 pounds ground oats.
100 pounds wheat bran.

"Weathebed" P.\bm Implements.
It is full time that all mowing maharvesters and other horse
implements which cost money to buy
chines

should now be left in the field to obtain the benefit of the fall and winter
weather. Plows and harrows will, of
course, be needed yet, and these will
be kept under cover for awhile, but
can be left out later after the fall
ploughing has ceased. *t^:f&=-:5ractice
of fall weathering of implements is
quite general in many farming sections and is encouraged from year to
year to year by a large class of farmers.

SOtTTHERlSr

It

If yoii ai"e interasted in

FREE

Concrete

Construction

you should have our book

"CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
ABOUT THE HOME AND ON THE FARM"
It is the A. B. C. of Concrete work and contains
photographs, descriptions, specifications and sectional
drawings for many of the smaller structures that can be
built by the suburbanite or farmer without the aid o
Also much general infor
skilled labor.
aoKiHea .
*^ mation and many valuable hints to small
:

i« contractors.

P^ PORTLAND

ATLAS)

b. CEMENT

A copy

<

"'"'

book sent free
upon request

of this

Atlas Portland Cement CoBROAD STREET, NEW YORK

30

CITY.

insures thorough weathering

of the wood and produces in the metal
parts of the machinery a fine brown
color, called by some scoffer rust.
The greatest satisfaction from this
practice it seems is derived by the

implement sellers, as a class.
There is a spirit of economy,

too,

this
"weathering,"
as
wooden
buildings in which to house the implements cost money and at the same
time the odd moments needed to construct them can better be utilized by
the farmer in sitting around the
stove in the
village store
telling
stories
or
commiserating with a
neighbor whose wife had scolded him
for not purchasing her a sewing machine.
Preservath-es in Meat Pboducts.
Dr. W. H. Wiley, of the Bureau of
Chemistry, in speaking on the subject
of preservatives in meats and meat
products before the New York Chamber of Commerce, said:
in

Nitr
(^

q

Cotton Planters Feed Your
Plants and Make them Flourish
Nitrate of Soda
to

is

the sure

way

heavy bearing
Cotton planters have

cultivate healthy,
plants.

made

tests for

us in various lo-

w ith satisfactory results.
We want more tests made on
COTTON and will send
calities

"We shall

adhere to our present rule
requiring all preservatives to be
the labels, and until thesp
preservatives are oflicially declared to
be harmful I see no reason why they
should be Interfered with.
"It is not our desire to disrupt trade
conditions: the law governing inspection makes such inspection permissible rather than mandatory, and leaves
a great deal of discretion to the Secretary of Agriculture in this matter.
Of course, where a preservative Is
harmful, we shall require that its use
be prohibited.
Borax, for instance,
has been proclaimed harmful, and
must not be used at all. Salicylic

A

of

Absolutely Free

named on

300 planters who apply, enough Nitrate of Soda to let
Write at once as this offer is necessarily limited.
it.
the twenty-five planters sending the best results from these
trials, we offer as a prize, Prof. Voorhees' book, "Fertilizers,"
a most valuable work for every planter, containing 327 pages
handsomely bound. "Food for Plants," a book no planter sliouhl
be without, st-nt free upon request as long as the edition lasts, if
paper is mentioned in which this advertisement is seen.
WILLIAM S. MYERS, Director, John Street and 7( Nassau. New York
to the first

them try

To

PLEASE APPLY BY POST CARD.

When

corresponding

ern Planter.

with

our

ad vertisers. always mention

The South
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Beef n/laking As a Business
Beef is made very much like any manufactured article. The internal organs of
the steer represent the machine and the feed is the Taw material. To grow beef the
raw material or feed must contain every element of the animal bodj'
but by combining the different grains, fodders, etc. commonly raised on the farm, a perfect
ration can be formed
after olitaining the projjer ration your ingenuity should be
exerted to see that this ration is properly digested and converted into profit.

—

—

D5 HESS STOCK F^D
the prescription of Dr. Hess (M.D., D. V.S.) was designed for this particular purpose.
Dr. Hess being a doctor of medicine and also veterinarj- surgery learned from his
experience in the practice as well as from such authorities as Professors Winslow,
Dun, Quitman and all the most noted ^i-riters that bitter tonics would increase
digestion, iron -would make rich, red blood, and that nitrates of soda and
potassium would assist nature in throv.ing off the jxiisonous waste material
from the system.
These ingredients he combined with nature's roots,
herbs, barks, seeds, etc. and this formula has become so successfully famous
every
pound
that
is Sold on a Written Quarantee.
$5.00
100 lbs.
\ ^"ISf '"r'n."*"
w°"t ond'suith.
25 lb. pail $1.60
J
SmaUeir qnantitiea at a slight advance.
WTiere Dr. Hess Stock Food differs in particular is ii
twice a iliiy, n-Iiirb proyes it lias the most digesti'
^___ __
^
GoTfrnmeiit recognizes Dr. Hess Stock Food as a medicinal tonic and this paper
Cnarantce.
of
the

Free

I'roia

thclft to lOth of
snribe for -rour
„
Veteriiiarv IlooU free
tliis paper.

_..._

_

..

_

any time for the asking. Slentiui

DR. HESS

& CLARK,

Ashland, Ohio.
Alao mannfacturei-8 of Dr. Hess Poultry
Pan.a-ce.a and Instant Louse Killer.

m

lostaat Louse Killer Kills Lice.

about to be proclaimed harmits use must then completely
But rulings in the latter case
will not be retroactive ,and where
there can be no injurious results we
believe that food products with a
acid
ful,

is

and

cease.

moderate amount of salicylic acid,
mentioned on the label, will still be
allowed
to remain
on the market.
other words, products honesty
packed before the use of salicylic acid
was absolutely forbidden will not be
interfered with in cases where it is
shown that the amount used cannot
Products
prove injurious to health.
artificially colored, with the name of
the coloring matter on the label and
the amount used not sufficient to be
harmful, will not be interfered with.
In other words, manufacturers will
be allowed to distribute the products
they already have on hand, but will
not be allowed to distribute any goods
so manufactured after the law was en-

In

Pump Water

Saw Wood
Cut Feed
Thresh Wheat
Shred Corn
Grind Feed
of

All

with

Sydnor

acted."

Armstrong M.

T. School.
Tyler Co., W. Va., Nov. 14, 1906.
Your editorials and articles on

and more, too, can be done
They are
Gasoline Engines.

thia

our

SIMPLE.

Pump &

Richmond,

Well Co., Inc.,

Va.,

Dept.,

B.

various subjects cannot be surpassed
and are verv helpful to anv farmer.

W.

P.

CLARK.

Always mention The Southern PI anter when

writing

to

advertisers.
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THE CHINESE NEW YEAR.

[January.

WITHOUT POTASH

WITH POTASH

"TRAX'ELEB."

The great

of the Chinese
year is the New Year, celebrated for
two weeks in the latter part of Janucommon
ary,
without
respect
to
chronology, which fixes its celebraLike
tion at the first of the month.
all the pagan and Christian celebrations which take place about the time
of the winter solstice, the turn of the
year, the Chinese New Year shows
something of the spirit of the ancient
Roman saturnalia, when the people
gave themselves over entirely to festivity and pleasure.
Still it is not
devoid of religious significance to
them, and the first token of the coming events is the appearance in every
shop window of gorgeous altar cloths
which devotees carry to the temple,
along with offerings to the gods and
prayers for general favors in the
new year. These cloths are embroidered
and scarlet In
in gold
strange arabesque and are often inlaid with tiny mirrors and bits of
crystal.
Along with these one sees
papier mache dragons, hissing out
paper fire, and other:^"j%;*iiogical
beasts to be carried in procession
through the street.

This

festival

the season for exchanging
at Christmas.
Every
Chinaman aspires to be a prince of
good fellows, be he the most sullen
coolie living in the city; be he dignified merchant or a stately mandarin
in a gilded chair.
There is a spirit
of
good fellowship abroad which
makes every man his brother. To
carry out the generous feelings of his
heart there must be money to spend,
and a Chinaman will sacrifice anything, everything his very soul^to
get it at this season.
Some depend
on lucky chances at the lottery, or
cards, for winning money, for the
Chinese are born gamblers and are
never so happy as when pressing to
the table waiting for the lucky number at "fantan," a favorite Chinese
game at cards which takes the place
of our "poker" with them.
By the
way, they are also very fond of the
latter game, which they call "pokel,"
in their pigeon English, and they play
it for days at a time.
The sharpness
and shrewdness which the Chinese
exhibit in their card playing have
been immortalized by Bret Harte in
gifts,

These' illustrations show the variations in
size between a strong, vigorous cotton plant the
result of fertilization with

—

Potash
and plants unfertilized and in consequence suffering from Cotton Blight.
This and niher interesting experiments are described in our books, "Cotton Culture" and '*Prolltable Farmine*'— free to any one interested. Written by experts, and fuil of valuable suggestions
which, followed out, will insure better and bigger crops and larger protits. Write lor them to-day.

GERMAN
New York-93

The

OHNSTON
^^Gontinental'^

ALL STEEL

HaPPOW
DESCRIBED

Half the succe^.s of crowing s^ava depends
upon the preparation of the grround.
The Johnstoa IMsk Harrow prepares
the ground in best possible condition
for the seed. It turns, breaks up and
thoroughly pulverizes the soil making a
perfect seed bed. ilany improvements
h.nve lately been added to it which reduce
be drait. increase the strength and
effectiveness making it very ^,._»,
simple and convenient to op-"
erate. It is thoroughly well built
with Anti-friction Center Bumpers,
Wood Bearing Draft Standards, Scrap
ers. and set-over Pole
Pole for three horses. tEc-'
Harrow is made inn widths from 4 to v«V"'^4)'a>»^^'
X^lr-^13-ft. cut. with two
wo levers and solid **'4'ii"V
ft">i

IN THE
JOHNSTON
BOOK

•

fection in detail of carving; a bit of
real china with the imperial five-toed

/

or cut-out disks.
s. 16,
_
18 or I'D in. It L.
also has drill and seeder attach
ments. The Joliost
cribesitand alsoour full line. Write

'

.

dragon; carved ebony and teak wood,
a bit of jade and a thousand attractive odds and ends amongst the junk
foreigner

S. Qaleski Optical Co.

r/f£

afford an excellent opportunity for
buying old embroideries, wares yellowed with age, yet preserving per-

To the hardy

Bulldlnfl;

8th and Main St., Richmond, Vs.

humorous poem entitled "The
Heathen Chinee."
Our American cut-rate and bargain
sales pale before those which precede
the New Year in China, and these

for

who

venture into the native streets
and edge his way through the crowd

Qa.— 1224 Candler

Atlanta.

information.

his

will

WORKS

During the Holiday Season you may wish to give some of the
family or perhaps a friend a token of remembrance.
We would suggest a nice pair of
Spect.\cles, Eye Glasses, or Opeka or Field
Glasses. Or a Kodak or Ca.mera. We can
supply you anything you need in Optical or
Photographic line. Magnifiers, Telescopes
OoT-DooR, Incubator, Brooder, or Dairy
Thermometers, and would like to quote you prices or send

we do

—

shops.

KALI

or

EVERYTHINQ
OPTICAL and PHOTOGRAPHIC

is

as

Nassau Street

it

today— it's tree.

TH] JOHNSTON BABTESTER
THE

J

Box

11.

CO..

BATATIA, N.

T.

ll#

'

?
ti
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an

amazing
The narrow
streets, lined with tiny open shops,
over which hang gaudy orange and
magenta signs, in Chinese hieroglyphics, look rather theatrical and
make an appropriate setting for the
animated pleasure seekers who troop
through them, bearing down first on
one shop and then on another, to buy
is

MeeD lour Racers Free From Aches
As the track season approaches, as horseare looking anxiously to the
condition of old campaigners and new candidates that are expected to take the speed
honors of the various circuits, Experienced
Turfmen will not neglect to make

men evenwliere

presents or clothes, or some of their

remarkable dainties, amongst which I
dried rats (hanging

TUTTLE'S

may enumerate

up by their tails in the shops), dried
fish and ducks, the latter with their
necks drawn out to an enormous
length. Boys stand on the street corners selling baskets of beetles, which
the Chinese eagerly buy and eat. But
the favorite article of food seems to
be roast pig, as Charles Lamb
("Elia") tells us in his very amusing
account of how this dish originated

amongst the Chinese.

One sees a
procession of coolies passing along
the street, carrying this dainty on
their shoulders. These Chinese seem
to provide this for festive occasions
as we Americans provide turkey for

Thanksgiving and Christmas.
Chop
suey is also a very popular dish, made
of chicken, lily root and celery.
Despite the season, the poorer classes
are scantily dressed in loose blue
cotton garments and straw sandals,
but the higher grades of society adorn
themselves In holiday clothes, rich
embroidered satin and brocade. The
mystery of the men's trousers is very
puzzling. It is a combination arrangement. Dark overalls with suspenders
reaching over the shoulders come half
way up the leg, drawn loosely over
some flowing, light colored undergar-

The

ment.

—

women,

too,

—

wear

trousers black satin ones with embroidered blouses. Their hair Is very
carefully
and elaborately dressed,
heavy and glossy with pomade, and
filled
with jade ornaments.
Jade
rings also adorn their ears, for this
stone is their pride and delight. They
toddle about on tiny feet, dragging
chubby children, who cry out "Chin,
chin,
to strangers, which may be
considered either as a greeting or a
request for a present.

Above

and laughter
rises the roar of the fireworks which
are a passion with the Chinese. With
Roman candles and squibs they keep
up a terrific connonade, and the noise
and the smell finally drive away the
stranger from the fascinating occupation of watching the Chinese national
all

the

talk

BETWEEN
Mrs. Bloer:
the late war.

FRIENDS.

It is

one of the old stand-bys of horsemen— a household remedy.

Why experiment with unknown cures when areliable standard is at hand
It's

?

a serious business.

of doubtful preparations

You cannot affordto take chances on the effect
among your horsesfT^S^S^^i—much less during

the racing season when the horses' condition every day is a matter of the
utmost importance.
Dr. 'Tuttle's Elixir is a remedy for sprains, rheumatism, bruises— for
outside ailments of the horse as well as inside. Ask veterinarians anywhere.
Farmers and breeders can use it as well as skilled practitioners.
Besides the Elixir, the Tuttle Elixir Conapany offers

Tuttle's
Tuttle's
Tuttle's

Family Elixir, for ills of men, women and children.
White Star, the best healing and drying liniment.
American Condition Powders, the best blood purifier

for horses.

Worm

Tuttle's American
Powders, absolutely certain in their
guaranteed in every case to expel all worms.
Tuttle's Hoof and Healing Ointment, a perfect cure for hard
and cracked hoofs and all diseases
r.

effect,

,,

of the hoof.

-imiSKJ::-

Price on Tuttle's Remedies.

On and

~r

,^^^^^^Wl>fii^

'^SBSS'W

%»,

after this date the price
of Tuttle's Family and Horse
Elixir will be $4.00 per dozen;
Condition
Powders, §2.00 per
dozen; Worm Powders, $2.00 per

dozen; Hoof Ointment. $4.00: White
Star Liniment. $4.00.
Bottle sen*

by

mail, $.75.

Horse Book Free.
We

publish a book of 100
entitled, "'Veterinary Experience" which contains the experience of our Dr. S. A. Tuttle,
who has for many years been a
successful veterinary surgeon. It is
a clear illustration and description
of the horse and his diseases.

pages

Send for "Veterinary Ex-perience" and other printed matter
75 BEVERLY

CANADIAN BRANCH:

STREET. BOSTON, MASS.

32 St. Gabriel Street. Montreal.

Qnelwc

My

husband fought In
His company was in
one engagement, and only a remnant
escaped alive."
Mrs. Barginhunt:
Gracious!
And
you
got
the
remnant! Woman's
it

Home

Leg and Body Wash

FREE.
TUTTLE'S ELIXIR CO.,

festival.

of

ELIXIR
one of the chief articles in the stock of
their horses' medicine chests.
Years of use in the leading stables of the country have proved the
ments of Dr. S. A. Tattle's Elixir as a

—

Companion.

SPRAYING.
"Spraying for Profit." By Howard
Evarts Weed. This little hand book,
which is just off the press and, therefore, up to date, with all the latest

information on this Important subject
to
all
turists

booklet

fruit
growers and horticulto hand.
The price of the
Is 15 cents.
Write Howard

Weed, 1715 Railway
Chicago, m., for a copy.

E.

Exchange,
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GREAT DUROC SALE.
One of, If not the best sale of Duroc
swine for the season was made by
Quick & Sons, Incorporated,
S. R.
Gosport, Ind., at their Golden Glen
place.
A large majority of the offering were of spring (1906) farrow, considering which makes the average
No phenomlof over $30 wonderful.
nal prices were reached, the highest
being $70 for a young sow bred to
"Beat Him If You Can," one-third
interest in which great hog, weighing 710 pounds, Messrs. Quick bought
at $1,000, making him a $3,000 hog.

There was an unusual lot of representative breeders in attendance from
Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Kentucky and
Twenty-six head of the
Virginia.
sixty in the sale were bought by Virginia breeders, a very pleasing assurance for Virginia. These Virginia
buyers have all made purchases previously of Messrs. Quick & Sons, and
they have proven so satisfactory that
more were selected. See our article
on Virginia Durocs. Below we give
the details of purchasers who bought
at $15 or over:
Perfection Chief, WaltaL,§M;;:^
ner, Gregnsburg, In'?Pfr/r?;'.$25 00
Golden Kate, R. W. Shafer,
58 00
Westford, Ind
Golden Rule, II., Sandy, Flint
20 00
& Sandy, Cloverdale, Ind

Gold Bug II., H. H. Montgomery,
.,...'
15 00
Spencer. Ind
Butter Scotch IL.'.Lv D- Kline,
Vaucluse, Va. ..".'.
51 00
Golden Monarch, N. C. Gray,
Gosport, Ind
16 00
;

Lady Page

II.,

R.

W.

Westport,- Ipd
Vera. .lohn W. Rice
Winchester, Va
Goldie, W. H. Smith,
ville, Ind

D.

L.

Kline,

32 00

Son,

Ammonia
Potash

D.

GENUINE
food materials.

food.
Skilful culture will avail little unless plants are well nourished;
and the excess of one element cannot supply the demand for another.

Peruvian Guano supplies ALL the plant food elements furnished
by ground bone, acid phosphate, tankage, dry ground fish, dried blood,
sulphBite of ammonia, cottonseed meal, eto. These elements are
already intimately mixed and combined by natural processes, making
it

the

BEST POSSIBLE BASE FOR HOME MIXTURES.
For certain crops it may seem ad\isable to add more Potash to
the percentage contained in Peru\'ian Guano, either by mixing the
material or by applying the additional quantities as a side application.
AVe are in a position to quote lowest prices on the following materials,
and to ship them along with the Peruvian Guano.
Kainit
Muriate of Potash
Nitrate of Potash
Sulphate of Potash
Basic Slag
Nitrate of Soda
.Vn 80-page book on "Plant Food Problems" is of interest to every
In it we describe the
farmer, and will be sent free upon request.
different fertilizer materials, give formulas for every crop, and instruct
the farmer how to make his own fertilizer and save from $7 to $10
per ton by so doing; besides knowing what his mixtures contain.

THE COE-MCRTIMER COMPANY,
33 Broad Street.'

Charleston,

mt

41 00
25 00
31 00

Vaucluse,

cluse,

S.

C.

Bros.,

Cattle, Sheep, Piers, Chickens, etc.

Gos-

Ind

15 00

Va

BROWN WIRE FENCE

15 00
L. D. Kline,

Sells At

Vau-

Va

15

to

35 Cents Per Rod Dellvered-WE PAY FREIGHT

isy to put ap. Bnll-proof and Pie-tight. Stands stanch, solid and rigid. Won't
o or bag down. Oar prices are less than you woald pay for much lighter fences,
—fences not naif so durable. Write today for sample and catalog showing 133 styles.

20 00

Cotton Top, C. R. Amos,' Shelbyville, Ind
26 00

LARGE

STRONG

^ . .fe.v.u^^o, then look to the Galvanizine* File U acd
how thick that is. We want yoa to satisfy yourself that
yoo. Brown Fence is the best fence to buy for Horses,
Oar fences are made of extra
Steel Wire,— both strand and stay wires No. 9 gau^e.

35 00

Lady Cotton,

holds first rank among plant
In their haste to use cheap fertilizers, consist-

We

Golden Cotton, L. D. Kline, Vaucluse,

-

ing largely of Acid Phosphate, (dissolved rock), many farmers have, in a measure, overlooked this valuable material.
are now directly importing and placing it upon the market at
prices which make it the cheapest, as well as the best, source of plant

Kline, Vaucluse,

Hedrick

8.50 per cent.
2.00 per cent.

-

PERU^^AN GUANO

Shelby-

Va
port,

ANALYSIS.
Phosphoric Acid 9.00 per cent.

20 00

Norris, L.

NATURAL MANURE AND A

SUPERIOR BASE FOR HOME MIXTURES.

30 00

Va
Russler,

A COMPLETE

Shafer,

&

Anna May, John W. Rice &
Son, Winchester, Va
Delia, John W. Rice & Son,
Winchester, Va
Annis,

PERUVIAN GUANO

\rM

THE BROWN FENCE & WIKE

CLEVEI.A>T>, OHIO.

CO.,

Golden Eclipse, L. D. Kline, Vaucluse,

Golden

Va

20 00

Carol, J. D. Williams,
Ellettsville, Ind
17 00
Coral Q., John W. Rice & Son,
Winchester, Va
31 00
Red Coral, J. D. Williams,
Ellettsville, Ind
18 00
Golden Colonel, L. D. Kline,
Vaucluse, Va
16 00
Golden Care, Epitomist Publishing Co., Spencer, Ind
30 00
Red Rose, J. EX. Williams,
Ellettsville, Ind
30 00

Lei Me Quote You My Direct PHcea

On

Split

Hickory Buggies

lam

wilHa^cto takeaUc-hAnccsonyournotllkJngr one of my Split Hickory vehicles.
E^ery but'tO" 1 sell trees out ou trial, subject to btlngretamed. Riidrefundlnpeverycent
of m'ney.lf nocsatlsfactory. My FREE catal>'K of ispiit Hickory Bupeles ahowe over
LSuiU'ereiitst^tlesor bug^-tes,aDdacompleteUue of Hifh-Grade Haj-ne!"^ 1 ^antyoa
to havtr ibis book. No matter wbi-re you buy.yououeht to read
fiuiriD-

hlph quality el*«where. AUmy Split Hickory Tebicles
2years. The Bnppy shown in this picture is rmy
Spilt Hiik»ry Special. I have an entire fnctorr devoed
tothe luakiiij^ of thiswnc jrb. Write toii.nv f rca'aloir. A poeiQd you g-et it Nt return mail, with low prict^s i^^n the best Bugesis* made.
Addrt'-Js,-! me personally.
Ohio Carriage Mlg., Company,
Dl,
aIb^c PresldanI
nil;l|f9
Station 294
Cincinnati, Ohio.
ar?)ntef<i

,

I."

I

tetd

2
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&

Delia Q., John W. Rise
Winchester, Va
Son, Winchester,

22 00

&

Va

D.

Kline,

Scott,

R.

L.

Lelia,

Va
Daphue

Son,

John W. Rice

Chief's Delia,

93

24 00

Vaucluse,
35 00

W.

Shafer,

Westport, Ind
30 00
Sutta Scott, R. W. Shafer, Westport, Ind
43 00
B.
Griffith,
Eliza
Scott,
H.

Bowen, 111
Golden Queen,

35 00

Watson,

H. E.

Edinburg, Ind

70 00

Jesst R., John W. Rice
Winchester, Va
Quick's Queen, Frank
myer, Galveston, Ind

Golden

Ollie,

John W.

Winchester,

Golden

37 00
26 00

&

Va
W. Rice &
Va

&

Rice

30 00

out of Five larmer!
^
'BuyAmcricanTence-Why

31 00

Son,

Va

24 00

D.

L.

Alice,

Vaucluse,

Son,

Over-

John W. Rice

Son, Winchester,
Nellie Orin. John
Son, Winchester,
Rilla.

&

Kline,

Va

20 00

Because

Golden Mable, John W. Rice &
Son, Winchester, Va
27 00
Lena R., John W. Rice & Son,
Winchester, Va
57 00
Edith R., W. T. Rigg, Golden
Gate. Ill
Coin,

52 00

Gold

cluse,

Golden

L.

Ind
Dean,

D.

Kline,

Vau16 00

Sandy,

&

Flint

Sandy, Cloverdale, Ind
IS 00
Miss Betty, John W. Rice &
Son, Winchester, Va
17 00
Sure Winna, L. D. Kline, Vaucluse,

Va

26 00

Sure Foxy, John K. Northcutt,
Cynthiana. Ky
15 00
Gold Lady, J. R. Wooden, Hall,
Ind
30 00
Golden Ruth, J. E. Swope,
Frankfort, Ind
Golden Nora, Cannon
Newcastle. Ind
Amarillls, John W. Rice

Winchester, Va,
Jessamine, L. D.
cluse,

ville,

Co.,

&

Son,

36 00
34 00

Kline,

J.

15 00

D. Williams, EUetts15 00

R.

Phillipps,

AMERICArtENCE
the Standard of the World. While the many improvements we are
constantly making cost us a large sum of money, yet on account of
the immense amount of Fence we turn out, this expense has not
Fence, and these improvements,
increased the price of
adding years to the life of our Fence, constantly decrease the cosf

AMERICAN

of wire

Fence to you, per rod per

year.

NOTE-Twnnt

t0 8end yon the combinotioi, k'v-rine. (.hoirn in tl
na n continnal reminder of AMERICAN FENCE.
books, anj i-vLurn k'-ys without c
sent to us.

CompUniBnte

Dame and number on our
found and

^

FRANK BAACKES, Vice-Pres. & Gen.

Sales Agt.

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago, 111.
Drop me a portal— tell me how much Fence ymi need this
I'll write jou personally about AMERICAN
year.
FEKCE and •end you this registered combiaatioa
kej-ring, screw-driTer

and

^

^fT:

^

,

^'

.-

'

R. Phillipps, Orleans,
J.

Dunkin,

Selma,
15 00

Chief,

W.

R.

',,!:-

'^'JS^V

bottle-opener.

STRONGEST FENCE MADE

SO SHE

1

heavily galvanized Coiled

CLOSELY WOVEN FROM
TOP TO BOTTOM

Phillipps,

Orleans, Ind

17 00

fll to

dealers but Bell direct

t

AT WHOLESALE PRICES
FREIGHT PREPAID

DID.

Wire provides for contraction andexpansioi
posts. Every pound of wire In our fence 1
from tbe best hit^h carbon steel. We give

Colled

"Last week," began the teacher, "we
took up the story of Lot and his wife.
Now, who can tell me what Lot's wife
turned to?"
"Please, ma'am," said the smallest
scholar,
"she
turned
look."
to

Woman's Home Companion.
Please mention Southern
writing advertisers.

when

/ SENT
TO YOU
^^^^
FREE

,-1
^^-'"^tXl.' \

^
_

16 00

Ind

Dandy

We

Or-

18 00

Lad,

AMERICAN

is

L. Benton, Cynthiana,

Ind

May

sold

Vau-

Ind

W.

why

25 00

Luceille, W.
leans, Ind

Bessie.

&

Va

May Boy,
Ky
Bertha,

29 00

and

There could be no other
the best fence.
over 80 per cent of all the wire fence made
Fence.
have always kept

it's

reason

id prt'vents

sagging

between
mill

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
That ourcnatoiiK

r.4

mny

lit-

sure they at

FARM AND POULTRY FENCE.

money.

\\

rltf

Imluy

l<>r

our

*0

<>ii

page in

COILED SPRING FENCE CCMPANY,
Box 52
Winchostor, Indianam

Planter

Always mention The Southern

PI

anter

when

writing

to

advertisers.

—
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HAD TO ENLARGE THEIR

FAC-

TORY.
So great has been the output of the
A. B. Farquhar Company, Limited, of
York, Pa., that it was found necessary
to enlarge their factory and install

new machinery

in order to properly
handle the daily increasing rush of
In fact, so rapidly has their
orders.
business grown that for some time
they have been compelled to forego
their usual advertising in order that
they might be enabled to fill the orders that were already in hand.
^Tien it is considered that the out-

put of the Farquhar Company now
exceeds 100 complete engine, boiler
and saw-mill outfits each month, to
say nothing of the vast quantity of
other machines, such as threshers,
grain drills and numerous other farm

—when

considered, the substantial growth of
appreciated.
will
be
institution
this

implements

all

this

is

Having completed these extensive
changes the Farquhar Company anticipate a larger business the coming
year than in any previous year, and
are fully prepared to fill all orders
promptly, and, as usual, to give their
many customers best value for their

money.
''*22r"'^^^'"
Farquhar machines an9*1'mpiements
all combine the latest and best improvements and skilled workmanship;
and to these coupled with fair prices
and honest dealing can be attributed
the remarkable growth of this progressive institution.

a

:
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C%Q50

Saves You

50%

Fe, Fi, Fo, Fum,
I smell the breath of a "Mericun,"
alive or whether he's dead,
His bones will be ground for future
bread.

Freight

30 Days
Free
Trial

Wagon
Box Manure^
Spreader

FITS ANY TRUCK.

^Cy OLD direct from my factory to you.

O

BuiU on honor.
Not bow cheap but bow eood«
have made them as good as
make the price as low as 1 can.

After

I

Miller Testimonial Letter.
is
I

my
can,

then I
A spreader for 55^.50.
A spreader that I personally ^arantee
work as well or better than any
other spreader on the market

hare thoroughly tried vv. r:hauled over SOU loads of niiCLfc
1;
t'usioess to a queen's taste.

am

I

thought

hanged

to

My

13 year old
recommending it to

whltever.

all

spreaders were

Mv enarantee is the broadest posI

send you one, you take it out
in the field and use it. or abuse it
if you want to, for 30 days, and if
Tou don't find it worth more than
will

the S5<».50I ask for it. just take it
back to the depot and ship it back
to me. I will pay the freight both
ways. You can try it for nothing
at

My

no

send

me one

price you would have to pay for
any other spreader as you use your own wagon
tie up $65 in a spreader truck,
truck.
useless 11 months in the year?
An important feature of the Galloway

Spreader

is its light draft.

Read what Mr.

Two

tl:

-lany
til

LEWIS MILLER.

you 50 1.
My Spreader Booklet tells you
New Spreadei for
I want ycu to read
in it what my customers think of it
interesting
things about
some
and
the future of your land in fertili-

cent in advance. You get my plan
when you get my booklet.
one half the
I save you over

haul iL

.^^^.i

—

about this
every farmer.

free trial plan is such that
to

r

all

risk.

you don't have

»

r"---^-

.: -"^l:.-

—

legal bond.

and

;

No spreader made a third
simple as the Galloway.
Many
But one operating leve
new features such as our endless
apron conveyor. solid bottom box
and double chain drive.
We positively guarantee the
Galloway to handle any kind of
anure.
Sold direct to the buyer ithout
one cent paid to us in advance.
We pay the freight and save

sible—and backed up by a *25.000
confidence

,.1
:-^

:

rciehScrs and tni
.uMesome but you

my mind.

to day.

To show you my

.:

toy use

my

i- :ei:ie]

r~:

I

Why

A CAT-ASTROPHE.

:

horses will

Miller says about

zation. It's free.
Just write me personally a letter
or postal.

WILLIAM GALLOWAY.

S19 J«ftor»ea St., Waterloo, Iowa.
Write your name and address ilainly em
u.,

it

President.

WILLIAM GALLOWAY COMPANY.
cut

it

out

and send it

ihis

to tne.

Whether

OHNSTON book:
NOT

happened that not long ago,
farmer got some oats to sow,
The season was the most desired,
The cultivation much admired.
But "d 1" an oat could the sower see,
Tho' he looked and probed most diliIt

A

ben buying farm tools, t'aree tbiasrs
should be considered— utilltr. dura
bility and price. First. wh<it is the
utility of the tool or machine: will it

—

,

^do the work you wish to perform
better than any other make of tool
jiOf like nature: will it save time and
trouble? Second, is it durably

gently.

I,

happened that

in riding by
He heard a very familiar cry.
And looking saw a growth of cats.
The farmer sat and sitting gasps.
It

And wondering why

the

cats

^ constructed; will it stand the
strain without constant tinkering
loss of time waiting for repairs;
built to last: is there quality in it—
reputation for honesty back of it? Settle these i>oints satisfactorily and the
last point, price will be easily disposed

„

had

grown.

Remembered

he'd

gotten

Egyptian

bone.

When away back

yonder In Pharoah's
time
Not to bury a cat was a social crime.
MOEAL.

As one age devours another.
So extinct

Yet extinct

IN

THE TRUST

is

is

extant's mother,
extant's child.

For God's spheres do intertwine.
Cobham, Va.
W. M.

and

it

5 B Years
Experience
back of every

we make

of. If the tool is made by The Johnston
Harvester Co. 56 years of progrressive
experience and a reputation that is aeuarantee of merit as eood as a cold bondi are
back of it. Farmers know that the name 'Johnston" on a machine
3S a tool that embraces in the highest degree. atUIty and dnrabililj- at a price
you can afford to pay— a price founded on merit and not a combination to control
trade. "Not in the Trust" means much to the buyers of farm tools. Do you appreciate what it means to you? Then don't Duv a tool until you get the new Johnston
Book describing our complete line of "Not in the Trust" farm tools embracing
machines for all sorts of farm work, from harrows to harvesters, every one the
best tool that's built for Its work. The boi.k is free. Write for it today.

tool

The Johnston Harvester

Co.,

Box

11, Batavia, N. Y.

DON'T BUY GASOLINE ENGINES

UNTIL YOU rHVESTIOATt
'*TIir

M\»T£K n'OBEMAK/'

~ twc>-C7LlDCci
ga^>Uiie, keroaenav
aioobol englQi-.saperlor to ftoy one-cylinder engine: rerolatlonlzlD? power. Its welrht and bulk are halt that of einglecvUnderenirlnee. with greater dumb.
L«w to Buy— esB to Ran. Qulcklj^eaclly start«d. vibration practically overoome. Cheaply mounted on any wa«ron. It Is a oomblnatlon portable. atatlonarrbllitv. CKMto
voa OATALOGC&
THIS
ODB
FU'TT-THlBI)
18
T&ab.
uid
Ifith
Measher
Sto^ Chloaeo.

TH£ TEMPLE PUMP CO^ Mln^

THE SOUTHEILX PLAXTEU.
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A Common-Sense Talk On

Manure Spreaders
Com King and

H. C.
Cloverle&it

no doubt that the right kind
THERE'S
of manure spreader
a good tiling for

I.

is

Spreaders

you to have. It is probably true that
there is no other farm machine that, it right- are strong and simple. The frame is care
ly chosen, is as valuable to tlie farmer.
If fully-selected well-seasoned lumber, and is
manure is spread properly and at the right strengtliened by heavy cross sills and truss
time, its money value far exceeds what you're rods. They havestecl wheels with staggered
apt to think.
spokes, and both hind wheels have clutches,
But when you buy a manure spreader have The box is m^ide of selected stock and is
a care. There are many of them on the securely fastened to the frame by heavy steel
market, and many with various "special cleats. Corners are re-enforced with steel
features"— fancy affairs that do them more plates. Everything is of the very best.
harm than good.
^°'h °^ "^'^ rear wheels are drivers, and
^
,
When you buy a spreader look out for
insure plenty of power. A large sprocket
these things and avoid them.
What is with heavy chain drive transmits the power
chiefly to be desired is .y/r<:n^M and «OT//;<r<7K to the cylinder. The cylinder is large and
ofconslruction.
strong, and the square teeth (extra long) are
Strength is essential because a manure made of the best high carbon steel.
spreader has to carry a heavy load and the
The power for driving the apron is applied
rear end the machine end has hard work on both sides, giving an even movement and
making binding impossible. The rollers are
'°^^°' ,.
,
Simplicity of construction lessens the attached to the under side of the slats inchance of the machine getting out of order stead of to the frame.
You know there are a
3.nA %\\e% light draft.
The vibrating rake is a most important
good many manure spreaders that don't get feature, and is found only on Corn King and
out of the shed after the first year. They Cloverleaf spreaders. It levels the load and
make too much trouble and cause too much brings themanuresquarelyuptothecylinder
.

,

,

—

—

—

.

.

,

,

—a

delay.

thing which

is

absolutely essential to

proper spreading. The teeth on the vibratine rake are held in place by coiled steel
springs so they never break but adjust themselves to the size of the load.
^nd as a result of simple construction
the operation is simple. Any one who cati
drive a wagon can operate an I H C
spreader, for one lever does it all.' There
are ten feeds, ranging from ten to thirty
loads per acre. The apron stops of its own
accord when the load is all fed out. By
reversing the lever it returns and again stops

^hen back
jj

No need

in position.

T/fE

REPORTS.
•

Department of AgriWashington, D. C. Bureau

States

culture,
of
Chemistry.

Bulletin

102.

Foreign Trade Practices in the
Manufacture and Exportation of
Alcoholic Beverages and Canned
Goods.
Bureau of Entomology. Bulletin
62.
The San Jose or Chinese

Cjg^jntte^local Agent or write lor catalognes.

59.

Office
60.
•

Public Roads of Florida.
of Public Roads.
Circular
Public Roads of South Caro-

U. S. A.

sook:
JOHNSTON
W8LL SAVE YOU

IWOiyEY

The

yield of your corn, cotton, tobacco and all crops irrown in
rows depends upon the thoroughness of the cultivation
vou
give them. The new Johnston Book describes just the cultivator you need-The Johnston Continental Disk Cuitlvator— the crystahzed result of fifty-six
years devoted exclusively to building highclass machinery for the farmer.

^^GontinentaF^

Scale.
Office of

Experiment Stations. Experiment Station Record, Vol.
XVIII., No. 2.
Office of Experiment Station.
Experiment Station Record, Vol.
XVIII., No. 3.
Forest Service.
Circular 48.
Kiln
Drying Hardwood Lumber.
Office of Public Roads.
Circular
58.
Public Roads of Kentucky.
Office of Public Roads.
Circular

watch

of the reasons why you
should investigate I. H. C. Corn King and
cioverleafspreadersbef'ore you buv. There
are many other good points about them that
are explained in our catalogues. There are
j^.q kinds— Cloverleaf, an Endless .Apron
rnachine and Corn King a Return Apron
machine': each made in three sizes.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTOR COMPANY OF AMERICAT^lSafcago,

United

to

at all

These are some

We

want too to know how and
wijy it will help yoa to get bipger
and Detter crope. The disks of the
cultivator can be regulated to throw
soil to or from the plants, at the
same time it thoroughly pulverizes
he whole row— cultivates shallow near
the plants, deep between the rows. Cultivator is always under perfect con-

CULTIVATOR

of the operator, ia easy to
handle and does thorough work.
Saves labor, easy on man and
team. The aU-steel construction
..makes a light, durable machine
that's not out of repair when the
weeds are growing fast and time is precions. Asplendid stalk-cutter attachment adds value
and uaefulDCss to the machine. The Joiineton Boole
describes our full line. It's free; write todav.
The JOHNSTON HARVESTER CO.. Box 11, Batavis.N.T,
trol

,

lina.

of Public Roads.
Circular
Public Roads of Nebraska.
of Public Roads.
Circular
63.
Public Roads of Kansas.
Bureau of Soils. Bulletin 37. ExOffice
61.

Office

:,

Stalk Cutter
GM^'Oflpv
'**='*»
The Orlgbial Spiral

periments in Growing Cuban Seed

Tobacco

in

Farmers' Bulletin 272. A Successful
Hog and Seed Com Farm.
Farmers' Bulletin 273. Experiment
Station Work 38. Loss of Nitrogen from Soils; Continuous Corn
Culture; Pasturing Wheat, etc.
Department of the Interior, Washington, D. C.
Report of the Secre-

Knile.

For Corn and Cotton
CUTS AT

Alabama.

mon

IT
Does
,A SLANT.
better work than any other, yet avoids
that terrible jolting and jerking comto others.
Pleasant to use. Lasts a lifetime.

on request, write
Special
Proposition
"^
f ^'f"*
*
for
free Crtalog now

?wo ROW.

Al-ways

A''E"Y MF6. CO., 433 Iowa

mention The Southern Planter

when

St.,

writing

PEORIA,

to

ILL.

advertisers.
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30,

[January.

Year

tary of the Interior for the

Ended June

PLAIsTTER.

1906.

California Experiment Station, Berlieley, Cal.
Buletin 180. Resistant
Planting,
Vineyards,
Grafting,
Cultivation.

Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca,
N. Y. Bulletin 241. Second Report on the Influence of Fertilizers
on the Yield of Timothy Hay.

Kansas Experiment

Station,

i

Manhat-

Kan. Buletin 140. Milking
Machines.
Louisiana Experiment Station, Baton
Rouge, La. Bulletin 87. Analyses
tan,

Commercial

of

and

Fertilizers

Paris Green.
Analyses of
Bulletin 88.

SUCCESS MANURE SPREADER

Commer-

Feeding Stuffs.
New Mexico Experiment Station, AgriBulletin
cultural College, N. M.

There are not so many new features, but

cial

Steer Feeding.
57.
Forty Years of Southern New Mexico Climate.
North Carolina Department of AgriBulletin.
culture, Raleigh, N. C.
Alfalfa Growing.
The Buletin. Selecting Seed Corn
for Larger Yields.
The Bulletin. Cotton Plant.
Publications for Farmers.
Division of EntoDinloe7c.^^Ji xlar
Bulletin 59.

18.

Entomology wBf§3i\ile>i''armer

Should Know.
Circulai
of Entomology.
Suggestions to Purchasers ot
19.
Nursery Stock.
North Carolina Crop Pest Commission.
Circular 10.
N. S. Notes
on North Carolina Nurseries.
Station,
Pennsylvania
Experiment

lots

of valuable old ones.

You know

the Success is the spreader that
titcrally ^rew. Not the kind tiiatsoine "ffenius'*
madd in a day. Nearly 30 years developint?,
its principles and its making are right because they nave been proven to be right.
Ihat can't be said ot: all spreaders.
Take strength, for an example.
We are not guessing at necessities when we
piit a larger axle in the Success than is found in
any other spreader. We know from experience.
So with the frame. We make it of second

We've demonstrate'tl that the beater drive
chain absolutely must be direct working to
avoid breakage. Note th^ steel pin cliaiu.
The harpoon teeth on end of beater are a valuable feature. They cut the straw and keep
beater ends clean.
Whatever feature you find on the Success, be
sure that it is a necessary feature. Here are a
few:
—Solid steel brace from axle ends to beater ends.
—Force feed of bottom— locked iroinpup or down hill.
—Adjustable pulverizer— make line or coarse as
—Superior change of feed device, etc.etc.

These are not mere talking points. The Success fs
growth white ash.
Nat every builder appreciates the wracking aspreader of essentials. You can appreciate every one
A.na Jolting that a spreader frame has to stand. of them If you've ever had experience with spreaders.
The thing to do la to know them all or
know
\Vt; db.
So we make it of just as toughmateri- much about them all as possible before youtobuy. as
K\ an 1 pust as substantial as is possible.
Our spreader book tells the story truthfully. It's
i Aut lo on all the way through.
yours tor the asking, free.

KIlMP

<a

BURPEE MFG.

CO.. Box

205.

SYRACUSE.

N. Y.

Division

State

College,

Pa.

Bulletin

Bulletin

41.

Phosphates

of the

81.

Commercial Feeding Stuffs.
Bulletin SO. A Comparison of Alfalfa
Meal and Wheat Bran for Dairy
Cows.
Rhode Island Experiment Station,
Kingston, R. I.
Test of Nine

Four

A
with

Different Plants.
Virginia Experiment Station, BlacksBulletin 163.
Origin,
burg, Va.
Composition and Utility of Fertilizing Materials.
Virginia State Crop Pest Commission,
Blacksburg, Va.
Circular No. 1.
Lime-Sulphur
Studies,
Wash

M

workers that have made the Iron Age line of farm and garden implements
all over the continent. You can make more money this year than last
will decide now to let them help you. Look at the good points of

known

membership.

Every farmer ought

The articles
to read this report.
in it are worth untold money to
those who will study them and
apply the information given to
their daily work.
The amount of

^^
H

iiIron Age Implements
mproT^d-RobblDi

how nauch

time, work, seed, fertilizer, Ac, you might save with a very small

Figure out

FIvot Wheel CaltiiBtor^

Iron Age implements.
They have m-qd their way by honest performanceof every promise.
Write for free book.

outlay, by buying

1904-1906.

Virginia State Farmers' Institute, A.
M. Soule, Secretary, Blacksburg,
Va. Report of the Third Annual
Session for the Year 1906.
This
report wil be sent free to every
member of the institute. A few
extra copies have been printed
and these will be sent out to those
applying for them and sending $1,
which will constitute them members of the institute and entitled
to a free copy of all publications
of the institute issued during their

^^

lfy<
If
you

Pulls

stumps or Standing Trees.

Clears a twoacte circle with one sitting—pulls anything' the wire rope will reach; stumps,
trees, grubs, rocks, hedges, etc.
maD and a boy with one or two horses can
the
^

A

COMBIiyATION

nm

STUMP PULLER

Stump Anchored or

Self Anchoring.
all It cakes for theordiDary stump. No heavy chaJos

AmlDuteand a half is
or rods.
the strong wire rope with patent coupler—grips uie rupe at any point Does not
chafe rope; far ahead of old-style*'take-ups." Smallest rope we furnish stands 40,000
Grub and Stump Machine. Write for Iree Illustrated catal
Largeaf manul«clur*rft of Stump Pullorm In tbo World,
KstabXlshed l.vii.
.

Note

J
a
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work involved

In getting up this
report has been great, from the
multiplicity of the articles and
the necessity for editing the same

many not having been
reduced into writing by the
authors and having had to be
written up from the stenograThis has involved
pher's notes.
much clerical work, which has
had to be paid for to those doing
it and has not been received by
the secretary, though appearing

carefully,

in his account.
Virginia Weather Service, Richmond,
Va. Report for November, 1906.
Wisconsin Experiment Station, MadiBulletin 141.
son, Wis.
A Report on the Horse Breeding Industry of Wisconsin.
Proceedings of the Ninth Conference
(or Education in the South, Lexington, Ky., May 2-1, 1906.
Published by the Executive Commitof the
Conference, S. C.
tee

Mitchell,
College,

Chairman,
Richmond
Richmond, Va.

CATALOGUES.
Beechhurst
D.

.T.

Farm,
Stodghill,

Shelbyville,
Proprietor.

Ky.,

De-

cember and January Price List of
Angus and Shorthorn Cattle,
Poland

China

Goats, Collies,

Hogs,

Poultry,

Fox Terriers and

Fox Hounds.
Highland Farms, Mount Laurel, Va.,

W.

H. Dorin, Proprietor; Charles
Dorin, Manager. Berkshire Hogs.

DEVON CATTLE CLUB.
The American Devon Cattle Club
will hold its annual meeting at Atlanta, Ga., January 16, 1907, at the
Kimball House. This will be the first
meeting the club has ever held In
ihe South and we trust that it will be
well attended, not only by members
of the club, but by all who are interested in the Devon breed of cattle.
L. P. SISSON, Secretary.
Newark, Ohio.
Tell the advertiser where you saw
bis advertisement.

Contains all the money-making points o£ dairying. Among
the subjects treated you will find How to Feed, What to Feed,
to Feed, What Foods Produce Most Milk, How to Take
Care o£ Milk-Producing Foods, How to Feed Silage, the Care of^
the Milch Cow, and many other profitable and practical suggestions
that help swell the profits of the dairyman.
With the book we will
send additional information telling yoi>>_;--^-^--JvjvW you can get the
./'
most out of you milk by using the

When

Sharpies Tubular
Cream Separator
We gn^arantee that with a Tubular you can \^
get 50 per cent more cream over the old
pan method of skimming, and 6 per cent
over any other cream separator made.
Sharpies Separators get all the cream and
the Tubular is the easiest running, easiest
cared for, and easiest kept clean. There
is just one tiny piece in the bowl, themilk
can is low and hand)-, the bearings are
self oiling.
Write for the "Business
Dair>-ing" at once stating number of
cows you keep. Ask for booklet D. 290
\

Mr.

S. L.

Boyer. Venetia, Pa., says "The Tabolar

m akes me

»255.00

yearly

The Sharpies Separator Cd,

WEST CHESTER,

Toront o, Can.

PA.

THERE S NO
Churn

or

Cream Separator

on earth that can compare with
the

Davis Swing Churn and
Cream Separator.

the U. S.

Write for Particulars

ASHTON STARKE,
Richmond, Va.
Qeneral Southern Agent.

Chlcaoo,

III.

;
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INDEX TO ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.
Analysis of Soils

—Bermuda

Grass. 69

for Cows
Worms In Hogs

Feed

To Make Hair Grow on Scar
Rock for Name
Feeding a Milk Cow
Cutting Osage Orange Fence
Horse Injured
Fertilizer for Pushing Cabbage
Fertilizer for Irish Potatoes
Vomica for Hawks Dry
for Poultry

—

Barren

Cow — Remedy

Worms

in

—Nux

69
70
70
70
70
71
72
73

[January.

"Increase,
\btir Yields

Per Acre"

Mash
73
75
75
75
76
76

Horses

Applying Phosphate Rock
Red Clover Failure
Cow Pea for Improving Land

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY.
The November issue of The Statist,
of London, a well-known British financial paper, prints the last annual reThen
port of the Southern Railway.
follows a very exhaustive editorial
analyzing every feature of the report
and comparisons of its business and

The BEST of everything
and the greatest quantities of every growing thing can be readily
produced with the liberal use of Virginia-Carolina Fertilizers,
together with careful cultivation. The materials of which they are
made, cause them to enrich the land, and the plants to oome up
rapidly and more prollflc. Use

growth with other important Southern
railway systems are made, very much
to the credit of the Southern.

A para-

graph relating to iD«^t_, ft^ ic-in
quoted

is

Virginia=CaroIina Fertilizers

"The foregoing is not a mere acaIt indicates that
demic discussion.
the Southern Railway is not behind

on your fruits and fruit-trees of all kinds, com. wheat and all
trucks. For, at harvest time, you will have the largest (for
these will "inereaBe your yields per acre"j and finest crops you
ever r.iised in all your farmlife. Don't buy theinferior substitute thtitany fertilizer agent may try to persuade you to put
on your land.

neighbors in endeavoring to handle
traffic with economy, and it discloses the real reason why even with
good management the Southern is
unable to show so large a profit as
the Louisville and Nashville and the
The two latter comIllinois Central.
panies are highly profitable undertakings in consequence of the density
of their traffic, while the Southern is
owing to the light
profitable,
less
But the comdensity of its traffic.
pany is leaving no stone unturned to
increase its traffic. The development
of the Southern industries in recent
years has been remarkable, and their
growth has. in a large measure, directits
its

ly resulted from the exertions and
enterprise of the officers of the SouthWhat is termed the
ern Railway.
Industrial Department of the company
has succeeded in attracting into
Southern districts both a large number of immigrants and a very large
number of new enterprises. The interesting report of the Southern Railway, which we publish elsewhere,
states that during the past year alone
there were completed and placed in
operation along or adjacent to the
company's lines 34 textile mills, 257
lumber mills, 95 stone quarries and
coal mines, 48 woodworking plants, 27
furniture factories, 34 iron industries,
12 fertilizer works, 58 brick works, 2
499
miscellaneous
tanneries
and
smaller industrial plants, while there
were recorded 454 additions and enlargements to existing plants and 162
new and additional industries in
course of constructions at the close
of the year.
And the encouraging

Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.,
Richmond, Va.

Atlanta, Ga.

Norfolk, Va.
Durham, N. C.
Charleston, S. C_
Baltimore, Md.

r

Savannah, C a.
Montgomery', AIa,
Memphis, Tonn.

u

Shroveport, La.

Steam

Is

Best^

You will get more real efficient servfrom the old reliable steam power than any other.

Don't be misled.
ice

Leffel

Engines
tal.

Upright, Portable.

Send

for

have none of the uncertainties and
annoyances of gasoline tngine^ and
oth.r powers.
No other p^wer
equals steam :noothe" ngine equa's
a LefiEeUor plan er's use. Horiz nfree book and investigate before you buy power.

Jame^ Leffet tSL

Co.^ ^ojc 18 J^ S'prin^J'ieid, Ohio.

Handsome DAMIvF
QC
JaMIHlfc
9w for
Nickel Trimmed
this Big

•

Steel

without warming closet or reservoir. With liiirU wariMii>p closet, porcelain lined reservoir, just as shown in cut, SI 3.95. ^i^iile witu largo
square oveu,six No. Scooking hol«3, regular 8-18 size— bo. iy madeol cold
rolled steel plate. Burns wood or coal. All nickel parts iil^'hly polished.
are the most liberal ever made. You can pay after
f%

H k UHH^
A
1 HI ^

I
yoa receive the range. Ton can take it into your
own home, nee it 30 days, if you do not find it exact11
I
ly as representea, the blp gest bargain you ever saw, equal to stoves sold at
double our price, return It to us, and we will pay thefrel,:rht both ways.

cciin A nncTAi ninn
OCNIl A rUolAL vAnll

*°^^^'^"™**'y'^"^''^^'"'^°^"^"*^

andld07stOTecatalogiie,describtngti>iB

handsome steel range, also the most complete line of stoves and ranL-es in
the world. Large illustrations, full descriptions at prices mu. Ji Inwer titin
any one else can make you. Buy directfrom manulacturersai"' <^ave niouyy.
for our new lllQstratedSfove Catalogue No 1084 l\'c will
UfBITC TA
flHIlt lU'UAl save you money. No delay in BhlppinLf. l:.^1d the most;
i

niV

woniterfiil stnve offers ever

mad e. Mo st

liberal terms ever offered,

MARVIN SMITH CO.

tells liow

t

>

onJor,

GHICAG0.*1LUN0IS.
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statement is made that the rapid
growth of the South, indiistrially. con-

^Incubators

tinues to attract the attention of both
capital and labor. Foreign capitalists
have been, and are, examining South-

ern conditions more thoroughly than
heretofore, all of which has had a
tendency during the past year to increase the immigration and industrial
development in the sections of the
country traversed by the company's
lines.
Indeed, it may be truly said
that the growth of Southern industries in the last decade has been very
largely due to the enterprise of the
Southern Railway. In ten years the
number of cotton spindles in the
Southern States most of them mills
along or adjacent to the lines of the

Southern

—
Railway —have

grown from

3,000,000 to over 9,000,000. while the
of cotton
spindles in
the

number

Northern States has increased only
from 13,800,000 to 15,600,000."

PRACTICAL ADVERTISING.
"Practical Advertising" is a monthly publication issued from Atlanta,
Ga., by St. Elmo Massengale.
It is

a nicely gotten up magazine and one
that the publishers of the South have
accepted quite heartily. The publication wishes the co-operation of every
publisher and every advertiser toward
the upbuilding of advertising in the
Southern States. It is well edited by
Mr. R. W. Lillard and has original
articles by prominent advertisers who
have made a success in the business.
It is full of news notes of interest to
all publishers of newspapers, and advertisers, whether large or small. The
subscription price is only $1 per year,
and every advertiser, whether large or
small, or any publisher, will be sent a
copy free of charge by writing to the
publishers at Atlanta, Ga.

AMERICAN

P^^ Have the Highest Hatching Record
^^^^B ^^

^f^ ^B
^^
m0 ^^^M

^^^^K

hatch chicks for you cheaper and better
than bens, or other incubators,

^^^^
^V^ ^B^ * The Sure Hatch runs itself and pays for it
\ve take
back at our expense. Guaran'
1^ teed for or5 years
^^^
^m ^^B ^^
and made to last a lifetime.

^

self,

^^^m
^^
^^^H
^^
^Hr ^^ B^^

You can

^^L

H

White

^^

year

— that's

a proposition that

is

so easy.

We

do

We have Hatch book tells all about our
and experience that make machines and low prices. Besides it

is a very helpful poultry book. Write
operate the greatest incubator us today for one of these free books.

possible.

We

Sure Hatch Incubator Company
8,

Fremont, Neb., orDept.

inquiries
treasurer, Seth

to

W.

secretarythe
Gregory. Delavan,

8,

Indianapolis, Ind.j

1906, our main office and factory were removed
from Clay Center to Fremont, Neb.

Note— July 1.

#%^M«i^^^Maa^«^^»>'*a*^4^%^ai^^^^
—THB NEW—

AMERICAN SAW MILL
VARIABLE FRICTION FEED

the name of every
interested in White Plymouth
Rocks to place it on the mailing list
for the Club Year Book now in preparation.
If you send in your name at
once, accompanied by the membership

your

a v.
not pointnj/iTt'b-x-^
• Our new 100-page illustrated Sure

this very thing.

the faciUties
it

Ratchet Set Works, Quick Receder, Duplet

party

book.
At any rate, send in your
name, we shall be pleased to convince
you that it is to your interest to become a member of this club. Addresa

—

—

Plymouth

fee of one dollar, you will be in line
to compete for the valuable club specials at the poultry shows the covmtry over for the balance of the season, and also, your name will appear
in the list of members in the year

it

^^

WHITE PLYMOUTH
ROCK CLUB.

The American
Rock Club desires

it

any place where
a hen might be housed. Hatches
when you "set" it, and you "set" it
when you are ready, summer or winter.
^L
No trouble to have "early hatched"
chickens, if you use a Sure Hatch.
Used
successfully and most highly recommended by
more practical poultry raisers than any other incubator on earth, none excepted.
For ten years we have been making and brooder factory in the world,
and selling the Sure Hatch, freight Our experimenting for improvement
prepaid, for prices that put it in a never stops. These facts enable us
class by itself.
to turn out machines, strictly up-to
Anybody can make a cheap incu- date leaders always imitations
bator, but when it comes to deliver- never.
ing one that positively will hatch
Our customers are successful from
cheaper and better than hens, and is the start, because we know how and
covered by a responsible guarantee what to tell them, that they may get
that it will do its work year after t }t?' ^"^"^ "^ -^''-j
without disapset

Steel Dogs, Strong,

ACCURA TE AND RE LIABLE.
Best Material and Work'
manehip, Light Running,

S155.00 CASH
I

buys it on the cars at factory
complete
without
saw. Freight very low.
with
engine.
per
day
4
H.
P.
Seven other sizes made.
feet
Warranted to cut 2,000
Also Edgers, Trimmers, Shingle Machines, Lath Mills, Rip and Cut-Oft Saws, Drag
Saws, Cord Wood Saws, and Feed Mills. Catalogue sent tree.
"Howe, Mass., Oct. 24, 1906.— r have a No. 1 American Saw Mill and I send you an
order for another Just like it I nia It with my t H. P. portable gasoline engine;
have sawed
48-lnch saw.

6,000

feet of

lumber

In 10

hours with It without any trouble. I use a
Yours truly,
Bradley C. Newell."

CO,, 137 Nope St., Haekettstown N. J. N, Y., Offloa.
Richmond, Norfolk, Lynchburg and Wythsville, Va.

AMERICAN SAW MILL MACHINERY

Wis.

«36

Iredell Co., N.

C, Dec.

6.

1906.

Although not a farmer. I enjoy reading The Southern Planter with a keen
relish and consider it a very valuable
journal.
J. B. GILL.

I

requires little power, simple, easy to handle, won't
get out of order.

Engineering BIdg.

Agents

THE WATT PLOW

In

CO., General Aganta, Richmond, Va-

Always mention The Southern Planter when writing

to

advertisers.

^
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The Everlasting Tubular
Guaranteed not

to

f

Send

i

£

Plow Doubletrees.

Steel

Break or Bend.

Furnished with Hook or Ring
For Plow Vfassle, also Traces.

[January.

for

Our Number 8 Catalogue
for 1907. Get acquainted with
our complete line. Their use

^^j^^^^^

spells

*

Ifr

economy.

ABOVE PATTERN No. t06 MADE IN THREE SIZES
a complete line of Doubletrees, Slng.etrees, aad Keck Yokes of everj deicrlptlon.
All dealers ebould handle tbem, ask yours tor them and take no other.

We manafaclura

Pittsburg

Tubular Steel WKiffletree Coinpanx< Sole Manufacturers,

PITTSBURG

-

-

MAGAZINES.

The man behind

Interest "vrill be keen in Theodore
which Is
latest essay,
Roosevelt's
made the leading feature of the Jan-

Century, with illustrations in
Leyendecker, notable work
The Century's pages. Under
the title of "The Ancient Irish Sagas,"
Mr. Roosevelt makes a plea for wider
and more popular appreciation of the
wealth of romance HS^^ffoZ-^'i^y'-^ -^^
that
ancient literature, an5K35-,'?&^'
chairs of Celtic be founded in as
many of the leading American univereities as possible.
Turning from literature to art there
Is the first full and authoritative account of Mr. Charles L. Freer's gift
to the nation of his valuable art collection, a gift which may be considered the first step toward the establishment of a national gallery of
Adding much to the interest and
art.
value of Miss Leila Mechlin's descriptive paper are seven full-page reproductions of notable canvases in the
including several Whistcollection,
lers.
In this issue, too, is Elizabeth
Robins Pennell's paper on the Cathedral at Chartres, with seven of Joseph
Pennell's satisfying drawings.
In a noteworthy
paper
Cardinal
Gibbons discusses with conviction and
authority "The Moral
Aspects of
Suicide," taking as his text the statistic sof the last twenty years, which
show a steady and appalling Increase

the

uary

color by
even for

in the

number

of suicides,

Henry

Fairfield

Osbom,

apropos of the recent "Discovery of a

Supposed Primitive Race of Men" In
Nebraska, gives a resume of what is
known of primitive man, and the article Is illustrated by views of one of
the skulls discovered, comparative
outlines and a restoration, under Professor Isbom's direction, of the head
of the Neanderthal man.
Sylvester
Baxter takes up a timely topic In his
spicy and stimulating discussion of
the abuses of outdoor advertising,
with sugestions and attractive pictures of
holtzer's

Planet Jn

met"hods.
Dr. Oberreadable narrative of Jay
Cook's work In the financing of the

ads, and makes bim do i-etter gardeoing, than
Besides, Planet Jr. Seeders, Wheel Hoes, and
no other maker uses such
d they are guaranteed
into bis tools. Half a million users know bow long

akes mare work off hi
any other garden implement m.

Cultivators are well mad
materials or puts such v
they last.

—

The New No. 6 Planet Jr. Combination Hill and Drill Seeder, Wheel
Hoe, Cultivator and Plow is a whole set of the strongest and most useful
It saves your time, labor and seed and runs easily
Does the work of three to six men, and does it far better. Opens
sows any kind of garden seed accurately in drills or in hills 4, 6,
8. 12 or 24 inches apart, covers, rolls the ground and marks out
all at one operation.
As Wheel Hoc, Cultivator,
the next row
or Plow it adapts itself to every kind of crop, and is used all

garden tools ever turned out.
1.

1,

—

through the season.
We are glad to send anybody interested, our New Catalogue
of successful gardening and J907 Planet Jr
Hoes, One- and Two-Hor
Wheel H.
plement ,—Seed.
irrows. Orchard- and B
:-Culti
Riding Cultivate
talogue am
Even if you have Planet Jr. send for the
things. Write today
Box 1107X Philadelphia, Pa.
S. L. All
:

,

MATTHEWS' <<NEW UNIVERSAL'' GARDEN TOOLS

G

TOOLS IN ONE

Double

or

Single

Wheel Hoe

^ ^ tnr%
Sinpl. 4. _2rRm7lT?n

Seeder, mark
marker,
hoe rake,
.\
Pl-.
V.
cultivator.

or double «-heel. Adjuat-

monts

easilj- made.
For plantinc: and
all

kinds of cul-

tivation.

Send for FREE
BOOKLET of val-

uable

informa-

tion for plantinp
full descripi

and

.

AMES PLOW COMPANY.

56 MARKET STREET, RONTON- MASSACHUSETTS
FOR SALE BY GRIFFITH & TURNER COMPANY. BALTIMORE. MD.

and com-

bating the popular excuses which are
urged in favor of self-murder.
Prof.

PENNSYLVANIA.

CHARTERED

1870.

Merchants National Bank,
OF RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
$200,000.00.

Capital,

Surplus and Undivided Profits,

•

-

$805,000.

D«p**lt*r7- »{ tk« UBit*a Stataa. St*t« »t VlrtflnU. CItx »t

K.I»kB«»A

Being the largest deposltorr tor banks between Baltimore and New Orl^jiB,
Accounts solicited.
superior facilities for direct and quick collections.

JOHN

we sSar

BRANCH, Pres. JOHN K. BRANCH, Vlce-Pres. JOHN F. GLBNN, Vlce-Pres.
McADAMS, Cashier. Assistant Cashiers— J. R. PERDUE, GEO. H. KBBSBB.

P.
THOS. B.

Three Per Cent.

Interest

Allowed

in

Savings

Department.

better

Always mention The Southern Planter when

writing

to

advertisers.

—
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STOP THAT COUGHING!
IF you value your health,

or health
of your children, do not allow
a cough, croup, or whooping cough
to go without giving it prompt at-

*

tention

;

there is

no

telling

what

might be the result such conditions
are not to be trifled with. Grippe,
Pneumonia, and Consumption, or
;

serious complications are likely to
result unless promptly treated. The
best and quickest cure for a cough,
cold, croup, or whooping cough is

i have five children, and all of
them have had severe colds and
and I find that HoseyToLU is a most excellent remedy,
and would not be without it in

croup,

CURES

has always been

the house.

It

satisfactory,

and gives prompt

relief in

HONEY-TOLU

croup and roughs with

and

cold,

irvith

it is the King of
I had a bad
a severe cough for

^~^ '"'^~«—

;:«"wervthing with£e'i*^-i*i»<^vhen a friend recomJlended Honey- Tolu to me. I procured a bottle, -with the result that

my

cold

family.

entirely cured. I alIt for the use of my
advise everyone suffer-

is

S.

ABSOLUTELY

N.. J.

I

ing with a cough or cold to use
Honey- Tolu and be cured.

THROAT AFFECTIONS

WM. McCOLLISTER,
SWEDESBORO,

cannot praise too highly your

cough remedies.

ways keep

first

Mrs.

all

•

Coughs, Colds, Croup

two or three doses,
loosens their colds and improves
them in every way.
the

I

HoNEY-ToLu;

C

HUTCHINSON,
Petersburg. Va.

remedy has stood the test of years, and is recognized and prescribed
and
This
by leading physicians as the one cough cure that is sure to cure, and safe to administer to adults or
We have thousands of
It is never-failing in results, is pleasant to take and always cures.
children.
old reliable

efficient

testimonials to these facts. Some unreliable dealers in their greed for profit, at the risk of yoiur health,
may prevail on you to trj' something else, but if you want a cure, insist upon having Honey-Tolu

take no substitute.

GILBERT BROS.

&, CO., Manufacturers
baltimofJe, mc.

ALL DEALERS SELL !T-25c.
iBjll1W<.H

War

li

!! IJJ-J-1—
II

of the
"seven-thirty" and "ten-fifty" loans.
Of prime interest in the fiction
Civil

interestingly

tells

number

Is
Mrs. Frances Hodgson
Burnett's "The Shuttle." The events
of the day are giving significant, If
unexpected, timeliness to the author's
presentation of phases of the inter"Clancy
national marriage problem.
the Tosser" is the piquant title of the
first of a series of stories of life on
the Mississippi and Missouri rivers

fro ma forthcoming novel, "Partners
of Providence," by Charles D. Stewart,
author of "The Fugitive Blacksmith."
The editorial topics are "The Corruption of Public Opinion" and "Real

Wrongs and Real Reforms."
*

*

The frontispiece,
"On New Year's Day," was drawn for
of

his

two sons.

St. Nicholas by Blendon Campbell,
and among the other contributing

ilustrators are such names as Reginald Birch, Harrison Cady, C. M.
Relyea, Culmer Barnes, C. D. Weldon,

George Varian, I. W. Taber, Florence
Storer and Albertine Randall Whelan.
There are no less than eighty-two pictures in the body of the January St.
Nicholas from these artists' work and
from photographs, without counting
the fortyfour cuts enriching the departments of nature and science and
the St. Nicholas League.

*

Perhaps the illustrations in
St.
Nicholas are taken a little too much
for granted they are so unfailingly
abimdant and super-excelent. In the
January number, which strikes a fair

—

average, there is, for Instance, a fullpage reproduction of Ruben's painting

There are four serials

—

now running

Nicholas "Abbie Ann," by
St.
George Madden Martin, the creator
of Emmy Lou; Alice Hegan Rice's
"Captain June," Ralph Henry Barbour's "The New Boy at Hilltop," and
in

Capt.
Harold Hammond's "Pinkey
Perkins: Just a Boy." Each of Mrs,
Burnett's
fairy
Frances Hodgson
stories is complete in itself; but little
Queen Silver-Bell, the recounter of
delightful tales,
appears In
these
every one and so there is a connecting link. In the February St. Nicholaa
will begin another, "The Cosy Lion,"
with more of Harrison Cady's whimsical pictures.
Short stories and a
number of sketches make the January
St. Nicholas a full number.
• •

•

President Roosevelt is the star contributor to the January Woman's

Home

Companion. An oflScIal statement written and signed by him In
which he requests the Woman's Home

Companion to give "the widest pubto my previous utterances on
Child Labor" appears In the magazine.
The President outlines his position
on this Important national question
licity
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with his characteristic forcefulness.
The next contribution in point of importance is "The Human Side of John
Roclvefeller," which gives an intiof the world's richest man.
unique in that it shows some
unsuspected facts of John D., and is
graphically illustrated with hitherto

D.

mate view
It

is

unpublished photographs supplied by
Mr. Rockefeller himself. Homer Davenport, the cartoonist, describes

how

r

[January.

RUBEROID
liOOFINC

he not only saw Abdul Hamid

H., the
Sultan of Turkey, but made the only
drawing extant of this mysterious
ruler of a passing empire. The alleged
portraits hitherto published of the
Sultan really are photographs of his
brother.
Mr. Davenport risked his
liberty and his Arabian horses to get
this exceedingly rare and very remarkable drawing of the Sultan for
the Woman's Home Companion. The
portrait has a place of honor in the
January _number. Dr. Edward Everett
Hale sends a New Year's message to
his host of friends in his monthly editorial page.
Everybody knows that
the venerable and lovable author of
"The Man Without a Country" has the
whole country as 5U6>i!;^"/-'?- ,';-- -f^Sy,
friendly advice froin^tis/,-?'-^^'' thrice
welcome.
The 800,000 worn m club
members of America will read with
interest the article on "The Amusing
Side of Club Life," contributed by

their honored

president,

STANDARD FOR

;

Outlasts

story,

There

label and on the under
side of every length of Ruberoid Roofing.
Send for samples and booklet
A large stock of Corrugated and V.
Crimp Roofing always on hand.

Southern Railway Supply Co..
1323 East Main

Senti-

represented by a
the Time of the
Chrysanthemums," and there are instalments of serials by Jean Webster

The

RICHMOND,

if»0t

is

and Juliet Wilbur Tompkins.

is

we sell it.
by the name on the

Sarah Piatt

"The

metal or Bhingles.
Any
can apply it.
only one Ruberoid Roofing, and
You can verify its genainenesi

handyman

Decker, and all wrfmen and mothers
will appreciate the many other special
articles and departments provided for
them in this "great magazine growing
greater." The fiction is even stronger
than usual. Elizabeth Stuart Phelps
publishes the first instalment of a
powerful serial entitled "The Sacred
Fire"; Marie Van Vorst contributes a
fascinating short
nels": Zona Gale
short story, "In

YEARS.

14

r^'The oldest prepared roofing on
the market, and the first Ruberoid
Roofs laid, many years ago, are
still
giving satisfactory service
under the severest climatic and
atmospheric conditions.
Contains no tar or paper
will
not melt, or tear. Acid fumes
will not injure it.

Street.

VA.

:i

art

features are usually good.
• * *

The

anniversary number of The
Breeders' Gazette has come to our
table.
It is a magnificent issue of the
best live stock paper published in the
world and reflects the highest credit
on its publishers. No man interested
In live stock can afford to be without
The Breeders' Gazette. It keeps its
patrons posted on breeds, sales, markets and general agricultural conditions as they affect the live stock
Interests of the country.

Richmond, Fredericksburg

J.

E.

HUBBARD.

Potomac R. R.

Washington Southern Railway
uble -Ti

The Gateway

Connecting the

North and the South

The Dc
Link ^=

between the

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad
Ohio Railioad
Baltimore

&

Chesapeake

Charles City Co., Va., Dec. 5, 1906.
I do not see how such a book can
be gotten up for the price. I would
not be without The Southern Planter
if it cost five times its present price.
Every farmer in this Southland ought
to have it in their home, and I for one
feel very proud of The Planter.

&

and

&

'^'

Ohio Railway

Pennsylvania Railroad
Seaboard Air Line Railway
Southern Ratlway

Fast Mail

Between All Points
via Richmond,
Virginia, and
Washington, D. C.

Passenger

W.

P. Taylor,

Traffic IWanaaei

Elxpress

and

Freight

Route
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TIME, LABOR and MONEY-SAVING IMPLEMENTS.
SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE DESCRIBING THEM.

Stands Like a Stone Wall
Turns

Cattie, Horses,

Hogs— Is

PracticaSiy Indestructible

AMERICAN FEf^CE
heavy

wires, the
Buy your new fence for years to come.
hinge joint, the good galvanizing, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
snft.
that is not too hard nor too

Get the

We

can show you

this fence in our

big,

stock and explain

superiority, not only in the roll but in the field.

Come and

its merits and
see us and get

Painted Steel
and Galvanized
V Crimp Roofing

The cheapest ana best roofing made.
Esptl^

"^

"^"^*"^-*'l-J'^t_coTering

factoriesT >

Aru

.a"

houses,

t'af!& buildinga.

No

extra tooWJ required an can be put on by
any farm hand. Furnished in lengths of
5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 feet, and each sheet
coyers two feet in width.

our prices.

Ohio Feed and
Ensilage Cutters
and Blowers
Capacity, 8 to 30 tons ensilage per hour, (according to sUo
•f machine), cutand elevated into highest Silo with only (
<o 16 horse power. Marvelous, but due to simple iclentlflo
construction. Perfect self feed medhanism and patented
Silage distributor eliminate practically
labor. Trying to find a

machine

Is

North Pole.

all

more popular

worse than trying

to find the

Special

aatalogue describing
all sizes,

hand and

power cutters sent

on

IDEAL FEED MILLS AND POWERS COMBINED.

request.

Orlnds shell Krai Q and corn and eob Into thebestof stock feed. The pow»r
Isverv useful for running all kinds of light machinery. IDEAL DUPLEX
MILLS, all sizes to be run by wind mill or steam power. Get our price 3

arajn Drills, Cotton and Corn Plantew,
are headquarters for Wheel and Disc Cultivators, Disc and Hoo
kinds of Roofing, Barb Wire, Etc.
Surrles, Buggies. Harness. Saddles, Engines. Saw Mills, all
right here.
Implements
in
best
Write us your wants or Come and see us; you get the

We

Parm Wagons.

THE IMPLEMENT

CO.,

ISOTlMain

Street,

RICHMOND, VA.

—

)

..
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CLUBBING

LIST.

list will be found prices on
magazines and periodicals
are most called for by our
readers.
We have club rates with
nearly all reputable publications, and
will quote them on request:

which

With

Alone. S. P
Tlmes-Dlspatch, Richmond,
Va
$6 00 $6 00
Tlmes-Dlspitch
(without

Sunday)
News-Leader,

4 00

4

00

Richmond,

Va
The Post, Washington, D.
C
The Sun. Baltimore, Md..

00

3 00

3

6 00

6 00

3 00

3

40

1

00

read it.
Alston

Representative

Smith, of Pennsylvania, was recently in one of the departments at Washington "looking

Philadelphia

got

for the rich old.
farmer, and, seizing a pen, he wrote:
" 'P.
S.
The goose has flown,
feathers and all.'
"It took him about three seconds toamble down stairs and into the street,
and he has not had anything to dowith lawyers from that day to this,.
preferring to pluck his own geese."
Philadelphia Record.

bors,

Mr.

Alston,

—

who

lived near
up in a
of his neighthat was his

tangled

money matter with one
for

name, sought an attorney, Tvho gave
introduction to a
brother lawyer in Philadelphia, at
which place it was necessary to enter
the suit. The letter was delivered to
the lawyer, and while he was reading
it
he was called out of the room,
leaving the letter on his desk.
Mr.
Alston let curiosity get the best of
letter

a

letter and
letter closed with, 'Mr.
him.
fat goose; pluck

"That was enough

one of his constituents.
"I
wrote you a letter," said the Representative, "and I am reminded of what
happened in my State about a letter
of introduction.
"A rich old farmer

The
is

heavy.'

after"

him a

Thrice a Week.

The World, New York

him and picked up the

PLUCKED.

In this
papers,

Dallies.

[January-

WHO WOULDN'T BE

FARMER

of

Co., New Mexico, Nov. 20, 1906;.
I would not be without The Southern Planter.
A. M. KENT.

Eddy

Always mention The SoDTUEaN"
Plantek when writing advertisers.

Weeklies.
Times-Dispatch, Richmond,

Va

1 00

1

The "Kant-Klog" Sprayers

25

Central Presbyterian, Rich-

mond, Va
2 00
Southern Churchman, Ric^^. ^.., .mond, Va. ..... t.'y&i^f.:'-?^^'^
Harper's Weekly
V 4 I
Breeders' Gazette

Country Gentleman
Hoard's Dairyman

HorsemaD

2 25

4

00

2 tO
1 50

1 50

1 00

1

3

00

Something New. Gets twice the results with same labor and fluid.
Flat
or round, fine or coarse sprays from
same nozzle. Ten st\les. For trees,
vines, vegetables, whitewashing, etc.
.\gents wanted.
Booklets free.

^¥5
1

75
30

Rochester Spray Puinp Co.,

3 00

21 East Ave.,

Semi-Monthly.
Kimball's Dairy Farmer
.

.

1

00

4

00

Rochester. N. T.

Monthlies.

The Century
St.

Nicholas

3 00

LIpplncott's

2 50

Harper's Magaeine
Delineator
Harper's Bazaar
Scrlbner's

4 00
1 80

American

1

00

Cosmopolitan
Brerybody's

1

')0

1 '50

1

00

3 00

Munsey
The Strand

1 00

20
Madame
1 00
Argosy
1 00
Review of Reviews
3 00
Field and Stream
1 50
Women's Home Companion 1 00 1 2S
Reliable Poultry Journal.
75
50
Industrious Hen
50
Poultry Success
50
Blooded Stock
50
Successful Farming
50
Amer. Fruit & Nut Jour.
60
Southern Fruit Grower...
50
Shepherd's Criterion
50
Commercial Poultry ....
50
When two or more publications are
wanted, the price for them can be
fonnd by deducting 60 cents from
"price with Southern Planter."
1

.

.

We cannot under any circumstances
fomlsh sample copies of other publieatiOBs.
will

We

cheerfully quote our best
pTle« oa amy Use of pablleations mib
MitU4 to «M.

SPECIAL OFFER!
FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY.

We will give a year's subscription to FARM AND FIRESIDE with
SOUTHERN PLANTER— both papers for 50c.— the price of
SOUTHERN PLANTER alone.
Farm and Fireside is America's greatest Twice-a-Month Farm and
Family Journal. It contains 32 large pages, 11x16 inches, brimful of
high-grade matter for the farmer, his wife and children. November
15th issue contains reproduction in many colors of that famous painting, "The Indian Canoe Girl."
It alone is worth the price of both
papers. But there will be five others during the year all masterpieces
from the world's greatest artists suitable for framing. A great magazine section just added and a thrilling story by Maude Roosevelt, of
that celebrated family, begins this issue.

—

—

Seventeen regular departments, each one edited by an authority
It goes into over 400,000 homes every issue.
Is always looking for something special for
its host of readers, so here is a rare opportunity
to old subscribers
as well as to your friends. Send in your renewal and tell your neighbors about this extraordinary offer.
in his line.

The Southern Planter

—

DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY,
once.

You

time only.

will regret

it

If

you don't.

SOUTHERN PLANTER,

In your order at
this offer for a short
F, Richmond, Va.

but send

We make

Department

THE SOUTHERN
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FARMERS' MEETING IN FAIRFAX
COUNTY, VA.
Editor Southern Planter:
Complying with your instructions,
I went to Herndon, Fairfax county,
Va., on the morning of December 12th
Arto attend a farmers' meeting.
riving at Herndon I learned that the
meeting would be held at the residence of Mr. H. W. Walker at Florist,
the
station.
three miles south of
Thinking I would enjoy the walk, I
foot,
good
'pike
out
on
on
a
started
road, but soon overtaking a farm

wagon I was invited to have a seat
on the wagon. I had a very enjoyable talk with that courteous Loudoun
county farmer for two miles. When
our roads parted I resumed my walk,
but had gone only a short distance
before I was overtaken by another
farmer in a buggy, who asked me to
He took me to Mr.
ride with him.
Walker's gate. I mentioned later my
experience on the road and was told
that "we don't allow much walking
on that road." At first I thought I
had violated some neighborhood rule
by walking, but it was explained that
all drivers make it a rule to take in

'9"^

Farm

Floyd Stock

That is
pedestrians on that road.
certainly neighborly and calculated to
make strangers feel good. I know
some sections where the people driving would scarcely notice a stranger
on the road and certainly not ask him
to ride.

The occasion was a monthly meeting of Club No. 1, of the Fairfax
Farmers' and Stockbreeders' AssociaThese clubs are limited to
twelve members; they have twelve
meetings a year one at each memhouse splendid dinners are
ber's
served at each meeting by the ladies,
each family contributing its part. The
business of the club was attended to
tion.

before dinner. After dinner the members and some invited guests had the
pleasure of listening for an hour to
a splendid address by Professor Soule,
of the Virginia Experiment Station,
principally on the subject of feeding
cattle.
His talk was frank and conrincing, with all the ear-marks of being the result of actual experience
and intelligent observation on the
line

of

May. dam
Leonard,
Address

of

12953.

10878.

27267.

Fee, $15 Insurance.

AEBINEER,

C.

Planter

^frSers.

Company
IN

Horses, Mules, Cattle, Shcjep and Hogs.
Having an extensive

with

plant,

live

modern Improvemeijts,
stock In any quantity]

all

we

are prepared

to

handle

HORSES AND MULES A SPECIALTY.
dealers, lumbermen, railroad contractors and others we are pleased to furnlsft
estimates on car-load lots or more.
Every facility offered for the transaction of a legitimate commission business.

To

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

30923.
30921.

Fee, $10 insurance.

PLAIN DEALING STOCK FARM,

Scottsvllle,

—siau^^ern

$12 Insurance.

PLAIN DEALING,
Address

W.

a revelation.

COMMISSION DEALERS

40483.

halt in 1:15; quarter, 35
2-year-old Bay Stallion, 3, by
Axworthy, 2:15'74; dam Sunol. 2:08%, world's
champion trotter to high wheel sulky, by
Electioneer, 1:23. sire by Arion, 2:07%, etc.
Fee, $25 insurance.
trial

Fee.

were

UNION STOCK YARDS, NORFOLK, VA.

Port

A

VIRGINIA CHIEF,

—

—

profitable

Live Stock

BROS., Bridgetown. Va.

BON AXWORTHY,

co-

Smyth Bros.-McCleary=McClellaii

PLA IN DEALING STALLIONS
Trotter;
seconds.

may come from

beneficial results

operation of this kind.
I have never met a more intelligent
or more hospitable set of farmers than
those I met on this occasion, and their
wives and their dinners were unexThe recollection of those
celled.
pumpkin pies the real thing will
To one used
long remain with me.
to feeding on lower Broadway they

Secretary.

dam Lady

Blondie, 2:13%. etc., by
Fee, $25 Insurance.

FLOYD

W. H. Walker.
To imThe objects sought are:
prove farm methods by getting together once a month; to talk over
matters of mutual interest; swap experiences and to buy and sell together. No one can fail to see what
Miller,

J.MURRY PRIEST,

36169,

Chestnut horse, by Electric,

tl^e^

The members
treasurer, Floris, Va.
are:
D. W. Adams, Conrad T. Shear,
Shear, Isaiah Brady, L. E.
S.
S.
Hutchinson, Samuel M. Woods, J. P.
Machen, Sr., Matthew Middleton, S. C.
Lhapin, Dr. F. W. Huddleston, W. E.

'^^

RECORD, 2:21%.
Virginia's
leading sire,
with Newsboy,
2:14%; Princene and 14 others in list. Bay
horse, by Sidney. 4770, dam Crown Point
Fee, J35
Maid, by Crown Point, 1990.
season, with usual return privilege.

ROD OLR'ER,

selecting_.4iul^

Club No. 1. has for its officers:
William Eads Miller, president, Herndon, Va.; W. H. Ualker, secretary and

feeding of dairy 'atra-'fSeeT^attl^ and
swine.

32932.

Sidney Prince,

—

—
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Albemarle

Co.,

Va.

AUCTION SALES ON WEDNESDAYS AND THURSDAYS EACH WEEK.
W.

T.

DUNRAVEN STOCK FARM.
HACKNEY STALLION,

PATRICK

HENRY,

Chestnut horse. 4, 1527, 1,100 pounds, by
"Squire Rickel." son of the famous Cadet,
dam "Marjorie," a gold medal winner by
"Roseberry."

For terms, address A. POLLARD & SONS,
R. F. D. 5, Richmond, Va.

Richardson Bros.
BROOK AVENUE,
RICHMOND, VA.

613

CARRIAGE ANDWAGON MNFRS.
LARGEST STOCK TO SELECT FROM.
Estlmatas Chaerfully Furnished.
BIPAIR WORK A 9PKCIALTY.

HUGHES,

President.

M. L. T. DAVIS, Secretary and Treasurer.

THE MECKLENBURG

Splendid Sanatorium,
Dr. J. C. Walton, Resident Physician.
to make the Mecklenburg the most favored health and
south
of
Richmond,
It Is situated In the
miles
Ninety
the
South.
pleasure resort in
most beautiful section of the Old Dominion, with a climate well-nigh perfect. The
Riding,
hotel Is new and modern, with large, airy rooms and elegant furnishings.
driving, fox hunting, golf, tennis and many other amusements.

An Ideal open Summer and Winter Resort the fear round

.Many

advantages

;

combine

Mecklenburg Calcium Chloride and Lithia Waters
These two famous mineral waters received the medal and highest award at the
the Mecklenburg Llthla Water also being awarded medal and
Worlds Fair. The Mecklenburg Calcium Water Is unique In Its
constituents and effects— differing from all other European or American water— and Is
guaranteed to cure eczema or any other skin or blood disease when taken under dlresThe Mecklenburg Llthla Water has cured
tlon of resident Mecklenburg physicians.
Brlghts's Disease and is unsurpassed In the treatment of Nervous Dyapespla, IndigesThe Mecklenburg Hydrlatic Baths are among
tion and all Kidney and Liver troubles.
Send
the finest In the country, embracing the famous Shott system of Nauhelm baths.
for free Illustrated booklet

St. Louis Exposition,
certificate at Chicago

THE A/iCCKLENBURG HOTEL,

Chaae

City, Va.

—
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THE SUN
(Baltimore, Md.)

Now

Sells
at

Had

for 1 Cent, and Can Be
Every Dealer, Agent or

Newsboy at That
The Sun at 1 cent is

Price.

the cheapest
high-class paper in the United States.
The Sun's special correspondents
throughout the United States, as well
as in Europe, China, South Africa, the
Philippines, Porto Rico, Cuba and in
every other part of the world, make it
the greatest newspaper that can be
printed.
Its
Washington and New York
bureaus are among the best in the
United States, and give The Sun's
readers the earliest information upon
all important events in the legislative
and financial centers of the country

THE FARMERS' PAPER
mercial columns are complete and reliable and put the farmer, the marchant and the broker in touch with
the markets of Baltimore, Norfolk,
Charleston, New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and all other important points
in the United St,^t?^^."''--';'-.v- ^U.''^'^tries.
All oj.»,-ift£*j:^4-M^V' *''' gets

'V

THE WOMAN'S PA^^R.
The Sun

the best type of a newspaper, morally and intellectually.
In
addition to the news of the day It
publishes the best features than can
be presented, such as fashion articles

X
X
X
s
??

X
X

X
X
M
X

is

W.

K.

14(16

acter, constantly stimulating to noble
ideals in individual and national life.

The Sun is published on Sunday as
well as every other day of the week.
By mail the Daily Sun, $3 a year;
including the Sunday Sun, $4.
Sunday Sun alone, $1 a year.

The

Address
A.

S.

ABELL COMPANY,

Publishers and Proprietors,
Baltimore, Md.

LOVE'S

YOUNG DREAM.

Father:
Now, see here! If you
marry that young paper, how on earth
are you going to live?

Sweet

The Sun's market reports and com-

for 1 cent.

aud miscellaneous writings from men
and women of note and prominence.
It is an educator of the highest char-

that

hen

my

Oh, we have figured
You remember that old
aunt gave me?

Girl:

all out.

old

"Yes."
"Well.

I have
been reading a poultry circular and I find that a good hen
will raise twenty chicks in a season.

next season

that will be
as each will
raise twenty more chicks, that will be
420.
The next year the number will
be S,tO0, the following year, 168,000,
and the next, 3,360,000! Just think!
At only 50 cents apiece we will then
have $1,680,000. Then, dear old papa,
we'll lend you some money to pay off
the mortgage on this house."

Well,

the

^Vfeih.y-a1!fi^ff^lt0

and

[January.

THE HOLLINS

(VA.)

HERD OF

HOLSTEINS.
Perhaps some of your readers would
be interested in knowing that I have
recently purchased a young bull from
the remarkable herd of Holsteins at
Mich. This young bull
Pontiac,
Pontiac Area, No. 41484 is of correct
dairy type and he is backed on both
sides by a long line of A. R. O. ancestors.
His dam, Pontiac Pauline Beets,
A. R. O., No. 3323, has an official
record of 18.9 pounds of butter in
Hungervelt
His sire,
seven days.
DeKal, A. R. O., No. 136, has sixty
daughters in A. R. O.
The Hollins herd of HolsteinFreisians now numbers fifteen pure
breds and fourteen grades. The grade
heifers with first calf will give this
year an average of 8,000 pounds of
milk testing 4.20. The pure breds will
average much higher. Several of tne
cows gave last year more than 11,000
J. A. TURNER.
pounds each.

—

THE BUSINESS END OP FARMING.

The Department of Agriculture has
been trying to figure out the cost of
producing farm products. It will be
readily admitted that, generally speaking, farming in America has not been
conducted as a business enterprise.
It is true that there has been a great
advance in what may be called scientific farming, but the "business" end
of the work has always been more or

BACHE & SONS,

East Main St Richmond,

Va,,

MANUFACTURERS
AND DEALERS IN

Farming Machinery, Vehicles, Harness,?
SAWING FRAMES, PEANUT PICKERS, HUSKER8 AND SHREDDERS.
CARRIAGES, RUNABOUTS AND 8URRIE8.

^

SOUTH BEND CHILLED PLOWS AND CASTINGS.
Manure Spreaders, Gasoline Engines and Hay Presses, Disc Harrows, Peg Tooth
Harrows and Cultivators, 3, 5 H, P. PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES. SPECIAL BARGAINS.

International

Special atteation to Repair Orders for

all

kinds of Machinery.

Write for descriptive circular
any article wanted

TennMsee" and "TliomhlU" Wagons.

for

Vebicleaofall kinds
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It will also be adless neglected.
mitted that farmers, as a rule, are not
good business men, in the strict sense
of that term. They try very hard to
produce, but study very little of how
to make their producing the most
profitable.
In this connection your
correspondent would call attention to
what the Agricultural Department

Bays:

"Although agriculture is the largest
industry in the United States and is
pursued by 35 per cent, of our workers, it must be admitted by any one
who has closely observed the progress
of agriculture that system and good
business management are not as
highly developed in agriculture as in
our other industries. The success and
prosperity of our American farmers
is due to the unbounded fertility of
the soils, the cheapness of farm lands
and the privilege of utilizing modern
inventions in machinery rather than
Appreciaefficient farm manag;ement.
tion in land values has not been met
in most instances by a corresponding
increase in the efficiency of farm
managers. Land which bears a high
rent

is

often

managing

'

-'Sase
^j-'accord

;"--

-*;J';;jw^':-y;-1

aoiiJ'cy''-vt> ijf-/''
'^

with cheap land than high-n :iced land,
and as a result the actual (roductiveness of the land does not Correspond
with the theoretical productiveness as

shown by land

In

values.

some

in-

disthis
a realization of
crepancy between land values and
to
productiveness
leads
men
actual

stances

sell

the high-priced land and

move

to

cheaper lands, where profits may be
secured with less managing ability.
• * * The day of cheap productive
lands

is

coming

to

a close

in

the

United States. The possibility of disposing of high-priced lands in wellsettled communities and purchasing
equally productive land at a lower
price in the West will soon be at an

System and more efficient management must enter the realm of ag-

end.

if reasonable profits are to
extracted from the soil and its
fertility be conserved for the use of
future generations."
There is a great deal of sound sense
Let us
in what I have just quoted.
look a little further. In another place
the Department says:
"The parts of the farm have been
studied, but the farm as a ^hole has
While
received but little attention.
methods have been devised for Inyes^^atma^i^j^^-^', the plant, and
xhe"^nlmairii^S^rfbrt has been given
ways of studying the
to devising
general farm plan and the farm business. The relation of one part of the
farm to another and the relation of
the farm to the markets and to other

riculture

be

[January,
industries

under

have

scientific

not

been

brought

investigation.

The

derived from detailed investigations concerning the soils, plants
and animals are of great importance,
but they are useful only as the farmer's training enables him to make a
proper use of these facts. A literature must be created based on facts
which are largely yet to be worked
out and illustrated by many successful plans of reorganized farms, and
the pedagogics of farm management
must be so developed and simplified
that this subject may be taught in
all farmers' schools. * * * The study
of the physical and chemical conditions of soils subjected to various
systems of crop rotation is of secondary Importance to the main index of
value 'net profit'- but is useful in
that it aids In explaining the reasons
of the profits wMch have been so
cured by the various schemes of cropping. The final test of rotation values
is net profit, because that arrangement or succession of crops which
yields the largest net profit in cash
through a long term of years is the
rotation which has kept the soil in
the best chemical and physical condition and is best adapted to its environment of soil, climate and marfacts

—

—

kets."

This

is

all

very good, but the one

Staple Groceries, Feed, Wines, Etc.
Plllsbury Flour, per barrel
Shucks, per cwt
% .60
J5.25
1.26
Gold Medal Flour, per barrel. 2.25
Molasses Feed, per cwt
Dunlop Flour, per barrel
Corn, Oats and Wheat Sacks,
4.50
05
extra
Obelisk Flour, per barrel
4.50
Daisy Flour, per barrel
4.00
(Jugs Free.)
Best Water Ground Meal, 'mshel .70
New Irish Potatoes, per btishel. .80
Peach Brandy
$2 50 per gal.
.60
Granulated Sugar, pound!
Fine Catawba Wine. ..
05
"
Wine.
.60
Arbuckle's Coffee, pound;
17
Fine Blackberry
Pure Lard, pound
12% California Port Wine. 2 00
1 00
Good Lard, pound
10
Good Fort Wine
[
"
1 00
Best Salt Pork, pound
12
California Sherry
"
3 00
Good Salt Pork, pound
Imported Sherry
08
"
3 00
Cut Herring, dozen
Imported Port
12
Best Cheese
2 50
18
Old Geneva Gin
2 00
Large Cans Tomatoes
10
London Dock Gin
100-pound Sack Salt
.50
Five Year Old Gibson
4 00
Rock Salt, pound
01
Whiskey
Corn, per bushel
65
Five Year Old Moore's
3 00
Oats
46
Crown Whiskey
Chicken Wheat, per bushel
85
Five Year Old Star Rye 2 50
Small Cans Tomatoes
08
Three Year Old ExcelBran, per cwt
2 00
1.25
sior Rye
Shlpstuff, per cwt
1.35
Two Year Old Capitol
Timothy Hay, per cwt
1.25
Rye
1 50
Clover li.&y, per cwt
1.26
Five Year Old Virginia
Coarse Meal, per cwt
Mountain Whiskey. 3 00
1.35
Corn and Oat Chop, per cwt
1.26
Five Year Old N. C.
Straw, per cwt
2 50
60
Com Whiskey
Prices subject to market changes; orders promptly filled and shipped; if
member, we are wholesale as well as retail dealers In Groceries, Feed, Wines
you want, write for a complete price list.
.

.

;

.

J.S.

MOORE'S SONS,

Three Year Old N. C.
Corn Whiskey
$2 00
Maryland Apple Bran2 00
dy, 3 years old
Virginia Apple Brandy,
"
2 50
5 years old
90 per bottle
Gold Cup Whiskey
Green River Whiskey. 1 00
"
Paul Jones Whiskey.. 1 00
1 00
Buchu Gin
1
00
Sen
Gin
Gin
1 00
Elbart Gin
SO
McDermott's Malt
80
O'Grady's Malt

Pulcher

I

1 00

Pepper
1 00

Honey,

crystalized

Rock and Rye
French
LaGrange
Brandy
St.

George

Wine

50
50

"

1 00

Vineyard
50

Guinesses Stout, im20
ported
.20
Bases Ale, imported..
30
Monticello Claret
in a hurry, 'phone your order. Reand Liquors. If you don't see what

Richmond, Va

^1 Ai i-iFv-r- a.i^i_i
A
r>
KJ A kt a^DeaT'T'a
MAIN
STREETS.
AND
EIGHTEENTH
K.I

Mountain

Whiskey
E.
James
Whiskey
and
Peach
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great need of a farmer's education
and the one that has been most neglected is the business education or
training.
Not that he should cease
to study crops climate, soil, etc., but
that he should give more attention to
markets, when to market, how to
market, and let his study of markets
be a guide, in a measure at least, to
his planting. If farming is a business
it should be conducted as a business,
on business principles, just as manufacturing or merchandizing is conducted.
A farmer who receives the
bulletin from which the above extracts have been taken may skip all
the data that is given as to the cost
of producing, as the cost at government experimental stations is always
largely in excess of that of private
enterprise, but he should read carefully all that is said about the real
business of farming, and of making
farming the most profitable.
The manufacturer who does not
daily study the world's needs as to
the article he manufactures, or the
merchant who neglects to study the
wants of the trade in his selling

—

limits, will

The

same

may

is

always be a failure.
true of the farmer. He

always dig a living from his farm,
and, perhaps, be able to lay by a little,
but that is not farming. It is his duty
as a citizen to make the most he possibly can from his farm, and thus add
to the wealth of the world.
In other

Established by
Geo. Watt, 1840.

words, he ought to be both
and business man.

farmer

GOD WILL SPRINKLE SUNSHINE.
you should see a telow

If

An'

Go

man

with

trouble's flag unfurled.
looking like he didn't have a
friend in all the world,
up and slap him on the back, and
holler,

"How

d'you do?"

And grasp his hand so warm he'll
know he has a friend in you.
Then ax him what's

a-hurtin' him, an'

laugh his cares away.
him the darkest night is just
before the day.
Don't talk in graveyard palaver, but
say it right out loud.
That God will sprinkle sunshine in
the trail of every cloud.

And

tell

This world at best Is but a hash of
pleasure and of pain;
Some days are bright and sunny, and
some are sloshed with rain,
And that's just how it ought to be, for
when the clouds roll by
We'll know just how to 'predate the
bright and smiling sky.
So learn to take it as it comes, and
don't

Marjorie was on a visit to her
grandparents on the farm, and her
enjoyment of country life was somewhat marred by the apprehension of
being horned by the cows. One day
her mother asked her to run to the
barn and call grandpa to dinner. She
started, but, espying a cow in the lot,
one of the mooley kind, ran back,
crying, "Oh, mamma, there's a cow
out there!"
After a glance out of the window
meek-looking bovine, her
the

at

mother

JT-J-^IJ^; J^
coin-

cide with yours;

But always keep rememberin' when
cares your path enshroud,
That God has lots of sunshine to
behind the cloud.

Whitcomb

spill

Riley.

said:

"Why, Marjorie, that's a mooley
cow.
She can't harm you, for she
hasn't any horns."
"But, mamma," exclaimed the child,
"she might butt me with her pompadour."

Mamma

South I5th

St.,

:

die

Tommy:
I

button

my

Well, mamma, what will
pants to? Exchange.

—

A new game

called "Christianity" is

vpA at Cploma Center.

Tn^-..

who

_^
a"i<3

""*"•

Here

XH^tTFa'^e

_

is

)Christians,

^

,-

side,

and

the boya (get oli the other, and are
the heath; ns; then the heathens cross

over and embrace Christianity. They
say it has created quite a commotion.
Kingston (Wis.) Spy.

—

THE CALL- WATT CO
13

(explaining spiritual truths

Tommy, when you
little boy)
you leave your body behind; only
your soul goes to Heaven.
her

to

i;la

Srf^^V

Because the Lord's~bpinion don't

—James
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MANFRED CALL
Manager.

I

RicbmoMd. Va.i

IMPLEMENTS. MACHINERY,

WAGONS.

The manure

spreader.

THE DNIT ROAD MACHINE
Solves the road question.

COMBINED FEED MILL AND
HORSE HOWER.
Disc Harrows,

H

its

Sizes.

Guard Frame Lever Harrows
Disc Cultivators with Harrow and
Spring Tooth Attachments.

cost in

two days

Baling presBes

Rusaell and Imperial

Farm Wagons

for

Steam Power.
Grain and Fertilizer

Lime and Plaster Sowers, 8 Styles and Sizes.
Field Rollers, Pea Hullers, Grinding Mills, Horse Powers, Pole and
Road Rollers, Road Plows, Wheel and Drag Scrapers.

Hand, 'Horse or
Drills.

Fertilizer,

Wood Saws

Corn Planters and Cultivators of all Kinds, Metal Wagon Wheels.
Plows and Plow Castings in Great Variety.
We Solicit Correspondence and are Prepared to Make Low Prices.

Will pay

use.

—
—

—
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"GENTLEMEN."
Gentlemen have to learn that it is
no part of their duty or privilege to
live on other people's toil. They have
to learn that there is no degradation
In the hardest manual or the humblest
But there is degradaservile labor.
tion, and that deep, in extravagance,

bred and ill-bred human creature
(whatever pains be taken with their
education) as between a wolf hound
and the rtlest mongrel cur. And the
knowledge of this great fact ought to
regulate the education of our youth
and the entire conduct of the nation.
Ruskin.

in indolence, in pride, in

in bribery,

taking places they are not fit for, or
coining phrases for which there is
no need. It does not disgrace a gentleman to become an errand boy or a
day laborer; but it disgraces him
much to become a knave or a thief.
And knavery is not the less knavery
because it involves large interests,
nor theft less theft because it is
countenanced by usage or accompanied by failure in undertaken duty.
It is an incomparably less guilty form
of robbery to cut a purse out of a
man's pocket than to take It out of
his hand on the understanding that
you are to steer his ship up channel
when you do not know the soundings.
On the other hand, the lower orders,
and all orders, have to learn that
vicious habit and chronic disease communicates Itself by desf-epi- -a-'utfea*

In

by purity i^"" *lfr-£f «?,-.;.-"• v' '-J-^cem
of the humaii*'"6ody""^"'' A,-i 'day be
gradually elevated, or by rci;klessness
of birth degraded, until thejie shall be
as much difference between the well-

THE WOMAN BORE.

DIFINITIONS.

minster Abbey."

Asked to name six animals peculiar
to the Arctic regions, a boy replied:
"Three bears and three seals."
"The Sublime Porte Is a very fine

do not interest her listeners.
That woman is a bore who harps
upon the eternal servant question.
That woman is a bore who has no

old wine."

ideas beyond clothes.
That woman is a bore

who is always
you of her aches and pains.
That woman is a bore who recounts
all the nice and silly things said to
her by supposed admirers.
That woman is a bore who is always singing her own praises.
"That woman is a bore who whines
telling

not properly appreciated.
London (England) Star.

that she

is

"The possessive case

is

the case

when somebody

got yours and won't
up."
"The plural of penny is twopence."
"In the sentence, 'I saw the goat
butt the man,' 'butt' is a conjunction
between the goat and the man."

give

it

in damp
like umbrel-

"Mushrooms always grow
places,

and so they look

las."

"The difference between water and
air is that air can be made wetter but
water cannot."

THE BEGINNING.
A kinaetfea^W

teacher explained to

Dorothy that an Indian woman
was called a squaw, and asked her
what an Indian baby was called. The
reply came promptly, "A squawker."
little

"When does one cease to be a bride
and become a married woman?" "The
day the postman brings her husband
the first bill from the dressmaker."
Judge.

CO.,

QENERAL AGENTS.

PETERSBURG, VA.

Giantand

Little

SCHOOLBOY

Here are some examples of what
the schoolboy can do when he tries
real hard:
"John Wesley was a great sea captain.
He beat the Dutch at Waterloo,
and by degrees rose to be Duke of
Wellington. He was buried near Nelson, in the Poet's Corner at West-

That woman is a bore who talks
and never listens.
That woman Is a bore who gives
long recitations about matters which

STRATTON & BRAQG
'n

[January.

Pennsylvania

They are built iniu-Bt-clagB manner, and
ar« strong and dura }le. The price is within
the reach of all. W« guarantee them t o do
tha work gatisfactoJily. We will mail catalogue and testimoLials, and qnota'ipiicei
OB application,
"LITTLE

SAMSON
AnttBttlc
Blilit.

CHASE SAW

^

MILLS.

^ERIE

ENGINE WORKS

'SIDE and

CENTERKCRANK ENGINES.

UNION IRON WORKS
This cut shows our 6 and

7 h. p. "LitVertical, Automatic Emfor running threshers, peanut
pickers, cutting feed, sawing wood,»te.
Larger size also furnished.
tle

Loeomotlve--Portable and Stationary

BOILERS.

Samson"

gine

Prices and catalogue on application.

—

JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION NOTES.
The Jamestown Exposition grounds
contain 400 acres of land and has
more than two miles of water front.
The grand piers being built by the
United States government will enclose
a water basin containing forty acres
of Hampton Roads.
Five hundred million dollars will be
represented by navies of the world
that are to participate in the naval
pageantry.

Twenty

U
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million people live within

NOTHING DOING.

teacher

"What did your mother whisper to
you before she let you come out on
"To scream
the veranda with us "
"Why, I
to kiss me."
if you tried
wouldn't dream of such rudeness."
"Let's go back in." Cleveland Leader.

—

lesson on the prophet Jonah?"
Up went Johnny's hand.

"Yhat is it, Johnny?"
"You can't keep a good man down."

SOME MISTAKE.

WORKED TO DEATH.

"Well, well!" exclaimed the first
passenger at the ship's railing, "isn't
that a brigantine thats just c-oming
up?" "I don't thinli so," replied the

First Typewriter:
Is the work very
hard where you are, Mame?
fierce:
Oh,
Second Typewriter:
there's six windows to be looked out
of, and me the only girl in the ofiice.
Exchange.

seasick man nearby. "I don't remember having eaten a brdgantine." Philadelphia Press.

—

a

radius of twelve hours' ride from the
grounds of the Jamestown Exposi-

said:
In concluding, the
"Can any boy tell me what practical
thought we have gotten from this

CINCHED.

tion.

"Would you like to belong to the
Four Hundred?" asked a New York

There will be 350,000 square feet of
exhibit space in each of the palaces
that are to house the industrial dis-

"No,
swell of a pretty country
only to be one of them," answered the
So they were
sweet young thing.
married and lived happily for six

Nansemond Co. Va., Dec. 11, 1906.
The Southern Planter is good in
everything but one too long between

—

GREENE.

G. A.

drinks.

girl.

play.

Twenty-five of the States of the Union
will
be represented by individual
Most of the others will
buildings.
have exhibits in the States' Exhibit
Palace.

months

after.

Fauquier

—Life.

.

^

Northampton

J_AMES_R. GREEN.
Co., \TK,'-Dt.cc^l8, l»oo.

think The Southerp Planter
best paper on the market.
1

Tell the advertiser
his advertisement.

where you saw

Co., Tenn., Dec. 4, 1906.

1
cannot get along without The
Southern Planter. It is like a friend.

F. C.

Co., Va., Dec. 18, 1906.

I don't see how you can afford to
publish such a good paper for the

price.

Monroe

is

the

,

CD. BULL.

Y

Montgomery

Co., N.

McKENZIE.

C, Dec.

4,

1906.

I would not be without The Southern Planter for three times its cost
H. G. SCARBORO.
-"

tv^.

You.
the farm

."'

-

-""t,

adlfe" ."-r-er

rs more good than

JOHN

publicatic as.

I.

1906.

has done
all

other

WOOD.

LEADING 1907 UP-TO-DATE LABOR SAVING 20TH CENTURY MACHINERY.

THE SIMPLEX PRESS.
We

guarantee every press to be made

of first-class material

workmanship.

We

and

THE WO.

of the best

every
press against defective material for
one year. We guarantee every press to
do all that is claimed for them. It can
be operated in limited space on the
barn floor often and thus permits the
work to be done during bad weather
when it's impossible to work out of

—

—

doors.

BROWN 6 or 7 Knife Stalk Cutters. Write for
and prices.
BROWN Steel Lever Harrows, Wood Harrows.

circulars

Tiger Ball Rearing Disc Harrows. Spring Toolh
Acme
Harrows, all sizes, plain or witti levers.
Harrows of all styles kept in stock at lowest net
prices.

does not require a large force of men.
can be with two horses.
The daily capacity of the Simplex
ranges from four to seven tons of hay
a day of ten hours. The amount will
depend, of course, upon the workmen
We guarantee these capacities.

It
It

The Simplex

is

made

IT ALL
YOU SAVE
com
whin yoQ

• tther

crop fo
cat ap »
dry feed or ensllace witl

THE ROSS
Ensilage Machinery
Uoeqaailcd la mat'^rial, CODStnic
U'Ja *Qd catting ability.
Mac
due. EleT8t«8 any dtstaac«,

walLSeod

in

two

20

POWER

MILL.

This is the latest addition to our
line of So sntiflc Feed Grinding Mills,
and has bJen designed to meet the requirements of those having horse

guarantee

powers or small engines.
With a two-horse sweep power or
with a two- or three-horse engine the
mill will grind shelled corn, oats, rye,
barley, wheat and all small grains, at
the rate of 10 to 20 bushes per hour;
also grinds corn and cob.
Scientific Feed Mills, all sizes, to
suit any size engine or power.
Write
for large catalogue.

sizes.

Wood Saws for long or short wood.
Wood or Steel frame.
Write for special Wood Saw circular.

HENING & NUCKOLS,

lor IHustrat«dCatalog

1436-38

E.

Main Street,

RICHMOND,

VA.

Kemp's Twentieth Century Improved
Manure Spreader. Made in three sizes.
Write for special catalogue and

prices.
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No, 2

Farm Management.
WORK FOE

TITE

MOXTH.

The opening mouLli of the year, iq:) to this writing,
kas bpeu characterized bv mild, almost spring-like,
weatiier throughout most: of the South and has, therefore, been most favorable for the prosecution of work
oa. the land.
We know of many farmers M'ho have
already done a great i^art of the ploughing of. the
land intended to be cropped this year, and should
this open winter continue to the end the prospect of
an early seeding of crops seems assured. Whilst
North and West storms and floods have wrought
havoc and enormous damage to farmers in many
Bections and no possibility has been afforded of the
doing of any work on the land since the housing of
tlie corn croii, we in the South have scarcely been
prevented working the teams in the land for even a
day or two at a time since the fall. AVith such opportunities open to our farmers it does seem strange
that we should have, year after year, to urge upon
Southern farmers the importance of fully utilizing
the fall and winter months in the preparation of
land for the next crops. Not to do so is simply to
throw away the advantage which our Southern location gi\'es us and to reduce the outdoor working year
to one of six months, when it can be, and ought to
Ix,, one of ten or eleven months.
It means practically
to lose almost one-third of the time which could be
profitably utilized

the-ycar country,

and

when

two-crop country at the

to
it

make
can,

least,

this a one-crop-in-

and ought to be, a
and might, in many

caaes, be a three-crop-in-the-year coimtry.

A

very

large proportion of our farmei-s, whilst complaining
tkat fanning is not a profitable business, neglect the

opportunities given them by location to

make each

acre of land not merely produce two blades of grass
where one grew btfore, but to produce at least four
blades in the place of one. What would be thought
nf a merchant or manufacturer who closed his store
'ir shut down his plant for one-third of the year and
then complained that his business was not profitable
Would he not at once be told, by even his farmer
friends, that it was his own fault that he did not
succeed.
Many farmers seem to think that the persistent ploughing and cultivation of the land throughout the whole year will result in injury to its crop
productive capacity.
This is wholly wrong.
The
only way in which the inherent natural fertility in
the land can be made available is by persistently
deei)ly breaking and working the soil so as to expose
all its particles to the action of the sun, the air and
the moisture of the atmosphere as frequently as
possible.
All land, even the most badly worn and
!

unproductive, contains in the first foot of soil thou^ands of pounds of the elements of plant food which
nnly await the labor of man to make them effective
The only way to make this
in crop production.
natural fertility available is to plough and break
the land deeply and finely and to do it so long before
the seeding of the crop that the air, the sun and the
moisture can get into every part of it and thus dissolve

and make available

this latent fertility.

We

have letters from farmers in nearly every section of
the South who have adopted our advice as to deep
fall and winter ploughing and early and repeated
working of the land, reporting wonderful results
obtained from this work alone, without the use of
any fertilizer. In many cases they have almost
doubled the crop-producing capacity of the land
and each year they see constant improvement in the
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Some report that they have got a depth of cessively each year for now over sixty years without
of from twelve to fifteen inches all finely broken the application of any manure or fertilizer and withand permeable by air and moisture, and on these out even the growth of any recuperative crop belands drought seems to have practically no effect on tween the wheat crops, and yet the yield at the exThe deeply-broken soil holds and accu- piration of that period of time is practically the
the crops.
mulates the spring rains and these serve not only to same as it was at the commencement of the experiThe help the land has had during the whole
dissolve out the fertility in the soil, but to supply ments.
the needs of the growing crops during the year, at of that long series of years has been deep and
the same time keeping the subsoil free from stagnant thorough ploughing and preparation of the seed bed
water, which is always prejudicial to crop produc- and the ploughing down each year of the stubble
If our Southern farmers would avail them- and the few weeds gi-own each year in the wheat
tion.
The earlier the land is ploughed and got
selves of the open winters to break and work their stubble.
land deeply and thus render available the natural into condition for the prod^iction and multiplication
fertility in the land they could save thousands of of microbic life the more the natural plant food of
yield.
soil

which they spend for commercial fertilizer
and secure miich more certain and profitable crop
returns.
If in conjunction with this winter and
early spring ploughing they would use, say, a ton
of lime per acre (25 bushels), which should only
cost, say, about $4, and harrow this into the soil
after ploughing and let lay for a week or two and
then continue the working of the land repeatedly
until the time for seeding, they would secure a condition of the soil most favorable for the promotion
of mirobic life, upon which more than upon the
amoimt of fertilizer used depend the crop productive
capacity of the soil. Nearly all our lands are largely
lacking in this life, they are practically "dead soils,"
and are often so described by farmers when writing
us.
Until the soil is rendered alkaline by the use
of lime this microbic life cannot flourish and multiply
dollars

When

the soil has been

made

alkaline the applica-

farm yard manure, even in small quantity,
will introduce the germs of this life into the soil,
as will also the decaying of vegetable matter of any
kind and soon the land will become a "living soil"
and be responsive to all efforts made to improve its
With the proper amount
crop productive capacity.
of moisture in the soil and an absence of sourness,
tion of

or, in

other words, an alkaline condition, very little
to revivify
large crops

manure and vegetable matter will serve
the land and hence it is that we often see

produced on land to which only a small quantity
of manure has been applied containing a much less
quantity of plant food than an analysis of the crop
woTild seem to call for for its successful production.
The needed addition is got from the stores of natural
plant food found in the soil and made available
through the active work of the microbes and the
moisture.

How large is the reserve of natural plant food to
be found in soils is strongly evidenced by experiments made both in England in this country.
Amongst these we may cite the wheat experiments
made by

Sir J. B. Lawes at Rothampstead, England,
field has produced a crop of wheat suc-

where one

the soil will

become

available, therefore, neglect

no

opportimity of keeping the teams at work.
Do not,
however, plough except when the land is dry and in

good working order.

The location, area and nature of the several crops
which are to be grown having been settled attention

•

should be at once given to the special preparation
required for each crop, so that each one may be
planted at the proper time and in the best way. In
connection with this work the question of the fertilizer to be used must be decided \ipon and should
be at once ordered so that no delay may occur in
planting the crop at the best time owing to the fertilizer not being on hand.
As far as possible make
farm yard manure the main reliance in the way of
fertilizer to be used for the production of all the
ordinary staple crops.
With care in keeping all
stables and pens well littered with straw, fodder and
leaves a much larger quantity of manure can be
made than is made on most farms in the South. In
an article published in our November issue we gave
facts as to the quantity and value of manure made
by each animal. If all this be carefully saved and
the liquid portion be absorbed by straw or other
vegetable matter, even where only a small herd of
stock is kept, a large heap can be accumulated during
a winter's housing.
If to this be added forty or fifty
pounds of acid phosphate per ton of the manure,
as it is made or as it is hauled out, the value of the

mass for crop production is practically more than
doubled. In using the manure so treated it will Be
found possible to make it cover a much larger area
of land than is usual and yet secure good results. A
manure spreader used to apply the manure, instead
of the old system of hand spreading, will easily make
it go twice as far and yet do practically as much
No farmer
good in the way of crop production.
ought to be without a manure spreader. With one
and a few pounds of acid phosphate a farmer can,
make one head of stock manure an acre of land each
Eor the production of
year and do it effectually.
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com crop farm yard manure is practically the
Comonly fertilizer which can be used profitably.
mercial fertilizers, when properly mixed for the
needs of the crop, will often largely increase the
The crops upon
yield, but rarely do so at a profit.
which commercial fertilizers can be used usually
with profit are those which have a high relative
market vahie as compared with their bulk, such as
tobacco, Irish potatoes, tomatoes and such like crops.
For these crops it is essential that the component
parts of the fertilizer should be well selected to meet
the requirement of the crop. The work of selecting
the fertilizer to be bought is one to which much more
In
attention should be given than is usually done.
probably a majority of the cases the farmer knows
little or nothing of the component parts of the fertilizer he buys.
He takes tlie goods he buys on the
"say so" of the dealer or because it has a highsounding name.
This is all wrong.
The farmer
should study this subject for himself; should ask
his land the question as to what it needs by trying
experiments for himself and then be guided accordingly.
In order that he may make himself familiar
with the origen and composition of fertilizers and
their effects on the crops and land, be should send
to the Virginia Experiment Station, Blacksburg, for
a bulletin just issued on this subject
Bulletin 163,
"Origen, Composition and Utility of Eertilizing
Materials"'
and carefully read and master its contents and then he will be equipped to buy what he
needs and not what the dealer tells him.
He will
see at once the folly of wasting money in buying
2-8-2 goods and expecting results from the application of 200 pounds to the acre of this mixture.
moment's consideration of the question will bring
home to him conviction that applying four pounds
of potash and four pounds of nitrogen to the acre,
which is all that 200 pounds of this mixture provides, can be no earthly use to the crop.
Where an
application of 200 pounds of 2-8-2 goods does any
good if ever it does it is the phosphoric acid in
the mixture which is beneficial.
Of this it supplies
sixteen poimds to the acre, a quantity which, while
it is difficult to see how it can be made to reach more
than a very small minority of the plants, yet may
possibly reach sufiicient to make its effects appreciable.
Far better buy 300 or 400 pounds of plain
acid phosphate for the same or little more money
and give the crop a chance of deriving some assistance from the money spent.
Phosphoric acid is
undoubtedly the element of plant food most needed
in all our lands for the production of crops, and
especially of the staple crops, and next to this comes
nitrogen.
The phosphoric acid can be most cheaply
supplied in the form of raw phosphate rock (floats),
but for the early and effective action of this it is
the

—

—

A

—

—
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essential that the land be well supplied with decay-

Where this is not
ing vegetable matter or humus.
present then the best form to use is acid phosphate.
The nitrogen should be supplied by growing the
leguminous crops, such as cow peas, soy beans, crimson and red clover. These can get it from the atmos-

much less cost than in anv form in which
can be purchased, besides providing valuable feed
Where these crops have not
crops for the stock.
been grown and nitrogen must be supplied cotton
])here at

it

seed meal will meet the need if immediate action
is
not called for, by a slow feeding of the crop
with this element. If immediate action is needed
Where a fertilizer
nitrate of soda should be used.
is needed for the production of a crop which has a

and demands all the elements of plant food, Peruvian guano will meet the
need, though for tobacco we think tliat this can be
improved by the addition of from 25 to 50 pounds
Peruvian guano
of sulphate of potash to the acre.
is a naturally mixed fertilizer and the elements are
in a peculiarly available condition, and where the
cost can be afforded is usually a reliable crop prorelatively high sale price

ducer.

We

want

gi-eatly

to

see

this

fertilizer

question

South
and the siabstitution of tillage, live stock and
leguminous crops for the immense sums wasted every
Not until this is
year on commercial fertilizers.
done will prosperity, such as ought to prevail here,
So long as every crop grown goes to
be the rule.
market with a fertilizer bill tagged on to it, the profit
which the farmer ought to receive on his labor will
be heavily discounted. When he feeds the crops he
grows to stock and makes his corn net him 75 cents
better

imderstood

by the

farmers

of

the

$1 per bushel, and, in addition, has the manure
wherewith to gi'ow another crop left on the farm
free of cost, then he will begin to come into his own.
He can do this, and until he does will not be doing
justice to himself or those dependent on him.
to

It is too early yet to plant

and Canada
grown in the South
or

oats

peas.

any crop except oats
these are mainly

As

as forage crops, either for
grazing ox hay, it is sometimes good policy when
there is a probability of a shortness of feed in the
early summer months before the cow peas and
sorghum are fit for use to put in a part of the land
in these crops, thoxigh we are satisfied, from long
experience, that the growing of spring oats in the

The oat is a
is a very speculative business.
cold climate crop and never makes the yield in a
warm section, like the South, that it does North.
For the best results here oats should be sowed in
South

.\ugust or September and then they ripen before our
When seeded in the
hottest weather comes on.
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spring they are too often caught with the hot weather
before they have made much growth and then the
yield is bound to be short. The Virginia grey winter
oat niav lie sowed this month, but later the Burt, the

.

i

[February.

enough to roll without packing on the roller. If not
cover with a brush or chain harrow. \Vhere the grass
and eluver is to be seeded on land noi sown with

grain in the fall sow the grass and clover alone
Appier or the Rustproof oat should be sowed. Both without any grain. This way will be the one much
the Burt and the Appier oat ha%'e shown themselves more certain to secure a stand aud a good sod, and
to be better adapted to our climatic conditions than besides, it will certainly give a hay crop in the late
The Burt summer, which is rarely the case with grass seeded
any of the Xorthem spring varieties.
has matured here in ninety days from seeding and on fall-sown grain or seeded with grain in the spring.
made a very fair yield. Whilst oats will make a Let the land be well prepared by deep ploughing
crop if climatic conditions are favorable on poorer and thorough working with the harrow and roller,
land than any other of the cereals, yet it is not good and, if possible, give a light dressing of lime, say,
If they are worth 20 or 25 bushels per acre, as soon as ploughed and
policy to try to make them do so.
growing at all ,and they are, as they make most then later work in a fair dressing of farm yard
excellent feed, either as hay or harvested for the manure if the same can be spared, saj', six or eight
grain and straw, they should be given a fair chance tons to the acre, and just before sowing the seeds
If, therefore, the land is not in a apply 300 to 500 pounds of bone meal per acre and
to do their best.
good state of fertility either give the land a dressing rlien a permanent sod may be looked for. It is useof farm yard manure or manure and acid phosphate l^ss to sow grass and clover seeds on poor land badly
It is only wasting seed and time.
Sow
or apply 300 or 400 poimds of acid phosphate per prepared.
acre.
One great reason why oats do not succeed so the seed with a liberal hand. Xot less than two
well in the South as they ought to do, when the bushels of grass seed per acre should be sowed and
weather is favorable for the crop is, that they are not 10 to 1.") pound? of clover seed. For a meadow on
covered sufficiently deep. They should be got down upland mix orchard grass, tall meadow oatgrass and
For a pastiire add to these
into the land either by drilling them or by sowing red top (herdsgrass).
them on land which has been thrown up into furrows meadow fescue, Virginia blue and perennial i-ye
For low land
80 that they can be well covered with a harrow or and a few pounds of Alsike clover.
cultivator.
"When they are thus got deep into the sow timothy alone or if timothy is not desired sow
soil the hot weather, if it comes early, does not Ftalian rve arass and herdsgrass.
punish them so badly, as the soil keeps cool for some
considerable time after the atmosphere is warm.
Canada peas and oats for grazing, feed or hay
Have tobacco plant beds cleaned up and burnt
should be seeded this month, at the latest in ]S"orth well as soon as possible and then chop them over to
Carolina and Eastern Virginia, and not later than the depth of three or four inches and make fine.
the middle of March in Middle Virginia.
In Apply a good, rich fertilizer freely, one having
K'orthern Virginia and the western part of the State plenty of nitrogen in its composition to force growth.
the crop may be put in in March and April, accord- Sow the seed and roll and then cover with plant-bed
ing to elevation and climate. The .needing should be muslin.
Provide drains aroimd the bed to carry
done every where so that the crop may mature be- off excess of moisture and prevent the seed being
fore the hot weather sets in. Hot weather will cause washed away.
See that you sow a variety of
the peas to mildew and dwindle away quickly.
Sow inbacco adapted to your land and section and get
the peas first with a drill or plough them do\vu so the seed from a careful grower who can be- relied
as to have a cover of four or five inches over them i.n to have selected his seed plants carefully.
and then seed the oats and harrow or cultivate them
in.
Sow two bushels of peas to the acre and one
bushel of oats.
If the land is not in good fertility
In this issue we have given extra space to tlie
apply 300 or 400 pounds of acid phosphate per acre. Poultry Department, as this is the time of the year
]

when especial attention sboiild be given to the raising
Grass and clover seed not sown in the fall, which of the stock for next year's work. The early hatched
is the proper time in the South, may be seeded this
pullets are the winter layers and the early hatched
month and in March. If the seeds are to be sowed cockerels are the high priced broilers, A glance at
on a fall-so\vn grain crop harrow the crop with a 'luv advertising columns will show how greatly the
sharp-toothed spike harrow before sowing the grass interest in poultry is growing in the South.
It
and clover seeds. This will both help the grain crop =hould be encourasred, as there is money in it.
and insure better cover for the small seeds. After Chickens and egffs are always in demand and each
the grass and clover is sown roll the land if drv year the average price grows larger.

:
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PERFECTING THE CORN CROP.

well-balanced ear, 10 to 12 inches long, with a
uniformly deep grain, and showing from 16 to 18
rows, will be preferable to one of any other type.
In this connection it will be proper to consider the
The tips and butts should be well covered and not
relation of type of ears to the per cent, of grain and
bare and exposed, unless due to insect pests or imcob.
While the differences shown are not as striking
The
proper pollination caused by a dry season.
as some might imagine, still it is evident that marked
number of rows is emphasized because in samples
improvement can be effected through the selection of
examined by the writer an ear containing 12 rows
desirable types.
The types of ears enumerated here
shelled out only 79 per cent, of grain; whereas, one
are only a few of those which might have been mencontaining 18 rows shelled out 86.7 per cent, of
tioned, but these are enough to illustrate the point in

(continued fkom decembee issue.)

grain.

mind

The

size of the

cob in both instances was

practically the same, the difference in the per cent.

TYPES OF ears SHOWING PER CENT. OP GRAIN AND COB.
Per Cent.

Weight— Oz.

Type.
Long, slim

ear

17
11.9
19
6.2
7.5
8.4
11.7
16.4
19.3
It

Short, thick ear
Big butt
Defective butt and tip
Short, slim ear
Small ear

Medium

ear

Large ear
Well balanced ear
Ideal

ear

of Grain.
78
76.8
86.2
70.7
78.4
82.8
98.3
84.3
86.7
92

of grain being due la-rgely to the different shape of
grain, that on a cob containing 18 rows being

much

and narrower than that on a cob conThere is a great deal of food for
taining 12 rows.
thought in these suggestions with regard to the shape
and type of ear that should be selected and its relalonger, deeper

tion to the per cent, of shelled grain.

A perfectly developed ear of corn is the result of
In some localities a long, slim ear is looked upon proper pollination, and as there is some confusion
with favor. In this case the ones selected weighed
concerning how corn develops and the relation of
17 ounces and shelled out 78 per cent, of grain. A
silk, tassel and pollen grains, a word of explanation
short, thick ear weighed 11.9 ounces and shelled out
The tassel is the male, or
will not be out of place.
7G.8 per cent, of grain. An ear -wath a big butt and
staminate inflorescence and the silk is the female
tapering tip weighed 19 ouncps and shelled out 86.2
inflorescence.
The female inflorescence is enclosed
per cent, of grain, while an ear defective at both tip
in the broad leafy bracts which constitute the shuck.
and butt, due to bad pollination, r\-eighed 6.2 ounces
The hair-like tuft appearing at the apex is formed
and shelled out 70.7 per cent, of grain. A short,
by the projecting stiles or stigmas commonly called
slim ear weighed 7..5 ounces and shelled out 78. -r
the silk.
It will thus be seen that the flowers are
per cent, of grain, and a small ear weighed 8.4
unisexual, though the male and female flowers are
ounces and shelled out 8:?. 8 per cent, of grain.
A both borne upon the same plant. In order that t
medium-sized ear weighed 11.7 ounces and shelled
perfect ear of com may be developed, it is necessary
out 88.3 per cent, of grain, and a large ear weighed
that the pollen grains come in contact with each
16.4 ounces and shelled out 84.3 per cent, of grain. stitrma or silk.
When fertilization takes place the
A well-balanced ear weighed 19.3 ounces and shelled pollen gi'ows down the silk thread, which then turns
out 86.7 per cent, of grain, while an ideal ear bro'svn and withers away. As a good ear of corn will
selected from thorouglibred Learning corn which had often produce as many as 1,000 kernels, pollination
been grown pure for several years weighed 16 ounces is a somewhat tedious process, particularly as the
and slielled out 92 per cent, of grain. There is, thus, com plant has to depend on the wind carrying the
a variation in the weight of ears represented here of

from

6.2 to 19.3 ounces,

and from 70.7

to

cent, of grain.

It

is

quite

pollen to the silk.

92 per ever,

Nature has provided a way, how-

to insure perfect pollination, unless conditions

are exceptional, as there are between forty and fifty

evident from

these results

that

a

7uillion

pollen grains borne on an avera2;e tassel.

shape throughout The prolificacy with which the tassel produces pollen
its length is a better type to select from than a long, is one of the roa.^ons why the greatest care should be
sl'::i ear, .t =bort, thick ear, a biir-butted, tapering taken to see that all barren stalks are detasseled beear, or a short, alim car.
It is not wise to go lo
'oi-e the pollen develops, or else the grains may be
extremes in selecting any type, and these facts should carried to the silks of fertile stalks and tend to
empliasize the point so clearly tliat it will not be weaken the reproductive powers of future crops.

medium-sized ear which carries

practiced in the future.

]>,rany

its

farmers imagine that

the best type of ear to select for seed

is

and coarsest thev can

a mistake.

find.

This

is all

the largest

A

If you have not examined an ear of corn at silking

time do

so at the first

opportunity.

Remove

shuck carefullv and von will observe that the

the
silks

:

THE
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much

to the butt, those at the butt being

tip

longer than

butt silks have to grow the

The

those at the tip.

SOUTHERlSr PLANTER.

from the

are uniformly distributed over the cob

entire length of the ear

and protrude

sufficiently to

They develop first and should they
be fertilized.
appear before any pollen is shed no kernels will form
at the butt,

and should those

will result.

at the tip

come out

after

been shed, a poorly developed tip
Thus, a poorly developed ear may often

the pollen has

.

all

[Eebiniary,

for any one of average perceptibility and a fair
knowledge of farming to perceive at a glance that I
had counted in nearly all possible expenses, though
not quite all, I will admit, and stand corrected.
Criticism is valuable at all times, as all know, for
if it were not for critics we would not be likely to
advance much in any calling. There would be little
of that striving to improve ourselves or to do more,
and do it more successfully at each attempt, were it

This difference in not for criticism.
be the result of circumstances.
I have some more expenses that could be added
the appearance of the silks often accounts for the
admixture observed on ears of corn in the same field, for the benefit of the doubters in regard to the profor the i^ollen being so light

tance by the
silks

wind and

carried a long dis-

is

so brought in contact with

which may have just appeared after the pollen any

been shed in the home field.
AVith this information in hand, it

has

drction of the said 50 bushels of shelled corn per
acre harvested in 1906 off 42 acres of land, without

all

fertilizer

—

viz.

Three plow points and three bolts
$
2. Wear on plow (extra) estimated to be.
3. I used no plates, but used 8 bull tongues.
4. Wear on roller and disc harrow
5. Wear on harness and wagon
6 Repairing fences
Y. Taxes on 42 acres of land for 8 months
8. An accurate estimation of manure used
and hauling
9. Thinning corn
10. Planted 17 ears per acre, which averaged
700 grains or more per ear, 60c. per
1.

is

easy to unde:--

1

.

stand

how corn can be

simply

cross-fertilized

by

placing a sack over the ear before silking and then

taking the pollen from a mature tassel of a welldeveloped plant and scattering
replacing the sack.

it

It is in this

over the silk and

way

that the cross-

breeding of corn is carried on and that new varieties
The process is so
are developed from time to time.

simple that any one having a choice variety of corn
and wishing to still further improve it, may do so

by selecting ears from hardy and vigorous plants at
some distance apart in the field and crossing them
as indicated.
It will also be apparent from these
facts that varieties of corn should be planted at con-

siderable distances apart, not less than SO rods, to

prevent mixing.

It

is

also easy to see that in

The

times.

subject

of

may

develop at different

pollination

is

matter

a

2
1

6

5 00
4 50

3 60

bushel

30

Corn used to replant with, half bushel ...
My corn was planted with corn replanters,
and 4 grains per hill on the average.

some

seasons perfect pollination will not take place, be-

cause the silks or tassels

1

2

02
50
60
00
50
00
00

$28 02

Total extra expense
I allowed 75 cents per day for

wear on horse and

board in my first calculation, and I still stick to it,
because I think that is ample, as at this estimation
things that should be clearly understood by all who
a horse will pay for himself in one year, working
are interested in the cultivation and improvement
only 300 days out of 365.
So it looks to me like I
of the corn plant.
ought to place a little less price on my horses, as I

worthy of more than passing

notice,

and

is

one of the

Andrew M. Soule,

Direcfpr Experiment Station, Blachsburg
("to

,

Va.

be continued.)

work them

Now,

let

$353.77 as

us add $28.02 to $321.75 and
total expense,

and

we

will get

this figures out .166

production under

an

average condition, or as near as seems possible to

get.

cents per

COST OF PRODUCTION" OF CORN.

regularly.

bushel as cost of

Since writing the last article I have learned from
Editor Southern Planter:
When I answered Mr. Robert Hibberts's question experienced farmers in my neighborhood and elsein your last December issue to the best of my ability, whore that it is an established fact that it only costs
without going into the most mimite calculations, I from 15 to 16 cents per bushel to raise corn on good,
had not the slightest idea that I would be so severely average land. Eight dollars per acre is not an uncriticised by my neighbor who lives in an adjoining known cost for the production of an acre of corn by
county.

All that I left out was done intentionally,

because I

knew

I had figured on the crop close enough

tlioun-litfnl,

capable farmers.

T will admit that if one raises less than 10 barrels

THE SOUTnERN
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com per acre and coiints in all expenses that I
have counted, that cost of production will be more,
but how about the cost if by harrowing and rolling
& few more times and ploughing the crop six times
and I make 12 to 15 barrels, as some do in this free
country of ours!
Of course, if you rent your land to an indifferent
cultivator, or even a fair manager, I suspect the
cost of production will be doubled or tribled.
About six years ago about one-half of this same
field under discussion was put in com by an average
of

PLATsTTEE.
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my land—
—which I think
dead
year—

consisting of wheat, timothy

a "roof" on

and red top

looks fairly well for this

season of the
I will give

in the

him what

little

of winter.

information I have

and observed on manure some time in the
by some
of my neighbors.
I guess any one would think I
have hauled very little manure on my corn field to
collected

future, but expect to be severely criticised

estimate

me

assistance at $5 for this year; but let

its

you want to go into minute figuring
an accurate calculation will be forthcoming for this
renter, who furnished team, implements, seed corn year's allowance.
As land is benefited for twenty
and the labor, also agreed to house landlord's part of years by manure, I did not think it just or fair to
com and set up fodder in nice shape. He did not charge one year's crop with the whole expense.
plough the land deep enough he had done harrowIf Mr. Eastman will tell me just how long this
ing when he got over it once; he did not roll it, field of mine has been owned and farmed and how
neither did he plant nor plough his com at the right many more years before the Judgment Day it will
time.
He attempted to plough it three times. be farmed, and also the cost of land at first sale and
When he went to house his crop it was a disappoint- advance in price between now and Judgment I
ment, as he prided himself on knowing just how to then I will figure out to him an additional expense
raise a good com crop.
If any one would ask him to be charged up to my com crop, which I have left
what kind of a crop he had he would always give out, for without this valuable information it would
what he thought to be a good answer, or reason, for be impossible for me to figure out the correct value
his failure; the short crop being attributed to too for the use of the 42 acres for only eight months
say that

if

;

much or too little rain or not coming just when his
crop needed it. "In fact, this year is the worst I have
«ver seen, and my crop is the poorest I have ever
raised on apparently as good land."
I do as little
renting as possible, but sometimes one has to do what
he does not prefer to do. I doubt if the State of
Virginia is overstocked with renters who woiild leave
any landlord a good per cent (say, 6 or 10 per cent.,
or even less,) as a clear profit on an investment, if
the landlord rented to one who did all the work and
furnished all necessary tools to work with, the whole
place being turned over to him and the landlord
relieved of the duties and trouble necessary to attend

during the year 1906.
Towson E. Smith.
Bappaliannock County, Va.
P. S.

—Please

correct the following .errors

made

in

my

former communication: In the 17th line
of the first column, instead of "sold as pork," the
words should be "sold on foot." In the second line
in the second column, the words, "planting with com
and replanting," should be planting with corn resetting

planters

;

and in the 13th

line of the

same column the

words, "six days spent with four horses and three
men shucking 72 shocks per day," should be six days
spent with four horses and three
shocks per day.

—T. E.

men

ricking 72

S.

own business. My renter, above mentioned,
thought he did the thing just right, had such a
PKODtrCTIOIT.
COST OF
bad season to contend with that he did not make
quite three barrels, or fifteen bushels of shelled Editor Southern Planter:
In looking over your journal for January, 1907,
merchantable corn per acre, and sold lots of his
I note, imder the heading for "Farm Management,"
fodder for less than 10 cents per shock.
friends seem to think a
It is right to let each crop bear its own expense page 6, that some of our
corn cannot be produced for anyand not to charge one and one-half cost
the culti- bushel of shelled
to his

who

COEX

to

ation of one

who

crop.

Of

course, there are farmers

will say that a wheat crop will bring

debt every time, if you figure on
there are just as

many who

it,

thing like the cost of 15 cents per bushel. As I have
my corn crop for 1906, I feel

you in kept an account with

but I think

actually clear a little

I

am

My

after expenses are taken out.

in a position to furnish

cost of

com

some

figures as to the

per bushel.

yearly hands I furnish with a house

and

time this garden, fire wood and pay them at the end of each
winter, when the snow is not on the ground, and month $21.25 (no lay in). My daily labor I pay $1
Hence, all of
when he is not too busy, I will show him that I have per day and they board themselves.
If

my

critic will call to see

mo some

—
TUE SOUTH EKiV PLANTEK.
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[FebruaTy^

my

labor is based on $1 per day, and feed for stock
CUTTING CORN.
35 cents per day, which is liberal. T iise the No. Septenil)cr 11, 12, cutting shock rows,
99 Oliver combination 3-horse plow.
men
at

PLOUGHING 80 ACRES

INCHES DEEP.

8

25=3 plows; 26=4
30=5 plows May 1, 2=3

April 23, 24,
27, 28,

Cost

;

—Labor

25, 26, 27, 9

plows;

Two mules

men

$100

Ifr

.$ 38

5©
SO

REPLANTING CORN.

May

3, 4, 5, 7,

May

8=2

1,

2, 30,

May

1

22, 23, 24, 25 (1-2), 30, 31, 7

men.

.

Seed com.

rollers.

1

18 00

Feed

12 60

$ 40 30'

HUSKING CORN.

DRAGGING.
1, 2, 3,

4,

30, 2 drags,

—Labor

Cost

6 6R

days; feed.

35 90

—Labor

May

5,

October 12, 13, 14, 17, 29 (1-2), 11 men. .$ 11

7 (1-2), 8, 9, 10 (1-2),

Xovember

4 horses each.

3

1, 2,

25, 26,

25 20

Cost

3,

4,

8=2

5,

9 (1-2),

30=1

planter;

HOUSING CORN.

May

Twenty-one days. Labor, $21; feed, $14.70.$ 35 70

planters.

—Labor

8

,

Feed

Cost of seed corn

12, 7 drags.

4 baskets.

Bushels

barrels.

220

Bushels shelled

4.343

Total bushels shelled

SUMMARY OF EXPENSES.
60 Ploughing
Rolling

$ 69

Bragging

feed,

$ 10 85

May

31; June 1 (1-2), 4, 5, 11 (1-2), 12,
13 (3-4), 14, 3 riding cultivators. Cost
Labor, $20.25 feed," $14.70
May 31; June 1 (1-2), 4, 5, 11 (1-2), 12,
13 (3-4),
4 walking cultivators.
14,
Cost—Labor, $27; feed, $9.80
June 18 (1-4), 25 (3-4) July 2, 3 (3-4), 9,
walking cultivators.
9
Cost Labor,
$33.75 feed, $12.60
;

—

Planting

Seed corn

9

34 95 Thinning

43 50
100 15
40 30

"Kainit

Cutting corn

36 SO "Rrplanting
TTusking corn
TTousing corn

OO

S."!

TO

$658 10

Total

4,042 bushels of

THINNING CORN.

men and

boys

$ 19 00

.Inne 25, replanting, 7

men

1 75

15, 15

121

3;"^

$128 95

June

60

128 95
20 76

Cultivation

46

90

30 «0
43 30
14 4»

'.

Cost— Labor, $7;

:

barrels,

4.133

Damaged, 45

9

$3.83

;

Sound com, 824
shelled

CULTIVATION.

May

RECEIPTS.

50

5 95

SEED CORN.
16 bushels, selected from stock on hand;
made a test of 100 grains of corn in
March; in 6 days 99 grains had good
sprouts.

OO

$121 OO

PLANTIWG.
7,

OO

(1-2), 4, 7, 12, 13, 14,

17 (1-2), 19 (1-2), 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
110 men
110

18 00

Feed

May

00

$ 34 00

April 25, 26, 27, 28, 30;
Cost

8

85 SO-

to sled cutter, 9 1-2

ROLLING.

;

$

September 13, 14, 18, 19 (1-2), 21, 22, 24,

plows.

Feed

roller

4

To produce

slielled

corn cost

1 bushel corn

Wlulo T have added

$658 10
000 15.15

working
sowed 20 pounds of
KAINIT (fertilizer USED AND APPLYING.)
crimson clover to the acre; and to-d'ay (January 14^
Three tons Kainit at $11 per ton
33 00 10O7,) it is about four inches high, the ground beJune 23 (3-4), 25 (1-2), 28 (1-4), 7 men.
10 50 ing completely covered.
This prospect for a «rop
of clover will well pay for the last working.
Queen Anne County, Md.
F. T. Englisi,
$ 43 50
of

tlie

to this cost the last

corn, yet at that time I
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FARMING IN MARYLAND.

Coon" keeps

Day hands

Editor Southern Planter:

Having iiromised
will

farm

show

my

to give

results

you the

figures

from cultivating a 230-acre
it incumbent upon me to

First, let me express my good wishes for The
so.
Planter during this year, 1907. The Planter

do

deserves to succeed, and I sincerely hope it may meet
with every possible success. It gives as much, if not
more, good, solid information as any publication of
the kind that I know of. Its articles are always conit

is

the best advertising

out of harness as

medium

east

much

from March

as he can.

June and
end of the year. In
harvest cutting corn and thrashing $1.25, and in
some cases $1.50 a day. Your neighbor is ready to
cut your throat in the wage line if he can.
This
liorse business galls me, but the farmers won't stand
together in anything.
What Mr. Smith does Mr.
Jones is compelled to do, nolens volens, or do hi?
get 50 cents

which 75 cents from June

in these parts, I feel

servative aud

it

J21

to

to

the

own work.
ckf

On this farm of mine I have seven head of horses
my o^-n, one for my manager and from one to

of the Mississippi for the man who has any stock
Does that satisfy you for a puff?
to dispose of.
I mean it, and speak from experience, as I take

three for the hands; twenty head of cattle, thirty
sheep and from twenty to fifty head of hogs, depending on the time of the year.
I employ five men,
To my manager I give
several agricultural papers and have advertised in four besides the manager.
$150 with 5 per cent, of the gross sales during the
several.
The farm I have is located in Kent County Md., year. His house and board is furnished and his
She is paid $4 a month for
a region of country that is second to none on the wife does the cooking.
Atlantic slope for farming purposes.
The Eastern this and cooks for me when I am on the place for
Two men are employed by the
Shore man knows how to farm, too, when it comes to only a few days.
raising gi"ain, fruit and vegetables.
He has much year at $12 and $14 a month each. They do the
The other two
to learn in the stock line.
fast horse sets him feeding and are always on hand.

A

wild and he will sell the shirt off his back for one
that can go down the road dusting everybody else;
but for a blooded cow, sheep or hog he has no love.
Any old scrub that will produce a calf, lamb or pig
Consequently, we see few
will answer his purpose.
fine cattle; we do see a good many nice sheep and
hogs, with fast trotters and pacers galore.
My fann is located in the sassafras loam region
of the county, where the soil produces, on an average,
twenty bushels of wheat and from forty-five to fifty
It is a fairly good grass
bushels of corn per acre.
region; clover has ceased to be a reliable crop.
The
style of farming has undergone a good many changes
in my day and ha.? made decided strides forward.

men come by

the

day from March to the end of the

year, and have scaled wages, according to the time
"of

the year.

My

labor bill for

1904 was $653.50:

1905, $052.95, but for 1906 it jimiped fonvard to
This was owing to the employment of
$930. S6.
more day labor and because there were crops of
tomatoes and fruit to be picked, together with the
Still, it is larger than it oughi
increase in wages.
to be, and wou.ld have been had I been my own
manaof r. A thing which somebody else has to pay
for does not look so expensive in one's eyes as it doe?
when we have to foot the bill ourselves. The average

man

will put his

hand

into

somebody

else's

pockei

out fuller than he would into his owe
This is the case with the average manager.
Fertilizers and the introduction of improved ma- pocket.
This farm is divided into five fields of equal size,
chinery have been a great benefit. The scarcity of
labor and th.c high prices for what we get, together and has an orchard with 600 peach trees and 500
with the uncertainty of it when you have secured it, pear trees, with an adjacent lot of sixteen acres, all
harasses us and hamjjers us beyond measure.
The nf vrhich is cut off from the rest of the farm by a
farmer can no longer be a gentleman of ease, but railroad. There is a cannery at the depot on the
must be capable and ready to take the place of any place, which makes fruit and tomatoes an item.
Four fields are devoted to wheat, corn, grass and
man in his employment. An excursion, a little indisOne is divided into lots for hogs and
position, a matter of busmess, or a slight shower is pasturage.
enough to side-track any liand for that day, no mat- sueh crops as will suit them. These are all adjacent
The silage corn is raised on one
ter if you arc harvesting or threshing, or liow urgent to the barn yard.
may be your situation. The employer is not con- of these lots annually, ^[y object is to incvonse the
sidered for a moment. A man's wages here are from number of hogs, which, I think, is the best paying
to $15 a month, together with board for himand hor?e. Every "coon" has a horse and the
employer has to feed it for him. In other words,
he feeds it himself oxit of our crib and hay mow. We
get back a little for this in the way of manure and
having that horse for a busy season.
But "^Ir.

$12

self

.ind pull it

Cholera will be my only drawcrop I can raise.
back to this. It is now on an adjacent farm, but has
never been on mine.
The gross sales from this farm the last year were
$2,300, embracing wheat, com, fruit, tomatoes and
The wheat was serio\i.-^ly injured, 700 bushels
stock.

—
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sold for only 56 cents a bushel;
in

December brought G8

am

it

does pay some

satisfied.

men

The farms

men born and

of

to stock; his

constituents than that of

A

That

land will be better in fertilizing
by $20.22, as they will
be returned to the soil instead of being sent elsewhere.
AVe now come to Farmer C, who buys 2,000
pounds of corn and 2,000 pounds of bran to feed his
By buying two tons of corn and bran he
stock.
also, in addition to its value as food for stock, receives a bonus in the form of phosphoric acid, nitrogen and potash worth $20.22 with which to improve
the fertility of his fann.
How do A, B and C now stand, comparatively,
as regards reducing or increasing the productive
power of their land ?
A, who sells, is minus fertilizing matter $20.22.
B, who feeds tlie gTain, tlicre has neither loss nor
gain.
C, wlio buys, has $20.22 to credit of land

500 bushels threshed corn

cents.

Taxes, insurance and fertilizer bills, together with
the necessary repairs and improvements, made heavy
inroads into what was left after the labor bill was
paid.
Still I am satisfied with results, when I know
of so many who have come out far behind and have
dealer told me
had to renew their fertilizer notes.
that he has never carried over so many renewed
When
notes as he is now carrying over into 1907.
we have learned to cut down expenses as low as
possible and to send up the sales as high as possible
we will make farming jiay. This should be our aim.
T

[February,

means

in this vicinity

for sale are purchased

reared here and they show
fidence in the land by being willing to
A man lately died who had never
prices.
where else than in Kent county. His

by

their con-

pay good
lived anyestate

A

improvement account.
C's farm will, therefore,
by $20.22 more than B, who feeds, and by

ap- benefit

proximated a million of dollars, the majority of $40.44 than that of A, who sells the grain.
I give this ns an illustration to show how conI know
which consisted of thirty-seven farms.
several men of large means owning from five to tinuous selling of produce from the farm m\ist result
twenty farms. There is an ambition to be a large in infallible and rapid impoverishment of the land.
land-owner. It is a laudable ambition. Any country Secondly, even when crops are fed to stock the ferwill hold its own where the sons and daughters grow tility can be little better than at a standstill. Thirdly,
up owning the land and loving it. I think it a good by keeping stock and buying feed the fertility of the
sign when I see the son owning and living on the land must increase year by year.
From this it appears certain that to improve the
farm M'hich his father owned and managing it so
There is a productive power of the land increased qiiantities
that his son may live there after him.
future in that locality that can't be found in a com- of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash beyond the
amount contained in crops grown has to be obtained
munity where there is a shifting population.
by some means. How, and the cheapest way, is the
Kent County, Md.
S. S. Hepbuen.
problem the farmer has to solve.
Agricultural scientists, including the editor of
sellhs^g
feeding
buying
dif- The Southern Planter, tell us that the legumes
grain to feed to

and

grain—
stock—the
ferent effects on the fertility
of the soil.

Editor Soutliern Planter:

Farmers who are so positive that there can be no
buying grain to feed stock must, I am sure

profit in

neglect to take into account the fertilizing value of

food ])urchased for that purpose.
.In order to show the facts plainly, regarding the
benefit to the land, in addition to any profit made on

animals fed over cost of food bought, I will first take
ho man who sells grain grown on his farm.
Supposing Farmer A sells 2,000 pounds com and
2,000 pounds bran produced on the estate.
As I
liave stated in previous letters,
Professor Henry
values the nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash in
2,000 pounds of com at .$0.74 and in same weight
of bran at .$13.48.
Tliercfore, if these two toHs of corn and bran are
sold tlic land is poorer in nitrogen, phosphoric acid
and potash to the extent of $20.22.
Take another case: B, who feeds this bran and
I

/

—

will collect nitrogen from the air
peas, beans, etc.
by the nodules formed on the roots.
If by a liberal application of phosphoric acid ajt
7 cents and potash at 4.5 cents per pound to the soil^
we supply a sufficient quantity of these minerals to
produce a fine crop of cow peas, soy beans or clover,
and these legume will give us sufficient nitrogen
worth 15 cents per pound thrown in, or free of cost,
to produce another crop next year or longer I consider this a good start towards the amelioration of the
soil. Now, Mr. Editor, I must back you up with all
my power in your continued efForts to persuade the
farmers of the South to go in for raising stock and

rotation of crops.

It

is

the only

way

of economi-

and surely making our impoverished
soils again rich and productive.
Expensive fertilizers, if wrongly applied, have
But farm yard
little good effect on land or crops.
manure, the by-products of animals kept on the
farm, mixed with bedding and other litter, placed
cally, rapidly

on the land never fails to give the best results, in-
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creasing the moisture holding capacity of the soil
available the latent minerals to help
the growing crops in addition to the plant food it

and making
contains.

There are many reasons for rotation of crops.

I

important. You
cannot keep stock without a rotation. Separate fields
are required for pasture, meadow, corn, cereals and
probably a money crop in cotton, tobacco, or other
will

name only

product,

my

pose

one, but that

making a
farm has

is all

five-year rotation.
a large

We

will sup-

head of stock and on a

Besides feeding crops grown to
want to hasten on productiveness. I
therefore, buy large quantities of fertilizing

five-year rotation.

my

stock I

miist,

constituents yearly for the land if I make rapid
progress in this direction.
If I can buy feed for
my stock and make a profit on feeding I shall do so.

And if I pay $200 for feed and my stock when sold
only realizes the amount paid for concentrates fed,
I shall still buy, and it will pay well, and I will
explain how:
Professor Henry, in Feeds and Feeding, values
average prices of nitrogen, 15 cents; phosphoric
acid, 7, and potash 4.5 per poimd.
Fertilizing constituents contained in 1,000 pounds concentrates
shows as follows, with value of each:
Wh»at bran
Cottiin «e>" 1 meal
Lln<:eed cake

Linseed meal

123
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This experiment shows the importance of using good for tobacco, show that the different fertilizers are
just as good as formely, both according to chemical
P. 0. Vanattek,
In Charge of Field Experiments, Experiment Sta- analysis and also to crop production qualities.
Then, what is the trouble ? The tobacco plant i?
tion Blackshurg, Va.
admitted by all to be a heavy feeder on potash, while
it only requires medium quantities of phosphoric acid.
COST OF PRODUCTION OF CORN IN ALABy the continual application of phosphoric acid
BAMA.
to the land, as in a 2-8-2 goods, an excces of phosphoric acid is added to the land, while large quantiEditor Southern Planter:
On the question of the cost of producing a bushel ties of potash are taken out of the land with each
tobacco crop.
As there are only 40 pounds of potash
of com I submit the following figures
STipplied in a ton of 2-8-2 goods, the land become?
Rent of land, 60 acres, at $0".
$ 60 00
Ploughing, 20 days, at $2.25 per day
45 00 more and more deficient in potash as each crop of
Disc harrowing, 8 days, at $2.25
IS 00 tobacco is taken off, so that in time it will produce
Planting, 2 days, at $2
4 00 only a light crop of boney tobacco, with a thin, papery
Harrowing after planting, 1 day
2 00 leaf entirely Ineking in body and te.xture.
The writer had the opportimity of inspecting an
Cultivating, 12 days, at $2
24 00
Husking, 10 days,"^ at $2
20 00 experiment lately, where fertilizers had been used in
In this case the plot where
Seed corn, 2 bushels, at 65c
1 30 ilifferent combinations.
Oil used on machinery, 1 gallon
50 potash and nitrogen were used was much the better
seed year after year.

tobacco.

,

,

This would not prove that phosphoric acid was
not needed by the tobacco plant, but that, as was adYield, 600 bushels.
Cost of producing one bushel about 29 cents. In mitted by the farmer, he had used 2-8-2 goods on his
breaking this land three horses and a disc plow were land for probably 20 years or longer, the potash in
used, breaking only one acre per day, owing to the tho soil had all been exhausted, while each year an
excess of phosphoric acid was applied, so that in such
short days in the fall.

$174 80

Total cost

The soil is a red clay and very hard to plough.
In disc harrowing three horses were used, labor costing 75 cents per day.
The rest of the work was
done with two horses.
Labor $1 per day.
The
planting was done with a two-horse check row
planter.
The cultivating was done with a twohorse "Eagle-Claw" cultivator; the husking by taking tne ear directly from the stalk and throwing
into a wagon with a high sideboard on the opposite
side of

tlie

wagon

to

catch the ears.

No hand

was used excejit in gathering the crop,
of machinery not taken into account.

Madison County, Ala

C. E.

cases all that is necessary to prodiice profitable crops
is

a supply of potash and nitrogen.
Prof. Soule, dean of the Experiment

Station.

Blackshurg, Va., has the following in a recent article
in the papers
"The third element, quite as essential as nitrogen
and phosphoric acid, is potash. This is often found
in fairly large
soils

amounts in clay

generally respond to

labor matter, so do clay

soils.

its

soils,

though sandy

application.

Now,

potash

is

For

that

concerned

the wear in the formation of starch and its transference from
place to place in the plant.
Therefore, it is con-

Phelps.

cerned in one of the plant's most vital and neco'sary
Without the aid of potash these functions are restricted, and hence, if both nitrogen and
potash are in the soil, a deficiency of available potash
may reduce to a measre yield what would otherwise
have been a large and profit.able crop. * * * * Xt
functions.

TOBACCO FERTILIZER NOT AS GOOD AS
USED TO BE.

IT

Editor Southern Planter:

A common

seems evident that many farmers are making the misThe chances
not take of buying 2-8-2 goods for tobacco.
are that its two per cent, of potash contained is in the
as good as it used to be."
This remark provc^ that something is wrong with form of kainit rai!;i'r than sulphate. Tobacco 'ir/l.c'
the time-huuored 2-S-2 goods for tobacco.
But is the n heavv draft on the potash conlain^d i:i i'le soil.
fertilizer not as good as formerly, or is it due to the What does two pounds, or four pounds, or even six
exhaustion of some ingredient in the soil, and the pounds, per acre amount to. and that in the most
er problems

remark heard when discussing

among farmers

application of an excessive

The

is,

fertiliz-

"ihe fertilizer

is

amount of some other?

undesirable form. ?"

different State bulletins, as well as the results
The above will sshow the importance of each farmof practical farmers who study the best combinations er experimenting for himself in order to find out

:
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just

what

and in this work it is well tions to the scales, he would doubtless have found
by the recommendations made by the some difference in favor of the non-ammoniated fer-

his soils need,

to be guided

different experiment stations, using their formulas
as a basis,

125

which may be changed

to

meet individual

conditions of soil or climate.

A

simpler and probably easier method would be
apply broadcast one hundred jwunds of sulphate
of potash to an acre of land, and then use the usual
quantity of fertilizer.
This amount of potash would bring the total up to
about that recommended by tlie leading tobacco
authorities, when the fanner could decide for himself
whether the potash had a beuelicial effect on the tobacco crop, and also the crop of wheat and clover following.
G. Feed Maksu.
Riclimond, Va.
to

AiOlONIA FOR DAEK TOBACCO.

tilizer in weight.

Now, let us examine the difference between the
standard fertilizer of to-day, which is composed of 8
per cent, phosphoric acid, 2 per cent, of ammonia and
2 per cent, of potash, called 8-2-2 goods, of which 500
pounds per acre (or one-fourth of a ton) is the average application, this makes the application one-half
of 1 per cent., or 10 pounds, of ammonia per acre.
Peruvian guano, then, analyzed 17 per cent, ammonia and the application was 150 pounds per acre.
2 :55 per cent., or 51 poimds aimnonia per acre.
Now, if 10 pounds of ammonia per acre is liable in
an ideal growing season to force the growth and cause
the leaf (though larger) to be thin and papery, can
we wonder that 51 pounds per acre of Peruvian guano (more than five times as much) would materially

change the character of Virginia tobacco.
Soulhem Planter:
I learn from the president of the Tobacco AssociaUntil about the year IS-iS, Virginia tobacco was
principally raised on virgin (new ground) soil, oj tion of Richmond that little or no western tobacco
heavily manured tobacco lots without anmionia.
It is now exported from Richmond and that the Eurohad a world-wide reputation as the best for all pur- pean buyers now make their purchases in Nashville.
'Tenessccj, and other western to^\^ls^, whence lit is
poses except for cigars aaid the like.
Then there was little western tobacco sold in Kich- shipped direct to European ports.
What is sold
mond for manufacturing or export. The importa here is sold principally to our manufacturers.
Editor

tion of

Peruvian gnano made an entire change in

Richmond, Va.

L.

farmers calculated
that it cost less to use the ammonia fertilizer than to
Experiments made in various places in this State
haul out the manure from the barnyard,henc(; Peru- and elsewhere would seem to firmly establish the fact
vian guano was the main fertilizer for tobacco. Soon that the most important elements in a tobacco ferafter that western tobacco commenced coming in and tilizer are nitrogen (ammonia) and potash.
The ferwas found about equal to, if not better than, our Vir- tilizer commonly used, 2-8-2 goods, lacks in both these
ginia tobacco, and was used and exported to such an elements and hence the failure to produce a satisfacextent that the Virginia planters clamoured for a tory crop both as to quantity and quality where this
law to protect them.
fertilizer is relied upon.
In illustration of -this we
The Legislature of Virginia did pass a law requir cite the following experiments
ing that every hogshead of western tobacco sold in
At the Tobacco Experiment Station in AppomatVirginia should be branded "Western" plainly on the tox county, Va., in 1004:
head and side, in letters not less than four inches
Acre No. 1 received 400 pounds of a regular 3-8-3
in size.
This, however, had little effect.
I do not fertilizer, which supplied to the soil, 12 pounds of
know whether the law was -ever repealed, but it seems auunonia, 32 pounds of phosphoric acid, 12 poiinds
to have had no effect on the trade, and the brand was of potash.
The yield from this plot was 673 pounds
discontinued.
It may have proved a recommenda of tobacco, which sold for $45.50 gross, an average of
tion instead of a prohibition, as the sales of western 0.75 cents per pound.
tobacco steadily increased.
In 1905, acre number 1 having had a crop of rye
The late Col. Randolph Harrison, former Commis- sowed on it in the fall which was ploughed do^vn in
sioner of Agriculture of Virginia, was firmly of the the spring, received again 400 pounds of 3-8-3 feropinion that tobacco could not be successfully gro\^'n tilizer and yielded 840 pounds of tobacco, which sold
without ammoniated fertilizers.
He was induced to for $60.
try some witliout ammonia.
He watched the results
Acre No. 2 in 1904 received a mixture of 850
with intense interest all conditions of soil and ctiI- j-iounds of fertilizer made up of 500 pounds of gi'ound
tivation were alike and the same quantity per acre fish, 10 per cent, ammonia, and 7 per cent, phosphorof fertilizers.
At mattirity he could see no difference ic acid. 100 pounds nitrate of soda, 19 per cent.
in the product.
If he had continued his investiga- ammonia.
100 poimds bone meal, 4 1-2 per
the

tobacco

Intelligent

trade.

;
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ammonia, and 22 per

phosphoric acid.

cent,
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150 the nitrogen (ammonia) gave the

poundri sulphate of potash, 50 pounds actual potash.

largest yield

and

the largest financial results.

We have had good results reported to us from subThis mixture supplied to the soil 73.5 pounds ammonia, 57 pounds phosphoric acid, and 75 pounds scribers, both last year and this year, from the use of
The cost was $16.44. The crop pi'oduced Peruvian guano, especially where this fertilizer was
potash.
was 833 pounds of tobacco, which sold for $81.09, an supplemnted with from 25 to 50 pounds of sulphate
of potash per acre.
Ed.
average of 9.25 cents per pound.
In 1905 acre number 2 received the same quantity and kind of fertilizer used in 1904 after it had

—

COST OF

COElSr

PEODUCTION.

grovfn a crop of rye in the winter, which was ploughed in in the spring. This year the crop produced was Editor Southern Planter:
1,296 pounds of tobacco, which sold for $100.
I look for The Southern Planter with great
In 1904 acre number 3 received 1,700 pounds of a interest, as I get so much valuable information from

mixture made up of 1,200 pounds ground fish, 10
per cent, ammonia, and 7 per cent, phosphoric acid.
150 pounds nitrate of soda, 19 per cent, ammonia.
100 pounds bone meal, 4.5 per cent, ammonia, and
250 pounds sulphate
22 per cent, phosphoric acid.
The cost of
of potash, 50 pounds actiial potash.
The crop produced was
this mixture was $32.30.
1,335 pounds of tobacco, which sold for $111.29
gross, an average of 8.75 cents per pound.

In 1905 acre number 3 received the same quantity
and kind of fertilizer used in 1904 after it had grown
a crop of rye in the winter, whic-h was ploughed down
This year the crop produced was
in the spring.
1,527 pounds of tobacco, which sold for $126 gross.
In an experiment made in Canada last year:
Plot number 1, which received no fertilizer or manure, produced 1,200 pounds of tobacco per acre
which sold for 6 cents per pound, $72 per acre.
Plot number 2, which received a dressing of fertilizer made up of 120 pounds of sulphate of potash.
600 pounds of acid phosphate, and 180 pounds of
nitrate of soda, produced 2,220 pounds of tobacco,
which sold for 10 cents per pound, $222 per acre.
Plot naimber 3, which received an application of
600 pounds of acid phosphate and 180 pounds of ni
trate of soda, produced 1,800 pounds of tobacco
which sold for 7 cents per pound, $126 per acre.
In an experiment made by the late Major Eagland, of Halifax county, Va., a plot (ISTo. 6), upon
which no fertilizer was used, made 762 pounds of to
bacco of the value of $83.98.
A plot (No. 1), upon
which 50 pounds of sulphate of ammonia, 80 pounds
of dried blood, 120 pounds of sulphate of potash
and 114 pounds of acid phosphate per acre was used,
produced 1,035 pounds of tobacco of the value of
$131.20.
Another plot (No. 3), upon which 160
pounds of dried blood, 120 pounds of sulphate of pot
ash, and 114 pounds of acid phosphate was applied
per acre, produced 1,046 poimds of tobacco of the

I am a small farmer and want to answer a gentleman's question in the November number, "Does
I will give him my expeit Pay to Eaise Corn?"

it.

I rented three acres of sandy land at $3
I put eight tubs (which is a kerosene
$9.
barrel cut in half) of fish offal to the acre that
The work cost $6.80.
cost 25 cents per tub
$8.
Total, $23.80.
I gathered 22 barrels of corn, for
which I could have gotten $3 per barrel $G0 and
rience:

—

per acre

—

— —

3,200 pounds of good fodder, at $1 per hundred,
Total, $98.
I made clear $74.20 in a rainy
$32.
season. -In a good year I would have gotten 10 barrels per acre.
At this rate it surely pays to raise
com.
D. G. Bond.
Chowan County, N. C.

Order seeds and fertilizer required for all the
crops to be raised, so that these may be on hand

when needed and time not be
As

the

manure

is

made

lost

waiting for them.

in the stables

and pens

got out on to the land intended for corn. Do
not let it lay in the yards or pens leaching and
wasting.
Let it leach on the field where tlie crop is
There the leachings will be valuable
to be grown.

have

it

all utilized.
In the yards and pens they are
apt to go off into the nearest drain.

and be

English peas may be planted during the month.
are very hardy and will not suffer much even
if caught with a frost.
Plant them well down in the
ground, giving a cover of five or six inches of soil

They

and treading or rolling the seed firmly into the soil
before covering. Peas and beans usually do best on
land fertilized well for a crop the year previous and
should not have the ground made too rich or they
will

run

to vine instead of seed.

value of $146.60.
The cost of the fertilizer used in
Small patches of radish, lettuce and cresses may
each case was the same, viz. $8,25 per acre.
In this be sown in sheltered places. If the weather keeps
experiment the plots upon which dried blood supplied mild they will make early salads.
:

;
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.
up the rows to be planted by running the cultivator
through them after applying a further quantity of
Of
It is yet too early to jjlant any garden or truck the special fertilizer called for by the crop.
crops, except in Tidewater Virginia and Eastern course, this latter application need not be so heavy
North and Sonth Carolina, where Irish potatoes and as would be necessary if the land had not been fer-

WORK FOE THE MONTH.

English peas may be planted in the last half of the
month. It is not, however, too early to begin getting
the land intended for growing vegetables and other
As soon as
truck crops into order for planting.
ever the land is dry enough to plough without sticking to the moTildboard and will fall away from it in
a nice, crumbly condition get to work ploughing,
taking in hand that portion first which was ploughed
in the fall or early winter, but which was not sown
in a winter cover crop, like crimson clover, or land
which, owing to want of time or wet weather, has
not been ploughed at all, preferably ploughing the
last first.
In doing this work plough it thoroughly
and deeply and throw it up in high furrows so that
the air and sun can get into it freely and thus dry
and warm it. If it was ploughed in the fall plough
this time across the fonuer ploughing, thus better
mixing the soil. The remarks we made in our article
on Work for the Month under the Farm Management Department should be studied by every
gardener and truck grower, as they are even more
important to him than to the general farmer, as
no vegetables or truck crops can be successfully
grown on land not thoroughly ploughed, broken and
prepared. If the land has not had any lime applied
for a couple of years an application of 20 or 25
bushels to the acre should be made as soon as
ploughed and be worked into the soil lightly. This
will tend to correct any acidity in the soil which is
very apt to be present in land used continuously as a
garden or truck patch from the quantity of fresh

when

ploughed, but as veg«kinds need to be grown
quickly, if to be of the finest quality, it never pays
Few, if any, of the brands
to skimp the fertilizer.
tilized broadcast

first

and truck crops of

tables

all

fertilizer on the market are rich
enough in the eleuients required for the production
of the finest vegetables and it is therefore wise to
buy the materials and mix your own fertilizer. Below we give a few formulic for mixing fertilizer for
Mix thoroughly
the most generally grown crops.
on the barn floor, breaking all lumps fine. Where
previous fertilization of the land has been done these
special mixtures should be used at the rate of 200
Where no previous feror 500 pounds to the acre.
tilization has been done they should be applied at
the rate of from 500 to 1,000 pounds to the acre:
For Irish Potatoes. Nitrate of soda, 300 pounds;
cotton seed meal,' 600 pounds acid phosphate, SOO
poimds: muriate of potash, 300 poiVnds. To make

of commercial

—

;

a ton.

—

For Beets and Lettuce. Three hundred pounds
SOO pounds cotton seed meal; 600
300 pounds muriate of
pounds acid phosphate
nitrate of soda;

;

potash.

For
loupes.

Cabbages, Cucumbers,

—Three hundred pounds

pounds

cotton seed meal

Melons and

Canta-

nitrate of soda

750 pounds acid

;

;

700

phos-

250 pounds muriate of potash.
For Asparagus. Two hiindred pounds niti'ate of
soda 700 pounds cotton seed meal 800 pounds acid
phate

—

;

;

;

phosphate: 300 pounds muriate of potash.
vegetable matter turned under often at times when
For Tomatoes and Eggplant. Two hundred
the land is hot.
After the lime has laid in the land pounds nitrate of soda ; 750 pounds cotton seed meal
a week or ten days then apply a hea\'y dressing of 750 pounds acid phosphate 300 pounds muriate of
compost and farm yard manure. Forty or fifty loads potash.
to the acre will be none too much for best results,
For Sweet Potatoes. One hundred pounds nitrate
and if acid phosphate and potash was not mixed in of soda; 500 pounds cotton seed meal; 1,100 pounds
the compost heap when thro\nng it up also apply acid phosphate; 300 pounds muriate of potash.
broadcast 400 or 500 pounds of acid phosphate and
For Onions. Two hundred pounds nitrate of
100 to 200 poxmds of muriate of potash per acre, and soda 750 pounds cotton seed meal 750 pounds acid
then work the whole thoroughly into the land with phosphate 300 pounds muriate of potash.
the cultivator or harrow.
Repeat the working of
For Peas and Beans. One hundred pounds
the land every week or ten days until time to plant nitrate of soda 450 pounds cotton seed meal 1,200
and it should then be in good condition for laying pounds acid phosphate; 250 pounds muriate of
off the rows.
Lay these off running north and south potash.
and lay them off wide enough to permit of horse
Asparagus beds should be worked over as soon as
When the time arrives for
cultivation of the crops.
planting the seed or setting out the plants freshen the ground is dry enough and then be covered with

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

;
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layer of rotted bam vard manure and ferti- ing instance in the ease of a country gentleniaa in'
mixed in accordance with the formula given Albemarle county, many years ago, who was so alabove and then be covered with good soil to the depth iund by the description given in a northern nurseryof six or enight inches.
man's catalogue of "the drawf chestnut" and "the
carnilian tree," that he ordered a large. consignment
Sirawbej'ry plants may be set out towards the end of both, but, on their arrival, the former proved tO'
of the month if the weather be mild and the ground \:v chinquapin bushes, and the latter, dogwood, with
in good planting condition.
Potash and phosphoric both of which his woodland was already teeming.
a

iliick

lizer

should be apjilied liberally to the land if it is
Potash always has an excellent effect on
strawberries in making them iirm and of a good
Strawberry beds coming into bearing this
~olor.
spring should be worked as soon as the weather
becomes settled and mild, so as to start them into
growth. Apply a dressing of 500 or GOO j^ounds to
the acre of a mixture of nitrate of soda, acid phosphate and potash down each side of the rows and
Use 250 pounds of
work in with the cultivator.
acid phosphate, 250 pounds of muriate of potash
and 100 pounds of nitrate of soda.
leid

not rich.

As another

instance, I might mention the descripus given in some of the fruit catalogues of the
T\-anhoe" apple. Judging by these, you would supii{

apple apjn-oximated in quality to the
AilxRiarle pippin, with the advantage, however, tliat

j)ose that this

could be raised in any locality.
I formed this impression and planted two of these "Ivanhoe" trees
it

on

my

farm, in exceptionally good places, but

jSTclson

those these have been bearing seven years, there haa

.

The

eai'ly

crop of Irish potatoes

may

be set out

end of the month in Tidewater Virginia
and Eastern North Carolina if the weather keeps
mild and the land be in good order for working.
Fertilize liberally with the mixture above advised.

(towards the

Do

not cut the sets into too small pieces as the early
growers as the later

varieties are not such vigorous

never been an eatable apple on cither tree.
Again,
you would like to have a fine, early peach, ripening
ahead of any other, a perfect free stone, sweet and
of attractive appearance.
When you read the descriptions of the "Admiral Dewey," and the "Triumph," they seem t'o fill the bill, but when they bear,
which they do persistentlj', no manipulation on your
jiart can make them any thing but a fuzzy, dark, dirty
iv'd peach, a clingstone of the clingstones, and rotting
while you look.
An inexperienced person might take
any nursery catalogue, and pick out qtiite a list of

one and must have more of the tuber left to start
varieties of all the different fruits, the descriptions
a growth.
leading liim to suppose he had a splendid selection,
but after planting and working them until they came
SUGGESTIONS AIJOUT FKLIT to maturity, he would probably find he did not have
PLAXTTXG.
a single first-class variety of fruit amongst the whole,
Editor ISouthern Planter:
not a single one that could be sold on a decently siipAfter selecting the land and deciding on the num- plied market.
To show you how little you can deber of trees you wish to plant, the next point to be pend on the descriptions in the average catalogue, I

SOMK

and where to
and away the best plan is to
raise them for yourself, for which hints will be given
later.
If you raise them yourself, on your own land
not infected with disease by continuous cropping, you
will find the cost insignificant compared to that of
You
buying them from soino reliable nurseryman.
can hud and graft the varieties you know to be good
and that suit your soil, needs and markets. When
you buy from a nurscr%mian, he has to charge you
enough to make you a ]iartieipant in the many heavy
considered
i>ct

the

is

tree.s.

^\hat varietie.-; to plant,

By

far

expenses of advertising, employees, office rents, shipping and other expenses, which add nothing to the
actual cost of raising trees, btit only of selling and
delivering them.
Tf you prefer to buy, however,
avoid the tree as'cnt and the unknown nursery, and.
above all, avoid buying unknown varieties, the descriptions of which are generally misleading and un.\s a proof of this T can adduce a strikreliable.

some years past, sevwhich haven't been changed for years,
except on the outside covers.
They still have the pecttniarily interested descriptions furnished by the
have received

this winter, as for

eral catalogttes

originators of the diflferent varieties of fruit, although

ample time has elapsed for each nurseryman to have
and descrite them
as they found that their merits or demerits deserved.
Tt is troublesome and expensive to get out a catalogue, so many nurserymen simplify this process by
sending out the same old catalogue year after year.
which they can easily do by not dating it except
on the outside.
Do not buy from a tree agent, for
two reasons: 1st, because he is generally so ignorant of the merits of the fruits he sells that he can
afford you no assistance in your choice, but is more
apt to lead vou astray.
2nd, as this is an expensive
way of selling trees and plants, the purchaser, as a
rule, will have to pay from two to four times as much
tested these varieties for himself,
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to plant plenty of

them, as they can easily be thinIn the spring keep the soil moist and mello-w
by mulching and irrigation.
One of the gi-eat advantages of home-raised trees is that you can give
them plenty of room for the roots to develop in, and
when you take them up can get up all these roots.
In the nursery rows they are planted so close and
taken up so carelessly that the root development ia
small, and it takes one year's growth after re-plantAs to cherries, as I said iu an article sometime ago, iug to make as good a tree as your home-grown one
J. C. Eaely.
the sweet varieties that you purchase are generally when first planted out.
Campbell county^ Va.
on such unsuitable stock that they will not live long
enough to hear sufficient fruit to pay for the cost of

per tree and a greater excess of price for grapes and
small fruits than if he honght directly from the nurseryman. By the way, do not get grapes or small
fruits from niirserymen who raise trees, as you can
get them, on hotter terms and of better quality, from
persons who make a specialty of growing them.
When we come to plums, there is not a variety
amongst the new Japanese kinds that is cither of as
good quality or as easy to raise as the old Lomhardy.

ned.

the tree.

Turning

NOTES PROM TIDEWATER.

can truthfully say that not a
single variety that has been originated within the Editor Southern Planter:
The Norfolk trucking section
last 20 years is both of good quality and free from
to pears, I

is in good shape for
Tlie fine crop of spinach and the smallof the old standard varieties are mid-winter.
of excellent quality and delicious flavor, and equally er crop of kale are both being marketed at a fairly
as- free from blight as any of the modern ones, with rapid rate

blight, biit

many

.

the possible exception of the Keifer.
Going to berries, is there any such thing at present
as a sweet, well-flavored strawberry, except the wild
ones ^Vliilst gaining in size to an abnormal degree
the modem strawberries have lost the sweetness and
delicate flavor of the old fashioned ones.
Take the "Iceberg" blackberry," the description is
alluring aJid the berry would be delicious if you could

There is enough of these two crops in sight to supply from 8,000 to 10,000 barrels per day, for every
shipping day every day excepting Sundays and a
few rainy days from now imtil April 10th, at which

—
—

time

it is

expected that these crops will be

all

market-

ed.

The two crops

more than a half milfrom these will raich
Most of the spinget both ends of it to be at the same stage of ripenes: something over a million dollars.
at the some time, but before the end next to the ach growers are cutting clean, and immediately therelion barrels,

are good for

and

tilie

sales

be green and sour, the other end after setting oTit the land to cabbage or lettuce.
Millions of cabbage plants have been set out since
and has turned brown and
•January 1st, also considerable lettuce.
Every plow
lost its flavor.
As for raising the trees to get stocks or roots to is running, preparing the land for the Irish potato
bud or graft on, the yoimg seedling apple roots can crop, which is planted generally in the month of Febbe bought at many nurseries for a mere song, also, ruary and marketed in June. A much larger depear roots, or you can raise them yourself. You can mand is expected in the local market for all crops this
take the seed from the apples you eat.
You can raise year on accoimt of the Jamesto\^-n Exposition.
The weather conditions, since the new year came
excellent free growing stock from the seed of the
Xeifer pear, which abounds everywhere. The seed in, have been simply magnificent. Every day has
from any healthy peach tree will answer for plant- been clear, warm and sunny. No use for overcoat,

stem has ceased
oas ripened and

to

shrivelled,

Stock for sweet cherries can be raised from the
In fact, the stock for any
seed of any Mazzard tree.
tree may be raised from the seed of the same family,
unless you want dwarf trees, which, for pears, can
be raised from the cuttings of the quince. Budding
and grafting are both simple matters, but T will treat
of them in another article, which I will illustrate by
•cute, if practic.'iMe.
I happened upon a sort of a
ins:.

cross between

budding and

srraTting stone fruits last

laprobe or gloves in driving.
Every horse and every hand in the trucking belt
The soil is in fine mechanhas been very, very busy.
ical condition for ploughing and putting in shape
for the early spring crops. A few truckers are putting
in radish,

largely

and every one will strain a point to plant
spring, and a fairly prosperous year

this

seems in

sight.

The future

of the trucking industry

is

a

fertile

summer, which, for a limited number of trees, is field for study and speculation. Tlie government,
for more preferable than the ordinary mode, and more recognizing the importance of this field and of this
'.^rtnin than any I have ever seen practiced, and industry, ha? made a map of the Norfolk trucking
Plant the section, \diich map assumes to show the different
"which even a novice can succeed in doing.
•*eed to a

depth proportioned to

ifc^

size

and be sure kinds of

soil in

the trucking belt.

^'.4^
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[Februarj;.

We

Tiad been laboring for years under the impress- Bays near Cape Henry, and were stunned
or paralyzion that there were but two general kinds of soil here, ed by the cold ; and where picked
up by the hundreds,
viz.
1st, a clay loam, and, 2d, a sandy loam, both fine large trout,
two feet or more in length.
kinds on a subsoil of clayey nature.
The subsoil
Ocean, Va.
A. Jeffees.
in some cases was clayey enotigh for brick making and
in other cases almost open enough to leach, altliough
:

THE VALUE OF CROP ROTATION.

we have never heard any complaint as to leaching.
Suppose a five year rotation is practiced on a
But now comes the government and tinds that we given farm. Let this rotation consist of corn yieldhave nine separate kinds of soils.
The stifPer clay ing 30 bushels per acre, crimson clover yielding 1 1-2
loam is good for grass and grain, and all the balance
is good for the different trucking crops
thirty or
more different crops being grown here. The sandiest
land we have is the most valuable, for on such soil
truckers grow special crops, very early, and,
rule, these are the most profitable.
It is interesting, however, to study the government
map of the trucking section. It shows the importance attached to this section, when the government

—

tons per acre,

Irish potatoes yielding

200 bushele

per acre, wheat yielding 15 bushels per acre, timothy

hay yielding 1 1-2 tons per acre and running for
two years.
The problem is to find out the amount*
In five
of plant food removed by the various crops.
years there would be taken from the soil by this spstem of cropping 238 pounds of nitrogen, 21 poundsof phosphorus and 294 pounds of potassium. Suppose
however, that the crimson clover crop is plowed imgoes to the expense of getting out a special soil sur
der. There woiild be fiO pounds of nitrogen added to
vey map.
the soil presumably taken from the air as crimson
By the way, the map of Eastern or Colonial Virclover is a leguminous crop and has the power of asginia is
interest

of special
at the present time.
similating atmospheric nitrogen throiigh the microeastern portion of the State is to be visited
during the summer bj' millions of people, who can organisms which reside in the nodules growng on its
14hardly reach the Exposition grounds without passing roots under favorable conditions. There will be
pounds of phosphorus and 66 pounds of potassium
through a portion of the trucking belt.
more in the soil than would have been there if the
The State is to get such an advertisement
it

The

as

has

nev*

received beifore and

may

never receive crimson clover had been cut for hay and removed
entirely fi'om the land.

again.

The

and trucking interests of the
State are to become widely known, imderstood and
better appreciated than ever before. A careful study
of the map shows a most wonderful arrangemnt of
land and water.
fishing, oystering

ditions there

would

still

Under these favorable cnobe 178 pounds of nitrogen,

77 pounds of phosphorus and 228 pounds of potassium removed from the soil in five years.
It will be argued by some that a large per cent, of

the fertilizing material contained in these crops has
been returned to the land.
This might be true on a
when it is asserted on good authority that if the stock or dairy farm, but on thousands of farms
water frontage of the State of Virginia was to be where clean culture has been practiced comparativestraightened out, it would reach fully 2,500 miles, or ly little has been returned to the soil.
Suppose,
nearly as far as across the continent to San Franci
however, that half of all the element removed by

A

single statement will

show something of

this:

co; that

is to say, if the surveyor would run his lines
along the shores of all the rivers and inlets and arms
of the sea and bay, he would find fully Sj.'iOO miles
of such frontage.

this

system of crop rotation has been returned

to-

There would still be much to account for.
The needed nitrogen can be obtained from the air
through the growth of leguminous crops, but the supply of phosphorus and potassium removed from the
the

The great industries of the section are fishing,
oystering, trucking, peanuts, in the section back a

soil

few miles from the water; and corn

to

soil.

woiild require an application each year of 500
SOO pounds of phosphoric acid and 500 to 1,000
portions of tidewater.
pounds of sulphate of potash.
Suppose, however,
More stock is needed to even matters up, and furn- that the soil through the stores which nature has
ish proper ballast to keep the craft trim and steady.
provided can supply 2-3 of the needed elements of
It is estimated that the fiih, oyster and truck interests plant food, it is still evident that an application of
reach well up to $10,000,000 annuall.y
Incident- from 100 to 200 pounds nf acid phosnhate, and 50 to
ally, we may mention the fact that in the December 100 pounds of sulphate or muriate of potash would
freeze, when the thermometer, without warning, drop- lif necessary to maintain the land in gnod condition
ped down to 16 above zero, schools of trout were fnv crop growinir.
caught napping, while feeding in Linkhom and Broad
A. M. SOrUE. Director.
is

raised in

all
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Live Stock and Dairy.
AND

SHEEP SHEDS
SHEEP RACKS.
A plan for the shed of 300 ewes is seen in figure
Editor Southern Planter:
1 dra^^•n to scale, 32 feet to one inch.
It is 200 feet
Letters have come from many qiiarters asking for long by 24 feet wide.
You will see that this allows
It 12 sq^iare feet per head exclusive of rack room, which
advice in regard to sheep sheds and sheep racks.
is very hard to advise all parties, because I do not is ample, if the shed is well ventilated.
In such a
know the size of the flocks or the amount of money de- shed a few features are essential 1st, place the shed
sired to he invested, or the method of handling sheep. so as to have the lonjr side turned towards the south
:

A
'I
SCaLE 32 ft' lin.

Fi^.l.

Passage "L"

"n' enlarged

End View

of Rack.

Fig.2.
SCALE

Side View

of

2ft.- lin.

Pack.

Fig.2.
•iCALE 2fi = lin.

Fig. 4.
SCALE

my

2fi- -lin-

This side should be weather boarded
barns that will be found suitable in many cases.
In only four feet from the ground. Above this, for the
a later paper it may be my pleasure to give a sketch full length of the side, should be window sash, hinged
of a more extravagant sheep bam which is close to at the top, or wooden doors hinged at the top of the
The sash will admit the sun and can be opened
the writer's ideal.
shed.
The lower half must be
I will discuss a sheep shed of moderate cost that to make good ventilation.
Draughts in a sheep
will acoomuiodate 300 head of stock ewes, the majori- stripped to prevent all cracks.
ty of which will lamb after being turned out to pas- shed are not permissible.
2d, There must he as little furniture as possible.
ture in the spring, and then discuss plans for a shed
suitable for wintering \\nth special care a pure bred Have only a few simple racks and gates.
3d, for convenience of feeding, such a shed should
flock of sixty liead.

It will be

purjjose to describe two types of sheep

or southeast.
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be constructed to cut the flock up in parts of not
©ver fifty head, hence the gates.
4th, such a shed must have a mow above and a
granary.
You cannot carry feed from day to day for
You should have three kinds of grain
such a flock.

and mix them in the feed room as you use the feed.
This will allow you to vary the feed at will. The
granary i s shown at "0" with three grain bins
These bins reach into the mow and the feed is put
This granary is only 6 feet hy four
in from above.
The mow has
feet, but it might well be made larger.
two hay holes just above the passages "K" "il" and
"L» "N" of the rack. As the hay is filled into the
moTT, boxes are built up around these holes, which
can be moved one by one as the hay is fed down.
5th, it must be constructed to make the removing
of the

manure

For

easy.

doors are provided,
straight through the

in the passages,

[Februarj,

whence

it

is

easily carried into the

The graining must be finished before the haying, so as to leave the way clear through the racks
Before graining, the hay not eaten up must be thrown

rack.

out as bedding, or passed out of the shed to cattle
and then the troughs should be swept out- before the

grain

is

put

in.

Salt should be kept in this shed

would be very acceptable.

and clean water

often necessary to
cull out sheep in a large flock like this, or it is best
at times to separate the lambs from the ewes. Catching sheep with the hands is not only injurious to
It

is

the sheep, biit most tedious work.

By modifying

the

gales of one transverse passage, it will be possible
to divide the flock as you will without catching the

Figure 2 shows, on a large

sheep.

ment of gates

scale, the

arrange-

"L" "iST." Instead of havso that a wagon can be driven ing four-foot gates at "L" and "N," you have two
shed on either side of the rack foot gate at each end. The large gates, "F" and "H,"
this reason four eight-foot

in passage

R5

®

U
JA

must be cheap and suited
The rack suggested is probably

6th, the rack

feeding.

practical rack ever used

4.

Two views of
You note it

to quick

the most

and one that will save hay.
shown in figures Sand
in three sections, as shown

this rack are
is

built

in figure 1, each 62 feet long.
Eacli section will
feed 100 head of ordinary ewes, fifty on a side.
The

trough is flat bottomed, six inches wide, three inches
deep in front and four inches deep behind.
It is
within the rack, so that sheep must put their heads
through the slats at "A," "B," "C," as shown in
figure 4.
They cannot push each other away from
the feed, nor can they waste it.
The slats may be
placed from six to eight inches apart, according to
sheep.
This rack is only four feet high, can be built
entirely

of

3

inch

slats,

trough.

After feeding grain, hay

haj two

lots at once.

made

to fasten just opposite the center of the

Light gates are moimted on posts at "S"
and "T." If a locust post is set in the ground so
as to come about two inches above level of the ground,
a hole can be bored in the top of this post and the
This makes a
butt of the gate may be fitted into it.
simple and cheap hinge and the gate, when not in
use, may be easily lifted up and put aside out of
the way.
Slat panels must be dropped into the ends
passage.

of the racks, as

shown in the

figure as dotted lines.

You are
be put aside.
now ready to divide your sheep going in any direction.
Suppose you wish a few sheep from the middle
pen of the south side in the middle pen on the other
side, the sheep are driven through the passage, as inexcept corner posts and dicated by the arrows, and a man standing at "0"
can, by swinging the gate "E" in the passage, guide
is

These,

when

not in use,

may

thrown dowu in the the few sheep into the middle section on the upper

rack and will serve for the sheep on both sides.
thiis

are

The hay

is

You

side.

thrown down of the

One

could easily

make

flock in this shed

three or four divisions
without catching a sheep.

1907.]
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Suppose you wanted the lambs separated from the The flock may now be admitted at gate No. 1, and,
ewes, and then the ewes divided into two lots, say, with the dividing gate No. 6, the ewes Jicavy with
white-faced and black-faced ewes, all the sheep from lamb may be turned to the right and passed into "E."
may
the north side are moved to the south side, either You find three pens near this entrance.
by the gate "P," at right end of rack, or by the pass- call pen "A" the hospital, pen "B" is for ewes expect-

We

ing to lamb during the night, and pen "C" is for a
ewe with very young lambs, or twins, when it is
doubtful if the ewe would keep track of the lambs in

The flock is now slowly brought
age "K" "M."
through the passage "L" "N" and the lambs are diThe ewes are
rected into section 1 on upper side.
now moved to south side again and the lambs moved
The ewes
to the third section of the upper side.
if brought through the gates, may be separated into
the black-faced and white-faced ewes, not a sheep
These
caught, and all the sheep still in the shed.
little conveniences are worth while.
After a flock
of sheep is separated this way a few times, it is very

These pens are provided with gates
which open outward into the passage, thus turning
the ewe into the pen.
As she goes in, the gate may
be pulled shut to let the ones coming along behind

easy.

pens.

the larger shed.

pass on.
A man standing in the corner of "A" can
work the swinging gate no. 6 with his left hand, and

with his right he can control the gates to the three
Three long poles are fastened to the top cor-

The other sheep shed is intended for a flock of pure ners of the gates by a movable joint and are left lying
It takes only
bred sheep, when it is important to give individual on a support convenient to the hand.
attention to the sheep.
It commends itself to the a second to pick up a pole and push the gate out, and
writer as very practical, and it is certainly useful to before the ewe is well in the pen the gate may be pulled back in place and another opened for the ewe folthe man who will do the best for his ovra.
This shed runs east and west and presents a long lowing. We must suppose that the shepherd knowa
side to the south, which is sided exactly as the other all his ewes and has handled them, until they move
Ewes in lamb are
shed, the upper half consisting of windows hinged slowly through these passages.
at the top.
This shed is planned for sixty ewes and never in a hurry and one has time to manipulate his
This is a splendid plan, because it is dangerallows 18 square feet for each ewe exclusive of rack gates.
room and pens. The racks are, as you see, quite wide. ous to handle ewes heavy with lamb. A safe rule
This is a combination rack, which will permit you for breeding ewes is to put your hands on them as
from the passage rarely as possible.
It will be found convenient to feed the ewe-s
and the hay does not
have to be removed before the graining.
This is with lambs separate from the main flock and, until
an expensive rack, but the convenience will justify half the flock has lambed, these ewes may be fed in
the expense.
The rack will be described later. This "E" along with the ewes heavy with lamb. In this
rack is built in 12-foot sections, which can be easily division is found a lamb creep marked "L," where
moved, permitting a very thorough cleaning of the meal and bran are kept on hand all the time for the
shed.
The hay is thrown do\\-n'from the mow into lambs. It is wonderful to see how soon they will
the passage between the racks.
At "W" is found a begin to eat. Wlien the number of ewes with lambs
feed room, where a variety of feeds are kept in store. is increased, they may be turned to the upper side
A wise feeder will have com, bran, oats, soy beans. of the shed, where another lamb creep is found and
oil cake and cow peas, though some of these may be the ewes without lambs inay be turned into "E." In
dispensed with.
A root cellar is essential to success fact, almost any desired separation of the flock can
with a pure bred flock.
Such a cellar may well be lie efi^ectod in this shed without catching a sheep.
At "S" and "S" are salt boxes, and water shonld
placed under one end of the passage and extended to
to put the gi-ain into the troughs

"P"

at the back of the rack,

the outside of the shed, so it can be filled with a chute be close by.
Thus we have set before you two tA^pes of sheep
from the outside. This cellar should be .about 12 feet
long by six wide by six deep and can be entered from sheds, which may, with slight modification, be made

"K" from the feed passage. This cellar must be to suit your notions. By all means, provide comcemented to keep the water out. During the early fortable shelter for your flocks durintr the bad weathH. B. .\RBroKi.E.
winter, the ewes are fed in any part of the shed, the er of winter..
making it convenient to divide the flock up into
small sections.
If the breeding record of the ewes
is kept, the shepherd knows when to except the lambs.
gates

RELATION OF COST OF FEEDS TO PROFITS IN CATTLE FEEDING.

One week before a ewe is due to lamb, she should Editor Souiliern Planter:
be separated from the rest of the flock to avoid the (Copyright, 190.5, by H. W. Mumford, Urbana, lU.)
In attempting to estimate the probable number of
danger of crowding and to allow a change of feed.
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during any given season and
the probable profit or loss to the cattle feeder, there
is no fact that is more frequently mentioned than that
of the cost of feeds.
From this we may assume that
cattle that will be fed

[February,

what would be called fully
the market for $5.95,

when

finished, as they sold in
the top of the market was

$6.15 per cvrt.
Had these cattle been full fed for
a longer time (they were full fed only about 120
this factor, if not the most important one affecting days), the total and average daily gains would probaprofits in cattle feeding, is certainly one of great im- bly have been larger.
The writer believes it would
portance and one that should be thoroughly under not have been difficult to secure an average daily gain
stood by every man engaged in the business of finish of 2.2 pounds per steer, or 396 poimds in 180 days.
ing cattle for the market.
Live stock journals beRelation of Cost to Profits.
gin as early as July and August to anticipate the
We have, then, suflicient data as to gains and feed
probable size of the corn crop, the probable demand
required to produce gains to discuss intelligently the
for the same, and the bearing of these factors on the
subject of relation of the cost of these feeds to profits
cost of com to the cattle feeders of the country. The
in cattle feeding.
To avoid misunderstanding, let us
cattle feeder is inclined to wait until he can form
repeat that we assumed that each steer involved in
some intelligent opinion as to what the market value
this discussion makes an average daily gain of 2.2
of the corn will be before he decides to what extent
pounds, or 396 pounds for a six months' winter feedhe will engage in the cattle feeding enterprise.
This
ing period; that 75 pounSs of pork is made from the
is well, for, other things being equal, the cost of feeds
droppings of the steer; that 6 pounds of beef and
determines the cost of gains, and the cost of mak1.14 of pork are made from each bushel of corn fed
ing gains has a very direct bearing upon profits and
supplemented with clover hay.
On this basis it
losses in cattle feeding.
would require about 66 bushels of com sujjplemented
Discusion of Simple Ration.
vnth one ton of clover hay to secure the gains recordA discussion of this subject upon the basis of ed for the whole time.
Granting that we are dealing with a choice 1,000feeding the steers a simple ration, like broken ear
com and clover hay, will be most helpful. At the pound feeder that is worth $4.50 per cwt. in the feed
lot, the following financial statement might be made
Elinois Experiment Station the writer fed
carload
a

of

choice

well-bred

2-year-old

Shorthorn,

feeding
Disbairsements Exhibit A.
June, or, in other words,
during a six months' winter feeding period, on brok- One 1,000-poimd choice feeder, $4.50
en ear com and clover hay.
These cattle weighed,
cwt
approximately, 1,000 pounds at the beginning and 66 busTiels com at 30c per bushel
made an average daily gain per steer for the six One ton clover hay

.cattle

from November

—

to

per

$45 00
19 80
5 00

months of slightly over 2 pounds.. To be exact, the
gain per steer was 386.27 pounds.
$69 80
Just enough Total cost
hogs fo]]<3\ved the steers to consume the whole corn
The above total cost does not, of course, include
in the dro])psing of the steers to advantage.
No ad- interest on investment or labor, and, to simplify the
ditional feed of any kind was supplied for the hogs. discussion, it is assumed that the cattle are sold at
In this way it was determined that 74.13 pounds gain home, thus doing away with marketing expenses.
on hogs was made per steer fed. It took 57.73 bushWhat the Feeder Ought to Expect.
els of corn and approximately eight-tenths of a ton of
For the first statement, 30c com and $5 hay are
clover hay to secure the above gain on steer and pig.

total

It

is

•

probable that the gains

made per

unit of feed

were larger than those usually secured by corn belt
cattle feeders.
Stated in terms of beef and pork per
bushel of corn fed, it would be G.fiO pound.i beef and
1.29 pounds pork per bushel of corn fed.
With these
figures as a basis, we may nssume that it would be
fair for purposes of this discussion to consider
pounds of beef nnd 1.14 pounds of pork (15 pounds
'"

taken as about the minimum prices that could be
figured even from the vie^\^oint of the cattle feeder

who produced

his feeds.
If the choice, well-bred
feeding steer cost $4.50 per cwt. in the feed lot, and
the purchaser gets what he pays for and properly
finishes the steer, he ought to expect $1,25 per cwt.
more for the steer at home in the feed lot than cost
price delivered in the feed lot.

—

Receipts Exhibit A.
per steer in six months") may be made from a bushel
of broken ear com suppleinented with clover hay One 1,396-pound choice to prime steer
where com is fed to well-bred 2-year-old feeding cattle
$55.75 per cwt
with hogs following them to consume the waste.
It 75 pounds pork at $5.00 per c^vt
should be stated thnt the Innd of cattle fed was not

at

$80 27
3 75
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$84 02
69 80

Total receipts
Total expenditures
Profit per steer on basis of 30c corn and $5

hay

The following
•ner,

shows the

table, figured out in the

effect of price of

its:

Exhibit B.

?!

$14 22
same man-

feed on possible prof-
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Can a
breeding purpose, ougbt to be worth as much.
breeder take less for a bull for breeding purposes than
the bull will bring eventually for sausage meat {
A young bull, let us say 12 months old, will noi
weigh 1,(100 pounds, but if he can be bought, let
us suppose, for $64, be used for breeding purposes
for two or three years, and then be sold for sausage

[February,

They are not to be had for less money tha»
They
they will eventually bring for sausage meat.
are certainly worth as much money to you for breeding purposes as they will be to a butcher for sausage.
ing.

Tlicy ought to be worth even a little more to you
for they will enable you to get a cent or two per

It is up to you to pay
)iound more for your beef.
not this getting back his original fair prices for good, young, registered bulls and raie*?
cost ?
I contend it would be putting him originally 6 cents to 7 cents, or, say, 5 cents beef, instead of the
G. D. Buddecke.
on a sausage basis, for his services would more than 3 cent to 4 cent kind.
Ballimore, Md.
pay for his keep the feeding to whicli his increase

meat for $64,

is

—

in weight is due, if

you wish.

I do not think any sane man really believes he
IN VIRGINIA.
TICK
should be able to get a good, yoiing, registered, beef
bull for less money than a butcher would pay for the Editor Southern Planter:
It occurs to me that the farmers and especially the
same bull for sausage meat,
good many farmers
cannot have foimd out what good bull meat is worth. cattle raisers of the twelve or fourteen counties ly-

ERADICATION

A

must be that they are not aware of the difference ing south of the James river between Richmond and
A butcher will pay 6 cents to 7 cents for Ljmchburg, which have heretofore been in the quara beef that will dress 63 or 65 per cent, in preference antined district, are showing a lack of appreciation
to 4 cents to 5 cents for one dressing only 47 or 50 of the efforts being made by the Federal QuaranThe biill I sold at the stock yards recently tine officers and State and county authorities to take
per cent.
That we should
illustrates this point exactly.
I got 3 7-S cents per us out of quarantine permanently.
pound for him when scrub bulls were quoted at 2 1-2 be out of quarantine is not only important to the
•
man who makes a business of cattle raising, but it is
cents per pound.
The farmer who wants to buy a good, young, reg- of equal importance to the man who has only one cow
istered, beef bull, for breeding purposes, for less and has a calf to ship once in a wnile, as his calf
money than a butcher will pa}- for one for Bologna would bring more if it did not come from the quarIt

in values.

sausage, has evidently been selling his old ones for antine section. This alone gives it a black eye. The
2 cents to 2 1-2 cents per pound, and has not heard Board of Supervisors of Cumberland (my coimty),..
of any higher prices
has not heard of 6 cents to 7 held a meeting about the first of September, at
which were present Dr. Cooper Curtis, representcents beeves.

—

There was an article in the Breeders' Gazette sometime ago to the effect that a good, young, registered
bull ought never to be sold for less than $100.
A
good bull calf can be made into a steer and be made
to weigh 1,600 pounds at two years, which, at 6
cents per pound, will give $06 for him.
Such a
one will bring 6 1-2 cents or 7 cents per pound to-day,
so we may say something over $100 for him.

ing the Federal authorities, and Dr. Femeyhough,State Veterinarian.
Dr. Curtis delivered a very instructive lecture on the Cattle Tick, a subject witlu
At the request of these
wliich he is most familiar.
two gentlemen, the Board recommended and Dr. Ferneyhough appointed local county inspectors whc>

marie a close canvas of the entire county, inspectNone
ing each head separately for cattle ticks.
Of course, it takes more feed to make a 1,600 wc^re found, llowe^•cr, except on one farm, and tbcw
pound beef than it does to make a yearling bull, and had been brought in a short time before on some catit might take a little longer than two years, but bulls tle from the adjoining county of Buckingham. IIow^
should be worth more for breeding purposes than for ever, in justice to Buckingham, I will state that tick?
beef, and if they will not bring more for breeding were found in small quantities in only two or throe
purposes breeders should raise fewer bulls and more ytlacos there and these farms, as well as the one in

Cumberland, have been rigidly quarantined, and no
an unusual thing in the west for bulls cattle can be moved off them imtil they have been
to bring $1,000 for breeding purposes, though buy tlioroughly inspected' and have been found free of
Dr. Curtis informed us that there was no
ers Ivuow that $60 to $80 will be their final value ticks.
If we would just
Stanley R. Pierce, of Creston, 111., paid $9,100 for trouble to rid a pasture of ticks.
the great Prince Ito.
keep it free of cattle for one year, the ticks would
Now, is sausage meat worth more than a sire? Do lie starved out, as they cannot live unless they orb
This should be very encouraging to
a little thinking, you, my brothers, who make offers get on cattle.

beeves.

It is not

of $50 for yearling, registered bulls of the best breed- anv infested section, as

it is

an easy remedy to apply.

TUE SOUTIIEKN
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Of

course, the cattle

moved

to the

new

iHUG \\u» Liio (iarUner-Uverton sale whicii
was held December lith at the beautiful and wideh
known Overton Hail i^arm near JSiashviile.
It was a tit ending for a very successful year il
the Jersey world, and no one was disappointed excep;
perhaps a few who failed to attend.
The stock was in splendid condition and consisteo
mostly of animals in whose veins the richest blood in
Tennessee flowed.
Not a few had a top cross ot
Island blood, which gave them exceptional type and
finish along with the rugged constitution and deep
milking qualities characteristic in Tennessee Jer•lerseys.
There was no "high water mark" reached

pasture.

The system of grazing cattle in the same old fields
year after year, thereby perpetuating the life of the
tick,

is

why Buckingham,

as

137

to be cleaned thor- gether Hi

would have

OTighly before they were

PLAi^TEK.

well as

many

other

counties of the State, have had so much trouble with
Texas fever among cattle. These counties have had

is known as the Fence Law under which every
turned his cattle on the commons and they grazed after each other continuously, which gives the tick
a splendid chance to thrive.
Buckingham abolished
this old fogy custom a few years back, when the county was full of ticks, and required every man to fence
in his own cattle, which usually resulted in a change
of pasture, and in this way starved the tick.
As a in this sale, but excellent prices prevailed and ar
result, Buckingham is about free of the tick by sim- average of $184.G1 was realized on the 52 head.
The highest price paid was $350, reached in thre^
ply abolishing the old Fence Law and adopting a No

what

man

The old Fence Law has cost the peo- instances, i. e., ilarshande's Oonan of 0. H. F., cott
ple of Virginia thousands of dollars from this one J. O. Dickenson, Laloma's Pet cow, Eafter Farms
and Katie's Kind Oonan. heifer, Mr. May Overton
disease.
Fence Law.

meeting of the Southern The latter heifer named was an Island-Tennesse*
December 5th, at which cross and truly a "happy nick," for she filled tin
all of the Southern States wci-e represented, CiTmber- eye from muzzle to switch.
land was rei^rescnted by one of our best farmers and
The largest buyer was ilr. J. 0. Dickenson, prescattle raisers, ]\Ir. E. J. Harrison, but we are sorry ent 0A\Tier of
Bell Meade.
His purchases, withom
to learn that none of the other counties which are
exception, were "tops" for the purpose of establisbsqually interested in the subject were represented at
ing a herd that will be a credit to Bell Meade
all.
Afr. Plarrison, on his return, inform.cd the writAmong the goed tilings that went to Mr. Dickensor
er that Dr. Curtis said the coiinties in question would
were the two prize winning heifer calves exhibited hf
be left oui of quarantine as long as they proved by
Overton Hall Fann dui-ing the nast season. TJue D'o'
their action that they could keep down and stamp out

At

a cattle quarantine

States, held at Xashville on

and

the cattle tick.

Sru'sational Actress, nt ."RSOO each.

The

latte*

was afterwards bought privntel-v along with a riehb'
people of the Southside to
make up their minds that they are going to stamp! bred Tennessee bull, Denise's Ida's Last, by Alles
Dale Farms, Shelbyville, KentU'cky, nurchasers o*
ont this curse that we have been living under for soi
six bend in the sale.
There were 2fi buyers frorr.
long, for good and all, and I call on yoii, Mr. Editor,!
It

is

now up

to the

your help in
Fluvanna Co.. Va.

to lend us

this work.

II.

P. Baker.

'

about half as

Among
were

We

have for years been pressing upon the farmers
of the Southside counties of Virginia the importance of establishing a "no fence law" in each county
and then rigidly quarantining all tick infested cattle
Had our advice been acted upon, the whole of Virginia would now have been out of quarantine and our
cattle would have been worth hiindreds of thousands
However,
of dollars more than they are to-day.
The farmers seem at last
"better late than never.'

Jlr'T

mnnv

States.

those present prominent in Jersep circles

W.

P..

Spann, Mr.

W.

L. Scott,

]\Ir.

J.

L

Cooper, Mr. A. P. Walker, Mr. Hart, Wallace, Mi
Harry Jenkins, of the Jersey Bulletin, and raxtr
others.

Middle Tennessee

an ideal country for breea
Luxuriant bi«<
grass covers the rolling landscape, and silvery stream*
There you find the pictureecrat
traverse the ravines.
and delightful "woodland" pastures. The gigaati<
awake to the fact that the tick is the cause of the oaks are just far enough apart to permit the sud
in and make the grass sweet and nutD
'N'ow shine to get
trouble and that it can be got rid of easily.
trious.
let us see it exterminated quickly.—Ed.
No higher type of people can be found anywherf
SALE OF JETJSEYS AT :N'ASHVILLE, TE^^N. in our great coimtry than in and around NashvilleThe spirt of commercinlism is awake, as their pros
Editor Sovthern Planter:
The last opportunity for Jersey lovers to get to- peritr and rapid Growth would indicate, but at the
is

ing and developing the Jersey cow.

:
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J_J;'ebruary,

saiue time a lo\e for liuiuc,

liigii btaudard of liouor could outrun
a nigger, or they would never see any
and retLaenieut iiave beeu preserved. When you meat for themselves. Judging
from a communicago among them, every <;ourtesy is extended to make tion we have from Mv.
W. R. Walker, of Union
you feel at home, and they succeed to. the marked South Carolina, whose advertisement
will be found
degree that one is inclined to tarry longer as was in
our columns, he at any rate is going to raise
the case with some who attended that very attractive
hogs which, if they cannot outrun the nigger,

sale.

certainly be so heavy that if he catches

Manager Keuben Gentry
upon his success at Overton

is

to

Hall.

We doubt not that now Mr.
example and his ueighlwrs are
able to xsec what good hogs are like and how much
more profitable they are to keep, that hundreds of
farmers will follow his example. Mr. Walker writes
us that he has Imported Hightide Commons as the
head of the herd. This hog is one of the best that

be congratulated not carr\- them away.

His

efforts

have Walker has

heen untiring and were by no means in vain.
G. P. Adams.

DAIRY RECORDS.
in the

wiU
them he can-

set

this

on Dairy Records in our January ever crossed the ocean. He has also in service a
by Professor Pain, the printers unfortunately
great-son of Baron Premier 3d, Sttnnyside's Mastermade one or two errors, the correction of which was
overlooked. The following letter from Professor Pain piece, son of the great Masterpiece, the highest priced
corrects these as well as deals with a eommunication boar of the breed, and Sunnyside's Faithful, out of
article

isBue,

frojn a subscriber which

we

sent him, as to the value

of by -products

"The

Her

Majesty, the two best hogs Biltmore ever owned.

He

has also 25 pure bred registered sows carrying

on Holsteiu milk should be $37.67 in the blood of Premier, Baron Lee and Premier Longshown in table of my article
fellow, and some of these are due to farrow shortl-^
on Dairy Records in your issue of last mouth. Thci
having been served by Baron Premier 3d. The pigs
Guernsey milk should be 5,178 instead of 3,778.
I note what your correspondent says with regard should be choice animals to start a herd for any
to crediting the different cows with the skim-milk one, or to improve existing herds.
Mr. Walker keeps
profit

stead of $35.17, as is

produced.

It is probable that if these cows were bis hogs tmder the most natural conditions.
They
credited with the skim-milk tliere might be some dif have a fine Bermuda pasture of large extent for sumference in the way the profit stands, but it seems
mer grazing, with a stream of pure water running
in view of the fact that there is su'Ch a large diver
through it. Wheat, oats, rye, rape, vetch and crimffenee of opinion as to the value of Rkim-milk, it is
for winter pasture, and 25 acres of original
well for each one interested in this work to make son clover
oak forest for shade and mast run. They are not codttiis estim.nte for biinself, aecorrling
to Inr-nl

ponrli-

dled or

tions.

pampered

in

any way, and hence produce

I would like to emphasize again the fact that thi^ strong, healthy pigs, which can be relied upon to
is in no sense a breed test, but that the vear's record
make vigorous gro-«i:h and rapid development. We
^as eiven that it miffht helr> =0Tne one tn a elearoT
(hope that Mr. Walker will receive the support and
I'ndorstnndinrr a"? to whnt thp brpeds -n-ould do in a
encouragement which his enterprise deserves. South
"-(^neral wav.
.ToTT^- T? "Fvtv.
Carolina farmers can now get as good blood right
nrnrrimpvf F!tri., Blnrl'xhvrn. Yn.
ArmVulturist.
at home as they can get in any other part of this
great country.

BERKSlllRES IE SOUTH C^mOLINA.

GLENBURN FARM

Some of our So. Carolina friends seem at last tohava
got over the difficulty they formerly felt as to buying
and keeping fine, pure bred hogs. When they were
reproached some years ago with the character of the
hogs they kept genuine old-fashioned rail splitters
and were urged to buy quick-maturing, heavy hogs
they replied that it was useless for them to think of

—

—

such a thino: the bog they must keep must be one that

Our

(VA.)

BERKSHIRES.

friend, Dr. J. D. Kirk, of

Glenburn Farm,

whose advertisement ap])cars regularly in our

issues,

MTites us that he has succeeded in buying the cele-

brated boar, Tx)rd Premier 3d.

sometime ago for $1,000, and
l(,

Dr. Kirk's herd.

This boar was sold
is

a great acquisition

THE SOUTHERN
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The Poultry Yard.
POULTKY NOTES.
early in the fall and to leave them there undisturbed
days late in getting my fowls in their until the laying
season is over."
new quarters. They were enticed into the new house
j\lauy
farmers
say they cannot afford to build good.
very easily.
We put a good lot of leaves into the
1 do not
house January 4th and put wheat and oats comfortable houses for their Hock of fowls.
into this litter early in the day.
They scratched and advise any one to build expensive houses, but have
worked merrily all day long, but when night came them comfortable, roomy, clean and well ventilated
"nary" a one was on the roost poles. They were in The house just completed is 64 feet long, 10 feet
their old places, in the smoke house, cookroom and wide, and 7 feet high in front and 5 feet high in the
trees.
The new house was clean, comfortable, re- rear. Back and ends are double boarded, front lapspectable their chosen places neither one, yet they. sided with 2 feet open covered with 2 inch mesh
from habit or choice, left the clean, comfortable house screen and heavy twilled muslin curtain 27 inches
for their wonted places.
One of the children said wide. Roof is sheathed tight with inch boards, cov"the dumb things."
This gave me a chance to say ered with paper heavily pitched and sanded. It is
"they are just like other people, many other people whitewashed inside and out, is neat in appearance
at least.
Many men and women prefer places that will house 400 layinjr hens and cost, in actual cash
i was

live

;

I will not give any particulars as to
are neither respectable, clean nor comfortable to the outlay, $16.05.
construction or material at this time.
I want to say

quiet peace of a good home."

On

month we baited them again however,
Long Ix-fore dusk they were all into the

Eive of the

were in the very tovt
"what are you going to
"Do just what we do with other peo
pie when they insist on violating the law
lock them
up." We closed up the old places and "shooed"
them out of the trees; fed them again in the new
house, and drove and carried them in until they were
all inside, then I turned the key, put the curtain doMm
and left them in imtil Wednesday, the ninth. They
were let out at noon and a few of them returned to
out.

that I did not steal anything that entered,

the fifth of the

but to no purpose.

roost in the

tree hens

Wife

of a large oak.
do about it?"

says,

—

new

house, but a very large per cent

construction of the building, but paid cash

27 oakposts;tbese were
Everything else was bought. T
did all the work with the help of a 1.S year old boy
in nine days, and my wife insisted that she must
whitewash the bouse as her share of the work, and

for everythiugin

it exceptintr

cut on the farm.

she did.

I write this and leave

it

know that at least 99 per
The Planter will say, "it

T

thus to invite criticism
cent, of the readers of

can't be done."

I will

try to give a photo engTaving of this house in March
number of the The Planter, showing outside and

sought their old quarters, but these had been closed inside construction.
bv order of the "court." We allowed them to seek
Many of our pullets had their combs frosted Desbnlter as thev pleased, and bv dark all but five bad
cember 24th and 25th. This stopped the egg yield
gone iTitri the new bouse these Avere in the trees. We
from every one of them that showed the least bit of
caufbt them. cliTmed one win"-. r)ut tbem nn the new
frost on the spikes of the combs.
I annointed them
Tilvervtbiufr
rrtcQto. iTid have bad no fronble siune.
with kerosene oil and vaseline at once and in a iew,
;

19
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The 300 consumed more feed
all were well.
during December than the previous month. It will
T bnd
be seen that I decreased the corn ration and increased
T also fed 100 pounds of green
91=+ tlir-v the wheat and oats.
The co-st of .nreen bone is
tl^nr- TTrpvp bone durinff December.
nominal, but the labor of ffrindin? bv band is too
"Teat.
.!,•„ -„ ^l-^-,.
T have nnt found it prnfitablo to feed srreen
If one conld "^et a jrond bone
o t + ^-p r1 o-., f bnne on tbia accnnnt.
+t,o,. ovn nntter. run bv no-wer of some kind, it would be
days

ofo-n Iit--

r>ar^'^^^n^T' .-nr,

,i;c:nn7^o;-n+r-^

JoTlonrx^

Im',^ (^T orrrro

K"t

flir^

'V^^•^c

"'<

-'o

Vn.U

rryp

^^^^

i'"^-

-n-TA-fitoTilo.

Ivit to r-nt oree-n bn-ne

T'-Wh

r\f

Tn-^

^tremioi-"^

f-Tio

for '^OO

Iia-i-io 1-iv

bone cntters on the mnrk'^t

i t"=l- fo-r

v"p

band

is

ton

:
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The account for December with the 300
encouraging viz.
;

To wheat, 10 1-2 bu., 70c
To com, 7 bu., 50c
To oats, 7 1-2 bu., 45c
To beef meal, 75 lbs., 3c
To green bone, 100 lbs., Ic
To oyster shell, 20 lbs., 2c

By

—

76 11-12
30 cents
at 32 cents
16-11-12 dozen at 29 cents
eggs laid,

30 dozen
30 dozen

at

more interesting fowls bred to-day than the S. C. B. Leghorn.
For several years I have read with much in$ 7 18 terest accounts of tlie large profits derived from pro3 50 ducing eggs for market, and describing the different
3 37 modes of handling and caring for the flocks, feeding,
Previous to 1906, I had kejit no record of ex2 25 etc.
penses or receipts, and did not know whether my
1 00
fowls were paying expenses or not but, desiring to
10
know if the large profits claimed to be made by writ-

is

;

$17 40

Total cost of feed

023

[Februarjj,

doz., viz.

$ 9 00
9 60

4 90

in the poultry papers could be realized, or if
they were merely written as an advertising "boom"
to sell stock and eggs at fancy prices, I decided to
find out for myself, and the results have been entirely satisfactory.
The test was made purposely, uuder
conditions as they exist, or could, at a small outlay,
be made to exist, on most of the farms of the country.
ers

Total cash received
$23 50
The test began January 1, 1906, and ended DecemThe flock consisted of eighty pullets
This leaves a credit of $6.10 for the month of De ber 31, 1906.
and twenty yearling hens, all S. C. B. Leghorns.
cember.
I will deduct this from the $9.79 loss of
Three of the yearling hens died from enlargement
last month, which will make the net loss for the two
of the liver.
None of the others were sick during
month $3.69. Not a bad showing considering the con
ditions.
Now that the fowls are in good quarters, I the year. Llaving a bam with a driveway running
through one end north and south and a stall adjoinfeel that their account will be more satisfactory.
ing, neither of which were in use, I decided to use
Our earliest hatched pullets have not given us as
this for the housing of the fowls.
The driveway has
great returns as those hatched in April and early May
sliding doors eight feet wide at both ends, north side
They commenced to lay in August and September
door was kept closed poultry wire was stretched over
layed well until we moved them in October, then
south end and door kept open during the day and
quit
they
and moulted. I do not Icaow whether this closed at night. This driveway was used as a scratchwas caused by the change of quarters or natural ing shed. In the fall of 1905, dry sand and dust
cause.', but I knoAv that it has lowered the egg yield from the road were put over the entire earth floor
very much during the two months reported.
to a depth of about four inches, and leaves, straw,
Higldand Springs, Ta.
Cal IIusselman.
etc., five to six inches deep were kept on top of this,
which kept floor dry and dusty the entire year. New
P. S.
I will cheerfully answer all enquiries from litter was added from time to time as the old became
subscribers to Tiik Planter.
Enquiries of a per finely broken up.
The stall was 6x12 and was slat'
sonal or private character will only be answered when ted off from scratching shed, four roosts put in, all
The
a stamped and addressed envelope accompanies the on the same leved, and used as a roosting room.
slats allowed fresh air to circulate from scratehing
letter.
C. H.
slicd to roosting room, which gave the fowls good venThe
tilation without subjecting them to draughts.
experttintt: tn pout.tt^y keeping.
entire flock of 100 birds was kept in these quarters.
Editor Soidhern Plnvfer:
I am satisfied that this was too many for the space
Possihlv my experience in the ponltrv business at hand for best results, but as stated before, I wanted
may be of interest to some of vonr renders. T have to see what could be done under conditions that exBeen raising poultry on a small scale for several ist on most farms.
The manure was removed from
years, mostlv for the pleasure derived from attend- roosting room about once a month.
This room had
ing to them and hnvinsr thorn around me.
T start- dirt floor also, and was coverd two or three inchea
ed with a few mongrels, subscribed to several poultry deep in sand and finely broken litter from tha
journal', and invested in a few "ood poultry Itooks, scratching shed was thrown over the droppings every
and after studving tho irood and bad points of the day or so, which absorbed the moisture and kept floor
different breeds, as set forth by the writers' in these dry and nearly odorless.
I believe it very important
journals, T decided upon the R. C. P. Leghorn as the to have everytliing dry and plenty of dust in a poulfowl that would suit me best, and T have never re- try house.
I iiad no lice on ray fowls, the dust batb
gretted the selection, as there are no prettier or more effectually driving them away, and by spraying roost
;

;

1906.]
pole3, ne»\, boxes, etc., with a

—
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good liguid

lice killer,

Only iised one gallon.
I never saw a mite at all.
Fowls were let out each day except on snowy or very
cold days, which only amounted to about twenty days
during the year. They were kept up continuously
for thirty days in the spring or account of sowing
grain, etc., around barn, but they seemed as contented
as when turned out, and during this confinement I
got more eggs than during any other month in the
year.
For a winter ration one gallon each of wheat
iind oats was mixed, and about two-thirds of it fed in
the morning and the balance fed about noon, scattered each time in litter in scratching shed.
Sometimes more was given them, at other times, less.
At
night they v,-ere given all the whole corn they would
eat in a hurry.
If they were slow in going for
it, I did not give them any more.
As warm weather
approached, the corn ration was gradually decreased
until hot weather arrived, when no corn at all was
fed, but about one gallon of oats and from one to
two quarts of \^'heat being fed each day. ^Vhen the
chicks were running out, the corn was fed outside on
clean ground where they could get it qiiickly.
Fowls
had free range and plenty of green grass most of
the year.
Dry wheat bran was kept in a long trough
before them all the time, and also crushed oyster
shells, grit and clean water.
For a week or two during the moulting period, a mash omposed of 50

It made me feel good
to give to them.
just to go out into the shed on a cold day and sec
item making the dust and litter fly, happy and con-
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tented and singing so loud I could hardly hear my
o\vn voice, and at night I would gather about a peck
What a contrast to look across the road to
of eggs.

pounds of linseed meal, 50 pounds of corn meal, and
100 pounds of wheat bran, mixed with buttermilk,
Tfas fed to them each day, about as much as they
would eat up clean in ten to fifteen minutes. I only;
kept an account of the amount received each month;
for eggs and cost of feed, etc.
Every ounce of fecd|
given them was bought at retail prices in Richmond,
and eggs were sold to customers at prices asked by
retail dealers for crate eggs.
A good many dozens
were sold to merchants at wholesale prices. Had I
obtained customers for them all and received top notch
prices for strictly fresh eggs, and had gro'^Ti my
own grain, as most farmers are able to do, the net
The largest
results would have been much larger.
number of eggs gotten in a day was 80, during May
the smallest, 4, during November, and only for one
Lowest price received per dozen, 14
or two days.
I think the record a fairly
cents; highest, 30 cents.
good one, considering that there was no "fussing"
or "fuming" or trying to break records, but just
common, every day attention, only requiring a few
minutes ench day. I am away from home from 7
A. M. until 7 P. M., except about an hour at noon
«ach day, so it can be readily seen that I bad not

much time

:

our neighbor's and see his poor old hens all huddled up under some building and shivering from cold
and he wondering why '"lirown" gets so many eggs
and he gets none. Amounts received for eggs sold
each month were as follows
$ 17 34

January,
February,
March,
April

24
85
34
72
46
13 00
11 34

23
25
27
28
26

May,
June
July,

August,
September,

S

60

October,

11 74

November,
December,

6 10
14 S7

$213 60

Total,

Used

for hatching

Making a

and

table $ 12

$225 94

total of

Cost of feed as follows:
35 bushels corn,
25 bushels wheat

$ 22 75

20 00
18 00
22 05
1 00
3 00
TO
1 00

45 bushels oats
21001bs. wheat bran
50 lbs. linseed meal

500

lbs.

oyster shells

1 bushel corn

34

meal

1 o-allon lice killer

$ 88 50

Total

Leaving a

$137 44

profit of

or nearly $1.37 1-2 per hen.

Henrico Covnty, Ya.

B.

W. McK.

CHICKEN KEEPING.
Editor Southern Planter:
The following shows the results I have secured in
190G from a small flock of S. C. W. Leghorns.
1906, January 1
Stock on yards, 20 hens, 2 roosters, worth$ 16 50
1907, January 1
Stock on yards 58 hens, 112 pullets, 32
roosters,

worth

Increase in ralue of stock

137 00

$120 50

—
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1906, January 1 to 1907, January 1
Fowls and eggs sold
$60 30
Fowls and eggs used in family of
six
50 84 $111 14

$231 64
1906, January 1 to 1907, January 1
$82 90
Feed bought
Oil
r
1 92
Medicine,
1 20
12 20
Eggs bought,
Chickens bought,
44 25
Int. 10% in cost of yards
11 00 $153 47
.

.

.

$ 78 17

Profit,

Garden produce fed to fowls
manure made for the garden.

is set off

FOXHALL POULRY
A

against the

R. H. Harris.

FARIM.

[Febmary,
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eleven or twelve hens can easily supply a family with
Now is the time to plan your campaign in the pouleggs at very smnll expense.
try yard f(?r the eoming year.
You can have your
Yes, chickens pay, and pay well thorough bred choice of three different ways of making a success.
;

stock paying best of

There is the fancy side, where you will probably
tha poultry business start by buying a copy of the "American Standard of
to small yards, roomy houses, and personal attention. Perfection," pick out a breed that takes your fancy.
Then, too, Virginia, midway between the north and
the south, is peculiarly adapted to poultry.
When in Florida a few winters ago, I talked with
a good many people there about raising chickens, and
I was surprised to find very few people had the patience and industry to battle with the mites, sand
ticks, fleas and other things that were a menace to
fowls all the year round down south.
We all know the expense people further north
have during the long winters when their fowls have
to be housed for weeks at a time.
Wliile in Virginia we do not have to keep then
I

attribute

my

all.

success in

up more than a day or two
Nottoway County, Va.

at most.

Louise V. Spexcee.

THE POSSIBILITIES OF POULTRY
RAISING.
Editor Southern Planter,

—

OUTDOOR BROODER.
no branch of fanuiug that will yield
larger returns for the capital invested than poultry
buy a trio of the very best your |)urse can afford, and
and eggs, particularly is this so in the South, where
go in for raising prize winners. Advertise, treat your
the winters are mild and sunny.
customers honestly, show your birds, and never say
die, especially when the judge passes your coop with-

There

is

out even as much as a glance, at the show.
things and your reward will surely come.

Do

these

The

busi-

ness of fancy poultry can be developed on a suburban
lot as well as on a large farm.
The next wav is to

number of fov.ds by the "Colony Sys'
tem," which consists of having small portable houses,
each holding from twenty-five to thirtv birds.
These
are scattered about the different fields, with the hduses about two hundred feet apart.
The birds are all
fed and watered from a wagon which goes the rounds
twice a day.
The houses are cleaned about once a
week in winter and more frequently in summer. The
average profit under the.'se conditions is nbont $1
per bird, net.
Then we have the "Intensive Plan" of keeping a
large number of birds on a eomparativelv small
amount of land. This plan is the one most generally
practiced, and, where successfully carried on, yields
a larger return than is possible from the colony plan.
The returns sometimes nm as high as $2 per bird,
raise a large

k_.-.

INCUBATOR.

But

for

all

that, the successful raisers of

are very mucli in the minority.
for their lack of success
for if there

is

is

The

their neglect of details

any one business that

pendent on detail

it

is

poultry

chief reason

is

absolutely de

that of poultry raising.

made up

In

of little things that most people
For example, two
consider too small to bother with.
men will walk through a poultry house and one will
fact, it's

look at the birds, admire them,

and pass on. Th-i net. Personally, the writer prefers small portable
shape, the color of theii houses, costing about $20 each, set each in a yard
These houses are built to accommodate
combs, and will call attention to an empty shell boN of its ovm.
other will note their
in one
latter

never

size,

pen or that the water

man
will.

is

low in another.

The nbout

The yards may be run
eleven hens and a cock.
each nbout 100x15 feet.
This is large
enough to assure there being plenty of green grass

will succeed with poultry, while the other in

rows,
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m

them the entire growing season, which is a verv
Shade shonld also be provided
mportant point.
There is uo need to
-ither uaturaUy or artificially.
Muslin curtains
aave any glass in poultry houses.
tacked to frames and hung frf^m the top of the win
iow fri'.mes are better in every way, especially when
he roo>ts: are protect(>d by curtains let down in front
)t

them

at night.

Xow,

as to starting

with jioultry or eggs.

[February,

giving the cracked com. wheat and oats in the litter
in the morninw and near noon.
These changes resulted in the better health and
prciductiveness of the birds, but the crowding for the
at feeding time and the hurried filling of their
crops to repletion, even near bed time, did not argue

mash

for the best.

The

buying birds every time,, and
rurtliermore, of only going to well known, reliable
Tell how much you can afford to pay aud
dealers.
You can bank on it that
aon't haggle over the price.
vou wont g-ec the best in any case, because breeders
For good, healthy slock
aon't sell Uieir best birds.
vou will jtrobably have to pay in the neighborhood of
SI. 50 to $2.50 for two year (Jd hens, and from $3
vriter is in favor of

'o

ifio

for (cockerels.

When
with

the birds arrive give

some good

insect powder.

them

a

good dusting

Your houses should

nave board flo<irs, on which should be spread six inchsand or dry dirt, and on this six inches of chaff,
chopped straw, meadow hay or any sort of litter. As
to feed, the best, safest and most natural way of
This has been pracfeeding is the dry feed method.
ticed with great suc-cess at the Elaine Experiment Station.
Mr. Growell. who is in charge of the poultry
department, says, in speaking of bis experiments in

;:IABLB HOUSE.

es of

Several different plans of feeding were compared
by testing tbeni for a year and finally the moLst mask
was abandoned altogether.
The present system of
feeding has been practiced here for two years and is
regarded as the best method thus far used.
The dry
meal mixture is composed of the same materials, in
the same proportion as the moist mash was, but the
method of feeding it is different. It is kept within
reach of the birds at all times, but they never stuff
themselves with it, either because they do not fear
an exhaustion of the supply by their competing mates,
or else it does not taste so good to them as to cause
them to eat of it to repletion. Yet, they appear to
get enough of it.
It is rich in the materials from
which hens make «rgs. Hens that lay many eggs
must he generously nourished. In the changes in
BROODBR COOP.
feeding made here it was not the quantity or com'fry feeding, "for many years warm mashes made position of the ration that was altered, but the feedfrom mixtures of different meals, sometimes with the ing habits of the birds.
addition of cooked vegetables, were given to the bens
It is not proven that our present system for feeddvery morning during the winter season and in warm ing is the only correct one.
Some other methods may
\wather mashes of similar composition, but mixed be better, but at the present time it is giving excelThe hens seemed to like lent satisfaction with Plymouth Rocks.
with cold water, were fed.
madies made in this way better than any thing except
Early in the ui'irning for each 100 hens four quarts
iX>Tn, and, if fed any where near enough lo satisfy of screened cracked com are scattered in the litter,
Aeir appetites, they would load themselves with food which is six to eiirht inches deep on the floor. This
and then sit down in idleness during the early part is not mixed into the litter, for the straw is dry and
jf the day.
They wc-re not willing to scratch in the
door litter for the wheat, oats and cracked com that
had been buried tJiere for them.
The losses of hens from what appeared to be the
^stem of feeding caused the change of the time of
feeding the mash from Tuorning until near night, and

light

and enough of the grain

commence «cratching

is

hidden so the birds

At
same way, two quarts
of wheat and two quarts of oats.
This is all of the
1

for it almost immediately.

o'clock thev are fed in the

regular feeding that is done.
Along one side of the room

is

the feed trough, witk

:
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it is kept a supply of dry meals easier to handle and then the chicks have a fair
This dry meal mixture is composed chance to start without lice and mites. Never put
of the following materials, ciz.
a chick that has been hatched under a hen into a
brooder, for if you do you will find your brooder
200 lbs. good wheat bran,
filled with lice in no time.
100 lbs. com meal,
There is no better egg
producer on the market than fresh green bone ground
100 lbs. middlings,
100 lbs. gluten meal or brewers' grain,
and fed twice a week in moderation.
In closing, the writer desires to impress his read100 lbs. linseed meal,
ers with the fact that poultry raising opens a fine
100 lbs. beef scrap.
These materials are spread on the floor in layers opportunity for men and women to make a good,
one above another and shoveled together imtil thor- comfortable living, from $600 to $1,200 or more a
oughly mixed, then kept in stock for supplying the year, if they will only stick to it, begin in a small
trough.
The trough is never allowed to remain emp- way and watch the little details.
Edwix K. Paekinson.
ty.
The dry meal mixture is constantly within reach

flatted front.

mixed

together.

all of the birds and they help themselves at will.
Oyster shell, dry cracked bone, grit and charcoal
are kept in slatted troughs and -are accessible at all
times.
A moderate supply of mangolds and plenty
of clean water is fursished.
About five pounds of
clover cut into inch lengths is fed dry daily to each
100 birds in winter.
WTien the wheat, oats and
cracked com are given the birds are always ready
and anxious for them and they scratch in the litter
for the very last kernel, before going to the trough
where an abundance of food is in store.
It is very evident that they like the broken and
whole grains better than the mixture of fine, dry materials; yet they by no means dislike the latter, for
they help themselves to it, a mouthful or two at a
time, whenever they seem to need it and never go to
bed with empty crops, so far as noted.
They appar
entlv do not like it well enough to gorge themselves
with it, and sit down, loaf, get over-fat and lay softshelled eggs, as is so commonly the case with Plymouth Rocks when they are given warm morning

of

At

the moderate fee of

registered

French coach

$12

to insure. Grandee, the

stallion,

owned by Carl

H

Xolting, of Trevilian, Louisa county, Va., should
attract the attention of breeders.
Along with grand
size and substance. Grandee combines high form and
good looks, as evidenced by his being a blue ribbon
winner at the Charlottesville Horse Show and again
at the Virginia State Fair in 1906.

The American carriage horse still comes in for a
large share of attention by both the horse journals
and magazines and experienced horsemen, who have
much study and thought.
In a recent issue of Sports of the Times, Mr. J.
Elliott Hall treated the subject very skilfully and
very carefuly.
He names ten breeds which have
been suggested as foundation stock for the production
of this class of horses, viz American trotter, Morgan, American saddle horse, Hackney, French, German and Yorkshire coach breeds, Arabian and thoroughM-ed.
He then proceeds to give an accurate de-

given the subject

:

mashes in troughs."
The same rules apply for the feeding of chicks.
Eor the first month there is nothing better than the scription of the correct type
prepared chick feeds for the youngsters, for they contain all that is necessary for the best growth, and are
not expensive.
Be sure to keep a supply of granulated charcoal,
»rit and oyster shell on hand for your fowls, both
There is one other point which is
large and small.
absolutely essential to success, that

When

is,

cleanliness.

follows:

"A

as far as possible as
horse standing close to 15.3 hands and

weighing around 1,150 pounds, of smooth, compact
conformation, prominent and expressive eyes, small
well-poised ears, clean cut, stylish head, neck well
arched, muscular and clean, full-made, compact body,
large heart girth, deep ribs, strong, straight back,
close coupled loins, straight, full crop, well muscled
in forearms, stifles and quarters, clean, flat lower
limbs, medium sized, round foot above the average
Good, all around action fs an absowidth at heel.

fowls are kept in large numbers without free
range, the houses shoiild be cleaned every other day.
that is, the roost platforms, without fail, and the
roosts sprayed wdth some Kquid lice killer oncp a lute necessity, the higher the better, so long as it is
accomplished by a well-balanced, frictionless gait
week.
Yes, all that means extra work and trouble, but While speed in a carriage has never been considered
you can be sure of this, that unless you do these absolutely essential, yet it is a very desirable acthings you can count on making a failure of poultry quirement and is always regarded as a decided advanraising every time.

tage, the indication being that this will be

Incubators are better than hens because they are in the future that
Rock.

it

has been in the past"

more

so

—Broad

:
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The Horse.
NOTES.

Virginia.

In no part of

tlie

world, except Ireland,.

At Plain Dealing Earin, Scottsville, Va., the is thoroughbred blood so generally used, or such
splendid specimens of the high bred hunter and blood
trotters owned by W. N. Wibner, are wintering nicehack produced in such numbers as in oirr State.
ly, among them being the black stallion, Virginia
Their popularity is well deserved, and general among
Chief, the sire of many useful road and driving
the wealthy eastern sportsmen.
That prince of genhorses; his sons, Aebueer, 30023, and Plain Dealing
tlemen sportsmen, Mr. Foxhall P. Keene, says the
30921, and some well-bred brood mares and young
Virginia h\inters are the best He has been able to
things. The most recent addition to the stud, the bay eolt

Bon Axworth, now three years old, is developing fast produce in America or Europe. We have the markand will make a large, handsome horse. The breed- et now, but we can greatly extend that market, and
preing of this young stallion attracts attention too, see- we cannot be too careful both to deserve and to

serve our prestige.
This cannot be done by resting
ing that he is a son of the great young sire, Axworthy,
on our reputation, but only by brave, earnest and \m2 :15 1-4 and from Sunol, 2 :08 1-4, ex-queen of trotThe ceasing effort.
ters and yet the champion to high wheel sulky.
The objects of the proposed organization are in
handsomest mare at the farm is Flora AUerton, by

part the general improvement of the lumter and hack
AUerton, 2 :09 1-4, dam Flora Jefferson, by Elk Nutbreeding in the State, the more careful and general
wood, one of the best bred sons of the illustrous Nut
use of the best thoroughbred blood, the registry of
wood.
stiitable, sound, and approved sires and dams, a systematic extension of the market for horses of this
James Rowe, who trains for Mr. James R. Keene
class, including cavalry remounts, the offering (when
and A. J. Joyner, who fills a like position with Mr.
the society is able) of prizes, etc.
We hope we are
August Belmont, Chairman of the Jockey Club, both
laying the foundation for a National Hunter Imhail from this section, Rowe being a native of Frederprovement Society.
icksburg, Va., where, among his relatives, are men
Those in charge of the movement have given much
of high standing and successful in various under
consideration to the questions involved, have caretokings.
Joyner, whose father was a well known
fully studied the Engli.sh prototype, its system and
physician in ante-bellum days, near Weldon, N. C.
methods, have discussed the matter in all its bearwhich is close to the dividing of the two States,
ings with earnest, practical horsemen from various
was always fond of horses and soon after the war
parts of the country, and feel assxired we can subwent north and took up training as a profession, a
rait a system and plan of procedure in all respects
calling in which he has attained eminence, as has
feasible, and which will commend themselves to our
Rowe.
Beoad Rock.
Virginia horsemen.
As soon as a convenient time and place of meeting
VIRGINIA
for permanent organization is decided upon we will
SOCIETY.
notify you and trust you will be present.
In the
Mr. Charles Griffin Herring, of Harrisonburg meantime, we bespeak for the movement your influVa., writes us that steps are being t.aken by a num- ence and support in your country.
We would also
ber of gentlemen in his section of the State looking greatly appreciate any suggestions you woiild be kind
to the formation of a Society for the improvement of eno^igh to make.
Will you please send names and
the breeding of the hunter.
He sends us the follow- address of members of your hunt?
ing circular letter which has been addressed to offiIn addition to tht^ foregoing, "Mr. Herring sends
cers and members of hunt clubs
us copy of a letter addressed to members of the
It is evident to all who have observed the tendency Jockey club, soliciting its co-operation in the furnishof the times, that a himter improvement society, on ing of thoroughbred stallions for service in Virginia
the lines of the English Hunter Improvement Socie- where they would meet mares of a suitable type for
ey, ^\nll be organized in this country in the near fu- producing huntor.s nf the best type.
We trust that
ture.
It is being constantly agitated, especially in the proposed Societ-\- will receive the encouragement
the Eastern States.
and support of horse breeders throughout the State
Now, it does not require much reflection to see the as there i.« no doubt that we can here produce hunters
vast importance to Virginia horsemen and breeders the e(|ual of the best at a minimum cost, and which
of havinof the initiative in this movement come from would sell for long prices.

THE

HUNTERS IMPROVEMENT
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Miscellaneous
THE PRESIDENCY OF THE VIRGINIA
AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL
COLLEGE.

We

are glad to say that the Board of Visitors at
the recent meeting determined to adopt the course we
suggested when Dr. McBrydes resignation was made

known, viz. to appoint a committee of the Board to
select and recommend the names of a gentleman or
gentlemen to fill the position of President of the College.
The committee selected to do this responsible
Mr. Eggleston.
work was most admirably chosen.
:

the

Superintendent of Public Instruction of the
was made chairman, and he has associated

State,

with him Mr. Carrington, of Charlotte county, and
Mr. H. M. Smith, of this city. Mr. Eggleston is
the best Superintendent of Public Instruction we
have had in the State since the days of Dr. Ruffner.
He is an enthusiastic educator and a splendid business man, and knows what kind of a man is needed
to fill the position of President of a great college.
We know that he will be guided in his selection by
considerations of fitness alone, and from his long association with the agricultural sections of the State,
we can confidently rely upon his using his influence
to secure a gentleman who will make the agricultural
side of the College as great a success as
ical side already.

We

is

the raechan-

believe also that in this he,

will have the heary co-operation of his colleagues.

We

want

College
that

to see the Agricultural

made second

we have

got the

to

Department of the

therein,

:

Now They

none in the country.

new Agricultural

systems of management and methods advised
and rarely, if ever, do we have them complaint that they fail to make good results.
The following reached us a few days ago from Mr. Louis
Siegel, of Mecklenburg county,Va.
"I have been
in Virg-inia now four and one-half years, and have
been a subscriber to The Planter ever since I came.
The farm I bought was like most of the land, very
poor, and I scarcely got the seed back the first year.
The past year I had four acres in Alfalfa, which I
cut four times and part of it five times.
My corn
crop was about a three-fourths stand and made about
65 bushels to the acre. M!y wheat made 34 bushels
and buckwheat 29 bushels. Oats did not amount
to much, the hot weather in May injured them badly.
One-half acre in Irish potatoes made 114 bushels^
I have done this by hard work, but the most credit
I have to give to the Southern Planter for its
unequalled teaching.
I have read a good many farm
papers in my life, but The Planter is the best and
the cheapest."
We thank our friend for this most
handsome compliment. Would that we could get all
subscribers to The Planter to read and practice
what is preached. There would be more prosperous
Too many, especially of our
farmers in the South.
native Southern people, will rely on brawn and muscle instead of mixing this properly with brain work
They say that they have not time to read and that
we advise methods they cannot afford to practice.
The foregoing testimonial proves that this is not true.
tice the

hall erected

will never

make

the success their labor deserves

until they read, think and practice better methods.

We

and nearly equipped for work, there is no reason why are careful always not to advise too costly methods
this should not be the case, and the right man in Try our advice on small areas first. The result will
the Presidents chair will make it so. Take time, gen- soon make it possible to follow on larger ones.
tlemen, in

making the

selection.

The men

to

fill

such positions are not seeking them, they miist be

WANTED A MACHINE.

sought.

Editor JSouthern Planter:

A GOOD WORD FOR THE PLANTER.

The rapid

decline in the efficiency of farm labor

of the most pleasing incidents in oxir daily in this .section of the South will soon force us to one
must either replace
work is that of reading letters from subscribers in of the follo\\ang alternatives
every section of the South, Ijearing testimony to the the negro by some other type of laborer, or else begin
value which The Planter has been to them in the at once to develop and utilize labor-saving machin-

One

:

conduct of their work on the farm. Rarely a day
passes but that we receive one or more such letters.
A very large number of these come from new settlers in the South, who come here with ideas and
methods of management altogether unfitted if practiced here to make them successful.
These men iu
large numbers take and read The Planter and prac-

We

ery to the point that high-priced white labor will
give a return.
Personally, I see no hope of success from imported

European

labor.

at once that

pete

with

trade, than

it is

our
it

The European on arrival must see
him to imderlive and com-

easier for

prodigal native white engaged in
underlive the negro on a maniial

is to
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and he leaves the farm for the fruit
junk shop every time.
Our problem is to develop a proper recompense
for the white labor we have left.
This can only be
done by giving the white farm laborer proper tool
that will give him returns at least approximating
those of the carpenter, the mason, or the smith
This is done in the middle west and it must be done
labor wage,

peas

itand, or

and

we are to compete.
The high price of cow peas

here if

this past year .is the
most hopeful sign that I have seen in Southern agri
culture in an experience of twenty-five years.
From
May to July, they rose steadily from $1,25 to over
$2 a Irusliel, and this with a crop whose every hour
of cultivation was obtained at the sacrifice of some
standard crop like com, cotton, tobacco, grain or hay,
Pea time is always given grudgingly, and the fact
that it was really given till mixed seed peas went
above $2 speaks volumes.
Looking back over the field, I am convinced that
a pea planter can be devised which will relieve this
strain and enable us to plant peas rapidly and well,

yet cheaply.

The

best pea crop I ever raised

was in the early
I rounded the
corner of the land to save time and started first two
one-horse plows, then came a hand with a horn dropping acid phosphate (600 pounds), then a third onehorse plow and another hand dropping peas (black).
This proceedure, as will be seen, breaks all the land
eighties and

was planted

as follows:

[February,

sliould not be planted over four inches

also that the shallower

we make

deep

the vertical, the

greater the width of the horizontal cut we can get for
the same horse power. With tliree fair horses, a four
inch depth of furrows, the weight of the loaded machine and its driver plus gear friction and a gang
of mould-board plows, we couldn't hope to turn a furrow over 18 or 20 inches (1 row). I believe, however, that with a gang of disc plows on the same
vertical cut, we could turn a furrow full 30 or more
inches wide (2 rows), and this is the difference bebetween two and four acres a day for the same man
and team. There are disc cultivators of six blades
now on the market that make light pulling for
two horses on a four inch cut.
To the manufacturer

who may

consider the construction of this

much

needed machine, I would suggest that the tubes carrying the seed peas must be delivered behind their own
dies with the fertilizer tubes on either sde, but at
least one removed.
It may be suggested by those aiccustomed to the
two-horse plow, broadcast seeding and final harrowing, that four inch plowing is too shallow.
To this

T

may

say, that in 15 inch drills the peas -will soom

ground and conseiwe the moisture,
that forcing the roots, Avhich contain more than half
of the profits to a lateral, and consequently to a supei^
sh.ide the entire

position, puts them where most available for
the next crop, that the amide bacteria of the nodules
jret in their best work at medium depths, and, last,
ficial

puts the peas in drills, 15 to 18 inches apart, it
separates the fertilizer from the pea, yet keeps it but not least, cutting only four inches, you can cut
easily accessible.
At this time such a method would wide and make time. The farmer who can put in
be prohibited, both by the high cost of the labor, field peas on his stubble at the rate of 3 or 4 acres a day
hands, and the difficulty in finding any labor really for one hand, will plant peas profitably, if he has to
pay three dollars a day for that hand.
trained to drop peas or fertilizer in the
right
amounts.
Half a bushel of peas, properly spaced
It would not be difficult to make a two-horse main the drill, will sow an acre perfectly, while it chine if we left off the fertilizer attachment and narit

takes a bushel and a half, broadcast, to give an equal rowed the cut, but a standard three-horse machine
stand, and peas are money.
certainly should have it.
Anything which will

I feel quite sure that a pea planter can be conwhich will allow one farm laborer to plow
and plant from three to four acres of land a day
putting in the acid phosphate (and kainit) regularly and properly, and using hardly two pecks of peas
to secure a perfect stand.
strnct^ed

accentuate the fact that a dollar's worth of phosphoric
acid and potash given to a pea field is worth more
to any succeedins^ crop (even wheat) than two dollars'
is

a

worth of the same

fertilizer

mi.^sionary

With

force.

applied

slight

directly

modifications

and changes, siich a machine could be nsed for variI would suggest for such a machine three horses ous other purposes as planting silage com, etc.
The momentum of three good heavy horses abreast
Tn conclusion, the present methods of planting
will enable thera to turn a cut 25 per cent, greater peas are very unsatisfactory. They are all expensive;
than can be done by the same three horses at single thev call for too mnch valuable time they leave ns
plows.
I believe that an arched cultivator frame still at the mercy of an exasperating labor, and they
on two wheels, one of them adjustable to depth of do not give proper returns. Let some manufacturer
furrow, and a short grain drill body, with two corn give us a reliable wide-cut machine, and he will serve
planter hoppers behind would cover the ground.
a great pnrpose.
Biochemor.
;

As regards the plows, we must remember

tJiat

cow

Albemarle Co., Va.

I
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should be made direct te
this office, either by Registered Letter er
Money Order, which will be at our risk.
When made etberwlse we cannot ke rmpenIble.
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to

receWe

their

paper promptly and regularly will confer a
favor by reporting the (act at once.
INVITE FARMERS te write us on any
agricultural topic. We are always pleased te
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receive practical articles.

How
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New
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high-grade stocks selected and
grown especially lor seed purposes.
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Write for prices and V-'OOD'S
1907 SEED BOOK, telling about
seeds tor the Farm and Garden.
Mailed free on request.

all

paid.

SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST
WINNERS.

PRIZE

contest, which we
inaugurated in October, closed on DeAs soon
advertised.
as
31st,
cember
as the returns were tabulated and the

T.W. WOOD & SONS,

The subscription

winners known, we sent checks,
amounting to $100, to the following:
Fifty dollars to Mr. J. Mat White,
Blountvilie, Tenn., winner of the first
prize; $25 to Mr. A. J. Martin, Independence, Va.. winner of the second
prize; $15 to Mrs. J. D. Jenkins, Tarboro, N. C, winner of the third prize;
$10 to Mr. John G. Smith, Newport
News, Va., winner of the fourth prize.
congratulate the winners on their

We

-BEATS THE

Grindstone
TEN TIMES OVER
No

drawing
you use th

pressure, no

temper,

if

Practical

Alundum
Grinder
with

wheel revolving J

3.000 times a

Far superior toemeryg
or stone. Grinds any e

success and thank the numerous
other contestants for their good work,
enthusiasm and loyalty to The Southern Planter.
The following letters explain them-

attachment.
Write for circular of particu
lars. Good aeents wanted. Addn

selves:

BOYAL HFC, CO^

35 E« Walnut St., Lancaster,

CAPITAL AND PROFITS EARNED,

Si, 200,000.

knife to sickle.
Different sizes. Foot
tool,

'

power

to hand with check for
appreciate the check and am
proud of the honor of being the winning man in the contest.

Your favor

$50.

I

J.

MAT. WHITE.

containing check for
letter
the second prize in the contest,
Please accept my sincere
thanks, also best wishes for the conThe Southern
of
success
tinued
A. J. MARTIN.
I'lanter.
^15,

is
vial,
vlal,

RICHMOND HO.MOEPATHIC PHARMACY,
501 East Main St., Richmond, Va.
Physician of 15 years' experience In charge.

where you saw

at hand.

Your check
I

Tell the advertiser
his advertisement.

We are the largest dealers in
Seed Potatoes in the South;

It

Your

ABSOLUTELY FREE.
Prices

tato in cultivation. Kead the letfrom truckers, in our New
Descriptive Catalogue for 1907.
ters

Get one now and fasten

will often cure you after others fall. We
mall Ihese to you and give you our best
advice with every order. We will also send a

15c.;
3oc.

Seed Potatoes
have proved by long odds the
most productive Extra Early Po-

mil preentire volume
vent soiling and turning up of the

ADVHRTISINQ RATES

SUBSCRIBERS

Irish Cobbler

the following
is imperative.

intact.

CARTER,

U62 Hull

for

This

We have recently received a. n«w
supply of Binders for the Soutiiem Planter. This is a very neat
and durable device for saving the

BuaiDees MaaiEer.

B.

month

the

month's issne.

A NEAT BENDER.

MORGAN SHBPHKRD,

B.

Wood's Seeds.

ijure to

JACKSON,

Editor and General Manager.
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send in your copy or
ingtractions on or before the 25th
}i

HE

^
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BANK OF RICHMOND,
Main and Ninth Str*«ta

for third prize received.

greatly obliged and hope you
have another contest next year.

am

will

Mrs.

J.

D.

JENKINS.

Special attentloa paid Vo oDt-of

Corre^pendeoe* lnnta<l.

town accoanta.

Thr«e p«r cent. Interest allewad

In

Savings DaaartMaat,

Compenmde<l •«ia|.*nnnail;

Pft.
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Why You

Should Buy a

Quaker

It

led

It grinds

every kind of feed, course or fine,
singly or mixed.
It is ball-bearing,
therefore light running. It is simple,
strong and durable.
Its price is
now lower than ever and is sent on
free trial, freight paid.
You can return it if not perfectly satisfied.

Write

for
vestigate.

The

A.

free

W. Straub Co.

catalog

and

thanks.

KEYSTONE

could

I

have done much better than I did
had it not been so near Christmas

when

I

JOHN

started.

G.

Narrows

SMITH.

30 inches

WITH THE ADVERTISERS.
offers

splendid plant setter.
The Southern Poultry Supply Company is a new advertiser In this issue.
Look up the announcement.

MILL

others) for 40 years.

many

with

[February,

its

has given satisfaction (really

all

ceived,

PLAI^TER.

for fourth prize Is re-

The Masters Planter Company

City
"<«Sj

Your check

in-

fAV.'irsf.'.chT^-o-.r.t

The Regent Shoe

for

men

Is

ADJUSTABLE

WEEDER and CULTIVATOR
Make sure

ottered

our readers in this issue.
The Silver Manufacturing Company,
Salem, Ohio, have a half-page advertisement in this issue, in which they
offer to send free of charge a very

of biceer crops

at first sliavine,

by

killioK

weeds

keeping surface mellow and

preservine moisture.

Nothinc like this implefor such work.
Particularly adapted to
cultivation of corn, potatoes and beans because

ment

narrows down to go between rows. Quickly
and easily set for any width. Ask for book of
many photographed field scenes of seeder at

It

valuable book entitled "Modern Silage
Methods." Look up the ad. and send
tor the book.
The Richmond Homoeopathic Pharmacy starts an advertising campaign
with this issue.
Look up Its an-

CULTIVATOR ATTACHMENT
weeding on row where shovels can't go.
cultivates, uncovers corn, levels. Itliis
rmy cultivator.
Send for free circulars of
V.eeders. Cultivators and Attachments.
for

Weeds

nouncement on another page and in
the want column.
The Wallerstein Produce Company
offers cow peas and soja beans.
The Keystone Farm Machine Company has a couple of advertisements
in this issue ,to which attention is

Keystone Farm Machine Co. 1554 H

BeaverSt.. York, Pa.

invited.

The Milton Automatic Gate Company

offers

its

useful

device to our

OP

readers.

The National Lead Company has
an attractive announcement on another page.
Messrs. Peter Henderson

&

Co.,

THE«VACUNA".^ta"Kj?^
PERFECT BALANCE EITHER WAY

the

Many times more in use than any other, which
only comes from its Splendid Work and Proper
Construction. This man ought to know.

well-known seedsmen, have some announcements in this issue, to which
attention

TRY THIS MILL
10 Days Free,
1

any regponslble

DITTO'S

I

Hancock. lowft, Nov. 21, '06.
Arcry Manufacturiog Co., Omaha, Nebr.
Gentlemen
I bought one of your Vacuna cultivators of
;

—

R.J MartiaofHancock.Iowa.andnoonecaa
the superiority of this cultivator

til!

tliev use

it

appreciate

in the fieUl.

was to buy ten riding' cultivators, they would alt be
Vicunas.
Vours truly,
W. O. CHANDLER,
If

I

Ask for Catalog H showinp our large line of
Wagons, Farm and Threshing Machinery.
AVERY MFG CO.. 4S3 Iowa Street. PEORIA. ILL*

chinery Company.

f I idled

swine.

Feed Grinders
»0n Ten Oays Trial— No Money In Advance.
If It doe3 not grind at least 20% more eai^corn or
other grai n than any other two horse sweep mil
mode, send it back at niv expense. Don't miss
this offer. Ball-bearing throughout. Only 10 tt.
sweep. Lighidratt. Grinding' rings never touch
each .>tbcr— tliey hi^t lor yenrs. Both grinders
revolve, self-eleaning. Ask <or new Catalogue.
I

M. Ditto, Box 4a JoUet, III.

invited.

James M. Hobbs is offering a splendid lot of poultry, turkeys, sheep and

Latest Double Cut,
Triple-Geared
Ball-Bearlng

G.

is

The Elkhart Carriage and Harness
Manufacturing Company starts the
season's advertising this month.
The Johnson Seed Company, successors to Johnson & Stokes, have an
attractive card on another page. Look
it up and send for their catalogue.
Note the change in the advertisement of the American Saw-Mill Ma-

Look up the advertisement of the
Biltmore Farms in another column.
Harrison's
tractive
page.

Nurseries

announcement

rye,

,

com.

wheat, barley, Kafiir

cotton seed, corn in shucks,
shenf oats, or any k rm) of gnin
coarse, medium or One Tlieonl]
r,

have an aton another

The Bateman Manufacturing Company

as usual, advertising its wellIron Age tools and implements.
Brothers,
manufacturing
chemists, are advertising their wellis,

known

Fleming

known

horse

remedies

in

*=^'yS

another

column.

Look up the advertisements of the
This
Johnston Harvester Company.
company makes a splendid line of
farm implements, and would like to
send you its catalogues.

I

Washington. D. C, Dec. 2. 1906.
wish The Southern Planter were

a weekly rather than a monthly visitor.
A. L. CRAIG.

SGOOD
STANDARD
SCALES
&iid

able, Pit, Pitlciis;
Coiiitructioo.

Cement

efd accurate. reliaMc nud durnd you a scale on trial. Send

'Oipood Seale Co.lUOl'eatra] SL^ BlnphuntoD. H.T.
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SUGAR LOAF COTTON FARM.

White Hickory Flyer
Worth $75

to

—

$100

Built

of Payment.

We

are manafacturers, makingr
and every part. That's
<

why w^e can make
such auiazinsly low prices on vehicles.

Days'

You can

FREE Road

hut this is not
.eenuiness. for I

2-Year Guarantee Bond
your further protection.

Our

capital and twenty-three years business record f orsquaredealingis back of it.

TTe undersell

all

Competitors.

Write toilB^ for Ble Catalogue and over 100
astoiilslilne^ ehlcleand Harness offers Free.

CONSUMERS CARRIAGE MFG.

is

Kept up to thb
ST.\.NnABD.

it is

CO.

D.pl. A!>, CHICAGO, ILLS.
Eeferences— Peoples Trust and Snrlngs Bank;
all Commercial Agencies.

positive

proof of

it;

have seen stalks with
(he red spots which had no resemblance in any other way. Again, I have
seen stalks with no red spots which
were perfect in every other respect.
A variety of cotton is known by the
form of the plant, the leaves, the
bloom, the boll, the lint and the seed.
It is known as well by one who is accustomed to it as an apple tree of a
certain variety is known from another.
In improving cotton, a lot of one or
two acres should be planted in the best
seed of the variety you wish to improve, care being taken not to have
adioining other cotton lots
should be gone over very careas soon as the plants begin to
bloom, at least once a week and all
imperfect stalks pulled out. In order
to get the highest standard of perfec
tion, this same course should be pur
sued for several years.
Just as in
breeding stock to eliminate bad blood
by selecting the strongest and healthiest for good breeders, so it is with
cotton.
Next comes the picking and
ginning, and too much care cannot be
taken here, as the fruits of your labors
can all be destroyed in a short while
All the cotton must be picked and ginned separately on this lot and see that
the roll of the gin is run out before
ginning. I have for the past few
years been holding my cotton until
the ginning season is over, as it very
much imnroves the lint. In this way
your seed is not so liable to get mixed with other seed.
SoiIE OF THE ReSIT.TS AND AdVANTAOE-?
this

field

This

lot

ELEGTRIG

^_
^

We

BUGGIES

should like very

much

to

have you

see our line of

BUGGIES,

CARRIAGES.
RUNABOUTS, ETC.

We

have them

endless styles and
at prices astonishingly low, material and
workmanship
considered.
Come and
inspect our up-to-date line.
in

RICHMOND BUGGY AND WAGON

CO.,

Richmond, Va.

OF Ktn^g's I^rpRO^'ED Seed.

»

other So

|

ir«l. "Fr.e I46-P»g« Ca'slbg Tell« All.
Anderton Mlg.Co., 4 2 Third SI., Cincinnati, O.

SAW YOUR WOOD
Siwno 3IA< HIXE. 9 TORDS by O.tE WilT II

irilh aFOLDIKO
10 hour.. Send for

n.nta and

FRGE Ultis.

csulogne showio^

latest

hDproTt.

from th^m.aods. Flrvt ord TSeciireBSfeDCT
FoldliiKSawlo;M3cb.Ca. 158 E. Harrison St., Cblcajo, III.
teatlmoQials

"^"^^agon

More than a million and a quarter of them are
and seTeral hundred thousand farmers say
thntthey are the besi mvjstment they ever made.
They'll save you mure money, more work, give better service and greater eatisfaction than any otlier
metal wheel made- -because They're Made Belter.
By every test; they are the best. Spokea united to
tlie hub.
IC they work loose, your money back.
I'on't buy wheels nor wagon until you read our
book. It may save you many dollars and it's free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL

CO.,
Quincy,

Box 146

A low

Not having but one variety of cotton, and my att°ntion being directed
to the improvement of this. T have not
been able to make any pra'"ticpble experiments with tbi<; and other varieties, but have relied entirey upon the

nnde from

the experiment and te<=t farms of this State
for my information.
The bulletin
for Sertomber. 19ipi?. "Cotton Plant'

agricultural reports

says. "King's Improved has. in our
evneriments at the Iredell Fnrm. proved to be the earliest and de"idedlv the
most prolific variety thus far tested
there, whe'-e tbo growing s°nson for
cotton is comparatively short." In selecting a varietv. one must not be guided entirely by the largest yield of seed

Ills.

wagon

ata low price.
Handy for
the farmer.
Will carry a

load any-

where a horse
can travel.

fully,

1907

WheeU

and the

ELECTRIC

In use

For instance, we take the King's
Improved, which is generally known
by its bloom, four red spots in them,

Test

try the

is'for

Seed

say that

variety.

White Hickory Flyer a
full month before you decide to keep it or
send it back at our expense. I£ you keep
it, we give you a
This

will

a Lot of Worlc^
a Lot of Mone »|

rease_Your Comtorltl

not an easy Job
aside from the expense, when one un
dertakes to keep his seed up to one
standard variety and without a knowl
edge of all the characteristics of that

choice of 3 Flans(

30

Can Save
Can Save

W. Mitchell, Prop.
Youngsville, N. C.

Highest
I

have the

oxa

How My

by
Experts

Yours for $50
Y

/.

Low Down Wagons
60on earn their cost on any farm.

Wheels

Steel

farm wagons. Straight or stagAny si/e wanted, any
Huts to lit anv axle,
For catalogue and prices, \vrice to
EmpireMfg.Co..Boxl40-H0uincy, III.
for

gered spokes.

wi.lth of tire.

is-v—

\/

S&

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT

d i. ua . i:u-j-^, n i,..,i,. MH.i Tir- „„
.
[iilliiliti«rTir„.,» 14.20. Imts. »lite1i>.'io41ii

»T.r6

md.

Top

llos=i,-..

128 75; SI<.lBli..Jia 75. Write

fol

Lr«rn hi.nr in Ijuydir-oi. R.p.lr ITb,,!, (5.0*
iWagoDtTtnbr.ri.HtEK W.V, BOOB,ClnciniiBII.O
;«lalo|-

EP YOUR CATTLE
~
QVIET
_)ehornod cattle are quiet
and docile. Cuwsi^ive more
milk— steers fatten quicker.

Dehorn your

Ciilile

withtlie

KEYSTONE DEHORN ER.

simple operation. The
clean cut; does not

s a

shhornorbruise Hesh. Moneyback
not satisfied. Write for booklet.
|M.

T. Phillips. Bo:;

45,

,

Pomeroy, Pa.

MORE AND BETTER CIDER
rfrom
less apples and more juice
from less grapes are produced
with our presses than with at
otherpressmade. The extra
yield of juice soon pay

for the press.

locality will
tnon'ey-niaker.
5,

A

prove a
Various

han<l or power. 25

Also Steam Evaporatoi
Ai>pIo-butierCoykera,eb

Fu^hj Guaranteed.
Cufofnr,

rilEE.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESS MFG. CO.i
MT,

L^t£l^fI__j*AiN^TREET,

GILEAD. OHIO.

^

rnrr
rntt
h

Try this

Harrow

for often the largest yield ot'
late-maturing cotton is of much inferior grade, which always yields a
This musi
larger per cent, of seed.
he taken into consideration; the price
My
of total products, lint and seed.
entire crop of cotton, as a rule, will
grade middling to strictly good mid-

cotton,

RETURN AT OUR EXPENSE
IF IT

I

[February-
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DOESN'T PLEASE YOU.

For
Broadcast
ToD-dres•lug or UrUling

in Bows.
Spreads to
width or 6 ft

wasted and
With
dling.
run down, farms can soon be improved
by sowing annual clover in laying by
and growing cotton on the same land
year after year. Five years ago my
farm would not make more than a
half bale per acre. After sowing It in
cotton and annual clover for five consecutive years, it will make from one
to one and one-half bales per acre.
This could not be done with late-raaturing cotton at a profit. I have only
this cotton,

Here is a harrow that looks very
from the old spike or spring
different
dii
toothed harrow.
Every point of difIt is different.
ference is a point of big improvement.
than the old
much
better
It is as
fashioned harrow as a modem plow is
stick.
crooked
Indians'
than
the
better

ACME

Driil

Fertiliieri

Sizes
3 to
17 ft

a limited amount of seed to offer this
year, but will sell it at 60 cents sacked
F. O. B. Youngsvllle, N. C.

LOW AND EASY TO LOAD.
Broad

tires,

no ruttinc Quick chanpes from drilluml thin spremlfehatts or tongue. Write for

CO bniatit-astinp, als^o lor t nick

ing,'
iiivr.

Furnished with

descriptive circulora

and testimonials.

SpeclalLargeSIze, Sows a F««t 3 Inches WIdo.

A VALUABLE AND APPRECIATIVE
SUBSCRIBER.

The coulters or teeth of the "Acme" work
as a gnn? plow. They turn over the pulverized ground and give the crop all the soil's
benefit. Fannei^ will tell you that bigger
crops grow after an Acme harrowing.
FREE BOOK for your Farm Library.
Write us today and weMl send you
booklet,

"A

Perfect Seed Bed."

DUANE
Box

H.

It

free,

a valuable

means money to you,

NASH,
Millingfcn, N. J.

19*

Cutaway Tools For Large Hay Crops
CLARK'S REVERSIBLE

BUSH AND 306 PLI«

Rappahannock County,

(Patented October

LIVE-STOCK AUCTIONEER.

We

invite the attention of breeders

and stockmen to the advertisement of
Mr. Roy P. Duvall, Stephenson, Va.,

DOUBLE ACTION JOINTED POLECUTA

offering his services as a liveMr. Duvall has
auctioneer.
equipped himself both by ringside ex-

who

is

stock

CUTAWAY -Lr.

perience and by having taken

HARR0WC0.O'-

His

Ker,

lii!k

Plow

cutB a furriiw 6 to 10 In
All
deep, 14 in. wide
\.*^\ Clark's manhlnei will kin
>1 ^'i>:^,lvTltch gras«, wild mustard

\^

sun
y charlock, hardharii, Ihla

""'^A^

(lower, milk weed,
tie or any foal plant. .Send for elrculars tothj

C JTAWAY HARROW

CO.,

HIG6AHUW. CBKW

Onr Combined Harrow and

.

Roller

is guaranteed to give
60 per cent, better results In half the time
and no heavier draft.
Field Inrk like a garden.
No. foot prlnta;

can see check marker
Saves 1 team;
boy can do tho
a
PATENTED.
work. Sent on 30 days' trial. Let us tell
description,
Ask for reports
you more.
Mfd.
by IMDOUEN
and terms.
price
AND ROLLER CO., Cleeaa, Pa.
(Agents wanted>.
easier.

,

HARROW

1»06.)

when other methods fall. One handling comFor
pletes the work and the hay Is safe.
and circular giving full particular,
BELL. BurKevlllo. V«.
Address H. -

prices

.\GENTS

WANTED

IN

EVERY COUNTY.

here at home.

T.-j<

1

a cours«.

IB,

the problem of curing Pea Tine,
or other hay almost regardlasB 01
weather conditions, as the racks gWe Interior
and keep hay from toucblnf
ventilation
ground, thereby causing It to cure out nicely
Solves

alfalfa

It
at a leading auctioneering school.
occurs to us that it is needless to go
North or West and "import" a salesman when we can get a good one right

NO MORE USE FOR PLO«
1

Rack

Bell riay Curing

15, 1907.

of aarth, cuts SO acies per day;

':

Chicopee Falls, Kaas.

T. M. ROHR.
Va., January

ca(f« U'ftCk 6 ft. wide,
WUl plow
1 tt. deep.
anew cut forest. Hli
doable action Cataw*j
Harrow keeps land
true, mOTes 1800 tone

^^7

S Taylor A. T. Co-

box 26

Publisher Southern Planter:
I have just finished reading the January issue of The Southern Planter
and am highly pleased with its editorial and other contents throughout.
would not like to be without its
I
valuable information. I have already
written to at least twenty (20) of its
advertisers about their goods and products in which I am directly interested at this time. I have already received some valuable information as
I invariably mentioned
to my wants.
The Southern Planter when writing.
truly,
very
Yours

|

Belcher

.

broadca
than six men can sow by

TWENTIETH CENTURY FARM

hand.

GATE.
Messrs. Johnson & Myers, Lodl,
Ohio, are new advertisers in this issue,
and they are offering a very unique
proposition in the shape of a farm
A novel feature of this gate is
.sate.
that it is raised in order to allow
We have
small stock to go under.
numbers of readers who are sure to
be interested in this gate, and they
are invited to look up the ad. and
send for descriptive matter, prices,

acres per

hour

is

a

Planter

I
I

of timo.
I
I

Is

The Cahoon Hand
Seed Sower

a practical machine for any sire farm*

^both waysi

It Increases the farmers profit
in better crops raised, and

time and seed saved, write
for
I

now

booli

"SowinE

for

Bosults" and 50th anniversary Souvenir.

ItoodellCo.

63M«Ib8I

farmer's Sons

etc.

Please mention Southern
when writing advertisers.

5

average ior the Cahoon,
and the seed Is distrlbuicd
erenly, with a great saving
fair

.>itrliii,II.H

WANTED :}Wr':dS

.Dd l.lr »ducMl„c lo worn In .» o«ce. 8«0 • IDOnth wllh
.dr.noem.nt. Hearty .n.ployniont. mu.t be boni'Bt una
esU»r.lialilo. Branch office! ol the ••oclntion are being

»pply alonre. ,(vln«loll particolara.
Thi lETEaiHABT KIEICE ASS0CUT10«, Be»L 12. Uadon, Ctoato
Ilshrd In each •tate.

—
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THIS CUT REPRESENTS

FREE SUBSCRIPTION TO THE
LARGE ILLUSTRATED PAPER
FOR DAIRYMEN—THE SEH^ARATOR NEWS.
A big paper handsomely illustrated

MASTERS
TOBACCO
CABBAGE
TOMATO ^
TRANSPLANTER
tested

tborouebly
tbe

la

field

durlDg tbe past tbre«
seasoQs and every eug-

ImproTement

gested

been

bas

adopted,

so
offer the

tbat we BOW
dealers
aod growers
the grandest little tool
ever devised for setting
all
kinds
of
plants.
Does better

work

can

than

hand

by

done

be

and

more

than twice as
fast.
Will Bet plants
cheaper
than the
horse planter, acre by
acre.
Will do perfect
work where the horse
planter will not work
at all— amongst rocks

stumps

and

and

on

more

land, and far
satisfactory
In

every

way.

8ide-bfll

For

retail

full

wholesale

particulars,

and

price,

FEED
Cut Green Bone,
and get eggs vhen
prices are high; g«t
the Osborne Greon
Bone Cutter, Grain
an« Shell MiU. All

in colors, entirely devoted to the success, prosperity and protection of sep-

S-weet pQtato
Hat been

158

ad-

arator users and intending separator
purchaser. Every issue brimful of special
illustrations and Information
what might be called inside facts that
will help you to decide whether a
cream separator will pay you, how
large a separator you should have, and
how to care for a cream separator so
as to get the most out of it. Articles
guarding you against the "patent can"
fraud and against the mistakes of buying a too chenp or a too complicated
separator. Articles telling what State
Experiment Stations say of cream separators.
Articles comparing different
kinds of cream separators. In fact, a
whole paper devoted to cream separator news. Would you like to receive
every future issue without a cent ot
expense to you? Then write the publishers. The Sharpies Separator Co.,
of West Chester. Pa., asking them to
put your name on their mailing list.
But don't forget to mention that you

any

this

article

in

The

•f

i

hie

giving

jadging

merlta

its

purctaaslBg.

tell you all
about it.
Sead (or
Free Catalogue B.

OSBORNE

JSVG.

CO.,

Erie,

Pa.

SAVE MONEY
MAKING "<
FERTILIZER
Wilson's Phosphate Mills
From
of

I

to

40 Horse Power

kinds. Also Bone and Shell
,Mills for PoultrTmen, Farm

all

Mills, Graham Flour
Hand Mills. Write for cata-

Feed

Southern

log of these money-makera.

WILSON BROS., Sole H&a„

MASTER PLANTER COWiPANY.
Water St, Chicago,

thos

before
Let us

Planter.
178 So.

r e s p o n s

party,

you the opportnalty

—

saw

dress

in one combiaatioH.
Machines
sent
on
ten
days trial to

—

Key

641

Easton. Pa.

SURE HATCH BOOK A HITMMER.

III.

The Sure Hatch people have got
what they call the Sure Hatch
Book, which is certainly a fine book ot

COUNTY AGENTS WANTED.

ten out

SAW-WILL ENGINESNo

its kind.
It's a good big book of 102
pages, with a cover in three colors that
a gem of art. The Sure Hatch Bool5«
is
well written, and scattered all
through it are fine pictures that add
immensely to its attractiveness.

Don't expenmen*: jnst bnya "Farqnhar.**

is

The man who wrote it knew how
make everything clear and plain.

to
It

WARRI>rER ckAia h»>cia( itJiachleM aam
brooder catalogue. It is really a con- ;aat In feed Is afie winter, aaya H. A. U*ria
^yraciiae,
N. T.
I
tbtak them p«rfMc
densed encyclopedia of poultry raising irrltea 1. B. CalrlB, Kewaaaa, Ind., -netCovers the whole subject thoroughly rrcaldmt aute d&lry aaaadaUan. SeB4 lar
is

more than a mere incubator or

MBtalnicg (vrtber latarmattaa U
and interestingly. Tells how the best k«*klet
WALLACE B. CRITltB, 8*ath St.. Fmmh
incubators and brooders are made. rUIe. Ct.

How

How
How
How
How to

CAMT LOSE
THEM.
No

and

question of ownership or
':^ dac
cer of loss if
wiih «

to operate them profitably.
to have "early hatched chickens."
to build practical "hen houses."
to build a "colony house."

TIRRILL EQUALIZING

GiS

build a "double
"scratch shed."

MAGHNE

Makes the cheapest and

safest gas In the
It Is the best tor Lighting, Cooking.
Heating and Power (or oountry
homes, hotels, factories, etc. Write for
booklet eontainlng full Information.

world.

TIRRILL GAS MACHINE LiGHTINO
75 Fulton StreiTt, New York City.

CO.,

ENGINES
Saw-Mill,

comrlete. $323; Traction
Boilers and Englnei,
and second-hand, from 4 to 100 H.;
Gasoline
Eneines,
Corn
Mills.
CASET
BOILER WORKS. Springfield, Ohio.
10-H.

Bnglnes,

ew

10

H..

J2.=)0;

Gives good advice on the kind ot
fowls to keep; improvement of breeds;
care of fowls; selection of stock for
breeding, etc. It contains the actual
experiences of hundreds of successful
poultry raisers. The Sure Hatch Book
ought to be in the hands of every one

Beginners will find It
of our readers.
a gold mine of practical help.
Be sure to get a free copy of the
Sure Hatch Book. Just drop a postai

and Seed.° for
and Sp.iHK delivery
Plants

all

190«

matter how far

b^i tmj-

mal mar stray there

is

nc

,

Bi,s4-J:ed

fi

n^^
th.?yareuielighfe£l,
est and brfght
nia!e.
Will n..
>ot tarnlsli.
..
,,
rust nor corrode. Will notloaroutajidcannntbe
Tf,
Ji .thQ,j:ocitch onfecdTroiifhr.etc.
Easily

Markers.

.

--

--

Froo Sampto,
milcoi

£

Bc<i-

and

cat.iJo?ii._-

Harvfijr

'.».«»,» i,.drlcer mad*.
p.nd i>r.ces mailea po request.

tig. Co..

1=9 Lake

St., Ciiicagn, Ills.

Bills to Collect

Sure Hatch Incubator Co.. Box Fremont. Neb., or to their eastern In all portions of tbe United SUte«. N* •«
Dept. S. Indianapolis. Ind.. and leetUa, No Charge. A«mele« wanted rr^tf
26
year's experleMe— PALMOBX^
they will send you the Sure Hatch where.
COLLECTION AGENCY, »U Main St., BtoV
Book free, postpaid, by return mail. moad, Va.

to the
S.

fllV^PNin
VIll^a^E^l^VJ

poultry house"

office.

—
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WONDERFUL NEW GARDEN

THE

TOOL.

a

SPREADER.

—

Wagon-Box Manure Spreader of the
William Galloway Company, which Is

before.

Here

is

a picture of this remarkable

tool.

We

beg to

No. 6. made by S. L.
& Co.. who do things in their own
Every different kind of tool they turn
of
knowledge
practical
represents
a

is

.\llen

way.

Planet

Jr..

out
probleips.
Each
gardeners'
specially designed to do its

model

work

in

Is

the

best and most thorough manner— a small
improvement here or there that may not
seem to make any difference, soon proves its
great value when the implement Is put in

The materials, too, are the finest
Some people
to the implement trade.
think it extravagant to use such high-grade
materials and put so much work on their
tools as they do, and n 17/ extravagant to
have five men to do nothing but inspect.
But every practical farmer and gardener
knows what this means to him, and understands why Planet Jr. tools last and can
be guaranteed.
Every farmer, and gardener, whether he
has a Planet Jr. or not. should send tor the
new 1907 Planet Jr. catalogue of Seeders.
Wheel Hoes, Horse Hoes; Riding. Orchard
and Beet Cultivators—15 kinds in all— with
A
the new and practical improvements.
postal mailed to S. L. ALLEN & CO., Box
U07-X, Philadelphia, brings this interesting
book by next mail.

operation.

known

Carolina Cook Stove

call

attention

to

the

destined from this time forth to cut
a considerable figure in the manure
spreader business.
By reference to
the
Galloway advertisement
large
elsewhere it can be seen in the headlines how the new Galloway spreader
There
is destined to affect the trade.
is to be a saving of just Eibout onehalf on the cost of the spreader at
the prices now prevailng
The State of Iowa has been a good
territory for manure spreaders for
All the manufacturers have
years.

invaded

It

MANURE

WAGON-BOX

Whole

Set of Useful Implements.
One of the greatest labor-saving garden
Implements ever Invented is put on the
market this year a new combination Seeder.
Wheel Hoe, Cultivator and Plow. It opens
the furrow, sows any kind of garden seed
accurately— in hills or drills— covers, rolls
the ground and marks the next row, all In
one operation. It enables one man to dp
'he work of three to six, men and does It
easier and better than it was ever done

Combiaes

[February,

it

in

force.

ROTARY WASHJCR

The Galloway

A HOUSEHOLD NECESSITY

Company, located at Waterloo, Iowa,
have been the first to take advantage

Made on

of the excellent opportunity to greatly

of

lessen the price and still, so they
claim, not decrease the real value of
the spreader. Every farmer has his
own wagon gears. '^Tiy not use them
The box with
to carry his spreader?
its gearings and attachments are the
whole of the spreader. The gears are
the same as those of the ordinary
wagon. There is no occasion for the
farmer to buy duplicate gears. The
point is well stated in a line in the
"Why tie up
advertisement, thus:
$C5 in a spreader truck, useless eleven
months in the year?"

The

new

the most scientific principles
the best material, with our own
patent electrically-welded hoops sunk
in the wood.
It Is compact, strong
and durable.
Because we are the largest manufacturers of woodenware in the world
enables us to make the best washer

cheaper than others.
Booklets with full description of
this wonderful washer sent on application

to

The Richmond Cedar Works.

a

you want, four ma-

Spreader is sold at $59.50, with freight
It is also sent
paid to destination.
out on sixty days' free trial, so that
the purchasers may know that it is

chines

The Galloway Company is not unknown to our readers. Many are now
using the labor-saving new model
riding harrow cart, which was per-

make

Every Particular.
These Stoves are heavy weight, have large,
roomy Ovens and all Modern Improvements.
Made only of the very best materials.

money

In

Seld direct to consumers in communities
where we have no agents. If your merchant
not handle these Stoves write us for
special prices, delivered at your railroad

does

station.

Do

not buy a stove without

getting

our

prices.

GLASCOCK STOVE & MFG.
(Successors to G. T. Glascock &
GREENSBORO, N. C.

CO.,
Sons.)

GREEN BONE CUTTER.
The Osborne Jlanufacturing Company,

Erie,

Pa.,

is

advertising

its

green bone, vegetable and clover cutThis machine is
ter in this issue.
guaranteed to do satisfactory work,
poultrymen
are Invited
and interested
to write for prices, etc.

advance.

free

trial.

Agents

wanted.

No

IMBODEN HARROW AND ROLLER
Manufacturers,

CO.,

CLEOXA, PA.

ECONOMY sn o
Keeps ALL ensilage in percondition, because It Is
absolutely air-tight all over.
Doorways are continuous and
make the ensilage easy to get
Self-adjusting doors that
at.
fit snugly, but are easily opened without tools of any kind.
Right in design and conwell hooped— hoops
Btruction,
form a permanent laddfr
fect

r~—,'-

C^'

Jr.,

nice pig.

to

riding cultiva-

to
hundreds
Don't buy until
you get our price
and terms. W«; ship
them on 30 days'

'

proprietor
of the above-named farm, sends us a
little folder giving brief description
of his Berkshires, which are adverLook
tised regularly in our columns.
up his ad. and get him to price you a

We

tor;
use.

FARM BERKSHIRES.

Henry Hollyday,

and

separate

i^--.;,'

Col.

one.

in

have fixtures to use
harrow and roller

easily fitted to their wagon trucks,
and that is really all that is claimed
for it.

ST. AITBIN

in

B
HKRE TS A
ROLLER

Wagon-Box

Galloway

fected by Mr. Galloway and has had
such remarkable sale for the last
few years. The guarantee of the
company on the new spreader is backed by a" $25,000 bond.
If you are considering the purchase
of a spreader it would be well to look
up the Galloway advertisement and
write for the booklet there mentioned,
giving particulars.

Quaranteed to Give Entire Satisfaction

RicMnond, Va.

*.

~^

easy to put
guaranteed.

up

and

fully

Write to-day for free illustrated catalogue with experience of users.

ECONOMY SILO AND TANK CO.,
BOX 38-G, FREDERICK, MD.

COTmnOOlS

FOR

iHRfif

HSr GROPX.

Three of Clark's Intense Cultivators P">Juced this year on Wn acres, 102 tons of
well dried alfalfa, timothy and redtop haj.
want to know how, enclose a 2-ce»t
if you

«amp

to

GEORGE

M.

CLARK,

Hlggannill.

Coan.

VETERINARY COURSE AT HOME.
Vetennftry

yvirm.l jpwardscan be mad.-takitic oar
Onnn
IDlinipleM
ZUU c„ur>,' at l...n>« durit.e EparrtiiiK'
I

.ti.uii>it

Koclislia'i.i.'.M3grii!iH.il ix,sitloiisi...t«;.Tfdeucc<-»ilol«tIl-

i'..'"'oNT"Amo''v'e-FERrNAR^'coRRES''ON0£NCE SCI-^OOL, Oept.1 7, LondOHiCanada*
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ANDERTON VEHICLES.

THE IMPROVED

"Try an Anderton with your money
in your pocket" has come to be a

SCREWSIDIPPBLLEI.

familiar expression. It refers to the
way of doing business of a valued
advertising patron of this paper. The

Writ* ttr PrliM,

Anderton Manufacturing Company, of
Cincinnati, Ohio.
The first one of
this

season's

advertisements

company appears

A KEYSTONE

facturer.

WATER WELL DRILLER
WILL EARN YOU MORE MONEY
THAN A

JIO.OOO

FARM.

Everybody uses water. A drilled well
Is
the ODly means of obtaining a
pure, rold and unfailing supply.
A
Keystone Steam Drill Is the quickest,
cheapest and best machine for doing
the work.
Makes better money than
a thresher and runs all the year round.
Outfit will pay for Itself in three
months, good for 20 years.
If you
have a little ordinary mechanical skill
we can put you on the Road to ForWrite tor free copy

our

of

DRILLERS' INSTRUCTION
BOOK.

5EYST0NE WELL COMPANY,
BEA.VEK FALLS, PA.

Bargains

in

in good order.
H.P. Qelser Bngioe and
ON WHEELS.

1

4

1

6 H. P. Qelser Engine and Boiler,

Boll*r,

ON WHEELS, Almoit New.

1

1

8 H. P. Qelser Enslae and Boiler,

ON WHEELS.
25 H. P. Detached Steam engine.
30 H. P. Boiler.
25 H. P. Engine and Boiler.
ON WHEELS.
12 H. P. International Stationary
Qasoline Engine.

1 No.
With
i

sell

only direct to the

STRAWBERRY HILL POULTRY
CIRCULAR.
Breeders

of

1
3

6 Roll

Qelser

Saw

Mill

head blocks and

Milwaukee

to

25 foot carriage.

Musker

and

5hredder,
GOOD AS NEW.

be

Richmond, Va.

M'f't Co., Olean, N.

attention of potato growers is
invited to the advertisement of D. Y.
Halock & Sons, York, Pa. This firm
is the veteran manufacturer of potato
diggers.
The machine it offers Is
known as Hallock's O. K. 1907 Elevator Potato Digger, and is brought right
down to date with improvements. It
is claimed for it that it is the lightest
draft elevator digger made. This firm
would like the opportunity of proving
that,
to us
claims.
It occurs
its
owing to the great scarcity of labor,
that the demand for these diggers
Send
will be very great this season.
for catalogue giving full description.

HERCULES

Stump

Puller

Clears mm acre of heavy timber land
day.
Clears all stumps la a circle •( Ul
feet without moving or changing maekla*.
Stroogest, moit rapid working and beat ma4«.
HERCULES MFG. CO.,
413 17th St., CentreTllle. I*w»,

Monarch Stump
Farmers having stumps
clear,

fore buying.
Five sizes from $25 up.
ship on approval and guarantee satisfaction before we
want your money; 8 years' experience In
pulling stumps.
Write for catalogue and
prices.
JOSEPH W. RITCHIE, State Agent,
R. F. D. 39, Grottoes, Va.

We

S'".^a:iSIllMPPULLERSi^

^

vW..Siwith"Grubber Co.
:atalogfree-oept.71 lacrosse. WIS..U,SA7

STUMP PULLER
TILE DITCHER
Wagon

sBUY THE BENNETT

I

find

Co., N.

C. Jan'y

The Southern

17, 1907.
Planter in-

it a necessity
keep abreast of the times
farming.
progressive
in

valuable, and consider

if

one

is to

S.

STREED^aCK.

a
HARVESTER

• Handy Farm

gCORN

each free
"J Cat.
Bennett,

H. L.
Weslerwille.O.

Well Drills
For Horse, Steam or Gasoline Power

Weil Augers
For Horse Power

Obion Co. Tenn., Jan'y 19. 1907.
I
like The Southern Planter very
much. Some of the articles are excellent and are calculated to keep one
well posted as to what to look after
in the business of farming.
JOHN D. PALMER.

Puller

to pull or land to

had better investigate the Monarch be-

Allegheny Co., Pa., Jan'y 16, 1907.
We all enjoy reading The Southern
Planter, especially Cal Husselman's
poultry notes. Pease give ^lim all the
space he wants.
Mrs. H. HANKmS.

Orange

S. A-

U.

Y.,

Inter-

ested in a recent circular issued by
the Strawberry Hill Poultry Yards,
I. Davenport Williams, manager, Richmond, Va. Mr. Williams gives a brief
description of starting his yards, and
then gives particulars on this season's
matings, which, he says, are the best
he has yet offered. Look up the advertisement and send for a circular.

WRITE FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION

TheWattPlowCo.

Chamiiarlln

Brown

Single-Comb

The

Machinery

1

They

HALLOCK'S POTATO DIGGER.

2nd Hand

1

the

The

consumer. The prices are extremely
low for the quality of vehicle. Their
dealings are open and candid. There
is no red tape and little formality in
dealing with them. If you want any
kind of vehicle look at this first ad.
and then put yourself in touch with
them by writing for their catalogue.

Leghorn fowls are sure

tune.

WELL

1

of
in this Issue.

"Anderton" vehicles are sold on what
is unquestionably the
most liberal
plan ever adopted by a vehicle manu-

Address

LOOMIS MACHINE CO
TIFFIN. OHIO

kills

FUMA

Prairie

Chucks,
Insects.

Dogs,

Gophers and
"The wheels

Wood
Grain
of

the

Gods grind slow, but exceedingly small."
So the weevil, but you
can stop their grind with

Fuma Carbon
It

othera
doing.

Bisulphidp

fumigates poultry houses and

kills

hen

lice.

BOWARO

R.

TAYLOR, Peno Van

N V.

/
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EXTRAVAGANCE.
Mrs.

It

to

is

Mabt W. Eaelv.

to give an exact answer
question, "What is extrava-

hard

the

gance? because extravagance is a comparative thing, depending chiefly on
the ratio between the expenditure and
Another
tlie means at our command.
thing that malies this quesion difficult

answer is the fact that many of us
are narrow minded, and unable to put
ourselves in the place of another, hence
the indulgence of a taste or fancy foreign to our own is apt to strike us
as an extravagance. The nearest approach I can malie to defining extravaFarm gance is to say that if a person spends
We believe this the most practical
NO SAGGING OR
Gate ever produced.
fancy or personal luxuDRAGGING WITH THIS ONE. Purchase more on a fad,
one use it a year and if you are not satis- ry than he can do without going into
your
refund
will
we
and
it
return
fled'
debt, or trenching on the rights or
State.
(Pat'd May 1 and 8, '06).
money.
privileges of those dependent on him,
county and farm rights for sale.
If,
JOHNSON & MYERS, Lodl, Ohio, Patenteei he is committing extravagance.
and Manufacturers.
for instance, the father stints his
household of comforts, or debars his
children from proper educational advantages that he may indulge himself
in some expensive luxury or pursuit,
he is selfish and extravagant; oy, if
the mother does this from love of fine
'oultryFence
clothes or furnishings, she comes unRtrongest. best on the
poultry"
der the same heading, but I believe
Fences
market.
in, eiock out, and lasta.
such cases are rare, and that the averCosts lesa erected than.
common netting, because
age husband and wife are actuated by
it require-s no boards at
too sincere a desire to do a good and
top or bottom and bo feto
posts— one every iiO feet.
just part by each other and by their
You can't afford to buy
poultry fencfi without inchildren to be guilty of any grave exvestigatins Pace. Write
for deecriptiona.
travagance. Nevertheless, friction and
PageWovenWIreFenceCo.
hard feeling may arise between husBox 516, Adrian. Mich.
band and wife when one or the other
indulges in some taste or fancy foreign to the sex or to the temperato

The 20th
Century

FARM

GATE

!

I

SELF-OPENING
ALWAYS IN ORDER,

MANLOVE

This gate can b« placed at aay drlTeiwi^
•otraHce, attached to ordinary posts UM'
pays for Itself in time saved.
vehicle wllkIt Is opened or closed by any
By Its ne« r«^
.ut aaslsUnce or stopping.
Maghlmr y
iway accidents are avoided.
It never gw»
simple
and
so
ground
above
t!i

Ma

w

>ut ef order.

.

safety^

It adds to the beauty, value,
Address
BBveolence of any home.

LoVB GATE
bicago.

S72

CO.,

Huron

B.

^rt

MANStre**,

111.

PAGE

-

MILTON AinOMAnC GATE (

MIUON.D4D.

ANCHOR FENCE

"

Cheap as Wood.

I

Mutual love and
forbearance seem the only remedy in

ment
this

of the other.

case.

Indeed,

this

is

the

lubri-

dooil which alone can keep the
mestic machinery from jarring and

cating

^m.DJf«t««Lawn-»d Farm FENCE. Sell direct
•hipping to xiMrsoQiy. at manufacturers' f)[»po8- ^^
2.0U bur catalog is Free. Write for it to-day.
UP-TO-DARMfG.CO.,

924 IQth St., Terre Haute. Ind.

FARM GATE.

places
Kate has been invented for all
farm-Yard Gate, Loog-DlslaDce
the
Inclined
Gate, Road Gate, Level Field Gate.
In
barn.
Gate, Hall or Shed Door for
plank fence, the same amount of lumber
and parts with the gate as without it.

A

on

Address
R. H.

rhurchcB

lawns
ni.-k.'t

CORNETT,

f

'<"

—

WARD FENCE

fl,. 1, 1

„
Dewey, Va.

—

also hfinT steel
anil cemeteries
ro«.
flirect to consumer. Owtn'o no j-

MARION, IND.

Box K

CO.,

AHTI-RUST

FEWCE

llf.H

5

..hero.

of

c'.iirL-"

"i.J-

Ask fnrciUaloy

SENECA WIRE &MFG CO.
FOSTORIA, OHIO.

It would be well also to
creaking.
employ the test I have indicated above
extravato see whether the supposed

gance be really such.

As the man is generally the bread
winner and purse holder of the household, much friction might be avoided
by ills giving his wife and grown

•

Combines strength and beauy with long life Large, hard
teel wires. Heavily galvanl'-

FARM

id.

and OilNA-

MENTAL
Handsome

easy to build,

Co.

Cleveland, uhio.

Save The Posts
Old field pine made to last longer than cedar
dead oil or
or locust by creosotlng with
It
ooal tai. The creojotlDR of lumber makes
stops «1' rot and
practically Indestructible,
absolute death to all Insects. Write for
Is
CREOSOTINH CO.,
prices to the

NORFOLK

Norfolk, Va.

Stock

& Poultry

and confine herself within her limits.
daughters
If a man gives his wife and
al
a sum which makes a reasonable
well as
as
pleasures
lowance for their
in doing
for their needs, he is justified

FENCE
Many styles and li..„_Ulamond orSquaru Mesh;

daughters an allowance, whatever he
can spare, be It much or little, and
for
telling them, "This is all I can do
you, and you must use your best judg-

ment and efforts to make it hold out
and suffice for your needs and pleasThis would be a thousand
ures."
times better than giving them occaallowing
gional. irregular sums, and
them to run up bills with dry goods
merchants, milliners and dress mak"When a woman knows exactly
ers.
what she has to depend on, in ninelynine cases of of a hundred she wUl
exercise judgment.c aution and thrift,

al

waysstands erect, ask for I'enci
bouk U. Anchsr Ftnce & Mft

prlceslow. Solddirccton

30 days free trial,
prepaid.

frelpht

Oatali'^^ue tree.

KITEELMAN BROS.
Box

U.

Muncie, Ind.

FENCE

STROHCEST

A*lfA>A*An'
tt*Ata*A*A««

CO.
COILED SPRING FEMCEInihaaa.

l«t*«n*A<A«

.1

-*-

ft?

WUioheeter

48-in.st(ickfenceperrodonlv
vynng we,
Best hii,'h rarnon toiled st.:cl
Citak.i: offences. took and supplies
Buv dire, t at wlinle5ale. Write today.
MASON FEHOE 00. Box 80 Lewlnia.O

r«m

We
to travel,

Will Pay

collect

away samples.
rj^dfy.

N

H.

Men $85

Per Nlo-tti

names, »''''*'"" .•"^'I.Tt
Expenses advanced. WrlU>

RIDBB COMPANY. CWoa*..

•

»
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the same for himself, as we are no
whore commanded to love our neighbors better than ourselves.
Recreation, if it be innocent and reasonable, is not an extravagance, but
an economy, as it braces up one tor
further and better work. Therefore,
it is no extravagance for the mother to
have at least one pleasant and restful
trip a year, whilst the father, who is

Get the Best
THE ECLIPSE
„ _ good

pump. As

prao-

growers we

fruit

tlcftl

ere using *lie com-

our

lOQ sprayertf In

.wn orchards —found
•
•

I
'

their defecteaod then luvented
Kclipse. Its socceBs
practically forced Ds Into man-

The

more

nfaotarlDg on a large scale.
Ton take nocliancea. We hare
dome all the experimenting.

Destroy

and

tlie fiuitii
:

large yields ox

perfect fruit.

Excelsior Spraying
Outfits and

Prepared Mixtures
orchards
and highly enduised by sucWrite for our
cessful growers.
_

are used in lai

tie

which also

inoney-fiaviiig catalog,

contains a full treatise on spraying
Fruit and Vegetahle crops.

WM. STAIIL SPR.WER CO.,
Box 165-P,

Quincy, HI.

Defender
Sprayer
iiest
t

work-

powerful, auto-

expansioB
ralvcs, double strainer.
Catalogue of Pumps and
.ixer,

Treatise on Sprayiog

free.

Ar.FNTS Wanted.
J.lp.

LAWN FENCE
Save 20

wbf.iesale prices.

to

40 per

cent.

trial at

Illustrated

Catalosrue f ree. Write today.

KITSELMAN BROS.
Bor

ii>

Muncie, Indiana.

DON'T RUST FENCE
both.

THE WARD FCN^E CO.

Box

FREE

433

.

MAKIOX, INDIAN

BOOK?l?EV,rE?

Tails how rov can hare tha Markets, Fire
•apt., Doctar, Repair Staov, OeirrsI Stere.
«te.. praotleally od your farm by taavtag the

wsBderfvl ANDRAB FARM TELBPHONB to
your house. It Ib a money maker that may
aTs Its cost In a day, ant make yon rleb
Tbousaods now Id use. Book
a year.
tails how put up. their cost, etc.
Write J.

!

ANDRAB

ft

SONS.

364

W. Water

Street,

Ullwaukse. Wis.

Powerful— Dure ble— Economical

TE'

EPHONES

Writ© for free book explalntma
cost and

hoT

and operate
amnnii yonr

to orcenlza. ballj
toli^bone syatMB*
BPlghbors.
CAOUt

KLECTRIO ca.
BIdg.,

Cadiz,

5«

C.

0.

C.

O.

Neat Binder for your back mub
%wrB can be had tor 30 cents. Addr«at
«nr Business Department.

A

$5.45

for

business,

Again,

selling a 930.00
96 figures tell exactly what we ere doing—
We don't claim that this is a $4".i»0 watc*
$5ti.Oowatch,hntiti«a»aO.OO wol«-h. A leading wat^

h for d5.4&.

not care for reading. let him or her
cheerfully concede this expenditure to
the other, and never think of it as an
extravagance. The same may be said
of music or flowers, or any refining
pursuit whereby the attractiveness ot
home is enhanced, and its tone raised.
No purchase nor pursuit can be called
extravagance that adds to the innocent and reasonable enjoyment of husband, wife or children, without in
fringing on the right of any membei
A woman Is not
of the household.
in

justifiable

bard pressed for ready cash, recently Bdt
iHi,i.iH) watches— watchei actually built to retail at $2u 0^
no doubt that wo could wholesale these to deale.s foi
i.UorHa.uu, but this would involve a great amount of labor.
In the end our profit would be little
„„,„„„„ ,,„, ^
than it is at sellinK the watch direct to the consumer at 15, 46.
a Mid
The EvlDCton Watch, which weofferat»5.4.'>
and perfccHy adjusted i
balanced
finely
Jeweled,
v.<\, patent regulator,
„
It has specially Bel<ected jewels, dust bari,
enameled dial, jeweled compeDsation balance, doyble hunr
Ins c»»e, iteuuliie sold. laid and harulEomely engraved.
Each watch is thoroughly timed, testi d and regulated, hefoie
leaving the factory and both the c
iiifactuiei-, titJDg

re is

i

antccd for a5 yeura.

to-day with yoor
Clip out this ad vertisementsnd
" """
came, postollice odd
r gents watch and v
whether you want a U
watch to yoLir express oince as oiice. u. iv "uioi-t
agent
to-45
a careful cxaniiiiati-.n, pay the exi>res»
but if it doesn't [)lei
charges and the watch is yoi
,

a5-Y«

k

the

Mil
e

send you and to the

be plac

1

the f re

e

We

first lu

committing some act of

extravagance because she thinks her

husband has done so. This is the spirit of retaliation which is unchristian,
unwifely. and unwomanly.

The question
is

is

often asked.

"What

extravagance anyhow, under pres-

WE WILL

ent social and Industrial conditionstTl"

Gaylerd, Box vi Cateklll.M. t.

ManyStvIes. Sold on

down by

true

ANDVINES
and thus he sure

tied

A$20i, Watch

various little "week end'
some other form of recrea-

who

Trees

Fruit

or

it is no extravagance, but
economy, for a man or woman
loves good reading to provide
themselves with fine books and periodicals, and if one married partner does

tion.

MO RUTT, Beatoc ByrW^K, Mich.

Spray Your

take

trips,

tarft fullv illuatmttd
OataUffue and TreatUej~^

MORRrLL A

closely

may
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REPAIR YOUR

and "Does present day extravagance
run in any particular direction or di-

1

rections?"

h.-.vc

Best automatic

The standard of luxury Is very much
raised from what It was before the
Civil

ward.

WATCr

NO MATTER WHAT
The pan. must all
THE TROUBLE.
anl be repairable. We
For 85 cents

workmen

tools

l

made,

doing nuthing
experts,
Tl^us we are able ti
repairing all the time.
the best work rapidly saving time and expense.
give you the i-enefit of this expert ability and!

We

War. and for many years afterThings that were considered

are

We

Referenct
are reliable.
Send us yo
onal Bank, Attica. Ind.
85 cents in coin or money order (n
»vill repair
checks) by legistered mail.
ur watdi and return ii by registered mail,
prepaid, with a written guarantee fory
"

ig.

1

rare luxuries In the writer's girlhood
are now regarded as common necessiThis Is perhaps more noticeable
ties.
in dress than In any other particular.
I can remember when the purchase of
a silk dress was a solemn event, and
It was worn for many years as "the
wedding garment. "and the "Sunday go
With all of Rooseto meeting dress."
velt's advocacy of the "simple life,'
his daughter, Mrs. Lourworth. was
stated bv the papers to have carried
15 trunks with her on her European
trip last summer, and then to have
hastllv set the London dressmakers
to work to provide her fresh costumes
for the Ascot races. House furnishings and various other things are also
richer and more elaborate *han they
were 20 or 80 years ago. and theatre
going, excursions and travol are much
larger Items of exnense than thev were
can reI
In the "rood old times."
member when a person who had trav
elled

In

awe and
Such

a

with

to the point of being commonBut we hare entered on an era

common
place.

Rurone was regarded

Interest, as a rare spectacle
Is
trin nowadars. however.

We

year.

^\ \

Address

Attica Watch Coirpany

ATTICA, IND.

^:

Paint Without

Oil

Remarkable Discovery that Cuts Down
the Cost of Paint SeventyFive Per Cent.

FREE TRIAL. PACKAGE IS MAIL.HD
TO EVBRTONE WHO WRITE?.

A

a promlneDt manufacturer of
dlscovererd a process of
of paint without the use
It comee
Powdrpaint.
It
dry powder and all that la
In the form
required Is cold water to make a paint
weatherproof, fireproof and as durable aa
It adheres to any surface— woo*.
oil paint.
atone or brick, spreads and looks like oil
paint and costs about one-fourth as much.
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice, Maaurr, 614
North St.. Adams, N. Y., aid he will send
you a free trial package, alsa color card
and full Information showlif yau how you
Write tocan save a good many dollars.
day.
A.

L.

Rice,

Adams, N. Y., has
making a new kind
of

ell.

He

calls
of a
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of

greatly

we cannot

SHIP HE YOUR

argmented
call

prosperity,

[February,

so

these Increased expen-

ditures extravagance, except in cases

where they lead persons into debt, or
Into forgery and embezzlement, which,
alas! happens only too frequently now-

PLANT CORN
Peas, Beans, Beets,

Buckwheat,

eto.

adays.

OLD METALS
HIDES

RUBBER

SCRAP IRON
Car Lots a specialty

have heard the question asked,
I
"How may the average family, without
detriment to its best Interests, reduce
the outgo?" I thlnK the average wellto-do family might reduce their outgo
not only without detriment, but with
positive advantage, to their best interests, which would be subserved by
their dispensing with some of the encumbering futilities that surrouna
them. They might retrench in dress,
and they might do their own domestic work, or the bulk of it, by dividing
it
out fairly amongst the different
members of the household, and by using the various conveniences and labor
saving contrivances of the present day,
and still they would have leisure (it

Plant
and For*

tillze

at

same
time.

*'KING CORN

atsaJneSime. Distributes all commercial rertlUzera.
wet, di7, Inmpy, etc, 25 to 700 bs. per acre. A great
labor and time saver. Built to last. Full guarantee.
I

Agenta wanted. Stnd/or Catalog,

Belcber

Hides Wanted
Write for Prices.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

No Commissions.

Checks Sent Same
Day Freight Bills

Are Marked

Paid.

Clarence Cosby,
Batabltshed 1890.

RICHHOND, VA.
Largest Dealer in
Scrap Iron, Metals, Hides,
Etc., in the South.

&

Taylor A. T. Co.,
CMcopee

Bex £5.

judiciously) for culture

THOUGHTS THAT PAY
PATENT WHAT YOU INVENT

managed

YOUK ideu may brln^ you a iortune.

SI. COO, OHO

METAL MOTHERS.
Attention is invited to the advertisement of the Cycle Hatcher Company's advertisement on another page.
The brooder offered has many strong
points which the company would like
Be
to explain to those interested.
"metal"
the
investigate
to
sure
mother.

WORM POWDERS FOR

SHEEP.

Messrs. F. S. Burch & Co., Chicago,
Worm
Summers'
advertising
are
Powders in another column. Sheep
owners should be on the alert for
worms in their sheep. Better send
for some literature regarding these
powders, which, by the way, are
highly recommended by sheep owners.
Greenesville Co., Va., Jan'y 22, 1907.
I am always glad to get The Southern Planter. I have been well paid,
for it is worth its weight in gold to
a farmer who will follow its teachings^
T. J.

ROBBINS.

Stokes Co., Md., Dec, 1906.
There is no paper or magazine that
comes to me that I so thoroughly enjoy as I do The Southern Planter. Its
They are
articles are most valuable.
expressed so clearly that he who runs
print so
and
paper
its
and
read,
may
good as to be distinctly noticeable
Altoentirely.
common
out of the
gether, it is an ideal magazine.
WATERS.
a.
Dr. W.

Bank of Virginia,
Bank of Richmond,
Bradstreeta and Dun.
National

York Co., Va., Dec. 18, 1906.
should as freely send you $3, and
should I stop farming I should continue to read The Southern Planter
just the same.

patent advertised for salt at onr expense.

CHANDIEE 6 WOODWARD, Patent Att rneyi
Washington, D. C.
937 F St.

=oWe^e°
PATENTS
^^ "—^
RETURNED
^

B.

DONNELLY.

*-^

Send sketch for free report as

INVENT, with
wanted

sent

valuable

Inventlooa
Dollar*
Million
of

list

One

free.

patent-

to

WHAT TO

GUIDE BOOK AND

ability.

ottered for one Invention: $16,000 for others.
Patents secured by us advertised free in

Sample

World's Progress.

EVANS

ft

WILKENS,

free.

F

848

D.

Ington,

Waah-

Street,

C.

T YOUR IDEAS
SlOO.ono for onelnTfnllon;
another SS.SOil. Book ••How to
nbtain a Paleni" & ••»Thal to InTenl"
sent free. Send rough sketch for free

^

report as to patentability.

We a'iver-

patent for sale at our expense.
Patent Obtained or Fee Returned.
CHANOLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Att'ys,
931 F. Street, Washington. D.O.
tise your

CAN M*KE $15
Ar*irMTC
O TO$20AWEEK
AUiC.rM
I

by getting orders

THE -V^

GRfATAMEPI^

Famoua
tracts,

for

oar

Teas, CoSeet, ExSplcea and Daklaf

For

Powder.

full

parUco-

address

lara

THB ORBAT AMERICAN
TEA

K-n

Veaar

CO.,
Street,

Naw

York, N. Y.

THE

BEST."

Write for Catalogue

Piedmont Buiioesj College.

I

GEORGE

offered for one invention.

Book, tells what lo i[iTent and hi.w to
obtain a ra'er.'. sent FBEE. «end
sketch for free report as to patentability.
Patent obloinf d or FIE RETURNED. Your

•IS

REFERENCES:

Mau.

rails,

and recreation, and more means for
these things by reason of their having
simplified their dress and household

they

details.

50,000

FIELir

marks out rows and plantain drills or hills 41^. 9. 12.
18, 24.36 or 72 inches apau-t, Cora andanv other peed

Lynchbtirg, Va.
Tell the advertiser
his

advertisement.

where you saw
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To Editor Southern Planter:
There

Agricultural Lime
ALL GRADES.

nothing like being In a
position to deliver the goods when the

demand

is

is

had our

demand

and we have certainly

on,

share of this

full

young

for

stock,

season's

CANADA ;UNLEACHED

especially,

and during the fall months it has kept
us busy to keep up with the orders
we have received, and every one
wants the best and are very willing
to pay a fair price for them when
they know that they are getting that

Hardwood Ashes.
Any

kind.

Never before have we been so overwhelmed with letters as we have
been for the last three months, and
have even had breeders sending to

CARTRIDGES
Furnished with either Black or
Smokeless Powder, greased or ungreased bullets. Shoot straight and
strong. Preferred by marksmen and
boys. Recommended by gallery men.
Send for fret targets.

THE UNION METALLIC
CARTRIDGE COMPANY,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
313 Broadway, New York City.
Sales Office. San Francisco Cal.

'ency.

FARMERS

Insure Your Buildings.
LIVB STOCK, PRODUCE,

Ae.

Write for booklet ^ying plan find ezplklDlni
how yoa can beeome a member of the
.
.

.

Farmers Mutual Benefit Asa'a,
tbna scenrlng cheap fire protection. Propert;
Iniured, J600,000; average cost per $1000 pet
1»ar, IS.OO. Estimated Security, oyer »1,000,000
[emberthlpeand risks limited to Kaitern Ta
CHAB. N. PRIENB, Qee. Agent, Vlrfiila Dlyktoa

CHE8TEE, VA.

OBQANIZED JANUARY

1899

9,

A QREAT DISCOVERY

DROPSY

'

CURED

with yecetabl!
remedies; entirely harB
lest; remoyes all sjiap
tons of dropsy in 8 to 3f

dayB:30to60dayeeC60tt

permanent

cure.

Trla;

treatment furnished

fre'

to every sufTerer, notL

ug

fairer. For jlrcolan
testimonials and f rcr
treatment, write
Dr H. H. OfMa'a Soit
Box H. Atlanta, Qs.

GREENSBORO,
for the treatment of

ither

a position to start right, as they know
that is the "only wav" to make their

business go in anything like a satisfactory way.
There is one thing certain in breeding stock of any kind, and Berkshires

and that is that it pays
big to breed fi-om the best only. There
is more satisfaction and pleasure in
selling one good one than halt a dozen
of the average kind, both here and
hereafter.
in particular,

N.C.

THE LIQUOR, OPIUM, MORPHINf.

One boar

.r-

Book

J.

Manifold,

Muddy

ANDREWS &

C.

CO.,

Norfolk,' Virginia-

'0<><H>o<K>oo<H>oo<H>ooooooooa«

Chemical Analyses
MINERALS,

Of

FEEDING MATERIALS,

WATER

and other products made at reasonCorrespondence solicited. J. B.
WEE MS, Ph. D., Crewe, Va., Expert to
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry.
able rates.

PHOSPHATE ROCK.
Use
Rock,
acid,

untreated,

flnely-ground
per cent,

containing

35

Phosphate
phosphorie

mixed with your stable manure

increase Its
prices write

value

THOMAS

over 60

per

cent.

and
For

CHRISTIAN,

D.

Wyndham, Powhatan County,

Va.

FFtAZER
Axle Grease

.HV^^^

lu wearing qualities are unsurpassed
actually outlasting three boxes any
other brand.
Not affected by heat.
the genuine.

\

^Get
""

I

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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Kill San Jose Scale and other destructive
parasites with a spraying solution of

Good's
°°'^ ®

Caustic Potash
Whale Oil

C
m
Ooap
No ^
3

Sure death to insects. No suli.hur. salt.
™,'°«™' o"f; 0/ any substance harmful to
plant life. Endorsed by U. .« Department
of Agrlcnlture.
Pocket Manual of cause
treatment and cure of tree disease* free
Write toduy.

JAMES GOOD,

Orignal Malier,

959 North Front St., Philadelphia,

THE REGENT SHOE

FOR MEN.

^ JJO

tPtl

VThe greatest shoe on earth
HBuilt for Style, Fit.

One boar to A. W. Gaver. Middletown. Aid.
One boar to P. L. Hargett & Co.,
Frederick, Md.

for

Parmers and Stockmon.
Delivered anywhere for
With th« SOUTHERN PLANTER,

to J.

Creek Forks, Pa.

priree.

T.

for the money.
Comfort and Weab.

'.

"Feeds and Feeding"
-

even farmers of moderate means defer their purchases until they are in

I send you herewith a list of our
sales since October 15th, and you will
see that we are selling some, too:

Drug Addictions. Ths Tobbacco Habit Ner^oi Ixhsiir:

Prof. Heary'a Qreat

us for animals to fill orders that they
cannot supply, so it looks as though
the demand was very general, and
we will have to increase our herd to
keep up with the demand. Customers
to whom we have sold bred sows say
they, too, cannot supply the demand
made upon them for young stock of
both sexes, and have had to refuse
many orders, and in ordering bred
sows they are getting ready for the
big spring trade that is surely to be
better than ever.
It would certainly be wise for intending purchasers that like to get
first choice to send in their orders
for spring stock, and fall stock for>
breeding in the spring, early so as to
get a good selection, as it is certa'n
that the demand is going to be a b.s
one this coming spring and fall, and
breeders are making ready to meet It.
Our observations for the last year
are that the demand for better Berkshires is decidedly on the increase,
and the day has gone when you get
enquiries for "something cheap," as
it is
demonstrated, over and over
again, that it Is the very greatest
folly to breed from cheap stock, and

quantity desired and at

bottom

One sow
Frederick,

$2.00
|2.26

P.

L.

Hargett

&

Co.,

(bred) to E. L. Dannaker
Son, Knowlton, Pa.

One sow

&

to

Md.

SEND FOR BEAUTIFULLY ILLU8^ TRATED CATALOGUE, FREE!

THE REGENT,
224 St. Charles

New

St.,

Orleans, La.

THE

IGO

Northern Virginia Farms
No. yi contains 156 acres; good blueQrasS land; free of stones, washes and
well
comparatively level;
'Stumps;
•"fenced; watered by streams, spring
-and wells; six acres good original
*.imber; large orchard; new 7-room
"l welling;
4-room tenant house; new
Situated on McVwirn and stable.
kdamized 'pike, 25 miles from Washington, 6 miles from station, one-fourth
mile from village, school, post-office
and stores. Price, $5,000. Very easy
".erms.

147 acres; level,
smooth fertile land; natural grass; 3
milee from station; a mixture of loam
and clay; produces heavy crops of
corn and hay; 20 acres original timber; good orchard; 6-room dwelling,
with usual outbuildings, in very fair
condition; two good horses, 6 cows,
5 young cattle, a lot of good implements and farm tools, feed, grain,
household goods, bedding, dishes, and
about 50 nice hens. Will sell the enIf sold within the next 30
tire outfit.
days, price, $4,500.
7S

contains

No. 61 contains 350 acres fine bluegrass land; a little rolling, but it is
smooth, free from stumps, stones,
washes or gullies; 50 acres in timber;
about 100 acres of old sod, balance is
ia small grain, timothy and clover;
has 11-room house; barn Is small, but
the other outbuildings are ample and
in

This farm

good repair.

is

an ideal

stock raising and grazing farm; water
in every field; fences are good and

neighborhood
$20 per acre.

is

of the

best.

Price,

No. 22V2 contains 452 acres fine
quality of fertile well improved land;
comparatively level; no rough or poor
This is an ideal
land on the farm.
grass farm; lies in a beautiful valley;

2%

miles from station,

One sow

(bred)

to

J.

H.

[February,

Cooler,

Attention

Plainfield, N. J.

Two sows

Here are a few Bargains.

No.

SOC'irrFRN PLAJfTEK.

and can be

viewed from one end to the other; has
go acres of good original timber; has
two sets of buildings; new 7-room
bouse of modern style, with usual outbuildings, on east end of farm, and a
good 7-room dwelling, with good barn,
granary and all other small buildings.
Here is
In good repair, on west end.
aa excellent opportunity for two neighbors to purchase an up-to-date farm
aa6 divide it, as it can be done to
excellent advantage.
Every foot of
this land will make three tons of hay
to the acre, or 50 to 60 bushels of corn.
If sold within the next 30 days will
take $22.50 per acre.

Send for my new list.
WM. EADES MILLER, Herndon.

Va.

(bred) to W. F. McSparran, Furniss, Pa.
Two sows (bred) to Dr. Charles
Hawkins, Fawn Grove, Pa.
One sow (bred) to Thomas Roy

HOMESEEKERS AND INVESTORS.
sell

I

and exchange Virginia Real BsUt«

Smith,

uf all classes, such as Grain. Dairy, Fruit,
stock. Trock, Poultry and Blucgrass Farm*,
Village Homes and Business Places of all
lasses. The reason I make a specially of
che two suburban counties Loudoun and

(bred) to F. Vannote,
Farmingdale, N. J.
One sow (bred) to Park Gardner,
Idaville, Pa.

Fairfax they offer the homeseekers mora
advantages
combined
than
any
coontry
known by me. This fine portion of Virginia,
extending from the national capital to the
op of the Blue Ridge Mourtaios, ia not
nly beautiful and healthy but Is yery

Brooks, Whiteford, Md.

One sow

(bred)

to

C.

N.

Lowville, Pa.

One sow

Three sows (young) to Portland
Farms, Fordwick, Va.
One sow (young) to J. H. Jones,
Richmond, Va.
Tv.'o sows (bred) to A. J. Higgins,
St. .Johnsbury. Vt.
One sow (bred) to J. F. Durbln,
Baltimore, Md.
One boar (young) to C. N. Smith,
Lowville, Fa.
One boar (matured) to J. P. Durbin,
Baltimore, Md.
One boar (young) to G. L. Emmons,
superintendent Laurel Reform School,
School, Va.
One boar (young) to C. H. Hav, Berlin. Pa.
One boar (young) to C. F. Landis,
York, Pa.
One boar (young) to Graham &
Carlson, "Willowdene" Farm, Colmar,

—

—

accessible
itles

Washington

to

and

Alexai>dria

by

rail and
pike, which gives all
a fine home market.
facilities
for locating you in this
of
Virginia are second to none.

producers

My

section
State what kind of property would interest
you.
have a large number and great
I
rariety of properties, and can very likely
juit
you. New catalogue mailed free o«
request.

W. H.TAYLOR
HERN DON, VIRGI-MA.

^ $500
iiiUYS

FARM
in

Virginia

Pa.

According to the way orders are
coming in we will sell twice this number by April 1st, and we have yet to
have our first dissatisfied customer,
so I think this speaks well for the
way our stock is received.
We expect to add extensively to
our herd this year, and in doing so
every animal will have to pass a very
critical inspection, both as to individuality and breeding, as we only
want good ones, and the best are none
too good for us, as the present outlook for the Berkshires is very promising, and we cater to a "particular
market."
Hoping to be able to continue with
you for a number of years, as I would
as soon think of .going hunting wlthnut a gun as trying to sell Berkshires
in the South without The Southern
Planter, and that is certain.
a. A. SHORTREDE. Manager.
Meadowview Farms, Woodbine, Pa,
Baltimore City Co., Md., Jan'y 3, 1907.
I wish to thank you for the twelve
delightfully interesting numbers of
The Southern Planter which you gave

vour readers last year.

to

SHEPHERD OWENS.
Frederick Co., Va., Dec. 20. 1906.
received a copy of The Southern
Planter, with which, owing to its
plain, bold type and the valuable and
bi'^hly interesting matter
contained
therein, I was so well pleased I at
once decided to become a subscriber.

with

comfortable three-room cottage llk»
ut.
These 25-acre poultry, fruit and vogfarms are only two miles from
Waverly, Va., a modern little town on the
.V.
& W. Ry., midway between Norfolk
and Richmond.
Climate, water and mar<tts
for
produce
cannot
be
excelled.
Write for further Information and for lists
and booklets showing farms and plantations from JIC per acre
up.
F.
BL
LaBAUME. AgrI and Indl. Agent. Norfolk
& Western Ry., Box 500, Roanoke, Va.
dtable

Small Tracts of Land

Near the Sea, for Sale.
Our farm

B.

ROTHGET.

We

offer a portion
acres up. to suit purlocated.
The sea; summer
r<nd
wint*?r
resort:
two electric rallwayfi,
three miles oQ. ooe electric ruilway, on*
mile off; U. F. D. at the Croat gate. School,
depot,
stores,
church,
post-offlce one mile
(iood aoighhors all arouud.
Norfolk thirty
niinutee away by electric railway; cars every
hnur.
Five-cent fare to the seas* '»re.
Will
exchanjze f r desirable teal estate uptoSl.OOO

chasers.

five'*

Well

Larger properties can be had near by
wanted.

value.
if

A.

JEFFERS. R

.

F. D.

1,

London Bridge. Va.

Farms.

Timber Lands,

I

A.

too large.

is

"blocks of

in

Town

Properties.

Send fer mj new Mat of ckoice
real eetate sitaatcd

In

liargaloi In

RDCKBRIDUb., BATH

All Informstlon
•Dd APGIISTA COUNTIES
Livery,
sheerfully and DroinpTly answered.
etc.,

^ee

to thaee

«ba mean business.
J.W. GHINN, Goshen, Va

-

1907.]
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SAN JOSE SCALE KILLED.

The farmer who has ever had his
^rchard attacked by San Jose
scale
t need to be told anything
about

<loesn

lae dread destroyer except—
the cure
Now, it cannot only be checked and
prevented, but actually cured
The
preparation that does It is made
by
James Good, 959 North Front Street
Philadelphia, and is known as
Good's
•Caustic Potash Whale Oil Soap
No 3
It IS diluted with water
and used as a
spray, which chokes the life
out of
the insect and restores the
tree to
normal condition.

San

?r^

Jose

^^"'il

scale,
^""^
^°^-

Its

apple-tree scab
pear-blight and

kindred diseases can be prevented
by
thoroughly spraying the trees
with
the soap and repeating the
operation
just before the buds start
in the

-spring.
Is

,

,^^

Another advantage of Good's
Soap
that

both

of

its

principal

ingre-

dients—potash and whale oil— are
active fertilizers and help
the growth
of the tree. Instead of stunting

DO YOU

WANT A FARM?

" ^''f^^^J """^ prosperous section, where you can make good
conveniently
and profitably. I do not believe I am offering a
'"^f

cron»'

LfLill^l" .r"

slnelP

„r

ml.

'°

No. 25. 44 acres; 38 cleared, balance In
timber; good 9-room house, with barn, all
necessary outbuildings;
lasting
water in
every field; good spring near the house; near
school, church and store.
Price, $2,500, oo
reasonable terms.
No. 51. 100 acres adjoining the corporation of Fairfax, one-quarter mile from the
electric

railroad

station;

75

acres

cleared,

balance In timber; running water In nearly
e^ery field; some fruit; no buildings; several
beautiful building sites.
Price. $4,000.
If
sold in thirty days $3,250 wrll buy It. This
is a fine chance for the right man.
No. 65. 140 acres; 70 cleared, the balance
in flnf timber; 5-room bouse; barn. 20x40;
place Is well watered and fenced; 3 miles
from the electric railroad; near school,
church and store. Price, $30 per acre; onethird cash, the balance to suit.
No. 89. BOO acres; two sets of buildings;
new 8-room bouse, cemented cellar; good
barn and all necessary outbuildings; also a
large tenant house
with
necessary
out-

buildings; 500 fruit trees. The place Is weU
it
The United States Department of watered and fenced; will make a nice stock
farm.
Near school, church and store.
Agriculture and various State experi- Price, $8,500.
on reasonable terms.
ment stations have given their enNo. 138. A Colonial estate; contains 567^4
acres; 100 acres In good timber; It is divided
dorsement to this preparation— a
guar- into nine fields; land is gently rolling and
antee of its merits.
Mr. Good has about 100 acres of bottom land; the land Is
•compiled a manual of plant diseases kind to work and shows any Improvements
very quickly; place Is -well watered and
from various authorities, which
he fenced. There is a 10-room Colonial
mandistributes
free to
those who re- sion, nicely located in a shady lawn; barn
quest it.
and all necessary outbuildings; near school
church and post-office. If sold right away
accept $22.50 per acre. This place was
THE 1907 GIRL YOURS FOR THE will
once owned by a wealthy merchant from
Washington and run on a large scale.
ASKING.
No. 142. 315 acres; 250 cleared, the balance
Have you made her acquaintance?
In timber; 6-room house, all necessary outNow is your only chance. After much buildings,
good tenant house; well watered
^rouble and expense, the Sharpies and fenced; some fruit. Price. $25 per acre.
At one time this was considered one of the
Separator Company, of

West Chester,

Pa., have succeeded beyond
their
in reproducing from life, in

hopes

the softest
and daintiest colors, the sweetest
dairy maid that ever graced a cream
separator calendar, or was ever offered by any cream separator company
as a free picture suitable for framing.
This calendar and this free picture are
like the Sharpies Dairy Tubular Cream

Separator— you can't appreciate either
of them until you see them. Worthy
a place In every home. The Sharpies
Separator Company will send the calendar with this picture on it to you,
free, for the names of two neighbors
who keep cows but have no Tubular
Cream Separator. Or they will send
free the same picture, made
larger
for framing and without the calendar
r>ad attached for the names of five

finest farms in the vicinity.
It does not
look so well now, as It has been rented out
for several years; it is easily Improved and
would make a nice stock farm.
,
No. 159. 735 acres; In fine condition; all
cleared except 150 acres. In nice white oak
timber; a 9-room stone dwelling, nicely
located In a beautiful lawn; barn and all
necessary outbuildings; three tenant houses,
from 6 to 7 rooms, with all necessary outbuildings; 4-room dairy, cost $2,000.
Price,
$30 per acre.
This will make a fine stock
farm.
It
will divide up nicely In small
farms, as there Is a public road through
the farm.
This place must be seen to be
appreciated.
No. 169. 109 acres; 75 cleared, balance In
timber; nice 8-room house, porches, ball
and cellar; located on a nice elevation and
a beautiful lawn.
This Is a fine house.
Bank barn, 32x50; all necessary outbuildings; 4-room tenant house; good well of
water in the yard.
The farm is In good
condition, well watered and fenced; plenty
of nice fruit and berries; 1V4 miles from
steam and electric railroads; near school,

church and store;
ton.

Price,

SM;

$6,500.

miles from 'Washingone-half cash,

Terms,

who keep cows but have no the balance to suit. This Is a fine piece
Tubular Cream Separator. Calendar of property. It must be seen to be appreand picture both sent free for names ciated.
No. 170. 674 acres, adjoining the Mount
of seven neighbors who keep cows but Vernon estate; 374 acres cleared, the balance
have no Tubular. Write at once be- In all kinds of timber; 8-room house, barn
and all necessary outbuildings; well and
fore the supply Is gone, sending two spring near the house; well watered and
neighbors

161

farm Is level and could be made a fine
estate.
If sold right away will take
$20 per
acre, on reasonable terms.
No. 178. Nice little fruit farm, located
near the electric railroad, at Oakton, about
miles from Washington; 8-room house,
barn and all necessary outbuildingsgood well of water In the yard; nice, shady
lawn; almost the entire place Is set out In
fruit.
Price $3,600, on reasonable terms.
This Is a cheap place; the fruit ought to
pay for it. It Is nicely located near school
church and store.
No. 207. 23 acres, near the electric railroad at Fairfax; 4-room house, fine cellar,
good well at the door; nice, shady lawn
with a quantity of nice flowers; nice, new'
large barn; all necessary outbuildings, all
in
good condition; about 700 fruit trees;
near school, church and store. Price, only
on reasonable terms.
$1,800,
No. 228. 13414 acres; 74 cleared, balance
In
fine
timber; nice 7-room house, good
cellar and porches; good well at the doorbarn, 20x40. large cow shed attached; all
nesessary outbuildings; fine lot of fruit- li4
miles from railroad station.
Price, $3',800^
terms to suit.
No. 239. 240 acres. In a high state of cultivation; 10-room house; good well on the
porch and cistern; place Is well fenced and
watered; good barn and ail necessary outbuildings.
Price,
$40
per acre; one-half
cash, balance to suit.
This will make a
nice stock or grain farm.
No. ... 150 acres. In Orange county; 100
acres cleared, balance In white oak timber;
8-room house; barn.
20x30; corn
house,
buggy house, three hen houses; well watered
and fenced; nice apple orchard and other
fruits.
There is also a new store building
at the dwelling, 24x30; It is run now as a
store and post-office, both doing a good business.
If
sold right away will sell every
thing, except the stock of goods, for $2,200accept $400 down, the balance to suit the
buyer.
Any one that wants a bargain
will find it in this property.
Nice situation
for a
country store and post-office and
grazing farm.
No. 690. Near Burke Station; 104 acres;
75 acres cleared, the balance In oak and
chestnut timber: 10-room house, located In a
nice, shady lawn, good cellar; fine well of
water at the door; two barns, two slIos all
necessary outbuildings; the farm Is In a
nice condition; well watered and fenced;
most all kinds of fruit; near school, church
and store.
Price, $5,000.
Will Include 13
cows, 7 head of young cattle. 3 horses
harness buggy, carriage, farm wagons, I
top wagon, all farming Implements used on
the place; large quantity of hay. fodder
and corn., a nice flock of chickens— everything now on the place— for $6,000; one-half
cash, the balance to suit.
This Is a great
bargain.
It Is run now as a dairy farm
Milk Is bringing from 18 to 20 cents « Ballon
you can pay for this place by continuing
the dairy business.
No. ... Near buckets. Loudoun county
Va.; 228% acres; 203 acres cleared, balance
in timber; 12-room brick house; barn. 30x40
most all outbuildings needed; well watered
and fenced; apple and peach orchard; four
miles from railroad; one mile from school
and store; one-quarter mile from church
Price. $25 per acre.
This Is a limestone
section; good grass land; most of the farm
has been limed.
No. ... Near Manassas; 67 acres- 80 acrers
cleared; 6-room bouse; barn. 25x40;' most all
necessary outbuildings;
well
fenced
and
watered;
there
Is
an
orchard,
apples
14

large

names for the calendar with smaller fenced; the whole place Is enclosed with
picture on It, or five for the large pic- wire; most all varieties of fruit. This place
is located 3 miles north of the Mount Vernon
peaches, pears, plums
and cherries; Vi
ture without calendar pad attached, mansion.
The estates are divided by •
miles
from railroad, school, church and
or seven for both. You must mention double ditch, constructed by General Washstore.
If this place Is sold right away will
ington In 1770; the ditch still remains. Th€
take
$3,600.
on
reasonable
terms.
the name of this paper to get them.
»BND FOR COMPLBTK LIST TO-DAY.
Address The Sharpies Separator Co.,
JBRMAN,
Fairfax, Va.; Branck Offloe, Vienna.
West Chester. Pa., Chicago. 111., ToronUj Matte: "Haacity aB« Fair Dealing.
-to.
'

Canada.

,

.
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THE "PIONEER" CALENDAR.

your Farm
or other Property

Cash

for

A

sition.

We

you want to
me If for any reason
or your present business,
.
can help you.
^
#«..
*w.»™ for
them
have
you Tiant a farm, I
If
If you want Insale-all sizes and prices.
op?or^?on about the great agricultural
help you.
portunities of Virginia. I can also
Va.
D. F. DUNLOP, Boxwood.

write

Change Tocatioo
I

FOR SALE.

FINE FARM,
southwest
acres: 85
acres No.

1

300
County;
Floyd
Virginia,
60
acres woodland, white Pl°e.
meadow; balance good grain and

watered fine
Jnd grazing land; e«ellently
orchard; good 8sprlni near house; large
cardwelling; large barn, stock ba^n

?oom
dage

conveniently
etc.;
granary,
on "• *• ";
located to schools, churches;
ul climate
route; fine neighborhood; health
Rare
condition.
everything In flrst-class
secop^rtunity in sheep and cattle raising
Death of owner reason for selling.
tion.

C

house,

Administrator, Petersburg, Va.

GUTHRIE,

L.

VIRQINIA

COUNFRY

HOV\ES.

periodical puba handsomely Illustrated
the Interest of
lished every two months In
places in the
our business. The most noted
Price tor
columns.
its
In
State are shown
Is

numbers, $1.
Free Real Estate

six

FOR

describes

Register

& CO.,
h"w. HILLEARY
Virginia.

REiN
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Charlottesville,

I

FARM,

superior 400-ACRE JAMES RIVER
miles
with live stock and implements; 10electric
Trom Richmond; 1% miles from
Good DuimRailroad same distance.
line
possession
Immediate
watered.
well
iDgs;

necessary.

if

Manchester, Va.

JAMES BELLWOOD,

Old Virginia Farms.
CL1M*TB 4N0 PROnUCTIVENHSS UNIN
exCBLLEO. LVRQBST RALE LI*TAND
STATE PORPWI.L PARTICULAR*
PRBB CATALOGUE ADORERS

CASSEUMAN

CO.

CO.

RICHMOnD, VA.

BIG LIST OF FflRNIS
In
all

5

Wa

have
Send

our Illustrated

lists.

the best portion of Virginia.
kinds, ar'J the prices are right.

cents

In

stamps

for

PIEDMfiNT AND TIDEWATER LAND
Inc.,

Columbia Va.

Box

CO.,

4.

FARHS
AND TIMBER LANDS.

VIRGINIA

We have a good selection of nice
Farms, in large and small tracts, and
prices from J^ per acre up, on easyterms. COLE & BROWN, 1201 East
Main Street, Richmond, Va.
Virginia
Farms

of

any

slJe

Farms.
Louisa,

have received a copy of a beautiful
calendar, reproduced by lithography In
ten different colors, from an oil painting
by Chas. A. Winter, a New York artist.
The foreground illu.strates a young man.
In the costume worn by the new-comers
In the immediate
in colonial Virginia.
background there are about fifteen men
Further in
stockade.
building a fort or
the background is a very wide river, and
on the bosom of its blue water are three
sailing vessels, proudly riding at anchor,
and from which the pioneers have Just

landed.

There are many timely suggestions to
farmers on the monthly calendar leaves.
Any of our readers can obtain a copy of
this pretty calendar by sending ten cents
in stamps (or money) to Virginia-Carolina
Chemical Co., manufacturers of fertilizers, Advertising Department. Richmond,
\y.. to pay cost of packing and postage, y

CYPHER'S

Va

INCUBATOR COMPANY
CATALOGUE.

are invited to send for the new
catalogue of Cypher's Incubator
Company, which has just been issued.
It is really the biggest thing yet in
poultry books of this kind, containing
as it does 2C0 pages and over 500 illusIt has six chapters on raistrations.
ing poultry for eggs, raising broilers
and roasters, raising ducks, etc., etc.,
and also contains testimonials fom the
largest poultry raisers in the country
as to the reliability and dependability

CHEAPEST DAISY FARM
Virginia; driving distance Washington;
beautiful section; station on place; JT7
acres, dwelling, large stock barn, hay bam,
silo, dairy, corn house, tool shed; beautiful
spring at house, swift stream; 70 acres
woodland; over 1,000 young fruit trees, best
varieties; also old orchard; eslabllsbcd dairy
business; J7.500 will buy It. Other bargains;
In

catalogue.

here

of
Cyphers Incubators— all
which cannot help but be full of sugis
who
£;estive thought for the farmer

THE SOULE

—

who keen

poultry.

is
In sending for this great book, it
to
best to address the office nearest
you, for the Cyphers Company has
ijranch offices at New York, Boston.
Chicago, Kansas City, or Oakland.
office
Cal., while its main factory and
is at Buffalo, N. Y.

8^

W.

R.

care Southern Planter.

G..

manv ways

It is

"ninue.

H. E. COT.BY,
Editor Kimball's Dairy Farmer.

What?

Free!

Free!

largest and best selected list of farmi
For full particulars send tor
Virginia.
free catalogue describing James River Valley
Stock Farms, a fine list of small Truck
Farms near Richmond, also Fruit and Truck
Farms In Tidewater District of Virginia,
where flsh and oysters abound. Agency esAddress W. A. PARSONS ft
tablished 1875.
CO.. C. and O. Main Street Depot, Rlch-

The

In

mnnd. Va.

STOCK, GRAIN, GRtSS ANB
POULTRY FARMS FOR SALE,
(15 per acre en tlie
Mild Climate
Maryland.
Send for catalogno.
$6 to

eastern

and

Shore

of

soil.

fertile

WOODCOCK,

S. P.

Salisbury, Md.

Farms

Virginia

A SPECIALTY.

J.

Write me your wants.
WHITE, Charlottesville,
The Land Man."

B.

Va.

Farms

Virginia
MOST SELECT

LIST, and

aO

in

sec-

tions of the State.

PREB CATALOQUB,
R. B.

CHAFPIN &

CO.. Inc.

Richmond, Va.
in the great fmlt grain and
r,ur
rlnb rAnlVlO stock sectl.n of VIRGINI*.
Near great
Best climate and water in the U. S.
arieu. with best educaOonai advaniaiu
For further Information address

rinMP

ALBKMAHIB IMMIGRATIOB

CO.,

CharlottesrUU, Va

Bam'l B. Woods, Pres.

"In the Green Fields

of Virgtala."

Homes for ALL; Health for ALL; HapplALL sizes
•ess an<i Independence for ALL.
at corresponding prices, but ALL
It
reasonable.

FARMS

MACON &

CO., Oranre. Va.

FARMS
VIRGINIA
ACRE AND UPWARDS
J3

Waterloo, Iowa. .Tan'y 15, IflOT.
you upon the
I wish to congratulate
annearance of the first number of your
been inhave
I
volume.
sixty-eighth
terested in your paper for some time.

FARM

SPLENDID

miles of Hlchmond,
of 160 acres, within
If you are looking for a place on
tor sale.
which to make money, this Is a floe opporWell adapted for stock feeding or
tunity.
dairying, possibilities for the latter are unam retiring on what this farm
I
limited.
For particulars, write to
made
for me.
has

the

thinking of making his first attempt
the
nt raising chickens by machines
only way to make money. Raising
chicks with hens these days is like
cutting grain with a reaping hook.
The Cyphers Incubator Company's
new catalogue is a book that ought to
be in the hands of every person who
wants to increase his knowledge of
poultry raising whether in the busi
ness for profit or recreation, or both.
This book is offered free to readers
of this paper who will send the names
and addresses of two acquaintances

change, come
CO.. Washington.

contemplating

If

first.

You

of

February

In

1907

In

with ImprovemenU.
Free list.
all.

Prices In reach of

PORTER & GATES,

Souvenir of the Jamestown E.vpo-

[

Easy

PER

payments.

Catalogue

made on country Real

CRAWFORD &
lished

January,

Estate,

'^"l^,-

^^°»°»
M.

GBOROK

CO., Richmond, Va.

Estab-

1S75.

FARMS
Prosperous and healthy section
Good Shipping

FRANK

Facilities.

H. COX, Ashland, Va.
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Mail U»

Your

DEPOSITS.
Banking bf mail
tury defveloptnent
Immense growth.

Is

a twentieth cenIt

la

deatlned to

The Planters National Ban
Always alive to progress, has been
obliged

ment

to

Install a
this

handle

to

special

branch

departof the

business.

Thousands of people already bank
with us through mall.
Ifa quicit, convenient and we pay
you 3 per cent, compound Interest on
your money.
»1.00

WILL OPEN AN ACCOUNT.

Planters National Bank,
Savings nepartment,
Riclimond, Va.

Capital
f 300,000 00
Capital and Surplus 1,000,000 00

Make Your Idle Mone)
Earn You Interest
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
RICNMOND, ViRQINIA for Infat-

Write the
•t

Bktion concerning Us certificate ef
<epo9U, Bo arranged that one per
Mnt. may be coileeted every POUR
MONTHS threngh your neareat bAnk
•r itore.

Oar experience proves thliformfM
HTlngt to be the moat aatUfactory
plan yet devUed for depoiltt of tlM.aO
•r mote.
Out Capital and Karned Surplas ii

$1,600,000
JOHM

PUEC'BLL, Freildant.
JHO. M. MILLER, Jr., Vlce-Frea. A OuklcOHAI. R. BURNETT, Aulitant Caabto
J. C. JOPLJN, AuliUnt Oukler
B.

ytUsOuotelfouaSpecial

Price

On Our Improved 1907 Model

Cream Separator
Euilc and sold by the nine Dav
bioiheia, who have spent :;0 ytui
bringing it to its present t-tat*- oi pe
fectiuD. It is Bold straight Crom tli
lactoi-y at

Vtrholesale Factory Prices
aiidir y
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tor,

of a truth, the nation dates from

Jamestown rather than from

Philadelphia's Declaration— set forth that Congress had determined to memorialize
this event by an international military

SEEDS

and naval congregation. The governments -which have accepted will be represented by their crack regiments,
some of which will be commanded by
Enggenerals of international fame.
land will probably send Lord Roberts;
Japan is likely to detail Oyama.

FROM

&

DIGGS

BEADLES

IS ASSURED.
AND A GOOD CROP
our 1907 CaUlogue of

Let u» send you

RELIABLE SEEDS
FROM A

The

RELIABLE HOUSE.
W. are headquartersand Clover Seeds
Seeds Grass
and germination.
S? The hllbest quality

3

SEED POTATOES,
ONION SETS,
POULTRY SUPPLIES,

""^

carried by an up-to-date

"wRiTB US FOR PRICES.

Currants!!
»ll

Lee's

and

Prolific

County,

djrectly
selected seeds Imported

the cost
from grower In France at ten times/"""""d
a^
"f American seeds, for J5.00
medium size.
selected rooU and J3.00 for
Cash with order,
All f. o. b. Charleston.
please.

and

for

sale.

Mt.

Pleasant, S.

Write

for

samples,

FREE directions "SS on growing.
WING & BROS., Box S5. Mechanlcsburg, Ohio, or Eutaw, Ala.

Berry Plants, Asparagus Roots.
Choice varieties. No. 1 slock,
strong and healthy and true to

name;

27 years' experience.
J. W.

Cata-

HALL, Marlon

logue free.
Station,

Md.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.

mdt
i,tl)»

ILH per
emA
JOHM USHTFOOT

trees, etc., Btrawtrarrr p]asta,
In S,(M« lots or vrer, tr««a (a.

Kemi tar tree eataJogue,
••at OhattaDOOga,
,

Tam.

FROG RAIDING. A buslntss Ihal

starts on

and brings large roturns.

smat

Our naw

book gives you the practical knowledge. Price

DOsloadtt.OO The book

BIIEED,

will

leach you

Always

mention

that it may justly
forms
be said to lie in a region that
And it is
a permanent exposition.
fail
will
can
safe to sav that few who
the Jamestown Exposition
visfl
to
sometime between April 26th and No-

cember

30, 1907.

Minnesota
the first premium at the
Buck
Ftate Fair and also the Angora
the Minat
premium
ser-ond
the
taking
75
has
nesota Stnte Fair. Mr. Savage
Angora Toes on his International
disStock Food Farm, located a short
tance from Minneapolis.

mmm
ramousforove
1007 Seed Annual
on request,
n. FERRY &. CO.,^

at all dealers,
<^ovears.

'^" " "
POULTRY SUPPLIES.
CATALOGUE FREB.

Thb

when writing

Our catalogue contains

Planter, being a praceducator along the lines of scienfarming, and setting forth, as it
does the rapid material developments
I shall
of our dear old State, I think

The Southern

tical

U

profitable far

Major W.

I

am

beyond

its

cost,

not a farmer.

FITZHUGH CARTER,
United States Army.

Sodthebk

adTertlien.

dCBCrlp-

Supplies;

PRAIRIE STATE INCUBATORS
and Colony Brooders; Poultry Remedies and Pure-Bred Fancy Poultry.
Send for this caUloeu*. It will Interest you.

VIRGINIA POULTRY SUPPLY
Richmond, Va.

3z:

3X

CO.,

X^

Winter Eags.
You can d* th«
cettlng them!
the Feeds that produc* themlll
»1 7B per 100 lbs.
T." Scratch
J 00
"Purina" Scratch
t 00
Alfalfa Clover Meal
OaU..
1 60
Clipped
Ciround White

We

"W.

are

FEED

J.

SCO
"Rarva" Meat Meal
175
Bone Meal
IJO
KafHr Corn
^|
••
Oyster Shells
'5
Mica Spar Grit
Fe«d
Mill
OaU,
Wheat, Cracked Corn,
Write us, we can serve you.
full stock.
We are local agents tor Charles A.
Cyphers' "Model" Incubators and Braodera,

«

Humphrey's

Cleveland, O., Dec. 13, 1906.
very
I think The Southern Planter a
valuable farm journal, and like It very
Mrs. GEO. W. OBRGEL.
much.

full

all kinds of Poultry
kinds
of
different
the
recommended Poultry Foods; Illustrations of the well-known

and prices of

tlon

same!!

Elizabeth City Co., Va., Dec. 10. 1906.

even though

Ferry Seeds
are not an experi- '^

vatiou, they assure success
from the start. Users have
doubts at planting uor di;
Get
^pointments at ha—-" ""-"•

Itself,

M. W. Savage, proprietor of the Inpurternational Stock Food Co., has
chased the Angora Buck that captured

find

Illinois.

^eut. but with proper culti-"

HOW TO

FEED & EAISE FEOQS.

!kMEADOWBROOK FARM. AUENOtlMJ.
PLAirrsB

^'

Bookfopd,

»»,!

tific

LEAKN HOW TO EAKK
fflSOOO A YEAR.
invesl.iient

SHUMWAY,

R. H.

Detroit, MIcti.
.

C.

ALFALFA.
seed

extra packages free with eirey order.

lot

Send yours and ycur neighbor's address.

since

era

exposition of this
Naturally,
class
character will draw a very high
the average
of visitors, people to whom
vain.
World's Fair would appeal In
callaThis tercentennial has so many
points of interest, aside from the

main displav

ASPARAGUS ROOTS

Best

Big

teral

GIANT ARGENTEUIL

prices
a
J

each

CDCE
"^

wonderful big catalog
Full of engravings of every
variety, with prices lower than other
Oldest re'iable seed growdealers'.
- er in America.
No old seed. All fresh.
They will grow or will refund money.

be set
islative and military moment
arts and
forth, but the evolutions of
of
trades will be shown, and a series
presented, whose object is to

an

PEACH and
win. stock Of
PLUM at farmers' prlies. Write tor price
Montgomery
"fRBD SHOOSMITH, Hoyt,
Pa.

ALFRED JOUANN ET,

I^EB

A

factors which, combining, germinated
became
the seed of Jamestown until it
developed
a colonial grove which has
commonof
a mighty forest
into
wealths. Not only will events of leg-

1C07-

Versailles.
APPLE, PEAR,

Grown from

CHEAP
GROWN

mind

pictures
define recognizably

VARIETIES:

Cherry,

hall

seeds:

of every observer the salithe
ent features of our nation's story,
of the several eras— the
events
pivotal

RICHMOND, VA.

S.rherru"hra^eiX'at^^r ber"l<«'?
^" ^•'"-

the

of

est in
inof history will be a post-graduate
stitute for students for Americana.
pictodepartment,
this
in
The exhibits
their
rial, documentary and through
varied collections, will bring clearly
to the

DIQOS & BEADLES,
SEtD MERCHANTS,
Currants!

associations

the tercentennial, and the

Flower

And everything

patriotic

country have taken the deepest inter-

Garden and

for

GOOD

Open

Hopper

Gre«n

Bone

Cutters.

Conkey's Roup Cure.
Ideal Leg Bands.
W. J. TODD, 424 North Sixth StTBOt,
Richmond, Ve.
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"RARVA"
MEAT MEAL
85 Per

Gent.

7 Per Cent. FAT

PROTEIN
IS

A

POULTRY FOOD
THAT

IS

EGG PRODUCER
AND

MEAT BUILDER
The Food

To Force

Early Broiler.

SAMPLE ON REQOEST

100 LBS.

$3.00.

-

RICHMOND ABATTOIR
Send

Department M.

for the

in

Richmond, Va.

"Rarva" Booklet.

season. They are quickly
eradicated by

Summers'
Worm Powders
Thirty Years' Populnritv; Deaii Shot
7-lb. pku.
every time; Larsest Sr.lc.
tl-OO; 3-lb. pkg.. Me. Of all Druggists oi

1

BURCH S

177 Ulinois

and made merry
At the time it

me

came

I

all

Worm Powder

deliciously

Chinatown

in

Cliicago, ni.
Catalogue of

Superior

Food

J!!?i^i21.K.?2l: kuiz's Certain

for

Chinesy,
but afterwards I counted it as but
the first trip in a series of evolutions
which led to a real Chinatown.
to

Foutz's Hotse

& G

New

—

Finally we suppersistent acolytes.
ped in a Chinese restaurant off a
savory mess chop suey not venturing to Inquire what it was made of.
Then there was Chinatown, San
Francisco, a city of 40,000 inhabitants
in the heart of the great Western
Here we bargained at
metropolis.
Sing Fat's over pretty trifles from
the East and had tea In the teahouses, served with sweetmeats and
nuts on wooden trays and drank
also defrom handleless cups.
scended to the under world and made
a hasty survey of some of the subterranean passages, once so famous
in the annals of the police court.
All this was but a prelude to, and
no preparation for, that vast unrest
which surges through China, and
strikes all who approach the shores
of Cathay.
Finding ourselves one fine winter's
day in Hongkong, a British colony
off the Chinese coast, we applied to
the American Consul there to know
if it were safe for two ladies to make
the trip alone to Canton in the inflamed state of feeling following the

—

Powder

tile

'outz's Certain

Cure

<olik

Foutz's Liniment

_

and Fou'z's Healing

Powder and
Cure

Gall

Are

all

ment

guaraDteed and bear U.

Number

Serial

S.

GoTern-

217.

Foutz's Superior Poultry Food Is a necessity to the maintenance of healtb and reguUsed by
lar laying of hens In every flock.
experienced and successful poultrymen with
economical and otherwise unattainable results.

H4-pouQd
everywhere;
by dealers
Send for new price list and
26c.
Literature
our special assortment offer.
and further information furnished on request
Sold
boxes,

THE DAVID

FOUTZ COMPANY.

E.

Baltimore,

Md.

Iriissian

Stock
Tonic
When used

„
,

M

hfT

reg-

and con-

ularly. intellici. ntly

stantly, adds iast the amount of surdIus energy a.ld well beuu to feedme
meat
stoctt, to obtain the best and finest

cuts.

conCatt'.e _'lyers purchase upon the
dition their trained eyes see your ; lock
to be in you can't fool them.

—

You Get Top

Prices

cive your cattle just t le right
stimulant to keep their every fuu^tiou in
perfect working order.
,„„ .
,
Our Bis $3.50 Pail holds 120O doses for
dollars
your cattle, and a cood many extra

when you

yourself— you should
never be without i
•Ma ual Free
b.ock Ra

for

massacre.
We were advised to go, but to place ourselves
immediately on reaching there under
Acthe protection of our own flag.
we prenared without a
cordingly,

CO.

Street,

Tliustr.itPd

seemed

Lienchow

1

F. S.

pigtails,

theater-goers.

g Foulz's
FolJ^^Poultry

We

WORMS
varenow

in

—

To Feed

Box 267.

Guaranteed Goods!

—

PURE.

SACK

"Traveller."
Several years ago Hoyt delighted
the public with his extravaganza, "A
Trip to Chinatown," in which gay
widows, ballet and chorus girls tripped across the stage, with Celestials

Next

A SURE

The

A GLIMPSE OF CHINA.

York, explored one snowy Saturday
night with a guide halt policeman,
half reporter a thriling experience
to the uninitiated. We went through
a portion of the settlement with a
sense of fascination at the sight of
so many Orientals, their strange dress
and language and the unfamiliar obOur wonjects in the shop windows.
der grew when we stood before the
grotesque image in the joss house
and bought fragrant punts from

ECONOMIC,
CLEAN,

165

USE ONLY

if yo

ill

Prussian

te

and

tell

t

Remedy Co.,

qualm

for the expedition.
Canton, capital of a province of that
in Southern China, is a city of
3,000,000 inhabitants and is the climax
It is most
of all that is Chinese.
conveniently reached by boat from
Hongkong, from which it is ninety
The
miles distant up Pearl River.
trip is made by night and we ordered
boat,
to
the
carry
us
rickshaws
to
two
giving the coolies full instructions
where we wanted to go. They took
us safely to the pier, but no boat was
Then they began to run
to be seen.
wildly up and down the water front,
not knowing what to do; and we had

name

Spay Your SOWS and
OTHER STOCK with Ihe

«

^

Pronto Process*
Cutting, Pain or Death. No knife
uted. Guaranteed to be absolutely painless and harmless. Animals fatten easi» r.

No

Greater profits from your stock. Raring
Dogs and Pet Stock spayed witliury. Easy to apply. Book No. i8
k spaving free on requr^t. Send
$1.00 for trial box. Spavs lo sows.

PRONTO SPAYING COMPANY
,

Jackson Park Station, Cbicaffo. UL

,

A

^

Profit Suckers SKS fou^apviy
Lambert's 'Df-^th -o Ziv^.' Lesa
more eggs, uel son c. Sample

lice

inn., ino oz. $1.00. 1'XI7
•
P, ilr.ters" free. 0, %.

Bnok
i-. eket
STOC* (GOD CO.,

WANTED!
ALL KINDS OF

LIVE WILD BIROS

AND ANIMALS

rartlculirl; Deer, Alld rurkaji, Wulie
Bqulriele, Uuck3, Swana, Bob VVb4M
Quail, Qrey r^quirreis, 3ear. Babr &iccaoua. Foxes, etc.
15 eacb paM (•?
;

Wild Turkey!.
DR. CBCIL. rKEINCH, Waelilnttn. D. a.
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Where the Money Is
J«S^^

Poultry
m

of the
the Poul-

If you
try Business.
would know how they are
made, send two dimes for
a copy cf my book "Eggs,
It
Broilers and Roasters.

eives the cost of production
branches of the poultry

in all

It grives the market quotations
week by week, averaged for three years.
It shoves when a chick hatched any week
the
year
could be marketed as abroiler
in

business.

of

egg production, and how best to secure

them.
A copy of

(

my Poultry Equipment Catamy llodel In-

log will tell you all about

cubators and Brooders. These machines
are the greatest Hatchers and Artificial
Mothers the world has seen. With these
hatchers and rearers we raised over
twenty thousand chickens the past season
at the Model Farm— more than has ever
been raised on anv other farm in a season.
We are raising 100,000 this season. Let
me tell you about it.
If you want to make money with poultry I can help you. I can start you right.
My JUodel Incubators and Brooders make
an economical and efficient eouipment.
Their use. coupled with the instructions
given in my literature precludes failure.

me today.
GHAS. A. CYPHERS,
Buffalo, M.
359 Henry Street,

Write
\

when

they brought up to another
cried out "Canton boat."
whistle was blowing for departure and we ran breathlessly up
the gang plank just before it dropped.
"Canton boat?" we asked the boy,
who came up for our bags. "Yes,"
he replied. We walked on past the
second cabin, which was crowded
with coolies, quarreling noisily over
were not entheir
cards, and we
couraged by the view. The Chinese
"coolie" is a bad lot, quite different
from the "boy," who makes the finest
servant in the world.
Entering the saloon we found some
Chinese students and a half caste
woraan to be the only first-class pasasked
sengers, besides 'ourselves.
the steward if this were the Wang
Chung, an English company's boat,
which we had expected to take, but
he answered no; the Wang Chung
ha 1 gone to dry dock and this was a
Chinese boat, put on in its place.
We would have greaty preferred the
security of an English boat in those
pirate-infested waters, but we had
It was too late to
already set sail.
get off and we refrained from re-

and

The

You have heard
Big Profits

entirely made up our minds to abandon the trip and return to the hotel,
pier

IN

[February,

Y,

We

marks.
"Please give us a stateroom," we
"All full," he returned
said wearily.
shortly.
At this
stuck his

juncture a polite heathen
head out of a door and said
something in Chinese, which plainly
meant we could have his room, for
our bags were carried In as he came

triple case, large

ted tank, double-jacketed heater and
Kegulator. The lamp has a big bowl, wide
burner and stout metal chimney. Ventilated egg
chamber with double glass In door contains movable
The macliluo Is 26
egg-tray with nursery below.
Inches long, 21 Inches wide and !4 Inches high. In addition to thlseubstantlally built Incubator, with ts
egg-tray and nursery, aluminum-coated tank, doubioJacketed heater, modern lamp and automatic regulator, the e;.0O price Includes a thermo-ieter. runnel
andhookoflnstmctlons. telling bow to get the best
results from the Incubator, all delivered at any railroad station east of the Hocky Mountains.
if the Brooder Is ordered with the incnbator the
"
'-'U.S.
Ill
prlceotbothlsonlySll.rodollvcredanywl
east of the Rockies. The prl , f the"
llvered wcstof the Rocklesn Cd.liO and the Incubator
and Brooder together en.^6.
itilri

icifrr.

F.o.b. factnrymcanil

luy

b.

9

yaj ciirum«

we win ship promptly on reHoney returned If not as repre-

™Better write us today;
el

pt of

your order.

write for our Si-page
( f voii want a larger machine
vrctor Hook." Two-thirds of the space Is devoted to
riving Information about the Jioultry business. The
'

ubato

th<

^_ied profits right through
,„^^ „,^„„
heavy fowls ready for market, llow to make hens lay
wheri eggs ore scarcest. How to get early spring
chickens on the market In time to get best prices.
Kractical hints that may mean money whether an old
hen or an Incubatordoes the hatching.
1

yno
W'- wfiiit>ou lo have the book and willgUdly ''nil it
bi-lnw. or e"n.i u* a jHwial
f \ on will Bi'tiil in the crt'>pnn
Qsiiiiie for ilif vou don't waul to cut llii: paiK-r.
tn

frr-'-

i

c.rd

GEO. ERTELCO.,Quincy,lll. Established 1867.
i 5
1
OO., Qnlncv. 111.:
Please send nio the Victor Book FKEIC.

GEO. EllTEL

out.

we

could follow the boat's
reeling in in the last
He bestages of delirium tremens.
gan to scream and curse and behave
so dreadfully that two mates carried
him out bodily and left us trembling
like aspens at the situation in which
we so unexpectedly found ourselves,
with no one of our own race or color
The Chinese students,
to turn to.
who spoke English, came over to us
and begged us not to be frightened.
They said the boat itself was safe
enough and they would see no harm
came to us. One of them brought
out his violin and drowned the shouts
of the coolies and the scuffling of the
captain and mates with the sweet
strains of the Intermezzo Sinfonico.
and the si^ht of a Chinaman playing
a violin distracted our attention for
the time being from our precarious
position.
At bedtime, in spite of renewed assurances from our fellow
passengers, we barricaded ourselves
in our room and spent a night of sleepless misery, without taking off our

Before

„ ..onder hae
The lOO-epg UatcnlnK

captain came

The Famous

IDEAL INCUBATOR
240 Egg-Size On'y $1 1 .75.

1

20 E?!-SizB Only S9 .00.

eOEgg-SzB Only $7.50.
low to qunte here.

Brootiei-s at prices tfio

You canni^t Hilda better nt ooy price. Why r«y
more then! Let ua save you money. Remember
the^eare not "cheap" machines, bnf of the tiit'iiest
pride. Senator guarnniT and our big 128 pat'O
book"Poultrj tor Proflt." It's Free.

J.

W.

M LLER CO., Bo>
I

312

Fre.port,

lll>.

OETBIOOER

clothes.

If

anything had

Prajrie State Inciibator
and Brooder

for snie; used last season only.

R. B.

CREE,

Crozet, Va.

At daybreak we anchored
ton, and early as it was the

came

off

Can-

to

KouteNo

Smte.

Co

INEIAND
INCUBATORS

BROODERS
"94 chlcfes from lOO
s." John Burroui;!

I

I

1

I
1

.-ton, N.J. dill it will
,^
rinelantl. "If I nocticd 100 Im
tors," ho says, "I would bay
lePinclaud." That'sioe'
ouo uiily of scores of equally
good hatches. Our guaran-

or

disappointment
Free catalog. Agents
wanted. Pineland Incubator Co

from
loss.

'^Perfecr'

Incubator

- •
60 Egg Incuhators
'
•
•
120 ^

$4. 00

P*?

dull roar

us over the
water. Native sampaus, with a huge
supposed
their
sterns,
eye painted on

of a great city

Posrofflce

happened

the half-caste woman would have had
to uphold the standard of her sex.

ONE HUNDRED EGG

Name

lequElly lowprii

Write for 2 O-page free

l^ook.

Tke DaUed FMtoriM tumiimBy, D«pt*

'3.6
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guide

to

CHICK MACHIXERYonthe farm

is

the

boat,

PI-AXTEK.

came
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alongside,

fe^l^.'

and we went ashore at once to the
forlorn hope of a Far Eastern hotel.

as

necessary, as desirable, and profitable.
—if made right— as any kind of farm

Our first care was to seek our Conbut he had gone overnight to
Hongkong. The Vice-Consul, a cunning, chubby boy who, judging by his
appearance, should still have been
deep in his school books instead of

machinery.

sul,

"Mandy Lee"

'

of

affairs

secured us a trust-

state,

worthy guide. Ah Kum, an old man
with a face like a patriarchal monkey.
the time, they

tion all

appeal

wili

forcibly

anyone interested

He was dressed in a dark-red blouse
with a fur collar, full trousers, high
boots, a small black cap perched on
his head and his owlish eyes were
Getting
into
encased in glasses.
sedan chairs, carried on the shoulders

to

In In-

cubators ami Brooders
Catalog free vrrite today.
;

GEO. H. I.EE CO.,
Omaha, Neb.

Dept. 71,

METAL MOTHERS

of four coolies

Fireproof
Complete
Hatching and Brooding
two
Plant for $7.50;
quarts oil will hatch
and brood the chicks.
Our nest system is the
Full
discovery.
latest
supplies.
poultry
line
Free
prices.
Lowest
catalogue. "Write to-day.
HATCHER CO., Box 409, Elmira,
New York.

CYCLE

These Incubators

UP>

$6 The iVCIV

B'O'"'^'^ $3.75

up

Stantlardl
any price. Catalog

_New

and under his

escort,

crossed a bridge and entered the

naitive

An Incubator
get

our

catalogue.

free

It

will

give

yo«

BOme money-saving points even If you do not
buy of no. COLUMBIA INCUBATOR CO.,
Box 11. Delaware City. Del.
Make

It

Yourself; Flrtnres (Theap.
Write Incubator Sup

INCUBAT0Rp7nsF^"e ply Co. LoulsTllle,Ky

-WANTED-

FARM FOREMAN
For a large farm In Tidewater Virginia;
a thoroughly reliable man who understands
general farming and the feeding and care
of brood mares, horses and mules; also the
handling of colored help.
In replying, name age,
experience,
or
single;

whether married
obtained;
where

wages wanted.

partictilars.

M.

A.

Give

full

CH ENEY,

Roanes.

Va.

Training Stables.
I

will

open a training stable at HAMPTON
February 1st, and

ROADS DRIVING PARK,

respectfully solicit the patronage
wanting the services of a trainer.
I

developed

MATINEE,
(trial

2:10',4,

2:12). and last
winning
In
2:19>4;

records

of

STONEWALL,
and JOHN T..

those

2:17%;
2:17Vi

season drove to their
BEDraces; S. K.

CHRISTMAS OIFT. 2:24V4.
and MISS WILTON. 2 year old, 2:3514.
W. J. DOUGHERTY, Newport News. Va.

WORTH.

Neat Binder for your back nuiFbers ca-n be had for 30 cents. Address
our Business Department.

feed contains

This tonic preparation

Pan-a-ce-3.

also cures gapes, cholera, roup, in-

digestion, etc.

narrow one can almost reach from
side to side. Rush awnings overhead
The
exclude all air and sunlight.
houses are built up high and are
covered with brilliant orange and
hieroChinese
magenta signs in
glyphics. At every corner were notices
not to buy American goods. The boycott was at its height and it was difficult to land American goods on Chisoil,

much

a seething

mass

Bearers, with loud cries,

a wonderful assistant to hen
nature.
By its use, functions and
organs, vvliich in confinement become
dormant or inactive, arc compelled
in an easy and natural manntrto act
This is why
as nature intendtd.
is

Dr. Iless Poultry
Pan-a-cc-a fills tlieegg
bas'.;ct

of

is

filled

with dingy

idols.

t!io

It
in winter.
prescription of

Dr. Ilcss (M.D.,
D.V. S.l, and is endorsed' by leading

make

for a mandarin in his gilded
chair; stout little ponies rattle over
the stone pavements and drive pedestrians to the wall.
carrying
coolies,
of
Processions
whole roast pigs on their backs meet
one at every turn. In the market are
more roast pigs, dried rats, fish and
ducks and other strange food. John
Chinaman thinks a great deal of what
he has to eat, and though he may
is
often
be ragged and dirty, he
usually well fed.
Ah Kun carried us to see the Temple of Longevity, the Temple of Horrors and the Temple of the Five HunAll were dirty, dilapidred Geun.

dated and

PAN-A-CE-A

Poultry

less to sell them.
is

HESS

DR.

way
BEFORE BUYING

is

the other

a small portion of Dr. Hess Poultry

else in the world Is there
such a city. The streets are built in
an endless serpentine and are so

other.

Iiigonier. Indiana.

when

easy thing to do

city.

In the streets

Standard Incubator Co.,

lay

—an

when each morning's

humanity, jostling and crowding each

free.

from hens

greatest profit

making yours

fellow's don't

Nowhere

nese

Simple,
)ractical and successful. Fulf"y Warranted. None better
|at

we

The
in

poultry associations in United States
and Canada. It costs but o penny
£1 day for 30 fowls, and is sold on
a written guMeintee.
I

!

Ion.

na!l«

5

Excf-pt in

xprefts 40c.

Wc&t

lSIh9.i»l.a.^.

25 lb. pBll, *a.50.
Send 2 cents for Dr.

at.d Suath.

Iless 4S-paBe Poultry

Buoli,

frire.

DR. HESS & CLARK,
Ashland, Ohio.
Instant Lousv IvUlir KUls Lice

tOYOUWiNT E6GS?
THEN USE

No

of eternal truth filters through
Before the very attars
their walls.
fortune tellers ply their trade, priests
barter charms and amulets and beg-

gleam

gars beset strangers.
We next visited the Magistrate's
Court, a gloomy abode of justice, and
in the city prison we saw the dregs of
the race, sitting in stocks, with their
offence posted beside them.
Getting out of our chairs we walked
among the shops, where we discovered that combination of color, sound
and smell inseparable from the East.
A rabble folowed us. jeering at us,
and children set off fireworks under
our heels. This was not because we
were .Americans, for they do not distinguish the nationalities, but was the
result of the intense anti-foreign feelThe sleeping giant Is
ing in China.

Canada

nml extreme

5 lbs. 6«r.

Mult'j

P.

S.

greatest egg
on the market.

producer

the
a

preventative

and

s.

\>.

S.

S.

mfvum
It

for

is

also

cholera

roup.

KOUPCURE.

Roup Is the most fatal disease !n tbff
poultry yard. S. P. S. Roup Cure Is a cerUsed as directed, we will guartain cure.
antee it.
Send for Illustrated circular and price list

AGE.NTS WA.VTEU.

SOUTHERN POULTRY SUPPLY
910

E

CO..
St. N. W., Washington, D. C.

TWO

Angora bucks
AT

J15

EACH.

High-Class Ponies
Hd.
DR.

WILLIAM

C.

JOHNSON,

Frederick.
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Horse Bargains.
my

hay

Having lost a large
crop by the wet weather I am forced to
reduce my stock, so offer for sale at a
bargain the followlngi
portion

of

THOROUGHURED SORREL

1

COLT,

sired

by Imported Potentate, dam Wender by
This breeding Is unsurpassed.
Henlgar.
Registered as "Cedric II."; foaled June 12,
1904.
1

SADDLE COLT,

marli,

dam May
Horse

Saddle
April

19IJ4;

9,

fome

Also

by Whltsett Den-

sired

Registered In American
Breeders' Association: foaled
J.

bay.

AND

t^ADDLB

HORSES AND COLTS.
A very FINE FARM MARE,
A

DRIVING

weight about
Write

rare chance for b.irgalns.
at once or come and see tbem,
1,200.

OAK HILL FARM,

1907

In

Wenonda,

Va.

1907

the stud

GRANDEE.
The Registered French Coach StalGrandee, chestnut horse, 5, 16.1
Blue
hands, weight 1,300 pounds.
ribbon winner in 1906 at Charlottesville Horse Show and Virginia State
Fair at Richmond.
FEE—$12 INSURANCE.
Address CARL H. NOLTINQ,
Trevillan, Louisa County, Va.
N. B. Rich bluegrass pasturage for
visiting mares.
lion,

—

Chantilly

Farm,

Breeders of Gaited Saddle Horses.
Tliree

KentuckyBred

Saddle

Stallions.

or

Wanted, Young Saddle Mares
Geldings, also a few Young

Cross-T3rpd Horses.

HIGGINBOTHAM

BROS.,

Fairfax, Virginia.

FINE

STANDARD

BRE.D

BAY HORSF,
About

13

bands; weight.

1,150

pounds; good

action: lofty style; six years old next April;

sound

and good driver; can road ten or
twelve miles an hour; perfectly gentle, and
worlta well to all the vehicles.
Will sell
cheap, breeding considered, or erxchange for
well-bred combination buggy and saddle
animal same age.

LOCK BOX
Fi»R

216.

SCOTLAND NECK,

N. C.

SALR OR TRADE

Best general purpose gelding I crver owned,
gentle for a lady to ride or drive; will work
any where to anything. Can Jump four feet
and run a half la 56 with 175 pounds up.
Price,

J300.

COLTS AND FTLLIES

by Pilot Medium,

2:09%; Dedworth, 2:22'/j, and Potchen
Your choice for $150.
Wilton, trial, 2:21.
1 want
two mares standing 15.2, to weigh
1,200 pounds, suitable for farm work and to
breed to a thoroughbred borsc,
PERCIVAL HICKS, North, Mathews Co., Va.

Jr..

[February^

waiting up, and demanding its own.
"China for the Chinese," Is a cry it
will support some day with a giant's
strength.
The bazaars, always of first interest
in Oriental places, are particularly
They extend for
alluring in Canton.

blocks and stand open to all comers.
In the jewelry bazaar we saw worlimen polishing any carving jade or
setting it in the ornaments, which are
the delight of the native women.

Some

extremely beautiful,
ranging in color from gray-green to a
Pink jade is rarer
brilliant emerald.
and very valuable. Collectors of
of

it

curios prize

is

it

Thoroughbred Stallion
for Sale at a Bargain
By Imp. Esher, dam Lullaby by Longhands, 3 Inchea
old;
16
bone below the knee, Ha»
disposition
an
exceptionally
good
with
courage and stamina, proved by his career
on .the turf.
Winner of several high-class
stakes.
Address.
fellow, 7 years
high. 8V^ Inches

BOX

WARRENTON,

651.

at-

picrice paper,
tractive souvenirs,
tures and the feather pins; and conshops,
and
china
tinued to the crepe
the ginger factory and the tenkwood
Once in the emfurniture places.
broidery shops the mandarin coats
and skirts, the quaint strips of embroidery and the rich bits of brocade
tempted us, so our money flew; and
with an effort we tore ourselves away
to see a theatre and the onium and
fantan dens, where the victims of
these vices sit enthralled.
Resuming our chairs we rode
through the old Tartar city, past the

Flowery Pagoda, and sending away
our coolies w'ith ten cents each for
we stopped at the Five"chow,"

Pagoda

for

tiffin.

Ah Kun

spread the contents of our basket on
the top gallery, commanding a view
of the city, and we were having a
lovely, restful time till we looked up
and saw above us a notice, printed
very painstakingly in English, "All
the foreigners who come here are
devils." This took away our appetite,
especially when we reflected that a
slight tiit would suffice to throw us
into the ditch, hundreds of feet below,
and no questions ever asked or anStill Ah
swered about the matter.
Kum had guaranteed us a safe paskept his
and
he
city,
the
through
sage
word.
the old
alons
After tiffin we rode
citv wall to the City of the Dead, the
Chinese cemetery, where they place
deceased Is richly lacTuered
the
coffins standing in an uprisht pnsiition.
The plave was sweet with
blooming roses, and friends and relatives came and went with offerings
of incense and candles.
Wearied out bv the din of the city
we returned to Shameen and paused
to watch the "floating population" of
Canton thousands of souls who are
born. live, marry and die in boats on
caste from
Pearl river a distinct

—

Phameen is a pretty
dwellers.
island in the river conceded to the

lanci

powers and zealously guarded

by their gunboats. It is surroun'ied
by a sea wall and is laid out with
handsome villas and shadv walks.
over which the banyan spreads its

many arms.
The legations keep up

a gay society

CHEAP.

sTe
Splendid pair

Bay

Oeldlngg,

or > ye«r»

8

hands high, weight about

old, 16

1,200

pound!

each; a quick, strong, active lumber or farm
team.
Reliable workers everywhere, slogl*
or double, and ride and drive remarkably
well.

Price, »250.

S-Year-Old Bay Mare, 16 hands, weight
about 1,200 pounds, a good, gent!*, quick,
reliable worker.
Price. $100.
W. M. WATKINS & SON. Sax», Va.

JACKS, JENNETTS. ST AIL'ONS
27 Jacks at Newton, Kan.; 70 Jacks, 35
Jennetts. 10
Trotting, 30
Saddle and 10
Pacing Stallions at Lexington, Ky.
We are in the greatest breeding district
In
the world for Mammoth Jacks, Saddle
and Harness Horses, and have the grandest
lot to show you of any firm In the country.
It is to your interest to inspect our stock
before
buying.
Write for catalogue or
come to see us.
Branch
J. F. COOK & CO., Lexington. Ky.

Barn.

Kan.

Newton,

KEMUCKY JACKI-AhM.
A

fine lot ot Big. Black,

Kentucky

Well-Bred

Imported
also
Jacks,
personally selected by m«
from the best breed of
Jacks In Spain. I furof
nish
a
certificate
pedigree with each imCome to
ported Jack.
see me or write for
prices. I can please you.
JOE E. WRIGHT, Junction
Jacks;

,

Spanish

,

HAVE THt
IN

City,

FINEbT

Ky.

JACKS

THE WORLD

and thegrniektvarle'
I
to seieci Irom.
will al'-o sell )on at
gtioo lmp«'ri«fi horsea
a^ ever cr* S5t d the oc.
enn al i rl(e» it( n:I70O
t< mOOO. >\rile for cat-

ty

alogue,

—

forei^'P

VA.

as their chief treasure.

Passing on we picked up some

Storied

Juge Himes

,

JACK

AT
STI'O

W. L. DFCIOW.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

ALFXANDER

Highlyof J. and J.
Kentucky Blnck JACK with
white points; 15.2 bands; weight. 950 pounds;
broad, flat bone; Ideal conformation; good
Mules cost
middle; big, well-formed feet.
less to raise and sell higher than horses.
Why not breed to the best Jack In Virginia.
and make money?
terms from CLARENCE
Pedigree and
PRTTIT, Elko. Henrico County, V». (Old
Pollard Farm.)
No.

inS7

A.

B.

nri'd Registered

A.
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and are as light hearted and happy
as if they were not living on the
edge
of a

The stormy,

volcano.

Cantonese might
wipe them out.

Warranled lo Give Sallafac

factious

In the hotel we met some
American
naval ofBcers who invited us to
tea,
and, indeed, we were beginning
to
feel the need of something
soothing.
At the tea table we learned there

was a

reliable express for

Ion.

Gontbault's
Caustic Balsam

any time and

rise at

Hongkong

that evening and without an instant's
hesitation we engaged a stateroom

on it and bade adieu to the strange
phantasmagoria of the past twentyfour hours.

the orjjans ot aigestion are
accoimtnble for every pound of weight
an-l every ounce of milk produced. The
question of increasingdifirestionwas the
iQt

aimof Br. Hessi^-henheforninlatedthis
famous prescription. From his experiend such n:edlcal authorities as
Pro feasors Wiuslow, Quitman and Finl ay
Dun, he learned t.iat bitter tonics imence,

prove dig-estion,

t'.iat

iron

was tlie

greafc-

est blood and tissue bui'-der, that the
nitrates were essential to heavily fed
animals in throwing oiT the poisonous

material from the system.

DB HESS
STOCK ?im)
the prescription of Dr. Hess (M.D.,D.V.
contains the above ingredients, and
will prepare animals for market in suffi-

S.)

ciently less time to

pay

many

for itself

times over, besides curing minor stock
ailments. Sold on a tvntten Guarantee.

Except
L;;lit

In

Canada

..} WcBtond

Smalli

South.

adyaace.

Where Dr. Hess Stock Food differs in particular is in t!ie dose— it's small- and fed
but tv.ice a day, wliich proves it has the
most digestive strength to the pound.
Our Government recognizes Dr. Hess
Stock I'ood as a medicinal tonic, and
this paper is back of the guarantee.
If

your dealer cannot supply yon,

we will.

I

DR. HESS k CLARK, Ashland, Ohio.
Also mannfactnrers of Dr. Resa Ponltry
Pan^i-ce-aand Instant Louse Killer.

A BRONZE METAL CALENDAR
The 1907 calendar

of N. W. Ayer &
Son,
the
Philadelphia
advertising
agents, is just out, and, as usual,
it
is one of the season's best
office calendars.

Has Imitators But Ho Cotnpctilars.

A

Safe,

Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, Capped Ilock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind

and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Puffs,

They have followed the same design
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria. Removes all
used in 190G. but their famous medal
Bunches from Horses or Cattle.
and motto, "Keeping Everlastingly at
As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism.
it Brings Success." appear on a
Sprains, Sore Throat, efc.. It is invaluable.
bronze
Tivery buttle of Caustic Balsam sold la
background, which gives it an exceedwarranted to pive satlbtactlon. Piice SI "in
per bottle. Sold by druBfists, or sent In- ex
ingly rich appearance. While the calpress, charges raid, wltn full directions for
endar is arranged with a month on
CSfHend for descriptive circulars
testimonials, etc. Address
each flap, the figures are clearly legiThe Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland
ble across a large room.
The blank
spaces on the flaps are filled with new
and pointed epigrams on advertising
fnde
and business-building in general.
The calendar is too expensive for Mark
general distribution, but while they
EVIL,
aU blemislies oa iiorsea cureil
;ureil with
last, Ayer & Son will mail a copy
to
any address upon receipt of twentyHamer's Sure Cure.

FISTULA^
POLL

Removes Lumps of

five cents.

eitner

Franftlin Co., N. C, Jan'y 3, 1907.
I like your valuable
paper splen-

am

didly,

and

comes

for its arrival, as

to see

what there

glad

when the time

is in

I

anxious

it.

MULLEN.

K. M.

Richmond

am

Co., Va., Jan'y

3,

Guarantee— No Cure No Pay.

Sold bj dealers.

No matter ho
iow lame the
havo tried and

G.

„.

failed, oae

^se it under oar gnaraotee— Toor mouer
.rundcd ir It due...-| make the hor.o >a
ouiid.
Most cawes cured by a sinKJe 46minuto applica'inn — occaaiorallj two reQuirM. Cures Bone Sputin. KioKbonsand
Si.lel.one. new and ol,l cases alike. Write
for detailed information aud d free copy of

Fleming's Vest'Pocket
Velerlnary Adviser
NinetT-fiii pasea.
illustrated

durablr bound. Indexed
Oo.ert over one hundred
Keadthlahook before
laoxcnetui Id horatM.

PLEMIAU BBI>b_ VbMBliIa.

S80 Tnlon stoek

\ ard»,

Chlraco.

Please uieullon Southern
when writing advertisers.

Planter

JOHN

Ilia.

Planter

I

L.

3,

is

ABSORBINE
This remerty cnres Lameness, k Ilia
Pain, removes any Sotl Bunch without blisterin-,' or removing ine hair,
a n i\ pleasant to use.
S2.00 per
boUlp, (ielivpretl, or at dealer's.

ABSORBINE,

1907.

kind, 3I.0U Bottle.

getting

rapldly.

am always

for manAllays UiflamFree.

JR.,

Cures strains. Book 1*-B

YOUNG,
Street,

MORRIS.

TO HEAVES

P. D. F., 109 Monmouth
Springfield, Mass.
NEWTON'S Ruvc ano Goww Cuu
A VETESIHARr SnClflC.

Ohio, Jan'y 1, 1907.
publishing a first-class
iournal and it ought to be read, and
its
teachings
followed,
by every

You

HITTER.

His runrhes and Bruises can be requickly without stopping

DUTH

Cuyahoga

Co.,

are

farmer in Virginia.

eterinury vubjecta

roa treat any kind uf

Va., Jan'y

better all the time and
glad to seo it arrive.

I
A

ni'iveii

BROCKENBROUGH.

Loudoun Co.,
The Southern

Fleming's
Spavin and Ringbone Paste

nd

W.

JLOO.
X).

H

CO.. VERHONI. lUlNOIS.'

g A BAD

1907.

wish every farmer I know would
take The Southern Planter.
I
look
forward to its coming each month
with more pleasure than any paper I
take.

Bj mall or eipresB

UMER'S SURE CURE

I

'Bone

all kinds
or horses, cur,:;

cattle

Ringbone,
Spavin,
Sweenev
Thoroufhpln. Wire Cuts, Curb
Warta, Splints, CoUar Boils,Saud lo
Sores, Sprains or SwelUnga, Distemper and
ad
Lump Jaw.

F. C.

is

more valuable

oth"'-':

W.

po^^'iio-i
I.

„. ..„
ri>«h<^nt«nhi!mril)(u..T'>i

FADNER.

rince William Co., Va., Diec. 31, 1900
A party here, whom 1 induced to
take The Southern Planter, says he
takes
eight
periodicals,
but
The

Southern Planter
him than all the

pn-paicl

STEERE.

to

<o More Blind Horses ioU'"'
Band;'';,s*"an'd
o her sore eyes, Barry Co. Iowa City, I*. hsT*
i cart.

FINE

YOUNG JACK

Three years old

In June. reatJy for serrlt^e,
sale cheap; 14 hands high, black wllji
white points.
A beauty— one of the finest
ever saw for his age.
1
R. D. MABEN, Blackstone
Va

for
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ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.

SEEDING GRASS AND CLOVERAPPLE HOUSE.

We

From BestAmerican and Imported

too

Strains.

late to seed land last fall, we
wish to seed to grass and clover, or
to clover alone this spring.
What do

TURKEYS AND CHICKENS.
They are going

faster than ever and
better order at once.
Have

you had
graud Barred. White and BuB Rocks;
BulT Orpington,
White and Brown
Leghorns. R. C. and S. C. Rhode
Island Red. White and Silver Wyandotte and other Cockerels at J2 to $3
each.
Pullets and Hens of all of
pbove breeds at same prices as
Cockerels,
and
special
prices
in
quantities of six or more.

HAVE FEW VERY CHOICE

STILL

MAM.MOTH BRO.XZE
Toms

at

each,

46

Pound Toms

at

$5

20 to 22

and

Pound

choice

18

Mammoth

each.

Bronze Hens. -53.50 to $4.50. according
to
weight and quality.
They will
weigh, none less than 12 pounds, up
to 15 pounds each.
Choice 15 to 17
Pound White Holland Toms at $3
each, and 10 to 12 Pound White Holland Hen Turkeys at U each and
upward.
Orders for Turkey Eggs booked now
and shipped when wanted at $4 per
dozen,
either Mammoth Bronze or

White Holland.

ECGS FOR HATCHING FROM ALL
OF THE BREEDS OF CHICKE.VS

NAMED

OTHERS,

ABOVE,

AND

at $1.50 per dozen.

MANY
In ad-

have the finest matings of
White .S. C. Orpingtons south of
New York, and Eggs from these

dition.

I

matmgs

will
be
sold
in
limited
quantites at $3 per dozen. Better get

your order booked at once. Special
ma tings of S. C. Brown Leghorns and
«hiie Plymouth Rocks, headed by
Hagerstown prize winners, at S3 per

SEND ORDERS PRO.MPTLY.

dozen.

Pekin Duck Eggs. $2 per dozenMuscovy and Rouen Duck Eggs tS
'

per dozen.
Berkshire, Poland China and Chester
^\hite Pigs, 2, 3. and 4 months
old
Service Boars and Bred Sows
of all
three breeds for sale at all
times
I have four exhibition
quality 2ycarold testfd Improved
Chester While

bows,

all

of

which raised

of 11

fine

laicr-!

to 14 pigs piirb last year, and
are now due to farrow in April.
They
are as handsnnif as pii lures
have
long bodies, good heavy
hams and
shoulders and altogether exhibition

^
^'" =*" "" '">" for »'S0
f°V-„
or
$oO each.
have three fine Poland
China Service Boars, weight about
loO pounds, tor $22..')0 each.
One e\tra
good regLstered 2.i0 Pound Berkshire
Boar $27.a0.
All
Hogs are either
regi.-|pred or eligible to
registry.
I

nL
one

^V

'"*'

'=^°'"'^

yearling and
reglstKred

f
to
four
year old
Shriipshlre.
Southdown

and O.xfor,!^' .!'"*• "'"'''' '•" erand rams from
aiK-estry, at $22..iO to $35
.M,
fil^
ach.
the last nam.d price
being for
extra quality exhibition
ewes.
Now
IS Ibe time ro engage
your ram for
next summer and save

•oday

money

for

Miir eBBs

^
ments.
."

Write

full pani.ular"
and hnie
tikI i.oiiiMy orders
booked

?,,""' <'>^">ys and disappoiatAll stock and poultry

guaranteed as represented and
satisfactory
references furnished.

JAMES

M. HOBBS, No. 1321 Mount
Royal Avenue, Baltimore, Md.

ERgs fqiJatching

have several Helds (red clay subsoil) off which cow peas were removed
for hay last year. As peas matured

you consider beit time to sow Uiese
crops, and what kind of fertilizer and
how much do you advise? How
would you advise preparing land, with
disc and other harrows, making a shallow seed bed well pulverized on top
or with three-horse turn plow, making deep seed bed? Would you advi.se
subsoiling?
The nodules and roots
are pietty well decayed and there is
considerable dead grass, and stubble
etc., on surface.
Please
give
design for apple
house to be built in orchard for assorting and packing apples.
Culpeper Co., Va.
A. G. P.
2.

$2.00 per

$10.00

Sitting;

per 100 of followirg breeds:

S. C. Buff Orpington

White Plymouth Rock

and S.C. Black Minorca.
S.

WHITE LEGHORN $1.50

C.

PER Sini NG

$8.00 PER 100.

Choice February and March hatthei) Cockircis
lor sale, $1 SO to (2.1)0 'ach.

We

1. In our our article on Work for
the Month, we have discussed and advised on the question of seeding grass
and clover in spring and refer you to
that article. We think you should
make a good seed bed by the use of
the disc harrow without re-ploughing.
We assume, of course, that the land
was well
prepared
for
the
pea
crop and that the pea stubble and
gra.ss
have lain on the land all
winter
When this is the case,
the soil is usually mellow and in
nifp condition for working up finely
with the (ii.5c and smoothing harrow.
Work the fertilizer we adviSe to be
lised in with the disc harrow.
2. We will advise, and, if possible,
give a view of an apple house in one
of our summer issues, when we have
more space at command. We are much
crowded al this season. Ed.

—

BLUE GRASS— FEEDING STEERS.
As

a rule our rich mountain lanj
takes to blue grass after the
timber is cleared, but requires fou:or five years to get a good sod, will
it pay to go to the expense of clearing
off the land and sow bliit piass seed?
1.

Breed only Puie-Bred Poultry of
highest qualities. Largest practical pnreBred Poultry Farm in the South.

Fox Hall Poultiy Farm,
R. F. D., Wo.

S.

m

a difion
Bristol, Venn

A.

D.

REYNOLDS.

2.

The experiments made

in feeding

at the Blacksburg Experiment Station,
which we have reported, would seem

C Rhode Island Reds,

«)ndoUes &
Legh

S.

Brown

C.

rns.

We offer Eggs for taatcbing
from the above breeds from
tbe finest and best mated
birds that we have been
able to produce with 2&
years
Jl.OO

of
for

poultry

successful
$1.75

15;

for

30;

breediug,

at

for

|S

J2.75

60;

for 100.

Orders for Eggs booked now aad shipped

when
S.

desired.
C.

R. I. Red and Wyandotte
Cockerels.

and R.

Pullets

or

Cockerels
C.

B.

No.

19

S.

of

B.

Rocks and

P.

Leghorns.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARMS. J.
Colt'man & Sons. Props., Dayton,
R

F

n

Boxes

73

and

B.
Va.

74.

ORDERS NOW BEING BOOKED FOR

WHITt

Holland Turkey Eggs.

!.ic., or 9 tor
$2 0»
Buff Rock Eggs, 15 for J1.50. or 100 for.. 6 0»
S. C.
B. Leghorn Eggs, 15 for $1, or

tor
BOO
100
100
Mammoth Pekln Duck Eggs, 11 for
White Guineas (best table fowl) Eggs,
19

for

1 00

A few choice Buff
Leghorn Cockerels.

Rock and

S.

C.

B.

GET WHAT U PAY FOR OR MONKT
BACK.
LAUREL HILL POULTRY FARM,
R.

W'p think oil land like yours, naturally iiUfU to produce Kentucky blue
mass, that it would pay to clear up the
land thoroughly and secure a sod in a
couple of years instead of waiting for
nature to do the work in four or five
years.
\

&R

Barred Plymouth Rocks. Khite

natu.i-.lly

2. Feeding long yeirlings that weigh
from 750 to S.',n pounds, wnen you have
plentv of shredded fodder, some hay
and all the wheat straw necessary,
wouir. it pay ,o feed corn at 60 cents

Borfolk, Virginia.

2.

F.

D.

No.

CHICI\FN<5

1,

Roxbury, Va.

AVD

t

0«

A few handsome Cockerels left of
Leghorn and S. C. Buff Orpington

•-.

S. C.

W.

varieties
at Jl each. A few S. C. W. Leghorns, direct
progeny of Biltmore's prize pens, at $1.5#
each. Eggs in season from the above named
breeds, together with the S. C. R. I. Reds,
each flock having special mating.
Price,
$1 per sitting: three sittings for S2.60.
A few M. B. Turkey Hens at a bargain.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
MRS. F. E. WILLIAMS. Wilmont Stock,
Dairy anr* Poultry Farm. Charlottesville, Va.
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SINGLE COMB

RHODP Inland reds.
My

aim, four years ago. In getting a $59
prlze-wlnniug trio was to breed the best
Reds In the South. Fortune favored me In
making one of these pullets a phenomlnal
layer.
In (our years she has layed over
eggs,
and Is still haying.
Standard
weight, as active and beautiful as a pullet.
Every fowl on the place carries her blood.
I believe I have the best fancy utility strain

400

on earth.
BIG, PINK,

FERTILE EGGS, }2 FOR
BOOK ORDERS EARLY.

Db

Virginia.

Stat* Vice-President National
Club.

S.

C. R.

to show conclusively that It will pay
to feed corn to steers in winter to be
finished on grass. Without the corn,

they practically only maintain their
weight whilst with the corn even in
a moderate ration they will gain In
weight and come on to the grass in
a better shape to make rapid gains.

—Ed.

HEAVES.

13.

WINSTON, Hampden-Sldney,

H. C.

J.

R.

I.

ROSE COMB

I suppose some of the readers of the
Planter have tried some of the remedies I see advertised for heaves; if
so, I would be very much pleased to
hear the result through the columns of
the Planter.
J. E. FRAY.
Madison Co., Va.

Will some reader reply, please?

—Ed.

LIME.
I

1

*

Exclusively.
Beat
general
purpose fowl known, having
beauty size, docility, hardlness.
quick maturity,
egg

producers

and

winter

In
eaters.

all
Some other
eds have one or two of
these
good
qualities,
but
R.
I.
REDS alone have

them all.
Eggs for

from

hatching

prize-winning

stock.

Member of Rhode island Red Club.
MISS LOUISE V. SPENCER, Blackstone, Va.

Royal Reds.
High-Class R. and S. C.
REDS. Large, handsome,

hardy, vigorous,
profitable; ornament to any farm; the leading fowl in America: winners at leading
shows this year; bred to lay from quality
Eggs,
Send your order now.
that wins.
$2.50 to $5 per 15; $8 per 100; strong, vigorous
chicks, $3 per dozen.

GEORflE

SWEETING,

Locust Mount
Poultry Farm. Sharon, Harford Co., Md.

W.

"EGGS FOR_HATCHING
FROM
RHODE ISLAND
REDS. BUFF PLYMOUTH
AND WHITE MINORCAS.
C.

S.

high
class
stork.
the best allowed to
$1 per sitting. $5 per

Strictly

(Only
live.)

'

MEYER
NORFOLK, VA.

RMOUE ISLA>U

KfcL>

light
colored.
$1
each: dark colored, choice,
$2 each: Cockerels, $2 each.
Eggs from best pens. $1,50
Ten
beautiful
for
15.

Pullets,

.

Turkey

Bronze
weight

13

and

15

Hens,
pounds,

$3 each.

A.

VENABLE,

R.

FarmvUIe,
"If

you

buy

once
Little

you'll

try,

Dover

are

always

Poultry."

now booking orders

for Eggs from pens mated by the originator
of the breed.
Pen No. 1, $5: Pens Nos.
2 or 3, $3 for 15 eggs.

LITTLE DOVER,

400

timothy.
B. A.
Botetourt Co., Va.
safely

apply lime to the

We always
if clover be sown.
used lime when seeding wheat. It is

clover

more

effective

worked

into

the

Hen (showed
show

—

one), second Pullet.

EGGS—

$S for 15; $5 for 30; $8 for 50; $12
for 75; $15 for 100.
Also a few
Stock for sale at all times.
B. P. Rock Cockerels and Yearling Males
sacrifice,
from Bradley Brothers'
at
a

blood

line.

STRAWBERRY HILL POULTRY YARDS,
Box

2S7,

Sabot,

Va.

on

city

Mem. Am. Leghorn Club.
Mem. Va. Poultry Ass'n.

HAVE PLENTY OF GOOD

I

SINGLE COMB

Brown Leghorn
Eggs for hatching. Flock has free range.
Every one in the flock in the pink of conCan furnish 100 or over from one
dition.
No chilled eggs in the new
day's laying.
Have a few fine Cockerels for sale
house.
Eggs. $1 for
at $2 each.
Ship from Richmond.
R. F.
Springs, Va.

CAL HUSSELMAN,

$6

15;
D..

1,

per

100.

Highland

SINGLE COMB

its

BROWN

3. Would Basic Slag be better and
cheaper to use on land needing lime
Slag IS per
than either of above?
cent, at $1S per ton, or ground raw
rock, or acid phosphate, 14 per cent,
Don't know per cent of raw
at $12.50?
4. Is phosphoric acid derived from
Peruvian Guano better and cheaper
th'jn that derived from treating rock
with acid.
5. Wiuld not one ton Peruvian Guano. Chlncha grade, be better for the
crop and cheaper to me at $40 th^n
two tons of S-2-2. commercial fertilizer at $20 ton, or $40 for the two

LEGHORNS.

Send me your orders If
you want good, pure stock.

PHOS-

price?

tons?

Richmond, Va.

Breeding yards four miles from
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway.

PHOSPHATE—RAW
PHATE ROCK—BASIC SLAGPERUVIAN GUANO— SHEEP.

ACID

(Did not

pen.)

This strain of llne-bred birds have been
winning at all the leading shows for more
guarantee my
than twenty
years.
Will
equal
any In
malings
this
season
to
America .without exception. Catalogue free.

land

than when applied on the top, but
Ed.
effects are good anyway.

at VirFair,
Rich-

where more Leghorns were shown than at
Madison Square, N. Y.,
1906.
My first Cockerel was pi-onounced by
Judge Lambert to be the best Leghorn male
won first Cock
In show of any variety.
I
(showed one), first and second Cockerel, first
mond,

CIRCLE.

wheat either broadcast or with a drill.
It always has an excellent effect on the
crop and will also help the grass and

winners

State

ginia

GOO

to

rock.
JR.,

Va.

BUCKEYE
REDS
We

Exclusively.

say,

1. Will
the constant use of acid
phosphate on land have a tendency to
sour it, because of Its being treated
with sulphuric acid?
raw ground rock be bet2. Would
ter and cheaper, both being the same

each.

CL.\RA

LEGHORNS.

Leading

rounds per acre, but I am afraid it
might injure my wheat and young

oblige:

Also choice Cockerels of
above breeds for sale at $1
to $1.50

slacked lime,

of

COMB
BROWN

Eggs,

for

?1

promptly

Orders

15.

filled.

CLYBURN,

By answering following questions in
next issue of Planter, you will greatly

,

100.

MRS.

in

SINGLE

strongest

Will you please tell me whether any
experiment has been made in sowing
lime on wheat in the winter or spring?
I
have a piece of wheat and I think
rhe land needs lime, and I thought I
would drill all that the land would put

You may

RHODE ISLAND

171

J. F.
Lancaster,
282,

Box

Eggs
iTrom

best

Hatching

for

S

15

or $C per

-.0

0.

American and Imported Strains
and BARRED

WHITE LEGHORNS
PLYMOUTH ROCKS at $1.50

of

C.

S.

Pef sitting of

100.

B. P. ROCK COCKERELS FOR SALE.
SEND FOR BERKSHIRE CATALOGUE.
HIGHLAND FAR.MS, .Mount Laurel, Va.

ESGS FOR HATCHING.
ROSE COMB

R.

I.

REDS.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
S. C. WHITE LEGHORNS.
15

for $1; 50 for $3;

Orders solicited
J.

O.

and

100

for $5.

promptly

BARKSDALE, Red

Hill,

filled.

Va.

SPRING BROOK POULTRY FARM,
CULPEPER, VA.
S. C. B.

LEGHORNS

• nd

Black Minorcas
Cockerels

all
Exclusively.
season, 85c. and $1 sitting.

Satisfaction

sold.

Guaranteed.

Eggs

ta

,
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White Wyandottes
Strain)

(Duston

— AND—
Can Be Had At

1906,

Srst

first

Cockerel,

Pen PulleU and

first

Pen Hens.

Won

Association.

Poultry

Virginia

at

Richmond. Va., January 22-26, 1907, Judged
George O. Brown, second, third and
fourth Pullet, second Pen Pullets and third
Pen Hens; third Cockerel, equivalent to
second, as no first was scored,
A few choice Cockerels at H: some likely
A very few nice Pullets at
ones at J2,
$2.50; fair to good at $1 to J1.50,
First Tom and first Hen, White HolEggs $3
land Turkeys (National Strain).
by

per dozen.
Eggs $1,50 per
First on Pekln Ducks,
dozen.
First and second on Muscovy Ducks, Egga
dozen.
per
$2,50
TAYLOR,
R.

RANDOLPH
ROBERT LEE TAYLOR.

WYANDOTTES,

guaranteed.

ELLERSON POU LTRY YARDS,
I.

ELLERSON,

W- Quarles. Prep

We

1.
have never been of opinion
that there was much force in the contention that the use ol acid phosphate
would sour the land. If there should
be any free acid in the phosphate
when applied (the manufacturers cannot afford to have this occur except by
accident), it would as soon as it got
into the land unite with some other
base, usually lime, and become inert
It is true that in a series of experi
ments conducted on one of the farms
of the Ohio Experiment Station the
use of acid phosphate seems to have
been prejudicial, but this would ap
pear to be an exceptional case. The
explanation may be that the injury
arose from the acid phosphate having
too largely united with the lime in the

Va.

We

White Wyandotte
furnished

Eggs

for

Produced
from
lots.
Write for prices,

only.
G, F,

hatching,

POINDEXTER,
county,

In large or
atock
select

Greenlee,
Va,

Rockbridge

BUFF WYANOOTfES

LEGHORNS

R.C. B.

Eggs— Wyandotte,

$1.50 per
per 50.
per 30;
Leghorn, $1 per 15; $2,75 per
per 50; J5 per 100,
A few nice Cockerels of
Don't
both breeds. $2 each.
15;

fall

U

J2.50

to

write.

W. M. HEATWOLB, Box
Dayton,

86,

Va.

White Wvandottes
AND

R.C. B.

LEGWORNS.

White Wyandotte Eggs.
cubators.

per

$G

inn.

for
extra good

for 15:

$1

A

few

In-

February and March hatched White Wyandotte Cockerels for snle. Bred from selected
birds and guaranteed White and to stay
White. Let me price you one.
A. L. PARKER. Knll Creek Poultry Farm,
Ashland,

Va.

raw phosphate rock, as
to be both cheaper and
ing in its effects. To make
It

Silver
From J. W.
S,

lacd Wvando'tes
Miller ntnrk.

CHICHESTER,
George county,

we believe
more last
it

effective,

however, it needs that there should be
used with it plenty of vegetable matter,

Eggs, $1 per 15,
Aquasco, Prince

Md.

r The

When your animals

it has proved itself a valuable
source of phosphoric acid. As a medium for supplying lime to the soil, it
Is no better than either acid phosphate
or raw phosphate rock. They should
not be relied on for this purpose, asl
they are too costly. Lime in a much
more effective form can be supplied
either as rock or shell lime at much

price,

less cost.

^Tiilst there is a fair percentage of
phosphoric acid In Peruvian guano
(usually about 20 per cent,), and it is
in an available form, yet the cost ot
this guano Is too high to use it simply
as a source of phosphoric acid. Where
the crop or the Innd does not call for
a complete fertilizer, Peruvian guano
Where a comis too coPtlv to apply.
plete fertilizer is called for by a crop
having a high sale value relative to its
bulk, then Peruvian guano is a most
valuable and profitable fertilizer to

mulated the famous Instaut Louse
Killer, wblcb kills lice on stock and
poultry.

INSTANT

LOUSE KILLER
on sheep. It. being a powder,
can be applied in zero weuii.er. Do not
wait for warm weatber ; do not let the tick
eat upyoi'.r proHia: kill bim on the spot
with [nstant Louse Kilkr. Put up in round
cans with perforated top, full pound 25 eta,
kills ticks

Sold on a positive written gnaraotee.
Be sure of the word "Instant" on the

can

:

there are 25 imitators.

1 lb. 25c
3 lbs. 60c

Yes. 8-2-2 .goods are much too costper ton and ou.ght not to be
Pee our remarks on this cla
used.
of fertilizers in Work for the Month,
5.

G.

We

are strongly in favor of usin?;

Shropshire Buck on mtive ewes
The cross is a most excellent one. Ed
a

—

(

Except In Canada

(

West aud

isouth.

If your dealer cj
forward 1 lb. by i

for 35 cents.

Manufactured by

HESS & CLARK

DR.

Ashland, Ohio.

Pure Bred Poultry.
AND

BUFF

4.

apply.

rub iacetsantl^

at this eeasou ot the year, loolc out
for lice. This is especiuUy true of
calves and colts. To meet this condition Dr. Hess (M.D,, D.V.S.) for-

humus-making material.
The price asked for Basic

slag is
too high for its phosphoric acid con
tent.
If it could be bought at a proper

Louse

Question

or

ly at $20

"EASX VIEW"

MBS. W.

are strongly In favor of the use

of

3.

small

W. FARNELL.

N. C.

lime, but we do not think it will often
occur. The lands all need phosphoric
acid and this must be supplied or be
made available if success Is to be assured.

PARTRIDGE, SILVER LACED and Duston
Strain WHITE.
S. C. RHODE ISLAND RED.
S. C. BUFF ORPINGTON.
No better to be
J1.60 per slitting of 16.
Satisfaction

E.
Co.,

and thus brought about a want
of alkalinity in the land.
Wherever
this happens, the remedy Is to apply

STOCK.

price.

breed of sheep would be best
on native ewes, this being a
country; object both wool and

soil

EGGS FROM
PURE-BRED

kad at any

What

6.

mutton?
Onslow

HICKORY BOTTOM POULTRY FARM,
NEGROFOOT, VA.
Won at Virginia Slate Fair In October,

February

to cross

low

Prize Winning Poultry

[

BARRED

ROCKS, S. L. WYANDOTTES, BUFF ORPINGBUFP
WHITE,
TONS;
LEOAND
HORNS, BRONZE TURDUCKS.
KEYS, PEKIN

BROWN

Four hundred birds dow Iq
my yards. Eggs for hatchCan ship
ing a specl.Tlty.
notice from 1 to

on short

100 sittings at less than halt
same class of eggs to

the price I paid for
start

my

flocks.

I

introduce

new

blood

from different States to keep my mating*
right.
Eggs and poultry guaranteed puro
and true to name,
PURE-BRED POLAND-CHINA PIGS.
J. T. TRAYLOR, R. F. D. 1. Lynchburg, Va.

FINE POULTRY.
BARRED AND WHITE PLYMOUTH
AND
ROSE
COCKERELS,
ROCK
SINGLE COMB WHITE LEGHORNa,
SINCLE COMB BROWN l,Ki:HOKN3
AND LIGHT BRAHMAS FOR SALH.
J,

B.

JOHNSON,

Manassas, Va.
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WHITE LEGHORNS

RATIONS FOR HOGS AND HORSES.

Prize Winning

want a

information about
I see you say on page 970 that
corn meal alone Is not good for hogs;
you speak of tankage and soy beans,
I

little

hogs.

STOCK
FOR SALE
Show won

At Virginia Poultry
second oa
third on

and

flrst

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS:
WHITE ORPINGTON Pullet and

Cockerel, being only ones I exhibited.
Also fine Cockerels and Pullets for sale In

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK and WHITE
WYANDOTTE. Eggs for sale from all stock.
Write
LANDOR POULTRY YARDS, Croxton. Va.,
Clara L.

Miss

Smith,

Proprietor.

EGGS rOR HATCHING.

for

$1

iS

15;

per

Two-thirds

100.

was good for hogs or horses.
Did you ever try that? Give informa-

together

as to feeding corn to horses;
it Is better to grind the corn
or give in the ear. If ground, how
fine?
Should the cob be taken out?
Also, should bran be mixed, say, half
quantity? You also speak of millfeed,
may I ask what it is made of. I don't
know just what you mean.
tion

whether

BARRED, BUFF and WHITE PLYMOUTH
ROCKS: WHITE, BUFF and PARTRIDGE!
WYANDOTTES:
BLACK
MINORCAS:
LIGHT BRAHMAS: PARTRIDGE COCHINS;
WHITE and BROWN LEGHORNS.
Price,

and 80 on, those we don't have. 1
have had good luck with middlings,
corn meal and bran in equal amount
by weight, or 1-2 bran, 1-4 middlings,
and 1-4 meal by measure.
What do
you think of 1-2 meal and 1-2 bran by
measure? I also saw in Southern
Planter that corn and cob all grouna

batch guaranteed.

SOME NICE COCKERELS OF THE
DIFFERENT BREEDS FOR SALE.
OAKLAND POULTRY FARM, C. J. Warlner,
Manager,

Ruffln,

N.

C.

White W'yandottes,
Rose

and

Island

S.

Reds,

S.

Leghorns and B.
Eggs for sale at

Rhode
Brown

C.
C.
P.

Rocks.

H

per 15;
$1.75 per 30; J2.75 per 60; »6

per

100.

VALLEY VIEW POULTRY
YARDS,

J.

Route
Dayton, Va.

Prop.,

Gllek,

D.

Box

19,

41,

Southern Poultry Yards,
S. C.

KxclnalTely.

Bome.

HERNDON, VA.
WHITE LEGHORNS
Stock large,
winter end

Floe

haad-

vlgoroui,

summer

layen

"Satisfied customers and value tar
received," our motto.
Stock for sale.
iB season. Prices reasonable.

monsy
Bgga

PAGE VALLEY

POULTRY YARDS
Are now making a special offering »t BrawB
and Buff Leghorns, Black MInorcas, H. L
Rods and Buff Orpingtons.
ts get
C.

An

oppartiulty

good breeds at low prices.
L. 8HBNK, B«x F, Lnray, Va.

BRUSHlf KILL POULTRY YARD
Offers for sale cheap. Eggs from goad stock
of S. C. Buff aad Black Orpingtons; White,
Silver-Laced, Silver-Penciled, Patrldge and
Golden Wyandottes; R. C. Rhode Island

Reds.

A

and I 8.
males at
O.

few good breeders cheap: 12 White
L. Wyandotte Hens and some good
each.

fl

SHOOK, Box U.

E.

Waugh, N.

R. F.

D.

1,

C.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
(Hawkins Strain)
WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
6.
C. WHITE LEGHORNS,
(Wyckoff Strain)
8.

BROWN LEGHORNS.

C.

(Biltmore
8.

C.

Strain)

BUFF LEGHORNS.

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS.
-STOCK AND EGGS FOR SALE. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
MARION POULTRY YARDS, MariSD,

Please mention Southerm
•when writing advertisers.

V».

Planter

Eggs from hens that scored 92 points
by Judge G. O. Brown at Richmond
Poultry Show, January 22-26, at $1.50
per

15.

M. FINK, 3401 Hanover Street,
Richmond, Va.

C. G.

WALLACE CLARK.
Kent

Co., Del.

with corn they will give much more
economical gains than corn fed alone.
They add the required protein to the
feed. Middlings and corn are about of
equal feeding value,

when

fed separately, but when mixed, will give more
economical and quicker gains. Middlings are more than twice as valuable as bran for a hog feed. Bran is
too coarse and norous for hogs to be
fed In large proportions. In a number of experiments made, corn and
cob meal has proved more valuable as
a feed than corn meal alone for hogs
Professor Henry, the greatest authority on animal feeding In this country,
says corn and cob meal is a better feed
for horses than whole corn alone.
Corn meal and bran fed In equal parts
Is also a good feed.
Corn should be
either roughly ground, or crushed to
get the best results when fed to horses.
What is called miUfeed here Is
what you know as middlings, that is
to say, the fine bran with the coarse
flour In

It.

— Ed.

Yearling Hens and Pullets,
A.

J.

$1.

ELLETT, Beaver Dam,

Va.

WKite Poultry Yards
LORRAINE, VA.
Eggs for sale from Prize-Wlnning WHITE
HOLLAND TURKEYS and WILD MALLARD DUCKS, $2.60 per dozen; MAMMOTH PEKIN DUCKS. $1 per dozen;
WHITE GUINEAS, WHITE WYANDOTTE
and S. C. WHITE LEGHORN, $1 per U.

Eg^sirom Whites
White Plymouth Rocks and SingleComb White Leghorns, 75c. per 15
and $3.50 per 100.
White Holland Turkeys, prize-winning stock, $2 per dozen. $15 per
G. W. MOSS, Gulney, Va.

100.

WOODLAWN POULTRY YARDS
S. C. Brown Leghorns (Biltmore Strain),
Cocks and Pullets, $1 each; Barred P. Racks
(Hawkins Blood), $1 each; Red Cuban Games
Send us your
(Mean's Blood), $2 each.
Alas
order, as we only have a few left.
Garden Seed and Strawnerry Plants.

W. JONES NURSERY COMPANY,
Woodlawn, Va.

COUGHING—FERRETS.

Will you give a remedy for cough
In hogs?
I have some pigs or ehoats
that are troubled with a dry cough;
they are hearty and eat most any thing
you give them always. They sleep in
a good, dry house, dirt floor, have good
bed. A few weeks ago I used for their
beds broom sedge, and I notice since
then their cough seems to have Increased. I now use pine tags.
2. I also wish, to know If any one
has Ferrets for sale. I am troubled a
great deal by rats, and have used different kinds of remedies, and have set
traps, but don't seem to do much good.
I have been told that a Ferret Is the

Leghorns.

strong, healthy, farm-raised birds. Winners
of Brst prize Virginia State Fair. Richmond,
1906.
Eggs from this grand strain of winter
Yearling
layers at $1 per IB or $6 per 100.
Hens and Pullets, $1.25; Cocks and CockeBarred Rock Eggs, $1 per 15 or
rels, $1.50.
per 100; Cocks and Cockerels, $1.50;
$5

E.

PIGS

White

C.

S.

Both tankage and soy beans can be
bought as easily as corn, bran or middlings, and if either of these are fed

FANCY

1.

C.

S.

White and Brown
Leghorn Cockerels and Pullets at $1 sad fi.
Selected Eggs for sitting, $1 for 15. Also two
fancy young White Holland Turkey Gobblers.

Homer
J.

B.

Pigeons,

mated,

$1

pair.

WADDILL, Box

Reference:
tswn, Tenn.

S. C.

City

IS, Tate Spring, Tenn.
National Bank, Morrls-

White Leghorns,

(Wyckaff Strain excluslvsly)

— ANDBARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
Oar Rocks are bred for size, egg prodasand brown eggs.
Eggs— $1 fsr U; M-U per 100. No slMk

tlon

for sale.

COTTON VALLEY FARM,

Tarboro.

N.

0.
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VALLEY FARM
Barred

C

S.

Norfolk

(Forsyth

Strain.)

Eggs

per

$5

100.

matlngs this year are superior to any
spare neither money
I ever owned, and as I
nor pains to improve my stock, I am sure
to give satisfaction, which I guarantee.
Mount Sidney. Va.
WINE.
CHARLES C.

My

BAR^e D PLYMOUTH "O
n

fowls,

and

Eggs,

«

Strong, healthy,
seasons.
all
Cockerels,
beautifully barred.

For sale at
large

Young

12;

Hens.

and

J1.25

tl-50;

per sitting; $1.50 two.

Jl

BRO.VZE TURKEYS, large
Toms,
healthy birds, correct plumage.
dozen.
to io: Hens, $3 to $3.50; Eggs, »3 per
Drakes, $1.50 to
Ducks.
Pekin
Imperial
Eggs,
Jl per
Ducks. J1.25 to ?1.50;
$1.75;
sitting; $1.50 for two.
All above fowls from fine laying strain,
and can be furnished not akin.
Mrs. R. E. WILHOIT, So merset. Va.

MAMMOTH

U

BARRED

from

a week.
2. We do not know of any one having Ferrets to sell. Perhaps some one
seeing this will advertise them. They
are great rat killers when properly
managed, but want a good rat dog to
work with them, as the rats will bolt
out of their holes as soon as they
smell the Ferret. Ed.

laying

best

at $1.50, $2 and $2.50
Eggs. $1.25 for 15; $2
for 30, or 75c. per 15 for three
or more sittings.
MRS. WM. E. MILLER,
Herndon, Fairfax Co., Va.

A

Plymouth Rocks; naodsome plumage;

large-

Pekin Duck Eggs,
either mating. $4 dozen.
$1 for 9 $1 75 for 18. Write for 1907 circular.

HIGH-CLASS BERKSHIRES.

SOMMERS,

F.

Va.

Somerset,

HOUSTON'S NUGGETS.

BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS
Exclusively.
are large, vigorous, the right
color and the hens have the egg-laying
habit.
Eggs $1 and $1.50 per sitting of 15.
C. M. HOUSTON, Rochelle. Va.

My

birds

Eggs
B.

P.

MARTIN BROWN.
Chesterfield Co., Va.

HATCHING FROM NOTED
$1 PER 15.
HARNSBERGER, Orange, Va.

Barred Rock Cockerels
and handsome. $1 to
season

In

Rock,

$1

MRS.
University

of

S.

C.

B.

of
$2

best
each.

Leghorn,

tor 15.

JOHN

believe that you will find DanWinter Ballhead will do well, but
the variety usualy grown for this late
is Late Flat Dutch. The
Drumhead Savoy cabbage also doe.=
well for a late fall and winter crop.
The .great point necessary to be observed in the South in growing the
late fall crop of cabbage is not to sow
the seed too early in the summer.
When sown early, the caterpillars eat
up all the plants. Sow in July or August, on a rich piece of moist land and
push the plants into quick growth ana
then set out in September. Ed.

crop in South

—

Charlottesville,

Va.

GREIDER'S PINE CATALOGCB,
1907.

tells

poultry

all

and

about

describes

pure-bred

and

IlluB

traies 60 varieties.
10 Beautiful
Natural Color Plates.
Gives re«
Bonable prices for stock and egg«;
to cure diseases, kill lice, make monsj
B.
This valuable book only 10 cents.

bow

GREIDER, Rbeems,

H

Pa.

prices apply to

GRiNGE,

Hatton, Va.

(ALBEMARLE CO

)

LACKS

B

Langshans'

Slack

Are'Not

Only^

Prize Winners.
LAYERS AND

EGG

ARE

BUT THEY

MONEY MAKERS.

the South,

In

A.

BLACK.

M.

write to
Tazewell, Va.

EGGS FOR HATCH!^G
From Pure-Bred BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS. BUFF WYANDOTTES and MAM-

MOTH BRONZE TURKEYS, All eggs sold
are guaranteed to be strictly fresh. Special
A few choir*
100-egg orders.
price on
l;;irred Plymouth Rock Cockerels for sale.

ALTA VISTA POULTRY FARM, Advanc*
Mills,

Durham

Co.,

Mrs.

Va..
S-

C.

—

Prop.

$2 per sitting each.
utility.
$1

BUFF COCHIN BANTAM EGGS,

$1.50

Bred

and

per sitting.

ROBERT

P.

ADAMS,

66 Cabell Street,

Lynchburg, Va.

R.

C.

Rhode lsl?nd Red

for hatching. $1 per sitting of 15.
other chickens raised on the farm.

Eggs
Mrs.

JOSEPH

HURT,

M.

Blackstone,

No
Va.

PURE-BRED

PEKIN DUCKS
—AND—

N. C.

think ft very probable that the
cause of the lump was the blow upon
the chain. Tf this was done sometime
ago. it is doubtful whether any treatment will now remove it, as it has
Try Absorbine.
become calloused.
which you will find advertised in the
Planter. Ed.

Fray,

B.

— AND—
Eggs at $1.50 and
for exhibition and

RHODE

ISLAi^D
Eggs

for sale at $1 each.

We

R.

BUFF LEGHORN

WHITE *Y^N0OTTES

LYNN BROS.

PAYNE,

F.

Station,

HATICN

SHANS

PLYMOUTH ROCK

30

For

For stock or eggs from the best LANG-

.

LUMP ON HORSE'S NECK.

large

PULLETS AND COCKERELS.
particulars and

your advice in regara
to cabbage.
What kind would you advise me to set for late fall or winter?
Does Danish Ballhead do well here?

have a colt two and one-half years
old, which had a hard lump on his
neck about three or four inches from
the shoulder near the juguar vein. I
remember his jumping against S
chain that was put up across the door
and may have hurt his neck then.
Please give any information as to the
cause and treatment, and oblige.

M.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

like

I

STRAIN'S AT

Offers
blood,

would

BARRED AND WHITE
EGGS FOR
E.

WHITE PEKIN DUCKS

ish

Barred

line-bred

Eggs. $1 for 15;
size Cockerels, $1 to $3.
fienulne Halt-Wild Turkey
$1.75.
30 for
Eggs from Bronze cross, also Half -Wild
Toms crossed on M. B. Hens. Eggs from

E.

TOULOUSE GEESE

—

We

STRICTLY FRESH EGGS
17-years"

A LIMITED NUMBER OF PURB-BRBO

FALL AND WINTER CABBAGE.

strain
each.

specialty;

In

posed;
sometimes, dusty beds.
In
your case we think exposure to cold at
some time and the dusty bed is the
cause.
Give a teaspoonful of saltpeter
for each hog melted in the slop twice
or three times a week and see thac
the bed is not dusty. Good, clean
straw makes the best bed.
If the
cough persists, give a tablespoonful of
turpentine in the slop once or twice

I

Cockerels

Coughs

ous causes.

Steckand EggsfarSale
Incubator

Co., Va.

pigs arise from variSometimes indigestion is
the cause; sometimes, cold, wet, raw
weather, to which they have been ex-

Strain.)

lighjhns.

6.

SUBSCRIBER.

rats.

1.

(Parks

FOR SALE

best thing to have around a place for

Rocks

Plymouth

[February,

dozen.

ROBERT

G.

PFDS

in season; $1 per

HUNDLEY, Box
ville,

118

Farm-

Va.

STOCK AND EGGS CHEAP
'

lOc.

Jtka

L

fluhnla. llimiMbvri.

Vft.
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BURKE'S GARDEN
Hens have the spring sing. They are laying.
Bronze and White Holland
Pekin
Black Langshan and Minorca, Brown and
White Leghorn. Barred Plymouth and White
Wyandotte Eggs for YOU to hatch: »1 50
to 12.50 per sitting.
Our e.Ttenslve holdings
Justify the keeping over of a few promising
sires.
Should you need another order at
any time from

BURKES GARDEN CATTLE COMPANY
Burke's
Garden,

P

S

Va.

-LEST YOU FORGET-The

Garden

headquarters for Shorthorns, Hampshires

Is

and Southdowns.

poplaThiTpoultry

I
have a small farm near here ol
ISO acres, of which I seeded about one
in grass this last fall a year
ago; got a good stand and had a
goou
growth of hay the last year.
Have
used lots of stable manure that I raise
on farm and buy from the livery stables here, but will not have enough
to go around with it all.
I
thought
perhaps there was some fertilizer that
would do good to put broadcast over
the grass this spring, also upon five
acres of alfalfa.

hundred

FAHM

Would

DR. H. H. LEE. Prop.,
R. F. D.

exclusively.
Fifty Choice
Cockerels from high scoring
birds.

Best

A

Price.
lot

Hens

few

Eggs, Jl per
guaranteed.

sitting

to

$1

ever

I

to
of

J1.25.

No

had.

make up

trios.

Satisfaction

15.

GoldenWyandottes
SOME NICE BIRDS OF THIS
CHOICE BREED. ALSO EGGS
FOR HATCHING FOR SALE
CHEAP.
W. H. ADKINS, Swoope.

Va.

now have my pens mated up for 1907,
I
and am booking orders for Eggs. WHITE
WYANDOTTES, RHODE ISLAND REDS,
BUFF ORPINGTONS and Pekln Ducks (la
season).
A tew Cockerels and Pullets yet
tor sale.
CHARLES W. SMITH, Prop., WilliamsVa.

burg,

S C.

B.

$2

each

— very

LEGHOIVN

Pullets. Jl each.

aid breeding.

All

Eggs,

CKDAK KIDGE

and

tl

2

years

20

for 15.

W.

S.

Guthrie,

Troutvllle, Va.

EGGS FOR HATCHING
FROM PURE-BRED STOCK.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
15 tor $1; 50 tor $3.
J.

Mammoth Pekln Ducks, 13 tor Jl.
A. MCCARTY. Monroe Grove Farm,
Aldie,

Loudoun County. Va.

BAKkHD PLYMOUTH kOCv
Cockerels for sale at $1.50 to $2.50; Pullets,
Guaranteed 75
each; Eggs, $1.50 per 13.
per cent, hatch If properly cared for. Also
ready
tor service
a tew Poland-China Hogs
at $15 each.
Republic.
Va.
A. J. S. DIEHL. Port
tl

BARPED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
Bl?OWNJ EQHORNS
MAMMOTH PEKIN DUCKS
I

My

few

FILLIES.
The best

Imported stock of ENGLISH
BERKSHIRE PIGS; some very fine JERSEY
COWS and CALVES. Chickens of rare
In the following kind:
BaARRED,
BUFF AND WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCK;
WHITE, BUFF AND PARTRIDGE WYAN-

breeding

DOTTE:

S.

Eggs

tor

poultry Is fine.
Eggs for sale at 85
cents per 15. $4 per 100: Duck Eggs. $1 per
15.
$5 per 100: also Butt Cochin Bantam
Eggs, 10 cents each.
C. C. COOPER. Cobham Wharf, Va.

C.

LEGHORN
We

WHITE AND BROWN

sitting

from

urge buyers to

visit,

above

fowls.

order or write to

MAPLE VIEW STOCK FARM,

me some
PRUDEN.

give
T.

HAS FOR SALE
REGISTERED
TROTTING MARES and

FIRST-CLASS

Ruffln,

WHIIE
Apply broadcast 200 pounds of bone
meal, 100 pounds of acid phosphate,
and 50 pounds muriate of potash per
acre.
Put this on as soon as possible.
Later, when the grass begins to grow
freely, apply broadcast 100 pounds of
nitrate of soda per acre, and
you
should have a heavy crop of grass and
alfalfa.— Ed.

N.

C.

ORCH.\RD MAXAGEMETNT.

My

orchard
blooms nicely,
but
soon as fruit begins to form
begins to drop and continues to drop
off all along so that when fruit should
begin to ripen, it is nearly all off the
trees, and the little which does stay

PLYMOUTH

Cockerels,

S

Flshel

Coockerels, Cal

KOCK

(Hope. Ind.,) Strain.

BRONVN

C.

LEOhOkN

Husselman (Richmond,

Va.,)

Strain.

Mrs. D. a. ALLEN, Barboursvllle, W. Va.

White Pl)nnuth Roiks.
In strongest competition at late show,
Virginia Poultry Association, January 22-26.

I won first Cock and second Pullet, American White Plymouth Rock special.
Eggs
and stock In season.
R. W. H.\W, Centralia, Va.

as

BLACK

on the trees

is

defective.

ing be beneficial?
be used?

If so,

Would spraywhat should

Edward

F. L.
Co., Va.

C BLACK MINORCA

5.

and

$1

A.

THROCKMORTON,

AMERICA'S BEST STRAIN

ROCKS AND

B. P.

ing and spraying. We would advise
that you apply 200 pounds of acia
phosphate and 100 pounds of muriate
of potash per acre broadcast, and work
this well into the land, and sow a crop
of cow peas broadcast, one bushel to

S. C. B.

which plough down in August.
then sow crimson clover ana
wheat, oats and rye mixed 15 pounds
clover and one bushel of the mixed
grain per acre -for a winter cover
crop.
In the May following plow this
crop down and cultivate the orchard
until .July, and then sow again in the
clover and grain mixture, applying
again 200 pounds of acid phosphate
and 100 pounds muriate of potash per
acre.
Continue this treatment for
three or four years and thus invigorate your trees.
It is also essential
that you spray regularly.
In our
March issue every year we publish a
spray calendar, giving full information
and

—

—

as to this subject, to which
you. Ed.

—

we

refer

Qlenview Orpingtons
S. C.

HORNE.

Oppinotfns— Sirgle C c m b— F uffs.
Until

March

1st.

will

sell

Eggs from our

famous laying strain S. C. Buff Orpingtons
at $1.25 per 13.
Sate delivery and fertility
guaranteed.
An e.\cellent opportunity tor
those who wish the best chickens at a
modernte price.
Catalogue.

NORTH STATE POULTRY YARDS.
Spray, N.

C.

Louisa Poultry Yar(is
LOUISA, VA.
Eggs for spring silting. $1 for IS^BUFF
ORPINGTON. S L. WYANDOTTE. BLACK
MINORCA. BROWN LEGHORN.
FINELY BRED GAME. $2.50 PER SITTING.

Our fowls are well bred and

KEEP.
the treatment to

BUFFS EXCLUSIVELY.

$2.50 will get you a setting of guaranteed
tortile eggs from best m.T tings of the above
stock.
They will hatch the kind you want.
B. S.
Keswick. Va.

will

please

you

WEEVIL— BREFO OF SHEEP TO
Is

LEGHORN'S

Beautiful Cockerels at SI. 50. worth double
the money.
Pullets, $10 per dozen.
Eggs
In season.
Mrs. A. W. DAVIS, Blanton's Va.

acre,

What

A few more nice ones,
Northrup Strain.
Rapldan, Va.

$1.50.

C.

RIDDICK.

description, we should
judge that your trees need both feed-

1.

to

Cockerels for sale.

have just purchased a large spray
pump with sufficient hose to reach top
I

of trees.

MINORCAS.

Laying Hens. Pullets and Cockerels. $1
Northup and Dugan Strain.
EDGAR KLINE, Mlddletown, Va.

$1.50 each.

Prom your

Leghorn
above perfect In form

KAR.M.

Prop.,

1

About

fine.

J.

A

STANDARD

Guilford Co., N. C.

Prince

PUREBRED

Cockerels. Jl to $2; 2 Cocks.
•Id.

to

Maple View Strck Farm

it

FOREST PARK FARM.

NICE LOT

you

like

points on this.

Lexington, Va.

WYANDOTTES

S. L
*

Pullets.

4.

175

FERTILIZER FOR GRASS.

G. H.

Please
kill

or

JOHNSON.

mention

when writing

Proprietor.

Southern

advertisers.

Planter
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If you want to raise the
White Holland Turkeys, buy
Mine are raised from prize
the largest poultry shows in

Eggs.

of

me.

right kind
eggs from
winners In
North-

the

west. , Eggs. $2.50 for 10.
I also have a fine pen of

S.

BUFF ORPINGTONS.

C.

If
you want to raise some beauties and
good, big. soft roasters, buy your eggs here.
will spare a few sittings at $2 for 15.
I
Mrs. CAL, HUSSELMAN, R. F. D. 1, Highland Springs, Va.

MAMHOTH BRONZE TURKEYS
A choice lot for sale at farmer's prlcet.
Finely bred, handsome Individuals; perfaot
plumage.

EGOS FOR HATCHING IN SEASON.
OAKVILLE POULTRY YARDS,
P.

Goodloe,

C.

M.

Prop.,

EMBDEN GEESE,
B. P. R.

For

My

sale.

CHICKENS

birds are high bred and give
I guarantee.

which

satisfaction,

CHARLIE BROWN.

Route

CartersTllle,

1,

Virginia.

MAMMOTH

BRONZE TURKEYS
Best

Choice

Beautiful Birds.
first orders.

Strains.

Write
MIsa B.

furnished.

POULTRY FARM,

PIEDMONT

to

Plymouth

Barred

Also a few very fine
Rocks.
Full particulars

Callie Giles, Prop., Whittle's Depot,

Va.

Golden Bronze Turkeys.
Toun^ Toms

for

Sired

sale.

by winner

prize at Virginia State Fair; he by
at Indianapolis
prize winner
and

of first
first

Eggs

Chicago.

Mrs.

S.

F.

tn

season.

BADGETT, FarmvlUe,

Va.

[February.

PURE-BRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

HOMING
Cheap.

Will

sell

PIGEONS
breeding stock

entire

a bunch at 75 cents each.

mated,

good

Regular
all

health— breeding

price,

paying

per

$2.60

you are sure

good,

About

of

In

US—well

continually.

By

pair.

taking

well-mated birds and a

Must

business.

on

sell

ac-

count of other enterprises.

The remedy

for weevil In grain Is
to use bisulphide of carnon.
This will
kill insect life of all kinds in the grain.
It is a liquid and should be put in
saucers on top of the grain in a bin

and the grain be covered up closely.
The liquid evaporates, and as it is

Ooodloe's, Va.

TURKEYS,

B.

keep weevils out of corn? Is It effective in an open crib, and does It injure or poison the corn for bread?
2. We have fifteen common Virginia
bred ewes to begin with. What breed
or kind of ram would you use to head
our flock, or which do you think woula
be most profitable for both wool ana
mutton here in the southern part ol
Virginia, and where could we get one
that we could depend on as being pure
bred?
EI.LIOTT BROS.
Halifax Co., Va.

heavier than
the atmosphere,
the
vapor sinks down through the grain.
It cannot be sucessfuUy used unless
the grain is kept closely covered or be
in a tight granary, which can be filled
with the vapor. It is not in any way
injurious to the grain.
After the
vapor has been allowed to remain in
the grain for 24 hours, it should then
be well aired and the smell will pass
off.
It is fatal to all animal life, and.
therefore, should not be left exposed
where men or animals can breathe it.
It is also very explosive, and no lights
should be allowed near it. It is used
by the elevator companies and millers
to keep their stocks from injury.
2. We would advise the use of either
The
a Shropshire or Dorset Buck.
Dorset Buck will ensure ewes which
will produce the earliest lambs, but will
not make a sheep that will measure up
to the Shropshire as a mutton or wooi
producer.
You will find both breeds
advertised regularly in the Planter by
reliable men.
Ed.

ISLAND VIEW POULTRY FARM,
Wake, Va.

JUMBO HOMERS.
Mated

squab

MRS.

M.

J.

Large,

breeders.

prollflo,

Write for bargains.
Oowllas Oreen.

healthy birds.

McMANAWAY,
Virginia.

PURE-BRED

Mammoth Bronze

Turkeys

AT REASONABLE PRICES.
Miss

S.

A.

BURRUSS,

Mammoth Bronze

Burruss, Va.

Turkeys

Pure bred, nothing but the best shipped.
Toms, $5; Hens, J3.
Mks. J. M. STEGER, Hatton, Albemarle
County,

Mammoth

Va.

Bronze lurkeys

Bred from the greatest winning strain la
America.
Rich In blood of World's Fair
winners.

LESLIE

D.

Mammoth

KLINE, Vaucluse, Va.

Bronze

For sale.
Pure strain.
Address Miss M. VICK
Hall,

Turkeys

Reasonable prices.

HANCOCK, Ualm

Va.

THREE CHOICE
MAMMOUTH BHO^ZP TOMS
MAY HATCHED; SHOW BIRDS: $4 BACH.
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED.
A. L. BLAIR, Howardsvllle, Va.

—

THE LILOLA FARMS.

Eggs

SORE MOUTH IN CATTLE.

C. WHITE LEGHORN,
BUFF ORPINGTON AND
PLYMOUTH ROCK
S.

Cockerels for sale.
Eggs In season.

BARBOUR.

W.

G.

Turkey and Pekin Duck
Somerset,

Va.

PRIZE-WINNING

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS
BUFF

and

SILVER WYANDOTTE

Fowls for breeding purposes.

All

fine

birds

and satisfaction guaranteed.
J.

G.

BUFORD,

Dublfn, Va.

C

Turkeys,

Brown Leghorns.

Toms from 48- Pound Toms, $4 to J6; S. C. B.
The
L^horn Cockerels at your prices.
many letters of praise I receive from customers tell me my stock Is the best.
T. M. BYRD. R. F. D. 3, Salisbury, N. C.
t^Bee Poland-China advertisement.
Please mention Southern
when writing advertisers.

Elmont, Va.

sore

is

Mammoth Bronze
S.

Referring to several articles about
mouth In cattle, the best remedy
for sore mouth, in fact for any sore
on man or animal, is hydrogen peroxide.
One maker for a trade name
calls it Dioxogen.
It is chemically
hnown as H2 02, and is a chemical
combination of two parts of hydrogen
Pure water
to two parts of oxogen.

for Sitting.
WHITE WYAND0TTH8, M. B. TCRKBITt.

H2

O.

the excess of
immediately attacks

virtue

Its

is

oxogen, which
any diseased tissue, causing a foam.
The price at a drug store in Washington for the name first mentioned is
25 cents for a pound bottle, but drugists usually charge from 75 cents to
The only objection
$1 for Dioxogen.
is that it has to be kept where the
temperature does not exceed 65 degrees,

and

in

dark

places.

OTIS BIGELOW.

Planter

Montgomery

Co.,

Md.

Barred Plymouth Rocks.
Eggs

hatching from strong, ylgorous,
%1M per 16; exhibition quality,

for

utility stock,
$3 per sitting.

L.

W. WALSH, Box

248,

Lynchburc,

Va.

VHirE lEemis
IMPROVE YOUR STOCK BY OETTINO A
COCK OR COCKEREL. FROM tl.lt TO
EGGS IN SEASON.
»6.

FRED NUS8EY,

Massaponax,

Va.

PAIR YOUNG

BREMEN GEESE
Appy

For

W.

sale.

O.

Price, J5.

HARVIE, Mattoax,

to

Va.

Albemarle Co. Va., Jan'y 4, 1907.
is a welcom*
It is a good Inveetment for
every fanner.
JOHN QBORGB.

The Southern Planter

visitor.
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COTTON

THE THOROUGHBREDS.
The three Reds

for sale.

1.

gETED

MEAL—MARLING.

Is it profitable to

use cotton seea

meal as a source of protein in the rations of laying hens or growing pul-

What

is

WILLIAMS.

in reasonable quantity.

Tha R«d Polled Herd la headed bj M>
Royal Blooded Herodotua— weighs OTar I.Mpounds aod tracea hla lineage to sturdy 8e*i
laad.

Rhode

HarrlmaB took

Irai

Lonia la U04.
Island Red Chickens— remarkabU tai
red coloring, the cocka bslsi

rich,

nagnlScent

in

plumage.

The egga

mt

tkli

breed are large in elze. fine color and f9»t
lavor.
The chlcka are mil hardy, puUsti
aaature at a* early age.

Now

ready for market.

M DUI M]

m

A

pairs or
three.
Trio,

HEREFORDS

We

have no reports as to the use
of cotton seed meal in poultry feeding.
We see no reason to doubt but that it
would make a good feed for them used
1.

their

I

marling?

District of Columbia.
G. H. C.

aire of Prince
prize of Duroca at St

C A ST A L

lets?
2.

The

177

2. Marling is the application of the
natural marl deposits found in the
eastern sections of this State to the
land.
These deposits vary much in
value as improvers of the soil. Some
ai-e fairly rich in potash, some in phosphoric acid some in lime only. They
are, however, mainly used as a source
of lime for restoring the alkalinity
of the soil.
They can be used profitably on lands near the deposits, but
are too bulky to admit of lieing shipped far. Rock or shell lime is more
economical for shipping. Some lands
heavily marled more than 50 years
ago, still show the results.
They are
slow in action, but lasting. Ed.

—

In the "Castalia"

Herd

Bred Hereford Cattle,
ceeded

in

fixing

in

cattle that

I

of Pure-

have suc-

a type of beef

can hardly

1)6

surpassed

America.

I have never
bred a young or
immature animal, but have always
waited until it was fully developed,
so I could know exactly what I was
doing, and what to expect in the
offspring.
The result of this system of breeding is that all my

stock has stamina, rugged constitutions and the ability to produce

something worth while.

Kegs.
Writ« me for prlcea.^JOHN
FIELD, Harrlman. Tenn.

H.

HAT-

HOG FEEDING ON PASTURE.
have been very much inlerested
the discussion on hog feeding. I
have been raising hogs fhe past two
years on various grazing crops with
some corn.
I
would like to know
what is the most profitable amount of
corn to feed, starting with pigs eight
weeks old, the first of April put on
rape vetch and German clover, then
red clover, until Canada field peas and
oats are ready; next wheat and vetch,
then I go to red clover; feed wheat
in straw, follow wheat stubble with
pease which I turn on when pods comI

in

RED POLL BULL
Three years old, for sale. He Is of the best
breeding and Is In good condition. Guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Price reasonable.

Write me for particulars.
H. W. STEWART, Box

6,

Eufola,

N.

R.

F.

D.

1,

C.

PURE-BRED

RED POLL BULL
for

sale;

4

leads kindly
G. W.

years old; sound and gentle;
with halter.
Manteo, Va.

PATTESON,

mence

to turn, then to soy beans.

SAMUEL

Cottage Valley
Offerings
fersral 15-K Grade Angus Bull CalTaa
r«ady for service will make fine bulla f»t
trading up a herd.
!<eTeral Registered Angus Bull and Helfsr

—

Cftlves.

ReTeral Fine Family Milch Cowa— young
seotle and fresh to the pall.
'
L. Wyandotte Eegs, Jl for 15; Wyaa
dotte Cockerels, Jl each.
W. M. WATKINS & SON, Saxe, Va.

Hereford

Cattle

Several young, Pure-Bred Registered Bulla
Excellent strain

for sale at farmers' prices.
and ane Individuals. Also
Cows and Heifers.

Grade Hereford

WILLIAM

C. STUBBS, Valley Front Farm,
Sassafras, Gloucester County, Va.

A'var* mention .he Soutiiara Pl»a<
•r

whan writing advertlaer*

A.

JANNET.

Gloucester Co., Va.

You are following a most excellent
method of growing and feeding your
hogs, otie which every Southern farmer should follow, and he could then
successfully compete with the western
hog raiser and beat him. The South
ern farmer can make hog meat by the
system you are pursuing, which will
not cost over three cents per pound. We
know men who are doing it and we
doubt not but that you can substantiate this. We would like to hear from
you on this point. As to the amount
of corn to be fed, this is a difficult
question to answer, depending so much
upon the amount of carbhydrate in
the crops grazed. When the carbohydrate content is small, as it will be
when feeding the rape, vetch, crimson
clover and pea crop, more corn will be
needed than when feeding in the grain
crops, but inasmuch as these non-carbohydrate crops are, e.xcept the peas.

If you are thinking of purchasing
a Bull to grade up your herd, come
here and look at these Herefords,
and I feel sure they will suggest
to you what breed to get. You will
find out for yourself what the
breed will do under average con-

ditions

in

this

section.

You

will

see that there is no pampered,
"hot-house' nor "kid-glove" stock
here.
Isn't this
the kind you
want? I am headquarters, if you do.

Mature Bulls and Cows, Young
and thrifty stuff, both sexes, for
sale at prices which are positively
reasonable.

Write for prices or come and
Visitors met by appoint-

see them.

ment.

MURRAY BOOCOCK,

"Castalia,"

Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.
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Willow Glen Short Horns
Prince Albert
Call
206212, Becond prize Junior Bull
1903.
International,
at the Chicago
My show herd, with thirteen entries
won twelve
at the Virginia State Fair,
(Including three championship)
first
of
Amount
and llTe second prizes.
premiums eight hundred and fourteen

by

headed

Herd

dollars ($814.00).

For

sale,

some

fine

Young Cows and

Young
Heifers, and also a nice lot of
Bulls ready for service.
Write me what you want or com*

my

and see

h«rd.

DR. D. M. KIPPS. Front Royal. Va.

Sprhgwocd

Short Horns

bull "'"•
W» hare lome good Cows with
weighing l.WO
at foot; * nice Roan Bull

""we

»l80

"Herman." the

offer

GERMAN

weighing

COACH BAT STALLION,

l.M«

A look at some of his colts will
pounds.
conTlnce any one of his breeding.
Bred
A lice lot of fall Pigs and couple
Bows— Poland China. Come or write.
Thrasher, »«J F. Camper and Louisa E.
mlnlstrators William T. Thrasher, deceased.
Sprlngwood. Va.

LLERSLIE FARM-

Horses

Tli«rott8:lito<"ed

AND SHORTHORN

CmiE,

Pare Southdown Sbecp

and
Foi 8am.

Berfe^liire Pigrs.
R.

J.

HANCOCK &

SON,
Charlottkhville, Vi.

DKVON HBRD. HAMPSHIREDOWN
STABLISHCD

FI

ISTABI.ISHID

18M.

OCK

1880.

DEVON CATTLE
BULLS AND HEIFERS,
HAMPSHIRE DOWN SHEEP,
RAMS AND EWES.
ROBERT J. FARRER, Orange. Va.
i\r»g\j8

Bull Calves.

STRICTLY TOP NOTCHERS.
Many of th^m
Reglsterpd and richly bred.
ihcw rine animals.

Ring

In

nose.

Perfectly

Will sell at bargain prices to reAlso females not
uce herd for winter.
Correspondence and InapecakiD to bulls.
Uen of herd Invited. Aflrtross
Sentle.

ROSE DALE STOCK FARMS.

Walnut

Hills

Herd

Aberdeen Angus Cattle
OalTes. 3
J.

montbc old and up, for sale.
P THOMPSON Prop.. Oranee

Va

SCOTCH COLLIES.
amd
friend
Indispensable
The
Our stock Is the flnest that
workman.
money. Intelligence and experience can prfr
duce. We can supply pupplus of the highest
class at all times, both sexes, from tlO to MB
•ach. Every puppy sold by us Is guaranteed
Full
to be In perfect health and coodlllon.
and correct pedigree supplied with each.
farmer's

Send

for

our

folder.

VINECREST FARM KENNELS.
Falls Church. Va.

[February,

mainly fed at a time in the age of
the pigs when growth, bone and muscle is more needed than fat, only a
small quantity, say. an ear or two a

REGISTERED

day, will be sufficient. Later in the feeding period, when growth, bone and mus-

holstein=Friesian

made and carbohydrate

cle is

is

needed

to balance the protein in the peas

make hard

fat.

and

more corn should be

an experiment made at the
Utah Experiment Station, it was found
that when hogs were fed three-fourths
In

fed.

of a full allowance of grain, they made
a daily gain of 1.2 pounds, requiring
only 377 pounds of grain for lOU
pounds of gain. With still less grain

the daily gain was much reduced, but
so also was the amount of feed required for 100 pounds of gain. Finally, three trials on pasture without
grain showed an average daily gain
of .36 of a pound a day, or 2 1-2 pounds
In
a weelvs, a very satisfactory result.
this case the pasture was mainly alfalOf course, such a pasture as this
fa.
whilst shown to be capable of making
satisfactory gains, could not begin to
compare in feeding value with a cow
pea pasture, with the vines well podded. A rape pasture in an experiment
made at the Wisconsin Station, something short of an acre saved in the
feeding of a lot of hogs, 2,392 pounds
This shows an acre of rape
of grain.
equivalent to 2. GOO pounds of grain in
pig feeding. Ed.

—

FERTILIZER FOR PEANUTS- -FERTILIZEll FOR CORN.
1. I have about fifteen acres of land
I have had in corn for three
have had clover In it each
I
years.
year. Last year I put stock peas in
with the clover. The peas did very
well, but I have a very poor stand ot
clover.
This year I want to put the lana

which

I want to know
in peanuts.
the best fertilizer to use.

what

is

I

what
it,

the best fertilizer to use on
on laud which has nejfer had

is

also,

any clover.
Southampton

L.

M.

MAURY.

Co., Va.

1. We would plough the land deeply
and then apply 25 bushels of shell
lime to the acre and harrow this in

lightly

and

let lay for

ten days.

JERSEY CATTLE, CHESTER WHITH,
BERKSHIRE, JERSEY RED H009 and all
the LEADING BREEDS OF SHEEP, alM
DUCKS. POULTRY and TURKEYS.
Write for my prices.
W. R. SELLECK. HuntlngtOB Harbar. U L

Then

work frequently, and thus secure a
good seed bed for the nuts. Lay off
400
in rows and apply In the row
pounds of a mixture made up of 1 200
pounds of acid phosphate, 14 per cent.;
400 pounds dried fish, and 400 pounds
muriate of potash to make a ton. Mix
this well with the soil by running a
cultivator through the row once or
twice before planting the nuts, and
then plant.
corn crop
2. Whilst fhe yield of a
can generally be Increased by the use
yet we
fertilizer,
mixed
of a properly

FARM, Brooklandville, Md.

liROVE

GUERNSEYS.
TImonlum

and HageraHerd at
1905; first herd at Maryland BUU
Allentown, Pa.; Trenton, N. J., and
".Ichmond, Va.. 1906.
First Prize

owa, Md.,

'sir;

BULLS ONLY FOR SALI.

BERKSHIPES

OU(«

not beaten

Tere

In

1905

and

1»0«,

aad WB
amd

prize under year boar
luder year sow at Richmond, l>06.

•Id the

first

JAMES McK. MERRYMAN.
P. O. R. F. D. CockeyevUle. Md.
relephoae and Telegraph. 43-K. Towa»a, Md.

JERSEYS
Heifer Calves, under 1 year old, J25 to tU
each; registered Dull Calves. 2 years old,
from 17\4-pound cow and sire out ot 22V4pound cow. price $50; registered Bulls under
My
2 years. $40; one under 1 year, $30.
herd Is not surpassed In Virginia In producing capacity.
A. R. VENADLE, JR.. Mllnwood Farm.
Farmvllle. Va.

THDK'^UljHiiKED

tJerkshire Boars,

Jersey Bull Calves,

Buck

Dorset
•

Lambs.

wire of falves. Fl V1N(< FOX 6M«6, ion el
tying Fox who sold for J7 fXW at the Cooper

Klf

have some land that I want to
put in corn. It has clover on it for
the first time. I would like to know
2.

pure-

Cattle; best butter producing strains;

bred

l»02.

All stock in best of condition and
^naracteed as represented.

F. T.

ENGLISH,

Centreville,

Md.

Special Sale
Duroc

Swine

[red]

ot Gilts, the tops from fall
breeders.
Western
argest

of

The

VERT

•REAM OF DUROC nREEDINO.
be

blood

of

the

leading

th«

sales

carrylof

winnlni!

strains.

They are Indlvldu.Tls of great quality, many
ibow Sows among them. Ail bred for April
•arrow to Millionaire 18045. grandson ot Beat

Kim

If

You Can

(sold for $3,000.)

tBERDtEN-ANGUSBU'irAlVES.
Most Fashionable Families.

IIEWELIIN

[English]

SETTERS

Bred for the field from field winners. Sir*
dams regularly worked on game.
• nd
;OHN W. RICE & SON. Wlnchaster, ».
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have rarely found that this can be
done prolJtably.
The only fertilizer
which can be used with certainty ot
profit in using is farmyard manure.
Corn can utilize this better than any
other crop. The most certain way to
secure a good yield of corn is to
plough the land deeply and work fre-

HIGHLAND STOCK FARM
Breeds a

lino of

full

the farm, aad can

Pure-Bred Stock for

now

furnish some choice

POLAND CHINA
Pigs two to four months old at the following prices: $10 for Boars and $8 for Sows.

They are

by Meddlesome (a son of
the St. Louis World's Fair champion) and
Master Sunshine H.
All stock eligible to
record and pedigrees furnished.

HENRY

S.

BOWEN.

Witten'a Mills, Tazewell County, Va.

Poland CKinas.
Some

Pigs bow

for
for

The

flee
sale.

best

style and finish
ever had.
Bred
prize winning
strains
ihe
strains
that
have
been winning a long
time.
Why
send
West whea I can sell you Western stock at
your door? Stock guaranteed. Prices low.
Write for particulars.
W. M. JONES, Crofton, Va.
I

from

and

Poland China
Pigs
young sowb bred, yoanj
No better breeding In tht
My herd boars have betr:
H. Sanders, Lookmeover. Perfea
I
Know, pp.ud Perfectl,.n, Corrector anr
High Roller, the greatest prize winners o)
Ihe breed my sows have been as carefuU.^
selected
fine

ones,

koars and pigs.

United

States.

sired by

J.

—

RED POLLED CATTLE.
bulH.

Will

sell

a few

ARROWHKaI) stock
Title, Va.,

SAAf'L B.

Fine good yonnf

and

cows

heiferii

farm, Oharlottai.
WOODS. Propr.

POLAND CH NAS
bargain prices for December.
Males 2 to 8 months old. femalei

at

months

From

regin
art
with th»
business hams. Can mate palrr
or trios no akin.
Pedigrees fur
2 to 10

old.

tered sires and dams.
the big. fsncy kind

They

nlFhed with each pig.

WTANDOTTT
H«u

Some S. L.
Cockerels at Jl each; M. B
at |2 to IS.M sach,
at t2 to %Z each.
Yours for good stock at rock-bottom prices

TURKEYS, Toms
A.
Orarton,

ORAHAM
Albemarle

ft

SONS,
Couaty,

Va.

STOP! LOOM! LISTEN

1.

FLOATS—ALSIKE CLOVER.
Why is it that Floats do

Duroc Facts
the

Is

(rom

breed.

with

a car-load of the best
blood In the West— Boars. Pigs and Sowa
safe in pig to the greatest herd boars
of
the breed.
The quality is high, the prlcea
are right and our guarantee Is sent with

each animal.

DO
LESLIE

in the

Louisa
1.

)

and Berkshires*
W.WATSON.

REGISTERED

DUROG JERSEYS
Fine lot of Pigs of both sexes a,t prices
that all can pay.
Illustrated catalogue of 25 leading Tarletiea
ot purebred fowls mailed free.

CLARENCE SHENK,

pairs not akin. Bred Sows and
Write for particulars.
|15

SHORTHORNS,
SHROPSHIRES,
S. R. QUICK

uable form, but becomes
available
slowly in the soil. Where much vege-

more

quick-

2. There have been some cases reported where the grazing of an alsike
clover
pasture caused
sickness of
mules, but we have not heard of anything of the kind In this State, and
believe it is a pcrf'-rtly safe plant to
grow in mixture with grasses for hay
or pasture. We are inclined to the
belief that it was some fungoid growth
on the clover which caused the trouble.— Ed.

WART OX

HORSE.

Please give me remedy for removing warts from horses, l have a mare
with one on her side as large as a

Ollta.

POLLED DURHAM8,
SCOTCH
COLLIES,
ft

SALT

(raw phosphate rock finely
being a natural product with a

fertilizing value, is not required to be
branded under the fertilizer law. The
only way to know what you are getting is to buy it under a guarantee
of containing a certain percentage of
phosphoric acid. This is in an insol-

Luray, Va.

QUICK DUROCS.

BUMPASS.

it

Peierstiurg, Va.

not

Co., Va.

table matter is present,
ly becomes available.

Va.

OFREJlSTEKED

Flo,its

ground

Vaucluse,

Duroc-Jerseys

hog?
B. O.

NOW.

IT

KLINE.

D.

STERLING HEKD

about alsike clover poisoning horses
and mules. Will there be any trouble
it

convince you that the Duroc
I
have Just returned

to

right

Indiana

R

have the analysis on the bag? It was
sold in this neighborhood last fall foi
$9 and $12.25 per ton.
Those who
were selling for $12.25 claimed thai
they were selling high grade, but had
no analysis on bags.
I sowed one lot, in drill, that was
white like lime, and it made my hands
feel rough as lime does in handling it.
How can the farmer tell when he is
getting the best grade of Floats when
there is no analysis on it?
saw in some paper something
I

from

!!1

You are breeding hogs for the MONBY la
There 13 money in li IF you breed THE
iilQHT KIND. Write me, I will send yon

It.

—

sired

REGISTERED

Some

quently before planting in order to se
cuie a fine seed bed in which the
roots can easily forage for plant food.
The application of lime at the rate oi
25 bushels to the acre as soon as
plougheiT will be found advantageous.
If it Is decided to use commercial fertilizer,
make up a mixture of 900
pounds of acid phosphate, 1,000 pounds
cotton seed meal, and 100 pounds ot
muriate of potash to make a ton, and
apply 300 or 400 pounds per acre
broadcast, or 200 pounas in tne drill.
The broadcast japplication will be
found most profitable, as corn roots
spread widely and they will find it
and utilize it. Ed.
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SONS, Gosport,

POIND

Ind.

HBRO

Duroc Jerseys,
41xty
i.'so

head

ready ts eblp;
(or ser\ ice, sired by
Paul). Muoanb aad
S. A. WHITAKER,
Hopeslde, Va.

choice

of

Pigs

some Boars ready

PkuI J. (son
Longfellow.

of

Oom

0. 1. C's and POLAND CKINAS.
Choice Pigs of both breeds. 3 months old,

each: 4 months old. (7 each. Can mat»
Poland-Chinas, no akin, at jl2 per pair.
Matured Uo;irs of each breed for aale.
Buff Plymouth Rocks, S. L. Wyandottss
iQd S. C. B. Leghorns.
\^'^ite.
stating quantity wanted. ,
ROBINSON & HUTTON, Lexington, Va,
>t $6

P

China

flegistereji Berk-jhce
0.

Ul

whites.
sgefl

Large ttrain

mated not akin,

< week plgH.
Bred sowa,
-tervlce boars. (Tiiernsey
•alves, Scoich Collie pups and poaltry.
for prices and free circulars.

f

f

Wrtta

HAMILTO.N. CochranTllle.CheeterCo Pa

WhY

RAISK DARK SKIN
Hogs

when

wh

Just as easy and

much

nicer?

O.

I

are

tea

look lo
I.

C.

the bog to raise.

MICHIE.

Charlottesville,

V».

U
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Most makers
don't

—

wares
ashamed
If

to.

didn't

I

lamp-

of

mark their
possibly they are

chimneys

chimneys as

mark mine

I

make

as

do,

wouldn't

I

good

either.

mine "Macbeth"

I r.iark

—

—

own name because I am
proud to be known by them.

K.y

My Index — it's free — tells other reasons
why my lamp-cliimneys are marked and wliy
May
I am proud to put my name on them.
I send

it

to

you ?

MACBETH,

Address,

The Mortgage

Pittsburgh.

Lifter

OR

Registered Berkshire.
an old adage,
"Raise good hogs and
lift your mortgage or
swell your bank account."
I have some
It

Is

stock In
I
the East from which to start your herd.
have a number of Pigs from mammoth
the

of

best

dams and sired by Hunter of Biltmore III.,
and Valarie. The Pigs are large and smoothjust the kind for pork production or the
show

ring.

farmers'

am

I

offering

and

prices
E.

at
satisfaction.

guarantee

EARHART,

Address D.

Pigs

these

Nokesvllle,

Va.

some ex

RPPk'QHIPP
CtvIVOll IvC ceedingly choice
D
I oflFer

I

RO
A l?Q
nUAIvO.
fleld Tailor,

young boara for sale
Imported Danes
76490 and out of Biltmor*
i,y

bred sows.
It will be hard to find better or cheaper stock
HENRY WARDEN, Fredericksburg, Va

Berkshires
From

4 to 5

months

old.

for sale.

All bods,

daughters or grandchildren of stock I purchased from Biltmore Farms; both American and English breeding.
Sire, Mason of
Biltmore
11.
grandson of great
(68548),
English Loyal Berks.
Satisfaction guaran-

money

teed or

refunded.

ROBERT HIBBERT,
D.

1,

Strine's
CharlottCTville,

Farm. R.

.F

Va.

HIGH-BRED BERKSHIRES.
hare a
I
months old
Akin.

nice
for

lot
sale.

of

Berkshire

Pigs

4

Can furnish pairs no

guarantee satisfaction.

I

RIVER VIEW DAIRY FARM,
Prop.,

Rice,

C.

M. Bass,

Va.

BERKSHIRES
A grand

by Imp. Glenburn
Topper's Model; two 6-monthsold Boars, good enough to head any herd.
B. P. Rock and S. C. B. Leghorn Eggs,
Loyal

41

per
J

marble; has been there about a year.
Halifax Co., Va.
J. S. CAKES.
If the wart be one 'with a soft neck
attaching it to the body, tie tightly
around the neck 'with a fine sick cord
and thus stop the circulation into it,
and it will die and drop off, or may be
rut off, touching the piace with caustic after cutting, if it shows any signs
of bleeding.
If a hard, flat wart, pare
off the hard, outer surface and cauterize with lunar caustic or stick potash and persist in this until the wart
Ed.
is destroyed.

—

MAKING A LaWN.
Will you please

me know

the best

to get a

sow, how early to sow it, etc? I havi?
just built on ground that has not been
ploughed for about eight years, not

grass on It now; is high ground
with clay and slate subsoil. Will have
from one to one and one-half acres in
J. E. DOUGLASS.
the lawn.
Loudoun Co., Va.

much

OLIVER,

Allen's

L,e\e\.

Va.

Soutlidown Sheep
also 2 Pure-bred

recorded.
to registry.

JONES, Tobaccovllle, N.

C.

World's Fair, at Bt.
second at this show.
his lemhs, and tMmf
are the best that we ever raised—a« gu%*
There are flock beadvra
as we ever saw.
exacting.
E.
J.

this, cultivate -with heavy harrow
or cultivator until this is well worked
into fKe land and then sow a bushel
or a bushel and a half of cow peas to
the acre, so as to secure a heavy crop

tine.

L. G.

We purchased at the
ram that was
We now have some of

you will have difficulty in making a lawn without giving the same
one or two years' preparation before
sowing the grass seed. To plough and
sow the seed this year would simply
mean to waste money and time.
Plough the land deeply, and subsoil,
it possible; then apply rock or shell
lime at the rate of one ton to the acre,
Let lay for
and harrow in lightly.
ten days or a fortnight' and then cover
and
manure
heavily with farmyard
mix acid phosphate with the manure
at the rate of 50 pounds to the ton ot
manure, and muriate of potash at the
same rate. Alter the land is covered

Both

DORSET SHEEP
Louis, a

scribe

MALE PIBS
Angus Bulls, one 5 years old.
The other a young bull and eligible
and ESSEX

piece of land as you de-

On such a

among them

that

WING &

Reg

would

the

please

moit

BROS., MechanlcBburf. O

Poland

Chinas.

Large, easy-growing gilts and pigs at prices
Our hogs are the
that will please you.
kind that bring letters of praise from our
customers.
T. M. BYRD, R. F. D. 3, Salisbury, N. C.
«2rSee Poultry advertisement.

Tamworth Pigs

with

which will smother down and kill rill
the weeds In the surface soil. In the
fall plough this crop down and seed
with crimson clover, 15 pounds to the
acre, and wheat, oats and rye mixed. 1
bushel to fhe acre. This should make
a good winter cover crop. In May following plough this crop down and apply snn pounds of acid phosphate per
acre and sow in cow peas again. In
Ppptemher plough this crop down and
apply 40n pounds of bone meal per
acre and sow the grass seeds. Sow
three bushels to the acre of a mixture
of Kentucky blue, Virginia blue. Perennial rye, herds grass and meadow
fescue, and you should get a lawn that
will give pleasure and be a permanency.— Ed.

PRT^ARTNG LAND FOR PEASFEEDING PEA HAY TO SHEEP

15.

T.

let

good stand of grass on a
lawn and the best kind of grass to

way

lot of Pigs, sired

and

[February,

1.

Can

I

properly prepare

com

stub-

From Registered Stock

of Fine

BREEDING.
VOLNEY OSBURN,
Bluemont, Loudoun Co.,

'Va.

Chester Whites

U

Best Hog on earth. Come on boys, get
the game for spring pigs. Let me book your
order no'w.
S.

M.

WISECARVER,

Fauquier
I

of

Rustburg, Va.

Co., Va., Dec. 21, 1906.

want to express my appreciation
The Southern Planter— so clean,

matter,
free from objectionable
and yet so full of real practical information, which the farmer can put
to actual use on the farm every day
so

in the year.

C. C.

CLAYPOOL.

Halifax Co., Va., Dec.

We

have

taken

The

18,

1906.

Southern

Planted for several years and could
not do without It

Miss

MARY CROXTON.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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Want
RAte

2

Initials

cents per word.
Cash with order.
and figures count as one word. 25

minimum

"ents

Ads.

charge.

PLYMOUTH

THOROUGHBRED
Homing

cheap— Will

Pigeons

ROCK

—

Farm, Wake, Va.

WANTED— ON OBNTLEMAN'S FARM OF
thoroughly competent and experienced manager, who understands stock
dairy, gardening, etc.; competent to take
full charge; state age, qualifications, size
of family, salary expected and references
from former employers.
Address P. O.
Box 65, Greenwood, Va.
acres,

WHY

DON'T

YOU BUILD YOUR OWN

Incubators and brooders
Any one can
do it with our free plans. Here's a chance
to start a profitable business with little
Send a postal to-day and see the
capital.
(treat possibilities we offer.
H. M. Sheer
Company. 164 Hamp Street, Qulncy, III.

BUFF ORPINOTONS,
and Brown Leghorns.

up

R.

C.

S.

REDS

I.

$1.50 per
Danville, Va.

15.

market

dairy and farm products;
gtation. post-ortice, express cHice, church
and school on farm; excellent neighborhood; a bargain for the right man. Apply to Oak Hill Stock and Dairy Farm,
Wenonda, Va.
for

all

FEW CHOICE

B. P.

ROCK COCKERELS,

April and May hatch, Davis or Hawkins
Strains; also S. C. Black Minorcas direct
from Northup; eggs in season, from both
breeds.
These birds are as good as the
best. Dr. Rob. S. Booth, Warrenton, N. C.

WANTED— EVERY

TOBACCO

PLANTER

In the United States to have a copy of
our new catalogue of tobacco seeds; the

largest list in the world.
It's free for the
asking.
Slate Seed Company, Hyce, Hallfax county. Va.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE NEW

KITselman Wire Farm Fence Machine; makea
ten styles fence; half ton wire for rwulHickory King Corn.
try;
Peas, Seed,
Albert O. Mays, Fredericksburg, Va.

WANT TO SELL MY FARM OF

ACRES;

possession at once; time, ten years; Interest, 5 per cent.; price. $5,000; cash payquestions answered at
All
$500.
T. H. Harris, Fredericksburg, Va.

once.

WANTED— EVERY

PLANTER

a copy of
seeds; tbfl
It's free for th«

lareeat list in the world.
Slate Seed Company,
asking.
fax county, Va.

Hyco, Hall

PTOS, FOR
yonn? Sow to

EXTRA CHOTCE BERKSHIRE
$5

at

fnrrow
C.

$25.

10
in
S.

weeks old; one
May, Blltmnre <=traln.
Townley, Red Hill. Va.

LARriE YORKSHT'^ES.

T

STIT.L

Price.

HAVE

A

nice lot that defy competition, both In
price and niiallly; gatlsfnciion guaranteed.
W. E. Stickley, Strasburg, Va,.

NICE BARRED ROCK COCKERELS FOR
also M. B. Turkey eggs
Edge Farls, Red Hill, Va.

sale;
J.

In

aeaaoa.

Hens, $3.50.
Add. ess
White, Chilesburg, Va.

SOME

or springers; must be good milkers
Jerseys.
F. W. Meyer, Norfolk, Va.
I

STILL

FRO.M PURE-BRED ROSE COMB
Rhode Island Reds; $1.50 per sitting. Miss

FREE PRICE LIST STALLIONS, JACKS,
Shorthorns, Angus, Jerseys. Fox Hounds,
Blood Hounds. Setters, Pointers. Poultry,
Hogs. J. D. Stodghlll, Shelbyvllle, Ky.

SINOLE COMB BUFF ORPINGTONS FOR
sale.
75c.
lett,

Cocks. 1; Pullets, 75c. and $1; Eges,
Mrs. E. P. Wood, Hewper sitting.
Va.

BERKSHIRE PIGS FOR SALE;

$5

AT TEN

weeks old; also Single Comb White Leghorn Eggs, 75c. sitting or $4 a hundred.
Mrs. L. B. Johnson, R. F. D.
Va.

4,

Charlottes-

ville,

$1.25

for

4

sale

$1.50

FOR

per 100; also
White Wvandofte Cockerels,
E. F. Watson, Box 133, Rich-

hatching,
each.

per 15;

$6.50

mond, Va.

F.

Va.

Wellville,

D.,

LARGE ENtiLISH BERKSHIRES, CHOICE
open

some

gilts:

Embden

also

extra good fall
Geese.
Piatt Morse,

Farm-

BROWN

LEG-

boars;

Va.

ville,

WANTED—TWO DOZEN

Hens.
have live Black Minorca
I
cheap.
Dr. L.
A.
Cockerels
for sale
Hauser, East Bend, N. C.

horn

SHEPHERD

W^ANTED

FOR

PUPPIES

SALE;

$1

have preference. ApJohn B. Coleman, BailsviUe,

orders

each.
First
ply -at once.

— SECOND-HAND
5x8

Press for circulars
Smith, Elmont. Va.

PRINTING
H.

Inches.

H.

BROWN TWO-

PEACOCK. A VERY FINE

year-old registered French Coach Stallion,
bargain.
Eggs from nice, largo
at a

White Wyandottes

at

and April.

Harrison,

O.

O.

for 13

$1

March

In

Mount

Ulla,

N. C.

RHODE ISLAND RED

C.
sitting of 15.
cial

prices

From

on

EGGS,

PER

$1

pure-bred fowls. SpeWild
incubators.
Miss Cornelia Cam-

for

lots

Farm,

Rose
mack, Golddale, Va.
Poultry

WANTED— ONE YOUNG WHITE MAN FOR

work and two young white men
MInlborya
for farm work: good wages.
Farm. Box 901, Richmond, Va.
dairy

WHITE WYANDOTTES, DUSTON STRAIN,
15 eggs. $1; 30,

From

$1.85.

prize winners.

Sunnyslde Farm, Jonesvllle, Va.

WANTED— TO

SEND

Guide"

Medical
South

free.
Pharmacy, 501

mond, Va.

OUR

every

to

"FAMILY

farmer

in

the

Richmond
Homoeopathic
East Main Street, Rich-

See -ad. elsewhere.

100— PURE-BRED

S.

C.

White Leghorns. Hens and Pullets, $8 to
$10 per dozen.
Send In your orders early.
Will ship eggs when you want them.
R. Pace, Oxford, N, C.

J.

GENUINE RHODE ISLAND RED COCKE-

WANTED— TO BUY
Hackney Mare or

A FULL-BLOODED
Box

Filly.

74,

Lilian,

Miss Gwendoline
at $1 to $1.50 each.
Cobb, Penola, Caroline County. Va.
rels

FOR
Rock

P.

R.

Mrs.
large,
Eggs, 75c.
Cockerels;
$1;
Frank Johnson, R. F. D. 1, Louisa. Va.

EGGS CHEAP PER

WYANDOTTES — EGGS

WHITE

Smith,

Lizzie G.

BUFF ORPINGTON, WHITE WYANDOTT^

S.

one Jennet of same breeding
W. A.
for sale; also Golden Lad Heifers.
Thompson, Rutherfordton, N. C.

WYANDOTTE

WHITE

CHOICE

Lizzie

EGGS

or

HAVE TWO KENTUCKY-BRED

Miss

Pullets for sale: spring hatched and ready
to lay.
G. F. Poindexter, Greenlee, Va.

WANTED— TO BUY FRESH MILK COWS

C.

B.

LEGHORN AND

Cockerels:

George C. Moran,

hatching.

eggs

also

Fairfax,

B.
for

Va.

DUCKS AND ONE DRAKE

SAt,E— HIGH-GRADE

RED

POLL

Cows. Coach and Farm
Osmore Stock Farm, Lodore, Va.

Bull Calves, Milk

Mares.

"DO IT

NOW"— SEND A POSTAL FOR

F. S. Scott, Cuipeper,

"Family Medical Guide."
Richmond
Homoeorathic Pharmacy. 501 East Main
Street, Richmond, Va.
See ad. elsewhere.

FOR SALE—PTIRE-BRED STLVER-LACED

PURE-BRED POINTER PUPS AND BLACK

FOT'R PEKTV
for sale.

Price,

$5.

Va.

TOBACCO

United States to have
new catalneue of tobacco

the

our

of 6-acre garden inside city; big
for garden products; on shares or fixed
William Johnston, Jr., Ashevllle,
salary.
N. C.

FOR SALE— S.
400

ment,

in

demand

TURKEYS FOR SALE—TOMS,

B.

$4;

the land on which the corn was

Jacks and

FOR RENT OR FOR WORK ON SHARES—
A good dairy and truck farm, near splendid

18i
FIVE M.

WANTED— GARDENER TO TAKE CHARGE

bred-to-lay trap-nest birds of merit.

of

Orders for eggs booked now;

If

1.

Co., Va.

raised was well and deeply prepared
for that crop and the same was kept
well cultivated as long as possible, it
may be sucessfully prepared for cow
peas with a disc harrow, bet the disc
lap half each time and cross the disc
ing the second time over setting the
blades so as to throw soil well over.
2. It is not often that pea vines are
so heavily podded as to give more peas
than th'e ewes can safely eat. If the
peas are very plentiful, we would not
feed the hay heavily for two weeks be-

Our pens are made

Eysselle Poultry Yards,

A

Loudoun

entire

sell

breeding stock in a bunch at 75 cents
each;
about 125 well mated and good
health:
breeding
continually;
regular
price, $2-50 per pair; by taking all you are
sure of well-mated birds and a good, paying business; must sell on account of
other enterprises.
Island View Poultry

800

ble land for seeding to co'w peas with
disc or spring tooth harrow?
Have
about aT'miich to plough as I can manage, but would like to get this stubble
in peas if above method of preparation is feasible.
2. Is there danger of breeding ewes
getting too much grain -when fed unthreshed pea hay?
T. U. D., Jr.

Wyndotte

Orders
for 15.
Eges. $1 50
booked now; pegs shinned when wnnted.
Ml=s L. V. Phaup. Pilkinton, Powhatan
County, Va.

WANTED-YOUNG MAN OF GOOD HAniTS
to

do general work on dilry farm.

Write.

stating age. experience and w-iges
pected, A. L. Strong, Calverton, Va.

WANTED— A
work

In

my

YOITNG

ex-

MAN OR BOY TO

poultry yards.

F.

W. Meyer,

Norfolk, Va,

FOR SALE— BERKSHIRE PTGS OF Excellent breedine. J5 each; also a few Boars
Evergreen
and Sows ready for service.
Farms, W. B. Gates, Prop., Rice Depot, Va.

our

Lnneshan

Eggs

for

sale.

H.

W.

Wolftown, Va.

AGENTS-BEAUTIFUL

POST-CARD

Garth,

182
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fore lambing or for a week or ten days
afterwards. After this time, the ewe.~
will be able to utilize all the peas
they will eat.
We would feed some
bran and flaxseed meal with the pea
hay during the time we have mentioned to keep the bowels in good open
order. Ed.

CAN DAN PATCH

[February,

A MILE IN

PACE.

1:54 ?

his Beautiful Picture
In

6

Brilliant Colors

Mailed Te You Free.

—

ii30

fateh 1:55,

Tkt Patinj Siij.

irfsniii2:0i!;4. The

ARTICHOKES.
1.

I

would

like to

know why

TrtUingKiog

W<, have Large, Colored Lithotruihs of our Word Famoui-

^bsiupion Hiallio

arti-

1

chokes rot in the ground. We did not
dig ours until this month, and I found
more than halt of them rotten.
2. What time do you turn hogs on
soja beans and corn to graze?
Campbell Co., Va.
W. C. JONES.

56and

t Dan I'l.nh
OrescfU!.iir.»i<, in ait Ej-

citingSpced Comest. Ilis^6b^
-1 inches and 6ti>-m8 both homeB
us life-like UK if

1st,

ou

Ki.nie

I

was the cause of the trouble. Get new
seed this year for planting and destroy
all the old crop.
Plant on a field
which has not grown the crop before.
2. Turn the hogs on the crop when
the first pods on the beans are beginning to yellow. Ed.

hi. p,.j.er

i.>.wih!-oiIer.

national
1. This is the first time we have ever
had a complaint of artichokes rotting.
They are usually very hardy and free
from disease. We would suppose that
the long wet season we had last year

Tousno them

ri.c-

Mailed Free Postage Pre-

Wrlte For Tbia Pictnr«.
2!)d,

Slock

in which
btace huw

Feed

Ct.»

ineapolis, Mtao., V. S. A,

His Trainer Says

Uan

\« ill

Astonish

Itie

Hxrld In 1907.

W«tch Leading

F«irs.

BILTMORE FARMS,
BIlTMORE,

JERSEY HEIFERS,

n. c.

from three months to one year of age.

Price, $50
according to age, breeding, conformation, etc.
BERKSHIRES. All ages. Both sexes ready for immediate shipment in
twenty-four hours' notice.
DISEASE IN CLOVER.
STANDARD POULTRY. Barred and AMiite Plymouth Rocks, White
There is a little yellow vine grows
In my clover.
I have heard it called
VS'yandottes. Eggs in season. Males, $3 to $10; Females, $2 to $5. Eggs, $1.50
"Love vine." Please give me the name to
$5 per sitting; $10 per hundred.
of this and what will destroy it. It
SPECIAL OFFERING— 25 PER CENT. DISCOUNT ON THE FOLLOWING:
Tulns the clover.
23 ROUCH rOATEn SCOTCH COLLIES.
W. H. ROBERTSON.
1 PEN BI'FF COCHINS.
Mecklenburg Co., Va.
1 PE.N GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
IPENPA.NiA.M BIF1-- COCHINS.
1 PEN LIGHT BRAHMAS.
The plant Is Dodder. It is a para1 PEN RED PYLE GAMES.
sitic vine and starts from seed which
1 PEN DLACK-BREASTED GAMES.
1
PEN JAPANESE BLACK TAILS.
Is usually introduced
into the land
1 PEN JAPANESE SILKIES.
with cheap, low grade clover seed.
NARRAliANSETT. WHITE HOLLAND TURKEYS. TOULOUSE GEESE, PBKIN DtJCKS.
The young plants fix themselves into
Write for Prices.
BILTMORE FARMS. R. F. D. No. 2, Diltmore, N. C.
the growing clover and suck out the
support they require from the clover,
their own roots dyiug. The onlv way

—

get rid of it is to cut down the
clover on which it is found as soon as
It appears and burn it up before it has
time to seed. Ed.
to

to $150,

Glenburn Berkshires.

—

RTNOBONE.
Please give in next issue"* the best
for ringbone on driving
ponyL. T. AYRES.
Butler Co.. Ala.

treatment

Rinsrbone

is.

when

well established, a

blemish and cause of Inmeness. which
can rai-elv he completely cured. If discovered when first forming, it may
often be successfully dealt with, but
this is not often the rase.
The remedies in'^ude severe blistering once or
twice reneated. the apnlif-afion of the
red Iodide of mercury, and if these fail
firing with the hot iron. and. as a
la»t resort, neurotomy.
Ed.

—

CLOVER—RKD

1.

I

POLLS.
have had the same experience

with getting stands of clover that your
inquirer from Albemarle has had.

"Champions Beget Champions."
Our Hogs are

of matchless size, style and quality and are from the bluest
blooded animals of England and America.
have
Pigs by Imported Loyal Hunter and Hlghtlde Commons, the
We
greatest boars that ever crossed the Atlantic; also by Premier Lonsfel
low and Masterpiece, winners of 1st and 2nd at World's Expoeltlon, SL
Louis; they are out of great sows sired by Lord Premier and out of such

great winners as

Charmer

65th, Combination,

SHIRE GOLDEN LAD JERSEYS.

DR.

J.

Duchess 2nd. etc. FORFARD. KIRK, Roanoke, Va.

SUNNYSIDE BERKSHIRES.
We

have
America In

the

best

Iniporfd

Berkshire blood In
Higblide Commons,

Haron
Masterpiece.
lil.'s
Bachelor and Sunnyside's
our Herd Boars. Sows are of just
blood and arefuily selected. Don't
Suniiyside's

Prpinler
Faithful,
as good
think of

purchaslnE a Berkshire Hog until you Inquire about my stock.
Aberdeen-Angus Cattle.
for
Headtjuarters
W. R. WALKER. UNION, S. C.

—

—
THE

1907.]
It

comes up and looks

tell

me how much

have them registered;
and how to have it done.

to

Henry

Co., Va.

it

^

will

itsell.

r/4^ PORTIAND

^j)

contractors,

A copy

^
'^I'S

UMi*^

^'"

book sent ree
upon request

of this

Atlas Portland Cement Co.
BROAD STREET, NEW YORK

CITY.

Where

makes good hay and pasture grown in
way and is a perennial and there-

this

Like all
fore lasts for several years.
the clovers, it will at times "slobber"
or salivate horses.
Secretary of the Red
2. Write the
Poll Club, H. A. Martin, Gotham, Wis.,
for information as to registration.

TULEYRIES FARM.
HcrcfordS

^^^ Greatest Beef

>

World's Record

LI

j

•

Rprlv^hirf^

Ed.

20th of June in this section?

you should have our book

:

clover fails to stand, the prime causes
Is usually sourness of the soil, which
lime only will correct. Alsike clover
is a hardier variety than either red
hybrid clover
It is a
or sapling.
and valuable for sowing in mixture
with grasses in colder sections. It

IRISH POTATOES.
What Irish potato would you
mend planting from the 10th

in

Construction

It is the A. B. C. of Concrete work and contains
photographs, descriptions, specifications and sec'.ional
drawings for many of the smaller structures that can be
built by the suburbanite or farmer without the aid of
skilled labor.
Also much general infora omvig a
^^ mation and many valuable hints to small

where

A SUBSCRIBER.

re-seed

you are interested

Concrete

ABOUT THE HOME AND ON THE FARM"

clover is later in maturing than the common red clover,
and for this reason the first crop is
the one that will produce the seed and
this should be the one turned under
If another crop is wanted without re
seeding. Used in this way, its only
value la as an improver of the soil.
Its whole feeding value is lost. Therefore, the proper course is to cut for
hay and re-seed, unless the land badly
needs the fertility which the crop turnThe second
ed under will supply.
crop of red clover is the one producing the seed and when this is turned
it
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"CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

will cost

also,

If

FREE

The sapling

under

PLANTER

until

fine

about one month after harvest. When
a stand of red clover is gotten does il
not come up better after being ploughed under than does sapling clover?
have been told that sapling clover
I
Is easier to get on the land than red,
but it does not hold so well for me.
I have never turned under sapling
clover and gotten a stand again withPlease tell me someout re-sowing.
thing about alsike. Does it do as other
clovers, and will it slobber horses
If sowed in a permanent pasture?
2. I
have some Red Poll cattle,
please

SOUTirF:RN

I

the

want

a potato that will keep through winter
and. in case I find the right kind to
plant, how could I keep them from
sprouting until time I want to plant?
Do you know any one who has seen
for sale other than the seed merC. E. SHELTON.
chants?
Porsythe Co., Va.

Improved Peach Blow, Rural New
Yorker No. 2 and Burbank are good
late-maturing varieties, if planted In
June and July from sets kept in colci
storage until wanted for planting
They are held in this way by the seeds
men here and sent out just whon want
ed.
A party from Claremont, Va., 11

for

Greatest Milk Pro-

England's and America's Favorite Swine.
All ages for sale

recomto

Cattle in the World.

GRAHAM

F

BLANDY,
WHITE POST,

New York Office,
66 BPOACW'. Y.

Clarke County, Va^

Herefords
Ingleside
ANDERSON, BLAKER
OWNED
BY

S.

W,

GREENBRIER COUNTY, W.

MILLS,

VA.

A choice lot of Bulls, Cows and Heifers for sale; also
a few Polled Hereford Bulls, recorded In the National Polled
Hereford Record.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

FARM NEAR ALDERSON, W.

VA.
Telephone and Telegraph, Alderson.

—

.
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we remember

[February,

aright, a Mr. O. B. Beld-

Ing, advertised a late-maturing potato
for planting in June or .July in The
Planter last year.
know of no

We

Williams'

other source from which you can get
this late seed.
Why not plant sets
from the early crop grown in your own
section? You should be able to make
a good second crop from these, from
which you could secure a fair proportion for table use and the rest would
make better seed for early planting
than the northern grown potatoes.
This second crop is largely grown in
Tidewater Virginia for seed for the
first crop.
Ed.

PERHAPS

all

your

life

'^T

you have used com-

for shaving, and have never
known what it was to shave with a real
shaving soap one made just for shaving.

mon soap

—

Buy a cake of Williams' Shaving Soap or a
Williams' Shaving Stick and see what a comfortable, easy thing shaving can
become. There isnothinglike it.

—

SUBSTITUTE FOR COW PEASPHOSPHORIC ACID— MARE

"The

only kind that won't
smart or dry on the face."

AILING.
1. Please tell me what I can get to
take the place of the field peas for
hogs and stock. The peas are so
high I cannot buy them, and without
a substitute my land must go untilled
and stock unfed.
2. Also where I can get the phosphoric acid floats and something of
like value as compared with other

Send

a TRLM.
or 4c. lor

2c. sl:inip fur

ShuviiiL'

>.i;.i..

Stick, triul

my

THE

J.

B.

C.VKEof Willinrnf'
\\ illiums' ShiiviiiK
for 60 shaves. Addre»>
-.i

Mit.-,

tuough

WILLIAMS COMPANY
GLASTONBURY, COKN

DepartmentA

fertilizers?

have a mare that throws off a
mucous from the vagina every
while, more especially in summer while driving, and will not breed.
What is the trouble and what is the
remedy?
E. A. ESTES.
3.

I

whitish
little

Louisa
1.

WE OFFER

Co., Va.

Plant soy beans to take the place

cow peas.
Buy only a plain

of the
2.

12 to 14 per cent., or

acid phosphate,
buy raw phos-

phate rock (floats). You can get the
acid phosphate from any fertilizer
dealer advertising in The Planter, and
you will find the phosphate rock advertized also.

The mare suffers from leucorrhoaa.
The womb should be washed
3.

out with warm water until thoroughly
clean and an injection into the womb
of carbolic acid, 2 teaspoonsful; tannic acid, one-half drachm, and water,
one quart, be given. Give also as a
tonic, in the food or as a brench, 3
drachms of sulphate of iron daily.
El.

FOR FEBRUARY DELIVERY

Yearling Red Poll Bull
2 Guernsey Bulls, B Mo^THS Old
Berkshire Sows Due To Fa«row
Berkshire Boars, And Pigs Now Ready
Bronze Turkeys, Half And Three Quarter Wild
Turkeys
Pekin Ducks
Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerels
1

All of the above at low prices.

M. B.

ROWE &

JNO. S. FUNK,

CO..

-

Fredericksburg. Virginia.

GLEN FARM, ROUTE

7.

Harrisonburg, Va.

Importer and Breeder ot

POLLED DURHAM
OR HORNLESS SHORTHORNS,

CATTLE

GOVERNMENT WHITEWASH.
What

is

government whitewash?

ANDiREW
York

P.

PETERSON.

Co., Va.

Slake half a bushel of good, fresh
lime in boiling water, keeping it covered during the process. Strain and
add a peck of salt dissolved in water;
three pounds of ground rice boiled to
a thin paste; half a pound of Spanish
whiting and a pound of clear gue dissolved in warm water.
Mix these
well together and let the mixture
stand for several days.
Keep the
wash thus prepared in a kettle and
puto n as hot as possible. Ed.

—

and

POLAND-CHINA

HOGS.

All

eligible

to

registry.

West

the

Pnland-Chlnas are

call-

In

the

ed the mortgage lifters.

Tig

lot

comltig on

of vonngsterB

and

will

be

r.ady for Spring delivery

Tell

the

advertiser

where you

saw

his

advertisement

.
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MINKS.
Can you inform me as to how to
trap minks where they are in a hole,
or any information on that subject
will be gladly received.

BUCHAN'S CRESYLIC OINTMENT

A SUBSCRIBER.
There are traps sold for the purpost of catching these animals by the
hardware stores.- Ed.

:The Best Caltle Cintin^nt Ever Known:

—

WHEAT

FERTILIZER FOR

Every man who values his stock, should always have Buchan's
Cresylic Ointment on hand.
Diseases are frequently caused by
bacili finding their way into the system through open wounds.
Buchan's Cresylic Ointment cleanses the wounds and keeps them
free from contamination until healed.
It is a genuine antiseptic and deodorant.
The best remedy
for all sorts of Sores, Wounds, Cuts, Barbed Wire Injuries, Hoof
Rot, etc.; it is invaluable for washing galls and for the destruction of parasites and bacili.
Given U. S. Government Guaranty.

IN

SPRING.
Will you please advise the kind of
fertilizer to use on my wheat in the
spring?
Should the wheat be harrowed, if so what kind of a harrow
should be used and what time is best
to apply fertilizer? Land hasn't been
fertilized for some time; is medium
good. I wish in this case to consider
the present wheat crop only, and not
the land.

Use "Buchan's Soaps for

A PITTSYLVANIA FARMER.

Man and

Beast

BUCHAN'S SOAPS CORPORATION

Harrow the wheat with a

sharptoothed chisel harrow as soon as the
weather becomes mild and the land
is dry and then, just when the wheat
commences to grow, apply 100 pounds
of nitrate of soda per acre broadcast.
Ed.

DANIEL

.!.

SULLY.

S^nxidcnl

Manufacturers and Proprietors of Buchan's Toilet Soaiis and Antiseptic Ppecialtlei

NEW YORK

175 FIFTH AVE.

—

JERSEY CATTLE

CRAB GRASS—LAND PLASTER.
1. What Is the value of "crab grass"
as feed for cattle relative to feed
value of timothy or herds gress? I
find
that cattle
eat "crab
grass"
greedily when cut at the proper time
and put up in good condition, but it Is
considered as of little value by some

Bull.

world.

Indian

2.

Is

land plaster beneficial
sourness in the soil?

analysis of crab grass. The late Dr.
Killebrew, an authority on grasses,
in his book on the subject says: "It
Is
justly regarded as an excellent
pasture grass, but it forms no sward.
• * * The hay is sweet, but light, and
stock seem to prefer it to any other
when cut early before the seed
hardens."
2. Land plaster is not effective as
a corrective of sourpess in the soil.

greatest layers.

WHite Orpingtons.
The new English general purpose
For particulars, address

BOvVMONT FARMS,

fowl.

Salem, Va.

xszs

i

JERSEY BULLS
AND CALVES
They

are from

FOR SERVICE, FOR SALE

FIT

Cows giving milk

in paviiitj quantities.

may have some

slight effect in this
direction, but is not to be compared
to rock or shell lime for this purpose.
It is suphate of lime, whilst the kind
needed is carbonate of lime. Ed.
It

The

BUFFAT.

1. After referring to several works
on the grasses of the United States,
and to tables of analyses of food
plants, we are unable to find any

CKicKens.
of table fowls.

"White LegKorna.

common

A.

Game

The king

people.
to correct

Herd headed by the $10,000
Island and home-bred strains.
Eminent, No. 69631, who stands without an equal in the Jersey

The best

—

COTTON SEED— SOILING HOGS.
What way.

if any, would you ad
feeding cotton seed to poultry?
Will it take the place of oil cake?
2. Would
you advise soiling for
hogs?
Describe a combination of
1.

Forest

Home Farm,

^^t^5i^N^A'-''•

CT k'^'^'^'^i^iS

YOUR WATER PROBLEM SOLVED.

vise

crops.

Rife Hydraulic
I.

St^'

booh t
31I8 Trinity

Ram

d lur

Kile Engine Co..

Bldg.

New

York.

—

18R4
3.

'J'

What

shall

sow

I

SOl'l

III

KX I'LAXTEK.

Fobniar}'.

for entire pas

YAGER'S LINIMENT

ture for hogs?
A. H.
Fairfax Co., Va.

UK

GRSIIXWOOD.

,

i

1. Tou will find a reply to this ques
tion in answer given to another en
quirer.
2 and 3. See question and reply ir
this issue to a subscriber from Glouces
ter county, Va. Ed.

'A first-clas3 liniment is every familjr's need, in fact a necessity in
every household and every stable.' You never know what moment
an accident is going to happen, and when it does, a good liniment
is the first need, and you want one that is reliable, one that

—

will

do

its

work and do

it

well.

Yager's Cream Chloroform

—

lice

It is
the one to be relied upon it never fails.
not one of those fiery, biting lotions, but its effect is soothing,
gentle and stimulating to the nerves, causing energetic action

on colts? Have a young colt about si:
months old that is troubled very muci
with lice; have tried sulphur and lard,

of the blood vessels, thus promoting nature's processes of healing without interruption.

LICE
1.

coal

HORSES.
Can you give me a

recipe for

Also,

you could

if

Liniment

has such s
do any good

etc., but, as it
coat, these do not

oil,

heavy
2.

ON HORSES—TONIC FOR

tell

me

of

GiuiEKT Bros.

Dinwiddle

HOFFMAN.

and I have used V AG er's Lini-

try
so.

I

am.

M. DANIEL.

in

For

C.
Co.,

L.

THOS.

«-^^^

G.

PRICE,

»

Monongah, W, Va.

RUSSELL.

Va.

The best crops for this purpose will
be cow rena and soy beans, but for the
best utilization of it the lot should be
divided so as to have part in cow peas
and part in soy beans. The cow peas
will be ready to graze before the soy
beans, but if there he no dividing fence

of Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Sciatica, Stiff Joints,

Cream Chloroform Liniment
&

The Farmer's Best

low
acre lot on
good open
wish to put into some

crop or crons whi^h I could t>irn ho.srs
Please tell me
on in early fall.
through your query column what crop
is best to nut on the land for the hogs
and how long would it carry 50 hogs.
No cross fences on the lot.

the. cure

Yager's

forty

Mecklenburg

I

has stood the test of years, and gained its popularity by real merit,
it can be had from any general merchant or druggist, at 25 Cents
for a large bottle, made only by Gilbert Bros.
Co., Eialtimore,
Md. Insist upon having Yager's and take no substitute.

hog pasture,
I

Yagers Liniment

Pains in the Back, Sprains, Cuts, Burns, Sore Throat, Swellings,
etc., Yager's Liniment never fails to relieve and cure, and is
man's faithful friend.
In the stable it is equally as effective
and useftil for the Horse in the cure of Sweeny, Collar Boils,
Wounds, Cuts, Scratches, Wind Galls, Strains, Sore Joints, Etc.

HOG PASTURE.
which

when three bottles of
cured it.
myself was laid up for elev-

sults,

en months with rheumatism;
seven monthsin bed: tvvo bottles of Yager's Linimekt put
me on my f eeU
Yours tmly,

suffer

—

•grounds

to fail to cure. For months
the veterinary surgeon worked on a horse with a severe
case of sweeny without re-

Yours truly,
S.

of Peruvian bark, gentian, ginger or
quassia to be given twice a day in the
feed and continue this for a week or
two and then reduce to one dose a day
for another week or two.
Ed.

a

ment in their stables for years
past, and have never known it

Yager's Liniment; I did
and was entirely cured. I

Goldsboro, N.C.

have

am

cannot say too much for your
Imiment, With best wishes,

Ing as much from change of climate
and feed as from any special disease
Animals, like men, are often much af
fected by change of climate, and re
quire time to become acclimatizerl
Some show the effects for years. We
think you should give a purgative o:
Barbadoes aloes, one ounce, and afte'
this has worked off then begin a course
of vegetable tonics.
One half-ounce

land,

The Monongah Coal & Coke
Co., for whom I
stockman,
use 1 :5 to 150 horses and mules;

your Yager's Cream CuloROFORM Liniment. While in
the array I contracted Rheumatism, and suffered a long

yal.

1

Co.,

baiiimore, Md.

I feel that you should know
the benefits I received from

ease.

Your horses are no doubt

Gn3EST Bros. &
Gentlemen:

time with that dreadful disAfter I was mustered
outof service, I returned home
and tried several remedies
without getting any benefit
whatever. I was induced to

Co., Va.

1. The lice may be destroyed by rub
bing with sulphuret of potassium, fou;
ounces; water, one gallon, or the skir
may be sponged with benzine.
Th<
application should be thoroughly wel
rubbed into the skin and should bf
repeated a week later to destroy al
lice hatched from the nits in the inter-

2.

WW

Co.,

Gentlemen:—

to the feed.
We are feeding ear corn
corn fodder, peanut hay, oat and wheal

A. C.

&

Baltimore, Md.!
p

Wi
good conditioner for horses.
brought 21 head of mares from
Illinois and they do not take kindi.i
straw.

is

k)Q\ Shipments

of

Friend

Roy al Berkshi res

Read the following:
royal letters.
Dr. F. E. Williams, of Charlottesville. Va.,
"The pigs I
fnrnous stoekniun. says:
bought of you are doing finely. I have never
seen finer ones In ray life.
I weighed the
•'"etch

*

boar when be was 120 days old and he
Aceurate dates and
veiKheJ luS pounds."
rnles cannot beat this much.
B. C. London,
f
"Boar received. He la
llurleson. Texas:
My neighbors think
Just what I wanted.
iilin
the finest ibnt ever readied Texas.
I
bought all the prize-winning IVklri Ducks at Richmond State Fair aB< ordered
more than appeared on the grounds. White and l^arred I'lymoutb Rocks.
•

'

TH05.

5.

WHITE,

Lexington, Va.
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put up between them, then the hogs
will Inj\ire the soy hean crop very
much before It has made its best
growth for the hogs. The number of
hogs which such a pasture would carry
is difficult to estimate, probably from
five to ten to the acre

would consume

the crop whilst it is in the best condition for securing the most feeding
ralue.
Ed.
.

—

^

Paint Buying
Safe

Made

White Lead and Linseed
Oil need no argument, no
advertising

ALFALFA DYING OUT.
What can
falfa?

and

it

to cut

be the matter with

my

al-

three times. In the spring it
started off well, the first cutting was
three feet, the next cutting was about
two feet, and then it turned yellow
and nearly all died out. The land was
very rich and had been subsoiled
twice in five years. The land is sandy
loam with red clay subsoil. The roots
it

had nodules on them. I used lime,
but it was the kind that was put up in
bags, and I do not think much of it.

HENRY WEBSTER.
We

think the cause of your alfalfa
dying out was an attack of the leat
spot disease.
This is a fungoid disease, the spores of which are carried
in the atmosphere. We have had reports of attaclis from several sections.
It is local in its attacks and if, on the
first signs of it, all the affected portion is c\it off and burnt, the disease
will usually be checked.
It is advisable, however, to cut and feed the whole
field as soon as possible, and if it appears again to cut again as soon as
possible and feed.
It might be more
lime was needed in the land, but the
indications are that there was suflScl€nt, as there were nodules on the roots
and these could not form unless the
land was alkaline. We would plough
»nd prepare the land well and then

probable you
will have no more trouble with the
disease, but if it appears, cut at once
and burn the affected part of the crop.
in

May.

It is

—Ed.

maintain

known

to

man.

The

ditS-

culty has been for the buyer
to be always sure of the

purity of the white lead and
oil.

This trade mark on the
keg melius strictly
Pure White Lead manufactured by the Old Dutch
side of a

Process.
It

the hall

is

quu:ity

and

mark

for

purity.

This trnde mark

is

for

your

protection as well as
Since (wiih the
excepiion of one State) it
is no crime in law to brand
as "Pure White Lead" a

our own.

NOTICE

keg of anything that looks
like white lead, we have
registered the trade mark
oi t),e Dutch Boy painter to be the

same

final

proof

of qnality, genuineness and

everywhere as the

sterling

purity to piint buyers
is to silver buyers.
heretofore necessary to be

mark

The care and knowle.li;e
sure of securing Pure White

down

into kiwiuing

We

iiiis

Lead

is

now

simplified

boy.

Have Published
a Book

handsomely printed, and illustrated by the celearti-t, Henry Hutt.
It is full of pmclical suggesand hrlps to the intelH.^ent use of paint. We w iil gladly mail a
de luxe copy to anyone interested in paint.
A postal card request
will answer. Address
It is

brated
tiuns

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
COW

I

to

themselves as the best and
most economical paint yet

I planted it in August of 1905
grew extra well by fall, I had

sow again

187

PEAS.

ir,

have about sixty acres of

fine land,

now in clover stubble, I want to sow
In peas this spring, to be turned under
And sown to grass in the fall. I would
be pleased if you would advise me as
to the best preparation for this crop.
Would it do to flush the land with a
disc harrow, or buggy harrow, and
sow the peas in drill? The land has
had two crops of corn on it in succession, and yet has more or less running briars. Would it pay to hog the
what kind would you adsow and in what month'.'
What kind and how much per acre ol
fertilizer would you advise sown upon
the peas? Thanking you in advance.
peas, and
vise me to

T. A.

Rappahannock

Co.. Va.

BRYAN.

luhichnrr of tki folliKving

cities is nearest

you :

Cincinnati.
Chlcigo.
St. Loals,
I'itUburiUl [Nati-nal Lead A OU Co.]
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In this issue you will find a reply
given to an enquirer on this same subwhich gives the information you
require as to preparing the land. Sow
either the Black Clay or Whip-poorwill, or a mirlture of all three varieThese make the best crop for
ties.
hogging down which I think you
would find to be a profitable way to
utilize the crop and improve the laud.
Sow in May or June. Ed.

[February,

OHNSTONIiirE

ject,

Two

Book describes

desirable feat-

the con-

to look tor struction and tells all
vhen buying a bay the good points— tells
rake are ease of why it's the rake to

ures

operation

and

durability

NOT JN
THE trust'

buy, also describes
other farm tools that

of

you'll want to know about. Made, marThe Johnston keted and backed by 56 years devoted to
All Steel Rake the construction of farm machines of
made toughest true merit. Read the book before you
v'here the strain is iDuy. Don't forget that Johnston's "Not
greatest. Theheadand in the Trust" means much to the farmer
frame where most of who's going to buy machinery. Write
the strain comes are today— we'll send the book Free.
made of ani;le eteel TBTE JOHNSTON HAKVESTEB CO.,
makinij a light, riaid,
Batavia, N. Y.
strong, durable machine. Box21I ,
Wheels are made of steel

construction.

—

1

Ahere seems

be a general complaint of poor galvanizing on fence
wire.
The complaint has become so
general as to attract the attention of
the United States Department of Agriculture and they have taken the
matter up with the view of investigating conditions and giving practical
information from time to time to the
fence users. The time was when galvanized fence wire could be relied on
to last several years, but now, in
many cases, it begins to rust soon
Kitselman Brothers,
after put up.
Muncie, Ind., fence manufacturers,
claim to have an improved process of
galvanizing wire that adds much to
its

to

They have

lasting qualities.

'

with cast hnbs and round
staggered spokes — it's all
steel but the tonsae or shafts- there'll
be no warp, no shrink and no split- if it's
a Johnston. The teeth do clean work
without scratching: are long flat-pointed
and interchangeable. The Johnston All
Steel Rake is easy to operate— easy on
•'horse and man because it is so nicely
and evenly balanced. The Johnston

Montview^ Farms.

just

issued a 96-page catalogue fully describing the above process. Upon request it will be mailed free to all
readers of this paper. We trust all of
our friends will write for it. If there
are any Improvements made we want
our readers to know of them.

A RARE

remedy

that

gives

IN

BERKSHIRE

PIGS.

The Southern Kailway in double tracking through Montview
Farms has tak en our hog-yards and part of oui hog-house. Tnere
foreweofl-'ra few Berkshire BoarH and Sow Pigf, mfgnifirentlT

ABSORBING: HOLDS CUSTOMERS.

A

CHANCE

satisfaction

bred,

FOR LESS THAN HALF OUR USUAL CtlAROES,

year after year to my old customers
Sending the co< struction of a cew hog hona^ and runs. Sons and
should be a pretty safe remedy for you
langbtera of
FaHMFUL, imported out of splendid
to use in removing blemishes from
brerd sows. Alsv> xeveral sons and daaghlere of BARON PREyour stock, healing cuts, sprains,
MIER. 3d, a World's Fair winner out of an Imported Sow.
bruises, etc.
Absorbine has been on
the market for over fourteen years
ADDRESS
and has been making friend's *or ItSelf
from the first day it was put on the
market. Many customers that are
now on my books were customers In CARTER GLASS. Owner.
513, Lynchburg,
the 90's. New customers stay, too. C. L. 8TAHL, Manager,
Mr. B. A. Barber, Beaver Dam, Wis.,

MANOR

Montview Farms,
Box

writes,

November

30,

1905:

"I

have

Berkshire Hogs.

been using your Absorbine with much
success for the past three or four
years." Absorbine is handled by most
druggists, or I will send you a bottle,
express prepaid, upon receipt of $2.
W. P. YOUNG. P. D. F.
109 Monmouth St.,
Springfield, Mass.

Henry
I

Tery

should

much

any more.

Two

B^ara

10

months

old,

sired

by Lee

Topper, dam Caramel II. A nice lot of Plga
sired by Imported "(Jlenburn Catch."
Thirty Durred Plymouth Kock Cockerels.
One 6 H.-P. Stationary Ooller and Bnglae,
In

repair,

perfect
T.

O.

$165

SANDY,

o.

f.

Burkevllle.

b.

Burltevllle,

Va.

Co., Va., Jan'y 18, 1907.

miss your valued paper
were unable to have it
farmers would do well

if T

All
to subscribe to

it.

O.

LIFE

W. HAIRSTON.

Bedford Co., Va., Dec. 29, 1906.
have bpen a reader of The Southern
Planter for only one year and feel
like I could not get along well without
it.
I think I have been very much
benefited by it.
J. B. DOWDY.
I

Va.

AND SAYINGS
BY HIS WIFE

«^¥»VT1'e •.¥TA».T'r'«-n>
AGENTS
WANTED

APEMTS ARE COINING MONEY. SEND
^oc for canvassing outfit and
CONTRACT FOR TERRITORY

BIG BOOK, 7x10, PRICE $2.50
L. J

NICHOLS

&.

CO

.

AND $3.50
ATLANTA,

GA.

I
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MORVEN PARK.
The

Property of

WESTMORELAND

Reg. Dorset

DAVIS.

Esq.

Horn Sheep.

Stud Earns include "Morven's Best" (4132 C. D.
C), first at English Eoyal, 1904- first
at Virginia State Fair.
"Morven's Pride" (5667), first and championship
at Virginia State
Fair, 1906.
"Morven's Choice" (5631), winner at English
Eoyal and Western Counties
Shows, 1906.
We have an exceptionally fine crop of lambs this faU and are now
booking
ojders for next June delivery.
Eam Lambs sired by above, or imported in dam, which will
weigh at less than six months 110 to 130 pounds,
averaging 120 pounds without

——•-

forcing.

—

_

Large White Yorkshires.
Herd headed by imported "Holywell Huddersfield"
(4850), A. Y. C,

and imported
have an exceptionally fine lot of Pigs for sale,
including the
remainder of a litter out of imported "Holywell Good
Girl" (1 Boar, 9 Sows), a grand lot of
rigs six months old, also the remaining 8 Pigs-3
Boars and 5 Sows—five months old, out
of Sweetest Polly." A few Bred Gilts for
March and April farrow for sale. Foundation
Bottesford Gentleman."

We

nerds a specialty.

REG.

GUERNSEY CATTLE.
TUBERCULIN TESTED.

Herd headed by

Top Notch, 9023, A. G. C. C, son of Imported Beda. Advanced register No. 136, official yearly butter record 640
pounds of butter; assisted by Mainstay's Glenwood Boy, 7607, A. G. C. C, son
of Jewel of Haddon. Advanced register No. 92
official yearly record 463 pounds of butter.
Bull, Imported

•
'

We

are offering some fine Bulls by our stock Bulls out
of advanced register, and other

deep milking dams.

ALL STOCK
Flocks and herds

IN

may

FINE CONDITION.

be viewed by appointment.

Address

LIVE

STOCK DEPARTMENT, MORVEN PARK,
LEESBURG, LOUDOUN

CO.,

VA.

i

\

I

-
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RAILROADS SHARE GREAT MA
TERIAL PROSPERITY.

POTASH

One of the most Interesting stories
of to-day is that of American induscommercial and agricultural
trial,
expansion.
closing with 1906

was

the left, a patch of same size (yield 21
lbs. ) planted at same time, in same soil,
but
unlrtatcd. These pictures are taken from an
3 experiment station bulletin, compiled in

the most remarkable in American hisIn the ten years the republic
full
fledged as a world
power. In this development the South
was most conspicuous. The farms of
the Southern States during this remarkable period gave the country its
balance of trade with foreign lands.
Cotton was the largest single article
in the list of agricultural exports, and
a majority of it came from the States
traversed by the Southern Railway
tory.

rj»-iTWi-Mri

Our Free Book, "Profitable Farming"
which gives authentic and anthoritative accountsof
of practical and scientific farming. It is invaluableexneriments and actual r«i,lt=
to the farmer who is 3^x10!

^"'

Send"?oTi?to.dar

„
^ „, .
New „
Vork-93
Nassau

"" """ " ""'"'"^ '"' ^
GERMAN KALI WORKS

Street

o,

Atlanta,

"'d" --^^' of^om"!
0,-12^4 Candler

Building

its allied -lines.

The Southern Railway, like other
lines of the country, was taxed to the
limit in taking care of traffic.
The
growth of business exceeded the anticipation and prediction of the most

HENILWORTH HERD
OF ENGLISH AND AMERICAN

optimistic economist.
To have followed the dictates of the over-

BRED BEF:KSHiFES.

sanguine might have proved disastrous, hence the unfilled requirements
of the factory, store and railway. To
overreach and overdo
business proposition.

Headed br the Imported Boar, Key*! Carlyle, wiDoer of the first over all olasiet «t
the RotbI Show ot England, and the hlgbeclprlced slx-moatba pig ever aeld..
A lUM-

never a sate
The Southern

is

Railway was engaged in local betterments, and

—

for sale, ranging In ages from tour to eight months.
Dorset Lee ot Blltmore, and bred to Royal Carlyl*.

One bear by Imported King Hunter; dam, Berks Pausy
One boar by Dorset Lee of Blltmore; dam. Berks Pansy

face of the earth.

The

the

staples of this

Southern region have thus become international, rather than national and
sectional.
They enter into the necessities of more people than those from
the other sections of the planet. Of

of Blltmore.
of Blltmore.

Ouarautee perfect satisfaction or refund the money.
For description and prices, write EDGAR B. MOORE, Proprietor, Blltmore, N. C.

MEADOWVIEW
BERKSHIRES.
"HOW
'HOW
NOT

We

MANY," BUT

GOOD," OUR MOTTO.

have three 8-months-oId Boars that we will sell at just one-third less than what
they are really worth. Thry are bred In the purple, and will make winners this fall,
without a doubt. Don't delay sending tor pedigree and full description If you want
something that will bring you In the money In the ring, and If you beat us with either
ot them we will be pleased.

—

any other equal area on

ber of boar and sow plga by him out af
both American and English bred sowi ann
Ales some chslee ycuag aowi kjr

J^a IMPORXED RO-iALCARL^LE

In anticipation ot natural

increase had orders placed for additional equipment, but the call for
skilled workmen and laborers became
so widespread and insistent in new
directions that old-established enterprises, including the railways, were
put to distress to meet demands.
The main territory traversed by the
Southern Railway system south of
the Potomac and Ohio, and east of
the Mississippi, comprising about 12
per cent, of the continental area of
the Union contributed more of the
fruits
of agriculture
use
to world

than

m^^

On

emerged

and

Fi'bruar^j}

of what plant foods can do for farmers. The picture on tlie riglit shows plant development and potato (yield 55.8 lbs.) of a small patch, treated with

W. W. FiNLEY, President Southern
Railway.

The decade

[

MERE'S AN EXAMPLE

MEADOWVIEW FARMS,

Woodbine, Pa.

LARGE ENGLISH BERKSHIRF5
Of best breeding. One 10-months-old Boar, a bargain at f25; also a few Fall Pigs by
Baron Premier 65227. If you are going to buy young Berkshlres, drop me a line, stating
what you want, and I will advise you Just what I have without exaggeration la order
to

make a

lale.

WOODSIDE BERKSHIRES.
Every thine Shipped on iApproval.

PHIL
We

are

H.

now

GOLD, Winchester, Va.

offering a

grand

lot

of

fall

Pigs sired by

LUSTRK'S CARLISLE OF PTLTMORE. No. 7'2nr;7.
LEE OF BILTMORE, No. 79:;7n, and out of royally-bred sows
Boors.

my two gr*«t
and MASTKR
weighing frot«

Lustre's Carllal*
only fair brwiilnn condition.
DOW weighs over 700 pounds. He Is sired by the great show boar. Royal
Carllslo. No. 68S13; dam. Topper's Lu«tre 54923.
Master Lpe Is sired by
Loyal Lee IT., of Dlltmore. No. 6fi.'132; dam, Imporied Dnneslleld Mlstresa,
Loyal Lee II. Is undoubtedly one of the champion Berkahir*
No. 76327.
world.
Daaesfleld
hoars of the
Dnneslleld Mistress
Is a dnuEhter of
Huntress. No. fiS17S. who has an unbroken record of first prize at all the
leading English shows, with one exception, and then being defeated by her
daughter, DanesOcId Mistress. We can always furlnsh pigs not skin, and
never send out anything that Is not strictly choice. In order to show eur
confidence In what we offer and Insure sallsfai-tlon to our customers, w©
will ship pigs for the next sixty days ON APPROVAL, and If they are aa^
entirely satisfactory In every respect you can
return them at OUR
EXPENSE. In other words, you can see the pigs before you buy, and It
they do not suit. It costs you absolutely nothing. Address
BOO to Wio

pounrts each.

In

WOODSIDE STOCK FARM,

R.

S.

Farlsh,

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

Proprietor,

,.

—
THE SOUTHEKN
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the eight important American exports,
four are almost solely produced in
the South, and these four— cotton, tobacco, oil cake and meal, and vegetable oil contribute 25 per cent, of
the entire farm surplus of the American republic, coming, as already
stated, from 12 per cent, of the coun-

—

try's area.

The year 1906 is one of an even
dozen In the history of the Southern
Railway, each a year of increased
growth as well as responsibility, for
not only has the road more than
doubled its length, and earnings and
operating expenses increased in proportion, but new
problems present
themselves for solution. Originally an
agricultural line, it is now an industrial one, for the industrial growth
of the South in the past decade had
no equal in any other geographical
division of the United States.
The relation the South sustains,
agriculturally, to the people of the
world is fully established. For years
It was regarded as a one-crop country, but within the decade it has risen
to a commanding
place in various
ways and in combination with its
former great staple and still staple
it has a multiplicity of farm
crops
which now participate in supplying
Northern and foreign markets.
Corresponding with this marvelous
agricultural growth has been the industrial development, an attainment
that has a most substantial basis. No
other region of equal size on any continent has greater diversity and ex-

—

tent of natural resources in deposits
of coal, iron ore, structural materials
and of rare and economic minerals,
combined with forests of merchantable timber and
unrivaled
water

powers.
The increase In capital in Southern
manufactures in the five-year period
ending with 1905 was 65 per cent.,
compared with 40 per cent, in the
whole country, while the increase in
products was 44 per cent, compared
with 32 per cent, in the country at
large.
Reports to the Land and In-

II

SUNNY HOME HERD
OF

Aberdeen -Angus
Our aim has always been to breed and sell cattle
The following letter Is from one

Yours

WILLIAM

December,

1900,

A. L.

FRENCH,

Prop.,

1906,

to

8S2 1-3 millions, or four

R.

F.

O.

MULLET.

letter serves

D.,

to

show

Byrdville, V».

oi

ROYAL AN8US CUTTLE
not surpansed either In breedinc or Indlvldnal antmslf
by any herd In the Kast. At the head of our herd U

1?

PRINCE B\RB\RA,

half of the year.

Fifteen years ago
times as much.
there were 1.100 banks in the South.
Now there are 2.700. Thirty years
ago there were 900 newspapers. Now
there are 2,500. Educational facilities

and the

In

The Delaware Herd

Southern Railway and Mobile and
Ohio Railroad during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1906. and there was
no diminution of activity for the last

30,

o(

truly,

The above sale of cows was made
how SUNNY HOME cattle breed on.

dustrial Department of the company
show that 1.198 new industries were
located in territory covered by the

The financial growth has been widespread and well distributed, as evidenced by the growth of the banking
According to the report of
business.
the United States Comptroller of Currencv deposits in the banks of the
South June 30, 1896. were 221 1-2 millions, which sum had increased Jure

Cattle.

that would give good result! after

our Ohio customers:
Ottawa, Ohio, November 19, 190*.
Dear Mr. French,— My cattle are doing finely. The three cows I got from you ir»
Have produced 20 calves aad one more due soon.
the best money makers on the farm.
One of Su,= ie 6th heifnrs got first at the Fori w.iyne (Ind.) Fair last season and a helfM
out of Jacquenetto 12th was first at the same fair this fall.
leaving our {arm.

68604,

FemilM •!
Prince
Ito.
Write your want*. Remember,
we lakV pfrsrinal care of our c«t'Ie; ke»p no high priced
help; Incur mi expense of eihlbttlni!: all of wh'ch enable*
ns to (fer stock at eqnlt«hle prices. Send for pamphlet.
15 BuIN fro-n 2 to US months old for ««le.
the

son

of

the

Rreat

tul'io

enuaUv choice hreedlns.

MYER

& SON.

Prep.

BridtfevilU.Dal.

TA<^WORTH AND POLAND CHINA
Pigs, entitled to registration, for $5 at eight weeks.

Boars ready for serrlc*

and Bred Sows.
J.

C.

GRAVES,

Barbouravllle, Orange County, Va.
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have multiplied, but particulars
growth in all directions could be

[February,

of
in-

definitely detailed.

AMERICAN SAW MILLS;

The South has

nearly as many seathe rest of the country
total exports and im4K)rts are not as great, but the figures
are growing. During the fiscal year
1906, Southern ports sent abroad 642
millions of products, compared with
555 millions in the preceding year,
while imports increased from 83 millions to 101 millions. The ports of the
South are nearer the West Indies,
South America and the Panama
Canal than any other in the Union,
and in the trade now in sight with our
neighbors of Latin America the South
has the supreme advantage.
The known potentialities of the
South and many yet to be reckoned
with under the whip and spur of
steam and electricity, aided by scientific research and application, promise
•much for industry and intelligence in
the coming years, and so the Southern
liorlzon shows no signs of stagnation,
but instead acceleration and achievement. The wealth and variety of possibilities and opportunities for brain,
brawn and capital are so vast In the
South that they baffle the mind to
Iports

as

all

combined.

The

VARIABLE FRICTION FEED
|

Ratchet Set Works, Qulok Receder, Duplex

Best

Light RaiBloc,
requires lltti* power. bIbple, easy to handle, won't

sues.
Log Beam Ca''iag-s can be
turnishsd with any of our
mills.

No.l Warraated to cut 2,000 feet per day with 4 H. P. engine. Seven other sUe* made.
Also Edgers, Trimmers, Shingle Machines, Lath Mills, Rip and Cut-Otf Saws, Drag
Saws, Cord 'Wood Saws, and Feed Mills. Catalogue sent free.
"Rowe, Mass., Oct. 24, U06.— r kkva • No. 1 American Saw Mill and I nad jot aa
order for another just llk« It. I
It with mj 8 H. P.
porubl* gaaollaa OBglao;
have sawed 6,000 feet of lumber In It hours with It without any troubla. I uaa a

nu

48-Inch saw.

Tours

and

,

Columbia,

EDGEWOOD STOCK FARM.

DORSETS! DORSETS!
Here we are again with tho finest crop of Fall Lambs ever koown on Bdgewood
Farm. You can get a Choice Ram Lamb, If you order early. Don't wait till June, as
you did last year. They will all b« sold then. We have Ewe Lambs, too, that are

"PEACHES AND CREAM." Come over to see us. We like to hear from you.
J. D. ARBUCKLB & SONS. Moxwelton, Greenbrier County, W. Va.

ST.

Tbe best Bnglteb and American blood abounds In my herd. Sach er&nd strains as
"Loyal Berks." "Royal Carlisle," "Lord Premier." No. 50001, "British Lord." Na. S8S6i.
and many others. If you want the style, quality and early maturers, I have what yon
want at reaaoaable prices. Choice Pigs of either sex for sale. Pigs mated aot akin.

CHARLES DIETZEN.

HOLLTDAT.

Baston. Md.

EVERGREEN FARMS
REGISTERED JERSEY CATTLE,
REGISTERED BERKSHIRE HOGS,
S. C.

W.

LEGHORN FOWLS.

B.

'"-^

n'

My

Stock Is lof the best breeding.
Prices reason:able; Write me your

wants.

B. Gates Prop. Rice Depot, Prince

LIVE

Southern Planter.

Correspondence Bollclted.
Address COL. HENRT

Satisfaction guaranteed.

betterments.

Rhea Co., Tenn.. Jan'y 1, 1907.
I am a subscriber to several weekly
and monthly journals, but there is
none that I look forward to with
greater pleasure than I do to The

AUBIN FARM

REGISTERED BERKSHIRES.

labor.

Middlesex Co., 'Va., Jan'y 14, 1907.
The Southern Planter Is the the
best farm journal I have ever read,
and I cannot do without it.
Dr. C. C. CHRISTIAN.

S. C.

^t^^^mi^^^^0m^^0l^^mmtt^^0»mm^^^>''^*^^0>^>^fi^t^^0»^<^t^^0^*i

intelligent

Every Southern center has large
plans of development In not only new
enterprises, but in the enlargement
of old ones.
The Southern Railway
will continue a progressive policy in

I

Bradley C. Nawoll."

truly,

AMERICAN SAW Mill MACHINERV CO,. 137 Hop* St.. HarbRltstcwn N J.
Tur Agfnts
Watt Plow Co., Richmond, Va
R. P. .Johnson, Wytheville, Va., Hyman
Supply Co., New Berne and Wilmington, N. C. Gibbes Machinery Co.

grasp
their
magnitude.
Go
you may there is room for
•energy and ambition with ample compensation for every expenditure of
•effort.
There will be discouragements, individual and sectional, and
occasional impatience that somebody
or some place may be doing a little
Ijetter, but persons and localities most
sure to win out and share rightly in
"the increasing
greatness are those
•who know there is a great work to do
and concentrate their energies and
back faithfully every interest, directly
or indirectly, necessary to their home
development.
All
ambitions
and
emoluments cannot be realized this
week or month or year, but the earnest and honest worker of the South,
regardless of his calling, is living in a
section which has no equal on this
continent for gaining all of the repersistent

I

get Put of ord#r.
Belt Feid Mi Is also in all

where

of

aad Work-

.Material

manship,

fully

wards

'

Steel Dogs, Strong,

ACCURA TE aWD Rt LIABLE,'

Edward County, Va.

zrrrrrrrr^^

STOCK AUCTIONEER.

my

services as a Stock Salesman to the breeders of
In doing so, will state that I have equipped mythe East.
self both by having taken a course at the .JONES NATI

offer

IONAL SCHOOL OF AUCTIONEERING, and by 10 years
experience in breeding and selling Pedigreed live stock. I
Write or phone
solicit correspondence regarding sale dates.
me. Prompt attention assured. Terms reasonable satisfaction guaranteed references furnished.
;

;

ROY

P.

l_«._«.—u___._l-. — — t..—

Stephenson,
—DUVALL,
— ^|——l—
—

Va.

•!-'-—'—•!—»?•— M-l-—.^

— — —— — — —

,
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WRITE A POSTAL FOR LARGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

V-221.

the most complete catalog of vehicles and harness ever printed. The cuts are made larce so :iti to show ymi jnt^t hnw en.-h vehicle is made. The two center pag««
plate 9x11 inches, of our CHICAGO SPECIAl. BUGGY, reproduced in the actual colors just .is it is painred and llnished. The des.-riptiMns are complete and
All vehlclesaresnipped direct fr.'m r.iiifa.'t^irv. i.>urprio...sai'etne veiy lowest. Be sur«
IB I
Illftnvira SITII 1 IH ff*rt
ILIaa
«esM our ulonlshlngly law prices •ndlhemeiit liberal lerms ever altered to you.
It is

«how a colored

MADVIKI dMIVU WUa vnlOHUUa
OUIf^Af'n

plam.

BOOK
OHNSTON AND
THE

WASHINGTON NOTES.
Dry-L.\nd Far^iing.

Nearly one-third of the area ot the
United States has insufficient rainfall
for the best culture of the ordinary
considerable
crop
plants.
While
tracts of land are irrigated, there

in

Number!

THL TRUST
elay

The

mc

'

Ji

describes the No. 9 Mower— tells all
its g'ood points and illustrates features
ery farmer will be interested in. It
ibes

occupying

itself

„

tool

periment stations have conducted extended experiments to determine their
value to this country.
Independent
Investigators have been working many
years to adapt old varieties to semiarid conditions.
Tools have been invented for cultivating the soil so as
to check evaporation, and investigations are now being made to perfect
these tools and methods.
To this
combination of special methods of
•cultivation and drought-resistant crops
as means of overcoming drought has
been given the name "dry farming."
Many growers have been quite sucin practicing "dry farming,"
bringing under cultivation thousands
•f acres of land hitherto considered

li

.

Not a

leaves

the

Johnston factory

build, and the
for the work for

L

which

is

it

intended.

Al-

ways look for the name— it^s a
gruarantee. Write for the
book today, it's free.

with the

future of these regions, and is making
a thorough study of the conditions
and of the best ways and means of
meeting them. The scientists of the
Department are endeavoring to secure plants that will grow in very dry
soils, and at the same time yield paying crops that can be absorbed by our
markets or profitably utilized on the
tarm. To carry out such work it is
absolutely necessary to study each
plant carefully in order to determine
with some degree of accuracy its
adaptability to the climate and soil.
The Department of Agriculture has
searched the world tor drought-resistant crops, and it and the State ex-

our complete

Not in the Trust'
L.ls fur the
to-date farmer. For o er52yeara
3 name •'Johnston'
has st'xid

irrigation can never be practiced.
The Bureau of Plant Industry of
the Department of Agriculture, under
the direction of Prof. B. T. Galoway,
Its chief, is

MOWER

breaking down

just when the
grass needs catting and

must eventually remain enormous
which are doomed to remain
area
perpetually in their present arid or
semi-arid condition for the want of
an adequate supply of water for
Irrigation.
Dry farming, or a cultivation of plants suitable to the semiarid territory is then a necessity in
order to utilize such lands where

E

rl

1

nOt

The Johnston Harvester Co.

Box

Batavia, N. T.

711,

Power That Counts/
Nothing can take the place of steam.
Boes on a strike; dependable under

power

in abundance;
Cheapest, safest, surest, best.
tions;

any

It
all

never
condi-

Eort of ineL

LEFFEL
Steam Engines
adapt the old reliable, stand-by power to
farmers' and planters' use. Numerous
small sizes. Types that meet requirements—Upright. Horizontal. Portable, on Skids, etc. Consult your interests
by writing us before buiiug power. Send for book of information.
,

James Leffel

i^

Co,^ Bo^ 183, SpHn^fUld, Ohio,

StrenRthof

The

fr:

11(1

ili.'xU.ilitv

of teeth ai

Weeder. The teeth a
in the Yurk Iiu|i
18. Being n
Bqimre sprin^'steel withronndpi
cic
do not injure the plants. No
"
to show you 'I'ho York
_

YORK

.1

,

Nv.'.'.lris.

l>rlll>*

.

i>u.it:ier <'.>rn IMantcrH and Uruln
K'lVH p.'itisfaftion— durable, perKill.

Write for our fVee catalogue.

t»I*A?^GCKR. I^IFG. CO.,

WEEDER

504 >. Qiiern

St.,

cessful

aiivertiscr

of

v,lhey

ahv.i\s

flit iimpt nil

the

iiiide

U

see that ithns the adv;iiii:ii:esofiill.'iciiry.'iiKK'conomy over all other

Smprsved

Tell

tnibined

where

you

saw

his

advertisement.

York, Pa.

1
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Waste, and opening up to permanent
settlement hundreds of millions of
acres of land which, under ordinary
methods of cultivation, could be used

Me Quote You
My Direct Prices

)Let

tor pasturage only.

There is no lack of fertility in these
lands, but the rainfall is scanty and
There are years when the
irregular.
average rainfall is almost cut in two,
and there are months without a cloud
and days when the winds are like the
blast of a furnace.
In a recent interview. Secretary
Wilson described the work of Prof.
Hanson, who was sent to
N. E.
Northern Asia in search of "dry-land"
plants. "Prof. Hanson," the Secretary
says, "has just returned with three
kinds of alfalfa, two of which will grow
in dry soil with light rainfall and
intense cold and one that will grow
Professor Hanson will
in the woods.
take the seeds out to South Dakota
and cultivate the plants, and if the
experiments are successful we will
distribute seeds tc the rarmers of the
arid belt to use as a complement to
wheat, as a rotating crop, and we hope
they will do the business and enable
the people of the dry belt to make a
crop 3very year.
"C'jngress has passed an alcohol
law," continued the Secretary, "in anticipation of the time when our people
will have to go to the fields for light
and power, and it was up to the Agricultural Department to provide them
with the best plants in existence to
make alcohol from. Professor Hanson was on the lookout for such
things also. He investigated the alcohol
business in
the countries
he
visited
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on

Split

Hickory

Buggies
save you money— 30 to 50%— on a high-grade
buggy. Iraakemyfamous Split Hickory Buggies
.^r^ niy own factories and sell them direct to users
j^2/ ^^ days' free trial, ^^uarauteed for two years.
That's> why I say Let me quote you my direct
dir
on Split Hickory Buggies." I want to shoulder all the risk of the transaction. 1 am willing to
take all chances on yournot likingoneof my Split Hickory
vehicles.
I do the largest buggy business in the world, selling direct to users
Evei-y bugrgy I sell goes out on trial, subject to being returned at my expense
refunding every cent of money, if not satisfactory.
'ill

"

L^

'

;

Big 1907

FREE Catalog

of Split HickoryVehicles Now Ready

My catalog of Split Hickory Vehicles is bigger and better this year than ever before.
It contains over 125 different styles, and a complete line of Hitrh-Grade Harness.
This Free catalog brings into your home the greatest display of High-Grade Buggies
ever put in a book. There are photographs and descriptions of buggies enough to fill
10 big storerooms, in this book. I w,int you to have this book.
No matter where you think of buying, you ought to read what Xhave to say about
my c?irect method of selling, making your buggy to order, giving youmriny options as
to style and finish, and sending you prices that are from 3(3% to SO'llower than you can
buy a buggy of as high quality elsewhere. AllSplitHickory vehicles are guaranteed 2
The Huggy shown
Addr
Picme pc
.ily
ture

is

my

1907

Split Hickcry

Special — 40% more

excUi
featurns on this buggy th£
any other buggy made. 1
entire factory devoted toth
of this one job. Will yc
today for catalog? I
takes a postal and

H. C.

"

on

The Ohio Carriage

~

minute of your time.
Do it —
and 1
'ill send it by return
nd quote you
ly Bpe
dii
from factory pr

and brought home seventeen

Mfg. Co.

NOW—

barrels of what are called alcohol
which will grow in dry
potatoes,
ground and turn out 500 or 600 bushels
to the acre.
They are full of alcohol
and are also very valuable for fattening stock, but they have a coarse
fiber and are not delicate enough for
table use.
expect to introduce
these potatoes among the farmers of
500
the United States, and make
gallons of alcohol an acre from them."
Durum or macaroni wheat, it will
be remembered, is one species which
has been successfully cultivated in
the semi-arid West, and now It is the

1

We

PHELPS

President

Station
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CINCINNATI, O.

1

PREMIUMS FREE!

READ OUR OFFER.

of Professor Hanson to introduce
yellow-flowered alfalfa as a rotation
crop In the sections where this wheat

aim

is

grown

extensively.

Is AirERicAN Butter Pure?
"Does the butter manufactured In
our large creameries comply with all
the requirements of the pure-food
law," was asked of Prof. E. V. Webster, chief of the Dairy Division of
the Department of Agriculture.
"That Is a question for Professor
Wiley, of the Chemistry Bureau, to
answer.
But there Is a great per-

Cut this out and m-iil to u'!, namlni your expn-ss oflice, and we will ship ynn two Boxes cnnsistinc
of our Choice ISrandb llUent Ciudrs, (' l) l>
'I5, .mil in same packai-'O will ship you AbnoFree. One Autiimatlc lloulile Action .s .V W. Model Revolver, One Genuine Stem Set and
Stem Wind Watch fitted with American Moieinent, warranted One Year, One Full Hollow Ground
Kazor worth S2.bll, Six Triple Silver-plated Tea Spoons, One Rolled Gold Watch Chain, One Gold
Plated Watch Chain, One Tie Holder, One Collar Button, Two Sleeve Buttons. Fifteen J'rciients
Free, if you allow us to send ymi In s.lnie packaj-e the Two Boxes Cisars C. O. D. Ifb.ib nnrt
of

.51)

,'^'i

Iiitel.v

ollowFiiUExainlnatlon toyourne.arestKxpressOfflce. Send JTo Money. 11 you don't think
Cigars and Fifteen Premiunn worth throe times the amount, don't pay one cent. We take all the
Order now! Address,
S.VI.ICS CO., Cundor, Nortti Curoliiia.

CANUOIC

Mdc.

DON'T BUY GASOUNE ENGINES

UNTIL YOU INVeSTIOATB

*'THr

M\8TEK nOKKMAK,'*

a twc-cyilnco. gasoline, ker06en««r
durab
Under engines, with greater durabllltv.
weight and bulk are half that of single cylinder
Cofft
traoOoa
alckly, eaally Btaxted. Vibration practically overcome. Cheaply mounted on any wo^on. It 1b a combination portable, stationary
jodne. Shnd iob OatuiOous.
m.
CO.. Mfrs., Ueasher and 15th Sts^ Chloaeo. THIS IS OUR FIFTY-THIBP TEAR

ny one-cylinder engine; revolutionizing power.

THE TBMFLK PUMP

Its
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centage of American butter which is
shipped to foreign countries which
contains
preservatives.
American
butter, as a general things, reaches
the consumer in this country In a
pure condition that is, no attempt is
made to wilfully add Ingredients
which might be considered harmful to
health.
But this does not hold good
with our butter which is intended for
the foreign trade. Most of the large
exporters of this country and foreign
agents insist that all butter which Is
furnished to them shall be preserved
with boracic acid. It is claimed by
these people that the addition of the
borax is necessary in order that the
butter might remain In a sweet condition for a considerable length of

—

34 Years Selling Direct
Our

rehjclea and harnesH ha'
3(.T for a third
examlhation and npprovrtl and

puaran

noihiiit; if not; satisded

We make

As ^ood

a.b

sells Cor C35.00

lart'

Elkhart Carriage
:ood as sells for |25.00

time.

Kill the
Famous

i

t Harnast

Mfg. Ct.

Elkhart, Indiana

i]

Weeds and Make Dust
Mulch

Flat

Toofb
Keystone

ot

Top

That's the secret of big crops in dry years.

The Keystone Weeder does

year.

it

Soil
Good

thing any

to perfection.

Kills

the quick starting suiface weeds but doesn't go deep enough
disturb plant roots. Makes ideal dust raulch— that keeps
moisture in the ground and near the surface Note the

Weeder

Grass Seeder Atfaclunent.
Sows and covers nicely as you drive along. 2 to
30 quarts per acre. Cultivator attachment for
any style cultivator, with weeder teeth to run
in row, where shovels cannot reach.
Write for illustrated book showing weeder at work,
giving full particulars and valuable information.
Address,

Keystone Farm Machine Co^ 1554 Beaver Street. York, Pennsylvania*

Stalk Cutter

<^i^"JSf|.,v

Original Spiral Knife.

IT

said Dr. B. T. Galloway, chief
of the Bureau of Plant Industry.
"It
is believed that most of this material
tries,"

mon

CUTS AT A SLANT.

Does

better work than any other, yet avoids
that terrible jolting and jeri-cing comLasts a lifetime.
to others. Pleasant to use.

Special Proposition ^f 'frt °caM'iL"'now."'*

could be made here if the raw matecould be grown. There is plenty
of
land in the
States of
Texas,
Louisiana,
Mississippi,
Alabama,
Georgia and North and South Carolina
which is adapted to the growing of

AVERY MFG.

rial

this crop.
It Is important to introduce the best kinds of matting plants
from abroad and to establish the
growing of the crop here. It is also
important to improve our own native
forms for this purpose."
Might Grow Drug Plants, Too.
"We import in the neighborhood of
four or five million dollars' worth of
drugs each year," continued Dr. Galloway, "and preliminary investigations would indicate that a considerable portion of these drug plants
might be grown at home. The work
would be applicable to nearly all the
States
bordering on
the
Atantlc
Ocean, including New England, and
also some of the Western States, such
as Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin
and Northern Iowa. The object would
be to Introduce the seeds of promising
drug plants and encourage the production of the crops, this being in

200 htyli
65

of Vehlcl.
styles of Ht

Send for

"Whether boracic acid does this or
not I cannot confidently say, but I am
rather of the opinion that it does not."
In questioning Dr. Wiley as to the
relations of the pure-food laws to the
buttermaker, he would not positively
state what action would be taken
against the use of aniline dyes for
coloring purposes, but he was under
the impression that these
butter
colors would be legislated against,
and in a short time no artificial coloring matter, other than those of purely
vegetable origin, will be allowed to
be used.
Mattixg Plants fob the United
States.

The Department of Agriculture has
been trying for some months to encourage the introduction of matting
plants in this country.
Now most
of those plants are imported from
Japan.
"We import about $5,000,000
worth of matting from foreign coun-
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CO., 433 Iowa St., PEORIA, ILL.

OHNSTON
steel

Tedder
Haying time is a time of hurry and hustle. Every
moment counts. That's when you want to know that your
haying tools are going to work and not balk.
The Johnston Steel Hay Tedder is a tool you can tie to at haying
time. No matter if the hay is wet and heavy or dry and .light.
groundat the same time. The steel angle and pipe "construction
^^^^BH^^ makes
The Johnston the neatest, lightest, strongest, most

and durable tedder on the

marljet.

Runs

light,

works

compact

right.

The Johnston Book describes it — tells how it's made, how it works and
why it's the Teddder for you to buy, also describes our full
line of "Not In the Trust" tools for the farm. The book
is

^

free, write for

it

MOT

today.

THE JOHNSTON HARVESTER

CO.,

Box 311,

Batavia, N. Y.

IN

THE TRUST
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co-operation with
and others."

indlrldual

farmers

CoRH Habtesti:^g Ma.chiwb»t.
On a large part of the com land
of this country the grain only is harvested, leaving the stalks In the field
to be consumed by cattle to some
extent, but principally to go to waste,
and remain in the way of subsequent
In this way a large part
cultivation.
of the food value of the com plant
Where corn harvesting mala lost.
dilnery is introduced this loss is prevented.
The Department of Agriculture has
briefly
bulletin
issued a
recently
sketching the history of corn harvesting machinery in this country and
discussing the economy of using such
labor-saving devices.
The report gives figures as to the
value of corn fodder and the cost of
gathering it with the various machines described.
The bulletin is well illustrated with
cuts and half-tones and may be procured by making application to the
Division of Publications, Department
of AgrieoUnr*.

GUY

B.

"No Trusts

mm
First

SEPARATORS
— Always Best— Cheapest

For Twenty-Five Years

THE WORLD'S STANDARD

MITCHBLL.

As much

MONET.

better than other separators as

other separators are better than

Before you buy an incubator write
G«orge Ertel Company, Quincy, 111.,
This
for a copy of the Victor Book.
how dollars invested in the
tells
hatching machines will pay tie great-

gravity creamers.

you want most for

If

— No Catalogue Houses"

DE LAVAL

GBTTING MOST FOR TOUR

est dividends.

Febniarv,

Send

money you ought to get and
read it before you buy an incubator
or a brooder. They will tell you, too,
about their 100-Egg Hatching Wonder,
This is for the
delivered for $7.90.

for

new

1907 catalogue

your

man who wants

The De Laval Separator
Ranoolpm & Canal Sis.

to start raising chick-

CHICAGO

ens in a small way, and they have

many

testimonials

In October last
100-Egg Hatching

12 13 FlLSEST STBEET

PHILADELPHIA

this:
April, 1906.
bought of you a

like
I

9 &

I

I

DnuMM

St.

SAN FRANCISCO

109-

General Offices:

1

1

Co.

3 YouviLLE Square

MONTREAL

74 CORTLANDT STREET.

NEW YORK.

73 & 77 York Street

TORONTO

:4

&

16 Princess Street

WINNIPEG

Wonder and Brood-

er, and now give you the results of
three hatchings:
Chicks.
No. 1 104 eggs, 9 out on test... 95
No. 2—107 eggs, 12 out on test. .95
No. 3—103 eggs, 7 out on test. .96

—

.

.

286
Total
I do not know what you may think
of that, but I think it can't be beat,
and the chicks are as lively as little
crickets.
The machine is truly a

wonder.

— the

WILLIAM TRUMPP,

1553 Lincoln Ave.. Alameda, Gal.
One cent for a postal card will bring
you the Victor Book, with its eighty
peges of valuable information. Just
address "George Ertel Co.. Quincy,

are guaranteed
btfsi-working:. easiest-ruDDiug, longest-lasting,

fjrm and garden touls. Dcsignetl by a practical farmer. Do the
ckly, right, without injury to plants
_
Made of the very best materials,
with good honest workmanship.
No. 17 Planet Jr Siosle Wheel Hoe, Cultivator and Plow.
nandiest implements ever mad*: /or gardening.
AH cultivating parts are of highcarbon steel to keep keen edge. Specially designed to work extremely close to
plants without injury. One man easily does the work of three to six.
J^
Planet Jr l2-tcotb Harrow. Cultivator and Pulverizer is a splendid too> ''
for berry-growers and market gardeners
invaluable wherever fine^ close work
needed. The twelve chtsel-shaped teeth and the pulverizer leave ground in the fine
possible condition.
Saves many times its cost, and turns hard work for three men |"j]
into easy and better work for one.
||
A Planet Jr farm and u.irdcn tool for every need— Hill- and Drill-Seeders
Wheel Hoes, Horse Hoes. One- and Two-Horse Hiding Cultivators, Harrows and Orchard- and Beet-Cultivators— 45 kinds in all.
Evenifyouhavea Planet Jr write now for our new igo7 CattUogpe,
showing photographs of successful gardening at all stages, also the

—

m.

'

Dinwiddle Co., Va., Jan'y 15, 1907.
reading
The Southern
I
enjoy
Planter and find many helpful suggespages
from time to
within
its
tions
Rev. F. P. JONBS.
Ume.

'

liDg

n.w «.dds.

Box

2L c^^t;

s. L. Allen

&

Co.
1I07X. Pbiladelpbik, Pa.
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CHECK TOUR SALBS.
Farmers, stockmen, dairymen, safe
selling and sate buying are not possible unless you own your own scales

and know they are accurate and will
remain so.
By having your ow»
scales and weighing what you buy
and sell you will avoid disputes and
save enough in a single season to pay

%STRENGTH
A cream

separator that is worth buying
must give Ioi\^ service. To do that, it
must be built strong and the construction must be simple.
To have simple
construction in a separator you must
'rsive a Sharpies Tubular. There is no
other cream separator made that will
N^'.-.
perform its work so well for so long a
'*\
time as the Tubular because there is

for them.

Good judgment, however, must be

The
exercised In buying a scale.
dearest scale you can buy is one with
no reputation back of it one that is
not built on correct principes and
won't remain accurate. Now, the
Osgood Scale Company is a reputable
concern that sells only guaranteed
scales.
This company manufactures
all kinds of scales
portable, pit, pit-

—

—

— steel

and cement construction,
and sells them on verj- liberal terms,
which makes it an easy matter for
every business man and farmer in
the country to own an Osgood Scale.
If
you want to know all about
scales, what kind to buy and how to
get a scale on trial, write to the
Osgood Scale Company, 190 Central
Street, Binghamton, N. Y.. for a copy
less

of their

new

catalogue.

no other separator yoytronsiy built, or so simple in construction.

Sharpies Tubular
get all the crea.Ti, have Iov.-ct:pp!y can,
are easy to run, easy tc clean, because
there i:?onlyciieiittlepircein tl;e bowl
to cleanse after each running, and the
It combines Vtiland Durability. A glance
at the pio-plats construction of most
separators willpive you a fair idea of
what we mean by "simpleconstruc
tion" and "strength." For full in
formation about the Sharpies Tu
bular write for booklet E. 290

machine

oils itself.

ity.Sij-np'ici'y

FACTORY CATALOGUES IN 1.
The United Factories Company, ot

12

Ohio.
areannouncing,
through our columns, their new incubator hook with some surprisingly
low prices en their Perfect Incubators,
and Brooders. This new incubator
book is issued in conjunction with 12

Cleveland,

Mr. R. Carpenter, Davenport, Wash., says "Having used a Sharp
Cream Separator over sixteen years can say it is just fine.'

les

other factories' catalogues, bound under one cover and sent out free to our
readers.

Yon can save time and trouble by
writing for these 12 factories' catalogues in one. Just say, "Send me that
combined book, as advertised in the
Southern Planter."

The minister

annoyed that a
certain one of his flock always went
felt

to sleep shortly after he commenced
"Look here," said the
his sermon.
minister to the little boy who always
sat next to the old offender, "if you
keep your grandfather from sleeping
during the sermon I will give yon a
"Well, I'll
penny every Monday."
The following
try," said the boy.
grandfather
kept
his
Sunday Tommy
awake by poking his ribs in no gentle
fashion.
A week later the minister
was surprised to see the old man drop
into his former habit, while the boy

Toronto, Can.

THE SHARPLES SEPARATOR
WEST CHESTER, PA.

A

I

" Johnsor»'.5

CiJmpletc Line
Ii^plements

^^^^ FulleroS Farming

^yin"!—JL/^l^3S?8fc,

- :::jm-i:\

full
l
natetials rd
signs and the hi-.best qu .liiv
appeal to yon. Plows of all kinds. Harrows. <

des.

,

.

Cultivators.

p proved de-

:

Manure Loaders, Gasoline Enhe t-ulier A: jolmson name plate

eities. etc. 'i
is a guarantee of
Investigate.
ice.

for Frre n,vk

ions and satisfactory serv-

See your dealer.
C„t,doi;,„s.

ami

MONEY

li'ri'U

FUt^LER & JOHNSON MFG. CO.
144 Dickinson

St..

Tell

the

adrertiser

wkere yom saw

his

MAKING

METHODS

Madison. Wis.

BOOK FREE

sleep."

Always mention The Southikh
Flasteb when writing advertisers.

^

TnC
n
It*^*'
lltt "Vlf

to pay no attention to his
"Why did you
grandfather.
let your grandpa go to sleep yesterDid I not give you a
day, Tommy,
penny to keep him awake?" "Ay, a'
ken that, but me grandpa gied mo

him

III.

And Yon'II Make More Money on Yonr Tobacco, Sweet Potato, Tomato. Cabbage and other transplanted crois. It will =ave vou a let of lisiiu. labor and moaey ov*^r hand setting or setting
with any other machine. It handles nun eiy slock just as well as plants.
*»' Proner setting.
The Beinis opens the furrow,
IlkT/-'I>r
CI?
f
IniCKl:.A9I:.
stirs the soil and waters (he roots as the boys drop
^Jn the plants. The machine then covers the roots with a dry mulch, which holds the moisture,
and the pressure T'lales or oilers pack the soil and hrm each plant so it
With the
rill thrive. Atiaciirnent to fertilize each plant, if desired.
Bemis von a;e independent of the we.Tiltpr.

erring

to let

Chioago,

BUYA FUtLER & JOHNSdN
BEMIS TRANSEK^IIfXER

seemed

tuppence

CO.

adTertlsement

.

SOIL
.
CULTIVATION!

—
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ROOFING SAMPLES FREE.
Here is an offer which any one ot
our readers who has a building to
roof and preserve, build or repair will

do well to read. The largest mill in
the world will send you a sample ot
their Flint-coated Rubber Fireproot
roofing, delivered, prepaid, to you free,
If you will simply write a postal to
their address below, and say you are
one of our readers. It will pay you to
do this. It will give you a chance to
get valuable information about how

—

good
roofing guaranteed
roofing
should be made. You can try it for

Send
for
"The

r

now or any time in the future,
you can save, dollar for dollar, halt
your money on what local dealers
would charge you.
Write for free
sample of roofing, free roofing book
and free millwork catalogue to-day
one postal will bring them all prompt-

GORDON, VAN TINE &
Davenport,

many a

fowa.

practical

SURE HATCH INCUBATOR
with its highest hatching record and lowest selling prices. Guaranteed for
S years and built to last a lifetime. Runs itself and pays for itself with
one hatch think of it! In just a few weeks every cent you put into a
Sure Hatch comes back to you, and with a profit at that.
These are not "hot air" statements. Por ten years we have been saying
the same things about the Sure .Hatch, and it has never feuled to make good.
Its success has built the largest incubator factory in the world
over
50,000 square feet c£ manufacturing space and for the same reason, our
sales are greater than any other.
We are so sure that the Sure, Hatch will "make good" for you, that
we say plainly, if it doesn't, we take it back at our expense. Fair, isn't it?
Well, our new book explains everything. We pay freight. Write
us today, and we will send you a FREE book by return mail.

—

ly.

D-5,

by

—

work or building which you are going

Address

—

—

chicken men, who know more about
chickens and incubators than they do
about big dictionary words. Chock full of sound sense.
Gives, practical, helpful advice on everything in the poultry businessfrom the eggs to the dollar and it is all made as plain as A, B, C.
Of course, this book tells about the

to do

Station

is

the finest of its kind ever printed."
That's what everyone says who has
seen it.
We want to send you one of these
Free books. You cau't afford to be
without one, if you have chickens on
the place or a place to have chickens.
This book has 102 pages of reading^ matter and illustrations
Scores of
Photographs taken right on the farms
where chickens make money. It is writ-

ten in good pleiin English,

yourself.
See what it will stand.
You'll receive a free book in roofing
and also the largest Millwork Catalogue published. Both will show you
how, on any roofing, siding, repair

save you

Sure Hatch Book

the

new Sure Hatch Book

'

CO.
Will

—

—

dollar.

THE LITTLE SCOUT'S SUCCESS.
How

quickly the sales of a popular
article will develop immense proportions is interestingly shown in the

SURE HATCH INCUBATOR CO.

ease of a new boy's rifle called the
"Little Scout."
Our readers will remember that only
a little more than a year ago the name

Box

8

,

Fremont, Neb.,

8, Indianapolis, Ind.

or Depl.

of this new rifle was chosen In a prize
contest held by the makers, the famous

Stevens Arms and Tool Co., and
though the "Little Scout" has been on
the market only a short time, its sales
have already run into the hundreds ot
thousands.
When the prize contest was held, 17.000 names were received from the boys
and girls all over the country.
The
choice of names handed in was a flattering tribute to the character of Stevens' firearms, for it was a significant
Indication that dependability and accuracy are characteristics closely connected in the minds of the public with
Stevens' rifles.

^ss^a:^si

J.

The company has brought out a catalogue of 140 pages, which every gun
lover should possess.
It
illustrates
the many different types of the worldrenowned Stevens firearms, besides giving a fund of useful information on
Buch questions as the care of shotguns,
rifles, pistols, choice of ammunition,
re-loading implements,
targets,
etc.
The .1. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., Chicopee F^Ils, Mass., is doing really an
educational work in sending this catalogue free to any one forwarding four
cents in stamps to cover postage.
Mention The Southern Planter,

rFg-.»-»..»-».-,^.,».^».^».».»,'^^».»T.^^T>»,

^

Pump Water

Saw Wood
Cut Feed
Thresh Wheat
Shred Corn
Grind Feed
All

ot

with

and mors,

this

our

Gasoline

too,

can b« done

BnglBes.

Thejr

are

SIMPLE,
SAFE,

RELIABLE.

Sydnor Pump & Well Co.,

Richmond,
T*-

»-

»- »- »-^^s. ».. ». »- "

^^s.s. »-S. s

Va.,

Dept.,

Inc.,

B.

sggs?8 rgr'g^»-»».»-,»-^<L».».^»-»,»,»-^?f.«i^'<

Always mention The Southern PI anter

when

writing

to

advertisers.
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STOCK POOD RECOMMENDED BY
EMINENT AUTHORITY.

Get A FULL CROP

Professor Thomas Shaw has this to
In reference to
Stock Poods:

eay

"They will always be found useful
when properly made.
The time will
never come when intelligent feeders
win cease to use them. The necessity for using them and the advantage
therefrom will become greater as foods
become increasingly dear.
Whether
It will be profitable to feed them will
depend upon the necessity for using
them and on their cost. My special desire, however, is to show that they
have a place in the economy of intelligent feeding.
The question of price
must be fought out between buyer and

POTATOES

OF
r

"^Tr
r
r^lf^
Every acre of potatoes you plant can
be made to produce a full crop.

;i

eeller."

With this indorsement from one of
the foremost authorities on feeding in
the country, it would seem that the
value of feeding tonics, etc., is unquestionable; therefore, the only problem
Is at what price such foods cease to
become

No misses or doubles. No lo acres of I
space and labor, and only o acres of results.]
'

^-^

The

No.

106

issued by the
Station,
they
of certain medicinal tonics to be given in one tablespoonful doses once a day for ten days
then omit for three days, then give
ten days more. They estimate the cost
of the tonics they recommend at 20

Burners

example

The

showing how

to

make

iron

Age Four-row Sprayer

potato bug!

>

one's

business as useful as possible to one's
customers.

bands

to

tii

Kent Co., Md., Dec. 26, 1906.
have found The Southern Planter

ED«st helpful.

WILLIAM

G.

to swell

s

(j

destroys

— with

dashers that keep the

thoroughly stirred.

Iron

Age Potato Digger does

A

work than any other method.
digger that is easily changed

Doe
1

better

low-down

the

bruis

be used for both

t

x\y:

AVrite for the 1907 Iron Age^
Book that describes these and
many other time- and labor-saving
It also explains and
shows by illustrations just what they
do and how they do it.
Mailed free.

implements.

BATEMAN MFG.
„/;

,,

Hill

—"

Box 167

,

CO.

Qrenloch, N. J.

^«|
"minnir

/ff^J\[JllQ£ IMPLEMENTS
MATTHEWS' <'NEW UNIVERSAL'^ GARDEN TOOLS
G Styles Seeders Couble or
Wheel Hoe
STOOLS EN ONE
Single

I

hoe

r:;V:c,

j

cultivator. Si

or double

ffliet*!.

A

ijust-

menta easilv madi
For planting niu"

all

kinds of cul-

tivation.

Se-d for FREE
BOOKLET ol valI

ely

crops against blight,

The

Important, besides, as a good
of

drops the seed regularly anc

and

Lamps is important; it tells what
chimney to use on every burner and
lamp in use, to get good light and
avoid any smell or smoke.
is

zer,

Itivator stirs the soil thorough?
yyin rows ofany widt
r teeth.
Guided by pivoiinj
ally valuable on hill sides.

regulate the bowels.
This preparation is manufactured by
Dr. Hess & Clark, Ashland. Ohio, and
Is sold on a written guarantee at five
cents per pound in 100 pound sacks,
smaller quantities at a slight advance.
At this price, can any one question the
economy of feeding such a compound?
It costs less than a penny a day to
feed this preparation to a horse, cow
or steer, and but three cents per
month for the average hog. Consider
bow little additional increase in
weight or mflk is necessary to cover
the cost of this preparation.
to

(Improved Robbins) Potato Planter is the

^The Iron Age No. 80 Pivot Wheel

and potassium which assist in eliminating the poisonous waste material
from the system, and laxatives which

Index

Age

9^Ss)US~i'^

cents per pound.
Dr. Hess' Stock Pood, formulated by
Dr. Hess, a regular graduate of medl
cine, and also veterinary surgeon, contains the best tonics known to science,
together with the salts of iron which
are the greatest known blood and tissue builders, the nitrates of sodium

Macbeth's

Iron

only planter that does absohitely perfect work and doesn't wastes
puncture the seed. Opens the furrow, mixes the fer-

Hatch
Experiment
recommended the use

It

»»

profitable.

In Bulletin
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SMYTH.

on

nable

Infr
tion for i>l;

and

lull

d<

AMES PLOW COMPANY,

S6

Hn«>TON. m aqc - ^mic^TTS
EU COMPANY, BALTIMORE, MD.

MARKET STKEFT.

FOR SALE BT GRIFFITH & TURN

—

!
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The Everlasting Tubular

Steel
Send

Guaranteed not to Break or Bend.
Furnished with Hook or Ring

[January.

Plow Doubletrees.
for

Our Number 8 Catalogue
for 1907. Get acquainted
our complete line. Their

For Plow Mussle, also Traces

spells

wiA
use

economy.

ABOVE PATTERN No. 105 MADE IN THREE SIZES
a complete line of Doubletrees, Slug etrees. and Neck Yokes of every defcrlptlon.
All dealers i-hould handle tliem. ask yours lor them and take no other.

We manufacture

Pittsburg

Tubular Steel WHiffletree Company^ Sole Manufacturers,

PITTSBURG

-

PENNSYLVANIA.

-

BUCHAN'S SOAP CORPORATION.

Grand FREE Millwork Catalogue

Daniel J. Snlly, the Former Cotton
King, now Prominently Identified
with this Corporation Are Making
Products Texans Want.
There is not a prominent Texas
rancliman or farmer, or town resident,
for that matter, who has kept live
stock during the past forty years, who
is not familiar with and has not used
the reliable live stock remedies manufactured by the Carbolic Soap Co.,
New York. Buchan's Cresylic Ointment has been a standard remedy in
Texas ever since the early days of the
Texas Republic. Its sale has increased steadily, because it never fails to
kill the troublesome screw worm and
heal all wounds.
The other animal
preparations placed on the market by
this firm have always found equal
favor and given satisfaction.
Our
readers will be glad to know that, owing to large increase in business, a
new corporation has taken over the
business of the Carbolic Soap Co.,
known as Buchan's Soap Corporation.
The new corporation has offices at
175 Fifth Avenue, New York, being organized under the laws of that State
with a fully paid up capital stock of
$1,200,000.
The officers are Daniel J.

—

Saves 50 Per Cent on Windows, Doors and Building Material

5000 Bargains-Quality Guaranteed
WEGUARANTEE SAFE DELIVERY ANYWHERE
High Grade White Pine
Door, gr^icr* $2.00, at

You Save HALF, whethtr You Order
$5.00 Worth or $10,000 Worth

The 5000 bargains we offer will cost you 50 per cent
less than your Local Dealer would charge, freijht

We guarantee that, and safe delivery
anywhere in the United States.
That is no careless, hasty statement. We know
can save you 50 per cent, wherever you live, or
whatever you need in millwork. We have done that
lor our customers in every state in the Union and
Canada. We are doing: it every day. We fill all orders pro

included.

"WQ

T-

This 4-Light Window,
—
DOaler S PnCe
u
v^
*««-'«

Qf\C

'

i,

Direct to Borne Owners, Carpenters, Contractors and Builders
You are perfectly safe in ordering: direct from our Free Catalogue. Your local banker or
in Davenport, our home, will tell you of our responsibility.
e^rwe oi.erate the iBrgest mill in the world— 163,(i00 fiet of floor epace (four acres}— have bepn in bnsinea*
ince 1865— .wn our timber lands, sawmilla and lumberyards. We carry a large stock and can therefore abi^
promptly. We have no traveling mtn—t^ell only for cash. We are the only large manufacturers of sa-^h, door»
mnd blinds Belling direct to the consumer. Our pnces will astonish you. Don't buy anythinq in our line until
70U get our catalogue. Iho grandest woodwork catBlOflue published* It ia F£EG— write for it toiay. AddrOIV
CO., Station o^,
IA.
any banker

CORDON, VAN TINE &

DAVENPORT,

Kant-Klog" Sprayers

^

of this concern, its sales

.

A

-,

management

k at these
strated.

High Grade White Pit Door th,._.
.
.|
,
^, -.-»
,
any dealer would charge you 52 for
i
$1.50.
wvr, at
«!».
<»
—we sell you for 80 cents. And also
all bam or house materials equally low priced. Sold only direct to you.
You know, yourself, what such doors and storm sash cost you at homa. And our good*
are all of High. Standard, guaranteed of the official grade adopted by the Sash, Door & Blind
Manufacturers' Association of the Northwest. Remember that we can afford to make theselow prices because of our enormous output and because we save expense by selling only

Sully, president; Frank Tilford, vicepresident, and George H. Thompson,
treasurer.
George S. Graham and
Henry R. Wilson, in connection with
the other officers above named, constitute the Board of Directors.
This corporation will continue to
manufacture all the products heretofore made by the Carbolic Soap Co.,
and if energy, money and pure goods
will do the work, they intend to have
their products in every home, whether:
In country or town, in the United
States.
Daniel J. Sully, the president
of this corporation, is known in this

country and in the civilized world over
as the former Cotton King.
He is
now giving, and will continue to
give,
his
time
and
talents
to
this
business, and everybody who
knows "Sully" knows what this
means.
Since he assumed active

80!

Don'tthinkoE doing any repair work or building, whether you are a Home Owner, Carpenter,
ntractor or Builder, until you have sent a Postal
rd for our Free Millwork Catalogue. It is an
thority on millwork styles.
We sell all our millwork products of the Larg:est
Mill in America only direct to you and

I

|

Something New. Gets twice the reFlat
sults with same labor and fluid.
or round, fine or coarse sprays from
same nozzle. Ten styles. For trees,
vines, vegetables,

!

'

Agents wanted.

whitewashing, etc.
Booklets free.

Rochester Spray
21 East Ave..

Pump

Co.,

Kocliester. R.

K

—

—
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do you Shred

Fodder— Grind Feed-

pump Water^ Saw
Wood—Shell Corn?
Do

you do it in the old slow handpower way, or do you do it up
hurry with

in a

a gasoline

engine?
The easy way, the cheap way, the
quick way, and the labor-saving way,
to do these jobs and many others on
the farm is with gasoline engine
power.
It will cost you but Sc an hour to
run an I. H. C. gasoliue engine
generating three horse power. The
engine is always ready when you

start and
It's so easy to
it is so simple an
operation that before you've
had one a month you will be using

to run;

almost indispensable on the modern, up-todate farm, but be careful when you
Some gasoliue engines are
buy.

close the switcli,
open the fuel valve and give the flystart

Learn all about I. H. C. Engines.
— About their simple construction.
— About their strtugth and dura-

Just

it.

wheel a turn bv hand — that's

INTERN.'VTSONAL

pay

.i.

—

bilitv.

— Hov.'

all.

little

fuel

how they waste

tl-ev

use

and

easy

none.
is to operate them.
power they furnish.

it

—How much

is

better than others, and it will
you to do a little investigating,
* jj

want it 'V>/// w/wn you want it
you don't even need to liKht a fire
to

it

How

for all sorts of thing:
A gasoline engine

I. H. C. gasoline engines are made
in tv/o styles and several sizes:
Vertical,
2 and 3 horse power.
Horizontal (portable and stationary),
4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20 horse power.
Ordinary stove gasoline is used for
fuel and there is no danger whatever,
•if

«

«

Go

to our local a!r';nt for a talk
about power for the f:ir:)i, or if this
is not couveaicnt, wiilo for catalog.

HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA, CHICAGO,

U. S. A.

iINCORPDRATED.'

haTe largely increased, and why not?
good thing properly pushed will al-

^7^^^"""' Ameri&as^ Well

A

ways succeed.

It

is

^_

the intention ot

.

T,

AUS90^&,

1

"^r^W' OHIC&aO,

this corporation in the very near fu-

"^t/

ture to construct in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
a plant for the manufacture of their

it-L.,

ILL.

^=r=r^

Build the Staniiara

ING or

Works

U. S. A.

DALLAS, TSXAS,

BOKING, C OR-

ROCK PROSPECTING

MACHINERY

products sufficient for their growing
business.
When completed, this will
the largest soap factory In the
world under one roof.
Itiey are not
expecting to corner the soap market,
but they do expect to make such a superior article that evervbody will use

Your Tra ctio n ra rm En gine

be

viflll

sue-

cessfully drivo. In prospecting, that
OIL, GAS or VfATER problem.

LINE heavy PUM PING MACHINERY.
Catalog malted on request.

build rULL

It.

George H. Thompson, the treasurer
of the corporation, is well knewn in
business circles throughout the United
States, and especially so in Texas. He
has a soft spot for tne people of the
Lone Star State, whom he has visited
often in years past. For years he was
the efficient manager of the Carbolic

Soap

he will

continue ac-j
tlve in the management of the busi-l
ne«s.
He says that Texas people buy
more of his stock remedies than any|
other State. He thoroughly knows;
conditions in Texas and he will doj
what he can to meet them.
He is!
»aking a study of the troublesome cat-i
tie

Co., arid

tick,

and

recommend

it

to his

still

his

is

Arm
If

cost,

at rea-

he will not only get the

praise of the farmers, but their

«8 well.

-

-

stumps
or Standing Trees.
....
^

sitting— pulls anything the wire ropewlil reach; stumps,
A mau and a boy with one or two horses can run the

tc.

I

I

[

COMBII^ATION STUWiP POLLER
Self Anchoring.
Stumf) Anchored or

A minute and a half is all it takes for theoKJinarvstunip. No neat-y chalDs or rods.
the strong wire rope wltl) patent coupler grips the nne at any peint. Does Cot
rope; £ir ahead uf old-sty le"take-ups." Smallest j^ope wefuralsb stands 40,000
chafe
"

—

*"

*'

Note

oadecostand thestrain. Wealso
X. L. Gruhber and Hawkeye
i 1.

KilLNE MFG. GO.,
I

8S4 8ih St^

Monmouth.

III.

especial-

he can put such

A preparation on the market,
sonable

-

intention to'
that they put

on the market a dip or wash
ly for these ticks.

Pulls

—Texas Stockman and

money

Farmer.

In use 22 years and still giving: most satisfaction. Hero's the reason: Bk:,
strong colled spring wires, heavy stays and good locks; all well gai'.nnized.

EASY TO PUT UP. NEED NO REPAIRS,
Our catalog No. 8 shows the style you want and may be had for the aslxing',
THE INTERNATIONAL FENCE h F. CO.. 'il>s Buftles Ave Coivtnlus. Ohio.
AGENTS WANTED IN SOMK I.OCALITIE8.
,

—
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Erery

BUYS "THE FLYER."
subscriber

who

thiaks

of

iuyiag a top buggy should write to
The Consumers' Carriage Manufacturing

Company, Department A.

R.,

Chicago, m., for their vehicle catalogue, and full details of the liberal
30-days' free road test.
The company

owns

an

enormous

sith a capacity
"ehicles
yearly,

of

vehicle factory
18,000 finished

and builds "The
Flyer" complete from the raw material.
It claims to undersell any other
buggy concern in the country.
The equal of "The Flyer" would
cost $75 to $100 of any retail buggy
dealer.
But The Consumers' Carriage Manufacturing Company, makers
qf the White Hickory Flyer, sell direct
to consumers and only ask $50 for
this splendid top buggy.

The amount

you save represents the profit the
middle dealer makes when he sells
70U a buggy of the same high quality.
You can have the White Hickory
Flyer sent for a 30-days' free road
lest, and you are not expected to keep
It unless it proves to be equal to buggies that retail at $75 to $100.

White hickory is used exclusively
for wheels and gear.
Nearly all other
makes of top buggies are made of
yellow hickory. Most people have an
Idea that "hickory is hickory." They
don't stop to think that white hickory
the outer part of the hickory log
has 50 per cent, more elasticity, life
and lasting qualities than the yellow
heart of the log, which is the old,

—

lifeless

wood.

The old fable of the farmer who
was told of hidden treasure just under
ihe surface of his farm, and who dug
over every acre apparently in vain,
only to find that the treasure came
with the increase in his crop, has
been paralleled in Colorado, where
bonanza tales of profits in sugar beets
and alfalfa, peaches and oanteloupes
are replacing the exciting finds in
the mining camps.
True, the production of the mines of the State for
1966, as shown in the recently tabulated records of the State's progress,
was one of the greatest in its history,
but It was so far eclipsed by the
records of the farms as to seem of
little importance.
According to the published figures,
the farms of Colorado produced in
1906 the enormous total of $101,000,000, while all the mines together
gold, silver, zinc, lead, copper, tungsten and radium could roll up only
$50,000,000.
Although the coal production has almost doubled in the
last ten years, it has not caught up
with the combined output of fruit and
sugar to sweeten it, as the orchards
of Colorado and the beet fields together produced $20,000,000 worth of
salable products, while the coal mined
in the State brought only $18,000,000.
The record of the farms becomes
of still greater importance when it is

—

—

I
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To Yob

..^^Direct From Factory

Freight

Prepaid

30

Days'

Free Trial

Wagon-Box

Any Truck

Fits

Saves You

Manure Spreader

Only Endless Apron Force Feed Spreader Made.
that
JUST
It's been
I've got

—but

a long time getting here

Spreader in the World.
The Only Wagon-Bos Manure Spreader on
rket.

tiie

Think
things in

—

—

i

The wise ones said it

couldn't be done.

I've disappointed them.
First they said a wason-box

—

spreader wouldn't work.— My hundreds of well satisOed customers
have alraady stopped that talk.
Then when it came to an endless apron force feed machine —
they said, "impossible". Did you
have free mail delivery, telephone
or a cream separator tenyears ago?
Nothing is impossible! You will
say so when you see how simple
and how wonderfully effective my

—

—

great

plan." Let me send you one to take out in the
field to use. or abuse if you want to, for 30
If it's not worth more than my price
take it to the depot— ship it back and I'll return your money.
Why not get ever>'ihing that's coming to you
out of your land? That manure heap outside
of your bam will buy my spreader twice over
for you.
Every farmer has been saying, "I mast
a spreader."
Forty-nine out of fifty say the old
style horse-killing machine is too
high in price. Isn't that a fact?
Now, I claim the Galloway is
right in every particular.
Made in three sizes capacity
50 to 60 bushels. Fits any truck.
narrow or wide tread. Lightest
draft and simplest machine made
and the work it does under all coodays.

it.

The Only Endless Apron Force Feed Manure

dilions is perfect.

Why not let me send you a machine and let joii be convinced by
the macliine itSi^lf, without sending
I'll do it today if you

—

new improvement is.

simply turning the spreader
business rf^Af endto and giving the
farmer a chance
Everyfarmer can afford a Galloway Wagon-Box Spreader,
I want every farmer in the United
It is

n\U

Winiam Galloway,

That's why I sell it direct to you, saving you
every cent. (Tell j'our neighbors.)
Right at the start I am selling this machine
for S59. 50, freight prepaid. At retail it would
cost you S75.00. I also save you tying up SSO.OO to
$70.00 in a spreader trucis useless eleven

My

in the year.

—

is the broadest possible
to show you that I mean business by
a SZS.OOO legal bond.
Then to absolutely convince you I say, "try
ODO of my spreaders for 30 days on my free

ba^k

guarantee

it

IS

r

ted

til

in every community whereby he can
partly or entirely pay for his macliine without
a bit of work done. It's a strictly business
proposition and will positively hold good only
for the first few farmers baying. Either send
in your check pinned to this ad, telling me the
style of truck you use, or write me at once,
postal or letter, so I can send you by return
mail my free booklet. Address me personally.

WILLIAM GALLOWAY,

up

THE ONLY WAY

ite

have just this further clincber

a proposition to the first
farmer owninK aGallowaySpreader

States to oxuK one.

months

I

to offer y

Builder of the Only Endless

Presideat.

WILLIAM GALLOWAY COMPANY,
"219

Jefferson St., Waterloo, Iowa.

Ask me also for my ia>-^c Fr.-m Implement

CHARTERED

Cataicg,

ma^^^^^m

THE GALLOWAY-FROM FACTORY TO FARM.**

1870.

Merchants National Bank,
OF RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
Capital,

*200,000.00.

-

-

Surplus and Undivided Profits,
Deponltoi-jr of tWs

United

•

-

$805,000.

States. Stats of Virginia. Cltx of

KlohaaOB^

Being the largest depository for banks between Baltimore and New Orleans, we offer
superior facilities for direct and quick collections.
Accounts solicited.

JOHN
THOS.

JOHN

P. BRANCH. Pres.
B. McADAMS, Cashier.

Three Per Cent.

K. BRANCH, VIce-Pres.
Assistant Cashiers—J. R.

JOHN F. GLENN, Vlce-Prea.
PERDUE. GEO. H. KEBSBH.

Allowed

Department.

Interest

Delaware Co., Pa., Dec. 21, 1906.
I would rather read The Southern
Planter than books or newspapers.

W.

F.

GATCHELL.

I

in

Savings

Campbell C, Va., Dec. 21, 1906.
would not be without The South-

ern Planter for anything.

W.

B.

FOSTER.

;
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Pays

It

To Remember When You
Buy a Manure Spreader.
I. H. C SPREADERS—Corn King and
IN Cloverleaf
—one lever controls every

operation. Operator can remain seated
from time he leaves the barnyard until he Driving axle is extra large
rolled steel.

— made

returns.

Self-adjusting, vibrating rake levels the load
and brings the manure up squarely to the
cylinder.
is large and runs easily, and the
teeth are long, square, high carbon steel.

Cylinder

Apron

is equipped with three sets of rollers
attached to slats, running on steel tracks.
Is driven from both sides and cannot

bind.

Apron drive clutch is automatically thrown
out of gear when load is fed out and
again when apron has returned. No
attention required.

Range

of teed is three to thirty tons per acre
with ten speeds.

of cold-

Those are the main points, and they are
attached to frame by means of sufficient to Indicate the superiority of the
ball and socket joint.
I. H. C. line.
They tell you not to buy a
Chain drive, direct from rear axle to cyl- spreader until you have seen the Corn King
and Cloverleaf Spreaders.
inder, gives easy transmission of power.
The key-note in the I H. C. line is
The wheels are steel with staggered strength
and simplicity of construction.
spokes. Both rear wheels are fitted with
Strength in every part means much, for a
lugs, alfording ample traction in wet or
manure spreader has hard work to do.
frozen fields.
Simple construction means that it will not
Seat is hinged so it can be turned for- get out of order, that it will have light draft
and be easily operated. Those are the
ward and kept clean while loading.
things you want in a manure spreader.
Box is attached to frame by means of heavy
I H. C. spreaders are made in two styles,
steel cleats.
Cloverleaf, an Endless Apron machine, and
Frame is made of carefully selected lumber Corn King, a Return Apron machine; each
re-enforced at corners by metal braces. is made in three sizes.
Front axle

is

That's a good deal to say of a manure
Ends of apron slats are protected so that no spreader, and yet that is by no means all
manure can work in and bind or clamp you should know about I. H. C. Corn King
the apron.
and Cloverleaf Spreaders before you buy

on the Local Agent or
write for catalogues*

Call

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA, Chicago, U. S. A.
(INCORPORATED

remembered that a ton

of coal or an

ounce of gold or silver taken from
the ground leaves it that much the
poorer, while under irrigation, a farm

buy
Manure

Don't

that produces well this year- may be
expected to do even better next year.

"MANDY LEE" INCUBATORS.
The

advertising

George H.

Lee

Co.,

Spreader

department

Omaha,

of
Neb.,

—^ivithout

—

sends us a couple of booklets one
describing "Mandy Lee" incubators
and brooders, and the other on poultry and stock raising. These booklets
are nicely gotten up and contain a
great deal of interesting and instruc-

And

How long

You would not

way

try to shave with a
Then don't use
ordinary soaps to make a lather for
shaving. Such soaps are not suited to
the delicate tissues of the face and are
bound to make it sore and rough and
uncomfortable.
Use the soap made
especially for shaving, the very best,
made by the J. B. Williams Co., Glastonbury, Conn. If you wish to try a
sample of Williams' Shaving Soap, see
Re•their offer in another column.
member that nature has given you but
«ne face and it Is up to you to take

would you?

it.

its

genuineness

Largest ol axles, we've

tried smaller

ones.

Tough second-groivth
Irame— no other wood is as

wrhite ash
good.

Beater braced to axle with steel
Shalt, throwing strain on axle instead of
end of body.

operated?

Harpoon teeth on beater. (New
tare.;

fe

Keep bcaler ends clean

Spreading Mecltanism absolutely
locks in or out of gear
No racing of
Apron in going up or down hill.
Our special book on Spreaders will
help you. It presents plainly and trutlifully the facts in reference to Success
Spreaders. Wrjte for it before you buy
but, most important of all, ask some one
who has used a Success.

KEMP & BURPEE MFG. CO^
Wythe
I

writing t* a'dvotiMra.

who has used one
5ily

—

througli.

Co., Va., Dec. 19, 1906.

would not be without The SouthPlanter

Alwayi mention TU« ao«tii«m Plas- amount that

whea

inquire into its record. Ask some practical i
what he thinks of it. Ask him—
it has cost him for repairs?— Whether it ij

:?— What

he has uset

These points of construction indicate

ern
tar

it.

it,

is the result of 28 years' experience in
m.Tking spreaders, during which time
every now device has been tested and
those of merit adopted.
There's nothing startling about the
Success. just plain proven worth all the

CARE OF THE FACE.

care of

;n

The Success Manure Spreader

tive matter.
Our readers are invited
to send for them at once.
It will be
well worth while.

rip saw,

seeing

you have

after

for
I

three

pay for
G.

times

the

Syracuse, N. Y.

Columbia

Co., Wis., Jan'y 15, 1907.

The Southern Planter

it.

W. SMYTHE.

farm paper.

W.

H.

is

a splendid

WILSON.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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THE STAR CORN PLANTER.
EVERY O RAIN

seen as

Is

it falls

to the ground;

no skipping and

com to come op before knowing it.
Fertil.zer feed easily controlled to bow much or little.

waiting for the

Thousands

in

use

ail

over the touth, and

demand

increasing ejerj

year.

Ab of all good things,
there are imitations, but see
that you get the geBuioe

.>REMEMBER-:Them
Furnish

with our name ca«t on
top of grain hopper.

We

With

When

Hoe

Don't be misled by being
told Eome other planter i»
just as good; pay more if
necessary and get a "Star."

Opener

desired.

The merchant who does
not have the sale ef "Th»
tar" Planter at his place
acks fore-sight.- ^
The 1 farmer't who does
not have a "Star"., planter
lacks insight.

ASHTON STARKE
RICHMOND,

VA.,

GOOD HOtrSEKEEPING.
ViNEGAB.
This recipe was used by several

mous

pickle

makers

fa-

of the old time,
because it 'neTer

they preferring it
softens the pickle as apple vinegar is
sure to do if too strons."
Take nine gallons of rain water, one
gallon of good whiskey, one quart ot
good molassao; put them In a cask and
sliake well, lot It set in a wann place
and after three weeks, add one pint
•f liquid yeast a»d one cap of salt It is
well to make this In the yery early

Shake frespring, or late winter.
quently, and after three months, you
will and it good; after six months.
it will ke ready for pickle.

PoBK Saxad.
After kavlBg a pork ham or amy nice
lean pork for dinner, saTe the scrape
and chop them rather finer than you
do the chicken for salad. Chop an
equal amount of celery or crisp cabkage, mix it well with the pork,
sprinkle salt and pepper through it,
pour over It a dressing made wltk 'i
eggs, well beaten; 3 tableepoons ot
sugar; 2 tablespoons of celery seed, S
teaspoons of mustard, a dust of cayneene; mix all well together and pour
oyer it two cups of scalding ylnegar;
return to the Are and let the mixture
thicken. When It is done, set it aside
II
to cool and thin out with cream.
depends on how strong the ylnegar
what quantity of cream will be needed.
This can hardly be distinguished from
chicken salad and Is much cheaper.

&

Richmond, Fredericksburg

Potomac R. R.

and

Washington Southem Railway
The Gateway

The Double -Track
Link ^3ZZZ3^:ZZ^
Conceding

behveea

the

llie

North anA the South

Atlantic Coa5t Line Railroad
Baltimoie 6c Ohio Railroad
LJhio Railway
Chesapcalce

=^^

&

Pennsilvania Railroad

Seaboard Air Ljoc Railway

Southem Railway

Fast Mail

Between All Points
via Richmond,
Virginia, and
Washington, D. C.

Express 2uid

Passenger

Freight Route

W.

P. Taylor,

Traffic

Gasoline Enpine

and

opc::ite

So

is
it.

encine.

Masaiei

so simple any one can understand
Complete instructions "with each

DURABLE and SUBSTANTL^L
or

breaJv;

so

it

cannot wear out

SAFE you cannot ba\'e an accident

w-ita

it.

Complete and ready for operation. At a price you can
affrjrd to pay.

To Stctf a Fbesh Cubed Ham.
Boil the ham slowly until well done.
Take off the skin and trim off some of
the thick fat. Make a dressing with
one-quarter of a pound of butter, one

Thirty days free

trial.

Write us for catalog and particu-

lars.

WHITE-BLAKESLEE >L\NUFACTURrNG
„
Box

,coo
1892

Birmingham, Ala.

CO.,

THE

1»07.1
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216 Page

BOOK ON SILAGE FREE
"MODERN SILAGE METHODS" is reliable— used as a
standard Text Book by many State Agricultural Colltges.
Contains a vast amount of knowledge on the subject of Ensilage
in plain, practical language you can easily understand, boiled
down to 216 pages, library size.
Covers the silage subject completely silo building, silage
crops, cutting, filling, feeding, complete and valuable feeding
tables.
Book answers every question you've been wanting to
know. Copyrighted 1906. Over 40 illustrations. Library Size.

—

WHY WE SEND

IT

FREE— We

manufacture the

"OHIO"

Ensilage Cutters and believe after reading the book that you will
remember our firm and write for price when ready to buy.
Nothing mysterious about it simply a business proposition.
Mention this paper please.

—

Silver Mfg. Co.,

-

-

-

Salem, Ohio.

teaspoon

of spice, one teaspoon of
clores, one teaspoon of nutmeg, one tablespoon of mustard, one teaspoon of
powdered sage, five well beaten eggs,
three tablespoons of aug^ar, half pound
of crackers rolled fine; mix all well,
and, if needed, add cream to make the

dressing

soft.

make gashes to
mixture down

ham

While the ham is hot
the bone and press the
Bake the

into these.

brown.
Fried

Dip each

B.4.cox.

middling in
^ery fine stale bread crumbs. Put .n
a hot frying pan, adding curled parsley, pepper, and just before taking off
the f?re, pour into this a large cup
of rich milk; let it boil up and serve
with good batter bread.
slice

of the

Battee Bekad.

Take one quart of water ground
meal, two cups of boiled hominy grits,
two eggs, two tablespoons of lard, one
teaspoon of soda, one of salt, butter
milk to make a thin batter.
Bake
4uickly in a pudding dish and eat hot.
CoBNiD Beef.
There
relish

is

for

possibly no more delicious
tea or lunch than nicely

<somed beef, but where you

kill

yonr

STRAWBERRIES

big, red and lucioiisare cmwn from ALLEN'S cb .ice vigorous strawheny
Slants. None better. G^cd Luck, Chesapeake. Virginia, and Cardinal new
ienSIarv. Haveriand, Dunlap. Marshall, Klondyke. Uaodv. Bnbaeh, Climax
and all best standard sorts, ftovarieiies. Prices Rinbt; DEWBERRIES, Au^
tla'8, Locretia, and Pi emo. 1 have big Stock and they are hne, also Raspberry, Currant and (ioosebero' P'^nts. and Grape vines, la SEEDS I ha\e
the leading varieties for field and parden. my 1907 supply of Peas.BeaJis, Water
melon. Cantaloupe, and Cucnmber seeds are very choice. Mlllioasof v^cuble plants /
My 60 page CataJog- for 1907 tells about lots of cood things for the farm and garden and whtic fi
Dgetthem. It's FREE. Sead name and address on postal to W. F. ALLEN Dept. 5>j, Salisbury,!

1

5>^v
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SAVAGE O. SON,

OLD RELIABLE SEED
WE

FIRM,

ESTABLISHED IN 1880,
MAKE A SPECIALTY OF HIGH GRADE

AND GRASS SEED.

FIELD

We sell the purest and best grain and grass seed
a large and carefiiUv selected stock.
Guarantee quality as good and prices as reasonable as any other house in the trade. Write for prices.
Keep constantly on hand

"We are also large buyers of borne gro-wn seed grain an<i grass seeds.

you

offer

delivered

N. R.

own

beef

there

are

at

your railroad

SAVAGE
many

grown

In this country.

Send samples and -vre

-vrill

maH*

station.

CgX

SON. RICHMOND. VIRGINIA.

pieces

which can be used and the lollowlng
is a warranted rule for keeping as
much as you choose to put up: To
every 100 pounds of beef take three
pounds of brown sugar three ounces
of saltpetre, four ounces of soda, one
ounce of cayenne, six pounds of salt;

W.

|

LiVEB PtTDDETQ.
Put on three good hogs' heads to
livers and scraps of
three
with
boll,
lean meat from trimmings the hams.
then take out
tender;
very
Boil until
of the water and pick out all the
hard pieces of liver and meat; grind
through the sausage mill till very
may be necessary to grind
fine
it
twice; skim off some of the fat from
the water in which it was balled;
season with salt, pepper, cayenne, a
little sage and a few spoons of onion
juice.
Mould in dishes, and when
you eat it heat It in the dish without
taking it out, or It may be served

HOOD &

CO.,

OLD DOniNION NURSER1E5,

dissolve all this in about four gallons of water. Boll and ekim. When
cold, pour it over the beef which must
be very tightly packed in a tub or barAt the end of
rel, weight it down.
three weeks, draw oft the brine ana
boll and skim again, and wipe the
pieces of beef; pack them in the barrel
and pour the brine over it; cover,
If the brine evaporates, addj
closely.
more to it, always see that the whole
is covered with the brine, and this|
will keep indefinitely.

T.

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL GROWERS OF

High Grade Nursery Stock
Descriptive Catalogue and Price List on Application.
Office:

Gtiamberlinne

&

Rennle Ays.

Nurseries:

HeRrIco ind Hanover Counties.

I

9 EaAy Cabbage

Plants Guaranteed

tr

Satisfy Purchaser

—

cold in thin slices.

Stewed Saxsift.
Scrape the roots and throw them Into cold water to prevent their turning
dark; boil till done in a covered sauce
pan; drain oft the water and slice
crosswise into pieces half Inch thick.
Return to the pan with one cup of not

EARLY JERSEY
WAKEFIELD
The Earliest
Cabbage Grown

CHARLESTON
LARGE TYPE
WAKEFIELD

SUCCESSION
The

Earliest Flat

AUGUSTA SHORT STEMMED
TRUCKER
FLAT DUTCH
A little later Largest and Latest

Second Earliest • Bead Variety
than SQCcesslon
Cabbage
PRICE: Inlottof 1 to 4 m. at $1.50 pern., *< to 9 m. it $1.25 perm., 10 m. and over, at $1.00 per m.
My Special Express Rate on Plants Is Very Low.
F. O. a. YOUNG'S ISLAND, s.

c

I

ffnarautee Plantii to give purchaser satisfaction, or will refnnd the pnrchase

/^,,,,-_f__
Vauaraniee
price to any onstomer who Is dissatisfied at end of season. These plants are
grown In the open field, on Seacoast of Soath Carolina, in a climate that is jost suited to
growing the hardiest plants that can be grown in the united States. These plants can be
the interior
of the Sonthern
States daring
the montlia
reset In *"'
Febmarr,
and
...-*- -J
--,^_.-w
*.-,__«_.
__j of
_^..January, _.___,
_»-.._

—

March.
bage Tt

—

-.

frames.

Myl

^
,^
the South. Their profit depends upon them having Early Cabbage;for that ireason they purchase my plants for their crops.
I also grow a full line of otheriPlants and Pmit Trees, such as Strawberry, 8weet Potato,
Tomato, Egg Plant and Pepper Plants; Apple, Peach, Pear, Pltun, Cherry and Apricot
s, i'lg Bushes, and Grape Vi;
5?eciiltenn5 to persons who maVt n? dab Vjr/M
*'*• ^-'» VOl-a VTA 1 1 > YOUNG'S ISLAND, S.
jrdMS. Write for illostraled catalogue.

"

C f^FRATY

C
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very strong vinegar, one cup of water,
one tablespoon of sugar, one large
spoon of butter, one tablpspoon of floui

creamed

in the butter, salt,

and a

pepper.

Just before taking

off

little

the

fire,

add the yolk of an

egg, beaten and
with a little water in it to prevent its
curdling.

TipSBTT

Cake.

Make a plain sponge cake with
twelve eggs, beaten very light, their
weight in sugar and the weight ol
seven in flour, season with the rind
of a lemon and a little nutmeg, beat
the yolks and add the sugar very slowly, then add the flour and whites alternately, beating hard; bake in a
loaf in a hot oven. Keep it two days
and then slice it in four pieces crossways; pour wine over each part and
put together with jelly, as a layer
cake; stick almonds and nuts about
over the top and pour a rich custard
over the whole. This is nicest served
in an ice cream or any deep bowl, so
that the custard may come up around

Awarded

TWO GRAND

GOLD MEDAL,

PRIZES

at the St. Louls^Expcsiticn

GOLD MEDAL. Pan Am.

Paris. Exposition, 1900.

I

04

Exposilion, IfOl

Oae
taondret

"CARAVEN."

It.

BOSTOCK'S ANIMAL, ARENA.
All residents of Richmond, as well
AS the thousands of visitors who have
come here since last month, are delighted with the Frank C. Bostock
Wild Animal Arena, in winter quarters in Idlewood Park, Richmond, Va.
When the first consignment of
daring men and women trainers,

groups

of

lions,

tigers,

jaguars,

leopards, Polar bears, Russian bears,
pumas, cheetahs, hyenas, elephants,
camels, dromedaries, monkeys and

other animals, arrived here ail Rlchmonders knew they were in for a rare
treat in the amusement line from
then until next May.
The vast aggregation of trained
animals here first has been more than
doubled.
Where there were eight
trainers there are now twenty, and
where there were one hundred and
thirty-five animals there are now over
three hundred, all direct from Mr.
and
Bostock's
Hippodrome,
Paris
landed here this week.
men
Among the world renowned
and women trainers seen twice daily
In the big steel arena in Idlewood are
Charlie Miller and his group of educated elephants, his nine Poar bears
and his equestrian bear; Monsieur
Joyat, with his fighting tiger, "Goldie,"

and his wonderful Russian bear,
"Doc"; Dot Ballard and her lionesses,
among whom she dances a serpentine
dance; Madam Morelli and her group
of African-Katfarin Barbary lions, including the notorious "Baltimore."
Many other trainers and animals appear daily in the two exhibitions, and
the least that can be said of any one
exhibition is that those who see one
are so fascinated that they invariably
want to see more.
to town don't
to see Bostock's wild animals.

Whenever you come
fail

—

i Cata logue
the 106th successive annual edition 1b, besides
being the most beautiful by reason of its nan«roua fine halt-tones and Illustrations, the most complete and most reliable of all garden annuals.
It contains as usual a more compreheasive and varied assortment of high-class seeds than any otker
soed
annual published.

0\ir

"

Our
Our

BULB Catalogue, Ready August 15.
SEED CATALOGUE, Ready January 1.

J.

M.

MAIL THEM FREE.

THORBURN &
CORTLANDT

(LATE OF

33 Barclay

WE

36

CO.

ST.)

to 38 Pirk Place,
NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS.

St.ihrough

NEW YORK

..ELMWOOD NURSERES..
—We

are Growers and Offer a Fine Assortment of

APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PLUMS, APRICOTS, NECTARINES, GRAPE VINES in large assortments, GOOSEBERIES, CURRANTS
STRAWBERRIES, HORE-RADISH, ASPARAGUS. DEWBERRIES, and U
extra

lot

Raspberries.

Splendid

assortment

ORNAMENTAT.

and

SHAD!

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and HEDGE PLANTS.
EGGS from B. P. ROCK and BROWN LEGHORN FOWLS

TREES,

at $1.00 per II.
Also a few F^illets and Cockerels of these breeds at $1.00 eacb for imraeMats
delivery. Write for catalogue to
J.

B.

WATKINS

«.

BRO.,

MIDLOTHIAN, VA.

1

,
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NOTES,
about ten years
farming in this country began
be a rarelly profitable business, the
inriaka that had hitherto beset the
dustry baring been very largely elimimortgages,
The days of farm
nated.

now

is

It

only

Since
W3

oi-VKhins; the spirit

and

life

from that

^oat industry that occupies

per

35

have gone by
•cfflsl. of our population,
Farmiug is now a business,
tor&ver.
prinbusiness
on
conducted
largelv
therein
<5iplesi in which those engaged
of
adaptation
the
climate, soil,
study
sreps to

soil

and climate, and

to

No

each

Cotton Planters Feed Your
Plants and Make them Flourish
Nitrate of Soda
,

to

coun-

.othw, and to the market.
try !n the world has a wider range
oi climatic conditions than the United
in any
States, and a failure of a crop
that
oae section by no means proves
difunder
fail
would
crop
tbe same
In this
ferent climatic conditions.
help
the
to
come
has
matter science
conof the farmer, and experiments
ducted under scientific supervision
kave given him the knowledge necesregulary
asry to make his farming
hkd
suacessful, whereas before that it
Spasmodically.
beea successful only
conducted
business
no
is
there
T«-«lay
results
ttot is more certain in its
there
t»aB that of agriculture. True,
but
are still risks to be encountered,
the
to
reduced
been
risks have

i
'

on

Absolutely Free
to the first 300 planters
hem try it Write at

who apply, enough

Soda

Nitra te of

to let

limited.
once as this offer is necessarily
best results from these
To "hHwenty-five planters sending the
Voorhees' book "Fertd.zers,
Prof.
prize,
as
a
offer
trhils we
planter, containing 327 pages
a most valuabe work for' every
" a l>~'^ "° P"^"'"
,^^°"';^
handsomely bound. "Food for Plants
as long as the edition lasts, if
request
be without, sent free upon
advertisement is seen.
paper is mentioned in which this
and 71 Nassau, New York
WI LLIAM S. MYERS Director, John Street

i

,

are comparatively
in any other great industry.
other countries, notably India,
In
Germany,
Caiina, Japan, Russia and
with it
a crop failure is sure to bring
Every year or two
g»»at suffering.
country' is called upon to give!
help
KHt of its great abundance to
starving people of some other
ttte
oguntrv, where crops have failed.
With us one crop may fail, but there

They

way

the sure

heavy bearing
Cotton planters have
plants.
made tests for us in various loresults.
calities with satisfactory

We want more tests made
COTTON and will send

tfse

otiaimum.
less than

is

cultivate healthy,

•

CONSIDERATION.
POST-CARD REPLIES WILL RECEIVE EARLY

,

j

,

ms

something
place, and we still

always an abundance

of

take its
With us the
CMitiuue prosperous.
make
TQjy climatic cenditious that
section, estabone
in
faiure
crop
a
a
crop
lidbee the fact that the same
under different
la some other section,
abunclimatic conditions, will prove
aiae

to

agriculturists
da»Uy
fact and
ara taking advantage of this
the soil and
to
according
are farming
diistnatic conditions.
successCul.

Our

1217 East Gary Street,
Virginia.

:

:

we

YOO!

IZ

We

i

,

l

|

obtain .U seeds
:^Tn ffuVs\rurG"oO^I?'tleirat'^rGVT^'rricesCd'h-o=rt'o

|

j
.

HONEST packets, we
^^To'sho "you'our HONl^Tt'ed,
WORTH OF WAR
J. WakeK B Turnip Heet
RENTKD VEGEMuskmelon
^

la

will

I-:.

Held Rocliv Ford

Crookneck Squash Rosy

SEED
Richmond,

SHOW

-«„
could sell ^ou a" your
'thaVof'The cU?
expenses
between our-,"'^pe"ses'
difference -f^^J^
^^^ ^^^ ^^^
could show you the enormous
t^eneflt
repeat,
seedsman, and how YOU S^t the
keeping prices up.
°«JJ|fj,<f*X
or
»=^°'^'""<'°
combination
'
no
prices, as we belong to
you about one-half of your
save
you here we <'°^^\f°'^J''^J.^L 'J.L'busiaesB must be the result of
It we could meet

WE KNOW

.

is

LET US

SEED REASON.

I

Gem

R'dish

TABLE

IJi'KGS.

?!EEDS. 10

FOR

FORREST SEED COMPANY,

\m

at 3

ceuU

.e.d

„. Parsnip Vrize Head Lettuce L ng orange Carrot
Stone ToniBto Sweet Germ»«

Box 37. Cortland.

Turnip

New

York.

Winter, Spring, Burt and Rust=
Proof Oats, Potatoes, Peas, Soja
Beans, CanQ. Kaffir Corn, Millets,
Poultry Supplies, Dairy Feeds etc.,
Clover and Grass Seed.

S. T.

&C0.
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It has been well said that rotation
^'^^•^^^Jt'liJtjt^^.jtjtjtJtJijUt^^^Jtjt^JtJtjtjtJt^^JtJt^M
of crops has revolutionized farming
In America and given the farmer an
equal chance with nature in the game,
and thus farming is now the most
certain, as it is our greatest industry.
While studying climate and soil
it is also necessary to complete success to study the markets of the 1^
world and how to market to the best

FRUIT TREES

advantage. It is along this line that
many of the bulletius issued by the
Agricultural Department and by the
Department of Commerce and Labor
have a peculiar value to the farmer
and should be in his hands.

We grew them

REPORTS.

JUST THINK

United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
Report
No. 83. Report of the Secretary
of Agriculture.

93.

The Relation

of

can be had.

of Animal Industry.
CircuThe New Meat Inspeclar 101.
tion Law and Its Bearing Upon
the Production and Handling of

for Nursery Stock, you get the best that
send out nothing that we are ashamed to tag—

In fact, this tag

is

one of the best

SHADE TREES AND STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
GET OUR LATEST CATALOGUE

Meats.

Bear

Food Inspec-

how

tion Decisions 40, 43, 44, 45, 46,
48.

in

mind that we are

and

us estimate on your wants.
handle your order, no matter

let

in a position to

large or small.

OUR SHIPPING FACILITIES are good and our handling facilities
We have every labor-saving device imaginable in
our mammoth packing sheds. We load our cars indoors, all of which

Bureau

Bulletin
of Entomology.
63 (Part I.) Papers on the Cottou
Boll Weevil and Related and Associated lusects.

are unsurpassed.

means, that with a minimum of expense in handling and shipping,
our customers are the gainers.

OfBce of Experiment Stations. Experiment Station Record, Vol.
XVIII., No. 4.

REMEMBER

Office of Experiment Stations. BulCorn Harvesting Maletin 173.

at your service.

that our eighteen years' experience as Nurserymen is
will cheerfully make suggestions as to varieties

and succession

of fruits.

Forest
Planting in Eastern Nebraska.
47.
Circular
Service.
Forest
Strength of Packing Boxes of
Various Woods.
Forest Service. Circular 53. Wood
Used tor Tight Cooperage Stock
Circular

We

AS STRONG IN
ORNAHENTALS, SHRUBS,

Bureau

chinery.
Forest Service.

acres in nothing but Nursery
Not a sign of disease

WE ARE JUST

ter.

of Chemistry.

1,000

thrifty stock, too.

"From Harrison's Nurseries."
guarantees of Good Trees.

Tuber-

culous Lesions to the Mode of
Infection.
Bureau of Animal Industry. CircuA Rapid Method for the
lar 100.
Determination of Water In But-

Bureau

more than

WHEN YOU COME HERE

Report of the Editor for 1906.
Bureau of Animal Industry. Bulletin

of

and good, strong,
anywhere.
Stock!

by the Million

We

Write us

to-day.

45.

J.

G.

HARRISON & SONS.

Berlin.

Md.

in 1905.

Farmers' Bulletin, No. 271. Forage
Crop Practices in Western Oregon and Western Washington.
The
Farmers' Bulletin, No. 275.
Gipsy Moth and How to Control
It.

California Experiment Station, BerkThe SeBulletin 181.
ley, Cal.
lection of Seed Wheat.
DistribuSeed Bulletin, 1906-'07.
tion of Seeds and Plants.
Maryland Experiment Station, College
Park, Md. Investigations on the

Liming of Soils.
The Oyster Shell
111.
Bulletin
Scale.
Treating San Jose
Bulletin 112.
Scale.
The College Quarterly, November.
Analyses of Feed

Stuffs.

C\B13\aE PLANTS. CELfcRY PLANTS,
kinds sf garden plants. Can now furnish all kinds of cabbage
grown in the open air and will stand great cold. Grown from seed
jf the most reliable seedsmen. We use the same plants on eur thousand
acre truck farm. Plants carefully counted and properly packed. Celery
ready last of December. Lettuce, Onion and Beet plants, same time or
earlier. Cabbage ready now. Reduced express rates promised, which, when
ind

all

plants,

effective, will

give us 60 per cent, less than merchandise rates.

small lots $1.50 per thousand, 1 arge lots Jl 00 or 11.25 per thousand
Meggetts, S. C. "Special Garden Fertilizer" $5.00 per sack of 200
o.

b.

Meggetts, S. C.

The United

States Agricultural

Prices:
f.

o.

lbs,

b
f.

Department has

established an Experiment Station on our Farms, to test all kinds of vegeThe results of these experiments we will be
tables, especially Cabbage.

pleased to give you at any time.

N. H.

BLITCH

CO., Megetts, S. C.
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Minnesota

Experiment Station, St.
Anthony Park, Minn. Bulletin
The Cost of Producing Farm

97.

Products.
Bulletin 98.

Stable

PERUVIAN GUANO

Ventilation:

Scope and Need for
Such Worlt.
Illinois Experiment Station, Urbana,
111.
The Duty of Chemistry to
Purpose,

MANURE AND A
SUPERIOR BASE FOR HOME MIXTURES.

A COMPLETE NATURAL

ANALYSIS.

Agriculture.

Indiana (Purdue) Experiment Station,
Lafayette, Ind.
Nineteenth Annual Report, 1906.
Bulletin 115.
Steer Feeding.
Circular No. 1. Hints on Preparing
for,
and Holding, Local Corn

Shows.
Louisiana Experiment Station, Baton
Rouge, La. Bulletin 89. Nodule
of
Disease of the
Intestines
Sheep.

Michigan

Experiment

Station, Agricultural College, Mich.
Bulletin
242.
Feeding Whole Grain.
Pennsylvania
Experiment
Station,
State College, Pa. Bulletin 80. A
Comparison of Alfalfa Meal and
Wheat Bran for Dairy Cows.

South

Carolina

Experiment

Phoaphorlo Acid 9.00 par cent
8.50 per cent.
Potash
2.00 per cent.

Ammonia

PERUVIAN GUANO holds
rank
GENUINE
food materials. In their haste to use cheap
first

2.
Blacksburg,
Va.
Circular
Patent Washes for San Jose

Scale.

Weather Service, Richmond,
Report for December, 1906.
Wisconsin Experiment Station, MadiVirginia
Va.

son, Wis. Bulletin 140. Developof Factory Dairying.

ment

Peruvian Guano supplies ALL the plant food elements furnished
by ground bone, acid phosphate, tankage, dry ground fish, dried blood,
sulphate of ammonia, cottonseed meal, eto. These elements are
already Intimately mixed and combined by natural processes, making
It

the

BEST POSSIBLE BASE FOR HOME MIXTURES.
it may seem advisable to add more Potash to
the percentage contained in Peruvian Guano, either by mixing the
material or by applying the additional quantities as a side application.
sVe are in a position to quote lowest prices on the following materials,
and to ship them along with the Peruvian Guano.
Nitrate of Potash
Muriate of Potash
Kainit
Sulphate of Potash
Nitrate of Soda
Basic Slag
An 80-page book on "Plant Food Problems" is of Interest to every
farmer, and will be sent free upon request
In it we describe the
different fertilizer materials, give formulas for every crop, and Instruct
the farmer how to make his own fertilizer and save from $7 to $10
per ton by so doing; besides knowing what his mixtures contain.

For certain crops

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY,

MAGAZINES.
Fiction aside, the February Century
devotes most of its pages to Lincoln,

plant

food.
Skilful culture will avail little unless plants are well nourished;
and the excess of one element cannot supply the demand for another.

SteCtlon,

Clemson College, S. C. Bulletin
124.
The Williamson Plan of
Corn Culture.
Virginia
Pest
Commission,
Crop

among

fertilizers, consist-

ing largely of Acid Phosphate, (dissolved rock), many farmers have, in a measure, overlooked this valuable material. We
"
are now directly Importing and placing It upon the market at
prices which make it the cheapest, as well as the best, source of plant

Broad Street.

33

Charleston, S. C.

Washington and Longfellow
with

pleasant

interests,
of
reminiscences

"The Washington-Craigie-Longfellow
House" one of the most interesting
of American homes
by Francis
LeBaron; Prof. W. M. Sloane's memo-

—

—

Have Cabbage
M

4

in

Your Garden

ARCH AND APRIL, DONT WAIT TILL SPRING TO PLANT.

For ninety cents, I deliver prepaid on Southern Express lines,
250 plants that stand the entire winter in open ground and make
headed Cabbage in March and April. Get three ninety cent orstrategy; Bishop Potter's Interesting
Can refer you to
description of "The Graves of Three ders and I will deliver yours free of charge.
Washingtons," and "A French Officer parties in your section.
with Washington and Rochambeau,"
SPECIAL PRICE ON S.OOO AND 10.000 LOTS.
extracts from unusual sketches and
JAS. RAY QERATY, The Cabbage Expert. Young's Island, S. C.
papers kept by an aide to Count Rochambeau while In this country durries of an Interview with Von Moltke.
In which the famous field marshal
paid gowing tribute to Washington's

ing tne war for Independence. All of
these papers are Illustrated.
The February number of the Century is always rich In Lincoln interest, a topic of which the American
public never wearies. In the current
number there Is fresh light on the
personality of the great American in
Silas W. Burt's reminiscence of "Lincoln on His Own Story Telling." "It
Is not the story Itself, but Its purpose,
or effect, that Interests me," Mr. Burt
quotes Lincoln as saying In the course
Clark E.
of a memorable meeting.
Carr tells "Why Lincoln Was Not
Renominated by Acclamation," and

Plant Johnson's Seeds and Keep Smiling
Herbert

W. Johnion.

you the

benefit of 34 years' experience as an expert seedsman,

Distinct

and
Valuable
Novelties

of the late firm of Johnson C) Stokes, gives
in

Johnson's "Garden

and Farm Manual"

for igo7

Hailed Free to mil ^rho write for It.
Profusely Illustrated by Actual Photographs.

JOHNSON SEED CO^

217 Market

SU PtiUadelphla, Pa.

Also neadqaartera for Ponltry Sappllea— Send for special catalosne.

Ttll

the

advertiser

where yon

saw his adTertlsement

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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there la a armprntbetlc ellnipse of
Lincoln's character In Myrta Lockett
Ayary's "A Lincoln Souvenir In the
South."
Not to be passed by without mention are Gen. A. W. Greely's authoritative account of "Amundsen's Expedition and the Northwest Passage";
John Graham Brooks' discussion of
"The Human Side of Immigration,"
for which he urges increasing attention and "the most practical weifrht
consistent with safeguarding interests
within national bounds," and Wardon
Allan Curtis' accounts of race types
In Wisconsin, with pictures by Guipon.
The fiction of the February Century
l8 of a kind to keep one awake Into
the wee, sma' hours.
"The Shuttle"
carries Mr. Burnett's latest and most
fascinating heroine, Betty, to Stomham Court, and tells of what she finds
there after the years of Rosalie's unexi^alned separation from home and
friends.
A. E. W. Mason's "Running
Water" grows In Intensity of Interest,
and among the short stories Charles
D. Stewart's "A Race on the Missis-
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Where The Money
Comes From

fem^ffiiMI.'

Most

of the

sumers
share of

down

of

money comes from the users or conAre you getting j'our
money ? Our new almanac lays

farm products.

all this

iiecessary rules for fertilizing, plantimr, cultivating, top
dressing
harvesting and preparing for market your crops cf
cotton, tobacco, corn,
vegetables, fruits and grains.
If you desire bi- profits, u^e from ago to

looo pounds of high grade

Virginia-Carolina Fertilizers
per acre on all your crops, and you will be agreeably
surprised at your
greatly increased yields.
Ask your fertilizer dealer, or write us for a copy
of Virginia-Carohna Fertilizer almanac, which
is written by some of the
most experienced and successful farmers in the Soutli. While it is free
to
you, many farmers say the almanac is worth $i.oo to them for its suggestions.

VIRGINIA-CAROLINA CHEMICAL COMPANY,
SALES OFFICES:
,

Richmond, Va

Norfolk. Va.
Atlanta, Ga.

D

j-ham. M. C.
Sava-inaJi, Qa.

Memphis. Tenn.

Ch.-irlcston. S. C.

Baltimore.

Md.

Mjnteomery. Aia.

Shreveporl. La.

Increase Yotir YIgtds Per Acre

sippi" Is to be read by young and
old
it Is racy and vigorous and full
of color.

—

ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.
Index.)

(Detail

Seeding Grass and Clover

House
Bluesrrass

Heaves
Lime
Acid

—Feeding

—Apple

Steers

'

Phosphate
— Basic —Raw
Slag — Peruvian

170
170
171
171

sWlt"

.

-

...

.

.-

;

y^A-^

Phosphate

Rock
Guano

— Sheep
—

171
173
173
Fall and Winter Cabbage
174
Lump on Horse's Neck
174
Fertilizer for Grass
175
Orchard Management
175
Weevil Breed of Sheep to Keep.. 175
Sore Mouth In Cattle
176
Cotton Seed Meal— Marling
177
Hog Feeding on Pasture
177

Rations for Hogs and Horses
Pigs Coughing Ferrets

W.

—

Fertilizer for
for Corn

Peanuts

Floats

Clover

—Alsike

Msease

Hay

'

'

Peas
Sheep

for

to

Clover
.

—

.'

—Feed-

179
179
180

'

Government Whitewash
Minks

1

—

—

Hog Pasture
Alfalfa

as

We

sell every k!nd of seed for
of best qualitj, and as low
qualities caa be bought In ad7

and garden

same

sell

fertilizers

for

every crop, under our own brands. All who
have used our Hlgh-Grade Tobacco Guano,

Corn (Jrower. Wheat and Grass Fertilizers.
Pure Raw Bone, and HIgh-fJrade Acid Phosphate, analyzing from 14 to 16 per cent., pronounce them the best they have used.
WOOL. We buy all the year round and

PAY THE HIGHEST MARKET PRICES.

Parties wishing to purchase will find It to
Interest to see us before buying.

their

84

—Tonic for Horses. 186
186

Dying Out

Cow Peas

SEEDS.
field

185

Wheat In Spring.. 185
185
Crabgrass Land Plaster
185
Cotton Seed Soiling Hogs
for

Lice on Horses

& Son,

Lynchburg, Va.

—DEALERS IN— ^^^

FERTILIZERS. We
180
182
182
182
182
183

Clover Red Polls
Irish Potatoes
Substitute for Cow Peas— Phos184
phoric Acid— Mare Ailing

Fertilizer

St.

—Fertilizer

'

In

Ringbone

Main

'..178

Wart on Horse
Making a Lawn
Preparing Land
ing Pea
Artichokes

A. Miller

1016

187
187

SPECIAL OFFER!
WE WILL FURNISH THE FARM AND FIRESIDE AND SOUTHERN
PLANTER FOR A LIMITED TIME FOR 50c. PER YEAR. SEE OFFER
SOUTHERN PLANTER, Richmond, Va.
IN PREVIOUS ISSUES.
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CLUBBING
In

LIST.

ilUBEROID

will be found prices on
magazines and periodicals
which are most called for by our
readers.
We have club rates with
nearly all reputable publications, and
will quote them on request:

this

list

papers,

With

Dallies.

Alone.
Times-Dispatch, Richmond,

Va

S. P.

$6 00 $6 00

Tim««-Dlspltch

Sunday)
News-Leader,

(without
4 00

4 00

3 00

3 00

6 00
3 00

6 00

STANDARD FOR

Richmond,

Va
The Post, Washington, JX
C
The Sun, Baltimore, Md..
Thrice a Week.
Th« World, New York

1

00

14

3 40

1

oldest prepared roofing on
the market, and the first Ruberoid

25

Roofs laid, many years ago, are
giving satisfactory service
under the severest climatic and
atmospheric conditions,
Contains no tar or paper
will
not melt, or tear. Acid fumes
still

Tim«B-Dispatch, Richmond,

Va

1 00

1

25

Central Presbyterian, Rich-

mond, Va
Southern Churchman, Richmond, Va
Harper's Weekly
Breeders' Gazette

2 00

2 25

2 00
4 00

60
1 00
3 00

2 26
4 00
1 50
1 75
1 30
3 00

00

75

4 00
3 00

4 25

2 00

Country Gentleman
Hoard's Dairyman

1

Horseman
Semi-Monthly.
Kimball's Dairy Farmer.

;

will not injure
OutlaRts

There

is

or

shingles.

Any

it.

only one Kuberoid Roi">fiug, and
You can verify its genni-enesi

we sell it.
by the name on the

1

label

and on the under

samples and booklet
A large stock of Corrugated and V.
Crimp Roofing always on hand.

Send

Monthlies.
Nichola.s
Llpplncott'8

St.

2 50

Harper's Magazine
Delineator
Harper's Bazaar

1

Bcribner's

3

American

1

Cosmopolitan
Brerybody's

1

Munsey
The Strand

1
1

Madame

1

4 00
1 80

1

Argosy
Review of Reviews
?^eld and Stream

1

3
1

Women's Home Companion
Reliable Poultry Journal..
Industrious Hen
Poultry Success

Blooded Stock

1

00
00
00
00
50
00
20
00
OO
00
50
00
50
50
50
50

3 25
2 50

t323 East Main Street.

1 80
1

.

.

for

Southern Railway Supply Co.,

4 00

FHICHMOND, VA.

40

3 25
1 35

1 35
1 75
1 35
1 50
1 00
1

35

TREES.

3 00

50
1 25
75
75
1

First Class Nursery Stock
of all kinds.

75
65
60
75
85
75
75

Successful Farming
50
Amer. Fruit & Nut Jour.
60
Southern Fruit Grower. ..
60
Shepherd's Criterion
50
Commercial Poultry
50
When two or more publications are
wanted, the price for them can be
found by deducting 50 cents from
"price with Southern Planter."
.

it.

metal

handy man ran apply

side of every length of Ruberoid Roofing.
.

The Century

We make a specialty of handUup dealers' orders.
ALL STOCK TRUE TO NAME.
Apples,

Nectarines.

Pears,

Peach,

Cherry,
Quinces,

Plum,

Almonds

Apricots,

cannot under any circumstances

furnish sample copies of other publications.

We

YEARS.

The

Weeklies.

We

[February,

ehperfuUy quote our best
prioe nn any Use of publications euhwill

mltted to

nn.

Q
S
I

CALIFORNIA PRIVET,

lor

Hedging

AGENTS WANTED.
FRANKLIN DAVIS NURSERY CO.,
.

.

.

.

Baltlmera, Mri.
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MONEY-SAViNG IMPLEMENTS.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE DESCRIBING THEM.
V Crimp Steel Roofing

Like a Stone Wall
Horses,

Hogs~is

Practigaily Indestructible

Makes a cheap but very

satisfactory roof.

EspeciiUy »dapted for covering honiaa,
factories,

bEjn and farm buildings.

No

extra tools required and can be put on b;

any farm hand. Furnished in lengths of
5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 feet, and each sheet

Buy your new fence

for years to come. Get the big, heavy wires, the
the good galvanizing, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
that is not too hard nor too soft.
CA-n show you this fence in our stock and explain its merits and
superiority, not only in the roll but in the field. Come and see us and get
our prices.

hinpe

corers two feet in wioth.

joint,

We

Costs less than barb wire and is. far more satisfactory.
heifihts from 2n to 8 inches.

Made

in all

Bubber Roofing

for all

kinds of roofs. Can

be laid over shingles or any rough surfaces.

Cheap, but very lasting. Samples sent
Tar Paper Roofing

POULTRY NETTING. We have all styles. Get our prices of the
Does
heavy weights that will tnrn all kinds of stock as well as poultry.
not cost any more than the Uimsy netting and w.ll last many limes as

buildings.

long.

have the right

We

are

Head

for

free.

sheds and out-

Quarters for

all

kinds, and

prices.

Our Stalk Cutters
have all the pressure and capacity you can
Cuts the heaviest cotton or com stalk,
wish
no matter what their condition, green or wet,
and will cut the stalks where no other machine
will.

Ohio Feed and Ensilage Cutters
and Blowers.
Special catalogue describing all sizes,
request.

hand

and power cutters sent on

Ideal

Feed

Mills

and Pows's Combined.

Grinds shell grain and corn and cob Into the best ol
running al'
stock feed. The power Is very usaful for
kinds of light machinery. IDEAL DUPLKX MILLS
Ge
steam power.
all sizes to be run by wind mill or
Special Catalogue

and

prices.

Drills, Cotton and Corn Planters
latest In Wheel and Disc Cultivators, Disc and Hoe Grain
Barb Wire, Etc , and every need for cul.
Surries. Buggies, Harness. Saddles, Engines. Saw Mills,
uc; you get the best In Implements right here.
tlvatlon of the Farm. Write us your wants or Come and see

We have all of the

Parm Wagons,

THE IMPLEMENT

CO., 1302 E.

Main

Street,

RICHMOND, VA.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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stallion cards, foldtri, posters

and

Stock Catalogues compiled by "Broad
Rock," who Is also prepared to trace
pedigrees and register horses, having
full
sets of the American Trotting
Register Stud Books, Wallace's Year
Books, and other standard works, in
addition to extensive private memoranda. Address.
W. J. CARTER, 1102 Hull St., Manchester, v., or P. O. Box 929, Richmond, Va.
Representing "The TImes-Dlspatch"
and "Southern Planter," Richmond,
"Kentucky Stock Farm" and
Va.;
"The Thoroughbred Record." Lexington, Ky.; "Sports of the Times," New
York, and "The Horseman," Chicago,
111.

1907

In

1907

the Stud

GRANDEE.
Coach

StalHon. Gran-

The ReBl'tered French
IR 1 hands, weight l.XOO
dee, chesniit horse,
fionnds. Bine ribbon winner in liWat Charo tesvllle Horse Show and Virginia State Fair
»t Richmond.
.'i.

W.

T.

HUGHES,

PrMldent.

An

Ideal open

Summer and
Dr.

J.

MaB7 advaatagea combine

to

H'intsr

Resort the jear round

Walton,

C.

make

the

Resident

Mecklenburg

most beautiful section

Old

hotel

Is

the

of

new and modern, with

Dominion,

large,

driving, fox hunting, golf, tennis and

airy

many

Rlckel." son of the

RICHARDSON BROS.,
BROOK AVENUE,

613

RICH.MOND, VA.

CARRIAGE

ANDWAGON MNFRS.

LARGEST STOCK TO SELECT FROM.
Eatliratas Cheerfully Furniahed.
RXFAIR WORK A SPECIALTY.

The

latest

ANT DRILL
'WILU AND MORB.
AL'L

climate

u<

perfect

well-nlgb

furnUhlngs.

Tk*

Rldlac,

for free Illustrated booklet

THE MECKLENBURG HOTEL,
Floyd Stock

Farm

'^"^

horse,

Maid,

by Sidney,
by Crown

4770.

2:14'4';

Bay

dam Crown

Point

1930.

Point
Fee, $35

trial

Klectloneer, l:2.i; sire
Fee, t26 Insurance.

of Arlon 2:07%; etc.

VIRGINIA CHIEF,

27267.

Fee. fl5 insurance.

AEBINEER.

J6169,

Cbeetnut horse, by Electric, 1087S, dam Lady
May, dam of Bloodie, 2:U'4. etc., by Port
Fee, $2S Insurance.
Leonard, 12953.
Address FLOTD BROS., Bridgetown, Va.

40tt3.

half in 1:1.=>; quarter In $5
seconds at 2 years old. Bay Staiion. S. by
Axworthy 2:W4; dam Sunoi, 2:08;<J; world's
champion trotter to high wheel snlty, by

season, witb usual return privilege.

ROD OLIVER,

City, Va.

BON AXWORTHY,

32932,
Sidney Prince,
RECORD, 2:211,4.
Virginia's leading sire, with Newsboy
Princine 2:ln'i; and 14 others in list.

Chase

PLAIN DEALING STALLIONS
Trotter;

Fee.

Sl'2

SOSL'S.

insurance.

PLAIN DEALING,

30921.

Fee, 810 insurance.

Address

PLAI.S

DEALING STOCK FARM.

ScottsTille,

improved and best wheat

DRILL made
DOES

a

rooms and elegant
other amusements.

kaaltk

situated In tka

li

Mecklenburg Calcium Chloride and Lithia Waters

HACKNKY BTALL'ON,

HENRY.
PATRICK
bySqnlre

with

faTored
It

These two famous mineral waters received the medal and highest award at tha
St. Louis Exposition, the Mecklenburg Lithia Water also being awarded medal and
The Mecklenburg Calcium Water Is unique In Its
certificate at Chicago World's Fair.
constituents and efFects — differing from all other European or American water —and is
eczema
or
any
other
skin or blood disease when taken under dlraeguaranteed to cure
The Mecklenburg Lithia Water has eur*4
tlon of resident Mecklenburg physicians.
Brtgbts's Disease and Is unsurpassed in the treatment of Nervous Dyspespla, IndlgMThe Mecklenburg Hydrlatlc Baths ar« ameac
tlon and all Kidney and LIrer troubles.
Sand
the flaest In the country, embracing the famous Shott system of Nauhelm baths.

'9"

famons Cadet, drnn "Marjorle," a gold medal
winner by "Roseberry.'*
For terms, address A. POLLARD ft SONS,
R. F. D. 6, RIcbmoDd, Va.

most

the

Ninety miles south of Richmond,

DUNRAVEN STOCK FARM.
Chestnut horse

Splendid Sanatorium,

;

Physician.

pleasure resort la the South.

Trevlllian. Louisa County, Va.
B. —Rich bluegrasa pasturage for visiting

mares.

ud Tnannt.

M. L. T. DAVT8. S«ret«ry

.

THE MECKLENBURG

FEE-$12 INSURANCE.
AddressCARL H. NQLTING,
N.

rEebrnary,

Albemarle

Co., Va.

WILL HANDLB
WHEAT, CORN.
PEAS, BEANS,
OATS, RYE,
GRASS -EED,

FERTILIZERS.

BUILT TO STAND

HARD

USB.

NOTICE THB

LONG HUBS
TO TAKB THB
WBAR.
THB HBAVT
STEEL FRAMB.

THB BANDPROTKCTBD
HUBS OR
DISC BEARINGS.

TEST7M0NIAL8

FURNISHED ON
APPLICATION.

CAN'T BB BEATEN.

SHTON STARKE,

Richmond, Va.
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THE CA«,L-WATT CO.

Established by
Gao. Watt, 1640.

13 S. Fifteenth St.,

MANFRED CALL
Managep.

Richmond, Va.

IMPLEMENTS, MACHINERY,
WAGONS.

THE MANURE SPREADER.

THE DNIT ROAD MACHINE
Solve the roid qia stion.

COMBl.NhD tthU MILL AND

its

HORSE HOWEK.

cost in

two days

Will pay

nse.

Diic Ha' rows, 14 hizes.

Guard Fiame Lever Harrows.
Disc Cultivators with Harrow and
Spring Toolh A.taihments.

Fertilizer,

Lime and

B log

presses for

Hand, Horse or

Steam Power.
and Imperial Farm Wagons.

Russell

Grain and Fertilizer

Drills.

Plaster Sowers, 8 Styles and Sizes.

Field Rollers, Pea Hullers, Grinding Mills, Horse Powers, Pole and
Road Rollers, Road Plows, "Wheel and Drag Scrapers.

Wood

Saws.

Corn Planters and Cultivators of all Kinds, Metal Wagon Wheels.
Plows and Plow Castings in Great Variety.
We Solicit Correspondence and are Prepared to Make Low Prices.

XXXXXXXX^XXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3
I
S

W.

K.

BACHE & SONS,

1406 Bast Main St Richmond,

X
^

Va.,

MANUPACTUREES' AGENTS
AND DEALERS IN
.

.

.

Machinery, Vehicles, Harness,
§ FarmingFRAMES,
PEANUT PICKERS, HUSKER8 AND SHREDDERS.
SAWING
X
CARRIAGES, RUNABOUTS AND SURK1E8.
X
SOUTH BEND CHILLED PLOWS AND CASTINGS.
Manure SprBaders, Gasoline tngines and Hay Presses, Disc Harrows, Peg Tooth
w

"If

O
^

International

Harrows and

Cultivators, 3, 5 H. P.

Special attemtion to Repair Orders for

all

PO 'STABLE STEAM ENGINES. SPECIAL BARGAINS.

kinds of Machinery.

Write for descriptive circular
any article wanted.

"Tsnaenes" and "Thomhlll" Wasons.

for

Veblcleaofall kinda.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXO^XXX <XX.«<X< <AX

'
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[February.

LEADING 1907 UP-TO-DATE LABOR SAVING 20TH CENTURY MACHINERY.

eOiant Baling Press for Farmers'
Has large capacity. t\ rue for prices

simplex

own

I/Itt

use.

and catalogue.

BROWN 6 or 7 Knife Stalk Cutters. Write for
BEMENT DISC ClI-TIVATOR. with nr 8 DISC
and prices.
ANuSPKl.NG TUOTH AiTACHMENr.
BROWN Steel Lever Harrows. Wood Harrows

circulars

(I

earing Disc Harrows. Spring Tooth

Tig. r Ball

Harrows,

Acme

all sizes, plain or with levers.
ol all styles kept in stock at lowest

Harrows

net

prices

S. ientiti
Feea Mils, all sizes, to snit anyslze
engine or power. Write for large cata ogue.

DON'T FORGET!

All the merchan sin twoa
aim 10 ,se Oliver Chilled lows am! Reonlv sell the Imi »iioti. Boi:uR. Cheap
GoodK. The only «tiire In Klchiuoud. Va., to
buy Genuine nilver PI ws nnd Repairs is at

whoe

c

Built entirely of steel, forginss >ind malleable
Iron The most siinpltr and easiest ailj sted cullivator on the market to-day
Write for clrcu1 irs and testlro< nials.
We also se i the Brown
Riding and Walking Culttvaiors.

1

pairs

HENING A NUCHOLS.r:^:

YOU SAVE IT ALL
„,^
-V;. y.^

cp c con,

.3-.

crof. f^r

THE ROSS
Ensilage Machinery
Vnpc,zi..Li

'ji

Wood Saws
Sieei frame.

Wood

or

HENING & NUCKOLS.
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Labor Saving Implements and Machinery
Everything Up-to-date for 1907
Buckeye

Continental

and John Deere

and

Disc Cultivators

Champion
Walking

By attaching
extra disc these

and

can

Riding

cultivators

be converted

Cultivators.

in-

to harrows.

All Sizes.

Syracuse

Spangler, Deere,
Black Hawk, Root

Chilled

and Eureka
Single

Plows.

Row Corn

Riding and
Walking.

Planters.

Deere and Black
Hawk Double

Row

Planters.

All Styles in Stock.

Chattanooga Plows.

-Q5^
Pittsburg

Perfect

FENCE.
Welded by
tricity.

Elec-

No Wrap

to collect Moisture

and cause Rust.
Stays Cannot Slip.

and
Deere Disc Harrows, Lean
and Deere Spike Tooth
Continental, Syracuse

Harrows.

Success Manure Spreader.

THE WATT PLOW

CO.,

Electric

Wood Saw

Machines.

Richmond, Va.
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-
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AND NORTH CAROLINA
TO SELL THE NEW POLICY OF THE
IN VIRGINIA

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
Effective January 1st,
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ARCHIBALD CARY,

General ^gent for Virginia and North Carolina,
MO N D, V A.

601 Mutual Assurance Society Building, RICH
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kICHMOND, VA.
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"Bestoid" Rubber Poofirg
Carey's Magnesia
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Tarred Paper, Tin Plate, Lime,

Cement, Hardware, Terra Cotta

W ire Fence, Drain Tile, etc.

Pipe,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

LEE'S

PREPARED AGRICULTURAL LIME.

For Cotton, Com, Wheat, Oats, Clover and

Peas,

a

crop

grower and

PERMANENT

LAND IMPROVER.
farmer should sow clover in wheat in the spring without broadcasting 300 or 400 lbs.
It will doubly pay in the wheat by preventing Rust and Smut, and INSURE a
good stand and growth of clover.
LEE'S EXCELSIOR TOBACCO FERTILIZER makes, at much less cost, equally as
good and heavier tobacco than higher priced aramoniated goods.
r,EE'S SPECIAL CORN FERTILIZER which is cheap, grows in popularity every year.

No

per acre.

Our

sales last season were the largest on record
Write for circulars and prices.

A. 5.

LEE & SONS

CO., Richmond, Va.

LOCK UP YOUR LETTERS
THIS MAGNIFICENT

Steel Safety

Box
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Tbe Baby
fumed. Delicately medicated. AstlaapUe. 8oo« Wblta. Ladlsa nse It on theaaelTas. Kaapa tkelr akU Uka TSlyat. drcolan
ten all about It.
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Sale
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Sheriffs'ann Receivers'

Stocks
'

THE CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY SAVES YOU 30 TO 50 PER CENT

Sale of Sheriffs' »nd Receiveri' Stocks is the Most Wonderful Bargain offerine ever advertised. Such an opportonity
are the only company in the world devoted to the purchase and sale of Bankrupt StocKs. By our unique methods we
are able to sell you the highest trades ol merchandise of every kind at prices that seldom represent the original cost ol production.
In these days of high prevailing prices, when trusts and combiuations control every manufactured line, we Eive you a Chance to Economize in your purchase =. The costliest of merchandise is sold by us 3u« to 50* lower than you can purchase it for elsewhere. The time to
Act is Today, while this Bareaiu Sale is taking place. Don't wait until it's too late. Act ciuickly. That's the way to save money. You need
have no hesitation in buviug from us. We ful'y protect vou. If you don't like the goods, all you need to di is to return them and get your
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Daily Paper?
get the

SOUTHERN PLANTER

»nd

of these Daily Papers at the price of th«

Daily alone.

The Times-Dispatch, Richmond,

The News
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-
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-

.
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.
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Every farmer must hare a daily paper nowadays in order

to

ke»p up with the times.
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SPECIAL

OFFER
The Southern

Planter

and

Farm and

Fireside

ONE YEAR FOR 50 CENTS
Send in your subscription now and save the cost of one paper. You must have
the Southern Planter, of course, and you should add the Farm and Fireside
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your library
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farmer's

list,
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The

Fiction Magazine Section

Twelve special numbers
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Twenty-four big numbers, including

it is
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with

stories,

games and interesting reading

for

the family.

A Complete Novel
by Miss

Maude

— "TheRoosevelt.
Strange

wholesome

Remember

The most exciting story you ever read, pure
Adventures of Helen Mortimer."

that 50 cents

— the

price of one paper

The Southern
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the two.
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Farm Management.
WORK FOR THE MOXTH.

make much

better crops than if the frost had not
See to it that this advantage is not lost
When we wrote our article Work for the Month by allowing the soil to become packed again. Keep
for the February' issue, we commented on the con- the harrow, cultivator and roller or plank drag at

occurred.

tinued abnormal mildness of the winter and the
prospect it afforded of an unusually early seeding of
crops.
Hardly had the article got off our table
when a sudden change in the weather took place
and from the last week in January to this writing
we have had almost continual frost and snow in and
on the ground and practically all out door work has
had to be suspended. The frost has been so severe
in the greater part of the State that zero temperatures and below have ben recorded in many places.
Ice in abundance has been got into the houses everywhere except on the coast in Tidewater, and even
We have had
there exceptional cold has been felt.
another illustration of the truth of the old proverb
To those
that "winter seldom rots in the sky."
who made good use of the fine fall and winter months
up to the middle of January and got their lands
ploughed, the frost has not been unwelcome, for it
has done more to fit the land for seeding at an early
date than could almost any amount of work with
As soon as the
the harrow, cultivator and roller.
frost is out of the land and it dries sufficiently to
put the teams on it, this plowed land will harrow
do^vn into a fine seed bed with very little labor and
if kept frequently worked, will soon warm up and
The natural plant food in
be fitted for the seed.
the soil will have been made more available by this
freezing and disintegrating of the soil than c^uld
have been done by any other working of it, and
Buch lands should, if in a state of good fertility,

work upon

it

whenever

for seeding at any time

son comes for planting.
probably a very much

possible,

and have

it

ready

when the weather and
We are glad to know

sea-

that

larger area of land was
ploughed before the frost came than has been the
case in previous years.
Our farmers are gradually
awakening to the fact that if they are to become
a more prosperous people they must make a better
use of the fall .and winter months than they have
done in the past.
As we pointed out in our last
issue, they are beginning to realize that to be prosperous they must avail themselves of their opportunities and one of these and the greatest is that
they can, by reason of our mild winters, make this
a two-crop-in-the-year country instead of, as in the
north, merely a single crop country.
They can, in
this way, in 6very year get a crop to improve the
fertility of the land and a crop to go into the bam,
and many whom we know get two crops into the
barn and a winter crop to be turned into the land

Intensive farming of this character
be remimerative notwithstanding the
fact that we are confronted with a serious labor
A much less area of land has to be gone
difficulty.
over and the continuous working of this smaller

in the spring.

cannot

fail to

area makes

it

much

easier to

fit it

for crops.

One

of

the difficiilties of the old extensive system was that
much of the land ploughed and fitted in the spring

was, after the production of one crop, allowed to
remain uncovered by another crop and lose fertility
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so compacted again and washed as to fertilizer that may be applied, yet we are daily in
require a gi'eat expenditure of time and labor to receipt of letters from farmers all over the counti-y
Gradually the truth of asking us to tell them what fertilizer to use and
fit it for seeding again.
the adage that "a little farm well tilled" is the one what quantity to apply in order to obtain certain
is
being named yields of crops.
Upon most of the lands of
"keeps the bam well filled,"
that

and become

realized.

idea

was

tliat

In
this

our

last

issue

we combatted

the the parties asking these questions, and, indeed, upon
land most of the land in the South, it would not be possiThe ble to secure maximum yields of crops of any kind
powers.
mine of plant food. even though fertilizer of the highest grade was pouron The Eertility of ed out in tons instead of pounds to the acre. What
soil and the subsoil all the land of this country most needs is deep
fertility as analysis ploughing and perfect cultivation so that all the

constant working
productive
its
to

of

the

injurious
land is an almost inexhaustible
Professor Roberts, in his work
the Soil, well says:. "Since the
contain such stores of potential
has abundantly demonstrated, and since tap-rooted soil is broken into fine particles to the depth of at
leguminous plants bring to the surface abimdant least 12 to 18 inches and that the soil so broken shall
quantities of nitrogen with some mineral matter, be filled with decayed vegetable matter (humus).
and since many fields receive applications of farm When put into this condition the soil will hold moistmanure from time to time, some far-reaching cause ure, and mainly upon the moisture content of the
or causes must be present ever tending to seriously soil depends its ability to dissolve and make availaIt will be found that in this ble the plant food naturally contained in it, and that
restrict production.
country the principal causes of low yields of farm which may be supplied in the form of manure or fercrops are imperfect preparation of the land, pooi^ tilizer, and upon this ability depends the crop
tillage, and hence a lack of available plant food and yield, as all plant food is taken up by plants in liquid
Without an abundant supply of labor
insufficient moisture during some portion of the form alone.
That this is so has been abundantly and teams, it is impossible to do this full justice
plant's life."
demonstrated by numerous experiments made in al- to tlie soil over a large area of land, but a smaller
most every State, and is further illustrated by re- area may be so handled, and if so handled, may be
The yield of the made to yield as much as the larger area would do
sults obtained in other coimtries.
wheat crop in the different countries of the world imperfectly prepared, and the subsequent cultivation
In England, and harvesting of the increased crop costs but little
is a striking illustration of this fact.
where the most intensive system of fanning is prac- if any more than a small yield on the same area.
ticed, and where the land receives more preparation With the scarcity of labor, common all over the
for a single crop than is here usually bestowed on South, it is essential, if profit is to be made, that
three or four crops, the average yield of wheat per intensive and not extensive farming should be' done.
In Holland, The first step in this system is deep and thorough
acre in 1906 was 35 bushels per acre.
where careful and good preparation is made, the preparation of the soil. Let this have attention aa
It is too late to
yield was 28.57 (281-2) bushels per acre; in Bel- soon as the weather will permit.
gium the yield was 27.70 (27 3-4) bushels per acre; turn more than a very little of the subsoil on to the
in New Zealand 26.93 (nearly 27) bushels per surface now, but it is not too late to break this subacre; in Germany 25.44 (25 1-2) bushels per acre; soil with the subsoil plow or a single tooth cultivain Sweden 25.29 (25 1-4) bushels per acre; in tor, so that it may become a reservoir to hold moistFrance 18.80 (nearly 19) bushels per acre; in Cana- ure for the use of the crop during the hot season.
In this issue will be found an article describing
da 16.92 (nearly 17) bushels per. acre; in the
United States 14 bushels per acre; in Spain 10.80 how Mr. Gates has made some of the poorest land on
(nearly 11) bushels per acre; in India 9. 95 (nearly his farm produce crops which are abundantly profit10) bushels per acre; in Russia 8.80 (nearly 9) ble, and it will be seen that he lays great stress on
bu.shels per acre; in Australia 6.38 (nearly 6 1-2) the deep ploughing and subsoiling of the land.
These varying yields are almost Where land was not ploughed before the frost not
bushels per acre.
certain evidence of the degree of preparation be- a day should be lost now in getting the teams to

work, but it is too late now to plough the same much
deeper than it was ploughed before, and, therefore, the importance of subsoiling is the greater,
As far as possible, subsoil all land that has a good
clay subsoil, even if the doing of this work means
the serious curtailment of the area to be put into
We are satisfied, from long experience in
sical condition of the soil in which the seed is crop.
planted has more bearing upon the yield than any subsoiling land, that the smaller area will produce

stowed upon the land before the seeding of the crop.
We make this assertion with personal knowledge as
to the method of preparing the land in a number
of the countries named and from information receivWhat is true of the wheat crop
ed from the others.
The mechanical and phyis true of all other crops.
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man

has devised to lighten and economise labor.
wise economy in labor and the means of accomplougLing, we invite the attention of farmers to the plishing an end is one of the great means by which
use of the Sulky and Disc plows in the place of the progi-ess is made and wealth accumulated.
old style of plows.
Now that labor is so scarce and
80

cultivated.

as to

In

connection

the deficiency in area

with

this

question

of

A

many farmers find it absolutely necesIn our last issue we discussed at considerable
sary to do a large part of their own work, and this length the question of the use of commercial
they find greatly overtaxes their strength when com- fertilizer in the production of the crops to be grown
pelled to walk behind a plow or cultivator or harrow this year.
As the purchase of such of these as it
tlie whole day, day after day.
There is no neces- is decided to use must receive attention at this seasity for a man to thus wear himself out unnecessa- son, we invite our readers to look over and study
rily.
Tiiding plows, harrows and cultivators are on that issue again.
The tax which Southern farmers
inefficient,

the market and can be bought for reasonable prices, impose on themselves in paying out over $20,000,which will do quite as good and probably better 000 every year for commercial fertilizer is one
work than the old-fashioned walking implements, which seriously affects the amount of remuneration
especially when in the hands of men who have not which they get for their labor in producing crops.

been accustomed to handling such implements daily.
We have a high opinion of the Disc plow and believe that it is going to be the plow of the future.
One gentlemen with whom we were discussing this
matter a few days ago told its that he had bought a
double Disc plow last year, and had found it to do
most excellent work and to be very economical in
power.
With it he was able to have as much work
done in one day as witji three of the old-fashioned
plows, and this with a saving of the wages of two
men and the keep of one mule. That is to say, with
five mules and one man he could do more and better
work than with six mules and three men. He promised to write us about his experience in the use of
this plow, and we hope to publish this in our next
issue.
Another gentleman who, by reason of lameness, found it almost impossible to do a day's work
with a walking plow, tells us that now he has purchased a Sulky plow, and can do more work with it
in one day than most of his hands used to do in a
day and a half, and can do it better, and yet not
wear himself out with the labor.
These remarks
also apply to the use of riding harrows and cultivators, which are being largely used in some sections
and ought to be iised everywhere. The farmer who
does not seek to husband and economize his own
strength, is not doing his duty to either himself or
his family.
Whilst "it is better to wear out than
to rust out," that is no reason why a man should
wear himself out as fast as possible. He has only
once to live and might as well make that one life as
There is no merit in
long and happy as possible.
The
torturing and makinij one's self miserable.
old ascetics and hermits did this, but we have always

We

are satisfied that this sum could be very gi-eatly
reduced and yet better crops be produced if this
question received the amount of study which its importance demands.
The dribbling out of a hundred
or two hundred pounds of Mr. So and So's celebrated
crop producer on an acre of land without having a
knowledge of what the land needs or what the crop
The
calls for is simply gambling with loaded dice.
money spent in this way might, in the great majority of cases, be just as wisely thrown into the
river or the sea.
We recognize that our Southern
lands, not by reason of their natural, original want
of fertility, but by reason of bad management for
several generations, need help in -order to bring them
back again into a state of profitable production, but
we hold most strongly that this help wants to be
given with an understanding of the fertilizer used
and fitness to accomplish the end desired, and then
it should he used with a liberal hand and not by
What the land most needs is deep and
driblets.
perfect cultivation and the restoration of the

humus

has been denuded by long
continued cropping in hoed crops, which have been
The proper way to use fertilizer
sold off the farm.
is to use it to make heavy crops of the leguminous
The minfamily, like peas, soy beans and clover.
eral fertilizers, phosphate and potash, accomplish
Used
this end and they are the cheaijest to buy.
liberally, say, at the rate of 300 or 400 poimds per
acre of acid phosphate, or twice that quantity of
in the

soil,

of which

it

raw phosphate rock, and, if potash be needed (which
is not by any means the rule in the South, especially
where lime has been used on the land), at the rate
of 50 or 75 pounds to the acre and good crops of
doubted whether the Good Lord would give them peas and soy beans can be secured.
These either
acting.
believe
that
We
any credit at the last for so
wholly turned under or part taken off for hay and

He

intended man to have a happy, comfortable life, part returned to the land, will insure such an imand so created us with an appreciation of the com- provement in the land as no commercial fertilizer
Don't thwart His will by refus- con compete with, and make the production of staple
forts of existence.
further
ing to use those implements which the ingenuity of crops possible without the application of
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commercial fertilizer.
These crops, followed by
crimson clover or vetches, will continue the improvement of the land and ensure feed for stock, and,
when once live stock can be carried on the farm to
the extent of even only one head of stock to the acre
and the manure made by the stock be carefully saved
and applied to the land, that farm has gotten out
of dependence on the fertilizer merchant, except for
production of special crops, say, of tobacco,
Irish potatoes and other truck crops which, by rea-

the

[Mardi,

a waste of time, labor and seed to
on poor land without giving the crop
the help of some acid phosphate, say, 300 or 400
pounds per acre. If this help be given and after the
crop has begun to grow freely, a top dressing of nitrate of soda at the rate of 75 pounds to the acre
be applied, a good return may be expectel if the hot
weather does not set in too soon.
Oats are a cold
climate crop and hot weather is sure to cut off the
yield if it comes in early.
It is well to either drill
the oats or cover them with a Disc harrow or cultivator, so as to get the seed do^vn into the ground
where it will be able to resist the effect of the heat
It

tilizer.

sow oats

is

late

son of their high relative value to their bulk, can
bear the expense of the use of commercial plant food
applied with a liberal hand and of the highest grade.
We would beg of our readers that they would give longer.
this subject the study it deserves, and so plan the
land for their crops this year as that they can start
Dwarf Essex Rape may be sown this month for a
the rotation of crops which we have suggested, and ])asture for hogs and sheep, for which purpose it is
which will, if persistently followed, take them out an excellent crop, as it makes rapid growth as soon
of the classs of burdened "planters" aTid make of as the weather becomes mild.
In from six weeks to
them prosperous "farmers."
two months it will be ready to. graze and helps the

In our February issue we wrote fully on the sowing of oats and Canada peas as a forage, hay and
grazing crop for hogs and stock, pointing out that
that month was the best time in which to seed this
crop in Tidewater Virginia and Eastern North
Carolina, whilst March was soon enough in middle
Virginia, and the crop might be seeded even into
April in the mountain sections.
We are afraid

growth of the animals very quickly and makes milk
for ewes' suckling lambs most abundantly, besides

making

fine

grazing for the lambs.

Sow

four or

pounds of seed per acre broadcast, or three
l)o^mds per acre, 121 drills, two feet six inches apart.
When sown in drills, the crop should be cultivated
once or twice and this will fit it for grazing much
five

sooner.

that there will have' been very little opportunity for
Grass and clover seed not so\vn in the fall on land
seeding the crop anywhere in these States in Feb- which it is desired to get into grass should be seedruary, on account of the frost.
The very earliest ed now as soon as the land can be gotten into fine
opportunity should be availed of to sow in Tidewater order. Spring sown grass and clover is, in the South,

Virginia, and if not gotten in before the fifteenth always much of a speculation.
The fall is t he
wc would not advise sowing at all in pi'oper time to seed this crop here. Where the grass
Put the land intended for this crop and clover is sown now on a fall-sown grain crop,
into a summer forage crop later in the spring.
In it very often fails, as the grain robs it of much of the

of the month,
that section.

middle and western sections, there is yet ample
time to sow the crop, biit it should be gotten in as
soon as possible, so that it may mature before the
hot weather.
Sow two bushels of peas and one
bushel of oats per acre.
Put the peas in with a drill
first, givng them a cover of about four or five inches
and then sow the oats broadcast and harrow in. If
no drill is available, cover the seeding with a cultivator or Disc harrow.

now to sow the Virginia Grey Winter
except in the western part of the State.
The
Burt or the Rust proof variety is the best now to
seed and these should
gotten in as soon as the
land can be gotten into good order.
In our February
issue, we wrote fully on the seeding of the spring
oat crop, and to that issue refer our readers. Don't
expect to make a good crop on poor land without giving the land some help in the way of manure or ferIt is too late

oat,

W

support it ought to have, and thus keeps it weak and
puny, and when the grain is cut in June, the hot
sun kills it out unless there is more than the averFor this reason, we do
age rainfall at that season.
There
not encourage the practice of spring seeding.
are, however, occasions when it becomes almost a
necessity to sow in the spring in order to keep up
When this is so, then the grain crop
a rotation.
should be harrowed first with a sharp toothed harrow and the seed be then sown and harrowed in
This harand rolled, if the land be dry enough.
rowing will help the grain crop as well as give the
If
grass and clover a chance to make a good start.
the grass and clover can be sown on a piece of well
prepared, land without any grain crop with it
and the seeding can be done this month, it will generally succeed and make a crop of hay in the fall.
It is, however, no use to sow grass or clover on poor,
it means only wasting seed
badlv prepared land
;
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labor.
Sow the seed with a liberal hand, not
than two bushels of grass seed and ten to fifteen pounds of clover seed per acre.
For a meadow,
BOW a mixture of orchard grass, tall meadow oat
grass and herds grass with the clover.
For a pasture, add to these meadow fescue, Virginia blue and
perennial rye.
On low land sow .timothy alone, or,
if this be not wanted, sow Italian rye grass and
herds grass.

and
less

The
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weight of one hundred grains was
and the highest 52 the others ranging themselves between these two figures.
There
was an extreme difference in the weight, therefore,
lowest

thirty grams,

;

of twenty-two grams.
It is thus possible to select
a grain that by reason of its size, shape and character will weigh much more than another, and this
is a matter that should be carefully considered in
selecting a type with the idea of permanently im-

proving the weight and quality of the crop.

Plant an acre or two in Artichokes for fall and
winter grazing for the hogs.
Prepare the land as
for a com crop and set out the rows three feet apart.
Five or six bushels of sets will plant an acre. Culticate the crop two or three times during growth.
The hogs will harvest the crop for themselves. If
not all needed for hogs, part of the crop may be
ploughed out and stored for feeding to cattle.

Notice

was a considerable variation in the
germination of the various varieties.
Most of them
show up remarkably well, with the exception of
Johnson County White Dent and Huffman, which
only germinated fifty-three and seventy-eight per
also that there

respectively.
The strange part about this is
that the heaviest grains did not seem to germinate
as well as the lightest grains so that a germination
test would reveal comparatively little, which is an

cent,

If tobacco plant beds are not already sown, this additional reason why greater care should be exercised in selcting a type of grain than is generally

work should be attended to at once. Bum the land
well and make the top three or four inches of soil
fine and rich and sow the seed and roll or tread in.

observed.

A

germination

test does not tell all there
Then, it is
a variety of corn.
Be careful to raise a variety adapted to your sec- important to select a type of grain which is praction and have the seed from a reliable man who has tically uniform so that when the planter is adjusted
an even distribution of the seed will be obtained
had experience in growing seed.
and a perfect stand result.
The types of grain that may be selected are numIn the cotton sections prejDare the land for planterous and almost every well established variety has
ing the crop as soon as it is fit to work, and see to
Some of these types, howa grain peculiar to it.
it that good preparation is made.
perfect preparaever, are decidedly defective and should not be
tion for this crop is as important as for the com
The grain should not be
selected on that account.
is

know about

to

A

crop.

a noteworthy fact that a deep
not too narrow, but uniform in
length from butt to tip of the ear, shells out a higher
per cent, than those that are broader and shorter.
grain that is thin from side to side should not be
too short, for

grain, provided

PERFECTING THE CORN CROP.
(Continued from February

issue.)

it

is

it is

A

The type

A

of grain in corn as previously noted in- selected as it is likely to be chaffy on the end.
fluences the per cent, of grain obtained from a good short, round gi'ain is objectionable because it does
ear, and the weight of one hundred grains of corn not have sufficient bulk to weigh out well.
Narrow,
varies much more than would often be supposed. wedge-shaped grains do not weight out so well as
One hundred grains from sixteen samples were Ions, deep grains that carry their width throughout.
selected,

weighed and germinated with the follow- The

ing results:

Type

of Grain

and Germination

Tests.

1.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Selected
Selected
Selected
Selected
Selected
Selected
Selected
Selected

types
types
types
types
types
types
types
types

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

grain
grain
grain
grain
grain
grain
grain
grain

^..

9. Learning
King
10. Hickory
U. Coclte's Prolific
12. Reid's
Yellow Dent

IS.

Huffman

14.
15.

Johnson County White
Boone County White

16.

Riley's

•28

Favorite

grams^l

peg grain

ounce.

Dent

43
32
30
39
26
40
50
52
43
BO
39
34
52
38
38
SB

is

objectionable on that account,
will often develop on the

number

room for the perfect development
The Leaming type of grain in well
The grains
is a good type to follow.

ear, there is not

—100 Grains of Corn.—
Per Cent.
Weight—
Germinated.
Grams.*
2.
3.

.shoe

for while a larger

100
86
99
88
100
97
86
100
95
98
99
87
78
53
99
85

of the germ.
developed ears

are comparatively long, thick with well developed
The
germs, and of a uniform ividth throughout.
grain of Hickory King is too broad and short so
that a large enough number of rows cannot develop
The grains of Cocke's Prolific are a
on the cob.
little short and too rounded, though not so objecin this rqspect 'as those otf the Hickory
In Reid's Yellow Dent the grain is, if anyIn Huffman an almost
thing, a little too tapering.
ideal grain is found, being long, thick and imiformly

ttionable

King.

;
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The grains of Johnson Co. White Dent self thoroughly with the various parts of the cora
Huffman quite closely, except, probably, grain and then mechanical selection looking to the

Those of increase or decrease of the protein content of the
there is a little more chaff on the tip.
Boone County White are a little longer than those grain can be pursued with considerable success.
A. M. SocTLE, Director.
of Cocke's Prolific and better on that account, but
Experiment Station, Blachshurg Va.
still not so long and uniformly developed as in
(To be continued.)
Huffman. The grains of Riley's Favorite are, if
anything, rather narrow and inclined to be pointed
On this accoimt they do not weigh out BUYING FEED AND BUYING FEETILIZat the tip.
There
quite so well as if more perfectly developed.
COMPARATIVE COST AND VALUE
are thus numerous types and shapes of grains of
FARMER.
THE
TO
com, some of them decidedly objectionable and to
With these facts in mind, it should be Editor Southern Planter:
be avoided.
In my last letter I appealed to the fanner who
possible to make a better selection in the future.
These facts show further that owing to the vary- bought fertilizers to compare cost with that of the
,

ER—

ing vitality of various varieties of tj'pes of grains,
a germination test should always be carefully made
before planting and the vitality of each ear carefully determined by selecting several grains from
different points and testing them in the germinator.

say, for example, bran, cotton seed
meal, and their relative values for the improvement
of the land, or in any other way.
After consideration, I have concluded many farmers may not have the time, or the data at hand, to

concentrates,

A

do this, so I have decided to take the matter in hand
myself and endeavor to lay the facts concisely and
clearly before them.
I will first give cost for 1,000 pounds of three
different brands of fertilizers with quantity of fertilizing ingredients in each, and value of same, and
follow with 1,000 poimds each of bran, cotton seed'
meal and linseed meal.
These fertilizers are of first class quality, sold
the top and the box kept at a temperature of seventy
In this by firms of imdoiibted good standing, and the same
t» eighty degrees for two or three days.
way the relative merit of the different ears can be may be said of the concentrates, and both are Richmond quotations for February, 1907
easily determined.
shallow box two inches deep will answer for deterrelative value of a nmnber of ears,
provided the bottom is first covered with a sheet of
blotting paper to absorb and hold moisture, and then
lines or wires run across it so as to divide it up into
The grains from each ear should be
inch squares.
placed in one of the niunbered squares, and then
another sheet of moist blotting paper placed over

mining the

.

:

A

mechanical selection of com can be simply
made if one is acquainted with the characteristic
appearance of grains high in protein and low in
protein.
Those grains containing a large development of germ and gluten are the richest in protein,

3,000 Pounds Fertilizer.
Pbosph orlc
No. Weight.
l.OOOlbs.
l.OOOlbs.
l.OOOlbs.

1.

2.
>.

3,0001h3.

Nitrogen.

Acid

451bs.@15c.
701b3.@15c.
35lbs.@15c.

451bs.@7c.
701bs.©7c.

IBOIbs.

U0lbs.@7c.
226IbB.

Fertilizing

Potash.
901bs.@4%c.
701bs.@4%c.
30Ibs.e4>4c.
1901bs.

Value.

Coat

$13.95
$18.55
$14.30

$18.M'

«46.!

iSI.t*-

$21.D»
$18.0^

and
and by teeleoting kernels from
.3,000 Pounds Concenlrates.
different parts of the same ear, one can easily, by
Fertilizing
Phosphoric
Add.
Potash
Balue. Cogt.
making oross and longitudinal sections, pick tout Bran
l.OOOlbs. 26.71b
28.91b3.@7c. 16.11bs.@4.e t 6.75 $12.0»
those- ears that contain the flintiest grains, and are L n B eed
Meal ..l.OOOlbs. 56.41bs.@15c. 17.41bs.®7c. 13.41bs.©4.5 110.27 »17.»»
By selecting and Cottonseed
therefore the highest in protein.
Meal ..l.OOOlbs. 69.01bs.ei5c. 30.4Ibs.@7c. 15.81bse>4.5 $13.18 $16.0*'
planting with this end in view, the quality of the ""
4514.1b»
$30.20 $45.(»'
3,0001bs. lB21b3.
7«?41b3
com may be considerably changed, but with the
different ears

I

From the above it will be noticed that we get
increase in protein there will be a decrease in
To make the explanation simpler, $46.80 fertilizing value at a cost of $57 from 3,000starchy matters.
first,, the pounds of fertilizer.
now want to know the
a grain of corn consists of several parts
hull or outside covering; second, the horny gluten valiie we shall get for $45, the cost of 3,000 poundsfonnd just below the hull; third, the horny starch, of concentrates, which, in proportion, will be,$36.94..

—

which

is

whitish or yellowish and flinty in char-

We

The account

will

now stand

tlnis:

crown starch, which appear as a Fertilizers containing fertilizing value of
$36.94 cost
$45 00'
white, flowery mass at the top of the kernel; fifth,
the embryo stem; sixth, the germ or young plant; Concentrates containing fertilizing value of
$30.20 cost
$45 00
eighth, the tip starch
seventh, the embryo root
It takes but little study to Balance of fertilizing value in form of fertilninth, the tip cap.
acter; fourth, the

;

a«quire sufficient information to familiarize one's

izers,

$6.74.
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For $45 we

receive

from the

fertilizers nitrogen,

phosphoric acid, and potash to the value of $6.74
more than we do from concentrates for the same

money.

But we get for $45 in the form of the concennamed 3,000 pounds of valuable and nutri-

trates

tious food for OUT live stock on the farm, and in
addition nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash worth

$30.20.
If fed to stock, how will the concentrates be distributed on the farm ?

The 3,000 pounds

would greatly aid the
growth and development of young stock and inas fed

crease productiveness of milk in the dairy cows.

A

yoimg growing animal and a cow giving milk
retain and absorb into their systems about 25

differ with

me

225

in opinion on

any question, I invite
correction because I wish to be accurate, and discuesion on the important subjects which touch ujjon
improvement of fertility of the land or economy
in the working of the farm cannot be too much encouraged in the columns of the Southern Planter.
ROBEET HiBBEKT.
Albemarle Co., Va.

THE RELATIVE ADVANTAGES OF FEEDING, SELLING OR BUYING FEED FOR
STOCK.
Editor Southern Planter:

I have read with great interest a letter in the Febwill
per cent, of the fertilizing materials nitrogen, ruary Southcm Planter from Mr. Robert Hibphosphoric acid and potash contained in the food, bert, in which he apparently tries to prove that the
whilst mature animals, wjiose weight remains con- fanner -yho sells his crops is galloping rapidly along
stant, excrete practicall)- all the fertilizing materials the road to the poor house, while he who purchases
feed for his stock is making equally rapid progresf?
taken into the body in the food.
Therefore, if the 3,000 pounds of concentrates on the road to wealth.
!Mr. Hibbert arrives at this conclusion by a very
is fed to growing stock and dairy cows of the

—

—

$30.20 fertilizing matter contained in same, $7.55
worth would be retained in the animal and the balance of value, $22.65, M'ould be distributed on the
farm in the form of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and
potash, and in addition organic matter, as manure,
approaching one and one-half tons in weight, both
to add to fertility and productiveness of the soil.
So in the purchase of $45 worth of concentrates,
after stock has received benefit

from the

feed,

we

receive a discount of $22.65, or nearly 50 per cent.
in form of fertilizing ingredients and in addition

nearly 3,000 pounds weight of manure.
I do not intend to underrate the value of bought
fertilizers on the farm and may say more about them
another time, but I do wish to draw the attention
of farmers to the value of concentrates, both as a
feed and as a fertilizer, and, as I believe, an economical

means of improving the

fertility

and produc-

tiveness of our impoverished lands.

Comparing

cost of fertilizers and concentrates,
not appear that it will pay both as food and
fertilizer to buy bran, cotton .seed meal and linseed
meal for feed for onr stock and to benefit the land?
In my former article, I endeavored to show, at
present prices, it paid to buy feed for stock, and
my views were confirmed by the experiences of Mr.
Towson E. Smith, and Mr. S. S. Hepburn, and
there has been no attempt by any writer to prove
the contrary.
Is it not now, therefore, a good time for farmers
to try whether it does pay to buy food for stock?
In conclusion I may say, if any readers of my
articles find any inaccuracy in my statements, or

does

it

fallacious course of reasoning, the error of which
is due partly to his looking at the question from
the wrong point of view and partly to his deliberately omitting the most important element in such
a calculation.

Mr. Hibbert bases his calculations on the difmanner in which 2,000 poimds of corn and
2,000 poxmds of wheat bran are handled by three
men, one of whom (A) sells his crop, another (B)
feeds his to his stock, and the third (C) not only
f&eds his two tons of mixed feed, bait buys two
tons more for the same purpose.
Let us take these three men uji in order: A selfe
his two tons of feed, M'hich contain plant food to
the value of $20.22.
(These figures are quoted by
Mr. Hibbert from Henry's 'Teed and Feeding,"
and so, although I am not familiar with that particular authority, I accept them).
Mr. Hibbert deduces from this that A's land, and consequently A
himself, is poorer by that amount.
But he totally
ferent

fails to take into consideration the fact that

A

sells

and does not give it away for nothing.
If A lives anywhere near Richmond he will have
no difficulty in getting 52 cents a bushel for his com,
or $17.51 for the 2,000 lbs. (33 1-3 bushels) and
$1.10 a hundred for his bran, or $22, a total for
the two tons of $39.51.
Allow that it costs him
18 cents a bushel to raise his com—Mr. Smith and
Mr. English, in the same issue of yoiir paper, report
having raised com for less than 16 centa and we
have $6 to add to the $20.22 his bran is a by-product of milling his wheat and is generally coimted
here as so much clear gain, so we have a total value
his crop

—

;
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A

of $26.22, for which
receives $39.61, a profit of
$13.29, which doesn't look much like bankruptcy.
Of course, the mere purchase of that amount of
plant food in the form of fertilizer will not restore

tain or

increase

[March,
the fertility

of the

soil;

this

ia

maintenance or increase of
the soil fertility is only a means to the end, which
is the growing of large crops, with the resultant
the soil to the same degree of fertility, as humus is profit therefrom, whether sold directly or indirectly,
needed for that jjurpose, but the turning under of as by feeding.
a crop of rye will supply this at very little cost,
And Mr. Hibbert omits the most important factor
while if A grows either cowjieas or clover (which when he disregards the profit resulting from the
we may consider as almost certain, since A is s\i])- feeding of the crop to the stock; in fact, he entirely
posde to be a farmer and not an idiot), he will not neglects the profits received by any one of the
only have plenty of humus, but will be at no ex- three, as he overlooks the money A received for his
pense for nitrogen to replace that which he has sold crop.
This is like saying that the Richmond Loco(which will make his profit about $21.29) besides motive Works will soon be in the hands of a rehaving a good feed crop.
ceiver, because it costs them, say, $9,000 to build
Moreover, if A lives anywhere near a city he can a locomotive, totally regardless of the fact that they
get all the stable manure (containing 10 pounds of get, sa}', $10,000 for it.
Unless the profit accrunitrogen, 6 2-3 pounds of phosphoric acid, and 10 ing to each man from his particular method of handpounds of potash per ton) that he wants at .50 cents ling his crop is known, there can be no basis on
•
a ton.
which to judge which is the better plan.
Now, let us take B's case. B feeds his two tons
If, however, we assume A to be a plain farmer,
to his stock, and ]\[r. Hibbert blandly informs us B to be a dairyman, and C to be a stock raiser, we
that all the fertilizing constituents "will be returned will find no difficulty in reaching a conclusion on
to the soil instead of being sent elsewhere."
the subject, though it may not be Mr. Hibbert's conAlthough, as I said above, I am not familiar with clusion.
Prof. Henry's book, I \vill bet dollars to doughnuts
A sells his crop direct and realizes, over his exthat it does not contain this surprising doctrine.
In penses and the cost of renewing the fertility of his
the case of mature horses and mules, practically all land, a certain profit as a matter of cold fact and
the fertilizing constituents will be returned in the not of argument, it is the least, per ton of feed, of
manure, but M-ith hogs the jn-oportion is about 90 the three, bvit his investment is the smallest and,
per cent., while with milch cows it is only 80 per outside of fire, which is common to them all, he haa
cent., and with growing and fattening animals it is only one great risk
the failure of his crop.
very much less than 80 per cent.
B feeds his crop to his cows and sells their milk,
But let us allow that B's stock are all adult horses gaining a larger profit than A, but his investment
and mules and that he gets back the full amoimt of is larger and he has, besides A's risk of crop failplant food in his two tons; even then he will be out ure, the additional risk of disease and death in his
totally erroneous, as the

;

—

$6 (the cost of growing), or from $19.29 to $27.29 herd.
C, the breeder, realizes the largest profit of all,
behind A.
Now for C. He not only feeds his two tons, but but his investment is by far the heaviest and his
of
buys two tons more, which latter two tons Mr. Hib- returns are slower moreover, besiles the risks
that
bert treats
if
had gotten them for $20.22, the A and B, he runs a special risk of his own,
;

as

C

plant food
a vei"y large sized error;
at least $30.51, the price that

value of the

exact

This

is

contained

C

A

therein.

of loss

among the yoimgsters.
we see that the three men

are following
separate, but equally legitimate, branches of agrireceived for his
that each realizes a profit proportionate
than he can culture, and

will have to

pay

Th\is

crop, as no fai-mer ^rill sell to C for less
These to his investment and risk. It is manifestly incorget elsewhere, in this case, from any dealer.
for
therefore, to hold up C for praise and
two tons will give him the same $20.22 worth of rect,
blame, if each brings to his work the same industry
plant food, making a loss of $19.29, which, with

A

the $6 loss on his own two tons, will
C of $25.29.

make

a total

loss for

These figures are diametrically opposite to those
Mr. Hibbert get.s, but I have already stated the
fault in his argument; he not only takes the wrong
view of the matter, but disregards the most important factor in the question.

As

to

CORN

C.\N

Rexe Leox de Mtlhau.

BE RAISED FOR

15

CENTS PER

BUSHEL.
Editor Southern Planter:

I notice in the December and January issues
Hibbert treats the quite a little said in regard to the cost of raising
If vou \\'ill take into consideration the fodder
end of farming is to main- com.

the wrong view,

question as if the sole

and skill.
Henrico Co.. Va.

]\Ir.

—I

:
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at its market value in the field and not deduct any- land last
thing for the use of farm implements, it can be covers.

raised for 15

farm

cents per bushel.

last spring

I rented a poor

until the last ear of

Allowing what we

com was

in the crib.

have to pay here, $1.00
per day, for hands, and 50 cents per day for a
horse, and I had to work vmder a good many disadvantages, for it was very wet and weeds seemed
to grow twice as fast as the corn for a while and
60 it required a great deal of hoe work each time
the corn was ploughed, and then in August a big
wind storm came and blew the corn flat, making
it impossible for a man to cut more than 30 shocks
12 hills square when, if com was straight, 45 is a
day's work, and yet the following statement shows
the cost of

all

making the crop

To 24 days ploughing and harrowing
$ 24 00
To 2 horses 24 days ploughingand harowg. 24 00
11 00
To 11 days planting
To 2 horses 3 1-2 days, laying off with cultivator

3

"

To 2 1-2 days re-planting
To 25 days ploughing 3 times with

cultiva-

and single plow
To 2 horses 24 days ploughing 3 times with
cultivator and single plow

To 16 days' hoeing.
To 5 days thinning
To 26 days cutting corn (men only)
To 38 3-4 davs husking com and
.'^.

.

2.700 bundles foddor in the

25 00

24 00
16 00
5 00
26 00

tieing

^
fodder
9 days hauling com to crib
2 horses 9 days hauling corn to crib. ...
5 bushels seed com, at 60c
.'

By

50

2 50

tor

To
To
To

field at

39 75
9 00

made 926

be charged to the crop
E. S. Postee.

it

Co., Va.

9

00

bushels of

com

IMPROVING LAND IN VIRGINIA.
Editor Southern Planter:
I have recently had a number of inquiries from
friends and others as to my method of bringing poor
All of these gentleland to a high state of fertility.

men are (if not, they should be) readers of your
most valuable paper, and for their benefit I will
give a bit of ray experience in improving some of

my

poor, worn oiit lands.
In the summer of 1902 I had a field of four
acres in corn.This was cut in the fall.
I got from
the four acres two two-horse loads of stalk feed,
which shucked out a little less than two barrels
The next year 1903
or ten bifthels of corn.
sowed this field in cowpeas, applying about 300
pounds of acid phosphate per acre. I got one twoThe next year
horse load of hay from this crop.
1904 I seeded to peas again, applying 400 pounds
This brought me a
of acid phosphate per acre.
nice crop of vines, but they were so badly lodged
that the mower could not cut them all.
I hauled
in four two-horse wagon loads and still the ground
was almost covered with vines. In the early spring
of 1905, about 10 tons per acre of farm manure was
This was turned imder with a heavy twoapplied.
horse plow, going as deep as they could draw it.
Following this wa.s a two-horse Chattanooga subsoil plow, going fully eight inches below the other
furrow.
This broke the land thoroughly about 14
inches deep.
I then planted to com, applying
The
about 200 poimds of fertilizer to the acre.
corn was left standing about 18 inches apart in the

—

—

—

3 00 row.

$220 75
3c.
81 00
.

$139 75
I

to

and planted 28 acres in corn in

For my own satisfaction I
three different fields.
kept a true and correct account of what the com
cost me from the time the big plow went into the
ground

Bath

would have
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put in the crib and

In many instances two or more sprouts put out
and bore good ears. From
this field, which before yielded two barrels of com,
or ten bushels, I filled a silo with 40 tons of ensilage, as heavily eared as I ever saw in my life,
and had six loads of stalk feed left, which shucked
75 bushels of good corn.
out 15 barrels
A number of persons went through this field before it was harvested and it was estimated to yield
The
between 65 .ind 70 bushels of corn per acre.
following fall this field was seeded to oats, timothy
and clover, applying 1,000 pounds of lime (90 per
Last summer a heavy crop
cent, lime) per acre.
of oats was harvested and in October there was such
a heavy crop of clover and grass that I was comat the roots of the stalks

—

—

18 shocks washed away by the river after it was
shocked, which would have easily made 24 bushels,
making 950 bushels of com raised at a cost of $139.
75 not quite 15 cents per bushel.
I must say I cannot agree with Mr. Eastham
when he calls it taking the roof off the land each
time a crop is raised, for the land in this section
of Virginia ^vill not stand in grass more than three
years, and when that land is ploughed for corn the pelled to mow it, getting about eight tons of nice
cost of putting back in grass certainly cannot be hay and to-day I have a perfect stand of timothy.
When this land
charged to the corn crop, but the "roof" that covers The srround is literally covered.

—
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COST OF PKODUCTION OF CORN.
first taken up and put in peas, it was hardly
worth the ploughing, as some of my men said, now Editor Southern Planter:
it is as good as any on my farm of 500 acres and
Pardon me for desiring to appropriate your valucould not he bought at $40 per acre.
You will reable space, because, in calling attention to a well
memher, too, that I have gotten four good paying
established, essential fact, as to the procedure propcrops in the five years of improvement.
er for determining the cost of a manufactured proAnother field I took up in 1903 that was so poor
duct, controversy was farthest from my thought and
that no kind of vegetation would grow on some porBut, under "Cost of Corn
is without relish now.
tions of it, and it was badly washed in places.
Production" in your February issue, Mr Smith
In August this was gotten in fine condition for refuses to accept my "landlord and and tenant plan"
grass seed.
Having been thoroughly broken before- as a fair one for ascei'taining the value or recomhand, German clover was seeded, applying 400 pense creditable to the land as the capital's dividend,
pounds of acid phosphate per acre.
In the fall, and attempts to drive me from my contention "that
when the clover had gotten good hold, it was top- a fair return on the value or capital invested is endressed with manure.
In the spring of 1904, I titled to be figured in the cost," by saying that it is
found that I had a heavy crop of hay. This, how- impossible for him to figure out the correct value
ever, lodged so that I did not get more than one- unless
I shall furnish him with information he knows
half of it with the mower.
About June 1st, I turn- that no living human being can supply. "None are
ed the stubble under with a two-horse plow, which so deaf as those who will not hear." If my logic
was followed by a two-horse Chattanooga subsoil is not sound and can only resiilt in filling up valuplow, both together breaking the land thoroughly able pages, I wish the editor to consign this to the
about 12 inches or more.
I then seeded to peas, waste basket.
applying 400 pounds of acid phosphate per acre.
Where would be all of our great industries to-day
was

—

In the fall I had the heaviest crop of vines I should they ignore the capital investment the fachave ever seen in all my life. These, however, tory and its equipments?
lodged and were so badly tangled that the mower
For the benefit of others who may not know how
did not get hardly 50 per cent, of them.
to arrive at a basis in fixing the cost to produce
of the the adage (as old
The next spring— 1905— this field was planted in corn, I will remind them
as it is true) that "land is worth for that purpose
corn, applying 150 pounds of fertilizer per acre. I
many dollars per acre as it will produce bushels
never had com tc grow better, and it was only har- as
it ought to have the interest for
rowed or worked in any way three times, and then of corn." And
twelve months on that many dollars placed to its
with a cultivator.
This made the best corn on the
often broken or used for anything
farm.
A part of it was cut for ensilage and it was credit, as it is not
Moreover, it is a well
else from the fall before.
never measured, but all who saw it agreed with
fact that wheat, timothy and red top will not
the writer that it would average at least 70 bushels known
back into that soil the plant food that the com
to the acre.
My experience is that the subsoil plow, put
crop has taken out, and, therefore, while there is
cowpeas, and farm manure, together with thorough
a roof on it, such a roof is now not of the quality
cultivation, all applied in a practical manner, will
of the one the com removed.
not only improve our lands, but will give us a good
However, by placing this $3 per acre in the cost,
profit along with it.
I have divided my farm into
we have 23 cents as the manufacturer's cost to profour shifts, making each shift or field come in corn
duce a bushel of corn, without charge for shelling,
every fourth year.
First year, wheat or oats; secis much more reasonably near the mark at
ond year, grass; third year, peas, or remain in grass; which
which land of a 50 bushel to the acre quality can be
fourth year, corn.
I usually cut a crop of hay the
Should this help any
counted on to manufacture it.
third year, before the land is seeded to peas.
farmer to figure on a business basis, I shall not reThe subsoil plow is used in fall or spring before gret having taken part in the discussion.
the field is planted to corn.
I find when com folJ. Byrd Eastham.
Culpeper, Va.
lows peas, and especially when the subsoil plow is
used, that the com keeps nice and green through
FARMING vs. PLANTING COTTON.
the summer and I have not yet failed to secure a
good crop. Besides, I am not troubled with grass Editor Southern Planter
and the land keeps mellow and soft and very little
A correspondent at Seneca, S. C., writes me a
cultivation is required.
W. B. Gates.
farming that is done
:

doleful account of the slack

Prince

Edward

Co., Va.

around there and the growing of cotton after cotton
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for a life time, with only a dribble of 200 pounds to keep up the supply of vegetable decay in their
What is needed in the upland country is a
per acre of a complete fertilizer, (tbat is, so-called soils.
complete one, because it contains nitrogen, phos- deeper breaking of the soil to let in the air and to

phorus and potassium, but in such 'a poorly arranged proportion that there is but two per cent, of
ammonia, eight per cent, of phosphoric acid, and
two per cent, of potash, making a very poorly balanced fertilizer).

hold the rainfall that runs away and makes guUeys
on the shallow ploughed surface, and then the growing of peas to furnish vegetable matter.
These peaa
can be fertilized with simply acid phosphate and

muriate of potash, and in their decay they will fursays that the result of such nish the needed humus and gradually restore the
planting, not farming, is that the average farmer conditions that existed in that soil before the humus
Then, having
takes five to seven acres to make a bale of cotton, was exhausted and the land was new.
and gets about seven bushels of corn per acre from a fine growth of the peas preceding a cotton crop,

Our correspondent

the farmer need not buy even the little one per cent
the land kept year after year in corn.
And yet these same men would tell you that fer- of ammonia, for he will have vastly more through
tilizers are only stimulants and have made the land the peas, and the same money he now spends for the
poor.
But this section is right about the State Col- 2-8-2 goods will give him nearly double the amount

Clemson College, and the natgood as any in the whole country naturally.
Down in the upper Pine Belt about
•Darlington, S. C, where the land is naturally far
inferior to that about Seneca, the farmers have realized the deficiencies of their soil, and have become
farmers instead of planters, and a bale per acre of
cotton, there is no rarity at all.
But the poor farming that our friend describes is
found all over the southern upland country, and men
are annually scratching over an unproductive surface, and right below, where the little bull-tongue
plow has been scratching, there is a fertile and productive red clay that only needs to be exposed to the
air and frost to become productive of crops of peas
and other legumes that would soon change the whole

of phosphate and potash if properly proportioned.

cient in plant food of nearly every sort, and they
have been compelled to supply the need in a liberal

the moisture retained in the other piece made the
fertilizer available, and the result was a hale per
acre and one-fourth of a bale on the complete fer-

lege of Agriculture,

Then, after the first growth of peas turned under,
he will begin to find that he can grow bigger crops
of the peas too if a wise rotation is adojjted, and
their feeding value will be such that it will be a
source of profit to him to cure and feed them and
get manure for his land that will still further increase its humus content, and enable him to be still
more liberal in the application of the mineral fertilizers.
We once saw in South Carolina a crop of
The owner had applied to
cotton following peas.
the cotton, after peas, only 300 pounds of acid phosphate and 50 pounds of muriate of potash. Right
alongside was another piece of cotton on old stalk
land where cotton had been gro^^^l for many years
The land was alike otherwise. On this
constantly.
One reason for the superi- piece he had applied an equal amount of the 2-8-2
character of the farm.
The season was very dry, and the complete
ority of the crops in the Pine Belt is that the farm- goods.
ers there fully understood that their soil was defi- fertilizer was hardly available to the plants, while

ural soil there

is

as

way.

in the upper country the scientists have been tilizer that cost more than the mineral fertilizers
farmers that their soil is full of potash on the bale piece.
If all southern farmers were wise, a word like this
and therefore needs little or none in the fertilizer.
Hence the popularity of the 2-8-2 fertilizers. The would be sufficient, but we have to keep hammeriag

But

telling the

W. P. Masset,
Editor of "Practical Farmer."

piney woods farmers knew that they needed not only
abundant supplies of nitrogen and phosphoric acid,
but especially potash, which is admittedly deficient
there.

But while the red clay soils show an abundance of
potash by chemical analysis, it is also true that the
potash existing in the red clay is in the form of an
insoluble silicate, which comes into use very much
slower than the needs of modem cropping require.
The long scratch ploughing and constant exposure

INCREASING THE YIELD OE CORN.
The average

yield of

com

in the United States

ifl

In many States it is 20
about 25 bushels per acre.
Twenty bushels of com, including
bushels, or less.
the stover, would remove from the soil 46 pounds of
nitrogen, 40 pounds of potash and 15 pounds of
Of this amount 2^1 povmds of nitrogen,
of the soil to sun and air in the annual cultivation phosphorus.
of cotton and com have burnt up all the humus in 35 pounds of potash and 7 pounds of phosphorous
the soil, and the farmers cannot use fertilizers so lib- would be in the stover and the remainder in the
Observe the principal element removed
erally as those who have tried, throvigh the legumes, grain.
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from the farm through the sale of the grain would
thu3 be nitrogen, and if the stover was fed and the
manure returned to the land the larger part of the
elements of plant food removed by the crop would
be returned to the soil.
There is no reason why the yield of corn should
For innot be doubled and trebled on our farms.
stance, 60 bushels of corn would take from the soil
about 98 pounds of nitrogen, 63 pounds of potash
and 34 pounds of phosphorus. Considering the supply of food which is said to be present in an average
soil, there would be enough food, if used even at this
How does it come,
rate, to last for many years.
therefore, that larger crops of com are not raised
on the average ? Apparently, the plant food is unavailable in the soil and it behooves the farmer to
ascertain how a change in this respect can be brought
about.

First of all, he need not purchase nitrogen, as he
can obtain it through farm yard manure, or the
This
ploughing under of green, leguminous crops.
will also add humus to the soil and change its physical relation towards air, moisture and the development and distribution of plant roots. The other elements must be supplied in a commercial form. One
crop of cowpeas ploughed under will more than supply the nitrogen needed for a 60 bushel crop of com,
and 210 pounds of high grade acid phosphate and
125 pounds of muriate of potash the phosphorus
needed.
Would it not be pi-ofitable to double and
treble our corn crop ?
It certainly would, for the
cultivation of the land required for a 60 bushel crop
of com is but slightly in excess of what is required
for a 20 bushel crop.
Supplying the nitrogen from
the air makes it both practicable and advisable for
the farmer to purchase the small amount of the
comparatively cheaper mineral elements phosphorus
and potash needed to supply his soil with tlie
available elements of plant food in which it must
evidently be deficient or he would obtain larger
yields.
A. M. Sodle, Director.
Experiment Station, Blacksburg, Va.

—

—

SUCCESSFUL FARMING.
Editor Southern Planter:

is the one who comes nearest to making this ration
out of what he raises and not what he buys.
Any
man can buy and feed a balanced ration, or commercial fertilizers to make his land rich, provided he
has a lot of bank stock or other source of revenue,
but this is not the man I am writing about.
I am
talking about the man who lives on his farm and
feeds, clothes and educates his children on the proceeds of said farm.
I have read quite a lot about
crop rotation, but have never been told how to control the seasons and make the rotation work out just
right.
For instance, if a drougth or a freeze should
happen to destroy one of the crops in the rotation.
Many writers will devote whole pages to telling
their readers that the Poland China or Duroc or
Berkshire hog is the best in the world; when, as a
matter of fact, they have never raised any other
kind and never tried a cross-bred hog.
The same
thing will apply to writers about cattle.
I raise
Hereford cattle and their grades and have heard,
men insist that the best steer in the world was a
single cross between a Hereford and a Shorthorn,
but I never saw the man that objected to one that
had two or three crosses of the Hereford in him.
I
have bred at one time or another nearly all of the
improved breeds of hogs, yet the very best farmer's
hog that I have used is a cross of the big English
black female and the Poland China male, but it is
a shock to a great many men to talk about raising
grades of any kind or description.
I saw, a few
days ago, an article in a prominent poultry journal,,
w^here a wl-itei' was telling how to raise turkeys
by keeping 25 young ones in a coop three by six feet
with plank floor, until they were two months old,
telling how to feed them and never mentioned grit
or green food of any kind.
Now, some of his readers will try that, and say that turkey raising is no

good.
Thirty-five

me

years ago,

in

this

section

could

cleared land, but now we can scarcely raise it at all
on either old or fresh land without the use of fertilizers.
Now, the question is. Isn't new land as good

now

as

new land

years ago

?

If

the wheat

of the same character was forty
then is the cause, of the failure

it is,

had been bred up

space in your columns, I tilizer ?
If not, what
would like to offer a few thoughts and questions to
Pulaslci Co., Ya.
the men who have a fondness for telling farmers

how

we

wheat crop on any good land,
almost any year, and always a good crop on fresh
raise a fairly good

tliat

If you will allow

[March,

is

the cause

?

to

demand ferFarmer.

to get rich on the farm and at the same time
FERTILIZER RECEIPTS.
improve their fai-ms. These experiences of mine
have been gained by forty years of farming in all Editor Southern Planter:
kinds of weather and during all kinds of seasons.
About this time of year irresponsible parties go
There has been a great deal said about the balanced around attempting to sell so-called "recipes for makration; but the man who succeeds best on the farm ing fertilizers."
A friend writes me, "Yesterday

—

:
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I had a man to come to me with this recipe in his
pocket for which he paid $5, and asked for the material for this fake fertilizer recipe."
If any of your readers are offerd an opportunity
to get in

ness

—

on the ground

to learn

how

to

floor of the fertilizer busi-

make

fertilizer for

by purchasing a $5 recipe for making
we wish to offer the advice

all

$1 a ton
fertilizers,

DON'T.
When you

purchase a recipe for making fertilyou are parting with your money for nothing.
We have seen several of these recipes, and have yet
to see one that was not worthless.The mixtures preizers,

pared according to the directions given are not
worth the time and labor applied. Ingredients are
called for which can ouly be purchased at a drug
store at high prices, and, likely as not, are of no
more value to the plants than a piece of coal would
be.

231

plied broadcast.

Plot No. 1 was left without ferany kind. The fertilizer applied to the
two plots was cultivated in with a two-horse cultivator with six shovels.
The whole crop was cultivated four times during the growing season and
thinned to two stalks to a hill.
The season was a
very wet one, not less than thirty-three rains falling between July 26th and the 3d of September.
On the 19 th of September the com was cut down
and shocked. On the 5th of November the com was
husked out and it and the fodder on the different
plots weighed.
The corn was weighed on the ear.
Plot No. 1 made 79 pounds of corn and 146
pounds of fodder.
Plot No. 2 made 164 pounds of corn and 406
pounds of fodder.
Plot No. 3 made 270 pounds of corn and 387
pounds of fodder.
Plot No. 2, upon which the potash was applied,
fired badly when it was shooting, and hence failed

tilizer of

But even if you did happen to buy good directions
for mixing a fertilizer
what then? You have paid to make the yield expected.
your money for something that could be secured for
This experiment seems to sustain the position we
nothing.
The Experiment Station will at any time have always taken that what our lands most need

—

without charge, directions for mixing any is phosphoric acid and, next to this, nitrogen, which
kind of fertilizer desired.
should be provided by growing leguminous crops. It
But, as said before, we have never yet seen a ought not to be necessary to apply anw bought nitrofertilizer receipt sold for $5, or any other price, gen to the land, and then the cost
of the fertilizer can
that was not worthless.
be reduced to a small one, and, with an abundant
Do not buy fertilizer recipes.
supply of humus in the soil derived from the leG. S. Fraps, Chemist, Texas Expt. Station.
gumes, the crop may be made to pay for the phos-

send,

phoric acid applied.

This advice is just as valuable to Virginia and
South Carolina farmers as to Texas
farmers.
Let these fake fertilizer recipe salesmen
alone.
They will only rob you. Ed.

North and

—

CORN GROWING EXPERIMENT IN
GREENSVILLE

CO.,

VA.

Mr. Charles E. Dimmock, of Greensville county,
sends us particulars of an experiment
made last year in raising com on poor, sandy loam
On a piece of land an acre in
land in that country.
extent three plots were laid off of equal size and
The
of apparently equal fertility and quality.
land was ploughed from 25th to 28th of May and
On
harrowed at once with a spike toothed harrow.
June 9th the com was planted with two-horse cheek
row planter set to check at thirty-eight inches each
way.
The land was then levelled with a welder.
Up to this time no fertilizer or manure had been
applied.
On the 26th of June, after the com was
up, plot No. 2 had a mi.xture consisting of 200
pounds acid phosphate, 70 pounds of cotton seed
meal and 40 pounds of muriate of potash applied
broadcast.
Plot No. 3 had a mixture of 200 poimds
acid phosphate and 70 pounds cotton seed meal apVirginia,

COST OF PRODUCTION OF CORN AND
FODDER; RELATIVE VALUE OF
EACH.
Editor Southern Planter:

In thinking over my last article in reply to Mr.
Byrd Eastham, in which I added a small expense
of $28.02, which I left out of my first article intentionally, it occurred to me that I had made a greater
mistake against myself in the first calculation by
adding an expense of $31.50, cost of ricking fodder^
and at the same time not taking into consideration
that a little more than one-tenth of the total expense
should have gone for the production of the 440
shocks of fodder grown on same land at same time.

J.

Now, we will take the 2,100 biishels of com at
50 cents per bushel and the fodder at 25 cents per
shock in ricks and then we will get fodder worth
$110, corn worth $1,050, which I think is a fair
estimation, as I could have gotten that for them,
but preferred feeding same to selling both for even a
little

higher price.

I think that if we want to find tlu^ true coj:t of
corn as well as the fodder in the above discussion,
we ought to place 11-105 of the total expense of
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.$318.27,

which

b

$33.34, to the production of said
fodder.
To the expense of producing this fodder,
we ought to add $31.50 for the ricking of same, thus
making an expense of $64.84, to be charged to the
fodder, and $284.93, to be charged to the corn.
This is as little as I think could be charged
against the fodder, as experiments show that the
stalk,fodder and shuck are worth nearly as much
as the ear, but I will not take this into consideration, for if I did it

would make the cost of produc-

[March,

and three pecks of good, clean sorghum seed per

The main thing is to have good, clean seed
and the land in proper shape. Laat year, at cutting
time, it was very showery, so curing the crop was
a hard proposition.
I had a quantity of old fence
rails at hand and in the woods near by, so I cut some
forks about four or five feet long and stood one up
for each cock I wanted to make, and set five or six
acre.

of the old fence rails in the forks.
This gave ventilation to the centre and bottom
of the cocks, and the crop cocked on these frames

tion of corn below ten cents per bushel.
At the calculation above, and I have tried to be just and fair, cured out very bright and nice.
Any plan that will
I think I have taken into consideration all expenses. give ventilation through the centre of the cocks and
I think I have at last reached the true cost of corn at the bottom will do.
per bushel and fodder per shock, under conditions
crop made a very large yield and I find it a
atated in my previous article.
From the above fig- paying crop to raise. One good feature about it is

My

we

it will cost .146 cents per shock that a farmer can sow it after he sees his hay crop
and .135 cents per bushel to raise is gbing to be short, as it will do well sown up to
com on land that will make 50 bushels of com per the 7th of July in this section.
acre without fertilizer.
Towson E. Smith.
The reason the crop is not generally successful in
Rappahannock Co., Va.
this section is that farmers will sow it on the poorest
Please correct the following errors in my land they have, supposing that peas will do well on
P. S.
First being my mistake in simple ad- land too poor to produce any other crop, and a faillast article:
dition in copying, other two in setting type
In 41st ure is generally the result. If the land is thin, it
line in second column, on 118th page, it should be should have an application of from six to eight hun$349.77 instead of $353.77. In 15th line in first dreds pounds per acre of a fertilizer containing nicolumn, on 119th page, place "was" instead of trogen, 4 per cent. actual potash, 8 per cent. avail''had."
In 19th line, on same page, in second col- able phosphoric acid, 6 per cent.
T. E. S.
umn, omit the pronoun "I."
Wise Co., Va.
E. L. Cousins.

ures,

find that

to raise fodder,

—

—

;

SORGHUM AND

;

PEAS.

here again for farmers to begin to
plan their crops for the coming season, and' as 1
Cabbages not set out in the fall should be got out
see a great many articles in the different farm pa- as fast as possible when the soil and weather perpers I take on the subject of growing forage crops, mits,
lyook over the fall-set plants and set out new

As

the time

is

I will give my experience in growing sorghum and plants wherever these have failed to grow or the
As this is a very valuable for- plants look sickly. Freshen up the soil with a hoe
Gowpeas for hay.
age crop, I have been growing it more or less for or fork before planting a new plant. As soon as the
eight or ten years, but never tried it in a way to weather becomes mild and the fall-set plants begin
make the most out of it until last year, and I find to make growth, give a top dressing of 100 pounds
a very paying crop when managed the right way.
Last spring, after my other crops were out, I began to prepare a piece of land for sorghum and
peas.
I turned under a good clover sod, which had
stood three or four years
On the thinnest places.
I applied a light coat of stable manure, I then harrowed the ground well with a spike-toothed harrow,
then let it lay until the 20th of June, then I broadcasted three-quarters of a bushel of black peas and
it

of sorghum cane seed to the acre,
and harrowed them in well. The crop grew well,
and on the 1st of October it was ready to cut. The
field averaged about six feet high, but I foimd it was
hardly as thick as it ought to have been, and I would
advise those who have never had any experience in
growing sorghum and peas to sow one bushel of peas
half a bushel

down each side of the
The effect which
the crop.
nitrate of soda has in increasing the yield of the
crop is wonderful.
In an experiment made in
of nitrate of soda per acre

rows and

cultivate

North Carolina it was found that where no nitrate
of soda was applied there was a yield of but 910
prime heads per acre. Where 300 pounds of nitrate
of soda was applied per acre in two equal applicatiops the number of prime heads obtained was 3,260
When the same amount was applied in
per acre.
three equal dressings the yield of prime heads was
5,390 per acre. On the land where 400 pounds of
nitrate was applied in two equal dressings the yield
was 4,160 prime heads, and when the same was
applied in three equal dressings 7,580 prime heads
per acre were cut.

— —
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard,
WORK FOR THE MONTH.

Muriate of potash, 250 poimds.

have
The severe weather we had in February
prevented the doing of much of the work we advised
for that month in our February issue and as a consequence work will be crowded on the trucker and
gardener this month as soon as ever the land is dry
enough to work. It is essential to the prosperity of
the truck growers of the South Atlantic States that
the crops of the various sections should follow each
other in due succession, so that the Northern markets
may be able to absorb them at fair prices. If any
section should have its first plantings cut off by a
late frost and other sections north be not so affected,
then if second plantings are made there is almost
certain to be a glut of the markets and all suffer together.
This emphasises the importance of never
planting the whole first crop at one time very earJy
Whilst it is important to get truck
in the season.
crops into the market as early as possible, because
then the best prices prevail, yet it is the part of a
wise economy not to risk everything on the one
planting.
Better "never to p^it all your eggs in one
will

basket."

Until the weather becomes mild and settled let the
principal efforts be devoted to getting the compost
and manure on the land so that it may be ready to
work in as soon as the soil is in a proper condition

Don't plough or work until it is dry
crumbly condition from the
mouldboard.
Then throw it up into good high
ridges to expose it to the action of the sun and air
and so warm and fit it to be planted. In our February issue we gave full advice as to the fertilizing
of the land for vegetable crops and to that issue refer
our readers.
We also gave formula3 for mixing
for working.

enough

to

fall in a nice

for the different crops in that
be well for us here to repeat the
formula for the Irish potato and cabbage crops, as
there are hundreds of new subscribers who have come
special
issue.

to

make

(500

Apply

a ton.

pounds

to the acre

at the rate of

with compost

from 300

to

if available.

Continue the work of planting the Irish potato
Do not cut the seed
crop as the land becomes tit.
of the earliest varieties too closely, as may safely bo
done with later varieties. The earliest varieties lack
that vigor of growth which makes it safe to cut later
They should always
varieties into very small sets.
have a good piece of the set with at least two eyes,
so that the sprouts may have support until the rootIt is an excellent
lets can get good hold of the land.
practice to sprout all Irish potato sets before planting.
This greatly hastens their growth after plantsets in a thin layer to the sunlight
building and they will throw out short,
stubby sprouts of a hard, green color which are not
easily broken off in afterwards cutting and planting
them. As to the varieties to be planted we hesitate
to advise, as this should be decided upon by the

Expose the

ing.

in a

warm

For
individual growers in their different sections.
main crop always plant a variety which is known
At the same time plant a
to do well in the section.
few of two or three new varieties to test them and
thus be able to make a selection for another year.

the

of the old standard varieties seem to have deteriorated very much in later years and it is well to
be looking up new varieties to take their places.

Some

We

hear excellent reports as to the Irish Cobbler, Early
Simlight and Early Ohio, for early crops, whilst

Improved Peach Blow, Beauty of Hebron, Green
IMountain and Burbank are well spoken of for later
In this issue will be found the formula
planting.
for mixing the dip for preventing scab, ^bout which
we have had many enquiries.

fertilizers

It

may

Strawberry beds should be worked as soon as the
is in good order and the plants show signs of
growth, and if not in good fertile conupon our lists since that issue was sent out who may eommencing
dition should have a top dressing of 250 pounds of
not have it for reference:
acid phosphate, 250 pounds of muriate of potash
For Irish potatoes take
and 100 pounds of nitrate of soda per acre applied
Nitrate of soda, 300 pounds.
the sides of the rows and be worked in during
down
600
pounds.
Cotton seed meal,
Mulch the beds after cultivating with
cultivation.
Acid phosphate, 800 pounds,
pine tags or marsh hay free from weed seeds to keep
Muriate of potash, 300 pounds.
and hold moisture. New beds of
Apply at the rate of from 500 to the berries clean
to make a ton.
strawberries should be set out if not already planted.
1,000 pounds to the acre.
land

For cabbages take
Nitrate of soda, 300 pounds,
C!otton seed meal, 700 pounds,
Acid phosphate, 750 pounds,

Keep

this

issue

where

it

can

be

ready

the year as the spray mixtures
wanted at a moment's notice at any time.

reference

all

may

for

be
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FORMULA FOR SPRAY MIXTURES.
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Kerosene

2 gallons

Use "soft water" (preferably

cistern water). Dis-

Copper Sulphate Solution.
solve the soap in the boiling water; add the kerosene
Copper Sulphate (bluestone)
2 to 4 pounds and chum violently imtil the mixture becomes like
Water
50 gallons
buttermilk not less than five or ten minutes.
Di-

—

Dissolve the copper sulfate in a bucket of hot lute with water ten to fifteen times before using.
water, as it dissolves more quickly in hot water; and
For sucking insects.
dilute to the desired quantity. Use wooden or earthFor scale insects use strong emulsion and apply
en vessels for copper sulfate solution.
This solu- while the insects are still in the larval stage. For
tion is to be used on dormant plants, before the
plant lice, mealy begs, red spider, etc., the weaker
leaves have expanded.

solution

cabbage

may be used.
worm mav be

Soft bodied insects like the
destroved with this solution.

Bordeaux Mixture.
Lime, Sulphur and Salt Mixture.
4 pounds
Lime, 15 pounds (unslaked) sulphur (flowers),
5 pounds
15 pounds; salt, 5 pounds; water, 50 gallons.
Put
50 gallons
four or five gallons of hot water in an iron kettle

1.

Copper Sulphate
Unslaked Lime
Water

;

2.

Stir
(20 gallons capacity), add 15 pounds lime.
poimds with wooden paddle so as to spread it about, then
6 pounds
as soon as in full boiling from slaking, add 15
50 gallons
pounds surphiir and mix briskly with lime, adding
after leafing out.
boiling water as needed to bring the whole mass
No. 1 can be used on these plants during the dor- into a thick paste, then add water enough to make
mant season.
10 or 12 gallons and boil from 30 to 40 minutes.
Dissolve the copper sulfate as mentioned above,
Add the salt when the paste is diluted. When the
slake the lime in a bucket of water and dilute with
wash is cooked, strain and dilute to 50 gallons.
several gallons of water and strain through a coarse
cloth to free the mixture of the small lumps.
They
Paris Green.
interfere with the free flow of the mixture through
For biting and chewing" insects.
'Mix the two solutions together
the spray nozzles.
Paris Green
1 pound
after diluting each to 25 gallons.
Use this for I'ots,
Water
160 to 200 gallon?
molds, mildews and all fungus diseases.
For potato
Lime
2 pounds
blight add two pounds more of copper siilfate.
If used dry, as a powder, mix it with 100 times
A combined fungicide and insecticide for biting
its weight of dry flour, plaster or air-slacked lime.
insects may be made by adding 8 ounces of either
London Purple may be used in the place of
Paris Green or London Purple, Green Arsenoid or
Paris Green, but should have more lime mixed with
Arsenate of Lead to the above.

Copper Sulphate
Unslaked Lime
Water
For all stone frxiits,

3

it.

Animoniacal Copper Carbonate Solution.

Copper Carbonate

Ammonia

Persian Insect Powder.

6 ounces
aboiit 3 pints

Water

Fresh Powder

1

Water

2

ounce

gallons

50 gallons

Spray on plants for soft bodied insects. The
Dissolve the copper carbonate in ammonia in a
powder is frequently dusted on plants and is probawooden or earthen vessel and add to it the
bly preferable to the liqiiid form.
The material
required quantity of water when ready to apply. As
is not poisonous to man, hence cnn be used in dwellammonia varies in strength, some care is necessary ing houses to kill house flies and mosquitoes. For
to use no more than is needed to dissolve the copper
such cases, first close all doors and windows and dust
carbonate.
This preparation is used for the same
the room well with the powder (usually at night) and
purpose ns Bordeaux, but is intended to be used only
It is a good idea to
leave it so for several hours.
when fruit is nearly 2Town, as Bordeaux sometimes
bum a spoonful or two on hot embers so that the
affects the skin of ripening fruit.
fumes may fill the room. Be sure that the powder
closed

is

Kerosene Ermilsion.

Hard Soap
Boilinff

Water

fresh, because when old
The above formnhp and

it

often fails to

kill.

the spray calendar have

| pound been revised hv Prof. H. L. Price, of the Experiment Station, Blacksburg.

1 gallon
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THE CULTURE OF NUTS.
Editor Southern Planter:

The

culture of nuts seems to be attracting

much

[March,

adapted to our soil and climate. Of late years I believe our people ha\'e begun to awaken to an appreciation of our native walnuts. There has begun to
be a steady demand for them on the part of confectioners, and they are also beginning to be utilized
for home confectionery, both for candy and the filling of layer cakes.
Consequently, the country people take more pains now to gather the walnuts which
used to lie out in heaps under the trees all the winter.
The white walnut or butternut is very nice
for pickle or catsup, usee^ while still green and immature, though it is a gross nut when fully ripe.
The Spanish chestnut is much larger than ours,
but inferior to the latter in flavor and quality.
The
Japanese chestnut is still larger, and of still lower
grade as to quality, with the additional disadvantage

nowadays, and extravagant claims are
made as to what can be done in this line. In particular, we hear a great deal about pecans, but even
southern Virginia is too far north for this nut to be
raised profitably, and our soil is not the kind on
which it thrives. It has an enonnously long tap
root, which goes right dowm, and its favorite soil
is a very deep, moist (not wet loam).
Instead of
getting e.xcited over pecans, we had better turn our
attention to our own shell or scaly barked hickory
Twenty-five years ago I planted two of these
nuts.
trees on the top of a poor, high ridge, soon afterwards selling the place on which they were planted. that the tree
attention

is exceedingly expensive to buy when
years gi'afted, and, as it is of so much smaller growth,
In regard to
old, and have borne continuously ever since, increas- \mites very badly with the stock.
ing a little each year.
The shell is just as thin as chestnuts, as I said about walnuts, it is really best
the paper shelled pecan, and the kernel, which is to turn our attention to our native trees and try to
large, comes out in two unbroken halves.
The cultivate and improve them to the best advantage.

They commenced

The

when tweny

flavor is equal to that of the pecan, if not su-

perior.

I have seen shell barked hickory nuts on

the streets of

am

to bear a little

New York much

describing.

I

don't

Do

not trust permanently to getting chestnuts from

trees scattered over the place, as, besides the inconis generally a scramble as to
whether you will get the nuts or some animal or
trespasser.
Get seedlings from tHe woods and
plant them in some sjiiitable and convenient place.
They bear transplanting very well, and are also very
easy to gi'aft.
You should let them grow one year
You can always be sure of
before grafting them.
fine nuts, if you will graft them from the finest
chestnut trees in your vicinity.
The hard shell almond succeeds very well in this
This
locality, though the kernel is rather inferior.
is the case, however, with most of the almonds you
buy nowadays, the shell being thick and heavy and
the kernel small and inferior.
Peanuts, also, can be raised very successfuly in

smaller than those I venience of this, there

know where

the trees I

planted originated, but I bought them from Franklin
Davis, in Richmond.

Another nut which used to succeed well in Virwas the large filbert, or improved hazel nut.

ginia

I have seen, when a boy, large shrubs of these, loaded with nuts, but the filberts I bought, in more recent years, though they grew to enormous bushes
(more than fifteen feet high), bore so little that I

dug them up. I expect the cause of this was that
they were untested seedlings.
The English walnut is a valuable nut, but we are
too far north for its successful culture, except in
8ome favored spots, especially those that are near
water, on the Eastern Shore.
There is a walnut you will fijid in catalogues and
which was much lauded some years ago I mean
two varieties of Japanese walnut. The nut is insignificant, no larger than small, thick shelled hickory nuts, the kernel small and of very indifferent
flavor.
The tree grows badly, and in dry weather,
the leaves scald on high land.
On low, rich places,
which would otherwise suit it, not only the blossoms, but frequently the leaves and twigs are killed

—

Virginia.

One

great incentive to raising your owti nuts is
it has become very difficult of late
years to buy fresh and perfect ones, and the stale
are both imwholesome and unpalatable.
the fact that

Bedford Co., Va.

J.

C

Eaely.

SCAB ON IRISH POTATOES.
Examine

all

seed potatoes carefully to be certain

same are free from scab before planting and
When you want walnuts, plant our own black wal- never plant in land where the scab was prevalent
nut, and you will generally have good nut3 in abund- the year previously.
Scabby seed is sure to produce
ance.
These trees have been amongst us like the a scabby crop, unless all germs of the disease are
To destroy the germs,
prophets who had no honor in their own country, but destroyed before planting.
in reality they are very much bettter than the import- soak the sets in a solution of corrosive sublimate^ two
ed ones we buy, and naturally they are much better ounces to sixteen gallons of water. Dissolve the subby

late frost.

that the
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limate in two gallons of warm water and then add
fourteen gallons of cold water and stir frequently
until all the sublimate is dissolved thoroughly. The
sets should remain an hour in the solution and then

tack of canker, wihch has nearly girdled the tree,
but it has borne regularly for three years.
Grafta
are now growing on Wagoner and Alexander trees,

them poisonous.

ture, fertilizing,

which will come into bearing the coming season. The
be cut and planted.
The solution may be used over variety is not one to be recommended for the genand over again imtil it is all absorbed by the sets. eral grower. It is a high grade fruit that must
Keep the sets out of the way of man or animals after seek a special market and will need to be grown by
soaking and imtil planted, as the solution makes the specialist who will give it the needed high culpruning and spraying that

it

will

require.

THE HIGHEST PEICED APPLE GEOWN.
(Our attention was called recently to the Cox
Orange Pippin, an apple of English origin, that
sells regularly upon the market at 1 shilling or 24
cents apiece.
Through the courtesy of George T.
Powell, the well-known horticultural expert, we had
the pleasure of testing one of these fruits.
It was
grown by ilr. Powell on his farm in Columbia Co.,
N". Y.
Although of medium size and nothing particularly striking in general appearance, it made up
in flavor and good quality all it lacked in other reThere is no question but that this variety
spects.
can be gi'own successfully in this country. Mr.

The apple has one
tion,

it

peculiarity different

When

other varieties.

it

shrivels s lightly.

does not consider

reaches

its

from

all

highest perfec-

The English consumer

it reaches this
then perfectly sound, it is
most delicious in texture and very highly aromatic
The apples are ready to pick about the last of Sep-

condition.

While

it

it

as its best until
is

tember and will keep in common storage until the
holidays; but in cold storage theymay be kept until
February.

a box apple and adapted to that
I shall double work it upon difEerent stocks with the view to strengthening its foliage.
I believe it Avill be possible to grow it in this counIt

is

class of trade.

try of equal, if not superior, quality to those

—

grown

Powell has written the account of this promising in England. American Agriculturist.
fruit as given below.
Ed. American Agriculturist.)
This apple is but little known in our country, yet
The pruning of orchards, vineyards and small
it has the highest value of any variety grown in any
part of the world.
It is a seedling of the Ribston, fruit plantations should be completed as soon as posand originated in 1830 in Colnbrook Lawn, near sible before the sap commences to run too freely.
immediate
Slough, Bucks, England.
It has been disseminated The spraying of orchards should have
Tn this issue will be found a spray
to some extent in England, and is accorded the attention.
different
place of highest excellence of any apple grown there calendar and formula for mixing the

—

or of any imported variety, commanding at all
times one shilling or twenty-four cents apiece in the
retail market.
The tree, in comparison with the Baldwin or
Greening, is not so large, and its foliage is not so
strong or luxurious, but, so far as tried by me at
Orchard farm, it makes satisfactory growth and produces fruit regularly, which is of exceptionally high
quality.
The branches of the trees are light and
willowy in character, the leaves are narrow and
pointed and inclined to roll slightly, but are,, however, healthy to the end of the season.
The fruit
is medium in size, slightly russet, which, as it ripens, tiims to a rich golden yellow, and partially covIt is not as highly colered with a deep red color.
ored as some red apples, and for this reason its fine
quality and great merit would not be discovered by
buyers in a general market, but when matured it is
exceedingly high in flavor, slightly acid, juicy, crisp,
of fine texture and aromatic to a high degress.
Eight years ago I set my first grafts of this variety on a Willow Twig tree.
For three years the
Willow Twior stock has been suflFering fmm an at-

sprays.

Make up the hot bed for raising tomato, egg,
pepper and other tender plants and for striking
Throw out the soil a foot deep
sweet potato slips.
the size of the bed required and fill in with horse
manure and strawy litter and tread solid so that the
Leave
hole will be well filled when it has heated.
a week or ten days, then fork over and tread solid
again and cover with sash raised on a frame a foot
After the bed has heated up cover
above the bed.
part with woods mould or rich soil and part with

When the heat has moderated so as to
be a steady, gentle heat then sow the seeds of the
plants to be raised, either in the bed itself or in
Reserve the
shallow boxes to be laid on the bed.
part of the bed covered with clear sand for striking
These make much healthier
the sweet potatoes.
clear sand.

in sand than in soil.
Very little rot
found in slips raised in sand. It will be
soon enough to bed the sweet potato sets next month,
as the slips will not be wanted before the end of
slips

grown

will be

Mav.
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Live Stock and Dairy.
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN CATTLE.
The

IIolstein-Friesian cattle

known

favorably

in

many

selection along certain definite lines.

The rugged-

by the breed enables
them to withstand forced breeding, and no doubt the
have been long and
high standard of excellence which the champions of
ness of constitution enjoyed

Editor Southern Planter:

section3 of this country.

the breed seek to obtain will be reached within a
that their importacomparatively short time, because the constant study
antedates that of the first imof dairy problems in the United States and the high
portation of Shorthorns into Virginia.
The breed
average intelligence of our dairymen has taught
has made steady progress in public favor from its
them how to attain the end they seek by the use of
first introduction, though its most rapid disseminamany short cuts which were not known and utilized
tion and growth in popular favor has come within
the past few years.
The excellent performance of advantageously in years gone by.
certain ITolstcin cows and the well-known capacity
The Holstein-Fricsians are supposed to have been
of this breed to yield a large flow of milk and their brought direct from Holland into the Mohawk Valfine constitutions and stamina have naturally resulted ley in the State of New York about the beginning

In

fact,

tion into

it

is

believed by

many

New York

in their receiving increased attention at the

of our dairy farmers.

hands of the seventeenth century. The occupation of this
country by Dutch settlers accounts for their presence

This breed originated, as the name indicates, in
the low-lying countries of Holland, and there is good
reason for believing that they have been bred witli

due regard

to purity of blood and ancientness of
lineage for 2,000 years.
As far back as the annals
of history can be traced this breed has been popular
and has formed one of the chief moans of livelihood

of the people of Holland from the earliest times.
Holland has certainly been famed for its dairy products for several centuries, and it is not surprising
that the painstaking, studious efforts of this very
conservative people should have resulted in the development of a breed possessed of many of the most
desirable qualities from the standpoint of the dairy-

man.

in that section.

It

was natural that

this should be

country
family pets.
The cattle first
brought into the United States were not kept pure,
and it is only within the last thirty years that importations became general.
The first herd book was
published about 1872. This was known as the HolLater tlie Dutch
stein Herd Book of America.
Friesian Herd Book Tvas published, and finally the
two associations were united in 18S5 under the
the

case,

for these cattle

are looked

upon

name

the

of

in their native

as

IIolstein-Friesian

Association

of

This association was the pioneer organization in establishing a system of advanced registry,
which considered both actual performance and
America.

structural form as well.
It is needless to say that
mixed the advanced registry system has done much to proorigin, for it seems to be a peculiarity of European mote the best interests of this excellent breed of
breeds to develop many sub-breeds, all of them pos- cattle, for we all know that striving after high ideals
sessing the general characteristics of a given race, makes for betterment all along the line, and the
but with certain peculiarities only found in a small breeders of Holstein-Fricsians have been particusection of country.
The Friesians were most largely larly ambitious to have their animals recorded in
developed in North Holland, and as most of the the advanced records.
The establishment of this
cattle of this race imported into the United States system was largely due to the efforts of !Mr. S.
apparently came from, the Duchy of Holstein, the Hoxie, of YorkviJle, N. Y., who was also the first
name Holstein-Fricsian was adopted. This breed superintendent of the registry system. This breed
has the proud distinction of having been nsed to of cattle is most widely disseminated through the
some extent in both England and Scotland at an North, Central and Eastern States. In recent years,
early period, and it is claimed by their advocates that however, they have become favorites in many secsome of the refinement elTccted in the old Teeswater tions of the South and are making great progress in
and Ayrsliire breeds of cattle at an early date was nil parts of the country. There are now considerdue to crossing with Dutch bulls. Unceasing efforts ably more than 100,000 animals registered in
have been made by the advocates of this breed to American herd books and the breed is growing
improve them, and though one might naturally srip- rapidly in popularity, especially so as they entered
pose that the limit of perfection had been reached, the field some years after the Jersey, and that breed,
that the breeders propose to maintain the remark- owing to its excellence for dairy production and its
able flow characteristic of this breed and increase wide dissemination, has been an unusually hard race
the percentage of fat through careful and persistent of cattle to make substantial progress against. This

As the name

indicates,

the breed has a
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the Holstein-Friesians are undoubtedly doing, however, and this is said without bias or prejudice to
the interest of any breed.
^YhiIe Holstein-Friesians are adapted to a wide
range of country, so far as climate and soil conditions are concerned, their capacious frames call fori
liberal feeding, and they naturally prove most satisfactory where grazing is good or rich forage can be
supplied through the utilization of silage or soiling
crops at seasons of the year when grass is not
"flush."
This breed is a particularly valuable one
to dairymen who are engaged in supplying milk to
large towns and cities.
The milk, while coming
easily within the standard required for fat and
solids, does not, as a rule, contain a large surplus of
fat, as is the case with some other breeds.
In other
words, the fat in the nolstein milk, while low in per
cent., is distributed through a much larger volume,
and as the dairyman receives nothing for the fat in
milk above a certain standard, the breed naturally
commends itself to those engaged in milk production.
In size this breed is unquestionably the largest of
any of the distinct dairy breeds found in the United
States.
In fact, so far as frame is concerned they
approximate the Shorthorn quite closely, being, of
course, somewhat more leggy than this bi"eed.
The
weight of the cows varies anywhere from 1,200 to
1,.500 pounds, and of the sires from 1,500 to 2,500
pounds.
The breed thus has some merit from the,
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well and to gather their food in pastures to advant-

Eew breeds are more
and their quiet disposition and kindly nature commend them strongly to
those who have had experience in handling them.
This is a point worthy of consideration, for while a
nervous temperament is necessary in a good dairy
cow, an irritable one is equally undesirable.
Their
quiet, even disposition accounts in part, no doubt,
for the uniform growth they make during the first
eighteen months of their existence. It is quite surprising the evenness of form they display up to the
cud of this period, which accounts for the fact that
they are much better meat producers, relatively,
than many of the other dairy breeds, and if pushed
from the time they are young calves \mtil two years
of age, the male calves, even if only grazed, can be
made into very good beeves. In fact, but for their
color, which is so characteristic, they would un-

age during the

summer

season.

docile than the Holsteins,

doubtedly sell to better advantage than they do.
This is unfortunate, and is quite on a parallel with
the unjust discrimination against heifer beef ao

commonly met

with.

may be used to advantage
on common stock with the idea of increasing
their milk-producing powers, and it is believed that
an excellent class of beef calves would result from
Holstein-Friesian sires

to cross

the crossing of pure-bred sires of well-established
beef breeds, particularly the Shorthorn, Hereford
and Abedeen-Angus, on high-grade Holstein cows.
Another point with reference to this breed which is

view point of dual-purpose, as the calves are large
when dropped, grow vigorously and make excellent
veals, and if kept for a year or two make very fair worthy of some consideration is the fact that, owing
steers, not the equal, it is true, of the breeds bred to the large amount of skim milk produced, baby
exclusively for beef, but better than those obtained, beef and pork can be reared to advantage, and there
on the average, from some of the other smaller and is an excellent opportunity in the vicinity of many
towns and cities for the development of what is
finer dairy breeds.
While this breed stands unrivalled, so far as known as the veal industry.
quantity of milk is concerned, as already mentioned,
So far as productive powers are concerned, the
it is not rich in fat.
This is one of the defects, Holstein-Friesians stand near the top of the list.
however, which the breeders are systematically en- They have not been in-bred, which accounts in a
deavoring to overcome, with some success, judging large measure for their freedom from disease. This
from the excellent tests made by some Holstein- breed is what might naturally be termed paralleloFriesian cows within the last year or two. It is, of graraic in form rather than so markedly wedgecourse, simply a matter of time and systematic shaped as some of the other dairy breeds, and the
effort to increase the jier cent, of butter fat of tliis vigor of the frame gives an idea of the power and
breed, and now that the breeders have turned their capacity for which the breed is favorably known.
attention to tliis important matter, material advance- The color markings are black and white in a great
Sometimes the animals are
ment may be anticipated at an early date. Probably variety of mixtures.
the Holstein-Friesians do not mature quite so nearly all black; sometimes nearly all white, though
This is not a general admixture of the two colors is most comquickly as some of the other breeds.
The trueness with which they
surprising, for all the large breeds are possibly a monly met with.
reproduce tlwir markings shows that they have been
trifle slower in this respect than the smaller breeds.
Holstein-Friesian heifers, however, if properly fed bred carefully for many generations. This breed, if
and nourished, should come in as milk producers at compared with one of the standard breef breeds,
The healthy would not be found quite so massive in frame,
from twenty-four to thirty months.
nature of these cattle makes them favorites wherever though they are longer in the head, neck and limb,
well known, and their vigor enables them to graze and naturally not so well filled at the neck vein,
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brisket, flaiik

and thigh. They are rather noted for
their squareness of development in the rear, except
that they do not carry the fulness down to the hock,

Class D-^31 cows 3^ to 4 years old; average,
7,992.7 pounds milk, testing 5.22 per cent., and containing 417 pounds butter fat, equivalent to 487

as in the well-established beef breeds, and, of course,

pounds

the indications for capacity for dairy production are
clearly marked by the better development of the

E 56 cows 3 to 3^ years old; average,
7,084.5 pounds milk, testing 5.08 per cent., and containing 390.2 pounds butter fat, equivalent -to 455

udder and milk veins.

Andeew M.
Dean and

Soule,

Director, Virginia Experiment Station.

THE GUERXSEY IXCREASIXG IN" POPULAR FAVOR AS A DAIRY COW.
There is no better index of the growth of the
Guernsey interests than the increase of the register.
Great as this increase appears for an extended
period, the records of 1900 show more entries and a
larger number of transfers than in any preceding

Class

pounds

butter.

—

butter.

—

E GO cows 2^ to 3 years old; average,
0,889 pounds milk, testing 5.23 per cent., and containing 300.3 pounds butter fat, equivalent to 420
Class

pounds

butter.

G113 cows 2 to 2 J years old; average,
6,851.4 pounds milk, testing 5.02 per cent., and containing 343.6 pounds butter fat, equivalent to 400
Class

poimds better.
Average of all the above classes show 7,997.68
pounds milk, testing 5.06 per cent, and containing
year.
405.29 pounds butter f?t, equivalent to 473 pounds
Volume XVII. of the Herd Register begins with butter.
William H. Caldwell,
this January number.
When the quarterly issues
Peterhnro, N. H.
Secretary Guernsey Club.
of the Register were started with Volume VI., in
January, 1895, the club had been in existence sevenSWISS CATTLE.
teen years and there had been published 3,572 bulls
and 7,080 cows. During the last twelve years there
Editor Southern Planter:
have been published 7,612 bulls and 13,778 cows, or
I was thinking all the time during the cattle
twice as many entries.
This makes, with the beginning of this volume, 11,185 bulls and 20,859 breed discussion of last year that I would write a
short article about the Brown Swiss breed but, becows in the Register, or a total of 32,0-44 animals.
There were 2,70G sales recorded in 1906, or 400 ing a farmer and orchardist, and having no literary
more than in any previous year, and against 652 talent, I just kept putting it off, but when you answered that inquiry about Brown Swiss recently that
twelve years ago.
the
It is now just five years since the establishment yo\i knew, personally, but little about them
of the Advanced Register.
In this time 35 bulls greatest all-purpose cattle on earth I just could not
have entered same, their qualifications being that refrain from writing yoii a letter about them.
I have been a reader of your paper several years
each must have two or more daughters in this Register; 453 cows have completed their year's record and I believe you will be glad to give to the public
and entered this department of the Register, and 21 the great merits of the breed if you know them.
I own a herd of Bro^vn Swiss cattle, which herd
have re-entered it, making a second years' record.
Classifying these records the following interesting I started some years ago, after I had made a carefigures are found that are conclusive proof of the ful study of all the breeds, and decided that the
Swiss was the breed for this locality, and that they
capabilities of the Guernsey cow:
were, the best suited to all Virginia conditions.
Best year's milk record, 14,920.8 pounds.
Well, now for the points of excellence of this herd
Best year's butter-fat record, 857.15 pounds, or
equivalent to 1,000 pounds butter.
as they have demonstrated them here in Virginia
The
Class A
179 cows, 5 years old or over; average, on old Virginia native pasture and corn.
9,157.0 pounds milk, testing 5.01 per cent., and Bro^vn Swiss has the highest degree of perfection
containing 452.8 pounds butter fat, equivalent to as dual purpose cattle of any breed.
528 pounds butter.
They are the hardiest and strongest breed known
Class B
23 cows 4| to 5 years old; average, to the herd books.
9,044.8 pounds milk, testing 5.01 per cent., and conTheir powers of digestion and assimilation are
taining 453.3 pounds butter fat, equivalent to 529 unexcelled by any breed, and they do well where
pounds butter.
other breeds would be a failure.
Class C
32 cows 4 to 4^ years old; average,
They will make the greatest growth of any breed
8,145 pounds milk, testing 5.15 per cent, and con- in two years or thirty months.
I have had halftaining 419.3 poimds butter fat, equivalent to 489 blood Swiss-Jersey veal calves weigh from 200 to
pounds butter.
250 pounds in from six to seven weeks. My wean-

BROWX

;

—

—

—

—

—

—
TTIE
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weigh from 400 tn 450 pounds at from four
months old.
A Brown Swiss yearling, with moderate care,
will weigh 800 to 1,100 poimds.
iSTow, Mr. Editor, I have milked wedge-shaped
and double wedge-shaped cows, but none have done
better than my Brown Swiss cows, with their broad,
straight, flat backs, and with their broad rumps and
deep hind quartcr.s
They carry large, iiuely developed udders and
teats, and have large, prominent milk veins.
Their
skin is very loose and mellow and is covered with
a fine coat of silky hair.
These qualities they will
show with any common care. Last fall, with only
seven days' notice, I drove my herd to the Lynchburg
Interstate Eair, and made a very creditable exhibit,
in fact, it was a wonder to the people of old Vir-
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lings

to live

ginia to see such cattle just off old Virginia native
pasture.
Without blanket or brush no herd could

eompete with them for a silky, glossy coat of hair.
My three year old cows have a thirty-day record of
from four to six gallons of milk per day; or thirtytwo to forty-eight pounds of milk per day, testing
from three and one-half to four per cent, butter
fat, and this made on old Virginia native pasture
alone.
Xo breed will consume as much rough feed
to as good advantage as the Swiss, nor is there any
breed that

Look

is

at a

more responsive

to the best

two year old Swiss

treatment.

steer standing

on his

short, straight legs, with broad, straight, flat back,

long

rump and deep hind

down

to the

quarters,

coming well

hock; his loose, mellow skin, and weighing from 1,200 to 1,500 pounds.
T don't know of
a better or more responsive feeder.
You say he is
rather coarse.
Well, he may not carry that extreme
neatness that some of the beef breeds do, but my,
he is a business steer.
The butcher will want him
If one wants red and nothing but red will suit him,
why, let him have Red Polls; they are English, as
are the Devons.
They will make good beef and
will help to supply our home markets with butter.
We want cattle for the farm, and on every Virginia
farm that will make both milk, butter and beef; and
if

we had them

kave

Editor Southern Planter:
I do not think I can make an accurate statement
of what the pigs cost from start to finish that were

farrowed February, 1906, and marketed in the fall.
The crops they fed on were chiefly of a nitrogenous
character 'and the hogs, though fairly well bred,
grew long, tall and lanky. I think this went to show
they did not get enough carbonaceous food to balance
tlie large amoxrat of protein they gathered from the
grazing crops. They made an average gain of half
a pound a day from birtii to killing, dressed weight
I will state how I fed the second litters, which
were farrowed July and August, but will not attempt to state how much profit there was in them
I might be called on to figure ahead for ninety-nine
years.
Pigs at eight weeks old were turned on
peas, from peas to sov beans, which lasted till December 1st, then rape, until two weeks before
butchering, during which two weeks they received
corn alone. I started the pigs with one and a half
pounds of corn per head per day when first turned
on peas and gi-adually increased this to- three pounds
by November 1st. While on rape the last two weeks
At five months old
I fed three and a half pounds.
they dressed eighty-five pounds.
I have proved to my own satisfaction that it is
a mistake, im^der my own conditions, to depend too
This year I will supplelargely on grazing crops.
ment grazing crops with com from the start to
finish, starting with two pounds, finishing off on
If you wish I
soy beans with about four pounds.
will be glad to state results next fall.
Samttel a. Jannet.
,

Gloucester Co., Va.

This report fully illustrates the value of a
The nitrogenous
balanced radon in hog feeding.
grazing crops make growth, bone and muscle, but
need grain to be fed in moderate quantity to keep up
the needed supply of carbonaceous matter. We shall
Ed.
be glad to have this year's results reported.

—

the people in Richmond would not
musty cold storage beef.

to eat that old,

Westmoreland Davis, owner of Morven Park, the
magnificent estate near Leesbiirg, Va., where he resides and breeds horses and fine Guernsey cattle,
Dorset sheep and Yorkshire hogs, was a visitor here
Mr. Davis is a patron of
during the past week.
the htmting.
I have had orders booked six months out-door sports, and an enthusiastic member of the
ahead; and out of forty calves in the last two years hunting set, being M. F. H. of the Loudoun Hunt
In referring to hunting this season in the
Club.
I have only three left to dispose of.
Brown Swiss are attractive and there is a peculiar valley of Virginia, Mr. Davis stated that Leesburg
The Bro\\Ti Swiss merit all had become the ilarket Ilarborough of America, and
fascination about them.
that sport had been excellent.
that I have said of them.

The Brown Swiss is one breed that is not often
written up in the papers, nor are they often adverTheir merits, however, are driving them to
tised.
the front. All heifers are being taken at good prices
The buyer is really doing
for breeding purposes.

Amherst

Co..

Va.

A. H.

Moobk.
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The Poultry Yard.
POULTRY NOTES.

One subscriber says: "Is it necessary to feed grit
when fowls have free range?" Yes; because the
weekly as
supply of natural grit becomes exhausted in time
'argc as the monthly edition I could fill it with anand hens must liave good sharp grit all the time or
the
year.
I
regret
swers to inquiries at this season of
A few
they caunot grind and digest their food.
that my space is limited, and many really deserving
hens may find enough grit on the range, but a large
questions are necessarily crowded out.
Several have
This is true of lime in some form and
flock cannot.
-.Titten for a full and complete description of the
meat or animal food. They must have all of them
new poultry house. Here is the way it was done I
for best results.
bought a set of mill sheds for $50; I had 18,000
Here is the whole secret of success in as few
feet of good lumber, hence it cost me $3.G0 per
words as I can w^rite it: A variety of good, sound
thousand. I used 2,000 feet in building this house,
Grit, oyster shell and
grains, fed in deep litter.
^7.20; wire screen, 98 cents; muslin, 22 yards, 8
meat all the time. A good strain of layers, clean
roofing,
cents
3ents, $1.76
squares
red
rope
60
7^
water, sunshine, pure air, clean quarters.
oer square, $4.50: rope, nails, one pair hinges, lime,
One man writes for information to enable him to
jl.62.
Total cash outlay, $16.05.
I have written
"engage in tlie poultry business on a scientific basis."
about this in this way to encourage and invite critimade plain. This
Science is "truth demonstrated"
cism.
I know that when people talk about any subis what T
try to do every month in these notes.
iect and "rise up in meeting" that they will stay
There is no fixed rule. Nothing new. No invention
X)nverted when you show them the way.
I wrote
Plain facts, plenty of work, close applior secret.
it, too, to show how very little money need be paid
judgment, fair,
On many farms in every cation to details, good business
>ut if one will only try.
If

The Southern Planter was

is-sued

:

;

—

honest dealing, experience.

}ommnnity there are old buildings, sheds, etc., that
IMarch and April are the months for hatching the
much good lumber in them enough to make
Ilave your breeding stock
comfortable quarters for 100 fowls with an oiitlay most profitable chicks.
Do not hatch eggs from
,'f $5 to $8
that would last several years and make in good, healtliy condition.
immature or diseased stock or mongrels. Hatch eggs
1 return of many times the cost in cash, comfort
and general appearance. It is very important that from good, reliable stock; give these chicks good
laying hens be kept oiit of cold winds, and any cheap, care; feed good, sound, sweet feeds; keep them clean
and free from vermin and they will be profitable.
"iglit house will accomplish this.

—

aave

One correspondenr writes: "Do you think they
•Leghorns) are more sensitive to cold than other
fowls, and what makes them get around a bush or
)n the side of a fence and bunch up and stand there
most of the day ?" I know that all the small breeds
with large combs and wattles are more sensitive to
3old than the large, heavy-feathered breeds with
smaller combs and wattles. This is particularly true
in changeable weather
warm one day, cold the
next.
I do not know that it affects the egg yield
any more in these small breeds than the larger ones,
as neither one will lay many eggs under these conditions.
It requires ten to twenty days to get hens
to laying; some few will get to laying during mild
spells; then comes a cold snap and all stop laying.
Four or five days cold, then ten to twenty days mild
weather will start them to laying again.
Another

—

I

have

many

not say which

inquiries about incubators.

is

the hesi kind.

I have used

I can-

many

them at fault in some
respects.
We read tlie catalogues and conclude that
all are perfect.
Some one somewhere has hatched
different kinds

and find

all

of

every egg, every time. I will not say that I do not
believe it, but I will say that I have never been able
to do this by a "large majority" and have never
known any one else to do it. I do know that there is
entirely too much "hot air" about all of them (in
the catalogues).
Any incubator that will hatch 75
per cent, of good strong chicks that will live is a
About
better machine tlian any I have ever tried.
.50 per cent, will get the best of them, taking the
season through.
I

have made a change in

my

experimental

flock.

During January two of my oldest hens died. I do
uot know any cause except "heart failure," caused

them again. What is the remedy
roomy house, a place where all grain by overfeeding. Tlicy were exceedingly fat and
can be fed in straw or littter of some kind to keep died suddenly. Sixteen were stolen during the first
them busy all day long. Another cause of this week in January before we locked the new house.
"standing bunched up" is indigestion, caused by V have, by careful watching, yarding and selection,
cold .snap will stop

A

?,

comfortable,

lack of grit and exercise.

removed and sold

in the

market forty of the oldest
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hens and a few of the yearlings, and sold a few
breeding pens of good ones, so I now have in this
flock 225 hens and pullets, selected and culled so
closely that I cannot see any reason to make any
farther reduction.
I am not keeping poultry for
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my

health or for pleasure, and when a hen will not
lay with the feed and care that I give her I know
there must be something wrong with her "macliinory"

and she goes to market. It is simply a matter of
business with me, and a hen that is not a business
hen must leave at once. I consequently had about
280 hens during January and will have the present

—

number for February viz., 225 hens, 10
The account for January is as follows:

males.

FEED CONSUMED.

To com, 8 J
To wheat, 5
To wheat, 5
To wheat, 2
To oats, C|

To
To
To
To

bushels,

57| cents

$ 4 80

bushels, 50 cents

2 50

bushels, 75 cents

3 75

bushels, 80 cents

1 CO

bushels, 45 cents

;

.

.

2 92

.

." 1 20

bran, 100 pounds

beef meal, 125 pounds, 3 cents
grit,

3 75

50 pounds

oyster shell, 50 pounds

Total cost

By

eggs laid,

2,487^204

1-4

80 dozen at 23 cents
60 dozen

20 dozen
40 dozen

at
at
at

viz.:

24 cents

4 80

25 cents

recent show held by the Virginia Poultry

Association,

beautiful
scoring mnle.
this

great success.

$18 40
13 20

22 cents

PACKING EGGS.
Editor Southern Planter:

The numerous

inquiries received in the last

few

10 00 days as to the best method of packing eggs for hatch1 59 ing, for shipment, remind me that I may be able

7 1-4 dozen at 22 cents

Total cash received for eggs

Net

—

dozen

At the

Richmond, January 22-26, we offered
silver loving cup for the highest
25
It was won by Messrs. Dennis
Brothers, Binns Hall, Va., who also won fourteen
$21 24 firsts, ten seconds, four thirds, one fourth and nine
specials.
We congratulate our friends on their
38

to answer the unspoken question of hundreds of the
$47 99 Planter' readers, and give some real assistance.

26 75

receipts

The question is indeed a serious one.
with pure-bred fowls naturallv desires to
for hatching,

There was a debit of $3.69 on balance last account.
market
The hens have now paid up all loss and have a credit
of $23.06 for the three months of the experiment.
I regret that I cannot make as rosy
reports as some poultry keepers, but I

and profitable
want to know

and

if

his price

is

many

A

person
egga
times the
sell

duty to pack them in the
This knowledge is by no means invery best way.
tuitive, and for some curious reason, whilst I have
found breeders always ready to give away their
breeding secrets, secretion on this point, or rather
avaricious, answering, "buy some eggs and find out,"
price,

it

is

his

I want to know what my flock is doing
and not what I imagine they should do. I am sure
is common.
that it is not profitable to keep Leghorn hens beyond
After trying all of the Icnown methods and the
the third year and also that it is not profitable to
best patented boxes on the market, the method I
keep younger ones simply because they have a beauused last year in shipping my S. C. Rhode Island
tiful coat of feathers, standard combs and yellow
the truth.

legs.

Highland Springs.

Cal Husselman.

Red

eggs gave universal satisfaction, eggs hatching
am glad to be

well in Texas and California, and I
able to give this information:
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For near shipments, a patent fibre-board box
(such as can be purchased of advertisers in The
Planter), with a handle, is satisfactory, if packed
with cork dnst; any confectioner who sells grapes
will give away the cork dust.
For general use I
lay in a supply of strong, well-made splint baskets.
No. 4 for one sitting; No. 5 for two sittings, and
No. 6 for 50 eggs. Tlicse baskets can be purchased
with hinged tops (these are better), or tops can be
made from strong fibre-board. I Lave packed with
cotton, sea moss, and many other expensive things,
but by far the most satisfactory is hen-nest grass,
found in abundance at this season in pretty nearly
every un ploughed Southern wheat or oat field.
It
pays to lay in a big supply of it early l>efore rotting
.

sets in,

when

it

has

its

maximum

resiliency.

The

excess can be used advantageously' in the hen house,
changing nest material frequently.
In packint
eggs, put a thick layer of the grass all

around ba?
ket, wrap the eggs separately in sheets of paper rather longer than the pages of The Planter, set them
on the small end, pack grass between them, and
enough on top to make the box top fit dovra tightly,
tie securely with twine, and the packer's duty is
T)e. J. H. C. Winston.

done.

Prince

Edward

Co.. Va.

our family for thirty years. We are ten miles from
Washington.
On this place we were pioneers, digging out trees
and stumi)s to make room for the buildings .The
fowls had free range and a good, new, cheap house
ten by fifteen feet.
We bought all that they ate
except what the woods furnished, there being practically no pasturage or green stuff for them.
These eleven bins got down to business about the
middle of February, and, within one year from that
date, our cash sales of eggs and fowls amounted to
$79, and our flock was increased to twenty-four feinal(?s.
I cannot give a detailed statement of the
expense account, but it was something like this:
The maintenance of the twelve fowls cost about
$12; the growing to maturity of the reserved young
stock cost noai-ly as much more, and the feeding of
the

young

which was sold

off profitably,

cost

Our uniform price for well grown young
was one dollar each for males and $1.2.5 for

outfit.

stock

Editor Southern Planter:

crop,

In other words, our $79 of cash inanother $12.
come was half or over half profit (labor excluded),
and our increased stock was an added clear gain
worth $1 per head.
These sales were made chiefly in the farmers'
market in Washington, where our wagon went regularly to dispose of the dairy and garden products of
the home farm.
A tall wire show case, which would
display a trio to advantage, was a regular part of
our

SELECT THE BREED WHICH SUITS YOUR
MARKET.

[March,

females, or, $1.00 apiece for lots of a half-dozen or
If the fowls were not sold at this price, they

more.

were brought home. When the surplus stock was
gone and the egg selling time came on, a trio of
fowls were still carried to the market and placed conThis was to attract at'
spicuously on exhibition.
tention and create a market for eggs for hatching,
which were sold at $1 per thirteen, or $5 per hundred, if taken from the wagon, or at $1..50 per thirWe thus
teen, if ordered packed for shipment
avoided all expense of advertising and disposed of a
very profitable crop of fowls without making any
extra town trips for the purpose.
This record could not have been duplicated with
Leghorns in our market, because so many of our
customers were gardeners or suburban residents who
wanted fowls which could be turned By an ordinary
fence, and who also valued large size and superior
table quality, both of which features we have always
made it a point to develop in our flock.
W. A. Sheeman.
Vienna. Va.

The experiment which Mr. Husselman has undertaken to report through your columns is certain to
be interesting and vaulable to your readers.
It will
demonstrate in convincing fashion the profit which
is to be had as a result of good feeding, and that is
one of the lessons which most farmers need to learn.
But the methods which he will pursue with his
Brown Leghorns will not be such as could be applied
with equal success to fowls of the heavier breeds.
For instance, if he should keep the feeds which he
mentions constanlty before a flock of Plymouth
Rocks or Cochins, in which there were many fowls
over a year old, he would soon have a lot of over-fat
fowls for market, and very few eggs before the coming of warm weather.
Yet, there are thousands of farms so located that
it is more profitable to raise fowls of good table quality than to depend wholly upon an egg breed of small
size, like the Leghorn.
Our own case furnishes a
When we came to this farm
Cowpeas, soja
good ilustration.
twelve years ago, we brought with us eleven Barred and similar crops
Plymouth Rock hens and one cockerel, selected from tion before May.
the home flock, which has been owne^ and bred by to germinate and

beans, sorghums, millet, teosinte
cannot be safely seeded in this secAll of these require warm weather
grow to advantage.
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The Horse.
COLOR OF DRAFT HORSES.

circulation is growing fast, and now touches the
20,000 figure every month. We have striven hard
to make Southern farmers appreciate the importance
I do not claim to be "a prophet or the son of a of live stock, and are now seeing our reward,
and
profit," but I do claim that I wrote the "National the farmer is getting his.
Ed.
Stockman" and "Breeders' Gazette" over three years
ago, predicting the demise of the "color craze" in
draft horses, and condemning the importer and BREEDING GAITED SADDLE
HORSES IN
breeder for misleading the farmer and small breedVIRGINIA.
er into believing that the Black Percheron was
Editor Southern Planter:
the horse.
So many reasons prompted me to beHorse breeding in Virginia has been neglected
lieve that I was right, that I almost knew that time
along with other stock.
The light harness horse
would convince the unbeliever of his error.

Editor Southern Planter:

—

Now, what do we find in such live stock journals and the gaited horse more than any other breeds
"The Live Stock Journal," "Breeders" Gazette," have been left out and buyers cannot find Virginia
"Farmers' Tribune," and others that makes the horses of these classes to fill orders. The successful

as

horse markets the chief places for gathering news
concerning prices, classes, and what do we now read ?
Such sentences as these: "Personal investigation develops the fact that in some of the largest importing
establishments at least the demand for grey percheron stallions, as opposed to that for black, is appreciably increasing.
It was observed during a visit
to one of these studs recently paid tEat of some five
or six purchasers present, no one seemed to want a
stallion of any color save grey." * * * I could
quote enough from such journals as those named
above to fill many pages in your journal that I have
read in the past few months.
My advice to any
one starting in business is this never follow a multitude; if you cannot take the lead, then take another route.
I now confess that while I greatly pre
fer the grey and have used greys exclusively as sires
for over ten years, I am preparing to use a three
year old dark bay that I bought as a suckling in
Pennslyvania, but I would use him if he had all
the colors of Joseph's coat, as I consider him the best
boned and bodied horse I ever saw, and again, his
dam was a great producer and a grey mare, and I
will probably not lose all of' the grey color in his
"''"
offspring.

breeding of any animal requires study, and it takes
a careful, thinking man to produce, by breeding, animals of certain types with particular qualities. The
breeders of gaited saddle horses do not get these
horses by accident or by breeding any kind of mare
to any kind of stallion.
Mares of a particular type
must be mated with stallions of best saddle breeding,
and, in the majority of cases, you get a colt with the

and I hope and imafine that your circulation is
The demand for improved
increasing.
stock is certainly on the increase, and a great deal
of this demand in Virgima is due to yoiir Journal.
John F. Lewis.
Rockingham Co., Va.
Our
Thanks for the complimentary remarks.

These prices are
Chief, sold last fall for $5,000.
given to show that the gaited saddle horse is not a
He is appreciated, and
horse that you cannot sell.
buyers are looking for tSem every day in the year.
Virginia farmers and breeders have a mnrket right
From
at home, if they will breed the right class.

—

style

and

qualities of his sire.

Kentucky breeders

have persevered in careful and intelligent breeding
to the type of the famous Denmark.
At first he was
used on Canadian mares, or mares that showed some
natural saddle gait, and they have in-bred the Denmark, and at the present time have a distinct type
of saddle horse, the most beautiful and the most useful in the world.
The Harrison Chief family has
become very popular as a saddle family, although
Harrison Chief was sired by Clark Chief 89, he by
Mambrino Chief 11, yet the Harrison Chief stock
crossed on the Denmarks has produced some wonderThe great Bourbon Chief (sire of Montful horses.

gomery Chief, the champion five gaited stallion of
the world, and Bourbon King and other great
horses), was sired by Harrison Chief out of a DenSaddle horses are commanding wonmark mare.
While I breed exclusively to grey stallions, I ad- derful prices. A three year old stallion was sold
He was a
mit that I have used, and am using, black, brown, in Kentucky last March for $7,500.
bay and grey mares, as it has been, and is, difficult great prospect to head a stock farm, and a western
man bought him. A saddle gelding sold this winto find any number of grey marcs of pure blood.
I hear a great many cornpliments passed by ter for the reported price of $3,500. American
farmers on the improvement in The Southern Plant- Girl, a five gaited saddle mare by Montgomery
'

'

er,

steadily

:
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New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington there are orders to the writer that he cannot f 11
There are a few
because the horses are not here.
saddle horses bred in Virginia, but we have investigated them, and find they lack the qualities of high
class saddle horses, and we must improve our breading stock before we can fill the orders, and get some
of the good prices the Kentuckians are getting. We
have in certain sections the grass and water all we

[March,

by Bryan W., son of Eagle Bird; Miss Wilton,
2 :35 1-4, the three-year-old daughter of Patchen

Wilton, that won the Southside Futurity Stake for
two-year-old trotters here in 1906, owned by J. T.
Christian,
Va. ;
Christmas Gift,
of Mathews,
2 :24 1-4, pacing, by Russell Rex, and Saybrook, a
green trotter, by Silent Brook, 2 :16 1-4.
Saybrook
was recently purchased in Kentucky by a syndicate
of !Ma thews horsemen and, after development, will
need is the right cla^s cf animals to start the busi- be used for stock purposes.
ness, and any one who has a love for the horse cnn
make the breeding of this type of horse a great
We hope the various
pleasure as well as profitable.
The Eastern Shore of Virginia breeders, the
shows in Virginia will give the five-gaited horse Floyd Brothers, whose farm is near Bridgetown, in
classes a show and encourage the farmer to breed Northampton county, report a full book of 80 mares
The best three-gaited horses are saddle bred. for the spring season of their premier sire, Sidney
them.

—

Some of the most famous three-gaited horses at Prince, 2:211-4, while more than twenty others
eastern shows were of Denmark blood.
If you do have been turned away.
During 1907, this Calinot get one with five gnits nud have a good type fornia bred son of Sidney served 148 mares, his stud
change him to the three-gaited kind, or else make a duties commencing in January and only ending in

Some

of the best harness stallions December.
Sidney Prince's stud companion. Rod
were of saddle blood. Oliver, the young son of Elcctrite and Lady May,
We hope this article may be the means of put'ing dam of seven trotters in the list, by Port Leonard, is
some one on the right road in the breeding of ihe also being sought after and his book, too, is filling

harness of him.

shown

in

Kentucky

last season

and then
not ashamed to

light horse for saddle or harness purposes,

he will have an animal that be
show to his friends.
Fairfax Co., Va.

is

fast.

H.

Ida Gray, 2:3 3-4, the Virginia bred daughter of
Bursar, a product of the Eastern Shore of the State,
and now ten years old, is queen of the Newark, N. J.
NOTES.
Speedway. Iler sire. Bursar, 2 :17 1-4, was one of
the best bred and handsomest trotting stallions ever
Special Cokrespondent, W. J. Caster,
(broad rock.)
brought to Virginia, and but for his untimely death
Communications and items of interest solicited. would very likely, in time, have atkcn high rank as
To insure insertion, copy of advertisements and oth- a sire, seeing that he was by Stranger, the exer matter should reach this office by the 20th of each patriated son of General Washington and famous
Goldsmith, 2 :14, w-hils his dam was Brooch, one of
month.
Ida
the best daughters of Jay Gould, 2:211-4.
Dougherty, developer of the fast pacer Gray's dam was Maud, by Walker Morrill, the sire
who has been located at the Hampton of Lamp Girl, 2 :09, holder of the record of Virginia
Roads Driving Park, Newport News, Va., for a bred trotters.
couple of seasons past, will train there again this sea-

W.

J.

Stonewall,

son.
Among the horses in his stable are: Col. BalaWilson Brothers and Co., who have purchased the
win, by Searchlight, 2 :03 1-4, a green pacer with a
bay stallion, Red Court, 38712, from W. W. Colling,
trial of 2 :09 1-4, o^\Tied by J. B. Day, of Hillsboro,
Houston, Va., announce that the son of Red Chute,
Ky. ; Falmedium, trial 2:24 1-4, pacing bay horse,
2 :24 1-4, and Leince, by Jay Bird, will make the
Ruth,
Lady
3-4,
:09
Jr.,
2
dam
Medium,
Pilot
by
season of 1907 at News Ferry, Va., at a fee of $15
2 :18 1-4, by Falmont, owned by W. V. Conard, of
Newport News, Va. : John F., 2 :17 1-4, by Ashland the season, with return privilege in case of failure,
which is certainly a moderate charge for a horse of
Wilkes; "Major Dickinson, 2 :24 1-4, by Andrew M.
breeding and individuality. Red Chute carNelly Bedworth, a promising green trotter, by Bed- his rich
the blood of George Wilkes
worth Nellie Armistead, by Russell Rex, owned by ries three top crosses of
immortal progenitor,
Eugene Armistead, Penn, Va. Mocking Bird, 2:40, and through great sons of that
while in addition, on the maternal side, he has a
a good three-year-old, by Letcher, owned by L. M.
Electioneer blood through Bow Bells, one of
Burroughs, Mathews, Va., who developed Brywn cross of
the best sons of the latter.
both
2
Shamrock,
:30
pacing,
and
1-4,
:24
W.. Jr.. 2
;

;

£
.
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Miscellaneous.
DEMONSTRATION FAEMS FOR VIRGINIA.

cious attention to seed alone, the average yield of
com in Nebraska was raised in a single year from
thirty bushels an acre to thirty-seven and a half
Tliree years ago a noted meeting of educators and bushels— an increase of 25 per cent.
Mr. Mclver
publicists was held in tlie Capitol at Richmond to Williamson, of Darlington county. South Carolina,
form some definite plan for improving our public has, in a few years, brought up the productivity of
The outcome was the Co-operative Edu- worn out high land from ten or fifteen bushels of
schools.
cation Association, an organization now known and com an acre to an average of more than eighr.

Editor Southern Planter:

honored throughout the- State and beyond for what
it has done in making our public school system the
chief focus of popular concern and of official activity.
Without any thought of abating its zeal for
the schools, but rather with a view to supplementing

bushels.

Twenty years ago Acadia, a district in southwes;
Louisiana, was a stock raising country, yielding the
people a scanty living from the cattle that subsisted

upon the cane-brakes. Dr. S. A. Knapp, of the
United States Department of Agriculture, estabstarting a new agency for the enrichment of our lished some demonstration farms there to show that
itd

work

rural

for general education, the association

definite

no\F

—

life.

The

is

aim of

this

farming more profitable

—

the tillage of the soil could be made profitable
new movement is to make tiling the natives did not believe possible. A transto make the tilling of the formation followed, by which Acadia, from being

what, of right, it should be, in a State endowed
with natural advantages like ours, the most attractive and most profitable work that men can engage
in.
The main thing needful to make sure of this
is that the farmer, like successful men in other callings, shall be diligent in adhering to business methods and in taking advantage of demonstrated facts
of applied science.
The marvelous material progress of modern times is the work of science, and
if farming is to recover and retain even step witli
other pursuits it too must have recourse to scientific
methods.
Science is lending itself more and more
to the explanation of the activities of the natural
world and of the advantage that man may take of
these activities.
'"The nature of the soil as related
to the crop that will grow on it ; the life of the plant
as related to the amount of grain or forage or fruit
it will bear; the body of the animal as related to
the food which it requires for maintenance and
growth the life history of injurious insects and the
means of destroying them such things as these
science has to ofFer to the man who makes his home
on the farm."
It is only a question of the farmers' knowing how,
and this the Association propose to meet by showing
him how. The plan rests upon no undemoastrated
theory.
It is simply to put into practice here in
Virginia what has been done over and over again
soil,

;

—

one of the poorest sections of the South, has become
one of the most prosperous.
In the banks of a single
village. Lake Charles, more than a thousand farmers are depositors and a numl^er of them are mei:
of wealth. Through the same agency, Iowa has beet
converted from a wheat-raising to a cattle-growing
state; and the income producing power of its people has been increased to such an extent that ttie'are among the thriftiest people in the world, thf
average annual earning of each farm worker bein^
.$1,100.

Surprising accounts might also be given of wha"
Department is doing through the introduction o:
new crops, as, for example, Durum wheat, Kaffir
corn, Japanese rice and others, whereby a large increment has been brought to the profit of farming. Thf
Avork in Virginia will begin at once.
It is to bf
carried on in connection with the United States Dfpartment of Agriculture and under the personal d>rection of Mr. T. O. SanBy, of Burkville, Va.
Mr. Sandy will open up a system of demonsirjr
for the present year not morv
tion farms or fields
and these within twenty-five or thirt_^
than twenty
miles of Burkeville, along the railroads crossing a:
If he should find time to go beyonc
that place.
these limits, one or two fields may be opened norti
the

—

—

Jamee river.
The work will be based upon a contract betv.cci.
Mr. Snndy and each farmer who enters into tu^
of

with unfailing success in other States where the
United States Department of Agriculture and scheme, the fanner binding himself to carry ou:
and other agencies, through the careful selection of faithfully and exactly the directions of the demoii
seed, better tillage, the proper use of fertilizers and strator in all particulars relative to preparation o:
the introduction of new crops have wrought a revo- soil, planting the cro]i, use of fertilizers, tillage, etc.
By judi and Mr. Sandy givins instruction and supervisiot
lution in farm methods and farm profits.

!
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Seed

free.
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com

will also be furnished to the farmer without cost, but he will be expected himself to

exhibits at the forthcoming Jamesto^vn Exposition,
met the State Commissioners at the Capitol iu
provide grass seed.
The farmer gets all the crop; Richmond on the 12th of February
to make defihe pays nothing for the instruction and help of the
nite arrangements for the space required and for
demonstrator.
installing the exhibits.
These matters were all satThe Association is most fortunate in its agent.
isfactorily arranged and the indications are that the
Mr. Sandy was for several years a student of the
counties will make fine and most complete exhibits
Polyteclmie Institute at Blacks burg.
About seven of their resources, which cannot fail to have a deyears ago he inaugurated on a poor farm near
sirable influence on their future prosperity.
It
Burkeville a system of farming which he has made
seems to us that the counties not proposing to make
uncommonly profitable. At that time he had no
exhibits are missing a great opportunity to advertise
land that was producing more than five or six bushthemselves.
els of corn per acre.
Last year he made an average
of seventy-five bushels, and this year he is aiming,
with confidence, at a hundred.
His success with LIVE STOCK EXHIBIT AT
£ass has been no less striking. Last week I saw
EXPOSITION.
ere blue grass sod and Holstein cattle that would
Editor
Southern
Planter:
do credit to Fauquier or Loudoun, and last summer,

JAMESTOWN

at the first cutting,

he got four tons of hay to the
and one and a half tons at the second" cutting.
Mr. Sandy's mission is the extension of methods
;md results like these throughout the State. As the
harbinger of better times for farmers let him a fair
chance everywhere.
Robeet Feasee.
Henrico Co., Ya.
acre

We

encouraged to know that this
Demonstration work is to have a start in this State.
This is unmistakably a step in the right direction.
We have been preaching and teaching scientific
farming to fanners of the Soiith for now nearly
twenty years, and whilst we are able to see that this
work has not been in Vain, yet we have all along felt
that if we could only "show" as well as "preach" we
oould do infinitely more good.
Limitatipn of the
capacity of one man to do both has prevented our
doing this.
We welcome the help of the Society and
bid it God speed.
The gentleman selected to initiate the work, our friend, Mr. Sandy, has especial
are

greatly

At Jamestown, on the 26th of April, the touch of
an electric button will set into motion the crowning
achievement of three centuries that will be without
a parallel

The

in history along all lines of industry.
of our vast domain will not look

citizens

upon the Exposition as of pecuniary interest, but
and if our hearts beat true with the

as educational,

noblest ideals of our sacred institutions, there should
be no discrimination against any walk in life.
We will gather light and inspiration from the
scientist, the miner and farmer that will stimulate

us to earnest endeavor.

The question, then, naturally arises, would this
great event be complete with out a live stock exhibit
^Tien we consider the horse and cow iu their
primitive state and compare them with the animals

of to-day of almost perfect conformation, we cannot
help being impressed with the magnitude of their
improvement, and the wonderful amount of brains
and money that have been brought into play to enable them to reach their present zenith.
Why not
qualifications for the position.
He is essentially a then extend to one of our most stable industries a
practical man and cannot merely say to the farmer welcome that will add glory to the greatest of all
that "If you follow my advice you ought to succeed," triumphs of man; measure up to the possibilibut that "I hare personally succeeded by doing ex- ties of the future, and hand down to posterity a rich
actly what I tell you to 3o."
This sort of teaching heritage.
will be heeded.
The great body of Southern farmThe live stock shows at Chicago, Buffalo and St.
ers are like the Missourians- you have got to show Louis were all freat successes.
The Alaska-Yukonthem in order for them to take hold of anything Pacific Exposition, which is to be held at Seattle,
new.
They are essentially conservative and hard to Washington in 1909, has set aside $100,000 for live
gel; out of old mts, but actual showing
demonstra- stock, which is to be a surpassing feature of the fair.

—

tion

—

^will

overcome

this.

—Ed.

—

The

New York

Times says there will be nothing of
Jamestown Exposition but the "naval
display and the razor-back hog."
I think we can
interest at the

COUNTY EXHIBITS AT THE JAMESTOWN
EXPOSITION.
The
ties

representative commlsioners of twenty counof the State, which propose to make separate

demonstrate to the world the absurdity of this statement by lining up some of the grandest specimen?
of the universe.

The Middle West

South hv entering

its

will

join the

numBerless choice individuals,
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maJdng large classes, thereby placing the show iipon
a firm basis of self-sustainment.
It is to be hoped the live stock breeders of the
eountry will unite in this great enterprise, determined to make a success of an industry that adds
speed to the revolution of progress, the life and
pride of the farmer.
H. M. Lutteell.
Fauquier Co., Va.
•

We

should

much

like to see a live stock exhibit at

Jamestown Exposition which would do credit
to the South, but we greatly fear that there are
obstacles in the way which cannot be overcome.
The
Exposition authorities seem to regard the greatest
difficulty as that interposed by the National Government in not having made it possible to use any of
the

the National appropriation for this purpose.

To

249

THE FAEMER AND PROSPERITY.
Editor Southern Planter:

The

^
'

]

teeming with accounts of flush times,
and with general statements going to show that all
classes and all crafts are on a tidal wave of unparalleled prosperity.
Now and then a discordant note
comes from the country like that, for example, which
recently appeared in The Times-Dispatch from a
New Kent farmer. The writer is unmistakably intelligent, and he writes as one who knows his ground.
He gives facts, which show conclusively that farmers, so far as he knows them, are not having good
times.
So this question, a« is true of most questions, has two sides.
Wonder if we can get at the
press

is

real state of the case

?

Most press writers are town people; and so the
by any means the greatest difdominant tone of the press reflects urban sentiment.
ficulty to be overcome.
With imited eifort amongst
Now, there are two sources from which the townslive stock breeders the money difficulty might be
man mainly derives his impression of rural prosmet.
The greatest

our mind,

this is not

opinion,

the fact that except by water transportathe North, no live stock cduld reach the

obstacle

tion

is

from

in

the

way,

in

our

Exposition groiinds, except by passing through the
quarantined section of the country, and, after the
experience Western and Northern breeders had in
South Carolina a few years ago, where many of
them lost most valuable stock from Texas fever, we
fear that it would be impossible to induce any of
them to run the risk of sending cattle through this
section,' and then there would be the difficulty of
getting them back home again out of this quarantined country.
Without the help of these men, we
could not expect to get t^^gether such an exhibit as
would be representative of the different breeds.

There is also the difficulty that Jamestown is altogether out of the circuit of State Fairs and live
stock men could not atlord to go so far out of the circuit as to exhibit there imless the inducements offerTo expect them to ship from
ed were very great.
long distances for this one exhibit alone would be
For these reasons we are afraid
unreasonable.
that no such representative exhibit could be gotten

perity.
1. The townsman reads of frequent land sales at
greatly advanced prices, so he drops into the conclusion that all the farmers are growing rich. It is
true that land sales are much more frequent now
than they were a while ago, and also true that prices

much

But farms that find ready sale
such as offer the capitalist some
special attraction, as valuable timber, or a handsome
residence, or a Colonial home, or some other feature
quite apart from the productive value of the soil
itself.
And besides, a farm of this sort is not infrequently sold several times in a few months, and
each time at considerable advance.
And so there
goes out an exaggerated impression of the volume of
are

higher.

are, in large part,

trade in lands.
It also

remains true that the ratio of farms

sell-

ing to farms for sale is exceedingly small, and that
in many parts of Virginia five times as much land

can be bought for $5 an acre as can be sold at $25
an acre. But even if every farm in the State could
be sold for two or three times as much as it was
few years ago, this would not necessarily
together as we ought to have at such an Exposition. assessed at a
Even Southern exhibitors, whose stock are already bring corresponding benefit to the owners for most
unable in any other calling to supwithin the quarantined district would hesitate to of oiir farmers,
their families, would still find it to their adship stock within the quarantined section, as their port
own farms are mostly tick free, and they would not vantage to hold on to their land. We must not forland to the tiller of the
the risk of carrying ticks back on to get that the real value of
care to
Of course, there are some fine soil lies, not in what it will bring if put upon the
the home farms.
will yield in com, wheat,
herds kept in the South on farms where ticks are market, but in what it
farmed.
are therefore practically immune cattle or other products if well
;

nm

present and which
2. Again, the townsman's notion of farm profits
to further danger, but these alone would not suffice
is based largely upon what he has to pay for the
to make a representative show, and less than that
milk, butter,
^beef,
shall be glad if any farm products he consumes
ought not to be attempted.
the like. The invalidity of a conone can point the way out of these hindrances. eggs, chickens and
appear to
To us they seem insuperable, so far as cattle, at clusion reached in this way will readily

We

least,

are concerned.

—Ed.

—

—
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one who takes account of the yawning chasm be- 450 bushels of wheat will yield 75 barrels
tween what the consumer pays and what the farmer
of flour of -first grade at $5.50 a barrel. $
gets
a chasm filled by enormous profits to middle- 25 barrels of flour of second grade at
men.
$4.50 a barrel
I live in the city and I buy these faim products 3-1 tons of mill feed at $24 a ton

—

in the city markets.

My

work keeps me much of

$

the time in the countiy, and I have a good opportunity to observe conditions in almost every section Deduct gross amoimt
Here is a statement of last year's
of the State.
450 bushels wheat
outcome on one of the best farms in Piedmont Vir-

paid

farmer

412 50
112 50
84 00
609 00

for
.-560

00

The farm

contains 500 acres with over 400 Excess of cost to consumer over gross
few years
set in grass.
proceeds to farmer
$ 249 00
ago the owner declined $35 an acre for this farm, 30 head of cattle, 20,000 pounds of beef,
his
twelve
miles
from
notwithstanding that it is
net, at 12 cents
$2,400 00

ginia.

in cultivation

A

and well

railway station:

HideSj tallow and other by products.

.

.

.

600 00

INCOME KOK THE YEAR.
450 bushels of wheat at 80 cents
250 bushels of corn at 50 cents
15 tons of hay at $14
2,000 pounds of pork at 6 cents.
Lambs and wool
head

30

of

cattle,

36,000

amount of

On

pounds
1,620

$2,510

sales'.

MONEY PAID
Ten

3(30

125
210
120
75

4i cents

gross, at

Gros.s

fat

$

OUT.

wheat crop

tons of fertilizer

$

184
36
36
18

Grass seed
Freight

Commission
Total paid out on wheat crop
25 head stock cattle, 20,p00 pounds
3| cents
Labor
Taxes and insurance

$

274

Gross amount of sales
$3,000 00
00 Deduct gross amount paid farmer for 30
00
head of cattle
1,620 00
00
00 Excess of cost to consumer o\-er gross
00
proceeds to farmer
$1,480 00
This statement is believed to be fairly represen00 tative of the difference between prices paid by the
consumer and prices received by the producer of
00 farm stuff". If the real basis of general and abiding
prosperity lies with those who till the soil, it is
manifest that something must Ix^ done for the advancement of agriculture.
00
The demonstration farms which the Co-operative
00 Education Association is starting, under the direc00 tion of Mr. T. 0. Sandy, promises much in this
00 direction. Another article in this number of The
Planter tells of them.
Robert Eraser.
00
Hcm-ico Co., Va.

at

750 00
425 00
125 00

VHRGINTA

STATE

HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY.

This Society held its annual meeting in the As$1,574 00 sembly Hall, Murphy's Hotel. Richmond, on DecemThere was only a comparaber ISth and 19th last.
.$ 036 00 tively small attendance caused, no doubt, by the
Excess of receipts over expenditui-es
Let it 1)6 observed that this is a bare statement of farmers being' busy closing up their work before
In the absence of Mr. S. B. Woods,
money paid out and money taken in. It takes no Christmas.
account of 1,500 bushels of com, 40 tons of hay, president, who had an urgent engagement elsewhere,
the meeting was presided over by vice-president Hon.
the whole crop of fodder and a year's grazing for
Governor Swanson adstock no account of machinery and vehicles, none G. E. Murrcll, of Eontella.
the imporof the work of teams or of the owner's work and dressed the meeting and strongly urged
tance of doing everything possible to advance the
supervision.
fruit industry in the State.
Mr. Jackson, editor of
Let us now compare the prices received by the the Southern Planter, made the address of welcome
Take on behalf of the city of Richmond. Several papers
producer with those paid by the consumer.
for this purpose the two main items in the fore- of great interest to fruit growers were read and disNotably, on the Status of Peach Yellows,
cussed.
going statement wheat and beef:
.

;

—

.

.
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by

W.

J. Price, Jr., of Blaeksburg.

If

2

A

very inter- charged by transportation companies excessive, he
undertook a steady fight for reductions, and as a reAgricultural and Horticultural State, by Dr. S. A. sult, after much correspondence and many a wordy
Robinson, of Covesville, Albemarle Co.
Distribut- argument with various officers, he was able to report
ing and Marketing Fniit, by Mr. H. J. Eustace, having secured reductions from the express companies
United States Dapivlnient of Aguculiure. How to averaging 35 per cent., and a reduction of 5 cents
Make Our Society More Prosperous and Influential, per barrel on apples in car load lots, which'
by Walter Wliate.y, of C'rozet. A thoughtfully co^ii- is a vei'y considerable gain to the producer.
Any
posed paper by Mr. H. P. Gould, uf the United one interested in fruit growing, either commercially
States Department of Agriculture, on Intensive vs. or in a smaller way, is losing far more than the
Extensive Fruit Growing.
The usual reports of membership fee of $1 to become a member would inStanding Committees were called for and received. sure him.
Hon. G. W. Koiner, Conimisioner of AgTicnlturn,
Mr. W. A. ilcComb, of Arbor Hill, Augusta Co.,
Virginia, told the Society about his recent trip to invited the Society to hold its next meeting in
Europe in quest of immigTants to Virginia. The Staunton and presented substantial arguments that
Home Garden and What it Should Mean to the Vir- the people in Augusta would welcome the change
ginia Farmer, by Hon. W. W. Tracey, formerly with of policy from holding the meeting nearly every
D. M. Ferry Seed Co., but now in the Department of year in Richmond, to a return to the various cenAgriculture at Washington.
In this paper Mr. tres of the fruit growing sections. The result of
Tracey laid special stress on the advantages to be ob- the vote was for next meeting to be held in Stauntained by a good home garden, and made particular ton, December 3d and 4th, 1907.
A vote of thanks
reference to its value to the young people on the for services rendered was tendered to the retiring
farm.
officers of the Society, which then adjourned.
As usual, at the meeting of this Society, there was
a fine display of beautiful fruit, mostly apples.
MINT.
When the time arrived for the election of officers for
Planter:
Editor
Southern
the coming year, results of the voting showed an alWhy cannot we have a discussion in The Planter
most entire change in the "personel" of the execu-

esting paper on the Possibilities of Virginia as an

RATS—WEEVII^SHEEP

Mr. H. L. Price, of Blaeksburg, who has
had charge of editing and publishing the annual report, being about the only officer who found himself
still holding the same position, which is a compli
ment to the efficiency of his work as Recording Secretary.
Hon. George E. Murrell of Fontella, Bed-

tive staff.

ford county,

who has been

identified with the Society

eleven years ago, and who has worked
with unfailing zeal, received the
unanimous vote as president for the coming year, a
position he is not only well qualified to fill, but has

since

in

its start

its

interest

earned by his prominence and success as a horticul-

and active member of the Society.
The usual change around took place

turist

in the six

on the subejct of the best way to get ri'd of rats,
weevil and sheep mint ?
T am a beginner and proba-

Farmbly for that reason notice tliese things more.
ers, as a rule, are careless about little things, as they
call such, but I do not consider the destruction of
In the first
grain by rats and weevil a small thing.
place, both of them render com unfit for human conRats are such dirty things, and yet we
sumption.
allow them to run all over the corn pile, eating and
soiling as they choose, and then this com is shelled
and converted into meal for human food.
Let us consider a moment: Rats have consumption, can't we contract it from eating such meal?
Weevils are horrid worms that bury themselves in

and the offices of secretary and treas- the grain of corn, they are shelled with the corn,
urer were voted to Mr. Walter Whately, of Crozet, taken to the mill with it and thus meal and weevil
Albemarle Co., who resigned from the same offices are ground and eaten together. Isn't it a nauseatAnd yet, most farmers are so used to
in 1903, after acting in that capacity for the pre- ing idea ?
Get out of these
it that they consider it all right.
vious four years.
vice-presidents,

brother farmer, chicken is much more
It was decided that it was very desirable to in- unclean ruts,
weevil ^let the chickens eat the weevil
crease the membership, and a committee of ten to be healthy than
eat the chicken, after he is cleaned.
selected by the president and with a mandate to and we will
Now for sheep mint. It is a plant that nothing
bring in 100 members apiece was decided upon.
know. It
There is no doubt that the Society has demonstrated will eat, and is of no value, so far as I
checked,
benefit to the. fruit growers in literally kills out whole fields of grass if not

—

its

ability to be a

every

way connected with

stance when
„i.^^.Lu.x
Mr.
;,i,a^^
of" Committee

their business, as an in- as

held
the
«
Whately
,,..«...

^^
office

of

Chairman

it

increases both

little seeds.

Why

from the roots and innumerable
cannot the Agricultural Depart-.

on Transportation, and found the rates ment help to rid us of this and the rat

pest,

The
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must be universal, else there is no remefrom bam to bam. It is pretty
tough, when labor is high and scarce, to have our
destruction

dy, for rats travel

PLAJS^TER.
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Virginia land when properly manS. A. Saitm.
Shenandoah Co., Va.

capabilities of

crops destroyed after they are housed.

If all famia rough estimate, I am sure the loss
"rattage" in the State wHl be surprising to

ers will

from
many.

make

Let us put our wise heads together and devise a means of ridding the land of these horrid,
creeping things.
Oh, for St. Patrick, surely it is
easier to rid a land of rats than of snakes or the
"Pied Piper" might come to our relief.
A Subscriber.
!

WHAT A VIRGINIA FARM

IS DOING.

Editor Southern Planter:
I am a western man, and for twenty-five years
was a traveling salesman, and know but little about
farming.
I owned a small farm in Iowa that I
rented for a fixed cash rent of $3 per acre. In July,
1902, I came to Virginia and bought this limestone

MANAGEMENT OF BREEDING

STOCK.

Editor Southern Planter:

may

It

be safely stated that a large number of

poultrymen count on incubating a large per cent,
of their eggs in March and April.
This means that
they desire and require that eggs shall not only be
fertile, but strongly fertilized by March 1st.
The eggs from pullets that have been forced to
lay when prices were high will not hatch so large a
per cent, of strong chicks as eggs from well-grown,
fully-developed hens.
Breeding females should go
on making bone and muscle, building up the frame
work, and not divert this food into egg production.
They are undeveloped and must be fed accordingly.
We prefer not to have them lay before the middle

The day
of December, or, better still, January 1st.
farm of 130 acres for $5,000, having sold my 80
they enter the breeding pen they must be fully mafarm in Iowa for $65 per acre ($5,200). I
tured in size, strength of bone and body and plumrented this farm for the half and the renter and
begin laying

acre

I each furnished our share of the stock.

We

started

with two cows and two two-year-old heifers, one
brood sow, 21 mountain ewes, one buck and about
100 hens. The first year we had 31 acres of wheat,
and 12 acres in com, and we pastured some stock for
During the year we had wheat, corn,
the neighbors.
wool, lambs, hay, hogs, eggs and butter, and a few
apples to sell, and my half-share of the proceeds
was $406. The second year my share was $426.
The third year my share was $554.
The third year I received $90 for my share of
This was a good apple year.
the apple crop.
The third year we had increased our stock of
We lost eight lambs, but raised 38,
sheep to 37.
and sold lambs and wool to the amount of $173,

age.
A pullet fed so strongly as to
before she is full grown is not likely to make a vigorous breeder.
In regard to the male, I am of the opinion that
the best results are obtained from eggs for winter
hatching, where early hatched, well matured, vigoroiis

and active cockerels are used and kept

selves until wanted.

It

is

well

known

to

them-

to all observ-

from
males immediately after laying their eggs and hence
where males intended for breeding pens have been
allowed to nm with the breeding stock during October, November and December, they are in no condition to impregnate with certainty the eggs of hens
or pullets after these three months of exhaustive serers that females receive the greatest attention

vice.

They

also develop as to

form

at the expense

and kept 9 ewe lambs that are worth at least $30.
G. H. C. Williams.
of size and vigor.
For the crops of 1906 I have already received
District of Columhia.
to
be
$404 and the proceeds of the wool and lambs is
added to this, and we have yet some com to sell.
Tlie stockholders ©f Leesburg Horse and Colt
In 1906 crop we had six and on^-haM acres of

Buckwheat that made

fifteen

bushels

to

the

acre

Show

Association, of Leesburg, Va., held the usual

put in buckwheat annual meeting there recently, and elected W. C.
Thanks Eustice, the wealthy banker, of Washington, D. C,
rye and clover together on the same field.
president, to succeed R. N, Harper, also of Washingto the Southern Planter for this suggestion..
For the four years that I have owned the farm I ton, who resigned. Other ofiicers chosen were Westhave already received $1,790 and have something moreland Davis, of Morven Park, Leesburg, first
more yet to receive. Out of this I have paid $50 vice-president; H. H. Russell, of Washington, secper year, or $200, for commercial fertilizer, which ond vice-president; E. E. Garrett, treasurer, and S.
W. F. Lynn was added ic
This T. Hickman, secretary.
I agreed to furnish to that extent each year.
farm has made me $180 per year more than the the Board of Directors. The annual exhibition of
same amount of money invested in my Iowa farm the Associatio nwill be held on June 6th asd 7th
after raising a crop of rye.

did,

which

is,

We

I think, not a bad showing of the this vear.

'
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rabscrlbers In tbs United States and Cauda
at COc. per annum; all foreign countrlei and
the city ef Richmond, Tic.
REMITTANCES should be made direct to
this office, either by ReglBtered Letter or
Money Ordm', which will be at onr rlek.
When made otherwise we cannot be responIble.
SUBSCRIBERS fallng to recelTe their
paper promptly and regularly wUl confer a
taror by reporting the fact at ence.
INVTTE FARMERS te write us on any
agricultural topic. We are always pleased t*
racelTe practical articles. Criticisms of Articles,
Sugestions How
to
ImproTe THE
SOUTHERN PLANTER, Descriptions of New
Qrains, Roots, or Vegetables not generally
known. Particulars of Experiments Tried, or
Imprered Methods of CQltiratloD are each
and all welcome.
Contribatloas sent ns
must not be furnished other papers until
after they have appeared in our celumna.
Rejected matter will be returned on receipt
•t postage.
NO ANONYMOUS communications or enquiries will recelTe attention.

WE

Address

Garden and Farm
one of the largest in this country.
We are headquarters for
Grass and Clover Seeds, Seed
Oats, Seed Potatoes, Cow
Peas, Soja Beans and

is

other Farm Seeds.
Wood's Descriptive Catalog

post-

and more complete information about both Garden and Farm
Seeds than any other similar publicain tiiis country. Mailed
issued
tion
free on request. Write for
gives fuller

'

pany, of Cincinnati, Ohio. In looking
over this catalogue you would be
struck t)y the wide variety of vehicles
shown, but more particularly by the
unusual free trial offer which it conThis company offers to send
tains.
illustrated and described
in their catalogue to any responsible
party in the country without demanding a penny in advance or a deposit
In fact, their business
in any bank.

any vehicle

3ECONIM3LASS

HOMCEOPATH IC

MEDICINES

attea cure you after others fall.
We
mall these to you and give you our best
adrlee with every order. We will also send a

WUI

MEDICAL PAniLY GUIDE

ABSOLUTELY FREE.
Pileee as follows:
Quarter ounce Tlal,
Ha.; half ounce rial, 2ec. one ounce vial,
Postage, A cents extra.
;

a.

RICXMOND HOMOBPATHIC PHARUACT,
Ml East Main St., Richmend. Va.
FkyaielaB of 15 years' experience In charge.
Tell the advertiser
iiU alTertlsement.

30 cents,

—

Our readers who are thinking of
buying a vehicle of any kind this season would be interested in a large,
handsome book, the 1907 catalogue of
The Anderton Manufacturing Com-

RICHMOND, VA.

A3

Price,

8

AN UNUSUAL VEHICLE OFFER.

ENTERED AT THE POST-OFFICE AT
VA.,

is

intact. It will pre-

Twenty-eight years experience
own seed farms, trial
grounds and large warehouse
capacity give us an equipment
that is' imsurpassed anywhere
for supplying the best seeds
obtainable. Our trade in seeds
both for the

—our

paid.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,

RICHMOND,
MATTER.

This

vent soiling and turning up of the
Get one now and fasten
comers.
your copies in it as they are issued and at the end of the year,
you will have a valuable reference

MANCHESTER OFFICE:
1102

FOR SUPERIOR VEGE
TABLES & FLOWERS.

A NEAT BINDER

entire

Bids., Chlcaco, IlL

J.

Plant Wood's

Garden Seeds

a very neat
and durable device for saving the

W. RHOADS,

W.

Bvre to send in jonr copy or
iaatraetiona on or before the 26th
of the month for the following
month's iaane. This is imperative.

em

BuBlnesB Manager.

WMtem

Advertisers.

B«

recently received a new
supply of Binders for the South-

MORGAN SHBPHBRD,

in4 Tribun*
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We have

Editor and General Manager.
B.

PLAl^TER.

where you saw

motto is: "Try an Anderton with
your money in your pocket," and they
live up to this motto to the letter.
There is no better way for a firm to
prove the confidence they have in
their own goods than by putting them
out on an absolutely free trial basis.
Another original way in which this

Practical

Alundum
Grinder
with wheel revolving I
3.000 times a minute
Far superior toemeryE
or stone. Grinds any f
knife to sickle.
Different sizes. Foot
tool,

attachment.
Write for circular of particulars. Good agents wanted. Address.

ROYAL MFG. CO,

3S E. Walnut St., Lancaster,

reliable company protects its customers is by giving a Two Years' Approved Test with each vehicle, backing up
this approval test with a $25,000 bank

bond.

The catalogue explains that
test means practically

two years'
two years' free

this

trial, for if any defects
workmanship or material develop
that time, which they cannot correct to the entire satisfaction of the
customer, the vehicle may be returned
and the full purchase price will be refunded. We are glad to call the attention of our reader to this company and advise those who think of
buying to send for their free cata-

of
in

logue.

CAPITAL AND PROFITS EARNED,

BANK OF RICHMOND,
IMaln and Ninth Stvwata

*

power

Sr«el«J att«atlom paid to Mt-ef-t«wB

MMUitL

T^r*« a*' ••"*• lnt*r«at alUwari

In

C«Hp«aa4*4 nHt-aaaaUlr

Si, 200, 000.

f ntem— iBTttad

Ot tn w

Savlnaa Daaartiaaat,

fa
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AGRICULTURE

At a meeting of the Board of Trustees of the Maryland Agricultural Society

for the Eastern Shore, held at
"A'Mere," the residence of Mr. MacKenzie Goldsborough, on Thursday,
January 17, 1907, were present:
Col. Edward Lloyd, President;
Mr.
Matthew Goldsborough, Col. F. Carroll
Goldsborough, Judge William H. Adkins,
Mr. Mackenzie Goldsborough,
Col. Henry Hollyday, Jr., Mr. Preston
B. Spring, Mr. Clifton Wharton, and
Dr. S. D. McConnell.
Among other proceedings were the

following, to-wit:

Resolved,

That

this.

Board do

re-

spectfully petition our Senators and
representatives in Congress assembled
to use all means in their power to
pass throu.gh their respective bnrliesa

AT A LESS PRICE
Less than our former price,
leas thau any other good
mill.

The same

old

reli-

able, 40 year favorite

Quaker City

Henbt Hollyday,

Attest:

W. Straub

Jr.,

Secretary.

TRtTE Copy Test:

for ear corn and all small crain grindint;. mixed
or separate. No otherin its class. Investijate. 40th
annual catalog free. Free trial and freight paid.

A.

Co. n^.Vi:;:;'*^:;^;;:!:^;

1^1:

Corn Planter
The best possible recommendat'on of tbe Deere
No. 9 Corn Planter is written on tbe faces of the
farmers who have used it.
The stroneest link between an ea of seed com and
a bag of dollars is the Deere No. 9 Corn Planter.
The increased yield secured by using this accurate
dropping planter will pay for it in one crop and
leave a nest egg. Don't be satisfied with an inaccurate machine, besides it costs you money every
:

year you use

it.

"Parcels Post Bill," which will to
some extent relieve agricultural communities from the unjust and unreasonable charges made by our express
companies.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to our Senators and
Representatives, respectively, and copies be forwarded to the leading agricutnral papers.
By order of the Board.
Edwakd Lloyd, President.

MILL

The

No. 9

Henry Hollyday,

Jr.,

Secretary.

We

are glad to see that our FarmClubs and Associations are at last
to the importance of using
their influence upon the members of
'Congress to induce the immediate
passage of a Parcels Post Bill. This
country is away behind the European
nations in this matter. England has
long had the Parcels post, and there
the people can send parcels not exceeding eleven
pounds in weight
throu.gh the mails and they are delivered to the address given. The postage rates are graduated from six cents
for a parcel not exceeding one pound
ers'

awakening

up to twenty-five cents for
a parcel not exceeding eleven pounds
in weight, regardless of the distance
largely
provision
is
carried. This
availed of by the people and especially by the country people who receive and send large quantities of
parcels every day in the year. Compensation for loss or damage of parcels can he claimed on unregistered parThe encels up to the amount of $10,
actment of a Parcel post in this country has been, and is. persistently opposed by the express companies, who
at present have a monopoly of the
parcels-carrying business and, like all
other monopolies, thev work the trafNo matfic for all that it will bear.
ter how small the parcel or how short
the distance carried, you may safely
reckon you will he taxed at least ""^
cents.
In England no matter how far
carried the rate is not more than that

The Deere No. 9, in addition to being extremely
accurate has many other superior points. It is
Planter
built largely of steel and malleable iron.
front tied in eight places securing extra strength.
Instantly changed from hill to drill. No strain on
the check wire; has automatic reel. Can be furnished with plates for any kind or size of corn, also
beans, peas, broom corn and other seeds.
A first-class feitilizer attachment can also be
furnished, all parts of which are heavily galvanHills or drills fertilizer as desired.
Our 36 page booklet, "More Corn and Better,"
will interest youwh'-'her you want to buy now or
It carries a large fund of practical valuable
not.
information on seed corn. Fi^e to every corn
ized.

grower.

Write

at once.

& Mansur

Deere

Co.

Manufacture! %

Moline

-

lllmois

in weight,

FOR ALL MIXED FEEDS
tJnhiisked corn, busked ears,
shelled corn and all grains tliere
Is no mill maile tliat l<.r sj.eed,
easy ruiininy and complete
grluillug etjnuis the

KELLY
DUPLEX

Grinding Mills

5

Sin.98

BAR BBIIXiING

1600

OHM

TELEPHONES

yr free

bonk eiplnlnlnn

coit Bnil

how

to or(t«nlM.

C«Diz ELEcnic Co., SB C. C. C. BiDC, CtDiz, 0.

I

I

I

I

Can BOW more

grraiul

with a Gaboon band
broadcast seed eowei
than six men can sow bj
hand. 5 acres per boar is s
fair average for the Cahoon,
and the seed la distribated
evenly, with a great saving

|

I

I

of time.

The Cahoon Hand
Seed Sower

a practical maohtne for any size farmincreases the farmers profit both waya*
better crops raised, and
time and seed saved. Write (
Is

It
in

for
,

new book "Sowing

fori

Results" and 50th annTversary Souvenir.
GoodetlCo.

ilAKE
fst-nu

Tells

\

63Malntl..Aitrln.ll.ll.'

MONEY CANNING

FRUITi

-s. Thov'U p.iv hipli casb prices. I
lor frfe.'monej-makins,' catalog. I
about costs anil proflts made

al;

with our canning

outfit.

Send now. J

Beirin to reap profits this season. I
I
ftoDEEN CAiniER COMPANY,
Bridgeport, Alabamft. J

Dept.p,

—
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appertaining to the weight of the parcel.
We have often urged the enactment of a Parcels post here, but until
the people get busy and use their
power on their Representatives in
Congress the monopolies will
see
that no such law is enacted. Ed.
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IS IT'

—

SOME HEX FIGURES.
Any one with

34 Years Selling Direct
Our vehicles and harness ha

IJ dli

Ir

andgnaranteesaledeiivfry.

Y -ure i.uc

;,i.th-

lin;it uotsatlsliedastOfctyle, qualit* auii price.

We Are The Largest Uanolactarers In The World
pelUng to the consumer excUisively. "Wematre
200 Btj-les of VL-hicies, 65 styles of Harueb-.

Send tor large, tree catalogue.
ElUiart Carriage

& CarnessSUg.

Co., Elkhart, Ind.

a liking for statisget some glorious facts and
figures out of Uncle Sam's annual report on farming operations. It gives
a first-ciass idea of just what we are
doing in the way of feeding ourselves
and the rest of the world. No one
has a just conception of the immensitics

may

—

The wagoD yoa t

ELECTRIC
'

White Hickory Flyer
Worth $75

~

$100

to

Built

by
Experts

Yours for $50
Y

o t* have the
choice of 3 Plans {

of Payment-

We are
facturers, making each
and every part. That's why we can make
such amazingly low prices on vehicles.

30
send
It,

FREE Road

Days'

You can
full

back

it

we

g:ive

Test

White Hickory Flyer a
before you decide to keep it or

try the

month

at

our expeiase.

If

you keep

you a

This

is'for

your further protection.

Our capital and twenty-three years business record forsquaredealing is back of it.

We undersell all Competitors.
Write today

for

BIb Calnloeuc and oyer 100
and Harness oQ'ers Free.

•stoiiiahlni; Vehicle

CONSUMERS CARRIAGE MFG.
Depl. AR,

CO.

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Beferences— Peoples Trust and Savings Bank;
all Commercial Agencies.

ECONOMY SILO
"ETCTjthmg

All

and

had no
louble to erect it. The continuous doors work
ill right
and are easy to open, and we have
»Jnd no spoilt enallace.^
Hoops f irm a perfect, permanent ladder. Abfitted

nitelv

^.

c

Boi

5llo

& Tank Co.

Frederick,

Md.

-

-lance to tell

-

we'll

do

_

young chicks as

well,

_

_

Catalog

tHfe Tf^t.

_

free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.,
Bex 146

Quincy.

III.

A low wagon
at a

low price.
for

Hundy

the farmer.
Will carry a

load any-

where a horse

can traveL

Low Down Wagons
soon earn their cost on any farm.

Steel Wheels
for farm wagons. Straight or staggered spokes. Any size wanted, any
width of tire. Hubs to fit any axle.

For catalogue and prices, write to
Empire Mfg. Co.. Boxl40*HQuincy.

III.

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT

which may exist in poultry culand has given the world bis
Poultry Pan-a-ce-a as a result.
For
those who do not know about this
tonic, he says, it does not force egg
production by exciting or stimulating
dition
ture,

fowl

unnaturally.

Instead,

J

and in the largest possible amount.
The cost of Poultry Pan-a-ce-a is a
mere trifle.
One cent's wo'-th will
feed thi'-tv hens a dav.
Dr. Hess and

Umbrella FREE.

W.V. BOOIIJ

OR
pABg
SGQ
sc
mi -'^^ms

it

makes digestion in the hen an easy
and natural process, so that every
.grain or spoonful of mash eaten either
makes e,ggs or flesh as Nature intend-

"

ed,

Clark, of .Acbland. Ohio, who prepare
it,
back Poultry Pan-a-ce-a with a
written guarantee, so tbei-e is no risk
in trying it.
It is abundnritly proved
that if vou use it as directed and ocrasionalb" snrinkle hens, roosts and
"ests with Tnstnnt Louse K'ller, your
fl^ck will be ffee from disease and

uniformly profitable.

free. Oiiroffld

Sf«Ie

I'o.,

mtral SUt Bine homton, N. I.

MORE AND BETTER CIDER
from

less apples and
_
._
from less grapes are produced
withour presses than with
other press made. Theext
^

yield of juice soon pavs
ior the press.

A

locality

will

prove

a

money-maker. Various
sizes, hand orpower. 25
to 600 barrels per day.
Presses for all purposes.

solutely air. tight, fully gnaranteed.
Write to .day for free illustrated catalogue with
experience of users.

Economy

hens, and

mi. e »-"»"^^j

.

.

more about th

to rule high-

need just this help in order to produce the most, or make satisfactory
growth.
Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a
is
used by thousands of successful
poultrymen from all parts of the country.
Dr. Hess (M. D., D. V, S,'). nas
for years studied every possible con-

the

2- Year Guarantee Bond

work loose.

Sold on
anioney-back guarantee. Their
savingin time, labor, horseflesh
and repair bills wUI pay forthem
possible to

price. The hen man needs to wake up
to this fact if he aims at the highest
possibilities in his business, for until this increasing demand is met and

bound

wagon

sUfht expense. Spoki
ted
with the hub; absolutely im-

—

passed, prices are

folks
the best
curse you

"VSSSo,,

and make your

ty of American farm products until
he reads such a report.
Take the
poultry industry annual production
about -lu.COCOCC crates, or 1,472.043,-

er.
This being true, it is manifestly
wise to take any and every course
that will help production.
No better thing can possible be
done to increase laying than giving
a healthy tonic in regular daily doses.

is

Lew steel wheels; wide tir 3 and durability and
tiood service written all ov r it. Don't be talked
into buying an Inferior,
s the wagon that li
Orwe'UeeUyoaa Eietof Electric Steel Whi
old

730 dozens, or 17. GC4. .524.700 individual and separate eggs, worth, approximatelq. $130,000,000.
These figures
are amazing, yet, in spite of this
enormous production, it is still a fact
that eggs are constantly advancing in

No. 654. TopBiiguy with Late AutomoWle Style
Seat. Kii.p r.Marard 'i In. auarante.rd Kubl.er Tires.
Price complete, $68.00. Aagood as sells tor 825 00

wapou

looking for; f-e

all talking a'
It. Byevery testit
no living man can umia a uette
have guessed that

are

I

Fairfax Co.. Va.. Dee. 27, 1906.
cannot do without The Southern

Planter.
Jly family look upon it as
the best of all the other paners I take,
S. E. HORN,

Also Steam Evaporators.
AppIe-butterCookers, etc.

Fu'fv Guaranteed.
Catalog FREE.

TH^ HYDRAULIC PRESS MFG. CO.^
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WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA.
Maby Washington.
The approaching Exposition at
Jamestown will draw attention and
bring visitors to all that section of
the State, and I venture to predict
that thousands of travelers will wend
their way from the Exposition to Williamsburg, the old Colonial Capital of
Virginia.
Indeed, there is no spot in

any bugt'!
buy of us wll
that

right two years.
And you can ''Try an

ANDERTON
'ith

your

money

America around which cluster more
numerous and Interesting associations.

In

From one end

to the other of Duke of
Gloucester street the student of history will find something to Interest

\bsoIutcIy no money
required
note
L^r
while you use the

hucsySOdays.
Write

f.ir

tatlloK

At the eastern extremity

him.

and selling plan.

DEERE

of this

model B

street stands the site of the old capi-

The Only Disc Harrow
That is Flexible in Work.

which fell a vicim to fire in 1832.
Here Patrick Henry uttered his thrilling words, "Caesar had his Brutus;
Charles I his Cromwell, and George
III may profit by their example." It
was also here that the Speaker of the
House said that "his modesty equaled
tol,

his merit."

We

should like

3 J4iat»
very much

see our line of

t»

have yOB
^

„.,.r,,ma
CARMAQM,

BUGGIES,

RUNABOUTS, ETC.

We have them In endlessmaterial »nd
aad
at prices astonishingly low,
Come ama
considered.
workmanship
•tyles

Inspect our up-to-date

line.

RICHMOND BUGGY AND WAGON
Va.

CO.,

Richmond,

Cutaway Tools For Large Hay Crops

make

BUSH AND BOB PLOW
entia track i ft. wide,
Will plow
1 1 Jt. deep.
\a new cat foreit. Hii
^doable action Cutaway
k

keeps

land
JHarraw
true, movea 1800 torn

this tavern their stopping place

as well as in the history of those

The next point of interest to which
we come Is the old powder magazine

in

Williamsburg,

"higganumconn<

<

U.S.A.

NO MORE USE FOR PLOW
His Rev. Dlik Plow
k

cuts a furrow 6 to 10 In.
deep, 14 in. wide.
All
Clark's machine! will ki|i

)witch grasi, wild mustard
.rlook,

hardhacK, sun

flower, milk weed, thistle or any foul plant. Send for elrcnlart tothe

OUTAWAY HARROW

CO.,

HIG6ANUW CONN

Please mention Southern
writing advertisera.

when

.

Planter

therefore,

light draft.

Its strength and darablUty, fta high frame
with ample clearance, high seat keei>inB opt- rater out of dubt, oscillating scraper, direct hltctk
with center draft and no down-pull on horses*
necks, are other important features.

SEEDER ATTACHMENT.-

m

want

It.

Tvr<

with right working

DEERE & MANSUR CO.
mOLINE,

it

was

Is guaranteed to glv*
60 per cent, better results In half the tlm»
and no heavier draft.
Field look like a garden.
No. foot priBta;

was used as a

»erk.

told

PATENTED.
Jrice

special

interest

Is a large common known as the "Palace Green," stretching back from the
Duke of Gloucester street to the former site of Lord Dunmore's palace,on

which now stands a grammar school.
Then comes the old Episcopal
church of Bruton Parish, more than
two centuries old. As I wandered
amongst the old tombstones in the
churchyard, I longed for the assistance of "Old Mortality" to aid me In
After
deciphering the inscriptions.

can see check marker
Saves 1 team;
do the
a boy can
Let n» t«U
days' trial.
easier.

It

of

ILL.

Onr Combined Harrow and Roller'

Tou

I

The next point

kHARROWCQa

rise and fall independently,
ground refiuires. No bumpers,
no wide middles left standing. End thrust all taken up on frame
and bearing boxes. Bearings always in
oil which accounts (or itsweli known

just as

church.

and

of the place that

DOUBLE ACTION JOINTED POLECUTA

THE ONLY DISC FOR
UNEVEN GROUND.
Gangs

by a resident
had been used successively as a stable, a market and a
stable,

NO MORE^i''
^
-iiusEFor

row made.

in which Lord Dunmore kept the ammunition of the town. When I was

'

day

1

We

I

vis-

and rendezvous.
Here also balls
were held in Colonial times, an Interesting account of which may be
found in John Esten Cooke's romances,

Flexibility is an absolute necessity
o a right workine disc harrow. Any
possible conditioa of soil is easily and
instantly met by the operator. It's
only a matter of settine a lever that's
right at his hand.
guarantee that the Deere]
Model B will cut out dead furrows |
and work over ridges more evenly,
and cultivate more thoroughly th«
full length, than any other diso bar-

place.

times.

CLARK'S REVERSIBLE

of earth, cuti 30 acres per

the

I

female school stood on

Not far from here
stands the site of the famous old
Raleigh Tavern, which stood until
comparatively modern times, and was
destroyed by fire In 1860. Washington, Henry, Jefferson and other heroes
of those days were accustomed to
ited

07

A

when your correspondent

this site

I

Sent on SO
Ask for
more.

and

reports

Mfd.

terms.

HARROW AND ROLLER
(Aceota

,

by

deacrtptlen,

IMBODBN

CO., Cle»»», P».

wanted)

THEM.
CAN'T LOSE
bow
an
No
matter

far

ani*

mal may stray there is no
question of ownership of
LD ger of loss l( au^ked with ou«

StayThere
Being made of aluttilnum
they are tliellghfost.Blronfl*
•St and briahtest car tags

dSa

-•-»f-^---,

IfflaPKGPSB

rust nor corrode. \Vill not tear out and cannot be rubbee
off. .Nothing to catch on feed tr.iughs. etc. Easily set in any

Best and most durable marker mad*>
Free Sample, catalogue and prices mailed on request.
Wilcox
Hane; Hlg. Co.. 199 Lake St., Clilcaso. in^

part

of ear.
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we made

close scrutiny,

Every Farmer

joined and a few others:

"Here
Francis

body of Captain
Bruton Parish, of

the

Page,

of

the Dominion of Virginia, eldest son
of Col. John Page ,of the same parish,
who departed this life the 10th day

May, in the year of our Lord, 1692."
"Here lieth, in the hope of a joyful
the body of Mary, wife
of Captain Francis Page • * * * who
departed this life on the 18th day of
March, 1697."
The church is built in the form of
a cross, and the end fronting the
east is overrun with masses of English ivy.
Four tablets in the wall at-

Knows That The

DE LAVAL

the hope of a joyful

lieth, in

resurrection,
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out the sub-

CREAM SEPARATORS
are in a class

bjr

themselfoB as the

Bat many have the
which competitors help
"erpenBlTe"
and that aomething " cheaper " jrili
beat Separators.

mtsukeo

idea,

to fflagnity, that thej are

of

The Facts Are That Tho
DE LAVAL CREAM SEPARATORS..

resurrection,

The Golden Eagle

Buggy

Honest M&terials
only are used,
piece of \/ood,
is
carefully

and every
iron and steel
selected
and

tested.

CAT.ALOG
Now

R.e&>3.-

WRITE TO-DAY for

this

"Inscribed

Golden Eagle Buggy Co.
I0O-I6O Edgewood Ave.

ATLANTA, Gh.

STATION

XI,

You can

a constant stream at hoase or
other buildingrs from springr or stream ou
a lower level by installing a

HYDRAUUC
RAM.

Most satisfactory water service l;nown. Alv-ays ffoinp, no attention, no running expense.
Raises water 80 feet for every foot of fall. 18
inches fall enough to operate it.
Over 5,000 now in use.

Sold on 30 Days Free Trial.
for booklet giving particulars.

RIFE ENGINE CO^
2113 trinity Bldg.,

IVEW YORK.

DEHORNING
STOP S LOS S
horn^

the

the

memory

of

in his profession,

suddenly,

died

fie

and other cattle.
Dehorn tliem
quickly and with slight pain with a

KEYSTONE DEHORNER
All over ins minutea. Kotahargh
method. Leaves a clear, clean cut.

Oows give

of

unbounded

sitting a

judge

upon the bench of the general court

facte
to

will

take

the tronble to gel at

Ihem

and who need only apply
to the nearest

DE LAVAL

agent or send fora catalogue

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR

CO.

Drop us a Postal today for a Price
If yoa knew oar lo*v price on a

RAVK
UMWIO

CREAM
SEPARATOR

to bay one. Why not
write for it before ynu buy & macMae
of any kind from anybody t

you would want

Reil Factory Pricss S&vs You 2Q% to 50$
And the Darls prlcels not the only tblng
you should know about the Davis before you buy a separator. While the

Davis price ia low, the quality la high
and wltbahiirh quality and alow price
we can't iaelp but feel we will get your order. It'9
a perfect skimmer, easily cleaned, runs light and the
t for you. Ask fo£money saving catalog No. 126

i

1

I

in the Capitol.

seS

MDCCXX

ing,

Ncrth Clinton

MASTERS
TOBACCO
CABDAGi:

attended his funeral and, weepsaw the corpse interred at the

TOMATO &
S-wcet Fptato

west side of the altar In this church.''
The second tablet reads thus:
"Near this marble lyes ye honorable Daniel Parke, of ye county of
Essex, who was one of his Ma'tie's

TRANSPLANTER
Has

and sometime Secretary
Colony of Virg'a. He died ye
6th of March, Anno 1697."
"His other felicityes were crowned
by his happy marriage with Rebekka,
the daughter of George Evelyn, of the
County of Surry, Esqe. She died the
2d of January, 1672, in ye County of
Surry, and left behind her a most

work

than
can
b«
by hand and
than twice as
fast.
Will set plants
cheaper
than the
horse planter, acre by
«cre.
Will do perfect

done

work where the horse
planter will not work
at all— amongst rocks

mod-

and

ern date, one of them being inscribed
the Confederate soldiers who fell
in the batUe of Williamsburg, 1862.
the

Communion service
Jamestown church now be-

stumps

and

on

land, and far
satisfactory ts

side-hill

more

every way.

For

retail

fall

wholesal*

Particulars,

and

silver

longs to Bruton parish church. The
cup bears the following inscription:

field

more

to

old

tke

improTement

has been adopted, so
that we now otter the
dealers
and growers
the grandest little tool
ever devised for setting
all
kinds
of
plants.
Does better

hopeful progeny.'
tablets are of

thoroughly

In

gested

of the

The other two

been

tested

during the past three
seasons and eyery sug-

Counsellors,

of

SI., Chit

THIJ CUT REPRESENTS

(1720).

"His honorable friend, Alexander
Spottswood, Esq., then Governor, with

The
where yon saw

These are simple
any buyer who

Dr.

titudes yet alive can testify.

are daiik-eruus

Tell the adTertlser
bii advertlseinent

enter

generosity in his practice, which mul-

try,

Cattle with

to

we

the actual i^pacity and the
life of the machine.

easily capable of proof

is:

the principle gentlemen of the coun-

Want
Running Water?
have

RIFE

first

William Cocke, an English Physician,
born of reputable parents, at Sudsbury,
in
Sufeolk,
1672,
and educated at
Queen's College, Cambridge. He was
learned and polite, of undisputed

new

catalog showing actual photographs and full particulars
about our Great Harness Offer.

The

building.

skill

i90-r
No. «

f

our attention as

tract

the only Hijjb Grade Buggy soid direct from Factory
to Consumer on the One
Price— One Profit Plan.
is

eame time by far the
cheapest— iD proportioQ to
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ad-
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MASTER PLANTER COMPANY.
178 So.
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"Mixe not holy things with profane."
It will doubtless be on exhibition at

Bell

Hay Curing Rack

the Exposition.

Williamsburg
college

in

"Mary

Mounted
Agitator.

Light

with

complete
Air-cooled

in weight;

Mechanical
engine.

gasoline

no water tanks or pipea

Over 500 successful fruitgrowers in New York State alone use
our outfit. Write for Catalogue 4.
R. H. DEYO & CO., Binghamton, N. Y.
in

the

way.

oldest

except

and
which
dates back to 1G93. Twice has this
College been destroyed by fire, and
twice has it sprung from the ashes..
It was the first to introduce the modern system of class lectures and to
have chairs of Law, Modern Languages, Political Economy, and History;
also, the first to establish the Greek

Harvard.

The DEYO
Power Sprayer

the

States

contains

the United
refer to
I

William

charter of

the

College,

It also took the
(under the auspices of Jef-

Letter Fraternity.
initiative

announcing the elective
was likewise the first Colour country to award collegi-

ferson)

in

system.

It

lege in

medals— the Botetourt medals.

ate

Many

men have

distinguished

(Patented October

15,

1906.)

the problem of curing Pea Tlae,
or other hay almost regardless of
weather conditions, as the racks give Intertor
touching
ventilation and keep hay from
ground, thereby causing It to cure out nicely
when other methods fail. Oub bauuiiuii uouiFor
pletes the work and the hay Is safe.
prices and circular giving full particular.
BELL, BurKevllle. V».
Address H.
Solves

alfalfa

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY COUNTY.

occu-

the position of President or
Chancellor of William and Mary Colpied

Get the Best

Washington

lege.

Chancellor,

THE ECLIPSE
pump. As
^

•
•

pracgood
tical fmlc growers we
were using *be common sprayers In our
own orchards -found
their defects and then tuvented

The

w.

Eclipse.

Us

suocesB

practically forced us Into man
ufacturlng on a large scale
Ton take no chances, we nave
done all the experimenting.

•
'

Large fully niMtrat^
CotaloTue and 7V«a(t««»-,
IJ^
on Spraf/ing-FSSS

MORBTLL A MOBI.gT,

Btiito» W»'b»r:

Ijlett.

RIPPLEY'S!^
COMPRESSED AIR SPRAYERS

.^.^Ciit*

of

the Virginia Historical Society), the
third.
One of the College buildings,

"The Brafferton Building." was originally intended as an academy for Indian youth, but the scheme never
greatly
and finally fell
flourished
through, the Indian youth having no
bent towards learning, yet it was noticeable that as long as they remained
at College, their tribes were far more
to

the whites, so they served

I

Trees

U ml.

Excelsior Spraying
Outfits and

Prepared Mixtures
are usetl in larce orchards

and highly eiulort-ed by sucgrowers.

believe

it

is

a well authenticated

fact that the first theatrical performance ever given in this country took

Ilfstroy th.. (unfi !"v\ worms,
<t iliiiR Uf sure t.f iaryc yields of

Write for our

iii(mpy.eaving catalog, which also
contains a full treatise on spraying
1 ruit and Vegetable crops.
STAIIL 81'ItATER CO.,
Box 1 «&.P, Qnlncy, lU,

WM.

and

in other hospitals.

AND VINES
k

second,

(President

|

Fruit

ct^ssful

the

Grigsby

provided for these unfortunates, there
were certain wards set apart for them

Want'Od.

tect

Tyler,

first

Williamsburg claims the credit of
having established the first asylum in
this country exclusively for the inBefore special asylums were
sane.

RlppleyKd«.Co.,Box ig.Crafton.tir

Spray Your

Blair

pacific

norcl Spray Ncxzsli
madeolheai Y copper aod galv
nizcd Sleel;
Strongly riveted and' double
seamed. Guaranteed tobeas represented and to he the strongest
sprayer manufactured. Fine for
spraying' young orchards. Trees
26 feel high by usine extensioa
pole. Exterminating inserts from
vegetables,
spraying trir.iens,
washing buggies. Finefur « liitewashing buildings, etc. Made in

J!n:*derSuppljCai4lcj.

John

Hugh

the

Revolutionary

a good purpose as hostages, if they
were not a success as student.?.

MPROVED 1902

two>lte>,4KB(15^otif. 40kl.G»lr.,95:
4 Qftl. copper, 9T. FlDebr««ipumpfitt«d
otiQuta!d«. Solution cully ft^uted. We
fcUoMllltrp! orcUrd •pT»Tere. 60»L
OiiTMilicl. »5.50, 6G»I-Copper.f3.00.
9f>nd to-Hnv for our Sprajor «n4

War;

was
the

after

place in Williamsburg. A lady of that
town showed me a large volume in

which were bound many numbers
the "Virginia Gazette."

dated September 22,
the following notice:

One
1752.

Defender
Sprayer

ot

of them,

All brass, easiest working, most powerful, auto-

contained

"On Friday last, the company of
comedians from England opened the
theatre in this city, when the "Merchant of Venice," and "The Anatomist" were performed before a numer-

matic mixer, cxpan»io«
valves, double strainer.
Catalogut of Pumps aa*
Treatise on Sprayine "««.

^
.

—

—

F.

AOFNTS WAHTBD.
W OaUUU, M. t.

0»yl»r4, Box

Be"' e for all

•^^ • - - ™.auu i-if- inK 11^ •• ^ J
tad 1907. Popular prlcei, for further Infema
t»n address, C. P. Cabter. SeTen Mile Pord.Ta
'
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with great

SAVE MONEY

not certain whether this was
the first play ever performed there,
but I am inclined to think it was.

MAKING—

audience,

polite

applause."
I

A

WATER WELL DRILLER
WILL EARN YOU MORE MONET
Everybody uses water. A drilled well
Is
the OQly means of obtaining a
pure, rold and unfailing supply.
A
Keystone Steam Drill la the quickest,
cheapest acd best machiDC for doing

Yorktown

of

is

Mills
40 Horse Power

kinds. Also Bone and Shell
Mills for Poultryraen, Farm

Feed

relics

in a

is

It

of

Mills. Write for catalog of these money-makers.

Key

641

Easton. Pa.

THE IMPROVED

good state

contains
the

many

in-

and

is

past,

Graham Fioup

Mills,

Hand

WILSON BROS., Sole Mfrs..

in quite easy access of

of preservation.

teresting

H

Write for free copy

Phosphate
to

of

Williamsburg, and

the work.
Makes better money than
a thresher and runs all the year round.
Outfit will pay tor Itself In three
months, good for 20 years.
you
have a little ordinary mechanical skill
we can put you on the Road to Fortune.

WELL

[ops and save money, U3la<c

rare old goblets, made when
Virginia was a colony, and adorned
with a circle of thirteen stars, representing the colonies.
set

FARM.

$10,000

FERTILIZER

Not only are public buildings of
Williamsburg of great historic interest, but you will find numerous relics
and mementoes of the past in the old
homes there. For instance, one day,
whilst dining with a Williamsburg
lady, I saw on her table a beautiful

KEYSTONE

THAN A

am

!IGR[WSILi|PPDLL[ii,
Write l9r Prlott.

adorned with a monument erected
there the centennial year of Cornwallis'

our

The York

surrendei-, ISSl.

on which

river,

one of the bluest and prettiest streams I ever saw.
It is really an arm of the sea, rather
than a river. Yorktown will prove
(as well as Williamsburg) an interesting resort for the numerous tourists
who will attend the .lamestown Expo-

DRILLERS' INSTRUCTION
BOOK.

SBYSTONB WELL COMPANT,
BEAVER FALLS, PA

it

stands,

is

Chamhsriln

MTg

Co.,

Olean. N,

Y.,

U.

A

S

sition.

HERCULES
A GOOD PEED GRINDER.
Since it has become generally recognized that it is more profitable to
feed ground grain than whole grain,

WARRINER chain hanging Stanchions save
one winter, says H. A. Meyer,
think them perfect,
1
Syracuse, N. Y.
writes I. B. Calvin, Kewanna, Ind., vicepresident State Dairy Association. Send for
booklet containing further information to
WALLACE B. CRUMB, South St., Forest-

<;ost in feed in

ville.

Conn.

HERE

A

IS

ROLLER

you want, four ma-

We

one.
have fixtures to use

chines

harrow

In

and

roller

and tc
separate
make riding cultivator;
use.

hundreds

li

Don't buy until
you get our price

and terms.
them on

money

In

advance.

Wu

30

free

trial.

Agents

wanted.

ship
days'

IMBODEN HARROW AND ROLLER
Manufacturers,

Nt
CO.

CLEONA, PA.

CDIIIWIirMSFORllllKlfHIircm
Three of Clark's Intense Cultivators pn>
duced this year on 14V^ acres, 102 tons 01
well dried alfalfa, timothy and redtop hay
If you want to know how, enclose a 2-cea'
BUmp to GEORGE M. CLARK, Hlgganam
Conn.

Farmer's Sons

WANTED :lV'r'A

•nd laf r t>dQcacluD to work Id an omce. $60 A month with
Advuicemeat, at&tkt^y employment, moet be bOQCSt knd
reliable. Bruicb offices ot the tsaoclatioa are being eBtab.
llthed )o ea^N state. Apply at once. t\v\ug fall partlCQlarii
Tkt lETEUtuHT ICIEICE AStOCUTION, Dent U, Undon, Cinadt

a good

grinder

is

Stump

Puller

looked upon as a

necessity upon most every farm.

The

success that stock raisers and dairy-

men have had

feeding corn and cob
meal instead of pure meal is another
reason for the growing demand for
good grinders.
Such of our readers
who haven't added one of these money
makers to their equipment, or who are
rl'ssntisfied with tne one they have,
should investigate the old reliable
Oiiaker Citv Feed Mills. These grinders have been giving universal satpast forty years.
isfnction
for the
They have recently been improved in
various ways and yet are offered for
a lower price than in former years.
They must be up to the mark in every
respect or the manufacturers could
not afford to send them out on free
trials as they do. and pay the froicht
charges too. Our readers may secure
1 free book regarding these mills by
Tclfiressing the A.
'i'ilbert

St..

"^anal St..
illustrates

W.

Ptr.nob Cn.,

'?7'^7

or 17-<f>
Philndelphia. Pa
This book
Chicago. 111.
and describes eisrht sizes,
.

noints out important improvements,
explains why the Oiinker Citv
Mills run easier and do better work
than any others.

nnd

>

acre of heavy timber land aaak
Clean all stumps Id a circle af LR
without moving or changing maeklmo.
Strongeat, most rapid worklag aad beat
HERCULES MPG. CO.,
4U ITth St., CectreTlll*. Iaw».
Clears
day.
teet

4*.

Warranted tlie
Most Practical
Machine Made

Screw,

Cable & Hand Power

TUMP PULLERS

3 styles 9 Sizes, $25 to $150

HANDY FARM WAGONS

DITCHER
TILE
Cuts 100 rods per day.
BEST CORN HARVESTER
MADE. Cats. Fraa
H. L. Bennett

& Co.

WBSTERVILLB. O.

STUMP PU LLEH^jTh^
"1

X

Grubbef? Co.
LACROSSE. WIS.,U.S fT

1/V.Smith

CATALOG FREE-OEPT.

VETERINARY COURSE AT HOME.
KoffliflhaXploniukTfinred posit!

>ii3 oiitaiiK-d flurrRSflfal

atQ-

ONTARIO VEfEHrNARV'°Co'RRi8<»ONDENCE SCHOOL. Dept.l 7, London, Canada.

(ri-e.
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NO WASTE WITH THIS

[March,

SILO.

The Economy Silo is true to its
name the most economical silo ever

—

invented. It is also the simplest in
construction and can easily be erected
by any one without previous experience.

The 20th ^^''^rrCentury
VJlA

I

C.

We believe this the most practical Farm
Gate ever produced.
NO SAGGING OR
DRAGGING WITH THIS ONE. Purchase
It a year and If you are not aatlsreturn It and we will refund your
money.
(Pat'd May 1 and 8, '06).
State,
county and farm rights (or sale.

one, use
fled,

JOHNSON & MYERS,

Lodl, Ohio, Patentees

and Manufacturers.

A FARM GATE

places on the farm— Yard Gate, LongDistance Gate, Road Gate, Level-Field Gate,
Inclined Gate, Hall or Shed Door for barn.
In plank fence, the same amount of lumber
and parts with Xh^ gate as witiiout it.

For

all

One of the features most appreciated by farmers is the ease with which
the doors are opened and closed. Instead of doors spaced from four to
six feet apart, making it necessary to
lift about 75 per cent, of the contents
to get it out, the Economy has continuous doors from bottom to top and
the ensilage is always easy to get at.
Instead of tugging and hammering at
big, heavy doors that are clumsy to
handle, any of the doors on the Economy can be removed simply by a push
of the foot. Because the doors are
so easy to open and close, it must not
be imagined that they are loose fitting.
They fit just as snug as can be and
the ensilage doesn't get mouldy even
at the doorways.
As good tires, properly applied, add
to the life of wagon wheels, so good
hoops, properly applied, add to the
life of a silo.
It not simply helps
to make it air-tight, but keeps it that
way. The hoops on the Economy are
made of the best refined iron, are continuous and have supports which always keep them in their proper places.
By an ingenious arrangement, these
hoops are made to serve as a perfect
up and down.
Only the best materials are used

in
Silo

front

admired

Economy

CORNETT, Dewey,

R. H.

Va.

One

of Mr. Cornett's gates stands here In
of Renfroe's store and is seen and
by the public.
It surpasses any
gate this country has seen. C. F. Roblnett.

—

kUNCLE JOE'S CATT

1

-

^^~

niLTON AUTOMAnC GATE

(

rauoniND.

Cheap as Wood.

and Tank Company,
Frederick. Md.. and is fully guaranteed.
Their new 1907 catalogue tells
all about the Economy Silo, shows
pictures of the various parts, and how
easy it Js to put up. It also contains
photographic views of Economy Silos

til

abOTe ground aad
adds

It

•hippiBctooMnonir,
i«uito.

at

Our catalog

lll>-T(M)ATE

MFG. CO.,

FENCE. Sell direct

manufacturers' prices, ^o
Is Free. Write for it to-day.

9M

loth St., Terre Haute, Ind.

CUcac*.

Stock

&

Poultry

jfENCE

of

Catalogue

free-

KITSELMAN BROS.
Box

14.

Muncle, Ind.

mrrtt aito

CO.,

zn

>.

aat

safety

yalse,

aay home.

of

A4dr«aa

MAN-

Har*B

StTMC

i*TtflT»fr*iilaal«U*«liefei|dMteAifarf
',i"i."iM

II II II II II II II II II II II 11 II II 11

I

Imamenial
Fence
charchee

laimfl.

—sold

picket fence

WARD FENCE

-

1

^

'^Vf^^fSwood— for-

also heavy steel

c

CO.,

ANCHOR FENCE

iCombines strength and beeo:ty with long life. Large, hatd
:s'teel wires. HeaTilv galxanlz;d. FARM
and ORNA-

MENTAL
Handsome easy

to build, al-

ways stands erect, ask for fence
book H. Anchsr Fence & MIg.
Co.

Clivelanf, Ohio.

ANTI-RUSTWe FENCE

oplea for
ad deliver Rood*
FltKK i.f charge anywhere. Asll for catalog

SENECA WIRE &MFG CO.
FOSTORIA, OHIO.

Save TKe Posts
Old

field

pine

made

than cedar

to last longer

dead oil of
er locnit by creoBoting with
ooal tar. The creosoting of lumber makes II
stopi all ret aad^
practically Indeitructlble,
u abiolnie death to all Insects. Write for
CBK080TING CO.,
prices to the

NOBTOLK

Merfolk. Va.

FENCEl

STWOHCEST
MADE.

Bna

^tr^.>nf chlck-

»t Hk«l^
••lePrieet rjlly-mrrf teJ. C «ta.log tre«

enUKbt- Sold

to the

Kaxmer

COrLZB SPETNG FZHCE

Box

61'

CQ.

Winchester Indiaaai

I Wire rence 20c

-^
4S-in. stock fence per rod onl y
Best high cirtxjn coiled ste«l tpricg wife.
Catalog offences tcvils aad supplies FBEB
Buv direct at wh.^lesale- Write today.
.

MASOH FENCE CO.

Va.. breeder of
exclusively, entered

Tazewell.

Boi 80 LeesbonE.

Black Laneshans
eleven birds and won ten premiums
as follows:

pref-afd.

It

ni.

At the Virginia State Poultrv Show
held in Richmond. Virginia. January
22-2fi. under the management of the
Virginia Poultry Association. A. M.
Black,

simple

the beauty,

to

MBTenlence

LOVX OATS

MR. BCACK A WINNER.
w. maniitKtim Lawn •nd Farm

•

k

Maeklaaiy

away accidents are avoided.
•mt at ardsr.

Silo

erected is different parts of the country and gives the experience of many
users.
A copy of this catalogue will be
sent free to any read of the Southern
Planter who sends his name and address to the Economy Silo & Tank
Company. Box 38-G. Frederick. Md.

GATE

SELF-OPENING
ALWAYS IN ORDER.

Thli fate caa b« plae«4 at aay drlTwmf
atraace, attached ts crdlaary poata aad
•MB payi tor Itself In time taTed.
It la opened er closed by any rehlcl* wltk•t aaalitaace or (topping. By Iti lue r«>-

permanent ladder, which has sufl5cient
foothold and makes it easy to climb
the construction of the Economy
and the resufF is not only a unique and
handsome structure, but one that has
the greatest strength in even,' detail.
This improved silo is made by the

Address

MANLOVE

First, second and third, pullets, first
pen. second, third and fourth, cockerels, second and fourth, hen. and second cock. He had a snlendid exhibit,
and deserves his winnings.

-

Bills to Collect •»

IB all portloBS et the UBltad States.
N«
lectloB, Ne Ckarge.
AgSBcles wanted crary
where.
IS year'e ezperleBce—

PALJfCBVK

COLLECTION AOKNCT, lU Mala
mend, Va.

St.,

WUt-

;
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CIRCULAR OP INFORMATION.
V. S. Department of Agriculture,
Office of Experiment Stations,

& Drainage Investigation
Washington, D. C, Feb. 8, 1907.
The Gbowing Interest in Dbainage.
Irrigation

ASPINWALL
Potato Machinery
,

,

'

>

>
>

Great improvements for 1907— our
latest No. 3 Planter plants 99 per cent

good: sack hopper prevents bridging:
or clogging. Our line includes Cutters. Planters, Sprayers. Diggers.
Sorters— all money makers and labor
savers. Every potato grower should
write for catalog. Sent free with valuable booklet, "Potato Culture." will
be worth dollars to you. Write today.

Sabin

i

i

i

'

Jackson, Micb.

St.,

Disc Harrow
Spring Pressure
Flexible Gangs

would seem that the idea of
the
importance of drainage as a
means of agricultural improvement is

sures

veiy rapidly gaining ground.
This
progress is clearly reflected in the op-

condition of

tures, it

ASPirrWAtL MFG. CO.,

227

Model "B"

From the activities of the various
drainage associations about the country and the frequency with which
drainage bills are being presented before the National and State Legisla-

This is a " better work" harrow. Inmore thorough cultivation because
gangs can always be controlled in any

Has double angling

soil.

erations of the Office of Irrigation and
Drainage Investigations of the United
States
Department of Agriculture.
The work of this office in drainage extends over the entire country, from
Florida to the Dakotas and from Massachusetts
to
California.
Drainage
maps are being prepared and the general soil, topographic

and hydrograph-

conditions, as related to drainage,
are being studied in a score of localities.
Among the drainage projects
recently taken up are the following:
A preliminary survey of the Everglades with a view to securing data
upon which to base a plan for the
drainage of that district; a survey of
the Black Bayou in the Yazoo Delta
District of Mississippi, and surveys
along the Little Forked Deer River
in Tennessee.
To carry on these investigations and
other work, which will be taken up
during the next fiscal year, .?i5<i.0(iii
was included in the general agricultural appropriation bill for the use of
the
Office
of Experiment Stations.
This bill has already
passed the
House of Representatives.
A far-sighted and business-like policy of assisting in the improvement of
the
agricultural
conditions
in the
territory through which they run is
becoming very popular with railroads
at present.
The Missouri Pacific has
recently undertaken a very necessary
application of this policy along its
lines In Arkansas and Louisiana.
In
this section there are numerous and
extensive eras of marsh and swamp
land, notably those of the St. Francis
and Washita basins and the Cypress
Creek District. Throiis-hout this territory drainage and good roads are
the two most pressing requirements of
agriculture, and the farmer* are in
great need of reliable information and
instruction as to how best to secure
the necessary improvement.
Realizing the Importance of this
need, the Missouri Pacific provided a
special train and a series of Farmers'
Institutes were held during the latter
part of January £tnd the early part of
February at various points along the
line of the railroad. Mr. ,T. 0. Wright,
drainage engineer, represented the
Office of Irrigation and Drainage Investigations, giving a series of addresses illustrated with lantern slides.
Ic

WMGE
(Improved Robbias)

Potato Planter
The only planter that does absolutely perno misses or doubles, no punctured I
I feet work
giving you a uniform "stand"
r bruised seed
the entire crop.
I for
No waste ofland, no waste of seed, no waste
f time and labor.
*;
Write for the new 1907 Iron Age Book I
nd find out about Iron Age Potato pUntcre, I
Sprayers. Cultivators. Diggers and other|

—

I
1

—

Farm and Garden Implements.

BATEMAN
MFQ. CO.

Dig Your Potatoes With a

DOWDEN

Get them all Ic any
deep or sballow,

soil,

hilly

or

level,

light

or

heavy

Potatoes come clean and sound.
chine that works right and lasts.

vines.

The maWrite for

catalogue.

DOWDEN

CO., Box 670,
Ppalrle City, Iowa.

MFG.

levers for side hill

work or when lapping

lands. Very heavy carbon steel frame,
heavy steel shanks, extension oil tubes,
and hard maple bearings soaked in oil,
improved oscillating scraper, stub pole

on

all

sizes, double leaf seat spring.
all good features, and many

These are

them are exclusive. The Model "B"
win not suffer by comparison with any
of

other disc harrow, as such comparison

DEERE superiority.
in 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 feet sizes.
16-inch, 18-inch and 20-inch discs.
Write for FREE descriptive circulars
and learn the advantages of a spring
merely emphasizes

Made

pressure harrow.

Manufactured
anufactured by

Deere

I

& Mansur
Sk

Mol ine

-

Co.

Illinois

I

Die and CLEAN

Faster. cleaDCT, easier work. Catalog free.

THEHOOIERMOUT

kllla

I

1 Hn II
Fl1IIIVIH

Lock Boi 89,

»»ERT, OHIO.

D«n, Wa«d
Oophen ud QralB

Prairie

Chucks,

"The wheels of Us
Gods grind slew, bnt sxsmall."
Se the weeTll, hot yM

Wltin
ceedlngly
can
~^aii

CO.,

I°'«<:ts.

stop ^helr
nvup
i.ut^jr griaa
grind wiin
with

as others
Bisulfiiiiije are doing.
fumigates poultry houses and kills

Fuma Carbon
It
lice.

69WARDR TAYLSR.Psna

¥

I

hm

N.Y,
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when

possible,

gineering and
problem. The

WOHASE
No. 80 Pivot Wheel

-

Cultivatojji

Riding

S

Specially adapted for potato culture.

IcMsfuHy operated on both level and
jid all

kinds of soil.

Easy

to guide,

la:
,

any

cultivate

Quickly adjusted to

pace.

hilly

.

easy to turn in smallest

|cVopsinvJwsofanywidth^3t0 48.nches.
I
Our new 1907 Iron Ace Book shows
land describes Iron Age Potato Planter,

Sprayer, Digger, and complete line of Farm
Tools. Write for

and Garden
it.

[March,

on the agricultural enlegal phases of roads

awakening

and

in-

struction of farmers in such matters
should be followed by far-reaching results, and the railroad company is to
be greatly commended for its initiative in the matter.
That the State of Arkansas is be
coming greatly interested in the sub
ject of drainage is evidenced by the
fact that the Arkansas Legislature re
cently Invited Dr. Mead. Chief of Ir
rigation and Drainage Investigations
United States Office of Experimen
Stations, to address that body on the
subject of drainage, but, unfortunately, he was unable to accept the invi

Disc Cultiv ators
These cultivators afford very practical and thorough means for cultivating
corn, cotton, beans, peas, broom corn,
potatoes, etc.
Built entirely of steel
and malleable iron, they are practically
indestructible.

tation.

BATEMAN
MPQ. CO.
Box

In South Carolina the question of
drainage is being taken up with great
energy and thoroughness. Following
the example of the Charleston County
Sanitary and Drainage Commission,
which, during the, past year, has been
co-operating with the Department of
Agriculture in the preparation of
plans for the drainage of swamp
lands In the vicinity of Charleston,
the South Carolina Legislature recently extended an invitation to the office
of Irrigation and Drainage Investigations for a representative to address

,*^

i

Qrenloch, N.J.

Bargains in
2nd Hand
Machinery
in
I

1

good order.

them

6 H. p. Qelser Bnslne and Boiler,
ON WHKKL8, Almoit New.
8 n. P. Qelser Englae and Beller,

ON WHBKLS.
1

1

12 n. P. International Stationary
Qasollne Engine.

the

subject

of

drainage.

the experience of other States.

A REAL FRIEND,

Complete Saw Mill

H. P. Frick Knglne
on wheels, a No. 1 Lane Saw Mill, 48-lncli
Saw, all Belts, Tools, etc, Cut-Off Saw, Log
Used less than twelve months
Cart, etc.
and practically as good as new.
Outfit, consisting of a 15

I

on

Mr. C. G. Elliott, drainage engineer of
the Department, responded to this
call, antj on the Cth instant made an
address before the Legislature on the
general features of drainage, taking
up in particular the legal phases of
the problem from the standpoint of

Makes the cheapest and

"Red" Wright was a man of quick
and furious teinper, while Jim Donovan was as calm and unemotional as
his partner was violent.
The two prospectors were cooking
breakfast In their mountain camp one
morning when the coffeepot happened
The
to be "Red's" particular charge.
bacon, under Donovan's supervision,
was almost done, so "Red" set the coffeepot on the fire for a final boil. One
of the sticks burned in two and the
pot upset. "Red" flew into a rage, and
jumping for the coffeepot, he kicked
it from one end of the camp to the
Donovan
and back again.
other,
watched him with cann Interest, and
when "Red's" fury had expended itself
Donovan pulled his six-shooter and fill-

world.

ed the coffeepot full of holes.

Milwaukee

6 Roll

and

Husker

Shredder,

GOOD AS NEW.
WRITE FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION

TheWattPlowCo.
Richmond, Va.
TIRRILL EQUALIZING
It Is

6AS MACHINE

safest gas In the
the best for Lighting, Cook-

ing,
Heating and Power for country
homes, hotels, factories, etc. Write for

booklet

containing

full

Information.

TIRRILL GAS MACHINE LIQHTINO
7B Fulton Strefft, New York City.

CO.,

ENGINES
10-H.

Engines,

10

H.,

Traction
Boilers and Engines,

complete,

Saw-Mill,

?2!iO;

J325:

new and second-hand,
Gasoline

Engines,

BOILER WORKS,

from 4 to
Corn
Mills.

Sprlngfleld,

100

H.

CASEY

Ohio.

"By

gracious,

man!"

cried

"Red,'

wringing his hands; "what did you do
that for? We can't make no more coffee!"

"Do you think I'm goin' to stand
here and see a son-of-a-gun of a coffeepot get the best of a friend of
mine?" demanded Donovan, as he

Gang Adjustments Easily Made
The

disc

gangs

instantly by

may

means

be either angled or tipped
lever and rack adjust-

of

ments, which differ from the ordinary kind in that
they lock securely on the principle of the wedge.
Disk bfjarings are hard wood, oil soaked.
Mire durable and of Ughter draft than any other
Wheel boxes
combination. Axles telescoping.
Improved retainers.
with compression oilers.

MADE

IN

THREE STYLES.

No. 23 Rigid pole, gang dodge.
No. 2* Pivotal frame, lever dodge.
No. 25 Pivotal frame, combined lever and foot
dodge.
Cushion and pressure springs extra long and
Spring lift.
flexible.
Pin break, spring trip, spring tooth, sidebarrow, barring off, bull tongue, and stepped disc
attachments can be furnished.
Send at once for booklet showing the machine
at work in the field, and describingandillustrating all features fully. Tell us your wants in the
cultivator line.

Deere

Address,

& Mansur Co.

Moline

^

•

Illinois

,

V Crimp Steel Roofing

Most economical rooflng made. Easily and
laid.
Does not require any special
and can be put on by any farm hand.
With but little care will last for many
quickly
tools

years.

Rubber Roofings, Paper Rooflnga and
kinds of Improved
logue mailed free.

Farm Implemente.

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
^Lippincott's.

1302

all

Cata-

re-

turned to his bacon.

>

East Main Street, Rlchmend, Va.

^
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WITH THE ADVERTISERS.

THE

The Aspinwall Mfg.

Co.

adver-

is

well-known line of Potato
this month.
The season's advertising of Mica
Axle Grease starts with this issue.
Peter Henderson & Co., Seedsmen,
have three advertisements in this
number, to which attention is asked.
The Walter A. Wood Mowing and
Reaping Machine Co. is a new advertiser this month.
Look up its announcements.
A splendid line of farm implements
is advertised by the Deere & Mansur
Co.
Four
advertisements
appear
elsewhere in this issue.
The Golden Eagle Buggy Co., has a
proposition it would like to submit to
bug,gy buyers. Refer to the ad.
tising

CLR

Its

Machinery

ROTARY WASH«:R
A HOUSEHOLD NECESSITY
BECAUSE
It
It

runs
It

the best Washer on
has
ball-bearing
and

Is

The Ripley Hardware Co.
tising

earth.

almost

made

of

white

cedar

Pumps

Spray

in

is

adver-

another

HIDES
RUBBER

SCRAP IRON

column.

Itself.
Is

its

OLD METALS

Eureka Harness

with

Oil

Is

attractively

advertised on another page.
Hoover, Prout & Co. is advertising
well-known Potato Digger this
its

electrically-welded
hoops
sunk
In
the wood.
We are the largest manufacturers
of woodenware In the world, and can
make the BEST CHEAPEST.

Car Lots a Specialty

month.

The Prescott Chemical Co. starts
a campaign in advertising the merits

Write for Catalogue.

of

The Richmond Cedar Works,

Carboleum Dip.
The Bateman Mfg.

Co. have severadvertisements in this issue which
are sure to interest all farmers and
truckers. Look them up.
Look up the ad. of the Silver Mfg.
Co., and send for the free book on

Richmond, Va,

al

50,000
Hides Wanted

Silage.

The International Harvester Co.
has several ads. in this issue.
Harvesting machinery, gasoline engines
and manure spreaders are offered.
The Dowden Mfg. Co. is another
new advertiser this month. Potato
Diggers and machinery is offered.
The Lewisiana Farm is offering a
splendid Jersey bull. Look up the ad.
W. M. Watkins & Son are advertising the Registered Hackney stallion,
"Heidrek," at stud.

Riding Cultivators
The great adjustability of th^e light,
strong tools make them valuaMe to all
Adapted for cultivatJag a Iirgc variety

—

of crops voung or Diaturi d— in any
kind of soil, and adjusted for rows of
different widih, witbout reducing the
DLimber of teeth.

1907 Iron

Aire

Book

describes the

Horse Hoes. Wheel H.
Sprayers,

Potato PI:

H. B. Bush & Bro. are among the
new advertisers this month. PolandChinas are offered.
Mr. .lohn F. Lewis is offering some
splendid bargains in horses. Shorthorns and Berkshires.
Wilson Bros. & Co., are offering the
splendid stallion. Red Court, at stud.

Bateman Mfg. Co.
Box
Greiilocli,n.J,

Get his pedigree.
H. Deyo & Co. advertises its
splendid spraying outfits In another
column.
Splendid, hardy roses can be had of
the Merit Rose Co. Look up the ad.
and send for catalogue.
Mr. W. A. Willeroy offers about 75
head of Berkshire hogs, all ages, both

Write for Prices.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

No CommissionB.

Checks Sent Same
Day Freight Bills

Are Marked

Paid,

Clarence Cosby,
Established 1890.

R.

Rider Agents Wanted
.,nd exhibit

..

0O7

model,

irrite

1907 Models
V ith

^._

for Special Offer

9iU

to

Coast-r-Bnikef an.l Pun. tutc

9^7

Pr.,r,f tires.

•W ^ liS
SOO Second -Hand Wheels
els. good as new *«> «0 9o
all

of best

Fa

makes V» *

o r V Clearinpr Sale.
WV Ship on .Approval -.vithout a cent
defeat, pav the freight and allow
Great

i-

1

TKN DAVS' free trial.

Tires.coaster-brakes.sundrics.etc.

you

Do

not
usual pricesli'rilc at once.
pet our catalogs,
half

buy

til!

9I£AI> CVCLJ2 CO.. Dept.209LCUcaso

sexes.

Guilford Co., N. C, Dec. 26, 1906.
believe The Southern Planter is
the best farm paper published in the
interests of the Southern farmer.
I

v..

C.

MciULLEN.

RICHHOND, VA.
Largest Dealer in
Scrap Iron, Metals, Hides,
Etc., in the South.

REFERENCES:
Bank of Virginia,
of Richmond,

National

Bank

Bradstreets and Dun.
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HINTS BY MAY MANTON.
Such simple dresses as this one are
the favorites for the younger school
girls and possess a great many advantages.
They give the long lines that
are so becoming to childish figures,
being made with waist and skirt that
are joined one to the other, there is
no danger of parting at the waist line.
This one is boxed plaited and conse-

Push

Don't

The horse can draw

tlie

load without help, if you

reduce friction to almost

nothing by appljang

is generously full in the skirt.
illustrated, the material is dark
henrietta cloth stitched with helding
silk and trimmed with a banding ot
braid with pretty buttons, while it is
worn with a silk tie. All the materials

As

to the wheels.

No other lubricant ever made
wears so long
and saves so much
horse power. Next time
try Mica Axle Grease.

OU

KEYSTONE
752

Feet

Wide

ADJUSTABLE

quently

ifi

Standard
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WEEDER and CULTIVATOR
Make sure of bigger crops by killing weeds
at first shavine, keeping surface mellow and
preserving moisture. Nothing like this implement for such work. Particularly adapted to
cultivation of corn, potatoes and beans because
it narrows down to go between rows.
Quickly
and easily set for any width. Ask for book of
m:iny photographed field scenes ofweeder at

CULTIVATOR ATTACHMENT
any cultivator.
Send for free circulars of
Weeders, Cultivators and .Attachments.

Co.

Kejrstone

Firm Machine Co. 15S4

N.

Btaier St.,Torli,

H.

IncorxK>r»ted

':':

STEEL

FRAZER

J Axle ijreflse

Walking Weeders

theVoria

wearing qualities are uosurpassed,
actually autlastlag three boxei any
Not affected by heat
•tber brand.
CVGet the genuine.
Ita

mn

FOR 8ALB BY ALL DEALERS.

•H •H"i

n

1

!

1

!

>!

I

•

1

1

vhi *

PhosFinely-Ground
Untreated,
phate Rock on a green tallow for
corn and get phosphorus at half
the cost of same element In cone duet or
acid phosphate.

llf^r
1 1 V b

Uwt

D. CHRISTIAN,
Wyndbam, Va,

THOS.

This is one of the most useful tools of the
twentieth century.
It has 39 spring teeth.
adjustable handles and shafts
weigh about 80 pounds; width, 7 feet I
inches.
It is a splendid tool for coverlBg
clover and other grass seed on wheat and
oat land: also for working corn and vegetables when young. All steel except handles
Worth many times Its cost
and shafts.
Send for our complete catalogue of FannFencing,
Wagoni,
ing Implements, Wire
Buggies, etc. Sent free to any address.

The frame,

oooooooooooooooaaooocHwaew

Agricultural Lime
ALLjGRADES.

CANADA UNLEACHED

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
1302

Hardwood Ashes.
Any

quantity desired aad at

bottom
T.

5541 Girl's Box
6 to 1-

prices-

ANDREWS &

C.

CO.,

Norfolk,; Virginia-

oocHMOiKKWCioooocHWOoaaeManr

LAWN« FENCE
Many styles. Sold on trial at
wholesale priVLS. Save 20
to

40 per

cent.

Illu.-trated

Catjlot-ue free. Write today.

'KITSELMAN BROS.
Sox

iij

Muncie, Indiana.

DON'T RUST FENCE
I

Spring Steel.

Cartjon
heavily galvanized.

4^1

30 days' free

triil.

No

Extra

Agents.

Farm and

Poultry Fence. Catalogne No. 140.
Also 40 Styles Lawn Fence. Catalogue 0. Catalogue Free. Write
for one or both.

Box
ba_THE
.

WARD FENCE
CO.
INDIAN

433

,

JIARIOX,

4

Pl.iited

East Main Street, Richmond, Va.

Dress,

ye.Trs.

that are used for girls' dresses are appropriate, however, and there are a
great many very attractive as well as
very fashionable plaids and checks in
addition to such plain materials as
The
cashmere, serge and the like.
tie is pretty and dressy, but by no
means obligatory, as the dress Is quite

complete without

it.

consists of a smoothly fitted body lining and waist and skirt.
The waist is made with front and
backs, while the skirt is five gored.
The waist is arranged over the lining,
which keeps it well in place and the

The dress

skirt is joined to the lower edge ot
both, the closing being made Invisibly
under the edge of the box plait at the
center back. The sleeves are In one
Th
piece, each with straight cuffs.

Profit Suckers SKS fon^app!?
Lambert's "Death to Licb." Less
more eggs. Get some. Sample
lOO oz. »l.cio. ISO" Pocket Book
10c.
"Pointers" free. 0. 1. STOCI FOOD CO.,
6.11 MononBldg..ChlcaBO, ni.

lice:
,

—
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belt can be of the material, as in this
instance, or of leather, as liked.

The quantity of material requlrea
for the medium size (10 year is 5 3-4
yards 27; 5 yards 36, or 3 1-2 yards 44
inches wide.
The pattern 5541 is cut in sizes for
6, 8, 10 and 12 years af age.
The nine gored skirt that is made
with inverted plaits Is a most satisfactory one from every point of view.
It provides sufficient fullness for grace
and flares at the lower edge, while il
is stitched flat over the hips and Is
without bulk at that point. Again, it
requires only a small amount of material where the gores can be cut in and
out. and even where material must all
be cut one way, leaves sufficiently
large pieces to allow of cutting the
suit or the gown from a comparatively small pattern.
In this Instance, the
material Is a novelty goods of wool
girls of

Seoul,

$2.25

:

Sle«ens-Maynard,Jr.,$3

Crack Shot,
Little

Our Catalog

%i

:

Krag,:

Favorite No. 17,

:

$5

:

$6

Sent Free

is

Write for this 140-page book, telling all
about "Stevens" rifles, shotsunsand pistols,

It's

not

fair to

your lamp to

dwarf

its

light

with a poor

chimney.

manufacture

I

lamp-chimneys that get the
most out of lamp-light, and
that won't break from heat.

Macbeth

put

I

one, because

on every

you how

it tells

the best in lamp-

to get

chimneys.
My Index
how

about these

tells

facts,

and

to get the right size chimney for
It's free
let me send it to you.

—

lamp.

different parts, care of ritles, pointers on
ammunition, how to choose a rifle, and much
other interesting and valuable infcrniation.
Send four cents in stamps for post:ige.
Be sure you get a "Stevens." If your
dealer should not be able to supply, order

Address,

MACBETH,

tells

your

Pittsburgh.

from us direct. Any
"Stevens" firearm is sent,

Paint Without

express paid, on receipt
of catalog price.

Remarkable Discovery that Cut* Down

J.

STEVENS ARMS

^iO
CMiropee

the Cost of Paint Seventy-

& TOOL CO.

Pine Street

Falls,

Oil

Five Per Cent.
A FREE TRIAL PACKAGE IS HAIIjBO
TO BVBRTGNB WHO WRITES,

Mass., U.S. A.

A.

L.

Rice,

a promlneat manufacturer at

Adams, N. T., kaa ^Iscavered a process tt
making a new kind of psist without the UM
of oil.
In the

He

form

calls
of a

It Powdrpalot.
dry pswder and

required is cold water to
wpstherproof, flreproof and

WE WILL
REPAIR YOUR W4TCH
NO MATTER WHAT
THE TROUBLE. The parts must
in -h;;

watch ani be repairable.

We

^

"

a

h^'
tools mad
60'iDs
n^jthin^

Finest and Best automatic

wortaiea are experts,
but 1
_,
•^•repairing all the time.
; able i
the tjest work rapidly saving time and expense.
We give you the benefit of' thTs expert abiUty
We are reliable. Refer*
al Bank, Attica, Ind.
Send us your watch i
witn 85 cents in coin or money order (00 stamps
checks) by registered mail. We will repair
3ur watch and return ;t byregis-ered mail,
^prepaid, with 3 written guarantee fory
.

I

'

.one year.

_

"

i

;

'

Address

Watch Company
ATTICA, IND.^^4\,

Attica

%,

5538 Nine Gored

with

gores

CAN MAKE $15
Af^FMTQ
O TO$20A\A/EeK
mr

•MVJitlM

I

^7 setting or4«r« t*t

Fanoiu
tracts,

Pewdar.

T««s, C»t*m, BxSploM tmt Baklac
Far tall Mrtl«a-

THB ORBAT

A^MBJUOAIf

TIIA 00.,

H-M

rewy

MrMt,

N«w

Tart, W. T.

YOUR PRINTING
Is of Interest to ybuLet us know your
<«ants and we will quote low prices. Special
attention given to printing for farmers,
pouiirymen and otbers Interested In agrl-

.©ulture.

ASPEN HALL COMPANY,

Crewe.

Va.

Skirt,

22

to

30 waist

of silk and the trimming is bands of taffeta, but braid can
be similarly applied; bands of broadcloth are well liked on rough material
or on velveteen, and again the skirt
can be finished with a stitched hem
only.
All seasonable materials that
are used for walking skirts are appropriate.
The skirt is cut in nine gores, these

threads

being cut with extensions below the stitchings that are laid In
inverted plaits and pressed flat. There
all

also are inverted plaits at the center
back beneath which the closing is

made
The

palit.

as

U

It

day.

— MfcALTHY

TRF EF

"I derived so much benefit from the
use of Good's Soap last year that I have
concluded to use it again this year as a
preventive.
Its
immediate
effect
In
cleansing the bark of the trees is so
satisfactory that I expect to use a co»siderable quantity In the future for that
purpose alone."— F. W. A., LoulsvUle,

Kentucky.

G._i.„
o°° »

Caustic Potash
VN hale 0.1

e
vt
.a
ooap
No
3

Write for Manual of Plant Diseasescause, treatment and cure— free.
JAMES GOOD, Original Maker, 969 N.
Front Street, Pblladelphla.

invisibly.

for the

quantity

medium

yards

of

material r equired

size is 13 1-4 yards 27,

or 5 3-4 yards 52 inches wide, if material has figure or nap;
7 3-4 yards 27. 5 3-8 yards 44 or 4 yards
52 Inches wide, if it has not, with 9
yards of banding to trim as illustrated.
The pattern 5538 is cut in sizes for
a 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist meas6 1-4

corns*
that

a paint
durable a*

adheres to any surface— woad,
stone or brick, spreads and looks like ell
paint and costs about one-fourtb as much.
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice, Msauf'r, (14
North St.. Adams, N. Y., and he will sen4
you a free trial package, also color car*
and full Information showing you how yo«
can save a gooa many dollars.
Write t»
oil

For 85 cents

It

all

mak9

A QREAT DISCOVBKY

DROPSY

44,

CURED

with Tegettkli
remedies: entirely haraless:

We

can supply these patterns at 10
cents each. Southern Planter, Rich-

mond, Va.

tjmp-

all

8 to

M

day 1:30 to (Odayi eSesti
nermanent core. Trl«l
eatmentfurnlihed be*
I

ure.

removes

toBS of drofisy in

every aaSerer, soth.'atrer. For jlronJtn

g

tcatlmoniali and tnt
treatment, writ*
Dr

1. H. Oreei's

S*as

BoxH. AtI*Btk,0*
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.

/

The

Department of Agriculture,
colaljoratiug with the Census Bureau.
is promising an interesting series of
reports on the timber consumption of
the country. For several years much
alarm has been expressed on the denudation of our forests, and scheme
after scheme has been proposed to
protect our timber. The Department

Harness

Soft

your haras a ylove and
wire hv using

n maiv

ness as soft
as toiiKh .IS

Kurcka

You
iKe— make

Il.iriicss oil.
its

can lengtlicu

it last twice as ^ing as
ordinarily would.

it

EUREKA
Harness

Letter and more economical

than castor oil. Will not
glim or corrode. Lasting,

reliable, satisfactory.
Highest Award, World's
Columbian Exposition.
SOLD EVERYWHERE— AIL SIZES
Uode by standard oa Co.

[PATENT'rriNVENTI
Your ideas may bring youafortunal

^

I

Washington. D.

937 P St.

PATENTS
-'
r r^

i

Lwl ^

Send sketch

INVENT, with
wanted

sent

^o^'^fW"

report

free

for

as

to

patent-

BOOK AND WHAT TO

GUIDE

ability.

C.

RETURNED

«

valuable

One

free.

Inventions
Dollars
Million

list

of

offered for one Invention; J16,000 for others.
Patents secured by us advertised tree la

Sample

World's Progress.

EVANS & WILKENS,
ington,

848

D.

free.

F

Street,

Wash-

C.

T YOUR IDEAS
$100,000 for one Invpnilon;
aniilhiT

$J*,r)00.

Book "now

to

Obtain a Patenl" &"tt'hat to Invent"

Send roupch sketch for free
It free.
report as to patentahilitj'. We advertise your patent for sale at our expense.
Patent Obtained or Fee Returned.

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Att'ys,
931 F. Street, Wasblngton, D. 0.

100

WORDS PER MINUTE

LESS THAN

This

Is

the record

MONTH.

1

IN

made by our students

In

FERIiUSON SHORTHAND.

Why

waste your time with any of the old
Is
Ferrguson
Shorthand
when
every way?
I^eai'n
the best,
in
direct from the author, at the modern, up-

systems,
superior
to-date

WAYCROSS BUSINESS COLLEGE, Waycross,

Ga.

MAIL LESSONS A SPECIALTY.

"IS

THE

BEST."

Write for Cataloprue

Piedmont Business College.
Lynchburg, Va.

<he

Scarecrow Fails
Buy the boy a Gun and U.
M. C. Ammunition. Some
crows will have cause for
mourning and the boy will
enjoy farm life the better.

to some extent, the work
done. It is now proposed to publish
the figures of each State separately,
as soon as the reports from that State
have been completed. The value of
statistics depends largely upon the

THE UNION METALLIC
CARTRIDGE COMPANY,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

promptness of their publication. This
will prove very beneficial,
not only to timber producers, but to

Agency, iin Broa-lway, N. V. City
Sales Office, Saa hraiu iS'-O, Cal.

new method

timber buyers.
Patent Obtained or Fee Returned
for free report as to
patentability. Patents advertised for
sale at our expense.
CHANDLEE WOODWARD, Attorneys

Send sketch

J

When

nugaitory,

Intorporilrd

I

SHELLS

been gathering statistics and
feels assured that the results will
prove of great value to timber proFor
ducers throughout the country.
this year the scope of its inquiry will
be enlarged, and it is thought the
figures obtained will be more complete
than hitherto.
A change is to be
made in the publication. Heretofore
no publication was made until reports
had been received from all the States.
This caused much delay and rendered

Boston Coacb Axle OU.

$1,000,000 Offered for One Invention

SHOT

has

Oil

tnakea old harness like new.
Bladjof pure, heavy-bodied
spec
withstand all weathers.
For all axle troubles use

>

[March,

The government

is

about

to

fake

drastic steps to stop the ravages of
the pine-bark beetle, that is proving
so destructive in some of the forest
reserves.
All inseot-infested timber,
vv-hether standing or cut, is to be sold
at once, and the
forests
carefully
cleaned from the debris of fallen or
cut timber and the refuse burned.
So far the destructive beetle has confined its ravages to the timber in

South Dakota, but like all other evils,
unless speedily checked it will extend
to other parts of the country, and it
is to prevent this the government is
taking such active and drastic steps.
The government is now seeking buyers for the infested timber, its commercial value not having been destroyed, or even materially injured,
and the opportunity presents itself
for the purchase of timber at very low

FARMERS
Insure Your Buildings, Live
Stock, Produce etc., in' if ^
H?
Virginia Division. C^^.
FARMERS' MUTUAL BENEFIT
'

ASSOCIATION.
security.
Property insured. $500,000.
Average cost per $1,000 per year $5.00 Territory limited to eounties of Chesterfield,

Best

Dinwiddle,
Powhatan,
Nottoway,
Amelia.
Prince George, Surry. Charles City, New
Kent and James City. For plan and membership write to
CHARLES N. FRIEND. General Agent,
Chester, Va.

ORGANIZED JANUARY

short session little more can be done
than to enact the great supply bills
demanded by the jiublic service, yet
opportunities do occur even in short
sessions to enact legislation of inMany laws are
terest to agriculture.
made that, at the time of their enactment, are claimed to be in the interest
of the agricultural class, but which
on trial prove to be a detriment
rather than a help. It is doubtful if

1899.

llJifi^TE
GREENSBORO,
N.C.

'or the treatment of

ither

prices.

Agriculture is the dominating interest of the country, more than ;?5
per cent, of the people being directly
interested therein, and fully 70 per
cent, of our exports are furnished
from the farms of the country, yet
this great interest is about the last
to receive any attention at the hands
It is true that at the
of Congress.

9,

THE UgUOR, OPIUM, MORPHINE

Drue Addictions.

Tlie

^

Tobbacco HaUt. Nerv* kxhavsrij'^'

MEN WANTED-

|

Agents wanted to sell Nursery Stock on
To those seeking
commission or salary.
employment will find our terms very satisfactory.

E.

W.

JONES NURSERY COMPANY,
Woodlawn, Va.

"Feeds and Feeding"
Prof. Henry's Qreat

Book

for

Parmers and Stockmen.
Delivered

With the

anywhere

for

•

-

f2.00

SOUTHERN PLANTER, $2.25

A Neat Binder for your back numbens can be had for 30 cents. Addret*
our Business Bepaitment.

THE SOUTHEEN PLANTER.
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LETTUCE
"The

have raised from
Henderson's Big Boston created a
sensation hera.
Everyone asked
lettuce

I

me where

I g'ot the seed."
H. Huebsch, Austin, Texas.

Big Boston Lettuce

is

an ideal

Midsummer

or Fall Lettuce. Bif^,
tender and crisp white
heads.— $1.50 per lb., SOc. '/+ lb.
Sellings direct to the planter we
are enabled to supply the highest
quality of seeds at the lowest possi-

compact,

Onr

Wholesale Catalogae f ree to Market
Garilenera anil Truckers on appilcatioa if you uientioQ thiy paper.

PETER HENDERSON
&

35

37 CORTLANDT STREET,

Mail

&, GO.

NEW YORK

Us Your

DEPOSITS.
Banking bjr mall Is a twentieth century development.
It is destined to
Immense growth.

The Planters
Always

alive

obliged

to

ment

National Bank

to progress, has been
install a special departhandle this branch of the

to

USER'S

originally supposed to be directly in
their interest.
The railway rate bill,

HANDY

the pure-food bill and the denatured
alcohol bills of last session have not
yet been in operation long enough to

determine just what benefits may be
derived from them by the farmers,
but it has already been made evident
that the meat inspection bill was a
blow at them, in fact, more than at
the packer.
It

may

will

the

ble price.

267

the famous "short and long haul"
clause has proved of any practical
value to farmers, although it was

free

HEADACHE

be possible that this session

knock out the appropriation
distribution

of

TABLETS

for

common

garden seeds, but it is very doubtful
if the hands of the Agricultural Department will be so strengthened
that its great work of seeking for
new seeds and plants that can be
made useful in this country can be
widened.
If Congress
would quit
monkeying with the whole seed question and leave it entirely to the Agricultural Department, with a liberal
appropi'iation, great good would be
accomplished. The Department is in
hearty sympathy with its work, and
is conducted with ability In most, if
not all, its bureaus, and it should be
dealt with liberally by Congress. But

—

Stop it why will you suffer with
Headache, Neuralgia, or NervousEspecially when so simple,
and convenient a cure is
within your reach. Make note of
the name of these tablets and get a
bottle at once, and have relief they
never disappoint. If your dealer
does not have them, send to us
direct by mail. Don't fail to try
Yager's Handy Headache Tablets.

ness ?

sure, safe

—

PRICE TEN CENTS.
all Dealers and Druggists, or mailed
on receipt of price by the makers.

Sold by

GILBERT BROS. & CO.
9-13 N. Howard

of

bank

people already

with us through mail.
It's quick, convenient and we pay
you 3 per cent, compound interest on
your money.

nOO WILL, OPEN AN ACCOUNT.
Planters National Bank,
Savings Department,
Richmond, Va.

CAPITAI,

?

300,000 00

Capital and Sorplus 1,000,000 00

Make Your Idle Money
Earn You Interes
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
RICHMOND, VIRQINIA for Infor

Write the
•I

AftUon concemini; ita certlUcate of
iSepoilt. BO arranged that one par
aent. may be collected every POUR
MONTHS throngh your netrest bank

n

itore.

tbia form for
eatlafactory
pliB yet devlaed for depoilta of SIOO.OO
or more.

Our experience proves
avlnga to be the moit

Oni Capital and Earned Sorplue

la

$1,600,000
PURCELL, President.
JHO. M. MILLER, Jr., Vice-Prea. A Oaatile
OHAB. R. BURNETT, Aaalatant Cuhlit.

JOHM

B.

J. C.

Please

JOPLIN. Aaalatant Cuhier

mention

when writing

Southern

advertisers.

Planter

BALTIMORE. MD.

WORMS

serts.

business.

Thousands

St.

there are too many corporate interests, too many political interests, all
pulling at the doors of Congress, for
other interests to get their full de-

The denatured alcohol law has
seemed to set the whole country in
a

sort

of

hundred

flame,

-

and already half a

alcohol can be extracted, have been
agitated before the public.
To read
some of the papers one would imagine
that nearly all the farmers in the

Thirty Yt-urs' Popalnrity;
?vPTy time: Largest S(il,\

F. S.
1

to
ers.
is

rich

If

BXJRCH

77 lUinois

Street,

uli

Head
7.|b.

.Shot

pks

Druggists

fi

c

CO.

Chicago, ni.

Q

Pronto Process

No Cutting, Pain or Death. No knife
used. Guaranteed to be absolutely painless and harmless. Animals fatten easier.
Greater profits from your stock. Racing
Dogs and Pet Stock spayed withEasy to apply. Book N

by

stock spay

making alcohol from

this or that substance growing on his farm, or how
he can get rich by using denatured
alcohol for this or that purpose on
There is an old saying,
his farm.
'let the shoemaker stick to his last."
and it is a very good saying, and
farmers will do well to stick to their
farming imtil they are well assured
they can make more money by the

I

Spay Your SOWS and
OTHER STOCK with Ihe

to show the great blessings it
bring to the doors of the farmThere can be no doubt that denatured alcohol can, and will, be used
very extensively, but a farmer should
always have a stock of salt on hand
when the wily talker comes around
ticles

him how he can get

50<-.

I

the bill for denatured alcohol were
very full of the uses to which it could,
and wouldr be applied, and whilst up
to the present there has been no very
pressing demand for it, there are
papers filling their columns with ar-

tell

season. They are quickl
eradicated by

tl.OO: 3-lb. pkg.,

land were about to set up stills on
their farms and go into the alcoholmaking business, using about everything that grows, from dog fennel to
white oak bark".
The advocates of

to

in

Summers'
Worm Powders

new materials from which

$1.00 for

trial

Send

requ
box.

Spavs

PRONTO SPAYING COMPANY
,

Jackson Park Station, Chicago,

THE AHERICAN

UI.

HEIS.

DEVOTED TO THE POULTRY INTERESTS
THE SOUTHEASTFRN STATES.
SEND FOR SAMPLE COPIES FREE.

OF

HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA.
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Northern Virginia Farms
Here are a few Bargains.

and

watered by streams, spring
six acres good original
large orchard; new 7-room

wells;

timber;
dwelling;

4-room tenant house;

new

on McAdamized 'pike, 25 miles from WaahIngton, 6 miles from station, one-fourth
mile from village, school, post-office
and stores. Price, $5,000. Very easy
barn and

stable.

Situated

terms.

No. 78 contains 147 acres; level,
fertile land; natural grais; 3
miles from station; a mixture of loam
and clay; produces heavy crops of
com and hay; 20 acres original timber; good orchard; 6-room dwelling,
with usual outbuildings. In very fair
condition; two good horses, 6 cows,
5 young cattle, a lot of good Imple-

mooth

ments and farm

feed,

tools,

grain,

household goods, bedding, dishes, and
about 50 nice hens. Will sell the enIf sold within the next 30
tire outfit.
days, price, $4,500.

No. 61 contains 350 acres fine bluea little rolling, but It Is
smooth, free from stumps, stones,
washes or gullies; 50 acres in timber;

grass land;

about 100 acres of old sod, balance Is
In small grain, timothy and clover;
has 11-room house; barn is small, but
the other outbuildings are ample and

good repair. This farm is an ideal
stock raising and grazing farm; water
In every field; fences are good and
Price,
neighborhood is of the best.
hi

J20 per acre.

No. 22^4 contains 452 acres fine
quality of fertile well improved land;

comparatively level; no rough or poor
This is an ideal
land on the farm.
grass farm; lies in a beautiful valley;
ihi miles from station, and can be
viewed from one end to the other; has
50 acres of good original timber; has
two sets of buildings; new 7-room
House of modern style, with usual outbuildings, on east end of farm, and a
good 7-room dwelling, with good barn,
granary and all other small buildings.
In good repair, on west end.
Here is
an excellent opportunity for two neighbors to purchase an up-to-date farm
and divide it, as it can be done to
excellent advantage.
Every foot of
this land will make three tons of hay
to the acre, or 50 to 60 bushels of corn.
If sold within the next 30 days will
take $22.50 per acre.

Send for

WM

my new

EADES MILLER,

Farm

Fine Virginia

Not long ago one of the leading

No. 91 contains 156 acres; good bluegrass land; free of stones, washes and
tumps; comparatively level; well
fenced;

manufacture of denatured alcohol
than they can by raising crops.

[March,

list.

Herndon. Va.

Journals devoted to the tobacco interests
asked the question. Can retailers raise
the price? One of the problems now
agitating agriculturists is. Can they
control the prices on their own product.
Up to the present time no solution has yet been found, although

many schemes have been
and discussed.
farmer can do

originated

There

is one thing the
advantage of the
market. To do this he must know
about the markets; know about what
the world away from his immediate
vicinity is doing in the way of producing.
A number of years ago your correspondent was talking with a farmer
who was very successful, laying by
money each year, and asked him for
the secret of his unvarying success.

Enough

—take

of his

reply for the present

purpose can be given In a few words:
"I try to learn what is to be wanted;
how great the probable supply will be,
thus I sometimes put acres in onions,
other times acres in beans. When my
neighbors turn to onions and beans I
take up something else. Then, when
my crop is ready for market, no matter
what it is. and when the roads are
good so I can haul the very largest
loads, I market, regardless of what the
I take my pay in cash, and
price is.
I put the cash out at interest, thus 1
get the higher price my neighbor waits
for.
He pays me the higher price.'
The point is that a farmer should
take advantage of the market by being
beforehand so as not to be compelled
to sell at any given time, or take his
crop to market when he can haul the
largest load and give the time without
neglecting his other work on the farm.
If he has to stop his plows while preparing for the next seeding to take
a crop to market, he is apt to lose
more than he will gain by the little
increase in price. In other words, the
farmer, above almost any other class,
should be a student.

One of the important branches of
the work of the Department of Agriculture is that of exploring foreign
lands for new crops. At present this
part of the service is not as large as
the Department would like, but it is
hoped Congress will make provision
an extension at this session. Dur
ing the past year a trained man has
been in the cultivated fields and wild
for

of North
churia, searching for

mountains
seeds

worthy

to

be

China and Mannew plants and
transplanted

to

country, and for wild forms of
our cultivated fruits and vegetables
which may have characters of hardiness or unusual vigor which will
make them useful for plant breeders
this

States.

Shipments

ot

of the United
scions and of seeds representing hun-

Containing 106 acres, 6i acres cleared and
under fair state of cultivation: well waterod;
fenced with best wire fencing at a cost
of over $800.
A flne young orchard of about
Improved
200 trees juat beginning to bear.
by a beautiful new bousn of 8 large roonu
and bath; cellar under entire house; hot
water heat: on« new 4-room tenant house;
a good sized barn with Howe catties scaes;
one sheep barn, granary, hen house and aJl
other necessary outbuildings, all of which
This farm
are new and la fine condition.
located on a good pike 17 miles from
Is
Washington, 3 miles from electric car line
and 2 miles from steam station; one-quarter
mile from a thrifty little village with school
and churches high and healthful location
and a very flne neighborhood. The buildings alone on this property cost more than
the price we are asking for the farm, hut
property must be sold at once to close as
estate, and we are authorized to sell for
Terms. Jl.BOO
the very low price of J5.500.
This Is
cash, balance to suit purchaser.
one of the best farm bargains near Washington, and if you are looking for an Idoal
home you should see this at once.
;

ATKINSON & BAILARD CO.,(lnc)
Wm.
621 13lh.,

H,

Lapham, President,

St., N.

W. Washington

D. C,

$500

BUYS
FARM
in Virginia

three-room cotUge Ilk*
These 26-acre poultry, fnilt »nd vef(arms are only two miles from
Waverly, Va., a modem little towe on tke
N. * W. Ry., midway between Norfolk
and Rlchnond. Climate, water and marexcella*.
be
cannot
produce
kets
for
Write for further Information and (or llsti
and bookletj showing farms and plantar
H.
F.
up.
tlons from 110 per acre
LaBAUMB, Agrl. and Indl. Agent, NorfoU
& Western Ry., Box 600. Roanoke, Va.

with
out

comfortable

etable

Small Tracts of Land
Near the Sea, for Sale.
We offer a portl9«
Is too large.
"blocks of tire" acres up, to suU purThe sea; summer
Well located.
chasers.
and winter resort; two electric railway!,
three miles off, one electric railway. o««
mile off; R. F. D. at the front gate. School,
church, depot, atorea, post-office on* mil*.
Good neighbors all around. Norfolk thirty
minutes away by electric railway; cars every
Will
hour
Five-cent fan- to the seas' -^re.
Our (arm

In

exohsnse

for deslrnble

real estate

up

tn 14.000

Larger properties can be had near by
wanted.
A. J EFFERS, R F. D. 1, London Bridge, Va.
vfllue.

If

.

Virginia

Farms.

of any site with
Price* In reach of

impr*Tem*nU.

Fanmi

all.

Free

PORTER A QATB8,

list.

Leal**, T«.
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d.eds of interesting things

have been
sent by him and are now undergoing
trials at the gardens of the Departhere. Among those secured are
new. hardy Pekin persimmons, interesting varieties of English walnuts,
The Chinese pistache, wild and cultivated apricots, the wild peach from
Its supposed original home, hardy apples and edible fruited hawthorns, millets and field beans, a lawn sedge, and
and a very remarkable lot of Chinese
varieties of grapes, as well as a collertlon of ornamental trees and shrubs,
suited to the climate of the middle and

ment

eastern States.

DO YOU WANT A FARM?
If so, I can locate you in a healtby and prosperous
section, where you can make rood
crop* and market them conveniently and proUUbly.
I do act belleTe I am otferlnr a
single piece of property which Is not a real bargain.
Send for my
complete
Hat If
»
k
none of the following gult you:

N». J5. 44 acres; 38 cleared, balance In
timber: good 9-room house, with barn, all
necessary outbuildiogs;
lasting
water In
every field: good spring near the house; near

church and store.
Price, ^,500, on
reasonable terms.
No. 51. 100 acres adjoining the corporaFairfax, one-quarter mile from the
railroad station; 75 acres cleared,
balance in timber; running water In nearly
every field; some fruit; no buildings; several
beautiful building sites.
Price, J4,000.
If
sold In thirty days $3,250 will buy It. This
Is a fine chance for the right man.
No. 55. 140 acres; 70 cleared, the balance
In fine timber; 6-room house; barn, 20x40;
place Is well watered and fenced; 3 miles
from the electric railroad; near school,
church and store. Price. $30 per acre; onethird cash, the balance to suit.
No. 89. 500 acres; two sets of buildings;
new 8-room house, cemented cellar; good
barn and all necessary outbuildings; also a
large tenant house
with
necessary
outbuildings: 500 fruit trees. The place Is well
watered and fenced; will make a nice stock
farm.
Near school, church and store.
Price, $8,500. on reasonable terms.
No. 138. A Colonial estate; contains 56714
acres; 100 acres in good timber; It is divided
into nine fields; land is gently rolling and
about 100 acres of bottom land; the land Is
kind to work and shows any improvements
very quickly; place Is well watered and
fenced.
There is a 10-room Colonial mansion, nicely located in a shady lawn; barn
and all necessary outbuildings: near school,
school,

tion of
electric

What is believed to be a discovery
that will be an epoch in the agriculture of the northwestern prairie regions of this country, has been made
by the Department's erplorer. Prof.
N. E. Hansen, of the South Dakota
Agricultural Experiment Station, of a
Siberian alfalfa, an excellent forage
plant with yellow instead of the usual
blue flowers. This plant is a native of
the dry steppes of Siberia, where the
mercury sometimes freezes without
snow. It is said the plant can withstand a temperature of about forty degi'ees below zero, with no protection.
Dr. Hansen is making a study of the
plant with a view to its cultivation in
this country, and has sent the Depart- church and post-office.
It sold right away
ment quantities of the seed which will will accept $22.50 per acre. This place was
be given a thorough trial at an early once owned by a wealthy merchant from
Washington and run on a large scale.

date. It will supplement durum wheat
In a rotative system and avoid the necessity of summer fallowing. Arabian
alfalfa is being grown in California
and the Southwestern States, but, on
account of its lack of hardiness, is unsuited to the colder parts of the country.
A species of vetch, called the

Tangier Pea, has proved superior to
all

others in California in

its

luxuri-

No. 142. 315 acres: 250 cleared, the balance
timber; 6-room house, ail necessary out-

in

buildings, good tenant house; well watered
and fenced; some fruit. Price, $25 per acre.
At one time this was considered one of the
finest farms in the vicinity.
It does
not
look so well now, as It has been rented out
for several years; it is easily Improved and
would make a nice stock farm.
,

No. 159. 735 acres; In fine condition; all
cleared except 150 acres. In nice white oak
timber; a 9-room stone dwelling, nicely
located In a beautiful lawn; barn and all
necessary outbuildings; three tenant houses,

ance of growth, having yielded as
from 5 to 7 rooms, with all
outhigh as nine tons of green food per buildings: 4-room dairy, cost necessary
$2,000.
Price,
acre.
On account of its great amount $30 per acre. This will make a fine stock
will divide up nicely in small
It
of herbage, it effectually chokes out farm.
farms, as there Is a public road through
weeds. A large quantity of this seed the farm. This place must be seen to be
is being selected anti tested, with a appreciated.
No. 189. 109 acres: 75 cleared, balance In
view to its introduction next season.
timber; nice S-room house, porches, hall
and

The Angora goat industry has

delast

remarkably during the
Ave years, it being estimated that
there are in this country about one
million Angoras, distributed In all the
States and territories. The largest
flocks are in Texas, but the northwest
has also successful flocks, and no part
of the country is unfitted for them.
Angoras endure extremes of heat and
cold and thrive on all kinds of soil
except wet land.
They prefer rocky
land covered with brush. The densely
covered rough lands of the south, the
veloped

New England, ana
the "stumpage" districts of Michigan
and Wisconsin are especially adapted
to
them. Their habit of browsing
makes them vahiable for clearing land
worn-out farms of

of hruBh.
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cellar; located on a nice elevation and
beautiful lawn.
This is a fine house.
barn, 32x50; all necessary outbuildings; 4-room tenant house; good well of
water In the yard.
The farm Is in good
condition, well watered and fenced: plenty
of nice fruit and berries; 1% miles from
steam and electric railroads: near school,
church and store: 9Vj miles from Washington.
Price,
Terms, one-half cash,
$6,500.
the balance to suit.
This Is a fine piece
of property. It must be seen to be appre-

a

Bank

ciated.
674 acres, adjoining the Mount
estate; 374 acres cleared, the balance
kinds of timber; 8-room house, barn
add all necessary outbuildings; well and
spring near the house: well watered and
fenced; the whole place Is enclosed with
wire; most all varieties of fruit. This place
is located 3 miles north of the Mount Vernon
The estates are divided by »
mansion.
double ditch, constructed by General Washington In 1770; the ditch still remains. The

No.

Veraon
in all

170.

farm Is level and could be made a ila*
estate.
If sold right away will take $2a per
acre, on reasonable terms.
No. 178. Nice little fruit farm, Iecate4
near the electric railroad, at Oakton, about
14
miles from Washington; 8-room house,
large barn and all necessary outbuilding*;
good well of water in the yard; nice, shad7
lawn: almost the entire place Is set out ia
fruit.
Price $3,600, on reasonable terma.
This Is a cheap place; the fruit ought t*
pay for It. It Is nicely located near school,
church and store.
No. 207. 23 acres, near the electric railroad at Fairfax: 4-room house, fine cellar,
good well at the door; nice, shady lawn,
with a quantity of nice flowers; nice, new,
large barn; all necessary outbuildings, all
In
good condition; about 700 fruit trees;
near school, church and store. Price, only
$1,800,
on reasonable terms.
No. 228. 134^i acres; 74 cleared, balane*
In
fine
timber; nice 7-room house, go«4
cellar and porches; good well at the door;
barn, 20x40. large cow shed attached; all
nesessary outbuildings; fine lot of fruit;
miles from railroad station.
Price, ^.SM;
terms to suit.
No. 239. 240 acres, in a high state of enltivation; 10-room house; good well en the
porch and cistern; place Is well fenced and
watered; good barn and all necessary ent-

m

bulldlngs.
Price,
$40
per acre; one-hall
cash, balance to suit.
This will make
nice stock or grain farm.
No. ... 150 acres. In Orange county; IM
acres cleared, balance in white oak Umber;
8-room house: barn,
20x30; corn
house,
buggy house, three hen houses: well watered
and fenced: nice apple orchard and other
fruits.
There Is also a new store building
at the dwelling.- 24x30; It Is run now as >
store and post-offlce, both doing a good business.
If sold right away will sell erery
thing, except the stock of goods, for $2,240;
accept $400 down, the balance to suit the
buyer.
Any one that wants a bargain
will find It in this property.
Nice situation
for a
country store and post-offlce and

grazing farm.
No. 590. Near Burke Station; 1»4 ncna;
75 acres cleared, the balance In oak and
chestnut timber; 10-room house, located In a
nice, shady lawn, good cellar; line well of
water at the door: two barns, two lilos, all
necessary outbuildings; the farm Is In a
nice condition; well watered and fenced;
most all kinds of fruit; near school, churck
and store.
Price. $5,000.
Will Include
cows, 7 head of young cattle, 3 horses,
harness buggy, carriage, farm wagons, 1
top wagon, all farming Implements used on
the place; large quantity of hay, fodder
and corn; a nice flock of chickens everything now on the place— for $6,000; one-ball
rash, the balance to suit.
This Is a great
bargain.
It Is run now as a dairy (ana.
Milk Is bringing from 18 to SO cents a gallon;
you can pay for this place by continuing
the dairy business.
No.
Near Luckets, Loudoun county,
Va.; 228% acres; 203 acres cleared, balane*
in timber; 12-room brick house; barn. 30x40;
most all outbuildings needed; well watered
and fenced; apple and peach orchard; four
miles from railroad: one mile from schoel
and store: one-quarter mile from chareh.
Price, $25 per acre.
This Is a limestone
section; good grass land; most of the fant
has been limed.
No. ... Near Manassas: 67 acres; (0 aerea
cleared; 5-reom house; bam, 26x40:' most aU
necessary outbuildings;
well
and
fenced
watered;
there
Is
an
orchard,
applsi,
peaches, pears, plums
and cherrlaa: 1%
miles
from railroad, school, chareh aad
store.
If this place Is sold right away wlB
take $3,500, on reasonable terms.

U

—

.

.
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SEMB rOR COMPLBTB U>T TO-DAT.
JBKMAN. Fairfax, Ta.; BraaU Ofle*. Tlenas.
My Motto: "Heaealy and Pair D*alla»"
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BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

Attention

CUCUMBER

and Breeds of Farm Animals. By Charles Sumner Plumb, Professor of Animal Husbandry in the
College of Agriculture of the Ohio
8vo., Cloth, 563 Pages.
University.
Ginn & Co.,
Price, mailed. $2.20.
Publishers, Boston and New York.
This is an up-to-date discussion of
and breeds of
several types
the
horses, mules, cattle, sheep, goats and
swine, and will be found instructive
and a valuable reference work for
can
farmers and stock keepers.
supply the book at the price named.

Types

HOMESEEKERS AND INVESTORS.
I sell and exchange
Virginia Real Estatt
all clnssea. such as Grain, Dairy, Fruit
Stock. Truck, Poultry and Bluegrass Farms
Village Homes and Business Places of all
classes. The reason I make a specialty of
the two suburban counties Loudoun and

of

—

Fairfax— they offer the homeseekers more
advantages
combined than any country
This fine portion of Virginia,
extending from the national capital to the
top of the Blue Ridge Mountains, is not
only beautiful and healthy
but is very
accessible to Washington and Alexandria
cities
by rail and pike, which gives all
producers a fine home market.
My facilities for locating you In this
section of Virginia are second to none
State what kind of property would interest
you.
I
have a large number and great
variety of properties, and can very likely
suit you. New catalogue mailed free on

known by me.

request.

W. H.TAYLOR
HEKNUON,

[March,

Theo. Hudgins. Belleair, Fla.,
says: "I planted Henderson's Percleured $1,600 from

VIRiJINlA.

.Arlington

Runs

Now

FoE

PEEPARING.

AND

TO BE DISTRIBUTED AT THE JaMESTOWN Exposition first edition
10,000 copies. For advertising
space apply not later than
March 10th to
;

Editor Halifax County Handbook,
VA.

PETER HENDERSON

Timber Lands,

Town
mj new
sltiiai.-ri

Hat of choice hargaini in
in

ROCKBKIDGE, BATE

4nd AU<JU8'IA 'OnNTlKS AH iQformatloii
cheerfully an'l nrompily auaweri"d.
Livery,
etc., free lo thowe >*bo meiin business.
J.

I

W.GUINN,

sample of what

VIRGINIA

and

prices.

If

you want

In-

COUNTRY HOVIES

numbers, $L
Free Real Estate

six

farms.
H. W.

Register

HILLEARY &

CO.,
Virginia.

describes

150

CharlottMVlUo,

Old Virginia Farms.
CLIM4TB AND PROOUCTI VENB88 UNOXCBLLED. LARQBST SALE LIST IN
STATE. POR PULL PARTICULARS AND
PRBE CATALOQUB ADDRESS

continue

CASSELMAN

CO,

CO.

RICHMOKD. VA

BIG LIST
"NEVER FOUND EQUAL OP CAUS-

in

TIC BALSAM."

hII

Giltner, Neb., Feb.

The Lawrence-Williams

.iolnts,
111.

What?

The largest and best selected list of farmi
In Virginia.
For full particulars send foi
free catalogue describing James River Valley
Stock Farms, a fine list of small Truct
Farms near Richmond, also Fruit and TrucV
Farms In Tidewater District of Virginia
where fish and oysters abound. Agency established 1875.
Address W. A. PARSONS »
CO., C. and O. Main Street Depot. Rich

moBd, Va.

sizes

Is a handsomely Illustrated periodical published every two months in the interest of
our business. The most noted places In the
State are shown In its columns.
Price for

do a good work
evidence of the
value of the education given at the

For

EVERETT,

Free!

— all

it will certainly
in the State and be an

IKAOLIN CLAY

Free!

sale

formation about the great agricultural opportunities of Virginia, I can also help you.
D. P. DUNLOP, Boxwood, Va.

to be

A LARGE DEPOSIT OP FIRST-CLASS

C. E.

to

for

If you have a Farm for sale, a Store, Mill
or any other property it will pay you to
write me.
If for any reason you want to
change location or your present busIaesB,
r can help you.
If
you 'want a farm, I have them for

V»

AM LOOKING FOR

Dearborn Street. Chicago,

is

GO.

college.

(iopihen.

fe^Sfs !
Convenient to railway.
Send small sample
by express, wilh particulars as to location,
amount, price, etc.
140

it

&

your Farm
or other Property

of the agricultural students of
the V. P. I., Blacksburg. We wish It
success, and if the first issue is a
fair

gives

NEW YORK

37 CORTLAHDT STREET,

Cash

work

Properties.

4

35

city.

Edited
Grass-Growing for Profit.
and Published by William S. Myers,
Director Nitrate of Soda Propaganda.
12-16.— John Street, New York city.

60c. lb.

to

Our Wholesale Catalogue free to Market
Gardeners and 'I'rurkcrs.on applicaif
you mention this paper.

The V. P. I. Agricultural Journal,
This is a new venture
Vol. 1, No. 1.
in the agricultural press line and is
unique in this State in that it is the

Farms,

Send for
real estate

Dairy Quality of Jersey Cattle as
and
Confirmed
Demonstrated
by
Published by
Authenticated Tests.
the American Jersey Cattle Club. 8
West Seventeenth Street, New York

White 5pine,

close

tion

pany, Salem, Ohio.

iUJVER-

TISING PURPOSES GENERALLY

SOUTH BOSTON,

A useful pamphlet
on silage growing and making, dealing
fully with the subject, which will be
sent free on application. Send for it.

lb.

type and
extraordinarily good results.

Modern Silage Methods. Published
The Silver Manufacturing Com-

Handbook

acres last

Henderson's Perfected White
Spine, $1.00

by'

Halifax County

I'/i

sea.son."

We

Squabs for Profit. A practical
treatise on the raising of squabs from
the egg to market, being a hand-book
for the beginner and a guide for the
experienced breeder. By William E.
Rice and William E. Cox. Ilustrated.
Orange Judd Company, New York.

White Spine Cucumber and

fected

190,5.

flesh,

the equal of

BALSAM.
Cumberland

1

have never found

GOMBATTLT'S CAUSTIC
E. HERRING.
Co., N.

C, Jan'y

Columbia Va.

Box

Virginia
nOST SELECT

FIELDS.

CO.,

4.

Farms

LIST, and

in all ser

tions of the State.

PRBB CATALOQUB.

CHAPPIN &

1907.

cannot do without The Southern
Planter. It has always been a source
of pleasure and benefit and is looked
for eagerly each month.
C.

cents In

riEDMONT AND TIDEWATER LAND

R. B.
5,

I

W.

5

kinds,

Inc.,

Cleveland, Ohio.
shouldei-.
enlar.ged
calloused
wire cuts on stork and burns

human

on

1.^.

Co..

OF FARMS

yjrtlon of Virginia.
Wo have
and the prices are right. Send
stamps (or our Illustrated lists.

the best

CO., Inc.

Richmond, Va.

FARMS
Prosperous and healthy soctloH
Good Shipping

FRANK

Facilities.

H. COX. A'hiand, Va.
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GOOD HOUSEKEEPING.

YOU HAVE AN IMPROVED

IF

VIRGINIA FAkH
CAN SELL

I

IT.
SEND DESCRIPTION
PROMPTLT.

EVANS, Guineys, Va.

S. H.

FOR KENT.
Superior 400-ACRE JAMES RIVER FARM,
with live stock aod implements; 10 nutles
from Richmond; 1% miles from electric
line.
Railroad same distance.
Good buildings; well watered.
Immediate possession
If necessary.
JAMES BELLWOOD. Manchester, Va.

CHEAPEST DAIRY FARM
Virginia; driving distance Washington;
In beautiful section; station on place; 277
acres, dwelling, large stock barn, hay barn,
silo, dairy, corn house, tool shed; beautiful
spring at house, swift stream; 70 acres
woodland; over 1,000 young fruit trees, best
varieties; also old orchard; established dairy
business; $7,500 will buy It. Other bargains;
catalogue.
If contemplating change,
come
here first. THE SOULE CO., Washington.

In

D. C.

VIRQIMA PARHS
AND TIMBER LANDS.
We

have a good selection ot nice
Farms, in large and small tracts, and
prices from $3 per acre up, on easy
terms.

Main

COLE & BROWN,

Street,

East

1201

Richmond, Va.

am

I

retiring

on

what

this

fanr
tc

CADMC

In the great fnilt grain and
CiftiC
rlnC rHnlTlO stock section of VIRGINIA.
Best climate and water in the U. S.
Near great
dotrceta, vith
best educational advantafsi
For farther information, address

ALBFMARTK IMMI6R.4TI0N CO

'

':hariotteFvl'ii»

"In the Green Fields of Virginia."
Homes for ALL; Health for ALL; HappI
eas and Independence for ALL. ALL sliet
•f FARMS at corresponding prices, but ALl
Teasonable.

t^
*

CO.. Orange, Va.

STOCK, GRAIN, GRASS AND
.POULTRY FARMS FOR SALE,
fi

Baatern

nd

Shore

fertile

S. P.

soil.

ot

to

$15

per acre

•

th<

Maryland.
Mild Cllmat*
Send tor catalogue.

WOODCOCK,

Salisbury,

Hd

FARMS
VIRGINIA
PER ACRE AND UPWARDS.
$3

Catalogue free.
Loans
Easy paymenta.
made on country Real Estate. GEOROB B.
CRAWFORD & CO., Richmond, Va. Established January,

all

the meal

is

flour

and fry in

commercial

over

mand has grown

fertilizers,

because

than

larger

be

to

the supply.

SOY BEANS
The prolific growth of these beans
makes them very desirable seed for
crop, and their popularity
They are
is increasing every year.
also valuable In mixing with cow peaa
on account of their tall and stout

a forage

growth, which serves to hold up the
cow peas while growing, and they are
being largely used for this purpose.
During the past season the weather
conditions were exceedingly unfavorable and destroyed a large per cent,
of the crop of both Cow Peas and
Soy Beans, but with our large facilities we have been enabled to secure
We
a fairly good supply of both.
shall be glad to quote you prices on

meal.

meal or

all

to

they are economical and more satisfactory.
In addition to this their use
as a forage crop is almost doubling
itself with each year, until the de-

—

thick, dip in

for

farmers. Practical
experience in various sections shows
their utility, and preference is given

in,

Pried Mush.
This is supposed to be exclusively
After the mush is
a breakfast dish.
done, pour it into a pan and let it get
cold, then cut it into slices an inch

commodity

this

vigorously, and set it on a rack
on the stove and keep it boiling for
three is not too
at least two hours
long serve as yiu do oatmeal, with
sugar and cream. It takes more
than double as much water as oat-

—

PEAS
demand

increasing

kind of cow peas with each season
demonstrates the important value of

I

stir

several varieties,
furnish samples.

and

when

desired

WALLERSTEIN PRODUCE COMPANY,
19-21

S.

Thirteenth

St..

Richmond, Va.

1S75.

Beechwood Park
Lots for sale; Seven Pines Car Line; $1 Cash
and fl per Month.

Butteb.

a foundation for a great
many of the sauces used on fish and
Take one-quarter of a pound
fowls.
of fresh butter and cream it with two
When
heaping teaspoons of flour.
thoroughly mixed, put it into a covertablespoons
saucepan
and
add
four
ed
of cold water, cover and set it in a
Shake it conkettle of boiling water.
tinually, always moving it in the same
Let it cook without boiling
direction.
until it thickens.
is

Maitbe d'Hotel Sauce.
good for any dish of meat or
Take one
fish and is most savory.
teacup of drawn butter and add to it
two teaspoons of chopped parsley, one
teaspoon of minced onion, one teaspoon of chopped thyme, a dash of
This

WACON &

When

stirring.

Dhawn

has made for me. For particulars, write
R. W. G., care Southern Planter.

Sah't " " ooTiB Pre«

is mush and
never had seen it
till within the last week.
One of our
young men said that he would certainly like to see some mush once
more, St) I set myself to make him
some, and with great success.
The
second night I had to double the quantity, they all liked it so much.
Sift the meal and salt it slightly.
Have a pot of boiling water on the
stove and very slowly stir the meal
into it, stirring hard all the time to
prevent lumps. I put in just a little
at a time and made the cook do the

The

a thing

milk for supper?

This

3J< miles of Richmond
for sale.
If you are looking for a place ei,
which to make mon^, this is a fine opportunity.
Well adapted for stock feeding oi
dairying, possibilities for the latter are un
of 160 acres, within

limited.

know how good

COW

hot lard.

FARM

SPLENDID

Mush and Milk.
wonder how many of our readers

I
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is

cayenne, salt to taste, the juice of a
lemon. Beat constantly with an egg
whip while it simmers.

Baked Shad.
shad down the back, wash
out with salted water, dry it thoroughly and rub inside of it a very litcayenne. Make a dressing of
tle
bread crumbs seasoned with butter,
pepper, salt, parsley, or thyme, and
celery seed, and a tablespoon of minced onion, and stuff the fish with this.
Sew or tie up the fish and put into a
baking pan with a pint of water and
some small pieces of butter. Sprinkle
with flour and baste well, bake slowSplit the

it

ly

an hour and a

Southport Globe Onions
From 5 acres of ground planted
with Henderson's Southport Yellow
Globe Onion Seed, Mr. Jas. H.
Franck, Kingston, Pa., grew 5186
bushels of sound onions.
CONNECTICUT OROWN SEED
Southport White Globe, -lb. $3.40
Southport Red Globe, - - " 2.40
Southport Yellow Globe, - " 2.60
The results prove the advantages
of high grade seeds.
Our

Wliolesale Catalogue tree to Market
Trili-Uirs on aijplica-

Gardeuers and
tion

if

you

Jowl and Tdbnip Salad.

tliie

PETER HENDERSON

^4

37 CORTUNDT STREH,

Currants!
Ten

Inches,

per

p.aper.

&

GO.

NEW YORK

Currants!!

Currant

thousand

Bushes, 14 to
branched, at ^.60 per 100;

well

U
OB

1,000.

VARIETIES:
Cherry,

Lee's

Prolific

and

Versailles.
Fine stock ot APPLE, PEAR, PEACH and
PLUM at farmers' prices. Write for price
Ust.
FRED SHOOSMITH, Hoyt, Montgomery
County,

half.

This is an old time Virginia dish
and is. or was. thought a great deli-

mention

Pa.

ALFALFA.
Best

seed

prices
J. E.

and

for

sale.

Write

for

samples,

FREE directions "35" on growlis.
WING & BROS., Box 36. Mecbaoloaburg, Ohio, or Butaw, Ala.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTEK.
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The jowl

cacy In the early spring.

SEEDS
FROM

& BEADLES

DIGGS

AND A GOOD CROP

ASSURED.

IS

ut Bend you our 1M7 C«Ul*ctie ct

Let

RELIABLE SEEDS

which is always smoked, should be
soaked in cold water all night and put
on three hours before the salad.
Pick the salad well and put it Into the
pot half an hour before dinner. Take
out the jaw bone of the jowl by running a knife along under the lip.
Garnish the dish with poacjied or
hard boiled eggs.

We

are

headquarters for Garden a>4
Seeds, Grass and Clover Seeds
bigbest quality au4 germlnatlsa.

tbe

•(

SEED POTATOES,
ONION SETS,
POULTRY SUPPLIES,

Aid everytbing

carried by iin up-to-date

seed bouee.

WRITE CS FOR PRICES.

DIQQS & BEADLES,
SEED MERCHANTS,
RICHMO^D, VA.

We

offer

for

unsold,

prompt shipment, subject
thousand bushels

several

CLAY AND WHIPPOORWILL PEAS.
offer

of

Also

SWEET POTATOES
Had

Skin,

l«i_.

Vineless,

Queens,

Pumpkin

Early

Tarns,

FOR EARLY SPRING SEEDING.
These

Oats yielded
an average of 45
per acre on medium upland clay
last season.
Price, 75 cents per bushels, sacked, f. o. b.
KeiHlck. Reduction on large orders.

THESE ARE THE BEST OATS EVER
SEEN IN THIS SECTION.

MURRAY BOOCOCK,
KESWICK. VA.
GIANT ARGENTEUIL

ASPARAQU5 ROOTS
Ortwn from

selected seeds imported directly
in France at ten times the cost
seeds, for $5.00 a thousand
roots and {3.00 for medium size.
b.
Charleston.
Cash with order,

(rom grower
•f American

S.

C.

IMPROVED

COTTON SEED.
I

sOer about 1,000 bushels of King's Im
Cotton Seed, raised especially tn

proTed

M«d to the highest standard
Na trost-blttea or storm seed
Nc.

t.

0.

b.

of perfection
la It.
Prlaa,

here.

SUGAR LOAF COTTON FAHM,
ToungsTllle, N. C.

in.

Golden Buck.
Cut half a pound of cheese and put
in a shallow tin pan on the fire,

ce.

with a small quantity of hot water.
perfectly melted, add five well
salt, a tablespoon of butter, pepper, stir until done; serve in
the pan in which it is cooked for tea.

In SEEDS I have the leading varie- t
ana parden. Mr 1907 supply ot''
Watermelon, Oantaloujie, 'and
nber seeds is very choice. fililUons
"'
>f vegetable plants In
My 60 page
:atalogue for 1907 tells about Iota of good
hings or ttie farm and garden and whei« to
ret. them.
IT'S FREE. Send name and ad-

vines.

38 for field
Peas, B''an8,

ti
I

I

postal to-day to

Hdre!

W. F.ALLEN,
Tyl»ii<

A WOMAN FLORIST
6 Y%Hardy Everblooming ^W ^**
On

own

thehr

^^r*-

roots.

WILL BLOOM Z^m
KOQPQ ^^
X%UOvO
THIS SUMMER. mm\^
Sent

guaranteed

to any address post-paid;
to reach yon in pood growing

Aurora, grandest pink.
Princess Sagan, bright red.
Ivory, pure white.
Enclu-Lntresi, deep rose.
Sunrise, golden yellow.

Gruss an Teplitz, deep

condUiOB-

red.

SPECIAL BABGAINS

Pie.

butter,

t

DEWBERRirs. £

Tight.

Pi-ices

GEM ROSE COLLECTION

Damson

Qlen

i

and I*remo. I have big
tock andtbey are fine. Also Kaspberry, Curnd Goos'-berry plants, cixd (irape

I

beaten eggs,

of

better.*

nvw

Baback. Clin
dards

When

two

cups

of
separately,
6 Beautiful Coleus, .
3
8

-

.

-

-

Grand Orchid Cannas, Sweet-Scenled Tuberosei,

-

-

•

-

25c.
25c.
25c.

1W

6 Fuchsias, all different,
10 Lovely Ciladiolug,
^r.o
lu Supcrh Pansy Planta,
25c
15 Pkt^.riower Seeds, aU different, 25c

Any Five CoUecttons
tee Batisfaction.

for

One Dollar. Post-Paid.

Once a customer, always one. Catalog Trm.
1 54 Sprlufffleld.

MISS ELLA T. B AIXES, Box

Nut Pudding.

bushels

Pleasant,

to taste.
of the year
to get done

should be covered all the time
it is cooking in order to keep it white.
If you prefer it, drain off the water
and add butter and rich milk, and let
it come to a boil, but my idea of boiled cabbage is to cook it with a piece
of fat middling. The middling must
boil some time before you put the

it

Kone

..^''l^^'^'t

it

in rich pastry.

Winter Oats

Mt.

salt

pl&nt8.

Inscioiis

Liu-k.
Che8&>
Seake, Vlr^rlnla and

_

sugar, five eggs
beaten
one cup of damson preserves, one
teaspoon of varilla.
Cream butter
and sugar and the yolks of the eggs
together, add the damsons and vanilla
and lastly the whites of the eggs, bake

CO.

tteavy Yielding

AIjFRBD JOUANNET,

off,

and

Good

it

One cup

Hickory, N. C.

•elected
All f. o.
please.

and

etc.

WRITE US FOR PRICES.

HICKORY SEED

taking

Cabbage at this season
takes more than an hour

to

choice Seed

Of the following varieties:

before

big, red

Austins, Lucretia,

Cut the cabbage into small pieces
and cover it with cold water; add a
piece of a pepper pod, and when half
done, add a teaspoon of soda.
Just

cabbage

FIELD PEAS,
being

STRAWBERRIES

Boiled Cabbage.

FROM A

RELIABLE HOUSE.
Flower

[MarcJi,

OUr

Five eggs (the yolks of three and
the whole of the other two beaten
well together), one-half cup of sugar,
one cup of stale cake, crumbled, one
cup of nuts chopped rather fine, one
cup of raisins seeded and cut into
pieces, one large tablespoon of butter,
half a glass of whiskey, vanilla. Bake
twenty minutes and then spread the
whites made into a meringe over the
top, brown, and serve hot with cream.

ROSES ROSES ROSES

Lemon Pudding.

STRAWBERy PLANTS.

Pour eggs, leaving out two of the
whites, four lemons, two cups ot
sugar, four tablespoons of cornstarch,
one tablespoon of butter, four cups ot
boiling water. Beat the sugar and
Add the
eggs together until light.
butter, cornstarch, juice and rind of
the lemons, then pour in the boiling
water.
Cook until it thickens, stirring all the time. I>et it get cold, pour
into a pudding dish and bake slowly
Cover with mefor thirty minutes.
ringe made of the two whites beaten
with pulverized sugar; brown.
Cabaven.

Grown. Own Roots, Ever Blooming.
The best ot all Standard ROSES, Includlnr
Runners.
Good ROSES, your selection. |1'

Cold

per dozen and up. 16 ROSES, our selection,.
%\\ but would like to know the -varieties yom>
want that we may try to please you. Cat*logue with full directions for ROSE CUlr
TURE free; contains coupon good for SE
•

cents.

MERIT ROSE

CO., Richmond,

Va.

Almo, the best grown, best prodacer, b««t
shipper, best seller In the world.
The molt
popular strawberry known of the day.
Alsooffer a good stock of this variety.
other varieties of Strawberries, Raspberries,
Apple Trees. Grape Vines and Roses. OarSend t**
den Seeds of every description.
day for Catalogue with 50-cent coupon.
COMPANY.
E. W. JONES

We

NURSERY

Woodlawn, Va.

ML

Bcrrr Planta, Asparacva
Choice varieties. No. 1 etaek..
atrong and healthy and true tsname; 27 years' experience. C«t*logne free.
Statlon,

J.

W. HALL, MarleB-

Md.

Please mention the Southern Planter-

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.

3907.]

-USE ONLY-

A WONDERFUL COUNTRY.

Quaranfeed Goods!
Foutz's Superior
Poultry Food
'oulz't Certain

Worm Powder

Irish contractor in San Francisco sent to Ireland for his father to join

Powder

Foutz's Certain
Koliic

Cure

r'outz's

to the old man, who had lived in rural
districts all his life, and he reached
San Francisco much excited.

After

Powder and
Cure

Are all guaranteed and bear U. S. GoTernment Serial Number 217.
Foutz's Superior Poultry Food la a necessity to the malntenaoce of health and regular laying of hens In every flock.
Used by
experienced and successful poultrymen with
economical and otherwise unattainable results.

Sold by dealers
everywhere;
Impound
boxes, 25c.
Send for new price list and
our special assortment offer.
Literature
and further Information furnished on request.

THE DAVID

POUTZ COMPANY,

E.

Baltimore,

days

of

Caustic Balsam

sightseeing,

Presidio.
"And phwat's the Fresidlo?" asked
the old man.
"The Presidio, father, is the government reservation for the soldiers, a
fine bit of a park, and you'll enjoy
yourself.

liniment

and Foutz's Heal-

Gali

several

resumed his business, and sug-

his son

At the
old

ing

Gombault's

The journey was a great event

gested that his father should visit the

Foutz's Horse
Cattie

Warranted to CIve Satlafacllon,

An

him.

&
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Md.

man

eind of a strenuous day, the
stood gazing at the big build-

comparing them with the small
huts of his old home. Seeing a solings,

Has Imitators But No CompetiTors.

dier
near, he tapped him on the
shoulder.
"Me bye, phwat's that string ot
houses forninst us?"
"Why, those are the oflScers' quar-'

A

Safe,

and all lameness from Spavin,
Bingbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,

I

ters."

Tlirush,

stack?'

j

"That's the cook's shanty."
Well, 'tis a great
"Shanty, it is?
country!
'Tis palaces they're using."

The young man offered to show him
new gymnasium. On the way, the
sundown gun was discharged just as
they passed. The old man, much
startled, caught his companion's arm
"Phwat's that, now?"
"Sundown," replied his friend, smil

Diphtheria.

Removes

all

Bunches from Horses or Cattle,
As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism

I

"And that wan with the big smoke-

Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint, Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind

Puffs,

Sprains, Sore Throat, etc., it is iuTaluable
T:very bottle ot Caustic Balsam sold
Is
Warranted to pnve satisfaction.
Price *! an
per bottle. Sold by druggists, or sent by
ex
press, Charlies paid, ivitli full directions
for
Its use. tsrsend for descriptive
cireulara,
testimonials, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland, 0.

the

FISTULA,
POLL

EVIL,

blemlahea oa horses cured with

Hamer's Sure Cure.
-

ing.

63 Lumps of all kinds o
cattle or horses. uure„

Think of that,
"Sundown, is it?
now! Don't the sun go down with a

Ringbone,
Spavin,
Sweeney,
Thorouphpln. Wire Cuts, Curb,

Warts. Splints, Collar Boils. Saddle
Sores, Bpralaa or SwelllngB, Distemper and

terrible

bump

in this country!"

Lamp Jaw.

By mall or eipress

UHEB-S SURE CURE

CO.,

THE SPOTLESS COMPANY.

«L0O.

VERMONT. lUUOIS.^
NEWTON-S HurE md Ctvai Cun
« vrEiMAar spEcinc
iRyearssale. Ihietotwocans

Baby Rambler Roses,
Succession
until

frost

blooms
out

of

every
doors.

day from June
In

pots

in

the

house

blooms the year round.
I^rlce
of
bloom at once), 25 cents, with
50-cent coupon and Bulb Catalogue.
plant
E.

(will

W.

We invite attention to the two full
page advertisements of The Spotless
Co., Richmond, Va., to be found in
Great bargains in buggies,
thi issue.
wagons, implements, etc., are offered.
This Company recently had the opportunity to secure some fine stocks at
reduction in prices, and are,

CTetat

therefore, giving the farmers the benThis Company
efit of its purchase.
does a regular mail order business

HOW

SEED CORN
STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
tad

Mt

etc.,

strawberry plants,
trees

tl.3S per
6c.

esch

JOHN L.rOHTFOeT

nhattaaoosa, Tsnn.

Please

mention

when writing

Southern

advertisers.

Planter

have abandoned.

_

.

,

'Teed the brute!"

refutid«>d If It

'

ever

Cures most coses within thirty davs.
JpHvins the horse sonndand amooth. AJl
particulars civeo in
fall*.

FlemingV Vest-Pooket
Veterinary Adviser
Write ns for a free eopy. Nlnety-eix
pages, covering more than a haodred veterinary suhjectB. Durably boond* indexed and illustrated.
FLEMING ItROS., ChemlsU,
280 Union Stoek Tard*,
Ohicaco, HI.

ABSORBINE
REMOVES

ENLARGEMENTS,
THICKENED TISSUES,
INFILTRATED I'ARTS, and anr
PlIFF OR SWELLING, CURES
LAMENESS, ALLAYS PAXN
r.TTRHAI,

offered

a prize for the best essay, by any
member, on "How to Make a Husband
Happy," It was a cash prize and summer expenses were in the near distance, and the conpetition was large
and warm.
The winning paper was just three
words long, and, stranger even than
that, it was submitted by a spinster
of fifty-seven.
Her dictum was merely
this:

Easy and Bimple;

outtine: just a little attention every fifth

day— and your money

DID SHE KNOW?

The Local Woman's Club had

Improved,
Selected
Hickory King and
Golden Dent Seed Corn, by the originator,
•tber standard and Improved sorts.
A. O. LEE, R. F. D. 1, Hickory, Va.

In 5.000 lots or over,
for tree catalogue.

_

Fistula and Poll Evil Cure
—even bad old cnses that skilled doctors

and would like to send you its cataLook up the advertisements.

Woodlawn, Va.

UMt

person, ho _
._
can readily cure either disease with

Any

logue.

JONES NURSERY COMPANY,

#Talt trees,

— Lippincott's

Fleming's

Guarantee— No Cure No Pay.
i«ld by dealers.

and

Poll

—Lippincott's.

without

the horse up. Does not
or remove the nalr. g2.00 a

lavirtET

blister, stain

bottle,

delivered.

Pamphlet 1-B free.

ABSORBINE, JR., formankind,S1.00

Bottle. Cures Sj-novitis, Weeping Sinew,
Strains, Gouty or Kheumatlc Deposits.
I

Fain.
.

Manufactured only by
tree.
P. D. P., 109 Monmouth
Springfield, Mass.

Book

YOUNG,
Street,

Na More Blind Isrses i'o?n''^"^?.^nin^iS.*'";n%
other lore eyes, Barry Co. Iowa City, la. hara
a ear*.

—

"
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RICKETY

Sure Hatch Books
"Going Like Hot Cakes!"
The annnuncement that our Great New
lOa-pnce Illiistmtrd Sl'RK HATCH BOOK

would be sent Absolutely Free, brought a flood
of requests from people all over the country
who are interested in Incubators. Bxooders and
Chicken Raising.

We

had a large quanthese books ready,
but the calls for them have
far e.xcceded our espectations. We have been mailine them out by theliunilreds, and not wisliingr to
__
disappoint any of our friends, we were forced to
have more printed in a rusli. The second
edition is now being mailed. So if you haven't
alrc.iilv written us for a Free Copy of the
BOOK, better do so at once.
All who have read the new book are deliirlited.
tity of

SURE

HATCH

One man writes: "The Sore Hatch Book is
worth $.5.00 in eold."
This big book contains the boiled-dowti experience of the

men who make

the

OiiMA U aAj^L Incubators

OUretlatCh Brooders
most

the

siu'cessful hatchers

and brooders

in

tlie worUI, with a record of sales and satisfaction that no others have ever equaled. The
Sure Hatch is the one that runs itself and pays
for itself with one hatch. Guaranteed for 5

years. "ZVLikes eood" or we take it back. Send
postal for
.Sure Hatch Book and ftUl
particulars of our liberal offers.

FREE

Sure Hatch Incubator Company
Box

«,Fremonl, Neb. orDepI,

',

Indlanapolla«ln*>

METAL MOTHERS
'
Complete
Fireproof
Hatching and Brooding

Plant
tor
two
$7.50;
quarts oil will hatch
."y^^ and brood the chicks.
^'"vy Our nest system Is the
Full
-- '^ latest discovery.
supplies.
line
poultry
prices.
Lowest
Free
-_e—J

f-

catalogue. Write to-day.

CYCLE HATCHER CO.. Box
New York.

409.

Elmira,

^P- These Incubators

THB ilfeW Brooders $3.75 up
XStandardl
well made. Simple,
alandsuccessfuI.Fulranted. None belter
jirice. Catalog free.
,

^New
"

Standard Incubator Co..
Ligonier. Indiana.

"

FENCES

PLANTER.

[March,

DEPRECI.\TE

How

FARM PROPERTY.

20^000

"The clothes don't make the man
but they help," says the old proverb.
Good fences don't Increase fertility,
but they make the market price higher.
Take two farms one properly
fenced, the other with gaping holes
for stock to rush through to the
neighbors'
fields;
with
tumbledown posts and dilapidated boards,
half up, half down which will you
buy? Which will bring the most ai
a forced sale?
Wise farmers are looking at all
these
outward appearances.
They
are discarding the old. decaying, profitless,
wooden fence. They are replacing it with one that is strong and
durable like the Brown fence.
T'^'
is a fence that farmers say is at least
one-fourth heavier than most wire
fences: that it doesn't .get "bagg>' or
saggy"; that it is easily put up. One
of the best things about a Brown
fence is that it seldom needs repair.?.
It is So heavily galvanized, the wires
are so solid and strong being made
of high
carbon, hard coiled
stpel
spring wire that they cannot rust for
years and will successfully resist all
the varying changes or frost and sunshine.
The uprights are the same
size
as the horizontals,
\\nien
a
Brown fence is up. it is up "to stay
up."
Two more good things that the
Brown Fence & Wire Co.. Cleveland.
Ohio, do for the farmer. 1st, They
spnd a free sample of the fence so
that every man can examine it at
his leisure. He can hammer it, file
it, din it in acid, heat it
test it any
way he chooses. The sample will be
no better than the actual wire sent

Chicks

—

—

—

—

—

him when he pays his money, 2d.
They pav the freight on all orders of
forty rods

and over.

convenience.

This

is

A man knows

a great
exactly

what his fence will cost laid down at
bis
home station. Prepaid freight
usuallv is delivered sooner than tlT^
"hill to follow" kind.
A ."iO-nage catalogue gives n detniled exnlanatlon of
13S different stvles of fences for poultrv. hogs, horses, hulls and stock of
all kinds.
It is sent free to any one

were Hatclied

Hatched

books will hUoh
tor Bonk" bikI tell us th.^ a
giv jou our sp^cinl prici
rre<,'

"Perfect"
60

129
240

The

•

III. I

Incubator

Egg Incubators
•
•

Krtel Cu., Qulocy,

.

.

...

.

$4. 00

6.46

.... 9.26

wnv tobuy an incubator is <i
Tlials the way the ••Perfect"
Brooders at equally low price
tree book.

saff

•rial.

«old.

Write for !i«-pag;e

is

drawn on you

for

quainted with the work we are doing. We
are the largest poultry raisers in the
world, and have more growing chicks
today than any other tive farms coupled
together.

Ask

you,"

INCUBATOR Plans Ffe"e1lyOo. LoulnTlllclCj

—

with
Lippincotfs.

my

The Famous

^^

IDEAL INCUBATOR
240 Egg-Size Onir S1 1 .75. 120 Eg?-Size Only $9
60 Egg-Size Only $7.50.
Brooders at prices tf>o Inw to fiunt© here.

.00.

You c-annot niid a betierntBny price. Whv pay
more then! Let us save you money. Remember
are not*'cheap"mnchlties. bufof tbe hl^rnest
Send for gnaraniy and our big l)i» page
book "Poultry for Proll t.
It's Frea.
J. W. MILLER CO., Bos 312 Fraeporl, ills.
tbe.se

prade.

'

JNEUND
INCUBATORS
AND

BROODERS
tun, N.

Pineland.

irrouL'hs,
with a
i
J. didlit

"If I neodeti 100 incuba-

onlythePine^
__
one only of scores of equau;
prood hatches.

Our

gTiarany<. u

tee securely protects

from

disappointment or
Free catalog:. Agents
wanted. Pineland Incubator Co.
loss.

Box M,Jamesburg,II.

|

J.

BEFORE BUYING

An Incubator

still

Please mention the Southern Planter.

for descriptive literature.
book
for a copy of

Send two dimes

"Eggs, Broilers and Roasters." It gives
the cost of production in all branches of
the poultry business. It gives the market
quotations, week by week, averaged for
three years. Its tables show when a
chick hatched any week in the year could
be marketed as a broiler or roasting
chicken, and the profit. Also profits of
etrg production and how best to secure
them. Write todav,
CH.\S. A. CYPHERS,
,'?i50
Henry Street.
Buffalo, N. T.

two hundred and

Am

my Model

a bit of history of the work

done at the Model Farm, which was started in April of last spring as a moneymaking business. The use o£ my Model
equipment will enable you to do as well.
Let me tell you how. Catalog o£ Model
Equipment mailed upon request. The
Model Farm is owned by the Model Poultry Company, of which I am President.
It is a cooperative as well as an educational organization in addition to being
a money-maker. You ought to be ac-

A big New York wholesale house not
long ago started a certain drummer on
the road, giving him two hundred doltravelling
expenses. Two
lars
for
weeks passed and nothing was heard
from him. Finally, the house, becoming impatient, telegraphed the delinquent as follows:
"No advices from you since you left.
Are you still with us?"
In a little while the answer came:
"Referring yours of fifteenth. Have
fifty dollars additional.

in

Inbubators and raised
Model Colony Brood-

in

This

ers.

STILL WITH THE FIRM.

as our

in

3 MONTHS.

(et

our

free

catalosue.

It

will

give

T»*

some money-saTlng points even If 70U do not
buy of UB. COLUMBIA INCUBATOR CO..
Boi 11, Delaware City. Del.
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THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE.

"RARVA"

Mm MEAL
85 Per

PROTEIN

Cent.

IS

7 Per Gent. FAT

A

It is as follows:

POULTRY FOOD
THAT

"We

IS

PURE.

EGG PRODUCER

citizen

AND

MEAT BUILDER

Broiler.

100 LBS.

Riclimond, Va^

Sendforthe "Rarva" Booklet.

the

all

full

of

the

is

Instant

Louse Killer

you have not sawed your summer's wood, now is the time to do it.
There is no way that a man can put
up his summer's wood as easily and
cheaply as he can with a folding sawing machine.
One man can take this machine inIf

the original powder louse killer
put up in i-ound cans with perforated
Be sure of the word " Instant "
on the can— there are over 25 imitais

top.

tions.

Canada
1 lb. 23c'• ) Except
and E
y
3 lbs. 60c*) West auud South.
i

If

Tour dealer cannot supply you.

^ve will forward i lb. by mail or
express, prepaid, for 35 cents.

with a common cross cut saw.
In
other words, this machine will save
the labor of one man.

deacrip-

kinds of Poultry
kinds
of

different

recommended Poultry Foods;
tions

Killer, t'or sheep ticks it is most
effective, doing away with the nauss
and auuoyauce of a '* dip."

saw down the trees all
alone and saw them up and saw fully
as much wod in a day as two men can

CATALOGUE FREE.
Supplies;

soldiery."

to the timber,

POULTRY SUPPLIES.
Our catalogue contains

Instant Louse Killer is sold on a
positive written guarantee to destroy
lice on poultry, stock of all kinds
and ticks on sheep, foruiulated by
Dr.He.ss, (M. D., D. V. S.)
For de-troying lice on calves and
colts, notliiug equals Instant. Louse

MER'S "WOOD?

RICHMOND ABATTOIR
Department M.

Them

From Lice

HAVE YOU SAW1SD YOtTR SUM-

$3.00.

-

Free

terested in the subject.

SAMPLE ON REQUEST

and prices of

and mill

without charge to any one who

To Force

tlon

shooting gal

All of this Is In direct line with t'
teachings which have ben put out for
some years bade by the .T. Stevens
.A.rms & Tools Company. 4S0 High St,
Chicopee Falls. Mass., who will be
very pleased to send their catalogue

The Food
To Feed

Boi267.

establish

tary schools: should maintain nation
al target ranges in differnt parts of
the country, and should in every way
encourage the formation of RifloClnbs
throughout all parts of the land. Tbp
little Republic of Switzerland offers
an excellent example in all matters
connected with building up an efficient

A SURE

SACK

should

leries in all the large public

ECONOMIC,
CLEAN,

The Early

The message recently issued by
President Roosevelt has
occasioned
probably more discussion than the
message of any President for many
years back.
It has been praised and blamed generously,
depending upon the view
point of the reader, but one paragraph seems to have attained almost,
if not absolutely, universal approval

illustra-

well-known

WANT EGGS?
THEN USE S. P. S.

DO YOU
I

PRAIRIE STATE INCUBATORS
and Colony Brooders; Poultry Remedies and Pure-Bred Fancy Poultry.
Send for this eatalogue. It will In-

Multum Ovum.
the greatest egg producer
CD the market. It is also

terest you.

VIRGINIA POULTRY SUPPLY

a

CO.,

S. p. S.

WILD BIRDS AND ANIMALS

WANTE Dl
Particularly Deer,

Wild Turkeys, White

Squirrels,
Ducks,
Swans, Bob White
Quail, Grey Squirrels, Bear, Baby Raccoons,
Foxes, etc.
$5 each
paid for
;

Wild Turkeys.

DR. CECIL FRENCH, Washington, D.

The frame of the machine is made
white ash; the machine is light,
weighs only 41 pounds; is adjustable so that it can be used on rough or
level
ground; it is furnished with
saws of various lengths and saws any
of

ALL KINDS OF

LIVE

preventative

for

cholera

and roup.

Richmond, Va.

C.

Always mention The Southimh
Plaktsb when writing adTertlMrt.

ROUP CURE.

Roup Is the most fatal disease In the
poultry yard. S. P. S. Roup Cure Is a certain cure.
Used as directed, we will guarantee It.
Send for Illustrated circular and price

AGENTS WANTED.
SOUTHERN POULTRY SUPPLY
910

B

Uat.

CO.,
St, N. W., Washington, D, C.

size log.

We advise our readers to write to
the Folding Sawing Machine Co, 15S
E. Harrison St., Chicago, 111., and ask
them tor a catalogue which shows
large illustrations of the machine and
gives many testimonials from every
State In the Union.

JUMBO HOMERS.
Mated

squab

healthy birds.

Mrs.

J.

M.

breeders.

Large,

prolUlo,

Write for bargains.
Bowling OreeB,

McMANAWAY,
Vlrglnl*.

Please mention the Southern Planter.
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READY

<]ET

Association

January

22-2C,

Show,

1907.

We

the

POULTRY AND EGGS
Large

crowds

be there and thej will
therefore, the demand «or

will be ENOR.MOL'S.
(or Charles A. Cyphera
"Model" Incubators and Brooders; also tb*
Humphrey Green Bone Cutlers (opaa hopper).
We carry these machines in stock
and can supply your wants on short notlca.
Our CHICKE.V FEED line is most com-

plete

J.

us

for

Catalogue and

TODD, 426

St.Richmond. Va

N. 6

For a larga farm 1b Tidewater Tlrclofa;
a thoroughly reliable man who understaads
(eneral farming and the feeding and care
of brood marcs, horses and mules; alao the
handling of colored kelp.
IB replying, name age, whether married
single;

where

experience,

wages wanted.

Glre

full

CHENEY,

A.

eblalaed;

particulars.

Roanes,

Va.

LEAEN HOW TO EARN
ffiS-OOO A YEAR.
FROG R*i;mi!. « business

that starts on

mieslmsnt and brings large relurns.

sma'

Our ne*

beck gives you the practical knoirleiige. Prlct
Dosloa dSt.OO The booliwill leach you

HOW TO

V^. BEESD, FEED & EAISE FEOOS.
!^MEADOWBROOK FARM. tLLENOHE*NJ.

S.

White

C.

Leghorns.

strong, healthy, farm-raised birds. Winners
of first prize Virginia State Fair, Richmond.
1»0«.
Eggs from this grand strain of winter
layers at tl per 15 or $6 per 100; guaranteed
per cent, fertile.
76
Yearling Hens and
Pullets, 11.25; Cocks and Cockerels, Jl 6«.
Barred Rock Eggs, »1 per 15 or i per 100:
Cocks and Cockerels, $1.50; Yearling Hens
and Pullets, JI.
J. A. ELLETT, Beaver Dam, V».

S. C.

Star

Va.;

Poultry

second,

Yards,
H.

Leslie

McCue, Afton, Va.; third, Augustus
Rowe, Fredericivsburg, Va.

Hens— First,
fourth,

L.

Mrs.

G. H. Dugdale,
second,
third
and

Va.;
E.

Myers,

RICHMOND.

Va.
Cockerels First, Morewood Poultry
Farm, Wiseville, Va.; second,
Charlie
Brown,
Cartersville,
Va.;
third,
Augustus Rowe, Fredericksburg, Va.; fourth, Mrs. G. H. Dugdale, Roanoke, Va.
Fullets First and third, Augustus
Rowe, Fredericksburg. Va.
second,

—

FARM FOREMAN

,

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
Cocks— First,
Manchester,

Roanoke,

prices.

-WANTED-

M.

^

South.

the

in

Write

have the pleasure of publishing
complete list of winners at the
above Show, as corrected and revised by Mr. F. S. BuUington, Secretarj':
the

DEMAND.

IN

will

HAVE TO EAT.
poultry and eggs
We are agents

•r

WHITE LEGHORNS

OFFICIAL PRIZE LIST.
Virginia "Poultry

For

W.

—

—

RICHMOND,

Va.

WHITE PLTMOUTH ROOKS.
Cocks— First,

R. W. Haw, Centralia,
second and third, G. H. Hildebrand, Jr., Burkeville, Va.
Hens First, Denms Bros., Binn's
Hall. Va.;
second. J. N. Coffman,
Edinburg, Va.; third, G. H. Hildebrand. Burkeville. Va.: fourth, H. M.
Wllkerson, RICHMOND.
Cockerels— First. G. H. Hildebrand,
Burkeville. Va.; second. J. Scott Parrish, RICHMOND; third, F. A. Hermance. Emporia; fourth ,C. F. Sauer,
Va.;

RICHMOND.

—

Pullets First. Dennis. Bros.. Binn's
Hall; second. R. W. Haw. Centralia,
third.
C.
F.
Sauer,
RICHMOvn:
fourth. G. H. Hildebrand, Burkeville.

H.

G.

Hildebrand,

LEGHORN EQQS
White aid Brown Leghorn Eggs for
or

U

and

sit-

Fancy. Single-Comb Stock, Jl tor M,
per 100. White Holland Turkey Eggs

Homer

Pigeons.

Prices

right.

Bank

reference.
J.

Box

16,

B.

Springs,

Tenn.

5. C. WHITE LEGHORNS
EGGS FROM PRIZE-WINNING STOCK,
16 FOR 76 CENTS.
A FEW NICE COCKERELS.
R.

W. POU, Elmwood, N.

C.

THS LILOLA FAJUfS.
Eggs for Sitting.
WUITB WTAND0TTB8, M. B. TURKBTB.
Ellinont,

Va.

Cocks

—First,

C. E.

(WyoksS Stnia suhnlTelr)

— AND—

BARRBD PLYMOUTH ROCKB.
tar aUa. aa pfUAaa
Eggs— n far it. M.H pw IML Na ota*

Our Rseks arc bred
tlon aad brews esBS.
tor sale.

COTTON TALLIY FARM, Tarboro, ».
BARRBD PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

Hens— First,

Hawkins, Lynchburg; second, William Ca'rroll; third,
Dennis Bros.; fourth. R. R. and R. L.
Taylor, Negro Foot, Va.
Pens— First. C. E. Hawkins, Lynchburg; second, third and fourth, R.
R. and R. L. Taylor, Negro Foot, Va.
C. E.

BUFF 'WYANDOTTES.

— First and second, Morewood
Farm. Wiseville. Va.
Cockerels — Second,
Dennis
Bros.,

Poultrj'

Binn's Hall; third,

Farm.

Morewood Poultry

—

Pullets First.
Morewood
Farm; second, Dennis Bros.

Poultry

Pens
Farm.

Poultry

—First,

Morewood

— Second,

H. D. Brlnser, Manchester, Va.; third, Dennis Bros.

Hens
fourth,

—

First,

WHITE PLYWOCTH ROCKS,
WMITB LE0H0RN8.
S.
e.
CWyekoB

second,

third

and

H. D. Brinser, Manchester.

Strain)

BKOWN LBUHORKS.

e.

S.

(BlUmore Strain)

BUFF LEGHORNB,
MAMMOTH BRONZB TURKBTB.
STOCK AND BOOS FOR SALB. BATISFACTION OUARANTEBD.
MARION P0I7LTRT YARDS, Marioa. Ta.
S.

C.

BRUSHY

POULTRY YARD

HILL

Ecgs from good atsak
Buff and Black Orpinctong; Whita,
SlWer-I^aeed, Sllrer-Penoiled, Patrldge anl
Golden Wrandottes: R. C. Rhode Island
Reds. A few good breeders eksap: U Whit*
Offers fer sale cheap,

of S.

C.

and S 8. L. Wyandotte Hens and aome (ooi
males at (1 each.
O. B. SHOOK, Box U, R. F. D. 1.

Wau(h, N.

Egg:sf rom

C.

W hites

Whit* PlTTDOoth Roeks and Blosl*Cemb White Leghwua, Kc. p«r U

and n.M per IM.
Whiu Holland TvrkeTS, prtae-wlanlag stock, ft p«r doum, tU per UlL
6. W. MOaS, Gainer, Va.

FINE POULTRY.
BARRED AND WHITE PLTMODTH
ROCK
COCKERELS,
ROSB
AND
SINGLB COMB WHITE LEGHORNS,
SINGLE COMB BROWN LBGHORNI
AND LIGHT BRAHMAS FOR BALiB.
J.

B.

JOHNSON,

Manassas, Va.

ORBIDBR'S FTNB CATALOOUB.
tells
IWr,
poultrr aad

COLTTMBtAN WTAvnOTTES.
Cocks

B.

(Hawkins Strain)

Hawkins, Lynch-

burg.

Hens

WADDILL,

Tate

WHITE WYANDOTTES.

White Leghorns,

5. C.

—

Burkeville.
Prize winners at Virginia State Fair and
Virginia Poultry Association.
Eggs— Jl. 50 per sitting of 15; J7.60 per 100.
W. R. TODD, 426 North Sixth Street,
Richmond, Va.

Poultry Show, January 2S-26, at $1.60
per IB.
C. Q. M. FINK, 3401 Hanover 8tr««t,
Richmond, Va.

;

Young, RICHMOXD. Va.; fourth,
Myers, RICHMOND, Va.
Pens First,
Morewood
Poultry
Farm, Wiseville, Va.; second, Star
Poultry
Yards,
Manchester,
Va.;
third
and fourth, L .E. Mvers,

Pens— First,

White Leghorns

Eggs from hens that gcored 92 point*
by Judge G. O. Brown at Richmond

S.

J.

L. E.

White Wyandottes

ting.

[March.

trates

»

abent

par*-hr«<

describes

aad UlmaB«BatUal

all

rarletles.

10

Nataral Color Plat**. OIt** nth
senable price* for stack aad *a>;
h*« I* care diseases, kill lie*, aak* Biaiy.
Tkl* TBlaabl* b«*k oalr 1» c«au.
B. H.
GRBIDBB, Rheesis, Pa.
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Pure Bred Poultry.
BARRBD

AND

BUFF

ROCKS, 8. L. WTAND0TTK8, BUFF ORPINGBUFF
WHITE.
TONS;

BROWN

AND

rison,

name.

TRAYLOR,

T.

B. S. Home, Kesfourth, R. L. Harrison,

Va.;

wick,

KM

PUREBRED POLAND-CHINA

J.

BUFF ORPINGTONS.

— Second,

Cocks

RICHMOND.

the price I paid
Introduce aew blood
atart mj Hocks.
I
trom dlffvreDt States to keep my matlDgs
Egga and poultry guaranteed pur*
right.
to

—

Four bnndred birdt aow la
my jnfAe. Ksgs (or hitching a apeclaltjr.
Can ablp
OD abort notice from 1 to
alttinca at lesi tbaa halt
for aama class of ecca to

and true

—

Cockerels Second and third, H. D.
Brlnser, Manchester.
Pullets First, second and third, H.
D. Brlnser, Manchester.

LBO-

HORNS, BRONZE TURDUCK8.
KEYS, PKKIN

R. F. D.

FIOB.
Lynchbarg, Va-

1,

0RDER8 NOW BIINO BOOKBD FOR

WHITE

— First,

Hens
S.

second and third, B.
fourth, R. L.Har-

Home, Keswick;

RICHMOND.

TURKEYS AND CHICKENS.

—

Dennis Bros.;
Cockerels Second,
R. L. Harrison; fourth, B. S.

third,

Home.

—

Pullets First and second, B. S.
Home; third and fourth, R. L. Harrison.
Pens Second, B. S. Home; third,
D. W. Leary, Mattoax, Va.; fourth, R.

—

L. Harrison.

WHITB ORPINGTONS.
M
Bulington,
F.
S.
Cocks— First,
t M RICHMOND.
IN
and
second,
third
Hens — First,
fourth, F. S. Bullineton, RICHMOND
1 ••

Hellaad Tvrkey Bgga, 2S«., ar i tf
flM
Buff Rock Bgga, IS (or fl-M. or IM (or.. (
(or (1, ar
B. C. B. Leghorn Eggs,

U

(or

100

Mammoth

Pekla Duck Bgga,

11

(or

White Guineas (best table (owl) BgCa,
(or

1»

—

A few choice Buff Rock aad S. C. B.
Cockerels First, second, fourth and
Leghorn Cockerels.
GET WHAT U PAY FOR OR M0NB7 fifth, F. S. Bullington; third, Miss
Clara L. Smith, Croxton, Va.
BACK.
LAUREL HILL POULTRT FARM,
Pullets First, second, fourth and
R.

F.

D.

No.

Woodlawn
B.

P.

Brown
prize

1,

—

Bozbury, Ta.

fifth,
F. S. Bullington;
Clara L. Smith.

Pens

Poultry Yards.

Rocks (Bradley Bros, select), S. C.
Leghorns (Virginia and Tennessee
winners
Black Minorcas (Northup

and Dugan strains); Eggs, Jl to K per It.
Red Cuban Games (Means strain): Eggs,
Toulouse (}eese, Eggs,
tl.75 to tS per 15.
U.50 per 5; Pekin Ducks, Eggs, Jl per IS;
M. B. Turkeys (WoiCs best strain), Bgga
(rom J2 to $4 per 9.
Write (or yard matings.
B.

W.

JONES NURSERY COMPANY,
Woodlawn, Va.

White Poultry Yards
LORRAINB, TA.
Bgi^ (or sals from Priie-Wlnning WHTTB
HOLLAND TURKEYS and WILD MALLARD DUCKS, 12. M per doien; MAMMOTH PEKIN DUCKB, »1 dct doxen;
WHITE GUINEAS, WHITE WYANDOTTE
and S. C. WHITB LEGHORN. (1 P«r U.

EGGS rOR HATCHING.

—First

Miss

third.

and second,

F. S. Bull-

ington.

WHITE LEGHORNS.

C.

S.

Cocks

— First,

S.

S.

Richmond;
Richmond;

third,

iticlimond;

fourth,

W.

second,
C.

H.

G.
C.

M.

Fink,

Leonard,

Richmond.
Hens First, S. S. Stansbury; second and fourth, C. G. M. Fink; third,

—

H. C. Leonard.
Cockerels First, J. W. Snelling and
second,
J.
Son,
Manchester;
C.
Greene; third, fourth, S. S. Stansbury.

—

Pullets— First,, third,
ing and

Pens

W.

Snell-

second, J. C. Greene,
First, J. W. Snelling & Son;

Son;

—

second,

J.

third, S.
C. Greene;
fourth, W. R. Todd.

J.

Stansbury;
R. 0.

S.

WHITE LEGHORNS.

—
—

—

—

—

POULTRY YARDS

Williams.

winning drat and second Cockerel, •e«ea4
Pullet,
second Cock and second Hen at
Richmond.

January

22-26.

Stock

for

aale

per 15: $6 per 100.
Choice Buff
Plymouth Rock Eggs, 11 per IS.
FRED NUSSEY, Massaponai, Va.

Eggs,

SI. 23

RICHMOND.

Cockerels— First, H. M. Wllkerson,
second and third, I.
Davenport Williams; fourth. A. J.
Warren.

RICHMOND;
F\illets

ROSE cons WHITE LEGHORNS

— First,

They are going

faster than arer and
you bad better order at once. Have
grand Barred, White and Buff Rocks;
Buff Orpington,
White and Brown
Leghorns, R. C. and S. C. Rhode
Island Red, White and Silver Wyandotte and other Cockarels at tl to ft
each.
Pullets and Hens af all of
above breeds at same prices aa
Cockerels,
and
special
prices
la

quantltiea of six or more.

STILL HAVE FEW VERY CHOICE
MAMMOTH BRONZB 2« to U Pound
Toms at $« each, and chalce U

Pound Toms

at

each.

|5

Mammoth

Bronze Hens, $3.50 to HN, according
weight and qaallty.
They will

to

weigh, none less than 11 pouada, up
to 15 pounds each.
Chsica It to IT

Pound

White

Hen Turkeys

land

Toms

Holland

each, and 10 to 12

at

^

Pound White Hol-

at |4 each and
upward.
Orders for Turkey Bggs booked sow
and shipped when wanted at 14 per
dozen, either Mammoth Bronze or

White Holland.

EGGS FOR HATCHING FROM ALL
OF THE BREEDS OF CHICKENS
ABOVE,
AND MANY
OTHERS, at $1.60 per dozen. In ad-

NAMED

Stansburj',
Todd,
R.

Cocks Fred Nussey, Massaponax,
BARRED. BUFF and WHITB PLYMOUTH
ROCKS: WHITE. BUFF and PARTRIDGE Va.
Hens Second, Fred Nussey.
MINORCAS;
WYA.VnOTTES:
BLACK
LIGHT BRAHMAS: PARTRIDGE COCHINS;
Cockerels First and second. Fred
WHITE and BROWN LEGHORNS.
Price. $1 for IS; %S per 100.
Two-thlrda Nussey.
Pullets Second, Fred Nussey.
guaranteed.
hatch
SOME NICE COCKERELS OF THB
S. C. BROWN LEGHORNS.
DIFFERENT BREEDS FOR SALB.
Cocks— First, A. J. Warren, RICHOAKLAND POULTRY FARM, C. J. Wartntr, MOND.
Manager, Ruffln, N. C.
Hens First and fourth, K. W. BaPAGE VALLEY
E. Myber, RICHMOND; second, L
ers, RICHMOND; third, I Davenport
Are now making a special offering ot Brava
and Buff Leghorns, Black MInoreaa, K. I
Reds and Buff Orpingtoni. An opportmBttj
ta get good breeds at low prleea.
C. L. SHBNK, Box P, Loray, Ta.

177

second, G. D. Jones,

Petersburg; third, L. E. Myers. RICHMOND; fourth, A. J. Warren, RICH-

I have the Onest matings of
S.
C.
Orpingtons south of
York, and Eggs from these
matings will be sold In limited
quantites at (3 per dozen. Better get
your order booked at once.
Special

dition,

White

New

matings o(

S. C. Brown Leghorns and
White Plymouth Rocks, headed by
Hageratown prize winners, at J3 per

BEND ORDERS PROMPTLY.

dozen.

Pekin Duck Eggs, |i per dozen;
Muscovy and Rouen Duck Eggs, S3

per dozen.
Berkshire, Poland China and Chester

White

Pigs,

2,

«,

and

4

months

old.

Service Boars and Bred Sows of all
three breeds for sale at all times.
I have four exhibition quality 2-yearold tested Improved Chester Whits
Sows, all of which raised Dne Utters
of 11 to 14 pigs each last year, and
are now due to farrow In April. They
are as handsome as pictures, have
long bodies, good heavy hams and
shoulders and altogether exhibition
sows.
I win sell the four (or Jig)
or J50 each. I have three flne Poland
China Service Boars, weight about
150 pounds, for $22.60 each.
One extra
good registered 250-Pound Berkshire
Boar $27.50.
All
Hogs are either
registered or eligible to registry.
I

one

have a (ew choice yearling and
to

four

year

old

registered

Shropshire,
Southdown and Oxfordown Ewes, bred to grand rams from

Imported

•ach,

ancestry,

at $22.60 to
last-named price being

$S6

the
for
quality exhibition ewes.
Now
the time to engage your ram for
next summer and save money. Write
'0-day (or full particulars and have
VI ur cKSJs and poultry
orders booked
=o IS to avoid delays and disappointments.
AH stock and poultry guaranteed as represented and Batl8(actory
re(erences furnished.
pittra
Is

MOND.

—First,

Pens

A. J.

Geo. D. Jones:
Williams.

Warren; second,
Davenport
I

third,

JAMES

M. HOBBS, No. l*il Maont
Royal Avenue, Baltimore, Md.

THE
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—

Cocks Second, Robert P. Adams,
Lynchburg; third, J. W. Brinser, Man-

COMB
BROWN

chester.

—

Hens First and second, R. P.
Adams; third and fourth,
W. Briii

LEGHORNS.

Leadiog
glDla

wloners

State

at

Fair,

.1.

VltRlob-

where more li«ghorDB were showo thaa at
MadlsoQ Square, N. T.,
1S06.
My drst Cockerel was pronouaeed kr
judge Lambert to be the best L>eghom male
In show of any variety.
I won first Coek
(showed one), first aid sseood Coakarel, fliat
mond.

one), second Piillat.
(Old not
pea.)
This strain of line-bred klrds hare bsea
winning at all the leading abows fer mate
than twenty years.
Will
gaarantee mj
matlngs this season
to
equal
any is

show

Catalogue

free.
U; tli

EGGS—$3 for 15; tS for ZS>; $8 for
for 7b- J15 for 100.
Stock for sale at all times.
Also a t*w
B. P. Rock Cockerels and Yearling Mais
sacriSce,
tram
•t
a
Bradley Brotixem'
strongest

blood

BTKAWBERKY HILL POULTRY TARDe,

Mem. Va. Poultry
I

Ass'n.

—

—
BLACK
—

Son.
Cockerels First. .1. W.
Son; second, third. J.
fourth, J. W. Snelling and
First,
second,
Pullets
fourth, J. N. Bowen.

—

Pens

No chilled eggs In the new
day's laying.
house.
Have a few fine Cockerels for sale
Eggs, {1 for IS; ft per IMk
at $2 each.
Ship from Richmond.
CAL HUSSELMAN, R. F. O.. 1, Hl^blaiad
Springs, Vb.

X. Bowen;
Son.

LEGHORNS.

Send me y»ur orders H
you want good, pare stook.
Orders
Eggs, $1 for 16.
promptly filled.

CLYBDRN,

J. F.
Lancaster,
282,

—First

John

third.

C.

.T.

and

second

C

J2.5(i,

Pure Pekin Duck Eggs: 20 for %1.
you would, like to know more about my
really want to buy, write for

It

stock, and
circular.

- -

Adams;

—

BUFF COCHTNS.
Mrs. G. H. Dugdale.
Hens Second. Mrs. G. H. Dugdale,
Cockerels Second. G. McD. Bl.ake;
third. Mrs, O. H. Dugdale.
Pullets First and second, Mrs. G
H. Dugdale; third and fourth. Geo,
McD. Blake.

—

Poultry Show at Harrisonburg, Va.,

and

H

W,

fourth,

ROCKS (Ringlets).
LEGHORNS (Wyckolf
RHODE ISLAND REDS
strain).
EGGS. 8 CENTS EACH.

P.
C.
C.

R.

W.

214-Egg

Eggs

Adkins, Swoope, Va.
•^TT vi^R T.Ar'Trn WV.\NDnTTFS,
Pullets Second, George D. .Tones;
third. C. W. Saunders.

—

for

tf S. C.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS
or 16 per

IB

Hatching

American and Imported Stralne
WHITE LEGHORNS and BARRED

Cockerel— Second,

at Jl-B* pc^ sitting oJ

100.

BO B. P. ROCK COCKERELS FOR SALE
SEND FOR BERKSHIRE CATALOQUB.
HIGHLAND FARMS, Mount Laurel, Va.

R,

—

Cock and Hen Second,
mance, Emporia. Va.
Cockerels
Saxe, Va.

farmers'

prices.

—

Mrs. C. M.

Qet|

E-GGS

ROCKS,

BUFF

BROWN

LEGHORNS.

Hens

and

N.

COFFMAN,
burg.

Edin-

and

Hens

S.

C.

Black

Eggs

—Third

and

fourth.

Charles

— First
— First.

and

second.

second.

B.

third

SOUTHERN POULTRY YARDS,

Herndon, Fairfax Co.. Va., H. A, Sager, Prop.

EGGS FOR HATCHING
From prize-winning birds. M. B. Turkeys,
by Second-Prize Tom and containing First-Prize Hen: Barred Rocks one pen
with Fourth-Prize Cockerel— White Orpingtons,
third pullet
and cockerel;
White
Wyandotte. White Orpington Cockerels for

—

sale.

CLARA

Miss

SMITH,

L,

Yards,

Landor

EOQS!

Poultry

Va.

Croxton.

eaasiii

S, C. Brown Leghorn Eggs from stock that
took first prize when six States were represented.
Order early and secure the best.
Eggs. 15 for Jl; Choice Hens, $1.60 each.

B.

GATES,

Prop. Evergreen Farms, Rice
Prince Edward Co., Va., Norfolk
and Western Railway.

Depot,

—

Hen Fourth,
Lynchhur.g.

Robert

—First.

SILVER WYANDOTTES

you want

that

we can
honest

prices.
Eggs from fine matlngs at $1.50
15.
Also M. B. Turkey Eggs at $3 for 11.
from heavy-welEht stock.
J. B. BEAMER. Pickaway, W. Va.

for

Adams.

Eggs

for Hatching

Wyandottes,

White

pav't\ATS.
Dennis Brothers,

Price,

R.

N.

$1

White

vigorous and

Stock large,

GOLDEN SFPRTGTTT
Cock

P.

Eggs For Hatching.
If

are up to date in shape and color,
supply you with honest quality at

M.
and

BUFF COCHIN P\yT.\MS.
in

Minorcas,

Barred, Buff and White Rocks,
White Wyandottes, R. I. Reds.
good, vigorous stock. Promptness and
satisfaction guaranteed.
Write for prices.

*

fourth, B. M. Nunnally.

Black Minorcas

HATCHING

White Leghorns.

From

Mrs. C. M. Rob-

third and fourth,
Robinson. Sabot. Va.

Nunnally. Manchester.

LEGHORNS

Cockerels all sold.
Exclusively.
season, 85c. and (1 sitting.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

— Second.

Cocks

Va.

i

— FROM—

W.

Crews.

RICHMOND. Va.
WARHORSE GAMES,

SPRING BROOK POULTRY FARM,
CULPEPER, VA.

S. C. B.

Her-

Regester.

Cir-

cular free.
J.

A.

H.

for

C.

1.

CORNISH INDIAN GAME.

and winnings
you buy WHITE

pricea

before

—

F.

Manager),
Harrisonburg, Va.

BUCKEYE REDS,
Cockerels

my

REDS.
First.
W.

R.

fertile, or will replace
Special prices on lots of 50 or

(I. N. Jones,
D. No. 6.

F.

Quarles, E!-

LIGHT BRAHMAS.

inson, Sabot. Va.
Pullets Second,

Prize-Winners
at

W.

.T.

Va.

lei'sons,

best

(Smith's

Write for circular.

more.

PARTRIDGE W^'ANDOTTES,
From

1906.

strain).

Guarantee one-half
at half price.

headed

Wn^.S.NDOTTEP

—Third

of

PRIZE WINNERS.

S,

Cock— Third,

Pullets

- -

Four Firsts and others at Valley Virginia

sec-

Adams.

GOLDEN

EGGS

The Product

MUDDY CREEK POULTRY FARM,

—

—

S2.B»

Eggs

Buff Orpingtons: 16

C.

S.

Darred Plymouth Rocks; 15 Eggs for fi.
Bud' W.vandottes; 15 Eggs for $1.
White Wyandottes; 15 Eggs for $1.
ILimmoth Bronze Turkeys- 10 Eggs for

C.

ond, third and fourth, A. M. Black.
Pullets First, second and third, A.
M. Black; fourth. .1. C. Adams.
Pens First. A. M. Black; second.
C.

Pens

S,

M. Black, Taze-

A.

and

White Orpingtons; Eggs.

C.

S.

1.-..

B.

Cocks^Seoond,

.T.

Pen

2

for $1.50.

BLACK LANGSHANS.

—

SINGLE COMB

Box

second and fourth, J.
third. J. W. Snelling and

Cockerels— First.

Eggs for hatching. Flock has free range.
Every one in the flock In the pink of conCan furnish 100 or over from one
dition.

BROWN

— First,

Bristol. Tenn.;
fourth; A. M. Black.

Brown Leghorn

STOCK.

(or

Snelling &
N. Bowen;
Son.
third and

—

Hens
Adams.

SINGLE COMB

1

fver had, and from which I can guarantee
good hatches of strictly HIGH QUALITY

MINORCAS.

Cocks Second, J. Norman Bo wen.
Manchester; third, .J. W. Snelling &

well, Va.

HAVE PLENTY OF COOB

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
have some of the BEST mated pens of
PIKE-BRED POULTRY this season I have

1

Cockerels— First,
W. B. Blount.
Barton Heights.
Pullets
N.
First and second,
J.
Coffman, Edinburg; third and fourth.
R. P. Adams.
Pens Fii-st, Robert P. Adams.

line.

Box 287, Richmond, Va.
Breeding yards four miles fron dt^ on
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway.
Mem. Am. Leghorn Club.

[Man^

ser.

Heo (showed

America .without excepUoo.

BUFF LEGHORNS.

S. C.

SINGLE

PLAifTER

SOUTHE-EJSI

and

RUST,

R.

$1.50,

F.

Pekln Ducks.
handsome.

respectively,

D.

2,

per

Alexandria,

IB.

Ta.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.

iteT.j

— Second, Dennis Brothers.
SILVETR SEBRIGHT BAXTA.MS
Cock — Second, Dennis Brothers.
Hen — First, Dennis Brothers
Pullet — Second, Dennis Brothers.
BL., BR.. RED GAME BAXTAMS.
Cock — First, Dennis Brothers.
Hen — Second, Dennis "Brothers.
— Second, Dennis Brothers.
Cockerel — Third. Chas. Regester.
Pen — First, Dennis Brothers.
BROWN RED GAilE BAXTA.MS.
Cock — First, Dennis Brothers
Hen — Fourth. Dennis xsrothers.

27 9

Pullet

N^W FARM
White Plymouth Rocks
Best stock FISCHEL ^t'-^'"
Eggs $i.oo per setting

No

birds for sale

few HAMPSHIfE.PIGS also
The black hog with ^white

GEYER,

M.

S.

&

Norfolk

Western

Ry.

•'«irniliia

onO

Ivor, Va.

tine:

<>»hio

Hartzell.

BROXZE TURKEYS.

Manager,

Farm,

— First, Charlie Brown. Cartersville; second. Miss Clara L. Smith.
Hens — First, Miss C. L. Smith.
Croxton; second, Charlie Brown.
Cockerel — First, Otho M. Cockes, Elberon; second. Mrs. John F. Payne.
Pullets — First. Otho M. Cockes;
ond. Mrs.

WHITE PLYMOUTH
ROCKS.
at

great

Rock Club
years and

Special.

I

have bred them

now have the best

I

five

ever owned.

Eggs from pens headed by EXTRA LARGE
males — good enough to win anywhere $1.50

—

First drake,
Brothers.

BROWN LEGHORNS.
Centralia,

Payne, Charlottes-

Va.

second, drake.

per sitting of 15; no other
chickens kept on the farm. Also thoroughbred BERKSHIRE PIGS, both sexes, for
sale at farmers' prices.
A.

PEKIN DUCKS.
First pair, Dennis Brothers.

EMBDEN GEESE.
and

second,

pair,

Dennis Brothers.

pair,

For sale at

Good displays of pigeons

F.

D.

Bu'hanan & Sons'

special

S.

Bullington.

The American
C. Black Minorea
ribbons were won bv Messrs. J. N.
Bowen and J. W. Snelling and Son.
.<=!.

Va.

Young Hens,

and

J1.26

J1.50;

per sitting; $1.50 two.

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS,

large,

healthy birds, correct plumage.
Toms, %i
to $5; Hens, $3 to $3.50; Eggs, $3 per dozen.
Imperial Pekin Ducks.
Drakes, <1.50 to
Ducks, $1.25 to $1.60; Eggs, $1 per
$1.75;
sitting; $1.60 for two.
All above fowls from fine laying strain,
and can be furnished not akin.
MRS. R. E. WILHOIT. Somerset, Va.

YOU WANT

Barred Plymouth
vari-

we'e
iirizes
^lany other siie'-ial
awarded to the different winners in
classes.
various
15 for *1; 50 tor »3: lOO for K.
We should say that about ninetj
Orders solicited and promptly filled.
nine per cent, of the winners are re^ruJ. O. BARKSDALB. Red Hill. V«.
lar advertisers in the Southern PlantPlease mention Southern Planter er.
We congratulate them on their
when writing advertisers.
success.

BARRED
S. C. WHITE LEGHORNS.

12;

il

Charlie

in

Blackstone,

all
seasons.
Strong, healthy,
beautifully barred.
Cockerels.

fowls,

and

IF

Third,

cup for best Barred Rock cock, cockerel,
hen and pullet, was won by
Eggs at 75 cents per 15; Incubator Eggs, $4
per 100.
Large, heavy, well-marked birds Morewood Poultry Farm.
The .American White Orpington
and no inbreeding. Hens weigh from 7 to
10 pounds and Cocks from 10 to 11 pounds
Club's special ribbons and silver cup
when full grown.
offered for best .\merican-bred cock,
Mrs. WILLIAM P. BURKS. R. F. D. 1,
cockerel, hen and pullet were won by
Bedford City, Va.

REDS.
PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

DILLEMUTH,

E.

Brown.

The

75c.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS

Dennis

CHINESE BROWN GEESE.

Barred Plymouth Rock

I.

100.

EGGS
For hatching,

For

beauty

shape

ot

Rocks
and

tolor

anil

for

then get 'Blue Ringlets" Eggs
from our pen of prizt- winners, beauties.
at $2.50 per 15.
Our utility pen, just what

profit

also,

you want

for profit.

for

$1

15.

STAR POULTRY YARDS,

321

Manchester,

Street.

Stockton

Va.

EGOS FOR HATCHING
FROM PURE-BRED STOCK

WILMONT

R.

per

$6

BARKED PLYMOUTH ROCK

Eggs,

White Plymouih Rock

ROSE COMB

Eggs

Incubator

matings this year are superior to any
ever owned, and as I spare neither money
nor pains to Improve my stock, I am sure
to give satisfaction, which I guarantee.
CHARLES C. WINE, Mount Sidney, Va.

Jl

ous varieties by Messrs. John Herold.
C. A. and N. P. Rawson. J. Taylor
Robertson. B. M. Nunnally. John S.
Eggs, $1 tor 15. Pekin Duck Eggs, $1 tor 11. Good, of Manchester, and J. L. HawA FEW FINE W. P. R. COCKERELS FOR kins, of Fredericksburg. Va.
SALE.
The Southern Planters' special cup
Mrs. F. H. WILKINSON, R. F. D. No. 1,
Alexandria, Va.
for highest scoring male was won by
Messrs. Dennis Brothers. Binn's Hall.
FARM
Va.
The Kohler cup, for best display in
t>^ the English class, was won by F. S.
r BUFF CRPINGTOM
Eullington on 'UTiite Orpingtons.
The silver medal offered bv "^mith
'
[white LEGHORfl, BiH-r-ore)
& Webster, jewelers, for best White
Eggs at $1 per sitting; three for J2.50. Wyandotte cock., cockerel, hen and
Satisfaction guaranteed.
pullet, was won by C. E. Hawkins,
Mrs. F. E. WILLIAMS, Charlottesville, Va.
Lynchburg. Va.

EGGS FOR HATCHING,

Strain.)

My

large

First pair. R. R. and R. L. Taylor.

First

Write for Catalogue.

W. HAW,

F.

MUSCOVY DUCKS, WHITE.

per sitting.

R.

John

First pair. R. R. and R. L. Taylor.

First

Cock. Second Pullet and American White P.

Strain.)

LEGHORNS.

8.

(Forsyth

WHITE HOLLAND TURKEYS.
Xegro Foot, Va.

Show.

C

Stockand EggsforSal*

ville.

ku

Richmond

(Parks
S.

Cock

sec-

Winners

Plymouth Rocks

I

Chas. E. Regester.

Hen^Third, Howard

[N^jeFOLK&WESfERL^l.

Cock— Third.

reasonable.

Prices

Barred

P'ullet

A

belt.

VALLEY FARM

BARRED PLYHOLTH ROCKS?
for

15

P.

$1;

for

30

MAXWELL CONNOR,
mond,

$1.50.

Box

Rich-

316,

Va.

OQCSTRICTLY FRESH EGGS
A

specialty;

17-years'

line-bred

Plymouth Rocks: handsome plumage;
size Cockerels.
30 for
$1.75.

$1

to

$3.

Eggs.

$1

Barred
largefor 15-

Genuine Half-Wild Turkey
Eggs from Bronze cross, also Halt-Wild
Toms crossed on M. B. Hens. Eggs from
either mating. $4 dozen.
Pekin Duck Eggs
$1 tor 9. $1.75 for 18.
Write for 1907 circular
E.

HIGH-CLASS "BERKSHIRES.
F. SOMMERS, Somerset
Va

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS

BROWN LEGHORNS

MAMMOTH

PEKIN DUCKS

My poultry Is fine. Eggs tor sale at 85
cents per 15. $4 per I0«; Duck Eggs, $1 per
15,
$5 per 100; also Buff Cocbio
Bantam
Eggs, 10 cents each.
C.
C.
COOPER. Hargrave. Va.

^

STOCK AND EGGS CHEAP
T»rlellt'« Hl«ndi
Bi^d CUictei
Darks and Tnrk^Ti. Finc>: t:
Poultry, feedim

15

1

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.

280

FARMER

"THE

AND

[March,

CREAM

SEPARATOR.-

Eses'ifor Hatching
From Best American and Imported
Strains.

$2.00 per

per 100

Sitting;

$10.00

lowing breeds:

S. C. Buff Orpington

White Plymouth Rock

and S.C. Black Minorca.
WKirTLEGHORN

C.

S.

PER Sini NG

$1.50

$8.00 PER 100.

Choice February tnd March hatched Cockereli
l*r sale, $l SO to «2.'n »ach.

We Breed only Pure-Bred Poultry ol
highest qualities. Largest practical pureBred Poultry Farm in the South.
Fox Hall Poultry Farm,
*. F. D., No. 2.
Worfolk, Virginia.

White Wyandottes
(Dueton Strain)

-AND—

Prize Winning Poultry
Caa Bs Had At

HICKORY BOTTOM POULTRY FARM,
NBOROFOOT, VA.
Won at Virginia State Fair at Richmond,
Va.. October, 1906, first Cockerel, first pen
Won at VirPullets and first pen Hens.
Association.

Poultry

ginia

second
third

Richmond,

Va.,

judged by George O.
Pullet;
third and fourth
Pullets, third pen Hens and

January 22-26,
Brown, second,
pen

1907,

Cockerel.
at $2 each; want
actual prize-winning
prize Cockerel at J3
fine stock $2 for 15;
and $6 for 100. First
Eggs $1.50 per dozen.

Twenty Choice Cockerels
their pen.
Eggs from
birds, treaded by first
for 15, and from some
$3.00 for 30; $4.50 for 45

on

Pekin

Ducks.

First and second on Muscovy Ducks. Eggs
$2.50 per dozen.
Correspondence a pleasure.

RANDOLPH TAYLOR,
ROBERT LEE TAYLOR.
R.

FGGS FROM
PURE-BREO
STOCK.
WYANDOTTES.
PARTRIDOE, SILVER LACED and Duston
Strain WHITE.
S. C. RHODE ISLAND RED.
S. C.
BUFF ORPINGTON.
$1.60

per sittting of

had at any

price.

15.

No

Satisfaction

to be
guaranteed.

better

ELLERSON POULTRY YARDS,

t.

W Quarlet. Prep

ELLERSON,

Va,

It

interesting to note the improve-

is

ments that are being brought out to
make the work easier and more pleasant down on the farm, and while the
work is piuch easier done with Improved machinery, one is now able to
save that which was wasted a few
.years
ago,
thereby increasing the
profits twenty-five to fifty per cent.
Notable amongst recent improve-

ments are those made in cream separators.
We have in mind the Improved 1907 model separators, which
the Davis Cream Separator Co., 56B
North Clinton St., Chicago, are showing in their new catalogue, which they
will send to any one interested, postpaid, upon receipt of a request. This
improved machine skims to a trace,
so close you would never know there
was ever any butter fat In the milk,
and is easily regulated to skim cream
of any thickness, either low, medium
or high test, as desired.
The wonderful cone bowl is made so perfect it is
never out of balance.
.Vnother thing, if you knew the low
prices these machines are selling at,
straight from the factory, you would
be surprised and want to buy one,
but price is not the only good thing
about this machine.
While prices
are low the quality is high and each

machine fully guaranteed.
advise any one interested

in

AND

LEGHORNS.

R. C. B.
White Wyandotte Bgga,
per

$6

dotte Cockerels for sale. Bred from selected
birds and guaranteed White and to atay
White.
Let me price you one.
A. L. PARKER, Fall Creek Poultry Farm.

Va.

Ashland,

WHITE WYANDOTTES
and

Rose

per
per

D.

J.

19,

Eggs

hatching, fumlahed In large er
lots.
Produced
from select stoek
Write for prices.
O. F. POINDBXTBR. Oraenloe, Rockbridge
fer

only.

Va.

oevBty,

PURE-BRED

BQQS FUR HaTCHINQ
Toulouse Geese,

interest

$1

Send

in

of

the

A.

aad

B. MInorcas,
per sitting.
R. F. D.
Springs,
Virginia.

HICKS,

1.

Highland

S.

e.

N,

celebrated

.1.,

in

"Iron

makes.
will

re-

BUFF LEGHORN

—AND—
WHITE WYANDOTTES!
Eggs

at $1.6*
tor exhibition

and
and

$1.60

Bred

$2 per sitting each.
utility.

BUFF COCHIN BANTAM EGOS,

$1

aad

per sitting.

ROBERT

P.

ADAMS,

66 Cabell Street.

Lynchburg, Va.

tl

GS FOR HATCHING

From Pure-Bred BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS, BUFF WYANDOTTES and MAM-

MOTH BRONZE TURKEYS.

All eggs sold
are guaranteed to be strictly fresh. Special
»rloe on
100-egg orders.
A few choice
Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerels for sale.

ALTA VISTA POULTRY FARM, Advance
Mills,

Va.,

Mrs.

R.

Fray,

B.

Golden

Prop.

^W^yandottea.

The Great Winter Layers.
Hardy, prolific, farm-bred
and pure stock. "Eggs t*
Hatch"
per

at

per

$1

16,

*S

50.

This

your

Is

"Golden"

opportunity.

MISS KATIE

THOMPSON,

Neferlet,

FARM AND GARDEN

implements which it
your name so you
ceive a copy regularly.
.Age"

Wyandottes
C.

S.
J.

Va.

DEO-a-S

This is the title of a little paper
published every now and then by the
the

per

$2

sitting.

White

NEWS.

PLYMOUTH ROCK

Dayton, Va.

41,

small

separa-

We

Co.. C.renloch.

Route

Prop.,

Click,

Box

White Wyandone

BINED.

Mfar.

Rocks.

16;
$1.76
per 60; )6

$2.75

30;

Rhode
Brows

C.
C.
P.

100.

would

that any crop that ls»
worth planting at all is worth planting
well is worth taking care of properly.
Not only as you sow, but as you cultivate, so shall you reap.
Therefore,
prepare to fight the weeds tooth and
nail.
You can't afford to allow your
crop to be robbed of plant food and
moisture. It would be a little early
to talk to our readers about weeds if
we didn't have an important suggestion in this direction which bears upon the sowing of grass crops as well.
want to call attention to the Keystone Flat Tooth Weeder, which, with
the additiot of a simple attachment,
may be used to enual advantage as a
seeder.
This popular weeder is made
by the Keystone Farm Machine Co.,
15,54 Beaver St., York, Pa., and is sold
direct to farmers from their factory.
The Keystone not only kills all the
weeds, but it makes a fine dust mulch
of the top soil, which prevents the
rapid evaporation of moisture.

Bnteman

S.

VALLEY VIEW
POULTRY YARDS,

Remember

"IRON AGET

S.

Reds,

Island

Leghorns and B.
Eggs at $1 per

WEEDER AND SEEDER COM-

A

for In-

leo.

Just address as above.

126.

for 16;

$1

A few extra g««4
February and March hatched White Wyan-

cubators,

tors to write at once for catalogue No.

BARRED AND WHITE
BOSS FOR HATCHING FROM NOTED
STRAINS AT $1 PER U.
B. H. HARN8BBRQBR, Orange. Va.

We

White Wyandottes

FROM PURE-BRED R. C. B. LEGHORNS.
ALSO TWO YOUNG .lERSBY
$1 PER 15.
BULLS, READY FOR SERVICE.
.1

.1.

GILLIAM.

R. F. D..

3,

FarmTllle, Va.

THE SOUTHEEN PLANTER.

1907.]

281

FERN HILL POULTRY FARM
ESTABLISHED
Breeders of aristocrats only and winners wherever exhibited.

January
Pen,

George O. Brown, judge, our

1907,

22-26,

Coclcerel,

first

and third Pullet,

first

WHITE LEGHORNS won

C.

S.

scoring

highest

HIGHEST SCORING FOWLS IN SHOW.
Our S. C. B. MINORCAS WON FIRST COCKEREL
from
I

1893.

and

<.'-J^,

At Richmond Show,

male

female— TEN

and

five other

.

first

ribbons, running

Minorcas and young White Leghorns only birds exhibited, though

first to fourth.

breed Barred Plymouth Rocks and

Brown Leghorns.

S. C.

If

you want F.

F. V.'s

and

Blue Ribbon Birds, address

WALLACE SNELLING, R.F

J.

MANCHESTER

-

=

=

(Yards at Stop No.

D. No.1,

Richmond-Petersburg Trolley.)

9,

SINGLE AND ROSE COMB

ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.

Rhode rsland Reds. Barred Plymouth RockSr White and
Golden Wyandottes and S C

All enquiries must reach us by the
18th of the month previous to the Issue, or they xvannot be answered until
the month following.

Brown Leghorns.
We

ing from the finest and
best mated birds that we
have been able to produce
in

25

poultry
15:
50:

years of successful
breeding at $1 for

$1.75

$5

for 30;
for 100.

ship

at

any time

$2.75

for

We

are

desired.

RIVERSIDE
POULTRY
FARMS.
COFFMAN & SONS. Proprietors,
D.

Boxes

19.

and

73

7-!,

Dayton, Va.

SINGLE-COMB

RHODE ISLAND REDS.
My aim. four years ago. in getting a $50
prize-winning trio was to breed the best
Reds in the South. Fortune favored me in
making one of these Pullets a phenomenal
layer.
In four years she has layed over
600
eggs,
and is still laying, standard
weight, as active and beautiful as a pullet.
Every fowl on the place carries her blood.
I believe I have the best fancy utility strain
on earth.
BIG. PINK. FERTILE EGGS, $2 FOR 13.

BOOK ORDERS EARLY.
Dr.

J,

H.

C.

WINSTON, Hampden-Sidney,
Virginia.

State Vice-President National S. C. R.

I.

R.

Club.

200-EGG

STRAIN

RHODE ISLAND REDS.
mated and

Single and Rose-Comb,

selected,

bred bv us.
Eggs from best pens, $2 per
$15; duplicated is hatch is not satisfactory.
Utility pens. $1 per 15: $5 per 100.
VALLEY POULTRY FARM. R. F. D. 1,
Maurertown, Va.

SINGLE-COMB

RHODE ISLAND REDS
COCKERELS.

$2

EGGS,
Miss

ANNA

M.

TO
$1.60

$5:

PULLETS,

PER

KEMP.

Clarksville,

$2;

15.

R. F.
Va.

^!

D

>
'

"'

'

intend to plant cowpeas and sojafor hay.
At what stage of
their growth is the best time to cut
them, and how long a time from
planting will this be?
F.

M.

This will usually be in about
two months after sowing. Soy beans
take longer to become ready for cutting.
They should be cut when the
beans in the first formed pods are
well filled with beans. Ed.

known, having

beauty

docility,

size,

them all.
Eggs for

ARTHUR.

The cowpeas should be cut for hay
when the first pods are turning yel-

Best

Exclusively.
purpose fowl

general
hardi-

ness,
quick maturity, egg
producers
in
winter
and
small eaters.
Some other
breeds have one or Iwo of
these
good
qualities,
but
R.
I.
REDS alone have

I

beans

now and can

shipping eggs

ROSE COMB

COWPEAS— SOYBEANS.

eggs for hatch-

offer

^^J:^"'

VIRGINIA.

.

.Miss

of

LOUISE

from

hatching

prize-winning

Member

stock.

Rhode Island Red Club.
v.

SPENCER,

Blackstone, Va.

low.

—

POTATOES FOR SEED— RAT
DESTRUCTION—WARTS.

IRISH

EGGS FOR HATCHING
S.

FROM
RHODE ISLAND
BUFF PLYMOUTH
WHITE MINORCAS.

C.

REDS,

AND
Strictly

(Only
live.)

stock.
class
high
the best allowed to
$1 per sitting, $5 per

,

^

100.

in your valuable
journal my method of keeping late
Irish potatoes for seed, for the benefit
of Mr. C. E. Shelton. Forsythe Co.
The editor stated in his answer
that it was necessary to keep seed in
I

wish

to

state

My
cold storage to avoid sprouting.
is
to put potatoes in long
Do not put
pits on top of the ground.
them in the ground, as water is liable to leak in and destroy them.

Also choice Cockerels of
above breeds for sale at $1
to

$1.60

MBS.

the pits as long as you choose.
I have known as high as 600 bushels
have
been placed in one pit. Covto
er the potatoes with pine tags or straw
to the thickness of four inches, then
cover with from four to six inches of
dirt.
As cold w"eather approaches, I
cover the pit again with pine tags to
the thickness of one foot. In order
to keep dry. I cover the pit with a
shelter, using old boards for the purpose.

I

let

them remain

in

pit until

R.

F.

NORFOLK, VA.

PURE-BRED

PEKIN DUCKS
—AND—
RHODE ISLAND REDS

method

Make

each.

CLARA MEYER,

for sale at $1 each.

dozen.

ROBERT

G.

Eggs

In season; $1 per

HUNDLEY,
vllle,

Box

118

Farm-

Va.

Royal Reds.
High-Class R. and S. C.
REDS. Large, handsome,

RHODE ISLAND
hardy,

vigorous,

ornament to any farm; the leading fowl in America: winners at leading
shows this year: bred to lay from quality
Eggs,
Send your order now.
that wins.

profitable:

$2.50 to $5
chicks, ?3

per 15: $8 per 100; strong, vigorous
per dozen.

GEORGE W. SWEETING,

Locust

Mount

Poultry Farm. Sharon. Harford Co., Md.

THE SOUTHERX

I tben
is past.
to the barn or shop
spreading them to a depth not
to exceed six inches, and let them remain until planting time. They require plenty of light, but avoid hot
sun, as that has a tendency to damage them for seed. I have followed

danger from frost

all

Rhode Island Red

C.

R.

U.

No

Blackstone,

V».

for hatching, $1 per sitting of
chickens raised on the (arm.

Kggs
other

JOSEPH M. HUKT,

MRS.

taas FOR HAicmr o
Leghorns, ID for $1- also
BuB Orpingtons and M. P.
from
One o. yy- o.
Prices on request.
Ducks.
Orpington Cockerel for sale. $1.

I^m

B.

C.
C.

S.
S.

W B.
CEDAR ROW POULTRY FARM.
Amelia, Va^
&

Jefferson

Bro..

Prop.,

SINGLE-COMB
RtlOat laLAINL) REDS.
each
Cockerels. Jl to $3 each: Pullets, JJ-^O
prices
Eggs J1.50 per 15. Write for special
en larger quantities.
W. H. CREWS, Saxe. Va.

Barred Plymouth Rocks
EXCLUSIVELY.

P^M

beautifully
strong, healthy,
laying
Fine
fa"m-raised^ birds.

from

ha^r%.

dollar for

One

lo.

strain
„
WILLIAM BERNARD LEWISVa. R.

No.

r.
D.

r,

F.

Blackstone.

1.

HIGH STOCK

„„.^co
LOW PRICES.
(Hawkins"

niRHFn PLYMOUTH ROCKS
RHODE
stral) ROSE AND SlNfiLE-COMB
Eggs at <o
ISLAND REDS

ce^tt for

blood).

(good

Fowls and Eggs handled very

U,

ro'"^N"^M. l"^'R'R^H?AN^"chufch?and.
folk County, V a.

Nor-

remove them
floor,

tnis

method

for

a

[Man*,

PLAA'TER.

number

of

LACKS

B

Are Not Only

years,

with good results. I find the Improved Peach Blow the best potato for

have
I
this section of the country.
kept this variety until the following
August, when other varieties were
all gone.
They will make a crop on
lund that will not grow corn. Avoid
low or wet ground, such as Crawfish
land, and use plenty of fertilizer, as
it
not only makes them grow, but

makes them smooth and nice.
Now, Mr. Editor, if I have not occupied too much of your valuable space,
would like to give my remedy for
I
extermination of rats, and also
For
for warts on horses and cattle.
rats, I take a penny box of matches,
and place them in a cup, heads
down, filling the cup nearly full of
water, and let stand until the head
(phosphoric mixture) is soaked off; 1
then mix the water witb corn meal,
about the consistency of dough, then
place same where rats can easily get
Avoid putting in reach of poulit.
This simple remedy has been
try.
the

Prize Winners.
BUT THEY

!Z^^^ rnert'a^;p/.f
B. P. K.

of

Poultry

Virginia

C^RLIe'brOWN.

Association.

SHANS

In the South,

BLACK.

M.

A.

Route.

CartersvlUe.

1,

Virginia.

•TEEL

res ED
I

pil
rI
M

Q/J
yjr

JVl
11

E
•.

simple

MARTIN BROWN.

5

_'

Chesterfield Co., Va.

RED
GRIM REDS. BLACK DEVILS,
have shipCUBANS and RED HORSES.
United
I

ped these fowls to all pans
won a
states and England and they have
wherever
battles
their
of
majority
big

COWPEAS—LIMK— WHEAT

fought.

Write

to

THOMAS W. JARMAN. Yancey

Mills,

Va.

BUKKb'5 QARDeN
layHens have the spring sing. They arePekln.
Bronze and White Holland.
ing
and
Black Langshan and M'nor™. Brown
White Leghorn. Barred Plymouth and White
Wyandotte Eggs for YOU to hatch; JloO
Our extensive holdings
to S2.50 per sitting.

Justify the keeping over of a
sires.

Should

headquarters for Shorthorns. Hampshlres
and Southdowns.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK
Cackerels for sale at »1.50 to $2.50: Pullets.
Guaranteed 75
$1 each; Eggs. J'. 50 per 15.
A so
per cent, hatch If properly cared for.
t few Poland-China Hogs ready for senrlce

DIEHL. Port

Republic. Va.

EGGS FOP HATTHING
FROM PURE-BRED STOCK.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
15 for Jl; 50 for J3.

Hammoth Pekin Ducks. 13 for fl.
MCCARTY. Monroe Grove Farm.
J. k.
Aldle,

before ploughing them under to
spread about 2.5 bushels of lime to
the acre, then 'the lime would have

just

something to work on?
How would that do for wheat?
S. A. RATJM.

few promising
order at

la

at $16 each.
A. J. S.

of my land is run down. Do
you think it would pay to sow cowpeas and turn them under? W'ould it
be a good plan to sow cowpeas and

Some

Shenandoah

you need another,

BlfRKES GARDEN CATTLE COMPANY,
Burke's Garden. Va.
P S —LEST YOU FORGET— The Gnrden

Loudoun

Ck>unt7, Va.

SEED-

ING.

of the

Run down

Co., Va.

LEGHORNS

R.C. B.

Eggs— Wyandotte,

J1.50 per
per 60.
per 30;
Leghorn. (1 per 15; $2.75 per
per 60; ?o per 100.
A few nice Cockerels of
Don't
both breeds. $2 each.

16;

H

$2.50

fall

to

write.

W. M. HEATWOLE, Box
Dayton,

—

L POULTRY

HI

FARM
DR. H. H. LEB, Prop.,
R. F. D.

Lexington, Va.

4.

WYANCOTTES

S. L.

Fifty Choice
exclusively.
Cockerels from high scoring
Price,

birds.

,

.

Iggs

Best

lot

A few Hens

Pulleu

per

$1

sitting

$1

ever

I

to
of

to

15.

»!.»•

N»

had.

make up

trios.

S.UsfacUo.

guaranteed.
1880.)
Estab.
(Business
Choicest Pure-Bred

SILVER LflCEDWYAMOOTTES
for
Eggs
exclusively.
hatching

from

highbest

scoring

stock— my

winter

layers— only

$1.25

for 15, $2 for 30. or $6
Packed to ship
for 100.
Deanywhere.
safely
scriptive circular free.
S. P. YODER. Denbigh,

Virginia.

"EAST VIEW"
Silver Laced Wyandoltes
From J. W. Miller stock. Eggs. $1 per IS.
MRS. W. S. CHICHESTER. Aquasco. Princ*
George

proved by growing cowpeas providthat they have some acid phosphate applied at the time of sowing
tn help them to make a heav>' growth.
.All the lesrumes (cowpeas. soy beans,
clover, etc.l are large consumer of
phosphate
fertilizers
mineral
the
and potash and run down land has
available,
and
iisuallv Tfttle of these
hence neeis to have an applic^.tion of
arid phosnhate to irsure a vigorous
erowth. The peas should be allowed
to become nearly mature before being turned under, otherwise there is
After
danger of souring the land.
the peas are turned under, applv lime,
and the crop-producing capacity of
the land will be greatly improved.

86.

Va.

POPLAR

Md.

county.

NICE LOT PURE-BRED

land can be rapidly im-

ed

write to
Tazewell, Va.

BUFF WYANiiOTTES

remedy

of coal or kerosene oil, keep a bottle in the barn,
bathe wart well three or four times a
week, and a speedy cure will follow.

the

EGG LAYERS AND

ARE

MONEY MAKERS.

For stock or eggs from the best LANG-

most fatal to rats in my experience.
For warts on cattle or horses, I use
b^Vt'^ofL'e

Langshans

Black

S.

LEGHORN

C. B.

Ceckcrels. $1 to $2; 2 Cocks, 1 and i years

About 20 Leghorn
$2 each—very fine.
All above perfect In form
Pulleta, $1 each.
aid breeding. Eggs. $1 for 15.

old.

CEDAR RIDGE FARM. W.
Prop..

—

Troutville.

S.

Guthrie.

Va.

HOUSTON'S NUGGETS.

BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS
Exclusively.

My birds are large, vigorous, the right
color and the hens have the egg-laying
habit.
Eggs $1 and $1.50 per sitting of U.
C. M. HOUSTON, Rocbelle. Va.

Barred Plymouth Kocks.
Eggs for hatching

from

strong,

vlgoroos.

utility stock. $1.50 per 15; exhibition quality,
$3 per silting.

L.

W. WALSH.

Box

248.

Lynchbarg.

Va.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTEE.

»07.]
PURE-BRED PLYMOUTH ROCK

HOMING
Cheap.

Will

a bunch ^t

Regular

health

paying

good,

About

cents each.

73

price,

— breeding
per

$2.30

you are sure

all

breeding stock

entire

sell

good

mated,

PIGEONS

of

pair.

In

—Tvell

125

continually

By

Must

sell

harrow

and

on

ac

count of other enterprises.

FARM,

Wake, Va.

HAS FOR SALE
REGISTERED
STANDARD TROTTING MARES
FIRST-CLASS

AND

The

FILLIES.
stock of ENGLISH
very tine JERSEV

imported

best

BERKSHIRE PICS; some
COWS and CALVES.
breeding

In

Cbickeos

following

the

kind:

of

rare

BARRED,

WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCK;
BUFF WYANDOTTES; S. C.
BROWN LECHOR.VS and
LIGHT BRAHMAS and BLACK MINORCAS.
BUFF

and
WHITE and
WHITE and

Eggs
Tery

for

hatching from above fine fowls

reasonable.

We

urge buyers to

order or write to

visit,

MAPLE VIEW STOCK FARM,
Ruffln,

—

ALFALFA.
In your March issue I would like to
have your opinion and also the opin-

some of the readers of your
very valuable paper on Alfalfa, especially on the following points:
Will
Alfalfa pay in mid'lle Virginia; best
time for sowing fall or spring, what
month? Is it best to sow alone or
with nurse crop? Is it best to inoculate seed and how?
I am in the poultry and dairy business and wish to sow a small plot of
land and do the best for it in every
possible way.
If I succeed, then I
will go in for it heavily.
In going
through the State of Kansas in May
and seeing the beautiful fields of this

Sixty-one dozen eggs in January from our
pen of 50 Buff Pullets. We offer our
eggs one-third cheaper this season than last.
and our birds are better in every respect.
Price, $1 per 15, $1.75 per 30, $5 per 100.
M. B. Turkey Eggs. $3 per 15.
Address, and make all orders payable to,
select

POULTRY YARD,

O.

Rapidan.

R.

F.

D.

Box

27,

Va.

FOREST PARK FARM.
now have my pens mated up for 1907,
am booking orders for Eggs. WHITE
WYANDOTTES. RHODE ISLAND REDS,
BUFF ORPINGTONS and Pekia Ducks (In
I

and

season).

A few

Cockerels and Pullets yet

for sale.

CHARLES W. SMITH,
burg,

Prop.,

Willlams-

Va.

Buff Orpington
Pure-Bred Eggs. Place orders now for them.
Hens weigh from 6 to 8 pounds; Cocks 10
to 12 pounds.
Cook's strain. Also have the
progeny of Sir Charles and Bell Doy. Eggs
from either $3 per 15. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Write for circular. Address
Miss C. LENA FORE, Route 1, Jeffress, Vs.

Qlenview Orpingtons
S. C,
$2.50
fertile

stock.

BUFFS EXCLUSIVELY.

get you a setting of guaranteed
eggs from best matings of the above
They will hatch the kind you want.
S.
HORNE, Keswick, Va.
will

B.

SINGLE-COMB

BUFF OPPINQTON
Eggs

for

sale

at

15

wonderful plant,

my

for

$1,

Satisfaction

guaranteed.

DAVID W. LEART,

Mattoax, Va.

The Red Polled Herd [m headed by t».«
%oykl Blooded Herodotus— weighs (Tei t,ttt
peundt and traces his lineage te sturdy Kfotlaad.

The sire of Prince
jrlze of DurocB at St.

Harrlnmm tewk tni
Louie

la 1»0*.

—remarkable

Rhode Island Red Chickens

tai

Uieir

rich,
red coloring, the cocks balas
nagBlflcent In plumage.
The esKS af tkia
breed are large la size, fine color and ||»«*
lav or.
The chicks are all hardy, pmllsts
aiature at ac early ase.

Now

ready for market.

Jer-

pairs or

sey cows and five hundred head of
pure bred poultry in Virginia.
How
delighted they would be to see and
enjoy such a field. J. J. TRAYLOR.

Trio,

I

thought of

N. C.

BUFF ORPINQTOINS
— AND—
MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS,

B.

for sale.

roller

—

Maple View Stcck Farm
FEW

THE THOROUGHBREDS.
The three Reds

ions of

ISLAND VIEW POULTRY

A

283

frequently after
turning the peas down so, as far as
possible, to compact the land. Ed.

taking

well-mated birds and a

business.

This makes a good preparation for
seeding wtieat if the peas are got under early enough to allow the land to
become compact, but if not, it will
rarely make a satisfactory crop. Th-j
only way to obviate this is to use the

We

Eggi.

me

Writ*

tor

riELD, Harrlmaa,

prices.—JOHN

B.

BiO'

Teiin.

have

in the past two or three
years published many articles on alfalfa growing in the South, and intend
to follow these with others during
the present year at seasonable times.

Alfalfa can be
in the

three

made

South as

in

just as successful

Kansas when the

land is got into proper condition for
groT^^ng it, but it wil not grow on
poor, badly prepared land. We have
reports
from numbers of persons
who, following our advice, have experimented with the crop and succeeded. Several of these wrote us in
the fall of last year that they had cut
the crop four times last year. It will
easily make three cuttings anywhere
east of the Blue Ridge, where the
land is in good heart and properly
prepared. The fall is the proper time
time to seed, say, from July to the
end of September, and the soil must
be inoculated with the proper microbe
to insure
success. Sow without a
nurse crop. Weeds are the great enemy of Alfalfa in the South, and until
these are gotten rid of it is no use
sowing Alfalfa. The spring and summer months should be given to getting rid of the weeds out of the land
intended to be sown. Plough at once
and as soon as dry enough, harrow
fine and thus cause the weeds to
sprout. 'WTien they have germinated,
kill
them by harrowing the land
again. Repeat this every week or ten
days and in this way most of the
weeds will be gotten out of the way.
At the same time be preparing the
land by applying 20 or 2.5 bushels of
lime per acre, and working this into
the soil. Also apply, after the lime

II

Eggs.

If you want to raise the
White Holland Turkeys, buy
me. Mine are raised from prize
the largest poultry shows In

of

right kind
eggs from
winners Id

the

North-

west.
Eggs, $2.50 for 10.
I also have a fine pen of

S.

BUFF ORPINGTONS.

C.

If you
want to raise some beauties and
good, big, soft roasters, buy your eggs here.
I
will spare a few sittings at $2 for IB.
Mrs. CAL HUSSELMAN, R. F. D. 1, Highland Springs, Va.

MAMMOTH BRO^ZE ILRKEYS
A choice lot for sale at farmer's pricea.
Finely bred, handsome individuals; perfaot
plumage.
EGGS FOR HATCHING IN SEASON.
OAKVILLE POULTRY YARDS,
P.

C.

Goodloe,

Prop.,

Goodloe's,

Va.

MAMMOTH

BRONZE TURKEYS
Best

Strains.

Beautiful
first

Birds.
orders.

Also a few very fine
Rocks.
Full particulars

PIEDMONT

C.

Choice

ta

Plymouth

furnished.

Write

POULTRY

Callie Giles, Prop.,

S).

Barred

FARM, Miss B.
Whittle's Depot, Va.

WHITE LBrGHORN,

BUFF ORPINGTON AND
PLYMOUTH ROCK

DuA

Cockerels for sale. Turkey and Pekln
Eggs In season.
G. W. BARBOUR, Somerset, Va.

Always mention The Southimh
Planteb when writing advertiser*.

Challenge

I

France or

America
To

sell

Registered Percherons of the same

breeding, size and quality less than I will.
3I can, for Instance, sell you a Grand
Year-Old Bay Stallion and a Black Mare,

has been worked in, 200 or 300 pounds
of ax;id phosphate per acre broadcast,
and, previous to sowing the Alfalfa
seed, apply 200 or 300 pounds of raw
bone meal per acre. When ready for
seeding, apply 200 pounds per acre of
soil gotten from an old Alfalfa field.
This makes the best inoculation of
the soil. If this soil cannot be gotten
then
sow inoculated
conveniently,
seed, which can be gotten from the
seedsmen, or get some of the bacteria
from the Experiment Station and folSow 25
given.
instructions
low
pounds of seed per acre and cover
with a harrow. Ed.

—

RAPE— KEROSENE FOR PLANTS.

6rising 12 years old, with foal, and a Gray
Year-Old Mare with Ally foal at her side;

Please inform me
chicken yard, and

a 2-Year-Old Black-Gray Filly and a Year-

lowed on yard, will grow enough to
sweeten the land? If not, how long
How
should chickens be kept off?
much should I sow and how soon can

Dark-Gray

ling

Filly,

all

six for $2,500— less

than companies pay for stallions not as good
as this one.

pay no excessive labor bills nor transportation charges, nor do I advertise In
every farm or stock journal, and, therefore,
I

my

[March,

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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expenses

are

comparison.

in

light

I

my own stock under the best and
most healthy conditions. My stallions and
mares do the farm work and pay their way.
Mares that come higherI have some
some as good as are sold in the West from
raise

Jl.OOO to $1,600, at half these figures.

Come

the

to

farm and see the

SHORTHORNS and
BERKSHIRES
and satisfy yourself that no State can show
better

stock

all

JOHN

around.

LEWIS,

F.

I

the

house.

She said

dying and that helped
What do you think?
Henrico Co., Va.
1.

it

it

will

success in
chickens running on

it.

They

will

eat it off as fast as it grows. They
should be kept off for two or three
weeks and then a good pasture will
be insured. Sow at the rate of four
or five pounds per acre and sow in
March or April.
do not know that
rape has any sweetening properties.
The object in seeding it is to insure
breaking and working of the land
and a green pasture for the chickens,
thus insuring destruction of disease

We

germs.

LYNNWOOD STOCK FARH.

2.

sene

Lynnwood, Va.

have never heard of kerohaving any fertilizing proper-

for

and grubs

Percheron Stallion
EMPEROR,

for

21795,

avoid inbreeding;

sale

or

trade,

years old; weighs 1,700

9

handle him.
(or cattle,

Send tor pedigree.
sheep,

or

Will trade

another draft stallion.

JONATHAN HERRING,

Natural Bridge, Va.

Farm,

Chantilly

—BREEDERS OF—

QAITED SADDLE HORSES,
—OFFER SERVICES
MADISON DARE,

IN

STUD OF—

A.

S.

R.,

by

A.S. H. R.,
CHESTER TIME, 2179,
Chester Dare. No, 10.
SADDLE STALLIONS FOR SALE.

by

Chester Dare,

2162,

NoN.

H.

SADDLE COLT,

April

TRAP NESTS.

—

Trap nests are contrivances by
which the hen, as she enters the nest
to lay, shuts a door after her and
thus locks herself fast on the nest,
and there she has to remain until let
out by her owner, who at the same
time removes the egg she has laid
and is thus enabled to exactly know
what each hen is doing. These nests
are mostly, we believe, covered by
patents, and are advertised and sold
by dealers in poultry supplies. Ed.

Saddle
and pastured.
boarded
Horses
Horses worked and galted by competent
men.
HIGGINBOTHAM BROS., Fairfax, Va.

Please mention the Soivthern Planter.

—

9,

once or come and see them.

at

OAK HILL FARM.

LAND— TOBACCO

FERTIL-

IZER—LAME HORSE.

1. I have a piece of land sowed in
crimson clover, which I expect to

Wenonda,

Va.

HORSES ^°A?E CHEAP.
yean
Splendid pair

Bay

Geldings,

or 9

8

hands high, weight about

old, 16

1,200

pounds

each; a quick, strong, active lumber or farm
Reliable workers everywhere, single
team.
or double, and ride and drive remarkably

One

7-year-old

weight,

1,250

and perfectly

Bay Mare,
1,300

to

16V4 hands high;
well broken

pounds;

reliable in all harness; also a

splendid brood mare.
One 6-year-old Mare, 15M hands high;
weight, 1.050 to 1.100 pounds; well broken
and perfectly reliable in all harness; also a
splendid brood mare.
Both of these mares are our own raising
and are well bred and very superior animals.
W. M. WATKINS & SONS, Saxe, Va.

Bargain

Great

registered Black Percheron Filly, with
foal by registered Percheron; a big and good
Price, $400 and
one; weight, 1,300 pounds.

A

stud fee.

A prime pair of Sorrel half Percherons;
big bone and muscle; weight, 2,250 pounds.
$325.

Also three beautiful specimens Kentucky
Saddle and Harness bred; handsome and
worthy of Inspection. All advertised will be
3

years old in April.

W.

S.

SOUTHALL, ELKTON, VA.
In

the stud

1907

GRANDEE.
The Registered French Coach

Stal-

Grandee, chestnut horse, 5, 16.1
Blue
hands, weight 1,300 pounds.
ribbon winner In 1906 at Charlottes-

lion,

Horse Show and Virginia State
at Richmond.

ville

Pair

FEE—$12 INSURANCE.
CARL H. NOLTING,
Trevilian, Louisa County, Va.
N. B. Rich bluegrass pasturage for
Address

—

visiting mares.

A THOROUGHBRED

REGISTERED MARE.
No.

LIMING

by Whltsett Den-

sired

Registered in American
J.
Breeders' Association; foaled
1904; bay.
„„„,,»,„

Horse

.

10.

sired

dam May

1907

Please give particulars about trap
nests how they are made and the
SUBSCRIBER.
work they do.
Northumberland Co., Va.

COLT,

SADDLE AND DRIVING
some
Also
HORSES AND COLTS.
about
A very FINE FARM MARE, weight Write
A rare chance for bargains.
1,200.

—

to

pounds; works In any harness and boy can

1

Saddle

Price.

We

plants.
It will kill insects
in the soil and the presence of these may have been killing
the fern. Ed.
ties

1904

mark,

was

to recover.
H. A. P.

not make much of a
a chicken yard with the

Rape

THOROUGHBRED SORREL

1

by Imported Potentate, dam Wender by
This breeding Is unsurpassed.
Henigar.
Registered as "Cedric II."; foaled June 12,

rape sown in a
th«> chickens al-

To-day I heard of a lady's putting
kerosene in dirt arouna i fern sue
in

Having lost a large portion of my hay
crop by the wet weather I am forced to
reduce my stock, so offer for sale at a
bargain the following:

if

sow?

had

Horse Bargains.

3095.

for

sale on time; with foal by
is highly bred and can be
Also eight High-Bred Drivers,

BOB KNIGHT;
bought

right.

including two good Match Teams.
J.

E.

WINGFIELD. Esmont, AlbemarU
County, Va.

1W7.1

THE SOUTUERN PLANTER.

TULEYRI

Would you advise applying the lime
when the weather opens up, or wait

plough under and wish to lime

comes

PURE-BRED

HEREFORDS
AT HEAD OF HERD:

B4JLL8

and Christmas Beau

Acrobat, 68460,

Donald,

183891.

PURE-BRED

"

Bull,

Prince

Gramelle de

31970.

PURE-BRED

Longfellow of

Columbus

m«re, and

of

Bilt-

Gedney

Raised

the

in

Shenandoah Valley on Blue Grass.

GRAHAM
WMte
NBTf

Post,

YORK

F.

BLANDY,

Clarke County, Va.

OFFICE:

66

BROADWAY.

Hereford Cattle
Sercral Tonng, Pure-Bred Registered Balls
Excellent strain
for sale at farmers' prices.
and Ine Individuals. Also Grade Hereford
Cows and Heifers.

WILLIAM

STUBBS. Valley Front Farm,

C.

Sassafras,

Gloucester County,

Va.

FOR SALeT

The

Imported

PIONEER,
Book;
fast.

15.S

Hackney

Stallion,

GAY

No. 84S6, English Hackney Stud
hands; full of quality; high goer,

Moderate

A. H.

price.

number

4.

Washington, D. C.

The

ot

Planter, page 36, that Prof. Soule
speaks about using three different
grades, also, three different applications of fertilizer for dark tobacco,
and advises farmers to use the heavy
application of the high grade fertileither
izer, but does not tell us what

hurt in a bridge three years ago. He
says the hock joint is swelled twice
if it can be
its" normal size, and asks
remedied. If it is not a bony enlargement, r think Young's Absorbine will
reduce it, as I have been testing it
with some degree of success on a
mare's leg that was hurt three years

The

Herd

"Castalla"

Hereford

ot

about

constitutes

Cattle

best

the

to-day.

I

have a large and splendid herd of

my

show

cattle

own

Virginia

in

breeding.

contains

It

AGED.

YEARLING BULLS;
MAGNIFICENT BREEDING COWS,
all ages; HEIFERS and YEARLINGS.

MATURE

and

CALVES,

both

tgj. «

'.v-

-v.

...

sexes.

T

^ Z^^'

;tVjA.,.^.

"

w

Planter.

A SUBSCRIBER.

Dinwiddle Co., Va.
clover down
1. Plough the crimson
If apfirst and then apply the lime.
turnplied before ploughing, it will be
and
furrow
the
of
bottom
ed into the
which the
fail to benefit the soil in
always
should
Lime
crop is to grow.
be appried where it can be mixed
with the soil. It will get down into
as
the suBsoil soon enough any way,
lime always tends to go down Into the
working.
each
at
soil
fish scrap
2. If you cannot get the
probably
in Petersburg, you can very
ot
get it from T. C. Andrews & Co.,
you
it,
get
cannot
Norfolk. If you
might substitute either tankage or

most
meal. Tankage
seed
analyzes the same as fish
about
has
Cotton seed meal
scrap.
same percentage ot nitrogen,
the
H
but much less phosphoric acid.
cotton seed meal be used, it will
be necessary to increase the acid
phosphate in the fertilizer to make
the mixture come up to the analysis
of that of the fish scrap mixture.
remarks
3. If you will refer to our
at the foot of the article on Ammonia
the
for Dark Tobacco, on page 125 ot
cotton
nearly

February issue, you will find particulars of the three different fertilizers
referred to by Prof. Soule, as used
the Appomattox experiments.— Ed.

in

THOMSON,
R. F. D. No.

scrap?
I see in the January

The

advertises in

Farm.
Atl Pure-Bred Stock;

fish
3

CATTLE

ago on a plow. It is manufactured by
W. F. Young, Springfield, Mass. He

BERKSHIRES
HERD BOARS:

nitrate of
2. I desire to get some
soda, bone meal, sulphate of potash and
fertiliztobacco
fish scrap to make a
Peterser, but the manufacturers in
burg do not want to sell me the fish
Can you advise me where 1
scrap.
can get it? It not, how will it do to
substitute cotton seed meal for the

number, Mr.
3. Page 72, of the same
James Fox speaks of getting his mare
Kol,

HEREFORD

on.

grade analyses.

HOLSTEINS
Herd

it.

My
until I plough the clover under?
reason for applying now would be to
season
busy
the
before
get it done

FARM.
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KAFFIR CORN— TEOSINTE.
Will you kindly let me know what
you think of Kaffir corn as a forage

I

the

wish

the

call

to

BULLS
best

especial attention

I offer.

yon

lot

anywhere.

across

Virginia and

I

would
If

to

kave jnst about
likely

the South

run

farmers of

the

would come

here and take these bulls away and

them

to

work,

thousands

of

dollars

put

their

cattle

months.

I

they wonld

within

to

the

will price

add

the value ot

next

them

twelve

at flguree

you can well afford to pay.

COME AND SEE THEM.
Will

any

meet you by appointment

at

train.

MURRAY

BOOCOCK.

Keswick, Va,

THE SOUTHEEN PLANTER
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Willow Glen Short Horns
Herd headed by Prince Albert.
806212, second prize Junior Bull Calf
at the Chicago International, 190S.
My show herd, with thirteen entrlef
•t the Virginia State Fair, won twelve
first
(including three championship)
and

second

five

Amount

prizes.

of

premiums eight hundred and fourteen
dollars ($814.00).

For

sale,

some

fine

Young Cows and
Toung

Heifers, and also a nice lot of
Bulls ready for service.

Write me what you want or com*
and see my herd.
DR. D. M. KIPPS, Front Royal, Va.

SprJfigwoDd Short Horns,
We
tt

have eome good Cowb with bull crItm
a nice Roan Bull weighing 1,MC

foot;

pounds.

We also offer J^'Herman," the OBRMAN
COACH MA r ,s ALLION, weighing l.bne
ptunds. A look at eome of his colts will
1

convince any one ot his breeding.
A nice lot of fall Figs and couple Bred
Bows— Poland China. Come or write.
J. F. Camper and Louisa E. Thrasher, adnlilatrators William T. Thrasher, deceased,
Sprlngwood, Va.

KLLERSLIE FARMTfaiorougfhbired

Horses

AND SHORTHORN CAHLE,
Pare Sotithdo^ra f»he< p

and
Foi Salb.

Berk<«Itlre Plgfs.
R. J.

HANCOCK &

SON,

CflARLOTTBSVILLI. Va.

crop in my locality;
do you sow it, and

when and how
how much per
Do you know anything about

acre.

whether or not it makes
good feed, and do you think I can
raise it here in Clarke county? I am
inexperienced In farm life and want
Teosinte,

how to raise
and how to economize

information
feed

J.

months

old;

'

rich

redr~^thlck,

smooth; Scotch, bv Imp. Lancaster
Fame 214717, out of granddaughter of Imp.
Gladiolus,
one
of
LInwood's
best;
a
Crulckshank-Browlth Bud, $100.

BURKE'S

GARDEN CATTLE

CO.,

Burke's Garden, Va.

ing

a richer feed.
Kaffir corn has over
varieties
that it
is

ISTABLUHUD

ESTABLISHID

1884.

the saccharine
will
stand a

When grown

in
rows, they make
stronger stalks and probably more
weight per acre of feed, but much of
it hard stalk which, to be profitably
utilized, should go into the silo to be
softened.
When sown broadcast, if
sown pretty thickly, either crop
makes a good h?y crop, the stalks
being only like thick straws and curing readily.
Teosinte is an excellent
producer of forage in sections to
which it is adapted, but you are too

far North to grow it successfully. It
mature its seed inthis section
though making fine forage. Ed.
will not

—

GRASS SOWING.
have a piece of sandy land that 1
want to sow in grass (timothy and
clover) this spring. The land is sour
and I would be glad if you would advise me what kind of phosphate to
it

1880.

Shenandoah

Grade

grass.
T. A. STICKLEY.

Co., Va.

forage crop like sorghum. Then in
the early fall cut this feed and prepare the land for graps by ploughing
and worldng it fine and applying manure and bone meal to it and then
seed in August or September. Ed.

—

Angus

Bull

Calves.

L.

I

to
I

Beveral Fine Family Milch
(sntle and fresh to the pall.
8.

SCAB ON IRISH POTATOES.

CalvM

nmnj for service— will make fine bulls f»r
trading up a herd.
Several Registered Angus Bull and Heltar

Wyandotte Eggs,

dotte Cockerels,

tl

»1

Cows— young
IB;

like very

much

to

know how

prevent scab on Irish potatoes, as
am troubled with it to some ex-

tent.

L. F.
Co., Va.

PEARSALL.

Wyaa-

each.

W. M. WATKINS & SON,

would

Edgecombe
for

Saxe, Va.

Please mention the Southern Planter.

blood

In this Issue you will find formula
making solution for preventing

for

scab.

—Ed.

of

leading

the

(arrow to Millionaire

Him

You Can

If

th«

sales

of

The

VERT
carrying

winning

18045,

strains.

grandson ot Beat

(sold for $3,000.)

ABERDcEN-ANGUS BUI L CALVES.
Most Fashionable Families.

LLEWELUN

[English]

SEHERS

Bred for the field from field winners. Sir*
and dams regularly worked on game.
JOHN W. RICE & SON, Winchester, V*.

REGISTERED
Holstein=Friesian
beat butter producing strains; pure-

Cattle;

JERSEY CATTLE, CHESTER WHITH,
BERKSHIRE, JERSEY RED HOGS and all
the LEADING BREEDS OF SHEEP, alM
DUCKS, POULTRY and TURKEYS.
Write for my prices.
W. R. SELLECK, Huntlngtoa Harbor, I., i.
bred

GROVE FARM, BrooklandviHe, Md.

GUERNSEYS.
First Prize Herd at TIroonlum and Hagentown, Md.. 1905; first herd at Maryland Stat*
Fair; AUentown, Pa.; Trenton, N. J., and

Klchmond, Va.,

1906.

BULLS ONLY FOR SALB.

OUR BERKSHIRES
were not beaten In 1905 and 1906, and w*
the first prize under year boar and
under year sow at Richmond. 1906.

said

JAMES McK. MERRYMAN.

would be advisable to

would be foolish on your part

It

fall

CREAM OP DUROC BREEDINO,

I

if

from

breeders.

the

insure feed whatever the seaYou should have no difficulty in
prowinp either variety in your section.
They can be grown either in
rows like corn or sown broadcast.

sow oats with the

Swine

[red]
tops

the

Western

The advantage

Offerings
lB-16

Ullts,

largest

They are Individuals of great quality, many
tihow Sows among them. All bred tor April

BULLS AND HEIFERS,
to sow grass and clover on sour land.
They are not going to succeed.
HAMPSHIRE DOWN SHEEP,
Ploueh the land and then apply 25
RAMS AND EWES.
of lime per acre to correct
ROBERT J. FARRER, Orange, Va. bushels
the acitTify and put into some summer

CTeral

Duroc
Of

DRISH.

as to
son.

DEVON CATTLE

Cottage Valley

Special Sale

in land.

drougth better and hence it is desirable often to grow both varieties, so

sow, also,

DSTON HKRD. HAMPSHIRKDOWN FLOOB

of

Clarke Co., Va.
Kaffir corn is one of the non-saccharine sorghums and makes good
feed for stock, though we prefer to
grow the sorghum used for making
syrup (commonly called cane), as be-

.ShIpRTHp R.N„ BU LL
Calf, 10
straight,

F.

plenty

[March,

P. O. R. F. D. CockeysvlUe, Md.
Telephone and Telegraph, 43-K, Towaoa, UA.

THOROUGHBRED
Berkshire Boars,
Jersey Bull Calves,
Dorset Buck Lambs.
sire of Calves. FLYINO FOX 664£«,
i'lylng Fox
lala 190::.

who

sold for $7,500 at

ion a<
the Coopat

All stock in best of condition asd
iraaranteed as reprtsented,

F. T.

ENGLISH,

Walnut

Centreville,

Hills

Md.

Herd

Aberdeen Angus Cattle
OalTes, 3
J.

monthB old and up,
P.

THOMPSON.

for sale.

Prop., Orange.

V».

DORSET SHEEP
We purchased at the
ram that was
We now have some of
Louis, a

are
as

the

best

that

World's Fair, at tx.
second at this show.

hie Umbs, and thay
we ever raised— as (••<

we ever saw. There are Sock beadm
among tbem that would pl0B6e the most

exacting.
J. B.

WINO *

BROS., Meobaalertorc O.

—
THE SOUTHERN PLANTEE.
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FROSTED COMBS— BEEF SCRAPCORN AND COB MEAL.
1. During the very cold weather my
poultry had their combs frosted and
Can
that stopped the hens laying.
you inform me what is the best method to bring them back to laying condition?
2. Which do you consider the best
of the two foods as an egg producer
beef scraps or beef meal? Is it npt
better to feed beef scraps in a hopper

than in a mash?
3. Do
you consider crushed corn
and cob a good egg food? If so, how
should it be fed, dry or in a mash?

GHLAND STOCK FARM

H

Breeds a

Una

full

the farm, and can

of

Pure-Bred Stock for

now

furnish some choice

POLAND CHINA
Pigs twe to four months old at the following prices:
$10 for Boars and {8 for Sows.

They are

sired by Meddlesome (a son of
Louis World's Fair champion) and
Sunshine II.
All stock eligible to

the St.

Master

record and pedigrees furnished.

HENRY

BOWEN,

S.

Witten'a Miili. Taze-

well County, Va.

Poland Chins
Pigs

Appomattox

Soars and pigs.

No

bred,
better bn-odliig

yonni

m

thi

My h«rd boars have beei
H. Sandorg, Lookmeover. Perfect
Perfection, Corrector »Df
Sigh Roller, the greatest prize winners o*
the breed my sows haye been as carefuUj

United States.
jlred by

J.

Know, Proud

I

—

neleoted.

RED POLLKD CATTLE.

bulls.

Will

«ell

a few

The hens will not lay until the
combs are healed.
Anoint
them with kerosene and vaseline. It
will take probably a week or ten days
after the combs are healed and the
1.

weather

mild before the hens will
lay again, whatever you feed them.
Read Mr. Husselman's notes In The
Planter for January and February. He
gives the best advice on this subject
of bringing hens to laying and keeping them at work.
2. We
do not think that there is
any choice between beef scraps and
beef meal as egg producers, provided they are both genuine and sound.
The beef scrap may be fed in the
hopper, as it does not mix well in

Com

cows

and

Duroc Facts to convince you that the Duroc
I have Just returned
the right breed.
from Indiana with a car-load of the best
blood In the West— Boars, Pigs and Sows
Is

the greatest herd boars of
The quality is high, the price«
and our guarantee is sent with
to

are right
each animal.

LESLIE

D.

NOW.

KLINE,

Vaucluse,

Va.

STERLING HERD
OF REGISTERED

Duroc-Jerseys

and Berkshires,
R

W. WATSON,

be used

would

— what

your advise on soykind to plant for hay. I

like

intend to sow them after getting oft
a crop of Irish potatoes, or about the
!!!

Peierstturg, Va.

cheerfully

Inquiries

W.

week in July.
Are the New Era cowpeas as good
hay crop and improving land as

first

Co., Va.

will only be able to get one
variety of soy beans the yellow variety.
There are several other varieties which are being tested, but the
seed is not on the market In any
quantity.
These yellow beans will

—

Is an old adag*,
hogs and
your mortgage or
pwpll
your bank acI have some
count."

It

"H.iise good
lift

ill
ihe best stock Id
I
the East from which to start your herd.
have a number of Pigs from mammotb
dams and sired by Hunter of Blltmore III.,
and Valarie. The Pigs are large and smoothjust the kind for pork production or the
am offering these Pigs at
show ring.
I
farmers' prices and guarantee satisfactioiw
Address D. E. EARHART, Nokesvllle, Va.

otfersomeeitfr'PPk'^HIPP
DCIXlVolllIVCf ceedingly choice
J

A P^
Bn
iJAl\0.

young boars for sale;
Imported Dane&78490 and out of Biltmore

ield Tailor,

\jy

It will be hard to find betbred »ow8.
ter or cheaper stock
WARDEN, Ffedericksbnrtt.Va

HENRY

Berkshires
From

4

to 5

months

old,

for sale.

AU

sons,

daughters or grahdchildren of stock i purcbased from lilliniore Karms; both AmeriSire, Mason of
can and English breeding.
(fi8.i48),
grandson of great
Blltmore
11.
Satisfaction guaranEnglish Loyal Berks.
or

teed

money refunded.

ROBERT HIBBERT,
D.

I,

Slrioe's
Charlottesville,

Farm, E. .W
Va.

REGISTERED

DUROC JERSEYS
Fine lot of Pigs of both sexes ait prtoa*
that all can pay.
Illustrated catalogue of 25 leading varlettM
of pure-bred fowls mailed free.

CLARENCE SHENK, Luray,
SAL.T PONU HCKU

make

an excellent hay crop, but
they should be gotten in as soon as
possible after the Irish potatoes are
dug, as they have a long season ot
growth.
2. The New Era pea is reported to
us as making an excellent crop ot
both vines and peas. Numbers of our
subscribers have tried this pea and
express themselves as well satisfied
with it. WTiether it will make a better hay crop than the Whip-poor-will

Lifter

Registered Berkshire.

A NEW SUBSCRIBER.

You

15.

King

OR

the Whip-poor-will pea?

1.

per

Sweet Hail,
William County, Va.

The Morigage

for a

Accomac

$1

answered.

WILLEROY,

A.

SOYBEANS— COWPEAS.
I

beans

You are breeding hogs for the MONEY in
It,
There IS money in It IF you breed THE
RIGHT KIND. Write me, I will send you

IT

may

—

heiferj

DUROCS.
STOP! LOOK!! LISTEN

Brown Leghorn Eggs,

S. C.

Tine good younf

1.

DO

and cob meal

be found enually as satisfactory as
the meal. The feeding of all ground
feed dry is now advised by the best
authorities. Ed.

ARROWHKaIi stock farm, Charlottes
SAM'L B. WOODS. Propr.

pig
the breed.

service; (illts ready to be bred
or bred to the best of boars.
Prices in reach of all. Any pig
or hog furnished you from my
herd will be as nearly perfect
In marking, conformation and general apAU
pearance as can be had anywhere.
under grades in each lot go to the slaughter.

is

in the place of pure corn meal, with
a saving in cost, and will, we think,

TlUe, Va.,

safe in

I have for sale about 75 PureBred BerUshire Hogs and Pigs
from some of the best American and imported strains. Can
furnish Pigs from two months
Boars ready for
old and up;

FIERCE.

mash.

yi>ung sows

ones,

fine

F.

Berkshire Bargains*

frosted

3.

Some

C. J.
Co., Va.

287

Va,

Duroc Jerseys.
head of choice Pigs ready to »hfp;
some Boars ready for service, sired by
Paul J. (son of Oom Paul), Monarch aad
Longfellow.
S. A. WHITAKER.
Hopeside, Va.
sixty

Also

Whites
Chester Come
ou
Hog on earth.
game for spring

boys,

Best
the

pigs.

order now.
S.

M.

WISECARVER,

Let

get ki

me book f»ar

Rostbois. »*•
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JACKS, JENNETTS. STALLIONS we cannot say. The Whip-poor-will is
m Jacks at Newton, Kao.: 70 Jacks, 35 a good variety and bad to beat. — Ed.
10
Jenoetts. 10
Saddle and
TrottiDg, 30
Pacing Stallions at Lexington, K7.
We are in the greatest breeding district
in tlie world (or Mammoth Jacks, Saddle
and Harness Horses, and have the grandest
lot to show you or any firm In the country.
It is to your interest to Inspect our stock
catalogue
or
before
buying.
Write
for
come to see us.
Branch
J. P. COOK & CO., Lexington, Ky.

Barn.

Newton,

PICKING GEESE.
Please state when is the proper time
to pick geese, and how often during
the year it should be done.
Mrs. R. I. ELLETT.
Bedford Co., Va.

Kan.

Geese are usually picked in early

KENTUCKY
A

summer, when the feathers have
completed their growth, and the
weather is warm enough for the geese
not to suffer from cold. In many places
they are picked a second time in the

ACKFARM.

J

line lot of Big, Black,

Kentucky

Well-Bred

Imported
Jacks;
also
Jacks,
perSpanish

^

sonally selected by me
from the best breed of
Jacks in Spain. I furnish
certificate
of
a
pedigree with each imported Jack.
Come to
see me or write for
prices. I can please you.
JOE E. WRIGHT, Junction

JACK

early fall before the period of moulting naturally commences. Ed.

—

Ky.

No. 1087 A. B. A. of J. and J. HighlyBred Registered Kentucky Black JACK with
white points; 15.2 bands; weight. 950 pounds;
broad, flat bone; ideal conformation; good
middle; big. well-formed feet.
Mules cost
lees to raise and sell higher than horses.
Why not breed to the best Jack in Virginia,
and make money?
Pedigree and terms from CLARENCE
PETTIT, Elko, Henrico County, Va. (Old
Pollard Farm.)

THt

HAVE

IN

FINEST

JACKS

THE WORLD

»nd the gieatestv»rltto select from.

ty

1

win also sell you at
good Imported borsei

'

af ever crossed the
ean at prices from 8700
to 1(1000. Write for c»t-

aloRur.

OedarBaplds Jack Farm,

much? When
make hay?
Wyandot Co.,

should they be cut

Three years old

in June, ready for service,
sale cheap; 14 bands high, black with
white points.
A beauty— one of the finest
I ever saw for his age.
R. D. MABEN. Blackstone, Va.

for

to

WM. SHAFFER.

Cowpeas make an excellent pasture
They should be
hogs or sheep.
allowed to grow until the first pods
beginning
to fill before the
are set and
stock is turned on them and then they
are a satisfactory and nutritious feed,
aad wil! not injure the stock by bloatThe peas should he allowed to
ing.
grow until the first pods begin to turn
yellow before they are cut for hay.

—Ed.

HORSES AILIXC

—PEA

HAY.

twenty-one months
old that has rubbed the hair off her
She commenced about five
tail.
1

have

a

colt

ago, and still continues, though
Have a colt eight
in good health.
months old that eats heartily but does
T
not seem to thrive looks thin.

months

—

Southdown Sheep
ani ESSEX PI6S

A few

Ewes; also a number of
January and February Lambs for June and
Choice

A number

early July delivery.

March and May
Ix

G.

of Pigs for

4

Tobaccovllle,

N.

C.

old.
old, t! each.
Can mat*
akin, at (12 per pair.
of each breed for sale.

months

Poland-Chinas, no
Matured Boars
Buff Plymouth Rocks,
and S. C. B. Leghorns.
Write, stating quantity

S.

ROBINSON & BUTTON.
Registered
C.

Whitu.

b .f's'h*.

Large (train

mated not akin,
week plgi. Bred sows.
8«rvlce boars. Guernsey
All ages

8

is

delivery.

JONES.

0. 1. C's and POLAND CHINAS.
Cbolce Pigs of both breeds, 3 months
•t $6 each;

troubled with worms
What should I do for them?
Is it dangerous to feed pea hay to
horses? The hay has pods in it and
people tell me the sharp end of the
W. A. C.
pod will injure horses.
Orange Co., Va.

he

think

L.

Wyandottea

wanted. ,
Lexington, Va.

itching which causes the colt
to rub his tail may be caused by lice
on the skin, or it may be caused by
worms in the anus. If from lice, rub
the skin of the tail and up on to the
back of the horse with sulphur ointment, or sponge the skin with benzine.
If the cause be the small pin worms
which lodge in the anus, these should
be killed by injecting a solution of tobacco or quassia chips. For worms,
see our reply on this subject in Enquirers' Column in the January issue,

The

page

75.

The pea hay
horses

in

the

will

way

Rate

2

Initials

ceats

Ads.

Cash with order.
cents per word.
and figures count as one word. 26

minimum

charge.

BROUGHT THE FIRST INDIAN RUNNER

I

Ducks to United SUtes in 1894; have since
had others from Simon Hunter, John Barwick, McBryde Broliiers; have a choice lot
in transit now, along with some show
winners in Toulouse and Embden Geese,
I
(Imp.).
Faverolles and Lakenvelders
was the first advertiser of Wild-on-Bronze
Crossed Turkeys and have some capital
specimens on hand now. Fowls and eggs.
Mrs.

Va.

Orange,

Farrer,

BUFFS

SINGLE-COMB

ORPINGTONS,

bred to win; years of valuable experience
Fertility and safe delivery
behind us.
guaranteed. Catalogue. North State Poultry Yards. Spray. N. C.

rOR RENT OR FOR WORK ON SHARES—
A good dairy and truck farm, near splendid

for all dairy and farm producU;
post-office, express crtice, church
achool on farm; excellent neighborhood; a bargain for the right man. Apply to Oak Hill Stock and Dairy Farm,

market

ttation,

and

Wenonda, Va.

Ohio.

for

W. L. DKCLOW.
Cedar Rapids, Io«»

YOUNG JACK

FINE

that Virginia

extensively.
cowpeas
quite
Are cowpeas good after they get
about half ripe for sheep pasture and
for hogs; will they eat them, and wil
they thrive well on them; would there
be any danger of their eating too
raises

ALEXANDER

stJd

The Planter

Want

Eggs, $2 per 13; large, vigorexclusively.
ous stock; mated to produce the kind you
want and ought to have; bred to lay and

COWPEAS FOR PASTURE.
see in

1

City,

[March,

not injure the
suggested. It Is

WHY DON'T YOU BUILD YOUR OWN
can

Any one
Incubators and brooders
do It with our free plans. Here's a chance
to start a profitable business with little
Send a postal to-day and see the
capital.
H. M. Sheer
great possibilities we offer.

Company, 164 Hamp Street, Quincy, 111.
EGGS FOR HATCHING FROM THE BEST

of M. B. Turkeys and B. P. R.
13 M. B. Turkey Eggs, guaranteed
J- Edge
fresh, »3; 15 B. P. R. Eggs, Jl.
Farls, Red Hill. Va.

strain

Fowls;

ENGLISHMAN,

SEEKS

22>4.

POSITION

with
experience
breeder;
horse
with
driving and bunting horses and training
young horses to saddle and harness. AdRichPlanter.
dress O. K.. oflice Southern
mond, Va.

BUFF ORPINGTONS,

R.

C.

S.

REDS

I.

Our pens are made

and Brown Leghorns.

bred-to-lay trap-nest birds ef meritOrders for eggs booked now; J1.60 per 15.
Eysselle Poultry Yards, Danville, Va.

lip

of

SINGLE COMB WHITE LEGHORN EGGS
for
L.

sale;
B.

Route

sitting.

75c.

EGGS CHEAP PER
Bred

hundred.

J4

Charlottesville.

Johnson.

Mrs.
Va..

4.

OR PER

25

C.

White Leghorns.

N.

C.

S.

Oxford.

WANTED— SITUATION

R.

FARM

AS

PURE-

10«;
J.

Pace.

MAN-

ager by German man; single, 35. of good
Address R. P. D.
education and habits.
1. P. O. Box 14. Crewe. Va.

PEKIN DUCK EGGS.
Wyandotte and
stock.

Run.

Jl

for

R.

15.

FOR

Jl
I.

T.

Red
B.

WHITE

9;

Eggs,

Stone,

utility

Madison

Orange county. Va.

FOR SALE CHEAP— SILVER SPANGLED
Hamburgs;

2

cocks. 30 pullets.

John Mc-

Uwalne. Sutherland. Va.

WANTED— POSITION

AS

FARM MANA-

ger; understand handling all crops raised
in this section: hay and stock especially;
Address "Manager," care
best reference.
Southern Planter.

FOR SALE— BERKSHIRE PIGS OF Ex-

cellent breeding. }S each; also a few Boars
Evergreen
and Sows ready for service.
Farms, W. B. Gates, Prop., Rice Depot. Va.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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FOR SALE—TWO FINE SCOTCH COLLIE
Puppies (females), about three months
at $10 each, or will trade for fine
Chickens. Pekin Ducks, or Turkeys. Mrs.
Clara Meyer. R. F. D. 2, Norfolk. Va.
old.

WILL BE GLAD TO FURNISH EGGS FOR
batching from pen of selected Buff Orpingtons; splendid layers; $1.25 for 15.
Mrs.
.\I.
McKeithen. Cameron. N. C.

WANTED— FOR RENT ON SHARES. A
good West Virginia farm; want

to rent for
to ten years; man must be sober and
a "hustler." O. D. Hill. Kendalia. W. Va.

live

GREAT

I

OPPORTUNITY

farmer with capital
acquainted

with

to invest.

FOR

A

Thoroughly

truck

farming, dairying
Address Miss M. J. W..
and poultry.
S. A. L. Depot. Manchester, Va.

S.

RHODE ISLAND RED

C.
sitting of 15.

From

EGGS.

$1

pure-bred fowls.

on lots for Incubators.
Rose Poultry Farm. Miss Cornelia
mack. Golddale. Va.

cial

WANTED— TO
Medical
South

Guide"

free.
Pharmacy. 501

mond. Va.

SEND
to

OUR

every

PER
Spe-

Wild
Cam-

prices

"FAMILY

farmer

in

the

Richmond
Homoeopathic
East Main Street. Rich-

See ad. elsewhere.

WHITE ORPINGTON COCKERELS; THEY
help your stock; have 5 good breedclose $2 each.
Catalogue free. Eggs
from prize matings.
F. S. Bullington.
Richmond. Va.
will
ers;

WANTED—TO BUY A CAR

289
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best kind, the best time to sow, and
the method ot sowing.

EDWARD

CHO.A.TE.

S.

Baltimore Co., Bd.

The Black, the

Clay, the Whip-poorare all proper
seeding for hay.
We
have many subscribers who prefer to
sow a mixture of Black, Clay and
Whippoorwill for this purpose, as
they have satisfied themselves that
mixed peas malie a heavier crop ot
vines than any one variety grown sep-

and the

will,

varieties

New Era

for

We

arately.
have excellent reports
as to the New Era. It makes a heavy
yield of vines and pods well.
Usually, when growing for hay, the seed is
sown broadcast at the rate of one
bushel per acre in May or June.
This year cowpeas are going to be so
costly from the failure of the crop
last year on acount of the rain that
to sow broadcast will be costly business.
advise, therefore, drilling
the pQfis. For this purpose stop up

i

I

We

every other spout of the grain drill
and set the drill to sow about half a
bushel to the acre. Ed.

—

GAZETTE— WATER
CRESS— COTTON GROWING.

BREEDERS"
Will
Issue

you inform me in your next
where I can get the Breeders'

Gazette?
2.

What

kind of grass

is

best

to

BOW on a new ground in the spring,
and how much per acre?
3. When is the best time to sow wJter cress
4.

— spring

or fall?

Would cotton grow

in this coun-

ty to be a profitable crop?

Louisa
1.

Co.,

Va.

You can

get

H. C. VIA.
the

Breeders'

Ga-

zette by writng the publishers, Chicago, 111., or we can supply the same
in Club with the Planter for $1.50.
the price of the Gazette is $2.
2.

We

would not advise the sowing

of grass of any kind on new ground.
It will not succeed until the land has

been cultivated and enriched by the
addition of vegetable matter for several years. Probably, also, some lime
will be required to sweeten the land
and make the potash available. It is
wasting seed and labor to sow on land
not prepared for the crop.
If you,
nevertheless, riecide to try, sow orchard grass, tall meadow oat and
herds grass mixed.
3. Water
cress should be planted
In spring.
The best way to raise the
crop Is to sflt cuttings of the plants.
they will root at every joint in suitable soil and water.
4. No
doubt cotton will grow in
Louisa county. It was grown as far
North as this county before the war.
We do not. however, think that it will
he found profitable to grow it so far
North.— Ed.

RHODE ISLAND REDS.
I

would

like for

true color of

you to

tell

me

Rhode Island Red

the

chick-

BILTMORE FARMS,
BILTWIORE, N. C.
JERSEY HEIFERS,

Price, $60
from three months to one year ot age.
according to age, breeding;, conformation, etc.
BERKSHIRES. AH ages. Both sexes ready for immediate sbipmeat In

to $150,

twenty-four hours' notice.

STANDARD POULTRY.

Barred

and

White

Plymouth

Bocks, White
Eggs, $1.50

Males, $3 to $10; Females, $2 to $5.
to $5 per sitting; $10 per hundred.

Wyandottes.

Eggs

in season.

SPECIAL OFFERING— 25 PER CENT. DISCOUNT ON THE FOLLOWING:
25 ROUCH COATED SCOTCH COLLIES.
1 PEN BUFF COCHINS.
1 PEN GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
PKN IlAiNTA.M I3UFF COCHINS.
PEN LIGHT BRAHMAS.
PEN RED PYLE GAMES.
1 PEN BLACK-BREASTED GAMES.
1 PEN JAPANESE BLACK TAILS.
1 PEN JAPANESE SILKIES.
NARRAOANSETT, WHITE HOLLAND TURKEYS, TOULOUSE GEESE, PBKIN
BILTMORE FARMS. R. F. D. No. 2, Blltmore, N.
Write for Prices.
1

1
1

DIJDB8.
O.

;1
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or rather, hens. I want to buy
some and the parties have two colors
which they call Rhode Island Reds.
The colors are a light buff and a real
dark brown. I am of the opinion
that there is only one true color.

-ens,

JOHN

G.

SMITH.

The Standard

calls tor a mahogany
red for the true color, but, as is the
<;ase with all newly created breeds,
this requirement is impossible of at-

tainment over a whole hatching of
chickens.
Some will come out dark
red and others buff, and of all shaaes
between. It will take many years of
careful breeding to eliminate this
tendency to sport in color. Both the
dark ones and the light ones may,
nevertheless, be pure bred. Ed.

—

CANADA PEAS—VELVET BEANSRAPE.
Can

sow Canada

field peas and
oats in February in this section and
make a good crop. I want them to
turn hogs on when about ripe. Will
the oats and peas ripen about the
same time, and what time will they
ripen here?
I
want to sow them
1.

where

I

I

had peanuts

last year.

How

prepare the land?
velvet beans planted in
May on thin, sandy land make sufflcient growth to benefit the land? At
what time do the beans ripen and
would they be good to turn hogs on?
3. Would you advise sowing Dwarf
Essex rape in this section for grazing hogs? If so, what time should it
be sown? Can I make a good crop of
It
by sowing broadcast and using
•some guano? Would like to sow part
of same field where oats and peas
will be in this, if it will be ready for
grazing at the same time, as I do not
wish to run a cros fence.
should
2.

I

Would

A. F.

Sussex

MATTHEWS.

It is surprising to find out in how many places
about the farm a coat of Pure White Lead Paint
House, barns, outbuildwill work improvement.
ings, fences, wagons and implements are made not
only to look better, but to be worth more by painting them with Pure White Lead Paint.
Pure W^hite Lead and Linseed Oil paint gives
a durable, tough, elastic coat that does not crack

or scale

off.

To

be absolutely sure of the qualit)% purity and
genuineness of your paint, buy only \\ hite Lead
which has the Dutch Boy trade mark on the side
of the keg.

Co., Va.

1. Canada peas and oats should, in
Eastern Virginia, be sown in February, but this year this has been impossible. They should be sown not
later than the middle of March and
will mature suflSciently to be grazed
See the
by hogs in May and June.
Pebruary and current issues for further information on this crop.
2. Velvet beans will make a heavy
growth of vines planted in May and
these are valuable for improving the
land by ploughing them under in the
early fall. The beans will not ripen

In

"srHi

and,

Virginia,

whole value

is

in

the
therefore,
the vines. These

are too coarse and strong In

growth

to be handled for hay and for grazing, they are not much liked by stock.
3. Dwarf Essex rape makes an ex-

cellent spring and fall grazing crop
for hogs and sheep.
Sow the spring
crop at once and the fall crop in August or September. See "Work for
Month" in this issue for further advice on this crop.
Rape will grow
much faster than Canada peas and
-oats and they cannot, therefore, be

Send for Book
"A Talk

on Paint," gives valuable information

on the paint

subject.

Sent free upon request.

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
In

ivhiclievcr

New York,
Chicapo,
Bros. Co.)

of ifie /oluyunng

cities is nearest

you

:

Boston,
Buffalo, Cleveland,
Cindnnati,
Piulaaelpl.ia (John T. Lewis
St. Louis.
Pittsbargh (National Lead & Oil Co.)

&

College of Agriculture and Experiment Station
OFFERS THE FOLLOWING SURPLUS STOCK:

JERSEYS— One Mature

Bull and two Bull Calves.

SHORTHORNS— Bull Calves,
HEREFORDS—Bull Calt

BERKSHIRES— Pigs of both
Rgs to be delivered In

orderB for

The above

JOHN
the

sexes ready for shipment

Will also tak*

from thirty to sixty days.
herd of the College Farm, and

Is the Increase of the

disposed of at fair prices.

Tell

Heifers and Mature Cowa.

For further particulars, write

R. FAIN, Agriculturist, Blacksburg, Va.

advertiser

where

you

saw

his

advertisement

will b«
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BUCHAN'S

well grown in the same field to be
grazed, as whilst grazing the rape the
spoil and waste the peas.

hogs would

CRESYLIC OINTMENT

—Ed.

HEN HOUSE.

AN INFALLIBLE CATTLE REMEDY

Will you kindly give me some suggestions as to the best plan on which
to build a hen house to accommodate,
say, 25 hens particularly as to dimensions, provision for nests, roosts,
receptacle for feed, etc. with a view
to being easily cleaned.
Such an article in your valuable paper would, I am sure, be of great interest to many of your readers.
I
would be glad to know the kind of
feed you would recommend.
Orange Co., Va.
G. T. M.

—

FOROINTMENT

BUCHAN'S CRESYLIC

forty years

—

has

remedy for most of the

an

proved

infallible

of the brute creation.
It contains a solution of the greatest known antiseptic, which, together with its wonderful healing
ills

makes it invaluable for the cure of all
Wounds, Scratches, Barbed-Wire Injuries, Broken Horns, etc. For the prevention and
cure of disease, and the destruction of Screw
Worms and all parasites and bacili, it is the best
remedy ever offered.
Given U. S. Goveenment Guaranty.
properties,

Sores, Cuts,

In the Issue of The Planter for June,
1906, page 488, you will find description and plan of an excellent poultry
house. Also, in the July and August
issues of that year, you will find other
plans.
If you will carefully read Mr. Husselman's notes in The Planter, you
will find full advice as to feeding. He
is a practical expert with large experience. Ed.

DANIEL

J.

SULLY,

President.

Manufacturers and Proprietors of Biichan's Toilet Soaps and Antiseptic Specialties

—

175 Fifth Ave,,

CRAB GRASS ANALYSIS.

New

Yorki

JERSEY CATTLE

I note in the February number of
The Planter that on page 185 Mr. A.
Buffat asks regarding the analysis of
Crab grass. I would suggest that you
find a number of analyses of this
grass in "The Grasses of Iowa," by
Pammel. Weems and Scribner," page

The best
Bull,

Island and home-bred strains. Herd headed by the JIO.OOO
Eminent, No. 69631, who stands without an equal In the Jersey

world.

Indian

392.

G^me

The king

CHicKens.
of table fowls.

WHite Le^Horns.
The
^
Sample
Iowa

Prom

oE

£

b,

o'^

«<

66.95

l.U

2.B2

8.62

4.10

16.70

.69

2.91
5.44

7.59
4.47

2.26
3.53

10.66
8.93

The new English general purpose

Tennes-

see

Cut June

75.99
23... 76.50

1.13

There are other analyses of Crab
grass given in ithe above work on

JERSEY BULLS

WEEMS.

B.

fowl.

Salem, Va.

f^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^'-'-'-^'-^'^'-'-'-'-'-^'-'-'-^'-'-'-'-^^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^'-*^^*^^^

"Water Free Substance."
J.

BOWMONT FARMS,

For particulars, address

grasses, as well as the results of the

Nottoway

greatest layers.

"WHite Orpingtons.

from

Co., Va.

AND CALVES

Please let me know where I can
purchase African geese. Also, breeders of same.

They

SUBSCRIBER.

are from

FIT

FOR SERVICE, FOR SALE

Cows giving milk

in paying quantities.

Richmond, Va.

We

cannot

tell

We

you.

do not

by any one in
any of our Poultry Exchanges. Perhaps some of our poultry friends can
find these geese offerd

give

the Information.
reply. Ed.

I

her.

—

If

so,

please

LICE ON HORSE.
colt that has some lice on
What is a good remedy?

have a

D. P.

See page

185,

ANDERSON.

February

Issue.

—Ed.

!

Forest

Home Farm,

^^^^t.^^ ^^^^^ ^-^s.1^^
'

il '

PURCELLVILLE,
VIRGINIA.

^^^ ^L^.^^^.^^^^ e^^^^.^Sg.^^^ L^^^

SAM
JONES
LIFE AND SAYINGS
BY HIS WIFE

Agents are coining money. Send 50c

~-_...~.

Outfit

and Conti-act for

^'-'^--^iJcX-rr^Te*'""

1. J.

for

Canvassing

territory.

NICHOLS

& CO.,

*-^hr^*

»'
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TILE DRAINING.
I

am

very much, interested

in ditch-

ing and under draining, and anything
you may say in your next issue on
this line will be of much interest.
I
expect to use tiling, but have never
used this material. Your ideas of lay-

ing and

putting

it

helpful.

Nelson

We

together will

be

CAMDEN.

R. L.

and

have

frequently
stated in The Planter that there are
large areas of land in the South which
could be marvellously increased in
productive capacity by being drained
properly with tile drains.
There
is underlying the land stagnant water
wliich prevents proper nurface drainage, and the passage through the soil
of air and water, both of which are
essential to crop production. It is
not the water falling on the surface
which causes the want of capacity to
make a full crop; it is the underlying
stagnant water which ooes the injury,
and this can only be removed by tile
drains of sufficient sfze and capacity
to thoroughly drain off this stagnant
water. The difficulty met with in doing such work in this State is that
tile cannot be bought at such a price
as will allow the necessary work to
be done within the cost which can be

made

profitable.

There

is

practical-

or no tile made in the State
and for thai made or sold here an
extravagant price is asked.
A man
in Ohio or New York can buy tile for
about one-third of what is asked here.
To thoroughly drain an acre of land
with the drains 3 feet deep ought not
to cost more than $25 or $30, and the
increased crop which will be produced
after draining will pay a high rate of
interest on such an outlay. We have
drained scores of acres of land with
tile drains put in not less than three
feet deep, using two inch tiles for the
lateral drains and three or four inch
tiles for the mains and never failed
to get good results.
We are satisfied
that this would be the case here, if
the tiles could be bought at a reasonable price. We are now makin.g some
inquiry as to what price they can be
.gotten for. either in the State or
outside, at which it will pay to use
them. We will write further on the
subject in a later issue. Ed.
ly little

—

SILAGE— COWPEAS.

We

are about to build a silo 16 feet
in diameter and 30 feet in height to
feed 35 head of stock, principally
milch cows.
are at a loss to know
what to plant tor ensilage, as our
farmer has had no experience with
it.
We would like something that
would give us a balanced ration, but
the more we read the more confused
we are; therefore, we would rather
be governed entirely by your opinion
in the matter.
Our land has rasised
about 25 bushels of corn per acre, but
we are now manuring it.

We

you Shave
Don't be satisfied
with poor soap. Wa-^hing soap,
or even th
toilet soap
.^

Castile

best

soap

arc

V^
The

not suitable for shav-

Co., Va.

believe

DO

ing. It requires a soap

made

\Ol

thick,

(y^|

;;reamlike
lather of

especially for

Williams'

the purpose to sott-

Shaving

en the beard
and prevent

Soap does
this as

else

irrita

nothwill.

has been the
standard for 6o years.
It

tion

"The

only kind that won't
smart or dry on the face."

THE

J.

B.

WILLIAMS COMPANY

Dkfabtuikt a, GLASTONBURY, CONN.

PERCHERONS,
SHORTHORNS,
BERKSHIRES,
REGISTERED PBRCHERONS

of

both

sexes;

PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS,

direct

of first-prize winners, also including first-prize animals, some of which
have never met defeat in the show ring, notwithstanding they were shown against stock
from Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania, Maryland and other States.

defscendants

SPECIAL PRICES FOR THIS MONTH ON STALLIONS AND BULLS.

BERKSHIRE PIGS
Come and

as fin
see for yourself.

JOHN

F.

I

ever raised, and good enough to go with any herd.

LEWIS, Lynnwood Stock Farm,
LYNNWOOD, VA.

Live stock Auctioneer
my

offer
services as a Stock Salesman
I
In doing so,
to the breeders of the East.
will say that I have equipped myself both
by having taken a course at The Jones

National School of Auctioneering, and by
years of experience In breeding and selling
pedigreed stock.

TERMS

SATISFACTION
REASONABLE.
GUARANTEED.

Pedigreed sales a specialty. Write or 'phone
me regarding sales dates. Long distance
telephone "Southern Bell" via Winchester.

ROY

P.

DUVALL,

Stephenson, Va.
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First,

how many

plant?
Second,

what

acres

shall

we

shall

[Marcl,

we

plant and

when?

CHOICE

Third, how shall we plant it?
Fourth, when shall we cut it?
Will you also please give us your
opinion on the following questions:
A. Is cowpea hay suitable feed for
horses and mules?
B. In
planting cowpeas for hay,
would it be advisable to plant it with
a percentage of millet or some other

JERSEY BULL CALF
FOR SALE.

crop?
C.

When

should

be cut?

it

Well Bred, Registered; from a Good

D. Can cowpea hay be baled? This
quite important, as our company's
stable can only handle baled hay.
trust that this will not consume
too much of your space, and thanking

Is

Cow and

We

you in advance, we
Augusta Co., Va.

by one of our

BEST BULLS.

are,

FORDWICK.

For Particulars and Price, Address

A

silo the size you mention will
hold about 125 tons of mature corn

silage.
1. Your land would probably make
from 10 to 12 tons of corn fodder
ready for the silo per acre, therefore,
you should plant from 12 to 15 acres.

Plant corn.
It makes the best
and the greatest yield per acre.
true that corn alone gives an
unbalanced ration, and that if soy
beans or cowpeas are siloed with the
corn, they will make a more complete
feed, but these crops are usually better grown alone and mixed with the
corn as the silo is being filled.
3. Plant in rows about 2 feet 6 inches apart and leave about 12 or 15 in.
apart in the rows.
4. Cut it when the corn Is glazed
and just beginning to harden, and
when the blades are still in full vigor.
A. Yes, but should not be fed alone,
as it is too rich in protein to be a well
balanced feed. Feed fodder or mixed
hay with it.
B. We prefer to sow sorghum with
cowpeas, when intended f6r hay. We
will advise as to this in The Planter
at the proper time.
C. When the peas are beginning to
2.

silage,
It

Lewisiana Farm,

JNO.

S.

FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

FUNK, GLEN FARM,

R. F.'O., 7. Harrisonburg, Va.

is

Importer

Breeder

and

DURHAM

at

POLLED

REGISTERED

CATTLE

anA

POLAND-CHINA HOGS.
I

am DOW

for

(or the

you

booking orden

SOUTHDOWN RAMS
coming

want

Lambs
your

(or

to

ripen.

ralM

It

Fat

market send

order

PURE-BRED

DOWN

seasoii.

and

Itt

get

•

BO UT

H-

RAM.

The Original Improved

D. Yes. When the hay is thoroughly
cured it can be baled as easily as any
other kind of hav. Ed,

—

Cyclone Seed Sower $1.25.

CORRECTING ACIDITY IN LANa
I have a field of five acres of upland
clay soil that needs lime, according
to the Litmus paper test, but there is
no lime or limestone in this county,
and lime costs about $1 per barrel at
station, fifteen miles distant.
Can
one afford to use it? Is there any
other way to treat this land without
lime to accomplish the same result?
Grayson Co., Va.
W. S. H.

The price named for the lime is in
excess of what can be afforded for use
on land. It ought not to cost more
Uian $4 or $5 per ton at the outside.

The CYCLONE differs materially and very advantageously from all others sowers in having a slope feed
board with an oblong hopper hopper which terminates
In a metal edge, on which edge oscillates a feed plate
which does not allow the seed to become clogged, but
makes A POSITIVE FORCE FEED and Insures a uniform

The
.„„ machine
„.^

is
.„

supplied
„„^„.._

flow and even distribution
patented Interlock.

of

seed.

DOUBLE FLANGE, NON-SOLDER-

jflth

WHEEL AND A SELF-ACTING FEED ADJUSTMENT

so that
The crank is above the distributing wheel,
seed can be let on or shut off instantly.
which brings both hands on pr.ictlcally a level, thus giving the operator the easiest
The left hand naturally rests In place to open and close
position possible to operate.
feed instantly.
,
,
^
^
This is a practical, all-around, flrst-class grain and grass seeder and a good, large
sower that will meet the most exacting demands.
Our new 1907 Catalogue, giving prices of ail Farm Supplies sent free on requestTHE IMPLEMENT CO.\IPANY, 1302 East Main Street, Richmond, Va.

JOTNT DISTRIBUTING

Tell

the

advertiser

where

you

saw

his

advertisement

THE SOUTHERN PLA^TEit
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We

have

from parties who
have used lime where it was difBciilt
to
get and they say that it paid
them to use it even at the price we
name. We know of no other quick
means of correcting acidity except by

THIS VALUABLE

BOOK

the use of lime. By frequent cultivaand exposure of the soil to the
action of the sun and air, the acid
condition will be gradually corrected,
but this is a slow process. Ed.
tion

GIVEN
FREE

—

FARM HORSES.
Which

the best

is

horse?

all

E. B.

Mecklenburg

around farm

WALKER.

think, for the South, the Percheron.
The other draft breeds are too
big and heavy to stand our climate

—

Parasites

cans

ells how to absolutely
destroy parasites and cure
ailments of a parasitic nature speedily and effectively
by the use of
all

CARBOLEUM DIP
This simple remedy is a coal tar
product of great power which
3 perfectly with water forming

~"'

Co., Va.

We

well.

295

letters

EJd.

A sure preyentiye or hok or Chicken Cholera and all Kerm diseases. Write tor fref
of ImoH. and c-italoKue of dipping tant-s, snravera and other stoclimen's supplies.
Speri.ll: Beaatitnr Picture, ''The Horse Pair", 16x20 inches, free post paid to any stock
wau will ten U5 how much stock he owns and his
experience with dips if any.
CHEMICAI, CO.,
3804
asth St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Depots at Chicago and Kansas City,

THE PKESCOXT

W.

CANADA PEAS AS IMPRO\'^RS OF
LAND.

FOR SALE

How

do you think Canada field peas
compare with cowpeas and soja beans
as a nitrogen gatherer and soil improver in our county? I hare never
seen the Canada pea. But we want
some nitrogen gatherer to turn under
and cowpeas are $2.50 and soja beans
$2.35, according to T. W. Wood, whereas Canada peas are $1.50. Please tell
us what you know about them, for
turning under, not for hay.

McGILL & SON.
Fauquier

Canada

Co., Va.

peas

can

be

successfully

used for improving land, as they gather nitrogen from the atmosphere just
as do the cowpeas, but we do not
think that they will gather this to
the same extent .as the cowpea, as
their period of growth is shorter, and
In the South ft is necessarily made in
a cooler period of the year, as the
crop cannot stand hot weather.
In
cool
wea'ther nitrification
proceeds

much more slowly than

in hot weathsuggest that you use Canada
peas for part of the crop and soy
beans for the other part. The quantity of soy bean seed renuired to sow
an acre in drill is not more than from

We

f-T.

peck to a peck and a half, and
hence the seed cost need not be heavy.
a

Cowpers ought

to be sown In
way less than half
sown on an acre of
lard will make nearly as heavy a
crop of vines and a great many more

and

drill,

YEARLING RED POLLED BULL.
GUERNSEY BULL, UNDER ONE YEAR.
BERKSHIRE SOWS AND PIGS, NOT AKIN.
BRONZE TURKEYS, PEKIN DUCKS.
EGGS FOR HATCHING-BRONZE TURKEY. $3 PER DOZEN; BROWN LEOHORN
AND B. P. ROCKS AND PEKIN DUCKS. $1 PER SITTING OF 15. IN OUR YARDS ARE
THE B. P. ROCKS THAT WON AT RICHMOND FROM FREDERICKSBURG. A FEW
COCKERELS LEFT.
1

1

in

also

wTBrROWE&CO..

-

Fredericksburg. Virginia.

liENILWORTH HERD
OF ENGLISH AND fMERICAN

BRED BEfiKSHIfiES.
Headed by the Imported Boar, R»yH C»r-

M

lyle, winner of the first OTer all clasM*
the Royal Show of England, and the lUskwtprlced Elx-months pig ever Bold.
A. bbsber of boor and sow pigs by him out •!
IMPORTED ROYAL CARLYLE.
both American and English bred sown >«w
tor *ale, ranging in agea from four to eight months.
Also acme choice young aewi by
Dorset Lee of Biltmore, and bred to Royal Carlyle.
One boar by Imported King Hunter; dam, Berks Pansy of Biltmore.
One boar by Dorset Lee of Biltmore; dam, Berks Pansy of Biltmore.
Quarantee perfect satisfaction or refund the money.
For descriptlOB and prices, write EDGAR B. MOORH, Proprietor, BUtmoro, N. C.

this

the seed usually

peas.

Steam

—Ed.

Don
}'•-•*

RTTCKWHEAT FOR HOG PAPTTTRE.
It was my purpose to sow during
.Tnly some buckwheat to turn my ho^s
on when
it.

as

I

ripe,

but

am

have heard

t

be misled.

"m

the old reliable steam

C. E.

other.

Engines

Will you kindly srive some
information throus-h the columns of
The Planter bearing upon this matter

have none of the unrertainiies ai
annoyances of easoline ngine^ ai
oth I power.-.
No other p w
equals sieam noothe- nginee^ua
a Leftel for r-lan er's use. Horiz ..free book and tnvestJKate before you buy power.

__
^
?5s==-''>

.TONES.

Co., Va.
tal,

Prof. Henry, in Feeds and Feeding
reports two or three experiments in

power than any

Leffel

Jiesitafing to do
that it did not

suit h09's.

and oblitre,
Fluvanna

Best

Is

Yc

Upriebt Portabl

Jame^

?

Scr

!

for

l^effel CiQ. Co., 'Boje

i83, Springflsld, Ohio,

:
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CAN DAN PATCH PACE. A MILE IN

These
feeding buckwheat to hogs.
show the grain to have a high value
wheat.
high
as
as a feed almost as
In these experiments, the grain was
ted ground, but we see no reason why
it should not prove a good feed when
gathered by the hogs themselves
The
from the straw in the field.
straw has no feeding value, but we
<1o not know that it is in any way injurious.
We shall be glad to hear
from any one who has pastured buckwheat. Ed.

—

1:54 ?

This Beautiful Picture

6

In

Brilliant Colors

Mailed To You Free
f)a»

Patth

rr»!ceoi

Tbi Patinj Kii;.

1 :.S".,

2:02X.

—

Trolling King
Colored Lilho

Tli«

We havo L,arKe,

both horses

:iinch(-sana nh

ra

aslife-likeKsif

i8»»

Mailed

y

I'l

them

rac-

Poetage Pre-

paid

GARr.,IC (Willi Onion).
Will you please tell me what will
kill garlic in pasture?
Mrs. W. W. WALSH.

Albemarle

we

If

Write For This Picture,
iBt, Numw th« paper in which
von sawtlii- offer 2nd.SUteho»
:n ach live atocic ;od own
loternatiooal

Co., Va.

could

Food

Steck

C«.,

MioDeapolis, Mian.. U. S. A.

answer

this

Dan

Trainer Says

His

question

success, we could make
quickly. Vv'e know of no
a
way to kill the pest but persistent.
long-continued, clean culture in hoed
crops.
Ed.

Will

The World In

Astonish

Walch Leading

1907.

fairs.

and guarantee

Montview Farms.

fortune

—

VALUE

FEEDING

OF

A RARE

STRAW.
If

1.

broom straw

is

cut in the green

and properly cured, say. in
what is the feeding value as

state
July,

CHANCE

BERKSHIRE

BROOM

IN

PIGS.

The Southern Railway in double tracking t)^rough Montview
Farms ha« tai en our hog-yards and part ot our hog-honce. Tnere
fore we ofl T a few Berkshire Boarg and Sow Pigs, magnificently

know that cows, when grazI
ing on broom straw in May and .Tune,
give large quantities of nice milk,
and the butter from this milk is excellent, without any bad taste.
2. What is the best early Irish pohay?

bred,

FOR LESS THAN tlALP OUR USUAL CflARQES.

Sending the cmstruction

MANOR

of a

new hog house and

runs.

Sons and

FaITHFUL, imported out of splendid
laughters of
breed sows. AU.' Reversl sons and daaghters of BARON PRBMIBR, 3d, a World's Fair winner ont of an Imported Sow.

tato for this locality?

SUBSCRIBER.
Halifax Co., Va.

AUURbSS

seen

Montview Farms,

We

cannot put our hands on an
analysis of broom straw, but have
1.

it

made

into

hay when cut green,

CAKTKK

apparently was a palatable tor- C.
what its nutritive value may
have been we are unable to say. We

and

it

(jLASS,

Owner

Box

ST All 1., Manager,

1-.

513. Lynchburg, Va.

age, but

its having been
used as a feed in time of scarcity, and
it supported the stock in fair condition, and it must therefore have
some nutritive value, but we should
not expect this to be more than that
We should be sorry to see
of straw.
it become a common feed, as we regard it as an intolerable nuisance,
which ought to be gotten rid of by
stringent laws to compel its destrucimpossible for a good
lion.
It
is
farmer to keep his improved grass
lands in a clean sod wherever this
broom straw nuisance is allowed to
grow up in the vicinity, as the seeds
fly everywhere and take root and grow
and smother out the better grasses.
It is well
2. Try the Irish Cobbler,
spoken of. Ed.

have had reports of

that

—

Royal Shipments of Ro yal Berkshir es
Fetch
Dr.
a

Read the following
royal letters.
E. Williams, of Charlottesville. Va.,
"The pigs I
stockman, says:
I have never
of you are doing finely.
I
weighed the
finer ones in my life.

F.

famous

bought
seen
boar

when

weighed

In a Fifth

Avenue Sunday

school.

Teacher: "Why must we always be
kind to the poor, Ethel?'
HtheU elightly mixed): "Because
among the sundry and manifold changes of this wicked world we don't know
how soon they may become rich."

he was 120 days old and he
Accurate dates and
pounds."
much. B. C. London,

"Boar received. He la
Burleson, Texas:
My neighbors think
Just what I wanted.
him the finest that ever reached Texas."
bought all the prize-winning Pekln Ducks at Richmond State Fair and ordered
I
more than appeared on the grounds. White and Barred Plymouth Rocks.
of

THOS.
The
nal

5.

WHITE.

Lexington, Va.

The Light Running PENNSYLVANIA
^
Disc and Hoe -All Sizes ^notlmyWhy
the

m

Ughte-Bt,
B1
plest, most convenlent aiid best working

and ouly per
lect

THE REASON.

109

scales cannot beat this

Low Down Drill,

by hanging solid steel an
gle frame below axle.
Positive force feed,
style
lizer

new

while yon are at It
40 po^e potaloc of drills,
corn plonlcm end other

drill

Detachable FertiFeeds, easy to

clean, large hoppers.
4 ft. wheels, 3 inch
tread.

All operating

parts in the rear.

farm

'/

tools i

68

puff«

ontaloB of cnaine*, boll.
saw tnlllA, threnh'

ViT%*

era, either or both
free, on request*
A. B.

Farodiu

Co., Ltv.,

nailed

TeiK, Pa.

—
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REGISTERED
ABERDEEN=ANGUS BULLS
for sale at farmer's prices.

Strictly top notch,

'many
Also good females not

of them show' ring animals.
akin to bulls.

-.

ijyi

:ij)i

-

Correspondence and inspection of the herd invited

R05EUALE STOCK FARHS, JEFFERSONTON, VIRQJNIA
Shipping Point; Warrenton, Virginia.

ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.
(Detail

Index.)

— Soy Beans
Irish Potatoes for Seed — Rat
struction — Warts

Cowpeas

281

De281
Seeding.. 282
Alfalfa
283
Rape Kerosene for Plants
284
Trap Nests
284

SUNNY HOME HERD
-or-

—Wheat

Cowpeas— Lime

—

—
—

Liming Land Tobacco
Lame Horse
Kaffir Corn
Teosinte
Grass Sowing

Fertilizer

Scab on Irish Potatoes
Frosted Combs Beef Scrap
and Cob Meal
Soy Beans Cowpeas
Picking Geese
Cowpeas for Pasture
Horses Ailing Pea Hay

—

— Corn

287
287
288
288
288
289

—

.i

—

Cowpeas
Breeders'

—Water

Gazette

Cotton Growing
Rhode Island Reds
Canada Peas Velvet Beans
Hen House
Crab Grass Analysis
Lice on Horse

—

Our aim has always been to breed and sell cattle
leaving our farm. The following letter Is from one

Gattle.

that would give good results after

of our Ohio customers:
Ottawa, Ohio, November 19,

1906.

Dear Mr. French,— My cattle are doing finely. The three cows I got from you an
the best money makers on the farm. Have produced 20 calves and one more due soon.
One of Susie lith heifers got first at the Fort Wayne (Ind.) Fair last season and a hetfer
out of Jacquenetto 12th was first at the same fair this fall.
Yours truly,
WILLIAM O. MULLET.
The above sale of cows was made In December, 1900, and the letter serves to 8h*i>

HOME

how SUNNY

cattle breed on.

A. L.

FRENCH,

Prop.,

R. F. D., Byrdvllle, Va.

The Delaware Herd

oi

Cress

ROYAL ANGUS GAHLE

'290

290

—Rape. 291

—

Correcting Acidity in Land
Farm Horses
Buckwheat for Hog Pasture

(Wild Onion)
Feeding Value of Broom Straw.

not aurpiiflsed either In breeding or Individual anlmftli
by any herd in the East. At the head of our herd U
5s

292
292
292
293
293
294
295
295
296

Tile Draining
Silage Cowpeas

Garlic

H'ERN HILL

284
285
286
286

Aberdeen -Angus

.

.

PRINCE BARBARA,

MYES

Please mention the Southern Planter.

Prop.

Bria^e-v^lIU.DsI;

1907

RED COURT 38712

POULTRY FARM.

ed.
Poultrymen wanting aristocrats
of the above breeds will do well to
He
get in touch with Mr. Snelling.
can be relied on.

& SON.

SEASON

.296

Attention is invited to the prominent advertisement of Mr. J. Wallace
above
Snelling,
proprietor
of
the
named farm. Mr. Snelling is a veteran poultry breeder and makes a specialty of Single
Comb White and
Brown Leghorns, Black Minorcas, and.
Barred Plymouth Rocks. At the recent poultry show in Richmond, he
was a heavy winner in hot competition with the two breeds he exhibit-

68604.

the son nf the great fv.UiO Prince
Ito.
FemaUg o'
equally choice breeding. Write your wants. Rememhor
we cake personal care of our cattle; keep no high priced
incur
no
expense
of
help;
exhibiting; all of which enable}
us to offer stock at equitable prices. Send for pamphlet.
15 Bulls from 2 to 15 months old for gale.

The best

bred trottina Stallion

in

Virginia
Bred ou purely
ducing blood;

trotting lines

lie

from the

best

winning and pro-

carries tbree infusions of the Great

George

Wilkes. Individuallv a horse of grand style and stamina.
Write for his pedigree and be convinced.
Mares sent from a distance will receive the best of care

WILSON BROTHERS &
Tell

the

advertiser

where

you

CO.,

saw

News

his

Ferry, Va.

adTertlsement.

—
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•OOD TOOLS SAVE THEIR COST.

OHNSTON

Good garden tools are among the
best investments a farmer or gardener can make.
They pay large dividend* in better, easier and quicker
work and larger and more uniform
trops.
Garden

tools,

made by

[Maroh,

You don't buy a harvester
everyday. But when you
/^"^^ '^^'''"''''•\ ^° invest in such a ma1^^-A^, '•'''* '\ chine don't you want to

skilled work-

men from

the finest materials knovifn
the implement trade, do the best
work and last longest and are the
cheapest In the end. Such is the
reputation enjoyed by the Planet, Jr.

>

-

\,.

\

K

to

feel pretty certain that

you know

all

about

all

Tells

All

BOOK

About The

'^CONTINENTAL"

BINDER—

>

^^^^^^^^^^^mm^mimm^

^^, the binders on the market, so that you can select the
one best suited to your needs? For that reason
The "Continental"
you'll want the Johnston Book.
Under described in the Johnston Book, cuts, reels, elevates
and binds all kinds of grain on any kind of ground. It ties
every bundle without war.le handles down and tangled grain
perfectly and is light in draft. Its elevators cannot clog and
are self-adjusting to light and heavy grain; its knotteris gear
driven and never fails to work; its reel is also gear driven and
adjustable to all conditions; levers are all right-handed; all canvases have
tighteners with wood
bearing boxes which can
be cheaply replaced. The
Johnston "Continental"
'_;'''

The newest implement of this
famous line— the No. C Planet, Jr.
Combination Hill and Drill Seeder,
Wheel Hoe, Cultivator and Plow Is

tools.

—

—

shown below.

King of Binders, and,
best of all it's not built

is

nor sold by a trust. Write
today for the Johnston

Book

— you'll

know
All Planet Jr. tools are the combined result of a practical farmer's
with a practical manufacturer's experience. They are not only right in
design,
but
have great strength
throughout.
The cultivating parts
are made of high carbon steel and
keep a keen wearing edge.
The new 1907 Planet Jr. Catalogue
shows and tells about the Planet Jr.
Seeders, Wheel Hoes, Horse Hoes,
Riding, Orchard and Beet Cultivators
45 different kinds In all, with the

—

new and

practical

Improvements.

It

Is a Taluable book for farmers and
gardeners, as well as for those who
already have Planet Jr. tools, and
will be mailed free to every reader
who sends a postal card to S. L..
Allen & Co.. Box 1107X, Philadelphia.

There

it

free.

The Johnston Hanesier Co.,
Batavia, N. Y.
Botsii.

—^—M—

CUMBERLAND PARK. NASHVILLE,

TENN., APRIL
THIRTY FEMALES; FIFTEEN BULLS.

»,

1*07.

Embracing tha blood of luch noted aire* as the $4,000 Britisher; tb* $(,000 Proteotor; th*
cbamplon sbow bull, Acrobatt Beau Donald; Beau Roland and manj •tber of the (amoaa
Catalogues and literature aent on appllcatloa.
bulla of Eneland and America.
OILTNBR BROTHERS, EMINENCE, KY.

Ingleside Herefords
BLAKER
OWNED BY

MILLS.
8. W. ANDERSON,
GREENBRIER COUNTY, W. VA.

in

A choice lot of Bulls, Cows and Helfera for sale; also
a few Polled Hereford Bulls, recorded Is the National Polled
Hereford Record.

nized universally as superior in quality to similar goods of other makes.

The Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg.
Co., of Elkhart, Indiana, in the carriage industry, represent one of these
quality manufacturers.
They have,
during the past thirty-four years of
their existence, built up the largest
direct to the consumer carriage and
harness business In the world. They
make over 200 styles of vehicles and
G styles of harness.
Their large catalogue, showing complete line. Is sent
free upon request.

MIB

PUBLIC AUCTION
KENTUCKY HEREFORDS,

almost every line of
Industry In this country a few large
companies whose product is recogis

want to
good points
buy a binder.

all its

before you
We'll send

Write for Catalogue and Prices.
VA.
Telephone and Telegraph, Alderson.

FARM NEAR ALDERSON, W.

MATTHE^S^ "WEW
TOOLS IN ONE
SoeUor,

re

hoe rake,
cnltivaiop.

Ji'S^-^fTF^^)

iSABDE!«3
G StyU^K Seeders

Double

or

TOOLS

Single

Wheel Hog

Cnltlvator, Plow, n.Tke. Ch,tner6D
made. Cultivato be-

auiclilv

or double whocl. AiljaBtroenta easily mad<
ForplantiDir
anc"

kinds oi cuitlvn

FREE

Montgomery Co., Md., Jan'y 14, 1907. BOOKLET of val-1t
I enjoy The Southern Panter very
naMe informafor plantinp and cultivating the (rarde
much and think It one of the most tion
and lull description of tbese implementf
Bend for

practical farm papers that
read.
WILLIAM B.

I

have ever

BROWN.

AMES PLOW COMPANV,

56 MARKET STREEY. BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
FOR 8ALB BT GRIFFITH A TURNER COMPANY, BALTIMORE, MD.

^*^
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MORVEN PARK.
The

Property of

WESTMORELAND

DAVIS.

Esq.

Reg. Dorset Horn Sheep.
Stud Earns include "Morven's Best"
(4132 C. D. C), first at English Eoyal,
first
Vxrgmia State Fair. "Morven's Pride"
(5667), first and championship at Virginia State
Fair, 1906.
Morven's Choice" (5631), winner at English
Eoyal and Western Counties
Shows, 1906.
We hare an exceptionally fine crop of lambs this fall
and are now booking
orders for next June delivery.
Earn Lambs sired by above, or imported in dam,
which will
weigh at less than sLx months 110 to
130 pounds, averaging 120 pounds

19^

^

without forcing.

Large White Yorkshires.
Boars at stud include imported "Bottesford
Gentleman II.," imported "Prince Don of
Morven," "Holywell Huddersfield II." etc. Sows
include prize winning imported animala and are aU of the finest strains.
2fo stock for sale at the moment, but will
book
orders for this spring farrowa.

REG.

GUERNSEY CATTLE.
TUBERCULIN TESTED.

Herd headed by

Top Notch, 9023, A. G. C. C, son of Imported Beda
Advanced register No. 136, official yearly butter record 640 pounds
of butter; assisted bv Main•ta/g Glenwood Boy, 7607, A. G. C. C, son of Jewel of Haddon.
Advanced register
03
Bull, Imported

No

official

We

•

yearly record 463 pounds of butter.
'
are offering some fine Bulls by our stock Bulls out of
advanced register, and other
'

deep milking dams.

ALL STOCK
Flecks and herds

IN

may

FINE CONDITION.

be viewed by appointment.

Address

LIVE

STOCK DEPARTMENT, MORVEN PARK,
LEESBURG, LOUDOUN

aiiiiiiniimniiitrfirmeB«Bim».L»i»..,-

CO.,

>..—,

VA.

u
I
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JUST A LITTLE STORY.

[March.

ERAAVi

eight years ago, when my
Kennels were located in Albany, Vermont, I bought a year old
collie bitch of the Brookside kennels.
have hei now and she is a rare
[
good specimen, being by the imported
Brookside Blucher. 1 have handled
thousands of collies, and they all have
This collie is peculiar
peculiarities.
in many ways, and this little story

Some

Collie

She is,
will tell about one of them.
and always has been, very moderate
and dignified in her demeanor. She
one but
is pround, haughty and every
the members of my family are beneath
She also has a way ot
her notice.
••minding her own business."
The spring that she was three years
known
old, she was to whelp to a well
A day before she was due to
collie.
1
missing."
up
"came
she
whelp
was not at all worried or alarmed.
pet
particular
a
being
But this bitch,
about the house, my mother was
quite worried about her non-appearThree days went by and no
ance.
sign of Pattie (this being her name).
in various places and
looked
had
I
had made various inquiries of my
lived
I
the village.
in
neighbors
right in the centre of the little village
the
of
morning
The
Albany.
of
fourth day, a little after daylight,
you
door
tront
Pattie came to the
can see how proud she was, kitchen

QUICK TO

EASY TO
OPERATE

Over

RESPOND

fifty-five

years continnotisly buildingr farm machinery, to meet

all

condi-

tions, has tauKbtus wnat the essentials of good machines are. and how to put
them in practical shape for i.'ie farmer's use. The result is readily seen in the
Uisc Harrow is a
The Walter A.
up-to-date tools we are mating.
splendid example of how a good harrow should be built. This Harrow alone

Wood

posseses the valuable feature of a flexible spring pressure on the inner gang
ends, which is controlled by the driver by means of a foot lever. This pressure
can be regulated to suit soil conditions— by it both the machine and the team are
saved the strain that is so evident in other harrows. The gangs are also independent of each other and may be regulated separately by means of the combination disc levers, which are handy to the driver and easy to operate. Large
steel ball bearines confined in dust and sacd proof boxes relieve the end thrust
of the gangs and lighten the load on the team. No harrow is so well constructed
to stand ud to its work. The name Wood is a guarantee that it will satisfy, and
the liberal Wood warranty makes it a safe machine to buy. Illustrated catalog
K describes good features we cannot even mention here, but which you'll want
to read about. Write today, ask also for our free booklet, "in Foreign Lands."

WAITER

A.

WOOD MOWING AND

REAPING MACHINE

CO.,

Hoosick

Falls. H. Y.

—

door not good enough for her— and
We were all
asked for admittance.
?lad to see her and petted her and
and inquired
dog,
good
a
her
called
about her babies and gave her a good
in somebe
to
seemed
meal. She
what of a hurry, but I managed, by a
her
keep
to
great deal of coaxing,
She led me off
alongside of me.
lots
village
across lots, through the
and little pastures of the neighbors
There
until we came to the brook.
was a bridge a little lower down the
stream, but she did not care anything
about that, so she went through the
brook, and I. of course, had to follow
her. Immediately we came to the foot
of a steep, high hill. We call them
hills in Vermont, but this particular
of
hill would stand up under the name
mountain all right in most sections of
her
with
pace
kept
I
countr>-.
the
up the hill till we came to the forest
growth, then gave it up and came
home at that, but I had neglected to
tr.ke a lead or chain, and so Pattie
couldn't wait for me to stop and take
hrenth.

have the best Berkshire blood in
America In Imported HIgbtlde Commons.
Baron Premier
Jlasterpiece.
Sunnyslde's
Bachelor and Sunnyslde's Faithful,
IIl.'s
our Herd Boars. Sows are of just as good
blood and arefully selected. Don't think of
purchasing a Berkshire Hog until you Inquire about my stock.
Headquarters for Aberdeen-Angas Cattle.

W. R. WALKER, UNION.

ST.

business of greeting and feeding her
was over. I attached a lead to her collar and asl-eil her to take me to her
pups.
She took me exactly the same
route as the previous morning, only
that I cftiected when we reached the
brook, and made her go down and
cross the bridge with me.
When we struck into the woods it
sleddln' "

for me.

S.

C.

AUBIN FARM

REGISTERED BERKSHIRES.
^

The best English and American blood abounds In my herd. Sucb grand matlaM
•Loyal Berks.^' "Royal Carlisle,'^ "Lord Premier." No. 50001, •'British Lord," Ma. ttCM.
and many other.s. If you want the style, quality and early maturers, I have That yo*
want at reasonable prices. Choice Pigs of either sei for sale. Pigs mated •t akin
Correspondence solicited.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Address COL.
HOLLYDAT, Eastos. Ud

HENRY

Mogs.

Berkshire

Two Boars 10 months old, sired by Lee
dam Caramel II. A nice lot of Pigs

Topper,
sired

by Imported •'Olenburo Catch."
Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerels.
6 H.-P. Stationary Boiler and Engine.

Thirty

One
In

The next morning Pattie showed up
After the
at about the same time.

was mighty "hard

SUNNYSIDE BERKSHIRES.
We

perfect
T.

O.

repair,

J165

SANDY.

f.

o.

b.

Burksvllle.

Burkevllle.

Va.

MEADOWVIEW•HOWBERKSHIRES.
NOT ••HOW MANY." BUT

GOOD." OUR MOTTO.

have three 8-monlhs-old Boars that we will sell at Just one-third less than whal
they are really worth. They are bred In the purple, and will make winners this fall,
without a doubt. Don't delay sending for pedigree and full description If you want
something that will bring you In the money In the ring, and If you beat us with either
of them we will be pleased.

We

MEADOWVIEW FARMS.

Woodbine. Pa.

Always mention The Southern PI anter when

writing

to

advertisers
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Cottag^e Valley Stock

Farm

The Thoroughbred and
Registered Hackney Stallion

"HEIDREK"
No. 382, A. H. H. S., Son of Imported Danesfort, Out of Imported Heroine.

HEIDREK Is a beautiful Bay Horse, symmetrically proportioned, with black mane and tail; is 8
years old and stands 16 hands high. He was bred by Anthony J. Drexel, the millionaire banker of
Philadelphia, passing from him into the hands of A. J. Twaddell, of the same city, from whom the
present owners purchased him.
Danesfort, the sire of HEIDREK, stood at the head of Oak Hill Stud, Aldie, Va., the property
of Hon. Henry Fairfax, where one of his progeny. Fiery Dane, a half brother of Heidrek, and a winner
of first prizes in the three-year-old classes at both Philadelphia and New York, was bred and schooled.
Fiery Dane, immediately after the Horse Show in New York, was sold by Senator Fairfax to John
Hobart Moore, of Chicago, for the princely sum of ten thousand dollars.
Heroine, the dam of HEIDREK, was imported into this country Uy Dr. W. Seward Webb, a son-inlaw of the late William H. Vanderbilt, and placed among a string of superbly-bred Hackney mares at
Shelbume Farms, Vermont, where she produced several prize winners, among whom is Mountain
Maid, a frequent winner at New York. Heroine is herself a prize winner, having carried oft several
ribbons at Madison Square Garden during the Horse Shows. She is now a brood mare in the celebrated Plymouth Hackney Stud of Eben D. Jordan, Esq., of Boston, Mass.
Danegelt, the sire of Danesfort, and grand sire of Heidrek, sold for twenty-five thousand dollars when thirteen years old.
He was the sire of Matchless, of Londesboro, Royal Danegelt, Rosador
and Gannymede, all of whom are champions.
Denmark, the sire of Danegelt, and Lord Derby II., the grand sire of Danesfort, are to the Hackney
pedigrees what Lexington and Leamington are to the American race horses no good ones without

—

a

showing of their blood.
Monarch, the sire of Heroine, and grand

greatest Norfolk

champion

of Heidrek, on his dam's side,
sire
Stallion of a halt century. He sired, besides a host of
Fashion and Reality.

Hackney

stallions,

was probably the
show horses, the

HEIDREK is perfectly docile, a characteristic of the Hackney breed, has fine speed, as well ai
great powers of endurance, and his get from either high class or common work mares should make
horses admirably adapted to the farm or road, and that will demand a good price.
The owners of HEIDREK do not propose to charge an extortionate fee for his service simply because he is a fine horse and bred "in the purple."

Season,
Insurance,

W.

=

^

=

=

=

$ 8.00.

=

=

=

12.00.

M. Watkins
SAXE, CHARLOTTE

&

CO., VA.
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—
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A

few yearg previous a high wind had
flat acres and acres of immense
trees on this hillside, and they lay
criss-cross and every other way and
many times Pattie could go under the
laid

If

FREE

to go over them
a slow process, for I had to

fallen trees, but

I

had

This was
keep her on the lead

much

nally, after

patient

—we

scramble

the time.

toiling,

— and

scrambling

more

all

Pattie

than

Fi-

climbing and

wa»

It is the A. B. C. of Concrete work and contains
photographs, descriptions, specifications and sectional
drawings for many of the smaller structures that can be
built by the suburbanite or farmer without the aid of
Also much general inforskilled labor.
a pKWg a
mation and many valuable hints to small
:

—

for

home.

contractors.

A copy
^"^

book sent free
upoa request

of this

Atlas Portland Cement Co.
BROAD 9TKEKT, SEW YORK

yon can never make

me

—

BLACK PERFECTION
No. 102925.
Sired

be-

lieve that It was an accident her
She had
finding that particular spot.
hunted for days for some such spot
where she could whelp in peace and
quiet.
I had about one hundred collies about that time, and it was my
opinion that she wished to get away
from them till after she whelped. She
Is a bitch that In all these years I
have never kept confined, only when
she was In season. She always has
perfect liberty, night and day. to go
wliere, how and when she chooses.
She lives with me now at my city
home, and thinks as much of goin?

down town with me every morning

W.

S^ROEVT.

Rutland. Vermont.

I

do not

want

A
If

Planter, for
the best paper of the VInd
J.

KING OF ALL POL.ANl>
PerfecUon

IL.

oar

heads

few Pigs and Bred Sows for
you waot the LARGE, MELLOW kind
breeding, call on or writ* ua.
sale.

of

richest

H.

B.

BDSH &

BRO.. Michaui. Powhatan

County.

BARON PRtMIEH
Is

the

sire

and grand

sire

of

many

1906

Virginia.

55227

PRIZE-WINNING BERKSHIRES.

We

are

developing a few of his best fall Boars for herd headers. They are long, deep bodied,
with good bone and well marked. If .vou want something fancy, see these, or let ns book
your order for a spring Pig by our best Sows.
SPECIAL— A perfectly-marked, ready-for-scrvlce Boar; nose a little long, for fancy
A bargain at ^20.
trade.

PHIL

W. ROBERTSON.

GOLD, Winchester, Va.

H.

TAMWORTH AND POLAND CHINA
Pigs, entitled to registration, for J5 at eight weeks.

J.

Co.. Va.. Jan'y 12. 1907.
tin one foot of land, but I

The Southern

think It
CTCT saw.

Chief

herd.

Boars ready for eervlee

and Bred Sows.

Maplemont Stork Farm.

Nansemond

that

as

might interest you
have sold over one
worth of pups from
A.

b.T

CHINAS,

any child. She is In perfect condition
and bids fair to make a record for old
age.
Incidentally, It
to know that T
thousand dollars
this bitch.

CITT.

She made

not the slightest objection; In fact,
•eemed to be rather pleased than
otherwise. Every little while on our
way, I would uncover the basket and
she
let her count her pups, then
would trot along perfectly contented.

Now

Construction

ABOUT THE HOME AND ON THE FARM"

a hill. Underneath this a little
cave or pocket had been formed. A
very small cave for such an Immense
upturn. In this little pocket I found
the pops six of them, big and round
and fat
I had a curiosity to examine that
There was absolutely no enhole.
trance to it, except the one small
opening directly under the tree trunk
This entrance was' just large enough to
There could no wind
admit Pattie.
reach the Interior. It was absolutely
protected from soaking or surface
water or rain. In fact, it was a cave
and a castle. Pattie went in and
nursed her pups, then I reached in
and took them out, one by one, the six
of them, put them In a little basket,
brought for the purpose, and Pattie
started

Concrete

you should have our book

"CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

of

I

are interested in

much

during this
arrlTed very nearly to
I

the top of the hill. She led me to an
Immense tree that had been torn up
by the roots. The roots and turf attached upturned looked like the side

and

you

1

I

C.

GRAVES,

Barboarsvllle, Orange County. Va.

CLOSING

-"UT c*l

E.

^

Sowa^ »5_5£
Registered Poland-Chinas; Service Boars, 300 to 450 pounds; _Brood
"
"
"'
Turkey Toma; Eggs, t3
pounds, and Fancy Gilts at pork prlces;^ large stram.
"
•Ittlng; S. C. B. Leghorn Cockerels;
T.

M.

BYRD.

R
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TheFINiSHING PERIOD
It requires more fjcl to produce loo pounds pain oti a fattening steer the second six months
It does the firs^, and more each montii t:icrcatt'-r than t.ic moutu previou*.
The advaulage
of early marketing is evid-ut, b. It eariy martcting requires stillful feediug. Everv funcli<;n of
the digestive apparatus must be tept in perfect coaditioa. The matt;.r of growth is a matlerof
digestion. Crowding is always dangerous unless certain precatit on is taken to assist nature in
e'lminatinff or expelling from the system, waste and poisonous residue that is sure to ha
deposited under heavy feed.

than

S STOCK
thcpreijcslption of Dr. lies (M. D., D. V. S
;ains bitter tonics which act upon the digestive
o.'gans. strengiheninsr aud i:ri^;cving thena ba L.iat the largest po-i^iole amou'ii of nutrition i9
appropriated to building bone, muicle,
Ik fat, etc., and besides lootng af er the supply, it
"" '
also takes care of the ovenlow— it contains the
trates which assist nature in e spelling through
the pores of the skin, and ia the urine, thoi-e elements that would be ha
ul if allowed to
linger in the system. Furthermore, Dr. Hess Stock Food f.imislics iron,
n.tlie rreatest known
blood builder, and is mildly laxative, r:<julatinsr the bowel? during tht
the pe 'od of drv feedng as though the animal was on pasture, and relieves the
stock iiilments. That
ter tonics, iron
ud potash produce the results above mentioned we
fer to Profes-or;
Winslow. Finlay Dun. and every medical writer of the age.
i sell Dr. Hess Stock Food on a ivritteu

Except In Canada

and extreme
West and Sonth
thedose— it's small and ferl but twice a day, which proves it has the most
lizes Dr. Hess Stock Food as a medicinal tonic, and this paper is back

Dr. Hess Stock Food diffe
dige^Ive strengtil to the po.inl. Ou
of the guarantee,

^^ere

FREE from
can have

Iiis

tbe 1st tolbe lOtb of Eacli Monlta-Dr. Hess (M.

96-paee Veterinary Book any time for

n^t.

tlie

HHSS

asking.

&

Mention

D.. D. V.S.)
this paper.

CI^ARK, Astiland,

'ill

aanofacturers of Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a and Instant Louse Killer.

THE MOST PAMOtIS HOSTELRY
IN THE WORLD
TB.WELr.EE.

Under the above heading

I

refer to

One
"Sheppard's" in Cairo, Egypt.
can scarcely imagine Cairo without
that hostelry, nor could "Sheppard's"
exist outside of Cairo, and the combination has produced that wonderful
stopping place in the most entertaining city in the world.
"Sheppard's" is not the outgrowth
of modem times, but occupies to-day
the site it occupied when it was the
stopping place of caravans journeying
by camels to and from the Red Sea
before the days of the Suez Canal and
long before Cairo was a fashionable
resort.
To-day there are many hotels
but "Shepthere more luxurious,
pard's" Is still without a rival in the
heart of the travelling public, who
Its situation is
love its traditions.
favored, being on a main thoroughfare, divided from the native quarter
by the Ezbekiyah garden, a rank
jungle of tropical plants whence blow
Against this is the
spicy breezes.

prescribe for your ailing animals.

You

OIilo.
Instant Loose KUIer Kills

Uce.

Glenburn Berkshires.
"Champ

ons Beget Champions,"

Herd headed by Predominant and Dominant, two of the greatest seas •<
Premier Longfellow, by Lord Premier III., the great son of Lord Premier; hf
Imp. Loyal Hunter, the largest and best imported boar in this country, asi
superb daughters of Lord Premier, Premier Longfellow, Masterpiece and others,
as well as splendid imported bows of richest breeding. Also Golden Lad Jersays.
Write for catalogue.

Dr. J. D.

KIRK, Roanoke, Va.

EDGEWOOD STOCK FARM.

DORSETS! DORSETS!
Here we are again with tlie finest crop of Fall Lambs ever known on Bdgewoo*
Farm. You can get a Chelce Ram Lamb, if you order early. Don't wait till June, aa
you did last year. They will all b« sol* then. We have Ewe Lambs, too, that »r»
"PEACHES AND CRHAM." Come over to see us. We like to hear from yo«.
D. ARBUCKLE & SONS. Maiwelton. Greenbrier County, W. Va.
J

Edbecombe Co., N. C, Dec. 12, 1906.
Alow me to conyratulate you on the
French Opera House, and beyond this
steady advance The Southern Planter
shopping
or
the fascinating Muakl,

is

making.

I

enjoy each number tran

front to back.
Dr.

L.

B.

NORFLOBIL

THE
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street.

To the

left

of

the hotel

[Maroh,

S0UTHETI:N PLAiS'TER.

is

meeting place of all
where the mighty Cook
dispenses mail, tickets and advice ou

"Cook's,"

the

travellers,

subjects relating to Egypt. The
arrival, being half dazed on the
drive from the station by the strange
sights and sounds on the street, hastens to his room, escorted by a train
of nimble young Arabs, in flowing
white robes and red fezes, carrying
his traps, but quickly collecting himself, he is drawn out irresistably lo
the terrace in front of the hotel, which
is a coign of great vantage, because
he can sit there, over an iced drink,
and watch the passing show undisturbed by the horde of beggar,s peddlers and guides, whi would nearly
rend him asunder, if he ventured beyond the precincts of the hotel.
There is the strangest conglomeration
of people, all vociferating loudly, but
good naturedly. while carriages and

all

new

and
dashing backwards
add to the general confuwhich is the normal state of the
Clustered around
streets of Cairo.
the front steps are the Dragomen, re-

horsemen,
forwards,

sion,

splendent in silken robes, with hawk
eyes fastened on their patrons, fearing lest they fall victims to other
robbers than themselves. Unscrupulous in their own charges, thev do not
allow outsiders to poach on their territory, and the traveller is quite secure from all enemies, save from those
of his own household.
Beyond these is a pack of postcard
boys who. with alluring smiles, approach almost to the sacred terrace.
beseeching the idlers on it to buy til!
a stout stick descending on them
drives them into the street again
Here they cannot remain long in
peace, for two "Pais" font runnersl
with scarlet Zouave jackets, embroidered In gold, and full white knee
trousers, run forward with their wand
to clear the way for a Moslem ladv's
carriae-e.
She flashes .by, smiline
through her veil, but the onlookers
can only see a pair of dark eyes, and
a very elaborate French costume. The
carriaspR used by ^he foreign resident.''
are also very picturespue, with two
Thp
letty nubians on the front seat.
Khedive. In the uniform of a Hussar,
«ften rides past, with his household
troops, and fashionables from all parts
of the world pass in dress parade. But
It Is the native element which makes
Cairo the most entertaining place in
Only venture down the
the world.
steps and it Is nnon you like a whirlwind. The donkev bovs surround yon
at once. cr>'ing out. "T,adv, lady, you
take my donkey. T got very good
donkev. He name ATcKinlev. He go
like the devil."
The Intter statpmon*
vou find to be true, when a few davs
later you mount the aforesaid, a ?aI1v
caparisoned beast, srey tattoed In
black, with red leather saddle and

oumeroiis strings of beads around his
neck. and. setting out at a furious

Doin^ a Week's Washing
In 6 Minutes—Read the Proof
ng a 1900 Gravity Washer.
is keep tbe waslie
sitor.ewny— nlit
i wnshor dues the
;

-the water rushesl-,
and around tliem—andtlie dirt is tnUf-n out.
In nix minutes your tubful ol'cluthcs Is clean.
This mtiihine will wnsh anytMng-from Irce
to ciirpets, and get them absolutely.

and '•wn>h

rips'*

te

i"

lawn and lace
nro nnknown.
*

economically.

'

I

let

>

-u

.Am).

if

>c

eait

i

the^
So far asl know, my factory js tie only one ever
devoted exclusi\c]y to making wn-^hors.
Over half a million of my waslu i^ rre in use.
Over half a inilllon pli-nsed women can tell
you nliat my washers wilt do.
liut jou tiou't have to take even their prv-bo.
You can test a 19U) Gravity Wa^er yourself.
L

Then

1

—

It take:

tory

Ymi wa?hc,uirte
Prove
lonth FKlE.
8i-nd for m: r
Read partic

—

1900 Gravity

Wii»her to wear out your clotli
You can wnt^h the finest lint
without breaking a thre.-.d.

"Tub

money it will snve you— yoa can take plenty of
tinie to pay for it.
I'ay Ro miieli a week or so mnch a month as
suits you bi-«>t.
Fay for the washer as it eaves for von.
I makeyouthisofferbecnuie I wnnt >onto find
ont for yourself what n IStO Gravity Washer will do.
:to trust you, because ycu can prob-

.vou wiJl

Write for

New Washer Book.

know

my

positiveJv

book to Jay. It

Your name and addreta on
to

me

at ouce. gets you

my

FREE.

is

a post curd mailed
y r«-turn mail.

hook

I

You are wtlcometo the bookwhether jou want
to buy a washer now or not.

i Will send «

It

ri-puid.
1 (.-a n sh ip promptly at
a-Iu*r at onte.
»

and use

any time—so you get yo
it

a month.

Do

is a big illuhtrnted book, printed on heavy
tiedpaper. andhos pictures showing exactly

all yo

thi

a--hii

if you don't fin-l the machine all I claim
doesn't save you tiniL-iind worli-if it iloesii
rclothescleanerand better—don't keep

And.
if it

i

__

'

backtaik^ndlwiJi.
If you want to keep the washer— as you su
when you see how much time, and work.

will

EVER'<aR£EI\!
RINORAS

HOME OF THE GREAT JERSEY

BULL,

_.

Mannwr

Bieber.

Henry St..Binchiimtoa.

JN. X.
Ur. if you live in Cimflda. write to my
Canadian Branch, 356 Yongc St., Toronto. Ontario.

FARMS

RIOTER OF

whose dam tested 17 pounds butter In 7 days with flrst
pounds 6 ounces and 23 pounds 12 ounces butter In 7 days.

ST.

LAMBERT,

grand

calf;

dams

69478.

tested

SONS OF THIS BULL, OUT OF GRAND COWS, FOR SALE.

W. B. Gates Prop. Pice Depot, Prince Edward Toupty.

« CXJBMI^Ilri o

I

forf;irmers who wish to do t'
r own grri
cheapest, most efiicient. and best outfit ever pi:t on :he market.
cru«:h from 20 to jo bushels of ear corn per hour, and

COMBINED MILL ANO POWE.^
;

I

I

I

GRIND ALL KINDS OF GRAIN

Sweep. Geared.
C.^t.^l^^
r,
50 other styles and sizes.
CombinrJ .mj Power .-ilso Scienllfic Gas and G-T^oMre Hn^ines.
MFG. CO. lE^lablished ifjSi Sorinjf ield. Ohio

Write for our

THE FOOS

"

Va.

M
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How many times

during a
year would you be willing

to

pay

5 cents an hour for
reliable power?

a

rA

manv times, no J'Uibt.
foddir, giirulfeed, sawing wood, huskiug or shelling corn, churnins,'. pumping water, separating c-eani, grinding tools, etc. A good iii.iiiv times,
indeed, ?.nd when > ou want it you
good

F'T slneddiu^

iiii'

it wihout delay.
H. C gasoline engine will
.A.U 1.
furnish such power a 3-hoi se engine,
for instance, will furnish power efjM-al
to that of three horses at a cost of
five cents an hour, and it will be al-

want

—

wavs

read\'

when you want

it,

and

ready to work as long and us hard as
you wish. You don't have to start a
fire
not e\en strike a match to

—

—

start an
All vou

I. H.
C. gasoline engine.
have to do is cose a little

switch, open the fuel valve, give the
flywheel a turn or two by hand,

—

and off it goes, working ready to
help in a hundred ways.
Stop and think how many times
you could have used such convenient
power last week, lor instance.
There should be a gasoline engine
on every farm. Whether it shall be
an I. H. C. or some other engine on
j'Oitria.rm is for you to decide, but it
will pay you well to ie .rn of t lie simple
construction of 1. H. C. gasoline engines before yon bu>. It will p;iy
you to find out how easily they are
operated, how little trouble they give,
how economioal in the use of fuel,
how much power they will furnish,
how strong and durable thev are.

It will pay 3-ou to k; ov> tliese things,
and the wav to find them out is tocall
on our local agent orwrite forcatalog.

Thnse encines are made in the fol lowing st.vles
and^izes: Horizontal stationary or portable),
1,. 8. 10. 13, 15 and 20 horfe power.
Vertical, 2 and 3 horie power.

—

t

4.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO\fPANY OF AMERICA, CHICAGO, U.

S. A.

.iN'COKPuRATEDl

pace,

utterly

pedestrians

demolishes all luckless
do not seek safety in

who

flight.

Crossing the street by the garden,
one sees dark heaps lying on the side
walks, which prove to be Arabs taking their siesta. Lined against the fence
are barbers, plying their trade while
from place to place are little kitchens
where the people of the street buy
their food.
At the corner is the Cafe
Arabe with little tables on the street
where the better classes sip black
coffee and indulge their passion tor
dominoes, smoking the famous EgypIn the
tian cigarettes all the while.
street people are always passing, the
strange mixture that makes up the
population of Cairo. "Tommy Atkins"
in scarlet coat, or Highland kilt, is a
very prominent figure there. Then
there are Indians, Turks or Levantines, a Greek priest, in his patriarchal dress, a Dervish in a high
brown cap. a descendant of the prophet, wearing a green turban (thebadsre
of his illustrious descent) or a wild
"Agua,
Bedouin from the desert.
.\gua." cries fhe water carrier, with a
sheep skin of waiter drawn from the
fountain
hung over his shoulder.
Then the tomtom sounds, and a wedding procession passes, on highly
decorated camels, and the echoes
scarcely cease before wails announce
the professional mourners at a funeral.
A burning, glowing Egyptian
sunset throws the whole scene into
Tlvid relief, and one says, "If all other travel memories must pass away.

Pump Water

Saw Weod
Cut Feed
Thresh Wheat
Shred Corn
Grind Feed
this and more, coo, can b» doae
witb our Gasoline Gngines.
Tbey are
SiTVlPLE,

All of

SAFE,

RELIABLE.

Sydnor

Pump &

Richmond,

bought

a

Well Co., Inc.,

Va.,

Dept.,

BALING PRESS

B.

and found

it

the best you could have bought for the money, you would be
Our presses have taken so inany first prizes, inckiding
«orry.
PRIZE, that they are cahed
St. Louis World's Fair

was not

GR.WD

WHITMAN'S "WORLD'S STANDARD"
Ought you not to know why they are so superior before you buy
a press' Let us send you our catalog of Presses and other superior
WHITIVnV AGRIOJLTUR.AL CO.. St. Louis
Agricultural Machinen,-.
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let me, at least, retain those of Cairo
and Sheppard's."
Escaping one snare, you encounter

tmreMer

another. A tall figure in a blue robe,
glides up behind you, and draws fortli
finger
from his draperies a
or toe, which he offers to you marvellously cheap.
His brother tugs at

mummy

you on the other side, and tries to interest you in genuine scarabs (made
A boy from an Ostrich
In Germany).
fann waves a feather fan before you,
and you can't go forward because some
little boys are doing handsprings be^
fore and begging for "backsheesh."
This word resounds through the air
from persons whose hereditary-occupation is begging.
One little boy asked
"Lady,

pathetically,

hungry money,

my

please

give

tJibMh,

It you can increase your butter production
without any increased cost or any more work
won't it pay you to do it? And if you can get
more butter from you milk with less
work, that will be still better, won't it?
That's exactly what you can do i( you
will do as Mr. Leiting did— buy a
Here's
Sharpies Tubular Separator.
what he says about the Tubular:

^

me

mother finished"

Randolph, Nebraska, Feb. 15th. 1906.
Z.ird day of January,
took a No. 4 Sharpies Tubular Separator
On learning that I was in the market
tlie
agent for the disc
separator,
cream
for a
style "bucket bowl" separator brought one to
my farm and requested me to give it a trial beAfter eivinsr both
fore making a purchase.
machines a fair trial, I concluded to keep the
Tubular as I consider it far superior to the other
machine. It skims closer, runs easier, and is
very much easier to wash, there being so many
less parts. From three skimmings of milli from
7 cowB, we wci-e at>le to maltelHlbs. morebnt*
ter witli tlie Tubular llian we could vvith tbe

<dead).

Gentlemen:— On the

1906. I

PULLING STUMPS.

on

The method of clearing land by
hand has always been considered the
hardest work the new settler had to
do, yet the timber regions are
to be the most fertile.

known

In recent years the work has been
lightened by the introduction of modern machinery for up-rooting trees and

••buclset

stumps.

The more recent advancement
perfecting this
wonderful.

trial.

bowl" macbiue.

B.

LEITING.

in

machinery has b een

The immense power necessary

The Sharpies Tubular

to

up trees and stumps requires
heavy and powerful machinery, while
pull

method
mands that

large

or

Separator

of doing the work dethe machines be not too

the

heavy

to

handle by horse

power.

The difBculty heretofore has been
to get the machines powerful enough
yet not too large and heavy for practical results.

This seeming insurmountable diffihas
finally
been
achieved
through the march of progress.
culty

The advancement in casting the
higher grades of steel has made it possible to make these pullers out of solId steel, sixteen times stronger than

the cream there is in the milk, does it so
easy that it's not work to run it at all, and is so
simple, with only one little part in the bowl to wash
and keep clean that comparison is out of the question.
gets

all

The extra cream it gets makes the Tubular a regular
savings bank for its owner.
All the other good money-making points are told
Write for it
in book F- 290, which you ought to read.
today we'll send it free to you.

—

THE SHARPLES SEPARATOR CO.
WEST CHESTER, PA
Chicago,
msssmsmssm&WLsaLS imi-mmiiMmsm

Voronto, Con.

cast iron.

the iron machines
has been reduced one-haTT in the steel,
yet making a line eight times stronger than the iron ones. In that way
doing away with all heavy lifting and
making stump pulling a pastime.
The Hercules Mfg. Co ..of CenterTflle. Iowa, are the first to build tbo
solid Ftepl pullers.
A postal card to
their address will bring you full information.
of

PERHAPS HE MEANT

P

——

is

usually

a

IT.

self-possessed

young man; but the other day when
dining out he was unexpectedly called
upon to say grare. and the best he
could do was to deliver himself of the
following:
"O Lord, bless our sins and forgive
this food.

III.

i

The weight

Amen."

— Llppincott's

CHARTERED

1870.

Bank,

Merchants National
or RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

$200,000.00.

Capital,

Surplus and Undivided Profits,

O.soolf'y

•»'

•*»•

Unli-d Sl»l«.. Sl.t«

-

$805,000.

of Virginia. City of HloKisaa')!

Being the largest depository for bnnke between naltlmore and Now Orleans, we •ef«
Accounte BOllclted.
fncllltle! for direct and qulclt collections.

superior

JOHN P BRANCH,
TH08.

B.

JOHN K. BRANCH. Vlco-Pres.
Pres.
AsulBtjint Caehlers-J. R.
Caehler.

McADAMS.

Three Per Cent. Interest

Tell

the

advertiser

where

Allowed

you

saw

In

his

JOHN F. GLENN. Vioe-Pre*.
PERDUE. GEO. H. KBB8BB

Savings

Department.

advertisement.

THE SPOTLESS COMPANY,
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA-

Incorporated.

following special bargains In Farm Wagons during the month of March only.
Recently we purchased the entlra stock «t
Farm Wagons of the Taylor Wagon Company, Lynchburg, Va., at a dissolution sale. Two partners were leaving the firm and It w««
necessary to turn the entire stock of wagons into cash to close up the old firm. We purchased everything they had at a very low
figure, which explains the remarkably low prices below.
The Taylor Wagon Company will continue business with new partners. W»
have sold these wagons for years and know how excellent they are. We expect to sell the entire stock out in thirty days, so do n*t
delay your order. These wagons can be seen at the factory, Lynchburg, Va.: at our branch store. 13 N. Sycamore St.. Petersburg
Va., or in our warerooms, Shockoe Slip, Richmond, Va., or will be sent to your freight station in accordance with terms of sala as
given b«low. Order from this advertisement, because as this la a recent purchase It is not listed In our general catalogue.
Offers the

WAGO

*

'

Ovipl»-:TE

as shown

$40.13.

STRONGEST

WHEELS MADE
^

"°~^

STRONG WEIL

made:

box

STRAP

IAR(E%HUB5

E^»„__

SINGLETREES
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The Everlasting Tubular
Guaranteed not

to

Plow Doubletrees.

Steel

Break or Bend.

[March,

Send

for

Furnished with Hook or Ring
For Plow IVf U33le, also Traces

Our Number 8 Catalogue
for 1907. Get acquainted with
Our complete line. Their use

economy.

spells
ABOVE PATTERN No. 105 MADE IN THREE SIZES.
a compleie line of Doubletreea. Sint; etrefs. and Neck Yokes of every deicrlptlon
All dealers ebould handle taem. ask yours lor Ihem and take no otbci.

Wt manaf»ctnrp

Pittsburg

Tubular

Company Sole Manufacturers,
PENNSYLVANIA.

Steel Whiffletree

PITTSBURG

-

MAGAZINES.

-

m0^i0^ m^^^^mi^^^^^''it^^^fmm^^^^^m

The March Century is a garden
number, covering a wide and varied
range of outdoor interests Charleston gardens, Persian gardens, workingmen's gardens, flower arrangement in
Japan and a review by a Dutch expert
of Luther Burbanks' work In scientific

—

AMERICAN SAW MILLS)
VARIABLE FRICTION FEED

The Luther Burbank review, from
the pen of Hugo de Vries, Professor of
Plant Anatomy and Physiology in the
University of Amsterdam, is the article of most scientific value in the
magazine.
It
brings to American
readers a new, suggestive and authoritative representation of Mr. Burbanks'
claims and achievements.
All the
charm of Charleston's gardens probably the loveliest gardens in this
country is in Miss Prances Duncan's
article, and there are delightful illustrations by Anna Whelan Belts, including two full pages in color.

—

—

In a different vein, and also touching a subject of far-reaching interest,
is
William H. Tolman's account of

""Workmingmen's Gardens in France,"
one of the most encouraging movements of the day. Detroit, New York,
Philadelphia
and other American
are developing similar aims;
but France has carried the work far
beyond the point of an experiment;
and the story is full of vital interest.

cities

Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue's description of Persian gardens is embellished

many reproductions of the
drawings;
and
in
Miss
Zalda Ben-Yusuf's paper on "The
Honorable Flowers of Japan" there
with

author's

many

Japanese

pictures

illustrating

the

methods of arranging cut

ACCURATE hND RELIABLE.'
Best Material and Workmanship, Light Ruanlni,
requires little power, simple, easy to handle, won't
get out of order.
Belt
d Mi Is also

For those who want to read also of
something besides out-of-doors, there
Is a variety of articles and the usual

— the

conclusion

of

A.

K

W.

Mason's "Running Water." and further
chapters. Increasing in Interest, of
Mrs.
Frances
Hodgson
Burnett's
ttrong novel of international marriage
and Its problems. "The Shuttle."

There are so many good things to
delleht St. Nicholas young readers in
Oie March number that choice for

In all

si z

Log Beam Ca"iag*t can bt
urnish<id with any ol our
mills

[No.l. Warranted to cut 2.000 feet per day with 4 H. P. engine.
Seven other sUee made.
Also Edgers. Trimmers, Shingle Machines. Lath Mills, Rip and Cut-Off Saws, Drag
Saws, Cord Wood Saws, and Feed Mills. Catalogue sent free.
"Rowe, Mass., Oct. 24. 1906.-1 have a No. 1 American Saw Mill and I send
lend yon
yoa an
order tor another just like It. I nil It with my 8 H. P. portable gasolta
tie engine;
a
e.
have sawed 6,000 feet of lumber In 10 hours wltb It without any trouble.
I
48-lnih saw.
Bradley C. Newell.'
Toura truly,

UH

AWFRICAN SAW Mill MACHINERY CO, 137 Hr>r' St.. K?pkf(lstf»P N J.
Pur Ag'nts
Walt Plow Co., Richmond, Va R. P. Johnson, Wytheville, Va., Hyman
Supply Co., New Beme and Wilmington, N. C. Gibbes Machinery Co.
Columbia, S. C.
,

m^t^^^m'^t^^0m^t^^0im^t^^0^Htt^^^imitt^^0m^^im^^0'»^t^^^>'

BUY A FULLER

«r

JOHNSON

i;y^v(LidTriirirar
VOD'IU Vake More Hon:y on Your Tobacco. Sweet Potato. Tomato, Cabbage and other transplanted crops. It will save you a lot of time, labor and money over hand setting or settinff
with anv other machine. It handles nursery stock just as well as plant?.
€11? KERMIm M. AIZiLiA^ by proper settinR. The Bemis opens the furrow,
Iiyr^lJ
Ai^V^Il.Ci/%9Ej
stirs the soil and waters the roots as the boys drop
plants. The machine then covers the rnots with a dry mulch, which holds the moisture,
pressure plates or toilers pack the soil and lirm each plant so it
With tho
11 thrive. Attachment to fertilize each plant, if desired.
independent of tlit
Bemis J
I

rA

THP* VIF*!

n

Fuller & Johnson's Complete Line

flowers.

Action

f

Steel Dogs, Strong,

horticulture.

are

|

Ratchet Set Works, Quick Receder, Duplei

'm

of

Farming Implements

de^erA-esyourcarcfuHnve-^l,;:;.!., n ,f tl.e mcst improved desicns and the hiyliest quilitv f niatt-:ials :.nd workmanship
appeal to you. Plows of all kinds. Harrows, Corn Planter*.
Cultivators, Manure Loaders, Gasoline En*
sines, etc. The Fuller cV Johnson name plate
is a guarantee of long and satisfactory service. Investigate.
See your dealer. Wr:tf
MONEY
for Free fl,w/t- ar.d C ut.itonues.
>

MAKINO

FULLER & JOHNSON MFG. CO.
144 Dickinson Su.

METHODS

Madison. Wis.

GET THIS BOOK FREE

,

SOIL
CULTIVATION

m
ft

I

—
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IS COMING
ARE YOU READY?

HARVEST

To be sure, it's some time yet before the grain will
be ready, but it won't be long before you'll be so busy
with spring work that you will have no time to gel
ready for harvest.
Now is the time to give this Important matter
serious consideration.
How did you get along last year?
Were there any delays or any break-downs?
Did you lose any grain?
Were you able to begin harvesting when your
grain was just ready, and finish before It got too ripe.
How did your horses stand the work?
Think back now. and you can easily tell about how
you are fixed for this year. If you are not prepared
to
harvest your grain quickly and easily, without
danger of delay, it is time right now to take steps to
prepare yourself. Now is when you have time to give
the selection of a machine the consideration you
ought

to give it.
When you buy a new harvesting or haying machine .vou want to buy the right one.
If you wait
until spring work is upon you, this important matter
will be put off until the very last week before harvest,
and you will have no time to investigate no time to
consider.
You may even be forced to buy what you
don't want. It is the part of wisdom to do this inves-

—

tigating now.

You

with

know

any one

the

of

International

these

Harvester

lines

you can do your harvesting

right.

Four things are prominent

In good farm machines
of any kind:
The principle is right; the materials are
right: the workmanship is right; the record Is right.
Now let us look into these things in connection
with the International lines of harvesting and haying

machines.
Since the

invention of the self-binder, a great
different makes have been put on the market.
Most of these failed to receive the approval of the
American farmer. They were not built along right
Years ago the Champion, Deering, McCormick,
line's.
Milwaukee, Osborne and Piano began to stand out
from other harvesting machines, because of the correct principle back of them.
Time and e.'cperience have demonstrated that they

many

International Harvester

AGAIN

were right; they embody

all that is good that has been
developed in thirty years, and there's no feature about

them that

is

in

any way untried.

So you are safe enough as to the underlying mechanical principle of any of these machines.
Now as to materials. The farmer buying an
International machine may be sure that the material
is

ALWAYS THE

BEST.

Every

bit

of

material—

%vood,

steel, iron, malleables, paint, etc., is subject to
the most rigid test and e-xperiment before being used.
Only large capital and a strong organization mako
these things possible, for In addition to the superior
out put of their own coal and iron mines, iron and
steel mills, timber lands and saw mills, they give at
all times a first choice from all the other material manufacturers of the entire country.
The International
Harvester Company af[t)rds a known market to every
material manufacturer in the land if his product comes
up to the high International standard. These are but
a few of the many advantages which Insure to the
farmer the best of quality in every International
machine he buys.

Ne.xt

comes workmanship.

The enormous demand

these six leading makes of harvesting machines
ennhles the International Harvester Company to maintain manufacturing plants of the highest efficiency
and to employ workmen of the highest skillfactories and workmen
that could not possibly b«
maintained to supply the small demand that would
come to an individual manufacturer.
Now comes the record. Practically every farmer
in the United States knows of the satisfactory record
of these machines.
He knows that tor the harvesting
of all varieties of grain, light, heavy, standing, down
or tangled, these machines have never faltered— havt
never left him in the lurch. He knows that they have
stood up to the work well and have endured season
after season.
He has gone to the harvest always
with the perfect assurance of success. When in rare
cases the unavoidable accident has occurred, he remembers that the repair parts are near at hand and
that THEY ALWAYS FIT.
Another advantage In
purchasing International machines is that repair parts
may be had at any time and any where.
Any one of these machines will do your harvesting
right.
Visit an International dealer and get which
ever catalogue you want. If you don't know an International dealer, write us and we will give you the
name of the one nearest you.
for

Comoany

of America, Chicago,

III.

(INCORPORATED.)

INTERNATIONAL LINE— Binders,

Headers, Header Binders, Corn Binders, Corn Shockers, Corn
Pickers. Huskers and Shredders, Corn Shellers, Mowers. Hay Tedders. Hay Rakes, Sweep Rakes, Hay
Loaders. Hay Stackers, Hay Balers. Feed Grinders, Knife Grinders, Cream Separators, (iasollne Engines,
Pumping Jacks, Manure Spreaders, Weber Wagons, Columbus Wagons, Bettendort Wagons and Binder Twine!
Reapers,

I
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pecial mention is difficult. Perhaps
no feature of St. Nicholas in many
years has made stronger appeal to
the mothers— and that is saying a
good deal than Lina Beard's series of
••Hints and Helps for •Mother'— Rainy
Day Amusements in the Nursery."
Few mothers, or big sisters, or nurses
have ever guessed the fun to be had
from paper boxes, and clothes pins,

1^^\

—

Split

andmyBopglesaregTiaranteed for f iro
the chances of your not liking one of

yi-arn. I am willing
my SPLIT HICKOKV

has

been

gained

in

PIa«p« mention the Southern Planter.

Vehicle*—
I sell

(roes

expeuao

<

!

me

The Buggy shown In picture

Is

H. C. PHELPS,

my

President,

than on any other Buggy made.

The Ohio Carriage

I have one whole fac^-ry devoted
exclusively to the manufacture of this one Buggy.

Let

on

my

Me Pay

the Postage

Cincinnati,

Big. Free Catalogue

To You. Write for

DAY—a postal will

It

TO-

Ohio.

do.

EVANS' "MODhL"

Mfff. COk»

Station 294.

Disc Corn Planter
FOR CORN AND PEAS, WITH OR WITHOUT FERTILIZER ATTACHMENT.
The steel frame makes It strong and duraPlates furnished to drop accurately
any distance from 8 to 48 Inches apart,
dropping the corn perfectly, coTcrlng It
,ind crushing the clods.
Plate for peaa and
beans furnished with each planter
without extra charge. The force feed
fertilizer can be set to drill accuany quantity of (ertlUxer.
rately
Levers
for
controlllnv
both corn and fertlllier
are In easy reack of th*
ble.

operator.

poultry books are simply com-

brooders

to take all

my

SPLIT HICKORYVehicIes Now Ready?

of

a splendid-

building up the world-wide business
of
the Sure Hatch Incubator Co.
Lack of space does not permit us to
mention the many subjects fully treated In the book.
Write to the Sure Hatch Incubator
Co., Box 800, Fremont, Neb., or Dept.
800, Indianapolis, Ind., and ask tor a
copy of the Sure Hatch Book. They
will sena it to you free, postpaid, by
return mall.

Bugcy

can be returned at

This Big Vehicle Book Is better this year than jver before—contains over 125 styles of Vehicles and »
complete line of high-grade Harufss. This Kr -e Catalogue brings Into your home the greatest dlBplay of high-grade Bug^lea and Harness ever put Into a book— photographs and descriptions of Bu^
gies enough to fill ten big storerooms. 1 makt Bupgles to order—giving many options as to style and
nlsh. No matter where you think of buyiug a Buggy you should hear what 1 have to Bay about my
direct plan of selling. Ifs a plan tliat
eaves you a lot of money and that
personally^
Address
elves you a Vehicle made to order
to suit your taste.

BEST POULTRY BOOK.

that the man who wrote it
dug up his information with the spade
of actual experience.
He covers the ground thoroughly.
Tells how to make chicken raising
pay.
His knowledge of incubators

on

factory

Why Not Send for Big 1907 FREE Catalogue

illustrated book of 102 pages and
gives more practical information than
many books that sell for $1 to $1.50.
The Sure Hatch Book is so interesting that you'll sit up late to read li.

and

FR££ TRIAL—and

out on 30 DAYS'
if not satisfactory.

ly

written

my

will iJhoulder all of tUe risk of the transaction.
1 do the larpest Bucpy business In the world.
Everv

from photomicrographs
by the author.
MrS.
lacking.
not
are
Stories
Frances Hodgson Burnett's "The Cosy
Lion" has a delicious ending; there
are the serials, and several short tales
beside, with Nature and Science, the
St. Nicholas League, Books and Reading, the Letter Box, the Riddle Box
and the St. Nicholas Stamp Page to
round out a full number.

piled for encyclopaedias by men who
don't know enough about chickens to
set a hen.
The Sure Hatch Book Is different.
You can tell by the practical way it's

—on a hish-

30 Days» Free Trial.

illustrations

Some

—

save you money 30 to 50%
grade Buggy. I sell direct from

—

is

You My
On A
Hickory Buggy

Let Mc Quote
Direct Price
I will

and empty spools, and other every.,
day articles to be found in every home
ou any rainy day. There are always
plenty of illustrations to help on the
sport; and this month there are jolly
suggestions about ••Spool Playthings."
Another bit just for mothers and the
illustrated
is a daintily
little ones
sketch of finger play, •'Baby a Ten
K.
J.
by
Playthings,"
Live
Little
Barry.
brothers
older
for
There is plenty
and sisters as well, an account of
•'Warships, Ancient and Modern," by
Frank E. Channon; the story of "Old
Ada Walker
by
Pottery,"
Blue
Camehl; an interesting discussion of
"Harnessing the Elements," by George
Ethelbert Walsh, and— this will catch
the boys the explanation of "How
Knives Cut," by C. H. Claudy, with

The Sure Hatch Book
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Write

for

Catalogue

DATE

of

complete

UP-TO-

FARM

CHINERY.

MA-

It

do-

and prlcei the
Tery best, and will
save you money.
scrlbea

THE

IMPLEMENT

COMPANY.
1302

East Main Street.
Richmond, Va.

rpngtii of

The

YORK

improved

WEEOER

frame and

tleiibility of teeth

tie^uik Improved W'ecder.
iir

The

tet- th

are combined
are iimde of

;
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WRITE A POSTAL

FOEt

LAR6E ILLUSTRATED GATAL06UE V-221.

made art: e
SPECIAL BUGGY, reprodljced in tbe actual colors just
AllTehlclesaresnippeddlrectfr..mi.M,-ta.t-.i ,. (iiirpricejarethe very lowest. Be sut*
ieaMaurutoalslllagly low priGsa and Ihs moat liberal terms ever olfared 10 lou.
It

iBthe most completecatalog of vehicles and hamftsa ever printed. The cuts are

_

_

I

bow a colored plate 9x11 inches, of oin- CHICAGO

n'^ It is

and

p.iiiir.a

flni^hcil.

The

de^i-rintinns:

_
_
are complete and

CiMIVM
MARVIM SJnil
ffft fUlf'iinn I I
InHnWirS
I ffl WWa VlllVflUUa Ikta*

pUin.

THE HOOVER POTATO DIGGER,

811

II

i

The manufacturer who would

furnthe best digthe actual ex-

ish to potato growers
ger, must build it upon
perience of a potato man.

It can be
said of the Hoover Digger that it
grows directly out of the experience

of Mr.

I.

W. Hoover,

Potomac R. R.

and

Washington Southern Railway

president of the

Company. He was a
large potato grower in northern Ohio,
and had been for twenty years before

&

Richmond, Fredericksburg

Hoover-Prout

he perfected his Digger. He invented it originally for his own use. Today it is in use by potato growers all
over ithe country.
There have been
Tust Improvements in the Hoover Digger In later years. In 1905. the 22inch elevator, with Its long separating surface, was brought out.
This
Improvement, together with its lighter draft, placed the Hoover In the
vrey front rank of Diggers. The manufacturers have made It a strong, durable machine one that growers do
not hesitate to put to work In any
kind of soil. It can be depended upon to get all the potatoes, and a point
that every body appreciates is that
It delivers them In fine shape
clean
and uncut In straight rows on the
top of the ground, where they are
easy to pick ,up. If you are in need
of a Digger, don't place your order
until you have written to the HooverProut Co., Avery, Ohio, for their catalogue, and learned the merits of the
Hoover Digger.

Link

between the

Connecting

orth

and the South

Atlantic Coaat Line Ra
O^Jo R»ilioad
Balbmore

&

Chesapeake

& Ohio

Railway

Pen.nssUania Railroad

S^board Air Une Railway
SoulherQ Railway

Fast Maii

Between All Points
Richmond,
Virginia, and
Washington, D. C.

Passenger

via

ELxpress

and

Freight RouIp

W.

—

—

The Gateway

The Double -Track

P. Taylor,

Traffic

Maoagei

LIGHTNING WELL

—

MACHINERY,
Rotary, Coring or Rock Prilling,
Any

Water,

Diameter,

Oil,

Any Depth,

for

Coal or Mineral

Prospecting,
Descriptive Catalog on request.

MANLOVE AUTOMATIC GATE.
The Manlove Automatic gate, as
advertised for a number of years from
Milton, Ind., and Chicago, 111., in this
paper, Tias passed all experimental
stages and Is in general use. These
gates are adapted to heavy and constant traffic on semi-public highways,
as well as the usual home driveway.
Mr. G. B. Manlove, of Chicago, the
owner and manager, has recently
stated that each gate sold Is especially guaranteed to work as claimed in
catalogue, and
if
not satisfactory
after reasonable trial, can be returned
and Its cost repaid.
See advertisement of Manlove Gate Co. in this Isaxi« attS send for new catalogue.

The American Well Works,
Aurora,

Illinois,

U. S. A.

DALLAS, TEX.

CHICAQO, ILU

UDNES 'FE/SCESAAJDOATEvS.

Big, strong coiled spring laterals ; still heavier stays
heav^' clamps that hold them tight ; good galvanizing ; easily put

up and

fits

every

hill

and hollow

;

reasonable prices.

Worth 100 Cents on Every
Let us help

you decide

tlie

fence q

hy sending

INTERNATIONAL FENCE, G

c

Dollar.
f

Catalog No. 8

T. CO..

COLUMBUS, OHIO.
C9S Buttles Ave..
AGENTS WAMTEO.— TIV have a numftcr of openings /or hustlers desiring to
mnh: an h.u.-jl and -luininrd l-ving.
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RECENT SALE OF JACKS MADE B\
J. F. COOK & CO.
Majorca King 113y, five years old
Imported from the island of Majorca
a premium winner on the island ant
one of ihe finest packs imported b.\
them, sold to The Chchalis Rivei

Lumber Company, Centralia, Washington; three year old Imported Majorca Lucero 112ii, to S. D. Makeever.
two year old
Renssalaer, Indiana;
Imported Catalonian Larsagona 112S,
to Stanley Turner, Water Valley, Texas; to J. D. Burns, Moorefleld, Ky..
three year old Dr. McCord, Jr., fifteen and three-quarters hands high;
to James Merrick, Jr., of Sudlersville, Md., a four fifteen and a half
hands high, and to Mr. D. Hart, of
Del Rio. Texas, eleven yearling and
two year olds, and at their Branch
Barn, Newton, Kansas, a three year
old imported Majorca King of Kings,
one six years old and two two years

[March,

GET THE RIGHT GARDEN TOOLS
No other kind does
t pays to get Planet Jr farm and gardca tools.
otk so well or lasts nearly so Ions, because Planet Jrs are designed by
calfar[ncrandinanufacturer;buillof better steel, with belter workmanship,
tools increase a man's capacity three to six times.
No. 2S Planet Jr Combined hilland Drill Seedcrand Double-Wheel Hoc, Cultlvatur and Plow. Simole and earv-running. In one operation, it opens the furrow, sows
the seed accurately in drills or in hills 4 to 14 inches apart, covers, rolls, and marks
ngl
The hoes, cultivator teeth and plows arc of hish-carbon steel to keep keen
edge and are desi'incd to hoe and cultivate ex.-ictly as needed.
N^r.'sPi^anet'jr Morse Hoe and Ct!ltivatorw;;i do more thingsin more ways than aiiyothe
hoe made. Patented cultivating teeth and reversible hoes work the ground thoroughly, J
ny depth desired, with perfect safety to plai:i ,. Exoanding frame combines strength and
.simplicity handles ai:justablc up and down, and sidewise. Plows t
I splendid hiller.
.,
,„
. Write todayforioorCat.lJosJneoftheseimplements.also^^heelHoes,^
One- and Two-Horse Riding-Cultivators, Harrows, Orchard- and^
it-Cultivators 45kindsinall. Komatterifyoualread
^have some /'/<i«c/y«, the newmodclsareintcresting.
Co.,
S. L. Allen
.1

/Planet Jr

'

:

;

—

&

Box

SXS@m^

old.

1

I07X, Philadelphia, Pa.

Planet Jr.

SPIKE TOOTH HARROW

CYPHERS INCUBATOR COMPANY
1907 CATALOGUE.

mncb of tDe success ot the farmer's crops depend upon the tti-jrough
!p.iracion u£ the se:d bed. that it behooves liim to provide himself
with the best sort of tools (or the purpose. 'I oat meana that auioMg
other good thiuesi he will wane d Walter A, Wood Spike-Tootli clarBesides domfj better %\ irk than most harrows it is also bettor
row^.
built and handier to operate. Being better bnilt it will last li;uper. TLe
secured to frame by
frame i^ I-beam steei, tooth has U-bar steei
whicb streogtheo tbe
ibeu cast
bolcless a^** nurles
tooth bar. Tet^^b ^^e tri uDKUIar haviBg
thin sharp ederes to he ^ sed in ^ijcces'
wi^i stir mo:
8ipn. The Spike-Tooth
_
_
fioil than aTiVnther harrow you can bu
It has a valo.ii.le relieving spring th*i
takes off Hie strain when striKin,j

Poultrymen are sure to be interestin the new catalogue of this company. It is by far the best one it
ever issued. It contains 260 pages of
ed

highly interesting matter, not only as
regards the company's incubators, but
also. covers a multitude of poultry
topics as well.
It

obstroctions. All the good featnres are pxplained in our lUus
Write for our
trated caUlogue
booklet, "In Foreign Lands."

-v>^^
W«U*^r A. TTood jHowing ..,
„ ., ^
Reaping Machine Co., Hoosick FalU. N
.-

:«a®SE2^!l'55KS?9^

Kill the
F„„.ou. F.O.

I^XiJBATOP

^

Weeds and Make Dust
Mulch

11

ot

Top

Soil

Good thing any
Keystone Weeder does it to perfection. Kills
tlie quick star tins ^niface weeds but doesn't c" deep enough
to disturb plant lOOts.
Makes ideal dust mulcli-ihat keeps
Btuie in tiie ground and near the surface Note the
secret of big crops in drv years.

Thai's

tlie

y. ar.

1 he

Grass Seeder Attachment.
Sows and covers nicely as you drive along, 2 to
30 quaitsper acre. Cultivator attacliraent for
any siyle cultivator, with weeder teeth to rua
in row. wliere shovels cannot reach.
Write for illustrated book showing weeder at work,
giving full
-iiticulars and valuable information.
I

Adare-:s.

Keystone Farm Machine

m

a volume oi
Pled table of contents
a score of prominent poultry papers.
take the greatest pleasure in
urging our readers to send for a copy.
Address the company at Buffalo, N.
them we told you to
tell
Y., and

PulEs

Co., 1554

Beaver

Street, York, Pennsylvania.

Stumps
or Standing Trees.
me

We

slttinp— rulls ao^'thlnc tlie wire r(.pe will reach; stumps,
Clears a twoacrc circle *fth
trees, grubs, rocks. hcJK'^s.eic. A man and a boy uith one or t**o horses can run tlie

write.

iicakes tor the ordloarv stump. No .^eavy chalDS or rods.
Che stiyog wire rupe with patrnl coupler gnps the ruoc at any point. Does not
cbaleropc; far ahead of old-stvlc"take-ups.'* Smallest .oi>e we furnish sranus 40,000

GOIWBIMATtON

AMEN.
Eleanor, aged 5, had been naughty
day, and at night her mother suggested that she tell God she was sorry.
Kneeling down, she roared with great
unction, "Oh, Lord, I hate to mention it!"

Self Anchoring.

ecDemtes Immense nowet and It's made ;oM3od the slraia. We a
Bake the Iron Giant Grub and Stump machine, the 1>X. L- Grubi>er dnd HnnWc
Gruband Stump Machine. Write for tree Ulustrated c-it.-.t.u- :e
Largast manutaolurar* ol Stump Pullara la ch» Worlds

itM strain,

all

STUMP PULLER.

Stump Anchored or
—

A minute and a hall is nil
it

j!:sta;niKhea ism.

Kote

TIIE

1907.]
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AND

CARRIAGES

IMPLEMENTS.

Special Sale of a Bankrupt Stock.
We

hava purchased the entire stock of the Davla Carriage and Manufacturing Company, of Petersburg, Va., which failed a
few weeks ago. This was a court sale, and we were able to get this immense line of BUGGIES, WAGONS AND FARMING IMPLHMENTS. ETC.. at such a low price that we now offer them to you at less than your dealer can buy them at. As this is a recent
purchase, these articles are not listed In our General Catalogue. All of this stock is standard, however, and articles which have an
established reputation, and everything la absolutely new, most of the Buggies, etc., being still in their cratees. We gi#e first the original price on each article and the:] cur ij.ice to you. so that you can see the saving.
Look over this list carefully. You'll and many
thing you want. You should buy i;ct.-, ;.3 we expect to sell this stock within thirty days at these prices .All goods will be shipped
See our terms at the bottom of this sheet. If you live near Petersburg you should go there and see
direct from Petersburg, Va.
If not. we will ship wherever you may direct.
these remarkable bargains, at 13 NORTH SYCAMORE STREET.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, FARMING TOOLS,
4-Prong Spading Forks, formerly 6Bc.; now
Short Handle Spades, BOc.; now
,
Garden Rakes (7 foot), formerly 45c.: tiow
2-Prong Garden Hoes, formerly 25c.: now
Long Handle Shovels (round point), 45c.; now
Long Handle Shovels (square point), 4dc.; now
Short Handle Shovels, BOc: now
Griffith & Turner Co. No. 10 Corn Planters, JIS;
lizer attachment)

Hamilton

&

P.

O.

Corn Planters,
Corn Planters,

$10;
$15:

now

(with

now
our

price

(with

fertilizer

high

3-horse

lift,

Cassady

Turn Plows

(Ne.

:

i

Cultivators, $25; now
2-Horse
Chattanooga Double Shovels. $2.50; now
Senior Cider Presses, $30; now

National

Cider Mills. $18: now
••I
Am It" Cider Mills. $12; now
Rand Dump Thomas Rakes, once $17; now
Dump Thomas Rakes, once $20; now

Junior

Cultivators

Disc

pivot

axle,

$40:

(Janesvllle

erly $50;

3

2%

Co.),

6

14-inch

15),

discs,
$30.00

pivot axle, 8 bses; price form-

now

Twine,

inch

$17.00

now

National Riding Cultivator (No.

Binder

Mfg.

$10.00
115),
.$31.00
$17.60
$1.B0
$20.00
$12.00
$8.00
$13. BO

2-Horse

Riding

3Bo.
33o.
32c.
16c.
35e.
S5c.
33o.
ferti$10.00
$6.50

attach-

ment
Steel
Mold,
now
$40

Etc.

$40.00

per

pound

Banner Riding Attachments, will fit any 2-hor6e steel beam plow.
?18; now
$u.b6
3-Foot Plow Single Trees, BOc; now
jsS,
26-lnch Plow Single Trees, BOc; now
..30a
24-inch Iron Single Trees. 60c.' now
..40o.
Hunter Chilled Two-Horse Plows. $8.B0; now
...'.".'...
.$6.0«
Keystone Corn Planters, $15; now
.$10.00
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
Hillside Plows, $10; now
'$6'o5
Ross Feed Cutters (Little Giants), steam power," $60; now
$42 0«
Ross Feed Cutters (hand power), $12; now
17 BO
Hallock Weeder Teeth, 2ge.; new
isc.
'.'.'..'.
Bailey Body Hangers, $1.60; new
ji 2j
.'.'."
Crown Cylinder Oil. In gallon cans, per can
too
Thomas Disc Harrows, 8 discs. 18 Inches diameter, complete with
double tree and single trees, once $22; now
$17 6J
With 10 discs, 20-lnch diameter, complete as above, once $25'

now

With

10

discs,

18-Inch

diameter,

complete

as

above,

once

discs,

IC-lnch

diameter,

complete

as

above

once

now
With

10

now

,^

Boss Corn Shcllers, once $10; our price
Lister Davis Special Plows, once $18: now
60-Tooth South Bend, Open-End, Double-Brace,

Tooth Harrows,
with one horse

now
60-Tooth,

jj'74
$5 0«

$13 JO
SpikeIn two sections, which can be used separately
If desired, complete with cross bar.
once $10:

same as above,

Two-Horse,

,y 54
$11;

lOo.

now

mm

'.'.'.'.'.'."'.

$60.00 Genuine Owensboro Two-Horse Wagons, Complete, Without Brake
Former Price, $60.00; Our Price to You Gears Only, $39.0(); Wagon CtJmplete
Former Price, $55.00; Our Price to You Gears Only, $37.00; Wagon Complete,

Skein,

$4750

.

Inch Skein.

GENUINE SOUTH BEND PLOWS AND PARTS.
iir
No. 3 F— Steel Beam Pows. $S;
price
No. 1 F— Steel Beam Plows. $.'.:
r price
our price
No. 2 F— Steel Beam Plows. $7 S
No. 2% F— Steel neaiu Plows
price
4 F— Steel Beam Plows, $9; our price

Stalk

South
South
South
South
South
No. 1
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South

Cullers. $'!0: now
Bond Points, No. 62, once l.'»c. now
Bend Points. No. 1, once 20c.: now
Bend Points. Nos. 3, 2 and 2^, ence 3Bc.;
Bend Points, No. 4, once 40c.; now
Bend Points. No. 10, once 40c.; now

$:l.rt0

$5.00
j.'iln
$1; iiO

$20.00
]mc.
13c.
lie.
20c.
20c.
15c.
75c.
$1.50
$1.50
$1.7B
$1.7B
BOc.
15c.
$1.75
15c.
20c.

saw

South Bend Plow devices, once 20c., now
Bend Mould Boards, No. 1 F. once $1.25; now
Bend Mould Boards, Nos. 2 and 2M, once $3; now
Bend Mould Boards, No. 3 F, once $3: now
Bend Mould Boards, No. 4 F, once $3.50; now
Bend Mould Boards, No. 10 F, once $3.50; now
Bend Mould Boards. No. 62 F. once $1; now
Bend Shins, all sizes, once 25c.: now
Bend Rolling Coulters, once $3.50: now
Bend Land Slides, No. 62, once 25c.: now
Bend Land Slides, No. 1 F. once 30c. now
Bend Land Slides. Nos. 2 and 2^ and 3 F, once BOc; now.. 25c.
Bend Land Slides, No. 4, once $1; now
50c.
Bend Land Slides. No. 10 F. once $1; now
SOc.
;

RODERICK LEAN LAND ROLLERS EITHER

2

OR

.$46.50

RODERICK LEAN IMPLEMENTS.

$5.50

;

120 Ofl
$25J20 ot
$22-

3

1-Horse Disc Grain Drills, price formerly $25: our price
820 00
1-IIorse Shoe Grain Drills, price formerly $20; our
price! i!" $1450
.'-Hnrse Grain Drills. 8 spouts, trice formerly $6(1:
our price $.V''oO
W-^^- onr prlce.:$r,8:30
-n",r,l^.';"'"..?.:;.''.!;ii^'i''"*!'
Double-Row Cull
ice H:'±^'?'^-"'l}yformerly. $50; our price
$40.00
Extr.i
Grain
Discs tor Roderick
Lean Cultivators, $3.60; our
price

$2.R)

BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Ames

Rubber-Tire Runabout, 20-lnch body, bike axle
Brewster
green body and gear, leather trimmings, basket seat.
3-p1t end
formerly $72; now
$57 00
Rottermen & Luth Surrles. cut-under, extension "top, "full" ieather
top and trimmings, Brewster green body and eear
leather
padded dash with rail, formerly $136- now
Rottermen & Luth Surrles, canopy top. Brewster green body $S7M
"gear
steps and wheel fender, lamps attached, formerly $126- now
$70
Ames Cut-Under Surrles, extension top, Brewster green' bodv
"ind
springs,

'

gear,

Same,

lamps Included,

but

better

grade,

$125;
full

now
Ames Rubber-Tired
gear,

lamps

now

J9'>

leather

trimmings," "formerly

Surrles, extension top, Brewster
Included, formerly $160; now.

SECTIONS, FORMERLY

$25.00,

NOW

M

$15™

J104 00

gr^n" body and

$19.00.

so low that we have not allowed any thing for credit risks, so all prices are based on
cash with toup
order, freight collect from Petersburg. Va.
but If you will deposit the amount of your order in cash with your bank and
they will
write us that you have done this, we will ship your order to you r freight station, subject to your examination
there before oavln*
for it or taking It out. If entirely satisfactory, you can direct yo ur bank to pay us the amount of the order, and
the goods will then
be released. If not satisfactory, you -need not take them. Simply return them to us by freight collect. Even if after
taking them
home they prove unsatisfactory, you may return them to us and w • will refund your money and freight charges. We have
alwava
agreed to do this with every purchaser. We refer you to the Bank of Richmond, Richmond. Va.. or the Editor of this
Daoer as to
our reliability. Send your order at once, as we expect with these re markably low prices to sell this entire stock In thirty
days Send aU
•ommunicatlons to us at Richmond, not Petersburg. See address

These articles are

listed

;

SPOTLESS COMPANY, Richmond,

Va., Shockoc Slip,

Crenshaw Warefacu«e.
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REPORTS.
United States Department of Agriculture.
Bureau of Animal IndusThe Milking
Bulletin 92.
try.
Machine as a Factor In Dairying.
Bureau of Entomology. Bulletin 63,
Papers on the Cotton
Part II.
Boll Weevil and Related and As-

Stands Like a Stone Wall
Turns

Cattle, Horses,

Hogs— Is

Practically Indestructible

sociated Insects.
CirOffice of Experiment Stations.
cular 72. Report of Committee on

Extension Work.

Experiment Stations. Experiment Station Record.
Vol.
XVIII, No. 5.
Service
Circular
Woods
Forest
78.
Used for Packing Boxes in New
England.
Office of

Bureau

of

Bureau

Bulletin
38.
of Soil

Soils.

Studies on the
Moisture.

AMERICAN FENCE

Movement

of
Soils.
Bulletin
39.
of Shading on Soil Condi-

Effects

Buy your new fence

for years to come. Get the big, heavy wires, tiie
the good galvanizing, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
not too hard nor too soft.
\Ve can show you this fence in our stock and explain its merits and
superiority, not oniy in the roll but in the field. Come and see as and get

hinge

tions.

Farmers'

No.

Bulletin,

277.

that

The

Use of Alcohol and Gasoline in

Farm

Engines.

joint,

is

our prices.

California Experiment Station, Berkley Cal.
Bulletin 1S2.
Analysis
of Paris Green and Lead Arsenate Proposed Insecticide Law.
Bulletin 1S3.
The California Tus-

Our Complete Catalogue

—

address

of Improved

Farm Machinery

sent to

any

free.

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY.

sock Moth.
Colorado Experiment

Station. Fort
Collins, Col.
Bulletin 117.
The
Colorado Potato Industry.
Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca,
N. T. Bulletin 242. Cabbages for

1302

E.

MAIN

ST..

RICHMOND, VA.

Stock Feeding.

Hatch Experiment Station, Amherst,
Mass. Bulletin 112. The Examination of
Cattle and
Poultry

Crazy Patch Fcncc=

Foods.
Bulletin 114. The Oriental Moth a
Recent Importation.
Louisiana Experiment Station, Baton
Rouge, La. Bulletin 89. Nodule
Disease of the Intestines of Sheep
Bare Lot Method of Raising

—

L^mbs.

Summary of Results
90.
with Vegetables and Fruits at
the North Louisiana Experiment

Bulletin

Is that the kind yoa want— made up of small pieces loosely patched together? That's
what your up against when you buy a cut stay fence. If you want whole cloth fence, buy
the Advance with its continuous stay. Our stay wire is never cat but runs coni;nuoui>ly up
and down across the fence for many rods without an end. Thus we utilize all the strength
of the wire, fully half of whirh is absolutely wasted ia cut stay fences— sacrificed to convenience and speed in manufaciore. Our contmuoas stay method of weaving is a little
slower and costs us a little more but its worth while its really the only correct way of
weaving a fence.
Sold on approval. We are perfectly willing to let yon be the pudge after yoo hare examined our fence. Just send us your order for wiiat you need and if it don't Fuit you. ^oa
can return it at any lime within SO days a.nd it wont cost you a cent as we will pay irenjht
both ways and refund to tou every cent you paid. Could we be fairer?
Wa prepay freirht to any steam railroad station in the United States on 40 rods or
more and gunrantc-e the safe delivery of your shipment. Ask for our free fence boolc and

—

delivered prices.

Station.

Nebraska

Experiment

Station, Lincoln, Neb. Press Bulletin 42. The
Bleaching of Wheat Flour.
Purdue Experiment Station, Lafayette.
Bull«in IIC. The Hand
Ind.
Separator and the Gravity Systems of Creaming.
Circular 3. Corn-Stalk Disease.
Results of Tests of Varieties of
Oats.

Yirglnia Weather Bureau, Richmond,
Annual Summary, 190G, for
Va.
Virginia Section.
Report for January, 1907.

Advance
Fence Co.,
107 Old St, Peena, IIL

Thickly ealr a niri
for:uspecti<^nandtcs.t
(Dp, time-<lefyiDg fence
V^ rite for _book
lay freight on 4 rods

owing'

.

he

DON'T BUY GASOLINE ENGINES
.-

,.

1

—

1

—

*

133

stvle

BKOWN FENCE & WIRE CO.. Cleveland. O

Please mention the Southern Planter.

I5^»35<Ct3.

PER ROO
I OE'JVtaEO

DNTIL YOU INVESTIOATC

Tnr v\8TEB nrouEMA]

a twc-CTUBCo. gaaoline,
y O...CT Under engine, r«TolurtODlelDg powt-r. IM weight and bulk ar* half thml of Binglec* Under en»....o, ....» ».«»rv. uu.hu^u.
L

THJS

TBMPUB FDUP

CO.. BUra., f-^t*"-'

and ISUt 8U. Chloac^ XHO

IS

OOB

FirtT-THlBI)

T&UL
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A Common-Sense Talk On

Manure Spreaders
H. C. Com King and
Ooverle^ Spreaders

K.

no doubt that the right kind
THERE'S
of manure spreader
a good thing for
is

you to have. It is probably true that
there is no other farm machine that, if right- are strong and simple. The frame

Is

care-

is as valuable to the farmer.
If fully-selected, well-seasoned lumber, and is
spread properly and at the right strengthened by heavy cross sills and truss
what you're rods. They havesteel wheels with staggered
spokes, and both hind wheels have clutches.
But when you buy a manure spreader have The box is trade of selected stock and is
a care. There are many of them on the securely fastened to the frame by heavy sfeel
market, and many with various "special cleats. Corners are re-enforced with sleel
features" fancy affairs that do them more plates. Everything is of the very best.
barm than good.
Both of the rear wheels are drivers, and
When you buy a spreader look out for Insure plenty of power. A large sprocket
these things and avoid them.
What is with heavy chain drive transmits the power
chiefly to be desired is strtngth and simplicity to the cylinder. The cylinder is large and
strong, and the square teeth (extra long)are
of construction.
Strength is essential because a manure made of the best high carbon steel.
spreader has to carry a heavy load and the
The power for driving the apron is applied
rear end the machine end has hard work on both sides, giving an even movement and
making binding impossible. The rollersare
to do.
Simplicity of construction lessens the attached to the under side of the slats inchance of the machine getting out of order stead of to the frame.
and gives light draft. You know there area
The vibrating rake is a most important
good many manure spreaders that don't get feature, and is found only on Corn King and
out of the shed after the first year. They Cloverleaf spreaders. It levels the load and
make too much trouble and cause too much brings the manure squarely up to the cylinder

ly

chosen,

manure

is

time, its money value far exceeds
apt to think.

—

—

—

—

—a

delay.

thing which

is

absolutely essential to

proper spreading. The teeth on the vibrating rake are held in place by coiled steel
springs so they never break but adjust themselves to the size of the load.
And as a result of simple construction,
the operation is simple. Any one who can
drive a wagon can operate an I. H. C.
spreader, for one lever does it all. There
are ten feeds, ranging from ten to thirty
loads per acre. The apron stops of its own
accord when the load is all fed out. By
reversing the lever it returns and again stops

when back
it

No need

in position.

to

watch

at all.

These are some of the reasons why you
should investigate I. H. C. Corn King and
Cloverleaf spreaders before you buy. There
are many other good points about them that
are explained in our catalogues. There are
two kinds — Cloverleaf, an Endless Apron
machine, and Corn King, a Return Apron
machine; each made
CaO on

in

three sizes.

the Local Agent or write for catalogoea.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTOR COMPANY
OF AMERICA, Chicago*
(INCOIlFORATED)

U. S. A.

BOOKS.

W. A.

THE TARIFF AND THE TRUSTS.
By Franklin

New York

Pierce,

Bar.

Pages; $1.50

Member

12nio.,

of the
Cloth, 385

1016

Net Published by The

IS

market.

FERTILIZKRS.

sions.
Fourthly, it is eminently fair and
judicial, written not to prove a partisan theory, but to get at the facts on
every side of a great public question.
Finally, it is a timely book, in as
is again before the
one of the great political
and economic issues of the day.

as the tariff

We
book

as

sell

tertlllzers

for

PAY THC HIGHEST MARKET PRICES.

Parties wishing to purchase will Ond It to
their Interest to see ua before buying.

..ELMWOOD NURSERIES..

commend

this
to the attention of our readers.

most heartily

We

every crop, under our owa braids. All who
bave used our HIgta-Grade Tobacco Guaao,
Corn r.rowCT. Wheat and Orasa Fertllltera,
Pure Raw Bone, and Hlgb-Grade Acid Pbo»
phate, analyzing from 14 to 16 per cent., pronounoe them the best they have used.
WOOL. We buy all the year round and

Its state-

of facts.
Thirdly, It Is logical in its conclu-

public

& Son,

Lynchburg, Va.

SEEDS. 'Ws Bell every kind et seed tor
Held end garden of best quality, and aa low
as same qualities cam be bouebt la anj

ment

much

St.

—DEALERS IN—

Macmlllan Company, 64-66 FUth
Avenue, New York.
Mr. Pierce's book has certain merits
which do not always characterize
political and economic discussions.
First, it is the most readable and
entertaining book on the tariff that
has ever been produced.
Secondly, It Is complete In

Miller

Main

We

have examined it carefully and
wish that every man in the tfnited
States would do so. We are satisfied
that if he did there would soon be an
end of the iniquity of protective tariff
laws the makers and supporters of
the trusts and the cause of extravagant wastefulness In public expendi-

—

tures.

Always m«BtiOB Jie SontlMm
«r wli«B wrtttng advartlaen.

—

We are Growers and Offer a Fine Assortment of—
.APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS, CHERRIES. PLUMS, APRICOTS, NECTa
RINES, GRAPE VINES in large assortments, G00SEBERIB8, CURRANTS.
STRAWBERRIES, HOR&RADISH, ASPARAGUS, DKWBBRRIBS, and aa
Splendid assortment ORNAMENTAL and SHAD!
extra lot Raspberries.
TREES, ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and HEDGE PLANTS.
EGGS from B. P. ROCK and BROWN LEGHORN FOWLS at $1.00 j>«r VL
Also a few Pullets and Cockerels of these breeds at $1.00 Moh for ImmedUa*
delivery. Write for catalogue to
J. B. WATKINS A BRO^ MIDLOTHIAN. VA.

THE SOUTHEEN PLANTER.
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CLUBBING

•KHCH>«HCHCHS<HCH»l»«HMH«H>»0«rt4^^

LIST.

TREES.

will be found prices on
magazines and periodicals
most called for by our
readers.
We have club rates with
nearly all reputable publications, and
will quote them on request:

this

In

list

papers,

which

[March^

WHOLESALE
AND

are

First Class Nursery Stock
of all kinds.

We make a specialty of handling dealers' orders.
ALL STOCK TRUE TO NAME.

Alone. S. P.
Tlmes-Dlspatch, Richmond,

Va

»6 00 $8 00

(without

Tlmos-Dlspltch

Sunday)
News-Leader,

RETAIL.

With

DaUles.

4 00

4 00

3 00

3 00

6 00

6 00
3 40

Richmond,

Va
The Post, Washington, D.
C
The Sun. Baltimore, Md..
Thrice a Week.
The World, New York

3 00

1

09

1

35

Weeklies.

Apples,

Nectarines,

Pears,

Peach,

Cherry,
Qoinces,

Plum,

Almonds

Ornamental and
Shade Trees,

Pecans,
Chestnnts,
Walnuts,
Small Fmits,

Evergreens,
Roses, Etc.

Apricots,

S
$

CALIFORNIA PRIVET.

Icr

WRITE FOR CATALORUR.

H*d|ln|.

AGENTS WANTED.
NURSERY CO.,
DAVIS
FRANKLIN
I
.

.

.

.

Baltlmop*, Md.
•H>0O0l300000O1XH»XH»»»0mH304>KKKK>OO<KHM«0i^^

Times-Dispatch, Richmond,

Va

1 00

1 25

2 00

2 25

2 00
4 00

2 25

2 00
1 60

1 00

1 60
1 76
1 30

00

3 00

1 00

75

4 00

4 25

Central Presbyterian, Rich-

mond, Va
Southern Churchman, Rich-

mond, Va
Harper's Weekly
Breeders' Gazette

Country Gentleman
Hoard's Dairyman

Horseman

3

Seml-Monthly.
Kimball's Dairy Farmer.

.

4 00

RUBEROID
TRADE MARR REG.

U.S. PAT. OFF.

Monthlies.

The Century
Nicholas

3 00

3 25

Llpplncott's

2 50
4 60

2 60

100

140

00

1

1 40
3 25
1 35
1 35

1

175

St.

Harper's MaKaelne
Delineator
Harper's Bazaar

1

3 00
1 00

Bcrlbner's

American
Oosmopollfan
Everybody's
Munfipy
The Strand

00
50
1 00
1 20
1 60

Madame

1 00
3 00

Argosy
Review of Reviews
Field and Stream

4 00

36
1 50
1 00
1 35
3 00
1 60
1 25
76
76
76

.

THE STANDARD FOR
14

1

1 50
Women's Home Companion 1 00
50
Reliable Poultry Journal.
50
Industrious Hen
60
Poultry Success
65
60
Stock
Blooded
60
60
Successful Farming
76
50
Amer. Fruit & Nut Jour.
85
50
Southern Fruit Grower
76
60
Shepherd's Criterion
76
60
Commercial Poultry
When two or more publications are
be
can
them
price
for
wanted, the
fonnd by deducting 60 cents from
"price with Southern Planter."
.

R00FiN6

.

We cannot under any circumstances
fnmlsh sample eoplea of other pnbll-

YEARS.

oldest prepared rooflng on the market, and the first Ruberoid Roofs
years ago, are still giving satisfactory service under the severest
climatic and atmospheric conditions.
Contains no tar or paper; will not melt or tear. Acid fumes will not

The

laid,

many

ln.1ure

it.

Any handy man can apply It.
Outlasts metal or shingles.
There is only one Ruberoid Roofing,- and we sell it. You can verify its
genuineness by the name on the label and on the under side of every length
Send for samples and booklet.
of Ruberoid Rooflng.
A large stock of Corrugated and V-Crimp Roofing always on hand.

Southern Railway Supply Company,

1323 East Main
RICHMOND.

oatlons.

Steet,

Va.

We

win cheerfully quote our be«t
yrlce OB any Use of pnblleatloBS Bubrattted to

w.

Tell the advertiser

where you saw

his advertisement.
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CATALOGUES.
& Turner

Griflath

Pacca

Company,

Street,

Baltimore,

Farm and Garden
W.

North
Md.

PERUVIAN GUANO

Supplies.

F. Allen, Salisbury,
of
Choice
Plants, etc.

logue

Md.

Cata-

I

Strawberry

Fruit Book, Stark Brothers'
Nurseries and Orchard Company,
Louisiana, Mo.
Lewis Roesch, Fredonia, N. Y. Nursery Catalogue Spring 1907.
Peter Henderson & Co., Cortlandt St.,
New York. Implement Catalogue,

A COMPLETE NATURAL MANURE AND A
SUPERIOR BASE FOR HOME MIXTURES.

Stark's

1907.

D. M. Ferry & Co., Detroit, Mich.
Seed Annual, 1907.
Cyphers Incubator Company, Buffalo,

N. Y.
Incubators, Brooders, etc.
A. B. Farquhar Company, Ltd., York,
Pa. Implements and machines.
Walter A. Wood Mowing and Reaping

Machine Company, Hoosick Falls,
N. Y. Machines and Implements
for the Farm.
The Sharpies Separator Company,
West Chester, Fa. The Separator
News, Spring 1907.
Catalogue of American and EnglishAmerican Berkshire Swine to be
sold by auction, March 5, 1907, at
Overton Hall, Nashville, Tenn.
Catalogue of Berkshires for Public
Sale and Exhibition at the Annual Berkshire Congress, held at
Springfield, 111., February 20-21,
1907.
J. D. Kirk, Glenburn Farm, Roanoke, Va. Catalogue of Berkshire
Hogs kept for breeding purposes
only ana not for sale.
Reliable Poultry Journal Publishing
Company, Quincy, 111. Books for

Dr.

ANALYSIS.
Phosphoric Acid

Ammonia
Potash

-

9 00 per cent.
8.50 per cent.
2.00 per cent.

PERUVIAN GUANO holds
rank
GENUINE
food materials. In their haste to use cheap
first

among

plant

fertilizers, consist-

ing largely of Acid Phosphate, (dissolved rockj, many farmers have, in a measure, overlooked this valuable material. We
are now directly importing and placing it upon the market at
prices which make it the cheapest, as well as the best, source of plant
food.
Skilful culture will avail little unless plants are well nourished;
and the excess of one element cannot supply the demand for another.

Peruvian Guano supplies ALL the plant food elements turulshed
by ground bone, acid phosphate, tankage, dry ground fish, dried blood,
sulphate of ammonia, cottonseed meal, eto. These elements are
already intimately mixed and combined by natural processes, making
it

the

BEST POSSIBLE BASE FOR HOME MIXTURES.
For certain crops it may seem advisable to add more Potash to
the percentage contained in Peruvian Guano, either by mixing the
material or by applying the additional quantities as a side application.
We are in a position to quote lowest prices on the following materials,
and to ship them along with the Peruvian Guano.
Nitrate of Potash
Muriate of Potash
Kalnit
Nitrate of Soda
Sulphate of Potash
Basic Slag
80-page book on "Plant Food Problems" is of interest to every
farmer, and will be sent free upon request.
In it we describe the
different fertilizer materials, give formulas for every crop, and instruct
the farmer how to make his own fertilizer and save from $7 to JIO
per ton by so doing; besides knowing what his mixtures contain.

An

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY,
53

Broad Street.

Charleston,

S.

C.

Poultrymen.

N. R.

SAVAGE ®- SON,

OLD RELIABLE SEED

FIRM,

ESTABLISHED IN 1880,
SPECIALTY OF HIGH GRADE

WE MAnC A

FIELD

AND GRASS SEED.

Keep constantly on hand a large and carefully selected stock. We
Guarantee quality as good and prices as reasonable as any other house

We «ro
yoxx

sell

N. R.

SAVAGE

CO.

the purest and best grain

In the trade.

also large buyers of home ^ro-wi» seed grain
offer deli-vered at your railroad station.

Write

and

grass seed

grown

In this country.

fof prices

and §Jr«»s seeds. Send samples and we

SON, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

-will

maKe

"

TIIE
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The mammoth packing houses at
Berlin,
Md.
Nurseries,
Harrison's
They are supplied with water pump-

SOUTHERX PLANTER.

ed by gasoline engines, which also
runs the saws for cutting box heads,
These houses are frost proof
etc.

"MULE BAROMETER."

Potash

Mr. Clarence Fettlt, of the Windsor
Stock Farm, Elko, Henrico Co., Va.,
is sending out a uoval advertisement

[March,

and have a capacity for holding 20
freight cars at once. Everything is
conenvlently arranged here.

the connecting

is

between the soil
and heavy crops.

link

'Alexander," en"Mule Barometer." He will be
send
it to those repleased
to
very
"Alexander" is adverquesting it.
and we
columns
our
tised regularly in
hope will be liberally patronized by
our readers.
of his splendid jack,
titled

The most important

plant

food for vegetable growth

Middlesex Co., Va., Feb. 8, 1907.
never wish to lose a single copy
Really it
the Southern Plauler.
has been such a help to me in farming Ihal 1 look forward to its coming as I would a dear old friend.
Mrs. V. E. MARCHANT.

is

1

of

Walter A. Wood Mowing and Reaping Machine Co., Hoosick Falls, N.
York., have received advices from
their agents at Vienna that the Walter A. Wood machines were awarded
a gold medal and a diploma of honor
at the 1906 Bucharest Jubilee.
practical joker of New York city
tells this story upon himself, and declares that the experience cured him
"On my arrival at
of his bad habits:
San Francisco, as a joke, 1 sent to a
friend of mine at home, well known

A

for his aversion to spending money, a
telegram, with charges to collect, readThe Ining, •! am perfectly well.'
formation evidently was gratifying to
sending
after
week
him, for about a

the telegram an express package was
delivered at my room, on which I paid
four dollars tor charges. Upon opening the package I found a large New
York street paving block, on which
was pasted a card, which read, 'This
is the weight your recent telegram
lifted

from

my

Truck Farming"

li-

GERMAN KALI WORKS
New York— 93 Nassau

SEED REASON.
WE KNOW

or

St.,

Atlanta,

Oa.— 1224

LET US

Camller Bid

SHOW

YQU!

could sell you all your seeds if we could meet you face to face. We
could show you the enormous difference between our expenses and that of the city
seedsman, and how YOU get the benefit of that saving; how we make our own low
prices, as we belong to no combination or association for keeping prices up.
We repeat.
your
If we couid meet you here we could show you why we save you about one-half of
Beed money, and you would know that our present big business must be the result of
HONEST SEEDS AT HONEST PRICES. Uowever. we cant meet you ail here, so we
want you to have our catalogue, which talks to you face to face and tells you a lot of
plain truths about COOO seeds at RIGHT prices and how to obtain all seeds at 3 cenU
a packet. It Is free to everybody.
To show you our HUNEST Seeds la HONEST packeU, we will send

we

E. B. Turnip Heet E. J.Wakefield Rocliy Ford Miiskmelon
Croukueck Squash Rosy oem

R'disb,

50C

WORTH OF WAR
RKNTKD VEGETABLE -iEEDS. 10
PKG6. FOR

FORREST SEED COMPANY,

C. Parsnip Prize Head Lettuce L Dg orange I'arrot

H.

I6C{

Stone Tom»to Sweet Germai

Box 37. Cortland,

Turnip

New

York.

Plant Johnson's Seeds and Keep Smiling
Herbert

W. Johnsorit

you the

benefit of 34 years' experience as

of the late firm of

Johnson

€) Stokes, gives
an expert seedsman, in

Johnson's *'Garden

heart.'

Granville Co., N. Co., Feb. 2, 1907.
Southern Planter with
I read the
both pleasure and profit. It tells one
so much not known by the average
farmer, and Is so clear and practical.
Z. Y. CHEATHAM.

a valuable pan]|

is

written by eminent men of scientitic
We
training and national reputation.
mail it free to farmers who write for it.

let

Valuable
Novelties
for 1907

and Farm Manual"
Hailed Free (<

all

who write

for lu

Profusely Illustrated by Actual Photographs.

JOHNSON SEED CO^

217 Market St.. Pluladelplila. Pa.
Also neadqtiart«ra for Poultry eapplles— Send for Bpeci&l catalogue.

SOUTHEEX PLANTER.
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SEED

Winter, Spring, Burt and RustProof Oats, Potatoes, Peas, Soja
Beans, Cane, Kaffir Corn, Millets,
Poultry Supplies, Dairy Feeds etc.,
Clover and Grass Seed.

1217 Bkst Gary Street,

Richmond,
HARRISON'S

Virginia.

NURSERY

:

319

BEVERIDGE&CO.

S. T.

:

CATA-

LOGUE.

We acknowledge receipt of the 1907
catalogue of the Harrison Nurseries,
the famous tree growers down on the
Eastern Shore of Maryland, at Berlin,
who have something over a thousand
acres of fruit and other trees, shrubs
and vines. The Harrison people are
located in a specially favored climate for growing nursery stock and
they are making the most of it. They
have had a most remarkable growth
in recent years, hut it has only kept
pace with the demand for their stock.
Many of our readers have been pa
trons of the Harrison Nurseries for
years.
To them it is not necessary
of the excellence of the
to speak
stock.
To those who have never
planted anything grown by Harrison." we would suggest sending for
this 1907 catalogue and getting an
Idea of the advantages of buying nursery stock from them. Look up the
Harrison advertisement elsewhere for

W.

HOOD &

T.

CO.,

OLD DOniNlON NURSERIES,
RIHMOND, VIRGINIA.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL GROWERS OF

High Grade Nursery Stock
Descriptive Catalogue and Price List on Application.
Office:

Chamberlayne

&

Rennle Ave.

He'rico and Hanover Counties

Nurseries:

Have Cabbage

in

Your Garden

APRIL, DQNT WAiT TILL SPRING TO PLANT.
Forninety f-ei ts, I deliver prepaid on Southern Express lines,
correct address.
250 plants tint f-tand the entire winter in open ground and make
Get three ninety cent orHis Majesty, King Edward VII headed Cabbage in March and April.
Can refer you to
recently issued a Royal Warrant to ders! and I will delivev yours free of charge.
the manufacturers of the well known
parties in your ?• ction.
Cooper Sheep Dip, which indicates
SPFCIAL poiC"- ON 5,000 AND K.OOO LOTS.
that this preparation has been selectJA = .R\V aER\TY. The Cubbtge Expert, Youne's Island. S.C.

ed

future

for

use

upon

Sandrlngham flock
compliment to

This
well
are

deserved,

known

to

of

the

IN

MARCH AND

Royal

Southdowns

Dip is
the merits of which

Cooper

the leading

sheepmen

/A/PA£Af£/V75

/^^J\f>lC£'

throughout the world.

FELINE INGENUITY.

— thought
to drown that cat?"
Long. — Well, they
Short.

"I

say a cat has
nine lives, but this one has twenty, 1
Why, I actually put that cat
think.
into a tub of water and tied a brick
around Its neck, and what do you
think?"
Short
"Goodness knows."
I^ng. "Well, this morning when J
went to look at the tub, the cat had
swallowed all the water and was sitting on the brick."

—
—

;,

Opens

grou

you were going

-

the furrow, sow:

double and singL •heel-hoe form of the No. 6
that can be usi
The only wheel h
,nd Seed Drill.
bined Wheel H
eilher as a single or double wheel hoe.
_ ,
»,
j
describ
Write for the new 1907 Iron Age Bonk that shows and
Cultivators, H
the full line of Iron Ate Riding and Walking
L.
,.
„
T,
.
D
Di.."..vs, Diggers, etc.
i. Seed Drill
-_.

I

Iron

Age

,1

.

.

,,

Bateman Mfg.

Co.,

Box

,

.

Com-

[March,
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THE TWO GREATEST SEEDERS ON EARTH.
BOTH MACHINES

"Star" Corn Planter,
and Cotton Seed Hoppers.

The

Handle Corn, Peas, beans,
Planter

drops

any number

any distance apart or

drills

ot

etc.

The "Old Dominion" Wheat
Guano and Grass Seed Hoppers.
Fertiliser Hopper and Cn

Drill,

With

Seed Attachment

grains

as desired.

Planter has sword or shovel opener.

Don't be
Is

misled

See that our
of

Tou see every
take no chances.

seed

as

drops

It

ASHTON

the

being

by

some other planter

name

told

Just as

there

good.

cast on the lid

Is

hopper.

and

mr
STARKE, Richmond, Va.
%

Drill,
Elght-Dlsc
Grass Seed Sowers

with

Guano

and
J60.00

AUCTION OF HERRFORDS FROM
THE CELEBRATED GILTNER

BROTHERS HERD.

GiUner Bros.,

of

Eminence, Ky.,

will

NashvillP,
Tenn. (Cumberland Park), on April
registered
ot
head
forty-five
1907,
9,

offer

at

Hereford

public

aution

at

cattle.

The Giltner herd is one of the best
and most widely known cattle breedin? establishments in the South, and
for years have made a specialty of
producing the highest class Herefords
for the Southern markets, and this
firm is well situated and prepared to
You will be satisfied, and so will the buyer of
furnish the highest class of breeding
your tobacco if you improve the quality and increase
They have a farm of over
stock.
blue
best
Kentucky's
l.nnn acres of
the weight of your tobacco by using 500 to 800 lbs. of
grass land, three of the most famous
Hereford bulls ever produced, and
cows representing the
200
about
choicest strains found both in Ameriper acre, ten days before planting.
These fertilizers
ca and England.
give an early start to the plant, which very soon
Their chief stock bnll, Britisher,
grows large enough to withstand the ravages of insects.
was bred in England. «nd was shown
Soils that under ordinary conditions would make a yield
there for several years, winning the
1900
in
country
of
that
of poor, papery tobacco, lacking in gummy or oily matters,
champinnship
In 1902 this bull was exported to this
will produce a very high type of tobacco by liberally using
country and shown at the Chicago Inthese fertilizers.
ternational, where he won in his class
Get from your dealer one of Virginia-Carolina Fertilizer
and was crowned grand champion hull
free almanacs.
Its a beauty, and full of information on
This winning the chamof the show.
farming.
pionship of both countries is an honor
never before or since gained by any
SALES OFFICES:
other hiill.
Richmond, Va.
Durham, N. C.
Atlanta, Ga.
imported
the
is
Britisher
Assisting
Norfolk, Va.
Charleston, S. C.
Savannah, Ga.
This bull was the
bull. Protector.
Baltimore,
Md.
England
Montgomery,
Ala.
in
breeds
champion over all
Memphis, Tenn.
Shreveport, La.
In 1902. and was sold to this country
at a cost of $R 000. which Is the record
Giltner
price for an Imported bull.
"Increase Your Yields
Acre
Bros, are also using that good young
bull. Acrobats Reaii Donald. This bull
was bred bv this firm, being sired bv
This sale Is of vital Importance to
This auction will comprise 30 fetheir famous old bull, Acrobat, which
The thirty fe- the cattle interest of the South and
thev sold at nine vears of aee for males and 15 bulls.
one interested in better live
Acrobats Beau Donald has males are all young and either have every
Jfl.KOO.
calve to stock should arrange to attend whethproven worthy of his sire, as is de- calves at foot or will soon
er they wish to make purchases or
Bros,
Giltner
the
noted
of
one
some
the
record
at
monstrated bv his show
These young cows and not.
leading Southern fairs of the last two herd bulls.
This sale wiO be held at Cumberot heifers are the pick ot the 200 head
years, he having won a total
represent land Park, Nashville, Tenn., on April
twenty-four first out of twentv-flve on Giltner Bros, farm, and
individuali9, 1907, and will be called at 1 P. M.
breeding
and
of
the
best
shows. He has won eleven Hereford
promptly.
in regchampionships and thirteen grand ty that it Is possible to obtain
istered beef cattle.
champions over all breeds.

Virginia=Carolina Fertilizer

Per
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UNUSUAL OFFER OF A WORLDFAMOUS MANUFACTURER.
How Mother

Earth

is

Made

to

do

Your Weekly Wash.

You can now have your washing
done by gravity power, tor a washing
machine has been invented which acmakes the

tually

on

its

rotation of the earth
axis do all the hard work of

the weekly wash.

The machine is very simple in construction, very easy in operation and
very wonderful in results.
After the dirty clothes are put in
the tub of the machine and covered
with hot suds, all that is needed to
start the work of washing is a slight
push of the hand. The strength of a
child would be far more than enough
to set the machinery in motion. And,
once started, the washer is easily
kept going by slight pushes and pulls
with your hand. The machine oscillates slightly and you exert but very
strength,
because the earth
little
power gravity
does all the hard
work. You can sit down to do your
part, it you prefer.
This wonderful machine is rightly
called "a Gravity Washer," because

—

—

Stallion cards, folders,
sale catalogues compiled;

farm

stock,

and

pedigrees of trotpacers and thoroughbreds traced; also
horses
registered, of
which I make
a
specialty,
having complete
sets of
the
American Stud
Book. American
Trotting
Register, Wallace's Year Book, files of turf
papers and other standard references. In
addition to extensive private memoranda.
Prompt attention to inquiries.

does practically all of your
washing.
This Gravity Washer is made only
by the ]900 Washer Co., of Binghamton, N. Y., who have patented the machine. And to show you the wondergravity

ful work this machine will do. the
makers offer to send a Gravity Washer to any responsible party, for a

month's FREE trial.
You need not send them any money
in
advance make any deposits or
siirn any bond.
All you have to do to obtain the
nroof that you can be rid of washiay worry and wash-day work forever and ever is write the Iflnn
Washer Company that you are willlns
to try one of their Gravity Washers.
They will send you the washer at
once, all freight prepaid (so you are
nut to no expense for the triaO,
and you have only to take the washer
home and use it a month.
The makers ask you to give the
washer a thorough test to wash
everything, from lace curtains to carpets, with it
and if you are not perfectly satisfied, you need not keep the
washer.

—

—

—

—

'3"

ters,

Address W. J. CARTER. 1102 Hull street,
Manchester, Va., or P. O. Box 929, Richmond. Va.
Representing
The TImes-DIspatch and
Southern Planter. Richmond. Va. Kentucky
Stock Farm and The Thoroughbred Record.
Lexington, Ky.; The Trotter and Pacer.
New York: The Horseman. Chicago: The
American Horse Breeder. Boston, and The
Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.
:

address W.
Manchester,
mond. Va.

2:1714,

J.

has

them are

CARTER.

Va.,

or

P.

Hull

Box

FRED HERR
Bay

trotting:

trial

2:14:

929,

16

hands:
Charlye

11
4770.

1990.

rptnm

Bay
Point

Ftee,

$36

privilege.
S(n(;9

PF^IirrcT^lllONS.

.iPLAir*

125; sire
insurance.

bay

of

stallion:

Arlon,

by

3:

Fee,

etc.

2:07?4.

VIROTNTA CHTFF.
r»e

$25

27267.

m=; Insurance.

AEBtNTCFR.

30923.

Fee. gl? li-snTsrce.
PLAIN PKAT.TNr,. 50921
Fee. !"n tn^nrance

PT.Alv

1907

In

Company.
Address your letter or postcard to
General Manager of the 1900

the

Caroline Co., Va., Feb. 19, 1907.
consider the Southern Planter the
best farm paper I have ever read and
am always glad to welcome It every
H. WASHINGTON.
month.
I

Dr.

thi year round: Splendid Sanatorium.
J.
C. 'Walton. Resident Physician.

advantages combine to make the
Mecklenburg the most favored health and
pleasure resort In the South. Ninety miles
south of Richmond. It Is situated In the
most beautiful section of the Old Dominion,
with a climate well-nleh perfect. The hotel
airy rooms
Is new and modern, with large,
Riding, driving,
and elegant furnishings.
fox bunting, golf, tennis and many other

Many

amusements.

Meeklenhura C»ieium Chloride
pnH ithia «/»*"•

PT"nr FARM.

PFATtVfi
Albemarle

Co..

Va

the Stud

1907

These two famous mineral waters received
the medal and highest award at the St.
E-^no^ltlon. the Mecklenburg T^lthla
1 ouls
Water also being awarded medal and cerTtie
Fair.
Chicago 'World's
tificate
at
Mecklenburg Calcium 'Water Is unloue In
Its constituents and etrocts— differing from
all other Fiironean or American woter— and
other
Is guaranteed to cure ec7ema or any
skin or hlond dicease when taken under
rlirpct'on of resident "ecklchurg nhvslclana.
•Thp MecHonhurg LIthIa 'Wafer has cured
Prl^hfs dlooa^e and Is un=umassert In the
frP'>trr<rmt ^^ Nervous n'«nensla. Tndlges*lnn
The
and "11 KIdnov and T.Iver trnuhles.
Mpcklonhurg TTvd>-letlc B-'ths ore omong the
errtbraclng the famous
flnpret In the countrv
Voiihelm
Send
for
svstem
baths.
of
Phntt
free I'tnetrate.! hAnVlot

THE

The Registered French Coach StalHon. Granhands, weight 1.300
1
Bine ribbon winner In 1906 at CharHorse Show and Virginia State Fair

dee, chesnnt horse,.'!, 16
lo tesvllle

at

Richmond.

FEE-$12 INSURANCE.
CAPL H. NQLTING,

P>UN

o

City. Va.

c^»-U

»»«»«•«•

r<ipM.

uir-wpv.

iKT ot nir

rh ectn n t nr<^e hv "Cnnire Rtckel," cnn of the
fprnonc Poriot. rt«m "Mariorle." a gold medal
w'nner hv "RnwpV.errv "
For terms, address A POLLARD & SONS,
n. F. n. B. Rlhcmnnd, Va,
ti

"TN

TTTB' «!TrT> •

K'Kir:

Address

Trevillian, Louisa County, Va.

MFftCLFvnnRO HOTEL,
Chase

GRANDEE
pounds.

316

Washer Co., Mr. R. F. Bleber,
Henry St., Binghamton, N. Y.

I

40483.

Axworthy,
2:15V,: dam Punol. 2:08'/,: world's chnmnlon
trntter to high wheel sulky, by Electioneer.

Address

by

2-M'i;

list.

Chestnut horse, by Electrlct. 10878. dam Lady
May. dam of Blnndle. 2:13'4. etc.. by Port
Leonard. l?95;t
Fee. $25 Insnranre.
Address FLOYD BROS.. Bridgetown. Va.

Spottsvllle.

Horse,

in

dam Crown

Point,

usual

liberal
tTTis
of
particulars
Full
guarantee, of the FREE trial offer,
and of the "Pay as It saves for you'
plan of selling, may be had by sending your name and address to the
General Manager of the 1900 Washer

An Ideal ODBn Summer an^ *inler Pesort

Newsboy

others

if

THE MECKLENBURG,

32932.

ROD OLIVER.

Rich-

weight, l.lOfl
pounds.
Sired
Herr.
2:07,
by
a great
trotter
and race ylnner;
dam
Jessie P.. dam of Annie Lee. 2:07V,: Jessie
Herr. 2:18, etc.. by Neapolitan. 9916.
Fred
Herr Is a young horse of fine size, grand
Individuality and should make an Impressive sire.
He Is full brother to Jessie
Herr. 2. 2:18.
For terms address A. T. BROADDDS,
Highland Springs, Va., R. F. D. No. L
5:

Maid,

season, with

street.

WHITE TIPS
Horse;

and

by Sidney,
by Crown

horse,

living

Clay, son of Walker Morrill. 2S.=i7: dam
MIttle
2:26V4.
Belote.
Signet.
by
sire
of dams of Lamp Girl. 2:09.
holder of
the record for Virginia bred trotters: Gold
Bar. 2-A3Vt. etc.
Fee, $10 season: $15 Insurance.
H. A. WELLS. Owner,
Centralis, Va.

Brown

2:1.V^:

cost

will

test

FREE.

you are pleased and satisfied
(as you are almost sure to be), the
190n Washer Co. makes you an even
more remarkable offer still.
If you decide to keep the Gravity
Washer, after using it a month FREE,
you can, if you wish, pay for it by the
week or by the month (the makers let
you do as you choose about this).

But

2:211,4.

Virginia's leading sire, with

Princlne

For terms

fast.

1102

O.

four

but

RECORD,

Trotter:

Bay horse. B; 15.3 In' height: weight 1.076
pounds.
Sired by Baron Dillon. 2:12 (one
2:18): dam ZInda Lake, by Red Lake. 2:1.';^.
of the best sons of the famous Baron Wilkes,
sire of Lake Queen, 2MVi. etc.
Red Dillon
traces three times to rjeorge Wilkes and
combines substance with style and pure

He

Sidney Prince.

This
IT IS

nothing.

'^^

F?rm

Floyd Stock

BON AXWORTHY,

RED DILLON

trotting action.
foals and two of

—

821
you

A

good

Fee.

$5

flie

Mammoth

jMMPO

Jack.

IndlvM-'sl and nromloing sire.
leap: 'in oe^^on- M'; ln=uraRce.

O

N.

KITCKOLS. Owner.

RIo vista. Va., R. F.

T>.

No.

1.
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THE CALL- WATT CO.,

Established by
Geo Watt,
40.

U

13 8. Fifteenth St.,

MANFPED CALL
Manager.

Richmond, Va.

IMPLEMENTS, MACHINERY,
WAGONS.

THE DNIT ROAD MACHINE
COMBlMtD HitD MILL AND
HoR>iE HOWEK.

its

Disc Harrows, 14 bizes.

Spring Toolh A.tachments.

Hand, Horse or

for

Steam Power.

Harrow and

Culiivatjrs with

Will pay

cost in two days use.

Biling presses

Guard Fiame Lever Harrows.
Disc

the ro'd qn stion.

Solve

Russell

anrd

Grain and Fertilizer

Farm Wagons.

Imperial

Lime and Plaster Sowers, 8 Stjles and Sizes.
Field Rollers, Pea Hullers, Grinding Mills, Horse Powers, Pole and
Road Rollers, Road Plows, Wheel and Drag Scraperp.
Corn Planters and Cultivators of all Kinds, Metal Wagon Wheels.
Plows and Plow Castings in Great Variety.

Drills.

Fertilizer,

We

Solicit

Correspondence and are Prepared

LOOK AT
The

Improved

latest

Balance frame

-

- -

to

Make Low

Wood

Prices.

THIS!!

Most complete wheel Cultivator

in'the
-

-

Steers like a boat

and just as easy.

Saws.

Absolutely in a class by

wide wo-ld. ?!" *
Pivot wheels

itself.

ft

HUNDRED

FOUR
can
pressure

Slightest

od

the

stir-

weight

rups guides the teeth la auy direc-

run

It

A

boy can

All

used

Furnished with from two to
shovels to a gang.

rows from
All

steel,

28

to

horses

to

or

do hard work.

POUNDS

seat

the

and no

necks.

adjustable

to

height

of

,

sorts

on

of

shovels

and teeth

It.

THINK!

five

Adjustable to

Inches to 48 Inches.

built

on

In

team.

and never cut up a plant.

or closed by a lever.

put

Beams

The gangs are spread apart

tion.

be

And you

don't

have

shove the tongue to one side
the

other:

the

team

keeps

right straight ahead; the operator,

by the lightest touch, guides the
teeth.

Cut

this

— the

advertisement out to remind you

A<?HTON ST«RKE

-

-

-

advertisement

may

not occur

in this particular

paper again.

Richmond, Va.
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Better thanEver Wow

Will Dig

0I#
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i

Your Potatoes

you grow potatoes for profit, you will want
to know about Hallock's O. K. Potalo Di^^er,
the lightest draft two-horse elevator digger on the market.
You'll want to know how it will help you to make money
and why it will do your work better than any other digger.
The past year's crop and soil conditions were a severe test 1907 Hallock Pofafo Di^jer is the most perfect and
on potato diggers it brought out all their good and bad practical digger ever devised, than these reports of
features as nothing else could, and made all potato diggers what it did last season. The O. K. is the result of years
stand out in the light of day for what they were actually devoted to the building and perfecting of potato diggers.
worth. S^ome mighty broad claims were knocked "sky We are proud of it, and we want to tell you howit'sbuilt
hijh."
As a consequence potato diggers
Thorndike, Me., Oct. 22, 1906.
were separated into two classes the O.
D. Y. Hallock & Sons,
Gentlemen:— Enclosed find money order to pay balance on
K. and those that were not O. K.
If

—

—
— those that failed to "makegood."
Thousands
letters

testimonial
every State in

of

from

the Union, from Canada and
Mexico, tell
us
of the good work
the O. K. Di^^er did.

^^—

We

wish you co u 1 d read
them all we could ofifer
no better proof that the

—

1

digger. We have dugabont ten acres and it has given good
satisfaction on all conditions of soil. I bad two men tnat worked
in the field with a hign-nrieed four-horse digger before they
worked for me, and they liked the O. K. Digger much better.
It left the potatoes in much better condition to pick up. Yours
truly,

and how

C. E.

works, because we

know

HAMLIN.

be a valuable
to own if you raise potatoes for market.
cheapen the cost of production, save you time and
lots of hard labor. Write today for our free catalog before
buying a diagrer— it will save you money and disappointment
every day you use a digger.
Box 818
P. Y. HALLOCK & SONS,
York, Pa.
it

it

will

machine for you
It will

Harrison's Nurseries
ARE HEADQUARTERS IN THE EAST FOR ALL THAT IS GOOD AND PROFITABLE IN NURSERY
STOCK. EVERY KNOWN VARIETY OF ANY FRUIT THAT HAS BEEN TESTED AND FOUND
WORTH WHILE CAN BE HAD HERE. OUR SOIL AND CLIMATE ARE IDEAL FOR PERFECTi
PRODUCTION AND PROPAGATION. YOU WILL FIND NOTHING IN OUR 1,200-ACRE NURSERY
BUT GOOD, THRIFTY, STOCKY TREES, WHICH ARE SURE TO DO WELL ON BEING TRANSPLANTED.

Strawberry Plants, Shade Trees, Ornamentals,
Shrubs, Grape Vines, Walnut, Locust, etc.
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE TO-DAY AND MAKE OUT A LIST OF YOUR WANTS AND LET
US NAME YOU OUR BEST PRICE ON IT.

J.

G.

HARRISON & SONS,
BERLIN, MD.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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BACH E & SONS,

K.

1406 East Main St Richmond,

Va.,

MANUFACTURKRS' AGENTS
AND DKALBRS IN
.

.

.

Farming Machinery, Vehicles, Harness,
SAWINU FRAMES, PEANUT PICKEHS, BUSKERS AND SHREDDERS.
CARRIAGES, RUNABOUTS AND SURKIKS.
SOUTH BEND CHILLED PLOWS A^D CASTINGS.
Manure Spreaders, Gasoline tngmes and Hay Presses. Disc Harrows, Peg Tooth
Harrows and Cultivators, 3, 5 H. P. POriTABLE STEAM ENGINES. SPECIAL BARGA.NS.

International

Special attemtion to Repair Orders for all kinds of Machinery,

Write for descriptive circular
any article wanted

"TenneHM" and

"Tbomttlll"

Waceai.

for

VciiiuieB of all kiuo

yOOOCOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOi '-XXXB-XXXXXXXXXXX

STRATTON & BRAGG
'n

Giant and
Pennsylvania

Little

CO.,

GENERAL AGENTS.

PETERSBURG,

VA.

They are built in first-class manner, and
are strung ana durable. The price is within
the reach of all. We gaarantris them t o do
the work satisfactorily. We will mail catalogue and teetimonials, and quote price*
on application,

M

'LITTLE

^

SAMSON
Antanatfc
Eailit,

CHASE SAW MILLS.

ERIE ENGINE
-::r=8IDE and

WORKS

center CRANK ENGINES.

UNION IRON WORKS
This cat shows our 5 and

7 h. p. "Lit-

Loeomotlva— Portable and Stationary BOILERS.

Samson"

Vertical, Automatic Enrunniug threshers, peanat
pickers, cutting feed, sawing wood,eto
Larger size also furnished.

tle

gine

for

Prices and catalogue on application.

Labor Saving: Implements and Machinery
Everything: Up-to-date for 1907
Continental

John Deere
Buckeye
and

and John Deere
Disc Cultivators

Champion
Walking

By attaching
extra disc these
cultivators

and
Riding

can

be converted

in-

Cultivators.

to harrows.

All Sizes.

Spangler, Deere,
Black Hawk, Root

Syracuse
Chilled

and Eureka
Single

Plows.

Row Corn

Riding and
Walking.

Planters.

Deere and Black
Hawk Double

Row

All Styles in Stock

Chattanooga Plows.

Planters.

Pittsburg

Perfect

FENCE.
Welded by
tricity.

Elec-

No Wrap

to collect Moisture

and cause Rust.
Stays Cannot Slip.
Continental, Syracuse and
Deere Disc Harrows, Lean
and Deere Spike Tooth

Harrows.

Success Manure Spreader.

THE WATT PLOW

CO.,

Electric

Wood Saw

Machine

Richmond, Va.

Write Us for Circulars and Price

The amount of insurance

Trritten,

and the amount paid

for,

in the

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
During 1906, were largely

any previous year, and the increase in the business in
company in the world. This record was accomplished at
a lower rate of expenditure than that of any other American company.
The Xew Policy of this company, introduc ed January 1, 1907, incorporates every desirable
"''
feature.
Sample copies furnished on request.
^...W
in excess of

force was greater than that of any other
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Farm Management.
WOEK FOE THE MONTH.

the hot weather will be dry

and incapable of helping

when such help is vital. Where
from want of team or labor, to

the crop at the time

The month of March,

to this

writing (20th

in-

stant), has been a much more seasonable one than
February was, but has not been so favorable for

work

Whilst
very heavy rain there have been
•continuous showers and few of the drying winds
for which March is proverbial, and as a consequence
much of the land has continued too wet for working.
This has had the result of largely preventing
the seeding of oats and the spring-sown crop of this
grain in the South promises to be one of the smallest
seeded for many years. We would urge that at this
late period no effort should now be made to seed
oats, but that land which it was intended should be
seeded in that crop should now be left to be put into
a summer forage crop after the com crop has been
planted. The land, if not already ploughed, should
"be ploughed deeply and left rough to absorb and
hold the spring rains and then it will break down
quickly and finely when the time comes for seeding
The importanco of this breaking
the forage crop.
-of all land intended to be put into crop at once
should not be overlooked. There is a great lack off
moisture in the land from the fact that the normal
Tainfall of the winter months has been largely below
the average and it is essential if crops are to have
a fair chance of growth and productiveness during
the hot summer months that all the moisture which
can be secured from the spring rains be conserved.
This can only be done by breaking the land deeply
with the turn plow and subsoil plow. Where this is
not done whilst the surface soil may be wet yet the
subsoil from which the crop must draw its water in
in the land as could have been desired.

we have had no

it

impossible,

is

plough the land quickly enough to prevent baking
of the surface and thus rapid loss of such moisture
as is in the land, it is an excellent practice to rim a
disc or sharp-toothed spike harrow over the land
to
break the surface and it will then hold the
moisture until it can be ploughed and be worked.

The
and

reports as to the fall-seeded crops of wheat

oats are not too encouraging.

In the Southwest

green aphis or fly is said to be doing very considerable injury in the wheat crop and has extended
its ravages even into Kansas.
It is also said to be
at work in the winter oat crop in parts of the Southwest.
We have heard no complaint of its presence
here nor any complaint as to winter killing of wheat
Where this
or oats in this and adjoining States.
aphis is working much of the fall-grown wheat is
being ploughed up and the land will be put into
com or forage crops. In the West and Northwest
severe freezing weather with sleet has, no doubt,
caused injury to the wheat in some sections, but
a

is not yet ascertained. Over
of the section the covering of snow has been
ample and long continued enough to afford good
protection to the crop and there it may be expected
to come out in nice condition for vigorous growth.

the extent of this injury

much

Ohio Valley have done some
damage and probably the wheat acreage
be reduced somewhat in that section from this

Heavy

floods in the

considerable
will

whilst delay will be
spring crops seeded.
cause,

interposed

in

getting
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The work to which the attention of Southern would also gradually get them into the way of befarmers should be especially directed this month is coming live stock o-wmers and thus open out the way
that of preparing the land for the corn and cotton for the addition of other sources of revenue and
crop and planting the latter crop.
The planting of
the corn crop may be commenced in North Carolina
and the southern part of this State and be completed
in South Carolina this month, but over the greater
part of this State and the adjoining States Xorth
and West ilay is a much safer month to plant in
than April.
Com planted in cold land and with
oold nights is not going to make a quick start in

home

comforts.

cotton which

They would thus be

would go

to the

able to

grow

market without a

fer-

tagged to each bale.
If the pea and
crimson clover crops were helped to make a good
growth with 200 or 300 pounds of acid phosphate
per acre and these crops were for the first two years
ploughed down so as to fill the land with humus
and in after years were cut for hay, leaving a high
stubble to plough down, the cotton would be made
without the neoesjity for the use of much, if any,
tilizer

bill

growth nor continue that growth as fast as it ought
to do, and to be a success a com crop should start
quickly and go forward to maturity without check. commercial fertilizer, and that called for would only
Therefore, do not be in a hurry to begin corn plant- be of the cheapest kind, as the peas and clover
ing, but give the time to making the finest prepara- would supply all the costly nitrogen needed.
Until
tion of the land possible.
The work of planting the this system is adopted the use of some fertilizer will
cotton crop should have immediate attention. Early be necessary on most land, and the question of what
planting of cotton has been found to be one of the to use should be carefully considered.
Wherever
most certain ways of avoiding damage from the boll barn-yard manure has been used it has invariably
weevil, and although it is true that we have not yet given good results and, therefore, where it can be
this pest to combat in the South Atlantic States had it should be used.
If the quantity is limited
there is no telling how soon we shall have it.
It no >o that only a small dressing can l* applied it will be
doubt will eventually come to harass us, and, there- greatly helped by adding 200 or 300 pounds of acid
fore, any precaution which can be taken to avoid phosphate and 100 pounds of kainit per acre.
Where
injury should be adopted.
only commercial fertilizer is available it has been
The necessity for deep and perfect preparation of determined that on average cotton land the quantity
the land for the cotton croj)

is just as great aa for
the corn crop, therefore, see to it that the old plan
of only breaking out the seed furrow at planting and

of fertilizer that can be profitably used will be such
an amount as will supply 50 pounds of phosphoric

acid, 15 pounds of potash and 20 pounds of nitrogen
aban- to the acre.
This can be supplied by mixing 1,200
doned and that the whole field is broken somewhat pounds of acid phospliate, 600 pounds of cotton seed
deeper than before and that a fine seed bed is pre- meal and 200 poxmds of kainit to make a ton and
pared. Whilst it is clear that the world is prepared applying this at the rate of 800 poimds to the acre.
to take as large a cotton crop as has ever been grown, In an experiment made in South Carolina a year
and probably even a somewhat larger crop at a good ago an application of 1,360 pounds of acid phospaying price to the consumer, yet we would urge phate and 320 pounds of nitrate of soda per acre
that farmers in the cotton section should not spend stood first in vield, making 754 lbs. of seed and 377
all their time making cotton to the exclusion of poimds of lint per acre.
The use of limited quantimaking com and other crops on which the comforts ties of nitrate of soda, say forty or fifty pounds, to
and conveniences of life on the plantation depend. the acre, part applied in the drill at planting and
However high be the price at which cotton can be part applied at the second or third working, has been
sold it will never pay the cotton planter to have to found profitable in experiments made in Georgia.
use the money for which he sells his cotton to buy
corn and meat and the other home supplies. ThereThe preparation of the land for the planting of
fore, so limit the cotton crop as that opportunity •tlie corn crop should be pushed forward as fast as
shall be found easily for making a corn crop amply the condition of the land will allow.
The great need
sufficient to meet all the requirements of the home of the corn crop is deep and complete breaking of
and tlie stock, for forage crops for raising and feed- the soil and if our advice given during the winter
ing plenty of live stock to make manure and for im- months has been followed a great part of this work
proving the fertility of the land. If cotton planters will already have been done.
Wliere not already
would only get into the way of growing peas, crim- done the plows should be kept at work whenever the
son clover and forage crops in rotation with their soil is dry enough. It matters not what other work
cotton
that is to say, would become farmers instead or fertilizer be applied if corn land is not deeply
of planters
they would find that they could raise broken and finely worked the best results cannot
more cotton per acre at less cost and at the same time be secured. Every great yield reported has been
rapidly improve the fertility of their lands, and this made on land broken deeply and finely worked be-

leaving the middles to be broken afterwards

—

—

is

:
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planted.
No subsequent cultiva- acid, which can be most profitably applied in the
however frequent and however per- form of acid phosplmte, that being tlie cheai^est
fect, can make up for poor preparation before plant- form in which this element in a quickly available
ing.
Where the soil has not been ploughed deeply form can be supplied. Where land is deficient in
duriiio' the winter it is too late now to turn more humus some nitrogen may also have a good effect.
than an inch or two deeper than was previously This can best be applied in the shape of a light apturned, but the time is not too late for breaking of plication of nitrate of soda to start the growth and
the subsoil with a subsoil plow, coulter or bull- some cotton seed meal to supply the nitrogen later.
Com is a plant Fifty pounds of nitrate of soda to the acre will be
tongue, and this should be done.
with a great root development and unless it can sufiicient to start the growth and 300 or 400 pounds
send these roots deep down, as well as in other direc- of cotton seed meal to continue the supply during
If it is able the later period of growth.
tions, it can never make its best yield.
The question of the
to do this it will secure plant food where few other selection of seed is a most important one.
The series
plants can find it. Where the soil is so finely broken of articles from the pen of Professor Soule which
that moisture can be held in all the particles the we have published during the winter months, and
fine rootlets of the com plant will search out and which are concluded in this issue, have so fully dealt
appropriate the plant food naturally present in the with this question that we cannot usefully add to
soil.
There is no possibility of making a heavy yield them. We refer our readers to them for advice on
unless there are plenty of plants on the ground and this point. See to it that the corn planted is of good
these plants cannot find the needed food to support germinating qualitv so that missing hills may be
and perfect them unless the soil is in such >a con- avoided.
The missing hills and the barren stalks
dition that the roots can penetrate every part of it. are great causes of deficient yields.
They can, and
To secure a yield of from 50 to 75 bushels to the should, be avoided by careful test and selection of
acre the rows should not be more than 3 feet 9 inches the seed and by the cutting oi:t of all barren stalks
apart and the plants not more than IS inches apart as soon as they can be detected and thus avoid the
Where land will not grow com planted fertilization of tlio frtiitful stalks with pollen from
in the row.
as closely as this it ought not to be put into the crop, the barren ones.
Do not plant too early. Com will
but the land ought to grow cow peas, soy beans and not germinate and grow off quickly in cold soil.
crimson clover and these be turned under for at least Let the land be warmed np before planting and the
one year until the soil becomes improved by having chance of frosty nights be lessened.
its oontpnt of luuiius increased and thus its supply
We feel that we ought to make some reference to
of mierobic life also increased, as upon these two a new system of corn production which is creating
conditions the capacity of the soil to produce a some considerable attention in South Carolina.
It
profitable crop depends more than upon any ferti- is known as the Williamson system and its main
lizer which can be applied.
An application of a difference from the recognized practice is that of
ton of lime to the acre will greatly help the crop stunting the growth of the stalk at an early period
by making the potash in the soil available. This of its growth and thus leading to a small stalk with
ought to have been applied during the winter for the a good ear. The originator of the system is an old
best results, but may yet be applied with advantage. subscriber and reader of The Plantee, and we have
It should be put on broadcast after the land is had the pleasure of discussing the subject with him
ploughed and be worked in.
The question of ap- personally. He is a gentleman of high intelligence
plying fertilizer for the production of com is one and a graduate of an agricultural colleo-e, and, therewhich is constantly being brought before us.
We fore, approaches the question with a knowledge of
have seen no reason to change the opinion we have the scientific factors involved. He is quite as emso often expressed that commercial fertilizer can phatic as we have always been on the importance
rarely, if ever, be profitably applied for the produc- of early, deep and perfect preparation of the land
tion of the corn crop. The only fertilizer which can before the planting of the crop.
He thus describes
certainly be profitably applied is farm-yard manure. his system and its results
This never fails to give resiilts.
It should be apIn preparing for the com crop land should be
plied broadcast and be worked in during the prepa- broken broadcast during the winter one-fourth deeper
ration of the land.
We do not intend it to be in- than it has been ploughed before, or if much vegeferred from this that an application of commercial table matter is being turned under it may be broken
fertilizer will not help the crop.
If the fertilizer one-third deeper.
This is as much deepening as
be properly selected it will almost invariably in- land will usually stand in one year and produce
crease the yield, but the increase will rarely be suf- well, though it may be continued each year, so long
ficient to pay for the cost of the fertilizer.
The fer- as much dead vegetable matter is l-^^ing turned under.
tilizer most generally needed is usually phosphoric It may, however, be subsoiled to any depth by folfore the

com was

tion of the

soil,
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lowing in bottom of turn plow furrow, provided no middle broadcast at the rate of at least one bushel
more of the subsoil than has been directed is turned to the acre, and finish breaking out.
up. Break with two-horse plow if possible, or better,
In a few days side com in other middle with
with disc plow.
With the latter cotton stalks or same sweep, put balance of nitrate of soda in this

oom stalks as large as we ever make can be turned
under without having been chopped, and in peavines it will not choke or drag.
Never plough land when it is wet, if you expect
ever to have any use for it again.

furrow,

if it

has been divided, cover with turn plow,

sow peas and break out. This lays by your crop
with a good bed and plenty of dirt around your
This should be from June 10th to 20th,
stalk.
unless season is very late, and corn should be hardly

Bed with turn plow

in six-foot rows, leaving five- bunching for tassel.
"When ready to plant break this out with
Lay by early. More com is ruined by late ploughscooter, following in bottom of this furrow deep with ing than by lack of ploughing.
This is when the ear
Dixie plow, wing taken off.
Ridge then on this is hurt.
Two good rains after laying by should
furrow with same plow, still going deeper.
Run make you a good crop of com, and it will certainly
com planter on this ridge, dropping one grain every make with much less rain than if pushed and fertifive or six inches.
Plant early, as soon as frost dan- lized in the old way.
ger is past, say, fir^t seasonable spoil after ^larchlSth
The stalks thus raised are very samll and do not

inch balk.

in this section.
Especially is early planting neces- require anything like the moisture, even in proporsary on very rich lands where stalks cannot othertion to size, that is necessary for large, sappy stalks.
wise be prevented from growing too large.
Give They may, therefore, be left much thicker in the
first working with harrow or any plow that will not
row.
This is no new process. It has long been a
cover the plant.
For second working, use ten or custom to cut back vines and trees in order to intwelve-inch sweep on both sides of corn, which should
crease the yield and quality of fruit, and so long
now be about eight inches high. Thin after this as you do not hold back your corn it will go, like
working. It is not necessary that the plants should mine
so long went, all to stalk.
be left all the same distance apart, if the right numDo not be discouraged by the looks of your com
ber remain to each yard of row.
during the process of cultivation. It will yield out
Corn should not be worked again imtil the growth of all proportion to its appearance. Large stalks
has been so retarded and the stalk so hardened that cannot make large yields, except with extremely

grow too large. This is the most dif- favorable seasons, for they cannot stand a lack of
point in the whole process.
Experience and moisture. Early applications of manure go to make
judgment are required to know just how much the large stalks, which you do not want, and the plant
stalk should be stunted, awAplenty of nerve is re- food is all thus used up befre the ear, which you do
quired to hold back your corn when your neighbors, want, is made.
Tall stalks, not only will not prowho fertilized at planting time and cultivated duce well themselves, but will not allow you to make
rapidly, have com twice the size of yours.
(They the peavines, so necessary to the improvement of
it

will never

ficult

are having their fun now.
Yours will come at land.
Com raised by this method should never
harvest time.)
The richer the land the more neces- grow over seven and a half feet high, and the ear
sary it is that the stunting process should be thor- should be near to the ground.
oughly done.
I consider the final application of nitrate of soda

When

It
you are convinced that your com has been an essential point in this ear-making process.
you may begin to make the should always be applied at last ploughing and unear.
It should now be from twelve to eighteen mixed with other fertilizers.
inches high and look worse than you have ever had
I am satisfied with one ear to the stalk, unless a
any corn to look before.
prolific variety is planted, and leave a hundred stalks
Put half your mixed fertilizer (this being the for every bushel that I expect to make. I find the
first used at all) in the old sweep furrow on both six-foot row easiest to cultivate without injuring the
For fifty bushels to the acre, I leave it sixsides of every other middle and cover by breaking out corn.
this
middle
with
turn
one teen inches apart; and for 100 bushels to the acre
plow.
About
week later treat the other middle the same twelve inches apart and for one hundred bushels
Within a few days side com in first eight inches apart. Com should be planted from
way.
middle with sixtocn-inch sweep.
Piit all your four to six inches below the level and laid by from
nitrate of soda in this furrow, if less than 1.50 four to six inches above.
No hoeing should be
Cover necessary and middles may be kept clean until time
pounds; if more, use one-half of it now.
with one furrow of turn plow, then sow peas in this to break out by using harrow or by rimning onesufiiciently humiliated,
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shovel furrow in center of middle and bedding on may recover from the shock and make the ears instead of the stalk, but if caught in a drought, even
that with one or more rounds of turn plow.
At the time of laying by the corn sow peas broad- of only moderate duration, we should not expect

We are strongly of
This method steadily increased the yield, to see either stalks or ears.
year before last (1904), with corn eleven opinion that the way to lessen the stalk yield, if this
inches apart in six-foot rows and $11 worth of fer- is desired (many stock owners do not desire this,
tilizer to the acre, I made 84 bushels average to the but rather encourage a heavy yield of stalks and
acre, several of my best acres making as much as 125 fodder, and we certainly approve this, as without
these, long feed for stock would be scarce in the
bushels.
Last year (1905) I followed the same method, South and we need the stock badly to make fertility
planting the first week in April seventy acres which for our land and to consume the cotton seed meal
had produced the year before 1,000 pounds seed we make so abundantly, and thus make beef for
cotton per acre.
This land is sandy upland, some- nearby markets), is by selection of seed and careful
what rolling. Seasons were very unfavorable, owing breeding of the com rather than by the arbitrary
to the tremendous rains in May and the dry and method of depriving the plant of food and water. In
extremely hot weather later. From June 12th to this way risk of loss by drought would be avoided.
Jiily 12th
the time when it most needed moisture
there was only five-eighths of an inch of rainfall
Land intended to be planted in tobacco should be
here; yet with $7.01 (cost of fertilizer) my yield
ploughed at once and be worked as frequently as
was fifty-two bushels per acre. Rows were six feet
time can be found to do this until the time for plantand com sixteen inches in drill.
ing the crop arrives. Do not plough the land much
With this method, on land that will ordinarily
deeper than it was last ploughed. It is too late for
produce 1,000 pounds of seed cotton with 800
deep turn ploughing, but not too late for subsoiling
pounds of fertilizer, fifty bushels of corn per acre
where there is a hard pan or good clay subsoil.
should be made by using 200 pounds of acid phosWhilst tobacco is not a deep rooting crop it is a crop
phate, 200 pounds of cotton seed meal and 400
calling for a constant supply of moisture and this
pounds of kainit mixed, or their equivalent in other
cannot be met unless the subsoil is made capable of
fertilizer, and 125 pounds of nitrate of soda, all to
holding the rains of spring to be fed to the crop
be used as side application as directed.
later in the season of gTowth.
Eor dark tobacco the
On land that will make a bale and one-half of soil should be filled with as much vegetable matter
cotton per acre when well fertilized, a hundred
as can be got into it so as to make it capable of
bushels of corn should be produced by doubling the
holding moisture and becoming warm and thus in
amount of fertilizer above, except that 300 pounds
a position to feed the crop abundantly and conof nitrate of soda should be used.
For light tostantly during the period of growth.
In each case there should be left on the land in bacco a less content of humus will be sufiicient, as
corn stalks, peas vines and roots from $12 to $16 this type of tobacco is not desired to be of a thick,
worth of fertilizing material per acre, besides the coarse character, but fine and silky. In our Febgreat benefit to the land from so large an amount ruary issue, on page 125, we discussed the character
of vegetable matter.
The place of this in the per- of the fertilizer best fitted to produce a good and
manent improvement of land can never be taken by profitable type of tobacco, and to that article we
commercial fertilizer, for it is absolutely impossible refer our readers. One thing the tobacco experito make lands rich as long as they are lacking in ments made in Appomattox county, Virginia, have
vegetable matter.
using a properly
viz., that by
certainly decided
We have read reports from a number of South proportioned fertilizer mixed at home and in liberal
Carolina farmers who have adopted this method of quantity and upon land filled with vegetable matter,
growing corn, giving highly satisfactory yields, and crops more than double the average weight of those
the
system is undoubtedly being considerably oTown in the State can easily be raised and that the
adopted in that State.
The Alabama Experiment quality of such tobacco will be much higher than
Station, on the other hand, after testing the method that grown from the use of the fertilizers ordinarily
reports that they made only one bushel per acre sold.
We expect to find that similar results will be
more than the usual system and that the crop did attained in the Halifax county experiment with
not near pay the cost of the fertilizer. Personally, light tobacco, the report of which we have not yet
we would like to see the method tested in this State, received. Where it is desired to avoid the necessity
but would not advise more than an experimental for purchasing a variety of materials to be mixed
plot being tried.
We regard the stunting process at home we believe that for dark, heavy tobacco no
as a most risky one.
If seasons be right the crop better fertilizer than Peruvian guano, to which

cast.

vintil

—

—
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should be added from fifty to seventy-five pounds
per acre of sulphate of potash, can be used.
We
advised this last year and have had very satisfactory
results reported.
For light tobacco use cotton seed
meal at the rate of 600 pounds to the acre to supply
the nitrogen, with 120 pounds of acid phosphate
and 100 pounds of sulphate of potash.

Do not neglect to set apart 'and at convenience
plough and prepare the land for growing the forage
crops needed to provide liberally for the live stock
of the farm during the next winter.
Tt is too early
to sow these yet, but the preparation for them should
not be overlooked.

[April,

done and the quality of corn improved
from year to year. The seed is, of course, selected
from the detasseled stalks and only the four or five
choicest ears should be taken from each row, these
again to be reselected until the best is determined on.
The choice will be governed by germination tests,
by mechanical analysis and by the per cent, of shelled
grain obtained from ears of the type most nearly
approaching the ideal. While it may not be possible
or advisable for every farmer to select corn after
the method indicated, there is room for hundreds
of farmers to become breeders and distributors of
seed corn throughout the South, and there is a fine
market awaiting the efforts of those who engage in

effectively

this business.

In the peanut-growing sections the land for this
While the selection and improvement of the ear
crop should be ploughed and worked, and if lime is being considered the desirable qualities of the stalk
has not already been applied have this put on at once. should not be lost sight of, for it is quite possible
May is soon enough to plant.
to increase or decrease the number of leaves and
suckers, to produce strains that will yield two or
more cars, to correct a tendency of the ear to set on
PERFECTING THE CORN CROP.
too high or too low, to lengthen or reduce the shank
(Concluded from March Issue.)
by which the ear is attached to the stalk, and to have
the ear placed in a position so

Editor Southern Planter:

Those who intend
find

a

breeding plat

to breed corn scientifically will

On

indi«peiisiib]e.

farm not more than an acre of land
will take comparatively
with extra care and plant

is

the small

necessary, and

time to prepare this
with carefully selected
seed and fertilize it so as to insure a high yield.
This acre of land should be divided into four equal
sections, one row being left blank between the sections.
Tlic corn should be planted in cheeks 39.6
inches in each direction. This would make the piece
of land selected 16 rods and 11 feet long on one side
and 9 rods and 10 feet on the other side. Each section would be S rods and 2 feet by 4 rods and 10
feet, and thei-e would be 24 rows in each quarter.
The selected grains from a separate ear of corn
shonjd be plnntod in each corner.
Every other row
should l>p detas-ilcd to secure cross pollination, and
thus ])revent inbreeding.
The second year from
planting the male enr«i
that is, tlie ear prudm'ingthc
tassel, should he brought from the section diagonally
opposite, and by a little care and attention it will be
possible to pui-sue a system of line breeding that will
insure a uniform improvement in the type and
The
quality of corn without danger of inbreeding.
value of the great principle of line breeding has
been demonstrated in the case of live stock time and
again and need not be discussed here. The disastrous
results of in-and-in breeding are even more marked
with corn than live .^tock, hence the necessity of conducting tlio breeding ])lat on strictly scientific lines
in order tliat too close inbreeding may be avoided.
By planting as suggested tliis can be simply and
it

—

little
it

it

will shed water to

Stalks that are too weak may be
made stout those that are too long shortened, and
the earliness of a variety changed by a week or ten
days through simply selecting the precocious plants

the best advantage.
;

as

the futtirc parent type.

The

from a plat of ground twelve

writer has taken

feet square stalks of

twelve characteristics outa marked variation there
is even in well-established strains of this cereal and
liow easy it would be through systematic selection
to change the qualities and characteristics of the

corn

representing the

lined above, showing

what

stalk.

It would not be proper to close this discussion
without considering the root develop7Ti«nt of the
corn plant and the methods of cultivation that should
be pursued in order to develop it along rational
lines.
If this matter were more clearly understood
tlip deoy) cultivation and subsoiling of heavy lands
would be more frequent, for the roots of corn make
wonderful development under favorable condia
tions, and it is necessary that they should do so,
for the crop requires an immense supply of plant
food in a comparatively short time. When the com
srain is planted in the soil at a depth of two to four

inches the fform swells and growth commences.
Several small roots are thrown out which strike
directly down into the soil and are supported for

by the food contained in the grain. The
second whorl of roots
for corn roots develop aroimd
one point on the stem
is thrown out above the
grain and runs out almost parallel with the m^ain
stem. They thus approach quite close to the surface.
several days

—

—
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mind and working
end results of marvellous
roots throw out thousands of branch roots covered value to Southern farmers can be achieved in a comwith innumerable thread-like ones, they gather the paratively short time, and as the com crop stands
food needed for the rapid growth and development pre-eminent among all the crops grown on the farm,
As they api^roach very close to the because of the great variety of purposes for which
of the plant.
surface deep cultivation is a suicidal policy to pur- it can be utilized, it is of the utmost importance
sue with corn, unless it be the very first time. What that it receive due consideration in the future, as
corn land needs is deep and thorough cultivation it determines the extent to which we can engage in
before the ci'op is planted and shallow cultivation diversified agriculture and animal industries, the
thereafter.
As the crop advances towards maturity two things which will enable us to build up and rewhorls of roots are constantly thrown out higher up claim the soils of the South and make them as
the stem, but these are mostly brace roots and do profitable as they were when shaded by the primeval
towards supplying food to the corn plant. forests of one hundred years ago.
little
Andrew M. SoulEj
When a corn plant is fully developed under favorable conditions it will occupy four feet of ground Dean and Director Virginia Experiment Station.

The third and fourth whorls which develop occupy
much the same position in the soil, and as these

in every

examining

direction,

or

literally filled

with

roots.

ditions the roots of the

more than

sixty-four

On
to be

Under unfavorable

com

two or three

feet.

found

cubic

this area the gi-ound will be

plant

may

feet square,

con-

not occupy
or eight

to

twenty-seven cubic feet.
Is it any wonder that com
planted on soil not ploughed over four inches deep
and which has never been subsoiled or lightened by
the ploughing under of green crops and is deficient
in available supplies of plant food, should only yield
from eight to nine bushels per acre ? The roots of
corn planted under normal field conditions in rows
four feet apart will be found to pass each other between the drill rows early in the season and to fully
occupy the soil they can penetrate. It is plain from
these facts that deep cultivation, tearing up, as it
does, thousands of fine feeding roots is simply cutting off a portion of the plant food which would
otherwise go to nourish the com plant, and is, therefore, decreasing rather than increasing crop yield.

bearing these factors in

persistently to a definite

COEN GPtOWIXG IN SOUTHSIDE VIRGINIA
Editor Southern Planter:
A great many farmers all over the State have
written, asking to be included in the Demonstration
work in charge of the Co-operative Education Association. I have about twenty of these farms arranged
for and regi-et that it is impossible to take on more
this year.
As the work is yet in its infancy, it has
lieen considered best not to endeavor to cover too
large a field.

The

yield of corn in our State can, and should be,
who are inter-

increased, and for the benefit of those
ested in this

movement, who cannot be included in

the demonstration work, I will give, through your
valuable paper, the plan I have fixed upon for rais-

ing a crop of corn on my farm the coming season,
may be of use to some one.
The field was ploughed eight inches deep during

ti'usting it

November and December

last.

It will

be ploughed

If the foregoing factors are carefully considered again, as soon as the land is dry enough, eight inches
hy those interested in the breeding and improvement deep. The subsoil plow will follow from six to
After this work is finished, one
of com, it is certain that the yield of com in the seven inches deep.
South can be materially increased. Our lands con- ton of lime to the acre will be applied by the manure
The double disc harrow will then follow,
tain considerable supplies of plant food, a good part spreader.
It will then be
of which is evidently not in an available form. mixing in the lime with the soil.
Phosphates and lime are often needed. Legaiminous re-harrowed and rolled until the land is fine and melcrops must be used as green manure where farm- low.
At the time of planting, I will put on three
yard manure cannot be had.
When the latter is hundred pounds of pure raw bone to the acre, broadcast.
The rows will be four feet apart, and the com
At the secThen, by selecting com planted twelve inches apart in the row.
noted for its reproductive qualities and making sure ond working, I will apply two hundred and fifty
This
that perfect stands are obtained, larger yields will pounds of pure dissolved bone to the acre.
surely follow.
Care and attention shoxild also be corn will be worked flat, with a two-horse cultivagiven to the selection of a variety well adapted to tor, and will be gone over every ten days.
Every
local conditions and its permanent improvement man miist be the judge of the capacity of his land.
should be continued through the maintenance of a If the land is thin, I would suggest putting the rows
seed patch.
Do not forget to give the stalk atten- foiir feet apart, and planting the corn three feet
tion and see that rational methods of cultivation are apart.
T. O. Sandy.
pursued.
Nottoivay Co., Va.

used

it

should be balanced up to meet the require-

ments of the

sitiiation.

—
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WHERE ARE WE

AT?

[April,-

ers of your Journal there surely is a Moses for the
occasion
a leader to lead us out of the dilemna. It
Editor Southern Planter:
is time we heard from him.
Surely, not later than
Stir him up, Mr. Jackson.
^Y]lat are the farmers of Virginia, North Carolina in the May issue.
Isand the other Southern States going to do with the it millet ? Is it fodder com ? Kaffir com i Sugar
^Tiat can we substitute for the two crops,
soy bean and the cowpea at $2.50 or more per bushel, cane ?
and hard to get even at that figure ? What can we which are to be abnormally short this year?

two crops ? Last year the seed
$1 per bushel. This year the seeds
named can hardly be had at any price. At $1 per
bushel, it is cheaper for most farmers to buy than
to save their ovm seed
at least, that is the view
taken by most farmers.
Last year it was a difficult matter to save much
seed, owing to prolonged wet weather at the time
such seed matured.
Can The Planter suggest some
thing just as good just as the druggist always does ?
Will The Planter, or some of its intelligent body of
readers tell us all about how to get out of the snap
in which we are caught ?
Last year we sowed these crops everywhere on the
farm in liills, in drills, and broadcast. We planted
these crops by themselves, and also between the rows
of other crops, and last fall, and during first half of
the winter, our stock (cattle and hogs) found every
pea and bean in sight on the farm.
The vines above ground were well loaded with
pods and grain.
The roots below the gi'ound were
well loaded with nitrogen nodules, thus preparing
the way for better crops of peas and beans this year.
The cost of seed, and the scarcity and off-quality of
such as may be had at any price, is going to decrease
the acreage of such crops more than one-half.
This morning, for the first time this winter, we
put good, bright, native hay, crab grass, before our
stock, and every hoof and horn on the premises put
in their protest.
They with one accord declined the
crab grass, and looked eagerly and called earnestly
and emphatically for the regular ration of soy bean?
with which they have been fed all winter.
Ju?t a? soon as the cow^iea and the soy bean drops
out of the ration, the milk promptly drops off.
The
flesh drops off, and there floe= not seem to he anv
substitute
anything else "just as good."
Good,
bright timothy hav is n second choice of each and
ever\- hide, hoof and horn on the fam..
Now we look to The Planter for aid, assistance and
comfort in this continsency this emergencv.
The
leguminous crops named are so interwoven in the
agricultural economy of the South that their absence or noticeable curtailment works a great injurv
and is to be greatly deplored.
Ifanv farmers, like ourselves, for example, are
not like eats.
The cat drops on her feet, right side
up with care, but when the farmer is dropped, his
feet are too often in the air but amou"- all the read-

—

A. Jeffebs-

substitute for these

was plentiful

Frincess

at

—

—

—

—

:

Anne

Co., Va.

This communication is a sample of those we are
receiving every mail anent this cowpea and soy bean
question.
few years ago nobody seemed to con-

A

cern themselves when there was a shortage of cowpea.
seed and the soy bean was practically an ULoknowtt
crop.
Now they realize the truth of what we have-

been saying and re-saying year in and year out
that "coxN-peas and soy beans are the salvation of the
Southern farmer and his lands and at the first shortage of seed a great cry goes up "What must we do»
to ho saved ?"
Neither we nor any other person can
tell of some other crop adapted to our conditions
which is "just as good." There is no such crop-^
The l>est that can be done will be to grow something:
which will supply part of the nutriment which the
cowpea and soy l>ean supply and then to supplement
tliis with some cotton seed meal in the ration imtir
we can get up the supply of cowpeas and soy beansagain.
Fortxmately. this new supply can soon be
raised if only all will give a hand. In the past, when
eoxvpeas and soy Ixmus were plentiful and cheap,
tliere was great negligence sho-mi in saving the seed^
and still greater waste shown in sowing the crop^
Not half the peas and beans which could have been
saved were saved and more than twice as much.
seed was sown on an acre of land as was needed to
make a lieavy crop. Broadcast seeding was the rule
and from a bushel to a bushel and a half of peast
and beans were sown to the acre, and not half of
these were sufficiently covered with the harrow to=
ensure gennination and subsequent growth of plants.Those seeds lying on or near the surface simply germinated and died and only those covered two or three
inchos made the crop.
Then, when this was harvested, a large part of the peas and beans were lost
from careless handling and neglect to save the peaa^
which shook out when handling the fodder in the
bam. We trust the lesson now being taught will
correct both these practices.
No farmer is a good
and provident farmer who does not take care to provide himself with seed of all the crops he grows, at
least to the extent of enabling him to seed a considerable part of the acre he usually plants in any crop-

The

idea so prevalent and so often reiterated, that it

cheaper to buy seed than to save it, is an erroneous one.
It is exactly on a par with the saying so^
i«
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common, amongst cotton growers and truckers, that
a most
it is cheaper to buy com than to raise it
One
pestilent heresy, which ought to be condemned.
of the most successful fanners we ever knew in this
State, who died a rich man a few years ago, leaving
a magnificent farm in the highest state of fertility,
and a great head of valuable stock, all his life made

Early Ambler sorghum, broadcast, at the rate of a
l>ushel per acre, for cutting for green feed, or at
the rate of two pecks to the acre in drills, for cutting
for winter forage.
Sow also at once Pearl or cattail millet at the rate of twenty pounds to the acre,
broadcast, for green feed, and sow again in l?.iay
and July for cutting for hay. The later sowing may

it a practice each year to save seed of all the crops
he grew grass, clover, peas, com, wheat, oats and
whatever else he raised. We remember once staying
with him for a few days in winter, when the weather
was too severe for out door labor, and we asked him
what he found for his hands to do at such times.
He said, "Come along to the barn and see." There
we found the men all busily engaged shaking out
and cleaning orchard gi-ass and herds grass seed from
two large piles of these grasses which had been allowed to mature their seed before being cut and had
In other
then been carefully housed in the barn.
parts of the barn were other crops saved in the same
way, which, in turn, would be worked over and the
seed saved and cleaned.
He said that he was never
compelled to buy seed of any crop, but, on the other
hand, almost every year had seed to sell to help out
his less provident neighbors.
He did buy seed to
some extent almost every year, but this was only to

be of German millet instead of the Pearl, as it
Kaffir corn may
makes, perhaps, a little better hay.
l>e sown in ilay in the same way as the Early Amber
sorghum.
It makes good feed, though not quite s(.
It will,
rich in fattening matter as the sorghum.
however, stand drongth tetter, and it is therefore
With these crops plenty
wise to sow both kinds.

—

—

grown for the cattle and horses.
plant peanuts wherever the soil is

of long feed can be

For the

hogs,

adapted to this crop, and sweet potatoes.

—Ed.

WHEEE WILL ALFALFA GEOW?
Editor Southern Planter:

_

Alfalfa has now been experimented with for a
It has often resulted in. failure
century or more.
over much of the eastern end of the United States.
And yet, during recent years it has been grown successfully in nearly every State and in some part
secure new and better varieties, and for testing the of nearly every county of every State.
Alfalfa is
adaptability of the same to his land, and, when he an easy crop to grow.
No one ought to fail in

found something better, he substituted it for the gi-owing it.
one he had been growing.
Every fanner should do grow Alfalfa
,

likewise..

And now

as to

what

is

to

be done in this emer-

gency.
We would say, without hesitation, don't
neglect to sow both cowpeas and soy beans.
If voit
can only afford to buv half a bushel of each, buy
thesfe
whateveP they cost and select a piece of

—

—

good land, prepare it well, and make it fairly rich
with the mineral fertilizers, phosphate and potash,
(the crop will find its own nitrogen if only these are
present in sufficient and available form) and then
plant the cowpeas and soy beans in rows two feet
or two feet, six inches, apart and six or eight inches
apart in the row, and cultivate them once or twice,

ISTo

one need

fail.

It is as easy to

keep a sweetheart or a
wife in love with you, 'and it depends upon much
The sweetheart is won, and
the same principle.
kept, by attention to certain little things that must
be done at the right time and in the right way.
Alfalfa is won, and kept, by remembering certain
little things that must be done at the right time and
I know that I could grow alfalfa
in the right way.
upon ninety-nine farms out of a hundred iu the
United States, but upon some of them I would have
to work quite a little at first to prepare the soil.
as

it

is

to

What, then, is it that alfalfa demands ?
Only three things does alfalfa stand for, and
sist

xipon.

They

are,

in-

fortunately, easy to give it.
The land must be dry in a

and yon will get more seed from half a bushel plant- First comes drainage.
ed in this wav than from a bushel and a half sown wet time. It must be deeply drained, either artibroadcast, and also a lieavy crop of vines.
Less ficially with tiles or naturally by having a porous
than half a bushel of either cowpeas f>r soy beans subsoil. If it is drained with tiles they should be
will plant an acre in this way.
laid at least three feet deep, and if they are laid

As a substitute for the crop for feeding purposes, deeper it is all the better, so the soil is of a character
Alfalfa will
sow twentv pounds of hairy vetch seed with a bushel that will draw to a greater depth.
and a half of Eurt or Eust proof oats per acre, or try never thrive nor long live where the subsoil is watera like quantity of the new spring vetch (with the logged. Its roots penetrate to a great depth. They
oats'), which is said to be a success, thought we have liave been found down twelve oi- even twenty feet
not yet had it loner enough for us to be able to in the soil where it is very loose and permeable.
However, in the Eastern States alfalfa roots will
unreservedly commend it.
These crops should be
eown at once. Then, in the beginning of Mav, sow seldom go deeper than about five to seven feet.
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Then select your driest tjiat is, best drained piece
of land on which to sow your first alfalfa field.
Next, that soil must be sweet. It is a new thought
that soils grow sour, but it is true that they do. We
need not consider now what causes acidity, it may
come from a variety of reasons. Old soils are apt
to be sour and poor soils also, and soils may even
be sour right above hard limestone rock.
More
failures result from sowing on sour land than from
any other cause, unless it be lack of fertility. Soils
will not be sour when there are many small fragments of lime in them, such as the glaciated soils
of parts of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin and
adjoining States, nor will they be sour in regions of
loose limestone rock when fragments of it are mixed
through the soil.

[April,

after the land was limed,
before liming.

and none could be grown

Now, we have sweetened and drained the land,
what else is needed ? Next and let us impress this
upon you the land must be rich. Alfalfa revels

—

—

in rich land.

It revels in soil filled with phosphorus,

and with at least a fair supply of nitrogenmust have rich land. And yet alfalfa is the

])otash
It

izreatest soil enricher

among

the clovers,

mightily

it

But it will not
liuild a poor soil, because it will not grow upon it.
Alfalfa will build up a poor farm, as it built up
Woodland Farm, but it must be done by first enriching one spot, setting that one to alfalfa, then by
feeding the hay grown upon that spot and saving
the manure another spot may be made rich, set to
builds soils

upon which

it

grows.

alfalfa, and then the two fields will enrich a third,
Next, and thus with ever increasing rapidity the redempFor once set in alfalfa
it.
If tion of the land goes on.
On many
clovers do not thrive it will be wise to submit samples the land will not need constant manuring.
of the soil to your experiment station and have them soils it will take care of itself for many years with
test it for acidity.
They will then prescribe for you no additional manuring, meanwhile each year shedthe amount of lime that is needed to make the land ding off its store of riches to more needy soils, and
in case it needs feeding it may be conveniently and
sweet.
The best form of lime to use, perhaps, certainly clieaply fed by the addition of phosphorus, and
maybe, potash to the soil.
the safest form, is the ground unburned

What

are the indications of sour land

?

First,

that clovers do not thrive thereon very well.
there may be moss or sorrel growing upon

limestone,

and

may

be applied in generous amounts, as
mucli as eight tons to the acre will do uo injury and
will effectually correct the acidity.
The lime should
be well mixed through the soil.
Burned lime may
Ix" used,
if caustic, very much less can be safely
used
a ton or a ton and a half to the acre
and
this

—

of

—

which is safe, within limits,
twice as much. .The imbnrned ground limestone
will not burn out the humus in the soil
the burned
lime must be used with more caution. Ground limestone is usually sold for a dollar a ton and is made
in many places.
It is an interesting thought that a
good soil that happens to be acid may, by the use
of lliis ground limestone, be made the equal of the
hc<t natural alfalfa soils, and thus be made to proair-slacked

lime,

;

What
fifty or

is

"rich" land

?

Land

more bushels of corn

stored with vegetable matter.

rich

enough

to the acre.

grow

to

Land

Land on which

well

stable

manure has been showered.
There is something
wonderfully fitting about stable manure in starting

Manure does
furnishes available plant food
that is important
then it adds
"life" to the soil.
Upon the decaying vegetable
matter of the manure live myriads of bacteria, these
alfalfa.

manured

It revels in a

three essential things to the land

—

soil.

—

it

;

all aid processes of soil enrichment and promote
plant growth.
The decaying manure also attacks

the mineral elements of the soil and unlocks inert
unavailable plant food and makes it available. More
than this, the decaying vegetable matter causes the

duce crops that practically double or treble its value. growth of myriads of earth worms in the soil. These
Tims land that may be wortli in its natural condition earth worms burrow and work over the soil; they
.$.")()
]ier aero, may easily, when set in alfalfa, be let in air and let out water.
worth as an investment at least $200 per acre.
I have often thought that the surest way to tell
I liave said this much about acidity, not because whether a field would grow good alfalfa or not was
it is present tipon a large proportion of soils, but
because it has been a mo.^t ])uzzling condition confronting would-be alfalfa growers in Northern Ohio,
Eastern Ohio, Eastern Pennsylvania, parts of Kentucky and Tennessee. It is also true of some regions
in Georgia and New York and parts of New England.
No one having acid land need feel the least

spring and watch to see whether
blackbirds followed me in the furrow. If plenty
of blackbirds hopped behind rae I knew that alfalfa
to plouffh it in early

tlie

would grow. If no blackbirds I felt doubtful, and
showered on more manure. Blackbirds follow where
manure has been used they seek the earth worms.
;

Now,

alfalfa

discouragement about growing good alfalfa upon it strong, clay
after he has limed ;h.^ soil. At the Ohio Experiment in gravelly
Station six ton^ to the aero of alfalfa has been grown soils, made

soils,
soils,

rich.

thrives

especially well
enlivened with manure.

made
But

rich.

in

It thrives in

especially

it

tough,

It thrives

sandy

thrives in the
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heavy clays if there be limestone pebbles mixed often used as culture media for various species of
microbes.
naturally through them.
From these facts, attention has been attracted for
So select your soil, drain it, sweeten it if it is
sour, make it rich, and next time I will tell you how several years past to the relations of micro-organisma
of the soil to the nutrition of plants, and many interto get a stand without fail.
esting investigations have been made by a number of
Chaeles B. Wing.
experimenters, which we need not now stop to menWoodlawn Farm, Mechanicsburg, 0.
tion.
The weight of evidence has been to emphasize
the importance of microbes in the elaboration of
IMPOR- plant food.
The work of investigators, too numerous to menTAN^CE
GROWIi^G LEGUMIjSTOUS
tion, has thro^\Ti full light on the processes of nitriCROPS.
fication, and microbes are now recognized as the
Editor Southern Planter:
essential factors in the Metabolism of the soil nitro-

MICROBES OF THE SOIL—THE
OF

That soils are not an inert, stable mixture of deficompounds from which plants may draw certain
nutritive materials which happen to be in soluble
form, but that they are constantly undergoing changes which involve the most complex relations of the
various constituents, has long since been an estabnite

The assemblage of changes taking place
from any cause whatever, may be expressed

lished fact.
in soils,

by the term Metabolism, which is conveniently used
by physiologists to indicate that transformation of
constituents of living organisms, or those that take

place in their processes of nutrition without attempting to designate them as chemical or physical reactions, or purely biological activities.
The chemical

and physical changes of soils have been extensively
investigated, and we now know the ultimate results
that may be obtained by special methods of treatment under a great variety of conditions, but the
sequence of transformations taking place, or the real
causes of the obser^'ed changes, are, as yet, some-

what obscure.

Our philosophy

of soil Metabolism has been largeby deductive reasoning on a large array of facts, which, in the progress of science, must
be reviewed from many different standpoints, and a
wider knowledge of their relations may lead to a
different interpretation from that which at the first
Until within
glance seemed to be the obvious one.
ly developed

the last thirty years, the biological factors of soil
Metabolism have been almost entirely neglected.
It was the dawning of a glorious day when Sachs
found, by direct experiment, that roots of plants had

gen.

My

soil

microbes dur-

convincing results as to their value in assimilating
and storing nitrogen for plant food.
With nitrate of soda, our principal source of nitrogen, at sixty-odd dollars per ton, and the end of the
world's supply within sight of the present generaWithtion, this knowledge has not come too soon.
Very few soils
out nitrogen, plants will not grow.
contain enough to produce maximum or even fair
It is by far the most expensive
crops of cereals.
clement of fertilizers, and consequently, in an available form for plants, the most difficult to obtain,
Yet
except through the intervention of microbes.
nature has not been so lavish in her supply of any
other element necessary to plant growth, as something like thirty-six thousand tons of free nitrogen
of the air rests on every acre of the earth's surface.
]\ran has been racking his brain for years for methods other than those of nature by which this atmospheric nitrogen could be combined and rendered

available for plant food.

Bradley harnessed the Niagara Falls to run powmachinery for this purpose Siemens
and Halske in Berlin have succeeded in putting on
the market a calciiim nitrate which has acted well
However, all the manufacturing methon plants.
ods are expensive, and as yet, from a commercial
While scientists have been
standpoint, uncertain.
busy in devising means by which atmospheric nitrogen could be combined by electricity into plant food,
microbes the minutest form of plant life themselves
have been quietly at work. From time immemorial they have bc-en "working for nothing, boarding
In the
themselves, and paying for the privilege."
leaf mould and humus of the woods, myriads of
them have been gathering nitrogen from the air and
rendering it available for the higher plants, thus
feeding the trees of the forest and storing a surplus
erful electrical

distintegrating influence on marble and several
forms of limestone, and Dietrich obtained similar
results with basalt and standstones.
When Pasteur
made the important discovery that the processes of
fermentation and putrifaction were caused by microorganisms, the decomposition of organic matters
in the soil was readily explained.
He also proved
that these organisms were not limited to organic matters for their food supply, but they were able to live
on inorffanic substances, and these substances are in the
a

own experiments with

ing the last six years, in which the microbes of nitrification have been grown in every variety of liquid
and solid media and in different soils, have given

—

;

—

soil

for the use of future generations.

In
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cultivated fields, where conditions have been favorable for their reproduction, they have been doing the

same

thing.
\Vhere legumes are grown, they are
particularly active.
They have a curious kind of
liking for this family of plants, and with them

assimilate and store in the soil large quantities of
nitrogen.

When

conditions are right, nitrogen fixing bac-

teria will supply a

leguminous crop^ like alfalfa,
clover or peas, with nitrogen for its own perfect
development, and at the same time assimilate and
leave in the soil a sufficient amount to produce a

much

[April,

greater than the weight of the feed

;

the ratio

varies with the different animals, but the weight of
the

manure given by

a

cow

is

3.8 times the weight

of the dry matter in her feed; thus, instead of hav-

ing "nearly three tliousand pounds weight of manure," as Mr. Hibbert says, we will actually have
ten thousand, two hundred and sixty pounds.
But the composition of the fertilizers selected by

Mr. Hibbert makes

his

comparison so misleading as

He takes 1,000 poimds of each of
be worthless.
three unspecified brands of fertilizers, having a total
content of 150 pounds of nitrogen, valued at $22.50;
large crop of com the following season.
225 pounds of phosphoric acid, valued at $15.75,
The nitrogen gathering microbes are in evidence and 190 pounds of potash, valued at $8.55. This
when legumes are found with small knots or nodules gives a formula of 5-7.5-6.3, which is just five per
on their roots. If farmers will grow a great many cent more nitrogen than an intelligent farmer should
legumes, keep humus in their soil, rectify the acidi- buy.
ty, if there be any, with lime, and see to it that
It is here that one of the fallacies of Mr. Hibthe micropes are present, either from natural or bert's reasoning becomes apparent; he credits the
artificial inoculation, the

gen for growing crops

question of securing nitro-

will be practically solved.

of fertilizer the necessary intelligence

Bacteriologist.

HOW BEST TO OBTAIN

own chemicals he permits
;

SOIL FERTILITY.

Editor Southern Planter:

Mr. Robert Hibbert's letters are always well
worth reading, and that in the last issue of the
Southern Planter is no exception I cannot, however,
agree with liim, either as to the absolute value of
;

soil fertility,

I do not

or the best

mean

means

to obtain

it.

in the least to decry the value of

but 1 hold that it is not, in itself, the
end to be aimed at in fanning; that it is, of itself,
of no advantage to the farmer, its sole value to him
being as a means to the true end of all agriculture,
soil fertility,

—the

raising of large crojis.

To devote time and

money

to att.nining a high state of fertility without
endeavoring to profit by it, is like accumulating a
large and expensive collection of implements without attempting to use them.
Mr. Hibbert contends that, with a view towards
reaching this state of fertility, it will pay to buy and
feed concentrates as an economical means of improving the soil, and, to support, this contention, draws
a comparison between three thousand poTinds of fertilizer, costing $.57, and the same amount of bran,
cotton seed meal and linseed meal, costing $45. The

comparison works out very much to the advantage
of the concentrates, and would work out much more
to their advantage if Mr. Hibbert had not forgotten
that while growing stock and milch cows retain about
twenty-five per cent, of the plant food contained in
their feed, the weight of the

manure they give

]5urchaser of concentrates with sufficient acumen to
his o^vn balanced ration, but denies the buyer

make

Meade Ferguson.

Blacksburg, Va.

to

is

the former to

mix
buy his

to

his
in-

gredients separately and assort them according to
his needs, but compels the latter to take a factory
mixing.
S\ich a comparison as this can lead to

no good results. To be instructive, the comparison
miist be dra\vn between the two methods as practiced
by equally intelligent and up-to-date men.
Let A buy his $45 worth of concentrates this will
give him, according to Mr. Hibbert's figures, 152
pounds of nitrogen, 76 3-4 pounds of phosphoric
acid and 45 1-4 pounds of potash, together with
3,000 of feed; we will also give him 10,260 pounds
of manure, which is over 7,000 pounds more than
ilr. Hibbert gives him.
B, however, will refuse to accept the complete
fertilizers provided for him he will see no necessity
for paying $22.50 for nitrogen while cowpeas are
procurable.
He will apply to his land a mixture
consisting of 400 pounds of sixteen per cent, acid
phosphate, containing 64 pounds of phosphoric acid
and costing $2.00, and 100 pounds of sulphate of
potash, containing 51 pounds of potash and costing
$2.75.
He will then plant one and one-half bushels
of cowpeas, costing $3.00 per bushel, making the
total cost $10.15.
The usual crop of cowpea hay is
Allow that
l>ctween two and three tons per acre.
B's crop is only 3,000 poimds and he has the same
amount of feed as A, with the same weight of manure, as the proportion of dry matter is the same
in cowpea hav as in bran and the other concentrates.
This hay will not be so rich in nitrates and phosphoric acid as the concentrates, containing only 60
and 15 pounds, respectively, but the amount of phosphoric acid recovered in the manure, added to that
;

;

a
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will

exceed that recovered

the concentrates, while the deliciency in nitro-
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again, though I think it would be better to balance
the ration with an eye to the effect on the animals,

gen will be far more than made up by that con- rather than to a view to its value as manure; but I
themselves a val- cannot admit that his doctrine that "it will pay both
tained in the roots of the cowpeas
The amount of nitrogen so as food and fertilizer to buy bran, cotton seed meal,
uable source "of humus.
contained has never been accurately estimated, but and linseed meal for feed for our stock and to benepractical experience has shown that it is sufiicieut fit the land" is capable of more than a limited applito supply the wants of all following crops for at cation.
Rene Leon de Milhau.
Thus B, at a cost of
least two or three years.
Henrico Co., Va.
$10.15, has secured the same amount of feed and
manure, together with the same, or a greater, amount
of plant food as A has paid $45 for
a saving of
THE FILLER IN A FERTILIZER.

—

—

$34.85.

The unintelligent use of commercial fertilizers,
regardless of the needs of the soil and relying en-

Editor Southern Planter:

Many farmers have a very uncertain idea of what
on factory mixtures, is undoubtedly bad farm constitutes a filler in a fertilizer, often calling everypractice; but the above comparison shows that be- thing outside the direct plant food a filler.
tirely

cause this is so, it does not neccessarily follow that
the purchase of concentrates is better jDractice than
the wise use of such fertilizers.
The chief weakness of Mr. Hibbert's line of argument is that it takes no account of the flifferent conditions under which different farms are operated.
His theory will work very well on farms where a
large number of animals is kept and the feed raised
on the farm is not 3ufti<;'ient for their needs, and on
certain dairs' and stock farms, but it will not work
on those farms where these conditions are reversed,
and which constitute by far the greater part of all
the farms in the country.
For example, take my
ovax fai-m as a fair specimen of thousands of this last
named class. I am cultivating about 250 acres, and,
by the iise of labor and team-saving implements, do
so with six head of stock.
It is out of the question
for me to follow Mr. Hibbert's advice and purchase
feed for my animals, as I raise far more than they
can consume, and, though I were to buy concentrates
for them by the ton, they could not eat another
ounce.
It is equally out of the question for me to
buy more stock, as I have all the draft animals that
I need, and have no desire to change my line of business and become either a bre^eder or a dairyman.
To
purchase and keep stock merely that they might convert into maniire the concentrates I should buy for
them, would be simply ruinous.
It is evident that
Mr. Hibbert's theory' will not apply in my case and
mine is the case of ninety per cent, of the farmers
throughout this land.

•

In one sense of the word this is true, for this
material is of no use for plant growth, but it is
impossible to obtain the plant food in a commercial
form unless it is combined with some substance as
This we might call a natural fiUer, to disfrom an artificial filler, where some outside material, as sand or dirt, is used.
To illustrate this point: Muriate of potash
high-grade potash salt has 1,000 pounds of potash
to the ton and 1,000 pounds of this natural filler or
necessary bulk, while a ton of kainit has 250 pounds
of potash and 1,750 pounds of natural filler to the
ton.
The equal of a ton of kainit could be obtained
by using 500 pounds of muriate of potash and 1,500
pounds of sand, when we would have 250 pounds
pure potash, 250 pounds natural filler and 1,500
artificial fiUer.
So it will be seen that there is
a base.

tinguish

it

—

—

usually no difference to the farmer, who has to pay
the freight and teaming expenses, whether the filler
in his fertilizer is the natural filler of a low grade
fertilizer or an artificial filler, such as sand, which
is added for the purpose of making weight, reducing
the analysis and satisfying the farmer who wants a

cheap

fertilizer.

A

recent bulletin from the Virginia Department
of Agriculture shows that if made from high-grade
materials it is necessary to ladd 685 poimds of sand

or dirt to every ton of the most popular fertilizer
sold in "Virginia, a 2-8-2 goods, in order to keep the
analysis down.
To illustrate
ton of 2-8-2 goods
:

A

40 pounds of ammonia, 160 pounds of
If Mr. Hibbert intends to say that the ignorant phosphoric acid and 40 pounds of potash.
This
and reckless use of factory-mixed fertilizers is bad could be obtained as follows:
farm practice, I enitirely agree with him; if he
Two hundred and thirty-five pounds 17 per cent
means to say that a breeder or a dairyman should blood will contain 40 pounds ammonia.
One thousand pounds 16 per cent, acid phosphate
not limit his herd to the product of an unfertile
farm, but should keep and feed animals beyond this will contain 160 poimds phosphoric acid.
Eighty pounds of muriate of potash will contain
product, bringing his soil into fertility by the use
of the manure thus obtained, then I agree with him 40 pounds of potash.
will contain
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This makes 1,315 pounds, leaving a deficiency of
685 pounds, which must be filled up by adding sand
or dirt. Thus we have in a ton 2iO pounds of plant
food, 1,075 pounds natural or necessary fiiller and
685 pounds artificial or unnecessary filler, which
has simply been added to suit the man who wants
a big bag and plenty of weight for his money. How
much more reasonable it would be for the farmer
to purchase only 1,315 pounds of material, using
one-third less, which would give the same results,
with so much less expense for freight and teaming.

I would say that as a general rule ninety-nine times
out of a hundred the lower the grade of the fertilizer, the more the farmer pays per pound for his plant
food, without counting the additional^ cost of haulG. F. Mabsh.
inff.

PEAS AND KAFFIR CORN.
Editor Southern Planter:
Seeing
if

you

"if

much

made from high-grade

facturer

may

goods has no

materials."

For

a

manu-

claim, and that honestly, that his 2-8-2
This is quite possible,
artificial filler.

written about sowing peas fpr hay,
me space, I will contribute my

will allow

when we say that there experience.
sand in a certain goods, the proviso is put in,

It will be noticed that
is

[April,

I have been sowing the Wonderful pea
Witli every eight bushels of peas

for several years.

mix half a bushel of Kaflir corn. Kaffir com being a dry weather plant, will cure by the time the
I use a nine tine drill, using the middle
peas will.
and each end spout, making the rows twenty-one
inches apart and sowing half a bushel of this mixture

I

for if made from kainit or low-grade tankage and
phosphate, there would be no room for using sand
witliout lowering the analysis below the standard.
to the acre with three hundred pounds of fertilizer
But what difference does it make to the fanner
made up of rock, six himdred pounds, and potash,
whether his fertilizer is made from low-gi-ade matefour hundred pounds, sowing the fertilizer through
All that should conrial or is diluted with sand?
all the spouts of the drill, and I work once after the
cern him is the percentage of the different plant
They soon
crop gets up three or four inches high.
foods, and to have them in as small a bulk as possible.
Withcover the land and the com acts as a support.
To show how little the fanners figiire on the price out the corn, the peas will lay so close to the groimd
which
following
example,
of tlieir plant food, the
tliat it will be impossible to get half the crop with.
A local the mower. I have gotten more hay to the acre
came under my observation, will illustrate
dealer engaged the captain of a schooner to go to a from
this mixture than I have from any other variety
factory for a load of acid phosphate, but when he
Anusing one and one-qiiarter bushels per acre.
arrived he found that there had been a great deotlier thing in favor of the Wonderful pea is that it
mand for the gfiods he wanted, 14 per cent, and that
With most other
11 grow until frost catches it.
the factory had nothini; in stock but 16 per cent.
varieties you have to cut when they are ready or you
The dealer declared that he could not sell 16 per lose the leaves. I have cut the Wonderful the latter
cent, for any more than 14 per cent., so he had to
part of September, let them lay a week, and then,
keep the schooner there until the 16 per cent, was
if it rained on them, stirred with a tedder. I put the
filler,
as
reduced to 14 per cent, by the addition of
hay on pine brush laid on the groimd between the
this could l^e done for less money than the manurows in good sized cocks, and plough the balance of
facturer would lose by sacrificing the 16 per cent
the land and sow to wheat.
In November, I have
for the same price as the 14 per cent.
hauled into the barn as nice hay as I ever saw.
On the other hand, I know of cases Avhere farmSuBSCRTBEK.
ers have been told that it was good policy to buy 16
per cent, phosphate, and in order to get it, paid
ITS ADVANTAGES.
much more than the additional two per cent, of
DISC
:

THE

phosphoric

acid

was worth, simply because they

could not figure out the values of percentage.

PLOW AND

Editor Southern Planter:

In answer to your inquiry as to my experiencenear the seaboard or factory, low grade
with Disc plows, I may say that I have used a Syral>e purchased for a price
which will make it economical to use; but the farther cuse Disc for two years and consider it the greatthe distance from the point of production, the deeper est labor saver on my farm in fact, I could not opthe freight rate will cut into the profit, until it dis- erate my place with six head of stock as I do with-

When

materials can frequently

;

Each farmer should figure out out it.
I bought the plow in ^March. 1905, from the Watt
poimd of plant food
in his fertilizer.
He will then be in a position to Plow Company, and used it that year as a double
know when he is offered low grade fertilizers at disc, drawn by four mules; last March I added anappears entirely.

for himself the actual cost per

a price which he can afford to pay.
For those who do not understand

how

to

do

this,

other Disc and have used
disc with five mules.

it

ever since as a triple
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Contrary to the usual belief, I find it to work betthan a turn plow by a proper adjustment
of the scrapers, which act as mold boards, I find it
will turn a perfect lap furrow; or, by a difl'erent
adjustment, a fiatter furrow (if desired) than a
It will also cover trash and
turn plow will throw.
manure thoroughly and cleanly.
I have used it in all grades of soil, except heavy
loam and clay, none of which is on my farm, and
find it to do better w^ork and more work than with
several turn plows.
As to the work done, a comparison of the Disc with a turn plow is instructive.
To begin with, the Disc throws three furrows at
once, with a total w-idtli of more than forty inches,
four times the width of the slice thrown by a turn
plow; besides this advantage, the Disc cuts deeper,
the usual depth of my furrows being ten inches;
again, the revolving Disc stirs and cnmibles the
whole slice, leaving no hard pan between the furrows, as the turn plow does, thus making harrowing
ter in sod

;

i'LANTER.

33.9

The amount of friction thus eliminated may
be estimated by noticing the way in whch the steel
landside of a turn plow wears out.
Another, and
perhaps even greater, source of friction is removed
by the substitution of the revolving Disc for the stationary mold board while the drag consequent on
the point of the plow, tearing its way through sod or
rows.

;

roots, is

done away with by the cutting edges of the

Disc.

Another great advantage of the Disc (which it
shares with the sidky plow) is that it is a riding
plow.
Following the plow is the heaviest and most
fatiguing kind of walking, and every acre ploughed
with a turn plow means (with a ten-inch slice) ten
miles of such tiring exercise.
I consider this one
point worth more than the cost of the Disc.
I do
not do
tion in

my own ploughing, but the cheerful
my hands finish the day's work

which

condi-

on the

(especially when contrasted with their tired
and sulky feeling after tramping in newly-ploughed
soil all day) is a strong recommendation for the imeasier and more effective.
I find it much easier on the mules than a turn plement in these times of scarcity of labor.
It is
Circumstances compelled me to test the Disc hard work to get any kind of hands now, and the
I^low.
on this point last spring, rather against my will. I best of them will slur over his stable work at the
had purchased several mules from the late Peter end of the day, if he is tired by the day's ploughiag,
Paul, and, the supply of miiles in the market being- knowing he can get another place whenever he wants
limited, was forced to take, as one of my purchase, to leave his employer, but, since I have been using
a young mule, not quite four years old.
I did not the Disc, I have had no trouble in this regard.
The
want him, but no other was to be had, so I took him driver and mules all finishing their work fresh and
on the chance that he might prove strong enoiigh for cheerful, the feeding and- cuvrving is gone through
my work. Owing to ^Ir. Paul's illness, I had to witli quickly and ^^•ell.
keep him for six weeks before I could exchange him
As far as cost goes, there is no excuse for not
for a stronger and more mature animal, and, during getting a Disc.
My three Disc Syracuse cost me,
that time, I tried to make him at least earn his feed. with evener for the clevis and drawbar for five mules
With this end in view, I tried him in all of my im- abreast, $75 it saved me several times that amount
plements that I was running at that time, with the In the first year alone.
A comparison of the work
result that he proved, to my mind, at least the easy done by it and a turn plow will explain this.
The
pulling qualities of the Disc as compared with the Disc throws three furrows, more than totalling the
turn plow.
I tried him several times in the turn width of the furrows thrown by four turn plows:
plow and in a spike harrow, with the invariable re- to flo this, it uses five inules instead of eight, and
sult that he would give up and lie down, perfectly one man instead of four
a saving of three mules
exhausted, at about eleven or half past eleven he and three men for the same amoimt of work.
In
never continued in either of these implements until fact, the Disc does more than four times the work
the noon bell.
The result when I tried him in the of a double turn plow, because it travels faster and
Disc was very different mth four others, he would there is less time lost at the corners.
All authorities
work through the full day and finish in good condi- allow at least a minute to -withdraw and re-set a t\im
tion, ready to commence work again the next morn- plow at each comer;. my Syracuse Disc (I do not
ing.
I consider such a test as this to be better than know how it is with others, as m-v experience has
one with a dvnamometer, as that only registers the been limited to the Syracuse) simply pivots on the
dead pull of the plow, while a practical t^st, such Disc and is turned and in motion in the new direcas I have described, shows also the effect on the ani- tion in fifteen to twenty secods.

Disc

—

—

;

•

:

mal.

The

chief reason for this ease of pulling

is to Ije

As I say, my experience has been limited to the
Syracuse Disc, biit, from what I hear, the other

found in the fact that the Disc has no sliding land- n-iakes should give much the same results. The Syraside, its place being taken by the right and rear cuse has, however, a certain advantage in that the
wheels, rolling, respectively, in the old and new fur- rear wheel as well as the right front wheel is casl^
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allowing it to turn short in either direc- which supplies the element in a quickly available
tion wnthoiit using any levers or driving out of the form.
The essential relation of nitrogen to the vigfurrow this also allows of the quick turns I men- orous growth and development of plants may be
tion above.
more clearly appreciated by portraying the results
I have heard of several men near Ricliniond who observed in certain experiments made on light tohave tried the Syracuse and failed to make it work. bacco. Where nitrogen was supplied to this plant
I have Sfcen none of these personally, only hearing in a quickly available form, it grew vigorously from
of tlieir woes at second or third hand, so I do not the start, but, after topping, practically ceased to
exactly know just what was the matter, but I think grow, and did not yield as well as other areas to
the trouble lay in the adjustment of the clevis.
On which the nitrogen had been supplied partly through
acoimt of the angle at which the gang of Discs is nitrate of soda and partly through cotton seed meal,
placed and the angle of the individual Discs them- thus rendering this element of plant food more slowselves, there is a certain tendency to screw, which ly available to the plant, and furnishing the necesis apt to put more pressure on one or the other of sary supply through a much longer period of growth.
the staggered wheels which run in the furrows and The point to be emphasized here is the fact that the
take the place of the old landside.
Unless this yield of tobacco, as of many other crops, may be
tendency is corrected by throwing the clevis to the materially cut do^^•n through a deficient supply of
right or left, as may be necessary, that wheel will nitrogen, or through a failure to combine the matedig, and the plow will, in consequence, drag hard. rials supplying it in such form as to render it availThis tendency to skew being dependent on the press- able through a long period of growth.
ure on the Discs, varies with the soil in which the
But the fanner says he obtains plenty of growth
plow is oijeratiug; for tliis reason the plow should ?o far as the size and strength of the stalk is con•be equipped with an evener, by which the clevis cerned, and yet the ears on his com are few and far
This indicates to the studious man that
•can be adjusted from the seat, simply by turning a between.
J3rank.
Thus equipped, and the evener used with the land is deficient in phosphorus, and that if this
judgment, the Syracuse will be found to work per- element is supplied in a suitable form, better results
at least I have found it to work will be obtained next year, and in actual practice
feelly in all soils
The why
perfectly in all that I have had an opportunity to this deduction has frequently come true.
and wherefore are easy to understand, for phosphortry it in, which includes all but the heaviest.
oied,

tliiis

;

—

Henrico Co., Va.

us has an essential and specific function to perform
in connection with the perfect development and maturity of the grain of wheat or the ear of com, as

Kene Leon de Milhau.

PHYSICAL INDICATIONS OF THE NEED
OF FERTILIZERS.

An appreciation of this important
the case may be.
function of phosphoric acid would naturally enable
many fanners to increase their yields.
Editor Southern Planter:
Another fanner finds that his stalk is deficient in
The question frequently arises as to how the size, and that his yield of tubers is below what he
farmer can tell wlien his land needs fertilizer. Un- would naturally anticipate, and that the color of his
fortunately, no accurate method of determining this fruit is pale when it should be bright and attracimportant point can be given for the general guid- tove, and his apple trees do not bear as abundantly
There are certain as he would expect them to. He is at a loss to unance of those who till the soil.
physical

indications,

however, which,

if

carefully

derstand the

draw many conclu- apparent

ills

from which he

suffers.

Yet

it

is

who have

studied the fimctions
sions of prime importance with reference to the of potash that his crops are suffering from a need of
this important element in an available fonn, for potneeds of his soil and the crops growing thereon.
stunted, yellow appearance of the crop is the best ash is essentially concerned in aiding nitrogen, in
evidence that nitrogen is deficient.
Where there is building a strong and vigorous structure for the plant
an abundance of this element in the soil, the crops in the transference of starch from one part of the
studied, will enable the farmer to

to

those

A

grow vigorously the leaves are of a dark, rich green plant to another, and in the heightening of the color
color, and tell as plainlv as language can portray and the enrichment of the flavor of the fruit of the
;

that the food tliat is needed is being supplied in vine and the tree.
The foregoing facts make it plain that the farmabundance.
Sometimes a crop will grow vigorously
on land for a while and then turn yellow, which is er must be a sttidious and intelligent indivdual, in
its way of telling the intelligent fanner that it needs order to read the signs of nature's laboratory and
more nitrogen, and it is surprising to see how quick- interpret the needs of the growing crops on his land.
A. M. LisoN.
ly if will respond to applications of nitrate of soda

—
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.
WORK FOR THE MONTH.

/

Whilst the weather durinrr the month of March
'has

been more seasonable than

yet

it

has,

up

to this writing,

it

was in February,

in the

States. Indeed,

garden except in the more Southern

we

are sti'ongly of the opinion,

long experience, that

it is

from

good policy never to be in

too great a hurry to plant anything in the garden ex-

cept Irish potatoes and Euglish peas before the mid-dle

of April.

However fine the weather may be bewe are almost certain to have cold,
more or less frequently until the end

fore that time,
frosty nights

readers.

(March 20th), been

cold and uninviting for the sowing or planting of

any crops

In our February and March issues we gave advice
mixing of the fertilizers and compost required for the crops and to those issues refer our

as to the

Continue the planting of Irish potatoes and Engand the setting out of spring-raised cabbage
plants as fast as they are large enough to set out.
Fall-planted cabbages should be worked as soon as
the land is in good working order to encourage
growth.
In the March issue we gave information as
to the use of nitrate of soda in pushing the growth
of cabbages and the great increase possible in the
crop with its use.
lish peas,

of April, and whilst the days may be warm and enHave the seed for the other crops to be grown
courage the germination of seeds, the cold nights pre- Sweet Corn, Squashes, Snaps,
Pole Beans, Cucumvent growth and, indeed, often cut off what the day bers, Canteloupes, Melons, etc.
ready on hand so
temperature may have brought above the ground, tliat the first plantings may be made towards the
and plants cut off in this way rarely, if ever, make end of the month, or in the first week in May, acsatisfactory returns.
Better far wait until real cording as the weather allows.
spring weather has set in and then crops can grow
right away and they will soon make uj" for a week
Sow Tomato, Pepper and Egg Plant seed in boxes
or ten days lost in gettirg them into the ground and
especially will they do this if the extra time has and put in the hot bed to germinate, and grow on
been used in fitting the seed bed more perfectly and until large en'ough to handle, and then prick off in
getting the manure and fertilizer well mixed with other boxes or in beds in cold frames, after they have
March has given some opportunity for this been hardened sufficiently to stand the change. Do
the soil.
to be done, and this work should be continued for not let these young plants stay too long in the hot
another week or ten days at least.
The better the beds to force their growth into spindling plants.
land is fitted before the crops are planted, the less Wliat is needed is stout, stocky plans ready to set out
•working Tvill they need during gro^^'th.
There is in the open ground in May.
time now to fit the land, later, time for working the
crops will be scarce.
Lay out the garden on a setIn the
Bed Sweet Potatoes in the hot bed.
tled plan before beginning to plant anything, so
as to provide room for all the different crops and be- March issue will be found advice as to the hot bed
gin with the earliest planted on one side of the gar- and the bedding; of Sweet Potatoes.
den and gradually plant across to the other side, so

—

that

it

will be easy to cultivate the ones requiring

attention without interfering with

the land to be
planted later.
Lay the land off in rows the longest
way of the garden, and put these rows two feet six
inches apart, so as to admit of cultivation with horse
power, and they will then stand a chance of getting
attention when the working of the field crops is calling for labor.
If planted in close rows, so that only
hoe work can be done, this is certain to be neglected
in the press of other work.
A half-hour with the
horse cultivator will be found time for when half a
day with the hoe cannot be spared, and the half-hour
will do more good than the half-day would.

Let the la\vn and flower garden have attention by
raking off all trash from the lawn and digging over
the flo\\'er beds and raking the same fine so that they
will be ready for the sowing of the flower seeds and
Try to
the setting out of bedding plants in May.
make the surroundings of the home look attractive
and gay with flowers all the summer. The cost of
It will pay many times
this need only be small.
over in keeping the children in love with home and
induce settlers to come amongst us, and take up our
unoccupied lands and thus enhance the value of
overy acre of land in the State.
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PEACH YELLOWS AND THE PEACH
INDUSTRY.

astrously

[April,.

prevalent

in

Delaware and portions of

ilars-land at that time.

no doubt that

it

was the

And

there appears to be
probably the sole

chief,

Editor Southern Planter:

cause of the decrease in number of peach trees in.
two Northern counties of Delaware, which, according to the United Staters census, decreased from
2,823,859 in 1890 to 852, 119 in 1900 also in Kent
and Queen Anne counties, ild., in which the demost destructive of diseases and, at the same time, crease was from 3,015,501 in 1890 to 1,04:9,899 in.
one that can he readily controlled, provided concert- 1900.
ed action is taken by all the growers in any one Dr. Smith also states that the disease is sporadic and
subject to great outbreaks, such as some of the growcommunity.
The fruit usually ripens prematurely on trees at- ers in Northern Virginia have witnessed during the
Observations in Virginia indicate
tacked by yellows. The peaches on one or more limbs past few years.
may ripen while those on the rest of the tree are that it spreads from orchard to orchard very slowly,,
unless they lie very close together, but, once it has
still perfectly green; yet, in other cases, the difference in time of ripening may not be so marked. gained entrance, the spread is very rapid.
After a careful investigation. Dr. Smith writes
Such fruit is likely to have rays of discoloration or
No. 9, p. 45, Sec. of Veg. Path., U. S. Dept.
a reddish spotted appearance extending from the pit ("Bui.
"The peach industry was literoutward to the skin, which is also red spotted. It is of Agri., 1S9S~)
often insipid or even bitter to the taste.
A well- ally swept out of Berrien eoimty (iTich.) by yellows
There can be no doubt of this.
defined case usually shows a bushy growth of slender, within one decade.
wiry twigs at the base of the limbs, and often these From being the foremost peach growing county in
slender twigs occur at the ends of the limbs, and Michigan, with an acreage more than equal to that
they may form late in the summer, after other of all the others combined, it became ninth in order
growth has ceased.
The leaves on these imhealthy and could boast of only 503 acres. The exact figtwigs are usually much smaller and more pointed Tires in 1874 cannot be obtained, but the following
The tree is well on the decline figures are approximately correct.
than healthy leaves.

Many

peach growers in Virginia are only too familiar with the disease known as peach yellows,
which has become so prevalent in some sections of
the State in the last two years.
This is one of the

;

:

Year.

at this stage.

Dr. Erwin S. Smith, one of the leading authorities
on this subject, who has visited all parts of the
country to investigate it, states (page No. 1 of Bui.
"On all hands
No. 1,' Div. of Veg. Path., 1890)
it is conceded to be one of the most serious diseases
with which the American fruit growers have to contend.
Formerly this disease was confined to a small
district on the Atlantic coast, but, during the last
twenty years, it has invaded distant regions hitherto
free, and has entirely ruined the peach industry
over very considerable areas.
Within ten year?
the disease has taken a fresh and very strong hold
upon orchards in the Delaware and Chesapeake regions, the Northern portion of the Peninsula, and has
destroyed thousand? and thousands of trees, rendering a great industry unprofitable and precarious.
The loss continues in the infected districts, the disease has appeared in new localities, and regions now
healthy are also threatened.
The yellows is certain
ly as far South as Southern Virginia, and as far
West as Arkansas and Northwestern Texas. Peach
Igrowers are earnestly advised to stamp out the disease upon its first appearance and are warned
against the importation of trees from the infected
:

Area.

No of Trees.

1874
654,000
6,000
1884
503
54,827
From the immediate vicinity of Benton Harbor
and St. Joseph's, peach growing disappeared almost
entirely.
In 1884 the townships of Benton and St.
Joseph's contained only forty-seven acres of peach
orchards, and the entire l?brthern part of the country, including these two townships and seven others,
had an aggregate of barely 210 acres. Even these
figures do not tell the whole truth."
The adoption of a peach yellows law in [Michigan
about this time, which was vigorously enforced,
caused the conditions to chanffc abruptly during the

next decade.
In 1800 the United States census reports only 42,833 peach trees, but this number increased by 1900 to 923,288, or more than twenty
times the number reported in 1890.
The growth
of the industry in adjoining counties in Michigan
has been about as remarkable.
The fight against the disease is being continued
in Michigan, -which is evidenced bv the following
quotation fmm a letter of Prof. Taft, Chief Inspector, dated September 1, 1906:
"The townships in
which the disease has appeared are required to apdistricts."
point Commissioners, and where it is taken promptAccording to the same writer, the disease was ab- ly into the bands of the law, is reduced to a minisent or rare in Virginia in 188S, though it was dis- mum, often one-tenth of one per cent," (one tree in

;
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a thousand).
It will be seen fruni these hgureti
that the cost of protection by the eradication method
is very small compared with the cost of spraying fur
other troubles.
cannot urge too strongly, how-

We

ever, the necessity of concerted action,
lie close together,

The census of 1900

indicates that fifteen coimties

in Virginia then

had more than 35,000 peach trees
each.
The industry is a growing one, and the data
collected by the Crop Pest Commission shows that
some counties now have more than 200,000 trees
yet, the industry is still in its infancy.
In many of
the best fruit sections of the State the opportunities
are as good, and, in many ways, better, for the devel-

opment of this
any other State.

profitable industry than in almost

A

thoroiigh system of inspection and destnietion
of diseased trees is first necessary wherever peach

yellows has appeared.
Some counties have already
made an appropriation for this purpose, and the
work of inspection and destruction of diseased trees
is being pushed forward as rapidly as possible under
the super^-ision of the Crop Pest Commission.
J. L. Phillips, State Entomologist.
Blaclshurq, Va.

BLIGHT OF THE PEAR AND APPLE.
Editor Southern Planter:

The

known

pear blight, fire blight, twig
pear and quince. It
is caused, in each case, by an organism known to the
scientist as myerococcus amylovorous, which has been
grown often in the laboratory in artificial cultures
and inoculated into the trees to prove that it causes
disease

often observed apple orchards in which one-half ot
more of the tops of many trees had been killed by
this disease, and pear orchards in which the top of
almost evcr^' tree showed its presence to an alarming

where orch- degree.

as they do in a few of the
larger peach-growing sections of this State.

ards

343

as

blight, etc., attacks the apple,

the disease.

These organisms are so small that they must be
magnified many times to become visible.
They remain dormant during the winter, but as the sap
starts to flow in the spring they take on new life
and increase in nimiber at a very rapid rate. The
sap is likely to ooze out along the borders of the
blight spots on the trunks and limbs of the trees as
growth starts up in the spring. A single drop of
this sap carries millions of the blight cells or bac-

For several years the recommendation has been
given out to cut off the blighted portions several
inches below the affected parts as soon as discovered.
If this is done systematically, especially just before
all the leaves drop from the aft'ected parts on the
fall, the greater part of the bacteria will be removed
and the disease gi'eatly checked for lack of germs
However, this is a very laborious
to disseminate it.
task, and some years ago the blight was found to
progress steadily in the orchards of the Virginia
Experiment Station in spite of just such efforts.
We have often observed the blight to be much
worse in both apples and pears where cow peas,
clover or some other leguminous crop had grown
the previous year, or following heavy applications
It Avill often be very bad in trees
of stable manure.
that are standing in sod land, or in other cases where
the nutrition of the plants appears to have been interfered with.

I quote the following from Circular No. 45 of
prepared by Prof. William B. Alwood,
then consulting entomologist to the Crop Pest Com"About four years ago it occured to me
mission:
to try stimulation with a view of rendering the tisThis was attempted in 1901 on a
sues resistant.
this office,

couple of thousand trees with good results, and was
repeated, and other trees included, in 1902 and 1903.
Thus far the effect has been remarkable. Trees

which had been literally cut to pieces in removing
Two trees in the experiblight wood were saved.
ment, on which the blight had extended to the trimk,
so as to leave scarcely any live tissue, have lived
through the last two years against all expectations.
All trees where blight had not extended to the trunk
Since beginning this treatment no cut.were saved.
ting of blight wood has been allowed, except that
here and there an entirely dead limb has been removed.
"The treatment has been by use of acid phosphate, 14 per cent, goods, two parts; muriate of
potash, 50 per cent, goods, one part, mixed and ap-

plied freely over the soil about the trees. From five
blooms or tender to fifteen pounds have been used, according to size
We make the applishoots of the trees, thus spreading the bacteria to and condition of trees treated.
them. Wind and rain may aid in distributing the cation before the buds push, and work it into the
wholly
bacteria also, and wherever this organism comes soil, but further than this leave the pear trees
properly into contact with the tree in these or other uncultivated. In each case the treatment was made
two years and discontinued."
"ways, a new case of blight is likely to occur.
teria,

and

insects, especially bees, are likely to visit

this sweetish sap

and then

visit the

The above will explain why tliis disease sweeps
over orchards, imder favorable conditions, like a fire,
leaving the leaves parched and dry. The writer has

time the pear orchard at the Experiment
on which this experiment was tried, is free
Professor Alwood's experiment was
from blight.

At

this

Station,
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not extended at that time to include apple trees, but
the conditions are quite similar and a number of
growers have, at our suggestion, used the same treatment on apples quite successfully.
An excess of nitrogen in the soil appears to cause
& soft growth that does not mature well, and for that
reason trees growing in land that has previously
grown large crops of some legimiinous plant may bo

more

and potash.

that to

him

the State owes

its

present standing

more than to any other man.
The Secretary was the life of the Society in

its

and, after an interim of three years, he
kindly consents to again take up the burden.
feel sure our old members will support him.
The oflicers find the membership has fallen off
t-urly years,

We

considerably, and that the treasury

is

depleted. This

work by the Society dithcult
and bareh' possible. There are many names on our
Should orchards (lid list of persons who have allowed their member-

subject to blight, especially where the soil is
not well sui^plicd with the mineral elements of plant
food, like phosphate

—

[April,

state of affairs renders

We especially appeal to these to send
be given a liberal dressing of these fertilizers they ship to lapse.
would not be injuriously ailected by moderate crops fo the Secretary-Treasurer at once their dues for
of legumes. Care should be taken at all times to see 1907, and these will secure them the proceedings
that the soil is well supplied with theSe necessary -oon to be printed, and restore their names to memIt seems we might well claim that State
elements of plant food, whether or not there is danger 'lership.
of disease because of their absence, as plants cannot pride and loyalty to our own interests is the strongest
But we may add
produce profitable crops unless they are well reason for urging this request.
rhat there are better things to come if we stand tonourished.
While the facts we have gathered indicate that iiethcr now. To fail to do so will lessen greatly the
To those who have not
trees well supplied with phosphate and potash are standing we have achieved.
much more resistant to the blight, and even to heretofore been members, we appeal to you to come
rigorous climatic conditions, than plants that grow with us, help to develop your State, and thereby
under less favorable conditions, fertilizing in this develop yourself.
way may not entirely prevent the trouble, as it appears to have done in the experiments detailed above.
Yet it should very largely reduce the laborious work

The next annual meeting will be held at Staunton
week of December, and we promise a
programme adapted to the needs of fruit growers
in the first

of cutting out the blighted portions of the trees. We and fanners (of which meeting due notice will be
will be glad to have any growers report to us on their given to all members).
want every owner of a
success with this treatment for blight.
bit of laud, however limited in area, to feel that this
Society is working for him
J. L. Phillips, State Entomologist.
for his financial and
Blachshurg, Va.
intellectual wellbeing.
Respectfully
Wji. B. Alwood,

We

—

VIRGINIA STATE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
To Our Members and Friends:

We

;

;

announce that at the last annual meeting of the Society there was a change made in the
offices of President and Secretary, as shown in this
beg

Chairman.
Wenger, Dayton, Va, William A. McComb,
Staunton, Va., R. F. D. 7; T. H. Coleman, Covington, Va. W. T. Hood, Richmond, Va. James
Dickie, Roseland, Va. J. L. Phillips, Blacksburg,
Va. M. L. Shreckhise, Mount Sidney, Va. Dr.
John R. Guerrant, Callaway, Va. H. C. Wysor,
Dublin, Va., Committee of Ten.
Snbscri]itions should be sent to Walter Whateley,
Charlottesville, Va.

C. D.

to

and, what is more im])ortant, the Society
decided to
return to its former policy
and
hold its meetings in the fruit-growing sections of
the State.
When this policy was followed in tlie
past, the Society grew and wielded influence, and we
letter,

;

;

;

;

;

Secretary-Treasurer, Crozet, Va.

Annual membership

dues, $1.00.

Life membership, $10.00.

believe the fruit growers are willing to again give

support to an organization conducted for their bene-

With

As

a healtli-giving article of food, the value of fine

apples, eaten without the intervention of the culina-

fit.

view

extending the membership and intlie President, Hon. G. E.
Murrell, has appointed the undersigned committee
of ten to present its claims and secure additonal
support.
We are sure that it is unnecessary to take
space to introduce to you the newly-elected President.
He is one of the old wheel horses of horticulture and has done such service for ns in the Legislature and at various expositions
^notably, St. Louis
a

to

fluence of the Society,

—

i-y
art, but partially understood.
Other fruits
are valuable, but, as the lamented Downing has said:

"The apple

is

the world-renowned fruit of temper-

And it is recalled that the somewhat
England philosopher, A. B. Alcott,
when asked in regard to the best way of bringing up
children, is said to' have replied:
"Teach them the
Ten Commandments and give them all the good
ate climates."

eccentric

New

apples they can eat !"
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Live Stock and Dairy.
THE LIVE STOCK INDUSTRY IN THE
SOUTH ATLANTIC STATES.
We

are in receipt of the statistics of live stock
This
of the country on the 1st of January, 1907.
report is a most gratifying and interesting one, as
it goes to show a marvellous growth of this basic
index of the true prosperity of the faruiers of the

country. Wherever live stock increase in numbers and
value there farmers become prosperous and lands
productive.
For the first time on record the value

of animals on farms and ranges passes the stupendous total of $-1,000,000,000, the actual figures being $4,145,334,000, and the increase in this form
of wealth during the year 1906 represents more than
Horses have increased in value in
$500,000,000.

Virginia has increased
State is now $14,248,863.
her horses by 6,038 and the value by $5,038,424.
The total value of the horses in the State is now
North Carolina has increased her
$30,481,026.
The
horses by 5,363 and the value by $3,388,885.
value of the horses in the State is now $21,182,748.
South Carolina has increased her horses by 822 and
The value of the horses in
the value by $933,150.
the State

is"

now

$10,437,182.

In mules Maryland has increased her stock by
774 in number and by $311.07 in value. The total
value of the mules in the State is now $2,331,945.
Virginia has increased her mules by 2,416 in numThe total value
ber and by $2,024,107 in value.
of the mules in the State is now $6,972,232. North
Carolina has increased her mules by 8,320 in numr

the year $257,037,000; mules, $46,426,000; milch
value of
cows, $54,708,000 other cattle, $43,396,000 sheep. ber and by $4,305,337 in value. The total
South
$52,259,000, and hogs, $84,354,000. All classes of the mules in the State is now $23,740,137.
farm animals average higher in value than ever be- Carolina has increased her mules by 9,977 in numThe total value
fore, with the sole exception of milch cows and other ber and by $3,967,621 in value.
As compared with 1884, which was a period of the mules in the State is now $20,598,121.
cattle.
stock
of high prices, horses are now $12.41 higher per In milch cows Maryland has increased her
;

;

_

head on the average than at that time. As compared
with 1897, which was a low period in prices, horses
are now $53.40 per head higher on the average.
Mules in 1884 averaged $84.22 per head. They are
now worth, on the average, $95.90, an increase of
$11.68. In 1898, a period of low prices, mules were
They are
worth, on the average, $39.66 per head.
now worth $95.90, "an increase of $56.24. ililch
cows are now worth about $1 less per head than they
were in 1884, the'previous high-price period. They
are worth $8.87 more per head than they were in
Other cattle
1892, the low-point period of record.
are now worth $7 less per head than they were in

by 4,367 in number and by $302,264 in value. The
is now
total value of the milch cows in the State
Virginia has increased her stock of
$4,754,284.
milch cows by 27,873 in number and by $1,476,100
The total value of the milch cows in the
in value.

North Carolina has inState is now $8,139,600.
creased her milch cows by 23,334 in number and
the total value of the milch cows in the State is now
$6,782,400. South Carolina has increased her stock
of milch cows by 5,266 in number and in value by
$28,968. The total value of the milch cows in the

In other cattle Maryland
State is now $3,833,508.
has increased her stock by 5,413 in number and by
The total value of the other
1900, the pervious high-point record, whilst they are $118,740 in value.
has
worth $3.61 per head more than they were in 1895, cattle' in the State is now $2,576,808. Virginia
Sheep are now increased her stock of other cattle by 48,308 in numthe previous low-point of record.
The total value
worth 72 cents per head more than the previous hrr and by $1,055,725 in value.
high-point record and $2.29 per head more than the of the other cattle in the State is now $10,253,650.
Hogs are now worth 81 cents North Carolina has increased her stock of other
low-point record.
more per head than in 1903, the previous high-point cattle by 8,744 in number and by $397,078 in value.
the State is
record, and $3.50 more than the low-point record The total value of the other cattle in
nnw $5,199,826. South Carolina has increased her
of 1897.
In this wonderful exhibit of increase in numbers -took of o^her cattle by 2,163 in number and by
The total value of the other
and value in the live stock industry of the country $174,132 in value.
In sheep
the Southern Atlantic Coast States show up well. cattle in the State is now $2,619,840.
of
Maryland, Virginia and North and Soxith Carolina Maryland has now 164,873, of the total value
sheep
increases in numbers in all kinds of live $744,072. Virginia has increased her stock of

show
Maryland has increased her horses by 1,566 bv 14,920 in number and by $333,476 in value.
and the value of the total number of horses by The total value of the sheep in the State is now
The total value of the horses in that $1,989,621. North Carolina has increased her stock
$1,038,481.

all

stock.
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[April,

of sheep by 4,391 in number and by $44,963 in
value.
The total value of the sheep in the State is

of galled and gullied hillsides and fields they would
then soon find the land covered with a green sod

now $590,054.

and every acre of it producing fourfold in value
what it now returns. Without live stock this cannot
be done and Soutliern farmers are begining to realize this fact, and hence this great increase in the
numbers and value of our stock. The quality of the
stock is also shown to be improving by the relative
increase in value of the stock as compared with the
increase in numbers.
Southern men realize that
the day of the "scrub" is past and that fine-bred
itCK:k is the only kind that pays for the feed put into
it and always finds a ready market at the best price.
The South is next to the greatest markets of the
country.
It can, and does, produce the com, cotton
seed meal and forage crops needed to make the best
beef, mutton and hog meat at the lowest cost, and
iience has advantages possessed by no other section

South Carolina has now 60,034
sheep of the vialue of $155,488.
Of swine, Maryland has 296,130 of the value of $2,280,201. Virginia has increased her stock of swine by 8,902 in
number and by $555,101 in value. The total value
of the swine in the State is now $4,189,920. North
Carolina has increased her stock of swine by 138,405
in number and by $1,310,236 in value.
The total
value of the swine in the State is now $6,846,455.
South Carolina has increased her stock of swine by
13,298 in number and by $207,450 in value. The
total
value of the swine in the State is now
$3,797,948.
The foregoing line statement of progress in these
Southern States is most encouraging to those of us
who for so many years have been laboring to make
this Southern country a live stock section.
There is
no reason whatever why Southern farmers should
not become great live stock men and why the whole
face of the country should not be changed.
Instead

for profitably liandling live stock.
this

realized in a

look to see

statistics

we

have quoted go far to justify us in this forecast.

TYPES OK CATTLE FED AT VIKUIMA EXi'KKIMKNT

RESULTS OF FEEDING BEEF CATTLE AT

We

few years and the

.STATllI

— IMPOilTAXT DATA RELATING TO THE

case they would be fed a little more than a maintt'uance ration so as to carry them through the winter in good condition and then finish on grass the

STALL FEEDING OF C.VTTLE AS COM-

next summer.

PARED WITH

methods of finishing

THE

VrifGIXIA

EXPERIMENT STATION.
FIXTSIII.VG

THEi\l

ON

GRASS.
Editor Southern Planter:
lulnxliiclion.

Two

metliods of finisliiug cattle may be followed
by Virginia stockmen. In the one case they would
be placed on feed in tlie early autumn and pushed

vigorously until rraily

fni' tlic

market.

merits of these two
matter of grave imjx-rtance to every stockman.
Hence, it is being carefully investigated at the Virginia Experiment Station at the present time.
One rejwrt has been prepared and is now being printed for distribution in

The

relative

cattle is a

form to all who apply for it.
Eighty-four animals were used in the work; the
stall-fed cattle being fed silage, hay and stover, with
In the other different forms of corn combined witli ci)tton seed
bulletin
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meal, the object being to determine the effect of
the succulent ration on the fattening process, and
the best fonu in which to feed corn with cotton seed
meal.
The grazed cattle were fed on different forms
of roxighness, some of a suculent and some of a
jion-suculent nature for the purpose of comparing the
residual effect of these feeds for animals tinished on

12 hogs following the cattle, one died suddenly, but
the cause could not be determined.
4. The hogs following the gi'oups receiving whole
corn made 937 pounds of pork, which, at 5 cents, was
This gave the
worth $46.85, or $1.95 per steer.
groups receiving whole corn a material advantage

^ass.

These results indicate that cattle cannot be fed
imder a margin of 75 cents where they
are charged the full market price for all the food-

A

5.

summary

of the conclusions reached is given
below, and will no doubt prove helpful to our stock-

men:
(Junclusions.

Groups

and 8, which received ear com, split
com, made an average gain of 1.50,
1.29, and 1.46 pounds, resj^ectively, or an average
Groups 10, 11
of 1.42 pounds per head per day.
and 12, whicli received corn meal and corn and cob
meal, fine, and corn and cob meal, coarse, made an
average gain of 1.74, 1.43 and 1.39 pounds, respectively, or an average of 1.52 pounds per head per
1.

over those fed ground corn.

7

•corn and shelled

in the stall

On the basis of the actual cost of the
stuffs fed.
foodstuffs on the farm, they could often be fed on a
margin of 50 cents and still give the farmer a fair
profit

on his operations.

cattle fed as stockers on silage and silage
and stover made a gain of .85 and .84 pound per
head per day, respectivelj- those receiving hay, .16
The
pound, and tliose receiving stover, .12 pound.
average gain on grass was 1.73 pounds for the group
receiving silage; 1.67 pounds for the group receiving
The hog- following tiie whole corn groups in- milage and stover; 2.20 poimds for the group receivday.
creased the gain's to an average of 1.63 pounds per ing hay, and 2.14 poimds for the group receiving
head per day, whicli made it more profitable in this stover; or an average for the 229 days of 1.26 pounds
instance to feed wliole com.
for the silage group 1.22 ponnds for the silage and
stover group; 1.10 pounds for the hay group, and
1.05 pounds for the stover group.
6.

The

;

:

7. From these results it appears that the cattle
receiving silage as their sole roughness during the
winter made the largest average gains did not drift
materially when turned on grass after the first ten
davs, slaughtered out to better advantage than the

dry-fed cattle, and were in a thriftier and Ijetter
condition throughout the entire feeding period. This
is sufficient proof of the fact that succ\ilent foods

can be fed to cattle maintained as stockers and

fin-

ished on grass.
8. The amount of rainfall and the degree of sunshine have a material influence on the gains made by
Tn August, when there were 8.61
cattle on grass.
inches of rainfall, the gains per head per day va-

STOCKERS

i;i:i>

FINlSIIKli

Between 36 and .")5 per cent, of the total gains
in live weight were made during the first sixty days.
During the second period, the percentage of gain vaTied from 29 to 35,86 per cent., and during the third
period from 12.35 to 1.79 per cent.
The groups
receiving com and cob meal, fine and coarse, made
as large percentage gains during the first 120 days
as any of the cattle, but they fell off materially during the last period, indicating that corn and cob meal
did not provide enough carbohydrates for such a long
2.

feeding period.

ried between .40 and .66 of a pound. In June,
the rainfall was 4.30 inches, the gains varied

when
from

3.13 to 3.88 pounds per head per day.
The cost of a pound of gain with the stockera
in the barn Avas 7.21 cents with the silage group;
7.1 cents with the silage and stover group; 62.47
cents with the hav group, and 42.66 cents with the

For the entire feeding period, the
pound of gain was 4.12 cents with the silage group; 4.10 cents with the silage and stover
group; 6.64 cents with the hnv group, and 4.32
These figures indicate
cents with the stover group.
stover group.

cost of a

rations.
3. Though 3.25 pounds of cotton seed meal were very clearlv the advantage of the succulent
fed per head per day during Ihe entire feeding
10. It appears from these experiments that cattle
period of ISO days, in only one in.-.tance did the hogs can be handled advantageouslv as stockers and finishOf the ed on srass on a marann of 25 cents where silage or
following show anv evidence of ill Iiealth.
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Btover or other inexpensive fonns of roughness are
used during the winter.
Mixed hay proved so ex-

pensive that there was a loss with

50

it

on

a

The

ease of digestion as compared with dry foods, its

its

palatability,

margin of the

cents.

11.

ing
cost of a

pound of gain with the

stall-fed

[April,

fact that

due
it

to its

aroma and succulence, and
and keep-

aids in cooling the system

free of effete material and keeping the circu-

it

lation active.

varied from 7.33 to 6.01 cents; with the
stocker cattle from 4.12 to 6.64 cents. It cost, therefore, nearly twice as much to make a pound of gain

cattle

in the stall as

where

tlie

animals were

finislied

nii

grass.

make a ton of silajic
a bushel of com, allowing full
credit for every operation involved.
The silage was
12.

It usually costs $1.50 to

and 22 cents

to

make

charged to the feeders at $2.00 and the com at '>A
cents a bushel; and even on this basis they would
have returned a jirofit in some instances on a margin of 75 cents.
13. The beef made per acre by the grazers varied
from 46 to 60 pounds, or a return of from $2.12 to
lElUMENT STATION.
$2.82 per acre.
An aci"e in silage yielding eight
tons will provide roughness for four animals for 160
19. Cattle fed silage dressed out 57.07 [wunds per
days, which shows the importance of the silo where hundred-weight.
Those receiving stover, 56.03 per
intensive farming is practiced, and the fact that cent.
The silage-fed lot dressed out 6.733 poimds of
larger returns can be secured from the land through l)eef the stover-fed lot,
The silage6.419 pounds.
the medium of the silo than were obtained through fed lot
made 316 pounds more beef than the stovergrazing in these experiments.
fed lot, which, at eight cents a pound, would repre14. The cost of maintaining a stocker through the
sent $25.28, or more than $2.80 per head in favor of
winter varied from $7.06 with the stover-fed group the cattle fed silage and finished
on grass.
to $16.24 with the hay-fed group.
The avei-age for
These experiments were conducted by Prof. John.
all groups was $10.91.
R. Fain and the writer.
15. The cost of finishing a feeder varied from
Andrew M. Soule, Derm and Director^
$22.33 to $25.82, or more than twice as much as
Virginia Exprriincnf Station.
it cost to carry over a stocker.
The difference in
food cost is largely offset, however, by rent of land.
FARM.
CHEESE :\IAKTNG
16. The deductions to be drawn from the experiment with feeders are as follows: Feed a small Editor Southern Planter:
;

ON THE

grain ration

—not over two pounds per head per day

commence

with, and increase

gradually until
the cattle are ultimately consuminc; 1 5 pounds per
head per day.
A liberal ration of silage should be
fed throughout the test, decreasing the amount consumed towards the end of the feeding period. Only
a minimum amount not over 3 or 4 pounds of
stover or other drv, inexpensive forms of roughness
need be fed.
17. It would appear that silage may constitute
the chief source of rouffhness for stockers; that a
grain ration of 2 pounds per head per dav is sufficient to insure their making substantial and profitable gains during the winter; that the best results
will be obtained when the ration consists of equal
parts of com and cob menl and cotton seed meal,, or
some other food rich in protein.
to

it

—

18.

The

feedinir

measure due

value

of silage

is

in

a

large

to its comparative richness in nutri-

ents, especially suited for the

nourishment of

cattle.

Cheese is a product from cows' milk usually, but
some varieties of cheese are made frohi goats' milk.
The ingredients of milk which enter into the manufacture of cheese, for the most ]iart, are casein and
Casein is familiar to every one in the
coagulated material in sour milk and butter fat in
butter fat.
butter.

Another iugvcdiont in milk, wliieh, while it doesnot enter into the composition of cheese to any great
extent, is still a verv important factor in cheese making, is

milk

suirar,

and

its

decomposition, due to the-

notion of the lactic ncid bacteria, determines the condition of the milk for the various processes in cheese-

making.

As

making

—

then Itatch of Che-ddar cheese
requires several
familiar with
hours of pretty constant watching, one should have
as much accumulation of milk as possible so that the

cheese

the

we

periods of
possible.

are

of

all

—

making cheese might he. as
The milk cnu be held over,

far apart as
say, two to
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four days, depending upon the conditions which
may obtain for holding the milk. Where ice can
be gotten in sufficient abundance, the temperature of
the milk can be reduced promptly after milking by
iising a milk cooler, and if the milk be reduced to
35°F., or thereabouts, and placed in ice water, there
should be no difficulty in holding the milk so that
In this
cheese need be made only once a week.
way, quite a considerable batch of milk could be
accumulated, even though there might be only a few
cows.
Where ice cannot be gotten, but where a cold
spring is available, the milk from each milking could
be cooled with a cooler Jo the temperature of the
spring water, which, in some cases, is nearly 50° F.,
and in this way four milkings, if not more, can be

accumulated for making into cheese.
While sour milk cannot be used in making a Ched
dar cheese, still a certain development of acid must
occur before the milk is ready to proceed with for
cheese

making purposes.

very convenient arrangement for luaking cheese
is a small boiler about one horse power, and a small
that
cheese vat holding about 300 pounds of milk
amount of milk would make about 30 pounds of
cheese.
A less amount of milk could be used just

—

as well.

The

minutes or so after the curd is cut.
remove the whey from the curd.
test to determine when the curd is ready for thia
It must be borne
step is known as the hot iron test.
in mind that up to this time the acid has been developing rapidly, the conditions being most favorable
The hot iron test determines
for this development.
when the acid development has reached that stage
when to longer allow the curd to remain in the
whey means that the curd will be very materially
damaged for Chedder cheese making.

so great after ten

The
The

ne.xt step is to

In applying the hot iron test, a small amoimt of
curd is taken from the vat, squeezed well in the hand,
to a hot iron (hot red), and slowly withdra^^n if a number of small strings are seen between
the curd and the iron, and which draw out to about
from an eighth to one-quarter of an inch long before
breaking, then this indicates that the whey must
If these strings are much longer than
be removed.

and applied
;

then the curd has been damaged
may be longer than oneUp to this point the cheese makfourth of an inch.
ing should have pretty constant attention, but after
the whey has been drawn, this will not be so necesa quarter of

A
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an

incli,

to the extent that the threads

sary.

From

boiler should be placed near the vat

this time on the vat must be covered so as
maintain in the curd a temperature of 98 degrees
that the as near as possible.
The object of this is to faeili-

and con-

nected with the water under the vat, so
temperature of the water and, in turn, that of the
milk, can be controlled by the steam from the boiler.
When a sufficient amount of milk has been aecimiulated, and the making of it into cheese is to be attempted, tlie milk is placed in the vat and the temperature raised to S5°F.
The test kno\\Ti as the
renuct test for ripeness is then applied to determine
if the condition of the milk is ready for the addition
This condition is a certain acid
of the rennet.
development.
When this condition has developed
then the rennet extract is added to the milk.
The
rennet acts on the casein in the milk so that in about
twenty minutes the casein throughout the entire mass
is coagulated, the fat globules in the milk being held
within the coagulum.

to

t.Tte

the fermentative process, or the ripening of the
The pieces of curd will have
it is called.

curd, as

about one-sixth to one-eight the size
i? drawn of what they were when first
cut.
After the whey has been drawn, the citrd
should be spread evenly over the bottom of the vai,
opening- a space through the center for the whey
which has been left in the particles of ciird (and
whiclT will be continually, but slowly, expelled until

shrunken

when

the

the

to

whey

curd goes into the press)

curd

now

will

mass

together,

to

where

run
it

is

out.

The

allowed

tc-

in contact, and, after a short time, the curd in
In
the bottom of the vat will become a solid mass.
about twentv minutes after the whey is drawn, the

come

It
curd will be matted together into a solid mass.
be used to coagulate one should then be cut crosswise into pieces about ei^ht
gallon of milk is one-half of an ordinary teaspoon- ro ten inches square, and be turned over at short
ful.
The rennet should he diluted with half a cup intervals: these are then piled on each other, three
of water and be stirrf^d in with the milk thoroughly. deep at first, and, a little later, six and eight deep.
As soon as tlie mass is sufficiently firm it is cut with The object at this stage is to firm up the curd and
horizontal and vertical knives into cubes aboiit one- ffot rid of the whev.
The next step is salting the
This material tends to sink in curd, which shoiild be done at a certain stage of
half inch on sides.
the whey and mass together at the bottom of the vat, ripeness of the curd, which is determined bv the acid
so it is necessary, almost as soon as it is cut. to content of the whev, which is continually ninnin^^
keep the curd stirred constantly, but gently, at first from the curd at this staire. or the phvsical condiand at the 'same time raise the temperature slowlv tion of the curd itself. When it shows a texture
to 98°F.
The stirrinn: cnn be done at longer inter- when torn, similar to the muscles in a niece of boiled
vals towards the last, as the tendencv to mass i« not href, and more or less of an oilv qualitv. it is ready

The amount of rennet

to
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it is called, and salted.
Milling conin tearino- the curd into small fragments, or
cutting into about one-half inch cubes, the object

to be milled, as

PLAi^^TEK.
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mild at a later period, the sharpness which is liked
by some persons develops and becomes more defined
Experiments within the last dewith greater age.
being to facilitate the salting of the curd.
After cade show that cheese will ripen better at low temthe cheese is milled and the temperature reduced to peratures than at higher temperatures, so it is beabout 90^ F., then the salt is added.
The amount coming the practice to place cheese in cold storage
of salt used is in proportion to the amount of milk to ripen.
William D. Saundees.
and is added at the rate of about one and one-half to
Dairyman.
three pounds per 1,000 pounds of milk.
The addiExperiment Station, Blackshurg, Va.
;

sists

tion of the salt tends to still further contract the
curd and e.xpel the whey, and this in proportion to
the amount of salt used.
The adding of the salt to
the curd at first produces a harsh, rough feeling in

We

the curd, but after awhile this disappears

and instead

can make as good cheese in the South as can
made anywhere. Why cannot some of our dairyThere is money in it.
man take up this business.
Good cheese is selling at eighteen cents per pound

When

this occurs,

wliolesale.

the oily, smooth feeling returns.

ready for the press, when the temperatui-e has been reduced to 80°E.
If the curd is put
to press at a much higher temperature, than 80 °r.,
the fat is expelled from the curd by the pressure.
Before being put to press, the curd is placed in a
form, usually called a hoop, which is lined with
cheese cloth, circles of cheese cloth being placed at
each end to cover the curd when it is taken from
the hoop after being ]^resscd into shape.
The pressure is intended to sha])e the cheese and also to rethe curd

is

be

The

It will

pay better than butter making.

increase in the quantity of cheese manufac-

tured in 1904 over that of 1900 amoimted to 35,172,540 pounds, but in the same time the importations of
cheese grew from 13,185,990 pounds in 1900 to 22,707,103 pounds in 1904. The increased production
amounted to 12.5 per cent., while the increase in
The United States
importations was 60 per cent.

and cheese producing country
we ought to manufacture
enough cheese for our own consumption. We are
move what whey there may be in the curd, which rich in cattle and in land dairy products command a
can be removed by pressure.
The pressure should good price, and the industry is, or ought to be, a
be put on lightly at first, but more pressure can be profitable one.
Ed.
put on later.
After about an hour or two, the cheese
is removed from the hoop and the bandage straightened and otherwise arranged, when the cheese is
FOEMALIN TREATMENT FOK SCOURS IN
again put into the press.
If the press is not of the
ought to be the

biitter

At

of the world.

least

;

—

continuous type,

CALVES.

it

will be necessary at intervals to

increase the pressure, as the curd tends to shrink
and bf? massc^d together, in order to get a good, com-

Editor Southern Planter:

Probably the greatest trouble and the most loss in
on skim milk is caused by Scours.
The iqheese is usually removed from the press There have been many different methods of treating
this in the past, but probably the most effective is
after about twelve hours
it might remain in the
pw'i'^ longer.
When it has been removed from the that recently suggested Ijy Dr. Klein, of the South
press, it is placed on a shelf in the curing room. Carolina Experiment Station.
This room should be maintained at as low a temperaA half ounce of formalin is added to 15 1-2
ture as practical and be so arranged that flies cannot ounces of distilled, or rain, water; one spoonful of
get access to the cheese.
It is best to have a certain this solution is then added to each pint or poimd of
It is well to reduce the amount of
inolsture content in the air of the room so that there milk fed to calf.
By
will not be undue evajjoration from the outer surface milk about half when the attack is first noticed.
of the cheese, which would be attended with hard- doing this an excess of the formalin solution will
ness and cracking- of the rind.
A thin coat of par not be used. Care mtist be taken that excessive
aftin has been found to prevent undue drying of the amounts are not fed, as disaster will probably folThis remedy
cheese as well as to cause the weight of the cheese low the careless use of this remedy.
to be maintained.
After the cheese has been put on has only been found useful in treating calves affected
the shelf in the curing room, it should be turned with scours caused by skim milk.
The fonnalin treatment has been used at this
eaeh day for several weeks.
If it is not feasible to
us(> fiaraffin on the eheese, then butter or cheese Station recently with a great deal of success on some
grease should be rubbed on every few days for the 15 calves, and it is usually effective in from one to
At the end of the first month the four doses. It has never required over eight doses
fir«t few weeks.
cheese will lx> veady for consumption, but will be to effect a cure, and only in one instance has it provei^
pat't

mass.

reai'ing calves

;
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This particular case was of long standineflicient.
ing before this remedy was tried.
Over-feeding on skim milk is one of the causes of
scours.
It has been found that 10 pounds of skim
milk for the first 100 pounds of live weight; 5
poimds for the second 100, and 2 1-2 pounds for the
third 100, is an excellent proportion for a day's feed.
Shelled com, or shelled com with bran (4 to 1 by
weight) in the proportion of 1 to 10 of skim milk
fed for calves under three months old, and 1 to 5 for
those over three months old, with all the good, clean
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production of the imusual prevalence of this condiAgain, an exclusive com
diet tends to induce within the animal a predisposition to this and kindred affections, and cannot be
considered a balanced ration for pigs or one conducive to a rugged constitution.
In the treatment of posterior weakness in pigs, the
If it befirst thing to decide is its specific cause.
comes apparent, upon post mortem, that the kidney
worms and those encysted in the region of the loins
are the prime factors in the production of the weakhay the calf will eat, makes a healthful and satisfac- ness, then prevention is the only line from which
tory ration.
John R. Fain, Agriculturist.
we can hope for success. Hogs should be excluded
Experiment Station, Blachsburg, Ya.
from all ground known to be infested, or on which
infested hogs have been, or which have received
Water supply
drainage from such pens or lots.
PARTIAL PARALYSIS IN
QUAR- must be furnished from deep wells which are thorTERS OF HOGS.
roughly protected from surface drainage. UninfestEditor Southern Planter:
ed lands should be re-stocked with hogs obtained from
Pig breeders in America have been in the habit premises kno\vn to be free from the parasite. Mediof attributing all cases of weakness, stiffness and cinal treatment is not satisfactory.
When close confinement, coupled with heavy com
paralysis of the hind limbs of pigs to the kidney
worms (Stephanurus Dentatus and Strongylus Gi- feeding, is suspected as the cause, these must be
gas), but there can be no doubt but that this wide overcome, when the after treatment will be of minor
generalization is usually erroneous.
Rheumatism, consideration. Constipation may be overcome by a
sprained back, rickets, intestinal disorders, causing more laxative or less stimulating diet roots, bran,
Occasional laxatives of Epsom salts,
sympathetic nervous atony, disordered enervation skim-milk, etc.
as the result of poisoning' of the ner\'e centers by linseed, cotton seed or castor oil may be administered
Warm, dry sleeping quarters,
toxines produced by feiTaentation in the swill or along with the slop.
fodder, or in the intestinal contents, or by micro- with a roomy yard, all play an important part in
tion at the present time.

THE HIND

—

bian invasion elsewhere, congestion of the spinal
cord or kidneys, renal calculus, poisoning by ergot or
smuts, by seeds of vetches, rye, grass, millet or cotton
or by any one of the many narcotics may in turn
produce a pariesis (incomplete paralysis), or paraplegia which, by the swine breeders, would be unhesitatingly attributed to the kidney

worm.

The
management of this condition.
fact should also not be overlooked that spoiled grain,
as with other decomposing substances, secrete or pro-

the successful

diice chemical poisons which produce .their effect
upon the digestive tract and ner\'ous systems chiefly
when taken in sufficiently large quantities; or
which, in small quantities, are retained from func-

Yet, on the other hand, the presence of multiple tional inactivity of the great eliminating system,
stephanurus cysts xmder the loins, in the kidneys or chiefly the kidneys and bowels.
ureters, or in the spinal cord, might well produce
John Spencek, Veterinarian.
the symptoms which are so common among swine
Va. Agricultural Expt. Station, Plachburg.
herds at the present season, the chief characteristics
of which are marked by weakness or palsy of the
hind legs.
(Law.)
From the above wide range of etiological factors,
figuring conspicuously in the production of this condition in pigs, it is not unreasonable to suppose that
spoiled corn stands out most conspicuoiisly.
Even
though the grain appears sound, if closely examined

TEXAS FEVER TICKS IN VIRGINIA.
Editor Southern Planter:

In

the

Southern

writer, in an article

Planter,

October,

1896,

the

on "The Cattle Tick Quaran-

tine Line and What May be Done to Remove it,"
of it will be found stated that the State quarantine line could be moved
undergoing decay, due to Espergillus Glaucus, and Southward in three years, and much could be accomalso the presence of ergot.
Spoiled wheat and rye plished in five years.
are equally dangerous.
The wet season of the past
A recent leaflet of the North Carolina Department
and present year also tending to induce a rheumatic of Agriculture, prepared by Dr. Tait Butler, states
condition with its chain of undesirable consequences, that twenty counties, all situated east of the Blue
may be considered one of the prime factors in the Ridge, have been released from all quarantine, ex-

about the tips of the, cobs,

much
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whether or not the farmer should buy cattle to feed
This is a very important question, and
the correct answer to it depends upon so many facrinarian, working with local assistance.
It shows tors that it will seldom be answered twice alike. One
what may be done with a much larger available force thing is certain, it is always wise to be conservative
In genin Southside Virginia during the next three years. in considering cattle feeding propositions.
Last season's co-operation between County, State and eral, it would seem good practice not to buy cattle
Federal authorities in Virginia enabled ten counties to feed unless the larger part of the com and roughto gain release from quarantine restrictions excepting age necessary for finishing are available from prodProfits in cattle feeding,
for about five per cent of their herds.
Since there ucts grown on the farm.
remain less than twenty counties in the same general while not always denied to the man who is obliged
condition as the ten released, it is quite within the to purchase corn, other concentrates and roughages,
range of possibilities that energetic action on the are necessarily smaller than to the feeder who propart of all concerned will effect the removal of quar- duces his feeds, provided, of course, the same methThis
antine from Virginia within three years, excepting ods and intelligence obtain in each instance.
in a few unimportant localities and on a small per- is the chief advantage of the com belt cattle feeder
By 1910, however, only over his less fortunate brother farmer outside the
centage of infected herds.
that portion of the North Carolina-Virginia State com belt.
As to the amount of com and roughage
line which extends from the Dismal Swamp west- required to finish a steer, much depends upon the
ward to the Roanoke river may be contiguous to cat- supplements and the kinds and quality of roughage
The used with corn. The age and condition of the feedtle tick infested country in North Carolina.
cattle quarantine line in that State having, by that ing cattle and the method of feeding also have a
time, been moved to the South of Goldsboro, Raleigh, direct bearing upon the amount of feeds required.
Pittsboro and Ashboro, and east of the Yadkin or Taking, however, an average instance, namely, the
Great Reedee river. If Virginia does not act, the finishing of a 2-year-old or older steer of a choice
quarantine line will not only be along the northern grade, weighing one thousand pounds, fattened in
boimdaries of its infected counties, but along the six months from purchase, when the ration is com
interstate line as well.
.".nd a good quality of clover or alfalfa hay, fifty-five
I \:Tite thus conditionally about the rate of tick to sixty-six bushels of com and one ton of hay will
eradication in Virginia for much yet remains to be be required.
If the corn is supplemented with some
done in infected counties and more popular senti- nitrogenous supplement, like flaxseed meal or cotton
If
ment aroused before the work proceeds rapidly. Free seed meal, slightly less com will be needed.
range counties must become stock law, or no fence, other roughages than clover and alfalfa are used,
infected herds must be quarantined and cleansed and such as com stover and straw, then less clover will
County Boards of Supervisors must appropriate be required. If cattle are on grass, the acreage reThe cost to the quired will depend upon the extent to which gi-ain
funds for paying local inspectors.
county is mainly for maintenance of quarantine on is fed and the quality of the grass. Knowing, apinfected herds.
The Federal Government pays its proximately, the amount of feed produced, the feeder
own inspectors, and their work consists chiefly in is thus in a position to know about how many cattle
locating the infection and supervising the quaran- he can feed advantageoiisly.
In regard to the numtine.
The cost to a county has liecn less than $.">00. ber of cattle the cattle feeder should feed, the writer
This is far less than the annual cost to the cattle wishes to emphasize the fact that cattle feeding is a
owners in their sales.
business that lends itself most advantageously to exIn other words, a
If the cattle men will adopt stock law in free tensive practice and methods.
range counties, will urge their supervisors to name cattle feeder who does not feed at least a car load
inspectors to their State Veterinarian at Blacksburg. is greatly handicapped when it comes to selling, so
and then take steps to disinfect their cattle, Vir- much so that we do not advise the finishing of cattle
Three years is in less than car lots. This same thought, carried a
ginia will be out of quarantine.
enough time to do it in. Kill the ticks.
little further, means that the cattle feeder who is in
Cooper Curtice, Veterinarian.
a position to feed even more than one car load has
a distinct advantage over the one car load feeder. As
a rule, he saves on freight, labor and purchased
BEEF PRODUCTION.
to
General Constderatiojts in Bui^xG Feeding feeds. Further than this, he has an opportunity
more evenly grade his cattle to the advantage of the
C.\TTLE.
more timid and smaller cattle in the feed lot. Again,
(By Prof. H. W. Mumford. All Rights Reserved.)
cepting certain inspection requirements in two counties and partes of four others, within five years.
This work has mainly been done by the State Vete-

There

is

alwavs that

first

consideration

as

to

at all or not.

some

cattle finish

more quickly than others and the
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extensive feeder has the opportunity to select a load
of this kind and market them as soon as they are
ready.
The one load feeder is likely to have one or

more

considerably fatter

make

the load look imeven, and, as a result,
unsatisfactorily.
Successful beef production

least to
sell

few that may be
than the majority, enough so at

steers that are not finished, a

usually comes as a reward to those who have made
a close study of the business and have pursued it
sufficiently long to render them keen to take advantage of every favorable opportunity that presents itself, whether it be drought or flood, for buying to advantage.
They aim to buy when, for whatever reason, they can get the best quality for the least money.
They frequently buy something a Kttle different

from

their choice, because of circumstances that ren-

customed
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have seen a neighbor
in the business for three or four consec-

to fattening cattle

make money

utive years and conclude they, too, can do likewise.
Quite often the next year and the next prove imfa-

vorable for the cattle feeder, and the beginner, confronted with this obstacle in addition to his lack
of experience, loses considerable money that he can
ill

afford to lose.

make

Many

well-informed cattle

men

a rule to feed a certain nimiber of cattle
each year without much regard to changing conditions. This seems the safer rule provided conditions
it

are not such as to make it possible to know at the outset that the business cannot be engaged in without
loss.
Certain it is that such a policy is far wiser

than one which involves going in and out of business with an effort to follow market and other con-

der another grade or condition of cattle manifestly ditions.
No two seasons are precisely alike, hence
the successful cattle feeder is resourceful and farOF
seeing.
As the relation of cattle feeding to soil
DAIRY.
fertility will be the subject of a subsequent article,
we will pass this important phase of the subject with- CoLANTHA 4th's Johanna, 1849 A. R., 48577
out further comment.
The conditions most likely
Sufficient fat for 32 pounds, 14 ounces commerLarge crops cial butter in 7 days, 129 pounds, 5 ounces in 30
to influence farmers to feed cattle are
commonly used in finishing cattle, especially when days, and 243 pounds, 2 ounces in 60 days; the
the cash market for such products rules low high world's record for any cow of any breed.
prices for fat cattle low prices prevailing for stockColantha 4th's Johanna, 8 years, one month, nineers and feeders, and the prosperity of neighboring teen days old at date of last calving, is owned by Mr.
cheaper.

THE KECORD-BKEAKING QUEEN

THE

:

;

;

cattle feeders.

P. Gillett, Rosendale, Wis., President of the Wisconsin Dairymen's Asociation and ex-President of
the Holstein-Friesian Association of America, ond
of the widest known breeders of Holstein-Friesian
Mr. Gillett has for many years
cattle in America.

W.

In some ways all of these are treacherous guides
to follow.
If abundant crops are followed by correspondingly cheap com and roughage, cheap gains
are assured where these feeds are administered by
intelligent hands.
Cheap feeds, however, have a
tendency to create an abnormal demand for stock
and feeding cattle, as a result of which prices for

bred for form as well as function, and the wonderful
record made by this great cow bred by him shows
that the combination is not incompatible.
such stock are apt to rise
at times nbove a point
The official test of Colantha 4th's Johanna was
where the cattle feeder can afford to handle them. made under the supervision of the Wisconsin AgriNotwithstanding this fact,, more cattle are put on culture College, and Prof. F. W. Woll, the officer in
feed at such times than usual, and because of the charge of tests of dairy cows in Wisconsin, in speakcheap feed there is a tendency for feeders to hold ing of this record, ^^Tites as follows: "Wisconsin
The inevitable result can now boast of possessing the champion butter-fat
longer and make them better.
of an abundant supply of well-finished beeves is to producing cow of the Holstein-Friesian or any other
Colantha 4th's Johanna, bred and owned by
cheapen them so that when feeds are abundant and breed.
relatively cheap the cattle feeder must guard against W. J. Gillett, Rosendale, Wis., recently finished an
buying them at prohibited prices, and with the feel- official test, begim forty-nine days after calving, in
ing that prices at such times are more likely to go which she produced, in seven consecutive days, 651.7

—

pounds of milk, containing 28.175 pounds of butter
butfat, equivalent to 32.86 pounds of cemmerical
ter, thus placing her at the head of the list of cows
She also captured
operations will depend largely upon the general stat- with seven-day official records.
us of the cattle industry, business conditions and the 30-day record by her production of 110.833
pounds of butter fat, equivalent to 129.3 pounds of
probable price of feeds.
commercial butter, as well as the 60-day record by
prosthe
followed
guides
by
hazardous
Of all the
208.398 pounds of butter fat, equivalent
pective cattle feeder, that of the prosperity of a producing
pounds of butter.
neighbor feeder is most hazardous. Farmers unac- to 243.13
lower than higher.

Whether

or not prevailing low

prices for stockers and feeders should be a potent
influence in determining the extent of cattle feeding,
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A GREAT GUERNSEY RECORD.

[April,

Mr. Swann is convinced that if success is
had in the live stock business, it must come
her third year's test under the supervision of the from breeding of the best, and that putting good
Massachusetts Experiment Station, on February 10, feed into "scrubs" is simply wasting both feed and
Dolly Bloom was calved in April, 1900. time.
1907.
We hope to be able in the future to give reShe calved the fourth time in February, 1906, and, sults from this venture of Mr. Swann, which will
up to February, 1907, when the year's test was com- convince others of the wisdom of his action in thus
pleted, she had given 17,297.51 pounds of milk, test- adding to the choice studs, herds and flocks of the
ing on the average, 4.84 per cent, of butter fat, con- State.
taining 836.21 pounds of butter fat equivalent to
975 pounds of butter.
She is owned by Mr. F. Lothrop Ames, at his
beautiful Langwater Farms at North Easton, and BERKSHIRE BREEDERS ARE PROSPEROUS
such remarkable work as she has done in her three
Breeders from various part of the United States
years' record bears great testimony to the staying
and Canada were out in force at the recent annual
qualities of the Guernsey, her three records averagsession of the American Berkshire Congress, held at
ing 12927.97 pounds of milk and 638 pounds of
Many valuable papers were preSpringfield, 111.
Dolly Bloom, on each of her previous
butter fat.
.-ented, these touching on points of concern to hog
records, has led her class, and now holds the best
Special study was given to questions perbreeders.
milk record for a Guernsey.
taining to the breeding, care, exhibition and sale of

The Guernsey cow, Dolly Bloom 12770, iimished

strains.

to be

A

MORE FINE BRED STOCK FOR

VIRGINIA. A

Mr. John Butler Swann, of Glenara, Fauquier
county, \'irginia, writes us that he has recently purchased and brought to his farm an imported Clydesdale stallion, one imported Clydesdale mare, and
one Canadian bred Clydesdale mare as the foundation stock for a Clydesdale stud, which is, we believe,

the first Clydesdale stud to be established iu

The stallion is Evander, foaled 1903, bred
by Sir Shaw Stewart, of Ardgowan Greenock, Scotthe State.

He

land.

satisfactory phase of the meetBerkshire swine.
ing was the liberal attendance of Southern breeders.
combination sale held during the week broiight an

average of more than $100.
It was conceded that trade the past year has been
the best on record, and Berkshire breeders are hopeful for the future.
The next annual meeting will
Representative breedbe held at Nashville, Tenn.
ers were present from Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, Canada, etc.
Election of officers resulted as follows:
President, A.
J. Lovejoy, of Illinois Vice-President, J. M. Overton, of Tennessee
Secretary, Charles F. Mills, of
Springfield, 111.
Directors: W. H. Coffman, of
West Virginia N. H. Gentry, of Missouri J. D.
Kirk, of Virginia
G. S. Prine, of Iowa
C. S.
Sutton, of Kansas, and C. D. Woodbury, of Michigan.
;

;

a well built horse of

immense power,
standing close to 17 hands, with splendid feet and
legs, and superb action.
He took first premium and
championship at Aberdeen, Scotland, and first and
chanpionship at Chicago last year.
The mares are
is

Lanark Queen, foaled 1902, bred by George FindJen'iswood, Scotland.
She stands 16.3 hands
and weighs 1,850 pounds.
She won 25 first premiums and two championships in Scotland, never
having been beaten there, and she took first premium
and championship at the Canadian National Exhibition, and at the International Live Stock Show at
Chicago; and ThomclifFe Duchess, bred by Robert
Davies, of Canada.
She was foaled in 1902, and
is a winner of two first premiums at Toronto and one

;

;

;

;

later,

first

at

Chicago.

BERKSHIRES IN VIRGINIA.
Our friend, Mr. W. H. Coffman, of Bluefield, W.
Va., has sent us a report of the sale of Berkshires
which he held at Bluefield on Ground Hog Day.
This report will be found elsewhere in this issue.
The sale was a complete success in that it broke the
record on the average price realized for brood sows

Mt. Swann has also recently imported 22 Dorset and open gilts. Evidently, farmers appreciate BerkHorn ewes and 6 bucks from the best flocks in Eng- shires as makers of meat profitably, or breeders
land and Canada, and 8
cows, and a bull of the
Drop families: also, some
one of the best breeders in

Scotch-topped Shorthorn
Cruickshank and Golden
Poland China hogs from
Iowa.
These hogs are of
Sunshine Extraction of the highest prize winning

would not give such high prices. Mr. Coffman says
that he will have another sale at Bluefield on August
1st,
He has some choice hogs in his herd, and those
looking for foundation stock should
of the time of the next sale.

make a note

;
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The Poultry Yard.
POULTRY NOTES.
The peep

of several hundred little chicks in an
incubator in the room where I am writing these
What a strange
notes, makes spring time a reality.
transformation Yesterday, a quiet box full of eggs
!

mass of dovm and
To-morrow, all will be quiet again in
my den. The box will be full of eggs again, and
the genial wamith will be kindling other hundreds

to-day, a living, wiggling, peeping

bright eyes.

of tiny sparks of life to bring gladness to the inmates of Holly Lodge. Yes, every one of us are
As I
poultrymen, and the pleasure is shared by all.
write, my mind goes away back two-score and ten

cracked com, stale bread (we have no dog, wei're
too poor to own one), anything that they will eat,
but we depend on oatmeal, wheat and corn.
Wb
feed sparingly the first two or three weeks.
Keep
the chicks wann and dry, keep them on the gi-oimd,
keep them busy.
When two weeks old, and sooner,
we make them work hard for every bit of feed they
get.
Keep dry bran and meat scrap before them all
the time.
Keep them and their brooders and nms
clean and free from vermin. Have fresh, clean water
before them all the time.
Do not feed sour, mouldy
feed of any kind under any circumstances.
Some
will die.
More die from over-feeding than from

starvation.
The same is true of cliildren. One readyears to my first real experience with an incubator.
er wants to know all about the brooders,
I give it
In the old log spring house in Indiana a rumpless
up.
I do know that every one is the best if yoii
brood.
her
in
hatched
made
nest
a
bee
gum
a
hen
and
consult the catalogues,
I know, too, that all of
I had been warned not to disturb the "cluck," but,
them are made to sell. I know that none of them
on the first appearance of a pair of bright eyes
will raise every chick any more than an orphans'
among the feathers of "old bunty," my childish dehome will raise all its inmates
iVo brooder can b«
light forgot the admonition of the good mother, and
large enough for 200 chicks.
No brooder will do
Alas, that old bunty
I must love that little chick.
weather.
I know that we have all kinds of weather
was loaded for business, and the first onslaught of
satisfactory service oi;t of doors in all kinds of
those toe nails and wings produced such a series of
in March and April in Virginia. A brooder room or
screams that the good mother came down the path
house is just as necessary as a brooder.
It need
in
expecting
to
find
her
baby
the
milk
house,
to
not be made of quarter-sawed oak.
It must have
the
flames, then a gTnnce revealed
real situation, a
a good roof and be reasonably tight, have room
few "love pats" with the broad of the hand across
enough to feed the chicks in, have simshine and fresh
the widest part of my anatomy, produced a q\iiet
air in abundance.
I built one 12x40 feet, 7 feet
equalled only by the descent of the mellow beams of
high, tliat has all of these essential features that
a full moon in the montli of Jime on the dewy face
If you want to raise a
cost me, in cash, $13.30.
Fifty years of strenuous life has
of Mother Earth.
in brooders, you must havB
How different the ex- good per cent, of chicks
not erased that experience.
When a house. My 225 hens have made the following
perience of little three year old Ruth to-day.
record for February:
the hatch is done and the doors are opened, the same
Total mimber of eggs laid 3,948; exactly 3-J9
be,
desire
"love
childish delight, the same
to
um" can
dozen,
and is, gratified Avithout the other experience. No
]\rarket eggs sold viz:
toe nails, no wings to flop, no screams, no broad
100 dozen, 27 cents
$27,00
hand to fall rudely on the "seat of trouble."
dozen, 25 cents
81
20,25
This brings me face to face with many of my read13.80
60 dozen, 23 cents
ers to the first and greatest problem of the poultry
2.05
10^ dozen, 20 cents
business.
Feed and care of little chicks is the theme
5.40
20 dozen, 27 cents
of very many letters at this time.
One good woman
.... 15.52
57-| dozen, 27 cents
writes for information how to feted little chicks,
and closes a seven page letter by giving her plan and
$84.02
adds, "By this method I have never lost a chick."
This is putting all eggs sold on a market basis
The reply to that letter was very brief, and I here
Actual receip.ts
at price received for fancy eggs.
quote it, the entire reply:
'T)on't change."
When I read the catalogues on chick feeds, I am for eggs sold for hatching was an average of 80
'.

.

This experiment is made to deterto ask, 'Was Ananias really struck dead or cents per dozen.
only stunned ?" T confess to the latter opinion, and mine the profit, if any, in eggs at market prices,
that he has multiplied amazingly.
What do I feed'^ but all sales will be given in totals to enable any
second, cracked wheat. one to make the calculations.
First, grit and oatmeal

led

;
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The

hens consumed more feed during the 28
days of February than was consumed during January by $2.80, showing clearly that they were work:i25

ing.

Dr. to wheat, 15 bushels, 55 cents
Dr. to corn, 10 bushels, 60 cents
Dr. to oats, i) 1-2 bushels, 55 cents
Dr. to bran, 200 lbs
Dr. to meat meal, 100 lbs., 3 cents
Dr. to Grit, 50 lbs., 3-4 cent
Dr. to oyster shell, 100 lbs

$ 8.25
6.00
5.2^

as to bring

them

[April,

nearly full maturity before sebe expected in our climate.
Earlier pullets would probably make better winter layers, as a general rule, but my own experience of
ihirty years with thoroughbred PljTuouth Rocks is
that there is but little diiference in time of laying
liL'tween the early pullets and those hatched in midvere weather

to

may

We have had cockerels hatched in July
which weighed S pounds when six months old, and
they had never been fed from the time they were old
60 euough to eat wheat.
They had lived exclusively
upon scattered grain around the bam and strawstack
Total
$26.06 through summer and fall, and largely upon com
This makes a net balance of $57.96 to the credit found in the stable manure during early winter.
of the flock for 28 days, exactly $2.07 per day.
To
It is the practical farm experiences of this kind
get net actual receipts would change these results which demonstrate the great value of improved poulsomewhat, but this would not be interesting to the try. A purely fancy breed of fowls may be a luxufarmers who sell market eggs only.
The debits ry, but if every farm in Virginia could be stocked
would then include cost of advertising, stationery, with the breed of fowls best suited to the location,
postage, baskets, crates, excelsior, etc., ets., and the climate, market and disposition
of the owner, it
credits would show $34.08 more than at market would increase the income of our State by himdreds
price.
The figures show an average of 17 1-2 eggs of thousands, and probably millions of dollars, every
per hen for the month.
I realize that if I had been ^'ear, and this could be accomplished without increashere early enough last year to have provided plenty ing the number of fowls kept on any farm or the
,of good rye and clover pasturage for my hens the expense of feeding them.
It would add further to
^yield would have been greater and the cost of feed the profits, however, if more attention was given to
if*«.
However, the satisfied man is the happy man, housing and feeding on more than half of all our
and happiness is the sunshine of the soul.
farms.
Cal Husselman.
It is easy and inexpensive to secure a start in pur©
bred poultry by the purchase of eggs, especially
ly if we do not send too far from home or insist
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
on buying from some one who is in the exhibiting
fraternity^ and who asks prices in proportion to his
Editor Southern Planter:
For several Reasons April is probably the fame and his expenses. It is well, however, to ask
month in which to buy or ship eggs some questions of an advertiser before making a purbest
2.60
3.00
38

season.

I should want to know first of all how many
breeders chase.
of varieties of fowls he keeps and how long they had
hatching, lieen separately yarded before eggs for batching were
their eggs in March
I should greatly prefer to buy from
yet this is not always safe when eggs are to be advertised.
tempera- some one who keeps one breed exclusively and gives
shipped, especially from the North.
greater confiture of 40 degrees, or 8 degrees above freezing, is them free range, for I should feel
for

will

While

hatching.

prefer

to

set

many

poultry

incubate the
or
for early April

most

A

dence that the eggs which I received were as good as
those which he hatched for himself, and I should expect a higher percentage of fertility than from fowls
confined in yards.
If the breeder had selected a
breeding pen from his flock in order to hatch the
eggs from his choicest birds, I should expect to pay
Then, too, the highest average per cent, of more for the eggs from the pen than for those from
tings.
the flock, and should expect a smaller hatch.
fertility and the greatest vitality will usually be
Again, I should ^\ant eggs from a flock in which
found in the eggs which are laid after the flock has
begun to have an abtradant supply of fresh spring the males were of new blood, or very remotely reThis is especially important to
vegetation, -with the insect life which usually comes lated to the hens.
For the foregoing reasons, I have always the person starting a flock, because he will need to
with it.
preferred not to buy or ship eggs for hatching earlier breed the pullets which he raises to a cockerel of
Chickens hatched at any the same blood to increase his flock before again buythan the first of April.
lime prior to about the middle of Jime can be so fed ine from outside, and it is a serious matter if the
likely to seriously injure

may

the vitality of a fertile

not be certain death to every
living germ or embryo thus exposed.
Temperatures decidedly lower than this are sure
to occur frequently through March, and are probably often the cause of poor hatches from early set-

egg, even though

it
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fowls he raises from his first eggs are already inbred
for several generations.
As a breeder of Plymouth Rocks, I should want to

know about

the average weight of the fowls in the

from which I secured my eggs, and, indeed, if
I were breeding any of the varieties which have a
standard weight, I should insist on having eggs from
stock which met the requirements of the breed in this
particular.
In the case of Leghorns, Hamburgs, etc.
flock

weight may be ignored, for they are not expected to
be profitable except as egg producers.
One great advantage in buying eggs rather than
a trio of fowls for breeding purposes, is that the purchaser will probably raise two or more males from
13 eggs, and can have some choice as to the bird
which is to be the founder of his future flock, while
if he buys the fowls already grown he is almost
wholly at the mercy of the breeder in the selection of
the birds unless he can go to select them for himseK.
Finally, as to the packing and shipping of eggs.
Insist on the use of a wooden box, and not any of
the flimsy basket arrangements which have been devised for this purpose.
Have each egg wTapped in
several thicknesses of paper with the ends twisted
together or tucked in, and have the box so filled with
bran or sawdust that the eggs cannot move. It is
possible to nail or tack on the cover, but there is
a prejudice in favor of screws.
If the cover is
tacked on, pry it off gently, do not pound it, and let
the eggs rest for 12 hours after their journey before
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a much better breed.
But after I "found that my
wife was really in earnest and desired much to try
some Reds, I told her to try them if she chose, but
to be sure and not let my flock become contaminated
by letting them get mixed with hers. She sent to
Rhode Island for 100 eggs, 60 of them hatched, and
at the same time I had 75 Plymouth Rock chicks to
hatch.
We put these little chicks all out on the
same ground, placing the coops side by side. I made
considerable fun of my wife's chicks at first, but
I noticed in a few days that my little Rocks were
taking the old complaint bowel trouble
and it
was not very long before my flock was reduced to
about the number of my wife's, and about the time
I had gotten rid of the first trouble with my flock,
they began to take gapes, and about the time they
were grown, I had 30 and my wife had her entire
flock with the exception of a couple, killed by a
board falling upon them. Hers did not receive half
the care that mine had received, siimply becausfe
they were hearty and did not demand much care.

—

—

Reds were pullets, and I raised
Plymouth Rock pullets.
My
wife had the laugh on her side when, early in NoThirty-flve of the

that year about 150

vember, her May-hatched pullets began to lay and
in January and February she gathered daily about
two dozen eggs from her small flock, while I was
gathering about four or five from my large, well
cared for flock. I began to think that after all there
might be a better breed of chickens on earth than
putting them imder a hen.
the Barred Rocks.
We bred the Rocks and Reds
Observing the precautions indicated in the fore- both for one more year with about the same result aa
going, the practical farmer mil find that a setting before, and then I sold off my better breed of fowls.
of eggs from a breed suited to his needs is one of the I cannot say too much for the Rhode Island Reds.
most profitable investments that he can make.
It is no wonder they are becoming one of the leadW. A. Sherman.
They are the hardiest,
ing breeds of America.
Vienna, Fairfax Co., Va.
handsomest, and altogether the best fowl I ever

Geo. W. Sweeting.

raised.

MY

Editor Southern Planter:

For 25 years

BUSHEL BOXES FOR POTATOES, APPLES,
ETC.

I have ben an extensive poultry rais-

After trying almost every variety of chicken
that I know of I decided that the Barred Plymouth
Rock was the best all round fowl that one could
breed, so for twelve years I bred exclusively and
successfully this breed. So proud was I of my stock
of pure bred Barred Rocks that I did not think for
a minute any one could ever convince me that there
was a better fowl on earth. My wife is my partner
in the poultry business, and had been reading considerably about Rhode Island Reds, and on several
occasions had expressed a desire to try some of them.
I at first laughed at the idea of bringing Rhode Island Reds where we had already what I considered
er.

Hartford Co., Md.

FIRST EXPERIENCE WITH RHODE
ISLAND REDS.

The boxes we had made years ago

for handling
potatoes and apples are 13x16 inches and 13 inches
deep.
These are the inside measurements.
bush-

A

of potatoes should weigh sixty pounds.
These
boxes hold as nearly that quantity when level
full as it is practical to have them.
Potatoes vary
some in weight, you know.
Solid, round or oval
el

tnbers may overrun a little. After handling thousands of bushels in these boxes, we were satisfied

with them.
level full,

But remember
so one

box can

that they are to be only
sit

on another and

not.

bruise tubers.
T. B. Terry, in Prac. Farmer.
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The Horse.
THE HOESE.
By W. J. Carter. (Broad Eock.)
The man -who would act the part of

wisdom,
whether his holdings in the way of land be large or
small, provided he has plenty of feed for horses, is
the breeder or farmer who attends the auction sales
and buys well bred brood mares that are good indiTJduals, at tlie prices that now prevail, which, for
acme reason, seem low. Large stock farms are not
aear so much in evidence now as during former
years, and to the small breeders must we look for
the future supply of horses.
greater part of the
orchard, vineyard and farm work of Europe is done
with mares that raise colts every year, and their
produce is considered just as much a part of the
negular output of the- farm as are the fruits, hay,
jjrain or vegetable raised by the aid of these maiBons.
A like condition of affairs is sure to prevail,
loo,
in the United States, and that very soon,
firginia fanners are now quite frequently seen at
«les buying horses for road and farm work, and
«!) opportune times, if desirable mares are obtained
ill place of geldings, the wisdom of such a course
would sooner or later be exemplified.
The draft
itare Avill do work the year roimd and raise a colt
» well, while one driven on the road is generally
£t for service at least nine months of the year, even
fiough used as a stud matron.
Every farmer, if
lis acres are sufficient, should keep both kinds.
He
ias only to beware of the temptation to overstock
las farm and he will be safe. His draft mares should
le bred each year to the best stallions he can find
*f the breed he thinks best suited to his uses and the
market in his locality, and he should stick to his
beed. His road mares should be mated with good
trotting bred stallions, and always with a definite
purpose in ^new.
If he enjoys seeing his colts race,
let him breed for speed, but if handsome carriage
lorses are his delight, then stallions nnth the qualiications that go to make that sort of an animal
should be patronized.
It is bad policy to keep more
iorses on a farm than can be fed well, while to have
a lot of idle ones in your pastures also shows a lack

A

ef

business

In Hiawatha, the young hackney
services

are

offered

to

the

public

stallion

whose

by Charles E.

Clapp, of Rosemont Farm, Bcrryville, Va., breeders
are fortunate in having access to such a well bred

and promising

sire,

and

at a

nominal fee compared

with that of many stallions of no greater merits in
some other sections. Hiawatha was a prize winner
at the New York Horse Show in 1905, when he
was purchased by Graham and Renfrew, of Ontario,
from Haley and Son, for a stiff price, just as he
was about to be shipped back to the old country.
Hiawatha was a winner in England, and held his

own when pitted against those of real class. The
chestnut son of Rosador and Coiuitry Fashion cost
]\Ir. Clapp a tidy sum, and certainly such a high
class

young

horse, one both richly bred

and grand

individually, should merit generous patronage.

Fred Herr, the bay stallion by the great race horse
Charley Herr, 2 :07, out of the brood mare, Jessie
P., dam of Annie Lee, 2:07 1-4 Jessie Herr, 2:18,
nnd Erlanger, 2:20 3-4, by Neapolit.an, who was
purchased last year by A. T. Braoddus, Highland
Springs, Va., from J. F. Cook & Co., of Lexington,
Ky., has developed into a grand looking horse and
breeders are patronizing him in a very satisfactory
manner. Fred Herr is a full brother to Jessie P.,
record 2:18 at two years old, and should learn to go
fast himself with proper handling.

In answer to a query from a correspondent:
Technically, two colts by the same sire from different
dams are half-brothers, the same as two colts by different sires from the same dam are half-brothers,
but horsemen and breeders never refer to tliem as
-uch, only giving the half-brother relationship to
colt^

bv

different sires

from the same dam.

After considerable correspondence, the evening of
April 11th, at 8 P. M., New Willard, Washington,
r>. C, has been selected as time and place of meeting to organize the Virginia (or National) Hunter

qualifications, unless the owner has
spend as a matter of pleasure.
But as a Improvement Society.
We earnestly hope you can
parting injunction, buy good mares now, when barbe present, and that yoii will bring some representagains may be had, and then mate them judiciously,
tive horsemen with you.
Tlie movement means
as desirable stallians can be found in most localimuch to the hunter and thoroughbred interests.
ties, after which, M-ith the exercise of proper care,
CnARLKs Geiffix Heerixo, Secretary.
satisfactory returns are pretty sure to be realized,
and at a moderate expenditure, too, if desired.
Harrisonburg, Va.

money

to
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Miscellaneous.
KESIGNATIO^^' OF PKOFESSOR SOULE.

animosity of some of those

who ought

to

have been

warmest supporters, and these are among those
State stand to-day confronted who have now the opportunity of deciding what his
his

The farmers

of this

with what can scarcely be

future course shall

Unfortimately, in all pubmen of such small minds
that they cannot sink their own preferences and petty
schemes for the greatest good of the whole institution, with whch they are in some way associated, and
this
is
the case
at
Blacksburg.
These men
have made the work of Professor Soule in striving
to make the agricultural side of the College the
immediate cause of the resignation is the fact that greatest feature of its work, as it should be in a
ie has been offered the presidency of the new Agri- State, which is preeminently an agricultural one,
.cultural College to be established in Georgia, and very irksome at times and have largely thwarted some
It is this fact and not the mer^wHich position it is intended shall carry with it the of his best efforts.
Directorship of the Experiment Station of that cenary one, nor yet the great opening offered by the
called less

than a

ca-

be.

Prof. A. M. Soule, who, for the past three
lamity.
years, has filled the position of Director of the Vir.ginia Experiment Station and Dean of the Agri-cultural Department of the Agricultural and ile-dhanical College at Blacksbuxg, has tendered hio
resignation of these positions, and the same is now
before the Board of Visitors for action thereon. The

lic

The appointment thus tendered to him is a
splendid testimony to the ability of Professor Soule
;and shows how the great work which he has done in
this State and in Tennessee has impressed itself
-upon the minds of those charged with the advancemient of Agricultural education and research work
in the country. This is not the first time that similar institutions have sought to secure Professor
Soule for the headship of the Agriculttiral educational work of their States, and in every case the
jlace has sought the man and not the man the place.
Professor Soule in the past has turned do^vn the requests made to him and declined to be tempted by
-even larger remuneration and better opportunities.
The offer now made to him, however, is so manf
•festly a great opening and carries with it such a
<5hance for making a great reputation, that we can
scarcely wonder that he has entertained it, especially when the much greater salary offered is also taken into account. We are, however, sufiiciently familiar with the facts to know that even these coneiderations would not have been allowed to weigh

Georgia College, which lias led Professor Soule to
the conclusion that he had better send in his resignation.
Had he had the cordial and hearty support
of the authorities and Eaculty of the College, he
would have declined the offer of the Georgia people.
We desire now that the farmers of the State shall
at once take such action as will convince these people that they cannot afford to let, Prof. Soule leave
the Station and College.
We know that the farmers of the State are in complete accord with us in

State.

with him and lead to his resignation had not other
Notwithstanding the fact
factors been present.
that since he came amongst us he has made the work
of the Agricultural College at Blacksburg and the
T^xperiment Station a living and vital force in the
jigricultural advancement of this State, and done
•more to popularize agricultural education and work
in. the State than was ever before done in all the
-years of the existence of the College and Station, and
%as secured the unstinted approval of the farmers
•of the State for his great efforts in their behalf, evi-

<lenced not onlv by his work at the College and Sta-tion, but also in the Institute work throughout the

State, he has, like

all

men who

shake up the dry

twnea of any Institution or undertakins, i ncurred the
T^' -rr^ -^ '--r .. F'wn'-s^. "71
f n WITi^^"^nif
•

institutions, there are

appreciating the value of Prof. Soule's services to
the State and do not doubt but that each one will
feel it his duty to request the gentleman who represents his section of the State

on the Board of Visi-

tors to decline to accept the resignation.

in the life of the Agricultural College

ment Station

A

crisis

and Experi-

is at hand.
The resignation of the
President of the College has been accepted, and, as
yet, the Committee charged with the selection of his
sticcessor has been unable to find any one to take
his place.
If the resignation of Prof. Soule be accepted, both College and Station will be left -without a responsible head.
If it be difiicult to get a
President for the College, it will be found greatly
more difficult to get a Director for the Experiment
Station.
Such men are scarce. Pennsylvania has
been seeking a Director for her Station for many
months and is still without one. Do not let Virginia be left not only without a President for her
College, but also without a Director for her Station.
For years after they were established, the Agricultural College and the Experiment Station failed to
do the work for which they were established and
were a by-word and reproach to the State. No agricultural students were graduated and no experimental work worth consideration was performed.
Since
Prof. Soule was appointed, the Cnllesre and the Sta-

:
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known even to the farmer to breed as the Percheron. No prephundred agricultural aration desired; any time will do.
students are now pursuing their studies, and each
For the enlightenment of the unsophisticated who
The experi- are thinking of buying registered Percherons, I will
year shows an increase in numbers.
ments planned and partially carried out have al- refer them to recent sales: namely, Robinson aixi
ready demonstrated valuable lessons for the farmers Bros., Wichita, Kansas, sold 61 head, which avei>
of the State, and, when completed, will, no doubt, aged $646.80 at public auction; also, the Watson
have established principles which will stand good for Bros, and Kelly sale in Nebraska, when the lowest
years.
It is essential, for this result to be reached, price on a yearling stud colt was $1,000 at pubUcr
that the man who planned and started these experi- auction.
I refer to these sales because a number
ments be retained to complete the same. Farmers of prospective buyers in the South expect to buy
It only requires a registered Percheron any age for about $250.
866 that this result is made sure.
united action by all the farmers of the State to con- While on this subject, I will call attention to the
vince the Board of Visitors that they cannot, in fact that Max Rosenberg, of Ohio, sold 21 head of
justice to the College, the Station, and the farmers draft horses (grades) at auction in Chicago, Febof the State, accept the resignation without damag- ruary 13th, for $422.15.
But stop and think.
ing the reputation and standing of the College and These horses weighed from 1,800 pounds to 2,100
Station and without offending the farmers.
pounds per head. Can you get them too large ?
Now, Mr. Editor, it behooves you, who have already done so much to improve the breeding of livet
DRAFT HORSES— SADDLE HORSES.
Weststock in the South, to educate your readers.
ern farmers make dollars where we do not mak&
Editor Southern Planter:
tion have

made

beyond State

a

name and

limits.

rejjutation

Jv^early a

cents, because they \ise the best stock they

Your answer, on page 295

of

March

The "Scrubs" impoverish

issue of

Planter is not correct, but is the common idea with
the inexperienced farmer, as regarding the climate
The
affecting large horses more than small ones.
Percheron horse originated in France where the
climate is almost the same as that of Virginia and
North Carolina. I use mares on my farm in binders, mowers and, in fact, for all kinds of work that
weigh from 1,600 pounds to 2,100 pounds, the latter weight often doing quicker work and standing
If
the heat better than those of the lighter type.
you do not object, I would answer Mr. Walker thus
The Percheron, on account of his activity, good
disposition and

excellent feet

and limbs, and the

conformation that enables him to carry a better midthese are the great-,
dle on the same amount of food

—

why

he is the ideal draft horse.
I sold
to a gentleman forty miles from Richmond three
Percherons whose aggregate weight in working condition was over 5,800 pounds, and he is using them
for farm work.
I dare a man to offer me registered Percherons
at anything like the figures "H" refused registered
Kentucky saddle horses at, and I will buy them and
est rea.sons

pay

freight, etc.,

and make a good

J. F.

Co., Va.

Lewis.

After reading our correspondent's communicaand referring to our reply, to which he objecta,
we fail to see wherein we were in error. We advised
the Percheron.
Our correspondent does the same.
Possibly, the point
If we erred we erred with him.
of error referred to is not in the breed, but in the
statement that the other breeds are too big andheavy.
Our correspondent seems to think that it isimpossible to have horses too big and heavy for farm
work.
Therein we differ. For heavy hauling in.
the city, liorses cannot be too big, or too heavy, hence
the Shires and Clydesdales make most valuable
For work on the farm, these greathauling teams.
horses are too clumsy, not active enough to handlelight machines efiiciently.
It is like putting a 25horse power engine to run a small machine which
a 10-horse power engine can turn to its full capaciThere is a waste of power and a waste of time.
ty.
The Percherons are heavy enough and have activity
and handiness of handling. Ed.
tion,

—

profit.

I have sold horses of unknown breeding for more
money than I can get for a registered saddler. We
have in the county of Rockingham two breeders of
Let them come out in public and
saddle horses.
discuss this question and prove their assertions as to
I can
the profitable character of this type of horse.
'

.

Rockmgham

can buy..

the fanner and breeder.

The

lead pencil is one of the most common articles
every-day use, and nearly 320.000,000 pencils
are manufacttired in this country every year.
To
in

manufacture these millions of pencils there are required 110,000 tons, or 7,300,000 cubic feet, of
do so as to Percherons and challenge the man who wood, so that each day in the year .300 tons, or 20,rclaims that the registered saddle horse is as profitable 000 cubic feet, of wood are used for pencils

'
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own seed farms, trial
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REMITTANCES
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is
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We are headquarter.s for
Oats, Seed Potatoes, Cow

Grass and Clover Seeds, Seed
Peas, Soja Beans and
other Farm Seeds.
Wood's Descriptive Catalog
infor-

"Ives fuller and more complete
mation about both Garden and I'arm
Seeds than any other similar piiblication Issued in this country. Mailed
free on request. Write for

We have been considerably annoyed for the past two or three
months by delays in mailing the
These delays, J
Southern Planter.
for the most part, have been from
causes entirely beyond our control.
In the first place, the Richmond
Post Office is not in the proper
shape for the rapid handling of

BNTERED AT THE POST-OFFICE AT
RICHMOND,
MATTER.

^

i

DELAY IN MAILING.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,

Addrees

for supplying the best seeds
obtainable. Our trade in seeds
\C) both for the
1
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St Mc. per annum; all foreigc countries and

vial,

that

MORGAN SHEPHERD,

B.

ounce

mind

copy or instruc-

does not reach us in time.

Editor and General Manager.

will

all

for advertisements by the
25th of each month without fail.
Every month we are compelled to
omit advertising in large volumes
for the simple reason that copy

RiCKMONhJ, VA.

J.

must have
tions

OK 1st ok »sach Month.
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Please bear in

where you saw

second-class

riiail

business

this

at

matter.
has

ofiice

The
long

outgrown its quarters and
bevond working a day and night
since

shift at distributing mail, there is

no room or chance for using additional help when the heavy rush
As
in mailing newspapers is on.
Congress has made an appropriation'for a new Post Ofiice, we presume we will have to exercise pa-

we get our new buildThen again, the large edi-

tience until
ing.

tions as well as increased size of
each issue, is working our print-

ing plant to its fullest capacity.
We are growing all the time, and
so is our printing establishment,

but the enormous amount of business we have handled this season
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CO drawing
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pressure.

temper,
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Practical
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with wheel revolvingj
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Write for circular of partic

tool,

Good agents wanted. Addr
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lars.
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Polo Gasolene Engine

However,

ustialj.

we have

CABDAGt
TOMATO &.

al-

ways managed to .start mailing on
the last day of the month or the
first of the following and in three
or four days every copy

Post

Office.

is

S-weet PotatoTRANSPLANTER

in the

Has

been thorouchlr
Id
the
Aali
during the past tkr**^':iison3 and every BUf*
tested

All subscribers should

therefore have their paper by the
5 th or 6 th at the latest.
go
to press promptly on the 25th and

gested
has been

We

make even more strenuous

will

ef-

forts than heretofore to

have our
paper in our readers' hands during the first week of the month.

Mr. Robert C. Brauer
tle.

work

Angus

at

Kuns

Havana Metal Wheel

Messrs. David Wallerstein

kinds of weather.

in ell

WRITE ME.

M.

5.

POWER,

309 Baltimore BIdg

,

.

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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No matter how far an
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Suestion of ownership
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aoger of lossif Quj-lced withou

f SfayThere
£31*

Bclnff made of aluminum
they are tliellohtost, strong*
a
est and brlghtesi c:ir tacs
made.
W ilf r.'.t larnfsh,
rust nor corrode. V. tU onHoor out andcannntbc rubbee
mft, -H'lihiUi; to catch en feci troughs, rtc. Hasily set In am
van of car. Best and mosl durable markop mad*
Free Sampio, caul o^uc and i^riijcs mailed on request.

mm
HMsmlTiaP^C'

IWBCail'KePSt

lOlcM

& Harvey

difg. Co..

refer to the advertisement of the
Co.
& Co. are
soliciting
consignments
of
wool.
Highest market prices guaranteed.
The Mecklenburg Realty Co. is offering some desirable farms in Southside Virginia.
Mr. H. M. Luttrell Is offering Red
Poll cattle this month. Look up his
to

NotliiDg to Freeze.

199 lakB

St.,

Chicago. IIU

advertisement.
Mr. R. B. Henley, the Southern
representative of Dunham & Fletcher,
is advertising French Coach, Percheron and Belgian stallions.
J.

Milking Shorthorns can be had of
M. Hoge & Son. Yorkshire pigs

are also included in their offering.
The Wallerstein Produce Co. is, as
usual, a large buyer of wool this season. IxDok up its ad.

Most farmers will likely be interested in the advertisement of the
Glenrock Woolen Mills in this issue.
The Culpeper Land Co. offers desirable farm properties in Piedmont Virginia.

A

useful device, known as the Ferguson Peach Seeder, Is advertised in
this issue.

Well Drills
For Horse, Steam or Gasoline Powo'

Well Augers
For Horse Power

A sniendid list of Northern Virginia farms Is offered by Mr. L. E.
Summers, Rterlirg. Va. z
Mr. W. H. Macnair has a card in
this Issue suro to interest poultrymen.

The Knieht Mfe. Co. advertises
saw mills in another column.

W. Punk

Sons are offering
sirable Maryland farm property.
.T.

&'

its

de-

following testimonials;
I helped
set out 25
acres of tomatoes for
Hudson & Co. with one of your Planter**
and we secured a fine stand of plants.
good test was made in the middle of onewhere we set a big patch the oldfield,
way, and to-day they are not half as goed>
as those set with your Planter.
SHIRLEY G. COX,
Mattltuck, Long Island, N. Y., June 14, 190«.
Please reserve me Talbot county for
agency, as a great number of farmers havetold me they want a Setter the coming.
spring.
The first day I went out I sold 14Planters and I find this is just the tool
every farmer and grower should have.

my

CHARLES

G.

PftARCE.

Md., February 17, 1906.
have used the Masters Plant Setter tor
two years and am well pleased with ItWould not take $60 for mine and do without
it.
Can recommend them for use Id thedryest kind of land, etc.

Easton,
I

G.

T.

ADAMS.

Pilot Mountain, N. C, October 3, 1906.
I bought one of your Planters last sprlnff
and set out 40,000 tobacco plants and find-

that it fills the bill exactly. Would not Uke
many times its cost if I could not get
another, etc.
D. J. DENNY, J. P.
Pinnacle, N. 0., October 7, 1906.
The Planter I bought of you this sprlnc
acted like a charm, .and is just the thing
that every man should have who plants
anything in the ground.
I
would not be

without it for its weight in gold.
have
1
used it setting out tobacco, tomato, cabbsgeand sweet potato plants with perfect success,

etc.
Hill.

A.

W. SMITH.

June 20, 1906.
bought of your agent, Cfaae;^
G. Pearce. last spring, has given me perfect
satisfaction.
My son can set out twice ae*
many plants with It In a day as he could
with anything else he ever used, and the
beauty of it all Is that they all take root »b*'
South

The Planter

grow.
Easton,

Va.,
I

GEORGE BUCKLEY.

Md., February 7, 1906.
bought one of your Plant Setters from
your agent. C. R. Dodson, and consider It
the best Investment that I ever made In
my life. • • • No farmer can afford to dowithout one. • • •
J. L. LAWB.
Pilot Mountain, N. C, October 5. 190S.
For full particulars, wholesale and retalC
I

price,

address.

MASTERS PLANTER COMPANY.

Address

LOOMIS MACHINE CO
TIFFIN. OHIO

»

work where the hora*planter will not work
all— amongst rockaand stumps aad mm
Blde-blU land, and tmr
more satisfactory la
every way. Read th»-

cat-

Farmers interested in Low-Down
wagons or metal wheels,, are invited

Quaraateed or Maoey Refunded

batter

esn b*
band mat

more than twice
Will set plaBt»
fast.
cheaper
than th«borse planter, acre ky'
acre.
Will do peiteet

(

Horse owners will do well to look
up the advertisement of the Bickmore
Gall Cure Co.
The Belfield Dairy Farm is a new
advertiser this month and offers Holstein and Jersey heifers.

No Water Tark.

than

by

done

offering a

is

Does

plants.

WITH THE ADVERTISERS.
splendid lot of Aberdeen

ImproTWMBt'
adopted. ••

tbat vre bow oSer tk*
and growera*
dealers
the grandest little to«l<
ever devised for Maall
kinds
ting
tt

Please

mention

»hen writing

Southern

advertisers.

Planter

178 So.

Water St, Chicago,

ill.

COUNTY AGENTS WANTED.
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THE PHILADELPHIA
We call attention to the

SILO.

advertisement of E. F. Schlichter, of Philadelphia, in which he offers his well-

readers
known Silo. Those
who contemplate building or buying a
Silo this season should write to Mr.
Schlichter and ask him for a copy of
This letter is
Dr. Seltzer's letter.
about one of the strongest endorsements of a. Silo we have ever seen.

.

34 Years Selling Direct

uumDer

ol our leuueib
uatc uoLiccU tnc icccUL ciavcilibiUs Ui.
Lijc uuiuuli, V au liut: 6t Uu., Oi. xja^-

AJiUuuUebs, a

liigif uotsatlsfled as lo ssiyle, qualily, price.

We Are The Largest Hanufactnrers In The World
selllnfT to the consumer excliiMvely. We make

cupuii.,

iowa.

ElUiart Carriage & Diimess Mfg. Co.. Elkhart. Ind.

ui.

ouijpiicb

IT-^

mm

luis

HANDY

ELECTRIC
Lew steel wheels; wide

WAGON

tires

and durability and

Kood service written all over it. Don't; be talked
into buying an inferior. Get thewagon that lasta.
Orwe'UeeUyoaa set of Electric steel Wheel*

otaitcu

innovauou uy

uuuettau.1U6 LU sell uigU-giaat; uiiU worn., uouio,
vviUUUVVB, lUuulalUjiS, auittjus, ^juicii
aua siair woiK, etc. oy luaii.
lUia ouiupauy labucb a very atlracLlve ^alUiusue, lUiiy iiiabuat.ta, finii^
ijiicea ana aettciUJLioub on an ciaooco
avjiiicwaai, ail

200 s sies oC VfhlClfs, 05 blyles of Harness.
Seod for iarpe, ine (.aialogue.

IS

The wapfouyouarelooklnpfor; t^e wagoa folka
are all talking about. By every test it is the bestno llvHig man caa build a better. Of course yoa

HIGH-GRADE MILL WORK, ETC.

b&cn Fold direct
tUird ot a Cfn-

Our vehicle;

r-THIS

our

of

No. 42. Light Double Bupey or Carrlaee Harn'S
Price o mplcte with culln's and lactel or
inilmrioii riibb.T Iriii>niings, $24.00. As i;ood &s
sells tor (6.00 to S8.00 mure.
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absolutely
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work loose. Sold
nioney-baek guarantee. Tti
iving in time, la bor, horse flesh
ossible to

_

and repnir

bills will

pay forthem
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ngle ye
In
All
million and a qiarter in ns<
ell
we abk is a ehance to tel
more about them. Drop u s a line,
we'U do the rest. Catnlog fi-efc
ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.,
Quincy, III.
eo> 146
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ANDERTON
Anybody can promise, bat "Andertonf^" make
ood. The "-Vnderton" way of makine good
is to let you try till satisfied.
Then stand behind the bargain two years, with guarantee
backed by $25,000 cash bond.

"Try An

ANDERTON
-^itti Your Money
\In Your Pocket.'

|

FOUTZ'S

HORSE AND "CATTLE
POWDER.

Our well-known advertisers, the
David E. Foutz Co., of Baltimore, Md.,
write us, in answer to our inquiry as
to how the new pure food and drug
law would affect their business, and
state that it will not be necessafy for
them to make any change in the composition of their gooas or labels in
order to comply with this law, as nothing that they manufactured has ever
been mis-branded. As far as we have
been able to learn, this is about the
only firm that has not had to change
poultry
its labelling on its medicated
food while doing an interstate busiThis Company also advises us
is the only manufacturer of a
poultry and stook food who ever
printed the percentage of protein,
which it guarntees, on the container.
In doing this, the Company has assumed the penalty of a fine under the
Maryland law in case the goods were
not as represented.
We take pleasure in suggesting to
our readers the advisability of learning more about the products of this
Company when in need of anything in

ness.
that

it

their line.

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT
Ktlo^.

Le«rD how

ti

VR'agooUmbrellkFUEE.' W.V.BOOB,CinfJniilti,'ti

Please mention the Southern Planter.

WHY HE STAYED.
"And why," asked the good man
who was being conducted through the
penitentiary, "are you here?"
"For two reasons," answered the
"one is because I can't get
a pardon, and the other is that the
guard is so blamed careful.
convict,

Virginia

Farm Wagon

you want a wagon that will stand hard
wear and give perfect satisfaction this is It,
Made right here and sells for what you caa
If

afford

to

pay.

RICHMOND BUGGY AND WAGON

CO.,

RICHMOND. VA.

Havana Low Wagons
All steel made to last; wood gears also. Save hlgfc
Uttlne. hard palling, avoid cuttiuir up fields. Tires any
wi'ith un to 8 inches, STEEL WIIF.ELS famished TO FIT
OLD GEARS. Write for tree booklet.

HAVANA METAL WHEEL CO., Box 46, HAVAMA.ILU
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WITHIN THE HOME CIRCLE.
Mrs. Jessie Whitsitt.

For her own instruction and guidance and for the pleasure it will be
to her in after years, a mother should
keep a baby note book. She will be
well repaid for the trouble and time
by being able to impart her experience
to others and by the sympathy she
will gain with childish moods and
eccentricities.

The DEYO
Power Sprayer
Mounted complete with
Mecbsnlcal
Agitator.
Air-cooled
gasoline
engine^
Light In weight: no water tanks or pipe*
In the way.
Over BOO successful fruitgrowers In New York State alone use
our outfit. Write for Catalogue 4.
R. H.

DETO &

CO., BlnghamtOB, N. T.

Get the Best
THE ECLIPSE
Is

a good pump. As prao-

tical

fruit growers we
re using *lie oomQ sprayers in oar

n orcfaardA —found
and then fttvent«d

tbelr defects

\

The

£clipBe. lu enooeBB
pnurttcally forced UBloto man-

•

:

ufactuKn^ on a large aoale.
Ton take no chances. WdhaT*
done all the exverimanttag.

i
:

Catalogtu and lV«a<IM,

0»

fipr<avi'»<r—

'KU

C

begins

HAS NO EQUAL

its

take place, such as display of
temper, as a single incident in a
child's life may give the keynote of
that

Write

THE "KAMT-KLOG" SPRAYERS

Something
11.1.

^ llM^Q'^

IJochKttr

Spraii

book the names of the
people who call to see the baby and
when and where the baby goes visitin this

ing: the presents he receives and by
sent; his nurse's name; have
arranged a page or two to hold his
photographs, which will be taken
from time to time; also a few pages
on which are pasted pieces of his
dres.^es and garments.
Keeping baby's note book is an excellent way of reminding i!s that children are only small men and women
with faults and virtues like their

whom

l'].v.

ffma^

fump

Co..

-i

Wanted.
'

Eisl in.. Roclitslif, ». t.

Defender
Sprayer
All brass, easiest work.
iDg, niosi powerful, autoralvcs,

double strainer
Catalotrue of Pumps aod
Treatise •& Sprajring free.

J. r.

the

Ar.BNTS WANTRD,
sarlud, B«x b'j cauuu, a.

t.

longest

and most
from top to

parents.
One of the happiest gifts a child
can possess is an active, healthy imagination.
Overtraining will dwarf
the natural imagination, hut there
must be due cultivation. If the child
is to get all the benefits that come

In

test

opening

use.

bottom.

THE ONLY OPENING ROOF MADE.
TANKS AND TOWERS.
Ask
E.

F.

for price

and Catalogue.
1910 Market

SCHLICHTER.

Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

'f^

SILO

Strong and air-iighi, but simpl<
> top. f.i
arc continuous from tottom
HQolled enidlace and
anJ lit.;.-.! without tools of any kind.
!;s form 3 convenient pcrmanrnt ladder.
M .nic from test materials and fully guaranteed.

Pi

—

—no

;

^

today for free illustrated catalogue

Fconomy

lisping language.

the character.

rl

Has

Continuous

Sox

The mother should not neglect to
write down the more important events

PRICES 1.50
CAIALOCUE FREE
AGENTS WAIITED

riiEHOiLMFG.CO.

and

SILOS
TheThiladelphia, the Best on Earth

ECONOMY

Tlie mother will find it interesting,
far more so than any drama, to note
carefully the growth of her child:
during the early months the Infant's
life is full of interest, which increases
as the baby develops individuality and

"^ FORCE PUMP
j

There are no set rules to follow,
unless she desires to makes rules of
her own. The note book can be kept
in the mending basket or in any convenient place, and entries made each
evening or morning or when the
mother has the time.
Facts bearing upon physical variations should always be noted; the
weight and growth noted at regular
intervals, that we may know if the
child is developing normally. Let the
general health enter in, the disposition and the use he makes of his
faculties.
Particularly is it true that
the general health be noted.
Many
serious things might be prevented if
the early symptoms had been heeded.
Often a single note In the baby's book
will be sufficient to assist the physician in deciding "what ails the baby."
It is very pleasant for parents and
friends to know Just when baby commenced to notice things. When it becomes conscious of sound, to know
when he first laughed, when he first
knew papa, when he had his first
short dress, when he had a tooth,
when he crawled, when he walkei
and said his first word and when h
formed his first sentence, and all th(
cute sayings afterwards.

& Tank Co.

Silo

Frederick,

38

Md.

CANNING FRUlTi
MAKE MONEY
TbeVU
>r

others.

end fur
ells Bl.

fr.-.

,

pr.v hich cash prices. I
aioiifv-HKikinp
atnl'.i. I
aiic! nroOis ii.:i>\o I
'

ab.'ur i>"sls

with cur tanniug on' li:
So;i<l rmw. I
Bepin tn f.T'h nroljls ll.ia s.-ason. I
J
SODEKN CAKNER COiilPAKY.
I
^Bept.p,
Bridgeport. Alabama. I

RIPPLEY'S
MPROVED 1902

COMPRESSED AIR SPRAYERS
nizcj steel; has safety ^alve.
Strongly riveted and doublo
seamed. Guaranteed tobcas rc[>resented and to be the str mgest
spra\cr manufactured. Fine for
spraying young orchards. Trees
£o feet high

by using exteasion

pole. Exterminating insects from
vegetables;
spra>ing gardens,

"ashingbuygic
-'^'•iiigbuiidir

ic«.4uid&p

_,^_

«opp«r, f 7. Finebr&upusapflttAd
Solution eullji^utctl.

•'.i*.

W«

_
.'11 luK» orobard
tpnjtn. 6 0*1.
0.jTMU*d. 16.60, 6G»l.(Jopp«.|3.u
senn to-naT for oor Bpnj^i %i

J

|
'

Br*eder8iippljC«»Joc. Jj#iit4 irarH4^

ll!ppIeyHd».Co..Boi IS.erBfton.lll.
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CONCRETE
BLOCKS,
Make Your Own On A
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from a healthy imagination we must
refrain from fretting him with our
time-worn formulas; he will usually
grasp our suggestions and be able to
carry them out.
He will find the
suggestions indispensable; they lighten
up his way and give him building material; we carry our best suggestions
by example; they are also conveyed
by song, story and conversation.

The child who, from example and
conversation, is imbued with high
thoughts and feeling, in his every little act and play, will display good motives; he does not do things for himself, but his pleasure is in doing something for others; watch the child and
you will find that he bakes his own

mud

Aunty or Grandma; the
making and all the
work is done for another, and

pies for

WRETE US FOR A PRICE
Lualetteror a postal f^iy. "Seud your money sal
ing catalog and prices on your 1907

Improved Davis
Cream Separator^'
vlth the wonderful c
e bowl, made perfect so tha*
Ci3
_- balance ic with Bott metal.

down supply

tank, simple enclosed gearing

basily regulated to produce heavy or tiiin _
_
bowl easily flushed of cream at the end of the

In all the separator world there's
nothing to equal the Improved 1907
Davis. It won't take you long to see
tts

to

good points. And

you at

3

wiu

sell It

sewing, the box
little

the car built of chairs takes the enfamily to the circus.
The child will find a natural outlet
for his thoughts in play. If this play
is restrained it will drive back his
imagination into the recesses of his
Cheaper than wood.
mind, and this will result in his unStronger than Etone.
happiness.
Active children who are
More attractive than brick.
A growing Industry. forced to remain quiet will say over
This machine makes artistic blocks with imaginative
stories
to themselves, but
flclentific ventilation.
it is not as satisfactory as when they
Moist proof.
Adapted for factory or farm use.
are allowed to live out their ideas
Heavy reductions In price on first ma- and thoughts.
It is also injurious,
chine.
for when one is forced to conceal his
Catalogue and price free.
Dept. A-212.
ideas it will destroy the ability of exHERCULES MANUFACTURING CO.,
pression and cause the child to beCenters-Hie, Iowa. U. S. A.
come timid. It is very interesting to
observe an Intelligent child as he
takes the very commonplace things
and weaves around them highly colored stories, creating for himself a rich
life.
Happy is that child who has a
sympathetic, companionable mother;
she will let the child choose his own
play and carry out his own plans and
ideas, suggesting and advising, but
not crushing.
The following twilight story for
girls will show what a happy imagination will do for the children:
"Outside it was raining heavily.
Inside well, inside the weather was
threatening, to say the least. One of
the nurses, going to the linen-room
with an armful of fresh towels, shook
her head sympathetically at another,
tire

SUCvESS BLOCK MACHINE

—

who was

just going into a ward.
pity ourselves to-day." she said.
it will be hard to keep the
children bright," the other answered.
"I
"I

know

A

nurse was taking temperatures and
making charts that hung at the head

of each white bed.

10

We

She stopped a moment and looked
down at one especially listless face
s cont
DON'T pressed soberly against the pillow.
not "'"""ea
satisfied
"Don't you want some of the scrap-

DAYS FREE TRIAL

ahipon approval, without

"I-a'*
A^'f^N'F^P''*''*-^* -A
t^t.Wl li you are
after using the bicycle 10

'

_. any pnce nntU yon receive our
late«
art catalogs illnstrating ever; kind
o"

and have learned our unheard of
prices and man'elous tuw offers.
bicycle,

ONE
" CENT

'' '"^
""' «>« you to
*'^" writ^ a'»jKiStal
and everything will be sent yon free postpaid
by
return mail
You will get snuch valuable infonnation
not Wait.writeitnow

Do

TIKES. Coaster-Brakes. Built^

„„tn, 1 and
op-Wheelj

all

prii^
L209 CHICAGO

sundries at half usual

MEAO OrCLC CO. Dept.

books

to

look

over,

Jennie?"

she

asked.
Jennie's weak voice was utterly uninterested. "No," she answered. The
nurse's voice kept Its brightness In
spite of her discouragement.

"Then don't you want me to bring
you one of the puzzles? You could
play with

it

nicely there."

Wholesale Factory
Prices
Saving You 20
ape no

to

60%
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"No,

I

don't

want any," Jennie

[April,

an-

swered wearily.

A

hand pulled

at the nurse's skirt,
and she turned quickly.
The thin,
pain-sharpened face of the girl in the
next bed smiled at her cheerfully.

Model "B"

I

Disc Harrow
Spring Pressure
Flexi ble

Gangs

a " better work" harrow. Incultivation because

This

is

sures

more thorough

in any
Has double angling

gangs can always be controlled
condition of

soil.

"Don't bother about Jennie; I guess
can make her do something," she

said in a low voice.

The nurse bent over her with a
"Thank you,"
she said tenderly.
She went on about her work, but it
did not seem so hard or so hopeless
any more. Maggie lay thinking for
a few minutes; she opened her eyes
when the sharpest pain had passed
and called across to the next bed,
"Jennie!"
"What is it?" Jennie asked, listswift, caressing touch.

lessly.

"Jennie, let's see things; we haven't
for ever so long. You wanted to the
other day, you know."

Jennie answered, doubt"you will have to begin."

"Well,"
fully;

"Oh, yes, I'll begin.
Well, then, I
see some great red roses, just as soft
and dark as velvet, and they feel all
cool when you touch them, and they
smell my, don't they smell sweet?"
know something sweeter than
"I
that," Jennie answered.
"It's vi'lets;
a lady gave me some once.
They
ain't anything like them, velvet or
Oet tbem all In any
nothing else. I most cried when they •oil, deep or shallow,
withered; thats prettier than yours, uiUy or level, light or ui.ovy vines.
The maPotatoes come clean and sound.
Maggie."
lasts.
Write for

—

levers for side hill work or when lapping
Very heavy carbon steel frame,
lands.
heavy steel shanks, extension oil tubes,

and hard maple bearings soaked in oil,
improved oscillating scraper, stub pole
on all sizes, double leaf seat spring.
These are all good features, and many
of them are exclusive. The Model "B"
will not sufier by comparison with any
other disc harrow, as such comparison
merely emphasizes DEERE superiority.
Made in 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 feet sizes.
16-inch, 18-inch and 20-inch discs.
Write for FREE descriptive circulars
and learn the advantages of a spring
pressure harrow.
Manufactured by

Deere

& Mansur

Moline

Co.

Illinois

chine that works right and

"But I see something else," Maggie catalogue.
went on. "It is a great green place,
DOWDEN MFG. CO., Box
and the grass is all nice and thick
Prairie City, Iowa.
under your feet, and it's full of beautiful flowers
yellow and white and THE
and there ain't no sign
all colors
up to keep off the grass you can just Clean, last
lay in it all day long; and there's work. It stands
birds in the trees, and
you never the wear
Itar.
heard nothing sing like them, and you
can see the sky, just miles of it, and
you can most taste the air, it Is so

—

—

sweet."

chain banging Stancblons save

COBt In feed In one winter, says H. A. Meyer,
Syracuse. N. Y.
I
think them perfect,
writes I. B. Calvin, Kewanna, Ind., vicepresident State Dairy Association. Send for
booklet containing further Information to
B. CRUMB, South St., Forest-

WALLACE
Tllle,

Conn.
f\r% O

.90

I

RAR IIRlnGENC

I-.-,-.

icoo

;,„„(; ,.,.i.l.l., -...1 ...I

nrf-T-r. r»

.,.,.„„.„

1,..- t.. ,.„-.nl...
,.,,„„„.l,.|,i,„,.

<m c. C. C. RiDO

.

back again. The dull day was forgotten, anl the long room was crowded with visions.
Flowers bloomed
there, and birds sang, and happy girls
went to parties or cherished wonderful dolls.
The gladness of the world
was theirs, as God meant It to be, and
all because one girl had imaginative
power and knew how to keep fresh
in her life every bit of beauty she
had seen.
The doctor smiled as he went his
rounds.
"She is as good medicine as
the sunshine," he said.

onM

TELEPHONES

HV.I./m-frja

l.„ll.l.n,lop.r.l.i,'.ph..„.

Hoover Digger

—

Round the ward word sped quickly,
"Maggie's seeing things!"
Children
Vifho could walk went over to her corner; wheel chairs rolled there; from
some of the cots eager patients sent
messages to her and waited for her's

WARRINER

670,

C«oi!.

Please mention the Southern Planter.

MORE AND BETTER CIDER
^from less apples and
from less grapes are
with our presses than

Theext

other press made.
yield of juice
for the press.

soon pays

A

prove" ^
locality
11
ley-mftkor. Vanoua
J.

hand or power.

i^^::^::l

.1^

to 600 barrels per day.
Preasos tor all purposes.
Also St«nm E^'sporators,

Apple-buiterCookers, otc.

rulfy Guaranteed.
Catalog FREE.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESS MFG. CO.

Pittsylvania Co., Va., Feb. 11, 1907.
I

read

the Southern

Planter with

much interest and think if worth
many times the price.
H. C. YEATTS.

QINJ^^Nin
'^•i^d^VJ
and

1907.

fnrni'>*ion

Plants and Seeds for Fall
and Spring delivery 1906
For further InPopular prices.
C. F. CARTER. Seven

pHdress
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Cutaway Tools For Large Hay Crops
^ CLARK'S REVERSIBLE

PLA:NTEE.
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I

WAGONS AND

"WAIT FOR THE

WE'LL ALL TAKE A RIDE."
AND A SLEEP AS WELL.

BUSH AND B06 PLOW
<utea track 5

Bt W.

irld«

tt.

Int. deep.
it

uew

Will plow
cut foresi. Hit

double action Catawaj
keeps land
I Harrow
true, moTea 1800 tons
of earth, cuts 30 acres per day.

H. Height.

—

Norfolk, Virginia. If the question,
"Where shall I sleep while attendin.g'
the Jamestown Exposition?" has been
troubling any one, there is now no
use for further worry or anxiety. If
"Necessity is the Mother of invention," Genius is the Father, and of

him it cannot be
works but father."

said,

"Everybody

old man has
been
exceedingly
busy for many
years, and every time the mother of
necessity told him that the "kid" needed anything, he at once provided. He
NO MORE USE FOR PLOW has never been yanked up in the
His Kev, Disk Plow Church or in courts for non-support or
cuts a furrow 5 to 10 In. dereliction of duty.
deep, 14 In. wide.
AH
For some time old Mother NecessiClark'emachlneBwill kill
"^jSt-ss^^Jwltcb grass, wild mustard ty has been distressed because Inven^ ^.'charlock, hardhacK, 9untion did not provide some means by
llower, milk weed thlt
lit or any foul plant Send tor circulars to the which the denizens of this mundane
Cutaway Harrow Co.. 45 Main St Higganum. Conn. sphere could carry their house along
with them something after the order
of the tortoise. She finally mentioned
it to Father Genius, and he sat down
win cut short grass, tall grass and weeds. and pondered over the problem for a
If your dealers have not them here Is the
few minutes and then went out to a
price:
manufacturer of vehicles and gave
No. 1—12 In., $5.00
No. 2—15 In., $6.00
them a friendly tip.
No. 3—18 in., $7.00
No. 4—21 In., $8.00
Pony 24 In., $18.00.
The result is that visitors to the
Send draft or money order.
Jamestown Exposition need have no

The

Hay Loaders
One farmer goes around complaining
that farm help's scarce-the other buys
a New Deere Hay Loader, the only farm
help that doesn't like to sit under a
tree. The New Deere does the HARD
work of hay making and does It right.

'1

,

Clipper

further anxiety about where they will
repose at night, if all the hotels,
boarding houses and park benches are
full.

CUPPER LAWN MOWER

CO.,

They can stand on a corner of the
grounds or some of the streets or
avenues of the grounds for a few minutes and a handsome equippage will
drive along. They will hail it and
say, "I wish to retire at some desirable spot along the water front on
Hamnton Rnaris, and be left at the
Militarv Tatering Co.'s cafe for breakfast.
Then will they step into the
vehicle and the driver will seek the
desired spot, dismount from his seat,
touch a spring and the team will
walk away. He will then touch another spring, and lo and behold! the

Dixon

sgoocL
Standard

guests will find themseh es sitting in
a cozy littlfe room with berths on
the each side. Brussels carpet on the
floor, and all other modern conveniences,
fisTiratively
speaking.
The
driver will then take the team to another like equippage and attach them
to it and set out for another "fare."
In the morning he will land them all
at their breakfast rendezvous and collect fares.

This

- Bills

to Collect

.

Ualted SUtea. N* a«i
As^aclei wantei arart
experience— PAL.MMUP<

la all portloBi •{ the
lectloa, N« Charge.

where.

26

year's

COLLECTION AGENCY, lU Main
mend, Va.

~4>

Lawn Mowers

St.,

BM

A Neat Binder for your back nam
b«rB can b« had (or 30 cents. Addreai
•or Baslness Department.

it

is

may be

little over-drawn, but
descriptive of a vehiin use for touring in

a

virtually

cle that is
wagons for

now

market purposes and

vari-

ous

other uses. It is built with a
collapsible ton that in a few minutes
can be transformed into a market
booth with roof and walls and a stand
on which to disnlay vegetables or
other produce, or into a neat sleeping

compartment.

When

assembled,

it

The New Deere Is anew type of loader
-the only one with floated gatherer
having flexible fingers. These firgers
are NOT "hook formed," consequently
pick up nothing but hay. Its work is

the cleanest, gets all the hay— leaves
all the trash.
The New Deere Is the lightest weight
loader of its width and it is the highest
at the delivery point.
It has unlimited capacity, and requires no change in going from swath
to windrow, or vice versa.
Handles the h.ay softly— a valuable
feature in alfalfa, clover, beans, peas,
etc.

Descriptive booklet clearly explains
and is sent free. Get it at
and post up on Hay Loaders.

all details,

once,

Deere

& Mansur
Manufacturers

Moline

Illinois

Co.

^

:
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much like a regular handsame covered delivery wagon with side

looks very

SHIP HE YOUR

windows, such as you see every day

OLD METALS
HIDES
RUBBER

AS TOLD OVER THE TELEPHONE.

SCRAP IRON
Car Lot5 a Specialty

H

t

>

f3M

in cities.

The story of a balking mule named
"Magnolia," driven by an old negro

named "Abe," and owned by a wholeOne day Magnolia
sale feed house.
balked on Broad street and refused
absolutely to be driven again. After
old Abe had spent his energies on
Magnolia for an hour in the vain endeavor to get him to start, he went
into a store to telephone his employThe following is what a party
ers.
gentlemen near the telephone
of
heard
•please marm, gimme number two
hund'ed an' 'leven. Is dat you, Marse
I
Henry? * * * Yessir, dis is Abe.
dun 1 iug yer up, sir, ter tell you about
balk
dun
he
Magnolia,
Magnolia.
down yer on Broad street, sir."

THE BEST WASMIN J MACHINE ON EASTH

Made on
TIME,
Made by

scientific prlncipleB,

CHEAPER THAN OTHERS.

Send

Catalogue,

liUustrated
please you.

for

will

Send for the machine

'Bout a hour,

saves

It

as well as CLOTHES.
the largest woodenware manufacturers in the world, who can
afford to make the best Washers

itself,

it

It

wlU

satisfy you.

sir."

MADE AND GUARANTEED BY

50,000
Hides Wanted
Write

for Prices.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

No

CommisBions.

"Yessir,

I

dun wear de whip handle out on

Rictimond, Va.

sir."

T'^T

"Yessir, I kick
eight times, sir."

him

he

"Twis"

No,

tail?

"No, sir,
doctor take
"Yessir,

sir,

from

um
um

I

it

"De cart?

not
York,

New

I

De
Most economical roofing made. Easily »nd
Does not require any special
laid.
tools and can be put on by any farm hand.

quickly

foolish."

done set

fire

under

but

care

little

will

for

last

many

Dun

bu'n de harness

Rubber Roofings, Paper Roofings and all
kinds of Improved Farm Implementa. Catalogue mailed free.

Yessir,

dun bu'n de

one wheel,

cart,

sir."

git de feed out fust, sir."

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
1302

East Main Street, Richmond, Va.

SAVE MONEY

MAKING—
FERTILIZER
Tf.ur own fertilizer at small cost, Inareasc your crops and save money, nsio«

Make

Wilson
tor

Bank of Virginia,
Bank of Richmond,
Bradstreets and Dun.
National

I

With
years.

"Marse Henry, is you want me to
come back to de store and go to work,
or mus' I wait fer Magnolia to move?"

There

REFERENCES:

rr

j

£«tabUsbed 1890.

Scrap Iron, Metals, Hides,
Etc., in the South.

I

in de amb'lance."

was sure

too, sir, all 'cept

in

I

dis

don't think he dead.

him 'way

"De harness?

Largest Dealer

M

|

clean off um."

"Yessir,

"

tail."

"Marse Henry,
Magnolia."

RICHHOND, VA.

iJA

i i

V Crimp Steel Roofing

j

A gemman

I

in de belly 'bout

"Marse Henry, I would ha' kick
some mo' but I hu't me big toe on
de las' time I kick um."

nigger.

Clarence Gosby,

in de

The Richmond Cedar Works,
"I

him,

he twis' he

Checks Sent Same
Day Freight Bills
Are Marked Paid.

him

bus"

a

Co.. N.

C, Feb

2S,

1907.

is no better paper on earth
farmer than the Southern

RUFFIN RENFROW.
Planter
Pittsylvania Co., Va., Feb. 26, 1907.
Southern Planter the
the
think
I
best monthly of the kind I have ever
farmer should be a
every
read, and
subscriber.

'W. Y.

NOELL.

Wilson's Phosphate
From

I

to

Rlillt

40 Horse Power

Mill shown here has capacitv from
'-'> (^tons per day. Grinds bones
Also Bone and Shell
ill kinds.
Mills for Poultrymen, Farm
Feed Mills, Graham Flour
HandMiUs. Write forcata-

lo^ of these money-maker*.
BROS., Sole MfrlM

WILSON
Box

641.

EMton.
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UPAS ARROW POISON.
The upas tree, Antiaris toxicaria,
which grows in Borneo and other
East Indian islands, has long had an
evil reputation, and it is still a common belief that birds flying within
the influence of its poisonous vapors

The 20th /^ attcCentury IjiM
We

believe

this

most

the

I

b.

practical

Farm

ever produced.
NO SAGGING OR
DRAGGING WITH THIS ONE. Purchase

Gate

one. use

It

a year and

If

you are not

satis-

fled,
return It and we will refund ygur
money.
(Pat'd May 1 and 8, '06).
State,
county and farm rights for sale.

JOHNSON & MYERS,

LodI, Ohio, Patentees

and Manufacturers.

THEY LAST FOREVER.
~[ Standard Steel

Fence

Are

Posts.

third

be driven; onecheaper
than

wood

posts.

to

Farm,

lawn,
clothes,
hitching,
street-sign,

field,

and grape posts.
Plain,
barbed

and

woven wire

of every
description
can
be
used with these posts.

Two

fifty

hundred
thousand

and
sold

year.

last

Thirty miles of B8Inch heavy woven wire
fence
erected
on
Standard Steel Posts

on one estate.
Write for circular,
price list and reference to J. H. Downs, 299
Broadway, New
York. Factory near Pittsburg, Pennsvlvanla.
PATENTED,

instantly perish, and that it is fatal
for animals or men to rest beneath its
shade.
As is the case with many
another fable of natural history, there
is some ground work for the exaggerated reports of the evil effects of the
upas tree, for it resembles certain
Rhus plants in emitting a volatile substance which affects the skins of certain susceptible persons coming near
it, though others are quite unaffected.
There is no question, however, as to
the poisonous nature of the sap of
the tree, and it is the chief substance
used by the Dyaks of Borneo for
poisoning the tips of their darts. An
interesting account of their method of

preparing and using the poison has
been given by Mr. John Allen to the
Manchester Literary and Philosophical

Society.

An

incision' is

made

t*'!''].--^ r'

r.

;-"-•*•:-- nc-^1".

blow pipe, which

Stock

&

Poultr

FENCE
Many

styles and heights;
Diamond or Square Mesh;

prices low. Solddireeton
30 days fr«e trial, freight
prepaid- Catalogue free.

KITSELMAN BROS.
Box

14.

Save The
Old

Muncie, Ind.

Posta

pint made to last longer than cedai
•r locust by creosotlng with
dead oil of
BO»l tar. The creosotlng of lumber makes 11
practically Indeitrnctlble,
stops all rot and
abiolntt death to all Insects. Write for

la

H»rfolk. Va.

is

the active principle in the juice was a
substance which they termed antiarin,
It

was

crystalline

gmto
b* placed at aar drlvrtrw
tstraace, attached te ordinary pasta aai
pays for Itself In time saved.
It Is opened er closed by any vehicle wltk^
'Kt aislitance or stopping.
By Ita (»e r«»
>vay accidents are avoided. Macbtaiery ts
ill above ground and ao simple It never

Ma

na

'Ut sf order.
It adds to the beauty, valne, safety aa«
•Bvenlence of aay home.
Address HAK-

•OVE GATE

CO.,

NORFOLK CRE080TINQ

and

soluble in alcohol, and when heated
with dilute acid was decomposed into
glucose and a yellow resin. Another

CO.

Address
R. H.

One

CORNBTT. Dewey,

lADE.

BaL

—

nchor Fence
Combines strength and
beauty with long life. Largo,
laid steel wires. Hcanly
galvanized.

FARM AND
ORNAMENTAL
Handsome, easy to build, alwar
stands erect. Ask for Fence Book H

ANCHOR FENCE « MFC, CO.
nd, Ohio.

ANTI-RUSTWe FENCE

mail samples for
teRtineund deliver gan.:,

ritKK

COILEI)
ox

62

SFBIKO FENCE
Winchester

Cp.

TtiHi^w^,

.

c'.aree

SENECA WIRE &HFG

any.

CO.

FOSTORIA, OHIO.

Wife Fence 20f^
48-in. stock fence per rod on 1 v "* •'
Best iiigh maroon coiled steel spring w-irt
Cataloii offences. t'>ols and supplies FKE£

—Knowledge.

get no less than a dozen agriculpapers-, and none are prized
more highly than the Southern Planter
A. D. HALE.
I

of

where. Ask for catalog

that of Upas antiaris, and its effects
resemble those produced by strych-

tural

Va.

Mr. Cornett's gates stands here In
front
Renfroe'a store and Is seen and
admired by the public.
It surpasses any
gate this country has seen. C. F. R«blnett.
of
of

prepared from the roots of
tieute, a climbing plant, is In
less common use as an arrow poison.
Its action is still more deadly than

TR0NGES1

tr.ing chick
-tight. Sold to the Farmer at Whole.
.I»PH«««. FnJIr^arrsjited. Cat&logfrec

Strro;,

FARM GATE

A

Buv

(iirert at

Wri-c to,la>
Bo^ gQ Leesbors. (i

wl..,le»ale.

MASON FEHCE CO

FENCEl

Hnrsn

H.

all places on the farm— Yard Gate, LongDlstance Gate, Road Gate, LeTel-FMeld Gate.
Inclined Gate, Hall or Shed Door for barn.
In plank fence, the same amount of lUKber
and parts with th§ gate as without IL

For

Upas

nine.

171

'TWcags, ni,

poison

field

prices to the

m

Thpr

about seven or
eight feet in length and has an internal diameter of about one-fourth inch.
A bird struck by one of these darts
is instantly killed, and a pig dies In
about twenty minutes. The fresh
juice of the upas tree, whether swallowed or injected into the blood, acts
as a voilent poison, causing convulsions and death from paralysis of the
heart.
It was shown some years ago
by MM. Pelletier and Caventou that

C14H20O5.

GME

IN

cu

TUi

in

the bark of the tree and the milky
exudation collected on a palm leaf and
dried first in the sun and then over a
fire until a thick brown mass is left
In this state it can be kept without
the poison deteriorating, and when required for use it is made into a thin
paste with the juice of "tuba" root
(which is used to stupefy fish), of
with tobacco or lemon juice, and the
ends of the darts dipped into the
mixture and dried. These darts are
made from the middle stem of the
palm leaf and are about six or eight
inches in length and of about the

are nted with a wooden $umpltan.

mmilALWAYS
SaF-OFENING
ORDER.

VETERINARY COURSE AT
S1200jrr;
£ni:lisb:Dlplo
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A SELF-HELP MOVEMENT.
THE IMPROVII

Humble

Beginning and Gratifying
Successs of Workingmen's Gardens
in France.

Mica Axle Grease
Best lubricant

world

—long wearing

H. Tolman's "Workingmen's Gardens in France," in the
March Century.
"The great value of my little garden to me has not been the fine vegetables it has yielded all summer, and
the good time the children have had
ill
the open air, but the glasses ol
beer and absinthe my husband hasn't
taken," observed the mother of a
French workingman's rather numerous family to an investigator last au-

and very ad-

hesive.

Makes a heavy load draw

like a

Saves half the wear on

light one.

wagon and tean, and

increases the

earning capacity cf your

A=k your

dealer for

outfit.

Mica Axle

Qrease.

STANDARD

tumn.
"Quite right, mother," echoed a man
nearby; "you never know the evil we
men don't do while we are busy in
our little gardens."
This conversation took place in
France, on ftne of the workingmen's

OIL CO
XB««rporate«l

*-
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FRAZER

I
J

ti

'

I
the World

J

Its wearing qualities are unaurpaiBcd,
»«iUallT outlasting three boxet any
stiitr brand.
Not aSt^cted by heat.
lyGet the genuine.

FOR SALE BT ALL DEALERS.
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"
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ENGINES roB SALE

Ten* horse traction. J250; 10 horse portable.
13 horse portable. J20O; 6 horse boiler
and engine. $90; 1 horse gasoline engine, JtO;

$150;

horse. $60; 6 horse, $125; 10 horse, $175,
Boilers and Engines from 1 to 100 horse
carried In stock for Immediate shipment.
CASEY BOILER WORKS, Springfleld. Ohio.
3

Bargains in
2nd Hand
Machinery
in good order.
1

1

6 n. p. Qelser Eagine and Boiler,
ON WHEELS, Almoit New.

8 H. P. Qelger Boslae and Boiler,
.

1

1

ON WHEELS.

6 Roll

a

which

growing each year.

is

for

self-help,

A

MTg

Co., Olean, N, Y.,

8.

U.

A

HERCULES

Stump

Puller

simi-

lar movement was started in Detroit
in 1S94, under the name of the Potato

Patch Farms;

later carried out sucNew York and other
in
the vacant lot farms, while
to-day Philadelphia is beginning her
eighth year of successiul effort.
Mme. Hervieu, a charitable woman
in Sedan, tired of aiding the poor by
gifts of money, attempted to rouse
them to self-help by an offer of doubling any sum of money which they
should deposit in the local savings
bank. She rented a small tract of
land and said to the poor people,

Milwaukee

cities

in

"Now, go to work."
They did, and as they worked the
taste for it grew; they kept steadily
at it, especially as they knew that the
fruits of their labor would belong to
them, that the vegetables they raised
could be taken to their homes or sold.
Such was the humble beginning, in
1899, of a little movement, but one
so simple and practical that it grew
until last October, in Paris, there was
held a Congress of Workingmen's
Gardens, attended by 700 delegates,
under the presidency of M. Aynard, of
The organizer of the ConFrance.

heavy timber lam< ta^
ttumpa In a clrol* af 111
or chaarlnc aoMaa.
StroBfeit, mait rapid wcrklag aad tMataalc
Clears am

acre

day.

Clean

feet

wlthaut

cf

nil

movUg

HERCULBa MFO.

00.,

411 17tta St., CeatrevUla, lawik

SMITH

!^feiiyMPPULLER^Tl

_
^J/V. Smith Grubber Co.
CATALOG FREE-DEPT. 71 LACROSSE. W1S..U.5 A'

".«jBr

Clark's Intense Cultivators P"*ttala year on 14H acrea, 102 tons a(
dried alfalfa, timothy and redtop baryo« want to know how. enclose a :-«eBl

TTirae at

dneed
wall
If

tan*

to

QBORQB

M.

CLARK, HlggaaBm,

Ooaw.

STEEL

WalkingWeeders

gress was M. I'Abbe Lemlre, and the
secretary, M. Louis Riviere, a collaborator of the American Institute ot
Social Service.

13 11. P. international Stationary
Qaaollae Engine.
Complete* Saw Mill

Ontat. consisting of a 15 H. P. Frick Enirlne
oa wheels, a No. 1 Lane Saw Mill. 48-lnrh
Saw, all Belts. Tools, etc. Cut-Off Saw. Log
Used less than twelve months
Cart. etc.
and practically as good as new.
1

movement

gardens,

ChanbariJB

cessfully

AXl6 Ur6flS6

•

Writ* \%t PiltM.

From William

the

in

asdes

for

SeREKISIDIPPeUEI.

Husker

and

5bredder,

GOOD AS NEW.

TheWattPlowCo.
Richmond, Va

A SALOON SUBSTITUTE.
As a saloon substitute

for working-

men gardens

are in the front rank.
plot," said a father of
four children, "I have paid for my
rent twice once with the crop I have
raised, and a second time with what
have saved in not going to the
I

"On

my

little

—

saloon.'

The garden Is a kind of safety valve,
where the man can work oft his extra
steam. If by chance he lives in one
room, he can go to his little plot Instead of seeking the distraction which
The rapid
he finds in the saloon.

This Is one of the most useful tools of tha
It has 39 spring teeth.
twentieth century.

The frame, adjustable handles and
weigh about 80 pounds: width, 7

shafta
feet

*

It Is a splendid tool for covering
Inches.
clover and other grass seed on wheat and
oat land: also for working corn and vegeAll steel except handle!
tables when young.

Worth many times Ita coat
and shafU.
Send for our complete catalogue of FarmWagoai,
Fencing,
ing Implements, Wire
Buggies, etc. Sent free to any address.

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
1302

East Main Street. Klchmond, Va.
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growth of tuberculosis, a city disease,
is made easier by the unhealthy homes
where so often the workingmen must
live; in the open air he can overcome
that dread disease, if its ravages have
not gone too far. From William H.
Tolman's "Workingmen's Gardens In

Better clothes for
money.
Yes,

less

Clothing

mean, and

Made

—

at the

bility, strength
and
leattier. Saves bills

and mishaps.
Keeps a new harness looking new
and makes an old hamf'ss look like
new^. Contain:* nothing rough to cut
and chafe. For axle troubles use

BOSTON COACH AXLE

Oa

Better and more economical than
castor oil. Will not gum or corrode.
Lasting, reliable.satisfactory. High-

est Award World's Columbian Exposition. Sold everywhere—all sizes.

Paint Without

Oil

Remarkable Discovery that Cuts Dowr
the Cost of Paint Seventy-

Five Per Cent.

A FREE TRIAL PACKAGE TS MAIUBI
TO EVERTONB WHO WHITB8.
A.

L.

Rice, a prominent maau{actTir«T »i

Adams, N. T.. baa discovered a proceaa •'
making a new kind of paint without the nv

of oil.
He calls It Powdrpalnt. It comM
Id the form of a dry powder and all that li
required Is cold water to make a palni
weatherproof, fireproof and as durable ai
oil palot.
It adheres to any surface w««d
stone or brick, spreads and looks like oil
paint and costs about one-fourth as much
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice. Manufr. tU

—

North St., Adams, N. Y., and he will sen*
you a free trial package, also color car4
and full Information showing you how yov
can save a gooa many dollars.
Write t*
day.

- SAVE YOUR TREES San Jose Scale and other destructive parasites with a spraying
solution of
Kill

ood

,

Sure death to
mineral

salt,

harmful
D.

S.

to

aoapNoO

Whale-oil

No

Insects.

or

oils,

plant

life.

Department

sulphnr,

any substance
Endorsed by
Agriculture.

of

Pocket Manual of cause, treatmemt
and cure of tree diseases free. Write
to-day.

JAMES GOOD,
Original Maker, 159 North Front St,
Philadelphia.

kills

Prairie

Dogi,

Wocd

Chucki, Oopbers aad Orala
Iniecti.
"The wheels of Ue
Goda grind Blow, bat axceedingly small."
Be the weevil, bat jn
can stop their grind witk

FUMA

Fuma Carbon
It

Bisulphide ".

K

fumigates poultry houaaa and kllU h«D

Uce.

BOWARDR TAYLOR,
Always
Plajiteb

mention

Peon

The

when writing

¥

N. Y,

SotrrHKn

advertlBen.

Mill.

AHEAD OF THE GAME.

durability to

"Nothing much," said the doctor.
"Well, you must have something the
matter with yoou or you would not
be here," returned the old Yankee.
The physician, becoming annoyed by
the persistent questioning of the man,
walked up close to him and, grasping
his coat with both hands, said in a
very grave and Impressive voice:
"I'm suffering from a very strange and
mysterious malady; I am supposed to
have a keeper who follows me with a
bucket of water and a sponge, but this
morning I managed to escape him for
a few moments."
At this point the old minister, very
much frightened, endeavored In vain
to escape, but before doing so he murmured, "What does the keeper do?"
"He Is required to erase what T
write on the walls, fences and buildings," answered the doctor.
"What do you write?"
"I write 'Hell and Damnation,'
replied the physician; "and the best
of it all is, I am one hell and two
damnations ahead of the keeper."
The old minister, now shocked as
well

thoroughly frightened, escaped from the supposed lunatic, and
never again annoyed any of the patients at the sanitarium.

ture

all

our own
make them

up into suits
mill and sell

at the
direct

to the wearer.

We

eliminate the dealer's

Save Half

Think how
save.

prices:

Men's

woo. Suits
MADE TO ORDER

$7^ to $18^

Really, we give you two suits for the
price of one. Our suits are manufactured

from

fiue

wool and worsted

haud-

j'arus,

soiuely made and trimmed, aud warranted to give satisfaction. All the latest
patterns to choose from. We have thousands
of testimonials from satisfied customers in
all parts of the country. EXPRESS CHARGES
PAID. We will send you, free, samples of
Spring- and Summer Suitings to select from.
Write at once for catalogue and samples.

CLEN ROCK WOOLEN MILLS,
2 14

Main

Somerville, N.

St.,

J.

THOUGHTS THAT PAY
YOUR

ideas maybriii^

you

a lortune.

PATENT WHAT YOC INVENT
Sl.OOO.oi'O

offered for one invention.

Book, tells what to iiiTem
5^ obtain
a patent, sent

8ndh..wto
?end

FREE.

sketch for free reportas to patentability.
Patent obnined or FEE RETURNED. Tonr
patent advertised for salt at our expense.

CHANDLEE 6 WOODWARD.
ARD, Patent Alt rneyj
/ashin^ton, D C.
937 F St.

PATENTS
*^
^^
^

/I."r"f''e^e°

RETURNED

^ ^

B«nd sketch for (rea report as
ablllty.

GUTDB BOOK AND

rNVBNT, with
vanted

sent

Tslusble

pstant-

to

WHAT

of

llat

TO

iovnitloiu

Ooe

Milltoo
Dollars
offered for one laTentlen; (K.OOO for other*.
Patents secured by us advertised tree la
World's Progress.
Sample free.

BIVANS

ft

free.

WILKENa,
lagton,

F

848

D.

Street,

Waab-

C.

T YOUR IDEAS
$100,000 for one iDTeDilon;
anoiher SS,50it. Book "flow lo
Obtain a l'8lenl"& "What to Invent"
sent free. Send rough sketch for free
report as to patentability. We a'iverpaten t for sale at our expense.

tise your

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned.
CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patetit Att'ys,
931 F.Htreet. Washington, D.O.

Hn
MIJ

C*N M* KF $16
FMXQ
C.IM
O TO
$20 A WEEK
I

by getting erders for tmr
I^amooa Teas, Coffeaa, Batraeta. Spices aad BslUbc
Pewdsr.
For tall partls«-

ASKS.

The great lamp chimney maker

much you can
Here are our

as

MORE THAN ANYBODY

is

possi-

\Ve manufac-

profits.

A well-known attorney of New York
tells the following anecdote of a prominent physician of the same city, who
was compelled, a short time ago, to
go to a sanitarium up in Connecticut
for a muchneeded rest. While taking
his usual morning walk through the
grounds he was accosted by an old
Yankee minister, who was noted for
his vulgar curiosity, being more interested In other people's affairs than
in his own, and the following conversation took place:
"How are you this morning?" Inquired the minister.
"Very well," replied the physician.
"What ails you?" asked the Yankee.

this

it's

ble.

goods,

Makes harness proof against heat
and moisture. Gives a glossy black
finish. Prevents rot. Imparts plia-

way

the

to Order

France," in March Century.

what we

that's just

lars ad4r«as

of

the world, Macbeth, of Pittsburgh, not
only makes the best chimneys, but
prints a most useful Index to lamps
and burners from which one can find
out what shape and size to get for his
particular lamp.
One Is no longer dependent on grocers, etc., for the somewhat delicate
service of fitting his lamp.

THB OBBAT AMBUOAK
TBA CO..
T«Mr mrwt.

n-m

Tertt. M.

n«v

T.

LAWN FENCE

I

Many Styles.

Sold on trJal at

whol&siiie prices.

Save 20

40 per cent. Illustrated
CaUlo;.-uefrL-e. Write today.
to

KITSELMAN BROS.
Box

ii2

Muneie, Indiana.
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FUN WITH FIGURES.

VENS

Some Cubious axd I.vTEBESTniG Facts
About the Figubk Niice.
Write down In a row all the numerals except eight, thus:

12345679

Now choose any one of
numerals and multiply it by
Suppose we choose two, which,
tiplied by nine, will, of course,

these
nine.

mulgive
us eighteen.
Then multiply your row of figures

NITRO CLUB SHELLS

by this:
12345679
18

Moderate priced game loads of
the highest quality. Any standard Smokeless Powder
any

—

standard load. Consult the most
experienced sportsman you know

and buy

222222222

BRIDSEPORT, CONN.
Bro»rl»-ay.
Ne» York
Oa«e, Sin Fl»ncisco, C«l.

3,3

S»tes

St'vens Single Bant! Sholgmi,

Clqr.

Now

reverse

that

-

-

Ro.tOT. SS.SO

Sfeiens DoLble Barrel Haoiner Shotgun. No. 2S0, 20 00
Sterens Double Barrel Hamnierle:: "
No. 350. 25.00

—

THE UNION METALLIC
CARTRIDGE COMPANY
Agency.

Nine times out of nine yon'^ firH a
Sicvcns Firearm true to your aim.

The answer, you see, is all twos. If
you had chosen three the answer then
would have been all threes and so on
Another curious fact Is that If you
write down any number in three
figures and then reverse those figures
and subtract the lesser amount, yon
will find that the middle figure of the
amount of the answer is always nine.
Try It thus, write
763

your home dealer.

of

Every Time

98765432
12345679

l/y-:<r J,.,

.l/r.

Write for our 140-paKe free catalog.
Anym^norboyintcresledin firearms wi.l v.ni
mil cf helplulinfnrination on huming.pro-..itr
cire of weapons, notes on sights, ammuniiino
Why not write to us to-day? Send 4c.
C!C
in stamps to cover postage.
For 6c. in stamps we will mail vou our arIt is an attractive
tistic ten-color lithograph.
it

bunting scene worthy

367

f.

ot space

on any

wall.

STETEK8 ABMS AND TOOL
Pine Street
Ckleopee FaUs, Mus., U.

CO.

AB

Now

reverse again, but this
time add the amount.
693
.

.

S.

A.

.

PARBTERS
1089

Your answers

will always be the
same, 1,089 except in one Instance,
if the first two figures you write are
alike and the last figure next In regular order, as 778, 887, 776, 998.
In that case you will get 99 for your

WE WILL

—

REPAIR YOUR WATCH^
NO MATTER WHAT
THE TROUBLE. Tr-e fart, must all be

^

For 85 cents

In the v.-iich
ai^d

and be repairable.

Finest

>rkmeD
reviainng

Best automatic

I

Thus

the

too

doing

experts,

ire
i

^

nothing
I

but

able

nd ei.
rpen abilitj-

We

1

answer, but by again adding this, and
then adding this sum reversed you

aiidl

ring.
are reliable.
Refereace Cidzens
stional Bank. Attica, Ind.
ScDd us your watch J
ith 85 cents in coin or money order (no stamps
j
'
checks) by registered mail. We will rerwfr I
your watch and return it by registered
L
prepaid, with a written ^orast^e

\ one

year.

come back to your
Example:

776

^ /jx

WORDS PER MINUTE
LESS THAN MONTH.

Why

Is

IN

the record

msde by our studanU

FERGUSON SHORTHAND.

"IS

THE

BEST."

Write for Catalog-ne

Piedmont Btuinesi College.
Lynchb^irg, V&.

QRGANIZED JANDART

>,

UM.

DROPSY

Added

with vegettbU
remedies: entirely harB-

remove!

lest:

Added

all

tjmf-

tons of drorsv In 8 to It

permanent

1089
la

number

9,

the following

not least

Is

'

—

it

down, write

It

back-

that Is, make the last figure
of the first the first figure of the
second, and so on, so that the first
figure of the first shall be the last of
the second; subtract the lesser from
the greater, and multiply the remainder, or difference, by any number you
please. From the product thus obtained rub out any one figure (provided
the figure Is not 9) and add together

ward

the remaining figures, as

If

they were

Trial
tree

every lofferer, noihlig fairer. For >lrenlarf

remarkable:

Take any number you please (provided the number does not read the
same backward as forward) and, hav-

core.

treatment fbrolibed

Of the many curious results reached
by the various combinations of the

ing written

MAIL LESSONS A SPECIALTT.

$1,000

to

dsyi;S0to60dsyieteel»

waste your time with any of the old
•ystems,
wbeD Ferguson Shorthand
Is
superior Id every wsy?
Learn the best,
direct from the author, at the modem, npt«-date

Insured, tSW.NiL
per year JS.OO Ter^
counties of Cbesterteld,
Amelia,
Povbatan,
Nottoway,
Dlnwlddl*.
Prince Grerge, Surry, Charles City, New
Kent and James City. For plaa and memtwrship write to
CHARLES N. FRIEND. Geaeral Asant,
Chester, Va.

limited

CURED
198
Reversed 891

1

This

Property

security.

rltory

A GREAT DISCOVtRT
99
99

%^::^==:^<^
100

ASSOCIATION.
Best

Average cost per

Reversed 677 Subtracted

Address

Watch Coirpany
^^\\ AtticaATTICA,
IND.

"^X^V

1,089.

lnsur« Your Buildings, Live
Stock, Produce etc., in
Virginia Division
FARMERS' MUTCAL BENKPTT

%SALT

tettlmoBlali and free
treatment, write
B. H
QrMB'i Sees
Box B. Atlanta. Ga

Dr

RHEUM

QUICKLY CURED FOR

#

SO CENTS.

DR. BELUING SKIN

R£MKDT

»n T..-cUrn&l, Colorlcti. Iiiakntly Absorbed Liqnid
!y ih»lquicLty corci t^sJtRhcnni (Ecumkl Tctur
'Uerrest, Sc«ld Bc»d. Scaly or Scibt.y Erupl.ons of
th* Skin, coret Chafinft. Cracked H»ndi.RoDgh Skin,
t^tn lis!) endorsed \j Doctor*. Nurtei
and all Dten.
Thouiindi haTeb««ncQred«f terrible aafferiof who
10 toSOyean.
Ifyour dnipfiil
ii

Reme

e thii

pa
'>!

OR.

book

Addreii

BEL0U6 HEDICUE CO.. HiaBAapolb, HIsb.

——
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Make Your Idle Money
Earn You Interest
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
RICHMOND. VIRGINIA for Inforttlon coDcemlng Iti oertlflcat* of
(•poiit, 10 triknged that one per
MBt. may be collected erery POUR
Write the
si

and

Famed

Sorplas

than one

li

$1,600,000
PURCSLL,

B.

OHAI.

J. O.

Jr.,

JOPLIN, AuliUnt CMkler

The

earning
years of
a man's
powers are uncertain— to avoid dependence on others, a condition that
adds misery to misfortune, money
must be laid aside for the unproductive
days.
You must make provision now for the later years of life.
Three per cent, compound Interest
is paid by this bank.
Open an account with us.
Dollars come too
slowly to be risked in wildcat schemes.
Safety is our guarantee.

ATTENTION

TO

MAIL

DEPOSITS.

Planters National Bank,
SaYlngs Department,
Richmond, Va.

Capital
Surplus and Profit

I

300.000 00
1,000,000 00

YOUR PRINTING
to ybu.
Let us know your
will quote low prices. Special
attention given to printing for fanners,
pouUrymen and otbers Interested in agriculture.
Of

l9

Crewe,

Va.

wmrt
GREENSBORO,

N.C.

THE LIQUOR, OPIUM, HORPHINl .>.•
•«)e' Drug Addictions. The Tobbacco HabK hvitlxrmi'fS"

•-.f

—

the treatment of

—

1 and
figure, is again added
make 13; this, again, being
figure, is again

more than one
1 and 3 make

This result will never fail.
An amusing game can be built up
One of a party, without
this.

on

knowing what were the numbers

used,
the
out, by
figures rubbed
or the
others, can instantly declare the latwhat
told
ter, in each case, upon being
is the final figure of the calculation.
St. Nicholas.

STRETCHING
An American
some startling
height of some

Prof. Henry's Qreat

Book

for

Parmor* and Stockmea.
Delivered anywhere for

With the

•

•

$2.00

SOUTHERN PLANTER, $2.26

for all Liquor,

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE,
908 and 910 E. Marshall Street,

Box 786.

ECZEMA CURED.

the

Nothing could be more annoying or dlsflgurlng than Eczema; and few skin diseases
are harder to cure.
Tetterine allays the
itching and burning, and absolutely destroys
the cause by killing the germs that eat Into
the tender coatings and cause decay.
Tetterine is a prompt and effective cure for
Tetter. Ground Itch, Eczema, Chaps, Chafes,
etc.
50c.
box, at druggists, or by mail,
postpaid, from J. T. Shuptrlne, Savannah, Ga.
Bathe with Tetterine Soap, 25c. cake.

buiWings.
ening stood it as long as he could, and
then queried:
"Ye haven't seen our newest hotel,
have ye?"
The American thought not.
"Well." said the Irishman, "it's so
tall thar we had to put the two fop
stories on hinges."
"WTiat for?" asked the American.
"So we could let 'em down till the
by," said Pat.

TEST FOR THE SUPERSTITIOUS.
He.
swer,

you

— "Now

that I have your andarling Elizabeth, let me ask
one question. Are you super-

my

—

stitious?"
She. "Superstitious?
ask. Franz?"

Why

do you

"That I can only tell you when you
have answered my question."
"Well. then.

I

am

(Greatly
you.
ancee."

delighted).— "Then I may
You are my thirteenth fi-

Agricultural Lime
ALL GRADES.

CANADA UNLEACHED

Hardwood Ashes.
Any

prices.

T.

ANDREWS3&

CO.,

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCMH

WWL

PhoaFinely-Ground
Untreated,
phate Rock on a green fallow for
corn and get phosphorus at half
element In bone dust or

the cost of same
acid phosphate.

IN."

Connecticut newspaper editor
once hired an Englishman as a reportas his first assigner, and gave
ment a big fire in a nearby town. Arriving at the place, the renorter found
flames pouring from the huge factory
buildinsr.
He seemed nonplussed and

Mm

to do.

C.

Norfolk,; Virginia-

llxt

know what

quantity desired and at

bottom

llft^

A

didn't

oooo<KMocK>oooooooo«aooaaa*

not in the least

superstitious."
tell

RICHMONB, VA

told

York
An Irishman who was list-

moon went

Opium, Morphine and

other drug additione; the tobacco habit
and nerve exhaustion.

IT.

visiting Dublin
about
stories
of the New

"TUMP

"Feeds and Feeding"

The Keeley Cure is a system and is
not accomplished by the simple use of
remedy.
The course of tie tment is under the
imme iate direction of a competent and
specially trained physician, who adapts
tbe Cure to each individual case.
The Keeley treatment is a certain cure
a bott ed

P. O.

Interest

wants and we

ASPEN HALL COMPANY,

7

Therefore,
4.
the figure rubbed out was 5, that being the number reuireqd to make 9.
So. if the final figure be 6, the figure
rubbed out was 3; if the final figure
be 2, the figure rubbed out was 7; if
the final figure be 9, the figure rubbed
out was 0.

added

Preeldent.

You Can't Work
All The Time

SPECIAL

and

likewise

Vlce-Prei. A Ouhlct
B. BUBNBTT, Aiilitant Cashier

JVO. H. UILLXS,

is,

tinue to thus repeat until the sum is
The
figure.
expressed by a single
figure rubbed out will always be what
it is required to make 9 when added

5

JOaj)

If the sum contains more
figure, repeat the operation

add together the figures of the
sum as if they were all units, and conthat

For instance, suppose the sum of
the figures of the product when added
together, after rubbing out one figure,
be 157; this, being expressed by more

thli form for
latlifeetory

VUb yet derlied for depoilti of tlW.OO
•r Bore.
Oor Capital

than one

to this final figure.

MONTHS Ihreogfa year ntareit bank
or itoie.

Onr experience proyei
(Tlngi to be tbe moit

units.

all

373

Finally,

he

D. CHRISTIAN,
Wyndbam, Va.

THOS.

Iht VETEKIKmiIT SCItKCE tSSOCUTIOK. D(M.

12.

Unilgii.

Canada
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COW
The

sent back to the office this telegram:
"Have arrived and the Are is burning

PEAS
demand

Increasing

for

commodity to farmers. Practical
experience In various sections shows
their utility, and preference Is given
•ver commercial fertilisers, becaus*
they are economical and more satisfactory. In addition to this their use
as a forage crop Is almost doubllag
itself with each year, until the demand has grown to be larger thaa
the supply.

this

jump

do?"

They are
Increasing every year.
also valuable In mixing with cow peai
on account of their tall aad stoat
up th«
hold
serves
to
growth, which
cow peas while growing, and they are
being largely used for this purpose.
During the past season the weather
conditions were exceedingly unfavorable and destroyed a large per cent,
of the crop of both Cow Peas and
Soy Beans, but with our large facilities we have been enabled to secure
Wa
a fairly good supply of both.
shall be glad to quote you price* oa
several varieties, and when desired
samples.
furnish

WALLERSTEIN PRODUCE COMPANY,
Richmond, V».

thousand
clean
Clay and
bushels of good,
WhlppoorwUl Peas, and can give
prompt shipment as long as our

One

thousand

to

two

jj
'^
J*

Q
8

stock lasts.

[HICKORY SEEDlZa
Hickory.

by thousands of the leading stockmen and is recognized everywhere as an ideal dip. The Prescott
Chemical Co. have a very interesting
booklet entitled. "The Dipping Proposition," which they will be very glad
to send free of charge to any farmer
or stockman. This book tells how,
when and why to dip. It shows how
the use of Carboleum will pay back
ten times its cost. It also gives the
fifteen years

t

|

N. C.

description and
tanks, sprayers,
Address 3804
land, Ohio.

^

6 AllFOVO
KnQPQ
vv

Od thdr own
On

root*.
i

ALL WILL BLOOM
THIS SUBIMBR.

^W [

l^k/v

A-/« I**
mm%^

Sent

to any address post-paid;
Rwaranteed to reach you in pood growing condition.

KOS£ COLLECTION

Q-EJd

a,

deep red
graDdest pink,

ess

Sagan, bright red

1 Teplitz,

Aar.

prices

on

Carnations the"Divlr
Flower." all colore, '2bc.
i-Winning Clirj-s-

G

boleum is used freely. Carboleum has
been used and endorsed for the past

FIELD PEAS,

FLORIST

Hardy Everblooming

SPECIAL BARGAINS

DIP.

dips and dipping considerable thought
and attention, and are interested in
learning about a dip which is aboslutely effective, and which, at the same
time, is safe, convenient, agreeable to
use, and one which is sold at a reasonable price. Carboleum Dip, manufactured by the Prescott Chemical
Co., Cleveland, Ohio, has all these essentials.
It is a coal tar dip which
forms an instant milk-white emulsion
in water, free from sediment or scum.
One gallon of Carboleum makes 50
gallons of dip guaranteed to destroy
scab, mange, hog lice, and 100 gallons
of dip for killing ticks, fleas or poulMoreover, it is a splendid
try lice.
disinfectant, antiseptic and germicide.
It removes all foul odors and no contagious disease can exist where Car-

Is

A WOMAN

in."

CARBOLEUM

The prolific growth of these beaai
makes them very desirable seed fer
a forage crop, and their popularity

St.,

I

As spring approaches, progressive
stockmen are giving the subject of

SOY BEAN5

Thirteenth

shall

Of course, he was sent to write up
the fire, but as it was now too late for
the aftemon edition, the editor said
something under his breath, and sent
back the following reply: "Find out
where the fire is the hottest and

all

kind of cpw peas with each seasoa
demonstrates the Important value •<

19-21 S.

What

fiercely.

[April,

Dtbeti:

Beautiful Coleai,

6
3
8
6
10
In

-

-

•

Grand Orchid Cantiai, Sweet-Scenled Tuberoaoj,
Fuchsias, nil different.
Lovely Gladiolus, - Superli Pansy Plants,

PklB.FIowerSeeda,

15

tee

-

all different, 25c.

Any Five GoUectlouB

for

One Dollar, Post-Pald.

Once a customer. eJwayi one.

silt iaf action.

ELLA V.BAINES, Box

MItSS

Quarui-

Catalog Fr«*.

]54 Sprinffflcld. Ohio

SEEDS
FROM

& BEADLES

DIGGS

AND A GOOD CROP IS ABSURBD.
Let ui iend you our 1W7 CaUlopie 9t

RELIABLE SEEDS
FROM A

RELIABLE HOUSE.
are headquarters for Garden and
Seeds, Grasi and Clover Smds
the hlgheet quality an* germlnatlen.

We

Flower
•(

SEED POTATOES,
ONION SETS,

POULTRY SUPPLIHS,
Aad everything

carried by an u»-t«-date

ceed house.

WRITE US FOR PRICES.

DIGGS & BEADLES,
SEED MERCHANTS,
RICnMOND, VA.

dipping

worm powders, ets.
W. 25th St, Cleve-

PEDIGREED SEED CORNJ

My methods as a Seed Corn Breeder have
been Inspected and received the highest ap-

of the best authorities In the proCorn
I am a member of Maryland
Breeders' Association, and with every order
goes a certificate of Authentic Yield, etc., aa
observed by Prof. Nash, of the Md. Experi-

proval

Currants!

TRAINING COLTS.

Curran

Perhaps you have trained colts with
Do
great success for twenty years.
you think a Chicago bookkeeper caii
Probably
do it as well as you can?
The man who is most successnot.
ful in any kind of work is usually the

U

thaosand Currant Bushes,
t* U
well branched, at ^.50 per XM; IB

Tan

laches,

per

1,«00.

VARIETIES:
Lee's

Cherry,

Prolific

and

Versailles.

man who makes

a specialty of that
In the matter of
particular thing.
the
J. B. Williams Co.,
shaving soap,
Glastonbury, Conn., have made a specialty for nearly three-quarters of a
and naturally understand
century,
making shaving soap better than any
one else in the world. Common laundry or toilet soaps are not fit for
They make the
shaving purposes.

ud

Fine stock of APPLE. PEAR, PBACH
PLDM at farmers' prices. Write (or prtf
list.

FRED SHOOSMITH,
County,

Hoyt, Montgeiaarr
Pa.

ALFALFA.
Best

seed

prices and
J.

B.

for

FRtCE

WINO &

Write for samplea,
directions "35" en grvwlBt.

sale.

BROS., Box 35, Mechaatoaburg, Ohio, or Eutaw, Ala.
Profit Suckers SKS "yoS^Lt^
Lambert's "Death to Lick.'' Lest
lice; more ejfgs. Get some. Sample
100 oz. »1.00. 1907 PiKkot Book
10c.
"Pointers" free.
1. STOCK POOt CO.,
631 HoDon Bidg., Cblcaco, ni.

face sore and irritatecj. If you want
fit for the face,"
write the J. B. Williams Co., Glastonsending a
sample,
bury, Conn., for a
two-cenf sUmp. Their offer appears
to try the "only soap

,

,

in

another column.

fession.

••COLLIER'S EXCELSIOR"
Station.
(highest ylelder noted), my new white com,
over which I have spent years of intensive
work, Is put on the market for the first
time, with the assurance of the propagator
that It Is the best corn in all particulars

ment

that experience can produce and money can
Will be tested and graded ready for
buy.
Descriptive circular and sample
planter.
Easton National Bank of Md.;
free.
Ref
Prof. W. T. L. Taliaferro, State Agronomist,
Md. Agricultural College. Write to-day to
COLLIER, Easton, Md.
OSCAR
W.
.

:

ROSES ROSES ROSES
Grown, Own Roots, Ever Blooming.
The best of ail Standard ROSES, Including
Runners.
Good ROSES, your selection, %1
per dozen and up. 16 ROSES, our selection,
$1; but would like to know the varieties you
want that we may try to please you. CataCold

logue

TURE

with
free;

full

directions

contains

for

coupon

ROSE CUL-

good

for

25

cents.

Merit Rose Company, Richmond, Va.
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Northern Virginia Farms
Here are

few Bargains.

No. 91 contains 156 acres; good bluegrass land; free of stones, washes and
comparatively level; well
stumps;

watered by streams, spring
and wells; six acres good orlgluJ
timber; large orchard; new 7-roem
dwelling; 4-room tenant house; new
bam and stable. Situated on McAdamized 'pike, 25 miles from Washington, 6 miles from station, one-fourth
mile from village, school, post-ofice
and stores. Price, $5,000. Very easy
fenced;

terms.

contains 147 acres; level,
smooth fertile land; natural grass; 8
miles from station; a mixture of loam
and clay; produces heavy crops of
com and hay; 20 acres original timber; good orchard; 6-room dwelling,
with usual outbuildings, in very fair
condition; two good horses, 6 cows,
6 young cattle, a lot of good imple-

No.

78

ments and farm

feed, grain,
household goods, bedding, dishes, and
about 50 nice hens. Will sell the entire outfit. If sold within the next 30
days, price, ?4,500.
tools,

OWN A

GOING TO

"BIKE" THIS

YEAR?
Renewed

interest

is

being taken in

cycling all over the country, now that
which formerly
high-grade wheels
sold for $75 to $100 can at present
be purchased at prices ranging from
$15 to $30. Not only are the wheels
less expensive to-day, but they are
even better, for many new improvements have been added, such as puncture-proof, self-healing tires, and the
Coaster Brake, which has done more
to revive cycling than anythiug else.
This device enables the rider to
coast down hill with the pedals motionless.
To slacken speed or stop
instantly, all that is required is to
back pedals. One-third less pedaliug
is needed and the wheel is under the
rider's control at all times.
To obtain a wheel for ten days' free
trial and examination, without cost,
write the Mead Cycle Company, Chicago. There large, illustrated catalogue is sent free, and they are ready
to engage live, active agents.

de\':elopment in corn.
There has never before been such a

stock raising and grazing farm; water ing, have become common.
in every field; fences are good and
:>r
neighborhood is of the best. Price,
$20 per acre.

No. 22% contains 452 acres fine
quality of fertile well Improved land;

Send for

my new

WM. EADES MILLER,

list.

Herndon, Va.

"Where
That

Shall

Go?"

I

the question that is continually
hanassiog the brain of the farmer who has the
ability and ambition to make (arming a success^
but does not possess the most essential requirement.
is

—

The Farm. Would it make you feel good if
someone would come to you on the spot and settle
by telling you where you
Well, we are going
should go and all about it?

that harrassing question
to be that someone.

»

The Eastern Shore

of

Uaryland.

The Eastern Shore of Maryland, that strip
land so popularly known as the "Eastern
Shore," whose name is not a recent invention, is a
pirt of a peninsula about two hundred miles in
of

length.

farms at one time were entirely owned by
owners.
Of late, however, settlers have
in from all over the country, which
has spurred the younger generation that has sprung
Its

slave

been coming
up

to take a great interest in farming.

Towns are being built, land is advancing ana
today th? Eastern Shore holds out the greatest
opportunities.

Nature has been especially kind in giving to
Garden Spot of the East, a chmate thatisdeeven and a soil that under proper cultivation makes possible two crops to be grown on
She has made it yield
the same land each year.
almost every grain, fruit, vegetable and berry in
profusion; besides abundant grass for stock whick
need only be fed a short time.

this

lightf jlly

disposition to study into the matter of
developing the perfect ear of com as
there is now.
Agricultural Colleges
and Experiment Stations have made
No. 61 contains 350 acres fine blue- it a feature of their work. Farmers'
crass land; a little rolling, but It is Institutes and Special Meetings have
made it a systematic study.
Railsmooth, free from stumps, stones,
roads have run "Corn Grower Speciwashes or gullies; 50 acres in timber; als" to 'give instructions to farmers
about 100 acres of old sod, balance Is assembled at Stations. And much valIn small grain, timothy and clover; uable matter has been distributed in
way of bulletins, books, catahas ll-room house; bam is small, but the
logues, etc.
Pictures of corn, apthe other outbuildings are ample and proaching as near as possible the perIn good repair. This farm is an ideal fect ear, such as we are here produc-

comparatively level; no rough or poor
land on the farm. This is an ideal
grass farm; lies in a beautiful valley;
2H miles from station, and can be
viewed from one end to the other; has
50 acres of good original timber; has
two sets of buildings; new 7-room
house of modem style, with usual out^
buildings, on east end of farm, and a
good 7-room dwelling, with good bam,
granary and all other small buildings.
In good repair, on west end. Here is
an excellent opportunity for two neighbors to purchase an up-to-date farm
and divide it, as it can be done to
Every foot of
excellent advantage.
this land will make three tons of hay
to the acre, or 50 to 60 bushels of corn.
If sold within the next 30 days will
take $22.50 per acre.
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Consumption, that scourge of certain
is practically

unknown

here.

localities,

(

Shipping facilities for reaching Washington,
Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, and Boston,
the Great Markets of the East, are unsurpassed;
and these markets may be depended upon as a

Telephone and telegraph to

profitable outlet.
all parts of

the country.

To those in search of a home, a farm,
a country seat, or those looking for a new
field to engage in business, no matter
what kind, no location oSers such inducements or opportunities. No matter
what kind of an investment you make on
the Eastern Shore of Maryland, success.
is assured.
Further information as regards location, terms, etc., upon request.

The J. W. Funk Company,
REAL ESTATE BROKERS,

w
has been going on
among the farmers and their instructors, manufacturers have not been
idle.
They have been busily engaged
perfecting their corn growing machin-

While

all

One

of

these

manufacturers, the
Co., Moline, 111.,

Deere and Mansur
mention.

They have done

their full part in the way of distributing reliable instruction to corn growers as well as in perfecting their machinery. One of the very best corn
instruction books published. "More
and Better Corn on the Same Acre-

Denton, Hd.

Building,

Reference.

Harvey L. Cooper, Ksq., President,
Denton National Bank.

this

ery.

deserve

Law

Cash

for

Farm

your

or other Property
It you have a Farm for aale, a 8tor«, IflU
or any other property It will pay yon t»
If for ary reason yen want t»
write me.
change location or your present bulneu,
r can help y»u.
I
have th«m far
If you 'want a farm,

sale

—

all

sizes

and

prices.

If

you want

1»-

formatlon about the great sgrioultural opportunities of Virginia, I can also hatp yoii.
D. F. DDNLOP. Boxwood, Va.
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VALUABLE

:

=

Virginia Farms,

FOR SALE.
No.

Is

13.

24iV4

flrst-class

in

acres of fine bluegrass land;
land is gently rolling, is
condition in every respect;

farm

not second to any

seven

fields,

this section;
divided Into
to all; nice
fruits; 7-room

In

20 acres in fine oak timber;

is

water convenient

young orchard

of

variety

of

house with porch; good barn, stabling for
ten horses; cow barn with stanchions for 26
cows; well of lasting water at barn and
house; all necessary outbuildings. Two miles
from Sterling Station. This is an excellent
chance for any one who is interested in
dairying or cattle grazing to buy an up-toIs convenient to store, school
date farm.
and churches. Price. $9,000. This place has
all been limed twice.
No. 24. 233 acres of good land; small portion in oak timber, balance In grass and
into
divided
is
cultivation; -well fenced;
several fields, live water convenient to all;
apples,
consisting
of
orchard,
large
a
peaches, pears, plums and the best of small
fruits of all kinds; good garden; house of
10 rooms with cellar and porches; telephone
One
in house; all necessary outbuildings.
Convenient to schools,
mile from station.
The location of this farm
churches, etc.
cannot be excelled and is a bargain. Price,
J25 per acre. Easy terms.
No. 39. 22S acres of bluegrass land; gently
rolling; live water In every field; 16 acres
In oak timber, balance in fine state of cul-

tivation:

well
located

Is

fenced;

divided

into

five
pike 23

is
on macadamized
Two and a half
from Washington.
from station, one-fourth mile from
church, store and post-ofBce. Young orchard

fields;

miles
miles

of

300

trees,

consisting

of

peaches,

apples

and other fruits; all trees are in fine condition and are all bearing; 8-room house with
cellar and porch; good barn and necessary
outbuildings.
I

have

Price,

This

is

the greatest bargain

to offer, considering
$19 per acre.

location,

etc.

No. 95. 222 acres of bluegrass land; 60 in
pine and oak timber, balance in grass and
cultivation.
This Is natural bluegrass land,
soil
consisting of
red
loam and clay.
'Orchard of 260 young trees, all bearing,
consisting of apples, peaches and plums;
variety of the choicest small fruits; excellent garden.
This place Is one to be appreciated by any one Interested In dairying,
as it Is fully equipped; a stone dairy costing $150; new cow barn, room for 16 cows;
new horse barn. 30x40; new granary, carriage and machine house.
Fencing is In
good repair, which divides the place Into
six
fields;
lasting water in
every field.
House 12 rooms, two large halls up and
•down stairs, two porches, cellar and attic.
This Is a beautiful home, the house being
located on hill that Is well drained in every
direction,

healthy.
station.

which makes It very dry and
Three-fourths of mile from railroad
In first-class neighborhood.
Price,

$9,000.

Six-room tenant house on this place, hen
house, garden, orchard of 25 trees, consisting
of apples and peaches and pears; also good
stable.

No. 28. 200 acres of smooth, fertile land;
25 In chestnut and white oak timber, balance
In grass and cultivation, divided into seven
fields
with good
fence.
This
place
Is
divided by live stream.
Springs of lasting
water in every field; good 10-room house with

porch; large basement barn, stabling for
several horses and cows; good well and
milk houses, wagon, hen and tool houses;
good young orchard.
This place is located
on macadamized pike 27 miles from Washington.
Three miles from station.
Price
$35 per acre.

SEND FOR REVISED

L

E.

SUMMERS,

age,"

being distributed free by
them. It is a book tliat gives much
in little space.
It gives the gist ot
all the essentials that are taught in
corn lectures and bulletins, and it
gives it in a form easily remembered

LIST.

In addition to the above, a few
pages are devoted to the line of corn
growing machinery manufactured by
the Deere & Mansur Co. Here they
show that they have fully kept pace
with all that has been accomplished
in the development of the corn itselr.
One of the machines is the now somewhat famous Deere No. 9 Edge Drop
Planter.
A study of this excellent
implement would be most timely and
profitable right now.
The Combined
Sulky Lister and Planter is another.
Also, the Deere One-Horse Drill, the
Drill with Fertilizer Attachment, etc.
From both standpoints, that of valuable instruction on corn growing, and
that of getting an accurate idea of
up-to-date corn growing machinery,
this little Deere & Mansur book is a
good one to send for and study. The
whole matter is included in 36 pages.
Send for it and read it now before
you get into the actual work of mak-

Va.

BOTETOURT

FARM FOR SALE
As special commissioner
Court ot Botetourt county,

of the Circuit
I
will sell privately, or if not sold privately before that
time, I will sell at public auction, on the

premises, on

Wednesday. May

LYNNWOOD'S

LATEST

1907,

1,

VALUABLE FARM

at 11 o'clock A. M., that
owned by the late William T. Thrasher,
known as the "Beale Farm," lying near the
town of Buchanan, on the Sprlngwood road,
in

Botetourt

county,

Virginia,

containing

200 acres and 112 poles, more or less, of
which about fifty acres Is In timber of original growth, mostly white oak and poplar.
The remainder is of very superior farm or

grazing land in

splendid condition.
On this farm there Is a good tenant house,
large barn, splendid young apple and pear
orchard, a fine spring and running water
through the place.
TERMS: One-fourth cash and the residue
in three equal instalments at one,two and
three years, with interest.
In case of private sale the terms will be made to suit
purchaser.
Mr. J. F. Camper, Sprlngwood, Botetourt
county, will show the farm to persons wishing to purchase.
For further Information
address the undersigned at Flncastle, Va.

ing this year's crop.

C.

n\.

Lunsford,
Special Commlsaloner.

March

ACQUISI-

20,

1907.

TION.

Attention

We

hear that Mr. John P. Lewis, of
Lynwood Stock Farm, has bought
Prince Albert, Jr., the Champion
Shorthorn bull under two years old,
at all of the following Fairs.
Radford, Roanoke, Lynchburg and Richmond. Prince Albert, Jr., like his sire,
Prince Albert, is a roan.
His sire
was second prize bull at same age at
the International; his dam. Page Canada, was first at same shows, when
she and calf at side defeated some

show cows of

distinction.

Dr. Kipps says that Prince Albert,
a better bull than his sire was

Jr., is

at his age.
This bull

cost a good, long figure,
but Mr. Lewis, having lost Lord Lavender, a son of Lavender Lad, in a
railroad accident, and his other herd
bull, Sir Jno. Bull, by Wilfred Laurier,
and having cows and heifers by these

and Governor Tyler, it was necto buy a herd header, and,
knowing that such bulls in Indiana,
Wisconsin and Illinois sold at from
$500 to $1,000 at 15 months to 2 years
old, Dr, Kipps' figure did not keep
the bull away from Lynnwood.
If
this bull, used on the cows on the
Lynnwood Stock Farm, does not produce prize-winners, then there is nothing in breeding to the best sires and
dams.

HOMESEEKERS AND INVESTORS.
I

sell

and exchange Virginia Real Estate

ot all classes, such as Grain, Dairy, Fruit,
Stock, Truck, Poultry and Bluegrass Farms,
Village Homes and Business Places of all
classes. The reason I make a specialty of
the two suburban counties Loudoun and

—

—

Fairfax they offer the homeseekers more
advantages
combined than any country

known by me. This

My facilities for locating you Id this
section of Virginia are second to none.
State what kind of property would Interest
you.
I
have a large number and great
variety of properties, and can very likely
suit
you. New catalogue mailed free on
request.

W. H.
I

AM LOOKING FOR

A LARGE DEPOSIT OF FIRST-CLASS

KAOLIN CLAY
Convenient to railway. Send small sample
by express, with particulars as to location,
amount, price, etc.

C. E.
140

Dearborn

Free!
The
In

Wythe

Co., Va., Feb.

8,

1907.

have been a subscriber to the
Southern Planter for four years and
would hot do without its monthly
twice the subscription price.
H. C. GOLLEHON.

TAYLOR

HERNDON, VIRGINIA.

essary

r

fine portion of Virginia,

extending from the national capital to the
top of the Blue Ridge Mountains, Is not
only beautiful and healthy
but Is very
accessible to Washington and Alexandria
cities
by rail and pike, which gives all
producers a fine home market.

bulls

visits for

Sterling,

[April,

Is

and applied.

from stone;

tree

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.

EVERETT,
Street,

Chicago,

Free!

largest
Virginia.

III.

What?

and best selected list of farms
For full particulars send l»r

free catalogue describing James
Stock Farms, a fine list of

River Valley
small Truck

Farms near Richmond,
Farms In Tidewater
where

fish

and

also Fruit and Truck
District of VlrglBla,
oysters abound. Agency es-

tablished 187E. Address W. A. PARSONS *
CO., C. and 0. Main Street Depot, Rich-

mond, Va.

:

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.

1907.]

GREAT VEHICLE BOOK FREE.
The Ohio Carriage Mfg. Company's
contains 1S4 profusely illustrated pages.
If you are interested in light vehicles if you are thinking about buying a new buggy or carriage, wouldn't
you like to see all the very latest
styles so perfectly pictured by photographic reproduction that they ^eem
to stand before you?

catalogue

—

And wouldn't it be worth while to
know just how a good buggy is made?
What kind of wood is used? WHiat.
kind of metal? What kind of leather? What kind of guarantee goes with
it?
What kind of people stand back

How
of the guarantee?
try out the vehicle to your
before

faction

parting

you

could

own

satis-

with

your

money

for It?
these, and a good many more
questions of first importance to vehicle buyers are answered in the Split
Hickory Vehicle Book, just issued for
free distribution by the Ohio Carriage
It
Mfg. Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio.
may be obtained without a cent of
cost by writing to the Ohio Carriage
The demand is so
Mfg. Company.
great, however, that readers should
take advantage of it at once.
Many of the Illustrations are in
colors, showing the vehicles exactly
All

as they appear.

This free catalogue is without
doubt the most elaborate work of its
kind now offered to our readers. Its

—

special features descriptions of the
of vehicles, part by part;
wheels, axles, springs, bodies, gear,
cushion and backs, tops, shafts, poles
and fixtures full discussion of the
freight question, with rates to all
points suggestions of value to all
buggy users make it a book that
every reader would prize. We advise
all that desire It to lose no time in
writing to the Ohio Carriage Mfg.
Co. Be careful to ask for catalogue
No. 294.

making

—

—

LO,

—

THE NEW INDIAN!

An Iowa man

tells of

an amusing

In.

cident In connection with an exposition held in that State, whereat one
of the attractions '.vas the Indian Department, where the red men dwelt In
their tepees and mimicked their owli
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DO YOU WANT A FARM?
can locate you in a healthy and prosperous section, where you can make good
crops and market them conveniently and profitably. I do not believe I am offering a
single piece of property which Is not a real bargain. Send for my complete list If
none of the following suit you
If so, I

No. 25. 44 acres; 38 cleared, balance In
timber; good 9-room house, with barn, all
necessary outbuildings; lasting water In
every field; good spring near the house; near

church and store. Price, (2,600, on
reasonable terms.
No. 61. 100 acres adjoining the corporation of Fairfax, one-quarter mile from the
electric railroad station; 75 acres cleared,
balance In timber; running water In nearly
every field; some fruit; no buildings; several
Price, {4,000.
If
beautiful building sites.
sold In thirty days $3,250 will buy It. This
is a fine chance for the right man.
No. 65. 140 acres; 70 cleared, the balance
in fine timber; 6-room house; barn, 20x40;
place Is well watered and fenced; 3 miles
from the electric railroad; near school,
church and store. Price, $30 per acre; onethird cash, the balance to suit.
No. 89. 600 acres; two sets of buildings;
new 8-room house, cemented cellar; good
barn and all necessary outbuildings; also a
necessary
outwith
large tenant house
buildings; 500 fruit trees. The place Is well
watered and fenced; will make a nice stock
Near school, church and store.
farm.
Price, $8,500, on reasonable terms.
No. 138. A Colonial estate; contains 66714
acres; 100 acres In good timber; It is divided
into nine fields; land is gently rolling and
about 100 acres of bottom land; the land Is
kind to work and shows any Improvements
very quickly; place Is well watered and
There is a 10-room Colonial manfenced.
sion, nicely located In a shady lawn; barn
and all necessary outbuildings; near school,
school,

.

post-office.
If sold right away
accept $22.50 per acre. This place was
by a wealthy merchant from
on
a large scale.
and
run
Washington
No. 142. 316 acres; 250 cleared, the balance
In timber; 6-room house, all necessary outbuildings, good tenant house; well watered
and fenced: some fruit. Price, $26 per acre.
At one time this was considered one of the
It does not
finest farms In the vicinity.
look so well now, as It has been rented out
for several years: It is easily Improved and
would make a nice stock farm.
,
No. 159. 736 acres; In fine condition; all
cleared except 150 acres. In nice white oak
nicely
dwelling,
stone
timber; a 9-room
located In a beautiful lawn; barn and all
necessary outbuildings: three tenant houses,
from 5 to 7 rooms, with all necessary outPrice,
buildings; 4-room dairy, cost $2,000.
This will make a fine stock
$30 per acre.
will divide up nicely In small
farm.
It
farms, as there is a public road through
This place must be seen to be
the farm.
appreciated.
No. 169. 109 acres: 75 cleared, balance In
timber; nice 8-room house, porches, hall
and cellar; located on a nice elevation and
This Is a fine house.
a beautiful lawn.
Bank barn, 32x50: all necessary outbuildings: 4-room tenant house; good well of
The farm Is in good
water In the yard.
condition, well watered and fenced; plenty
of nice fruit and berries; H4 miles from

church and
will

once owned

Is level and could be made a Hm*
estate.
If sold right away will take $20 per
acre, on reasonable terms.
No. 178. Nice little fruit farm, locate4
near the electric railroad, at Oakton, about

farm

miles from Washington; 8-room houas,
large barn and all necessary outbuildings;
good well of water In the yard; nice, shadj
lawn; almost the entire place Is set out 1b
14

Price $3,600, on reasonable termi.
a cheap place; the fruit ought to
It Is nicely located near scho«U

fruit.

This

Is

pay for it.
church and

store.

No. 207. 23 acres, near the electric railroad at Fairfax; 4-room house, fine cellar,
good well at the door; nice, shady lawn,
with a quantity of nice flowers; nice, new,
large barn; ail necessary outbuildings, all
condition; about 700 fruit tree*;
in good
near school, church and store. Price, only
on reasonable terms.
$1,800,
No. 228. 134H acres; 74 cleared, balanc*
nice 7-room house, go*d
In
fine timber;
cellar and porches; good well at the door;
barn, 20x40, large cow shed attached; all
nesessary outbuildings; fine lot of fruit; Hi
Price, $3,80S;
miles from railroad station.

terms to

suit.

240 acres. In a high state of cul10-room house; good well on th»
porch and cistern; place Is well fenced an4
watered: good barn and all necessary outone-halt
Price,
buildings.
$40 per acre;
This will make a
cash, balance to suit.
Bice stock or grain farm.
county;
lO*
No. ... 160 acres, in Orange
acres cleared, balance in white oak tlmb«r;
house,
20x30; corn
S-room house: barn,
buggy house, three ben houses; well watered
and fenced; nice apple orchard and other
There is also a new store bulldlas
fruits.
at the dwelling. 24x30; It la run now as •
store and post-offlce, both doing a good business.
If sold right away will sell every
thing, except the stock of goods, for $2,206;
accept $400 down, the balance to suit th»
Any one that wants a bargalB
buyer.
Nice sltuatloB
will find it in this property.
for a country store and post-offlce amd
grazing farm.
No. 590. Near Burke Station; 104 acre*;
76 acres cleared, the balance In oak and
chestnut timber; 10-room house, located In a
nice, shady lawn, good cellar; fine well ot
water at the door; two barns, two silos, all
necessary outbuildings; the farm Is In a
nice condition; well watered and fenced;
most all kinds of fruit; near school, church
Will Include 1»
Price, $5,000.
and store.
cows, 7 head of young cattle, 3 horses,
harness buggy, carriage, farm wagons, 1
top wagon, all farming implements used on
the place; large quantity of hay, fodder
and corn- a nice flock of chickens everything now on the place— for $6,000; one-half
This Is a great
cash, the balance to suit.
bargain.
It Is run now as a dairy farm.
Milk Is bringing from 18 to 20 cents a galloa;
you can pay for this place by continuing
the dairy business.
Near Luckets, Loudoun county,
No.
Va.; 228% acres; 203 acres cleared, balanc*
in timber; 12-room brick house; barn, 30x40;
most all outbuildings needed; well watered
and fenced; apple and peach orchard: four
miles from railroad; one mile from scheal
and store; one-quarter mile from church.
This Is a limestone
Price, $25 per acre.
section; good grass land; most of the farm
has been limed.
No. ... Near Manassas; 67 acres; 60 acr«»
cleared: 5-room house; barn, 25x40: most all
and
well
fenced
necessary outbuildings;
Bppl<B,
orchard,
an
there
Is
watered;

No.

239.

tivation;

—

.

.

.

steam and electric railroads; near school,
history In dances and mock fights.
and store; SMs miles from WashingAfter one of these exhibitions by the church
Terms, one-half cash,
Price,
$6,600.
ton.
Indians, a Boston girl undertook to the balance to suit. This Is a fine piece
property.
It must be seen to be appreof
brave.
"Heap
Indian
talk to a young
ciated.
much fight," she said.
No. 170. 674 acres, adjoining the Mount
The red man smiled grimly, drew Vernon
estate; 374 acres cleared, the balance
his blanket closer about his stalwart In all kinds of timber; 8-room house, barn
and all necessary outbuildings; well and
form, and replied:
near the house; well watered and
"Yes; this Is Indeed a great exposi- spring
fenced; the whole place is enclosed with
tion.
We flatter ourselves ttat qui* wire: most all varieties of fruit. This place peaches, pears, plums and cherries; 1^
portion of the entertainment Is by no Is located 3 miles north of the Mount Vernon
aad
school, church
miles from railroad,
The estates are divided by »
mansion.
means the least attractive here. May double
store.
If this place Is sold right away will
ditch, constructed by General Washtake $3,500, on reasonable terms.
I presume to ask who It Is that I have
ington In 1770: the ditch still remains. The
SHND FOR COMPLHTH LIST TO-DAT.
the honor to address?"
Offloe, VliBna, Va
The Boston girl had been talking to
J. r. JKHMAN, Fairfax, Ta.; Branch
a Carlisle graduate.
My Motto: "Honaety aad Fair Deallns."

918
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POULTRY FARM
FOR SALE.
A

chroaic case of

Asthma

farm, containing 80 acres,

equipment and

The farm

is

—iO

forcing

me

stock, will be sold at the
is

to offer

my

splendid Poultry

cleared and improved and 40 in

wood

Farm

—

for sale. Thii

together "with entire

bargain price of $3,500.

admirably situated, lays well, has two never-failing streams of

room house ingoodrepair, well

at

it-s

door, small, frost-proof cellar,

fine water, 6

bam, tobacco

house, seven

chicken houses and scratch pens, runs enclosed in about 50 rods of wire fencing.

An
less

inventory of stock and equipment

is

about as follows:

10 White Wyandotte hens,

than two years old; 60 White Wyandotte pullctts, 1906 hatched; 75 White Wyandotte

pullets, late fall hatch, 1906; 100 or more White Wyandotte chickens hatching daily; 100
Barred Plymouth Rock hens; 20 Brown Leghorn hens, and a pen of Rhode Island Reds; 4

Incubators, 2 Model Brooders and
2 horses, a fine team,

mower,

etc.

You

;

all

the other accessories of a well-kept and paying plant;

and 2 milch cows, 2-horse wagon, Dayton, plows, rakes, com

growing crops, including a

also,

will observe that there is about

fine

stand of timothy and German

$1,000 worth of poultry alone

mill,

new

clover.

at present

market

prices.

The

New

fann is ideal, being only two miles from Ashland, a splendid market
40 minutes' from Richmond, 3 hours from Washington; 12 hours from

location of this

and college

York;

towTi,

8 trains daily.

North and South from Ashland;

local

trains

stop

within half

mile of house; half a dozen poles will connect you with telephone.
I

must leave

here,

and the

first

man who comes

in all household furniture in addition to the above.

Remember, $3,500

All I take with

me

will be

my

trunks.

gets the best bargain ever offered in Virginia.

A.
R. r. D.

along and means business, I will throw

1.

L.

PARKER,
ASHLAND. VA.

THE SODTHEKN PLANTEK.
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For Sale Cheap
TWO

FINE STOCK FARMS NEAR SOUTH
BOSTON, VA. GOOD BUILDINGS. REA-

FOR SALE, BAD HEALTH OF
OWNER, D. S. F.. SOUTH BOSTON, VA.

SON

CHEAPEST DAIRY FARM
Virginia; driving dUtanca Washington;
In beautiful section; station on place; 277
acres, dwelling, large stock barn, hay bam,
alio, dalnr, corn bouse, tool shed; beautiful
spring at house, swift stream; 70 acres
woodland; over 1,000 young fruit trees, best
Tarlatles; also old orchard; established dairy
boslnesa; 17,500 will buy It. Other bargains;
catalogue.
If contemplating change, oome
here first THE SOULE CO., Washington,
D. C.
In

VIRGINIA PARnS
AND TIMBER LANDS.
We

have a good selection of nlc©
Farms, In large and small tracts, and
prices from $3 per acre up, on easy

COLE & BROWN,

terms.

Main

1201 Eaat

Richmond, Va.

Street,

SPLENDID FARM
of IM acres, within 3ii miles of Richmond,
fer sale.
It yon are looking for a place en
which to make meney, this Is a line opportnnlty.
Well adapted for stock feeding ar
dairying, possibilities for the latter are unlimited.
I
am retiring on what this farm
baa made for me. For particulars, write to

W.

R.

G.,

care Southern Planter.

STOCK, GRAIN, BRASS AN!
POULTRY FARMS FOR SALE,
tS

•«t«m
and

Shore

fertile

8.

to 116 per acre

Maryland.

of

en tk«
Climate

Salisbury, Md.

VIRGINIA
FARMS
n FBR ACRE AND UPWARDS.
Easy

payments.
Catalogue
5?f''l_°° country Real Estate.

CRAWFORD &
llshed

January,

free.

B.
Bstath

1875.

"In the Gf cen FltMs of Virgtala."
Hemes fer ALL: Health for ALL; Happl
eae and Independence for ALL. ALL sliet

ef

FARMS

mseaable.

at corresponding prices, but

MACON &

ALL

CO.. Ormnge. Va.

VIRGINIA FARMS
Handsome

Illustrated catalogue

ed on receipt of

6

mailcents In stamps.

WALKED & MOSBV.

WhftTwo
Lice

Can

Do
They can virtuaDy

Now. my

earliest recolection in regard to breeding was that
father
used to talk to and try to persuade
his neighbors not to breed to crossbred or grade sires this was over 30
years ago.
You might just as well expect a
man carrying negro blood in his veins
to beget pure white children as to
expect the progeny of a grade stallion to beget first class colts.
The inevitable law of nature is that
a mongl-ei cannot sire pure bred stock
and that "like begets like, or the likeness of some ancestor."

go right

my

I

stand

where

to-day

I

have

money. \l left undisturbed tie natural
increase is so great
that they soon mtiltiply to a swarm
that will sap thelifeofyoungchicks,

breed disease in the pens and ruin

Instant

a^Lo use

stood, proclaiming the fact that
if you want the best stock, use the
best sires and dams, but the idea that
only imported horses are the best is

Lynchburg, V«.

Co..

to use,

—

in Canada
and extreme
West and South

1 lb. 25c (Except

LEWIS.

Va.
Manofoctored by

& CLARK.
AsUand. 4^^^ OIilo.
DR. HESS

HONEST TO THE CORE.
A

small town out West had for a
long time a chief of police, one Alf
Church, noted for his bluntness and
honesty.
One day a grocer went to
him for Information about a certain
.Toe White, who had applied for credit
and a book at his store, and the following dialogue ensued:
"Good mornin', Mr. Church."
"Mornin'."

"Do vou know

.Toe

White?"

of a fellow

is

We

H. W. II1LLE.\UY

i

100 Slock Farm.s..')OColo"'"' "omes.lOHnntlng
I're-erves. Free list.

CO., Cn.vRLOTTEsviLi.F, Va.

"Is he honest?"
"Honest? I should say

the

sell

Crop.

grade

best

of

GARDEN,

FLOWER SEEDS and BULBS
will buy.
We are recleanera

that money
Clover, Timothy.

Red

Top, BluegrasB,
Mammoth White Rye, Beardless Barley,
Seed Wheat and a full line of Farm Seeds.
Write for Catalogue and Field Seed Prlo»

of

LlsL

"Yes."

"What kind

SEEDS, 1906
FIELD and

THE HENRY PHILIPPS SEED AND
IMPLEMENT CO.,

he?"

1113-1117 St. Clair St., Toledo, Ohio.

"FYetty fair."

Im \Fi^r,l^l^
in Virginia
"

poultry, lice

ticks

Imported black Percherons have
had their day. mark thit prediction.

Rockingham

on

on stock, and
on sheep.
It is harmless
and will effectively destroy
cabbage worms, slugs on rose bushes,
and bugs on cucumlDer, squash and
melon vines. Instant Louse Killer is the
original powder louse killer put up in
jround cans wiih perforated top. Look
for the word " Instant " on the can
then yoa won't get an imitation.

kills lice

very erroneous.
I
have used three
imported stallions and I never eot a
stud colt from one of these that I
bred a pure bred mare to. although
one was a son of the world-renowned

F.

Killer

tPowder or Liquid)

al-

ways

JNO.

down in the

poultry keeper's
pocket and take the

—

Loans

QEORQB

CO., Richmond, Va.

Editor Southern Planter:
It is amusing to me to read in your
Journal advertisements from men in
the surrounding counties of old Rock
ingham, who now try to persuade us'
that nothing less than an imported
horse or the best American bred stallions and mares should be used for
breeding, when I have known them in
the past five years to stand haltbred draft and saddle horses for public
service, claiming they were as
good sires as any pure bred, and their
grooms will tell the farmer that 1
am only writing and talking for pure
bred because I wanted to fleece them
for larger service fees, etc., etc.

Brilliant 1271.

Send for eataleoe.

soil.

WOODCOCK,

P.

MUd

[April,

so.

Been

ar-

rested twice for stealing and acqulted
both times."

Fox

Terrier

Dogs

A

pair of trained ratters; male and female;
old. An excellent pair of breeders.
Also Puppies, two months old, both sexes,
for sale.

two years

Farms, Orchards. Timber.
Cotton Lands

ALBEMARLE

In

Virginia and the South.

IMMIGRATION

SOCIETY,

Charlottesville, Va.

FA RMS
Prosperous and healthy
Good Shipping

FSANK

THE ALL-ABSORBING PROBLEM.
"Newton discovered why the apple
fell

down, did he not?"

"He
ssetleii

Facilities.

H. COX. Ashland. Va.

did."

"Well, then. It remains for some
equally brilliant mind to discover why
it Is that plums fall to those higher
up."

LOUIS DOHME,

C.

Virginia
rarmi

of

any

size

Culpeper, Va.

Farms.

with Improvements.
all.
Free list.

Prlcei In reach of

PORTER b GATES,

Lonlaa.

»

Please mention the Sou'thern Planter.
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FOOLED 'EM, ANYWAY.
Recently a member of Congress
from Missouri came racing down the
iron steps which led to the train-shed
of one of the depots in Washington,

Warrmntmd to Ohrm Smtlmfmotlon.

GotnbBuli's
Caustic Balsam

was pulling out.
The member was stout and perspirwere filled with
arms
ing, and his

just as

tedlth
Loosen up hts hide and hla Inteotlnal
system, purify his blood, drive out ttie
worms, Klve him an appetite and power to
digest and c^t trie full value or a'l Ills leed.
You can do alltUis by the8ystfmat:eu?eof

PRUSSIAN
STOCK
TONIC

and hare your horses

etrong, healthy and
high etning. Mix with feed. Only h sniall
quantity required. 1200 feeds In the big
pall. Price only S3. 60 prepaid.
AsJc your dealer lor the standard remedies,

Prussian Spavin Core.
Prussian Heave Powders.
Prussian Worm Powders.

Write us -what stock yon own and we
send you our Stockman's Hand
Free. Write today.

will

Book

PRUSSIAN REMEDY CO.
St. Paul, Minn.

the train

bundles, for he is a commuter. Everybody got out of his way as he chased
the rear car down the long platform,
some shouting advice and more or
pleasant comment after him.
less
Some sportively inclined persons offered bets in a loud voice on his chances
of catching the train, whilst others
laughed at his grim determination.
The member caught the train, being
hoisted up on the platform by a trainman, without the loss of a bundle.
He shook his fist at the cheering
crowd behind him, and went inside
the car with the blissful sense of hav-

No matter how old the bleminh,
how lame the horse, or how mmny doctors
use

Fleming's
Spavin and Ringbone Paste
Use it under oar KQarantee—Tonr motvf
refbDded If it doean't make the horse
aeand. MoAt ca^ea cared by a single w*
minnta applicaiion — occasionally two required. Cures Bone Spavin, Bingbone and
Bidebone. new and eld cases alike. Write
tor detailed information and a f^e copy of

n

Fleminif's Vest>Pocket

Veterinary Adviser
Ninety.six pages, durably bound. Indexed
illustrated. Goven over one hundred
veterinary subjects. Read this book before
yoa treat any kind of lameness in horse*.

And

FLEMUiO BROS. OfeemUta.

SgO Union Stock Tarda,

CUesco,

vs.

BAR OF

Fufis,

Cures all skin diseases or Tarasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria. Hemoves all
Bunches &om Horses or Cattle.
As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc., it Is Invaluable.
Every bottle of Caustio Balsam Bold Is
Warranted to grlve Batlsfaction. Price $1.60
per bottle. Sold by druggists, or sent by eipresB, charges paid, wltb full directions for
Its use. l^~Send for descriptive clrculara,
testimonials, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland, 0.

SOAP.

The leader of the orchestra at a
Cleveland theatre was recently visited
by a seedy-looking individual who
asked for employment as a violinist.
"We'll see what you can do," said
I will
the leader. "Here is a violin.
accompany you on the piano."
The seedy-looking person took his

rBOAe
failed,

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, Capped Bock,
Strained Tendons, Founder^ Wind
and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.

ing "won out."
the conductor
It was only when
came around that he learned that he
was on a Chicago express. Instead of
a local accommodation. However, he
accepted the situation gracefully, observing:
"There's one comfort. Those idiots
They
in the station will never know.
think I caught the right train."

BAR OF MUSIC

have tried a^d

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

rWe

f

the horse works.

Bickmore^s

Cure

Gall

guaranteed to cure all
cuts, grease]
or torn

J Chans, bruises,
Jheeli scratches

scratched teats, etc., la co^. _.
iTake no substitute. See trade!
mark. Every horoe owner caul
B have ourillustrated Horse Book I
and large sample bos Gall Cure
Iforiocentsfor postage oubi'th.
1 Write today, or ask your

case, remarking:
friend, what

you need is a job
as a night watchman in a soap fac-

"My

I

dealer^

"Will you get
asked the caller.

it

for

[
j

Bickwore Gal!
Cure Go.

jK'l^'i

tory."
Ilia.

THE
HORSE

^

seat beside the leader; and the two
began the duet the latter had selected.
After the first few bars had beeij
bow
played, the caller rasped his
across the strings, stopped, leaned forward, looked at the composition and
"Sharps?" he said.
shook his head.
"Sharps? I never play in sharps!"
Whereupon the leader took from,
him the violin, which he replaced in
its

WORK

re-

will

Tfund the monBickmore'sl
Gall Cure doeai
^ not cure coUarand
^saddle galls Tvhilel
/ ey;f

Box 835

me?" eagerly

T9V

'Old

OF THEIR BEARSKINS.
Andrew Carnegie

tells

the following

illustrate that a Celt is a Celt in
Scotland as well as in Ireland:
In a sermon preached in a small
church in Glasgow, the pastor, after
inveighing against slothfulness. said,
to

Orbine:
Removes Bursal Snlargrements,
ThiiUrnfcl Tissues, Inflllrated
farts, and any Puff or SnellinK.

bv way of climax:

"Do you think that Adam and Eve
went about the Garden of Eden with
their hands in their pockets?"

Cures

Pain

IjamenesSi Allays

Tltliout

the

laviir;

blistiT, slari

-u-

bouli.ileliverc.l.

linr.^c

reiiii>\

up.

I>o<-s

e the liair.

Prince

Edward

Co.. Va..

February 2.5. 1907.
Southern Planter exvalue
I
ceedingly and cannot do without it.
the

GEO.

W

DANIEL.

boitle.
Strains,

Cures .SyuoMtis,

Gouty

Wi-i'imi','

or Rhenniallc^

Vat
Allays paiu.

W.

F.

Hook

,?1.00

Simw,

Depos:

'!>

cele.

free, tienuine uifd. only by

YOUNG.
Street,

_

not

!^2M a

l-auipliletl-Cfiee.
.JR., for iiianlclnil,

Ar.SORISINK,

Monmoull.
Mass.

P. D. F., lOft

Springfield,
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GOOD HOUSEKEEPING.

VALJUABLE

FREM
Everyone ownine live stock or
poultry sh.juld reaii our book "The
Dipping Proposition." It tells how
to avoid loss from parasites and how
to keep stuck aud poultry healthy.
It tells

why

to dip.

when

to dip,

'

how

and the best dip to use. We
want every farmer and stockman
to know the value of Carboleum
dip and how it puts dollars in the
stockman's p<jcket. Carbolenm

to dip

a coal tar dip:a sure destroyer
of ticks, lice, scab, mange and
all forms of parasitic ailments.
is

The

safest,

most

effective,

er.

Each cailon makes

lons of prepared dip.
to try

'

50 to 100 gal-

We

want yon

.cfJoclfiAvm
The Dipping PropoBltloD" tells
about it and gives information
on subjects of im portance to every

all

farmer, stock raiser and poultryman. Carboleum helps others.
may save you hundreds of doland a deal of worry and
trouble. Trial gallon $1.50. express prepaid. Larger quantities
much cheaper. Get the
booklet and read the testimony of those who use
Carboleunj. Remember
it's free.
Write today.
It

lars,

SPECIAI..

A

beauti-

ful picture of

'The

Horse Fair," free
of charge postpaid
to any stock raiser
interested in dipping who will tell

us how much live
stock he owns and
what experience, if
any, he has had with
dips in the past.
This picture is 16x20
inches in size, suitable for framing.

The Prescott Chemical Co.,

^

Guaranteed Goods
Poultry foot

water. Boil until the stalks are quite
tender, then mash through a seive and
strain the water to the pulp.
Put it
all back on the stove in a porcelain
kettle.
Put into this a chicken cut
into small pieces, and the asparagus
tops, and boil until the chicken is
done. Put one tablespoon of flour into two of butter and two of cold water, pour this slowly Into the soup.
stirring all the time, add a teacup of
cream and take off. Serve with toasted bread.

3804 W. asth St., Cleveland, Ohio
Depots, Kansas City and Chicago.

Green Pea Soup.
Cut three pounds of lean beef into
'lice and put into a closely covered
pot with one gallon of water and the
empty pods of half a gallon of peas,
and simmer for an hour; take out the
pods, and boil for an hour longer. One
hour before dinner, add the shelled
peas,
and,
fifteen
minutes before
serving, add salt, pepper and chopped
parsley. Thicken with two tablespoons
of flour. If you prefer it, clear strain,
but the peas add very much to the
soup,

we

Foutz'i Certiin

Worm Powder
Foutz's Horte

&

Foutz's LInlmeit

and Foutz's Heal-

Powder and

Gall

Art

all

ment

Number

Never wash your
fore

ready

fb

fish

cook

it.

Foutz's Superior Poultry Food

boiling water.

popppr and

boll

small fish will not take so long to
Strain off the water and put
on a hot dish garnished with curled
parsley and serve with egg sauce.
a

cook.

a neees-

ults.
Sold
boxes,

everywhere;
IH-Pound
by dealers
Send (or new price list and
25c.
Literature
our special assortment otter.
and further Information furnished on request.

THB DAVID

E. FOUTZ
Baltimore, Md.

COMPANT,

mriNr
Spay Your SOWS and
OTHER STOCK with the

Pronto Process*
Cuttin?. Pain or Death. No knife
•ed. Guaranteed to be absolutely painless and harmless. Aniiuals fatten easier.
Greater prof itB from your stock. Raclnif
es. Dogs and Pet Stock spayed witbinjury. Easy to apply. Book No. i8
on stock spayine free on request. Send
$1.00 for trial box. Spavsiosows.

No

^

PRONTO SPAYING COMPANY
Jackson Park Station, Chicago.

UL

^

i

^

DO YOU W< NT EGGS?

THXN USB

B.

P.

8.

Multum Ovum,
the gratkteat egg fre4uo«r
OB the market. It is alM
a preventatlT* tor elwlera
and roup.

the

Season with salt and
two hours. Of course,

Gvreia-

Is

and reSQUsed by
experienced and successful poultrymeM with
econ«mlcal and otherwise unattainable r^

until .iust be-

Clean

B.

217.

slty to the maintenance ot health
lar laying of hens In every flock.

Fish,

Rock and hang it up. When ready to
put in on. wash and plunge it into

Cure

guaranteed and bear V.

Serial

for frying fish of all kinds, but we
•ind the compound lards very satisfactory.

Rock

Cure

Kolik

Croutons.
Croutons shoud be served with all
white soups and are simply cold bread
twenty-four hours old, cut into small
squares and toasted in a hot stove
They are put into the plate and the
soup poured over them.

Boiled

Powder

Cattle

Foutz's CertaJD

think.

Fried Shad.
See that the fsb is well cleaned
then hang it in a cool place until you
are ready to cook it. Wash thoroughly.
Cut into pieces as large as your
hand, sprinkle with corn meal, pepner and salt and fry in very hot fat
!3ome like the gravy from fried bacon

I

Foutz's Supirltr

ing

and

cheapest dip known. Absolutely
non-poisonous, does not sicken
the animals nor harm them even
if they swallow some.
It is not
unpleasant to use and has an agreeable odor. It's as cheap as any
standard dip and 40 per cent, strong-

USE ONLY

Asparagus Soup.
Take four large bundles of asparai;us and scrape them well;
cut off
one Inch of the top and lay in coli!
water; chop the stalks and put on the
ire with a slice of bacon, one small
onion, pepper, salt and two quarts o-

5. P. S.

ROUP CURE.

Roup Is the most fatal disease la th«
poultry yard. S. P. S. Roup Cure Is a eertain cure.
Used as directed, we will gvarantee It.
Send tor illustrated circular and price list.

AGENTS WANTED.
SOUTHERN POULTRY SUPPLY
910

E

St.,

CO.,
N. W., Washington, D. C.

tun TO nuns
8ale. (hie

'S'^c.in.
c.in.

lit (ifaltTs,
of
ncalf
or f\pri-t3
prepaid. Semi for lioi-klet.

rb»nBi)t«oBem«d/to.,l«ieaw,0.

Please mention the Sou'thern Hlanier

Egg Sauce.
Boil six eggs for fifteen minutes
take off the shells and cut them intr
very small pieces. It does very well
to press them through the fruit seive
or potato masher. Over these pour a

tore tyes, Barry Co.

Tell the advertiser
iiR

adyertlsement.

Iowa City,

I*,

where yon

hare

MW
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"RARVA"
MEAT MEAL
85 Per

Cent.

PROTEIN
IS

7 Per Cent. FAT

A

POULTRY FOOD
THAT

IS

cup of drawn butter, and, just before
serving, add minced parsley or thyme,
This Is
and a little lemon juice.
good for any boiled or baked fish.

through the
add two cups
cups of cheese
same way, four eggs
beaten light without separating, salt
and pepper, and a few drops of onion
juice, and a tablespoon of butter.
Fill your ramekin cups or a deep pudding dish with this and bake quickly.
Grind

PURE.

EGG PRODUCER
AND

MEAT BUILDER

milk,
ground In the

Early Broiler.

100 LBS.

S3. 00.

-

RICHMOND ABATTOIR
Riohmind, Va.

Department M.

"Rarva" Booklat.

for the

QBT READY
For

the

POULTRY AND EGGS IN DEMAND.
Large crowds will be there and they will
HAVE TO EAT, therefore, the demand tor
poultry and eggs will he ENORMOUS.
We are agents for Charles A. Cyphers
"Model" Incubators and Brooders; also the

Humphrey Green Bone

Cutters (open hopcarry these machines In stock
and can supply your wants on short notice.
per).

We

Our CHICKEN
plete

In

the

FEED

line

Is

most com-

South.

Write us for Catalogue and prices.
426 N. 6 St.Richmond. Va.

W. J TODD,

DEATH TO HAWKS
I'S
Kills

Rapid
Feathering
Spring chickens often show positive
weakness as the result of too rapid
feathering. Tliis checks the develnpment of the chick, and may result in
If you begin tlie care of the young
brood by giving daily a little of

loss.

One pound

of flour, half pound of
pound of grated cheese, a

butter, one
dust of cayenne, salt, and a tablespoon of lemon juice. Mix all into a
dough with milk or cold water, roll
thin, and cut in any fancy shape you
like, or simply in long strips, bake in
a quick oven until a straw brown.

DR. HESS
POULTRY
-A-CE-A

of gelatine soaked an hour
two cups of water; the rind and
juice of two lemons (shave the yellow

SAMPLE ON REQUEST

^

two

One bax

To Force

Sand

biscuits
to these

in the

It

coutains bitter tonics to

increase digestion, iron to make blood,
and nitrates to help the fowl to throw
off poisons from the system. By increasing digestion you increase growth and
eg& production, as all development depencfs absolutely upon the digestion.
Besides this it has a principle peculiar
only to itself— it has the power of destroying the little germs of disease,
cleansing and purifying the system
generally. Poultry Pan-a-ce-a is tlie prescription of Dr. Hess (M. D., D. V. S.).
It makes eggs in abundance when given
to layiug hens, and hastens the fattening of market stock. Kndorsed by leading poultry associations in Unite<i States

using that only, the white
makes it bitter), two cups of sugar.
Pour over this one quart of boiling
part

morning find these difficulties will

be avoided.

in

To Feed

Boi267.

rich

Snow Pudding.

The Food

SACK

eight

meat grinder;

of

Cheese Straws.

A SURE

^

Too

Cheese Pudding.

ECONOMIC,
CLEAN,

The

383

off,

water, stir until it Is dissolved, and
then set it on the ice or in a cool
place until it Is nearly congealed, then
beat the whites of four eggs as stiff
as possible and turn them in the jelly; now beat as hard as you can until
the mass begins to harden. Pour into
molds and let it stand three hours.
Make a custard of the yolks of the
eggs with one quart of milk, one
small cup of sugar, season with vanilla.
When you serve the pudding,
turn it into a glass bowl and pour the
custard around it. This can be made
the day before you need It, and, In
cold weather, will keep several days,
if you will keep it in the molds.

and Canada. Costs but a penny
da^^ for 30 hens, and is sold on
wriflfien

a
a

guarantee.

1 1-2 lbs. 25c.

mail or

express 40c

~)
(

5 lbs. 60c: 12 lbs. $1.25 (
25 lb. pail 52.50
J

Except in Canada
„„j „„»„„
^°*^ extreme

West and South.

Blackberry Cake.

Four eggs, one large goblet of sugar, three-fourths of a goblet of butter, two and a half soblets of flour,
one goblet of blackberry preserves,
one-half teacup of sour cream one teaOne
spoon of soda dissolved in It.
tablespoon of cinnamon and allspice,
powder.
baking
one-half teaspoon of
Bake In four layers and put together
with white Icing: One pound of sugar, one-half teacup of boiling water,
boll until It threads, then pour It
slowly over the beaten whites of
three eggs. Beat until thick.

IDUin

POULTRY FOODS

I
I
]
I
I
I
I

I
'

Food **A" expressly for Little Chicks;
food "B" especially adapted to Growing fowls; food "C" only for Fatten-

Ing. Raise your fowls from Incubator

to ahipplne: crate on Fldelity Foods. They cover

every demand oftnedeltcate chick or for making
pullet and hen give a

'

;

good supply of

eg-gs in

Hawks,

Cures Cholera,
Frees Chlcfceiis of Vermin,
and Makes Hens Lay.

To be convinced send

for a

packate.

Price, 15c or 2 for 25c; Postage, 8c per pkg.

FOE SALE ONLY BY

W.H.MACNAIR,

Druggist, Tarboro.N.C.

Ginger Bread.

Two teacups of sugar, two teacups
of molasses, two teacups of buttermilk, one and a half teacups of butter
and lard mixed, four eggs beaten without separating, four tablespoons of
ground ginger, one teaspoon of cinnamon and one of cloves, two small teaspoons of soda, stirred into the molasses, and set In a warm place for a lit-

I

OatalogFree. Agts. wanted

^Pineland Incubator Co.
^Box Mf^amest}urg,N.J

BBFORB BUTINQ

An Incubator
aur free catalogue.
It will give j*m
some mone^-savlng polnta even If joxt 4o net
buy of u«. COLUMBIA fNCUBATOB CO.,
Bex 11, DeUware City, Del.
get

.
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four cups of flour, added
and do not beat very much after
Bake this in
the Hour is put in.
sheets in the biscuit pans and eat it
last,

Brooders

Incubators and

while;

tie

MODEL

cold for tea.

world-beaters for
batching and rearing

one who knows.
Pres. Brown, of the
Lakewood Farm, who

raised 7,000 layers last
season, says: "Mr. Cy
phers, our results thi;
last year will place us in the first rank t
successful poultry farms: and we feel
that we owe our success largely to you.
The years of research and accumulated
knowledge that have enabled you to give
us poultrymen an incubator that hatches
chicks; and the advice and counsel to
which you have made us welcome, and
which have helped avoid money-wasting
errors, have, with our own work, made
Lakewood Farm a financial success."
The Model catalog describes these
1 will send it and a report
real hatchers.
book showing that the Model Incubator
hatches more and stronger chicks at
agricultural stations: on the biggest
money-making poultry plants in the
world; for small poultrymen: for fanciers: and for amateurs who never before
operated an incubator.
You can make big money producing
eggsforme. Top prices paid. Now have
rite me today.
five receiving stations.

——

.

W

CHAS. A. CYPHERS.
Buffalo. N. S.
359 Henry St..

METAL MOTHERS
Flrepraef
Complete
Hatching and Broodlns
two
Plant for »7»;
quarts oil will batch
and brood tbe cblckB.
Our nest system 1b tbe
Full
discovery.
latest
supplies.
poultry
line
Free
prices.
Lowest
catalogue. Write to-day.

UP-

409,

Elmlra,

These Incubators

The New Brooders $3.75 up
IStantiartll
Strone, well made. Simple,
f>ractlcal and succeasful.Fuly Warranted. None better
lat any price. Catalog free.

New

[Box

Stiuidard Incubator Co.,
Ligonier, Indiana.
SOt

stand for two hours to ripen. This
will
make rather more than two
quarts of cream and is very fine if the
CAR.WEN.
bananas are ripe.

ABOUT AS USUAL.
A

short time ago a wealthy Chicago
lady took a new and vivid interest in
foreign missions. The tribes in Central Africa suited her fancy best, and

soon she was actively engaged in
"supporting" a missionary of long
experience and great success in that

When a bundle of photographs from
the mission, some of them representing the missionary and his wife in
European costume, arrived, she felt
that a little advice would be of value.
So she wrote a kindly letter, praising
him for his good work, but suggesting
that he might be able to get far nearer
to the natives through his wife, if she
would wear the native costume,
rather than the European dress.
In the course of a few months she
received through the mail a package
containing a strip of grass cloth about
two Inches wide and two and a half
feet long, accompanied by the following letter:
Dear Mrs. N
In reply to your

Wild Turkeys, While

Sgulrrels,
Ducks, Swans, Bob White
Quail, Orey Squirrels, Bear, Baby Raccoons, Foxes, etc.; (5 each paid for

Wild Turkeys.
DR. CECIL FRENCH, Washington, D.
,

FROC RAISING, t business
Investment and

lliat

starts on

brings large returns.

leach you

RICHMOND, VA.

-WANTED-

FARM FOREMAN
For a large farm In Tlderwater Virginia;
a thoroughly reliable man who understands

farming and the feeding and care
brood mares, horses and mules; also the
handling of colored help.

general
of

1905

BEEF PRODUCTION

By Prof. Herbert W. Mumford, of Illinois.
The subject is presented clearly and con-

smal

Our ne*

HOW TO

BSEED, FEED & EAISE FEOM.
^MEAOOWBROOK FARM. allendaleTh.J.

like

I get.

experiences,

feeding profitable.

cattle

PRICE,
Address

It

$1.50,

POSTAGE PAID.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,

Richmond, Va.

FANCY HOMER PIGEONS
Owing

like

I

think the privthose of Mr

to lack of

breeding space

B. F.

HUDGINS

mention

Thk

Southdh

when writing advertlMn,

Mated, banded pair,

glum.

I

offer for

$1;

young

birds,

This is the time
cents pair.
I am not selling out, only
Write me and I
disposing of one pen.
will send you a personal letter and treat
equal

to

sex,

75

buy breeders.

vou
J.

PLAifTEB

standpoint.

cattle-feeder's

as to present the latest thought on all phases
authoritative and
is
It
of cattle feeding.
The teachings of this book will
accurate.
making
feeders in
aid cattle
materially

GOMBAULT
on
We used

Husselman, given in The Planter are
worth more than the price of The

Always

the

The conclusions of experience and experiment have been combined in such a way

CMy Co., Va.
sale one pen of mated HOMER PIGEONS
The parent birds
from Imported stock.
February 2.5, 1807
from William E. Rice, Plymouth Rock
the Southern Planter better came
Squab Company and from Merxplas, Bel-

every number

Planter.

from

cisely

a mare for thoroughpin and it disap
FRANK PETTIT.
peared entirely.

I

whether marrlM
obtained;
where

THE NEW BOOK ON THE FEEDING OF
BEEF CATTLE.

Kave a bottle of

CAUSTIC BALSAM.

ate

replying, name age,
experience,
single;

wages wanted. Give full particulars.
M. A. CHENEY, Roanes, Va.

Elizabeth

book gives you the practical knowledge. Pricf
will

12,

Co.,

Cleveland. Ohio.

C.

LEAKN HOW TO EARN
©3.000 A YEAR.
posload SI .00 The book

sugherewith a

The Lawrence-Williams

We

catalogues free.

VIRGINIA POULTRY SUPPLY COMPANY,

In

much valued

Thamesford, Ont., Jan.

WANTED!

Chick Feed, Scratch Feed, Shell
Drinking Fountains and a full line of
Write for illustrated
Supplies.
Poultry

Baby

Grit,

»r

:

gestion, I am sending you
full-dress costume worn by the native
women here. My wife is willing to
leave the question of changing to this
dress entirely to your judgment.
Lippinoott's

ALL KINDS OF

Particularly Deer,

BEST FOR RAISING CHICKS.

field.

CURED THOROUGHPIN AND IS
GOOD FOR ALL BUNCHES.

WILD BIRDS AND ANIMALS

LIVE

and Colony Brooders.

Make a custard of three pints of
milk, three eggs, one tablespoon of
cornstarch, one cup of sugar. Let it
get cold, than mash with a fork four
bananas and pour the custard over
them; turn the mixture into a freezPack it and let i;
er and freeze hard.

—

I

I

Incubators,

Banana Cream.

chickens. M.OOO chickens were reared in them
on the Model Farm last
season. 30,000 out now.
land more coming. You
can do as well when
Iguided by the advice of

CYCLE HATCHER CO., Box
New York.

Poultry Supplies,
Prairie State

are

,

[April,

B.

right.

WADDILL, Box

Bank

15,

Tate Spring, Tenn.

reference.

Please mention the Southern Planter

THE SOUTHEKN PLANTER.
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SINGLE

COMB
BROWN

wlQners

SUt*
where

ginia

mond,

at

younger girls, and here is a frock that
shows one of the newest and latest.

Fair,

VirRlcb-

more

Leg-

boma were ehown than

at
T.,

Madison Square, N.
iMi.
My first Cockerel waa proaounced by
/sdge Lambert to be the beat Leghorn male
la ihow of any variety.
I won first Cock
(hewed one), first and second Cockerel, Srat
Hen (showed one), second Pullet (Did not

skew

pen.)

This strain of line-bred birds have b«ea
winning at all the leading shows for more
Ikan twenty years.
Will guarantee my
natlnga
this
season
to
equal
any in
America without exception. Catalogue tre*.
,

EGGS—»J

(•r 76;

tor IB; $g for 80; {8 for BO;

tU

$1B for 100.

As

illustrated,

en,

trimmed

tiraid

and

is

it

is

made

of blue

lin-

name on them

old age unless an unusual acci-

never break from heat.

pretty,

embroidery.
great many others of the season, is
adapted to a variety of ma'ferials, so
offering a wi^e "range of choice. It
can be used for wool, for the simple
pongees and fhe like, quite as well as
tor washable fabrics, while the separate guimpe can be of any suitable
material, simple embroidered net or
lace for the dressier frocks, some lingerie material for the simpler ones.

Stock for sale at all timers. Also a t«r
B. P. Rock Cockerels and Yearling Ualts
at
a
sacrifice,
from Bradley Brotkera'
ttrongest blood Hoe.

They

Mem. Va. Poultry

made

of

Let me send you
Chimneys. It's free.

my

Index

MACBETH,

to

Lamp-

Pittsburgh.

From prize-wlnning birds. M. B. Turkeys,
by Second-Prize Tom and containing First-Prize Hen; Barred Rocks—one pea
with Fourth-Prize Cockerel—White Orpingtons,
third pullet
and cockerel;
White
Wyandotte, White Orpington Cockerels for
headed

sale.

SINGLE COMB

CLARA

Miss

SMITH, Landor Poultry

L.

Yards,

Brown Leghorn

Croxton,

Eaa5

Va.

EQQS

1

I

I

C. Brown Leghorn Eggs from stock that
took first prize when six States were represented.
Order early and secure the best
Eggs, 15 for Jl; Choice Hens, |1.60 each.
W. B. GATES, Prop. Evergreen Farms, Rice
Depot, Prince Edward C«., Va., Norfolk

Bggs for hatching. Flock has free range.
Every one In the fleck In the pink of condition.
Can furnish 100 or ever from one

S.

day's laying.
No chilled eggs In the new
house.
Have a few fine Ceckerels for sale
at $2 each.
Egga, %l for II; |« per IM.
Bhip from Richmond.
CAL HCSSELMAN, R. F. D. 1, HlghlBBd
SprlagB, Va.

and Western Railway.

SINOLB COMB

Eggs

for Hatching

LEGHORNS.
White Wyandottes,

Send me your orden if
you want good, pare atook.
Eggs, tl
promptly

glass, clear as

EGGS FOR HATCHING

•

Asa'n.

BROWN

tough

light,

and are

fit

crystal.

Address,

HAVB PLKKTT OF GOOD

I

give the best

because they

too,

•TRAW BERRY HILL POULTRY TARDS,
Box 287, Richmond, Va.
Breeding yards four miles from elty
Cheaapeake and Ohio Railway.
Mem. Am. Leghorn Club.

They

simple

worn over a guimpe of
But this model, like a

a

a ripe

live to

dent happens to them.

with

my

Lamp-chimneys with

The fashionable over-waiat is never
than when worn by the

prettier

LEGHORNS.
Leading

385

HINTS BY MAY MANTON.

for

Price,

Ordan

IB.

filled.

R.

?1

and

RUST,

N.

White Pekin Ducks.
handsome.

vigorous and

Stock large,

respectively,

J1.60,

R.

D.

F.

2,

per

Alexandria,

IB.

Va.

CLYBURN,

Box

E.GG

J. F.
2>2, Lancaster.

B.

0.

e:ggs

ROCKS; WHITE, BUFF and PARTRIDGE
WYANDOTTES;
BLACK
MINORCAS;
LIGHT BRAHMAS; PARTRrOGE COCHINS;

— FROM—
C.

S.

White Leghorns,

WHITE

Black Mlnorcas,
Barred, Buff and White Rocks,
White Wyandottes, R. I. Reds.
From good, vigorous stock. Promptness and
Write for prices.
satisfaction guaranteed.
S.

C.

Price,

hatch

and
$1

Prize-Winners
farmers'

prices
before
you

Manager,

6603

N.

BROWN

and

Edln-

LEGHORNS.
burg,

Cir-

nd

LEGHORNS

Black Minorcas

Bxelnslvely.
Cecksrels all
season, 86c. and
alttlng.

sold.

H

Satisfaction

Guaranteed.

Elggi

la

per

100.

Two-thlrdi

gathered. The skirt, also, is joined to
the belt, and the entire frock is enclosed invisibly at the back.
The
guimpe is a separate, plain one that

RulDn,

N.

C.

Pure Bred Poultry.
AND

BUFF

yean.

beneath and is gathered at its lower
edge and joined to the belt.
The
skirt is made in three pieces, but the
front gore is laid in a plait at each
edge, while the sides and back are

Va.

SPRING BROOK POULTRY FARM,
CULPEPER, VA.

S. C. B.

Frock with Gaimpe,
to 13

BARRED

ROCKS, S. L. WYANDOTTES, BUFF ORPINGTONS;
WHITE,
BUFF
AND
LEGHORNS, BRONZE TURKEYS, PEKIN DUCKS.
Four hundred birds now In

The frock is made with waist and
skirt.
The waist is sufficiently open
to reveal much of the guimpe worn

cular free.
J.

Girl's

6

Get

COFFMAN,

ROCKS,

BUFF

prices.

and winnings
buy WHITE

IE

16;

SOME NICE COCKBRBLS OF TUB
DIFFERENT BREEDS FOR BALE.
OAKLAND POULTRY FARM, C. J. Wartaar,

SOUTHERN POULTRY YARDS,

at

BROWN LEGHORNS.

for

guaranteed.

Herndon, F.alrfax Co., Va., H. A. Sager, Prop.

my

for hatching.

BARRED, BUFF and WHITH PLYMOUTH

HATCHING

or

BROWN

my yai'ds. Eggs for hatching a specialty.
Can ship
on short notice from 1 to
than half
class of eggs to

100 sittings at less

the price I paid for
start

my

flocks.

I

same

Introduce

new

blood

From different States to keep my matlngs
Eggs and poultry guaranteed pure
to name.
PURE-BRED POLAND-CHINA PIGS.
J. T. TRAYLOR, R. F. D. 1, Lynchburg, Va.
right

and true
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WHITE LEGHORNS

[April,

can be made with either elbow or long
sleeves.

The quantity of material required
the medium size (10 years) is

FIRST PRIZE WINNERS
at Va. State Fair, 1906.

for

4 1-4 yards 27, 4 yards 36, or 3 1-4
yards 44 inches with, with 2 3-4 yards
18, 2 5-8 yards 21, or 1 5-8 yards 36
inches wide for the guimpe, and 12
yards of braid to trim as illustrated.
The pattern 5603 is cut in sizes for
girls of 6, 8, 10 and 12 years of age,
and will be mailed to any address by
the Fashion Department of this paper

Out of ten entries, won six first, one seconA
and three specials.
Eggs from White
Holland Turkeys, J2.B0 per 12: White China
Geese, $1.50 per 5: Wild Mallard Ducka,
i2 per 12: Mammoth PekIn Ducks, U per 12;
White Guineas. White Wyandotte and S. C.
White Leghorn, Jl per 15.

WHITE POULTRY YARDS,

Va.

Lorraine,

on receipt of ten cents.

White Leghorns

S. C.

HEAVY LAYING
E}en from hems that scored 92 points
by Judge G. O. B">^ „f..^"^i"??^^
Poultry Show, January 2M6, *t fl.su
per

IB.

SIX

Richmond, Va^

I9e«

Birds In
rlbfcon winners.
at Virginia State Fair.

first

Winning first and aectnd Cockerel, aecoBA
Pullet,
second Cock and second Hen at
Stock for sale
Richmond, January 22-28.

recom-

for

matlngs,

n

Thele
Square Garden In ISW?"''' *= P'",'i?^°:,^per 100.
Eggs from this pen. »1 per IB: »5
NO B.^cK^oV|his^.,«y"gJ°;,«»^tm. Va.

S. C.

NORMAN

6607 Plain Slnrt

Strain •xcluitTaly)

W-

O

WHITE
19 for....n 00

(Rankin
...100

for
Buff Hock (best soft roaster), 15 for
"00
J1.50, or 100 for
8. C. B. Leghorn (best layers), 15 lor
BOO
$1.00, or 100 for
Infertile Rock and Leghorn Eggs replaced
If returned to us within ten days of receipt.

LAUREL HILL POULTRY FARM,
R.

F.

D.

No.

1,

Roxbury, Va.

SINGLE-COMB

WHITE LEGHORNS
Exclusively.

Large

and

Pure

White

Eggs. Can furnish them in
laree quantities for incubators.

.1^
*"^'

W.

D.

SYDNOR,

for

-

sale.)

TiRQI

bust.

long

collar.

TTie plain shirt waist Is needed in
every wardrobe, and this year it is
being made so dainty and so charming with its little frills that it is exHere Is one
ceptionally attractive.
that can be made either with long or
elbow slt-eves, and with either a rollover or standing collar, and that can
be finished as Illustrated, or left severely plain, as liked. In the illustration, it Is made of white linen in the

new canvas weave,

while the frills
are of lawn. But it Is adapted to all
waisting materials, the light weight
wools and silk as well as the cotton
and linen ones. Color, with white, is
being noted this season, and some
waists of this sort are made with the
frills of blue or pink or lavender on
white, so that there is really a great
deal of variety possible from the one
design.

The waist Is made fronts and back,
by means of sBoulder and under
arm seams, and Is finished with the
fitted

BirtoD Heights,

RICHnOND.
(Violet Planta

\\..i^i...,4 lu ..1

made with

or elbow
sleeves, with roll-over or stock

be

-Ajn>-

dOTTON TALUHY FARM. TartW*.

A

KISLING, Box

L.

B-2J,

Bel Air,

Eggs For Hatching
To

_
BABRBS PLYMOUTH ROOK*.
••••
e«r Rocka are hnt tar MfK «>

||

References.

Maryland.

„„„.,„

5. C. White. Leghorns,

UL

WHITE LEGHORN

guaranteed.

W

H

V«.

Prli*
Eggs, JLBO per 15, express paid.
Wyckott strain.
Fertility
winners only.

Fair and
Prize winners at Virginia State
Virginia Poultry AESoclaUon.
T.M per 100.
Kkks— n.BO per sitting of lo: Sixth
Street.
R TODD, 426 North
Richmond, Va.

strain),

15.

Bl>c atsck, la par «aaeD. |U par
a. W. MOM, OalB«7, Ta.

S. C. White Leghorns
White Wyandottes

Guinea (best table fowl) Eggs,
Mammoth Pekin Duck Eggs

Choice Buff

100.

per

Wklte Plymaatli •oka aal tlasUOssb Wklte Leghsrai, 7E«. ptr U
an« ta.M »er IM.
Vnilta Hallan* Tvrlceyi, »rti«-«lm-

mietl,
Have

rWrckcB

H

Massaponax,

Eggsfrom Whites

Eggs from these
large combs.
Hens and
for 15: »5 per lOO.
A few nice Cockerels, fL^.
n.25.
my yards a peo
also added to
Victor, N.Y.
bought of William F. Bruce,
Madison
birds are from winners at

mended

per 15: $6 per

$1.25

FRED NUSSEY,

Carefully

Especially

maUngs.

Eggs,

Plymouth Rock Eggs,

yards

Richmond.

Only placi ever exhibited.

s^cte?

C.

ROSE COMB WHITE LEQKGRNS

SINQLE-COMB

Blue

EACH.

Embro, N. C.
Shipping Point, Macon, N.
P. O.,

WHITE LEGHORNS
my
won

100.

STRATHEDEN POULTRY FARM,

FINK, 3401 Hanover Street

C. G. M.

STRAIN.

Eggs. Jl per 15 or $5 per
HUNDRED HENS, »L25

regulation

box

plait

at

the

center

and White Rocks, S. and R. C. Whit*
Leghorns, S. and R. C. Brown Leghorns,
Black Langsban, Light Brahmas, S.
L.
Wyandottes and PekIn Ducks.
B.

HEN

EGGS.

»1

FOR SITTING OF

IB.

BARSBD PLYMOUTH HOCKB.
(Havkla* tral a)
WHITB PLTMOUTH KOCKB,
8.
e. WHITB LMmOKKS.
(Wyckaff Strata)
1.

BROWir l,BOnORNS,

fl.

(Blltnara Btraia)

BITFF LB«IMRK8,
MAMMOTH BRONZa TVBKSF8.
STOCK ANB BOOS FOR SALB. tATWFACTION OVAKANTBBD.
MARION POULTJIT YARDS, Uaxtm. Ta.
8.

C.

OREIDER'S FINE CATALOOUB,
UOT,
tells
poultry and

all

abont

descrlbea

pan-br«4
aad

Ulaa-

varieties.
10 BaantUal
Natural Color Plates. Qtym raaeonabie prices for stock aad en*;
how to cure diseases, kill llos, make money.
B. H.
This valuable book only 10 cents.

tratss

60

GREIDER, Rheems,

Pa.

EQQS FORIHATCtlINO
From S. C. B. Leghorns, IB for $1; also
Buff Orpingtons and M. P.
S.
C.
One S. C. B.
Dueks.
Prices on request
Orpington Cockerel for sale, $1.
from

CEDAR ROW POULTRY FARM, W.
Jelteraon

&

Bro.,

Prop.,

B.

Amelia, Va.
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FERN HILL POULTRY FARM
ESTABLISHED

Jaanarj

22-26,

1907,

1893.

At Richmond Show,

Breaders of arlatocraU only and winners wherever exhibited.

George O. Browo, judge, our

S.C.WHITE LEGHORNS
w»B flnt Pen, first Cockerel, first and third Pullet, highest
m»l«— TEN HIGHEST SCORING FOWLS IN SHOW.
Our S. C. B. MINORCAS WON FIRST COCKEREL and five
(roBi llrst to fourth.

male and

le-

other ribbons, running

Mlnorcas and young White Leghorns only birds exhibited, though

breed Barred Plymouth Recks and

I

scoring

Brown Leghorns.

C.

S.

Eggs, $1.50 per sitting.

you want F. F. V.'s and Blue Ribbon Birds, address

It

WALLACE SNELLING,

J.

MANCHESTER

=

{Yards at Stop No.

PLYMOUTH

ROCKS,

high

scoring birds of Thompson, Byrd Bros, and
Haw%lns strains. Eggs, $1.60 per 15.

MAMMOTH

PEKIN

DUCKS,

the largest and
per 13.

strain,
Jl.BO

LESLIE

BRUSHr

KILL

Rankin

best extant.

KLINE,

D.

Eggs,

Vaucluse, Va.

POULTRY YARD

Offers for sale cheap, Bgsi frem geod st»ck
of S. C. Buff and Black OrplngtoBs
WhiU.
Sllver-L«o«4, illver-Poaclled, Patrldge aad

Golden Wyandottes; R. C. Rheds laUad
Reds. A few good breeders cheap; 12 White
and S S. L. Wyandotte Hens and sons good
males at U enck.
O.

B.

SHOOK, Box

R. F.

13,

Waugh, N.

D.

1,

C.

Rose and Single-Comb R. I. Reds; White,
Barred,
ButT Rocks; White, Brown and
Buff Leghorns; six varieties of Wyandottes;
Rose
and
Single-Comb
Minorcas;
Blue
Andalusians, Mottled Anconas. Price of eggs
in my free catalogue.
Write to-day.
C. L. SHENK, Proprietor Page Valley
Poultry Yards, Luray, Va.

Eggs For Hatching
From famous Barred Rocks, from foundastock

of

noted

strains

Hawkins, Murphy. I breed
on honor. Jl.SO for 15,

sell

JOHN MAHANES,

— Thompson,

tor

merit

J2.50

for

Treviiians,

and

30.

Va.

EGGS FOR HATCHING
Prom Pure-Bred BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS, BUFF WYANDOTTES and MAM-

MOTH BRONZE TURKEYS. All eggs sold
are guaranteed to be strictly fresh. Special
100-egg orders.
price on
A few choice
Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerels for sale.
ALTA VISTA POULTRY FARM,
Mills,

Va.,

Eggs

Mrs.

R.

to

B.

Fray,

AdvaBC*
Prop.

Hatch

LOOK UP QUEENLAND FARM'S
THE MARCH ISSUE.

=

,

AD. IN

EGGS FROM

front.
The neck band finishes the
neck and either collar can be used

that may be liked. The sleeves are
of moderate fulness, in conformity
with the latest style, and, when cut
full length, are finished with roll-over
cuffs; when cut to the elbow, with
bands.
The quantity of material required
for the medium size is 3 7-8 yards
21, 3 5-8 yards 27, or 2 yards 44 inches wide, with 3 yards of plaiting to
trim as illustrated.
The pattern 5607 Is cut in sizes for
a 34, 36. 38, 40. 42 and 44 inches bust

measure, and

will

be mailed to any ad-

dress by the Fashion Department of
paper on receipt of ten cents.
We supply these patterns at 10
cents each.
this

Red. White and Blue

tion

No. 1
VIRGINIA.

R. F. D.

Richmond-Petersburg Trolley.)

9,

EQQS FOR HATCHING
BARRED

-

.

SOUTHERN PLANTER,
Richmond, Va.

strain).

(WyckotE).

Winners first prizes at Virginia Valley
Show, Harrisonburg, Va., DecemScores ranging from 91% to 93
1906.
points by G. O. Brown, Judge.
Poultry
ber,

EGGS, EIGHT CENTS EACH.

my

—

for circular.

MUDDY CREEK POULTRY FARM,
Route No. 5, Harrisonburg, Va.
I. N. Jones, Manager.

BUFF WYANDOTTES
R.C. B.

LEGHORNS

Hggs—Wyandotte,

$1.B0 per
per 30; $4 per 60.
Leghorn, |l per 16; $2.76 per
per 60; $5 per 100.
A few nice Cockerels of
both breeds, $2 each. Don't
16:

$2.60

te

write.

W. M. HBATWOLB, Box M,
DaytOD,

to

especially felicitous.
learned and
"The argument of
brilliant colleague," said counsel for
the plaintiff In a recent suit for damages from a railway company, "is like

Write

Satisfaction guaranteed.

a Washington legal
light, there are times when a lawyer
regrets the use of an Illustration
which a moment before has appeared

According

Plymouth Rock (Ringlets), RoseIsland Reds (Smith's 214 eggs
Leghorns
White
Single-Comb

Barred

Comb Rhode

fall

THE CHILLING REPLY.

^

PRIZE WINNERS.

Va.

BEST WINTER LAYERS,
Mattison-Brey Strain

BUFF WYANDOTTES
Eggs, $2 per 15
shipment.

W.

P.

the snow now falling outside it is
scattered here, there, and everywhere."
WhereujKin opposing counsel Im"All I can
proved his opportunity.
say," he hastily Interposed, "is that
the gentleman who has likened my
argument to the snow now falling outside has neglected to observe one little
point to which I flatter myself the
similarity extends it has covered all
the ground in a very short time."

or

HICKERSON,

30

Jr.,

for

$3.50.

Prompt

Manchester, Tenn.

Golden Wyandottes.
The Great Winter Layers.
Hardy, prolific, farm-bred
and pure stock. "Eggs to
Hatch" at $1 per 16, $1.76
per

30,

This

$3
IS

per

60.

your

"Golden"

opportunity.

Mies KATIE

—

THOMPSON,

Neverlet,

Va.

WHITE AND SILVER
Patrick Co., Va., Feb. 11, 1907
I
am well pleased with the SouthRev. H. C. BOWLES.
Planter.
ern

Pure
S. C. B. Leghorns.
Eggs, 70 cents; Cockerels, three of
each kind, 90 cents.
Mrs. BERTA BOYD, Route 1, Louisa, Va.

Laced Wyandottes,
stock.

THE SOUTHS KX PLANTER.
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COMMON SENSE

"RINQLET"

IN

[April,

THE HEN-

Barred Plymouth Rocks
EXCLUSn'ELY.

NERY.

Barred Plymouth Rocks.
Unexcelled In laying qualities, size, vigor
Bred for quality not quantity.
(for Cockerels) headed by second
prize cock Richmond Poultry Show, January
22-26, 1907, George O. Brown, Judge.
Eggs
from this pen, i2 per 13.
Pen No. 2 (tor Pullets) headed by a grand
cockerel just from E. B. Thompson and a
brother to his best exhibition pullets. Eggs
from this pen, $2 per 15.
For sale— A few select Cockerels, sons of
above cock. Write for prices and description.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Address
LESLIE H. McOUE, Box No. 4. Afton, Va.

and beauty.
Pen No. 1

VALLEY FARM
Barred

Plymouth Rocks
(Parks

Strain.)

dU
S. C. 8.

LEGHORNS.

(Forsyth

Strain.,

EGGS FOR SALE

15

abator Eees,

J5

FOR $1.50

The American hen

the greatest
bird in the world. All the gold and
silver mined in the world, added to
the value of sheep and wool, doesn't
equal the money worth of poultry products Biddy produces in 365 days'
time.
That sounds big, but it's a big
fact, and can't be expressed in small
figures.
If it's hard to believe, take
the same truth in another way. Think
of a railway train 900 miles long, composed of 107,818 cars. Well, if all the

100.

My matings this year are superior to any
ever owned, and as I spare neither money
nor pains to improve my stock, X am sure
give satisfaction, which I guarantee.
CHARLES C. WINE, Mount Sidney, Va.
I

to

PLYMOUTH ROCKS

BARfltD
For sals at

all

large

beautifully

n

fowls,

•astai.

ItMic, tasHkf.
karraC
Oaakiwlii-

Touag H*n, tUi nX
12;
n per sitting; tl.M tv*.
MAMMOTH BRONZE TUUOm.
and

|LH:

Bggs,

HHi

healthy birds, correct plaaas*.
»; Hens. IS to tS.M; Br*.
Imperial Pekln Dueki.
SmkM, fLW ta
Duoke. n-2B t* fl-W: Mwm.
|1.7«:
Mr
sitting; tl.iO tar two.
All above fowls from fine laytag strala.
and can be tnralshed not aklB.
MRS. R. B. WILHOIT, BoBanat, Va.

H

to

U

Barred Plymouth Rock
Eggs

^

at 75 cents per 16; Incubator Eggs.

per

100.
Large, heavy, well-marked birds
and no inbreeding. Hens weigh from 7 to
10 pounds and Cocks from 10 to 11 pounds
when full grown.

WILLIAM

Mrs.

P.

BURKS,

R. F. D.

—

17-years'

IlDe-bF«4

Plymouth Rocks; handsome pluBiago; lacs^
size Cockerels,
30 for
n.7B.

$1

to

%i.

Kgga, tl tmr

IB;

Genuine Half-Wild Twkar
Bggs from Bronze cross, alse Half-Wilt
Toms crossed on M. B. Hens. Eggs tram
Pekln Duck Bgga.
Write for 1907 circular

either mating. $4 dozen.

n

for

9,

B.

n 75

for 18.

HIGH-CLASS "BERKSHIRBS.
F. SOMMERS. Somerset. Va.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS

BROWN LEGHORNS

MAMMOTH
My

PEKIN DUCKS

poultry Is fine.
Eggs for sale at M
cents per 16,
per 100; Duck Eggs, fl p«r
IS,
}5 per 100; also Buff Cochin Bantana
Bggs, 10 cents each.
C. C. COOPER. Hargrave, Va.

U

No

establishment has won more remarkable success in breeding and develonine fire noultry than that of B.
H. Greider .Rheems, Pa.
Mr. (Ireider gives to the "pouUry
culture" a long and successful experience as breeder and fancier. His mammoth plant is constantly being improved and enlarged in order that his
host of patrons may get onlv the
strongest and most prolific strains of

to

Hatch

LOOK UP QUEENLAND FARM'.S \D IN
THE MARCH ISSUE.

D.

F.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK
Cockerels for sale at 11.50 to (2.50; Pullets,
Guaranteed 7S
(1 each; Eggs, t1.50 per 15.
per cent, hatch If properly cared for.
Also
k few Poland-China Hogs ready for serrlce
(16 each.

>t

A.

J.

S.

DIEHL, Port

Republic, Va.

A PRIZE OF $2
For highest scoring cockerel from egga
bought of me exhibited at next anoual alww
of

Virginia
J2 per

Eggs

PouUry Association.

P.

B.

R.

15.

CHARLIE BROWN.

Route,

Cartorarmc,

1,

Virginia.

Woodlawn

Poultry Yards.

B. P. Rocks (Bradley Bros.). S. C. Brown
Leghorns (Biltmore strain). Black MInorcas
(Northup & Dungan). eggs, 98 cents per IB;
Black Devils (Hogshead), eggs, <1.2S per IB;
M. B. Turkeys (45 Tom and 30-pound hens).
Write for incubator and
eggs. $3 per 12.

supply catalogue.

JONES NURSERY COMPANY,

W.

E.

Woodlawn, Va.

Barred Plymouth Rocks
Eggs

from

farm-raised

healthy,

strong,

stock.

One

dollar for

DANIEL SHENK,

15.

Denbigh,

Va.

EQQS FOR HATCHING.
prize winning stock— White WyanWhite and Barred Plymouth Rock.
Brown and White Leghorn, B. C.
White Minorca. One dollar for 15.

From

dotte,
S.
C.

BELMONT POULTRY FARM,
H.

G.

Roberts,
R.

Roanoke,

Proprietor,

D. No.

P.

Va.,

2.

Elberon Poultry Yards
15

$1.25.
My yards are headed by select
Cockerels from the high-scoring pens of
Frank Foy, Des Moines, Iowa,
OTHO M. COCKES, Elberon, Va.

WILMONT FARM
[ BUFF CRPINGTOH
'

this
let

model noultrv farm. .At any rate,
vou his hand-

Mr. Oreider send

some

catalogue.

It gives n world of
about 'liffprent
hrof.fl<;
that no lover of noultrv can afford to
miss. Drop a line to R H. Greider.
Rheems. Pa., enclosing in cents, and
this valuable book will be sent vou.

(white LEGHOR».(BIHm.re)

U

Eggs

at
Satisfaction
Mrs. F. E.

prize winning stock.
.Any one interested in nnultry. either
as a pastime or business, should see

informntlon

Eggs

R.

Va.

Blackstone,

1,

for

A MODEL POin TRY FARM.

Bam4

15.

SILVER LACED WYANDOTTE EGGS,

1.

STRICTLY FRESH EGGS
specialty;

beautifully
laying

Fine

birds.

dollar for

No.

culture.

perity.

healthy,

strong,

farm-raised

One

WILLIAM BERNARD LEWIS,

small in the poultry business, is
there? No, there is not, and if every
man with a hen used Dr. Hess Poultry
Panacea, giving a small portion every
day in soft food, the business would
be far more colossal than it is. Panacea is the key note of sucess In poul-

Some breeders, crusted with the
barnacles of old traditions and prejudices, think hens and corn are the
only two things necessary for making
money out of eggs.
Some, again,
think there may be something in the
"tonic idea," but lack sufficient faith
to try it.
And in the meantime,
while these men are growing poorer,
thousands of others, with a full
knowled.ge of what hens require, are
giving Poultry Panacea and coining
money.
Poultry Panacea is not a
stimulant. It doesn't force the hen to
a short period of large jipoductlon, only to leave her exhausted and unproductive for a much longer time.
Very likely your dealer has Dr.
Hess Poultry Panacea; if not. a postal will bring it.
Thousands more are
using it this year than ever before.
Try it yourself get in line for pros-

from

barred,
strain.

them all between any two points.
Now, what about our hen! Nothing

Bedford City, Va.

A

Eggs

eggs produced on Uncle Sam's farm
in one year were packed in crates
containing 360 eggs each, it would
take just such a train to transport

trj'

per

is

per sitting;
guaranteed.

WILLIAMS,

three

for

t2.B0.

Charlottesville, Va.

SINQLP.COlMB

Bro-wn

LegKorns

EXCLUSIVELY.
Bggs

for

strain;

$1

hatching

from

prize-winning

for 15.

Miss Alice St C. Butler, Drowry's

Bluff, Va.

Please mention Southern
hen writing advertisers.
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The Reason Why the Old and Middle
Aged Should Use the Rifle

N^W FARM

From the age of forty and up, we
are all afflicted with what the learned
Occulist would call Prebyopia, or, in
The musplain English, old sight.
cles that operate the accommodation
of the eye tor different distances becomes hard, and no longer able to
While we are
perform their office.
able to see distinctly at a distance
objects close to the eye become blurred or indistinct. As we aim at the
Bull's-Eye 200 yards away with the
old peep and globe sights, the Bull'sEye is fairly clear, but the pin head
or aperture is blurred and our aim is
uncertain.
With the Stevens Telescope, we see
not the BuU's-Eye, but a minute image of it formed by the object glass
and magnified by the eye piece. The
formation of the Bull's-Eye is at the
place where the cross hairs are laid
both on the same plain, and equally
distinct, enabling the old to see just
as plainly as the young.

Best stock PJSCHEL strain

Eggs $i.oo per

setting
birds for sale
|

No

A

few HiMPSHI E.PGS also
black hog with white

The

GCYER,

M.

S.

reasonable,

Prices

belt.

&

Norfolk

Manager,

Western Ry. Farm,

Ivor,

Va.

"Uirninin-aiia «luo 56<nc^i

:l

WHITE PLYMOUTH
ROCKS.
Wlanera

Richmond

great

at

Show,

Flret

Cock, Second Pullert and American White P.

Rock Clnb

Special.

years and

now have

have bred them

I

the best

I

five

ever owned.

Eggs from pens headed by EXTRA LARGE
males— go»d enough to win anywhere—11.60
per sitting.

Write for Catalogue.

BROWN LEGHORNS.
W. HAW,

R.

FEW FINE

A

Mra.

F.

Pekin Duck Egga,

15.

W.

pete with the young men without a
handicap." Well, this is exactly what
the Stevens Telescope will do for you.
Be sure to send for beautifully illustrated 32 page catalogue, devoted to
the extensive line of Stevens Rifle and
Write to the J.
Pistol Telescopes.

DON'T

R. F.
Alexandria, Va.

D. No.

1,

HOUSTON'S NnOQBTa.

BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS
My

birds

•slor

habit

are

ExcIuslTely.
large, vigorous,

tha

rigkt

and the hens have the egs-laylng
Eggs tl and tl.M per sitting ot It.

C.

II.

HOUSTON,

Roehelle,

DE-

—

year.
is no longer
question of
policy
or of
e X p e r i ment,
but of stem
t o
necessity

This matter of spraying

Va.

Barred Plymouth Rocks.
for

hatching

from

strong,

Tigoroas.

utility stork, (1.60 per 15; exhibltloa quality,
$3 per sitting.

L.

W. WALSH. Box

248.

Lyncfabnrc,

Va

.

FOR HATCHINO FROM NOTID
STRAINS AT Jl PER 15.
M. HARNSBBRQBR, Orange, Ta.
IF

YOU WANT

Barred Plymouth Rocks
For beauty and for profit, then get "Blue
Ringlets" (Thompson's Ringlets and Bradley
Bros, mixed). Our pen of prize winners are
beauties.
Eggs, 15 tor $2.60: our utility pen
for profit, Jl for 15 eggs.
Choice Cockerels,
O.M to $5. Money refunded If not satisfied.

STAR POULTRY YARDS,

321

Stockton Street,

Manchester, Va.

or

treaded

by

war

against the destructive
of pests

be

— exterminating—

aggressive

prize Cockerel at fS
fine stock (2 for 15;

first

and from some

15,

and

for 30; $4.60 for 45

13.00

if

army
must
j'ou

would save the fruit as well as the
trees and vines which bear it.
If you are at all interested in securing a better crop of fruit or vegetables it will he well worth your
while to write the William Stahl
Sprayer Company, Box 1G5-U, Quincy,
111., for a copy of their free book telling all about spraying and how, when,
where and what to do it with.

Flnt

$6 for 100.

Pekin Ducks.
^irst and second on Muscovy Ducks.
Correspondence a pleasure.
>u

a. RANDOLPH TAYLOR,
'
ROBERT LEB TATLOB.

EGGS FROM
PURE-BREO
STOCK.
WYANDOTTES,
PARTRIDGE, SILVER LACED and DostCB
WHITE.
RHODE ISLAND RED.
BUFF ORPINGTON.
$1.50 per sltttlng of IB.
No better to k«

Strain
S. C.
S. C.

had at any price.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

ELLERSON POULTRY YARDS,
ELLE RSOIM.

' W- QuarlK.Prep

Va.

White Wvandottes
LEGHORNS.

R. C. B.
White Wyandotte Eggs,

$1

for IS;

for 1b-

A few extra goal
February and March hatched White WyaBper

$«

106.

lotte Cockerels for sale.
Bred from selected
birds and guaranteed White and to stay
White.
Let me price you one
A. L. PARKER. Fall Creek Pomltry Farm,

Ashland,

Va.

White iWyandone
Kggs

for

small
P.

Q.

hatching,

furnished

lots.
Produced from
Write for prices.

only.

POINDEXTBR,
county,
S-

e.

In

large

select

«t

steak

Greenlee, Rockbrld(*
Va,

BUFF LEGHORN

-AND-

growers.

The

PLYMOUTH ROCK
SQOS

Twenty Choice Cockerels at J2 each; want
Eggs from actual prize-winning

heir pen.
lirds,

and

farmers
fruit

BARRED AND WHITB

pen

first

hird Cockerel.

oukators,

Did you ever stop to think why you
gathered so few perfect apples last
More than likely the failure
year?
of your fruit crop was caused by a
fungus, or the codling moth, which
blighted the blossoms and young fruit
They were your
as It was forming.
enemies last year they will be this

Cockerel,

first

AND

ALLOW "FESTS" TO

a

Eggs

1906,

and first pen Hens. Won at VirPoultry Association, Richmond, Va.,
January 22-26, 1907. judged by George O.
irown, second,
third and fourth
Pullet;
>econd pen Pullets, third pen Hens and

ginia

&

STROY YOtTR FRUIT.

Jl for 11.

COCKERELS FOR

R.

P.

SALE.
H. WILKINSO.V,

October,

.'a.,

I'ullets

we might com-

plication.

BggB, $1 for

Can Be Had At

HICKORY BOTTOM POULTRY FARM,
NKGROFOOT, VA.
Won at Virginia State Fair at Richmond,

"If

tiack thirty years that

Tool Co., Chicopee
Falls, Mass., for this valuable book of
reference.
Forwarded free upon ap-

Wilte Plymouth Rock

—AND—

Prize Winning Poultry

we have heard
— said,weandcould
only be set

You have
you say it

Stevens Arms

Centralla, Va.

White (Duston
Wyandottes
Strain)

Telescope.

White Plymouth Rocks

389

WHITE WYAHDOTTES
Eggs at

and
exhibition and

for

$1.B«

$2 per sitting each.

per sitting.

ROBERT

P.

Bred

utility.

BUFF COCHIN BANTAM EGGS,
$1.6«

$1

Bad

ADAMS, 66 Cabell Street,
Lynchburg, Va.

White Wyandottes
EGGS

$1.50

PER

15,

AlAMMOFH BRONZE TURKEYS
EGGS $4 PER
THE LILOLA FARMS,

11.

Elment, Va.

Please mention Southern
when writing advertisers.

Planter

'
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SINGLE AND KoSE COMB

GOOD SAW

Rhode Island Reds, Barred Plymouth Rocks, White and
Qolden Wyandottes and S. C.

Brown Leghorns.
We

offer eggs for hatching from the finest and
best mated birds that we
have been able to produce
in 25 years of successful
poultry breeding at %1 for
IB; n.76 for 30; J2.75 for
are
50:
$5 for 100.

We

now and can

shipping eggs
ship

any time

at

desired.

RIVERSIDE
POULTRY
FARMS,

COPFMAN &

B.

J.

R. F. D.

19,

Boxes

SONS, Proprietors,
and 74, Dayton, Va.

73

SINGLE-COMB

RHODE ISLAND REDS.
My aim, four years ago. In getting a %5D
priie-irlnnlng trio was to breed the best
Reds in the South. Fortune fayored me In
maklig one of these Pullets a phenomenal
layer.
In four years she has layed over
(06
eggs,
and Is still laying, standard
weight, as active and beautiful as a pullet.
Hvery fowl on the place carries her blood.
I believe I have the best fancy utility strain
on earth.
FERTILE EGGS,

BIO, PINK,

J2

FOR

13.

BOOK ORDERS EARLY.
Dr.

H.

J.

Virginia.
I.

R.

Club.

of progress in the making of Improved and simplified machinery is particularly noticeable in
the saw mill machinery line. For a
comparatively small outlay, a farmer
may now add a lumber making equipment to his place and operate it himself during slack seasons, adding a
good big sum to his pearly profits.
If any of our readers are interested
in such an equipment, we would advise them to communicate with the
American Saw Mill Machinery Co.,
137 Hope St., Hackettstown, N. J.
This is an old, established firm, one,
of the largest in the business, with an
immense modern plant at Hackettstown, N. J. All of their machinery is
of the very latest improved pattern,
made of the best materials obtainable,
and, as they sell direct to the user
and manufacture in great quantities,
their prices are remarkably low, quality considered.
This Company will
send to any of our readers, free, a
very complete and Instructive book
on saw mill machinery in general and
their's in particular, and it is well
worth a careful reading by those who
have timber at hand.

Mr.
Tenn.,

J.

D. Waddill, of Tate Spring,
of our adsome time, who breeds

who has been one

vertisers for

ROSE COMB
BXCLUSIVELV
have

spared

neither
pains nor money to bring
my stock to highest perfection.
My birds are large
and vigorous; bred to lay
I

Eggi

as to show.

as well
for

from

sale

grand

matlngs.

Correspondence a pleasur*.

Member

Rhode

of

Island

Club.

MIS* LOUISE V. SPENCER, Blackstone, Va.

Single Combed Leghorns, both brown
and white. Mammoth Whltf^ Holland
Turkeys and Homer Pigeons, writes
us that he has disposed of all the Leghorn stock that he can spare and has
booked orders for all eggs until April
l.^th.
Mr. Waddill has just sold two
WTiite Holland gobblers that weighed
30 pounds each at 10 months old. His
advertisement in another part of this
issue tells of some fancy breeding
Homer pigeons that he offers for sale
in mated pairs.
This is one of the
best stock of pigeons In the South, as
Mr. Waddill has imported several
pairs of Homers from Merxplas, Belgium, and our readers will receive
the best stock obtainable and reasonable prices.

Highest Class Stock.
Cockerels $2 Each.

ful

Bggs— 15,

»1.50;

30,

J2.B0;

100,

J7.

Write

guaranteed.

Satisfaction

Beauti-

BLKTON POULTRY FARM,

Elkton, Va.
CllntoB Hensley, Proprietor and Vice-President R. I. Red Club.

RHODE ISLAND REDS
Bggs

at

$1.25

per 15 or $6 per

JOHN W. MORRIS,

100.

Waldrop, Va.

SINGLE-COMB

RHODE ISLAND REDS
OOCKERELS.

$2

EGOS,

Ml«s

ANNA

M.

TO
11.50

»6;

PULLKTS,

PER

KEMP,

Ciarksviile,

PENCE.

We suggest to our readers before
buying their fence they look into the
proposition of the Advance Fence Co.,
107 Old street, Peoria, 111., whose ad-

$2;

15.

R.

Va.

F.

D.

2,

WHITE WYANDOTTB«,
C. BROWN LEGHORNS
AND B. P. ROCKS.

S.

Eggs
per
per

at

$1
?2.75

30;

per 15; JLTJ
per 5«; tt

100.

I am prepared to fnrnlab
good, fresh eggs by the 109
for Incubators. Rose-Comb

Rhode

Reds

Island

a

specialty.

VALLEY VIEIW
POULTRY YARDS,
Gllck,

Proprietor,

No.

41,

Route No.

Box

IS,

Dayton, Va.

EGGS FOR HATCI-WNG
FROM
RHODE ISLAND
BUFF PLYMOUTH
WHITE MIN0RCA8

C.

S.

REDS,

AND
Strictly

(Only
live.)

,

high
class
stock,
the best allowed to
$1 per sitting, fi »«r

l«0.

Also ckolee Cockerels of
above breeds tor sale at $1
to

J1.50

Mrs.

each.

CLARA MEYER,

R.

F.

NORFOLK, VA.

Royal Reds,

i

High-Class R. and S. C. RHIDB ISLAND
REDS. Large, handsome, hardy, vigorous,
profitable; ornament to any farm; the leading fowl in America; winners at leading
shows this year; bred to lay from quality
that wins.
Send your order now.
Bggs,
$2.50 to $5 per 15; (S per 100.
Strang, vlgoroua
Chicks. $3 per

16.

GEORGE W. SWEETING,

Mount

Locust

Poultry Farm, Sharon, Harford Co., Md.

Eggs) For 5alej;
Barred P. Rock and

S. C. R.
for ?1; 30 for J1.7B; 50 for J2.50.

I.

Reds;

My

U

B. P. R.

are good layers of large brown eggs.
Mrs. C. L. BLANTON, McDuff, V«.

Ko«e Comb

RHODE ISLAND RED
Eggs

from prize-winning stock for rale.
Utility stock, |1; fancy stock, $1.60 per Bitting each.
O. B. PETERSON, Pamplln City, Va.

Rhode Island Red

R.

C.

Eggs

for hatching, tl per sitting of
chickens raised on the farm.

other

Mrs.

JOSEPH

M.

HURT,

U.

N*

BlackstoBe,

Ta.

in March issue.
some very strong argu-

GAMES_

.__PIT

GHm^Reds, Black
Red Horses.
13

battles

November

and Hen,

They

THOMAS W. JARMAN,

set forth

favor of their make of fence.
Tt certainly seems plausible that a
fence made on a process by which the
wires are not cut must be stronger
and more serviceable than one In
which the wires are cut In the process of manufacture.
Their offer to ship the fence on 30
days' approval Is also of a nature to
inspire confidence. It is self-evident
that none but a high-grade article
could be sold on such a basis.

Red Cubans and

Devils,

Seven of these cocks have won
since

vertisement appears

ments

SINGLE-COMB

C.

8.

Rhode Island Reds

STEEL TESTED

Rhode Island Reds
Both Combs.

ROSE AND

MILLS.

The march

WINSTON, Hampden-Sldney,

C.

Stats Yice-Presldent National S. C. R.

[April,

$3

to

|4.

Eggs,

29,

1906.

Jl.SO

per

Yancey

Cock
sitting.

Mills,

Va.

in

POPLAR HILL POULTRY

FAIM
DR. H. H. LBB, Prop.,
R. F. D. 4, Lexington, Va.

S. L

WYANDOTTES

A few choice
Cockerels left.
Price, %1 to
11.26.
Best lot I ever had.
NO. Pullets. A few Hens to
make up trios. Eggs, :|sl per sitting of 1£.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
exclusively.

THE SOUTHEKN

1907.3

LACKS

B

Langshans

Black
Are

typical

Laagihtas
and

shape

size,
In
color.

MORE IMPOR-

TANT,

are

they

bred

for superior egg production.
Eggs from this famous
strain tl.BO per 15; ;2.7E

per

SO.

BLACK. TAZEWELL, VA.
Winner of more prizes on Langshans at
Virginia SUte Poultry Show than all other
exhibitors combined.

from

hatching
hlghacorlng
stock— my
best
winter layers— only $1.26
far IB, $2 for 30, or fS
tor 109.
Packed to ship
safely
anywhere.
De-

Silver
J.

W.
a.

Laced Wyandottes
Miller stock.

CHICHBSTER,
Oeorge

Eggi, »1 per K.
Aquaaco, PrlBO*

Md.

county,

SINGLE-COMB

BUFF 0!^PI^QTO^
Eggs

for

sale,

%1

tor

Satisfaction

16.

guaranteed.

DAVID W. LEAHY,

Mattoax, Va.

BUFr ORPINGTON EGGS
From

pure-bred stock; best chicken known;

sitting of IB, 75 cents;
of fifty.
Mrs. B. P.

U

-per 100; $2 for

WOOD,

Hewlett,

BUFF ORPINGTON

R.

Brown Leghorn Eggs

C.

loU

that

Virginia.

Qlenview Orpingtons
12.60

fertile

stock.

BUFFS EXCLUSIVELY.

you a setting of guaranteed
eggs from best matloga of the above
They will hatch tbe kind you want.
B. 3. HORNS, Keswick, Va.
will get

BUFF ORPINGTONS
—AND—
MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS,
Slity-one dozen eggs In January from o«r
pen of 50 Buff Pullets. Wc offer our
egga one-third cheaper thta season than last,
and our birds are better In every respect.
Price,
per 15. $1.75 per 30, tS per 100.
U. B. Turkey Eggs. t3 per 15.
Address, and make all orders payable to,
select

n

B.

O.

POULTRY YARD,
Rapldan,

says,

and especially to farmers. If
they would Invest a little money in an
Osgood scale, they could soon tell
whether they were feeding at a profit
or a loss. I speak from experience."
A pleased customer is our best adto all,

vertisement. One-half our scales are
sold every year by kind words spoken
to neighbors. There are good reasons

every

one

recommends

our

large white
or compound;
beam box. Many advantages over
others that we can tell you about if
you win write us. No advance in
Don't
price on account of trusts.
wait.
Osgood Scale Co., Binghamton.
you
paper.
If
this
N. Y. Mention
have a friend who is talking scales,
us.
it will pay you to talk with

R.

K.

D.

Box

XI,

Va.

Golden Bronze Turkeys
From winners

at Indianapolis, Cblcage and
Eggs,
per dozen.
Virginia State Fair.
Mrs. S. P. BADGETT, Route 1. FarmvUle,

M

VlrgUU.

EGGS
for

HATCHING
Now

the time to Order to got
the highest percentage of fertile eggs.
Barred, Buff and White Plymouth
Rocks; Single and Rose Comb Rhode
Island
Reds;
White
and
Sliver
Wyandottes; BufT and White Orpingtons; White, Buff and Brown Leghorns;
Silver
Spangled Hamburgs,
Light Brahmas and a few others, all
J1.50 per 15 or U per 60.
The White
Orpingtons are not Included at above
prices,
but
they
are
exhibition
matings and are $3 per 16.
Is

Incubator Chicks
At

15 cents each. The following kinds
will
be ready April 15th:
Barred

and
and

White

Plymouth

Rocks,

White

Brown Leghorns. Send orders
and have them shipped when

at once

ready.

Two

flna trios of

Ducks

at ;7.60
per dozen.

trio.

Rouen and Fekln
Duck Eggs, »2

Two White Holland Toms, 15-pound
and 20-pound birds, J4.60 and J5 each.
Few Bronze Toms
Hens,

M

each.

$4

at )6 each;
both kinds,

left

Eggs

of

per dozen.

The spring time issue of The Separator News, the big semi-annual publication of The Sharpies Separator
Company, West Chester, Pa., is now
being sent to readers.
The News consists of six pages
standard

newspaper

size.

Illustrated

and is packed full of facts
and information about Tubular separators and the dairy business a big
feature being the testimony of Tubu-

—

wlU

hatch good chicks, $1 for 15.
Mrs. MAY C. R. WOOD, R. 4, Peteraburs,

S. C.

Pa.,

in colors,

Va.

S. C.

And

Linesville,

double

"EAST TIHW"
From

Gee,

repairing. No sending of broken levers to factory at heavy expense.
Loops of forged Iron, steel-lined;
strong castings, heavy brass beams,

acrlptlTe circular free.
S. P. TODER, Denbigh,
Virginia.

MBS. W.

R.

"The scales I bought of you about a
year ago have proved very satisfacI have weighed a good deal of
tory.
stock for different parties and have
The
not heard a single complaint.
scales have paid for themselves since
I would recomend them
I got them.

scales. They are so simple they never
If they do, they
get out of repair.
con be easily fixed, as every part is
interchangeable. No loss of time in

SILVER LACtOWYAHDOTTES
exclusively.
Eggs
for

891

NOT A SINGLE COMPLAINT.
W.

why

(BaalneiB
Estab.
18S0.)
Choicest Pure-Bred

PLA^^TEK.

lar users.

The News

circulation for the pres-

ent Is eon.nnn conies, sent all over the
United States wherever dairvmen live
and the mailing out of which keens a
big force of people busily engaged for
a month. A postal renuest, addressed to The Sharnles Separator Co..
West Chester. Pa., will bring The
News to the home of those Interested
within the United States. Free.

Now
Service

buying
worth

Is

the

time

to

Rams for next
now you save

engage yonr
fall, and by
a

wool

clip

I
have
J3 to J5 per sheep.
Exhibition Rams for $35 each and
Choice
Rams,
either
Shropshire,
Southdown, Dorset or Oxfords for
J25 each If ordered now.
They are
all registered or eligible to registry.
Orders for Ewe and Buck Lambs
booked now and shipped when weaned.

VIRGINIA POULTRY SUPPLY CO.
Those wishing to raise a good percentage of strong, healthy chicks will
do well to write to the Virginia Poultry Supply Co. for catalogue of Prairie
State Incubators and Colony
Brooders.
This firm is composed of men who
have bred and raised pure bred poultry a number of years and understand
the wants of poultry raisers. They also sell a good line of chick feed and

—

poultry supplies. Write
literature.

them

for free

Berkshire, Chester White, PolandChina and Tamworth Pigs all ages.
Orders being booked for shipment
during April and May. Service Boars
and Bred Sows of all above breeds
except Tamworths.
Send orders at
once and they will be shipped when
wanted.

Address

JAMES

No. 1521

Mount Royal Avenue,

M.

H0BB3,

BALTIMORE, MD.

—
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MAKE READY FOR HARVEST.

THE THOROUGHBREDS
The three Rede

for sale.

Me km

Red

iis.

lilCMJ
Tlie Red Polled Herd |j hraded by U«
%*T*l Blooded Herodotiu welsbi •rer l,Mi
>*and« aad traces bl« lloeace U Btnrily Sact

—

laad.

Tbe lire at Priace Harrlrajut to*k »<
»nie at Duroct at St LouU la IStH.
Rhode laUad Red Chtckena—remarks^)* tei
tkeir

licta,
red coloring, tbe eooka baist
macalflceat la plumage.
Tbe ana •( tkSt
breed are large la size, flae color ael g—t
lavor.
Tbe cblcke are all bardr. vallfii
nature at aa early ac«.

Now

ready for market.

You owe it to yourself to consider
in time as to tiow your crop is to be
harvested. A little time given to considering tlie matter now will enable
you to be tully ready for grain and
grass cutting. You should have all
of your machines in the best of trim,
so you can go to work in dead earnest.
Getting ready tor harvest is the
most important thing after seeding.
You can't afford to have things go
wrong.
Delays on account ot Breakage are expensive and exasperating.
Machines that will not work right because of faulty manufacture are still
more exasperating.
It is money in the pocket of farmers to buy the best machines that can
be had. Particularly is this true with
machines that concern the hay and
grain harvest. This naturally calls to
mind the Champion, Deering, McCormick, Milwaukee, Osborne and Piano
binders, manufactured by the International Harvester Company.
There
are a half-dozen machines from which
choose You may be urged to buy
one or another, according to the local
agent you may happen to deal with.
A good many experienced farmers
think it makes but little difference
which one is selected. It is unquestionably true that no mistake can be
made by choosing any one of the six.
International agents are to be found
everywhere.
This is an important
consideration, particularly when you
take into consideration the necessary
repairs, which are matters that frequently require most urgent haste,
and which the local dealers make it

White Wyandottes
EGGS FROM TWO GRAND PENS.

$2.50 and $1.50 per

yards contain every first prize winner
Richmond, January, 1907. Also a number
the second and third winners.
A few
birds
for sale.

WALTON
Cit^

Address,

WHITE

pau'8 or

m,

Du'oc dsfsei

three
Trio,

Egg*.

me

Writ*

price*.—J(mN

for

,

-

•f

me.
the

HAT-

H.

»TELD, Harrlmaa, Tenn.

..... l|

_

White Hollaod Turkeys, buy egga from
Mine are ralrsed from prlie wlnnera U

larRest poultry ebows
weat.
Eggs. $2.50 for 10.
I also have a (Ine pen of

S.

C.

la

tko

Narth-

BUFF ORPINGTONS.

rt
yon want to raise aome beauties and
good big. soft ro.nsters, buy your eggs
here.
I will
spare a few sittings at
for IB
MRB. CAL HUSSELMAN. R. P. D 1 High;
land Springs, Va.

«

wTlifr

«'<')in

C. WHrrit LM5H0RN,
BUFF ORPINGTON AND
PLTMOUTH ROCK
ft.

Cockerels for sale.
Bggs In season.

W.

a.

EGGS!

Somerset,

Va.

IS FOR Jl; 100 FOR »4.
FRESH AND FERTILE.
GLAIRMONT POULTRY FARM.

R,

C.

B.
fl.

LEGHORNS

PETTUS, Clsmont. Va.
EGGS ro»» HATCHI^JQ
S.

Leghorns

B

C.

at

$1

NEWTON,

per

15.

Bo:t 171, Bennettavllle,

WITH FEW EXCEPTIONS.

see by the paper," observed one
of the young women, "that Mr. Blank,

the octogenarian, Is dead.
What on
earth is an octogenarian, anyhow?"
"I don't know, I'm sure," was the
reply, "but there's one thing certain—
they're a sickly lot of people.
You
never hear of one unless he Is dying."

— Lippincott's.

thompson "Ringlet" strain.
R»r~rt^P
Barred P. "n
Rocks, and the famous "nabeock
prize winning strain of R.
c. White
8

C

THE WORLD'S STAGE,
and

Rich-

Street,

WYANDOTTES.
tility

per

SO

One

month.

cent,

last

etaolca

pea

for sale.

H. B. ARBUCKLB,
MaiweltoB, W. Va.

PURE-BRED

EOas FOR HATCniNO
Toulouse Geese,
sitting

White
S.

n

J.

A.

of

pei

|2

7.

Wyandottes

C.

and

B. Mlnorcas,

per

15.

HICKS,

R. F. D.
Springs,
Vlrglala.

1,

Highland

Black Minorcas
Exclusively.

Eggs.

15,

Northup and Dugan

»1;

strain.

60,

$2.75

A few

100,

}6.

Cockerels

at $1 each.

EDGAR KLINE,

Mlddletown,

Va.

SCOTCH COLLI!" FOP SALE
"Pee Dee Minnie," about three years

light-golden

sable

with

markings.
to

beautiful

aid,

white

Very companionable and deroted
Sired by Champion WellesHope, No. 62623; dnm. "Shenaaga

children.

boume

Topsy." No.
E. C.

81375.

NEWTON, Box

Price, $15.
171, Bennettavllle, S. C.

your

town, get the catalogues,
make a study of them and then talk
to the agents about the machines you
will need.
The agents will have the
machines on hand to speak for themselves, and they will be able to answer all your questions.
in

"I

Eggs For Hatching
FOR

prepared for

seats.

Mrs. John F. Payne. Charlottesville,
Va.

ir,

fully

Wilton Lackaye says that while on a
down-town L train one morning recently he chanced to overhear portions of
an Interesting conversation between
two young women occupying adjoining

EGGS!!

Barred Plymouth Rock

W.

you are not

If

the coming harvest, look up one or
more of the local International agents

Turkey and Pekla Duok

B ARBOUR,

rrom Purc-Brpd

their business to look after.

SAUNDERS.

G.

West Main
mond, Va.

916

Eggs marked, recer4i
of
hens
furnished,
Duston strain, }2. Fer-

to

M

15.

My

at
of

the

great

actors

chiefly with Williams'

all
shave
Shaving Soap.

The Industrious Hen
15c
As

A YEAR

inducement to old
and new subscribers alike, we have
a special

arr.inged to send tlie Southern
Planter and The Industrious Hen,
Kno.-sville, Tenn., one year for
65 Cents.

We
011.3

recommend The

Hen

Induatri-

as one of the best poultry

pulilications in

tlie

South.

$1,000 in Cash Premiums to
Club Eaisers. Write for sample
copy and full particulars to The
Industrious Hen.
All

mailed

subscriptions

should

to

SOUTHEKN- PLANTER,
Richmond, Va.

be

THE SOUTHEEN PLANTER

1907.]

Registered Berkshire.
Dot,

If

as
of

should T

try

my

MORTGAGE LIFTING

— «—

»^BERKSHIRES,
the
large,
smooth,
vigorous,
qulck-maturlne
kind, the kind that^produce the most pork

from the least feed.
Write and get my prices on Pigs of March
and April farrow out of large and mature
sows, sired by Hunter of Blltmore III. and
Valaria — boars that could head any herd.
I
ship everything on approval.
My prices
are right. Address
D.

BARHART,

E.

gasoline engines manufactured by the International Harvester Company, are doing much in revoMany is the
lutionizing farm work.
place they are now employed where
formerly slow, laborious hand labor
had to be restored to. There Is hardly any limit to the times and places

The simple

OR

hogs as you

Nokesville, V«.

simple, so that farmers

CAN FURNISH

BERKSHIRE
breeding out of the
kred animals at reasonable prices.

A<dreas

Dn.

CHARLES

Proprietor,

belt

CANNADAT,

G.

Roanoke.

HIGHLAND FARMS
I have added to my
herd of PurcrBred
Berkshires Premier Hurricane 96540, bred to
BaroB Premier 8th 88885; Sunnvside Duchess
3d »780t, and Sallle Lee 39th $8432. Both bred

Baroa Duke 92d

to

tions

be

for spring

Send In reservaas they are sura to

SALB.
Mount Laurel,

Halifax County, Va.

OClYlVOlllIVCf eeedingly choi<.-'

P^

young boars for sale
by Imported Danes
field Tailor, 76490 and out of Biltmor
bred lows.
It will be hard to find be!
ter or cheaper stock

f\f\
A
DW/\i\0

HENKYWARDEN,

Frederickahnrg.VB

BERKSHIRES
IS.

OLIVER, Allen's Level. Va.
FOR SALH;—SHORTHORN CALVES. BOTH
T.

J.

Barred Plymouth Rock and Brown
Leghorn eggs, all at farmers' prices. Dr.
Walter Stuart, FarmvUle, Va.

sexes:

Berkshires
nice

stock,

five

Pure

Blltmore blood.
English breeding.

ROBERT HIBBERT,

to

months old.
American and

six

Best

Strine's Farm, Route
Charlottesville, Va.

with newspapers, with particular

at-

tention to circulations, which are
given In plain figures.
There are supplementary lists

all

DRTIGGIST THINKS CATTSTIC BALSAM TH'E: BRST.
Manchester, Va..

1,

Mav

The Lawrence-Williams

13, 1905.
Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio:
You will please send me the lithoT
graphs of the celebrated horses.

have

been

CATTSTIC

LARGE ENQLISH

Some

are not

LESLIE

D.

KLINE,

Vaucluso,

Va.

STERLING HERD
OF REGISTERED

Duroc-Jerseys

and Berkshires*
Va.

W. W^^TSOa, PettrsSurg,
REGISTERED

R

DUROC JERSEYS
Fine

lot

of

Pigs

of

both

sexes

prtcet

a*

"'lUustrat'eT catalogue of 26 leading varletJM
free.
of pure-bred fowls mailed

CLARENCE SHENK.

Luray. Va.

famworth Pigs
From Registered Stock

splling

Bluemont, Lomdoun Co., Va.

0.

1.C'sandPOlAHDCHIKAS.

monthB old.
Choice Pigs of both breeds. S
each. Can iii»U
.tJ8 each; 4 months eld, n
per pair.
Poland Chnas, no akin, at $12
MatSreS Bokrs
w/and^SL. Wyaaaotien
Buff Plymouth Rocks, S.
and S. C. B. Leghorns.
Write stating quantity wantea.
Vn.
Lexington,
& BUTTON,

^

time, and
own horses.
have It
the kind I have ever seen. I
J. C. PNRLLINGS.
now in stock.

STRANGE BUT TRUE.
"Why

is

a poodle on a frozen pond

like a "kiss?"

asked one bachelor

of another.

Please mention the Southern Planter.

"Because

it

Is doe-on-lce,

slangy friend.—Upplncott'B.

girl

said ner

r^^T"

,

ROBINSON

C.

Whiles.

Be^ks'S",

Large itraln

All ages mated not akin.
Bred sows,
i week plR«.

Servlee bears. GHerngey

poultry.
jalves, Scotch Collie pups and
for prices and free circulars.

^,..,..^0

p.

,
Pa.
HAMILTON. CochraPTlUe.CbaaterOo.ra.

r

Chester Whites

OOMBMTt.t'S

for a very long
have used it on some of my
of
It Is the hest thing

BALSAM

ot Fine

BREEDING.
VOLNKT OSBURN,

Registered

grand lot of Pigs, sired by Imp. Olenbam
Loyal and Topper's Model; two (-monthsold Boars, good enough to head any herd.
B. P. Rock and S. C. B. Leghorn Bggs,
per

DUROC-JERSIYS.
hava a few Gilts and Sows in pig and
for sale.
a few Young Boars of high class
booked
Now is the time to have your orderones.
It
You want good
for spring pigs.
does not pay to buy any other kind.
of Ohio Chief
We can furnish the blood You
(gold
Can
Him
If
Beat
(sold for J6.000),
for J3,000) and other noted winners.

We

of
class
daily newspapers, magazines and
each
of
map
colored
A
publications.
State is bound in the book. It also
contains for the first time the Adverespetisers' Telegraph Code, compiled
and
cially for the puhlisbing interests
Piling a long-felt want in this direc-

A

&

Hopeiide, Va.

about

ANGORA GOATS FOR
Proprietor,

WHITTAKER,

A.

S.

There is no end of information
newspapers in the American
Newsnaper Annual (published by N.
W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, $5 net),
the 1907 editon of which is Just out.
Catalogued in simple, tabulated form
are the facts one needs In dealing

good.

Madison Square Garden prize wlnnlns
S.
C.
White Leghorn Eggs, 13 for $1.
Barred Plymouth Rock Eggs. 15 for (1.

W. H. DORIN,

who

sold.

AYER'S ANNUAL.

92000.

Pigs,

all

cohol as well as gasoline, and, therefore, are destined to be run cheaply.
They can be bad in many sizes, such
as can easily be moved from place to
place, and are especially adapted to
li?ht work.
'Local International agents can supplv catalogues and give particulars
about these engines. If you need
power or want to post up on power
questions, call and take up the question with them.

Spring Pigs
finest

Orders booked now for May delivery of
choice Duroc Pigs from prize-winning slrea
and dams. Bred GilU and serviceable Bonn

supposed to be mechanics could run
them. The I. H. C. engines quickly
made the tread mills and the oldfashioned horse powers a thing of the
past. I. H. C. engines furnish an economical power because they use little
They can be adapted to use alfuel.

ROANOKE, VA.

the

Duroc-Jerseys.

where power of some kind can be used
on the farm. With the perfecting of
gasoline engines a long step was taken toward lightening of farm burdens.
With the perfecting of the I. H. C.
engines, the farm power problem was
These engines
completely solved.
were made not only reliable, but also

raleium court farh,

Of

SALT POND HERD

About Farm Power.

THE MORTQAQE LIFTER

Do you make
much money out

893

Best

Pigs for spring deon earth.
Pair l,2oO-pound Mares, good one*;
Coach Horse. Address
WISECARVER, Rustburg, Va.

hog

livery

foal to $4.50n

in

S

M.

PIGS
S'LECTED BERKSHIRE Berkshire

Four of the finest Registered
° •
Boar Pigs I have ever seen. By '"o/
akin).
Chief" out of "World's Queen' (notHere u
Both direct from Imported stock.
chsnre to Improve your herd. Reaoj

vour
for immediate delivery. »6 each.
G HUNDLEY, Dog and Chicken Pamcler.

W

CALLANDS, VA.

THE SOUTHERN
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WHY RAISE DARK SKIN
HogB

villus are
J«at oa easy and look ao
rnaeh nloar? O. I. C. ta
tbe hoc to ralaa.
MICHIB, C^rlatUarlUa, Va.
wtaea

Southdown Sheep
anl ESSEX PIGS

A

few Choice £we8; also a Dumber of
Januarr aad Febntanr Lambs for Juna and
early July dtllvery.
A number e( Pigs for

March aod May delivery.
U e. JONES, TobacceTllIe,

N.

C.

JACK FOR SALE
•wtng

to a change
ta
line of buslaess,
DOW offer
I
tor
sale
my fine

my

FTVE YEAR
JACK.
He
eoal

black,

OLD
a
stands
Is

14H hands, weighs
about too
pounds;
has good bone, and
plenty

ef

J

quality.

He U guaranteed

be a sure breeder, and
If
well handled will pay for himself this
season.
For further information write or
•all on
d
J. W. BCCHANNAN, Taiewell, Va.
to

^J

JACKS. JENNETTS. STALLIONS
n Jacks at Newton, Kan.; 70 Jacks, 3t
Jenaetts. 10
Trotting, 30
Saddle aad 10
Pacing Stallions at Lexington, Ky.
are In the greatest breeding district
la the world for Mammoth Jacks, Saddle
and Harness Horses, and have the grandest
lot to show you of any firm In the country.
It Is to your Interest to Inspect our stock
before
buying.
Write for catalogue or
come to see us.
J. P. COOK & CO.. Lexington, Ky.
Branch

We

Bara,

Newton, Kan.

KENTUCKY JACK FARM.
A nae

lot af Big, Black,

Kentucky

Well-Bred
Jacks:
Bpanlsb

also
Imported j
Jacks,
per-'
senally selected by me
frem the best breed of
Jacks In Spain. I furalsh
a
certificate
of
pedigree with each Imported Jack.
Come to
see me or write for
prices. I can please yon.
JOB E. WRIGHT, Junction City,

JACK

s^Jo

Ky.

ALEXANDER.

No. 1987 A. B. A. of J. and J. HighlyBred Registered Kentucky Black JACK with
white points: IB. 2 hands: weight. 950 poundsbroad, flat bone; Ideal conformation; good
middle; big. well-formed feet.
Mules cost
lees to raise and sell higher than
horses
why not breed to the best Jack la Virginia
and make money?
'^'"™»

CLARENCE

m^^FZ"^."^
PETTIT,
Elko, Henrico County. Va.
Pollard

'""O™

Farm.)

HAVE THE
IN

FINEST

(Old

JACKS

THE WORLD

and the gr ate^tvarle
ty to select from.
I
will alw sell yon a>

t

I

jgood Imp->rted hones

ai ever crossed the ocat prices from 1706
toJIOOO. Wrltoforcitf
laloirae.
1

,

;--^

OodarBapldi Jack Fana,

W. L. DKCLOW,
Cedar Kaplds, Iowa.

PLAIs^TER.

[April,

Get All the Value out of the Manure.

The figures on the waste of manure
Necessarily,
annually are startling.
the estimates are somewhat in the
rough. But if any one will stop to
consider the waste on his own premises, from various causes, he must
see that the figures, in the aggregate would be appalling.
One of the greatest of all the wastes
is in the way the manure is applied
The common method is
to the land.
to haul it out and either attempt to
spread it with a fork at once, or to

To do his best, a horse
needstbe,vbolefood value
of hi3 ration. To produce
ae»b aod mUk Ibb is also
true. In r heavy fed animal only aV'Ut balloftbe
food Is usua !v digested, in

it

It Is

(M.D..D.V.S.)lnc

oft in piles and then spread
on when leisure is found.
Just remember that plant life can
only take its nourishment in liquid
form, and the waste by this method
of manuring is apparent. It falls from
the fork in piles and lumps. Then it
dries, and when a rain comes, the ferelement is largely washed
tilizing
away. Scarcely half of it enters the
soil to enrich it or to nourish immediately growing plants.
Contrast this with spreading manure by machines. Take either the
Corn King or the Clover Leaf Manure
Spreader, manufactured by the InterThe
Harvester Company.
national
spreader turns the manure apart and
spreads it tTiln and evenly. There
are no lumps to waste. Every par-

throw

animal

^thrifty

it

tbo powers of digeetu

and assimilation and
makes every pound of grain yield i
lar^r amonnt of protit than is \>ot

later

\\'l(bout it, besides curing the
minor slock ailments. When we rempmberitisnotlhefijod consumed but
thefooddigePtcdtbHt produceethe profit,
we comprehend the neceesily for tunica

sibie

Professors

and

all

Quitman Wioslow.

tlie

leoommend

leaMin.;

mefliral

Fli.lay

Dun

auUtorUioo

the bitter tonics ta

DBHESS
STOCK Fi^D
for ImprorlBg digestlOD, Iron for the blood,
nitrated for expelling poisonous material
from Ibeerstem and besides it is
6<rfd on a Written CiiiArant«&

$5.00)t.«*pt'-t^"»*«

100 lbs.

of its fertilizing contents is in
condition to enter and enrich the soil.
The plant roots can lay hold of it at
The results are immediate.
once.
The future benefits to the land are
ticle

also

many

sligfat

Where Dr. Bess Stock Food differs in partiealar Is in the dose— ii'g Buiall and fed bat
twiireaday. which proves it lias the most digestive strentnh to the T.onnd. Our GoTernrnent
recognizes Dr. Hefs 8t<H-k FckmI as a medicinal
tonic and this paper is back of the guarantee.
If your dealer cannot snpply yon, we wilL

fold greater.

There is hardly a more useful farm
machine to-day than one of these I.

DR. HESS

A CLARK, Ashland, Ohio.

AiBo Manofactorera of Dr. Hess Fooltry

They are
H. C. manure spreaders.
very similar except in the matter of
apron.
The Com King is a return
apron; the Clover Leaf Is an endless
apron spreader.
RTiich one to buy Is a matter of
InternaLocal
preference.
special
tional dealers, who are found in most
give
the
argutown,
are
able
every
to
ments in favor of each, respectively,
merother
and to explain fully their
its. Catalogues and other printed matter may also be had from these agents,
giving detailed information.

Pan-a-ce-a and liiftant
Loose kUier<

t^'^^^

DORSETS
We

THE VALUE OP BASIC SLAG.

adruice.

have some

of

tlia

we have ever offered.
before they are all sold.

that

best Ram Lamke
Better order .a*

Can spare a tav
Fertilizer for Grass Lands.
young Ewea.
Field experiments have demonstrated the fact that the phosphoric acid J. E. WING ft BROS., Mectaanlcsburg. Ohl..
in basic slag is not confined so close
and rigidly with the lime as the ordinary phosphate of limt; hence, fertilizing constituents are more easily
available as plant food.
The most suitable soils for the application of basic slag are heavy,
Offerings
stiff clay soils, as It makes them more
It has
friable and more easily tilled.
Several 15-U Grade Angus Bull OaWaa
benefit
in
very
greatest
proved of the
ready for service will make fine bulls lor
Improvement of poor pasture grading up a herd.
the
Several Registered Angus Bull ani Heltw
lands.
An application of six hundred
to one thousand pounds to the acre on
S. L. Wyandotte Eggs, $1 for 16; Wyaasecond-class grass lands Is quickly fol- dotte Cockerels, H each.
lowed by an Increase of white and red
W. M. WATKINS ft SON, Baxa, Va.

As a

Cottage Valley
—
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MILKtNG

SHORT HORNS
Por

farmers'

at

sale,

prices,

a few choice

BULL CALVES, four to six montlu old.
SOHI TORKSHraB PIGS NEXT MONTH.
WHITE LEGHORNS.
JAMES

HOGB &

M.

SON,

HAMILTON, LOUDOUN COUNTY, VA.

clover and a sweetening of the herbage, which is a matter that has not
received the attention that it deserves
in our Atlantic seaboard States, such
as is accorded to it in England and

Germany.
In Germany, basic slag has gradually taken its place as one of the most
important and valuable aids In agriculture.
The Mark Lane (England)
Express says: "The world's consumption of basic slag
(Thomas phosphate) annually is about two million
five
hundred thousand tons, Germany using nearly one million three
hundred thousand tons.
The yield
to the acre from grass land in Ger-

many has

Wiiiow Glen Short Horns
Herd

headed

by

Prince Albert,
106212, second prize Junior Bull Calf
tt the Chicago International, 1903.
My show herd, with thirteen entriee
at the Virginia State Fair, won twelve
arst (including three championship)
and flye second prizes.
Amount of
premiums eight hundred and fourteen
dollars ($814.00).

For

some

sale,

fine

Toung Cows and
Youag

Heifers, and also a nice lot of
Bulls ready for service.

Write me what you want or cwn*
and see my herd.
DR. D. M. KIPPS, Front Royal, Va.

SHORTHORN BULLS
Two

—viz.:

Bulls of quality, only $400

Im-

"Lancaster Fame" 214717.
Tuberculin tested and a sure getter of good calves.
"Fine Goods," by the twice world's champion, "Choice Goods," calved September 1*.
1906.
Smooth, thick furry coated roau of
ported

great promise.

Brown Leghorn and B. P. Rock Eggs at
per 100; $50 per 1.000. Farm range flocks.
Pektn Ducks, $8 per 100; $75 per 1.000. White
Wyandotte, Black Langshan, Black Mlnorcas,
Light Brahmas and White Leghorns. Mammoth Bronze and White Holland Eggs at
$6

$L50 ts $2 the sitting.

BURKE'S GARDEN CATTLE COMPANY,
Burke's Garden. Va.

WELL-GROWN.

Short Horn Bull
Calvee

for

CalTCs,

six

In

order to

H.

sale.

I

months

offer

old,

make quick
C.

two

Registered

at farmers'

prices.

sale.

EBERLY,

Elko,

Va.

TlioToag:ttbs-ed

Horses

AND SHORTHORN CAHLE,
Pure Soutlido-wti Staetp

and
Fo« 8a«.

Berfesliire Piffs.
R.

J.

HANCOCK &

SON,

Chablottbbvilli,

FO

R S

Va

ALE

Registered Jersey Bull, three
years eld. Also a nice lot of Berksblres of
Satisfaction guaranteed
excellent breeding.
refunded.
or money
RIVER VIEW DAIRY FARM, C. M. Bass,
Proprietor. Rice Depot. Va.

A

T«ry

increased

nearly one-fifth

since the application of basic slag became general in that country."
Owing to the small margin of profit
on each ton of basic slag, the price of
which ranges from sixteen to eightteen dollars a ton, but very little has
been advertised for sale.
Notwithstanding the immense production in

Europe, but comparatively little has
found its way to the leading cities of
the Atlantic seaboard.
For information, it will probably be best for all
who wish to test the merits of basic
slag to apply to the leading seedsmen
in our Eastern cities, in order to ascertain the address of the importers.
Prof. William P. Brooks, director of
the

Hatch Experiment

my

devoted to agriculture is such that
you think it will be valuable here.
"We have been using basic slag now
for about five years on old mowings
on part of our campus, which have
not been broken up in some cases for
more than twenty years. The character of the herbage improves from year
to year.
They gave two of the best
crops the past season that I have
ever seen on them. The proportion of
both white and red clover tends to
increase from year to year. The crop
is large even where we have not applied anything supplying nitrogen for
a considerable number of years, but
an application of nitrate of soda in
connection with a mixture of about

of potash gives a rather
able crop."

Messrs. A.

S.

Hereford
Cattle
FOR SALE.
Mature

Bulls,

Two Year Old

Bulls,

Yearling Bulls,
Bull Calves.

Station, says:

"Many thanks for calling
attention to the articles in Mark Lane
'Express.'
I do not regularly see this
paper. I shall be glad it you will let
me know whether the amount of space

five hundred pounds of slag and one
hundred and fifty pounds of sulphate

tLLERSLIE FARM-

395

more

profit-

W. M.

Lee ftSon

Breeding Cows,
(With

calf at foot, or in calf.)

Yearling Heifers,
Heifer Calves.

Parties

wishing to start

foundation herds can find here
six or

more good cows and a

bull not related to them.

Prices

as

low

as

any

quoted in America for cattle

K.

Co., Rich-

mond, Va., call our attention to the
foregoing article and suggest the advisability of our farmers using Basic
Slag more extensively. This firm has
long been Importers of it and would
correspont with Interested
like
to
parties.

of equal quality.

Murray Boocock,

fine

A neat Binder for your back numbers can be had for 30 cents. Address
our Business Department.

Keswick, Va.

M6
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REGISTERED
Holstein=Friesian
OatUa; best batter producing stralni; pur*

JKR8EY CATTLE, CHB8TBR WHITB
BBRKSUIRE. JERSEY RED H008 aa4 al
the LEADING BREEDS OP SHEST, alw
DUCKS, POULTRY and TURKEYS.
Write for my prices.
W. R. SELLECK. HantlBftea Harbor, L.
bred

)

6R0VE FARM,

Brooklandville, Md.

GUERNSEYS.
Tlmonlom aod Bacars

First Prize Herd at

tawB,

lid.. 1905;

Fair;

first

Allentown.

Uchmand,

Va.,

herd at Maryland StaU
Trenton, N. J., aad

Pa.;
1S06.

BULLS ONLY FOR SALE.

OU^ BERKSHIRES
were not beaten
•e!d

the

In

1(05 and 1M<. and w<
under year boar aad
Rlchmoad. 1S««.

prize

first

BEder year sow

at

JAMES McK. MERRYMAN,
R.

CockeysTllle, Md.
Telephone and Telegraph, 43-K, Towson,
P.

O.

F.

D.

Md

THOROUGHBRED
Berkshire Boars,
Jersey Bull Calves,
Dorset Buck Lambs.
«

FLYINS FOX

sire of f^alves,

who

Flying Fox

ale

son

tbt!*,

sold for t7.500 at

The Southern Railway has particulars from various points along its line
in eight Southern btates concerning
opportunities for different industries.
Last year was a record breaker in
agricultural returns, and 1907 promises a continuation of good crops. The
success attending all forms of indus-

ENGLISH, CeDtreyiUe, Md.
BEVON HKRD. HAMPSHIREDOWN FLOCl
F. T.

XSTABLISBID IMO.

1884.

DEVON CATTLE
BULLS AND HEIFERS,
HAMPSHIRE DOWN SHEEP,
RAMS AND EWES.
ROBERT J. FARRER, Orange, Va.

fine

Cows and

Also Grade Hereford

Individuals.
Heifers.

STUBBS, Valley Front Farm,

C.

Sassafras,

GIsucester County,

Va.

RED POLLED CATTLBr
POLAND-CHINA HOGS,
DORSET SHEEP,
Mammoth
Turkeys.

Bronze

and

White

First prize fowls.

ARROWHEAD FARM.

Holland

Eggs.

Samuel

B.

Woods,

Proprietor, Charlottesville, Va.

Holstein and

Jersey

Heifers, high grade and registered, for sale

oa liberal terms.

An unusual
Boderate

Four

to

six

months

old.

opportunity to get the best at

prices.

Apply at

BaLFIBLD DAIRY FARM,

once to
Belfleld,

the
Va.

DARE, a62,
Chester Dare, NoN.

IN STtTD

CHESTER TIME,

Zllt.

Chester Dare, No.

0»—

S.

H.

B.,

by

A.S.

H.

R.,

hj

A.
10.

10.

SADDLE STALLIONS FOR 8ALB.

Fine

HIGGINBOTHAM

—

46,

Havana,

111.,

Box
as extensive manuCo.,

facturers of wide, tired steel wheels
with the groove tire, are doing great
service to the public highways in
maintaining a smooth road where
their wheels are used.
These low
wheels add to the comfort of the
workmen and reduce the draft for the
team.
The wide tiers close up the
ruts in the road and avoid cutting up
the meadow sod. These wheels may
be put on any ordinary wagon so that
the expense of their use Is not con-

HARNESSING SCIENCE.
Kansas

credited with the latest
of science to every day
Alfalfa is adding millions of dollars to the wealth of the
State.
It balances the corn ration in
a wonderful way, and. with the enormous corn crops, and the big yields of
alfalfa,
prosperity seems about to
compel every farmer to travel In its
company. The one serious drawback
and source of loss conies from the
bloating of the cattle on the alfalfa
pasture. In this respect alfalfa is as
bad as. If not worse than, red clover.
is

application

farm

affairs.

was a Kansas farmer who solved
the problem. He learned of the Murphy button, a surgical device, consisting of a tube used In stomach
troubles,
provide
an
to
opening
throueh the side Into the stomach.
He had one of these buttons Inserted
In the side of each cow In the herd,
and In the tiibe he placed a cheap tin
It

Fairfax,

Va.

FOR SALE
A

reliable

worker everywhere and a

goo<d

mare is of our own
and will be sold cheap,
quality and breeding considered.
W. M. WATKINS & SON. Saie, Va.
mare.

brood

This

raising, is well bred

PUREBRED
PercHeron Stallions
Mares
C.

and

Fillies

for

sale

ALEXANDER &

A.

at

all

times.

Harrlston.

CO..

Augusta county, Va.

Walnut

Hills

Herd

Aberdeen Angus Cattle
OalTss, 3
J.

The Havana Metal Wheel

BROS.,

Young Mare

One Flve-Year-Old Sorrel
Mare,
witk
white stripe In face and white ankles behind.
Height, 15'4; weight. 1,050 to 1,10(L

—

Hereford Cattle
Seroral young, Pure-Bred Registered Bulls
for sale at farmers' prices.
Excellent strain

WU>LIAM

—OFFER SERVICES

abundant. The South has forests of
useful woods, veins of coal and iron
ore, beds of clay and cement materials, vast deposits of building stones
and marbles, and almost unlimited
water power. There are openings for
wood, cotton, wool, leather and iron
working plants, canning factories, cold
storage concerns, repair shops and
mills of various kinds, as well as mercantile houses.
Persons looking tor
investments or locations for manufacturing
plants in
many instances
where local capital can be secured to
share in the enterprize, or for farm
lands, orchards, gardens, etc. will
please write M. V. Richards, Land
and Industrial Agent Southern Railway, Washington, D .C, and they will
be given prompt attention.

siderable.

and

QAITED SADDLE HORSES,
VfADISON

Horses
boarded
and
pastured.
Saddla
Horses worked and galted by competeat

1«04.

MTABLISHKD

—BREEDERS OF—

•!

AI] stock in best of condition asr
[Qarsnteed as represented.

Farm,

Chantilly

enterprises is being felt everyin the South, and there is
strong desire in each community to
secure its share.
Raw material is
trial

where

GooMi

the

[Aprfl^

OPENINGS IN THE SOUTH.

month! old and up,
P.

THOMPSON.

for sale.

Prop., Orange.

Va.

Aberdeen Argus Cattle
N. B. UPP,

RAINSDORO, OHIO.

FERGUSON

Peach Seeder
removes seed and bitterness from
and freestone peaches, leaving fruit
whole and unbroken. Also cores tomatoes.
A household necessity. Send 25 cents to
Rapidly
cling

FERGUSON PEACH SEEDER COMPANY,
Owensboro, Ky., and receive one by mall.
Salesmen wanted.
Don't wait fer aeeson.
Send now.

whistle.
WTien the cows hare been
in the alfalfa long enough to let bloats
ing begin, the gas escaping through
the button blows the whistle, which
calls the dogs to drive the cows out
of the field, and the lives of the valuable animals are thus saved.

ALVA AGHB.
KNIFE OR AXE.
girl knew a thing or
table etiquette.
So she
scornfully as she said, "It's
not our custom to serve a knife with
pie."
"No?" remarked the patron,
in surprise. "Then bring me an axe.'

The waiter

two

about

sniffed

FOR
A REASON
—

IT.

The Lady. "Yes. I advertised for
a cook. Have you any references?"
did
ma'am.
Oi
Applicant. "No
have, but 01 tore thlm up."

—
The Lady. —"Why, how foolish!
Applicant. — "Yez wouldn't be after

thinkln' so, ma'am.
thlm."

If

yez had seen

THE SOUTHE EN PLANTER.
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Want

Ads.

897

EGGS ,FOR HATCHING FROM THE BEST
strain of M. B. Turkeys and B. P. R
Fowls:
fresh,
Paris,

DO

IT NOW"— SEND A POSTAL FOR
"Family Medical Guide." Rlchmon<
Homoeopathic Pharmacy, 601 East Main
Richmond, Va. See ad. elsewhero,

our

M. B. Turkey Eggs, guaranteed
15 B. P. R. Eggs, $1.
J. Edge
Red Hill, Va.
13

$3;

Street,

and figures count as one word.

Initials

minimum

oests

Reds and Barred Plymouth Rocks.

Cash with order.

cents per word.

2

W« WILL SELL ALL OUR PURE-BRED
"Plymouth liock" Homing Pigeons very
dieap, as we Intend giving up this

We
AH

hmnch

of our business.
will sell In
lots of ten pair or more ; wouid prefer
t» »ell all to one party.
are well
and in perfect heaitii and breed-

ated

GREAT
acquainted

OF

DISPOSE

GOOD

100

Breeding Birds — 50 Brown Leghorn Hens,
White or Buff Leghorns. 25 White
88
Plymouth Rocks. Eggs for hatching; 25
Tarieties of standard-bred fowls.
Catalocne free.
Enclose stamp for price of
stock.
C. L. Shenk, Luray, Va.

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS, WISCONais and Indiana first prize winners.
Hens,
score, 95% to 96%; weigh, 20 to 25 pounds.
Bred to 1906 hatch Tom, "MIchigaD King,"
weighs 30 pounds. Pullets, 16 to IS pounds,
bred to 2-year-old first prize Tom. scoring

Eggs now

H, ky Prank Heck.
$S

per

Kt«a,

$10 per 30.
BIulI City, Va.
15,

per 9,
Raleigh John-

Mrs.

$3.50

S.

OWN

DON'T YOU BUILD YOUR

Incubators and brooders
Any one can
do it with our free plans. Here's a chance
t« start a profitable business with little
capital.
Send a poFtal to-day and see the
freat possibilities we offer.
H. M. Sheer
C«mpany, 164 Hamp Street, Qulncy, 111.

IH-ACRB GRAIN, FRUIT, TRUCK, POULFarm, nicely

located, five miles from
buildings, good land; 1,000
peach trees, apples, pears, cherries, plums,
all bearing;
farm Implements, stock, 150
<diickens; all for $4,500.
Free catalogue.

try

Mllford:

good

Hammond, Real

Charles M.

Estate Broker,

Mllford, Del.

PBKIN DUCK EGGS, FROM PRIZE WINRichmond State Fair, $1 for 12;
White and Barred Plymouth Rock Eggs
»er« at

See my ad on page 1007 (De•omher) about Berkshires.
Thomas S.
White, Lexington, Va.

»t $1 for 15.

WANTED—TO
Medical
South

SEND

Guide"
free.
501

Pharmacy,
mond. Va.

to

OUR

every

"FAIUILY

farmer

in

the

Richmond
Homoeopathic
East Main Street, Rich-

RHODE ISLAND RED

C.
sitting of

and

Kentucky

Jack,

General,
koth first prize winners, will stand at
Forest- Mares from a distance will be well
taken care of.
Address Elkton Stock
Farm, Forest Depot, Va.

PHA FOWLS— ONE PAIR OF FINE ONES.
Priee. ti-

From

EGGS,

Spe-

prices on lots for incubators.
Rose Poultry Farm, Miss Cornelia
mack, Golddale, Va.

Cam-

each.

$1.50

per

White
E.

F.

15;

$6,50

FOR

per 100:

Miss Isabella Burnet, Trevlllans,

Leghorns
Will
per

Minorca. Buff Leirhorn. $1 per 1.^, S.5 per
100 5 Wyandotte and 10 Black Minorca
Cockerels, ,$1 each. N. M. White, R. F. D,,
1, Preston, Va.
;

SALE

and
For

qualities.

apply

H.

LAROB BNGLTSH BERKSHIRES. CHOICE
on«»

Kilts;

also

Bmbden

vllle.

some

extrri

Geese.

good fall boars;
Morse, Farm-

or

SINGLE-COMB BUFFF ORPINGTONS FOR
sale— Cocks. $1; Pullets. 75 cents and
Eggs, 75 rents per sitting.
Mrs. E.
Hewlett, Va.

$1.

P.

Wood

LARGE IMPROVED YORKSHIRES— T CAN
now

furnish Weanling Pies,
Gilt fhrcd).
Satlsfaptinn
(ready for service).
guaranteed.
W. E. Stlckley, Strasburg,
Va.

Boars

C.

and Barred Plymouth Rocks.
eggs from these birds at 76 cent*
M. Bass, Rice Depot, Va.

C.

75 cents for 15.

WHITE

LECJ-

John Mc-

BI'LL

Calves by Rex Premier by Dandy Rex.
twice champion bull of America, out of
Beau Donald cows. Address Elkton Stock
Farm. Forest Depot, Va.

B.

J.

Hughson, R.

F. D.

1.

Louisa, Va.

WANTED— ONE OR TWO GOOD FARM
Good wages

hands.

men.

Also

be paid

will

woman

white

a

Drewrv's

Grieve.

to suitable
to cook. Robert

Va.

Bluff,

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE— EVANS' TWO.
Horse Corn Planter, Hancock Disc Plow.

new Closed Family
Fredericksburg.

ORCHARD
Raised
McGill

In

&

A. 0. Mays.

Carriage.

Va.

GRASS

SEED

FOR

SALE—

Upper Fauquier county, Virginia.
furnished,
$1,50
per
Son, The Plains. Va.

bushel.

FROM PURE-BRED ROSE-COMB
Rhode Island Reds. $1.50 per sitting. Mlsi
Lizzie G. Smith, R. F. D., Wellville, Va
SPLENDID VARIETY WHITE FLINT
EGGS

Seed Corn; shells six bushels to barrel, at
P. A. Holland, Cartersvllle, Va
$1 bushel.
I

HAVE BUYERS FOR LARGE IMPROVED
farms.

Send description promptly.

Evans,

Guinevs,

FEW

SITTINGS

spare; $1
peper. Va.
to

WHITE

S.

H.

Va.

L.
sitting.
S.

WYANDOTTE EOOB
F.

WYANDOTTES;

B.

Scott,

Cul-

CELEBRATED

Duston strain: first prize winners; 15 «gg»
Sunnyslde Farm. JnnesvlUe. Va.

$1.

WANTED—TWENTY-FIVE
red or gray.
n.

HEREFORD

$1.2t.

BROWN

SINGLE-COMB BLACK MINORCA EGGB,

Piatt

or springers; must be e-ond milkers
Jerseys.
F. W, Meyer. Norfolk. Va.

SALE— TWO

for

15

S. C.
Pullets, Blltmore strain.
Ilwaine, Sutherland, Va.

Va.

WANTED- TO BUY FRESH MILK COWS

FOR

S.

horn

RIDTNG

:

description and
price
Walters. Warrenton, N. C.

sell
15.

Samples

—MAGNIFICENT
driving mare
excellent

FOR

sale;

Va.

FOR SALE— THIRTY

BLACK

WYANDOTTE.

Rosena,

HANDSOME LOT OF

A

also

Wyandotte Cockerels,
Watson, Box 133, Rich-

mond, Va.

EGGS — WHITE

CENTS PER

PIGS,

WYANDOTTES — EGGS
i

75

ORPINGTON AND

B.
for

C.

S.

Rock Eggs

P.

B.

Pox Hounds and Pups, Fox Terriers (rat
dogs); SO Brown Leghorn Eggs, $1. $3.25
per 100: 15 Barred Roi-k Egegs $1. $5 per
100.
J. D. Stodghill. Shelbyville, Ky.
$1.25

Wyckoff's

John Garth,

—

sale

three

$4.

PURE-BRED

good Laying Chickens— common hens or
any other variety for laying and killing
Mrs. Clara Meyer, R. F.
purposes only.
D. 2, Norfolk. Va.

for

EGGS,

yearling hens and one cockerel,
strain; best layers.
Mrs.
Liner, Tuscola, N. C.

15;

Nevada

WANTED-TO BUY SEVERAL THOUSAND

WHITE

LEGHORN

W.

C.

S.

one Grade Red Poll Cows; also nine Duroc
Jersey Sows and some Pigs; also Boar one
Farm in North Carolina. Adyear old.
dress A. F. Dresel, Nelson, Va.

FREE PRICE LIST OP YORKSHIRE

AND

INCUBATORS

Brooders, In good condition, for sale at ft
figure.
G. F. Poindexter, Greenlee, Va.

low

AND

REGISTERED

PETALUMA

SOME

Wild

cial

FOR SALE— EIGHT

PRESS,

small saw mill: must be In good
order and cheap.
Address, with particulars, R. Stephenson, Box 62, Alexandria,
Va.
also

PER

$1

pure-bred fowls.

15.

See ad. elsewhere.

OUR IMPORTED PERCHERON STALLION,
Maximum,

VERY

choice Registered Guernsey Bull Calves,
nine months of age. well grown, of fine
quality and from the best dairy strains,
M.
prices.
G.
for
sale
at reasonable
Wallace, Falmouth, Va.
3.

WANTED— A GOOD POWER HAY

W.,

J.

SALE—TWO

FOR

A

dairying

Address Miss M.
poultry.
A. L. Depot, Manchester, Va.

hatching,

WHY

FOR

and

GUERNSEYS

help your stock; have 6 good breedclose $2 each.
Catalogue free. Eggs
from prize matlngs.
F. S. BulllngtOB,
Richmond, Va.

Thoroughly

farming,

Address

will
ors;

Plymouth Rock

to Invest.

truck

with

a furnished farm on shares.
Colby, Dorset, Va.

A.

Virginia.
In
Va., State Vice-

OPPORTUNITY

farmer with capital

Rock Club.

WANTED—TO

Rock

Plymouth

H. Kirk, Herndon,
President American Buff
Club.

Vice-President

WORK

work

WHITE ORPINGTON COCKERELS; THBT

breeder

A.

L

rr>R RENT OR FOR
ON SHARES—
.4 good dairy and truck farm, near splendid
market for all dairy and farm products:
•tatlon, post-olllce, express clice. church
snd school on farm: excellent neighbor
hcod: a bargain for the right man.
Apply to Oak Hill Stock and Dairy Farm.
Wenonda, Va.

WANTED—A GOOD MAN OR FAMILY TG

WANTED—THE NAME OF EVERY BUFF

Island View Poultry Farm, Wake, Va.

State

(no Angoras) for browsing
purposes only; must be cheap.
F. W.
Meyer, Norfolk, Va.

cellent breeding, $5 each; also a few Boars
Evergreen
and Sows ready for service.
Farms, W. B. Gates, Prop., Rice Depot. Va

Cock (IH2 pounds),

Herndon, Va.,

common Goats

FOR SALE— BERKSHIRE PIGS OF EX

BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS— BUFF ROCK

Kirk,
Bute

WANTED—TO BUY A CAR LOAD OF

Eggs, 75 cents; 100, $4.. John M. Berryman, Churcbland, Norfolk county, Va.

ing continually.
They are beauties, and
we guarantee satisfaction, having supplied many of the most successful squab
raisers.
Write at once for information.

solid buff tall, mated
t« six solid colored pullets.
Eggs, $3 per
15; fifth cock (9^4 pounds) at the recent
Washington Show, mated to six standard
weight exhibition pullets, $2 per 15: utility
standard weight females, mated to nugget
cockerels, $1 per 16, $5 per 100.
A. H.

Fifteen

COCKERELC

Miss Isabella Burnet,

best strains, $1 each.
Trevlllans, Va.

Extra

guaranteed.

Satisfaction

stock.

26

charge.

WYANDOTTE

WHITE

ROSE AND SINGLE-COMB RHODE ISLAND
B«te

f.

o.

W. Marrow.

PEKIN

DUCKS- A

voune Drr>kea

LIVE

F0XB8,

Bullock. N. C. Addrosi
Bullock. N. C.

b.

FEW EXTRA

FINB

for sales; $5 each.
Mlat
Matilda FItzhugh. DnMln. Va.
___^
(OTTTFTR WANTS ON NEXT P.1GE.)
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SOME REMINISCENCES OF THE
SPRING OF 1861.
The spring

of 1861 was a tumultulus, agitated period, and April was
xiore
especially
fateful
a
month.

Four

correspondent,

then

a

school
?irl In Richmond, recalls vividly the
»tmosphere of excitement and unrest
jervading the city at that time, a dia.•y kept then
also serving to refresh
ler

memory.

On

the

11th

(Continued from

LARGK

IMPROVED

from registered and
breeding;

also
D.

service.

J.

BERKSHIRE

page

WHITE WYANDOTTE EGGS, n FOR U;

397.)

YORKSHIRE
prolific

stock

PIGS
of

fine

Sows and Boars ready for
Thomas, Round Hill, Va.

TEN WEEKS OLD,

PIGS,

for sale at $6 also White Leghorn Eggs, 76
cents sitting or $4 per hundred.
L. B.
Johnson, R. F. D. 4, Charlottesville, Va.

SINGLE-COMB
Eggs

for

RHODE

hatching,

RED

ISLAND

JL25

per

15.

C.

S.

February, 1861, a

convention assembled in the Capitol
Richmond to deliberate on the ques,lon of secession.
On April 13th, the
vhole city was wildly agitated by receiving news of the taking of Fort
5umter, The popular excitement venting itself in the booming of cannon,
immediately afterwards, came Linit

Pekin

Duck Eggs,

Klloe,

Vaucluse,

BUFF ORPINGTON, WHITE WYANDOTTE
Eggs, 75 cents; Rose-Comb Brown Leghorns, $1. Mrs. Frank Jo}inson, R. F. D. 1,
Louisa, Va.

tor

$1

13.

It«g«r

A.

Va.

PURE-BRED POINTER PUPS AND BLACK
Langsban Eggs

for

H.

sale.

W.

QartA,

Wolftown, Va.

HOMING

UARANTBBD

PIGEONS—G

cents each.

PURE-BRED

Lock Box

Bojrdton, V».

101,

TWO-YEAR-OLD

Chlna Boar for sale at
T.

C.

$18;

Brydle,

POLAND-

weighs about

Brydle, Va.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE-FOR BBST
offers 100

25-pound
Colby,

pounds Beggar Weed Seed,
palls

Dorset,

Wilbur's
Va.

Stock

five

Food.

A.

FOR SALE— SHOR-I HORN CALVES. BOTH

FOR SALE— EGGS FOR HATCHING FROU

Rock and lirown

Pure-Bred Silver-Laced Wvandotte stock;
$1.25 for 15.
Miss Phaup, Pllklnton, Va.

sexc.; Barred

Leghorn

eeffs,

riymouth
all

at

farmers"

Dr.

prices.

Walter Stuart. Farmvllle, Va.

joln's requisition for Virginia to furnsh her quota of troops to help put

town the rebellion, and this turned
Jie scale of Virginia's decision. Never
shall I forget that memorable day,
Wednesday, April 17th, when the Conrention silently announced their deciilon to the people by hoisting the
Confederate flag on the roof of the
Capitol.
we school girls had
recess that day at 12 M., we were
•.hrilled by seeing the folds of this

CHOICE

JERSEY BULL CALF

When

lEFOR

SALE.

waving on top of the Capitol,
rhus silently and impressively was
aag

conveyed the announcement that the
Rubicon was crossed and that Virginia
iad cast in her lot with her wayward
sisters, as Gen. Scott called the seceeding States. It may be a matter
interest to readers of the present
lay to know exactly who constituted
Convention and how their respecvotes were cast, and I will
•herefore copy the list at it appeared
it that time.

Well Bred, Registered; from a Good

Cow and by

one of our

BEST BULLS.

it

For Particulars and Price, Address

;hls
'Jve

—

Yeas. William M. Ambler, William
Ashton, James Bartx)ur, Angus R.
ilake, George Blow, Jr., James Bosleou, Peter B. Boest, Wood Bouldin,
Villiam W. Boyd, Thomas Branch,
/ames C. Bruce, Frederick M. Cabell,
.ohn A. Campbell. Allen T. Caperton,
Villiam W. Cecil, John R. Chambliss,
ilanlius Chapman, Samuel A. H. Cox,
/ohn Critcher, Harvey Haskins, J. B.
Jorman, John Echols. Miers W. Fishjr, Thomas B. Plournoy, William W.
forbes. Napoleon B. French, Samuel
a. Yarland, Pendall Gregory, Jr., Wililan L. Goggin, John Goode. Jr., Thos.
F. Goode. P. B. Hale, Cyrus Hall, L.
Hall, Lewis E. Harvie, James P.
3.
Holcombe, James N. Hughes ,Bppa
Hunton, Lewis D. Isbell, Marmaduke
/ohnson. Peter C. Johnston, Robert C.
Kent. John J. Kindred, Joseph Lawson, Walter D. Leake, William H. McFarland, Charles K. Mallory, James B.

Lewisiana Farm,

FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

3.

Mallory, John L.

Marye, Fleming B.
Horatio G. MoCfet, Robert L.
Montague, Edward T. Morris, Jeremiah Morton, William J. Neblett.
Johnson Orrick, William C. Parks,
William Ballard Preston, eGorge W.
Randolph, George W.
Richardson,
Timothy Rives. Robert R. Scott. WilMiller,

M

Jumbo Homers,

mated, $2 pair; Young

200 pounds.

Shenk. Denbigh, Va.

of

[April,

FOR SALE
YEARLING RED POLLED BULL.
GUERNSEY BULL, UNDER ONE YEAR.
BERKSHIRE SOWS AND PIGS, NOT AKIN.
BRONZE TURKEYS, PEKIN DUCKS.
EGGS FOR HATCHING— BRONZE TURKEY, $3 PER DOZEN; BROWN LBGHOEN
AND B. P. ROCKS AND PEKIN DUCKS, Jl PER SITTING OF 15. IN OUR YARDS AKB
THE B. P. ROCKS THAT WON AT RICHMOND FROM FREDERICKSBURG. A FBW
COCKERELS LEFT.
1

1

iW.

B.

ROWE &

CO.,

-

Fredericksburg. Virginia.

EVERGREEN FARMS

HOME OF THE GREAT JERSEY

BULL, RINORA'S RIOTER OF

whose dam tested 17 pounds butter In 7 days with first
pounds 6 ounces and 23 pounds 12 ounces butter In 7 days.

calf;

ST.

LAMBERT,

6»«8,

grand dams tested

SONS OF THIS BULL, OUT OF GRAND COWS, FOR SALE.

W.

B. Gates Prep. Rlc« Depot, Prince

Edward County, Va.

2>
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llam C. Scott, John T. Seawell, James
W. Shelley, Charles R. Slaughter,
Valentine
W. Southall, John M.
Speed, Samuel J. Staples, James M.
Strange, William T. Sutherlin, George
P. Taylor, John T. Thornton, William
M. Treadway, Robert H. Turner
Franklin P. Turner, John Tyler, Edward Waller. Robert H. Whitfield,
Samuel C. Williams, Henry A. Wise,

Samuel Woods, Benjamin F. Wysor.
Nays. Edward M. Armstrong, John

—

Baldwin, George Baylor, George
W. Bening, Caleb Boggs, William G.
Brown, John S. Burdett, James Burley, Benjamin W. Byrne, John Carlisle, John A. Carter, Sherrard Clemens, Robert Conrad, Robert Y. Conrad, James H. Couch W. L. B. Curtis,
Marshal M. Dent, William H. Dulaney, Jubal A, Early, Colbert C. Fingate, Peyton Gravely, Algernon S.
Gray, Ephraim B. Hall, Allen C.
B.

39t

BILTMORE FARMS,
BILTMORE,

JERSEY HEIFERS, from

N. C.

three months to one year of ag«.

to $150, according to age, breeding;, conformation,

BERKSHIRES.

All ages.

Price, $5C

etc

Both sezes ready for ImmedUte Bhipment

ia

twenty-four hours' notice.

STANDARD POULTRY.
Wyandottes.

Eggs

Barred

and White Plymouth Rocks, White

Males, $3 to $10; Females, $2 to $5.
to $5 per sitting; $10 per hundred.
in season.

Eggs, $1.50

SPECIAL OFFERING— 25 PER CENT. DISCOUNT ON THE FOLLOWINO:
25 ROUGH COATED SCOTCH COLX,IES.
1 PEN BUFF COCHINS.
1 PEN GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
1 PEN BANTAM BUFF COCHINS.
1 PEN LIGHT BRAHMAS.
1 PEN RED PTLE GAMES.
PEN BLACK-BREASTED GAMES.
PEN JAPANESE BLACK TAH,S.
PEN JAPANESE SILKIES.
NARRAGANSETT, WHITE HOLLAND TURKEYS, TOULOUSB OEESB, PBKIN DUCKS.
Write for Prices.
BILTMORE FARMS, R, F. D. No. 2, Blltmore, N. 0.
1
1
1

Hammond, Alpheus F. Haymond, Jas.
W. Hoge, J. G. Holladay. Chester D.
Hubbard, George W. Hall, John J.
Jackson, John F. Lewis. William Mc-

James C. McGraw, James
Henry M. Masters, Samuel
McD. Moore, Hugh M. Nelson, Logan
Osbom, Spicer Patrick. Edmund Pendleton, George McC. Porter, Samuel
Price, David Pugh, John D. Sharp,
Comas,

Marshall,

Thomas

Sellington, Burwell Spurlock,
Alexander E. H. Stuart, Chapman J.
Stuart, George W. Summers. Campbell Tarr, William White. Williams C.
Wlckham, Waitman T. Wiley. John
Janney (president) 55.

Excused.

"The

—
—Benjamin

following

Qlenburn Berkshires.
"Champions Beget ChampionB."
Herd headed b; FredomlDant and DoralBaat, two of tli« (reateat sons of
Prsmler Longfellow, by Lord Premier HI., the great son of I/Ord Premier; by
Imp. Loyal Hunter, the largest and best Imported boar In thU country, and
superb danghters of Lord Premier, Premier Longfellow, Masterpiece and others,
as well as splendid imported sows of richest breeding. Also Oelden Lad Jerseiys.
Write for catalogue.

Wilson.

members

appear

not to have been present, as there is
tally opposite their names on the
above quoted:"
Alfred Barbour, Robert E. Grant,
Addison Hole, John R. Klrby, Paul
McNeil. John Q. Marr, Thomas Martin, Peter Saunders, Jr.
The reader will notice, possibly
with surprise, that Gen. Jubal A.
BJarly's name Is on the list of "Nays."
Like his illustrious Clieiftain. Gen.
Robert E. Lee. General Early clung to
the Union as long as he thought i*
possible to do so consistently with
his honor, but when once he vowed
allegiance to the Confederacy, he became one of its staunchest supporters, and. indeed remained "unreconBtrncted to the latest dav of his life.
On the 19th of April 1861, an uprising took place in Baltimore, and

Dr. J. D.

KIRK, Roanoke, Va.

no

list

after

poured
thnuch

this,

into
that

recruits

from

Richmond

JNO.

S.

FUNK, GLEN

returned
have
Just
I
from the West, where I sea

lected
colored,

fine

of

lot

double

and

among

roan,

rich

standard

POLLED DURHAMS,

red

which

are some fine young Bulls.
offer

I

stock

this

at

fall

prices.
I

for

am now

booking order*

SOUTHDOWN RAMS

coming season. If
you want to raise Fat
Lambs for market send in
get
your order
and
a
for the

PURE-BRED

Maryland
dailv.

DOWN

for

State never formally
Joined the Confederacy, her sympathies with it were so strong that the
Federal Government was afraid to
leave the Naval Academy at Annapolis, but transferred it to Newport,
Rhode Island, durlne the continuance
of the War. On the Iflth of Anrll.
also, the blockade of the Southern
ports was proclaimed.
That night
we had a grand illumination and torch
IlRht procession In Richmond. Everv
o»e eeemed wild with excitement and

FARIV), R. f. D., 7. Harrisonburg, Va.

SOUTH-

RAM.

edgelWood stock farm.

DORSETS! DORSETS!
Here we are again with the finest crop of Fall Lambs ever known on Bdgffweod
Farm. Yon can got a Choice Ram Lamb, If you order early. Don't wa'.t till June, ai
yon did last year. They will all be sold then. We have Ewe Lambs, too, that are
••PEACHES AND CREAM. •" Come oyer to see us. We like to hear from you.
J. D. ARBUCKLB & SONS, MaxweltOB, Greenbrier County, W. Va.
Tell

the

advertiser

where

you saw his advertisement
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high spirts, little realizing the magnitude of the terrible struggle we
were entering on, but confident that
cotton and Southern pluck combined
would carry the day.

[April,

RED POLL CATTLE
PRIZE-WINNERS

On Sunday, April 21st, we had a peculiarly e.\citing day in Richmond. On
that day, the President of the Confederacy was prayed for in the Richmond churches, and just as the con-

Champion Cow

gregations were being dismissed, we
toll of the alarm
bell in the Capitol Square, and the
rtimor spread like wild fire that the

Senior and Junior
Kentucky; the undefeated Bull as 2-vear old at 5 Western Fairs, in-

"Pawnee" (a man of war) was coming
up the river to bombard the city. In
a little v.hile the whole place was In
a tumult, and numbers of men flocked
down to Rocketts the steamboat
landing just below Richmond. Countrymen, also, catching the rumor,
hastened thither, one of them flourishing a scythe in his hand, and vowing
he was going to mow down the Yankies with it. About the middle of the
afternoon, however, the public became
convinced that the Pawnee rumors
were unfounded, and the throng at
Rocketts disbanded.

cludina: the International;

Some
ion

heard the appalling

The men

animated by
well's "Song
eagerly
couriers,

when

LUTTRELL.

Oetaplane, Virginia.

CUMBERLAND PARK, NASHVILLE.

TKNN., APRIL
THIRTY FEMALES; FIFTEEN BULLS.

»,

MOT.

Embracing the blood of each aoted sires aa tJke H.Mt Britisher; the M,M« Protwrter; Ike
champlen show bull, Aerebats Beau Donald; Beau Roland and BiaBj other ot the teatem*
Catalogues and llteratare sent oa application.
bulls ot Encland and America.

OILTNBR BROTHERS, KMINBNCB, KT.

Mother-

of

first

Richmond

PUBLIC AUCTION
KENTUCKY HEREFORDS,

South seemed
Cavalier,"

in at

FOR SALE
H. M.

the first
Carolinians

spirit

the
respo'nded

my Herd won

shown

GRAND SPECIMENS OF EITHER SEX

25th,

of the

the
of

at

in lOOfi.

detachment of
South
reached Richmond, and after that,
troops came pouring in daily from all
parts of the South.
Their aminus
was bouyant, hopeful and enthusiastic.
We needed no drafting in those
days.

both

Illinois;

or second in ever^' class

'

April

Cow,

Champion females

—

On Thursday,

of the best individuals of the breed;
at the International; Champ-

and

"Deatn's

ingleside Herefords

fame and honor" called them
Even lads of sixteen or

to the field.

seventeen, the seed corn of our nation, as Davis afterwards called them,
could not be restrained from going to
the army, the parents thinking it
better to give their permission than
to incur the risk of having their boys
run away to the field
I
trust that
same future historian will gather up
the records of these noble young fellows, and enrich the world's annals
with the history of "Tue Boy Heroes
of the Southern Confederacy."
He
could scarcely find a nobler or more
Intereftins theme.
The raw troops
pouring into Richmond immediately
after the secession of Virginia, necessitated a vast amount of drilling.
This was carried on at a camp a little
westward of the city, and thither all
the beauty and fashion of Richmond
resorted every afternoon to see the
dress parades. On Wednesday, March
29th (so says my little chronicle kept
In those daye). President Davis took
up his nuarters in Richmond a large,

—

handsome house on Leigh street, being assltmed him for his residence.

On tho following Saturday, June 1st.
Beauregard reported himself and was
assigned to his command. Richmond
was now assuming a new character.
Its
Importance and Its population
were both Immensely augmented by

OWNED BY

S. W. ANDERSON, BLAKER MILLS,
GREENBRIER COUNTY, W. VA.

A choice lot of Bulls, Cows and Heifers for sale; tiao
a few Polled Hereford Bulls, recorded In the National Poltod
Hereford Record.
Write for Catalogue and Price*.
VA.
Teleplione and Telegraph, Alderson.

FARM NEAR ALDER80N, W.

i

College of Agriculture and Experiment Station
OFFERS THE FOLLOWINQ SURPLUS STOCK:
SHORTHORNS—Bull Calves, Heifers and Mature Cows.
HEREFORDS—Bull Calf.
JERSEYS— One Mature Bull and a few Bull Calves. Also a few Heifers,
some

In

milk or soon to be fresh.

GUERNSEYS—Bull

Calf.

HOLSTEINS— One Mature Cow

BERKSHIRES—A

and a Heifer.
few Boar Pigs.

For particulars, write to
JOHN R. FAIN, Agriculturist, Biacksburg, Va.

TAMWORTH AND POLAND CHINA
Pigs, entitled to registration, for $5 at eight weeks.

Boars r«ad7 for Berrtea

and Bred Sows.
J.

C.

ORAYKS,

Barbonrsrine, Orange Co«Bt7, Va.

—
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Its

being

made

federacy.

It

elements of

and now

to

Montvie'w Farms.

the Capital of the Con-

had possessed
its

own

these

fine social

before the War,
were added "the

A RARE

pearl of beauty and flower of chivalry" from all parts of the South. Of
course, there was much dross in the
Immense floating population of those
days, but, take it all in all, you could
scarcely have found gayer or more
elegant society in Paris than you

IN

PIGS.

The Southern Railway in double tracking through Montvien
Farmsi has tak en our hog-yards and part of ou hog-hou.'^e. Tnere
fore we ott-r a few Berkshire Boars and Bow Pigs, magnificently
bred,
LESS
CriARQCS,
pending the cd>. ati uction of a i.ew hog house and runs. Sons and
Daughters of
FAITHFUL, imported out of splendid
brefd sows. Als severjl song and daaghters of
PR8MIBR, 3d, a World's Fair winner ont of an Imported Sow.

THAN HALF OUR USUAL
MANOR

FOR

BARON

ADDRESS

—

—

CHANCE

BERKSHIRE

would have found in Richmond from
1SC1 ».. icct;
Davis and his cabinet,
the Confederate Congress, the Confederate ofl^cers, who came to report to
the President, or to spend their furloughs in Richmond, the distin2;uished
foreign visitors whom curiosity or
sympathy with us drew thither during
the War all these lent brillancy and
prestige to Richmond society during
the War.
The atmosphere of unrest and of
high-wrought success was so great In
Richmond in the spring of 1S61 that
the principal of the school your correspondent attended, Mr. Hubert P.
Lefebore, closed the session the 1st
of June a month earlier than usual
alleging that he found It impossible
to get either the teachers or pupils
to concentrate their attention on the
school routine and quietly pursue it,
under such auspices.

401

IVlontview Farms,
CARTER GLASS,

Owner.
C. L. 8TAHL, Manager,
I
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BERKSHIRE BOARS AND GILTS.

i

JERSEY BULL,
a 6,000 lb.

cow

by son

of

Hart's King, and out of

J

—Great Dairy Conformation.

Write

HANDSOME HOMES OF CONCRETE
BLOCKS.

Home Farm,

Forest
i

..

I

..

;

..

;

,.

..

;

I

..

I

.. T ..

i
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i
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.

l

..

;
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Royal Shipmsnts of Royal Berkshires
Fetch
J.

royal

Read

Utters.

the

following:

H. Stengler, of Wllda, Liberty county,
writes:
"I thank you (or seadlag
such fine pigs.
They surely surpassed

Texas,

me

my
House Made of Success
Owing to the high price
and

in

lumber

building material, cement
blocks are rapidly coming into popular favor.
Many farmers are buying
concrete block machines to build residences, barns and other farm buildings.
Every farm should be provided
with a good block machine. As a rule,
through the Southern States, good,
sharp sand can be had for the hauling
from any convenient creek or stream.
Then, with a small investment for
Portland cement, the farmer at leisure times can make a supply of blocks
for making houses, building barns,
silos, poultry houses or other farm
buildings.
It Is said good concrete blocks will
make a building stronger than brick
or stone, cheaper than wood, practically Indestructible and that It will
all

danger from

would not

I

ever
each

best

Uke

$50

not get more as good

Blocks.

all

eliminate

They are the

expectatioQS.

seen In Texas.

for them If I could
of T. S. White."

flre,

light-

I

bought

all

the prize-winning Pekin

more than appeared on the grounds.

TH05.

S.

WHITH,

BARON
I» the aire and grand
developing a few of his
with good bone and well
your order for a spring

SPECIAL— A

trade.

A

Ducks at Richmond State Fair and ordered
White end Barred Plymouth Rocks.

sirs

many

of

Lexington, Va.

PREMII:R 55227
1906

PRIZE-WTNNINO BERKSHTRB3.

We

are

best (all Boara (or herd headers.
They are long, deep bodied,
marked. 1( you want something fancy, see theae, or let us book
Pig by our best Sows.
perfectly-marked, ready-for-service Boar; nose a little long, for fancy

bargain at

^20.

PHIL

H.

GOLD, Winchester, Va.

SUNNYSiDE BERKSHIRES.
We have the best Berkshire blood In America In Imported HIghtlde Conmona
Sunnyslde's Masterpiece, Baron Premier ITL's Bachelor and Sunnvslde'a Faithful our
Herd Boara. Sows are of Just as good blood and carefully selected. Don't thlak of
Hog until you Inquire about my stock.
Ma^OQUATt-fS F»P * Hfr»*-P -A^aua CATTLE
W. R. WALKER, UNION, S. C.

purchaalng a Berkshire
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nlng, cyclones, earthquakes and tornadoes.
The buildings are warmer In winter, cooler In summer and require no
expense for painting, repairing or similar outlay.
When the bloclis are scientifically designed and the building
properly erected, the hollow wall furnnshes a perfect system of ventilamaking the home sanitary,
tion,
healthful and hygienic.
The Hercules Mfg. Co., of CentervlUe, Iowa, are making a very high
class block machine, adapted tor farm
use, this Is being sold direct to farmers at a low price.
Their advertisement appears In an-

High Quality,

dale 84377,
ford,

W. W.

Carr, Rad-

Va

White

J.

80 00

.

.

T.

120
160
185
135
135
130
130

S.

Sitting.

IE
IE
IE
IE
IB
IE

HM
1 M
1 S»

IM
IM
IM
IM
IM

Black Langshans
Imp. Pekln Ducks
11
>
M. Bronze Turkeys
Thirty other varieties. Fine Catalogue illustrates and tells all about poultry, teedlnc,
care and our big premium offer. Best v^ay to rid poultry of lice, etc., only 10 cents.
Order from this ad. and get a copy free with your order. I ship to all parts of tlio
United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba. Pleased customers everyirhere. Se* testimonials. Start right and make big money. Start now.
BufI Orpingtons

C.

S.

Wyandotes
Silver L. Wyandottes

JOHN

E.

HEATWOLE, BOX

L,

HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA.

RENILWORTH HERD
OF ENGLISH AND «MERSCAN

BRED BEhKSHiBES.
Headed

fey the Imported Boar, Rsykl Omtwinner of ttae first over all elusM
the Royal Sliow of England, and the hlskoalpriced six-months pig ever sold.<
A BMBber of boar and sow pigs by blm oat
IMPORTED ROYAL CARLYLE.
both American and English bred sows m««
for sale, ranging In ages from four to eight months.
Also Mme choice young sews ki
Dorset Lee of Blltmore, and bred to Royal Carlyle.
One boar by Imported King Hunter; dam, Berks Pansy of Blltmore.
One boar by Derset Lee of Blltmore; dam, Berks Pansy of Blltmore.
Guarantee perfect satisfaction or refund the money.
For descrlptloi and prices, write EDGAR B. MOORH, Proprietor, Blltmore, N. 0.

M

lyle,

M

ST.

AUBIN FARM

REGISTERED BERKSHIRES.
m

The beat English and American blood abounds In my herd. Saoh gramd titaiaa
"Loyal Berks," "Royal Carilsle," "Lord Premier," No. MMl, "British Lord," No. UHK
and many ethers. It you want the style, qnallty and early maturors, 1 bare what jtm
want at reasonable prices. Choice Pigs of either eex for sale. Pigs mated not akin.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Correspondence solicited.
Address COL. HENRY

HOLLYDAT, Saatu.

Md.

VALLEY COTTAGE FARM

00
00
00

BERKSHIRES
March Pigs at farmers' prices.
Choice
Herd headed by Dudley 83C72, pure Imported
blood, and Longfellow 93437, pure Blltmore
strain.
Pigs mated no akin.
C. S. TOWNLET, The Hogman, Red Hill, Va.

00

94652, S. S.

Coffman, Crumpler, W. Va.
Lll Kin's Cousin 91024, Major
J.

C. Brown Leghorns
C. Brown Leghorns
S. C. Buff Leghorns
R. C. White Leghorns
S. C. White Leghorns

R.

Jl 2*

D. Kirk

J. T. Barrow, Yates Center, Kan
100
Hall Mark's Emily II., 96535,
J. P. Cameron, Graham, Va.
100
Danesfleld Majesty 90529, S. S.
Coffman, Crumpler, W. Va.. 155
Danesfleld Majesty II.. 96530,
W. W. Carr, Radford, Va... 75

Her Baron Premier

IB
15
15
15
16
15
15
15

P.

White

$425 00

Gem's Pet 96533, Dr.
Roanoke, Va
Gem's Pet XL, 96532,

Prices.

Per

Rocks
Rocks
Dua P. Rocka
R. C. R. I. Reds
Rhode I. Whites
Barred P.

BERSHIRE SALE.

Editor Southern Planter:
We are receiving so many inquiries
from people who did not reach our
sale on account of sickness, imperative
engagements,
business
failure
of
trains to make connections and many
other causes that in order to save
much letter writing we have had
printed the result of our sale, which
we are mailing to people asking for
this information.
We feel a little bit flattered when
we average our brood sows, which we
only Intended to be taken In our
average, as our boars were only offered, in most cases, for stock boars, and
to meet the demand of the country
people.
This average of brood sows
Is higher than any one ever made In
the United States, except Messrs. G. G.
Council and W. S. Corsa. We make
this statement from information received from one of these gentlemen.
We remember that last February,
when Mr. Council broke the average.
It was only about J109.
Lady Premier III., of Willow-

Low

BUY EGGS FROM HEADQUARTERS AND GET THK BB8T FOR
LITTLE MONET. HERE ARE A PEW SAMPLE PRICES.

other column.

W. H. COFFMAN'S

[April,

Cowan, Cowan's

40 00

We

Mill,

Va

140 00

King's Cousin II., 91025,
W. S. Corsa, White Hall, 111. 110 00
Hunter's Queen 90536, Homer
Waters, Dawson, 111
100 00
Hunter's Queen II., 90537, G. A.
Shortrede, Woodbine, Pa
85 00
Tact's
Premier
Opportunity
96468, R. M. Derrer, Keezletown, Va
65 00
Flora Dora 96463, R. M. Derrer,
Keezletown, Va
75 00
Lll

Queen Wllhelmlna 96545,
Cameron, Graham, Va

J. P.

MANY." BUT

NOT

GOOD," OUR MOTTO.

have three 8-mootbs-old Boars that we will sell at Just one-third less than what
they are really worth. They are bred In the purple, and will make winners this fall,
without a doubt. Don't delay sending for pedigree and full description If you want
something that will bring you In the money In the ring, and If you heat ns with althor
of them we will be pleased.

MEADOWVIEW FARMS,

Berkshire
Two

Hogs.

months old. sired by Lee
Topper, dam Caramel II. A nice lot of Pigs
sired by Imported "Olenbnrn Catoh."
Thirty Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerels.
One 6 H.-P. Stationary Boiler and Bnglne,
in

125 00

MEADOWVIEW
BERKSHIRES.
"HOW
"HOW

Boars

perfect
T.

O.

10

repair,

(166

SANDY,

t.

o.

b.

BurkovUle,

BurkSTllle.

Va.

Woodbine, Pa.
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REGISTERED
ABERDEEN=ANQUS BULLS
for sale at farmer's prices.

of them show
akin to bulls.

ring-

Strictly top notch,

animals.

many

Also g-ood females not

Correspondence and inspection of the herd invited

ROSE DALE STOCK FARHS, JEFFERSONTON, VIRGINIA
Shipping Point; Warrenton, Virginia.
Queen Wllhelmlna

96546,

II.,

Dr. J. D. Kirk, Roanoke, Va. 115 00
Baron's Rein 96462, G. G. Council, Vandalia,
111
200 00
Faithful Jeweler 7SS76, Albert
Coffman, Dayton, Va
50 00
Fury's Baroness 96464, W. S.
Dussell Montevideo, Minn..
70 00

Premier Lee's

Gem

96543, T. F.

Thompson, Spring, W. Va.
Premier's Lad 96720. W. W.
Carr, Radford, Va
Premier's Goldie II., 96539, R.
M. Derrer, Keezletown, Va.
Premier Hurricane 96540, William H. Dorin, Mt Laurel,
Va.
.

.

SUNNY HOME
HERD
OF
Aberdeen-Angus

50 00

month we printed a

Last
letter is

Va

60 00

Barnes, Bluefield, W. Va
King's Niece VII., 80632,
Rueben Gentry, Nashville,

Tenn
Baron Longfellow

A
of

satisfied

customer

Gay Blackbird on

Fair on dam's

sire.

The Delaware Herd

Major

Pansy of Biltmore 81449,
Barnes, Bluefield,

Lydia of Biltmore

Dot surpassed either in breeding or indlvldial
by any herd in the East. At the head of our

PRINCE BARBARA,

W. Va
III.,

81035, S. S. Coffman,

50 00

MYEK
80 00

.

60 00

310 00

Biltmore

Thompson,

II.,

Sprigg,

W. Va

75 00

Combine 77933, W. S.
200 00
Corsa, White Hall, II
Gem's Catch 79141, W. W. Carr,
Lady

Radford,

Va

Belle

75 00

XXVII.,

my

services as a Stock Salesman
I offer
In doing so,
to the breeders of the East.'
will say that I have equipped myself both
by having taken a course at 'The Jones
National School of Auctioneering, and by
years of experience In breeding and selling
pedigreed stock.

TERMS

SATISFACTION
REASONABLE.
GUARANTEED.

Pedigreed sales a specialty. Write or 'phone
me regarding sales dates. Long distance
telephone "Southern Bell" via Winchester.

91286

White all. 111.. 105 00
Columbus Queen 92310, Rueben
200 00
Gentry, Nashville, Tenn

W.

Live Stock Auctioneer

Cromp-

W. Va
of

& SON.

80 00

83283,
.

S. Corsa,

Baron's Majestic 96681, G. A.
100 00
Shortrede, Woodbine. Pa.
.

.

ftnlmftii

herd

ki

68604.

the son ''t the great }9.1(10 Prince
Iso.
Females o
equally chance brc'edin^. Write your wants. RememlM:
we take pf rsonel care of our cattle: keep no high prleei
help; incur no expense of exhibiting; all of which enable,
us to offer stock at equitable nnces. Send for pamphl^
15 Bulls from 2 to 15 months'old for lale.

S. C.

W. W. Carr, Radford, Va.
Her Highness of Biltmore III.,

o>

Is

J.

T. Cowan. Cowan's Mills, Va.

Premier

HOOPER.

ROYAL ANGUS GAHLE

65 00

VIII., 84411,
Bluefield,

Highclere Huntress,

F.

S.

the best advertisement. Nannie Rose 11. is a granddaughter
and of "Young Wellington," champion at Chicago World's
same quality are tor sale by
FRENCH, R. F. D., BYRDVILLB, VA.

45 00

200 00

James McCarthy,
Elmrust, Pa

T.

is

sire's side
Others of

A. L.

Va., for

Em

1907.

Dear Mr. French.— Nannie Rose II. is doing fine.
to hurt
her any. She is surely fine.
Every one who sees her thinks she Is the finest heifer
they ever saw. I received the certificate of transfer all O. K.
Tours trulv,
S.

60 00

This month the

C, February 26,
The move did not seem

William McCarthy,

Topper

Gattle.

Ohio customers.

Robblnsvtile, N.

Lil

ler,

of our

50 00

Premier Hurricane III., 96542,
Sheridan Welle, Pioneer
J.
Farm, Greenport, N. Y
Gem's Holroyd 9G531, S. C.

W.

from one

55 00

Premier Hurricane II., 96541.
Major J. T. Cowan, Cowan's
Mills,

letter

from North Carolina.

ROY

P.

DUVALL,

Stephenson, Va.

Prop.

Brld^e-rtlU.Da
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[April,

The BItr Klod and the Prize ^ innics Kind.
PiaS BOARS AND BRED SOWS FOR SALE.
Herd Boars now in service are D's CORRECTOR 98137. bred by Winn & Mastln. ot
Kansas, and a half brother to the Senior Champion Boar at St. Louis World's Fair.

My other herd Boar.
in the sire of D's Corrector 9S157. sold for $2,500.
JUMBO 64275. was bred by W. S. Powell, of Kansas, and is of the largest strain of
Poland-China in the world. He Is a superb individual and promises to develop into

Half Interest

BIG

an immense hog.
Also a few choice WHITE
Satisfaction guaranteed, as
J.

LEGHORN COCKERELS for sale.
stock may be returned at my e.'cpcnse.
DURRETTE, BIRDWOOD. ALBEMARLE COUNTY. VA.

F.

Bachelor

Premier

J. S. Gillespie,

II.,

Prices

low.

BLACK PERFECTION

966S2,

Pounding

Mill,

No. 102925.

310 00

Va

Premier Ix)ngfellow's Duchess,
R. M. Derrer, Keezletown, Va. 310 00
Making an average of $128.53 on
'lie bred sows and open gilts.

W. H.

COFFMAX,

Bluefleld,

W.

Sired

CHINAS,

LABOR

IS

low-built,

a.

K

MAKING

wide-tire,

Perfection

Chief

richest
B.

breeiing,

BUSH &

steel-wheel

call

And

M*sl •c*n*mlocl anil rfurablo roof eevvrlna kDown. Easy to pnt on; reanlres no
t^ols bnt a hatchet or a hammer. Vk'ith oralnary care 'will outlast any other kind.
Thonsantls of satisfied custorncrs evemchere have rro^en its virtnes. Btiitable for
coveringanvbnilding. Alsobest for ceilineand eiding. Fire-proof and water-proof.
Cheaper and more lastingthan shingles. Will nottaint rain-water. Wakes your building cooler in summer and warmer in winter. Absolutely perfect, brand new. S | .60
is onr price for our Ko. 15 rrade of Flat Semi-Hardened steel rt'ofineard siding. (__1
sheet 24 ins. -wide and 24ins.lon?. Oar price on the corrr^ated. like illnstration.
j'leets l!2ins. wide x 24 ins. lr*n^, SI -75. At 25c per square additional we will fun __
sheer? C and 8 feet Ions. Ste-1 pressed brick sidinc. per squara, S2.O0. Fine Steel
P.en.i- .1 r^-iiinr*. por square, S^.oo. Cnn also furnish standing seam or"Vcrin:
";;;

shines."

r

WE

PAY THE FREIGHT TO ALL PniNTS EAST OF COLORADO

c-ecptOVla-.Tcs. nnd Tnd.

T-^-r.

.

WE

r's sale*;:^

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING

Borrowby: "Let's see
anything?"

—do

I

owe you

Morrowby: "Not a cent, my
Going around paying your

boy.
little

debts?"

Borrowby: "No, I was going round
seeing If I had overlooked anybody.
Lend me five till Saturday, will you?'

—Llppincott's.

fJO..

3STH AWD

BUY A FULLER & JOHNSON
ii;n:>>id^i>^ra!
And yon'n fake More HoDcy OD Tonr Tobacco, Sweet

Potato. Tomato, Cabbage and other trans-1
planted crops. It will save you a lot ot time. Lnbor and money over hand setting or settiof
with any other machine, it handles nursery stock just as well as plants.
11 ^^ P'°>'e^ settlnc The Beinis opens the furrow,
stirs the soil and wattrs the roots as the boys drop
the plants. The machine then covers the roots with a dry mulch, which holds the moisture,
and the pressure plates or rollers raclt tlie soil and firm each plant so it
will thrive. Attachment to fertilize each plant, if desired. With Iba
; you are independent of tl.e wealiier.

IIMCRF ASF THF
U^^HE^ASC
laC YIFI
"^j"

^

Fuller & Johnson's Complete Line
of

ONE HE'D MISSED.

Qaotatinns to other points on application.

SatlBfaetlon cjuarantead or money refunded. "We will send this roodncrtoany one
aJ C. O. O., with privilege of examination
if you wj 1 send ns
•
"'
•
•
unt of yourorder in cash: balance to be paid
"
afteri
.your Stat. n. If not
eiite'i. vo" 'o not have to take the shipment and we will cheerfnlli refund vonr deposit.
Ho.
ISC.Lowest prices on RofrtnL'. Eave Trooeh. "Wire. Pine Fencine. Plumbings.
Id Goods uad eTervthin<: nee^V''. on the Fnrm or in the Hi^me.

shined.

your father a bootblack,
too, he asked the boy.
"No, sir," replied the bootblack;
"my father is a farmer."
"Ah!" said the professional humorist, reaching for his notebook..
"He
believes in making hay while the son
is

va.

ROOFING

The professional humorist was having his shoes

on or wrtto

Virginia.

STEEL

is the one farm wagon that
saves the labor of man and
and is, in fact, rapidly supplanting the old-style wagon.
These wagons will go wherever a
horse can travel, and can be depended
upon to haul any
load.
kind
of
a
Proof against warpor
cracking
ing,

HUMOROUS NOTES.

am

bead*

BRO.. Mlchauz. Powhatas

County,

really
beast,

dropping of tires; they last a lifetime
with but little repairing, and are indeed a profitable investment.
The Empire Manufacturing Company, of Quincy, 111., has issued a
book, "The Farmers' Handy Wagon,"
giving pointers of greatest value to
any one who uses a farm wagon. They
will be glad to send you a copy if you
will write them to-day.
Address Empire
Manufacturing Company, Box
140-V, Quincy, 111.
It will be worth
your while.

IT.,

A few Pigs nnd Bred Sows for sale.
If yon want the LARGE, MELliOW kla4

MONEY.
The
wagon

KING OF ALL POLAND

that

herd.

:>f

SAVING

by

Farming Implements

deser\-es your ciithil inMT-Uij^ii :i if the most improved designs and the bii^hest Qi:\litv of niateTirfls and workmanship
appeal to you. Plows of all kindz. Harrows.
Planters,
Cultivators, Manure Loaders, Gasoline Engines, etc. The t-"u!lerL^Johiison name plate
is a guarantee of long and saiisfaci'^ry ser\ice. Investicate.
See your dealer. W'riU
for Free Frok and Citiiloencs.

Com
j

\

FULLER & JOHNSON ^fFG. CO.
144 Dickinson SL,

Madison. Wis.

GET THIS BOOK FREE

1
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ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.
All enquiries must reach us by the
18th of the month previous to the issue, or they cannot be
the month following.

answered

THE CATTLE RAISER'S STANDBY

until

IHE coucentrated preventative and healing

HEN MANURE.
give

me

the value of hen manure kept under cover. Is it a good
fertilizer
for growing onions
from
seed?
SUBSCRIBER.
Northumberland Co., Va.
ifflndly

tures of

^ makes
I

it invaluable to Cattle Raiters.
As a
preventative and cure of Disease, and for the
cure of all Sores, Wounds, Cuts, Scratches, Barbed
Wire Injuries, Hoof Rot, etc., it is the best Ointment
ever ofifered.
It is a positive exterminator of Screw
Worms, and all parasites and bacili. That the Ointment is absolutely pure and unadulterated, we have
U.S. Government No 363. This is jour protection.

Fresh hen manure analyses 1.10 ni0.56 potash, 0.85 phosphoric
acid.
It should be mixed with dry
dust or plaster to absorb the ammonia, or it soon loses much of it.
It
makes a good fertilizer for onion
growing. Ed.
trogen,

—

BUCHAN'S SOAPS CORPORATION

WATER^rELON GROWING.

D.\NIEL

Please advise me what kind of fertilizer to use under watermelons. How
many hills are required to an acre?
Would you advise digging the holes
out with a hoe for the fertilizer, or
will the cross that the plow makes
in running off the land be sufficient?
When is the time to plant for an
early crop? What should be used to
kllj the little yellow bugs?

WAYLAND

P.

at least

8

feet

They should be
some growers
feet;

the

further, the better.
Hog manure is
best suited to watermelons, although
well rotted stable manure will do.

After the manure has been well mixed with the soil, take one-half pound
of a complete fertilizer, analyzing 3
per cent, ammonia, 5 per cent, potash and 8 per cent phosphoric acid,
and m\x it in the top of the hill. After
the seeds come up, their growth can
be quickened by applying harf a spoonful of nitrate of soda after each working.
We plant the seed for early melons about the first of May, although.
In some places, they can be planted
sooner. The seed should be covered
with about an inch of soil. Put plenty of seed in the hill. 15 or 20 Is not
too many, and after they come up
the weaker ones can be pulled up,
leaving two or three plants to the
hill.
The bugs can only be successfully
circumvented by covering the
plants with a little box about six
Inches deep and twelve inches square
with a piece of cheese cloth or thin
cotton over the top.
Some growers
dust the plants with tobacco dust

President.

175 FIFTH AVE.

NEW YORK

Buchan's Cresylic Ointment
SEASON

BOOTH.

apart,

SULLY,

-Antiseptic Specialties.

1907

RED COURT 38712

SQCcessfuI grower of watermelons
In *hlB State thus describes his method:
Select land of a sandy nature
and. If possible, near a stream. Make
the hills about 2 feet in diameter and
two or three inches higher than the

surrounding ground.

J.

Manufacturers and Proprietors of Buclian's Toilet Soaps

A

say 10 feet and others 12

vir-

BUCHAN'S CRESYLIC OINTMENT,

The best bred

trotting Stallion in
Virginia

Bred on purely

trotting lines

from the

winning and pre-

best

ducing blood; he carries three infusions of the Great GEOEeE
Wilkes. Individually a horse of grand style and stamina.
Write for his pedigree and be convinced.

Mares

sent

from

a distance will receive the best of

WILSON BROTHERS &

CO.,

News

eaN

Ferry, Va.

Rosemont Hackney Stud
JAMES WARBECK, Manager.
BERRYVILLE, CLARKE
COUNTY VIRGINIA.

••HIAWATHA"
CHESTNUT STALLION.
E. H.
A. H.

S.

S.

B. 8893, foaled, 1903.
B. 777, Imported,

1905.

ROSADOR (4964); dam,
COUNTRY FASHION (7733),
Sire.

by Garton Duke of Connaught.

Hiawatha is one of the
greatest Hackney Stallions ever
Imported.
As a two-year-old
he won ten firsts, two seconds
and one third

in

England and

in
New York. As a
three-year-old he won first at
Berrvville and second at New

first

York.

FEE,

$25.

Pure Bred and Half Bred
Hackneys and Kentucky Saddle Mares for sale.

DON'T BUY GASOLINE ENGINES
_

m^Mk^ Sbxd roa Oatu/mus. Tkfi TE1CPI«K PnkIP CO.. BIfrBM Meaffher and 16th

UNTru you investioatu
"Tli:'
ft

M\8'IKR

twc-<^-mn.t;.

nOKEHAV

'

sa8oUne,keroseue«r

half that of single cv Under engiaes, with BreaterdurablUtv. Oo«te
watrOD. It Ib a combinatio n portab le, stationary ortrmiOU**
Sta» Chlcaeo. THIS 18 OUB
YJ::!^

ruTYTHlR^
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are wet with dew, and

this no doubt Is some protection, but
the boxes are the best. The plants
should be cultivated frequently until
they commence to run, after which
they should be left alone, as moving
the vines is injurious to them. Harris' Early is one of the earliest varieties, but the old Jackson is the best
There
and sweetest for home use.
are o^her varieties which will bear
Ed.
better.
shipping

—

If yoii

FREE

are interested in

Concrete

Construction

you should have our book

"CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
ABOUT THE HOME AND ON THE FARM"

the best grass to sow on
real stiff. hea\T land for hay and pasture? Can you cut tall meadow oat
grass, orchard grass and red top
this summer when sowed In spring,
and will it hurt to graze It? Will al-

What

is

grow on such land?

falfa

W. R. PITTMAN.
Sow a mixture of orchard grass, tall
meadow oat grass, herds grass and
meadow fescue in equal parts at the
rate of 2 bushels to the acre, with 8
pounds of red and alsike clover mixed per acre, and without any grain
crop, and if the land be rich enough,
and be finely prepared, you ought to
get a stand from which to cut a crop
Grass fields ought
in the early fall.
never to be pastured the first year
as the plants have not a firm enough
hold of the ground to keep them from
being pulled up by the animals grazing.
See article in this issue as to
alfalfa.—Ed.

It is the A. B. C. of Concrete work and contains
photographs, descriptions, specifications and sectional
drawings for many of the smaller structures that can be
built by the suburbanite or farmer without the aid of
Also much general inforskilled labor.
mation and many valuable hints to small
:

contractors.

A copy
"^"^

Atlas Portland Cement Co.
BRO.VD STREET,

and

if

FIRST

my

lambs

every years.
Orange, Va.
It is

CITY.

AND LARGEST IMPORTHRS
AMERICA OF

IN

Percherons. Belgians.

French Coach
Rlcbmond, V».,
45B,
permanent resident manager. I will assist
you In organizing a Stallion Association.
liberal and every animal guaranteed.
In the stud: Percheron, French Coach and
R.

you know of one

B.

Box

Henley,

Terms

that would be beneficial, please state
same. A few years ago I ran a thoroughbred flock of Shropshires, and

grade

NEW YORK

DUNHAM & FLETCHER.

EARLY LAMB PRODUCTION.
Please state whether you think It
will be profitable to cross a grade
flock of Shropshire ewes with a Dorset
buck. My lambs are no tfinlshed off as
well as they have done. I have always
used a thoroughbred Shropshire buck.
want a quick maturing lamb. I
I
have heard this was a good cross for
Virginia. The dealers do not like the
Dorset lambs. If you do not approve
of this cross

book sent free
upon request

of this

standard-bred Stallions.
Merchant*'
Financial reference;
Bank, Richmond, Va.

them
SUBSCRIBESl.

outweighed

CAN DAN PATCH PACE A MILE. IN

quite possible that the use of a

National

1:54 ?

This Beautiful Picture

Dorset buck on your grade ewes will
result In a lamb of greater precocity
and quicker maturity, as that Is the
great characteristic of the Dorset
Our own experience has albreed.
ways been in favor of a Shropshire
buck for crossing on grade ewes, as
this cross gives a lamb which is always favored by the butchers one
with a black face and legs and which
matures usually early enough to command a good price. For real winter
lambs, no doubt, Dorsets are the breed
Ed.
to keep.

In

6

Brilliant Colors

IHailed
Dan Pitch

1:115,

To You Frae.
Thi Paeii; King.

Crescini 2:02 J4', Iht Trotting King.

\8hi>voLarc(
Large, Colored Litho*
our World Famona
Ktallioii«. Dan Pntch

grai h

Chumi.i

—

iiJ Or
Speed Contest.' It is 16 by
'I Inches anfi shows both horses
na hfo-like as it jou saw them

citiiiK

Write For This

Plct<ire.

—

HOGS WITH COUGH.
have a lot of eighteen shoats, 4
lonths old, that have had a wheezing
1.

International

Stocic

Food

Co.

MinneapotiB, Mian.t U. S. A.

I

His Trainer Says Dan Will Astonish The

World in 1907.

Watch Leading

Falra.

;
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MORVEN PARK.
The

Property of

WESTMORELAND

Stud Rams include "Morven's Best" (4132 C. D. C),
"Morven's Pride" (5667),

first

first at

English Royal, 1904;

and championship

first

at Virginia State

"Morven's Choice" (5631), winner at English Royal and Western Counties

Fair, 1906.

We

Shows, 1906.

have an exceptionally fine crop of lambs this

orders for next June delivery.

weigh

Esq.

Horn Sheep.

Reg. Dorset
at Virginia State Fair.

DAVIS,

at less

Ram Lambs

sired

fall

and are now booking

by above, or imported in dam, which will

than six months 110 to 130 pounds, averaging 120 pounds without forcing.

Large White Yorkshires.
at stud include imported "Bottesford Gentleman II.," imported "Prince Don of
Morven," "Holywell Huddersfield II." etc. Sows include prize winning imported ani-

Boars

mals and are

all

of the finest strains.

No

stock for sale at the

moment, but

will book

©rders for this spring farrows.

REG. GUERNSEY CATTLE.
TUBERCULIN TESTED.
Top Notch, 9023, A. G. C. C, son of Imported Beda. Advanced register No. 136, official yearly butter record 640 pounds of butter; assisted by MainAdvanced register No. 92
stay's Glenwood Boy, 7607, A. G. C. C, son of Jewel of Haddon.
official yearly record 463 pounds of butter.
We are offering some fine Bulls by our stock Bulls out of advanced register, and other
deep milking dams.

Herd headed by

Bull, Imported

ALL STOCK
Flocks and herds

IN

FINE CONDITION.

may be

vie>ved by appointment.

Address

LIVE

STOCK DEPARTMENT, MORVEN PARK,
LEESBURG, LOUDOUN

CO.,

VA.
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congh for the past six weeks. Have
tried turpentine, sulphur and several
kinds of stock food, but nothing seems
to do any good. They still seem to be
thriving; they will average about 85
or 90 pounds. Have noticed the last
few dayg that their breath Is very foul,
morning.
Their
especially
in the
mothers both had a cough in the fall,
but got all right after weaning pigs.
F bought a pair of pure-bred Berkshire
pigs three weeks ago and have kept
them separate, but they have the same
cough now. Any information you can
give me as to treatment and general
fare will be greatly appreciated.
2. Also please inform me how I can
get bulletins

Fauquier

Cotton Planters Feed Vour
Plants and Make them Flourish
Nitrate of Soda

J.

A. BELXi.

The shoats are evidently suffering from some form of bronchial affection, to which pigs are just as sus1.

We want more tests made
COTTON and will send

In the
ceptible as are human beings.
case of pigs these bronchial affections
are often greatly aggravated and become chronic from sleeping in dusty

to the first planters who apply, enough Nitrate of Soda to let
thera try it. Write at once as this offer is necessarily limited.
To the twenty-five planters sending the best results from these
trials, we offer as a prize, Prof. Voorhees' book, "Fertilizers,"
a most valuable work for every planter, containing 327 pages
handsomely bound. Books of useful information will be sent
free to farmers, if paper is mentioned in which this advertisement is seen. Send name ami complete address on post card.

WILLIAM

S.

MYERS,

—

Director,

FERTILIZER FOR TOBACCO.

formula of guano to use. I have
used 2-8-2 and 3-8-3 in different quantities, with and without stable manure, which should I increase, the
bone, ammonia or potash? How will
2-8-4 do to the amount of, say, 800
pounds per acre? I can get color
enough, but can't get body.
W. M. TAYLOR.

Vance

Co.. N. C.

Read our remarks
article
In the
tilizer

in

reply to the

Ammonia for Dark Tobacco,
February Issne. Try the ferused In the Appomattox Ex-

New York

Cyclone Seed 5ower $1.25.

I have some cotton seed meal damaged by dampness and age, too much
BO to use as feed; has it any fertilizer value? Please advise me through
the columns of next issue the most
advantageous disposition to be made
•I this cotton seed meal.
A. B. DAVIS.

I have a rolling farm of light gray
land with a hard, light red soil, which
grows bright tobacco, wild and fibrous.
Can't make wrappers.
Will
not grow body. Please advise the

John Street and 71 Nassaa.

The Original Improved

DAMAGED COTTON SEED MEAL.

—Ed.

on

Absolutely Free

beds and In cold, drafty houses. We
have found the use of saltpeter, in
small doses, two or three times a
week, in the food, say a teaspoonful
powdered at a dose for a pig weighing
60 to 75 pounds, to give relief frequently, when accompanied with care
with the beds and houses.
i. Send your name and address to
the Director of the Experiment Station, Blacksburg, and ask to have the
fcttUetins sent
Ed.

Yes. The meal will still have some
ralue as a fertilizer, and may be used
to supply the nitrogen called for by
all
crops.
This nitrogen becomes
Blowly available as the meal decays.

way

heavy bearing
Cotton planters have
plants.
made tests for us in various localities with satisfactory results.

from Experiment Station.

Co., Va.

the sure

is

to cultivate healthy,

The machine

Is

The CYCLONE differs materially and very advantageonsly from all others sowers in having a elope teed
board with an oblong hopper hopper which terminates
in a metal edge, on which edge oscillates a teed plate
which does not allow the seed to become clogged, bat
makes A POSITIVE FORCE FEED and Insures a uniform
flow and even distribution of seed.
supplied with patented Interlock DO0BLB FLANGE, NON-SOLDER-

WHEEL

AND A SELF-ACTING FEED ADJUSTMENT so that
seed can be let on or shut off Instantly.
The crank Is above the distributing wheel,
which brings both hands on practically a level, thus giving the operator the easiest
position possible ta operate.
The left hand naturally rests In place to open and close

JOINT DISTRIBUTING

feed Instantly.

This Is a practical, all-around, fltst-class grain and grass seeder and a good, large
sower that will meet the most exacting demands.
Oar new 1907 Catalogue, giving prices of all Farm Supplies sent free on re(inest.
THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY, 1302 East Main Street, Richmond, Va.

Farm

and

Timbered

Lands

at

Chse

Prices.

We

can furnish good soil In farms from 100 to 1.000 acres, and In the most fertile
sections of Soutbside Virginia.
These lands are In communities that are being more thoroughly developed every day,
and In the famous llthia belt. They are In demand, and being sold. An excellent
opportunity for energetic men.

WRITE US FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

THE

MECKLENBURG

REALTY

COIYIPANY.

BOYDTON,
Tell

the

advertiser

Inc.

VIRGINIA.
where

you

saw his advertisement.
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HOW

TO FERTILIZE.

Ss„-::E;;;:::;;::i:ii;::::EEE;..aSi:Si:
Hay. upwards of

farmer knows that plants nwd Food as much as cattle.
He kmows, teo. that plants cannot get all the Food they need out
He must supply them with cerUtn Food him9t tfce ground alone.
elf, mr they will not thrive and bear their full yield of fruit.
xBctly as he supplies hay and oats to his horse so he must supply
Itrogem and phosphate to his plants. He may buy these In the
•p«m market exactly as he does his hay or his oats, or he can buy
them in combination in the form of a "complete fertilizer." There
la n* secret value In the complete fertilizer— It Is nothing more or
less than the Ingredients combined and sold at a higher price.
Nitrogen Is by far the most expensive, as well as effective, of plant
foods, and it will pay the farmer well to stop and think before he
fc«y» It In this combination form.
Til^^A lu.ci.
NitrogeDigestible Ni*i.n«.Cheapest, and
Most ni,..c«ikl<i
Best, <-u._-,i.c4.
The B..t

very

nous Food

for Plants.

Tlie cheapest and most practical form In which to furnish
Itrvgea t* plants Is Nitrate of Soda. In the rainless region of Chill
are stored away vast quantities of Nitrogen in what are known as
Bltrates-the only form in which Nitrogen can be utilized by a

&

40»

-S^ld^lS

w^e^dl-l'^h^.

':t^lZ.lXT^. tts"X\\%

«^ b^nr

ind-ato

;'arr-so'%eY^^d^"^s»L'^d^rl^l

1.000

Cotton

,

Sugar beets

Pounds barn cured

!^^
^ E°"°j°
Pounds

''•"*"
tubers

4.000
4.900
3.900

Pounds tubers
Pounds tube™
£°"°j'
S'JSS
" j
"'I?? „
1,800 Pounds

Beets

Sweet potatoes
Cabbages
Carrots

Onions
Turnips

"^^

Strawberries

,xl S*''
200 Quarts

Asparagus
Tomatoes

JSa
100

Celery

Hops

•••••

,?i
100

.^'

5"°v
Baskets

"^5°
„
Pounds

Nitrate of Soda Is a plant tonic and an energlzcr; It l« «•( •
5j,n)u,ant in any sense of the word.
Nitrate of Soda may be used alone without other fertllliem as
a Top Dressing at the rate of not more than 100 pounds to the acre.

Hov\f to Learn About It.
MitmtA minpq In Chill are suoervlBed bv the Eoveromeot
'I'^r.^'^^T'T^,. nn i, Lnnalfv ci^^^^^^

~ V%

.„^^J«

|f

fn'fo^rUoTln'

^^^^^

.^fX.^^i^Z.

'^-

^

^^^'^kd'^^lS^l

"*'"
the plant altogether of Nitrate Food at the very time it needs It *°° *' ^° '"
Pesults en Hay.
most: moreover. Nitrogen in the form of ammonia salts leavers an
acid residue In the soil. Nitrate of Soda, on the other hand, la enjror three years samples of Nitrate of Soda have been sent t»
tirely independent of weather and leaves alkali behind as a soil
farmers -to experiment on timothy. In each case two patches were
sweetener.
It Is immediately available under any circumstances,
marked out in the hay field side by side each about twenty foet
One received Nitrate of Soda,
f»r It is readily soluble, and Immediately It comes within reach of square— about 1-100 of an acre.
The folthe roots of plants it begins to bo taken up by them. It can. there- equivalent to 100 pounds per acre, the other had none.
fore, readily be seen that the practical value of various forms of lowing are fair samples of the results reported, giving the weight
Nitrogen ranges from nothing at all. where conditions of temperature of cured hay in each case:
Plot without Nitrate, <•
•r 8*11 prevent nitration, to 100 per cent. In Nitrate of Soda where
Horace Field. Mattaposiett. Mass.:
nitration has already completely taken place. Moreover, the process pounds.
Plot with Nitrate. 90 pounds.
•f transforming the nitrogen of cotton seed meal, dried fish, dried
"Hay was well made. Nitrate plot ready to cut ten days earlier
kUod, tankage, sulphate of ammonia and other nitrogenous constl- than plot without Nitrate and the growth now Is much heavier
tuents of "complete fertilizers
into nitrate Is very wasteful, for on the Nitrate plot."
muck valuable Nitrogen is lost in the process, as well as by natural
William Norman. Toledo, Ohio.: Plot without Nitrate, It pounds,
nidation. Soil experiments have shown that 100 pounds of Nitrogen with Nitrate. 62 pounds.
"This is what I call dynamite soda."
Plot without Nitrate, T» pounds.
In tlieee forms have only about one-halt to three-fourths the manuE. P. Nance. Oak Level. Ky.
rial .Talae sf 100 pounds of nitrogen in Its nitrated form of Nitrate
plot with Nitrate 104 pounds.
pennAs.
Plot without Nitrate,
•* Bate.
Die O. Hatledal, Benson, Minn.
With Nitrate. 62 pounds.
A r^raat Savlna
"Plot with Nitrate now thick with grass again and will prodoe*
...
,
7 ",.
-f seems extraordinary
.t » farmers
.
V
!.
I. view of these facts it
that
should
p,ot without Nkrate will not be worth cutUa*
, ^
esatlnae to purchase their Nitrogen In compound form with phos- «ri._ ..
« ^pfcate when they can procure it much cheaper and ready for the
Epplev, Muskingum. Ohio.: Plot without Nitrate
^^
plaats^ Immediate use In the form of Nitrate of Soda.
With Nitrate 78 pounds.
One ton of Nitrate of Soda has more valuable energizing food pounds.
"
..^
pleased and only wish I had used It on my vhsU
tsr plants than fifteen tons of the average cheap low-grade complete « ,. .,
fertilizers, on which you are paying freight on inert filler, and It
Plot without Mitrate
Herbert J France. Blairsvllle, Pa.:
saatains more and better food than you will get In ten tons of the
With Nitrate 118 pounds
_ounds
..^average so-called high-grade "complete fertilizer." Why not buy *•
^^^ thoroughly cured when weighed. Plot witfc Nltrats
Ike real thing and actually save big money In cost and in freight? y
,
g,^ or eight inches ahead all summer."
One hundred pounds of Nitrate per acre Is all you need as a starter.
Plot without Nitrate
xionzo J Brvan Hunterdon N. J.:
Wky aot have the substance Instead of the shadow? It costs from [,ou„a3
With Nitrate 63% pounds. "The Nitrate made wonderful
to 19 cents a pound in so-called "complete fertilizers,
and even J.,5u]tg'"
thea Is often In a form which Is not available as food for the plants,
j.
j,
Plot without Nitrate 88 poaads.
Haonle Cocolamus. Pa.
for It must first be converted into nitrate.
The time required to -vvith Nitrate 53 pounds. "Am well pleased with results."
da Uls varies from a few days to a few years, according to the
Plot without Nitrate,
Charles J Groth Springville, N. T.:
temperature of the soil and the kind and condttlon of the material pounds
With Nitrate 147 pounds. "Cut Nitrate plot twice."
ased la the "complete fertilizer."
g g strong Cauming. Nova Scotia: Plot without Nitrate
It must be recognized that the farmer should have a chance
pleased with results."
pounds.
"Much
91
Nitrate
poinds
Plot with
ierive some profit from the use of a fertilizer, and wise buying *^ Leonard D Spicknali La Belie. Mo.:
Plot without Nitrate 44
is a prerequisite to successful use.
With Nitrate 69 pounds. "I consider Nitrate of Soda a
pounds.
most valuable producer, as hay seems softer and brighter fraai
It Helps Crops.
Nitrate plot than from the other."
If a young pig or a young calf does not have an abundance of
,, „„,.».
,,v„„, »,„„,«
peuads.
Nitrate 14
William Henderson Athens. Pa.: Plot without
Ik* right kind of feed when it Is young it becomes stunted In
It was a fine test.
growth and never recovers from it. no matter how Judiciously it Is With Nitrate 60 pounds.
„„„„,,.
The average of these tests show an Increase of 2.775 ponndgtrf
ifterwards fed. The intelligent cultivator has learned that this holds
Nitrogen is the element which field-cured hay per acre wHh the use of 100 pounds Nitrate of Soda^
good in the feeding of plants.
of Soda per 100 pounds. It Is
enters most largelv into the building up of the plant Itseif-root, Bearing in mind the cost of Nitrate
stem and leaves. Most plants need to take up most of their Nitrogen very evident that it pays to use it.
duriag the early stages of their growth, as in oats. It Is plain.
Purpose of the Nitrate Prspaganda.
therefore, that the cultivator cannot al?ord to overlook Nitrate,
p^^g books bulletins and all desired information are promptly
and thus endanger the chances of his trops, which must have forwarded to farmers interested.
Thousands of farmers of the
Nitrogen in a form the plants can use. The presence of Nitrate united States have seen Nitrate of Soda advertisements and thoaat the outset enables the plant to get its food when it needs It gan^s have written in answer to them for free books.
growth
stems
vigorous
of
roots,
leaves
and
and
develops
a
most,
it is maintained
j,jo nitrate is sold by the Nitrate Propaganda;
•apable of withstanding the scorching rays of the sun or sudden gimpiv to put the facts clearly and accurately before the cultiva•banges of the temperature, disease or the attacks of parasites.
(p^g throughout the countrv and rapidlv they are finding out that
Nitrate of Soda is of high value for early crops, such as peas, filtrate of goda is the cheapest and by far the most practical form
•om, beets and cabbage, where rapid maturity is desirable. It Is ^f supplying their crops with Nitrogen. It is the only existing
a special help to hay. grain, rye wheat, timothy, orchard or other instantly available Nitrogenous Food for plants,
•ereals or grasses, all of which are unable to obtain sufBctent
r T»c information.
i
#
r
Nitrogen from the soil Just when they need it. It is a great specific
To a limited number of farmers who want to know, the Propala the production of sugar beets, potatoes, cotton and sugar cane.
Small fruits, such as blackberries, currants, raspberries and ganda. In addition to bulletins from agricultural experiment stations,
gaoseberries which need a steady, even growth, are greatly benefited giving results of actual trials with Nitrate of Soda, is sending Its
kr Nitrate of Soda, which can be furnished all ready for digestion handsomely illustrated books, which any farmer may understan*.
and which should be in the library of every farm In the United States.
wlien the plants require it.
Farmers who may not care to make any of the experiments, who
-The highest agricultural authorities have established by careful
CKperlmentation that 100 pounds per acre Nitrate of Soda applied would like to know the results that others have obtained, or who
sbouli
ta crops has produced the INCREASED yields tabulated as follows: desire any information whatever concerning Nitrate of Soda,
write to William S. Myers. Director. John Street and 71 Nassau
400 Pounds of grain
Bartay
Street. New York.
400 Pounds of grain
•ats ...!..!!!'..'..
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perlment
there
described.
This
should give you what you want, or use
Peruvian Guano, 200 pounds to the
acre, with the addition of 50 pounds
of sulphate of potash per acre.

pay every farmer or every farmer's wife
down and write for Sharpies "Business Dairying." This valuable book contains information that can be found in no other book,
and will help any dairyman to make his
business more profitable.
It tells
It will

to

vantage, to the land?
ILs OrchlUa guano a good land improver? It so, how many pounds to
the acre should be applied to get
good results? Is it a lasting fertilteer?

J.

Accomac

Co.,

How

satisfied

to

enquirer

bor,

is

asked as to what

kill wild onions, replied: "Well,
r believe they will grow in hell"
(no profanity meant, for he wasn't
that kind. The interrogator replied:
"I mean,"
"What do you mean?"
Bald he, "that I had a clearing on that
piled logs, stumps,
hill over there,
roots, etc. In a great mass, then made
my men pull and dig up a dense
growth of wTTd onions and bring and
put them on this heap. We then set
The next
fire to the whole thing.
spring there was a greater growth of
wild onions riarht where we had thl<«
fire than anywhere else, and that \n
why I believe thpv will grow in hell."

not only guaranteed to more than pay

which
you can skim, the low can, the self-oiling
bearings, tlie simple Tubular bowl with only
one little part inside to wash, the moderate
price, are all points you should know about. Send today
for the free "Business Dairying" and full information
about the Sharpies Tubular, giving number of cows
you keep. Ask for booklet G. 290

with your sensible reabout garlic (wild

When

would

J.

sir,

THOMAS
Rockbridge

How

for itself annually, but the ease with

in

terian church.

to Feed,

TUBULAR CREAM SEPARATOR
It is

in last Issue.

who

What

THE SHARPIES

I had a neighheaven now, he was a
very exemplary elder in the Presby-

onion)

to Feed,

Care for Feed, What Foods Produce Git-atcst Amount of Milk, How
to Care for tlie Dairy Cow in tlie way
to get best results, and the whole book
is practical.
To get all the good out of
your milk you should of course use
to

WILD ONIONS.
was

right

C.

—

I

sit

Va.

The weed sent is, so far as we are
able to judge from the shrivelled condition in which it reached us, the
eommon pepper grass, or wild cress.
!t is of no advantage to the land.
OrchiUa guano Is a phosphatic ferUllfier, having an average analysis of
about 15 per cent, which Is slowly
On some land it seems to
available.
act very favorably. Like the undissolved phosphate rock, it responds
best where there is an abundance of
vegetable matter in the soil. Apply
00 or 500 pounds to the acre. Ed.

ply

TO FARMERS
AND DAIRYMEN
AND

r

ORCHIIvLA GUANO.
Enclosed you will find plant that
grows all winter in abundance on my
farm. Will you kindly give name; also, is it any advantage to, or disad-

[April,

P.

WTTTTR.

Co., Va,

PLUCKING GEERR—REMEDY FOR
GAPES.
Some one asked in

last month's
Planter abotit picking geese. I would
Hke to tell them that I had a flock for
yearR and began to pick them in the

spring, as soon as the goslings could
do without the heat of the mother,
and three or four times afterwards
during the summer. When they begin
to drop feathers about the yard they
are ready to pick. If the feathers pull
easy and have no blood on the ends
they are in best condition and will
have no unpleasant odor.
I would also like to give my remedy
lor gapes In chickens.
T live at a

"We

Renkon, Tr

cleared

timM

lu

THE SHAS^PLES SEPARATOR CC,
WEST

Toponto, Can.

05'^3TF.R, PA.

ChloBfio. fV

Power That Counts.
Nothing can take the place of steam.
eoes on a strike; dependable under
tions;

power

in

It
all

nevei
condi*

abundance; any eort of fueL

Cheapest, safest, surest, best.

LEFFEL
Steam Engines
adapt the old reliable stand-by power to
farmers' and planters' use. Numerous / -"
email sires. Types that meet requireHorizontal. Portable, en Skids, etc. Consult your interests
by wnuo? us before buying power. Send for book of information.

^~

ments— Uprichl,

James Leffel ^31
bought

Co.,

"Boje

183. SprinifUld, OMo.

BALING PRESS

and found

was not

the best you could have bought for the money, you would be
Our presses have taken so many first prizes, including
St. Louis World's Fair
PRIZE, that they are called

sorry.

GRAND

WHITMAN'S "WORLD'S STANDARD**
Ought you not to know why they are so superior before you buy
a press? Let us send you our catalog of Presses and other superior
Agricultural Machinery.
WHITMAN AGRIOILTURAL CO., St. Lonis
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very old place and could not raise one
chicken if I did not use this remedy.
Have a long-handled stew jian put In
cold ashes until two-thirds full, then
All up with hot coals and on the top
of these place a little leaf tobacco,
slip the pan into the coop (after letlet remain a few
ting out the hen)
minutes. If chickens get drunk don't
get scared, they will come too in a
This should be done
little while.
until chicks
are
few days
every
;

feathered.
The best

remedy for Uce

in poultry

but see that
is lime wash;
roosts, nests and every crack is filled
with the lime, and I guarantee you
will not be bothered.
Mrs. W. C. PETTY.
Culpeper Co., Va.

houses

FERTILIZER FROM BURNT CLAY.
hear that English farmers make a
from clay burnt with straw
Can you give
particulars how it can be done here,
as we have plenty of refuse in the
woods? Would potash be the chief
element of such a fertilizer?
H. DEWHURST
I

fertilizer

or other refuse matter.

Chesterfield Co., Va.

We have never heard of English
farmers burning clay to make fertl
lizer.
It will make bricks, but not
fertilizer.
Use the refuse from the
woods as freely as possible. Every
pound of it added to your soil will
Improve its texture and fertility. It
wants no burning. This would only
waste its plant food. Ed.

—

NITRATE OF SODA FOR WATERMELONS AND CANTFT.OUPES
I shall use nitrate of soda on my
Please
this spring.
tell me when to make the application,
how much to use to a hill, and how
often?
Also, how much it will require for four hundred hills during
the summer. Would it be good to use

watermelon patch
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Good Advice About

CREAM SEPA RATORS
of the Alpena Farm Produce Co. in the
Alpena, Mich., Argus, February 13, 1907.
"In reply to inquiries, we wish to repeat that the Alpena
Farm Produce Co. will not buy cream that is not separated
by a cream separator, for the reason they must have pure,
clean cream, which can be obtained in no other manner.
Therefore, every patron of the Company must have a separator, and, if you have not already procured one, you had
better see about it in the very near future. The Produce
Company is very emphatic in its assertion that it does not
matter what kind of a separator is used, so long as it is
a good standard make. Do not buy 'cheap' separators first
because some 'mail order' house catalogue says it is the
best in the world. The fact is that 'cheap' separators are
always the dearest in the end. In the first place they do
not skim as closely, and in the next place they will not
stand the test of years. If you have a 'cheap' separator, not
a standard make, you must not complain it you do not make
as much money from your cows as you thought you would.
The Produce Company is handling the DE LAVAL separator
because they can safely recommend it as an absolutely reliable machine. If that machine does not prove satisfactory
the trouble must then be with the manner in which you care
Be sure you start with a good
for and feed your cows.

Announcement

machine."

The big creamery concerns which look the country and the

over in reaching separator conclusions are almost
invariably users and endorsers of the DE LAV.AL machines.
Their example and advice is the kind that the inexperienced
buyer may safely and wisely follow.

world

The De Laval Separator
Randolph

a.

Canal Sts.

1213 Filbert Streit

PHILADELPHIA
9 &

I

I

DnuMu

I09*

General Offices:

CHICAGO

75

7* CORTLANDT STREET.

NEW YORK.

St.

SAN FHANCISCO

14

h

I

Co.

3 YOUVILLE SQUAfll

t

MONTREAL
Sl

77 YORK Sthect

TORONTO

16 PRIN0CB6 STII££T

WINNIPEG

on eanteloupes? I have been taking
your journal for several years, and
like It best of all farm papers I take.

HUGH BROOKING.
Orange

Co., Va.

.^pply

about

each

hill

menced

a

tablespoonful

on

FARQUHAR PORTABLE SAW MILLS

hill, but do not let it
Two or three similar applications at intervals of about
ten days will be sufficient. Yes, it

Iion't

used in the same

—Ed

way on

bny inv

.ler

what proportion?
so.
in
If
would the soy bean do in place
cowpeas?

them?

How

Co.,

tinar

MlUft. EnL-inc

•.

TloIIe

A, B. FAtgOHitR Co.. LTD..TORK. PA.^

Intend this spring to sow cowpeas

Warren

inyestiirat*

Thresher*. We'll mi
copy ft-ec upon renaest-

ean-

for hav for dairy cows, would you advise Kaffir com or sorghum with

of

yon

OurnewflR-paceeatalnff CT
plains In .leta!) nil onr ^an

FEED FOR DAIRY COWS.
I

until

ot the "Farqalinr-"
ant#ed in every resppct.

tfe merite

touch the leaves.

mar be

pmion.oi

.able attachments. Celebrated I arqnliai
Cliain Set- Works absolntely ftfonnito aim
qnick TPfOilinc. Built strone and dunilile

around on the

teloupes.

—^

^„. „..„

after the plants have comSprinkle it
to grow freely.

Va

WM. SHEPPARD.

Oowpeas, sown with either sorghum
make an excellent hay

or Kaffir com,

LIFE

SAYINGS
AND
BY HIS WIFE

«nTI\Tma WAXTIirn Acents are coining money, send SOc for canvassing
AIilWIo WAJ^lljU Outfit and Contract for territoi7.

L

J.

NICHOLS

& CO.,

'^^^cr^*
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for stock feeding.

It

well to

ia

[April,

sow

part of the cow peas with Early Amber Sorghum and other part with the

Kaffir com. The Kaffir corn is not
quite so valuable a feed as the sorSlium, but it will stand drouth better
•d. therefore, desirable to be grown
hi c»se we have a dry season.
Half
a bushel of peas drilled In rows (they
are too dear this year to sow broad•ast) and a peck of sorghum or Kaffir
oorn to the acre makes a good mix-

Soy beans should be grown
mature
ttian
cowpeas or sorghum.
They
make a very valuable hay to be fed
along with corn fodder, sorghum or
ture.

tCost

Spotless
,7^>^

alone, as they take longer to

Kaffir

See

corn,
to

balancing

note

article

We

"Where Are

the

in

At?"
8or beans and cowpeas.

this
as to

— Ed.

Oil ll]is

have a 10-acre

lot

sowing

mepeanuts

dium-light land that was in
year that I want to plant In corn
this year. I used last year 200
pounds
Lee's Prepared Lime and 300
pounds
^8-2 goods per acre.
I am breaking

me

land deep and am broadcasting
barn-yard manure, but will not
have
enough. What kind of guano
I
Me to get best results? Willmust
plant
^'^ br 4 feet, checked.
P. W.
Co., Vo.

Apply 200 pounds
ad<l phosphate with
am.

AXI> TJSE
Spotless Paint at only 97c per Gallon

DREWRY.

Save $10 00 to $20.00 on every house painted. Make your house and buildinp-i proof
against time. Increa.<e their value and have the handsomest house in your section. It
easy if you use Spotless Ready Mixed Paint. It i ^ fruaranteed to leave a hard, smooth
surface, one that the sun and ri^in cannot injure. U lasts.

is

WE

»to

the

the acre of
the manure

to

—

1.

The

{jTOTing

Irish
itself

Barly Rose

A BEGINNER.

Cobler is said to be
much superior to the

in yield and
somewhat
er
maturity.
Early Sunlight
Is also well
spoken of.
2.
believe you can get the
vineess sweet potatoes from
seedsmen in
^'s city, but if not here you
can get
from seedsmen in Atlanta.
The

^I

m

We

^em

ia

*I1''
more
tfie

known

not much grown, except
in
Southern States. It is often

as the

It is as good

or as low as 84c rer
a paint as the kind you pay your dealer $1. 50

OUR FREE TRIAL PL4N. We make every shipment under our binding- gnarantee that
you may open and use any three s&llons of paint you wish putting it to the hardest test.
and if you find tliat we have not shipped you a paint of as high quality as you can buy
anywhere rep'-rdiess of price, just ship back the unopened paint and we will not charge
you for thethr:(! gallons used but will refund all your money and freight charges.
You must admit that this is a fair proposition.

OUR

3 YE4R GUARANTEE is that it will not blister, peel, chalk, crack nor mb
Send us ymir nnmo and address today for color cards and complete catalogue sent
It means a saving of more than one-third on

your paint

bills.

SPOTLESS COMPANY, inc.
123 Shockoe Square

Richmond. Va.

po-

The
Marly Rose seems to be run
out'
8. Where can I get the
vineless or
h«h sweet potato? is this a
good
T«rlety
to raise?
Co., Va.

PAINT AT 97c PER GALLON,

f re^, or order from this ad. if in a hurry.

of early Irish
heaviest yielder?

Dinwiddie

$1.!50

per gallon fur.

o£

What kind
is

SELL

grallon in lars^er quantities.

auan potatoes—sweet pota1.

i^/

DO YOUR OWnV PAUVTTNG

of good

last

„ ^^
Southampton

liouse^

ration.
issue,

FERTILIZER FOR CORN.
I

#

to puttujo coats

Pump Water

Saw Wood
Cut Feed
Thresh Wheat
Shred Corn
Grind Feed

Bunch Yam.— Ed

All

PROmrcTS.
^^T^^Ty!'^^^^^''
^^'^
6est

^''''^ '^
-JL
•omjomical kind

and

/o"°^'
^"^"^^

"'<"<°'-y

SAFE,

\

RELIABLE.

*

Sydnor

King.

^^Proved Golden

Uent, of Improved Leaning'
^'""^^ to --afse for
mJ'.J^^
Jl^^^
Jrtck profits
on small farms (where
labor Is scarce and high)
within three
Bi<>e«
of transportation
lines
and

and more, too, can b* doae
Oasolln* Engines.
Thej ar*

I

J'

i^/fi r

this

our

SIMPLE,

of lime to us^shell
rock or prepared lime'
I'?L''^1.'"'"'' °^ <=°™ to plant

^Jt^57"'

of

with

most

Pump &

Richmond,
' >'
« '^^^^V^^^^'. *i "-^'^*^'-'-^^^^ ^*'g'Fgr

Tell

the

advertiser

where

you

n. »» ^^.

saw

.

his

Well Co., Inc.,

Va.,

Dept.,

ssz

adTertlaement

B.

Lii^'^^xiir
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That's what you want— the best harvest results at
the least expense of time and labor.
When your grain and grass ripen, you are too
busy to waste any time on needlerss work or on delays

and breakdowns.
Every minute counts.
That's the reason you buy harvesting machines
to save time and labor.
And the better the machine, the surer you can be
that it tcill save time and labor— that it will go right
through the harvest without a stop or hitch or delay,
from start to finish.
You want to be sure now, that you are ready for
harvest.

Be sure that you have a machine that will cause
trouble at your busiest time.
Be sure that your machine will get all the grain
you have grown, with the least possible waste.
You cannot tell a great deal about a machine by

o

looking at

it.

But Its record— its performance in the field- what
has done for the men who have bought it and used
it
through a number of years— ffta* tells a story
which means everything to you.
Of
the many t ypes and
styles of
harvesting
machines put on the market in the past thirty to
forty years, there are a half dozen that have always
stood head and shoulders above the others.
Why? Why have the
it

CHAMPION,
Mccormick,
osborne
DEERING,
MILWAUKEE,
PLANO—
HARVESTING MACHINES

always been such great leaders? Why have farmers
purchased them in so great numbers?
Why are
they used the world over, wherever grain and grass
are grown? Why do they hold the supreme position
they do?

You know

the reason.

There can be but one reason, and that is this:
They have always done good work— they have
satisfied their users — they have proved by a generation's use that they can be depended upon.
Their popularity and their reputation have not
come by chance.
They have earned their reputation by their work
in the field.

They have won

And

it

is

^^^____

HARVEST TIME

To Get Th.

their

impossible

to

popularity by deserving It.
get a higher endorsement

413

will Increas
satisfaction.

the

TlVlr'^^^.f^^

machines' efflclency,

durability

and

The underlying principles of these machines are
what thirty years' time, thirty years' experiments,
thirty years' practical tests at the hands of grain
and grass growers, have proved to be the best, and
by working together, the manufacturers are able to
maintain experimental shops, and to conduct field
experiments which would be impossible for any one
of them working alone.
In this way they are able to discover and devise
better methods of operation, better principles of construction and so to make the machines more efficient,
more easily operated— better for you and better for

your pocketbook.

The enormous demand for these six leading makes
harvesting machines gives their manufacturers the
choice of both materials and skilled labor.
They are able to own and operate their own coal
and iron mines, their own smelters and steel mills,
of

first

their own lumber camps and saw mills.
At the same time, the choicest materials in all
these lines are offered first to these manufacturers
because they are such large purchasers.
In this way they are Independent of fluctuating
markets, and are able at all times to select for every
machine they make, only material of the fleet quality
and the higliest grade.
The same condition exists In regard to skilled
labor.
Experts in every line naturally turs to tiMM
manufacturers so that they are able to maintain an
organization which they could not possibly maintain
were they working separately.
These are some of the reasons why so many
farmers cannot be persuaded to buy other than the
International line of harvesting machines.
They are made right, on the right principle,
from the right materials, and as a natural result they
do the work they are designed to do in a most satisfactory manner.
In all conditions of grain— light, heavy, standing,
down or tangled— they can be depended upon with
absolute certainty.
With one of them you can be
sure that you will get all your crop at the least
expense of time and labor, with no delay, no trouble,
no annoyance. Isn't that the kind of harvesting machine you want? Dont delay, then; don't wait until
harvest is upon you.

SEE THE INTERNATIONAL DEALER and get a
catalogue of whichever machine you want.
If you don't know an International dealer, write
us and we will give you the name of the one nearest
you. Don't forget this other advantage.
If your team
runs away or an accident occurs, you can alicays get
repairs for an International machine near at hand,
and they alicays fit. Repair stocks with local agents
erywhere.
(Inc..)
ILL.
INTERNATIONAL LINE.— Binders, Reapers, Headers, Header Binders. Corn Binders, Corn Shockers, Corn
Pickers. Huskers and Shredders, Corn Shellers, Mowers. Hay Tedders, Hay Rakes. Sweep Rakes, Hay
Loaders Hay Stackers, Hav Balers, Feed Grinders, Knife (Irinders. Cream Separators, Gasoline Engines,
Pumping Jacks Manure Spreaders, Weber Wagons, Columbus Wagons, Bettendorf Wagons and Binder Twino.

than that.
To-day.

these six lines of harvesting machines
the International line are more popular than ever
before, because they are better than ever before.
By working together the several manufacturers
have been able to Improve the principles of construction,
to improve the quality of materials used, to
Improve workmanship, and to employ every means that

—

INTERNATIOVAL HARVESTER COMPANTT OF AMERICyN.

CHICAGO.
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within 20 miles of good mariiets? My
plan is to raise alT the poultry, butter,
hogs, potatoes, lima beans, blackeye
peas, onions, cabbage and table corn
that I can and probably some aspara-

gus and celery.
Would you add
omit any of the

anything else or
above mentioned

things?
J. A. CARTER.
Chesterfield Co., Va.
am indebted to the
P.
I
S.
Southern Planter for the following,
and many other things: viz.: cutting and curing my millet and pea
vines properly, raising and keeping
potatoes, feeding my hens and pullets
so as to get a large quantity of eggs
I find it almost
all winter, etc.. etc.
indispensable.
J. A. C.

—

TO :;-:.
rURKITUKE

more

^

above.
2. For a white corn, grow Hickory
King, and for a yellow corn Improved
Lieaning on such land as you describe.
might probably profitably
3. You
add to the crops and products you
name, strawberries, canteloupes, and

for pickles.

Thanks for the compliment you pay
The Planter. Ed.

—

SOT BEANS.
I
have about 3 acres of land that
had a good crop of soja beans on it
last year.
It has lots of wire grass
on it. Would it do to put beans on

Grand Rapids' most artistic and high salaried
designers. You buy these goods at prices that
enable you to furnish your home to suit your taste no
matter how refined, at prices that mean economical
buying. Sold by leading dealers throughout
the South. Always insist on getting the genuine "White Line." If
your dealer doesn't
carry it ask him to order what you want for
you. Write for useful

^

again this year?My object in cropping again with the same crop is to
some of the grass.

It

try to get rid of

AT EX. OT-ENESK.

ABOlTtilE

.Tames City Co., Va.
Yes. plant soy beans aarain. Thev
often make a better crop planted two
years in succession, as the land becomes more fully inoculated with the
soy bean microbe. Ed.

Souvenir

—

WORSTS TX

Wp
lini

st>-les.

lection

HO'^rS.

well.

New Kent

and

Make your

FURNJtDRE
'TO

se-

from booklet.

The While Furniture
Mebane, N. C.

some hoes latelv whic*i
worms about two Inches long all

through
the liver, so that we could not use
them.
Whnt is the cause of these
worms, and is there any way to get
rid of them?
These hoes never did

free

booklet J of exclusive

l.'lled

around the kidneys and

your home

and economically

—

for crops requiring the
food contained in the matter
with the lime, it would be
Taluable than the pure lime

cucumbers

beautifully

Quality should be the first consideration of the economical
and wise furniture buyer. In
no other thing that you biiy
for the home is it more desirable that the quality be ri^ht than
in the furniture, the things that are to become
the silent companions of your home life.
Style and finish have their place and must
be given consideration, but they must be coupled with real intrinsic quality in other words
durability. The stjle may be as elegant and
artistic as the purse will permit, but should be
of that quiet, refined elegance which never tires
one. The finish should be in keeping so that
harmony will prevail, while the construction,
the guarantee of durability, should be of that
old-time honest character that distinguished
the handicraft of our forefathers plus the improvements that we have devised and
embody in the building of the "White
Line" of furniture forjthe home.
The way then to furnish your
home beautifully and economically
to
buy the "White Line." Go to
is
the dealer in your town who handles
examine
it carefully and critically and
this line;
you will discover every desirable feature we have
enumerated above, with many more that the dealer
Pull out the drawers, turn the
will explain to j'ou.
tables upside down; inspect the frame work and
see the built-on-honor stamp of merit all over
them. Be sure the "White Line" trade mark is
on every piece and you will get the furniture
that's made in the SouthT in one of the largest
and finest equipped factories ia the countr)', by
expert workmen, from exclusive designs by

Of course,
mixed

to furnish

BUttRS

no difference in the
1. There
is
chemical composition of rock lime and
shell lime. They are both carbonates.
and that easiest to get and cheapest to
buy should be used. Prepared lime
Is a mixed article and, for the purpose
for which lime is used, is no more
valuable than either rock or shell
though usually costing much more.
plant

HOW

A WORD
".;

[April,

"-^-

BUY

I

all

WFTI'^R T^Tioo

^Hj

YOUR WATER PROBLEM SOLVED.

wi
Youdon't
to be aiways loofcinc after it or repairing. But you want water alYou don't want
ways coming. Use the runniDg stream and a

Riie Hydraulic

Co., Va.

In this Issue you will find an article from Prof. Spencer, tbo Vptprinarian at Ttlacksbure Experiment Station, deallne with this question of
worms In connection with partial par-

t

Trial, 'Send for

lie

Engine Co^

book and

1118

lnTe«t1(rat«.

Trinity Bldg.

Always mention The Southern PI anter

Ram

Baripract«r7

means of

1

New York.

when writing
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hind quarters of hogs,
from which you will see that he has
small faith in removing them by medicine when once encysted near the
kidneys or in the loins. He advises
removing the hogs from infected
places, and taking care to secure unalyslB

of the

infected hogs.

Worms
may

In the stomach or bowels
be expelled by doses of turpen-

vermifuges.^Ed.

tine or other

HEN MANURE AND GROUND ROCK.
How should hen manure be mixed
with Tennessee ground rock (floats)
it in grain drill
that
how long before fertilizer is inis,
tended to be drilled must it be mixed,
and will the floats, by thus mixing,

—

In order to use

For the
Protection of

become available so as

to get the full
benefit to the soil of the 30 per cent,
of
phospihoric
acid
which
they
analyze.
Also, will a ton of floats, analyzing
30 per cent, phosphoric acid, by thus
mixing become acidulated and add as
much phosphorous to the soil as 2 1-7
tons of South aCrolina rock analyzing
14 per cent, phosphoric acid?

Fairfax Co., Va.

W.

J.

ZOPFI.

The mixing of the hen manure with
the floats will in no way help to make
available the phosphoric acid in the
rock.
The only result will be to add
some ammonia to a fertilizer which
carries
none of that constituent
naturally. To this extent it will help
to make the floats a more complete
fertilizer
but to render the phosphoric acid more quickly available requires the presence of decomposing
vegetable matter in the soil.
The
more vegetable matter there is in the
soil the greater will be the effect of
The hen manure can be
the floats.
mixed with the floats at any time
previous to drilling, but the sooner
the mixed matter is applied the less
The lime
loss there is of ammonia.
in the floats will have a tendency to
set the ammonia in the hen manure
free, though its action in this way
will not be so rapid as would be the
case where quick lime is used. Ed.

—

HEN MANURE.
have quite a lot of hen manure
which I wish to use on my garden
this

season.

Please

let

me know

vegetables
the best results.
Loudoun Co., Va.

Hen manure

will give
R. B. M.

it

is rich in nitrogen (amlacks both phosphoric
acid and potash. For use in growing
vegetables, it should have both these
Use acid phosingredients added.
phate at the rate of 400 pounds to the
acre and muriate of potash at the
rate of 100 pounds to the acre with a
good dressing of the hen manure and
you should grow vegetables of any

monia),

but

kind.— Ed.

and

deterioration.

implements look

It

makes

better,

and

buildings, wagons,

—and

wear better

sell bet-

when you want to sell.
Use only Pure Linseed Oil and Pure White
Lead made by the Old Dutch Process, which is
sold in kegs with this Dutch Boy trade mark on

ter

the side.
This trade mark protects you against fraudulent
mixtures sold as white lead, adulterated white lead
and worthless substitutes for white lead.
Look for the Dutch Boy when buying paint.

Send
"A Talk

for

Book

on Paint," gives valuable information

on the paint

subject.

Sent free upun request.

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
New York.
Chicago,
Bros. Co.)

in iteaffTsi yoit:

Cinrlnnati,
Olcveltmil,
Buffalo,
.Philadelphia f.Tohn T. I-r-wis &
Pittsburgh (National Lead 4 Oil Co.)

Boston,

St. Louis.

in

your next issue what is the best thing
to mix with it and in what proportions
should they be mixed; also, let me

know on what

Pure White Lead Paint protects your property
against rot and rust; against repairs, replacement

in whkiitvcr cf the following cities

I

Property and
Pocket=book

^i""

THE AMERICAN WELL
WORKS,
Aurora,
Chicago,

III,

Illinois,

U. S. A.
Dallas, Tex.

MANUFACTURE FULL LINE
Jetting, Rota ry, Coring,

Drilling

Rock
and Prospecting

Machinery.

Any Diameter or Depth. Strong
and Speedy.
CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST.
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ROOTS AS FEED.
Which contains the most fattening
value per ton when fed to cattle In
connection with grain, sugar beet,
mangle or rutabaga?
2. I
will have several barrela of
bone meal and lime, obtained by making a layer of bones and then rock
lime and so on until I have quite a

The

^

Oil

large pile when water is thrown on
and, by slacking of the lime, the bones
are reduced to powder.
OOn what
erop can I use this to the best advantage? I have onions, potatoes, corn,

1.

Co., Va.

The following

stituent

Stove

SUBSCRIBER.

oats, roots, etc.

Tazewell

New

analysis

amed.

the food conthe three roots

Is

of

Different from other oil stoves. Superior because
economy, clejinliness, and easy operation. The

jw^^

of its

NEW
Sugar beet
Mangel Wurtzel
Rutabaga

The sugar beet

Wick Blue Flame OQ Cook-Stove

o
1.8

9.8

1.4

5.5

1.2

7.5

therefore the richer In fattening matter followed by the
rutabaga and then the mangle. The
value of these roots as feel is dependent more upon their action on the
stomach and bowels as cooling and
appetizing foods than upon their actual food content.
They enable animals to utilize better the grain feed
fed to them.
2.

is

The lime and bone

valuable on

will be
the grain crops. Ed.

—

saves fuel expense and lessens the work. Produces
a strong working flame instantly. Flame always
under immediate control. Gives quick results
without overheating the kitchen. Made in three
sizes.
Every stove warranted. If not at your
dealer's, write our nearest agency for descriptive
circular.

the best lamp for all-round household use.
of brass throughout and beautifully nickeled.
Perfectly constructed; absolutely safe; unexcelled
in light-giving power; an ornament to any room.
Every lamp warranted. If not at your dealer's.
write to our nearest agency.

is

Made

Please tell me the best way to kill
wire grass. I have a small place
(about a quarter acre) on my farm

and would like to know how to get
L. P.

it.

I^^ Lamp

THE

most

WIRE GRASS.

rid of

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

GILLS.

(U<COItPuaAT£0)

Buckingham

Co., Va.
Densely shading the grass with
some heavy growing crop like sorghum or corn planted thickly for fodder will kill out the pest. We knew
a field with a heavy growth of the
grass to be thus cleaned in two years.
Where only a small patch is found the
best way is to plow it up and then harrow and rake out all the roots and
burn them, carefully digging out any

plants that may start from bits of
roots left in the ground during the

summer.

—Ed.

IRONAGE
easily

pay

for themselves the

:

PLOW—FERTILIZING

first

.

the

for the

full
:»,

IVIATERIALS.

THOS.
The Chattanooga

G. RAWLINGS.
subsoil plow Is

not only on account ofthe time and labor

double wheel hoe.

new 1007

Tall th« advtrtlaer

Iron

Age Book

that

shows and describe

line of Iron Age Riding and Walking Culiiv.it
Seed Drills, Sprayers, Potato Planters, Di£ge;

oatemanMrg

Mr. Gates, on page 227, mentions
the "Chattanooga" subsoil plow. Can
you let me know where it can be purchased?
Will you be so kind as to
publish in your paper the percentage
of different fertilizing materials, such
as dried blood, tankage, nitrate of soda, etc.

IMPLEMENTS

season",

they save, but because they do belter work and give you larger crops.
The No. 6 Iron Age combinn a double wh<:cl hoe, a single wheel hoe, and a hill and drilt
seeder. The most compact, practical and useful of all garden tools. Opens the furrow, sows
the seed, covers .Tnd rolls the ground and marks the next row, in one operation.
The No. 1 Iron Age is th,; combinel double and single wheel-hoc form of the No. 6 Combined Wheel Hoe and Seed Drill.
The only wheel hoe that can be used
a single or

SUBSOIL

PERFECTION

Co.,

where you saw

Box 167

F.,

Grenloch.N.J.

his advertisement.
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WRITE
A POSTAL FOR LARGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
n
Is the moet complete eataJo? of
nd harness ever printed. The cuts are made large 8
_
Ataow a colored plate 9x11 inches, of our
CAGO SPECIAL BUGGY, reproduced In the actual colors juet as
(lAln. All vehicles are atiipped direct f
o.rator vOurpHce,ajet.evej,,owe.,. B. .««
ntoaUliliiflly low prJe«B and the
t llbaral terms c

V-221.

__ The two cenKr pa««t
MARVIN SMITH CO. CHICAGO. ILU
de. _

_

sold

by the Watt Plow

Co..

of

it

this

city.

Dried blood analyses nitrogen. 10.52,
Tankage analyses
nitrogen,
6.70;
phosphoric acid, 11.80.
Nitrate of
soda analyses nitrogen, 15.70. These
are all simply nitrogenous fertilizers.

Richmond, Fredericksburg

&

Potomac R. R.

•nd

Washington Southern Railway

—iW.

The Gateway

Tlie Double -Track

COWPEAS.

Link

have a piece of land that will not
grow eowpeas sown at the last ploughing of corn. What kind of fertilizer
would you advise me to use, and at
what stage of the crop should I apply
it in order to benefit the peas, and how

between the

i

much

Conntcting the

North and the South

Atlantic Coast Vox Railroad
Baltimore
Ohio Railroad

&

Choapeake

& OKio

Railway

Pennsylvana RaiUoad
Seaboard Air Viae Railway
Southern Railway

Fast Mail

per acre?
J.

Hyd«

Co.,

B.

Between AVi PoinU
via Richmond,
Virginia, and
Wastungton, D. C.

SWINDELL.

N. C.

Ton should apply 260 pounds of acid
phosphate and 100 pounds of muriate
of potash per acre when you plant the
com, and this should both help the
corn and make the pea crop. Bd.

Passenger
Express anA
Freight Route

W.

P. Taylor,

Traffic

Maaaje.

—

FEED FOR HOGS—CORN GROWING

THE

— SUBSOILING,

ETC.
1. Please tell
me what breeders of
Berkshlres feed, how much and how
often.
2. How does Yellow Dent corn yield
on Yellow Flint?
Is yiere
an improvement or tendency to lengthen the grain or not?
Is it best to
plant one variety without crossing,
and which one?
3. What will take place of cowpeaa

BREAKING

CHAMPION DRIVING
SPEEDING

NO MATTER
lAias «»
HOW WMW
BAD
aiw«>

crossed

as a

summer

crop

,or,

what

will

make

good hay in one season?
4. How
much clay can be turned
fall to lay over until spring,
and how much can be turned In the

A

HORSE

OUTS UP

if he's hitched to a Champion Cart the
driver can dismount instantly with
perfect safety as there is nothins.'
to interfere -with a man's
legs or clothes. It is abso-

lutely free from
That is
tion.

Horse Mo.

to ride in.

surpris-

why the
Chamoion Cart is so
pleasant and agreeable
It's

ing how smooth it rides
over rough roads. The

adjustable seat makes the
self-balancing: no

cart

matter how heavy the driver. This takes all load
the horse. Write t.day f.^r our free booklet.
Champion Cart Company, lOSCadnStreel, Ligonier, hdlzn
oflf

up in the

spring?
5. What is the best subsoil plow? Is
better to subsoil with the same
plow when ploughing,, or best to follow with a subsoil plow after you
have turned the furrow?
It

JACOB

P.

WILLIAMS.

Talbot Co., Md.

Berkshire breeders should aim, as
far as possible, to carry their sows
and pigs on grazing crops of clover
eowpeas, soy beans and rape and grain

original

The Light Running PENNSYLVANIA
^
^
Disc dtid Hoe -All Sizes

and only

per-

The
tect

by hanging solid steel an
gle frame below axle.
Positive force feed, new
style Detachable Fertilizer Feeds, easy to
clean, large hoppers.
4 ft. wheels, 3 inch
tread.

Why

not buy the

Low Down Drill,

All operating

parts in the rear.

m

li^hte«t, 6 i
pleet, most convenient ana best working
while
drill
;oa are at it V

40 pace catalof of d rills,
(M>m planttrra and oth«r

farm

tools;

68 pure

catalog of en^neA, boilers, %A^ millA, threthent, either or both nailed
free, on reuaest.
A. B.

FiiQinu

Co..

Ln.. Yoik. Pa.
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during the summer and fall months.
Artichokes and peanuts make good
fall and winter grazing.
With these
some corn should be fed dally, but only a small ration, say, two or three
ears per day for each hog.
When
the sows are suckling pigs, they and
the young pigs should be fed middlings slop twice a day.
2. We cannot advise you upon the
corn crossing question.
We have
never experimented with corn beyond
striving to Improve by selection a variety which we were growing.
We
think you will do best to select a variety which you know to be adapted
to your section and then work to improve it by selection. Read the series
of articles by Prof. Soule on the Improvement of the corn crop, which we
have published during the winter
months, the last of which appears in

AMERICAN SAW MILLS
VARIABLE FRICTION FEES
Ratchet Sat Works, Quick Receder, Duplsi
Steel Dogs, Strong,

ACCURA TE AND RE LIABLE.
Best material and work-

manship, light running,
power,
llttU
requires
simple, easy to handle,
won't get out ot order.
In
Mill*
also
and
Belts
all

I

sizes.

Beam Carriages
furnished with
our Mills.
No. 1. Warranted to cut 2,000 feet per day with 4 H. P. engine. Seven other sizes
made. Also Edgers, Trimmers, Shingle Machines, Lath Mills, Rip and Cut-Oft Saws,
Drag Saws, Cordwood Saws and Feed Mills. Catalogue sent free.
"Rowa, Mass.. October 24, 1905.— I have a No. 1 American Saw Mill and I send you
an order for another Just like It. I run It with my 8 H. P. portable gasoline engine;
have sawed 6,000 feet of lumber In ten hours with It without any trouble. I use a
48-lnch saw.
Yours truly.
BRADLEY C. NEWELL."
Log

can

any

this Isue.
3. Read
the note which we have
written to the article in this issue,
We At?" This gives our

AMERICAN SAW

"Wheie Are

!!^ilL

be

of

MACHIKEi^r CU.,
137 hope hi., HaokBttstcwn H. J.
Plow Company, Richmond, Va.; R. P. Johnson, Wythevllle,
New Berne and Wilmington, N. C; Gibbes Machinery

OUR AGENTS.—Watt

view on this subject.
4. You may turn two or three inches
of clay on to the top in the fall to
weather all winter without fear of the

Va.

Hyman

;

Supply Company,

Company, Columbia,

result, but in the spring not more
than an inch at most should bo turned

S.

C.

EVANS' "MODEL"

up.

We

cannot say which is the best
subsoil plow, as this is a matter of
opinion. The Chattanooga plow Is a
good one, and there are others. The
best one we ever used was made at
the village blacksmith's shop out of
an old sword coulter, with a foot welded on and then hardened. It is too
heavy work to have the subsoiler
mounted on fhe same beam as the
turn plow. Let the subsoil plow fol
low the turn plow with a separate
team. Ed.
5.

[April,

Disc Corn Planter
FOR CORN AND PEAS, WITH OR WITHOUT FERTILIZER ATTACHMENT.
The
ble.

any

steel frame makes It strong and duraPlates furnished to drop accurstelf
distance from 8 to 48 inches apart,

dropping the corn perfectly, covering It
and crushing tne clods. Plate for peas and
beans furnished with each plantar
without extra charge. The force feed
fertilizer can be set to drill accuany quantity ot fertilizer.
rately
Levers
for
controlling
both corn and fertiliser
are In easy re«ich o( the
operator.

—

SECOND CROP IRISH POTATOES.
Will you publish in your next issue
to keep the small potatoes to
for the second crop.
From
some. cause it is hard to get them up
here.
It may be the soil.
Will it do
to plant back in same rows?

how

plant

A.

Henrico

G.

ALLISON.

Co., Va.

The sets for the second crop of Irish
potatoes should, alter being dug, be
spread out thinly In a shady place
and be allowed to green. Then in a
shady place, say, a fence side where
the full power of the sun will not
strike them, a bed of woods mould or
good garden soil should be spread an
Inch or two thick and the sets should
be laid on this in a single layer and
some of the same soil be spread on
them, hut not sufficient to bury them,
and this bed should be kept moist, but
not wet. In a week or ten days the
sets will begin to sprout.
Every set
that sprouts in this way will make a
good plant when set out If properly
handled, but no unsprouted set should
be planted. For planting, throw out
the rows 5or 6 inches deep and mix

Write

for

Catalogue

complete

UP-TO

of

MA

FARM

DATE

CHINERT.

de
and prices the
very best, and will
save you money
It

scribes

THE
1302

IMPLKMENT

COMPANY,

Bast Main Street,
Richmond, Va.

Where
We

Your

to Sell

WOOL

are the Leading Dealers in the Wool Trade

in

Virginia.

HIGHEST MARKET PRICE PAID, and no Commission charged, only
charges deducted. SACKS FURNISHED FREE. Checks remitted

freight

promptly.

Correspond with us when ready to

sell.

WALLERSTEIN produce
References:

CO., r9-SHd-2rs. l3thSt.. Rlchmcnd, Va.
American National Bank and Richmond merchants generally.

With corresponding with our

adertlsers, always

mention Southern Planter.
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be used with the soil
in the bottom of the row and then
plant the sets, and just cover them
with the soil. After the plants begin
to push through, work the soil into
the rows gradually as the plants
grow until they are level with the
surrounding land and then keep level
Ed.
until the crop is made.

the fertilizer to

THROW
IT

AWAY!!

—

HEAVES.

!

accordance with the Editor's request that some reader answer Mr.
J. B. Fray's request for his experience
in feeding heave remedies to horses,
I will give mine.
had a horse with a bad case of
I
heaves last fall, so bad he could not
do any work to amount to anything.
got a package (40 doses) of FlemI

WHYmoney,you
will

November

He

1906.

shows

some

signs of heaves now, but, with proper
care in feeding, he will do much serJ. R. M. DILLARD.
vice yet.
Spotsylvania Co., Va.

SOWING COWPEAS.
In regard to the machine wanted to
plant -cowpeas, would sugest to those
of your readers having peas to plant
that they will find the ordinary wheat
drill with act as a good substitute for
a special planter for sowing peas,
and in case one wants to use fertilizer, all he has to do is to use the
fertilizer

drill

sow

and

spending your

In

v.'ell

as the services of your horses or stock, by
trying to cure their ailments with some of Ihe

many

worthless liniments you

about?

If

you want

results,

know

upon you, and

nothing

throw away the

imitations that have

ing's Tonic Heave Remedy, and gave
bim one dose a day for nearly a week,

two for nearly two
Increased to
weeks, and reduced to one a day for
about a week, and discontinued it. He
was so much improved that one could
hardly detect he had heaves, but he
was not entirely cured. That was in

persist

losing valuable time, as

been forced

get a bottle of the

genuine and original

CREAM
CHLOROFORM

YAGER'S

LINIMENT

The best and most successful liniment for man or beast; the one that is
mostly imitated the one that will cure contraction of the muscles, lame;

sweeny, curb, stiff joints, rheumatism, weakness of the joints, bruises,
sprains, wind galls, frost bites and all other complaints that require external
treatment. It is the only liniment that never disappoints. Your merchant
has it, or will get it for you If you insist upon having Yager's and refuse to
take anything else.
ness,

LARGE BOTTLES

GILBERT BROS.

&.

25

CENTS.

CO., Makers.

BALTIMORE, MD.

whatever

so desires.
I have sowed
don't see why it
wont answer for sowing peas. If one
wishes to sow two feet apart, just
simply stop each alternate feed hole
with a piece of soft wood neatly fitted to place. This is also an excellent way to sow sorghum cane for
feed.
also use it for sowing what
we call in the North Lady Peas.

amount he

eom

this

way and

We

ED.
Delaware

C.

!

JUST WHAT YCU WANT FOB SOWING
broadcast, fe.rtiliz£R. lime. etc.

STRONG

HAS

AND

LARGE

MADE

CAPAriTY

HAMILTON.
CARRYING

Co., Ohio.

INCREASING THE CORN CROP.
As our taxes have increased
1905

ATTCNTinkl CADMiCQCI
AlltnilUli rAnmtno

twenty per cent,

I

since

\LL''''-—~'^'^-

^.

hope some

way will be pointed out to increase
our corn crop at the same rate; or
even more. I have 35 acres which

EMPIRE BROADCAST FERTILIZER SOWER
Write for Culalngue

<>»((

IrJormaUnn

will bring, at present, 35 or 40 bushels
of corn.
I would like for you to answer through The Planter, in next issue, just what kind of guano or pot-

ash to use, and state where the goods
may be bought, and give cost and
The land is upquantity per acre.
land grey soil; was ploughed In December and January; had a very good
sod of timothy and clover .which was
Any Information
all cut last year.
I see from
will be gladly received.
The Planter that it does not pay to
ms« phosphates, though I am sure it

SPRING

TOOTH

HARROW

ON

WHEELS

Llchte«t Droft Harrow made. Ailapted to anv soIL Saves a halfhorse power. Seat adjnst^d without bolts. I'&cd either as walking or riding harrow. Teeth controlled by lever. Eaeiiy cleared of
rubbish. Sla-ie of very best materials. Awarded Gold Mednln at
Bt. LouIm World'* Fair. Wrile for free catalogue describing this harrow.

THE HENCH & DROMCOLD

CO., Mfrs., York, Pa.
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Let

Me P&y Ibe Postage

My Big Free Book

op

[April,

You
^^

to

I'.o.'ks cost me 2^c each in thousand lots— yet I will send vou one FBCE. bewant you to know about SPLIT HICKORY BUliCliS -Made to Order— Sold Direct
From Factory on 30 Days' Free Trial— Guaranteed 2 v.'ais. Over inii.OOO SPLIT HICKORVVEHICLtSnowinuie. My Direct Factory Price SAVES tOU BIO MONET. This Book
gives descriptions and prices of over 125st>les of Vehicles and Full line of HARNESS.

The-:"

cans

•

1

«. C, PHELPS, PfCSldeitt,
Address me
29-]
Cincinnati,
[Siaiioa
The Ohio Carriage Mfg. Oo.,
:

O,

M.C.PI1ELP5

Presiaent

does, as I have never failed to get a
stand on the land it was used on,
while the same land without guano
tailed to stand.
Fluvanna Co.,

B. T.

PARROTT.

Va.

This is a sample of scores of letters
which we receive at this season of the
year.
The writers all seem to be imbued with one idea that the only
thing needed to make a crop profit-

—

put some fertilizer into the
and presto, the thing is done.
also all seem to have the same
idea that we can calculate to a nicety just how many pounds of some
bodys' mixture with a fine sounding
name will do the trick. This is all
wrong, and we have for years been
pointing this out, and yet many seem
never to be able to grasp the idea.
The fact is, these men do not study
the subject with sufficient attention.
able

is to

Who

has gained the impression, by listening to dealers' arguments, that a
buggy cannot be sold for less than $65. OO will, no doubt, wonder
EJtGLE BUGGIES axe sold for $49.00 and guaranteed.
how
The explanation is simple; the truth of which will be apparent to any who
will carefully consider the cumbersome, expensive and extortionate "agency
first-class

GOLDEN

land,

system."

They

and

They do not seem

grasp the point
that the land did not suddenly become
poor and cannot quickly be made fertile.
It is not the lack of plant food
only that determines the productive
capacity of the land, but the lack of
to

texture and physical condition, the
absence of vegetable matter and mlcrobic life in the soil, which largely
determines what the crop shall be.
These things we cannot correct by a*
vising the use of a few more pounds
of this or that plant food, and especially are we unable to help those men
when they will persist in using a hundred or two pounds to the acre of
some comercial mixed fertilizer, the
source of whose plant food we do not
know, and cannot ascertain. If the
men who write us in this way would
but realize the fact that there is not
an acre of land in the South which
does not already contain many thousand pounds of the mineral plant food
required to make crops, in fact, more
than will be needed to make good
crops for hundreds of years, and that
what is needed is not more food of
the same character added, but the
rendering available of that already
present.
This can only be done by
adding vegetable matter to the soil
and by deep and perfect preparation
of the land before the crop is planted.
When this has been done ,and not
until then, the addition of a few hundred pounds of immediately available

Here's the difference.

We

buUd

GOLDEN EJtGLE BUGGIES

them direct from our factory to you at a wholesale price of $49-00
Cut out coupon and mail to-day for Catalog No.
and full particulars.

sell

each.

'^''

Golden Eagle Bugg)^ Co.
(t/l

Q

C\C)

158-160

Edgewood Ave.

cAtlanta, Ga.

<t^Q

f\f\

SOUTHERN FARM LOCATIONS AN D^INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENTS
GEAIN EAEMS
FRUIT FARMS
COTTON FARMS
HAY FARMS
DAIRY FARMS
TRUCK FARMS
IN

THE STATES OF

VIRGINIA

ALABAMA

NORTH CAROLINA

MISSISSIPPI

SOUTH CAROLINA
GEORGIA
FINE CLIMATE
AMPLE RAINFALL

KENTUCKY
GOOD MARKETS
CHEAP FUEL

TENNESSEE

OPENINGS FOR INDUSTRIES

STONE LANDS
IRON ORE LANDS

LUMBER LANDS
COAL LANDS

Factory Sites in close association with water power, fuel and raw material.
Information about any part of the South .tnd any kind of business furnished free
by addressing M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent, Washington, D. C. W. L.
HENDERSON, Southern Agent, Equitable Building, Atlanta, Ga.

The

YORK

Improved

WEEDER

^ ork

Weeder.
Improved
'"
~

Qiiare_.,
s|)rinMBteel~
^

The teem

ithronnd points. Beinp narrow, they
No clogging. Ask your dealer
''

Injure the plants.
kv

yon The Vork
fnlly. and

Ii

'

" eeder,"' examine

ft

yU see that it has the adand economy over n 11 other
punffler C»rn I*lant«rii and Urnln
dnrahle. perl>riIU always pive satisfaction
feet in operation. Write for our free eatalogna.

VJintiiges of etfleiency

weederB.

SPAISGI-EIt.
504 N. Qiieen

—

MFG.

8t.,

CO.,

York, Pa.

—
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These Are Facts It Pays
To Remember Wtien You
Buy a Manure Spreader.
L H. C SPREAOERS-Com King and
IN Clovcrleal—
one lever controls every
operation. Operator can remain seated
Driving axle is extra large
from time he leaves the barnyard until he
rolled steel.

— made

returns.

Self-adjusting, '•ibrating rake levels the load
and brings toe manure up squarely to the
cylinder.
is large and runs easily, and the
teeth are long, square, high carbon steel.

Cylinder

Apron

is equipped with three sets of rollers
attached to slats. running on steel tracks.
Is driven from both sides and cannot

bind.

Apron drive clutch Is automatically thrown
out of gear when load is fed out and
again when apron has returned. No
attention required.

Range

of feed is three to thirty tons per acre
with ten speeds.

of cold-

Those are the main points, and they are
attached to frame by means of sufficient to indicate the superiority of the
ball and socket Joint.
I. H. C. line.
They tell you not to buy a
spreader until you have seen the Corn King
Chain drive, direct from rear axle to cyland
Cloverleaf Spreaders.
inder, gives easy transmission of power.
The key-note In the I H. C. line is
The wheels are steel with staggered strength
and simplicity of construction.
spokes. Both rear wheels are fitted with
Strength in every part means much, for a
lugs, affording ample traction in wet or
manure spreader has hard work to do.
frozen fields.
Simple construction means that U will not
Seat Is hinged so It can be turned for- get out of order, that it will have light draft
and be easily operated. Those are the
ward and kept clean while loading.
things you want in a manure spreader.
Box is attached to frame by means of heavy
I H. C. spreaders are made in two styles,
steel cleats.
Cloverleaf. an Endless Apron machine, and
Frame Is made of carefully selected lumber Corn King, a Return Apron machine, each
re-enforced at corners by metal braces. is made in three sizes.
Front axle

is

That's a good deal to say of a manure
Ends of apron slats are protected so that no spreader, and yet that is by no means all
manure can work in and bind or clamp you should know abci.t I. H. C. Corn King
the apron.
and Cloverleaf Spreaders before you buy

Call

on the Local Agent or

%vrlle lor catalognes.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER TOMPANY OF AMERICA, CUcago, U. S. A.
(iN(;ORPCRATED
plant food to start the crop, may
nay, will certainly cause the production of a crop.
If our enquirer will
read and carefully study what we
have written this month on the preparation for the corn crop in our article
"Work for the Month," he will get
all the information he needs to enable
him to increase his crop much more
than sufficient to meet his increased
taxes. All the fertilizer he needs to
use Is some acid phosphate, which he
can get from any of the fertilizer
dealers advertizing In this issue, for
less than they will charge him for
any of their mixed brands, and, possibly, a little nitrate of soda to start
the crop, say, 50 pounds to the acre,
which he can get from parties who also advertise In this Isue. As the land
has grrown grass and clover last year,
there will be nitrogen enough in the
soil after the crop is started to supply Its needs, if kept well cultivated.
A ton of Ume to the acre, applied
when the land is being prepared, will
make the potash in the soil available, and this he can get from parties
who also advertise in this Issue, If
he cannot get It nearer home, as he
ought to do. We notice that our en-

—

quirer has misapprehended what we
said as to using fertilizer on corn. We
never said that fertilizer properly selected and applied would not Increase
the yield of a crop of corn, but that
It very rarely did so profitably. When
the value of the increased crop is ascertained. It will usually be found
that It will not pay for the fertilizer

Stands Like a Stone Wall
I

Turns

Cattle, Hsrses,

Kons

— 13

Prasiically indestrisctible

AMERICAN FENCE
Buy ycur new fence

for years to come. Get the big, heavy wires, the
good galvanizing, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
not too hard nor too soft.
can show you this fence in our stock and explain its merits and
superiority, not only in the roll but in the field. Come and see us and get

hinge

that

joint, the

is

We

our prices.

Our Complete Catalogue
address

of

Improved Farm Machinery sent

free.

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY.
1302

E.

MAIN

ST.,

Please mention the Southern Planter

RICHMOND, VA.

to

any
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The Increased crop gotten by

used.

[Aprils

Yhy Some Tobacco

properly preparing the land before
planting will pay for the preparation
and so will the increased crop gotten
from applying farm yard manure.

Best

Is

—Ed.

WORMS

IX HOGS— FORAGE CROPS
FOR HOGS— SIZE OF SILO-

SILAGE CROP.

Is well

I am in the hog business on a small
scale having 21 brood sows to farrow
this spring. I also propose to put in
a small dairy of 12 cows.
I
should

appreciate
questions:

answers

to

the

following

Insist

wish

to

sales offices:
Richmond, Va,

issue,

you

will

find a reply

sales offices;
Atlanta, Ga.
Savannah, Ga.
Montgomery, Ala.

Norfolk, Va.
Durham, N. C.
Charleston, S. C.
Baltimore, Md.

Memphis, Tenn.
Shreveport, La,

"Ificrease

article

to Mr. Janney on the subject, and In
March issue an article from him.
Crimson clover and vetches sowed In
the fall with oats, wheat and rye,

^

—

Va.

cause for this trouble. You will see
from this that he has little faith in
medicine
to
remedy the trouble
Worms in the stomach and bowels
can be gotten rid of by the use of turpentine and other vermifuges, but
when once worms are encysted in or
near the kidneys, we do not believe
any medical treatment will be of any
service.
We do not think the feed
you used had anything to do with
these worms. Tliey are often found
in hogs, but we do not think they are
often the cause of death. Of course,
if in great numbers, they must be injurious, and may then cause death,
but usually only two or three are
found.
(b) If you will refer to our February and March issues, you will find
the grazing of hogs discussed.
In

dealer supply-

—

fattening crop. I desire to turn
the hogs on the forage.
(d) Advise as to the size of silo
for 12 cows; of the quantity of silage
for same, also, number of acres of
land of average quality to produce
said quantity.
THOS. L. GLADDEN.

make

^Vl

no ingredients that will ^.^tt
injure your soils like so many other j-*.'^'.
guanos. Use from 500 to 800 lbs. of
these fertilizers per acre, according to
the strength of your soil and the
growth of your tobocco will be
hastened forward two or three weeks. Your
per acre will be greater, and the quality
better
larger leaves containing good body and excellent
finish.
Then you will obtain more money for your crop.
Get one of our beautiful almanacs. It is free but worth $1.00.
to any farmer.

sow or plant a good

(a) In this issue you will find an
from Prof. Spencer, Veterinarian at the Virginia E.xperiment Station, on partial paralysis of hogs, in
which he discusses the question of
worms in or near the kidneys as a

fertilizer

Virginia-Carolina Fertilizers

fall

Co.,

upon your

for they contain

sickness.
(b) I wish to carry 100 pigs for
fall porkers.
Please advise me of the
earliest forage crop for them.

February

^

ing you with high grade

in

Howard

in

free

'

—

I

Fertilizer

tobacco are greatly impaired by using
impure, inferior and cheap" fertilizers.

I killed three porkers a few weeks
ago and found kidney worms small
worms between the kidney and the
fat surrounding it.
I have been feeding slops from a college, which are
very largely composed of fats and
highly nutritious foods.
I
have fed
no corn, but have given the hogs
quantities of pine tops, which they eat,
and which I think have a medicinal
property, (a) Can you give me a remedy for the trouble? It may result

(c)

and interestingly told

Virginia-Carolina

almanac by experts on tobacco farming.
The free burning qualities of

ybur

Yields Per Acre"

Merchants National Bank,
RICHMOND, VIRGIMA.
Virginia's

STRONGEST

National 5anh,

THE BEST DANn FOR FARMEBS
Jt

JOHN

o
o

P.

Jt

BRANCH,

and Country Merchants.
THOS.

Prtsldrnt.

B.

Jit

Jt

McADAMS,

Cublcr.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT "J^
INTERi:ST

STRAWBERRIES
big. redand iQciousare (rrown from ALLEN'S choice Tigorous strawberry
pLunis. None better. Good Luck, Chesapeake, VlrgiQia. and Oaidinaln«w
GlenMarv.Haverland.Dunlap, M-irsiiall.KlondTKe, Garni v. Bnbach, Ciimax
and all best f'landard Boris. Ou Tarieiies. Pi Ices Ri(jbt; DEM BERRIES, Austin's, Lacretia, anJ Fremo. I bave biyr Btook and they are fine, also Kappberry. Currant and Gooseberry plants, and Grape Tines. In SEEDS I have
the leading varletieB (or field and garden, my 1907 supply of Peas.Beans.Watermelon. Cantaloupe, and Cucnmber seed i are very choice. Millions of ve^table pt&nts/
My (iU page Catalog !or 1907 tells about lots of good things for the farm and garden and wnerr
togettbem. It's FAEE. Sead name and address on postal to W, F. ALLEN L)ept 66, Salisbury, Ud.

the earliest pasture, then Cana-

da peas and oats sowed In January and
February, then rape sowed in March,

When

writing advertisers,

please

al

ways mention the Southern Planter.

—

—
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and afterwards red clover sowed in
the fall, cowpeas, soy beans, sorghum
and corn for the rest of the year and
winter,

for

artichokes

planted

in

March.

Cowpeas and soy beans, with
corn and sorghum, make the best fall
(c)

Wool Wanted.

pasture.
(d) In the

March issue, page 293,
a reply as to silo and
which will help you. The
average consumption of silage by a
cow is 40 pounds per day, which is
practically about one cubic foot, as
packed in the silo.
From this you
you

will

423

We

find

Pay Top

Prices.

silage crops

will be able to calculate the quantity
of silage required for your average
feeding period, and the capacity of a
silo required to hold this.
le the
July issue of last year, you will find
an article dealing fully with the building of a round silo.
will, during

We

need a large quantity of wool this season to fill our orders, and want ta
handle your crop. We buy your wool delivered at your depot, free of any expense to you
whate^'er. e.xcept freight charges, and are In a position to pay you top naarkel prices.
We furnish you with sacks to ship in when needed. Checks sent promptly day wool
Is received.
Write us as soon as you are ready to ship, state quantity you have, and
we will advise you what we will pay.
will

David Wallerstein

We

1213 East Gary St

summer, publish further matter
on this subject.
Good average corn
land should produce from 10 to 12
the

tons of corn
acre.

ready for the

—Ed.

silo

per

References:
of

.

&

Co.,

Richmond. Va.

American National Bank, Dun or Bradstreet Agencies, or any merchant

Richmond.

ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.

W. A.

(Detailed Index.)

Hen Manure

405
405
400
40G
40G
40S
408
410
410

Watermelon Growing
Grass
Early

Seeding
Production

Lamb

Hogs with Cough

Damaged Cotton Seed Meal
Fertilizer

Orchilla

Tobacco

for

Guano

Worms

in

Hogs

414

Hen Manure and Ground Rock... 415
415
Hen Manure
Roots as Feed

Wire Grass
Subsoil
Plow

—Fertilizing

416
410

We

market.

FERTILIZERS. We

410
417

Cow Peas

—

for Hogs Corn Growing
Subsoiling, Etc
417
Second Crop Irish Potatoes
418
Heaves
419
Sowing Cow Peas
419
Increasing the Corn Crop
419
Worms in Hogs Forage for Hogs
—Size of Silo Silage Crop
422

Feed

—

—

sell

fertilizers

for

every crop, under our own brands. All wh.
have used our HlghOrade Tobacco Ouan.,
Corn Grower. Wheat and Grass FertlUter.,
Pure Raw Bone, and HlghOrade Acid Pho»
pbate, analyzing from 14 to 16 per ceui., pr»
nounce them the best they have used.
WOOL. We bujr all the year round an4

PAY THE HIGHEST MARKET PRICKS.

Parties wlsblng to purchase will find It t.
their Interest to see us before buying.

..ELMWOOD NURSERIES..
—We

Mate-

rials

Lynchburg, Va.

SEEDS.
sell e^ery kind of seed fof
Seld and garden of best quality, and aa low
as same qualities can be bought la uiy

—

—

St.

-DEALERS IN—

Wild Onions
Plucking
for
Geese
Remedy
410
Gapes
411
Fertilizer from Burnt Clay
Nitrate of Soda for Watermelons
and Canteloupes
411
411
Feed for Dairy Cows
Fertilizer for Corn
412
412
Irish Potatoes
Sweet Potatoes
412
Lime Corn— Truck Products
414
Soy Beans

—

& Son,

Miller

Main

1016

are Growers and Offer a Fine Assortment of

APPLES, PEACHES. PEARS, CHERRIES, PLUMS, APRICOTS, NECTARINES, GRAPE VINES In large aasorlmenU, GOOSEBERIES, CURRAJ^Tt,
STRAWBERRIES. HORB-RADISH, ASPARAGUS, DEWBERRIES, and

u

extra

lot

TREES,

Raspberries.

Splendid

assortment ORNAMENTAL and
and HEDGE PLANTS.

SHADB

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS
from B. P. ROCK and BROWN LEGHORN FOWLS

EGGS

at $L00 per U.
Also a few Pullets and Cockerels o( these breeds at $1.00 each tor immedlati
delivery. Write for catalogue to
J.

B.

WATKINS

A.

BRO.,

MIDLOTHIAN, VA.

IN KENTUCKY.
"Uncle Dick, how many toddlea
does the colonel drink every day?"
"Well, yo' see, boss, I eats de sugar
de kunnel leaves in de plass, an'
long erbout de middle of de eening,
gets fuddled an' loses count. April

—

Lippincott's.

iJ D N Z'SfGVCESe^ GATES
Here's the reason: Big.
In use 22 years and still giving most satisfaction.
strong coiled spnng wires, heavy stays and good locks; all well galvanized.

EASY TO PUT UP. NEED NO REPAIRS.
Our catalog No. 8 shows

the style you want and may be had for the asking.
THE INTERNATIONAL FENCE & P. CO.. 698 Bottles Ave Colwnbas. Ohio.
AGENTS WANTED IN BOMB LOCALITIES.
.
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CLUBBING

•khxhxkiooo<kh>oooooo<hkhxhm-khi<h»oo<h>ikh»ooooooo^^

LIST.

bi thlB list will be found piices od
yapera.
magazlnee and periodical*
wlilch are most called for by our
have club ratea with
raaders.
acarly all reputable publications, and
will quote them on request:

TREES.

WllOLBSALB

First Class Nursery Stock
of all kinds.

KETAIL.

AND

We

With

DaUles.

Alone. S. P.

We make a specialty of handling dealers' orders
ALL STOCK TRUE TO NAME.

Times-Dispatch, Richmond,

Va

»6 00 $6 00

Tlne«-Displtch
Sunday)
News-Leader,

(without

Apples,
4 00

4

00

Richmond,

Va
The

[April,

3 00

3

00

Post. Washington, D.

Pears,

Nectarines,
Cherry,

Peach,

Qoinces,

Plum,

Almonds

Pecans,
Chestnuts,
Walnuts,
Small Fruits,

Ornamental and
Shade Trees,
Evergreens,
Eoses, Etc

Apricots,

C
The Sun, Baltimore. Md..
Thrice a Week.
The World, New York

1

00

1

2&

Weeklies.

I

XlmM-Dlspatch, Richmond,

Va

S
§

1 00

1

25

mond, Va
Southern Churchman, Richmond, Va

2 00

2

2£

Harper's Weekly
Breeders' Gazette

4

Country Gentleman
Hoard's Dairyman

1
1

Horseman

3

eALIFORNI* PRIVET,
.

for
.

WRITE FOI CATALOIUi

H*<9lii|

AGENTS WANTED.

FRANKLIN DAVIS NURSERY

.

.

CO.,

Baltlmer*, Md.

Cantral Presbyterian, Rich-

2 00

RUBEROID

00

i 00

Seml-Monthly.
Kimball's Dairy Farmer.

.

60
00
00

TRADE MARK REG.

U.S. PAT. OFF.

i 00

Monthlies.

Th« Century

4

Nicholas

00

4

2t

3 00

3

2!

Llpplncott'8

2 50

2

50

Harper's Magazine
Delineator
Harper's Bazaar

00
1 00
1 00
3 00
1 00
1 00
1 50

4

0<

St.

4

Bcrtbner's

American
Coamopolltan
Brerybody's

Stockman

National

1 40
1

41

3

2F

1

3f

1

3.=;

1 00
1 00

1 00
1 3f

20 1 60
00 1 0<'
1 00
1 3f>
3 00
3 01
1 50
1 50
Women's Home Companion 1 00 1 2fi
Reliable Poultry Journal.
7R
50
Industrious Hen
76
BO
Poultry Success
75
(0
Blooded Stock
BO
66
Bncoeflsful Farming
60
60
Amer. Fruit ft Nut Jour...
BO
76
Southern Fruit Grower....
85
BO
Shepherd's Criterion
60
76
Commercial Poultry
5D
76
When two or more publications a^p
iranted, the price for them can be
ftnind by deducting 60 cents from
"price with Southern Planter."
cannot under any clrcumetanc«(<
fwmleh sample copies of other publl
.

We

•dons.
will

iWa

to

YEARS.

1

Argosy
Review of Reviews
neld and Stream

ntt

14

1

Madame

We

THE STANDARD FOR

1 76

and

Farmer
Munsey
The Strand

pvio*

ROOFING

cheerfnlly qaote onr be«'
liae of pablleatloa* mib

The oldest prepared roofing on the market, and the first Ruberold Root*
many years ago, are still giving satisfactory service under the severest
climatic and atmospheric conditions.
Contains no tar or paper; will not melt or tear. Acid fumes will not
Injure It.
Any handy man can apply It.
Outlasts metal or shingles.
There la only one Ruberold Roofing, and we sell It You can verify Its
genuineness by the name on the label and on the under side of every length
Send for samples aad booklet.
of Ruberold Roofing.
A large stock of Corrugated and V-Crlmp Roofing always on hand.
laid,

Southern Railway Supply ComDany,

1323 East Main
RICHMOND.

any

aa

Please mention the Southern Planter.

Steel,

Va.
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HANDY WAGON ON AN AFRICAN DESERT

The novel scene shown in the photograph we of wood, but they failed to stand the evaporating
will have interestlorouma-Jers power of tiie desert sun and all gave out.
It represents in part a greaii caravan crossing the
This illustrates very forcibly the sterling
Nubian Desert from the valley of the Nile to the
It
Western Oasis in Upper Egypt. It was the first character of the Electric Handy Wagon
wagon tr.ilQthat ever crossed this desert, and was should serve as a useful hint to wagon buyers at
home.
These wagons are not specially made for
the forerunner in opening up to civilization, a
work.
Th?y
desert
were
the
regular
pattern
Tast territory not yet on the maps of the world.
wagon, secured frimstockkept in Pittsbtirg, Pa.,
The caravan was in charge of Mr. James S •and fitted with Electric Steel Wheels. These
Grey, formerly of Lima, Ohio, who represents a wheels can be made to fit any wagon. They
large English corporation in making drilliags in served admirably under the heavy loads in
Egypt. The picture was taken early in 19-J6. Of the trying journey over the hot, dry, trackless

they are usually made, they are nicely adapted
toall s -rtsot farm jo K.
They ae guaranteed

mrereproUucing

to carry a lo id of 4,CWJ bs. ovjr any ki.i J of road.
In lasting qualities they ace far ahu-ad cf the
I

wooden wagon, which always has a tr.iin

of such
incidents following as tire setcia ^.rattUng s nokes,
loose felloes, breakdowns.
In most every instance too, the draft is lighter than on the narrow, hi'^h, wooden wheeled wagons. Ever>'thine
considered, it is certainly entitled to be called
the wagon of economy.

For particulars in regard to the above expecourse only canipls could be used for drawing desert. There is no question about their excel- dition and detailed information in regard to the
Mr. Grey had made lence for use in any climate.
ttie wagons in that climate.
But the great Electric Handy Wagon or El-^crric Mptil Wh-^^^li
• former attempt to cross tiie desert, starting point is their conv-ni^^nc^ and lab^r saving in the wri:e direct to the ELECTRIC WHEEL CO^
^*^ ordinary wago^<( and carts, manufactured farm work. With thtj low wh— i-a with which B.>x i46Quincy, Illinois.

ANGUS HEIFERS

For Sale

on farm near Richmond 80 head HIGH BRED
AN(iUS HEIFERS, due to calve this spring. 1 -will sell these
heifers as a whole or in part, and at farmers jDrices.
A fine chance for some one wishing to stock up with this
popular breed.
I

have

ROBERT
PENS AND OFFICE: Union

for sale

BRAUER,

C.

Stock Yards.

ALL HINDS LIVE STOCK.

Add es« P. O. Box 204.
LoBg distance phont, 993 or 5104

N. R.

RICHMOND, VIFGINIA.

SAVAGE (gL SON,

OLD RELIABLE SEED
ESTABLISHED

FIRM,

IN 1880,

WE MAnt A SPECIALTY OF HIGH GBADE

FIELD

AND GRASS SEED.

Keep constantly on hand a larare and caT-efnlly selected stock. We sell the purest and best grain and grass seed
Guarantee quality as good and prices as reasonable as any other house In the trade. Writ** for prices.
\l^e

you

are also lar^e bux*rs of home gro-w^n seed ^rai
delivered al xour railroad station.

^d

tfraa

seeds.

Send samples

i

grown

id

In this country.

we

offer

N. R.

SAVAGE

CO.

SON. RICHMOND. VIRGINIA.

will

I
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WALTER A WOOD BINDER

IN

TURKEY.
"In

the

Harvest

of the
World" is the title of an attractive
booklet which the Walter A. Wood
Co. has published. It is illustrated
with many fine photographic views of
Walter A. Wood machines in all
lands. If you write, mentioning this

Fields

Stallion cards, folders and catalogues com^lled:
ppdiRrees
of
trotters
pacers
and
thoroughbreds traced: horses registered and

race summaries supplied. I make a specialty
•f such matters, as my library Includes all
the Year Books, Trotting Registers, Stud
Books,
flies
of turf
journals and
other
references.
Inquiries promptly answered.

paper, they will send you a copy free
Address them at the main works In
Hcosick Falls, New York.
The sun never sets on Walter A.
Wood machines. More than three
million of them have found their way
into the world's harvest fields during
the past fifty-five years. The demand
for them is world wide. From Sibe-

W.

T. HUCHES,
President.

THE IVIECKLENBURG,
An Ideal open Summer and Winter Resort

IVIeeklenburg Calcium Chloride
and Lithia Water*

Bay Horse, foaled

height, 1.";.3 hands;
weight.
I.ino
pounds.
Sired by
Baron
Dillon, 2:12, a great race horse and sire:
by Barnn Wilkes. 2:1,?, one of the greatest
sons of George Wilkes, 2:22.
First dam
1<)02;

Zlnda

Lake, by Red Lake. 2:15%; second
«ara, Zlnda B.. dam of Ostrich. 2A9yi. by
Myrtleton 95T7: third dam. Bertha James,
*am of Harrison Wilkes, 2:1114, and Myrtle
Boy. 2:17Vi, by Director, sire of Jav Eye See
8:06M. etc.
Red Dillon traces three times
to George Wilkes and combines substance
with stvle and pure trotting action
Adaress W. J. Carter. 1102 Hull Street. Manehester, Va., or P. O. Box 929. Richmond, Va.

GRANDEE
In

I9fl(i

at

Horse Show
Richmond.

Charinttesviile

Virginia Sftc

FRR.

Fnlr at
$12

INST'RANCK.

and

Address CARL H. NOLTING, Treyllllan,
Louisa County, Va,
N, B.— Rich bluegraas pasturage for vlslting mares.

WHITE TIPS
Bav Horse, by Clav. son
2557:

These two famous mineral waters received
the medal and highest award at the St.
Louis Exposition.
The Mecklenburg Hydrintic Baths are

among

the finest in the country, embracing
the famous Shott system of Neuhelm baths.
Send for free Illustrated booklet.

THE MECKLENRURO HOTEL.
Chase

City.

HFNRV,

Chestnut Hnrsp by "Squire Rfrket." son of
the famous CadPt; dnm "Mnrjorle," a gold
nindal winner by "Rospborry."
For terms, address A. POLLARD ft SONS.
R. F. D. 5, Richmond. Va.

Bay Horse, foaled 1902: height, 16 hands;
weight, 1.100 pounds.
Sired by the great
r.ice
winning trotter, Charley Herr, 2:07;
dnm. Jessie P.. dam of Annie Lee. 2:07'4;
.lessie Herr. 2:18. and Erlangcr. 2:20^, by
Neapolitan 996(1. Fred Herr has fine size and
Individuality and should make an Impressive sire.
$10

SEASON;

$1B

Lamp

"IN

of

2:2«V4.

THE STUD,"

KING
A

good

Fee,

$5

Girl,

the

Mammoth

Jack,

JUMBO

Individual
and promising »lr«.
leap; $10 season; $1.t Insurance.
O. N. NUCKOLS. Owner,
Rio Vista. Va., R. F. D. No. 1,

Sidney Prince.

32932,

RECORD, 2;2H4.
with
sire,
Newsboy,
Virginia's leading
2:l'm: Princlne. 2:1.';'4. and fourteen others
in list.
Bay Horse, by Sidney. 4770; dam.
Crown Point Maid, by Crown Point, 1990,
Fee. $^5 season with usual return privilege.
Address FLOYD BROS., Bridgetown, Va.

SADDLE STALLION

HACKNKY STALLION,

FEE.

dams

Va.

DUNPAVEN STOCK FARM.

PATR'CK

Walker MorrtU,

of

dam. Mlttle Belote. by Signet,

2:09, holder of
the record for Virginia bred trotters; Q»U
Bur, 2:13'4, etc.
Fee, $10 season; $15 Insurance.
H. A. WELLS, Owner, Centralla, V«.

amusements.

FRCD HERR

The Registered French Coach Stallion
Grandee, rheptnut Horse. 5:
IB.l
handsweight. I.non pounds.
Blue ribbon winner

The Walter A. Wood Company was
founded in 1852 and Is tno oldest aaa
largest independent maker of harvesting raavhines and tillage Implements
in the world.

sire of

RED DILLON
.^8690.

South Africa, from Canada to

to

Argentina, and in Australia. Walter
A. Wood is a name that means good
harvesting machines.

M. L. T. DAVIS,

Address W. J. CARTER. 1102 Hull Street,
Manchester, Va., or P. O. Box 929, Richmond. Va.
Representing
The
Times-Dispatch
and
Southern Planter, Richmond. Va. Kentucky
Stock Farm and The Thoroughbred Record,
Lexington, Ky.
The Trotter and Pacer,
New York: The Horseman, Chicago; The
American Horse Breeder. Boston, and The
Breeder and Sportsman. San Francisco.
:

ria

Sec'y and Treasurer.

the year round; Splendid Ranatorium,
Dr. J. C. Walton, Resident Physician.
Many advantages combine to make the
Mecklenburg the most favored health and
pleasure resort in the South.
Ninety miles
south of Richmond. It Is situated In the
most beautiful section of the Old Dominion,
with a climate well-nigh perfect. The hotel
is new and modern, with large, airv rooms
and elegant furnishings. Riding, 'driving,
fox hunting, golf, tennis and many other

;

[April,

INSURANCE.

Address A. T. BROADDUS, R. P. D. No,
Highland Springs, Va.

1,

Property

of

Mr.

T.

S.

Winston.

Fancy Hal. Bay Horse; foaled

1901;

height,

Sired by
Hal; dam. Fancy Girl by Fancy Boy.

Prlnc«

15. S;

weight.

l.lliO

pounds.

Fancy
combines substance with good looks.
He shows five distinct gaits under saddlo.
Hal

FEE.

$12

INSURANCE.

Address HUNTER'S HILL FARM, Appl«
Grove P. O.. Louisa county, Va., or T. S.
Winston. Richmond, Va.

EAGLE LIGHT
Bay Horse:

foaled

1900;

height,

16

hands;

weight, 1,200 pounds. Sired by Alcalde, ,rr.,
son of Alcalde, by Mambrino Chief II.;
dnm. Daisy Rover, by Red Rover.
Eagls
Light has dne size end combines style with
substance.
For terms, address R, L. GRTFFITH,
Owner, Talleysyllle, New Kent county, Va.
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THE SOUTH SUPPTJIT^S UNCLE
SAM HIS FURNITURE
Back in 18S1 two young men of Mebane. North Carolina, measuring tlie
vaslness of the hard wood forests,
about them, conceived the idea that
there would be more money for them
In running a saw mill and turning
these great trees into lumber than
there would be in following in the
footsteps of their ancestors and continue to till the soil. Beginning in a
small way, without much capital, but
with an indomitable determination to
succeed, they built their mill and they
succeeded.
It was not long until the White
Brothers found that their business had
Enlargeoutgrown their capacity.
ments and expansions followed. More
capital and more young men joined
them, and a company was organized
under the name of the White Furniture Co., to turn this splendid lumber
from their

little

saw

mill,

We

trust you will look it
it, then send
for their
catalogue. You will be surprised at
the extent and beauty of their line,

their lines.

up and read

now grown and

saw mill, into stair work,
mantels, doors and windows, with a

into a big

will always insist, livhen you buy
any furniture for your home, that you

want "The White Line."
few special articles of furniture as a
Be loyal to the South, help to build
side line, and as a feeler for future up her institutions, especially when

you can be loyal without sacrificing
anything of quality in your purchases, and when you can buy the best at
the money-saving prices offered by the
dealers who handle this great line.
In writing for catalogue, if you will
kindly mention this paper, a useful
souvenir will be sent you free.

business.

From
men did
It

the very start these
their

work

young

a little better than

had been done before, they set up

—

that's why they prospered.
Old fogies said they were
"finicky about little things." but they
argued that it was the little things
that count therefore, to succeed, one
must take account of thp little things.

new standards

—
"Quality" — which

is

little

A COMPLETE

ANALYSIS.

—

Phosphoric Acid 9 00 per cent.

Ammonia

comer stone

grew

grew

soli-Hv and
reputation of their

rapidly,

pered.

The

began

to

s

pread

Potash

wares

throughout

the

Bve and bye Uncle Sam needed
some furniture for his bovs down in
Panama, who were dieeing that bie
the bachelor boys who
ditch for him
do their own house work and needed

—

something neat and substantial. He
had heard of the goods the Whitp
people were tuminsr out, so he sent
his man. "FHdav." with a nncket fuH
of monev. down to their factnrv to, see
if the reports were true, and If so he

was to swan his Coin f^^r a train load
Uncle Sam Is a
of the fnrnlturo.
stickler 1<^T nnnlltv In everything he
the hpU hn^'
"Fridnv"
found
buvs.
not been t"ld, so he imrnodlTtolv
"^'»<» C^
t^"
coin
over
to
hl<!
turned
and ha'' t>ioTn load a whole tr'iln for
U"cle Sam was pleased with
him.
furTi'tiire.

Tn !>rioth°r part of ttils naner vnn
^ni fiirl t>ia advortloemeTlt of tho
White Furnltu'-e Comnnn-r. Invltti"
you to get better acquainted with

8.50 per cent.
2.00 per cent.

-

PERUVIAN GUANO

GENUINE
food materials.

holds

first

rank

among

plant

Tn their haste to use cheap fertilizers, consisting largely of Acid Phosphate, (dissolved rock), many farmers have, in a measure, overlooked this valuable material.
are now directly Importing and placing it upon the market at
which make it the cheapest, as well as the beet, source of plant

We

pros-

South.

his

NATURAL MANURE AND A

SUPERIOR BASE TOR HOME MIXTURES

another word for

things done better was the
in the foundation of their
business, they put it there at the
start, and that same old comer stone
is right there to-day, the most solid
rock in the structure.
So 'tis needless to say that on such
a foundation the White Furniture Co.

the

PERUVIAN GUANO

prices

food.
Skilful

_, w
unless plants are well nouri8h<vl;
..

culture will avail

little

and the excess of one element cannot supply the demand for another.
Peruvian Guano supplies ALL the plant food elements furnished
by ground bone, acid phosphate, tankage, dry ground fish, dried blood,
These elemenU arc
sulphate of ammonia, cottonseed meal, e^o
already intimately mixed and combined by natural processes, making
it

the

BEST POSSIBLE BASE FOR HOME MIXTURES.
crops it may seem advisable to add more Potash

F'or certain

to

the
the percentage contained In Peruvian Guano, either by mixing
material or by applying the additional quantities as a side application.
are in a position to quote lowest prices on the following materials,
and to ship them along with the Peruvian Guano.
Kalnit
Muriate of Potash
Nitrate of Potash
Basic Slag
Sulphate of Potash
Nitrate of Soda

We

An 80-page hook on "Plant Food Problems" Is of Interest to every
In it we descHhe the
farmer, and will be sent free upon request.
Instruct
different fertilizer materials, give formulas for every crop, and
the farmer how to make his own fertilizer and save from $7 to $10
contain.
his
mixtures
knowing
what
besides
per ton by so doing;

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY.
33 Broad Street,

Charleston, S. C.
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BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

A BOOK FOR CATTLE OWNERS.
Prominent among the educational
men, and one whose name has become
widely known as a writer of dlstiuv,
tion, as well as one of the most successful men in experimental work in
the breeding,
feeding and
genera,
care of cattle, is Professor Herbert

W. Mumford,

chief of the department
husbandry at the Uniyer-

of animal
Blty of Illinois.
For several years

he has been engaged in experiment work with cattle of such importance that the results of his work have been published
the country over.
It was he who was chosen to conduet

at

the last world's fair In

St.

Louis that educational exhibit known
as "Market Classes and Grades of Cattle." This was acknowledged by many
thousands who visited the live-stock

show there and the International
Live-stock Exposition in Chicago later
In the year to be the most instructive and interesting cattle exhibit ever
put together for a great show.
Results of his practical work have
been in evidence on the Chicago market twice or more yearly for several
years.
It is therefore nothing short
certainty that the announcement

,^

•»

»«

t

.»J

.t

,»t

,M ,4 ,«

,?t ..s

of a

mace

[April,

to-day that Professor Mumford has
prepared a book on "Beef Production."
will be received with great pleasure
and anticipation by the public.
This book of more than 200 pages
is printed on an excellent
grade of
paper to most perfectly bring out a
profusion of fine illustrations to better describe the methods and appliances for successful and economical

beef production.
The types of animals to select for
feeders and the feeds and methods of
handling that are most valuable to
men who feed only a few cattle are
strikingly brought out.
Valuable Information regarding the buying of
feeders and the marjteting of fat cattle and the management of cattle at
all seasons of the year is given brief-

Agriculture, Blacksburg, Va. This I9
a very creditable production by the
students of the college, and the farmers of the State ought to patronize
it, and see what progress these young
men are making in the study of the
problems confronting farmers.

MAGAZINES.
With "The Shuttle." ranked as the
most notable work Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett has yet written, still runits course in The Century, the
April number is enriched by the opening chapters of Elizabeth Robins' new
novel, having the curious and piquant

ning

title,

but completely in every detail, and
language and style to delight and

ly

"Come and Find Me."

It

is

evi-

dent, even In the first pages, that the
spell of the Great North is to be the
keynote of the story, as It was in her
narrative
of
vivid and compelling

There are
"The Magnetic North."
man who wants to know. also short stories by Harry StlUwelJ
Send your orders for the book to Edwards, Elsie Singmaster, Annie B.
the author, H. W. Mumford, Urbana, P. Searing and Wilmatte Porter CocltIII., or to us.
Price, $.50.
rell, and
the best and funniest yet
in

satisfy the

Charles D. Stewart's "Partners of
Providence" stories, recounting the
adventures of "Sam and Rags with
the River Show."
A popular presentation of "Colorblindness," with special reference to
art and artists (and incidentally railway employees), by Dr. Edward A.
Ayers, is a feature of broad interest,
of

proceedings of
Twenty-sixth annual session of
of the Farmers' National Congress of
the United States, 190G.
Official report of the

the

V. P. I. Agricultural Journal, February, 1907, Vol. I, No. 2, published
Club College of

by the Agricultural

.Ji^^^^jt.jt^^jtjt

-jt ..t
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THRESHING TIME

Vi
Vi

%i
V^

Are ycu going to wait
Are YOU ready for it?
thresher-man this year?
You are running the
risk of losing your crop if yoti do.
Such a loss would be far greater
than the cost of one of our modern, up to-date tlireshers. We would
like to talk with you about these machines.
They are money-makers
and time-savers. You will want to know WHY. We would like the
opportunity of telling you a postal inquiry is all that's necessary.
We are also manufacturers of all implements and machinery
formerly made by the old firms of H. M. Smith & Co. and J. W.
will

sooa be here.

for the itinerant

;

Cariwell& Co. .including

k

HORSE POWERS, PEANUT MACHIN-

ERY, STRAW CUTTERS,

WELL FIXTURES,

ALSO CORN PLANTERS

k
k

The Gardwell Machine Company,
19th and Capy Sts.,
^

r

js'
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the more because of four pages In full
what portions of the
retina can see different colors, how
temporary color-bllnoness can be produced, and other Interesting phases
Why eyes are colorof the subject.
blind at all, and why, on an average,
the eyes of probably one person out
even the trained
of every twenty-two
eyes of the artists are defective in
appreciation of color, are carefully
The writer
and clearly explained.
also touches on some of the humous
happenings incident to the waywaraness of human vision.
Much of the April Century Is devoted to the unusual and out-of-theway. A. W. Dimock describes "The
Art of Catching the Manatee'
ana
the manatee is one of the least known
and most interesting of sea creatures;
Mary Stockton Hunter recounts her
e.xpeiiences with "A Pair of Waltzing Mice"; Bashford Dean tells of
"The Long-feathered Fowls of Japan";
Ernest E. Johnson gives an account
fhis visit to the Haytian ruins associated with the reign of Christopher the Cruel called the only real
king who has ever flourished this
side the Atlantic;
Frank Wickizer
gives a chapter of Missouri history,
the story of "A County Thirty-one
Years in Rebellion," where public
office means always persecution; and
Rosalie Slaughter Morton offers from
personal experience an account of the
colors, picturing

—
—

—

—

unearthed

marvelous
in

ruins recently
Ceylon.
frontispiece of the

The

number

is

another of Mr. Siglsmond de Ivanowski"s notable series of curren imperso-
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St. Nicholas, but
there are the first chapters of a new
by Agstory
to run several months

an end in the April

—

—

nes

McClelland

Daulton,

author

"From Sious to Susan." "Frilizi"
Mauuo the name of the story, and Fritizi"

nations of the American stage.
."Adams' "Peter Pan" anl Blanch Bates'
'Madame Butterfly" are followed this
month by Annie Russell as "Puck"
in "A Midsummer Night's Dream.

For the boys at least, the most Interesting feature of the April St. Nicholas is an account of "Our-hundredjust one
year-old Military Academy
hundred years old In March, 1907
with
together
Irving
Hancock,
by H.
illustrated
dea full and liberally
scription of "Hew a Cadet Learns to
Shoot," written by Lieut. Henry J.
Reilly, U. S. A., while a cadet at
West Point. In Mr. Hancock's article,
the interesting fact is brought ou that
George Washington was the father of
our national military academy, his
influence leading Congress to create
the grade of cadet in the army, and
West Point being chosen for these caSo while West Point
dets' training.
of the oldest military acadis one
emies in the world, it is also, admittelly, the best, its graduates, Mr. Hancock explains, reaching a higher defour
gree of efficiency during the
years' course than is attained anywhere else. George Madden Martin's
pretty story of "Abbie Ann" comes to
"

Harrison's

—

•c)pppij,„ Beauty." "At the Sign of the

White Lion," "By Trevi's Waters,"
and suggestive sketches on "Stampcollecting" and "A Stamp-collecting
Experience."

independeni
more
there
a
Is
widow
childless
than
a
position
money
enough
with
just
have
to think
her
not
to
for

left

"LoTe'B Undertow," the
about it?
complete novelette in Llpplncitfs April
number, by Anna A. Rogers, tells the
Interest is
:story of such a woman.
divided between the brainy, well-balanced and womanly widow, and her
Amazon girl friend "Dione," who refuses to acknowledge that she loves a
young physician because she is at outs
with "things as they are" relating to
the sex question. The reasons for her
capitulation to the cause of love, are
ingenious and by no means overdrawnThough the author declares in the first
paragraph of this fascinating tale that
the foundation of Mrs. De Ro's second marriage was laid during the life
time of her first husband, the reader
is kept guessing which of four men

Nurseries

PLANTED.

Strawberry Plants. Shade Trees, Ornamentals,
Shrubs, Grape Vines, Walnut, Locust, etc.
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE TO-DAY AND MAKE OUT A LIST OF YOUR WANTS AND LET
US NAME YOU OUR BEST PRICE ON IT.

G.

HARRISON & SONS,
BERLIN, MD.

is
ifl

girls.
of
little
the most charming
There Is another "Pinkey Perkins,"

ARE HEADQUARTERS IN THE EAST FOR ALL THAT IS GOOD AND PROFITABLE IN NURSERY
STOCK. EVERY KNOWN VARIETY OF ANY FRUIT THAT HAS BEEN TESTED AND FOUND
WORTH WHILE CAN BE HAD HERE. OUR SOIL AND CLIMATE ARE IDEAL FOR PERFECT!
PRODUCTION AND PROPAGATION. YOU WILL FIND NOTHING IN OUR 1,200-ACRE NURSERY
BUT GOOD, THRIFTY, STOCKY TREES, WHICH ARE SURE TO DO WELL ON BEING TRANS-

J.

of
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ed by both readers and writers about
the new Department, "Ways of the
Hour," which Is introduced In the
April Lippincott's. This must be seen
to be appreciated.

This indito carry off the prize.
cates the consummate alclll with which
the plot Is handled.
The short-stories seem to have been
selected with a view to "the best of
and many kinds. There Is
Its kind"
story by
Pennsylvania-German
«
Jeorge Schock, whose success in this
Prisoner
of
unequalled.
"A
is
Held
the Ground" portrays these peculiar
tenacity
the
loers,
picturing
people as
«f a man and the strong faith of a
maid. "A Cavalier of Five," by Minaa Thomas Antrim, is one of a short
series of "Don Sketches," humorous,
touching episodes of child-life, each
George Edoniplete in itself.
^ne
Tin Hunt contributes "Why Rolllson
Went to Sumatra." a hilarious story
is

—

REPORTS.
United States Department of AgriculOffice of
ture, Washington, D. C.
the Secretary. Circular 22. Report on Statement of Dr. Cyril
G. Hopkins, relative to Bureau of
Soils.

Bull.
of Animal Industry.
Investigation in the use of
Calorimeter.
Bureau of Animal Industry. Bull.
Proceedings of a Conference
97.
of Federal and State representatives to consider plans for the
eradication of the Cattle Tick.
Bureau of Biological Survey. CirDirections for the Decular 55.
struction of Wolves and Coyotes.
Bureau of Chemistry. Bull 101.
The Lime Sulphur Salt Wash and
its Substitutes.
Bureau of Chemistry. Circular 33.

Bureau
94.

'

of clubdom. "In

Which Yellow Wons."

Levlngton Comfort, depicta
in a mining town, with fidelity
and strength. The charm of Southern

by Will
life

romance

Is

Insistently

real

In

"An

Accident," by Sarah Chichester Page.
So satuated In local spirit la she, that
the flirtations which she describes may
have been her own.
"The NightBlooming Millers," closes the series of

Report on Methods of Beer Analy-

neighborhood stories by Marion Hill.
These humorous flash-lights seem to

Entomology. Circular
rev.
Hydrocyanic acid
46.
ed.
gas Against Household Insects.
Bureau of Entomology. Circular
81.
The Aphides Affecting the

Two
est

papers of extraordinary Interare "Easter-Time In
Rome," by

Anne

HolUngsworth Wharton, and
"Ibsen and His Ism," by Joseph M.

A good dead

S
X
X
^

of

Bureau

of curiosity is expreas-

W.

K.

The Locust Borer and Methits

Control.

Experiment Station Record, Vol.
XXIII. .Nos. 6 and 7.
United States Department of AgriculForest
ture, Washington, D. C.
of

Experiment Stations.

Practlcjil
22.
Service. Circular
Assistance to Tree Planters.
Forest Service. Circular 76. Forest Planting Leaflet.
Bureau of Plant Industry. Bull
Planning a Cropping
102, pt. 3.
System.
Bull.
Bureau of Plant Industry.
The Application of
102, pt. 4.
LePreparations
to
Vegetable

guminous Forage Plants.
Bureau of Statistics. Bull 49. Cost
of Hauling Crops from Farms to
Shipping Points.
Farmers' Bull. 274. Flax Culture.
Experiment
Farmers' Bull. 276.
Station

Eastern
the

Work

Alfalfa In the

39.

States.

South.

Oat Culture In
and Bone

Tankage

Meal for Hogs.

Farmers

Bull. 277.

The Use

cohol and Gasoline In

of Al-

Farm En-

gines.
of Representatives, WashingReport of the Postal
ton, D. C.

Commission Regarding 2d Class
Mail Matter.
Colorado Experiment
Collins,

Col.

Bull.

Station,
118.

Fort

Western

Fruit Investigation, 1906.
Report of Field Horticulturist.
Slope

Apple.

Rogers.

83.

ods for
Office

House

sis.

Bureau

well liked.

)e

Bomb

the

[April,

of

Entomology.

Circular

BACHE & SONS,

1406 East Main St Richmond,

Va.,

manufacturers' AGKNT8
AND DEALERS IN
.

.

.

X Farming Machinery, Vehicles, Harness
X
SAWING FRAMES, PEANUT PICKERS, BUSKERS AND SHREDDERS.
^
yt
)r

W
V
K

CARRIAGES, RUNABOUTS AND SURRIKS.

SOUTH BEND CHILLED PLOWS AND CASTINGS.
Manure Spreadflrs, Gasoline Engines and Hay Presses, Disc Harrows, Ppg Tooth
Harrows and Cultivators, 3, 5 H. P. PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES. SPECIAL BARGA.NS.

X

International

Special asieaiion to Repair Orders for

all

kinds of Machinery.

Write for descriptive circular
any »rticl«> wanted.

"T«nD«»«e"

ftntf

"Thomhlll" Wkc»bi.

Vehicles or

all

for

klndx.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxvxxxx> xxxxxxxxxxx
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Western Slope Fruit InBull. 119.
vestigation,
1906.
Report
of
Field Entomologist

Insects New, and Uii'
Bull. 244.
usual, in Michigan.
Experiment Station, St
Anthony Park, Minn. Bull. 100.

Experiment Station, Mass.,
Amherst, Mass. Bull. 113. Analysis of Manurial Substances and
Licensed Fertilizers and Market
Values of Fertilizing Ingredients.
Indiana Experiment Station, LafayResults of
Bull. 117.
ette, Ind.
Co-operative Tests of Varieties of
Oats,
Soy
Beans
Corn, Wheat,

and Cowpeas.
5.
Report of Experimental
Work on the Randolph County
Farm, 1906.
Kansas Experiment Station, ManhatBull. 141.
Commercitan, Kan.
al Seeds of Broom Grass and of
Kentucky
English
and
Blue

Circular

Disposal

of

Dairy

Farm Sewage and Water

to Investigation?.
Fertilizer
Bull. 114.

Phos-

of

phoric Acid.
Agricultural College Quarterly, Feb.
Fertilizer Analysis.
1907.

Experiment

Micbican

Injurious

Agri-

Station,

Bull
College,
Mich.
cultural
243.
Cull Beans as a Food for

Seed of

Brome

Grass.

1907.
Everything for the Lawn.
Gordon Van Tine & to., Davenport
Windows, Blinds,
Iowa. Doors.

Press

Neb.

New Hampshire Experiment
Durham, N. H.

Brown

The

Moth.

Tall

Moth.
North Carolina

Station,

The

128.

Bull.

Gipsy
S.

Pest CommisCircular 11.
sion, Raleigh, N. C.

Crop

How

Nursery men May
Against San Jose Scale.

Rhode

Experiment

Island

Kingston, R.

I.

Bull

Selection.
Bull. 117.
Analysis
Fertilizer!.

South

Carolina

of

Guard
Station,

116.

Corn

Comercial

Experiment

Clemson College,

S. C.

Station,
Bull. 125.

Preliminary Report on
Water
Content; ftfeltlng Point and Keeping Quality of Butter.
Virginia Experiment Station, Blacksburg, Va. Annual Report, 1906.
Virginia Weather Service, Richmond,
Va. Report for February, 1907.
West Virginia State Board of AgriculReport
ture, Charleston, W. Va.
for the Quarter Ending December
31,

Dairy Farming.
Virginia Experiment Station,

Giant and
Pennsylvania

Little

MotildlnKS. Flooring, etc.
L. Allen & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Planet. .Tr.. Implements and Tools.

Deere & Mansnr Co.. Mollne, III. Mor«
Corn and Better on the Same
Implements for
Acrease. New

Corn Production.

Raney Canner Co.. Chapel Hill. N.
Canning Outfits for Home and
C.
Market Canning.
Glltner Bros.. Eminence. Ky. Public
Sale of Registered Herefords at
Nashville. Tenn., April, 9. 1907.
50 Choice Imported and American
Bred Herefords.

Sunnvstde Farm. Union. S. C. W. R.
Walker, Owner. The Home of
the Best English and American
Be'-kshlrea.

Merit Rose Co.. Richmond, Va.

Grown,
Roses.

Please mention the Southern Planter.

CO.,

GENERAL AGENTS.

PETERSBURQ,

VA.

They are built in iirst-clasa manner, and
are strong and durable The price is within
the reach of all. We ijuaraqt-^e them to do
the work satisfactorily. We will mail catalogue and teatimonials, and qaote pricei
en application,
"LITTLE

SAMSON
Aotamatlc
Bifla*.

CHASE SAW MILLS.

ERIE ENGINE

WORKS

SIDE and CENTERi^CRANK ENGINES.

UNION IRON WORKS
This cut ah'jwa our o and
tle

gine

for

7 h. p. "Lit-

Laeonnotlv«»Partable and Stationary

BOILERS.

Aatomatic Enrnnning threshern, peanut

Samson"

Vertical,

pickers, cutting feed, tawinu; wood.ete.
Lartrer size also furniHhed.

Cold

Own Root Ever Blooming

1906.

STRATTON & BRAGG
'n

CATALOOGUES.

Lin-

Peter Henderson t Co.. 35 Cortlandt
Farmers Manual,
St.. New York.

West

Swine.

1906.
Station,
Bull. 25.

Insects,

Experiment

The
Cheat Meadow Fescue and

coln,

and

Experiments

With Different Sourses

108.
for

1906.

The Cabbage Maggot and Other
Nebraska

Supply.

Th«

Value of Oil in
Road Improvement.
Maryland Experiment Station, College Park, Md. Bull. 113. Toma142.

Bull.

Morgantown. W. Va. Bull.
Commercial Fertilizers. Report

Minnesota

Hatch

Grass..
Bull. 143.

431

Prices and catalogue on application.
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THE AMERICAN MONTHLY

RE-

VIEW OP REVIEWS.

—

Contents for April, 1907.

Hon.

Grover Cleveland,

frontis-

The Progress of the World
Record of Current Events, with portraits; Some Current Cartoons; President Judson, ^f Chicago University,
portrait; The Newest Washington Department, by an Observer at the Cappiece;

ital,

with portrait of Secretary Straus;

The Transvaal Restored to the Boers.
by W.
Stead, with portraits; The
.

Doctor In the Public School, by John
J. Cronln, with
Illustrations; Pittsburg'sHome of the Fine Arts, by
Frank Fowler, with Illustrations; The
Making of a Forest Ranger, by Arthur
Chapman, with illustrations;
Chicago's New Judicial System,
by
Stanley Waterloo, with portrait of
Chief Justice Olson; The Protection
of Life on Railroads, 1 Reducing the
Railroad Death Rate, by Arthur McTavish; II Railway Accidents and
Personnel, by Wyatt W. Randall; III
Psycholog}' of Railroad Accidents, by
Charles R. Keyes; The Immigration
Law of 1907, by William S. Rossiter;
Japan and Our Wage-Earners, by Harris Weinstofk; Leading Ai tides of the
Month, with portraits, cartoons, and
other illustrations;

The New Books

with portraits.

THE

DISC

HARROW.

for

Com,

Cotton,

Col.

Talmadge

home

at

Litchfield;

Massacusetts, the old State House at
Boston; New Hampshire, the John
Langdon home at Portsmouth, while
Rhode Islanl, Delaware, Missouri, Vermont, Illinois, North Carolina, West

THE

WITH STEEL WEIGHT BOXES.
PLANTERS

THE STATES AT JAifESTOWN.
Beautiful Permanent Structures of
Colonial Architecture.
(By Marks 0. Waters.)
Norfolk, Va. The
States of the
Union have recognized the importance
of representation at the Jamestown ExjosilionC and few, if any, will be conspicuous by their absence, but all, or
nearly all, will have comprehensive exhibits, and at least twenty-five will
have buildings. The general architecture of the State buildings Is colonial,
though some are representations of
historic homes or halls.
Virginia, the hostess of her sister
States on this occasion, leads with a
fine mansion of the colonial periou,
Pennsylvania has Independence Hall;
Maryland, home of Charles Carroll, of
Carrollton, one of the signers of the
Declaration of Independence;
New
Jersey, a model of Washington's headquarters at Morristown; Ohio, "Adena," the first stone house erected west
of the Alleghany mountains; Kentucky,
a reproduction of Daniel Boones lort
at Boonesboro,
to
be erected from
rough timbers from the site of the
fort in Kentucky;
Connecticut, the

Sowers.

Eight

Lawn

Rollers,

quires but

Saves

its

Re-

One Man and One Team.
cost in two days' work.
f

Road Plows, Road

Rollers.

sizes

BALING PRESSES
or

for

Horse,

Hand

Steam Power.

and

Farm Wagons.
IMPLE-

HORSE POWERS,

WE SUPPLY IMPROVED

ments and Machinery for all purposes and solicit correspondence.

WATT, CROWN

THE EMPIRE PLANTER.
Plain or with Fertilizer Attachment.

DOUBLE ROW PLANTERS
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heirlooms and relics which have
been gathered to represent Colonial
Georgia.

WHEEL AND DRAG SCRAPERS,

styles.

Drills, Field

With broad verandas and

less

Peas,

MANURE SPREADERS, WEEDERS,
Pea Hullers, Grain

chitecture.

porches it affords a fine point of vantage from which to view the harbor
events which are to be among the
spectacular features of the exiiosiiioo.
In the various exhibit buildings ol
the
the exposition the products of
Georgia farms, mines and workshops
and the educational and commercial
interests are displayed, and in me
historic relic building, which is a fireproof structure, there are maay price-

THE UNIT ROAD MACHINE,
With Disc Harrow and Spring Tooth
Attachment. Three Tools in One.

FERTILIZER DISTRIBUTORS, LIME
Fluster

Virginia, North Dakota, Louisiana and
other States will have colonial buildings or summer homes.
Georgia, the Empire State of tli«
South, is building a model of Bulloch
Georgia, ths
Hall, in Cobb county,
home of President Roosevelt's mothei.
The twelve rooms in this building will
be furnished by the leading cities of
the State, such as Atlanta, Savannah,
Augusta, Columbus, Slaiesboro, Macon, Valdosta, Cordele, Albany, Waycross and others. The Slate appropriated the sum of $30,000 for an exExposition,
hibit at the Jamestown
and the funds for the erection of the
buildings have been raised by popuThe Stale building
lar subscription.
fronts on Willoughby Boulevard and
the waters of Hampton Roads, and is
a handsome structure of colonial ar-

THE GUARD FRAME HARROW.

DISC CULTIVATOR.

Beans, Etc.

and
and
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with and

and other Plows and Plow Repairs.

without Fertilizer Attachment.
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MANFRED

WATT,

1840.

CALL, Gen'l Manager

Richmond, Va.
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The Georgia building is to be dedicated June 10th, which is to be knowu
President Roosevelt
will deliver the address of dedication,
his subject being, "Commercial Growth
and Progress of the South." It Is estimated that at least 200,000 people
will be present on this occasion, and
It will be one of the greatest days of
the exposition. Several of the leading
military organizations of the State w.
be present. Including the Sparta Rifles,
the Chatham Artillery, the Marietta
Rifles and the Fifth Regiment of Infantry. Upon this day also will occur
the ceremony of presenting the State's
gift of a silver service to the battleship Georgia, which will be in Hampton Roads at that time.
as Georgia day.

WASHINGTON NOTES.
The Sunflower Plant and Its Uses.
Recently the Department of Agriculture has been In receipt of numerous
Inquiries in regard to the growth of
Bunflowrs for economical purposes.
Careful Investigation by the department

reveals

the

fact,

first,

that

In

western Europe and America the sunflower has been grown chieHy for ornamental purposes, or occasionally for
poultry
food.
More varieties are
grown purely for ornamental purposes
than for the production of seeds, but
several of the ornamental sunflowers
are derived from other species.
In
Russia, where the numerous religious

fasts restricting the use of meat lead
a large consumption of vegetable
and oily foods, the sunflower seed
has become almost a staple article of
to

oils

diet.

It

is

peanuts are

eaten
in

raw or roasted as

America,

but

much

extensively.
the United States three principal varieties are grown for the production of seeds. The common sunflower, with no distinguishing varietal
name, has been long cultivated here,
e

In

and

Is

now found

In

gardens in all
noddling heads

parts of the county. Its
are 8 to 16 inches in diameter,

pro-

ducing
chiefly
gray-brownish
or
striped seeds.
The mammoth Russian Is a recently Introduced variety,
with heads 15 to 20 Inches In dlamtter,
producing seeds about one-halt
Inch long, with
black or brownish
stripes or sometimes white. The black
another variety, has heads 16
to 22 Inches in diameter, with rather
thick black seeds about three-eights
inch long.
As has been stated, the sunflower
has long been grown here for ornamental purposes. The beautiful yellow flowers, with dark centers, are
particularly attractive In yards and
gardens.
In some
Central
of
the
States the sunflower, In a much smaller form than the
cultivated
plant,
grows wild. In Kansas the borders
of the wagon roads and railroads are
frequently lined for miles with these
giant,

43S
flowers, which. In August and September, when In full bloom, form a
very marked feature of the prairie
landscape.
While we have been cultivating the plant for Its beauty alone,
we are only Just beginning to recognize, from the experience of China
and Russia the economic value of the
plant Itself. The part of the sunflower
plant which has the chief value Is the

seed, from which an edible oil may be
extracted.
The oil cake left after
the extraction of the oil by pressure
Is extremely rich in nitrogenous matter, and has a food value equal to the
pake res\ilting from the expression of
maize oil or linseed oil. It Is also
stated that the leaves of the plant
are sometimes used for the adulteration of tobacco, but It Is hardly believed that this Is practiced In this
country.
The branches and stalk of
the sunflower, when reduced to a sufBclent state of fineness, posses nutritive properties of a high order, and
furnish food suitable to the nourishment of many domesticated animals,
such as horses, cattle and sheep.
GUY E. MITCHELL.
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for,
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Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
During 1906, were largely in excess of any previous year, and the increase in the business in
was greater than that of any other company in the world. This record was accomplished at
a lower rate of expenditure than that of any other American company.
The Xew Policy of this company, introduc ed January 1, 1907, incorporates every desirable
feature.
Sample copies furnished on request.
force

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY COUNTY IN VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA.
T. ARCHIBALD GARY, General Agent,
Mutual Assurance Society Building.

-
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No. 5

Farm Management.
WORK FOR THE
The month of April

MOITTH.

to this writing (20th) has
ungenial one, in marked contrast to
March and the earlier winter months, which were
imseasonably warm.
All over the country, except
iipon the Pacific coast, the normal temperature has
been below the average, and especially has this been
so in the South Atlantic Coast States, where the temperature has averaged from 10 to 16 degrees below
the normal.
Even up to this date ice has been
formed several times during each week in every section of these States except the Tidewater sections,
and even in these section as far South as Northern
Florida ice has formed on several occasions.
As a
result of this unseasonable weather the early truck
crops in the Tidewater sections of the Coast States
have suffered severely, and no doubt much loss has
been sustained. Possibly, and probably, our truckers
in Virginia will have suffered less loss than those
further South, as owing to weather conditions in
January and February they were delayed in planting the crops, and hence they were not sufficiently
advanced to be caught by the frost to the extent of
those further South.
In other sections of these
States the damage to fruit has no doubt been serious,
especially to pears, peaches and plums, which were
piished forward by the warm weather of March and
were largely in bloom. Fortunately, apples in the
Piedmont section have been kept back by the cool
weather on the moimtains and blooming has not

been a

cold,

The effect upon the fall-sown crops and grass of this
unseasonable weather has been to retard growth and
lengthen the feeding period of live stock.
Usually
at this time of the year there is fair grazing for
stock, but pastures are still bare and crimson clover,
the earliest forage crop, often almost ready for cutting at this time, is still very short.
The report of the Department of Agriculture on
the condition of the winter wheat crop on the 1st
of April, indicates that, as a rule, the crop has passed
through the vrinter very successfully, the general
average for the whole country being 89.9, as against
89.1 a year ago and 85.3, the average for ten years.
In Maryland the condition 94, as against 93 last
year; in Virginia 92, as against 93 last year; in
K'orth Carolina 94, as against 93 last year; in South
Carolina 90, as agiainst 90 last year; in Tennessee
96, as against 92 last year, and in West Virginia
93, as against 89 a year ago. The only States which
make a poor showing are Texas, where the condition
is 51, as against 91 a year ago, and Oklahoma, where
the figure is 76, as against 90 a year ago.
In these

low condition is attributable to the
damiage caused by the green aphis, or fly, to which
we referred last month. We hear that this aphis
is extending its ravages to other adjoining States,
both in the wheat and oat crops, and probably the
next report will give evidence of the injury
States this

done. It is likely also that the unseasonable weather
of April will have its effect on the report and that
commenced to any considerable extent and the prob- the present favorable prospect for a good yield may
abilities, therefore, are that the crop will not be be somewhat lowered.
The area sowed which has
Upon these mountains there will been ploughed up or used for pasture or hay will
seriously affected.
also likely be sufficient iminjured peach buds to make then be ascertained and it will be possible to form a
a fair crop if no later frosts come to cut them off. more definite conclusion as to prospects.
In this
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and the adjoining States we have heard of very
winter killing or damage, and but for the fact
that the growth is somewhat short and thin we think
the prospects are favorable for a good wheat crop.
Winter oats, where sowed early, are looking well, but
late-sown and spring oats are short and thin.
The
little

spring-sown oat crop is likely, however, to be a short
one, as the weather in February and March prevented seeding, in many cases altogether or largely
curtailed the area intended to have been
This, however, we do not regard as any

seeded.
serious

calamity, as this crop is largely grown merely as a
forage crop, and for this purpose it can be well substituted by other crops sowed after the com crop
has been planted and which will make much more
forage.

In our last issue we wrote fully on the question of
the preparation and fertilization of the land for the
com crop, and to that issue refer our readers. This

month

the work requiring attention is the planting
Usually before this
and cultivation of the crop.
time much com is planted as far North as North
Carolina and some in Virginia, but this year we
hear of little planted in North Carolina and none
in Virginia.
We do not think this need cause any
anxiety, as with the cold weather we are still having
if planted it could not grow, and under these con-

Wait until the land
before planting and then germination
will be rapid and the crop will grow right along to
maturity if the ground has been well prepared and
the seasons are favorable. Spend the time in making
ditions
is

it is

better unplanted.

warmed up

a better seed bed for the com. Failure to thoroughly
prepare land before planting is one great cause of
Numerous
small yields throughout the South.
experiments made in different States have conclusively shown that perfect, deep preparation of the
land before planting the corn has more effect on the
yield than any application of fertilizer which may
One of the most' successful com growers
be made.
in this country, who has his farm in Pennsylvania,
and who last year made an average of 130 bushels
to the acre over a 90-acre crop, made this yield without the application of any commercial fertilizer.
Formerly his land made about 50 bushels to the acre.
By a good system of rotation, under which he grows
and turns imder a large quantity of vegetable matter
and with the use of lime 'as a means of making this
matter available and improving the physical condition of the soil and by deep and perfect preparation
of the land and the selection each year of the most
perfect type of ears for his seed grain from those
produced on the farm, he has brought up the yield
to 130 bushels, and over, to the acre without the use
and this not
of any fertilizer directly on the crop
on an acre or two, but over a 90 or 100-acre crop

—

[May^

each year.
What this man has done every farmer
can do by adopting the same means that is to say,
more than double the average yield of the crop by
proper fitting and preparation of the land. In thiaissue we publish an article from Professor Soule
giving particulars of the results reached in two years'"
experiments in com growing at Blacksburg Experi-

—

ment

Station.

We commend

ful study of our readers.

this article to the care-

It gives particulars of the

grown and their respective
brings out forcibly the point of the
superiority of home-gro-wn seed carefully selected
and bred up and of the wonderful effect of cow peas
and other legumes in increasing the yield of the cropWhere these crops were gi'own the application of
fertilizers was improfitable, thus confirming what
we have so long maintained and emphasized, that
every farmer in the South can grow and make his
own fertilizer for his corn crop, and that at a cost
with which no fertilizer merchant can compete. Twohimdred pounds of acid phosphate to the acre and
good preparation of the land will make a cow-pea
crop which, turned under, will add from 10 to 30
bushels to the acre increase in the following com
crop, according to the natural fertility of the soil and
its perfect preparation before the planting of the
crop.
With the adoption of this system and the use
of one ton of lime to the acre applied to the land
after the peas have been ploughed down, the success
of the com crop will be assured and that at the
minimum cost. Where no cow peas have been
ploughed down the application of acid phosphate
alone at the rate of 150 to 300 pounds to the aci»
will likely give the most profitable results.
different varieties of corn

yields

and

In connection with this subject of the fitting of
the land and preparation for planting, we would say
If
a word as to the distance apart of the planting.
a heavy yield is to be secured more stalks must be
It is nogot on to the acre than are usuially raised.
use expecting a big crop if the stalks are not gro^vl^

You cannot haveto carry the ears.
A comparison of the many
without stalks.
experiments made in different States as to the best
number of stalks to have per acre in order to secure
the heaviest yield of merchantable com leads to the
conclusion that from 9,000 to 11,000 stalks per acre
fertility, give the best
will, on land of average
results.
To secure this the rows should be planted
about 3 feet 9 inches apart and the com be dropped
from 12 to 14 inches apart in the row and should
We are aware that
be left one stalk to the hill.
many of our readers will consider this very close
planting, but corn cannot be grown with that profit
which ought to accrue unless the yield is in excess
of 50 bushels to the acre and this yield cannot be
assured unless there are from 9,000 to 10,000 stalksto the acre, as on the average so many stalks are
upon which

ears

1907.]

THE SOUTHE

barren or only produce a nubbin. The average yield
of about 25 bushels to the acre can never be a source
of profit to any farmer.
Land that will not make
50 bushels to the acre ought to be put to growing
leguminous crops to improve it rather than to corn.
Before passing from this subject we would once
more emphasize the absolute necessity of the finest
and best preparation possible of the land intended
to be planted in com before a seed is planted. Better
far be to be a week later in planting than to plant
amongst clods and lumps. Select a piece of land a
good distance away from the regular crop upon
which to raise the seed for next year's crop and carefully prepare and fit this plot and plant it with seed
which should have been selected when harvesting
the last crop, so that not only the best type of ears,
but also the best type of stalks, and the position of
the ear or ears on the stalks, can be assured. If not
so selected then select the seed from the best type of
ears grown last year on your farm or from corn
grown on a nearby farm and thus begin the work of
breeding up a type of corn acclimated to your location and meeting your views as to yield and other
characteristics.

After the work of planting has been completed the
cultivation of the crop will call for immediate attention.
Don't wait for the com to come up before
starting this work, and above all do not before beginning say that you are only going to cultivate the
crop a certain number of times. If you do either of

you are not going to give the crop its best
chance of making a good yield.
The number of
times which a crop should be cultivated necessarily
depends upon the preparation made before planting
the crop and the weather which may happen during

these things

To secure the best
the growing period.
land should always be kept covered with a
of soil and whenever this is run together
storm it should, as soon as ever it is dry

results the
fine

by

mulch
'a

rain-

RN^
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too scarce to use for the purpose of getting the
mastery of these pests, and the only other alternative is to bury them.
The cultivation of the land
between the rows should, however, always be with a
cultivator of some kind and not with a plow. Every
time a plow is run in a corn crop after the plants are
six inches high it is doing injury by cutting and
breaking the roots, because it cannot be run shallow
enough to avoid this. Cultivation should never be
more than 3 inches deep and the soil should be always
kept level. By the time the corn plants are a yard
high the feeding roots will be meeting in the rows
and these should not be disturbed.
Only the soil
above them should be kept loose and open, so that
the moisture in the ground below be not lost and that
which falls on the ground be absorbed into the land
and not be wasted by running out of the ends of the
Too many farmers entirely misapprehend
rows.

what

is

the object of cultivation.

They

look

upon

it

simply as a means of destroying weeds.

This is not
the primary object for which cultivation should be
done, but is only an incident in the work. If neither
weeds nor grass should grow in the crop the need of
cultivation would be just as great as though they
were there.
The primary object is to keep the
moisture that is in the soil conserved for dissolving
and making available the plant food in the soil and
that applied in the form of manure or fertilizer and
for adding to this all that can be obtained from the
rain which falls on the land.
The crop can only b©
fed by that portion of the natural plant food of the
soil and that supplied in the form of fertilizer or
manure which can be dissolved by the moisture content of the soil.
The crop cannot utilize any of this
It cannot feed
plant food which is not dissolved.
on dry matter. It is true that the rootlets of the
plant help in dissolving the plant food, but they must.
have moistvire around them to further dissolve this
matter in order that it may become completely available.
Unless the surface soil is kept loose the moisture from below will escape into the air and that
supplied by the rains will run off the land to a great
extent and the crop will suffer in proportion as these
To the extent te
conditions are permitted to exist.
which weeds are permitted to grow they will exhaust
part of this moisture and also rob the crop of plant
food and, therefore, it is important to keep tliem
down. The best and most effective way to do this
is to kill them just as soon as they germinate, before
they have had the opportunity to use the moisture
nr to utilize the plant food in the soil, hence the imIn one
portance of freqiient shallow cultivation.
experiment made a few years ago a series of plots
were planted in corn, the land being as near of an

enough, be
at once worked loose again, even though the crop
should only have been cultivated the day before the
rain.
The best implement to use in the early cultivation of the com crop is a weeder, but if you have
no weeder then use a harrow. These two implements
may be used with advantage several times from just
before the com comes through the sail \mtil it is
several inches high, indeed the weeder may be used
After the com is too
until the com is a foot high.
tall for the weeder either an Iron Age cultivator or
The plow should
a disc cultivator should be used.
never be used after the crop is planted, except it may
be in the river low grounds, where climbing vines
are very troublesome, when a very light furrow may
treated alike
sometimes with advantage be used to throw soil on equal average as possible and all were
Part of the plots were cultivated
to these weeds growing between the com plants in np to cultivation.
the rows. Hoe labor is now too expensive and hands deep and part shallow
part were cultivated five
;
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times and part were cultivated fourteen times and
On the plots not
part were not cultivated at all.
cultivated the weeds grew luxuriantly and the yield
was 17 bushels of shelled com per acre. The plots
cultivated shallow fourteen times yielded at the rate
The plots cultiof 80 bushels of com to the acre.
vated shallow five times yielded 79 bushels of corn
The plots cultivated deep five times
to the acre.
made a yield of 69 bushels to the acre. Cultivate
frequently and cultivate shallow and thus give the
crop the best opportunity for making a heavy yield.
Corn is, in our opinion, likely to be a good price
next fall and winter, as the surplus of the last crop
is not a heavy one and the demand for export is
likely to be larger than usual, from the fact that the
Argentine crop, which usually largely supplies the
European demand, is this year practically a failure.
Last year the crop of that country was about
175,000,000 bushels. This year it is not likely to
exceed 75,000,000 bushels.
Another factor also
which is likely to affect the export demand is that
Roumania, a country of Southeastern Europe, which
usually grows a large crop of corn which is sold in
Europe, is this year not likely to be able to make
more than sufiicient for its own consumption in consequence of a peasants' revolution which has been in
progress this spring, and in which practically all the

[May,

planted in 3-foot rows and spaced to one plant every
two feet, has almost invariably produced an excess
more than sufficient to pay for the greater expense
of planting and cultivating in comparison with cotton planted or spaced 4x1^ feet or 5xlf or 6x1 foot.
After the crop has been brought to a stand the subsequent cultivation should be on the same lines as
Where the plants are
laid down for the com crop.
small and late a top dressing applied down each side
of the rows of 50 pounds of nitrate of soda per acre
Sow crimson clover in the
will greatly help them.
field at the last

working of the crop.

The setting out of the tobacco crop will call for
Plants, owing to the cold
attention this month.
April we have had, are reported small and late. In
some sections they have been badly killed by the

As soon as the weather becomes warmer an
application of nitrate of soda to the plant beds will
greatly help the plants to vigorous growth. The best
way to apply this is to dissolve a small handful of
frost.

the nitrate in five gallons of water and use this soluThe apiDlication may be
tion in watering the bed.
repeated once or twice if necessary at intervals of a

Do not, however, force the plants too fast
week.
or they will become spindling instead of short and
stocky.
See that the land is put into the finest conagriciiltural resources, barns, implements and crops
dition possible before the plants are set out. Tobacco
saved last year have been destroyed. The people are
is a fine-rooted plant, gathering its support from a
so discouraged and so utterly without resources that
comparatively small area of land and this necessitates
the crops to be made this year can at best be only
that the soil be in the finest condition if the plants
small.
Usually the effect of the export demand for
In our last issue, and in earlier
their best.
our corn crop has but slight influence on the price, are to do
issues this year, we discussed the fertilizer to be
but we believe that this year it will be a factor having
are
these issues refer our readers.
weight and will tend to enhance the selling price used and to
satisfied from the experiments made that a very much
materially.
heavier average yield of tobacco can be secured in

We

this and the adjoining States than is the case at
Drought in the Gulf States and cold in the Northern present if only more care be taken in fitting the land
belt of the Cotton States has caused the cotton crop to and in using fertilizer materials better suited to the
make a bad start. Where planted in the Gulf and requirements of the crop than those so commonly

adjoining States the drought has seriously checked used. It is, however, of no use to expect good results
the growth and in the States further north the cold from using more fertilizer unless the land also is
has been sufficiently severe in many places to cut off much better prepared.
Work and rework the land
the early-planted cotton and has prevented con- with the plow, harrow, roller and cultivator until
tinuance of planting.
As soon as ever the weather it is as fine as an ash bed to the depth of at least a
becomes milder the work of planting should be pushed foot and then mix the fertilizer thoroughly with this
forward.
In our last issue we wrote fully on the fine soil and the plants can then be reasonably exfilanting of the crop and refer our readers thereto. pected to grow off quickly and continue that growth.
When the plants show the third leaf they should Don't expect to grow a heavy crop of fine tobacco
be brought to a stand as soon as possible.
When with the use of 2-8-2 or 3-8-3 goods used at the rate
allowed to overgrow before being chopped out and of 300 or 400 pounds to the acre.
Learn a lesson
thinned the plants become spindling and drawn and from the work done at the Appomattox Experiment
rarely make as good plants as they should. The ques- Station. An acre of land there after being well pretion of the distance to leave the plants apart has been pared had applied to it 400 pounds of a regular 3-8-3
much debated and varies greatly. Of course, the fertilizer. This acre made 673 pounds of tobacco,
state of fertility of the land has much to do with which sold for $45.50, an average of 6.75 cents per
this.
On land in a good state of fertility cotton pound. Another acre to which was applied a mixture
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made up of 500 pounds
100 pounds of nitrate of soda, 100
pounds of bone meal and 150 pounds of sulphate of
potash.
The cost of this fertilizer was $16.44. The
acre made 833 pounds of tobacco which sold for
$81.09, an average of 9.25 cents per pound. Another
acre had applied to it a mixture of 1,700 pounds,
made up of 1,200 pounds of ground fish, 150 pounds
of nitrate of soda, 100 pounds of bone meal and 250
pounds of sulphate of potash. The cost of this ferThis acre made 1,335 pounds of
tilizer was $32.80.
tobacco, which sold for $111.29, an average of 8.75
cents per pound. This experiment was repeated again
and the second year the first acre made 840 pounds of
The second acre made
tobacco, which sold for $60.
1,296 pounds of tobacco, which sold for $100, and
the third acre made 1,527 poimds of tobacco, which
This shows how it is possible to insold for $126.

of 850 pounds of fertilizer,
of ground

fish,
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upon a small application of fertilizerto make the crop.
Not until this practice is abandoned and a regular
system of rotation adopted can the productive power
of the land be increased. What is needed is such «
rotation as will fill the land with vegetable matter,
and to secure this cow peas and crimson clover shouM
be grown, the one for a summer crop and the other
for a winter cover, and acid phosphate should be
applied at the rate of 250 or 300 pounds to the acre
It would
to ensure a heavy growth of these crops.

be well also to use some muriate of potash, says, 75
pounds to the acre, as these light lands suitable for
peanut growing are no doubt deficient in potash, for
In rotation with
the best production of the crops.
these crops a grain crop should be grown and the
peanut crop should only come on the land once in
every three or four years. With the adoption of such

system as this the peanut crop could be made te
the fertilizer used is properly yield a good return, whilst the other crops grown im
proportioned.
This increased yield is due, not so the rotation would pay for their production and immuch to the increased fertilizer used, as to its being prove permanently the fertility of the land.
better proportioned.
The first acre received the dressing of a ton of lime to the acre should be applied
crease the yield

i'

when

A

materials in the proportion of 3-8-3 the third acre
received them in the proportion of 9-6-7.5. After the
crop is set out do not wait to begin cultivation until
Let the cultithe weeds have commenced to grow.
vator be ran as soon as the plants have got well set
in the ground and keep it running regularly so as to
keep a fine soil mulch on the ground and thus con;

to

the land once in each rotation.

correct acidity of the soil
of the nuts.

A

and

This

is

needed t9

to ensure the filling

proper fertilizer to use in preparing

the land for the planting of the peanut crop is 300
pounds of cotton seed meal, 80 poimds of acid phosphate and 240 pounds of kainit per acre, or 65 pounds
of muriate of potash may be used in the place of the
The fertilizer should be well mixed with the
kainit.

serve the moisture. Work in and around the plants
The seed may be planted in
with the hoe frequently and keep the soil from crust- soil before planting.
ing aroimd them.
either rows or hills, but the more usual course is to
plant in rows about 3 feet apart. Usually the seed is
dropped about 12 inches apart in the row. CultivaPeanuts should be planted this month. This crop
tion should be frequent to keep the weeds thoroughly
is likely this year to have an importance greater than
subdued and a fine mulch of soil on the gi-ound. Keep
usual from the fact that last year's crop was practiExperiments made at
the land level all the time.
cally a failure from the excessive rains and the reseveral places have conclusively shown that level culsult is that the market is bare of stock and the nuts
In the more SoutKem
tivation gives the best crops.
in great demand at prices higher than for years past.
smaller variety than
States the Spanish peanut
Those who in the past have grown this crop may, we
has been found to give heavy crops.
the Virginian
somewhat
think, with advantage
increase the area
It can be planted much closer than the Virginia
usually planted and others having land suited for
variety, but it is not so popular on the market and
producing the crop should give the crop a trial. The
ahvavs commands a less price.
consumption and demand for the niits is constantly
growing larger and it is a crop which, if given proper
The importance of growing an abundance of
care in its production, ought to be a profitable one.
To grow only 30 or 35 bushels to the acre the aver- forage crops to meet the needs of the live stock during
age crop of this State and North Carolina for years the winter is at last being realized by Southern farmEormerly corn fodder was practically all the
past
isnot, and cannot, be profitable, but a yield ers.
three times in excess of the average can just as easily long feed which the stock had to depend upon, and
be raised as the present average and with very little as this was left uncut xmtil the corn had been gath-

—

^^a

—

—

—

extra cost.
We have known crops of 75 to 100
bushels to the acre to be made and know of no reason
why this should not come to be nearer the average
production.
The reason for the small yields which
are made is largely that growers will persist in planting the crop year after year on the same land, relying

ered, its nutritive value
liard

time frequently

to

was small and stock had a
keep vitality in their bodies

and came into the pastures in spring

now been

literally skele-

realized that no agi-icultural
pommimity can ever be permanently prosperous that
does not have a large head of live stock to make
tons.

It has
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manure
that

for the land,

where

and the world over,

it is

seen,

this is the case, the land is responsive to

good cultivation, and farmers' homes are evidences
of comfort and contentment.
There no galled or
gullied hillsides are seen and the fertilizer merchant
is very little in evidence.
Every day the demand
for live stock and their products grows larger and
prices advance.
With a population now fast approaching 100,000,000 the quantity of beef, mutton,
lamb, pork, milk, cream,butter and cheese which is
daily consumed in the country is enormous, and when
to this is added the export demand it will be readily
aeen that it is wise farming economy to give attention to the production of the necessaiy crops to grow
and feed live stock, not as a mere incident to the production of grain, but as a primary means of profitable
results.
"Man cannot live by bread alone," nor can
live stock subsist on corn alone.
They must have
hay or other long fodder to supply bulk in their feed.
We in the coastal plain of the Southern States can
more profitably produce long feed in the shape of
sorghum, cow peas, soy beans, millet, and in the
further South teocinte and velvet beans than we can
produce hay, though there is no reason why we should
not also produce all the hay needed to supplement
these feeds.
We can produce forage crops of one
kind or another almost all the year round, and every
farmer ought to so lay out his land as to provide a
place for the production of some or all of these
forage crops every year and then, instead of coming
to the city to buy hay, as is so largely done all through
the South, and in this way pay tribute to the North
«nd West, where the hay comes from, he will be able
to keep the money at home and feed his stock so as
to make it a source of profit and a means of recuperating the lost fertility of his lands. We can produce here in the South more varieties of these forage
crops than can be produced in any other section of
the country, and can produce them more abundantly,
and not to do so is to throw away one of the advantages Nature has placed at our service.
These
forage crops can, and ought, to be planted from this
month to the end of July and then the planting be
resumed again in the fall. Soy beans, cow peas and
BOTghum should all commence to be planted this
month. Especially is it desirable that soy beans be
planted in May, as they have a long season of growth.

[May,

make a good hay
state of fertility

crop.
If the land is not in a good
an application of 200 pounds of acid

phosphate per acre will help the yield considerably.
Cow peas should also commence to be sown this
month. The very high price of the seed, caused by
the failure of the crop last year, will, no doubt, seriously curtail the area usually planted in this crop,
It is too
but it should not cause its abandonment.
valuable an improver of the soil and as a feed for
Instead of sowing broadcast one
this to be allowed.
bushel to the acre, as has been the custom, drill tEe
seed with the grain drill at the rate of half a bushel
to the acre, stopping up every other spout, or
leaving only every third spout open, and as good a
crop will be made as though a bushel of seed had been
used
indeed, a much heavier yield of peas will be
made. Sorghum (cane) and Kaffir com may also
commence to be sown this month and the sowing may
We will
be continued through the month of June.
say more on this subject next month, as owing to the
lateness of the season we know there will be little
time to devote to this work this month.

—

planting corn don't neglect to plant some
Mix a pound of the
seed with the crop.
seed with a bushel of com and you will have a fair
sprinkling of plants in the crop and these will make a
yield of pumpkins which the hogs and cattle will
enjoy in the fall and early winter and their produc-

When

pumpkin

tion will not interfere with the

com

crop.

THE VALUE AND USES OF RICH CONCENTRATES. AND WHEAT BY-PRODUCTS,
AND THEIR IMPORTANCE IN
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY.
"Editor

Southern Planter:

must ask your indulgence and space for one

I

letter to comj^lete my advocacy of the greater
linseed and cotton seed
use of the rich concentrates
meal or cake, and wheat by-products, bran and millnot only as valuable feed for stock, but as
feed

more

—

—

great renovators of the fertility of the soil.
I wish to go further than this and show the vastr
ness of the subject, and its importance in what I

think I may
Prepare the land well and plant in either rows or
I propose,
broadcast. They make the best yield planted in rows
quoting verv
2 feet 6 inches apart and dropped 6 or 8 inches apart
ority, "Feeds

rightly term agricultural economy.

your permission, Mr. Editor,
from that most excellent authand Feeding," by Prof. Henry, as to
food and for restoring fertility to the land,
with

Inrgelv

They should be cultivated once or twice,
value as
land has not previously grown the crop
suitability of diflFerent feeds for the various animals,
inoculation with soil from a field which has grown
precautions to be taken in feeding, warnings rethe crop, or with bacteria obtained from the Expericarding improvident methods of farming in this
ment Station or the seedsmen, should be given. They country, to show the vastness and importance of the

in the row.

and

if the

make, grown in
feed, or they

this

may

way, a fin© grain crop and good subject.
when they
I will conmience with

be sowed broadcast,

fl.nx

or linseed meal or cake.
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Prof.

Henry

says,

"There

is

no more healthful feed
Its general effect is to

•than oil cake or oil meal.
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Cotton seed meal for horses.

—Gebeck

reports draft

horses doing well on a ration containing two poimds
of cotton seed meal.
The use of cotton seed meal

place the animal in fine condition, with a pliable
skin, and oily, sleek coat, and a good quality of for horses will be greatly extended at the South if
No other farm feed has such a experiments reveal equally good results.
flesh on handling.
Feeding steers cotton seed meal and hulls. The
^neral beneficial effect on the digestive tract as oil
meal, and the feeder sliould always have it on hand practice of fattening steers exclusively on cotton
to deal out to his stock whenever judgment directs seed htdls and cotton seed meal was begun in the
The business has so grown
South about 18S3.
its use.
The American farmer should give up the use of that it is estimated that 400,000 cattle were fattened
oil meal, and adopt the practice of his English broth- at the oil mills of the South for the season 1893-

—

er in feeding this valuable article in the nut form, 1894 besides large numbers of sheep. In these esThe oil tablishments the ration for steers at first consists of
which is more palatable for cattle.
cake is reduced to the size of small hickory nuts three or four poimds of cotton seed meal, which is
-or hazel nuts in a mill, the material being known gradually increased to six, eight or even ten poimds
.as

"nutted cake."

—Lin-

per head daily, with

all

the hulls the steers will eat

which amounts to about four pounds of
seed cake or meal is rich in the elements of fer- liulls for each pound of meal. The feeding period
tility, especially nitrogen, and for this reason, as lasts from ninety to one hundred and twenty days.
At the Maine
Cotton seed meal for dairy cows.
"well as its general good qualities and nutritive effect,
it is a favorite feeding stuff with the English stock- Station, Jordan found that the substitution of cotton
man. The voidings of animals receiving this feed seed meal for an equal quantity of corn meal increasr
•ehould be carefully saved, for in the fertility which ed the production of milk and butter to a profitable
Fertilizing

constituents

in

linseed

meals.

additional,

—

-they contain rests quite a fraction of the first cost of

extent.

this feed.

At the Pennsylvania Station, Himt fed six pounds
of cotton seed meal per day to cows, without apparent injury to health, and by substituting equal
weights of cotton seed meal for wheat bran increased

Home

iise

—A

of oil meal.-

large portion of the oil

from flax seed finds a
m.arket in European countries.
Woll estimates that if half the oil cake manufac-tiired in this country is shipped abroad, it means an
annual loss of more than thirteen million pounds of
nitrogen, four million pounds of phosphoric acid,
and three and a half million pounds of potash, representing an aggregate value, as commencial fertilizers, of over two million dollars.

-cake produced in this country

the milk yield one-fifth.

In general, feeding cotton seed meal to dairy
cows has proved satisfactory, when the allowance has
not exceeded five or six pounds daily for short
periods and three or four pounds for long periods.
Effects of cotton seed meal on the quality of butter.
At the Texas Station, Harrington and Curtis,
This loss of fertility to American farms is a seri- experimenting with cotton seed and its by-products
ous matter, which can easily be prevented by feeding with dairy cows, conclude that these feeds materially raise the melting point of butter, and lower its
the oil cake at home.
The products of the cotton plant volatile fatty acids; that when cotton seed is fed
Cotton Seed.

—

—

•used for food for live stock are cotton seed, cotton
-seed cake, or meal, and cotton seed hulls.

The cotton crop of the United States amounts to
•over 9,000,000 bales annually on the average, yielding about 4,500,000 tons of cotton seed as a byproduct, since for each pound of fibre the cotton

alone or forms a large part of the ration, a light
Butter
colored butter of inferior quality results.
produced from the heavy feeding of cotton seed had

poor flavor and the appearance of being over-worked.
in reasonable amounts, cotton seed and its byproducts produce satisfactory butter, which is firmNo one er and Avill stand shipment better in warm climates
plant produces about two pounds of seed.
Harrington's results
can acquaint himself with the great value of cotton than where no seed is fed.
•seed, and then consider this enormous annual output were corroborated by Wiley and Lupton and Ander-of seed, without becoming deeply impressed with son.
The resTilts of recent experiments at the Iowa
the great possibilities for stock raising in the South.
The prepondAfter the oil is extracted from Station go in the opposite direction.
Cotton seed cake.
the seed, the residue is a yellowish, board-like cake erance of evidence at hand shows, however, that cotabout one inch thick, one foot wide, and two feet ton seed meal hardens butter, gives it a tallowy conIn this form it is shipped abroad as cot- sistency, and makes it deficient in natural color.
in length.

Fed

—

—

Cotton seed meal for calves and pigs. ^At the
ton oil cake. For home iise the cake is reduced to
•meal by grinding, and transported in sacks the North Carolina Station two calves getting from one
rsame as linseed meaL
to six oimces of cotton seed meal daily died after
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with the sweepings and dirt of the mill added.
Such a material is very unsatisfactory for stock feedThe use of cotton seed and cotton seed meal for ing and should be avoided.
Middlings are especially useful for feeding pigs
swine has been extensively investigated at the Texas
The mortality of the pigs re- and horses, since neither of these animals can utilize
Station by Curtis.
ceiving cotton seed meal was 87 per cent; when much crude fibre. For horses, they should be mixed
roasted seed was fed, it was 75 per cent., and for with corn meal, oats, or other feeding stuffs, as pure
There is no profit what- middlings are a heavy feed, and liable to produce
boiled s'eed, 25 per cent.
For pigs, middlings mixed with corn meal
ever in feeding cotton seed meal or cotton seed in colic.
or skim milk serve admirably in promoting growth
any form to hogs of any age.
The rational use of cotton seed and cotton seed and building healthy, muscular bodies.
With some horsemen bran is fed only ocBran.
meal.
It may be stated in general terms that when
cotton seed or its by-products are fed in reasonable casionally, being supplied only once or twice a week
quantity with a proper complement of other feeding- in the form of a mash made by scalding with hot
stuffs, satisfactory' results are secured with all farm water, in which case it is a mild laxative and very
l>eneficial.
Bran has, however, become a common
animals except calves and swine.
Wet or mouldy cotton seed, or that which has feed in many well-managed stables. Hard worked
heated, should not be fed.
Good cotton seed meal horses, with neither the time nor energy necessary
has a bright yellow color, and a fresh, pleasant taste. to digest feeds with much bulk, should not receive
Meal of a dull red color, due to exposure to the air, much bran, owing to its coarse, fibrous character.
that from musty seed, as well as that which has Growing horses, brood mares and stallions can be

one month's feeding.
kind are reported.

Other instances of the same

ticles,

—

—

fermented, should not be used for feeding purposes.
Fertility in cotton seed.

— So

rich is cotton seed

meal in

fertilizing elements that no small part of it
goes at once from the oil mills to fertilizer works,
there to be mixed with other substances, and to be
sold back to planters as a fertilizer.
In the lint,
which is the one object sought in cotton growing,
there is but a trace of nitrogen and mineral matter,
while the seed is rich in these elements of fertility.
In the 4,500,000 tons of seed, which must be grown
each year in producing the cotton crop of the South,
the amount of fertility taken from the land is almost
beyond comprehension. In this continuous drain of
fertility by gotton growing, we have a partial explanation of the present poverty of the soil in many

of the cotton districts.
If the cotton grower will adopt mixed farming and
feed cotton seed and cotton seed meal to his stock,
returning the manure to the land, two values will be

fed bran liberally with excellent results, because of
the large amount of mineral matter and protein it

volume not working against it mth
In steer feeding, bran serves admirFed with this grain,
ably with corn in any form.
it gives bulk, supplies protein and keeps the animal
from cloying, as it may, when long maintained on
The stocka single kind of feed, such as com.
man feeding com to his steers will find them making better gains and showing better condition by

contains,

its

these animals.

using bran for one-third of the concentrates.
The light character of the bran is well shown
Though a horse or cow
in cases of over-feeding.
may be gorged with bran, it usually suffers no marked inconvenience therefrom while an over-feed of
corn or cotton seed meal may produce fatal gastric
disturbances.

Bran is par excellence a leading feed for the dairy
a desirable quality
cow, furnishing not only bulk
but protein and ash matter, which are
received from the crop, and a rational agricultural in this case
i\s a
practice be inaugurated, which is sorely needed in so much needed in the formation of milk.
a region where nature has done so much and man so complementary feed to com meal, the combination
little to place agriculture on a substantial basis.
of bran and that grain is not to be excelled.
For young pigs, bran is too coarse and straw-like
The by-products of wheat. In the manufacture of
flour, twenty-five to thirty-five per cent,
of the and middlings should be substituted for it.
weight of the wheat grain remains as offal, available
For brood sows and older animals, some bran may
for stock feeding.
Since the consumption of wheat be fed with profit and may prove very useful if the
in this country is about 4.5 bushels, or 270 pounds remainder of the ration is in concentrated form, for
for each person per year, the by-products of this volume is necessary with the food of such animals.
grain amount try nearlv 70 pounds per capita, not This by-product is also very satisfnctors' in the sheep
including the enonuous amount resulting from the yard, being relished by fattening sheep, breeding

—

—

—

ewes and growing lambs.
Fertilizing ingredients.
We learn from analysis
and shorts are
terms used interchnngenblv to some extent.
It has that the wheat grain is somewhat richer in nitrogen
become rather common of late to find shorts consist- and mineral matter than com. The by-products of
ing of ground over bran, almost free from floury par- wheat in milling are much richer in these partieiilars

wheat milled for export.
Middlings and shorts.

—Middlings

—
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than the grain from which they axe derived.
High
grade flour is not rich in nitrogen or mineral matter.
Low gi-ade flour is rich in nitrogen, but low in
mineral matter. Dark feeding flour is rich in nitrogen and mineral matter.
Bran and shorts carry all the elements of fertility in large quantity, and for this reason are highly
appreciated by those feeders whose interest reaches
hen very
beyond their cattle to the lands they till.
low in price, bran may be used as a fertilizer by
direct application to the land, but such perversion
should not be tolerated.
It should be first fed to animals, and, through
their droppings, it will reach the land almost undi-

W

niinished in fertility.
The great Northwest

is

now

largely devoted to

that

way

tilizer or
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be returned to the soil in the form of fer-

manure.

Again, the surplus stock raised in this way be-

yond the requirements of home, may also be shipped
abroad, and the saving of the fertility over the present system of shipping and selling the by-products
to Europe would be enormous.
The British farmer has grasped and understood
the situation years ago, and yearly purchases immense quantities of our by-products to feed his stock
and improve his land, and produces an average of
35 bushels of wheat per acre, whilst the American
fanner, who sells him this food and fertility extract».d from the soil in this country, can only produce
an average of fourteen bushels of wheat per acre.
Seeing that the

last

crop of cotton planted

may

wheat growing. Here the farmers are gathering in- approach 13,000,000 bales, and that the 9,000,000
to the wheat grains the fertility which has been ac- bales quoted by Prof. Henry produced 4,500,000
ciimulating for ages.
Prudent farmers and stock- tons of seed, and, in addition, twenty-five to thirtymen, knowing of the fertilizing ingredients in the five per cent, of the whole i^jnerican wheat crop for
by-products of the flouring mills, are making large the year as a by-product, shows the magnitude and
use of them, and, by carefully saving the droppings importance of the subject under discussion.
from their cattle, and applying them to the land,
With thorough culture of the soil, rotation of
are transferring the great fertility of the Northwest crops, stock and good stock, using all known means
to other districts. In this depletion of the soil of the for economically increasing yearly the fertilitj' of
Nortlnvest, by almost exclusive wheat growing, and the soil, there is a great and glorious future for the
in transferring- the fertility taken up by this crop to farmer of the sunny South.
other regions in the by-products of milling, we are
Albemarle Co., Va.
Robt. Hibbert.
experiencing one of the greatest economic changes
ever witnessed in American agriculture.
Now, what conclusions must we form from the
PHOSPHATE ROCK.
information supplied by Professor Heni*;^'
Editor Southern Planter:
Tliere can only be one answer:
I notice in the February Planter Mr. B. 0.
1.
That the by-products of the flax, cotton and
wheat crops provide a valuable and nutritioiis food Bumpass asks why Raw Phosphate Rock is not
branded and tagged as are other fertilizers. I would
for farm stock of all kinds.
2.
That these by-products are exceedingly rich like space for a few words about this matter.
When I went into the handling of raw rock, I
in fertilizing elements.
3.
That this fertility must be returned to the was told that this being a natural product I would
not be required to pay tax on it, and that it was not
land.
The conchiding question to answer is, what would taxed in other States. But, not wanting to run the
be the pi'oper and most economical distribution of risk of breaking a law, I called on our Commissioner
of AgTiculture and was advised by him that all dealthese crops ?
It is a wonderful dispensation of nature and a ers in manufactui'ed or raw rock would have to
fortunate fact that the portion of the wheat and cot- register this rock, stamp analysis on the bags and

RAW

'i

—

ton crops required for the uses of mankind
namely,
the best grades of flour and the lint of cotton
con-

—

attach

was

tax

tags

to

each

one,

to be used as a fertilizer.

when

the

rock

I at once took the

matter up with my company, and we are now stamping our bag« and putting on tax tags, and the brand
of rock I handle is registered with our Department
of Agriculture.
Farmers would do well to follow
your advice and buy rock by the percentage of phosphorus and fineness of grinding, whether it is sim
or kiln dried, and not by the price per ton.
I
handle only the finely ground, sun dried, brown rock.
comparatively light.
Thanking you for space to set this matter right.
The by-products, being rich in fertility, should be
Powhatan Co., Va.
fed to stock at home, and the balance not used in
J. D. Christian.

tain a

much

less

percentage of the fertilizing

ele-

ments than do the by-products, which are available
and suitable as food for stock.
The surplus flour from wheat, the lint of cotton,
and the oil from the cotton seed, after we have satisfied our requirements nt home, can be shipped
abroad, and the loss of fertility to the land will be
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HANDLING FARM MANURE.

to the

the

Editor Southern Planter:

cent, of the fertilizing constituents in feeds are recovered in the manure.
The Cornell Station finds
that the value of the manure from cows averaging
1,000 pounds, live weight, is $29.27 per cow per
year.
This may be regarded as a very fair average.
Relative Value of Liquid and Solid Manure.

—

urine, as a rule,

much

is

richer in fertilizing

constituents than the dung.
It contains more than
half the nitrogen and nearly all of the potash voided
by the animal.
Practically all of the phosphoric
acid, however, is

barn and directly under the eavesdrops where
of water that pours over it becomes very

amount

considerable.

—

Value of Manure Per Cow. The value of the
manure from a cow depends primarily upon the
character of the food supplied her.
Feeds rich iu
fertilizing constituents will produce manure correspondingly rich in them.
On an average, 75 per

The

[May,

found in the solid excreta.

The

Losses from leaching can be entirely avoided by
placing the manure in a shallow concrete pit provided
with a roof. Even the concrete floor may be done
away with if the ground is clayey, closely packed,
and so sloped that no water from without can drain
No farmer can afford to be without a
into the pit.
covered storage for manure.
Losses Through Fermentation.
Manure is a medium exceedingly rich in bacterial life. Many
species of bacteria are at work decomposing the
organic matter, breaking up higher compounds into
lower compounds, and accomplishing what is ordinarily designated the rotting of the manure.
In the fermentation or rotting process the nitrogen

—

compounds

are broken
readily escapes from the

up into ammonia, which
manure pile. Evidence of
the ammoniacal odors that

fact that the larger portion of the fertilizing consti- such escape is found in
omenatc from loosely-packed manure,
is found in the urine, emphasizes the imjjortance of carefully saving all this portion of the example, as that secured from horses.

such,

tuents

voi dings.

How
manure

to

Save the Urine.

it

water-tight

is

— To save

necessary, in the

gutters

and

all

first

of the liquid

place, to have

Nothing

floors.

is

better

in this respect than concrete.

The next requirement

is

a

sufiicient

amount

of

for

Tliis ammoniacal fermention can be largely reduced by packing the manure tight so as to exclude
llie

air as

much

as possible.

Most of

the bacteria

concerned in the liberation of ammonia must have
air for their development, and hence their action is
reduced in proportion as the air is excluded from

jwrous bedding to absorb all of the liquid. the manure heap.
On the other hand, some species of bacteria conStraw, especially if cut uj) somewhat, makes excelnamely, the
lent bedding material.
It is clean and holds a great cerned in the liberation of nitrogen
deal of moisture.
Planer shavings also answer the denitrifying bacteria require no air for their
growtli and development.
Yet the loss from this
purpose satisfactorily.
In addition to this it is desirable to use some class of bacteria is relatively so small that while
powdered absorbents, like ground phosphate rock or tlie exclusion of air favors their development every
gypsum (plaster). These materials not only absorb effort should be made to keep the manure heap as
clean,

—

—

moisture, but also absorb ammonia as it is liberated
from the manure, thus saving valuable volatile mannrial constituents and at the same time purifying
tlie

air of the barn.

air-tight as possible, so as to
tlie

Ammonia
of

—

Sources of Loss of Manurial Constituents. Losses
of manurial constituents may be considered under

two

lieads:
(1) Those occasioned by leaching and
(2) those caused by bacterial action or fermentation
jirocesses.
Where no precaution against leaching

and fermentation

or Nitrogen "Fixers."-

reduced by tight
be formed under the best ])acking possible.
To
prevent the escape of this ammonia it is necessary
to add to the manure something which will "fix" or
iiold the ammonia.
Materials used for this purpose
are known as nitrogen or ammonia fixers.
Ground
phosphate rock and gypsum are exccellent materials
to use for this purpose.
These materials should be

ammonia

exposed

to the

left

act as

weather for a period of six months. bents.

Every rain washes

a certain percentage of the soluble

—

to

to the gutter in the

when

from

the

will lose about 50 per cent, of its value

—

loss

While the loss
manure heap can be materially
packing, more or less of it is bound

ammonia from

is taken more than half the value
manure is esily lost.
Loss
Through Leaching. Experiments have
shown that manure, as ordinarily placed in a pile, added

of the

minimize the

air-loving bacteria.

On

bam, since they not only
but are also excellent absorthe Avhole, the ground phosphate rock is
fixers,

preferable to the gypsum.

The

latter is sulfate of

manurial constituents away from the pile. That lime, and is commonly kno\vn as land plaster. Dry
heavy losses occur in this way is evident from the earth containing a great deal of humus is also valudark liquor which runs away from a manure heap able as an absorbent and ammonia fixer.
that lias been exposed to the rain. Frequently, for
Raiding Manure Directly Upon the Land. If the
convenience of handling, the manure

—

is

piled close

manure can be hauled upon ground where

there if
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no danger of its being washed away, the most
economical plan is to spread it upon the land as
quickly as it is formed. Under such conditions there
will be practically no loss from leaching and fermentation, and, moreover, what is of no little importance,
the manure is handled with the least amount of labor.
As a rule, it is safest to spread the manure upon some

John Michels,

growing crop.

it

when

it

was waist high and cultivated

the season through for

it.

To make

the story

Mr. A. made more grain than we and with
one-fourth the work.
Only known defect in an
exact comparison:
He had home-grown seed; we
had the best selected seeds from the com States.
You are right we need plenty of stalk; and, after
all, Mr. Williamson's plan can be most useful to the
short:

—

Animal Husbandry and Dairy- non-stock
Clemson College, S. C.

Associate Professor of
ing,

of the grass
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raiser.

Laueence H. McCullough.

Benson, S. C.

THE WILLIAMSON METHOD OF CORN
PRODUCTION.

INCREASING THE HAY CROP IN
YORK.

NEW

Editor Southern Planter:

Editor Southern Planter:
somewhat in recommending
With the great dairy and live-stock industry of
the Williamson plan of growing com to the farmers the Empire State, in addition to its immense numof Virginia. You are doubtless right in this matter, ber of horses, kept both for pleasure and traction
for the plan needs some more testing generally before purposes by the great cities and towns of the State,
it can be fairly recommended.
This is true of all there has grown up an ever-increasing demand for
new theories or methods. But what is more, the hay.
chances are it never will be worth much to the State
For these reasons the hay crop is one of the mosC
of Virginia and to States farther North, regardless important in the State and under proper manageof its merits in the more Southern States. This is ment can be made one of the most profitable to the
because the prime feature of Mr. Williamson's farmer.
method involves the lessening of stalk production
Many people think that a crop of timothy hay will
(vegetative fimctions) and the consequent increase make a heavy draft on the soil, and so it does; but
in reproductive functions, and the former desidera- the point to be considered by the farmer is whether
tum, or the prerequisite, as Mr. Williamson believes, he can buy the plant foods in some convenient form
naturally obtains in the short seasons of the Northern and sell them again in hay and make a reasonable
States.
profit in the same way that a farmer buys expensive
Now, as to the efficiency of the method. I have had feeds for his cow, depending on the difference in
no chance to see it thoroughly and honestly tested, price paid for feed and that received for his dairy
but I have had observations throughout the South products, for his profits.
Whether the above is a
which seem to confirm the theory upon which the safe business proposition will depend very largely
method is based. One instance in Alabama serves. on the price of hay.
At the Experiment Station at Wetumpka we preConsidering the high price of hay for the past
pared some land thoroughly by fall and winter years and the probable higher prices in the future,
ploughing, harrowing with disc harrow and abun- due to increased demand, no doubt many will try the
dantly fertilized with both barn-yard manure and a experiment of intensive hay-growing.
balanced fertilizer. The working afterward was in
To those considering such a system, the work
accord with best methods known to the com States. under way at the Cornell Experiment Station, New
At first the com was very beautiful. Our esteemed York, will be of interest. For the past three years
Assistant Secretary of the National Department of they have had a series of plot tests on what is known
Agriculture thought it very promising. To be sure, as Dunkirk clay. The fertilizer which has given the
we had the stalk, but the ear was poor. As to the best returns was an application of 320 pounds nitrate
seed used we are sure it was well selected. For this of soda, 320 pounds acid phosphate and 80 pounds
we can refer to Mr. C. P. Hartley, of the Bureau of muriate of potash. This gave a yearly yield of 7,015

You seem

to hesitate

Plant Industry, Washington.
Adjoining us and on practically the same soil
Mr. A. had a field of com. Suffice it to say that this
com ground was never prepared as the real corngrower would understand it simply broken and
planted.
The seed were taken at random from the
crib and all subsequent management was done in a
like ship-shod manner.
The corn came up yellow,
grew off slowly, and I would not have taken it out

—

poimds, or a net average annual money gain over the
$16 per acre.
In a regular rotation a different proportion of the
above ingredients is advised, as follows: "It seems
probable from the results that more economical returns could have been obtained from the application
of a different quantity and a different proportion of
the several ingredients.
If called iipon to suggest
an application which would probably bring under a
cost of fertilizer of

:
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proper rotation the most favorable results on Dunkirk clay loam in this climate we should tentatively
propose 200 pounds nitrate of soda, 100 pounds acid
phosphate and 50 pounds muriate of potash."
Considering the importance of this crop in UTew
York, it is not to be wondered that the subject was
frequently discussed at the Farmers' Institutes
throughout the State.
Mr. J. G. Curtis, South Greece, believes in liberal
feeding for ^a plant which he expects to get a large
number of crops from. He considers a nurse crop
a robber crop, and would sow timothy alone, using,
on clay land, 100 pounds of muriate of potash and
600 pounds acid phosphate; on sandy or light soil
double the amount of potash, 200 pounds, and from
800 to 1,000 pounds acid phosphate, with 200 pounds
of nitnate of soda each year. Mr. H. L. Cameron,
Altamont, another Institute speaker and successful
hay-grower, is in favor of rye as a nurse crop. He
uses 500 pounds of bone or 450 poimds acid phosphate, 100 pounds muriate of potash and 50 poimds
nitrate of soda on the rye and 150 pounds nitrate of
soda in two applications on the timothy the following
season.
The above applications will be considered
by many farmers as excessive, but these men have
proven that they have paid handsomely in dollars
and cents, when it comes to selling the product and
figuring

up the

only true
Ithaca,

profit

and

loss account,

G.

test.

which

is

[The above should interest hay growers in
ginia, where the price of hay is usually as high

New York

ment

'account.

C's farm will, therefore, benefit by $20.22 more
than B, who feeds, and $40.44 than that of A, who
the grain.
I gave this is an illustration to show how continuous selling of produce must result in infallible
and rapid impoverishment of the land. Secondly,
sells

:

Land"
"The suicidal practice of robbing the
Vir- soils by continuous prodiiction of wheat,

as in

State.]

SELLING AND FEEDING GRAIN—BUYING
GRAIN TO FEED STOCK—DIFFERENT
EFFECTS ON FERTILITY OF SOIL.
Editor Southern Planter:

My

comparatively, as regards reducing or increasing the
productive power of their land ?
A, who sells, is minus fertilizing matter $20.22;
B, who feeds the grain, has neither loss nor grain j
C, who buys, has $20.22 to credit of land improve-

even when crops grown are fed to stock the fertility
can be little better than at a standstill. Thirdly, by
keeping stock and buying feed the fertility of the
land must increase year by year.
Mr. Milhau writes "A sells his two tons of feed,
which contains plant food to the value of $20.22.
Mr. Hibbert deduces from this that A's land, and
consequently A himself, is poorer by that amount.
I contend that A's land is poorer by $20.22, but
the question of profit to A has no place in my letter,
so I must rule Mr. Milhau out of order on that point.
Mr. Milhau proceeds to say A is a farmer, and
not an idiot.
I can only say A is a very improvident farmer,
at any rate.
Let us read what Professor Roberts
the says about him in his excellent book, "The Fertility

Eked Maksh.

N. Y.

[May,

of the

richest of

sold at

50

60 cents per bushel, hurts the occupancy of this
land for forty-five years, unless radical changes are
instituted.
Through present need or present greed,
the American is squandering valuable landed estates,
as a dissolute son squanders his inheritance."
This is the work of Farmer A, wherever he goes,
squandering and robbing the land of its fertility.
to

Mr. Milhan goes on to say: A may turn under
grow cow peas or clover to supply
humus and nitrogen and feed, get manure from the
city at 50 cents per ton and apply on land.
But Mr. Milhan forgets that this is impossible
for Farmer A to do, for if he does all these good
things for his land by this very act he has deserted
the army of Farmer A, the land "devastator," and
joined the ranks of my champion, the progressive
a crop of rye,

headed as above, published in February
does not appear to have the
approval of Mr. Rene Leon de Milhau, who describes
my reasoning as fallacious, my views as entirely
wrong, and that I make deliberate omissions. I will
letter

Southern Planter,

carefully analyze the contents of my letter, and also
that of Mr. Milhaii, and leave, Mr. Editor, and the
readers of The Southern Planter to judge

Farmer C, the land "renovator."
whether this severe criticism is justified.
Regarding Farmer B, Mr. Milhau writes: Now,
Mr. Milhau allows the value of nitrogen, phos- let us take B's case B feeds his two tons of grain to
phoric acid and potash contained in one ton of corn his stock and Mr. Hibbert blandly informs us that
and one tan of bran to be $20.22.
all the fertilizing constituents will be returned to
As an illustration, I named Farmer A, who sold the soil instead of being sent elsewhere. Although,
2,000 pounds grain; B, who fed same amount to as I said above, I am not, familiar with Professor
stock, and C, who purchased 2,000 pounds and fed Henry's book, I will bet dollars to doughnuts that it
:

to stock.

I further stated

:

How

do A,

B

and

C now

stand.

does not contain that doctrine, etc.,
But let us allow that B's stock are

etc.

all

adult horses
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gets back the full amount of plant
food in his two tons, even then he will be out the $6
(the cost of growing), or from $19.29 to $27.29
behind A. I stated even when B fed the two tons of
grain to stock the fertility of his land could be little
Mr. Milhau in the first
better than at a standstill.
portion of paragraph wishes to bet dollars to doughnuts I am wrong in stating aU fertiking constituents
will be returned to land from the two tons grain
fed by B, and in second part confirms my statement.
As regards latter part of paragraph mentioning
Farmer B wiU be out $6, the cost of growing, or
from $19.29 to $27.29 behind A, Mr. Milhau is
again out of order, as my letter only refers to loss
or gain of fertility to the land.

and mules and he

About Farmer C, Mr. Milhau says: Now, for
C, he not only feeds his two tons, but buys two tons
more, which latter two tons Mr. Hibbert treats as if
C had gotten them for $20.22, the exact value of
the plant food contained therein.

My

letter stated:

We now

come

to

Farmer

C,

who buys

2,000 pounds of corn and 2,000 pounds
of bran to feed his stock. By buying two tons of
com and bran he also, in addition to its value as
food for stock, receives a bonus in the form of phosphoric acid, nitrogen and potash worth $20.22 to
improve the fertility of his farm.

Mr. Milhau refers

to cost of grain,

which

is

again

irrelevant.

Again Mr. Milhau goes on: As to the wrong
view, Mr. Hibbert treats the question as if the sole
end of farming is to maintain or increase the fertility of the soil.
This is totally erroneous, as the
maintenance or increase of the soil fertility is only a
means to an end, which is the growing of large
crops, with the resultant profit therefrom, whether
sold directly or indirectly as by feeding.
This is a remarkable paragraph, to be sure.
Blames me for advocating the maintenance or increasing fertility of the soil in first part, and in the
latter half says result of maintaining and increasing
fertility of the land means large crops and resultant
profits.
The remainder of letter from Mr. Milhan
treats of profit to farmers from feeding crops to
stock as a stockman, dairyman, etc., which is again
entirely outside the subject of my letter, which deals
only with the loss or gain to the fertility of the land
of the three farmers, A, B and C, who sell feed and

buy

grain.
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prove the fertility of the soil fertilizing ingredients
of some kind must be added to the land, and I suggested the use of the cheap mineral commercial fertilizers for growth of the legumes, in first instance,
and explained the fertilizing value of the concentrates, linseed meal, cotton seed meal and bran as a
possible second and economical means of increasing
the fertility of the land and profitable use, both as
a feed and fertilizer.
During the last forty years I have seen much of
this coimtry, having traveled from the borders of

Canada to the Gulf of Mexico and not far from the
Eiver Rio Grande, and lived in Virginia, Georgia,
Tennessee, Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama, Missouri and Texas. I have, therefore, had
the opportunity of seeing the ruin and devastation
to the land, the work of Farmer A, in many places,
and it is a sad and melancholy sight. Picture to
yourself, standing on the edge of a stretch of forest
land, examine the stately trees of original growth
and beneath them the rich virgin soil. This represents the work of Nature as Farmer A found it.
Turn around and you will notice as far as the eye
can see cleared land, a patch of com here, perhaps
another of cotton there, but probably three-quarters
of that land will be in broomsedge, bare land or
washed gullies. This is the land as Farmer A made
it.
And on that land you may look again for stock
and not a head to be seen.
This is no uncommon sight; there have always
been Farmer Cs in this country, but few and far
between in times gone by; but better times are
coming and Farmer C is working to the front. Is
not there here, looking at it in a national point
of view, a sufficient reason for my advocating and
attempting to discover the most economical and
efficient means of restoring and improving badlyused and impoverished lands in the South?
To continue
About ten years ago I bought a
small farm, which had evidently been in the hands
of Farmer A, for not even a weed would grow on
the place, and without 'attempting to be funny, I
assure Mr. Milhau that whether Farmer
was
ruined or not, I cannot say, but I do know that if
be attempted to live on produce grown on this farm
he is dead and buried long ago, and died of starva:

A

Mr. Rene Leon de Milhau allows that

tion.

fertile lands

This

is

rich,

mean

big crops with resultant profits.
precisely what I want. There is no question

unproductive land spells ruin or starvation, or both,
explain to Mr. Milhau that my letter dealt
and these calamities I wish to avoid.
with the loss or gain of fertility to the land only.
RoBEET HiBBEET.
Farmer
was intended to represent the man who
Albemarle Co., Va.
sold fertility without restoring it to the land; B
was to show that even if crops were consumed by
WEEVILS.
stock and all the manure saved and returned to
the land, at the very best fertility could be little Editor Southern Planter:
more than maintained, and C to show that to imThe complaint of "Subscriber" in the March issuo
I

may

A

THE GRAIN
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should serve as a note of warning comfortable winter and then, in turn, develop
guard their harvested crops of progeny to enjoy the same privileges.
BLiJiPEE Dean, Je.,
grain against the ravages of two of our most comAssistant State Entomologist
monlv destructive insects the granary weevil and
Blacksbvrg, Ya.
From tlie "Subscriber's" communithe rice weevil.
cation it is impossible to conclude which of the two
However, as both the
insects is doing the damage.
HOW, SURELY, TO GET A STAIJ'D
granary weevil and the rice weevil are equally deALFALFA.
structive pests, working on stored grain in the same
manner and finally controlled by the same method, Editor Souihern Planter:
it is unnecessary for the entomologist to inquire into
I have told of the sort of soil conditions that alfalfa
the species of the insect in question.
must have to succeed well. I will present a sumThese two named weevils belong to the large submary: The soil must be well drained, either naturorder Rhyncophera (snout beetles), and are included
ally or with tiles it must be sweet, and if it is acid
among about eighty species of the family Calanlime must be used to correct that, and it must be
dridac.
These weevils infest the grain while in the
rich, well enough supplied with vegetable matter so
growing state by drilling a small hole into the indi(This applies
that earth worms will work in it.
vidual grains and depositing therein one or more
especially to the Eastern States the West grows big
eggs, which soon develop into small larvae or grubs.
alfalfa in regions where earth worms are unknown
The grubs live within the grain and after the latter
until introduced, but upon soils very full of lime,
is harvested and stored develop into the adult beetle
potash and phosphorus.)
which, if not destroyed, reinfests the grain the folNow, when the soil is right to get a stand of alfalfa
lowing season.
upon it is very easy. There are a few simple things
readily
seen
that
neglect
to
can,
therefore,
be
It
that are requisite. First, is good seed. Alfalfa varies
destroy these weevils before planting time furnishes
greatly in hardiness according to where it is grownanother brood of adults to reinfest the grain another
Alfalfa from Peruvian seed is a rank, coarse, proseason.
digious yielding sort, but not at all hardy in a cold
The remedy is simple and effective. Harvested
climate.
Alfalfa from Arizona is not safe to sow
grain should be placed in air-tight bins or barrels
in the North.
AlfaKa from Minnesota seed is iron
and be fimiigated with carbon bisulphide at the rate
clad, but scarce.
Alfalfa seed that is imported may
of a pound to a pound and a half of bisulphide per
come from Germany and be very good, or it may come
1,000 cubic feet of air space to be fimiigated, defrom Algeria and be very unsafe. Little seed none
pending upon the degree of tightness of the recommercially is grovm east of the Missouri River.
ceptacle.
The best source of seed in the United States is Utah,
The proper amount of bisulphide should be poured
Colorado, Montana, Kansas and Nebraska.
Some
into a shallow pan and this placed on the top of the
day the Dakotas will make seed, and that will be very
grain to be fumigated and the whole covered with a
good.
blanket or sacking to prevent loss of gas by air
Alfalfa seed is not usually grown upon irrigated
currents.
This gas is much heavier than air, and
land, and, in truth, it will not yield much seed except
will penetrate throughout the mass of grain if given
upon dry land. All of the States mentioned have
sufficient time, twenty-four hours being usually sufcold winters and the seed grown there is hardy and
ficient for each lot to remain subject to the action
to be relied upon.
of the gas.
There is, unfortunately, not enough alfalfa seed
Just a word of caution, however.
Carbon bistd- to go round. Therefore, seedsmen kindly help the
phide is a most highly inflammable gas and during matter out sometimes by adulterating with various
the process of fumigation great care should be exer- substances, chief
among them being a little yellow
cised to see that no fire is in the vicinity or a disas- clover of no value,
called "yellow trefoil." It is well
trous explosion may result.
to choose your seedsman with care, and to submit his
It is now late in the season and the greater ma- sample of seed to your Experiment Station or to the
jority of the weevils have transformed from the United States Department of Agriculture for examiof

The Planter

to OUT planters

to

—

OF

;

;

—

—

larval to the adult stsnge
to this last crop of grain

and their greatest damage nation.
There are various weeds that

has already been done, but
this should not discourage the planter from adopting
exterminative measures, for bv fumigating the grain
now, before planting time, he will destroy thousands
of the would-be miarauders of the. coming crop that
would otherwise use his grain and bam to pass a

with alfalfa seed, chief

and plantain.

may

be introduced

among them being dodder

Get clean seed.
the seed, what about the method of sowing?
There are three ways, each good, each adapted tocertain conditions.

Having

'

k
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One can sow early in spring with a nurse crop.
by the use of soil from an established alfalfa field.
Thus he can have the use of the nurse crop to pay the Or it may be taken from a patch of sweet clover
The same bacteria inhabit each of these
rent of the land and also secure a good stand of (melilotus)
This method is adapted to certain regions plants.
alfalfa.
It does not matter how much soil is used, so it is
and conditions. It is, by the way, the only method
made fin© and scattered over the field and harrowed
employed now upon Woodlawn Farm.
He can plough the land early, harrow it, let it lie in before sunlight destroys the germs. As little as
.

until weeds sprout, then harrow again,

and repeat 200 pounds an

or some time in July and sow
This is the surest means
the alfalfa seed alone.
known of getting a stand of alfalfa, especially in the
this until late in

June

and a ton of earth has been used

acre,

Distribution

with splendid results.

As an

is

the

main

thing.

illustration of the value of inoculation

upon

virgin territory a gentleman in Kentucky recently
regions where much trouble is had with crab grass. told the writer that he sowed a field last year and
Or he can sow alfalfa in the fall after some other upon one end of it he strewed a sack of infected earth
This method works well in regions where the from a neighbor's field. He was laughed at for the
crop.
snow covers the land in the winter and in regions practice and did not go further with it. He secured
south of the Ohio River, and especially south of Ken- a strong stand just where he inoculated nowhere
Annual grasses overtook the rest of the field
tucky.
It is not a safe method along the fortieth else.
parallel, since the repeated freezing and thawing of and destroyed the alfalfa iipon the inoculated porHad the
winter and spring will greatly damage the small tion the alfalfa overtopped the grasses.

—

;

on the subgood way for Michigan, Iowa, Northern
Ohio, the jSTorthem end of Indiana and Illinois, for
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana. In
Kentucky and Virginia conditions may make one way
best, or the other.
Usually the second method is
preferable
that is, sowing alone on land especially
fitted for the seed, and not too late.
Taking up the matter in detail let us consider the
sowing with a nurse crop. There are two permissible
nurse crops oats and barley. The best nurse crop
This is not the heaviest
is beardless spring barley.
yielding barley grown, but it is the best found nurse
roots that have not yet gotten firm hold

soil.

It is a

—

—

crop for alfalfa, because it does not usiially lodge,
does not stool over much, does not shade the land too
much and comes ofF early in the season. The purpose
of using a nurse crop is to discourage the growth of
fox-tail and other annual grasses until the alfalfa
can get a start. It is very unsafe to sow alfalfa alone
early in spring, because of the danger of its being
choked with grasses. One can get a much more satisfactory stand with the barley than alone.
A bushel to the acre will be enough barley, though
more may be used. It is best to sow with a drill,
sowing the alfalfa seed at the rate of about 15 to 20
pounds per acre in front of the drill.
The land
should have been first deeply ploughed, and if possible early enough in the season to let it settle together, then worked to a arood seed bed just before
sowing the seed. The time of sowing should be as
early as the danger of hard freezing is past, say, the
middle of April for the fortieth parallel, earlier to
the South and later to the North.
The alfalfa seed should be lightly covered. The
land should be smoothed with a plank drag so that
the mower may run over it easily. If very dry and
cloddy a heavy roller should be used.
In regions where alfalfa is new the land should be
inoculated. There is but one practical way to do this

plants struggled along for a year or so inoculation

would have come from natural causes, but that was
too slow to compete with crab grass.
There is hardly a county in the United States
where there may not be found an established alfalfa
field, and there a man may get his infected soil at
slight trouble and expense. If the alfalfa has thrived
in that field jon may be very sure that the bacteria
Take the soil from the top seven inches
are in it.
and dry it in the shade and pulverize, sow in the
evening and at once harrow it in. Then sow alfalfa
with sure faith.

Once inoculation

is

established in the land

it exists

ploughed and
Thus it is always
other crops are planted thereon.
easier to get a stand of alfalfa the second time on
the land, and a stronger growth is usual.
The barley crop may either be matured, provided
for a long time, even if the alfalfa

it

does not lodge, or

head.

The

it

may

is

be cut for hay

when

in

and more profitable
Barley hay is of splendid

latter is the better

way

as a usual thing.
quality and relished by all animals. If cut with the
binder set the machine as close to the ground as possible, so that the alfalfa may be clipped.
Oats as a nurse crop are not nearly so safe as
barley, yet they may be used. No more than a bushel

of seed should be sown upon an acre. The crop must
be cut for hay just when coming in bloom. Neglect
to do this will kill half or more of the alfalfa nine
Don't wait for grain to form in
times out of ten.
If the oats lodge cut them for hay
the oat heads.
Oat hay is a good thing to have, so
the next day.
it is properly cured.
Oats allowed to ripen their
grain seldom fail to starve the alfalfa plants to death.
Yet, when barley seed is not available oats may be
used with good results, if care is taken to mow on
time.

After the nurse crop
alone.

It will start into

is

cut

away

let

the alfalfa

growth promptly and

if

the
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and inoculated it will make rapid may be grown. They may be harvested for hay or
soil is fertile
growth for a time, usually for about fifty days. As grain as early as possible and the land at once
long as it continues to grow thriftily let it be. Watch ploughed for alfalfa. Pursue this method in ploughTurn the land till about 10 in the morning;
ing:
it, however, and sooner or later it will probably cease
A rust will attack the leaves and it tli<^n unhitch from the plow and hitch to a harrow
to grow well.
Now it is probably and thoroughly pulverize all that has been broken
will have a stunted appearance.
In the afternoon do the same trick.
Clip- that morning.
ready for cutting, for its own improvement.
ping it close will destroy the rust and make it grow Thus when the field is ploughed it is fitted and the
again.

moisture has been conserved.

i

You

cannot safely

sow the seed till there is enough moisture in the soil
to make it grow you may need to wait for rain even
Sow alon© without nurse crop.
after all this care.
Be sure the land is very
It will need no clipping.
rich and is inoculated for this late seeding so that
Alfalfa may be
the growth may be very rapid.
sown after very early tobacco in Tennessee and Kentucky, if there is enough moisture in the soil.
These later seedings may be weak, so they may be
strengthened to go through the winter by lightly
possibly kill it.
To leave alfalfa uncut will also very seriously top dressing them with manure.
Crab grass will not interfere with this late-sown
weaken it and may result in its death. However, the
first season it should be pennitted to grow as long alfalfa, which is the strongest point in favor of the

Before clipping, however, get do^vn upon your
knees and examine the little plants and see whether
If
any little buds have started near the ground.
these buds are there, just bursting into leaf, clip the
Do not clip it before the buds start.
alfalfa at once.
Do not ever cut alfalfa for hay or any other purpose
before these buds have formed down close to the
To cut it before the buds appear may very
earth.
seriously set it back, and with yoimg alfalfa may

as

it

will gi'ow vigorously.

growth of
during winter.

left a

Always

there should be

at least a foot to protect the

crowns

;

Charles B. Wing.
Woodlawn Farm, Mechanicsburg 0.

method.

,

On Woodland Farm last season we secured a good
ALFALFA IN PATRICK COUNTY, VA.
crop of barley hay, with more or less alfalfa mixed
Southern Planter:
Editor
through it, and later a good crop of alfalfa hay from
I wrote you some time since that I would furnish
the same new field. It had previously grown alfalfa,
you reports on the progress of my four and a half
however, and was, therefore, well inoculated.
The advantage of this method of sowing is the very acres of alfalfa sowed last fall. Three and sevensmall amount of labor in it and the certainty of get- eighths acres of the four and a half is on slightly
It sandy bottom and the five-eighths acre on red upland.
ting a good rental for the land the same season.
bottom pretty thoroughly for a
is safer than fall seeding in most regions, because I had cultivated the
there is not the danger of a fall drought, and the year or so, but not as well as I thought it ought to
work
alfalfa roots getting well established are not apt to be, as last season was so rainy that I could not
be heaved by the frost of the first winter. That first the land at intervals as I might have done had the
season been more favorable. I bought a car of agriwinter is the dangerous time with alfalfa.
Never, on any account, permit animals to graze cultural lime and applied about three-fourths of it
or to tread upon the young alfalfa the first season, to the four and a half acres, besides using eight or
nine bags of fertilizer and literally covering the little
and especially keep all feet off it in winter.
The other two methods may be shortly described. plot of upland, which had been in old-field pasture
Where the land is very foul with weeds and gi-ass it for a number of years, with stable manure. I began
may be ploughed, harrowed, the weeds permitted to to sow September 13th, when the land was rather
sprout, then harrowed again to kill them, and thus heavy with seed analyzed by the Agricultural Deon until some time in July. Care must be taken to partment, and whose test was high, putting 23 pounds
harrow well after every rain, so as to conserve the to the acre on bottom and on the red clay upland,
By July all the surface weeds will have upon which I had not built any great hopes, I put 15
moisture.
Then the alfalfa may be sown. pounds. It rained in the interval and I completed
sprouted and died.
It is best to sow after a rain, when the soil is well
moistened, and to cover by harrowing and dragging.
No nurse crop is used. No clipping is usually needed
and a strong stand is almost certain if the land is
This method is advised for parts of
inoculated.
Kentucky and southward it is a good method any-

the sowing on the 15th, when the ground was still
heavier, rolling in each case directly after sowing,
which I now see was a mistake, as the rolling had a
Had it been entirely
tendency to pack too much.

where.

the plants started

—

The

third

been taken

seed

off

nicely I could see that the

sow after some other crop has season was entirely too wet for the bottom land, and
A very early sort of oats it had also baked and was so hard T could scarcely
the land.

way
off

it would not have differed so much.
came up splendidly everywhere, and while

dry I think

The

is to

—

—
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The result, as it
kick the heel of my shoe into it.
now stands is, that I have about a two-thirds stand
on the bottom and a really good stand on the upland,
except about a third which the pigs rooted up.
The bottom, where it is best, seems to be some
farther advanced than the upland, but is not nearly
so regular in its growth and has quite a number
nearly half the entire plot of spots in which the
alfalfa has scarcely left the ground and is being

—

open for

all

who

important crop.
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make a

will

The

systematic study of this

fact that corn crosses so easily

has resulted in the development of numberless soand it is manifestly impossible to effect permanent improvement in any of
these without first understanding their individual
peculiarities and the good and bad points possessed
by each.
Observation leads to the belief that the
indiscriminate crossing of plants without first studying them carefully and eliminating the hundreds of
undesirable varieties and the thousands of useless
individuals is a waste of time, and that more permanent good can be effected by making a basic study
of varieties, rejecting all those that do not reach a
definite standard, and then proceeding to systemati-

called varieties or strains,

rooted out by a weed, which is over the entire field
(I
to some extent, but chiefly well-set in spots.
enclose sample. Please tell me what it is and if it is
an annual.) I think this must have been in the land
and not in the seed, but I cannot at all account for
This also appears some in my
its being in patches.
upland. I have seen enough to know that my upland cally improve those that seem worthy of extended
will be the soil for the alfalfa and not the bottom. consideration.
The freezes at diiferent times have, of course,
It is needless to saj' that the improvement of corn
checked growth, but the best of the alfalfa will now
is the most vital problem confronting the Southern
measure six to eight inches long and seems to be
farmer, for the yield is comparatively low, which
healthy and vigorous at this date, April 17th.
I
indicates that the utilization of carefully selected
should be glad to know just at what time to cut, supseed and the pursuit of better methods of soil prepapose, though, in about a month, or about the time it
ration and cultivation would result in much larger
gets into full bloom, and shall appreciate any inforyields on the average.
In only a comparatively few
mation the editor or any other may feel disposed to
cases has a definite attempt been made to select and
give me, either as to cutting or as to future treatimprove individual varieties of corn especially
ment of it.
W. H. Claek.
adapted to the South. By far the greater number
Patrick Co., Va.
of farmers have paid no attention whatever to this
Land should not be rolled after sowing alfalfa,
subject, and are following the same crude methods
clover or grass seeds unless the soil is dry, then it is
of practice with regard to the selection of seed corn
advisable to roll.
Rolled when wet it packs too
and the cultivation of the crop that were in vogue
closely and will bake and crust, as was the case on
fifty, and in many instances one hundred, years ago.
this land.
We are not able to identify the weed The necessity for calling attention
to these facts and
from the small sprig sent. Send us a whole plant.
explaining, if possible,
a rational way the tremenIt is only an annual.
We would advise running the dous loss involved byin following
the antiquated
mower over the spots where it is growing and thus
methods of former generations is amply borne out
stop it seeding and prevent another crop of it.
Cut
by the following conclusions:
the alfalfa for hay just before it comes into bloom
1. Among the best varieties of corn tested to date
and cure without exposing it too long to the sun.
When well wilted draw into windrow and let cure are Boone County White, which made a yield of
there until fit to put into cocks to cure out.
Haul 78.57 bushels; Cocke's Prolific, which made a yield
to barn and pack away with some natural moisture of 77.68 bushels; Snow- White Dent, which made a
in it and it will then heat somewhat and make better yield of 75.89 bushels; Virginia Station Teaming
if dried thoroughly in the field.
Do not, Ear No. 37, which made a yield of 75.89 bushels,
however, haul it up when damp with either rain or and Virginia Golden Dent, which made a yield of
Virginia Station Leaming and Vir71.43 bushels.
dew.
Ed.
ginia Golden Dent are yellow corns and the others

hay than

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF CORN EXPERIilEXTS AT VIRGINIA EXPERIMENT
STATION,

are white.

1905-'06.

Editor Southern Planter:

The improvement
to

of corn
every farmer because of

and general cultivation.
clearly that the corn plant

environment
to

selection,

in
so

which

it is

that the

is

a matter of concern

wide adaptability
Investigations show very
its

quickly affected by the
placed and yields readily

is

way

for

improvement

is

BOOXE COUNTY WHITE.
1.90

Tons

of Stover; 78.57 Bushels of Grain.
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Learning is one of the best varieties to grow
high elevations where the season is short. Hickory
King, while not making as large a yield as some
other varieties, is one of the very best varieties for
soils of medium fertilitv.
2.

at

[May,

No. 35, 66.29 bushels; ear No. 37, 67.84 bushels.
There ^\ias a variation of more than eight bushels
between the yields of ear No. 14 and ear No. 37,
.allowing how the choice of a strain will influence
the yield, and also that highly-developed samples of
native corn, like ears No. 35 and 37, compare favorably in yield with the thoroughbred corns which
have been developed in the West.
S. Corn developed on thin land will not yield

when first placed on rich land. Virginia Learning on land where cow peas were j)loughed under
made a yield of 59.81 bushels, as compared with
76.34 bushels for the thoronghbred sample from
well

IlICKllUY
Yield:

2.05

Tons

ot Stover;

KIN(.;.
46.45

Bushels o£ Grain.

Our own improved strain, ear No. 37, made
a yield of 64.34 bushels.
Corn brought from the
on July 1st and West should, therefore, be ptit on rich land, and the
of days silking native corn be bred up by crossing to where it will
Illinois.

3.

The period

of tasseling with the twenty varie-

ties under observation commcuced
ended on the 31st.
The number
varied from nine to twenty-four, commencing July give corresponding yields under favorable conditions.
Gtli and ending August 12th.
The figures show that
the pollen might have become non-viable before the
silks api^cared, and as the so-called barren stalks ire
generally large and Late in developing, their nonproductiveness is probably due to the lateness of

development.
4.

There was

little

benefit observed

from

detas-

not enough to pay for the labor involved.
McMACKIN'S GOURD SEED.
5. Varieties
gi-own on the fertile lands of the
_ _ Yield: 1.85 Tons of Stover; 73.21 Bushels of Grain.
iliddle West will outyield home-grown strains which
9. Fertilizer
tests with com show clearly that
have been developed on comparatively poor soils, but
ploughing under gi-een leguminous crops is a highly
AVestern seed will not do so well on our comparabeneficial practice, and that where this is followed
tively thin lands as the native varieties, indicating
only moderate amounts of fertilizer will be necesvery clearly the importance of securing home-grown
sary to give increased yields when vegetable matter
seed.
is lacking, however, heavy applications of fertilizer
6. The strain of corn selected has an important
seem advisable.
bearing on the yield obtained.
Several samples of
10. The importance of securing a perfect stand
a variety purporting to be Hickory King and Virand having the ground in ideal mechanical condiginia Ensilage were grown side by side in 1906.
tion at the time of planting is shown by the fact
There was a %tariation in yield of more than nine
that the per cent, of stand was 85.62 with the range
bushels between the best and poorest strains of
where cow peas and barley were ploughed under,
Hickory King and nearly eighteen bushels between
!>3.87 on the cow-pea range and 91i87 on the wheat;
similar strains of Virginia Ensilage.
See to it that
range.
While these differences seem rather small,
you obtain a vigorous reproductive strain of the
they were easily discernablc throughout the entire
variety you are ffrowing.
growing period, indicating that slig-ht advantages in
seling corn

;

;

beginning have a measurable effect on the yield
The poor germination after cow pea.'? and
barley was due to the fact that the barley was turned
under and a dry spell followed, which caused the
corn on that plat to suffer from drought.
tlie

obtained.

VIRGINIA GOLDEN DENT.
1.65

7.

Tons Stover;

60.71

Bushels Grain.

The importance of securing

the right strain

by the fact that a sample of Leaming
corn from Illinois yielded 76.34 bushels, and a
Virginia sample 59.81 bushels.
Ear No. 14 from
our breeding plat made a yield of 59.82 bushels; ear
is

illustrated
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was not profitable, as a rule, to apply feron the ranges where cow peas and barley, or
cow peas alone, were turned under, which shows the
importance of putting land intended for corn in
perfect mechanical condition.
When green manure
is used the most profitable fertilizer to apply is acid
phosphate at the rate of 150 to 300 pounds and
muriate of potash at the rate of 50 pounds. Thomas
slag and floats proved more costly in proportion than
11.

It

tilizers

455

and size of the grains of the Western corn were
materially changed by growth in this climate, but
that the yield and quality of the native strain were
improved by cross-pollinating with the Western
and that this method of corn improvement
can be followed advantageously on many farms.
\iariety,

acid phosphate.

LEAMING EAR,
Tons of Stover;

On

Tons

of Stover- 62.50

Bushels

of Grain.

range 15 tons of farm-yard
manure made an increase of 27.91 bushels over no
fertilizer at a cost of 21 cents; 300 pounds of cotton
seed meal an increase of 31.93 bushels at a cost of
l-t cents; acid phosphate at the rate of 150 'and 300
pounds made an increase of 9.16 and 18.33 bushels,
respectively, at a cost of 10 cents; Thomas slag at
the same rates made an increase of 10.54 bustiels
and 14.99 bushels at a cost of 13 and 18 cents, re12.

37.

Bushels of Grain.

14. The wide variations observed with the large
number of samples experimented with show that the

VIRGININA ENSILAGE.
1.85

NO.

75.89

the wheat

spectively; floats at the rate of 300 pounds

made

corn breeder can quickly change the characteristics
of the crop, increasing or decreasing the size of the
stalk, number of leaves, length and shape of ear and
the i^er cent, of gTain.
To select and improve corn

must make an individual study of
and undesirable qualities of the several
plants and ears and know which to select and which
successfully one

the desirable

to reject, or failure will follow.
The imiwrtance of
choosing the right ears is shown by the fact that the
yield from forty samples tested varied from 28.14
an to 57.26 in 1905 and from 34.79 to 81.69 in 1006.

increase of 5.59 bushels at a cost of 18 cents; muriate

of potash made an increase of 16.75 bushels at a cost
of 8 cents a complete fertilizer at the rate of 1 00
pounds of nitrate of soda, 300 pounds of acid phosphate and 50 pounds of muriate of potash, made an
increase of 16.30 bushels at a cost of 33 cents.
The
single
particularly
fertilizers,
phosphates
and
;

were highly profitable, and these results
would indicate that they could be used to advantage

SNOW-WHITE DENT.

potash,

in practice.

"
•J?«bO0etC:c^OC0Cllc0fiMBGCMIlW

COCKES
Tons Stover;

13.

The

PROLIFIC.
77.68

Bushels of Grain.

necessity of improving

com

is

Yield:

1.65

Tons

of Stover; 75.89 Bushels of Grain

15. The effect of cross-pollinating native samples
with Western strains is nicely brought out in the
case of ear Xo. 23, which made a yield of 47. 73
bushels in 1905 and 79.46 in 1906, and ear No. 35,
which made a yield of 54.94 bushels in 1905 and
81.69 bushels in 1906.
These facts indicate the
advantage of using a native strain for mother ears,
as they are adapted to the soil and climatic conditions predominating in a given locality.

witnessed

by the low yields obtained on the average and by the
fact that climiate, soil and environment materially
and quickly influence the corn crop. Realizing tJic
importance and truth of these statements an attempt
was made to improve a local strain of Learning corn
through crossing with a thoroughbred strain of this
variety developed in the West. During the first year
it became apparent that the length, thickness, shape

MINNESOTA, NO.
.60

Ton

13.

stover; 33.72 Bushels of Grain.
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shown by the
1905
was 26 bushels and the highest 53 bushels; in 1906
tlie lowest yield was 42 bushels and the highest 68
10.

The

PLANTEi;.
:\IILKING

effect of cross-pollination is

fact that the lowest yield

from

Illinois seed in

In 1905 the lowest yield with the Virginia
sample was 39 bushels and the highest yield 57
bushels; in 1906 the lowest yield was 52 bushels and
The yield with the Western
the highest 81 bushels.
sample in 1905 and 1906 was practically the same,
while with the Virginia siample there was an increase
of IS bushels in 1905 and 39 bushels in 1906.
17. The Virginia sample of Boone County White
after cow peas ploughed under, made 84.53 bushels;
after 15 tons of farm-yard manure, 73.21 bushels,
and after timothy and clover sod, 79.46 bushels.
The Illinois sample yielded 58.92 bushels after cow
peas, 76 bushels ^fter manure and 67.86 after
Careful measurements of
timothy and clover sod.
the plants growing on these two plats throughout the
season showed that the Virginia seed germinated
more vigorously and the plants grew better than the
other strain, which shows the relation of acclimati-

l)ushc'ls.

zation to yield.
18. When large and small ears were selected from
different samples, the history of which was known,

was observed that the large ears in every instance
a more vigorous germination and 'a higher
yield, amounting in some instances to nearly eleven
it

made

[May,

MACHINES.

Milking machines have been installed hj practically all of the Experiment stations and a large number of individuals, and we are constantly getting
inquiries as to results to be expected from their use.
A machine was installed at the Virginia Experiment Station in July, 1906, and from 35 to 40 cows
were milked with it for a period of six months with
more or less satisfactory results. Of the entire number there was only one cow that absolutely refused
to give her milk do\vii to the machine, and after it
was evident that she was going dry from the machine
milking it was found necessary to resume hand
milking with her. In general it was found nervous
and excitable cows gave better results for machine
This was very
milking than for hand milking.
noticeable in the case of an Angus cow and a Holstein cow where a comparison of thirty days milking
by hand and machine showed an advantage of 25
per cent, in favor of the latter method. It was also
noticed that cows which were in the habit of giving
their milk down freely and rapidly were milked as
satisfactorily by machine as by hand.
There is no question but that the machine will
draw all of the milk out of the milk cistern; the
only question is whether this mechanical method

will furnish sufficient stimulation to the nerve cells
of the udder to cause them to perform their function
bushels per acre.
This is a point that should be
It is necessary to manipulate the
of milk secretion.
carefully considered by corn growers.
milk glands thoroughly, and where this is con19. The manner of preserving seed corn should
scientiously and persistently done the majority of
Corn stored in the crib showed
not be overlooked.
cows will probably give as good results for machine
a very poor germination, while that stored in a dry
milking as for hand milking.
At the same time
room and on racks in the bam germinated vigorously.
there is greater danger of leaving the cows partially
20. Owing to the fact that climate and soil so
milked by machine than by hand.
materially affect the character and quality of the
A 60-day test was conducted with 20 cows, 10 of
corn plant, it seems advisable to use a score card
them were milked by hand and 10 by machine for
wliieh emphasizes more strongly the necessity of
the first thirty days.
At the end of this time the
uniformity in the shape of ears, market condition,
methods of milking were reversed and the experiquality of grain and filling at tip, as these characment continued another thirty days. The summary
teristics in our experience have been associated with
of this 60-day test showed a slight advantage in favor
maximum yields.
of hand milking.
MiLTorg^ P. Jaenagin,
21. The average per cent, of protein in the native
Instructor in Animal Husbandry.
ears in 1906 was 10.30, in the Illinois ears 10.68,
Blachsburg, Va.
showing that the native strain of Leaming compared
well with the improved stran.
It is noteworthy that
many of the best yielding ears did not contain as
liigh a per cent, of protein las the undesirable ones,
Rutabagas are grown as a main crop for winter use,
indicating the necessity of studying the performance
and their culture is similar to that of the flat turnip.
.^f the various ears and not basing selection on a high
Tliey reqtiiro a good, rich, moist soil and must he
protein content alone.
ffrown quickly.
Seed may be sown any time from
These experiments were conducted by Prof. P. O.
Tune 15th to July 15th in drills one inch deep and
Vanatter and the writer.
eighteen inches ajiart, moderately thick. Thin to six
inches apart.
Stir the soil at least once a week to
Andrew M. Soule,

Dean and
Virginia Experiment Station.

weeds and conserve moisture. They are a rich,
succulent vegetable, a heavy yickler and an excellent
vegetable for winter use.

kill

Director.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.
FOR THE MONTH.

Where
bulbs mature on the top of the ground.
plants have not been raised in frames seed should be
at once in rows a foot or fifteen inches apart.
Sow the seed pretty thickly, so as to ensure plenty
jury to early planted truck crops and caused fallof plants and when these are about as thick as quills
raised plants set out in February and March to be
thin out so as to stand about 3 or 4 inches apart.
Wherever early-planted
slow in starting growth.
Let the land be made rich for this crop. Hen-house
vegetable crops have been cut down by the frost it
manure with some jwtash added may be used with
will be better to plough up the whole crop and begin
Pearl, Southport,
great advantage on this crop.
again. It rarely proves profitable to endeavor to imWhite Globe and Prize Taker are good varieties to
prove a partially destroyed stand by replanting or
gTow. As good bulbs can be made in the South from
Freshen up the
reseeding in the missing places.
seed as can be grown any where. The onion set crop
land by reworking and seed afresh and this crop
is one worth attention, as sets are always in demand
will almost invariably gi-ow off quickly and outgrow
in the spring.
To grow this crop select a piece of
and outyield the damaged crop.
land not rich but still fairly fertile and sow the seed
^^X)RK

The cold, ungenial weather we' have had through
sowed
the month of April has, no doubt, done serious in-

Let the full crop of

all

vegetables be gotten into

the ground as soon as ever the weather will permit.
Plant out the hardiest varieties, like Irish potatoes,

thickly in wide rows.

Do

then ripen when set size.
cure with the tops on.

not thin out and they will
When ripe pull up and

English peas, onions, spinach, carrots and turnips
Tomato plants should be set out. See that the
first and then follow later with snap beans, lima
off before being set
beans, butterbeans, pole beans, squashes, cucumbers, young plants are well hardened
It is well to have tomato plants transplanted
cantaloiipes, melons, sweet com, tomatoes, peppers out.
rows
and eggplants. The first plantings of all these crops once or twice before they are finally set in the
short-jointed
should be got into the land before the end of the so that they may become stout, stiff,
These always make
month. In the first week in June sweet potato slips plants, not long and lanky.
much
should be set out. We assume that our advice given l^etter fruiting plants and come into bearing
beats good farmin earlier issues this year has been followed and that earlier. There is no fertilizer which
growing tomatoes, but
the manure and fertilizer has been got into the land yard manure well rotted for
crop,
and the rows run out. Before planting or sowing as this is rarely to be had except for a small
manure be
seed freshen up the land by nmning the cultivator something else must be substituted or the
Where
through the rows and have the seed bed in fine con- supplemented with some other fertilizer.
give a forkful in each hill
dition.
It is no use attempting to grow vegetables some manure is available
fertilizer made
of any kind in poorly prepared land or which is not and add to tliis a good handful of a
They will never pay for the trouble of plant- up of 800 pounds of acid phosphate, 300 pounds of
r'ch.
cotton seed
>ig and caring for them in such land.
Before plant- muriate of potash and 700 pounds of
this fer/ng pole, lima or butterbeans have the poles deeply meal. Where no manure is available apply
tilizer at the rate of ."lOO or 600 pounds to the acre.
.set in the ground and made firm so that when covered
freely
with the vines a strong wind will not easily blow After the plants have commenced to grow
fhem down and thus ruin the crop. It is well also scatter a small handful of nitrate of soda around
when planting a small crop of tomatoes to have each plant, but do not let this touch the leaves.
in increasing
stakes set in the same way to tie the vines to. They Nitrate of soda has a wonderful effect
dressing
will make a much heavier yield of nice, clean fruit the yield of tomatoes when used in small
than if left to tumble over onto the ground. Even several times during growth.

some large commercial growers now adopt

this prac-

Cucumbers, cantaloupes and melons should be
planted as soon as the land is warm. For cucumbers
Onion sets and onion plants raised in frames make the hills four feet apart each way, for cantashould be planted out. Set them in rows wide enough loupes make them five feet apart each way and for
apart to allow of cultivation with a small cultivator melons make them 8 or 9 feet apart each way. Tlie
like the Planet Jr.
Set the sets and plants about land should be deeply ploughed and worked fine,
four inches apart in the rows and cultivate fi-e- then throw out the soil in the line of the hills ou both
a bull tongue or subsoil
quently to encourage gi-owth. When the bulbs begin sides with the plow and
to form draw the soil awav from them so that tlio plow in the bottom of the furrow to thoroughly break

tice of staking tomatoes, finding it profitable to

do

so.

nm

—
-
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and make

capable of holding moisture. At the
put in a couple of forkfuls of rotted
numure and on tiiis spread a handful of rich fer-

it

point of each

it

liarvest

from the timber and

having an analysis of, say, 6 per cent, ammonia, 4 per cent, phosphoric acid and 7 per cent,
potash and cover with three or four inches of good,
rich soil which make compact and then plant in each
hill six or eight seeds.
After the plants have made
time or four leaves thin out to one or two plants in
a hill and keep well cultivated until the vines begin
to run.
The melon bugs can only certainly be kept
off by covering the plants with frames covered with
plant-bed muslin.
Dusting witli bone mt-al and
tobacco dust when the plants arc wet with dew will
tend to keep off the bugs.

NUT-GROWING IN VIRGINIA.
Editor Southern Planter:

Referring to "The Culture of Nuts," on page

number by

J.

for their passing value,

2.3G

C. Early, I write to give,
some notes for the informa-

any of your readers who may wish to try
the pecan in Southern Virginia.
The pecan seems
tion of

nuts.

James Augustus Bethune.

hill

"SUN SPOTS."

tilizer

of ilarcli

[May,

Editor Southern Planter:
John Jasper said "the sun do move," 'and if such
be the case it is -getting farther away from us.
Judging by the April weather so far it is more probable that the "North Pole do move," and it is moving
our way. It is more than likely to discover us and
save us the trouble of discovering it.
To what cause shall we assign the peculiarly bad,
unsettled weather of February, March and so far
April. It must be the "sun spots" it can hardly be
anything loss than that.
All our garden "sass" is planted and some of it
is struggling up through the hard and unfriendly
soil to a still
more unfriendly sunshine and the
coldest, keenest of winds.
The snap bean crop has
been entirely cut off; fruit blossoms have been injured; the potato crop is as yet an unknown quantity
we cannot tell whether the stand is a good one, a
fair one or a failure; some few have planted corn
Adams' Early but we haven't seen anything of
any of it coming up the vegetables that have strTiggled up into the sunshine seem astonished at the
;

—

—

indigenous to the alluvial lands of the great
Mississippi Basin, but as I have seen fair-sized
pecans grown in Fauquier County, Va., among the coldness of the greeting sun.
spurs of the Blue Ridge Mountains, I think that
Strawljerrics are beginning to bloom freely, but
this fact would justify their being tried in Southern the weather is likely to blast much of the bloom, just
Virginia, where the altitude and the structure of as we fear is the case with much of the tree fruits.
the soil are nearer to the conditions in the "Missis- Emit, however, escapes a dry, cool snap better than
sippi Swamp" than are those conditions or features a wet cold one.
The grain crops are at a standin the mountain regions of the State.
still
the kale and spinach crop is marketed with
In Louisiana pecan trees grown from the seed- fairly good to fine profit to the growers; the cabbage
usually bear in ten years, but if in transplanting a crop is coming on very nicely, as that crop stands
young trcee when it is three to fi\i} years old a sharp cold weather \-ery well the peas are making uncerspade be inserted near the plant in such a slanting tain, slow headway; l>eans ai-e all killed; onions are
position as to cut the tap root well down in the doing fairly well
tomato plants and early sweet
ground and care be taken to mark tb© relative posi- potato slips are about ready to set otit in the open
tion of the sides of the young tree to the points of air, but no one has the courage to set them out yet.
the compass in its original place of growth and to In fact, the absence of good growing weather is very
set it out in its new location with reference to these unusual and even remarkable.
paints the young pecan tree will often bear in seven
In the mean time the crop of earthquakes, volcayears.
The cutting of the tap root with the slanting noes, tidal waves, sun spots, cold waves, snow-storms
spade stops the downward growth and induces tlie and accidents on sea and land come with alarming
growth of lateral roots, which tends to hasten the rapidity and frequency.
fruitage, but such good results might not be obtained
The farmers and trnckers around Norfolk are
even in Southern Virginia.
making anxious inquiries as to the whereabouts of
It seems from Mr. Enrly's account of the .shell- their old-time friend,
the "Gulf Stream," with its
bark hickory that a wait of twenty years is neces- 70-degree temperature.
Is it "lost, strayed or
sary before any return can be had.
Nearly twenty stolen" ? The Island of Jamaica lies almost squarely
years ago T saw in the orchard of Mr. E. Peters, in the path of the Gulf vStream
as it passes northIlaymarket, Prince William County, Va., an almond ward from the Eq^intor. Was the floor of the sea
to be

;

;

;

;

which seemed to bo tliriving and
growing to maturity in good shape.
If owners of wooded lands would jiromptly secure
and set out young seedlings from good black walnuts
trco full of fruit,

among

their forest trees they could reap a

—

—

Gulf Stream elevated a little at the
time of the Kingston earthquake, thus diverting that
stream from its regular course and possibly thereby
changing the climate of half of the United States?
double
Oceana. Va.
A. Jeffers.
the bed of the
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Live Stock and Dairy.
A CONVENIENT SHEEP RACK.

impossible for tbe lambs to get into
The leaves of hay and tbe clover
beads drop down into the grain trough and are not
Yo\i bold me up to my promise to describe tbat wasted.
It is
It is a very easy rack to clean.
slieep rack tbat I boasted of some montbs ago in my movable.
There are few things tbat you want in a
article on sbeep sbeds.
I feel sure it will commend good rack tbat this one does not have.
itself to you as tb© very best combined rack.
Its adIt is a very simple rack, but it is bard to describe.
vantages are many. It enables one to feed tbe sbeep It is not a hard rack to construct, if you understand
gTain without getting bis toes tramped on and bis it.
brother, H. H. Arbuekle, who planned the
feed bucket knocked out of his hand.
It makes it chief features of the rack, had no trouble in building
the wool.

It

is

the gi-ain trough.

Editor Southern Planter:

My

jiossible to

put tbe feed into the trough almost as se\^ral and he does not profess- to be a carpenter.

fast as the sheep can gather about tbe trough.
furnislios

cannot

lie

It

yon can follow my crude drawings?
convinced after trying to i-epreseut this simple
rack tbat I am no artist.
The first figure shows a section through tbe middle of a rack.
This displays tbe j^arts.
You see
the trough below, six inches wide, has a steep back
that i-eacbes quite beyond tbe rack behind.
This
sloping back must be made of tongued and grooved
stuff dressed so tbe grain will slide down into the
trough well. Just over the grain trough is the bay
rack, 2 feet 6 inches wide at the top with tbe front
side 3 feet 6 inches long.
The hay rack is slatted
u]) all around, but has a solid bottom so the hay cannot get through to clog the grain chute.
Tbe height
I w. aider if

I

am

He

is

entitled to credit for the first description of

an excellent hay rack in which the bay this form of rack, which has proved of great service
soiled by the lambs.
It keeps dirt out of on Edgewood Earm.

of the rack is four feet.
It should be constructed
out of light lumber with 2x1 posts. Figure 2 shows
what you should build first. It is tbe trough mounted
in its frame of 2x4's.
The posts,
and B, are four

A

feet high

to

receive the

hay

rack.

Note

tbat tbe

back of the trough projects about two inches beyond
the 2x4r post, so it will be easier to pour the feed into
the chute.
If you are feeding Dorset sheep it will
be better to make the trough eight inches instead of
six.
Tbe trough is three inches deep, but two would
be sufficient.

When you have constructed the trough you can
build tbe hay rack, being careful to be accurate in
vour measurements. It is 2 feet 6 inches across the
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and early winter. It is believed that two-thirds of
brought between the feeding cattle are purchased during the fall and
the 2xi's and nailed in position you will find that a early winter months.
This fact has come about
3-inch chute is left for the grain.
Breeders of feeding cattle usually
naturally' enough.
Figure 3 shows an end view of the rack when unload before winter sets in. If the season has been
mounted. These racks can be made any length, but favorable, rendering pasture abundant, and if winter
12 feet is a good length.
One great advantage of does not set in until late, liberal arrivals of feeding
this form of rack is that it is movable.
All the fur- cattle are likely to be late in reaching the feeding
niture of a sheep shed should be movable, so that the cattle markets.
On the other hand if a general
shed may be thoroughly renovated every summer.
drought or other unfavorable conditions jirevail it
These racks can be placed back to back through will cause a liberal marketing of cattle, which gentlie middle of the shed, leaving an aisle three feet
erally results in cheaper values for thin stock.
Bewide into which the hay may be thrown and from sides the cheapness of feeding at seasons when cattle
which the grain may be brought into the racks. are plentiful there is that other important advantage
This aisle should run to the feed room at one end, of being able to select more uniform feeders. There
so that the grain can be easily reached, and to the is, of course, the seeming necessity of purchasing
root cellar at the other end.
The hay chutes should feeding cattle in the fall or early winter if a large
be right over the aisle.
Such an arrangement will amount of roughage is to b^ used for the maintenance
save a great deal of labor and worry and it will make of cattle and the production of beef.
Practically
it possible to find pleasure in feeding your sheep.
all those who do not buy their feeding cattle in the
These racks may be placed around a circle, leaving fall buy in the spring. The market at this season
a nice feed room in the center.
Into this central is usually higher, but where cheap roughage and
space the hay chutes should deliver the hay.
good winter quarters are not available it is usually
It will give me pleasure to explain this rack better practice to pay the extra price in the spring
further if this description is not clear.
than to attempt to winter such cattle under unfavorH. B. Arbuckle.
able conditions that are sure to render the practice
inches

top, 3 feet

down

the back.

When

the front, 1 foot 9 inches

this rack is

unprofiable.

WHERE TO

BEEF PRODUCTION.
The answer to
upon the locality

BUY.

depend largely
which the cattle are to be fed
and the extent to which the feeder is engaged in the
By Prof. H. W. Mumford. All Rights Reserved.
business.
Extensive cattle feeders, and by this we
If we were able to make a definite statement as to
refer to those who feed 100 or more cattle at a time,
when, what, where and how to buy feeding cattle that
]irefer the market or range as a source of supply.
could be followed in all seasons and under all conThere are obvious reason for doing so. As a rule
ditions we know the information would be of ines-

GENERAL

CONSIDEB.\TIONS

CATTLE

BUYING

IN

NO.

FEEDING

2.

timable value to the cattle feeders of the country.
cattle feeders understand, however, that
such statements if made at all would need to be

Experienced

this question will

in

it is impossible to get together locally a large number of well-bred feeding cattle that are unifonn in
age, type and condition.
Buying on the range or in

the market frequently affects a saving of time.
By
by many exceptions. No attempt will be
taking advantage of over supplies in the market or
for the guidance of buyers of
a lack of demand the large cattle feeder is able to
feeding cattle, but rather some of the more important
buy cheaper than he could in the country, as it is

qualified

made

to give- rules

factors

affecting

sufficiently to

questions will be

these

make

it

discussed

generally true that country prices do not fluctuate

possible for the individual to

Where local
to the same extent as do market values.
come to an intelligent decision in these matters after
buying, either for the large or small feeder, is posbecoming thoroughly familiar witli local and market
sible it has distinct advantages, among which are
conditions.

the saving of freight, shrinkage, commission andTO BUY.
other expenses incident to buying; the breeding and
Tlie best time to buy is when yon can buy the catnormal condition of the cattle may be better detertle the cheapest, all things considered.
This is easily
mined, no brusing or gaunting incident to shipping;
said, but it is indeed difficult to know for any certain
and finally, no acclimatization is necessary.
season wOien that time will come.
A reasonably
In previous papers facts have been given which
favorable time may be allowed to pass by the cattle
will aid in deciding wliat to buy.
Further reference
feeder because he beliews there will come a better
to tliis subject will also be subsequently made.
time.
Then, too, the majority feel that they must
now TO BUY.
buy at about a certain time in order to use economically available pasturage or roughage.
It is nssinned flint tlie buyer in quest of feeding
The most
common practice is to buy feeding cattle in the fall cattle knows wlin! lie wislies and approximately what

WHEN
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he ouglit to pay for it.
In case the source of his
supply must come from the market it is wise to get
in communication with some good live stock commission company considerably in advance of the time
the cattle are needed.
Commission companies do
not know everything and with very few exceptions
do not assume to. They do have opportunities of
getting information on a wide range of subjects that
are of utmost importance to cattle feeders.
The
permanency and success of their business depends
upon the thoroughness with which they gather, interpret and dispense this information for the benefit
of those whom they serve. They are not always able
to tell from a feeder's description just what kind
of cattle he wishes to buy, hence a visit to the market

461

Successful treatment usually depends upon early
which the young pig should be
The covered operation of
confined on short rations.
castration is performed in the usual way, except
castration, prior to

strict

precautions are

antiseptic

called

for.

The

opened exposing the testicle enclosed in
its tunics, which should be left intact; the pig's
hind quarters are raised, the testicle and tunics are
grasped and the escaped bowel is pressed back as well
as possible.
Now the spermatic cord and its coverscrotum

is

ing is twisted in a spiral as far as the outer inguinal
ring where it is ligated (not too tight) with a silk
cord; all parts external to the ligature are now
removed with a knife; the skin is sutured and the
pig turned loose in a clean, dry pen and kept on
by the feeder and a trip of inspection around the short diet until healing is complete.
Care should
yards with the cattle buyer is advised in order to l>e exercised that the bowel is not wounded. Cleanfamiliarize him with just the kind of cattle wanted. liness is imperative.
John Spencee,
It is best, where possible, to aid in the selection of
Veterinarian.,
the cattle to be purchased, but when it comes to buyAgricultural Experiment Station.
ing the commission company can be of great help,

because of their daily contact
are quicker and more accurate
values, weights and condition.
able to save many times their
able to buy cheaper.

with the work they
in their

judgment of

REMEDY FOR

They are frequently
commission by being

GAPES.

of the Board of Agriculture, published in London, recently gave a remedy for treating gapes by the fumes of carbolic acid, which is
reported to be a success. The chicks to be treated are

The Journal

Good market reports witli ably edited comments
on the general crop and market conditions should be
frequent visitors in eveiw cattle feeder's home, and placed in
in which
these should be carefullv studied.

containing carbolic acid
placed for the purpose of
Nothing was said about the
volatilizing the acid.
(RUPTURE) IN
PIGS. strength of the acid to be employed, but it would not
be unwise to begin with mild solutions of the acid,
Editor Southern Planter:
Scrotal heniia occurs with disproportionate fre- increasing its strength in successive exjieriments
quency in young pigs, and may be placed under two until successful in makinc; a cure.

HERNIA

a hot brick is

YOUNG

—

viz.
Cong-enital and acquired. Under
the first head, such causes as improper management
figure conspicuously.
In-breeding, breeding from

distinct heads

a basket over a pail

:

A RAT PROOF CORN CRIB.

immature and unsound stock (ricket's, tubercular, Editor Southern Planter:
etc.); overfat and too close confinement of sows;
Build a frame house the
improper feeding, as exclusive corn diet, and all
such conditions as tend to debilitate the constitution.
Acquired hernia makes its appearance shortly after
This arises from over-distent inn of the abdobirth.
men with f>iod before the delicate parts surrounding
the inguinal canal have become sufficiently strong
to resist the undue pressure occasioned, especially
when such young animals are allowed to crowd
through narrow passages.
The symptoms in each kind are the same and are
sufficiently plain that mistakes in diagnosis need not
be made.
When the animal has partaken of a full
meal the swelling usually on one side of the scrotum
is more prominent; if the front parts be raised the
soft swelling enlarges in volume and
disappears
when the hind parts are elevated. Steady pressure
usually reduces its size, especially when the hind
parts are elevated.

you want the crib;

size

cover the roof with slate and stri]i the sides and
ends up to the plates with 2-inch slats 1-inch thick,
placing them two inches apart in line with the sills
of the house then cover the whole frame with galvanized wire, quarter-inch mesh ceil the gable ends
with good plank lay a close plank floor and have a
door fitting closely; stop all holes under eaves and
you will have no rats or mice unless you carry them
It will be well to shed
in or leave the door open.
;

;

;

it

to

keep out snow and rain.

or five years ago it occurred to me that
such a house would keep them out and I had one
We see
built and it has given entire satisfaction.
sometimes dozens of rats climbing around on the
wire outside, but not one has ever been inside.

Some four

R. B. BOATWRIGHT.

Buckingham

Co.,

Va.

:
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The Poultry Yard.
POULTRY NOTES.
The
what I

first

for

said in notes for April:

"No

brooder will

do satisfactory service outside in all kinds of weather,
and I know that we have all kinds of weather in
March and April in Virginia." Many who have
depended on outdoor brooders know the truth of
this statement now.
I can report in the language
of the brooder catalogue, about our first hatch,
hatched March ISth:
"We have not lost a single
chick.''
This is a very rare occurrence, the first one
in my experience of many years.
This brood was
put in a large home-made brooder in a good house
and kept very warm. The brooder is 5x9 feet with
a 6-coil f-inch pipe, double floor and sides with
hovers through middle two feet wide and muslin
cover over side runs 18 inches wide on each side.
This brings me to the care of the chicks.
One
lady asks this question
"What arrangement should
be made so that chicks will not smother themselves
:

when

there come such cold snaps as we
of April and now (April 9th).
I lost
18 last night while I ate my supper."
She says

to

death

had the

first

"Our experience

also:

young

is

that

many

or few will

crowd against any corner and smother."

That

is

exactly the cause, the corners. I have lost hundreds
in this way.
I made this brooder large and put the
hover in the middle and no comers near, keep it
warm all the time. Have the house built tight and
no sharp angles or corners. Have a heavy woollen

chicks.

Kindly advise

as to whether

it

;

in barrels.

"A new beginner asks this question: "1 have a
chance to engage in the poultry business with a man
of means, he to furnish the money and I perform
all

labor and get one-half the profit.
Would you
me to engage in the business." Emphatically

.tdvise

no.
I would rather buy one old mongrel hen for 30
cents and a sitting of good eggs for $1 and live in a

hen coop than be in partnership with any man of
means that I know. You say you have several hundred dollars.
This is ample capital to enable you
to start a business of your own and learn how to feed
and care for a small flock this' year. You can easily
have a flock of 200 pullets by October that will make
you a fair profit all winter and by next year you can
increase to two or three times this number and be
independent. Rent or lease a few acres of land and
buy a few hens or a good incubator and run your own
business and do not shai^ the profit with any man
of means.
No doubt he is looking for the easy dollar and wants you to earn it for him.
^ly flock of 224 hens made the following record
for !March.
I started the month with 225, but one
got into tlie Orpington coop in some manner and had
to be killed, leaving 224 from March 10th.
Total
number of eggs laid during ilarch, 5,456^454^
dozen, a daily average of 176 eggs.
During the
month we used for our own incubator 384 eggs or
32 dozen.
We sold for hatchin? 816 eggs or 68

under the hover over the chicks suspended in
way that it will rest on the backs of the chicks
when they are sitting under it. This cloth must be
warm 90 degrees or more and they will not crowd.
"Wliat kind of dry hoppers do you use and what
size ?"
T do not hopper feed chicks until two months
old.
Hoppers made of boards 4 to 10 feet long made
of half-inch lumber so they can be moved easily.
"Do you consider beef meal the best of the meat
mixtures ?" Yes, if I can ,s?et heef meal. I do not dozen.
feed meat of any kind to chicks until 2 to 3 weeks By 100 dozen for liatehing at 21c
old, then in dry wheat bran only, 8 parts bran to 1
60 dozen market eggs at 21c
part meat meal.
This is put in boxes or hoppers
90 dozen market eggs at 20c
and they have access to it all the time.
I do not
By 30 dozen market eggs at 18c
feed blood meal.
We feed our laying stock wheat
60 dozen market eggs at 19^c
in the morning, oats at noon and com at 6 P. M.. with
30 dozen market eggs at 16c
dry bran and beef meal, oyster shell and grit always
60 dozen market eggs at 17c
before them.
To one bushel of loose bran add four
24^ dozen market eggs at 16c
quarts beef meal and mix thoroughly.
Feed all
.cn-ain in deep litter.
Total
Tliis question comes from the Armstrong Manual To feed consumed
during March
Training School, Washington, D. C.
"In April
Wheat, 18 bushels at 62^c
Sm-TUERN Pr..\XTKR you mention oat meal as a feed
Corn, 6 bushels, at 60c.".
cloth

such

a

:

you

cooked or raw and where such can be purchased." We feed common oat meal flakes, raw or
mixed with hard-boiled eggs cut fine to quite youiig
chicks the dry, raw oatmeal is fed one feed per day
up to 3 or 4 weeks old, also dry hard wheat, cracked
com, millet seed and occasionally dry hard
corn bread.
This feed makes bone and muscle and
any feed that is rich in protein will also make
feathers.
Buy oat meal from any wholesale grocer

two weeks of April have emphasized feed

$21 00
12 60
18 00
5 40
11 70
4 SO
10 20
3 94

$87 64
$11 25
3 60

-
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50 be said of most other brooders, home-made or otherwise.
The chicks are placed over a tank of warm
We have seen brooders where they were
3 00 water.
37 placed under the tank, but they have not given the
60 success that this arrangement has given. When the
tank is under them the warm air rises up and around
With the tank over them it must be
$27 32 the chicks.
Total
60 32 kej)t vcr}- hot to force the wai'm air down around
Net prolit at market priws for eggs
This makes an average of a fraction over $1.94 the chicks, which means greater cost for fuel. With
per day prolit, or nearly 1 cent per day per hen. the tank above in the very coldest weather we have
Sold for found here in the spring the lamp does not have to
Actual sales amounted to $117.64 viz.
Better ventilahatching, 816 eggs, $51 sold in market, 354| dozen, be turned up much over half way.
$66.64; used in our incubators 32 dozen, no sale. tion can also be given through the slatted hover over
As previously stated, this experiment is conducted them than with a solid tank above them.
on a basis for market eggs and I have given credit
Take two pieces of lumber 1x2 inches, 6 feet long,
for the 100 dozen eggs for hatching at the highest and two pieces 1x2 inches, 2 feet 8 inches long, nail
Several subscribers these together so as to make a frame 6 feet long 2
price received for market eggs.
have written me that I get higber prices for eggs feet 10 inches wide and 2 inches high. Next nail on
and buy grain for less than they can. I have sold the bottom floor, commencing with a 6-inch board
all market eggs at wholesale and buy all my grain
back of the lamp box, leave a 14-inch space for the
from farmers in Hanover County at prices given. lamp box. After nailing the bottom floor on cover
The wheat I buy is good sound grain, but has too it with two layers of building paper. Then nail on
much cockle and onions in it for market.
top floor, which should be made of tongued and
Highlniid Springs.
Cal Husselman.
grooved boards, leaving a 14-inch space above the
Oats, 10 bushels, at 5.jc
Bran, 250 pounds, at $1.20
Meat meal, 100 pounds
Grit, 50 pounds
Oyster shell, 100 pounds

5

,

—

.

.

.

3 00

:

;

Editor Southern Planter:

The brooder here shown we have used

—

for the past

with complete success that is, have
never lost a chick from any cause that could be traced
to the brooder, which, we believe, is more than can

three years

for the tank.
To make the lamp box cut
two boards 8 inches by 2 feet 8 inches, bore ten threequarter or 1-incli holes on a line three inches from
the top of one of the boards. On the inside, and just
above the holes, nail a strij:) of Ixl-inch stuff and
nail a light board to this strip and let it come down
to within an inch and a half of the bottom so the

lamp box

HOME-MADE BROODER.

DOOR OVCR EXERCISING ROOM RAI.^EO

SHOWING DOOR OVER,

HOVER ROOM

VENTILATOR

CHICK DOOR--

VEhTILATION HOLES

SEE TMROU&H WINDOW, HOVER.

IIS

POSITIOM OVE,R.TANK-.

RAISE.Q.

;

;

.
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the holes cannot blow the lamp The chick door is 5x10 inches, near the top of the
Nail tliese boards to the bottom floor, then front cut a hole 2x10 inches for ventilator, cover the
nail on end and bottom and make a door for the box. inside with screen wire, make a sliding door over it

wind blowing through
out.

Cut out front legs 1x4x10 inches, cut a rabbit 3 to i-egulate the ventilation. Bore 6 or 7 holes
inches long and one-quarter inch deep in one end through the front into the space between the flo«")rs.
Strips of lx2-inch stuff should be nailed to the edges
of the floor and nail a leg on each corner.
of the roof to

TO MAKE THE BEOODEB.
This should be made of tongued and groved boards
but can be made of rough boards and be covered on
the outside with a light weight of prepared roofing.
Take two boards
feet 2 inches long, not less than
5 inches wide (6 inches is better), nail them on the
sides of the floor boards so the bottom of these

boards will be flush with the bottom of the floor.
Drive the nails so that they may be easily pulled
out, nail on back board, which should be narrower
than the side boards, so as to break joints
cut
notches out of the front board for the legs to fit in
also cut an opening out of the center 10 inches long
and flush with the top floor. For the chick door next
cut two pieces of 2x2-inch stuff 2 feet 2 inches long
for front corner braces and two pieces 2x2 inches 12
inches long for rear corner braces nail these in, resting the ends on the floor nail a strip of quarter-round
moulding around the edges down tight to the floor.
;

;

;

The window

is a

3-light

transom

glass,

10x12

inches.

fit

tight to the outsides of the brooder,

weatherproof joint when the doors
(roof) are closed;' also nail a strip of lx2-inch stuff
to the upper edge of the lower door inside of the
brooder to keep the rain from beating in. Cover the
Then draw
roof with some good prepared roofing.
out the nails that hold top and bottom together and
your brooder is in two section. The top part can be
lifted off for convenience in moving and cleaning.
Have a tinner make a tank of zinc or galvanized iron
14 inches wide, 32 inches long, 1-inch deep with a
hole on top for filling with water, closed with a screw
cap, as on a kerosene can
rest the tank on strips
so as to

form

a

;

nailed to the sides of the frame so the top of the
tank will be one-quarter of an inch above the floor.
Make a frame of laths 14 inches wide, inside measurement, and 32 inches long, outside measurement
cover this frame with a single thickness of burlap
raillfeed sack) and place over the tank.
This burlap makes a soft bed for the chicks, also makes it
verv easv to clean imder the hover.
(

HOVEtl, U-ANfHG A&AIMST

UPPc"^ SECTION.

*

LAMP

UPPEf<.

alx)ut

one-quarter

of

an

U,MPBO>..

SECTIOM F^EMOVED TO CLEAH FLOOR OF THE- BROOOCfL.

THE HOVEE.
strips
of
To make the hover take two pieces of wood lath for
Jx3xl4 inches, to these nail lath 33^ inches long two strips
and

IN

inch apart.

Tack

long on the
tack
under,
of table felt 4i inches wide and the length
cloth

about

2|

inches

the

chicks

to

nestle

(CoDtinued on Page

473.)

—

—
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The Horse.
THE FRENCH COACH CROSS.
Editor Southern Planter:
I have been very iiuich interested in the efforts
of the breeders in your State to encourage the breeding of saddle horses of all kinds, and a paragraph I
read not long ago in La France Chevaline, the oflicial
horse paper of the French republic, put an idea in
my head which I think is worth exploitation. Oddly
enough it is connected with the automobile, which
would seem to be about as far removed from furnishing a text for an article on the saddle horse as
one could select it. However, such is the fact, and
goes in this wise:
A fashionable dealer in Paris was quoted as saying that he finds it impossible to supply his patrons
with horses good both to ride and drive.
Many of
his customers, he said, used automobiles, but wanted
also horses which they could ride and drive, using

trotteur" is not on overly large horse, but he is a
very handsome one, a fast trotter, bred to race and
raced under the saddle and "close to the blood."
Public valuation goes a long way toward determining
the real value of any horse, and the French Coacher

may now

fairly be said to rank second to the
thoroughbred in point of value, but it is not the overgrown kind that brings the big money.
Racing in France, as is well known, is under gov-

ernment supervision, and a tax of 5 per cent, of the
total receipts is laid on all betting done in the parimutuel.
Three per cent, is utilized in the encouragement of horse breeding. In some of the stakes
for 3-year-old trotters the owners of the money winners must sell them to the government at a stated
price, that condition governing entry.
In other

no condition rendering it obligatory
the government, but the National
further went Haras manages to get the best each year. Last season

them chiefly for saddle purposes. He
on to state that he found what he required, so far
as he could get them, among the demi-sang trotters
the breed which we know in this country as French
Coachers. In Xew York and other great cities of this
country there is a similar demand for ride and drive
horses
that is, horses with a bit more substance
than the typical saddler and a bit more action than
is granted by the thoroughbred.
France, which is
the home of the automobile, and the United States,
which is its adopted country, are peculiar in that
in both horses are higher than they ever were, which
seems to nullify all the dire predictions made
some time ago as to what the touring car was going
to do to the horse.
Virginia has long been famous for the quality of

—

races there

is

for owners to

sell to

a stallion called

Baumanoir was

the crack.

He was

bred and owned by Mr. Lallouet, perhaps the foremost breeder of trotting speed in the Gallic republic.
James McLaughlin, of the firm of McLaughlin
Brothers, offered him $20,000 for the horse, but
Lallouet would not sell and later took $14,000 from
the government for him.
This large sum of money

was drawn from the fund created by the 3 per cent,
taken from the pari-mutuel and so went directly
back to the breeding interest. Mr. McLaughlin also
offered $20,000 for^Azur to Mr. Lallouet, that stallion being a year older than Baumanoir, but that
offer also was refused.
Horses of such value, of
high-class trotting speed, great beauty of conformation and bred close to the blood should operate as
improving agents almost wherever they might be
placed in this country.
There was Torrent, imported by the same firm, a son of the immortal sire,
Fuchsia, that should have been placed in Virginia
a great big splendid fast trotter, clean and handsome
as any blood horse, level headed and a real crack all
around.
I believe the use of such a stallion on the
mares of Virginia would result in benefit to the

its saddle horses
The liberal use of the thoroughbred stallion has given the breeders mares that are
unequalled as producers. The question in my mind
is, whether a little more size without the loss of any
quality or speed would not prove of material benefit.
It certainly would in the production of the now
popular ride-and-drive sort. Now if in France the
French Coacher supplies the kind that is required
by the best trade, why might we not take out a leaf breeders of saddle horses.
from Monsieur's book and utilize at least a little of
Heavy-weight hunters are about the most expenthe French blood?
One thing is certain, which is, sive horses that may be found in the markets. The
that in injecting a cross of French Coach we would blood horse is the only sire of hunters.
The blood
lose
neither quality, speed nor stamina and we horse is not a large horse in his best estate. A cross
would gain a little size.
of the French Coacher, such as I have described,
It is to be greatly regretted that there are French would give mares with size enough (when mated
Coachers and French Coachers and deeply to be de- with thoroughbred sires) to produce big, strong
plored that so many great oafs of stallions have been hunters without the sacrifice of any of the good
imported to this country and foisted on the public qualities for which your horses are noted.
In the
as getters of carriage horses when in reality they mean time the 50 per cent, of the crossbreds which
are themselves nothing but pbugh horses and never would result from the service of high-class French
were anything else.
These are not typical of the Coach stallions to Virginia mares would make very
breed at all.
The true type of the "demi-sang useful ride-and-drive horses, for which good prices

,
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could be commanded.

Harking back

manner

which thp "demisang trottfur" of France has been developed from
the original foundation "ou the blood," I remember
when tlie agents of the French government visited
England and purchased ten sons of King Tom. They
were all chestnuts and tliose wlio remember old Great
Tom, the horse with the bare spots on his sides at
Belle Meade in Tennessee, will know just what sort
of individuality the French government selected to
From time
brace up its trotting race in that day.
to the

in

time the blood cross has been thus injected, but of
A
late England has not been drawn upon direct.
peculiar fact in connection with this matter is that
at the hunter show held two or three weeks ago in
London some of the thoroughbred stallions awarded
the King's premiums as sires of hunters were bred in
France. It is certain that under the system of racing
the French Coacher in France over distances of two
miles or more at the trot and on turf tracks under
heavy weights in the saddle, nothing has been lost
in the way of stamina or refinement, while a fine,
bold, folding- action in front and clean-cut hock action have been developed, which would indubitably
prove of value to us.
Returning once more to the size of French Coach
stallion, which has proved most successful as a sire
in this country, I wish to emphasize the fact that the
It is to
great big ones are to be let severely alone.
laugh wlien one sees some one advertising a "coach"
Horses of
stallion weighing 1,500 or 1,600 pounds.
that wciglit are in the expresser class in every market
That kind
of prominence in the United States.
goes into the discard in France and sells cheaply to
any one who wants to pay money for it. They are
no good. They are not the kind that comes to the
to

top under the fierce trial of the race track in races
of tliree miles with 160 pounds in the saddle. They
There is all sorts
are duffers, no account anywhere.
of merit in the French Coacher of the right stamp,
action and breeding, but like all other breeds of

French Coacher has its good ones and its
bad ones, and the bad ones are the overgl•o^vn lubbers
tluit don't fill the bill when standing still and are
James Hope.
]ieli)k'ss when moved.
horses, the

Dupage

Co.,

[May,

State Fair Association will be directed by Theodore
H. Coleman, one of the best known and most sucRich precessful men in that line in the country.
miums and prizes will be offered in every department of the live stock, agricultural and mechanical
exhibits, while the speed programme will be one of
the most varied and attractive ever gotten up in the
South.
Four stakes of $2,000 each will be offered
for trotters and pacers, while the open purses for
both harness horses and runners will be in keeping.

One of the greatest attractions in the speed department will be the appearance of the famous Sweet
iiarie, 2 :02, the champion trotting race mare, who
will

smash

A.
with

otfiees at

I).

records for Virginia.

all

Lewis, financier and

man

of large

aff'airs,

50 Wall Street, New York, and owner
of the Lewisiana Farm, with its thousands of acres,
as a country home, in Caroline County, near Fredericksburg, Va., is gradually collecting one of the
finest herds of Jersey cattle to be seen in the South,
while it is also his purpose to form a select stud of
Anent the latter, Mr. Lewis has
trotting horses.
recently purchased the richly bred and handsome
young stallion Bow Axworthy, 2 :22:^, chestnut horse,
by Axworthy, 2 :15^, dam Mystic, dam of Fred
Kohl, 2 :07^, Mystery, 2 :17^, Bow Axworthy, 2 :22|,
Luella, brown mare, by
etc., by Nutwood, 2 :lSf
Electioneer, dam Lily B., by Homer; Kitty Kremlin, chestnut mare, by Kremlin, 2 :07f
dam Edgewater Belle, dam of the unbeaten Edgemark, 2:16,
by Edgcwater Telka, bay mare, by Arion, 2 :07f
dam La Jolla, dam of Binjolla, 2 :21^, by Advertiser, 2:15-}, second dam far-famed Sally Benton,
2:17^ dam of Serpol, 2:10; Starlight, 2 :15i, etc..
General Benton and others of rare breeding from
the greatest of performing and producing families.,
Mr. Lewis is largely interested in vast mining interests in the West, but attracted to the Old Dominion by the fact that his ancestors were of Virginia foundation stock, although born himself in
Ojiio.
Lewisiana Farm was foimded a few years
since with the idea of furnishing diversion from
business cares, and incidentally as a representative
breeding establishment for high types of horses and
;

,

;

cattle.

III.

H. E. Kline, the man that marked the noted
William Penn, 2:07}, who was then with

NOTES.

trotter,

liV W. J. (AUTEK (broad ROCk).
AVith the great Virginia State Fair on during the

W. D.

Althouse, of Philadelphia, but quartered at

Union Stock Yards, Norfolk, Va., has sold to
tlie Beacon Supply Company, Henderson, N.
C.,
day and the Richmond Horse Show
niglit, the week of October 7th-12th promises to be the lumdsome 5-year-old chestnut stallion, Cheswold,
one of the most attractive in tlie history of Rich- by Asliland Wilkes, 2:17}, dam The Goldmine, by
mond, and doubtless during tliat time the capital AUie Wilkes, 2:15, second dam sister to Sweetness,
city of the grand old Commonwealth will be the by Volunteer, third dam Lady Merit, dam of SweetMecca of attraction for many tliousands of visitors. ness, 2:21:}, by Edward Everett. And it may be
The Horse Show programme will be the most varied added that Sweetness is the dam of Sidney, whose
and attractive in the history of that popular and son, Sidney Dillon, sired Lou Dillon, 1 :58i, holder
file

in full blast at

meritorious organization,

while the affairs of the of the world's trotting record.
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Miscellaneous.
PROF. SOULE TO LEAVE BLACKSBURG.
Xotwithstanding the effort made by the President
and vice-presidents of the State Farmers' Institute
and by scores of other farmers who supplemented
and endorsed the action we took in the last issue
urging the Board of Visitors to decline to accept the
resignation tendered by Professor Soule of his position at the head of the Experiment Station of this
State, that Board decided at its last meeting to accept
the resignation, the

same

to take effect

from

the 1st

State of the South, a position which will open to
him a career much greater than he could have had
here, and we do not doubt but that he will do honor
wish him every prosperity and happiness
to it.
Georgia farmers will soon
in his new field of labor.
come to realize what a power for advancement they

We

have secured.

DEMONSTRATIOX FARMS IN THE SOUTH.

We

deeply regret this action, as we
of July next.
believe that it will have a serious effect in checking
the enthusiasm developing in the State in behalf

At the recent Conference of Education in the
South, held at Pinehurst, ?T. C, Dr. Seaman A.
of agricultural educational advancement and the Knapp, the special agent of the Department of Agrimore complete utilization of the machinery and ap- culture, who has for several years been engaged in
pliances of the Agricultural College and Experiment locating and promoting the work of Demonstration
Station. Professor Soule, by his numerous addresses farms in the States of Texas and Louisiana, and who'
at Farmers' Institutes and other meetings through- has made a great success there, and oi^ened out a vista
out the State, has aroused in the farmers a sympathy of prosperity for hundreds of farmers who were in
with the work which the College and Station were despair at the prospect before them, and who is now
established to promote and this has had a great effect working in conjunction with the Co-operative Eduin inducing more of our young men to take the cation Association in Virginia in the establishment
agTicultural course at the college and thus bind of similar Demonstration farms in this State under
them to the development of the agricultural pros- the supervision and direction of Mr. T. O. Sandy,
perity of the State. His work at the Station and the of Burkeville, made a notable address in elucidation
publicity given to what is being done there has of the conditions confronting Southern farmers and
caused it to be known and discussed by hundreds of the way to meet them.
The address was received
farmers who before his coming did not even know with great enthusiasm by the delegates. We regret
that we had such a place in the State.
To lose such that we have not space for the publication of the
a force for advancement, when practically the work whole of the speech, but make the following extract
had only just commenced, cannot fail to be pre- from it, which explains the position he takes and the
judicial, both to the farmers of the State and to the remedy, and which commends itself strongly to our
work of the Station, and it will be for the Board of judgment:
Visitors to justify their action by cogent reasons
"I have been talking about common schools. In
or to stand condemned by the tribunal of public our portion of the United States there are no comopinion among the farmers of the State.
We note mon schools. They are most extraordinary schools.
that at the meeting a committee was appointed to The children are given science lessons, language lesframe a reply to the president and vice-presidents sons, social economy, French, Latin, drawing, vocal
of the Farmers' Institute justifying the refusal to and piano music, etc. Possibly later they may learn
comply with their request to decline to accept the to read and spell. I asked the patron of one school
resignation.
We await this reply before saying how the pupils progTcssed in Latin. He replied,
more upon the subject.
'Very well indeed, the only difficulty is that they
To Professor Soule, personally, we cannot say less are 'required to write their translations in English
on our own behalf and on behalf of the farmers of and they do not know how to write English.'
the State, than that we deeply regret his leaving and
The need in common
"Let lis drop this farce.
shall greatly miss his encouraging talks and en- schools is for thorough training in the fundamental
thusiasm for the advancement of the agricultural English branches. If there is time for more, let the
If
interests of the State and his readiness to help every boys study book-keeping and business methods.
farmer who applied to him for advice and assistance still there be room, introduce nature studies and
and to express our appreciation of the great work object lessons. Let the girls take for higher branches
he has done in the short time he has been with us. the lost sciences of cooking, housekeeping and physiOur loss is Professor Soule's gain. He goes to the ology. I am asking for a substantial foundation
head of the Agricultural Institution of the Empire upon which to build a useful life for such people as

—

—

;
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must be practical, because they must earn their
bread by toil. For people of means and with love
of learning, I commend a life of study, broad, deep
aud thorough, well rounded by extensive travel and
observation.
We need great scholars. The common
toiler needs an education that leads to easier bread.
"In the centuries the American people have been
at work on the problems of rural reform, some procaress has been made and we are now prepared for the
complete accomplishment of what we have so earnestly sought, the placing of rural life upon a plane
of profit, of honor and power. We must commence
at the bottom aud readjust the life of the common
people.
"1.

By

increasing the earning capacity of the small
More comfortable homes, better schools,
improved highways, telephones, free delivery of
mails aud rural libraries
all require money.
They
cannot be installed and maintained without it
farmers.

—

hence the basis of the better rural life is greater
earning capacity of the farmer.
Farm renovation
and maximum crop productioii are now fully imderstood and they can be explained and illustrated in
such a simple and practical way that it would be a
crime not to .^end the gospel of maximum production
to the rural toiler.
It is said by some that the farmers are a hard class to reach and impress.
That is
not my experience; they are the most tractable of
people, if you have anything substantial to offer
but they all want proof. They do not take kindly to
pure theories and no class can more quickly discriminate between the real farmer and the book
farmer than the men who till the soil. The message
to the farmers must be practical and of easy application.
Who shall take this message ? Our experience is in favor of farmers of fair education and
acknowledged success on the farm. They make mistakes,

from

a scientific standpoint in delivering the

message, but these are easily corrected.
The main
thing is to induce the farmer to act and no one can
do that like a fellow farmer. Of what avail is it
that the message be taken by a man of science, if
the farmer will not give heed ? In general it is not
the man who knows the most, who is the most successful but the man who imparts an implicit belief
with his message. The greatest failure as a world
force is the man who knows so much that he Jives
;

[May,

him and his name published in the papers. Fourth,
each month when the government's field agent goes
to inspect his demonstration many of his neighbors
are invited; consequently, he will almost unconsciously improve his farm so as to be ready for company and

cultivate all of his crops better.
Fifth, a
report of his extra crop is made in the county papers.

His neighbors

talk about

it

and want

to

buy

seed.

Sixth, he sells the seed of his crop at a high price;
his neighbors

ask

him how he produced

it;

he

is

invited to address public assemblies, he has become a
man of note and a leader of the people and cannot

return to his old ways. Soon there is a body of such
men; a township, a county and finally a State is
transformed.
The power which transformed the
humble fishermen of Galilee into mighty apostles of
truth is ever present and can be used as effectively
to-day in any good cause as when the Son of Grod
turned His footsteps from Judea's capital and spoke
to the wayside children of poverty.
"The enviromuent of men must be penetrated and
modified or little permanent change can be made in
them.
The environment of the farmer is limited
generally to a few miles.
The demonstration must
be carried to this limited area and show how simple
and easy it is to restore the virgin fertility of the
soil, to multiply the product of the land per acre,
to increase the number of acres each laborer can till
by three or four fold and harvest a profit from untilled fields by animal husbandry.
This is our Farmers' Co-operative Demonstration Work."
ilr. Sandy was present at the meeting and explained what he was doing in the way of establishing Demonstration farms in the State. He said that
he had already arranged for twenty of such farms
within forty miles of Burkeville, and that he found

the farmers most favorably disposed towards the
project and willing and ready to do whatever he
suggested, and that he believed great good was going
to

result

lines laid

from the

effort.

He

down by Dr. Knapp

follows closely the

in his address for the

of the work and as what he has himself
done in the development of his own farm is known
to most of the farmers in the section in which he is
working they have confidence in acting upon his
advice and suggestion.
We are satisfied that this
effort of the Education Association is in the right
in universal doubt, injecting a modifying clause into direction and commend it warmly to the support of
every assertion and ending the problems of life with our readers.
'Mr. Sandy is the right man in the
condtict

;

right
an interrogation point.
"The process of changing the environment of a
farmer is like that of transforming a farm boy into

place.

a scholar. First, the farmer is selected to conduct a
simple and inexpensive demonstration.
Second, a
Fill the vacant spaces in your garden, if any, by
contract is drawn with the United States Depart- sowings of your favorite
vegetables which you want
ment of Agriculture by which he agrees to follow without interruption throughout the season
e. g.,
certain instruction.
Third, better seed is furnished beans, beets and early peas.
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HOMOEOPATHIC
often cure you after others fall.
mall these to you and give you
our best advice with every order.
will also send, absolutely tree,

We
We

15c.;
vial,

35c.

vial,

East Main St., Richmond, Va
Physician of 15 years' experience In
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charge.

indignant

advertisement

where you saw

Main and Ninth Streets.

and

Dries"

TODAY!

together

Send Your Money Saving
Catalog and price.**
You have seen and read ourads
^ftirnes

^onable

but the only fair
way tojudge the

DAVIS

^

Slip

Improved 1907
•>^Grcam Separator

^^*T''YI

^^

'

TH tile wondcrfi;! cone bowl,
catalo,;.

The

Straight Wholesale Factory Pr'.ces
Our

and Save 20% tcTsov'
and e»
Why not ietus send it to you uitl

free 1907 catalog fully illustrates

model.

purchased the whole of the
makers, who have rePai-tnership and real?zp°dH"/'t^"'''''
ized to settle with the
partners. Send
for
the

particulars of this offer.

They

Well Drills
For Horse, Steam or Gasoline Powet

also

sewing machine at a spe'ually low price and on
easy terms of
^^•'' y°" s^^ tliis
notice in
fhi"S^°l
the Southern Planter,
and you will ^
get
prompt attention

BANK OF RICHMOND,

Write

for 1907 catalog

officer

$40.13.
The company is
this low price on account

offer a fine

Tell the advertiser
fci»

is

tomake

^tn?L^'''°.^
stock of

extra,

RICHMOND HOMOEOPATHIC
PHARMACY.

VA

J¥eJ¥ant You To

said: "So
you are an admiral,
are you' Well
you ve got a blame' good
job. and my
advice to you is to
keen sober and
hang onto lt."_Aprll
Lyncott's

able

ounce
26c.; one

4c.

the

The sailor pulled himself
made a drunken salute, and

compete

Quarter

Postage.

said'

Lynchburg, Va.. and the
spc-ial price

FAMILY MEDICAL GUIDE.
vial,

"Sii-."

advertisements
appear regularly in our
issues, are now
making a special offer of
farm wagons and sewing machines.
The wagon

win

ounce

WOOD & SONS,
SEEDSMEN,

W.

''^'°^

The Spotless Co., Inc.,
Shockoe
Richmond. Va., whose

MEDICINES

a-

Bunce was comina: out
Navy Yard one day he

*°
''"i^en's
drl?,^ »^f°"?''
^°' recognized by the sallnr w^^
o^
who endeavored to embrace
him
affectionately.

f«IrleB will
-iddress

Special, giving

and timely information

RICHIVIONO,
As

of the Boston

•t

follows:
half ounce

Wood's Crop
prices

bout Seeds that can be planted to
advantage and profit at different
seasons of the year, mailed free on
request.
Write for it.

A SAILOR'S ADVICE.

encountered a sailor very
much the
worse from liquor

as

Buckwheat, Vetches,
Crimson Clover, etc.

substantial
Bristol Board, in which
you can
preserve an entire volume
or one
.vear of the Southern
Planter.
Many of our readers find these a
useful device, as they alwavs
save
their copies for reference.

•OnTHERN

Prices

Late Seed Potatoes,

to

U

Peas, Sorghums,^

Millets, Teosinte,

If you will send 30 cents to
our
Business Office, we will send
you
a neat binder made of

CARTER.

U02 Hull

Farm Seeds

A NEAT BINDER.
lU.

MANCHESTER OFFICE:
J.

we

Manager.

WMtem RepresentatlT*
1114 Tribune BIdg., Chicago.
W.

that

all

for

W. RHOADS,

B.

mind

copy or instrucadvertisements by the
25th of each month without
fail.
Every month we are compelled to
omit advertising in large volumes
for the simple reason that
copy
tions

does not reach us in time.

MORGAN SHEPHERD.

B.

Please bear in

must have

RICHMOND, VA.
i«aDSO ON IST OP BACH MoMTH.
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Special

atteatlon

Three per

cent.

paid

to

out-of-town

Interest allowed

Well Augers
For Horse Power

Address

LOOMIS MACHINE CO
TIFFIN, OHIO

accounts.
in
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Savings Department,

Compounded Semi-annually.
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MASTERS
TOBACCO

ThltCut
Rcpres

S-weet Pptato

its

The A

Uior»m«kl»
•"*
tkt

Has been
In

tested

during the part ttrw
seasons and everyi**

Impiun^w'^

gested

been adopted, »•
that we BOW •«« tt«
and gT«w«r»
dealers
the grandMt llttl* »•<••
ever devleed twt •«
«
klndi
all
ting
has

than

work

earn

hand

by

done

kMM*

Does

plants.

•
*•

than twl«« ••
Will set »U«tt
than »k«
cheaper
fcy
horse planter,
Will do fltmi
«cre.
work where tke kaiii
planter will «»t »•»»
at all— amongat nak*
and stumpa am* •«

more
fast.

MW

land, as!
satlstact^rx

slde-hlll

more

tu

•

Read tk«
every way.
following testlmomlaU:
I helped set out »
acres of tomatoes f«
Hudson & Co. with one of your Plantera
and we secured a fine stand of planta. A
good test was made In the middle of ob«
where we set a big patch the •Ij
field,
way, and to-day they are not half as »•••
as those set with your Planter.
SHIRLEY G. COX,
Mattltuck, Long Island, N. Y., June 14, UH.
Please reserve me Talbot county for B}
agency, as a great number of farmers h«T«
told me they want a Setter the comug
pring. The first day I went out I sold 14
Planters and I find this Is just the t»«l
every farmer and grower should have.

CHARLES

G.

PEARCB.

February 17, 1906.
tor
I have used the Masters Plant Setter
two years and am well pleased with It.
Would not take $50 for mine and do wlth»»t
th»
In
Can recommend them for use
It.
Easton,

Md.,

dryeet kind of land,

etc.

G.

T.

ADAMS.

Pilot Mountain, N. C, October 3, 19M.
I bought one of your Planters last sprlma
set out 40,000 tobacco plants and 1>4
that It fills the bill exactly. Would not tak*
many times Its cost If I could not ««t
D. J. DENNY, J. P.
another, etc.

and

Pinnacle, N. C, October 7, 1906.
The Planter I bought of you this sprlBg
acted like a charm, .and is Just the tklBi
that every man should have who plaata
would mat
I
anything in the ground.

W

I kaT»
without it for its weight In gold.
used It setting out tobacco, tomato, cabk«f*
and sweet potato plants with perfect aae-

A.

cess, etc.

South

June
bought

Va.,

Hill,

20,

W. SMITH.

1906.

of your agent. Oka*.
The Planter I
O. Pearce. last spring, has given me pertaet
My son can set out twice a<
satisfaction.
many plants with It In a day as he coaW
with anything else he ever used, and tka
beauty of It all Is that they all take root aB<

GEORGE BUCKLBT.
grow.
Easton, Md., February 7, 1906.
I bought one of your Plant Setters tmm
Dodson,
and consider tt
R.
agent,
C.
your
the best Investment that I ever made la
my life. • • • No farmer can afford t» do
J. L. LAWB.
without one. • • •
Pilot Mountain, N. C, October 6, 190«.
For full particulars, wholesale and retail
price,

address.

MASTERS PLANTER COMPANY.
178 So.

Co. has a couple
advertisements in this issue, to
invited.
is
attention
which

of

TRANSPLAITER
'

WITH THE ADVERTISERS.
The Weston Gate

CABBAGt
TOMATO

«»

Water St, Chicago,

III.

COUNTY AGENTS WANTED.

[May,.

Swan

F.

Co.

is

advertising

well-known Roofing this month.
Look up its advertisements.
The Olds Gas Power Co. has a half
the
page ad. in this issue, in which
forth.
merits of its engines are set
Maryland farms are offered by
SalisMessrs. J. A. Jones & Co., of
bury, Md.
offered
Finely bred Berkshires are
by "Hiilcrest. Notice -the card.
are
Messrs. H. A. Thompson & Co.
advertising Colonial Homes.
Another new auvertlser this month
V. H. De Loach. Saw mills
is Mr

his
mill machinery have been
specialty for twenty years.
offeris
Co.
The Bellee Pre BblTle
of Daiing Milk Bottles and all kinds
ry and Creamery Supplies.
in
properties
farm arid timber

and

Fine
by
Southside Virginia are advertised
Messrs. W. W. Barnes & Co.
made
Plow,
The Imperial Chilled
is
by the Bucher & Gibbs Plow Co.,
Impleattractively advertised by the
Agents.
Southern
ment Co.,
The Truehart Mule Co has several
hundred Kentucky and Missouri bred

mules for

sale.

The Woodside Berkshires are

at-

SILOS
The Philadelphia, thelBeston Earth
Has the longest
Continuous

and most
from top to

ate^
bottom..

In

test

opening

THE ONLY OPENING ROOF MADE.
TANKS AND TOWERS.
Ask
E.

and Catalogue.
1910 Market

for price

SCHLICHTER,

F.

Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

page.
tractively advertised on another

Look up the announcement.
Attention

is

invited to the advertise-

ment of Dr. Joseph Haas Remedy Co.
Heebner & Sons start the season's

ECONOMY SILO
I

advertising with this issue.
Look up the advertisement of Dehas
derick's Hay Press. This Press
been regularly advertised in our columns for more than a quarter of a

o spoilt ensilage, even at the
absolutely air-tight.
Continuous self-adjusting easy-to-oppii doors
clumsy rods or heavy fasteninps—
ensilage always easy to get at.

ways

—

10

I
I

Hoops

of sufficient number and str
silo togetUer, but to form a per-

I

only to hold the

I

feet ladder.

Handsome indesign.easyto erect, guaranteed
Write today T'r free illustrated catalogue with
experience of users.

I

century.

Economy

ual of Plant

&Tank CO.

Frederick,

Md.
;.

Diseases.'

W. E. Willeroy is offering some
choice Berkshires at reasonable prices.
& Williams, Commission
Pobter
Merchants, Buffalo, N. Y., have a
card in another column.
The South Side Manufacturing Co.
are makers of aH~kinds of frui'l and
vegetable carriers and have a card
on another page.
are pleased to learn that Mr. I.
Sharp, a prosperous Ohio farmer,
has purchased the old Lawford Esin Buckingham
tate, near Arvonia,
Co.,'va., paying around $15,000 for it.
a great
understand,
we
is,
Sharp
Mr,'
sheep man. We hope he is going into
will
and
extensively
farming
sheep
show his Virginia neighbors how to
"Golden
the
of
out
make money
We heartily welcome Mr.
Hoof."
Sharp to Virginia and wish him pros-

W

Silo

Box 38G

like to send to
interested parties a copy of his "Man-

James Good would

'HOW AND WHY
TO FILL A SILO"
SEND FOR FREE COPY
j

WILDER-STRONG IMPLEMENT CO.
Box7d

MONROE

MICH.

j

i

We

perity In his

new home.

Manufacturers
ol All Kinds of
THE

S. K.

CAMPBELL CO.

THRESHERS
-

CENTRAL BRIDGE. I.

%
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THE GIZEH PYRAMIDS.

"Try
An
With

Anderton
Your

Money
your

in

Pocket"
Select

the

buggy you
want and

write us. You
don't have to
advance a

cent; you
don't have to
sign any pa-

pers; incur
no obligation;
we'll sijip the

buRKv: use

it

ever\' da\' for
thirty days. If
it is not satis-

factory in all
respects, send
it back.
V'ou

want to

know about

yahs pass, and we sat down, waiting
impatiently for it to close, until dark
hands began to wave us to the waters
edge, and 'n'e found two natives in a
dug-out, ready to pole us over.
This
method of transportation appealed to
us, and we climbed down the banks
into the shaky boat,
resigned ourselves to our fate.
We made a safe
passage of the Nile, but the landing
on the other side staggered us. Our
boatmen could not find a dry landing
place, and finally took us ashore on

ourCashBond
Gua rant
«;25,000.U0 to

assure you
thatyourbuggy

and

right

all

is

will stay

right for

two

The

"An-

derton" line
includes Buggies, Surreys,

S ta n hopes.
Driving 'Wagons,

Spring

Wagons,
Pony

'Vehicles, Carts,
Harness, etc.

Write for
our 140-page
catalog.

THE
ANDERTON
MFG. CO.,
42 Third

SI.,

"Anderton'* Top Buggy*

CInelnnall, O.

their backs, which seemed to be the
only solution of the problem.
A car
was awaiting us, and we got into it
through a line of beggars and orange
boys, and taking the front seat, were
cooled off after our recent exertions.
As we rode along the pyramids rose
before us, larger and grander as we
approached them, till at last they absolutely dominated the landscape. Our
attention was diverted from them temporarily by a wild horde that fell upon
us as we descended from the car at
th'e base of the pyramids, urging their
services upon us.
Louder than all
rose the voice of a young Arab, apparently about fifteen years of age, say-

Markee Twainee

ing, "I

guide.

I

verj-

good man.

BUGGIES, SURRIES.
Carriages, Stanhopes and Farm
an endless variety of styles
and sizes
at
prices
astonishingly
low,
quality considered.
May we send you our
beautiful catalogue?

Runalxiuts.

Wag«ns

In

RTCMOND BUGGY AND WAGON
1433

Main

Street,

^

all

about

CO.,

Richmond, Va.

AKE HONEY CANNING
They'll pay hiph
Tells

ELECTRIC STEEL WHEELS
and the

ELECTRIC HANDY WAGON.
they are the beet. More than one and
a quarter millious sold. Spokes united to tb«
'Ub. Can't work looee. A set of oiir wheels wUl
moke your old wagon new. ^.atalogue free.

By every
1

'

FRUITi

cash price_.
"m;tkinp catalog.
n.i

profits

made

Bridgeport, Alftbamft.

I speakee English."
This
pleasantly amused us, so we engaged
him On the spot, though we had a
distinct recollection of the fact that

Mark Twain's

visit to Egypt had taken
about twenty years before this

place
time.

From the line of beasts awaitwe chose two sprightly donleaving the camels and deeply
disappointing a man who had a dromedary.
Even yet we were not left to
gaze and wonder over the sublime
spectacle before us.
Bedouins sprang
Up on all sides, offering to take u»
inside or on top of the pyramids, according to our inclination, but the
narrow, dark passage to the tombs
had no attraction for us, nor did we
ing

WITH GROOVED TIRES
wide, The Groove protecGa
the heads of spokes from wea;
which maKes wheel good aid
strong till tire is worn out. Wb.
make plain tire wheels in other
4 in.

widths.

We make wheels to fit

any thimble skein or straight
steel axle. Get our free catalai
of Steel 'Wheels and Low Dovm

Handy Wagons.
HAVANA METAL WHEEL
Box 46

CO.,

Havana,

.'.

Bl

WE'LL
PAY THE FREIGHT
stud

LD.1

4

Iliist-T

Hhr.-I..

SlrelTim

«'iihKubWrTir.-rs*l4.S0.

I

.,n

*r.7I

.

mfE. wheels

?j lo

lit

Tup Buselet $28.76; Ihirne.,, $4.90. Wriw te
Learn how to buy direct. Repnir Wheels. |5i)IL
Pn'agoQ Umbrella FUEE. W.V. BOOB,l'iDciDnaU,lL
re.d.

ratlog.

Monarch

Hydraulic

Cider Press
Great strengrth

an.i ca-

'

pacily; all sizes; abj*
gasoline ensrine^
enKiiie^
s tea rn
sawmills, thresbers.

onarchMachinerrCo.,

Roomno

Catalog

freet

39CortlandtSt.,Nef

MORE AND BETTER

ToA

CIDER

^from less apples and
from less grapes are produced
with our presses than with any
other press made.

Thee
pay

yield of juice soon
for the press.

A

HYDRAULIC

^!<Vs"s

for cnatom work in your
locality will prove
money-maker. Vftrioc
sixes,

hand or power. 25

'

to 600 barrels per day.
Presses for all purposes.

Also Steam Evaporators,
Apple-butter Cookers, etc.

FuUy Guaranteed.
Cataho FREE.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESS MFG. CO.«
^J!Ol55__MAil|LSTREET,^T;_GLLEAO. OHIO. M
^"^

us.

keys,

test,

Steel Wrieels

—

yc^irs.

Our Book.

about Sfood wheels and pood waponsthat will M?«
you a lot of work aud make you a lot of money-Cb*

approaching Cairo by railroad

from Alexandria, suddenly, to the
right, some large daric images are
outlined against the slty, and the traveller sees, in silhouette, one of tae
seven 'svonders of the 'world, the grest
Pyramids. At this distance they do
not appear so very wonderful, and
they are soon lost to vie'w, 'when one
reachts Cairo, but curious travellers
lose no time in making a pilgrimage
to visit them.
They are making a pil
grimage to visit them. They are situated on the west bank of the Nile, five
miles from Cairo, on the edge of the
Lybian desert, and a splendid avenue
of beeches, planted by the English,
leads to them. The journey thither
may be made either by carriage
(which is apt to be tedious and dusty)
or by tram car.
'We chose the latter
mode of conveyance, driving only as
far as the Nile bridge.
To our chagrin, we found this raised to let dabe-

^s^

Lei Us Send You

r©^

"TRAVIELLER."

When
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work.
Ibe

Hoover Digger
It

stands

wear and

tear.
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BLOCKS.
CONCRETE
Make Your Own On A

care

to

make

the ascent of 450

[May,

feet

TNI IMPieVH

rough hewn blocks pulled and
pushed by these children of the desert
over

SCREVSTDIPmiEI.

In despair, they offered for the sum
of one shilling to run to the top and
down again in three minutes, but we
finally drove them oft and started the

Writ* lar PrlsM

rounds, our "Markee Twainee" guide
Our
taking volubly all the while.
plan was simply to stand and watch,
and try to catch the meaning of the

monuments. Their size is their
most remarkable feature. It Is appalling, even though twenty feet has been
taken oft on every side to build the
mosques of western invaders. Beauty
they have not, but they have symmeThe
wonderful strength.
try" and
great pyramid and the two smaller
ones stand close together, and at one
side is the sphinx, hewn from the living rock, and now divested of the
paint and ornaments with which it
was once decorated. The sand eternally trenches on it, but the paws
are kept uncovered, and one must
Mystery
guess what is underneath.
still
surrounds the sphinx, and it
gives no answer to those who would
know its secret, even when one looks
The temple of the
into its very eyes.
sphinx, discovered by Marette, in 1853,
example
of Eg>'ptian archis a perfect
vast

SUCCESS BLOCK MACHINE
Cheaper than wood.
Stronger than stone.

More

than

attractive

A
machine makes

brick.

growing InduBtry.
blocks

with

ventilation.
Moist proof.
Adapted for factory or farm use.
Heavy reductions In price on flrat

nu-

This

artistic

jclentlflc

tliixie.

Catalogue and price
Dept.
Centerrllle,

Bell

Iowa,

of the most ancient period,
before the days of ornamentation. It
built of huge, massive blocks of
plain Assouan sandstone, finely polished, and contains niches for the reception of mummies. From the top wall a
glorious panorama is visible. Cairo with
with its slender minarets, the Nile, flowinsr
majestically through the broad
Xile Valley, rankly verdant as far as
irrigation extends, and beyond these,
the desert sands, showing all sorts of
undulating
in
colors,
magnificent
Breezes blowing down from
waves.
the Lybian hills put fresh life in us,
and we allowed ourselves to be carried away to visit a series of tombs

itecture

free.

A-212.

HERCULES MANUFACTURING
U.

S.

CO.,

A.

May Curing Rack

(Fateated October 1£, 1»M.)
Solves the problem of curing Pea tIb*.
alfalfa or other haj almost regardUM •>
waatber conditions, as the racks give Intarln
ventilation
aad keep bay from teucklM
xresnd, thereby causing It to cure out nlealy
«k«n other metheds tall. One handling e*m
>let«a the work and the hay Is safe.
Wtt
prices and circular giving full particular.
Address H.
BELL, BunevllU, Va.

AGENTS WANTED IN EVBRY COONTT,

CO.,

]e7

q,

,

MTg

Co., OleiR, N.

Y„

U.

S.

A

HERCULES

Stump

Puller

Clears aa acr« •( heavy timber lam< (Ml
day.
Clean ail stumps In a clrcl* •( IH
feet wlthaat msTlag or chaaging »«»h<mj
StroBgeat, meat rapid wcrkisg aad b««t mat^
HERCULES MFG. CO..
411 17th St., CeotrerUl*. l«wa.

is

that had been brought to light by reihe
the sand,
cent excavations in
fight of the latter gave us an irrestitle impulse to unearth something ourselves, and we succeeded in getting an
alive black beetle, which our boy, Mahomet, said was a scarab, but it bore
little resemblance to the carved blue
matrix scarabs we had seen as grave
ornaments at the museum. Satisfied
with the result of our expedition, we
looked around for some refreshment.
Under the shadow of the great pyramid a sign, "American Bar," protruded itself, which aroused our national
pride.
Being assured of its perfect
respectability by the little waitress at
the door, we determined to patronize
it.
We found it an innocent little
place, in a garden., where we had tea
and sent off postals home. Query:

Why was

JSOnASa
MACHINERY
akATEUA.N JIFG.
Boi
C

ChiDkerlii

it

called an

"American Bar"?

STEEL

WalkingWeeders

This is one of the most useful tools of the
It has 39 spring teertk.
twentieth century.
The frame, adjustable handles and ahafta
weigh about 80 pounds: width, 7 feet •
inches.
It Is a splendid tool for coverimt
clover and other grass seed on wheat ani
oat land: also for working corn and vef*tables when young. All steel except baadlOT
Worth many times Its c««t.
and shafts.
Send for our complete catalogue of FamWagama,
Fencing,
ing Implemenu. Wire
Buggies, etc. Sent free to any address.

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
1302

East Main Street, Rlehmand, Va.

R IHRCF Hi
niree o< Clark's Intense Cultivators f*duced thli year oo 14H acres. lOi tona
dried alfalfa, timothy and redtof) karIf yon want te know bow, enclose a Veeat
atanp to GBORGE M. CLARK. Hlgraaaa,

«

ma

fin

.90
Always mention The SotrrHEB"
Planteb when writing advertisers.

^ "-^^
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Cutaway Tools For Large Hay Crops
Clark's Reversible Bush and Bog Plow
cuta a track 5 feet
wide. 1 foot deep;
will plow a new-cut
forest.

His

Double

Action Cutaway Harrow keeps land true:
moves 1,800 tons of
earth; cuts 30 acres
per day.

DOUBLE ACTION JOINTED POLE CUTA
x3 NO>IORr>»:rV^_^=CXl stNO FOR

5

m
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.

5HIP HE YOUR

OLD METALS
HIDES
RUBBER

SCRAP IRON
Car Lot5 a Specialty

50,0|00
Hides Wanted
Write

for Prices.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

No Commissions.

Checks Sknt Same
Day Freight Bills

Are Marked

Paid.

Clarence Cosby,
established 1890.

RICHHOND, VA.
Largest Dealer

in

Scrap Iron, Metals, Hides,
Etc., in the South.

REFERENCES:
National Banli of Virginia,
Bank of Richmond,
Bradstreets and Dun.

As soon
certain

as It
that the

became practically
exempting de-

bill

natured alcohol from the tax would
become a law, the Agricultural Department began a series of experiments to determine how far this alcohol could be used with benefit by
farmers. The attention was turned
first toward its possible use as a fuel,
especially for the operation of engines.
Finding that it would make a
most excellent fuel, and prove as
economical as gasoline, the Department began investigating what changes, if any, would be necessary in gasoline engines to adapt them for the use
of alcohol.
These tests have established the fact that it is quite possible to use alcohol in any engine defor the use of gasoline, although that use may be expensive
unless certain changes are made in
the vaporizing device and in the compression pressure.
The Department
also feels confident the running of
such engines, in using alcohol as a
fuel, can be greatly cheapened.
If so,
the law for denaturizing alcohol will
prove of decided benefit to the farmers. In a late bulletin the Department
uses this languge:
"The use of power other than horse power is yearly
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becoming more general on the farms
Gasoline is at
present used very largely as the
source of this power, but it is possible that under the provisions of the
alcohol law, which went into effect
January 1, 1907, denatured alcohol
may come into use as a fuel for engines in agricultural operations and
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become operative and this without
any advance to the farmer for his pro-
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The Horse The Greatest CivHizer.
That the horse has been by far the
greatest factor in the development of

'^^'^
ff

American and European civilization,
was the statement of Hon. O. P.
Austin, Chief of the Bureau of Statistics of the Department of Commerce
and Labor, in a lecture last week be-

tbe r°^'

a°^
tie team

"^i^f!

fore the National Geographic Society
at
Washington.
Based upon his
study of the question of transportation methods in diffemt parts of the

teanisteT.

tbe
paystbe^^
Ae sttoys
„„ destto,
:

S^J,„,es ft".^

iriction-

world during a recent globe tour, Mr.
Austin not only gave credit to the
horse for the marvelous development
of
fhe
people
of
the
temperate
zone, but stated conversely that tte
principal reason for the non-devel-
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opment of the tropics and the Orient is due to the absence of the horse
therefrom, in the former locality,
owing to the climatic conditions under
which the horse cannot thrive; and
in the Orient, because of the overcrowding population which makes it
impossible to utilize land for growing
the horse's food.
He predicts, however, that the freight motor car and
traction engine will invade the tropics
and the Orient they are already doing so to-day and furnish an even
better medium than the horse for the
transportation of products from the
farm and from the factory to railroads and other common carriers,
which will result in a rapid and wonderful development of a great belt of
largely
unproductive
country.
In
other words, the horseless freight carrier of the automobile type will be
substituted in these sections, where
the horse is not available, for the
present crude methods of transporta-

my
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Of the approximately one hundred
million horsps in the world, said Mr.
.\ustin, eighty millions are found in
the temperate zone, and nearly all
among' occidental people, while the
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tropical and oriental man has labored
in his attempts to develop exploration,
inter-communication,
and exchange of products, and the great
benefits to him and to science and
to commerce which would come from
a satisfactory device which would do
for the tropics and the Orient what
the horse has done for the temperate zone.
The logical substitute for the poor
methods of transportation of these
countries is the freight motor vehicle,
and such a machine is no longer in
a formative or experimental stage.
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Savings Department,

RicKmond, Va.
Capital

Silk.
of artificial silk

not alarmed over the provisions
of the pure food law.
They intend to
simulate and adulterate the real article; but they cannot figure out that
the pure food law will affect them in
this practice, unless it should be construed by the learned attorneys and
backed up by the courts that each
silk dress should be required to have
stamped upon it "in large, plain letters" the fact that "the worm from
which this dress was made was
fed upon pure, unblended mulberrv
leaves." But. seriously, artificial silk
has come to stay. The dresses of our
grandchildren will have the same
adorable rustle, as they swish around
the corner of the ball room, as did
those of our grandmothers; but the
chances are that they will not be silk.
According to the special agent, Willian Wittam, Jr., there is a silk process made from the wood in Europe
which is being jealously guarded from
vulgar inspection.
Obviously, the aim of the inventors,
who use wood pulp as a base, is to
produce a thread resembling silk las
closely as
possible in appearance,
:ii-e

vcar

will g-ive do utile service

if treated

Artificial

The manufacturers
-will

—

feel,

—

and

wearing

qualities.

Up

is a system and is
by the simple use
remedy.
The course of treatment is under
the immediate direction of a compe-

who adapts

$1,000,000.00

Tell the advertiser
saw his advertisement

where you

the cure to each individ-

ual case.

The Keeley treatment

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE,
908 and 910 E. Marshall Street.

Box

P. O.

RICHMOND, VA.

786.

the present, a product possessing the
two first named characteristics, but
deficient in the latter attribute, seems
to have been arrived at.
Many makers of fancy cotton goods,
who sell part of their output in the
American market, are and have been
for some time using artificial silk for
stripes

and

DROPSY
CURED

sugests that it will ultimately compete with cofton and with silk yarns
silk.

Wiley in the Cabinet.
Dr. Harvey W. Wiley has been sug-

move

all

of
"

figures.

therefore, more or less seriously affected by water and moisture and is
ven,'
inflammable,
and
both
the
strength and elasticity of the material
f.ills far below that of the real article.
At the same time its brilliancy
and luster are superior to mercerized
cotton.
With all its comparatively
weak characteristics, Mr. Whittam

with vegeremedies: enharmless; rein 8 to
30 to
60
effects
per-

"lys;

manent

.

\^->*^"v^/

-'r

;

-^

v/ Iss/'i-'^W
"

•

For

\Vt

circulars,

cure.

Trial

treatment furnished
every stil'0
ferer; nothing fairer.
f''*^

testimonials

and free

treat-

ment, write
DR. H. H. GREEN'S SONS, Box H, AUanta,
Georgia.

A Wonderful Remedy.

Is

A. M. Wilson, of Marinette. Wis.,wrltes:
friend gave me a box of Tetterine which.
I
used
with
satisfactory
such
results
that I want half dozen boxes by express.

A

Have used everything

for Tetter, but nothing
me until I used your Tetterine.
wonderful remedy; wish everyone
with this terrible skin disease could

benefitted
It

is

a

afflicted

know

its merits.'
At druggists 50c, or
Savannah, Ga.
Bathe with Tetterine Soap. 25c Cake.

J.

T.

Shuptrine.

GREENSBORO,
(«

the treatment of

N.C.

THE LIQUOR, OPIUM, HORPHINl

<*•

Drug Addictions. The Tobbacn HaliH,

Htm ExkMsikv

Sons WAMED

:,"?.',°?"'".';

Dr.

gested as a member of the "strenuous
cabinet" in the interests of pure foods,
of
Public
Department
etc.
The
Health would be the likely designa-

symptoms

dropsy

days

To enable one to judge of the maand compare it with its rival,

mercerized cofton. Consul 'VNTiittam
has sent to the Bureau of Manufactures a number of samples of both
varus. The prices given in the samples were of course those ruling in
England at the time the report was
sent in. March 3nth. Before the true
intrinsic value of artificial silk as a
textile material can be arrived at, any
disadvantage it has must be known.
rt is much heavier than real silk, and,

tirely

table

terial

made from waste

a certain

is

cure for all Liquor, Opium, Morphine
and other drug additions: the tobacco
habit and nerve exhaustion.

•filer

Surplus and Profits

and specially trained physician,

tent

to

$390,000.00

-

The Keeley Cure

not accomplished

of a bottled

Farmer

s

and

aIiuu u> work lu ou

(air fiu>

iif^-rv.

800 • nioutb

wttL

••oriBCioQ ar« being ett»b
llihcdinefc 'i iii»t«, Apply St nur*- n'vitiK foM pftrtirolBrB
Th* VETERih>irtY SCIENCE ASSOCUTION. DrtiL 12. Undsn. Cinid*
reliable*

brati< b urficttbQl ibu
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Agricultural Lime
ALL GEADES.

|

CANADA UNLEACHED

fects

Any

[

quantity desired and at
pricea.

T.

ANDREWS

C.

CO.,

|&

Norfolk, Virginia-

""^

ooooooooaaoaoooooooaoaoM
ROSES,

CANNAS.

DAHLIAS,

—TO
Crimson Rambler, Baby Rambler
and Everblooming Roses,
Cannas, Dahlias and hardy
Full

line

blooming plants.
of FRUIT TREES at

Write for price

prices.

farmers'

list.

FRED SHOOSMITH. HOYT, PA.
«<Jt3t«.«:«.<*j««,«_«««:««<<<«^

We have In
MIXED

PEAS.

stock a limited quantity

and

Hickory,

S
M

<3t3t3t3t3t3t3tJt3tXJt»9tJt:<:<-«3t3t3r»3t3tJt3t

SEEDS, 1906
We

Crop.

best grade of GARDEN,
FIELD and FLOWER SEEDS and BULBS
sell

the

that money will buy.
We are recleanera
of Clover, Timothy, Red Top, Bluegrass,
Mammoth White Rye, Beardless Barley,
Seed Wheat and a full line of Farm Seeds.
Write for Catalogue and Field Seed Price
List,

THE HENRY PHILIPPS SEED AND
IMPLEMENT CO.,
1115-1117 St. Clair St., Toledo, Ohio.

ALFALFA.
Beat

leed

prlceB
J. E.

and

for

sale.

Write

saMylw,

for

FREE directions "SS" oa ktowIbcWINO & BROS., Box S5, Me<^aBlMburg, Ohls, or Eutaw, Ala.

QATE"POSfS^^^^ni
more
Gate,

cost

than the B. B. Gate, which requires neither.
B.

B.

FENCE

CO.,

GUY

^

CO. |

N. C.

Box

105,

great

PEAS

The

increasing
demand far all
kind of cow peas with each seaaon
demonstrates the important value af
this commodity to farmers.
Practical
experience in various sections ahowa
their utility, and preference ii given

•ver commercial fartillzers, becauaa
they are economical and more satlafactory.
In addition to this their uae
as a forage crop is almost doubllBf
itself with each year, until the demand has grown to be larger tham

i

the supply.

50Y BEAN3
The prolific growth of these beams
malces them very desirable seed far
a forage crop, and their popularity
1» increasing every year.
They are
also valuable in mixing with cow peai
OB account of their tall and stout
growth, which serves to hold up tha
cow peas while growing, and they ar«
belag largely used for this purpose.
During the past season the weathar
conditions were exceedingly unfaverabie and destroyed a large par cent,
of the crop of both Cow Peas and
Soy Beans, but with our large facilities we have been enabled to secure
a fairly good supply of both.
Wa
•hall be glad to quote you pricea oa
several varieties, and when desired
furnish samples.

WALLERSTEIN PRODUCE COMPANT,
Thirteenth

19-21 S.

Richmond, Va.

St.,

the

j^

HICKORY SEED

the

aire.

Peru, Ind.

"Feeds and Feeding*'
Henry's QrMt BaoIc for
Pamera and StockoicH.

Prof.

•
Delirered anywiiere for
12.00
With the SOUTHERN PLANTER, $2.26

E.

SEND YOUR ORDER FOR

SEEDS

MITCHELL.

—TO—

HORSE NOTES.

£.

station.

of

curing the pure food law, but the
country has been very slow to awake
to the fact that this question was
something which vitally affected every
one of its members. Doubtless there
are
many organizations, cloaking
themselves under the title of "pure
food associations," "honest label associations," and the like, who. while
they would like to be known as strong
supporters of the Doctor for a member of the cabinet, as above indicated, would leave nothing undone to defeat his appointment.
Dr. Wiley is
today a poor man. He has given his
services to tEe country, and has been
mainly instrumental in the enactment
of the pure food law in exchange for
a mere living salary; whereas, had
he listened fo the blandishments and
offers of the great inoneyeS interests
of manufacturers, he could, by reason
of his position, be to-day a million-

WHIPPOORWILL J
V
o. b. our

Write for prices

individual

COW

Advocates of the esitablishme nf
new department urge that there
is nothing more important than proper execution of the various statutes
which concern the public health.

COW PEAS,
of

every

American family. Dr. Wiley has been
the most instrumental factor in se

Hardwood Ashes.
bottom

tion of the new branch of the cabinet,
and while this may seem to be a small
matter to those who are interested
in diplomacy, and the progress of war
and the exploitation of foreign lands,
it is something which very vitally af-
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By W.

years,

at

Carter,

Chase

City,

THE SEED MERCHANTS,
Richmond, Va.

We

Mecklenburg

county. Va., which Is some nintely
miles south of Richmond, on the line
of the Southern Railway.
Its
Calcium Chloride and Lithia
waters have attained wide fame,
while the hydratic baths are among
the finesit in the country. Many outdoor attractions are offered, too, at
The Mecklenburg, as Col. W. T.
Huges, President of the Company, is
a patron of the chase, and his kennels
shelter one of the choicest packs of
hounds in Virginia. Dr. J. C. Walton,
the resident physician, ranks high in
his profession and is a good sportsman as well, as evidenced by his
ownership of numbers of fine horses
during the past decade or so, some of
which have been exported and ever
found favor in Europe.

Among the entries to the 2:14 trot,
pur.se $3,n00, at the Detpoit Grand
Circuit meeting in July, is the Virginia bred mare Princlne, 2:15 1-4,
by Sidney Prince, 2:211-4, dam Miss
Stakes, by Great Stakes. 2:20: bred
Floyd Brothers, of Bridgetown, and
now owned by the Crabtrees, of
Quincy, Mass. Another entry in this

& BEADLES

DIGGS

(Broad Rock).
Among southern pleasure resorts,
few have attained popularity and
prominence more rapidly than "The
Mecklenburg," a creation of recent
.T.

and

headquarters

are

Farm

Seeds

for

the

of

Garden
highest

and germination.

quality

SORGHUMS, MILLETS,

COW

PEAS, SOJA BEANS,

SEED CORN, ETC.
Write us

for

quotations.

CATALOGUE MAILED FREE.

DIQQS & BEADLES,
SEKD MERCHANTS,
RICMJVIOND, VA.

ROSES ROSES ROSES
Grown, Own Roots, Ever Blooming.
The best of all Standard ROSES, including
Runners.
Good ROSES, your selection, $1
per dozen and up. 16 ROSES, our selection,
jl; but would like to know the varieties you
want that we may try to please you. CataCold

logue

TURE

with

full

free;

directions

contains

for

coupon

ROSE CUlr
good

for

2t

cents.

Merit Rose Company, Richmond, Va.
Profit Suckers when
yoa a
S5°eS fou^pi?
*
" Lesa
Lambert's "Death i LiceT"
Sample
more eggs. Get
1907 Pocket Book
10c.,' 100 oz. ll.OO.

lice;

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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Northern Virginia Farms
Here are a few Bargains.
No. 91 contains 156 acres; good kluegrass land; free of stones, washes and

stumps;

comparatively lerel; tr^l
watered by streams, spring
six acres good original
timber; large orchard; aew 7-room
dwelling; 4-room tenant hoase; aww
bam and stable. Situated en McAdamlzed 'pike, 26 miles from Wa^tngton, 6 miles from station, eae-foiarth
mile from village, school, yost-offiee
fenced;

and wells;

and

stores.

Very eaay

Price, JB,000.

terms.

No.

78

contains

147 acres; level,
smooth fertile land; natural graas; t
miles from station; a mixture of loan
and clay; produces heavy crops of
com and hay; 20 acres original timber; good orchard; 6-room dwelling,
with usual outbuildings, in very fair
condition; two good horses, 6 cows,
t young cattle, a lot of good imple-

ments and farm

feed,

tools,

grain,

kousehold goods, bedding, dishes, and
about 50 nice hens. Will sell the entire outfit.
If sold within the next 30
days, price, $4,500.

No. 61 contains 350 acres fine blue»rass land; a little rolling, but it is
smooth, free from stumps, stones,
washes or gullies; 50 acres in timber;
about 100 acres of old sod, balance is
In small grain, timothy and clover;
has 11-room house; bam is small, but
the other outbuildings are ample and

the brown stallion Genteel
H.,
2:211-4,
by Gambetta Wilkes,
2:19 1-4, dam Lena, by Memhbrino
Startle, who was developed by M. B.
Hickson, of Lynchburh, Ca., and sold
by him to A. H. Miller, of Buffalo, last
season. When the bell taps for the
starters in this purse, if both horses
are ready to score, it is likely that
M. E. McHenry will have the mount
behind Princine and that W. B. McDonald will drvie the brown stallion.
event

Recent foals by Red Dillon, the big
bay stallion, by Baron Dillon, 2:12,

now

in the stud of

W.

J.

Carter, at

Manchester, Va., include a brown colt
from Lady Wells, by Potential, owned
by Floyd Brothers, of Bridgetown,
Va., and a bay colt, from Miss Etta,
by Salem, owned by H. L. Upshur,
Eastville, Va.
Both youngsters are
described as large and handsome, and
they show pronounced trotting action.
Mr. Upshur's colt is entered in the
rich American Horse Breeder Futurity for foals of 1907.
Other than this
year's crop of foals, now arriving.
Red Dillon has only sis living foals,
but they all show speed, while from
the high class mares booked to him
for 1907, even better results may be
anticipated.

Irving J. CoflBn, of this city, has
leased from Col. W. H. Chapman,
Gordonsville, Va., the handsome bay

In

by Gambetta
Wilkes. 2:19 1-4, dam Magnolia, by
Norfolk, 3670, and now has him in the
stud at Stoneridge Stock Farm, near
town.
In addition to fine size and
good looks. Wealth has a great turn
of speed, as while in training he could
easily show two-minute speed. He is
stoutly bred, too, being by Gambetta

neighborhood

Wilkes, the sire of 190 in the list of
standard speed, of which fifteen have
records of 2:10 and better, while
Magnolia. Wealth's dam. was a large

good repair. This farm is an ideal
•tock raising and grazing farm; water
In every field; fences are good and
is

of the

best.

Price,

$20 per acre.

No.

22%

contains

452

acres

fine

stallion.

Wealth,

2:10,

and handsome daughter of Norfolk,
nne of the best sons of the renowned
Nutwood.

quality of fertile well improved land;

comparatively level; no rough or poor
land on the farm. This is an ideal
grass farm; lies in a beautiful valley;
Ihi miles from station, and can be
viewed from one end to the other; has
50 acres of good original timber; has
two sets of buildings; new 7-room
house of modem style, with usual outbuildings, on east end of farm, and a
good 7-room dwelling, with good bam,
granary and all other small buildings.
In good repair, on west end.
Here Is
an excellent opportunity for two neighbors to purchase an up-to-date farm
and divide it. as it can be done to
excellent advantage.
Every foot of
this land will make three tons of hay
to the acre, or 50 to 60 bushels of com.
If sold within the next 30 days will
take $22.50 per acre.

Send

for

my new

WM. EADE8 MILLER,

COOPER'S JERSEY SALE.

We

have great pleasure

calling
the attendance of our readers to the
annual sale of Jerseys to be held at
Coopersburg, Pa., on May 30th, by
This
Messrs. T. S. Cooper & Sons.
sale has become a regular fixture in

the

Jersey

and

The Coopers have

in

PROPERTY FOR SALE.
No.

Fifty barrel flour mill, meal an*
This mill Is complete in every way;
Tennessee in a growing; 60 feet from
the Southern R. R.
water power, stone
dam; good building, office, 6-room dwelling
110.

feed.
is In

;

and 7-acre lot in bluegrass. Mill is In wheat
and corn section and has good established
trade.
Reason for selling Is the owner has
rheumatism and can't see after the business.
No. 105. 244-acre farm in Henry county,
Va. land almost level; all can be seen from
the dwelling, which is near the center of
the farm and a little elevated with drainage
;

all
directions; 7-room dwelling, pump
on back porch, furnishing abundant pure
cold water; 5 and 3-rDom tenant houses and
other buildings; 3 acres orchard; 2 miles
from station, churches and schools. Is itt
one of the best neighborhoods in this section of the State.
Price, J2,600.
Terms to
suit.
This Is a bargain.
No. 112. 1,072 acres timber;; S. C; 2 miles
fromrallroad at farthest part; estimated cut

in

3^4 of which Is long leaf yellow pine, balance short leaf pine; also 8,0bO
to 10.000 cords wood In reach good market.
Quite a lot of cross ties to be had also.
Price, J20,000.
Ample time for cutting.
10.000,000 feet.

No. 114.
Scott county, Va.
300 acres, 2Ch
acres In thrifty fruit trees of the latest an*
best varieties.
The farm Is well set In.
grass; in easy reach of churches, schools,
and railroad station. New S-room dwelling,
large barn, all necessary outhouses; everything
newly
painted.
This
property Is
located in the famous stock-raising sectloir
of Southwest Virginia.
Will sell the farm
with growing crops and stocked with cattle,
hogs, sheep, etc.
Write for prices.
If neither of the above
fill
your wants
write me just what it Is, as I have over lOO'
;

farms for sale of all sizes and can fill almost
any requirement
have personally succeeded with alfalfa.
I
I cut last year 10.500 pounds from one acre,
I know the requirements of this wonderful
legume,

Some

where you saw

to

locality,

Tours

among

are

priced

the

latter.

truly,

DUNLOP.

F.

D.

DESIRABLE FARM
315

et«.

farms will grow it and soms
and strange to say. that some of

highest

from

climate,

soil,

my

of
not,

the

acres In

Stockton,

Va.

FOR SALE.

Loudoun County, three miles
miles from Wash-

thlrty-flve

station,

ington; about twenty acres woodland, balance

under

cultivation

and

In

good

conditio*;

good, smoth land, easy to work; seven-room

house;
sixty

bam

100-foot

with

stanchions

for

cows; well fenced, mostly with wire;

watered by lasting stream and three wells;
equipped for dairying and has been operated
as a dairy and stock farm for years.

a good
if

farm and can be bed

sold before the first of June.

on easy terms

It

Address P. B.

at

Thte

is

a bargain

Price, JIO.OOO,

desired.

BUELL,

Owner, Hemdon,

Fairfax County, Va.

FOR SALE

world.
The
distributed through

Tell the advertiser
his advertisement

as

will

Dairy

these sales the finest Jersey blood the
Island has produced. We are glad to
say that Virginia and the South are
always represented at these sales and
many fine animals have been brought
back by our Jersey lovers. Look up
the advertisement and send for a catalogue and if you oan arrange your affairs to attend the sale, you will
never regret it.

list.

Herndon, Va.

[May^

is

A FEW CHOICE HOMES NEAR THH
NEAR ELECTRIC RAILWAY. NEAR
LARGE SUMMER RESORT, WITHIN EASY
REACH OF THE SEAPORT CITY OF NORFOLK. FINE SOIL. MILD CLIMATE, EXCELLENT MARKETS. ALSO A FINK
MAP OF EASTERN VIRGINIA; SHOWS
ALL POINTS OF INTEREST. PRICE, TBN
SEA.

CENTS, in STAMPS.
A. JEFFERS, OCEANA, VIRGINIA.

FARMS.
Prosperous and healthy sectlos
Good Shipping

FBANK

Facilltiee.

H. COX. Ashland. Vft
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How

HOT WEATHER AHEAD.
to

BARGAINS

Keep

the Kitchen Cool and
Comfortable in Midsummer.

Many a housewife is wondering
bow she will pass through the coming summer months with the stove
she well knows will make the kitchen
unbearably hot— to say nothing of the
dirt, dust and ashes that will add to
the discomfort.
There is a way out of it all a way
that not only lessens the work and
keeps the kitchen cool, but that also
reduces fuel expense. This conveni«nce, comfort and economy is all effcted by the New Perfection Wick
Blue Flame Oil Cook Stove, an oil

Below

stove so superior to other makes that
fast replacing the coal and wood
range, the old fashioned oil stove, and
in many cases the gas stove.
Any one who has had to wait ten
or fifteen minutes for the fire to get
started will appreciate the New Perfction, which gives strong working
flame at moment of lighting. "Blue
Flame" means the hottest and cleanest flame produced by any stove.
The
flame is always under immediate control, and can be raised or lowered instantly.

The convenience

be understood when

of this will

considered
that while the flame of one burner is
t)oiling the kettle or roasting a large
.ioint, that of another can be reduced
to simmering point
in this way enabling the housewife to cook a variety
of dishes at one time.
Then the comfort of it. \\Tiile the
flame of the New Perfection is intensely hot, yet the heat is not thrown
off into the kitchen, because it is concentrated by blue-enameled chimneys.
On wasBing and ironing days, the
comfort and convenience of the New
Perfection will be greatly appreciated.
It gives best results in the least time,
and does away wltn afl coal and wood
carrjing and the many other disagreeable jobs that have to be done with
other sto-\"es. The New Perfection is
made in three sizes, with one, two,
and three burners, and is warranted
to give full satisfaction.
Another home comfort is the Rayo
Lamrj which produces a light of unusual brightness, yet soft and mellow a light that will not hurt the
eyes. The Rayo Lamp can be used
in any room, whether it be library,
dining-room, parlor or bedroom. It is
highly ornamental, being made of
brass
throughout
and
beautifully
it

is

—

—

Every lamp is warranted
and makes a valuable and handsome
addition to any home.
nickeled.

The New Perfection Wick Blue
Flame Oil Cook Stove and the Rayo
tamp are too real essentials to home
«5mfort. Their easy operation, absolute salety and handsome appearance
•commend them wherever stoves and
lamps are used.

describe a lew of the

many

FARMS.

IN

bargains In

Farm

Properties listed In

my new

50-page catalogue.
I call them bargains for several reasons:
The land is as cheap or
cheaper per acre than land in other sections not as good or
as favorably located: all are situated
in the beautiful

Piedmont Section of Virginia, adjacent to Washington;
all are of easy
access to the best markets in the United States;
phone and trolley lines, turnpikes and
rural free deliveries are among other conveniences;
in fact, this is the best grain, grass
and stock section in the East.

—

it is

I
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No. 7S3. In Loudoun county- 50 acres; 4house, barn and all necessary outbuildings; well at the door; plenty of fruit
and grapes; 1^ miles from railroad; near
school, church and store.
Price ROOO, on
easy terms.
There can be 150 acres more
added to this place, also 35-acre timber
tract, at $50 per acre.
No. 784. Loudoun county farm; 145 acres,
110 clear, balance in timber;
nice 7-room
house, two halls; cellar.
16x24; barn, 16x26;
cow barn, corn house, hay barn, all necessary outbuildings; well at the door and farm
well watered; young orchard of most all
kinds of fruit; 2V4 miles from railroad; near

room

school, church

and

farm

set

is

well

store.
Price $5,000.
in grass of timothy

This
and

clover.

No. 785. Loudoun county farm; 176 acres,
in timber, fine S-room house, halls and
two porches; bank barn, 40x60, with 60-foot
wing: horse barn. 30x40 with basement; all
necessary outbuildings; well and cistern in
15

the yard; well fenced: 4 acres in fruit;
located 4 miles from railroad; near school,
church and store. Price $10,000. This will
make a fine stock farm and a beautiful
home. The farm is up in a high state of
cultivation; the buildings are all in good
condition.
No. 786. Loudoun county farm; 330 acres,
40 in timber, the balance in good state of
cultivation; large, modern 9-room house with
basement; large barn and all necessary outbuildings; well watered and fenced; located
Wi miles from railroad; near school, church
and store. Price $8,500. This is a nice farm,
as it has been used for dairying for a great
many years.

Loudoun county farm 243 acres.
timber; S-room house; barn for 26
horse stable, 44x16; corn house, ice
house, wagon and meat house; all necessary
outbuildings; well in the yard; farm is well
fenced; 1 mile from railroad; near school,
church and store. Price $9,000. This is an
excelent stock farm in a high state of cultivation.
The buildings are all in good reNo.

20

787.

;

in

COWS:

pair.

No. 788. Loudoun county farm; 300 acres;
12-room house with bath; two tenant houses:
barn and all necessary outbuildings: plenty
of fruit; located 2 miles from railroad; near
school, church and store. Price $13,000. This
is a nice farm; everything in good condition.
No. 789. Loudoun county farm; 100 acres:
two houses, one 6 rooms and the other 4
rooms: oew basement barn, 40x60; all necessary outbuildings; place is well watered and
located 4 miles from railroad; near school,
church and store.
Price $tOOO.
No. 791. Fine village farm near Vienna:
140 acres. 10 in timber: 7-room house; bank
barn. 38x50; all necessary outbuildings: well
at the door; farm is well watered: paitly
fenced: some fruit; located 1 mile from
steam and electric railroad; near school,
church and store and only about 12 miles
from Washington.
Price $100 per acre, on
easy terms. This is a fine farm; it is run
as a dairy farm; will make a fine Investment for a farm or a subdivision. The land
is in a high
state of cultivation and Just
rolling

enough

to

work

good.

No. 792. 21.5 acres; 6-room house; some
outbuildings: spring near the house; some
peaches and cherries: located about 1 mile
from railroad station, school, church and
store.
Price $1,600, on reasonable terms.
This is a cheap place.
Located in a good
community. Has enough of wood and timber on the place to pay lor it.

No. 793. 107 acres; 100 acres clear; 5-room
house; stable and outbuildings good
spring
near the house; ^ood orchard of most
all
kinds of fruit; farm is well fenced
and
watered; o miles from railroad; near school
church and store.
Price $2,200, on easy
terms.
This will make a nice little stock
farm.
No. 705. A nice dairy farm. If you
want
a nice home and a good investment it
will
pay you to investigate this property
188
acres, about 135 cleared, balance
in good
timber; a fine, modern 14-room house,
wide
halls, large porches, large cellar
with furnace heat; the house sits on a high
elevation in a nice shady lawn; a large
bank
barn with silo attached, wagon sheds, corn
house, hen house, ice house, dairy and
wash
house,
tenant houses.
3
The place is
stocked with 25 cows, 1 bull, lot of
milk
cans, De Laval Separator, large furnace
in
dairy, zinc vat, lot of dairy supplies, milk
cart, about 40 tons of Ice and
ice tools. 2
horses, double set of harness, 1 2-horse
lumber wagon, 1 2-horse farm truck wagon
1
1-horse farm truck wagon, 1 1-horse spring
wagon and single harness. 1 mowing machine and rake, 1 grain drill (new)
1 2horse scoop, 1 roller, Evans corn planter
2-horse wheel cultivator, 2 2-horse plows'
1
2 double shovel plows, 1 single shovel plow,
1 spring tooth narrow, spinke harrow.
Acme
harrow, 1 Blizzard feed cutter, 1 large plat;

torm

scales,

1

feed

mill,

corn knives, corn replanter,

1

40-gallon

oil

mowing scythe
forks, shovels, picks, maddox, hoes
wire stretcher, axes, cross-cut saw, wheelbarrow, hay knife, 2 crowbars.
All are in
tank,

good condition. Lot of feed, consisting of
hay. fodder and insalage, enough to carry
stock through season.
No. 742. Fine stock farm in Loudoun county, containing 640 acres, 500 cleared; 19-rn-im
house: barn 250 feet long, 2 ice houses, cow
barn for 100 cows; all necessary outbuildingsnice orchard of most all kinds of fruitlocated one-eighth mile from railroad station'
school, church and store.
Price $36,000, on
reasonable terms. This is a fine estate
The
land is in a high state of cultivation; the
house has perfect water system with 4 bath
rooms: 4 tenant houses.
This place must
be seen to be appreciated.
No. 722. 107 acres;
SO
cleared:
6-room
house; barn and all necessary outbuildingsfine well at the door; water in every fieldnice orchard of most all kinds of fruit; the
house is located in a nice shady lawn- farm
is
well fenced.
Price, if sold right away,
$2,500, on reasonable terms.
This V
orooertT
V >.j
is

worth

$3,500.

.No. 736.
A fine estate, on the banks of
Potomac: 1.200 acres, 100 cleared- 21room house; barn and all necessary out-

the

'

buildings,

including 7 hen houses, 5 wells,
water and spring; farm is well
fenced; most all kinds of fruit- station on
the place: near school, church and store
Price $45,000. one-third cash the balance to
suit.
This farm is a typical dairy farm Is

running

used for that purpose: it is the best in the
State,
It has 2',4 miles front on the Potomac river. The land is in a high state of
In addition to the above buildings there are 9 tenant houses.
This property must be seen to be appreciated.
No. 733. lll«b acres; 4-room house and
basement: stable and outbuildings.
Price
$1,600.
if
sold right awav.
This could be
made a nice little farm. It is located on the
pike; near school, church and store and
about 5 miles from steam and electric rail-

cultivation.

road.

When
vortle^rs

«m

corresponding with onr ad
always mention Tio Soot)*

PlAntar.

SEND FOR THE CATALOGUE. DESCRIBE YOUR WANTS.
KNOW
YOU IN SIZE, PRICE AND TERMS.
J. F. JERMAN, FAIRFAX, VA.
Branch: Vienna

I

CAN SUIT
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THE FARMERS AND

AtpentioN

There

I
sell and exchange Virginia Real Estate
of all classes, such as Grain, Dairy, Fruit,
Stock, Truck, Poultry and Bluegrais Farms,
Village Homes and Business Places of all
The reason I make specialty of
classes.
the two suburban counties Loudoun and
Fairfax they offer the homeseekers more

—

advantages
combined than
any country
known to me. This fine portion of Virginia,
extending from tbo National capital to the
top of the Blue Ridge .Mountains, is not
only beautiful and healthy, but is very
accessible to Washington and Alexandria
and pike, which gives all
cities by rail
producers a fine home market.

My

for locating

facilities

tion of Virginia are second

you

this sec-

In

to none.

State

what kind of property would interest you.
have a large number and great variety
and

properties,

New

catalogue

very

can
and

likely

map

mailed

I

of

you.

suit

free

on

request

W.

TAYLOR, Herndon, Va.

H.

A COLONIAL HOME
IN

OLD VIRGINIA.

Also Gunston Hall, home of George Mason;
another Colonial home of 419 acres on PotoPrice,
mac, 18 miles from Washington.
J32,000.

THOMPSON &

CO., Washington, D. 0.

FARMS
For

Sale.

you want a farm to raise grass,

If

grain,

from

stock,
us.

subsoil.

or

fruit,

Chocolate
Address

tobacco,

buy

with

red

soil

&

CO.,

Land and Timber Agents,
AMELIA C. H., VA.

MARYLAND FARMS.
Farm

containing

72

acres,

45

under

culti-

vation, balance In timber, 6-room house, flm*
climate.
J.

A.

Price, $1,000.

JONES &

Write for catalogue.

Co.,

Salisbury, Md.

WATERFRONT

TrucK and Poultry

FARMS
Cheap transportation to
Northern markets. Full particulars and
a good map of Tidewater Virginia on request

Near Norfolk, Va.
all

WILCOX & GOODENOW,

No.

2,

Lowenberg Building, Norfolk, Va,

Please mention the Southern Planter.

BUYS
FARM
in Virginia

Complvt*
three-room cottage Uka
These 26-acre poultry, fruit and ragfarma are only two miles from
Waverly, Va., a modern little towa oa tha
N. & W. Ry., midway betweea Nortalk
and Richmond. Climate, water and markets
for
produce
cannot
be ezcell«4.
Write tor further information and for llita
and booklets showing farms and plantations from ^0 per acre
up.
F.
H.
LaBAUMB, Agrl. and Indl. Agent, Nortalk
& Western Ry., Box 600, Roanoke, Va.
comfortakle

iVIth

mt.

etable

-I " I " !"! "I"I" I " ! "!"I"l" I " I -I"I" I -

Send For

ture stampede in the opposition to
great corporations.
The looting of the Chicago and Alton by Harriman, the advantage given to the Standard Oil and other
trusts, the granting of rebates, to
crush out competition, and other offenses of like character should be
dealt with by a hand of iron, but, at
the same time, it ought to be remembered that the prosperity and growth
of this country has been brought
about by 'the organization of corporations and the combination of capital.
This being true, corporations are ento

titled

some

protection, and

not wrong because a clamor
against them.

is

all

Is

set

up

I-4-

List of

FARMS
FOR SALE
The Culpeper Land

Co.,

W. p. Hill, Secy.

CULPEPER,
4~ ! -

H"M-H

-

r

-

VIRGINIA.

-

T l " I " I " I " l - I " I"H -

H" H- - - I"
I

I

t-

Farms,

Timber Lands,

Town

Properties

m; new Hit of choice targelni Is
real estate iltuated In ROCEBBIDQE, BATH
• Bd AUGtJSTA retlMTIIS.
All iDfonsatlon
diaarfnlly and promptly aaBwertd.
Livery,
etc., free to thasc vho mean buBlnesi. ^— iSend

fer

•

is

most stringent inspection law.
They were given no credit for thus
of the

asking a stringent Inspection, but the
cry went on g-gainst them. In matters of government, we have been advancing at a very rapid rate for the
past two or three years, until we are
settling down to a placid acceptation

the

I

J.W. GUINN, Goihea, Ta

a physical disease known
as "hys'teria" and the American people have shown some evidences of being afflicted with ,a political "hysteria.." Mr. Bryan raised a cry against
the extortions of the railroads and It
sent a tremor through the whole
body politic; the President joined in
the cry and the tremor changed to a
spasm and Congress and State Legislatures proceeded to take a fall out
nf railronds.
Before the railroad agltntion had ceased, a shout was raised
about "the terrible condition" of the
meat packin.g houses. This was met
by the packers by an open declaration that they desired the enactment

that

M - " M-M-

Piedmont Virginia

Notwithstanding
the natural conservatism of the American farmers, evidences have been
creeping out that there is grave danger of their being led into a premaagriculturist.

There

W. W. BARNES

$500

is

deeply interested in the political affairs of the nation than the farmers.
By this is not meant party political
aafCirs, but what might well be termed
"grand politics"; that is, the policies
that should control in governmental
affairs.
The first to feel the effects
of any bad or mistalien policy are
those who till the soil, and make the
wealth of the nation; the slowest to
recover from any season of great
business and financial depression are
the farmers. These two facts should
make every agriculturist in the land
an active and earnest student of public policies.
By nature, and because
of their quasi-isolation, they are conservative, not easily led off into the
support of radical matters; nor, as a
rule, are they easily stampeded. The
shout. "Great is Diana of the Ephesians," came from the throats of the
merchants, the idlers, and the students of Greece, and not from the

Greek

814 acres fine land, 12 miles from Washington: house built by George Washington. All
perfect condition. An Ideal home for retired
business man. A bargain.

H. A.

POLITICS.

no class of the American
people who are, or ought to be, more

HOMESEBKERS AND INVESTORS.

—

[May,

government must

put

its

Old Virginia Farms.
CLIMATE AND PR9DUCTIVENBSC UNBXCILLCB. LAROBST SALE LIST IN
«TATB. FOR POLL PARTICULAR* AND
PRBB CATALOOUB ADDRESS

CASSEUMAN

CD.

CO.

KICHMOnD. VA

Free!

Free!

What?

The largest and best selected list of farma
For full particulars send far
In Virginia.
free catalogue describing James River Valley
tack Farms, a fine list of small Truck

Farma near Richmond,
Farms In Tidewater

also Fruit and Truck
District af Virginia,

wkere flah and oysters abound. Ageacy eatakUshed 1176. Address W. A. PARSONS ft
CO., C. and O. Mala Street Depot, Rlchmaad, Va.

Farms, Orchards. Timber,
Cotton Lands In Virginia and the South.

ALBEMARLE

IMMIGRATION

Charlottesville, Va.

SOCIBTT,

THE SOUTHERN

1907.J
I

AMLOOKING FOR
KAOLIN CLAY

Convenient to railway.
Send small sample
by express, with particulars as to location,
amount, price, etc.

C. E.

EVERETT,

Dearborn

Chicago,

Street,

111.

Farms

Virginia

HANDSOME COUNTRY HOMES AND
HIGH-GRADE FARM LANDS A
SPECIALTY.

WHITE, "THE LAND MAN,"

E.

J.

Va.

Charlottesville,

OF FARMS

BIG LIST

In the best portion of Virginia. We har*
all kinds, and tk» prfcea ara rlgkt.
8«4
S cents in stamps (or our Illustrated llit&
PIEDMONT AND TIDEWATER LAND CO.,
Inc., Columbia Ta.
Box 4.

Virginia
MOST SELECT

Farms

LIST, and

in

kU

•»

tions of the State.

PRBB CATALOaUB.

CHAFPIN &

R. B.

CO., Inc.

Richmond, Va.
IF

YOU HAVE AN IMPROVED

VIRGINIA FARH
CAN SELL

I

SEND DESCRIPTION
PROMPTLY.
IT.

EVANS, Guineys, Va.
CHEAPEST DAIRY FARM

In

There was a time when political
orators delighted to refer to the farmers as the "backbone and sinew" of
the country, but one seldom hears
that declaration even from the demaThe farmers
gogue in these days.
are told that raih'oad officials are
"robbers," that owners of coal mines
are "robbers," that meat packers are
"robbeTs." In ail mis there is one
thing the farmer should take note of
the railroads have again and again
stated they were unable to promptly
move the immense crops of the country because of the lack of cars, of
motive power and of increased terminals; that the crops and the commerce of the country have grown
much faster than the railroad facilities and trackage.
To provide more
cars and greater motive po'W'er, in-

—

creased terminal facilities, and more
requires
money. If the
trackage
railroads are hampered in any of
these directions by hostile legislation
the farmer will be the one to suffer,
and not the holder of the railroad
stocks and bonds. What the farmer
is interested in is largely increased
facilities for getting his surplus to
market, more markets, better marPolitical hysteria that results
kets.
only in keeping one set of men in office, or putting another set in, should
find no adherents among the farmers.

An
gave

astute political economist once
the following advice to the
"Raise more cotton and less
and you will be better off."

South;

Virginia;

h 11,
Paraphrased

a

applicable to

all

dlstanc*

Wa«hl»gt»n;

in beautiful section; statloa on place; 277
acres, dwelling, large stock kara, hay bam,
llo, dairy, corn house, tool shed; beautiful
spring at hause, swift stream; 70 acres
woodland; over 1,000 young fruit trees, beet
varieties; also ol* erchard; esubllshed dairy
business; ;7,600 will buy It. Other bargains;

catalogue.

If

here first.
D. C.

change, come
CO., Washington,

contemplating

THE SOULE

VIRGINIA PAkns
AND TIMBER LANDS.
We have a good selection of nice
Farms, In large and small tracts, aad
prices from $3 per acre up, on eaay
terms.

COLE & BROWN,

1201 Eaat

Main Street, Richmond, Va.

SPLENDID FARM
3%

miles ef Rlchmen4,
If you are looking for a place en
(•r sale.
which to make meney, this Is a flae epperWell a«apte4 for stock feeding »i
tnnlty.
dairying, possibilities for the latter are unI am retiring on what tills fans
limited.
has made for me. For particulars, write te
R. W. G., care Southern Planter.

of

into everything.
This is hysteria of the worst sort; it Is a case of
acute political dyspepsia.

S. H.

driving

IM

acres, within

FARMS
VIRGINIA
PER ACRE AND UPWARDS.

n
Catalogue tree.
Loans
Easy paysienta.
ade on country Real Estate. OEOROB B.
CRAWFORD * CO., Rlehmond, Va. BstabUthed January. UTS.
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hand

A LARGE DEPOSIT OF FIRST-CLASS

140

PLAIv'TER.

—

little,

this

would be

sections of the coun-

STOCK,

GRAIN, GRASS ANB
POULTRY FARMS FOR SALE,

^
aatem

Shore

uid fertile

ef

te

MIM CUnuiU

Send for catalegue.

sell.

WOODCOCK,

8. P.

per acre en tke

)16

Maryland.

Salisbury, Md.

"In the Green Fields of Virginia,"
Homes for ALL; Health for ALL; Happliees
it

and Independence tor ALL.

FARMS

ALL

sliea

at corresponding prices, but

ALL

-waseaable.

MACON &

CO., Orange, Va.

VIRGINIA FARMS

Handsome

illustrated catalogue mail-

ed on receipt of

cents In stamps.

6

WALKEk & MOSBV, Lynchburg,

In Virginia
,-,

H.W.

Ve.

100 Stock Farms. 50 Colonial Homes, lb Hunting

Preserves.

Free

list.

HILLEAEY& CO.. Charlottesville, Va.

Farms.

Virginia
Varmi

of any size with Improvements.
Prices In reach of all.
Free list.

PORTER A GATES,

QINSENO
y,Z^ „
and 1907.
formation

MUe

Louisa, Vi.

P'^°'^ 3°'J Seeds for Fall

^°^ Spring delivery 1906
Popular prices.
For further inaddress C. P. CARTER, Sevea
.

Fore. Va.

Plants!
Seven

varieties

including

the

Plants!

of

Sweet

Potato

Plants,

VINELAND BUSH, EARLY
and AFRICAN VINE-

GOLDEN, SPANISH
LESS BUSH YAM.
Lettuce,
Pepper,
Celery Plants.

Tomatoes,

Cauliflower

Cabbage,
Early

and

LET ME PRICE YOUR WANTS.
Thomas Shoosmlth, Jr.. R. F. D.

"PRACTICAL IRRIGATION."
the title of a 36-page pamphlet just issued by Fairbanks, Morse
& Co., Chicago, 111. It deals very
thoroughly with the mechanical irri.gation problem and contains much interesting and valuable information
with reference to the many different
types of pumping machinery used for
this purpose.
There are many fine half-tone illustrations showing irrigation plants in
actual operation, these installations
cover a wide range of service, including pumps operated by gasoline en-

This

MAKE $15
ACi FNTQ
MOCi'M
O CAN
TO$20AWEEK
by
I

getting orders for our
Teas. Coffees, ExSpices and Baking
Powder.
For full particu-

Famous

is

steam pumping machinery,
gines,
electrically driven pumps, and pumps
operated by wind-mills and the advantages of each clearly defined.
This is probably the most original
and complete treatise ever issued on
the subject. A copy of this pamphlet
No. 957 PI. will be mailed free of
charge to interested parties.

tracts,

lars address

THE GREAT AMERICAN
TEA CO..
N-33

Vesev

New

Street,

York. N. Y.

ALL KINDS Or

WILD BIRDS AND ANIMALS

LIVE

WVANTED!
Deer, Wild Turkeys, White
Squirrels,
Ducks,
Swans, Bob White
Quail, Grey Squirrels, Bear, Baby Raccoons, Foxes, etc.; t3 each paid for
Particularly

Wild Turkeys.
DR. CECIL FRENCH, Washington,
,

D.

LEAEN HOW TO EARN
©3.000 A YEAR.
FROG RAISING. A business thai
Inveslmer.tand

starts on

brings large returns.

sma'

Gurnet

book gives you the practical knowledge. Prl»
».

*M»T«
triT

1,

Chester, Va.

try.

Neat Binder for your back nn»
ran b« had for 30 cents. Addiv*
Bniriness Department

ooslgald $1 .00 The book

will

leach you

HGW TO

BREED, PEED & BAISE FBOaS.
IkMEAOOWBROOK FARM. ALLEKDAIe'n i.

C.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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REMINISCENCES OF THE SPRING
OF 1865.

USE ONLY

Guaranteed Goods!
Foutz's Superior

Food

oultry

outz't Certain

Worm Powder
Foutz's Horse
Csttle Powder

&

-outz's Certain

Cure

<olii(

oulz's Liniment
and Foutz's Heal-

Powder and

ing

Cure

Gall

Are

all

ment

guaranteed and bear

Number

Serial

XJ.

S.

Govern-

217.

Foutz's Superior i'oultry Food is a neces-.
Bity to the maintenance of health and reguUsed by
lar laying of hens io every flock.
experienced and successful poultrymen with
economical and otherwise unattainable results.

H4-pouna
everywhere;
Sold by dealers
Send for new price list and
boxes, 26c.
Literature
our special assortment otter.
request.
on
furnished
Information
and further

THE DAVID

FOUTZ COMPANY.

E.

Md.

Baltimore.

Mary Washington.
ol our national struggle, in the spring of 1865,
great
with
us
events crowded uix)n
rapidity, keeping us in a state o£ con-

Towards the culmination

stant and high-wrought excitement.

Early in March, Sheridan made a
raid on the Piedmont section of VirYour correspondent was then
ginia.
Hving in Buckingham county, on the
south side of the James river, about
miles below Lynchburg.
Sheridan did not penetrate to the
southern side of the rivier, owing to
the fact that our people living there
burned the bi-idges spanning the
tliirty-8ve

and scuttled their boats; and,
as we had had very heavj' rains Just
before the raid, the river was so
swollen as to render fording impracA bridge spanned the river
ticable.
at Bent Creek, Appomattox county, a
few miles above my home, whilst anHowardsville,
at
other crossed it
about ten miles lower. Our people set
fire to the latter bridge on Tuesday
morning, March 7th (I see by reference to diary I kept in those days),
whilst the Bent Creek bridge was
About midnight, the
fired that night.
outcries of our negroes called us to
the door, and on looking out, we saw
huge fragments
a grand spectacular
of the burning bridge floating down
reflecting the
water
the river, the
blaze, and thus adding to its splendor.
T never saw so grand an illumination.
All night long we could hear the
horse hoofs of raiders on the tow
paths opposite us. as they carried terror into the homes on the north side
Just opposite to us
of the river.
stood the home of Mr. Frederick M.
Cabell, who had been a member of the
Secession Convention In 1861. and
who had voted with the "Yeas." As
it was rumored that the raiders had
vowed vengeance on him, he hastily
fled to the woods with his older boys,
leaving two little fellows under the
river,

—

"RARVA" MEAT MEAL.
Poultry Food.
1%

85% Protein.

ECONOMIC.

Fat.

APPETIZING

PURE,

AND WHOLESOME.
WILL KEEP INDEFINITELY.

Sack 100
.7UST

Lbs..

$3 00

THE FOOD FOR GROWING
CHICKS.
Sample

on

Request

RICHMOND ABATTOIR
RICHMOND, VA.
Dept.

M. Box

267.

WANT EGGS?
THEN USK S. P. 8.

DO YOU

Multum Ovum,
greatett egg prMuoar
the market.
It li alM
1
preventative for cholera
ind roup.
_ . i^g

he

iQ

:>.

Roup

P. S.

ROUP CURE.

the most fatal disease la tht
poultry yard.
S. P. S. Roup Cure Is a cer
tain cure.
Used as directed, we will guar
antee it.
Send for illustrated circular and price Hat
Is

AGENTS WANTED.
SOUTHERN POULTRY SUPPLY
910 E SL, N. W., Washington, D.
wan TO nuns

CO.,
C.

NEWTON'S Hurt >kd Cough Cirar
< VETEIIIIHIIt SPECIFIC

^Uyearasale.
f^-r^tnll cure

-"^ ciku.

[May,

(Jf

(-htettttir>,can£
Ifeat-fs. $l.(.. per

dealers, or exprfba

prepaid. Seiiii lor liouklet.
Tbe.^«wtoiib«i&edjCo.^lol»dtf.U.

charge of
wife being
ty, having
before the

their

negro

already

Uce KiU

Instant

Louse
is

to

sure death to lice on

poiiltr.v, horses,

Comes in convenient shaker-top
cans anil being a powder may be used
winter or summer with equal convenience. Sold on a positive written j;uarantee. Be sure to look for
the word" Instant "on can as there
izer.

many

iire

imitators.

m Canada
Can 25 cents] Exceptextreme
r
3 lb. Can 60 cents West ana souui.
1 lb.
» ...

.r-,

'^"'t

...A

j

If your dealer cannot supply you,
we will forward 1 lb. can liy mail or

express for 35 cents prepaid.
JLaimfacturtd by

Dr.

HESS & CLARK
Ashland, Ohio.

I

:

i

mm

mammy—his

in

visit

POULTRY FOODS
Chicks:

Food

expressly for Little
I
I food"B"esi>eciaiIyadapterl fGrow
ing fowls; food "C" onlv for Fatten
Ing. Raise your fowls from incubate
to shipping crate on Fidelity Foods. ThevcovejI every demand oftnedelior for making
I cate chick
**A*'

I

I
I

;

—

were rumored to be S.ono strong, and
had 40 wagons and 2 brass bands, the
distant strains of which were occasionally home to our ears on the
breeze.
The Nelson people had a

Killer

on ."^heep, bu:j8 on cucumber, squash and nieion vines, cabhuge
worms, slups on rose buslies, etc; and is
also a reliable disinfectant and deodorCRttle, ticks

a place of safeher parents
raid took place.
By midnight the raiders were swarming over
fhr house and premises, searching for
the Secession voter. The little boys,
under the guardianship of their faithful nurse, slept peacefully through the
uproar, and the raiders did not harm
tlit?m, though one of them held his
pistol over their heads and called
them "d d little rebels."
The raiders made their headquarters at New Market, a little village in
Nelson county, at the confluence of
They
the James and Tye rivers.

gone

the Chicks

That sleepy-acting chick is infested
lice.
Act promptly or you will
brood.
lose the whole
Dust each
chick with a very little Inst.nnt Louse
Killer, and dust the lien thoroujsrhly.
When you ne.^t set a ben, do not fail
to dust both hen and nest with this
wonderful insecticide.
with

r

fowls

I

OatalopFree

iPinetand Incubator Co
"

MiJamesburg.N.J.

No Vore Blind Horses £ron'''X.i;Vs^"TiS
I». h»Te

other sore eyes. Barry Co. low* City,

tne advertiser wliere you bbw
advertisement.

leli
ii«

I

,
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Lump

hard
thir

The fliat rein«d7 to

OQXO T«qT"p Jaw was

Lump Jaw

t« Ve A cure and cuaruDteed to
c«r«. Don't e^>eriment with snbstitates
or iinitatioiis. iJae it, no matter bow old or
bad the oiMO or what elee yea may have
tried—TOOT raoney back if Fleming's Lamp
Jaw Oare ever fails. Our fair plan of eelliBS. tosother with exhauBtive information
oalAmp Jaw and ita treatment, is given in

FIcmIbs'b Vest- Pocket
Veterlaarr Adyliter

Most oompleta veterinary book ever printed
to be siTen away. Durably bound, indexed
wad Uloatratad. Write oa for a Oe« oopj.

FI«E3fIH6

BBOS^

t»9 Falaa Bto«k Tarda,

experience with the raiders,
houses being ransaclced and pil-

Wa^ranteil to Give Satlafmcdon.

laged, their grist mills injured, so as
to prevent them from grinding; their
good horses taken, and brolven down
or dead ones put in their places; but
'to us on the other side of the river,
except for our sympathy with friends
and relations in Nelson, the raid

Jaw
Fleiiii]i|i*s
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OhemlRta,
Obleaffo, Ula.

DEATH TO HAWKS

Gontbauii's
Caustic Balsam

little more than a great panoWe could plainly see the
troops passing along the towpath opposite us, stopping once in a while
to set fire to a freight boat or to kill
a few sheep grazing near.
But although on the safe side of the river,

proved
rama.

we still felt some uneasiness lest an
adventurous band, of the raiders
might swim or ford the river and
make a sudden descent on us. One
morning we thought out mettle was
going to be tested by actual contact
with such a band, for a little negro
rushed in, exclaiming: "Yankees com

Has Imitators But No Competitors.

A

Yankees comin'." The men of the
family had gone off in quest of news,
so there were only women in the
household.
tried to throw ourselves into dramatic and heroic attitudes. The lady of the house said,
"Surely, ithey will listen to the appeals of helpless women and extend
protection to us."
Accordingly she
sallied out with an air that might
have befitted the mother of Cariolanus, and began an eloquent appeal to
the blue coats. "Although you have
takn up arms against us," she said,
"I hope you will extend protection to
helpless women." Here she was interrupted by a cherey, familiar voice,
exclaiming: "Good morning, Mrs. C,"
and we found ourselves confronted by
a band of our own men, dressed in
Yankee overcoats that had been picked up on some battle field; a dangerous expedient, but one to which they
were driven by the extreme scarcity
of clothing, which increased as the
in',

Cf

I'S
Kills

Hawks.

Cures Cholera,
Frees ChlckeiiS of Vermin.
and Makes Hens Lay.

To be convinced send
Price, 15c or

for a

package.

2 for 25c; Postage, 8c per pkg.

FOE SALE ONLY BY

W.H MACNAIR,

Druggist, Tarboro.N.G.

250,000,000
Sheep Every Year^
Dipped In
.

COOPER DIP
Has no

One dipping kills ticks, lice
Increases quantity and quality
of wool. Improves appearance and condition of flock. If dealer can't supply you,
send =1.75 for S2.00 ClOO gallons) packet to
and

equal.

nits.

KELLY CO Pittsburg, Pa.
PDRCELL. L-\DD >t CO. Richmond, Va.
Wm. COOPER & NEPHEWS. Chicauo.

G. A.

.

.

We

war drew toward

its

Safe,

Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, Capped Book,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameneaa from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or 'Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria. Removes all
Bunches from Horses or Cattle.
As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism.
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc, it la Invaluable.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam eold la
Warranted to prive eatJstactlon. Price $1 60
per bottle. Sold by drugeiste, or sent by expresB, charprea paid, with fall directions for
its use. CiTSend for descriptive circalara,
testimonials, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland, 0.

rWe

Why

Lose CaEves from Blackleg?
Thev constitute the future hc-r J.

VACCINATE NOW WITH THE ORIGINAL
(Cord form)
D«.t..._
Pasteur (i BLACKLECINE
blCIoouI.. d'ellet form)
vaccine bOa ^ Slackleg vaccine (Powder)
Produced by the Discoverers: Profs. Arloing,
Conievin and Thomas.
Successfully used on over 36.000.000 Head.

PASTEUR VACCINE

CO., Lid.

the horse works.

Gall

1

close.

[

^

Bickmore Gall

what point we do not know. To-day
was iselec)ted iby oUiT President for
fasting and prayer."
-4fter this events crowded on each
otner with great rapidity till the end
which came a month later.
About the last of March, or first of
April, the last engagement took place

Cure Co.

Bos 935
'Old

r.

Out R*t Vinw

1

P.rlB, BIologie.1 Prodarti

Town,

AN INFLAMED TENDON
NEEDS COOLING.

fruitless encounso far as we were concerned,
resulting in the vain loss of many of
the flower of our already sadly depleted ranks.
In one of these last
encounters Gen. A. P. Hill fell, and
the gallant Col. Willie Pegram, of
Richmond, whose brother. Gen. .John
Pegram, had been kiled on the 6th of

AgSiRflNE

ters,

weeks after marrying
the beautiful Miss Hettie Gary, of
Baltimore, of whom the remark had
been made that she was too beautiful

Cure

ia ^aranteed to cure all
chaps, bruises, cuts, grease I
Jheet, scratches or torn orl
Bscratclied teats, etc., in cows.
Take no substitute. See trade!
mark. Every horse owner cani
have our illustrated Horse Book I
I
land large sample box Gall Cure I
|for 10 centsfor postage onboth. [
Write today, or ask your

In the diary I kept at that time, I
the following, under date of
"March 10, 1S65":
The Yankees left
"All quiet again.
New Market yesterday afternoon, for

—two

THE
HORSE

Bickmore^s

find

February

WORK

re-

^

f

around Petersburg,

J3'^^,?^

will

Ffund the mon- ^
ey '.f Bickmore's^
Gall Cure does
' not cure collar and
^saddle galls -while)
'

Will do it and restore the circulation,
as.sist nature to repair strained, ruptured lij,'ainent9 moresncccssfully than
Firinj^. IS'c* blister, no hair gone, and
you can use the horse. S2.00per bottle,
delivered.

Book

ABSORBINE.

2-(J Free.
JR., fur mankind, Sl.OO

Tom Ligaments,
Varicose Veins, Varicocele, Hydrocele, enlarged Glanda and I'lcers. Allays pain quickly
bottle.

W.

F.

Cures Strained

P. D. F., 109 Monmouth
Springfield, Mass.

YOUNG,
Street,
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POULTRY SUPPLIES.
State

Prairie

Incubators and Colony

to be looked at, except on a holiday,
as traveller said of the city of Florence. After Petersburg was given up,
Richmond, of course, soon shared the

same

Brooders.

fate,

and on Monday morning,

April 3d, the Federal
session of that city.

army took

pos-

We heard a ruBuckingham on April
would not credit news so
distasteful to us. The rumor so angered the head of our household that
he threatened to have 'the bearer of it
arested and imprisoned for propagating false news, tending to produce
mor

of this in

4th,

but

disaffection.

The new
aad

mere

Prairie State Brooilers raise

chicks

better

than

any

Als*

other.

CHICK FEED, FOUNTAINS
—AND ALI^POULTRY SUPPGES.
Write for tree catalogues.

VIRGINIA POULTRY SUPPLY

CO.,

Richmond, Va.

"iVIodel"
Incubators

Brooders and
Feeds.
Chas. A. Cyphers.
Local agent and and distributor. Catalogue
prices f. o. b. Richmond, Va.
Also headquartera for Chicken Feeds and Supplies.
Free catalogue and price list for the asking.

W.

J.

TODD, 426 N. Sixth
RICHMOND, VA.

Flrnprirt
Cemplete
Hatching and BriiiVM
twe
for
»T.»;
Plant
quarts oil will katok
aad brood the ehtehm.
Our nest sjatent is the
latest
dlscoTerj.
Fvll
snppllen.
line
poultry

Free

prices.

catalsgus. Writ* t»-4*y.

OTCLB HATCHBR CO., Bn
New Terk.

4M,

Blmln,

BEFORE BUYING

An Incubator
get

glre yen
eur free catalogue.
It will
Beney-saTlag points (ven it yea 4e net

ome
bny
Bex

COLUMBIA INCUBATOK

of

us.

11,

Delaware City. Det.

CO.,

GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
Eggs

hatching
from extra choice,
Eggs (1 per
blgb scoring stock.
IS; ri.76 per JO.
Miss KATIE THOMPSON, Neyerlet, Va.

selected,

for

Wednesday

night,

That last week of the Confederacy
was a strange, tumultuous, exciting
one. Soldiers were swarming through
the country on their way to join Lee,
who, they said, was endeavoring to
reach Burkeville and make a stand
there. They did not seem to anticipate giving up the struggle, even If
they should be forced to evacuate Virginia, but expected to fall back to the
Trans-Mississippi in that event. The
spring was unusually forward that
year. Already the forest was decked
with bright foliage, the willows on
the willow bank were green, and the
fruit trees and spring flowers were
in full bloom.
The 9th of April was
a day of tender, dream-like lovliness.
Lee had made a stand in Appomattox,

near enough to my father's house for
us to hear distantly the musketry and
cannonading going on there. Early
in the afternoon of the 9th, a party
of calvary dashing past our house
gave us the intelligence that Lee had
surrendered. A large part of our calvary made their way out before the
surrender took place.
Fully a thousand of them passed our house that
afternoon.

St..

METAL MOTHERS

Lowest

On

April 5th, howe\Ter, we had confirmation of this news through two young
men who had hastily fled from Richmond Monday morning, crossing into
Manchester by one bridge, whUst the
Federal troops poured into the city
by the other.

[May,

Jamesto'wn Cxpositien.
"White Wyandottes
(Duston Strain)

PRIZE-WINNING CHICKENS.
HICKORY BOTTOM POULTRY FARU,
Beaver Dam, Va.,

now prepared

Is

No.

D.

R. F.

to

sell

2.

for exhibition at

Jamestown, Va., a limited number of pens
or single birds. Cockerels and Pullets, from
our April hatch, from our prize pens or
other fancy
White Wyandette
stock of
Chickens, Duston strain, to be delivered In
September, 1907. Prices of same subject to
correspondence and at fair rates.

Winners of all firsts at Virginia State
Virginia, and 14 ribbons at RIchmend
Poultry Association, Richmond. Va., January 22-26, 1907. Judged by George O. Brewn.
Eggs from actual prize-winning chickens,
pen headed by First Cockerel of Virginia
SUte Fair, at J3 for 15. and from other
pens of fancy stock at J2 for IB, %Z.i» for
Fair.

J4.50 for 50 and
tility guaranteed.

Correspondence

for

$6

30.

Good

100.

pleasure

a

and

fer-

solicited.

R. RANDOLPH TAYLOR.
ROBERT LEE TAYLOR.

White Wvandottes
AND

LEGHORNS.

R. C. B.
Wklte Wyandotte Eggs,
enkaters,

per

it

A

IM.

n

for li;

few

for In-

extra

foi

Fekmary an4 Marck hateked Wklu Wynn-

dstts Ceckerels fer sale. Bred frem seleetefl
klrds and guaranteed Wkit* and is stay
Wklte. Let m» fT\c» yen ene.
A. L. PARKER. Fall Creek Penltry Fum.

Askland,

Va.

White Wyandotte
Eggs fer kateklng, (umiaked In large er
Fredoeed trm seleet stMk
lota.
Write fer yrloee.
O. F. POINDEXTEX, Greenlee, Keakkrl<«e
aanll
enly.

Ta.

eemnty,

White Wyandottes

^:

EGGS

»1.50

PER

15.

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS
EGGS $4 PER
THE LILOLA FARMS,

Late in the afternoon, we heard the
northern army firing off a salute in
honor of the "wayward sisters" being brought back into the Union firing as many times as there were
States in the Union.

U.
Elinent,

».

BEST WINTER LAYERS,

—

All that week a stream of paroled
soldiers were pouring past our home
on their way homeward, prepared to
beat their swords into plough shares.
Most of them expressed the opinion
that their parole was free and liberal,
and that Grant had treated Lee and
his army with consideration. Some of
our gallant officers escaping unparoled still further proved their allegiance to the Southern cause by going
to join Johnston in Tennessee.
An
old letter from one of these lies before me now, describing how the writwith several of his comrades,
er,
started on the night of April 9th for
Johnston's army:
"We managed to
cross the south side railroad near

Va.

Negrofoot,
Post-Offlce Address

Mattlson-Brey Strain

BUFF WYANDOTTES
Eggs, %2 per
shipment.

W.

P.

15

or

HICKERSON,

80

Jr.,

for

J3.6«.

Prompt

Mancbester, Tean.

Golden Bronze Turkeys
at Indianapolis. Chicago and
Eggs, (4 per doten.
Virginia State Fair.
Mrs. S. F. BADQETT, Route L FannTllle,
Virginia.

From winners

SWAN'S
EXTRA HEAVY FELT
houses and kindred buildings, nsed
bv thousands of poiiltrymen In the past twentyfor iionltrv

lowest cost GOOD roofing on
the market. For samples, etc.. address
THE A. F. SWAN CO., 17 Battery Place, K. Y.
five Tears, the
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SINGLE AND RuSE COMB
Reds, Barred Plymouth R»cks, White and

Rli04le Island

Golden Wyandottes and S. C.
Brown Leghorns.
Wa »t9T »stM t»T katehIhc frnn tit* llnttt and
koat nutMl birds tkat «•

ibU t« prodva*
yean of suoMnfal

lutT* be«B

X

is

Mr
Iw

F«>ltr7 kre«4Uie at
IS: n.T5 for »; HIS
IS for IM.
9«;

Wa an

aklnlBS enra now and aaa
akip at any tlm« d««tf«d.

MVHRSIDB

POOTuTmT
rAJUU,

COmiAN

B.
K. r. D.
J.

1),

30XS, Proprtators,
aad 74, Dartoo, Ta.

ft

Baxaa

71

EioiE

mn

EXCLUSIVELY
haTS

I

apared

aeltkar

paisa Bor mesay ta krtas
my stock to hlgfcaat partectlon. My birds arc ltf«a
aBi fisoraoa; brad ta lay
aa veil aa to abow. 9ttM
for
aale
fram
graal
matlnga.
CarreapendCBca a plaacsr*.

Member

of

—

Rkeda

lalaad

ClBb.

Mias LOUISB T. SPENCER, Blaekatoaa, Ta.

Bath Combs.

Hl«heat Class Stock. Baaatlful Cockarela ?2 lacb.
Eggs— 15, %l.tt: SO, ;2.M: IM, X!SatisfactlOB guaranteed.
Wrlta
BLKTON POULTRT FARM, Bktaa. Ta.
CllBtaa Henslay, Praprietor and Vlca-Praaldent R. I. Red Clab.

EGGS FROMPURB-BRBD

RHODE
ISLAND
RBDS.
AT FARMERS' PRICES.
Miss LIZZIE G. SMITH,
R.

F.

WellvlUe, Va.

D.,

Royal Reds.
High-Class R. and S. C.
Large, handsome,

REDS.

RHODE ISLAND
hardy,

vigoroas,

orBament to any farm; the leading fowl in America; winners at leading
shows this year: bred to lay from quality
that wins.
Send your order now.
Bggs,

profitable:

per 13; J8 per
ous Chicks, $3 per 15.

12.50 to J5

100.

Strong, -rigor-

GEORGE W. SWEETING.

Locust Mount
Poultry Farm, Sharon, Harford Co., Md.

SINGLK-COMB

RHODE ISLAND REDS
Kggs

at

R.
Bgga

C.

M per IN.
Waldrop, Ta.

n.!S per IS ar

JOHN W. MORRIS,

Rhode Island Red
n

par alttlag af
tar hateklBg.
ether ohlekena rals ad o b tha (arm.

It.

Na

Mrs. J08BPH M. HtTRT, BUekataaa, Ta.

Eggs
per
per

On Monday morning, we

war between the United States and
Prance was imminent so we hoped
that even at this late day France
might step in and turn the scale for
us as he did in the Revolutionary War.
Rumors began to spread about Louis
Napoleon's intervention going, so far
as to assert that a FYench fleet, coming to our assistance, had landed at
Fortress Monroe. In those days nothing seemed too wild and improbable
to hope and believe, but, after a little
while, we
cious hope
tunes.

could to our altered
Only one more sensation

for-

oc-

curred during that fateful spring, and
that was the assasination of Lincoln,
which tok place about ten days (I believe) after Lee's surrender.
The negroes soon found out that
they were free, but to their credit be
it said that they conducted themselves
in a very quiet and orderly way. They
were all under the impression that
they were to have a mule and forty
acres of land, and they were much
disgruntled when they found out, at
length, the fallacy of this expectation.
The summer of 1865 was one of
great gayety and social enjoyment in
the country strange as that may appear.
The young returned soldiers
had not yet settled down to any regular employment; indeed, they scarcely knew as yet which way to turn, so
entirely had they cut loose from their
old moorings;
besides, after their
long separation from their families
and friends, and after the many dangers, hardships and privations they
had undergone, they felt an intensi-

for Incubators.

Rhode

and social en-

joyment, and so this summer sped by
enlivened by picnics, dances and socithe
al gatherings of various kinds
Joy of young life triumphing over sorrow and adversity. True, our crockery and cooking utensils had reached
a low ebb. but "the kindly fruits of
the earth," and the products of the
dairy and poultry yard gave us good
tare, and the social and hospitable
spirit of old Virginia showed itself

—

Island

R«ee-Cemb
Reds
a

VALLBT VTBW
POtJLTRT YARDS,
„
„„
D. Gllck, „
Praprletor,

.

,

J.

Route Na.

No.

1».

Box

Daytan, Va.

41,

EGGS FOR

HATCKMNG

FROM
RHOOB ISLAIfS
RBDS, BUFF PLTMOUTH
AND WKTB MINORCAB.
C.

S.

Strictly

(OBly

high

clasa

stock.
tha baat aUawad to
par alttlag, |S par

,

,

n

IWa.)

Alsa

chalaa Caakarala of
kreada far aala at *^

»Mva

&

ta 11.M eaah.

CLARA MBTSR,
NORFOLK,

MRS.

R.

F.

VA.

Red, White and Blue
Rose and SiBgle-Comb R. I. Reds; White,
Barred, Buff Rocks; White, BrowB and
Buff Leghorns: six Tarletles of Wyaadottea;

Roee
and Single-Comb Minorcas;
Blua
Andalusians, Mottled Anconas. Price of egga

my

In

C.

free catalogue.

SHHNK,

L.

EGG

Write to-day.
Page Talley
Luray, Va.

Proprietor

Poultry Yards,

For

HATCHING

—FROM—
3.

C.

Whlta Lagheras,

S.

C.

Black Minorcas,

Barred, BulT and Whlta Rocks,

Whlta Wyandottw, R. I. Reds.
good, Tlgorous stock. Promptseaa and
satisfaction guaranteed.
Writs for prleea.

From

SOUTHBRN POULTRY YARDS,

HerndOB, F^iirfai Co., Va., H. A. Sager, Pi»p.

Eggs For Hatching
and White Rocks, 3. and R. C. Whlta
Leghorns, S. and R. C. Brown Leghorns,
Black Langshan, Light Brahmas, S.
L.
Wyandottes and Pekln Ducks.
B.

HEN

—

fied zest for recreation

per IB; n-7S
per SO; {i

specialty.

had to abandon this fallaand try to adjust ourselves

we

(2.75

prepared to fumlah
goad, fresh egga by the IM

re-

ported for duty, never dreaming that
the cause was lost, but alas! we
never struck another blow for the
safety of the living, or ithe memory of
And so, after Johnston
the dead!
surrendered, we came sadly home,
lUie the cavaliers after the Worcester

n

at

3t:
100.

am

I

Tennessee on the next Sunday

night.

as best

Rhode Island Reds

WHITE WTANTJOTTBS,
C. BROWN LBOHORNa
AND B. P. ROCKS.

S.

circuit of forty or fifty miles to avoid
S'toneman, and reached the army of

the

S. C.

Rhode Island Reds

—

—

Even after Lee's surrender, hope
flickered up amongst the more sanguine of us by reason of an announcement in the New York Herald that

ms

R03B AND

Lynchburg," says he, "and at once
struck for Campbell Court House. We
were thoroughly worn out, having
been in the saddle thirteen days and
nights three days and nights before
leaving
Petersburg with.
scarcely
any rest but pushed on, making a

fight."

ROSE COMB
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J.

B.

EGGS,

$1

FOR SITTING OF

IB.

JOHNSON,

ClOTer Hill Farm,
Manassas, Va.

Eggs For 5ale
Barred P. Rack and

S. C. R. I. Heda; IS
for »1; 1» for n.75; S» for «.B0. My B. P. H,
are good layers of large brown egga.
Mrs. C. L. BLANTON, McDBlf, Ta.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
From

S. C. B. Orpingtons, J1.50 per 15, and
from M. Pekln Ducks, $1 per 11. Also a lot
of fine S. C. B. Leghorn Hens at $1 each.

All pure-bred stock.

CEDAR ROW POULTRY FARM,
W.

B. Jefferson

&

Bro., Props., Amelia, Va.

A PRIZE OF

$2

For highest scoring cockarel fram twm
bought of me axhlbltad at next una'—I alMw
of Virginia Poaltry AssaaUUaB.
B. P. B.
Bggs $2 per U.

OHARLH) BROWN,

Roata,

VlrglBla.

1.

CartanrflK
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undimmed by

WHITE LEGHORNS.

the

PLAifTER.
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changes the war

NOTICE

had wrought in our condition.

We

will digress to

say that during the
summer of 1865 I saw, for the first
time in four years, a copy of Harper's
Weekly, and it contained a scathing
editorial on some daring individual
who had just created an immense sen
sation at some seaside resort, by appearing publicly in a bathing costume, such as is now universally
worn at such places. The editor denounced this costume as shocking and
indecent, but all the same it gradually found
favor, and, before mauy
I

offer

for

WHITE LEGHORN COCKERELS
^25 each. Eggs for sitting 1b 10* Iota
at $5 per 100 or over; lots of 60 at $3 from

at

choice

White Plymouth

Rocks. White Leghorns, Buff Orpingtons and

Black MInorcas,
delivered to express company, Norfolk, Va.

FOX HALL POULTRY FARM.
Rural Free Delivery No.

per IN.

M. FINK, 3401 Hanover Street.

C. G.

RICHMOND, VA.

White Le g ho rrt,

S. C.

selves to our new situation, and, like
true philosophers, we tried to make
the best of it. not unlike Sophia and
Olivia in "The Vicar of Wakefield,"
who. after being thrown from their
horses, set about cutting up their
trains to make Sunday waistcoats for

Dick and

Bill.

The modern way
U:

tar

^M

»w

M* alHk

IM.

iM Ml*.

COTTON TALI-ST WAMU, Tutof*.

White Leghorns

S. C.

HEAVY LAYING
Eggs, il per

SIX

a

M.

STRAIN.

or J5 per IW.

15

HUNDRED HENS,

»1.2o

EACH.

P. O., Embro, N. C.
Shipping Point, Macon, N. C.

ROSE COMB WHITE LEQHORNS
winning Srst and *ec*md Cockerel, lecoBt
second Cock and aecoBd Hea at
Stock tar sal*
January 22-26.

Pullet,

Richmond,
Eggs,

per

J1.25

15;

H

Plymouth Rock E^gs.

FRED NUSSEY,

per

But

Choice

10».

jl per 1£.

Massapooaz, Va.

WHITE
Mammoth Pekln Duck Eggs (Rankin
for
Buff Rock (best soft roaster), 15
JL50, or 100 for
S. C. B. Leghorn (best layers), 15
tl.OO, or 100 for
strain),

Infertile
If

100

11

for
« 00

for
6 00

Rock and Leghorn Eggs replaced

returned to us within ten days of receipt.

LAUREL HILL POULTRY FARM,
R. F. D. No.

1,

Roibury, Va.

PUREBRED BROWN AND WHITE
LEGHORN EGGS.
JLOO for sitting of 15.
Samuel W. Dodge, Stuarts Draft,

Va.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
BARRED

PLYMOUTH

ROCKS.

high

scoring birds of Thompson. Byrd Bros, and
Hawkins strains. Eggs, J1.50 per 15.

MAMMOTH

PEKIN

strain.
The largest
Jl.oO per 13.

Reduction

If

DUCKS.

and best extant

more than one

Rankin
Eggs,

LESLIE

D.

Tell the advertiser
his advertisement.

where you saw

few nice cockerels, JLBO.

BROWN LEGHORNS.

also added to my yards a pea bougkt
of William F. Bruce, Victor, N. Y.
Tkca*
birds are from winners at Madison Spuaro

Have

this

strain for sale.

ELLETT, Beaver Dam,

A.

J.

is

any

more

FARM
DR. H. H. LSE, Prop.,
R. F. D.

in-

rapidly.

Catalogues and particulars of these
H. C. presses can be had by calling
on local agents. Farmers will be consuting their own interests to investigate them thoroughly before buying
a press of any other make.
Pittsylvania Co., Va., Dec. 26, 1906.
I would not miss a single copy of
The Southern Planter If I could help
it.
It is worth its weight in gold to
the farmers.
BARNEY H. GUINN.

February

21,

1907.

Franklin Co.. Va., Feb. 12, 1907.
I thinlv
the Southern Planter the
best farm paper for this section we
B. C.

DILLON.

4,

Lexlnitos, Ta.

WYANDOTTES

S. L.

exclusively.

A

Cockerels left
tLiS.
Best lot
}io. PuUetB.
A
make up trios. Eggs. |1 per
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Eggs

few

eholco

Prle«,

%1

to

ever kad.

I

fow Hens

to

sltttng of IS.

for Hatching

White

Wyandotteo, White Pekla Ducki.
Stock large, vigorous and handsome.
Price, {1 and (LEO, respectively, per If.
R.

RUST,

N.

R.

F.

D.

2.

Ta.

Alexandria,

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
BARRED. BUFF and WHITH PLTTfeUTH
ROCKS; WHITE. BUFF aa< PARTXIBCB

WYANDOTTES;
BLACK
)IIM*BCAS;
WHITE and BROWN UKHORNS.

LIOHT BRAHMAS; PASTHrDGS COCHIMS;
Price,

n

for

16;

$S

Two-third*

per IW.

hatch gi]arantee<l.

SOME NICE COCRBSBLS OF THX
DIFFERENT BREEDS POK SAU.
OAKLAND PSULTRT PAKIf. C. J. WartaoT,
Kaaacor, Rafla, N.

I.

have

Va.

POPLAR HILL POULTRY

great

sitting Is or-

KLINE, Vaucluse. Va.

Hens and PuUeU, fLS

Jl for IB; J5 per 100.

A

of

market hay

expense, if the
farmer is prepared to do the work.
It is not at all necessary that he
should call in a contract baler. To
get the extra profit, he must do the
work with his own force. With such
a hay press as the one-horse or twohorse press manufactured by the International Harvester Company, he
will be well equipped.
They are designed to enable the farmer to put
his hay crop in marketable shape,
and to get the most out of it. The
purchase price is not large, and they
are strong, durable machines, as all
I.
H. C. machines are known to be.
With them the work can be done rapWith the one-horse press,
idly, too.
a man or boy can bale eight to ten
tons a day. That is doing well enough
for off
days. With the two-horse
press, of course the work can be done

dered.

jmx4b

1906.

It

can be done at odd times without

still

my

Birds In

Virginia State Fair, RlckmoBd,
Only place ever exhibited. Carefully
selected matings. Especially
reccotamaaot
(or large combs. Eggs from these matiiigB.
first at

costs a little extra labor,
but the extra price received more
than compensates for this In many
places there is absolutely no market
for hay unless it is baled. The baling

curring

STRATHEDEN POULTRY FARM,

to

WHITE LEGHORNS.

0-

S.

Blue ribbon winners.

won

Garden In 1902-'3-'4; Chicago, UOt. Sgf
from this pen, %1 per 15; $o per 10«. No stock

BALE YOUR OWN HAY.
in bales.

2,

NORFOLK, VA.

was universally adopted.
In a few months, all of us, at least
all the young and pliable amongst us,
had learned pretty well to adapt ourj-ears,

KggB from Hens that scored 92 ptimts by
Judge G. O. Brown at Richmond Ponltpy
Skow. January 22-26. at n-6» per li; 1».tt

next sixty days chalc*

the

C.

EQQS FOR HATCHING.
Prom
dotte.
S.
C.

prize winning stock— White WyanWhite and Barred Plymouth Rock,
Brown and White Leghorn, S. C.
One dollar for 15.

White Minorca.

BELMONT POULTRY FARM,
H.

G.

Roberts, Proprietor,
R. F. D. No.

Roanoke,

Va.,

2.

SPRING BROOK POULTRY FARlf,
CULPEPER, VA.
S. C. B.

nd

LEGHORNS
Bm

Black Minorca*

ExelUBlTely.
Coeko^o all (old.
•oason, 85c. aa< tl JittUg.
Satisfaction Oaaranteed.

ta

,
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FERN HILL POULTRY FARM
ESTABLISHED

1S93.

At Rlchmsnl Shew,

Breeders of aiistocrata only and winners whererer exhibited.

J«miiu7

22-26,

S.

C.WHITE LEGHORNS

Oeorgs 0. BrowB, judge, our

1907,

w»m arst Pen, first Cockerel, firat and third Pullet, highest
male—TEN HIGHEST SCORING FOWLS IN SHOW.
•nr S. C. B. MINORCAS WON FIRST COCKEREL and five
trea

a>d

to

other ribboas, running

Mlnorcas and young White Leghorns only birds exhibited, theugh

first te fourth.

kreed Barred Plymouth Rocks and

I

scoring male

S. C.

Browa Leghorns.

Eggs, ?1.B0 per sitting.

you wait F. F. V.'s and Blue Rlbbea Birds, address

It

J.

WALLACE SMELLING,

MANCHESTER

=

=

(Yards at Stop No.

9,

N*. 1
VIRGINIA.

R. F. D.

-

=

Rlcbmend-Petersburg Trolley.)

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING.

CUT PRICE

Coffee.

One

of the best mixtures of coffee
these proportions. Four pounds
of Java, two pounds of Mocha, half
pound of Rio. Toast the coffee to a
rich brown. It requires almost constant stirring after it gets hot. When
it is warm, glaze with the white of
an egg and pack in in a close tin box
or a glass jar. When needed, grind

—

Is In

For six cups of coffee measure
one large cup of the unground coffee,

fine.

tie

it,

bag,

after grinding, in a cheesecloth
so that the water can

loosely,

Have the
readily.
water come just to a boil and pour
seven cups over this amount.
Shut
the pot and boil for twenty minutes.
pass

Serve

through

with

it

cream

or

boiled

fresh

ON EGGS OF THE FOLLOWING VARIETIES OF THOROUGH-BRED
POULTRY OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY FOR BALANCE OF THIS
SEASON TO READERS OF THE PLANTER.
Rocks
_. Rocks
Buff P. Rocks
R. C. R. I. Reds
S.

C.

Buff Orpington

S.

L.

Wyandottes
Wyandottes

Sitting.

15
15
15
15
15
15
15

Jl 10

110
130
110
130
110
110
140

JOHN

water. When it is done, let it cool
a little; add three eggs, one and a
half quarts of buttermilk, two teaspoons of salt, and two quarts of
meal with two teaspoons of soda

E.

$3

dozen.
E. F.

SOMMERS, SOMERSET, VA.

Barred Plymouth Rock

serve as soon as done.

U; lacnbater >(ip, f*
Large, heavy, well-marke* blr«»
per 100.
and no Inbreeding. Hens weigh from 7 te

Beat very hard and add
it.
two kitchen spoons of lard; bake in
gem pans, or in deep pudding dishes;

this

thick-skinned,

For one gallon of

Eggs at
10

Ice.

the

S.

S.

Brown Leghorns
White Leghorns
White Leghorns
Buff Leghorns

SittlBB.

15
16
15
15
15
16
15
16

Hamburgs

Pearl

HEATWOLE, Box

sifted in

Select for
red oranges.

C.
R. C.
S. C.

S.

w

jt

110
11*
1 1»

U

Harrisonburg, Va.

to be used

through the coarse part of your meat
chopper. Season with salt, pepper,
REDUCTION SALE.
shavings of onion, and a tiny bit of
OF EGGS THAT HATCH STRONG,
sage. Put a layer in the bottom of
HEALTHY CHICKS.
your baking dish and then a layer
Moundsville, N. C, April 7, 1907.
of fine crumbs, and a layer of meat
I am pleased to write you that we got a
Season fine hatch from the sitting of B. P. Rock
again with crumbs on top.
the top crumbs and put good slices Eggs purchased from you— 14 fine, healthy
of butter about on it. Fill the dish chicks.
nearly full with stock, or water; do
Mrs. ALEX. J. SMITH.
not wet the top crumbs, and bake tor
June-Hatched Cockerels are the best for
half an hour. I have seen this used breeding. I am using them and never had
for dinner, but it is better for sup- better hatches.
per, to eat with hot batter-bread.
MamEggs, 32 for $1.60;
B. P. Rock
Rice Batler Bread.
moth Pekin Duck Eggs, 15 for Xl; Mammoth
Boil a cup of rice in three cups of Bronze Turkey Eggs, one-eighth wild blood,

Orange

Per
R. C.

110
Black Langshans
118
S.
C. White Minorcas
TB
Guineas
Cornish Games
FeedUg,
Poultry,
about
tells
all
and
illustrates
talogue
Thirty other varieties. Fine
Order
cents.
only
10
Lice,
etc.,
of
Best way to rid poultry
o..
Care and our Premium Offer,
States,
free with your order. I ship to all parts of the United
from this ad. and get
'"'Buy Eggs
testimonials.
"" '--"
Canada, Mexico and Cuba. Pleased customers everywhere. See
from headquarters and get the best.
White

milk.

Baked Hash,
Put the pieces of meat

Per

Ice,

Mrs.

PLYMOUTH

full

grown.

WILLIAM

P.

It to 11 poii»«i

BURKS,

Bedf*r* City, Va.

_
_ ^
R. F. D.

ROCKS.

B. B. Thompson's celebrated strain. Bred
Unexcelled la
for quality not for quantity.
laying qualities, size, vigor and beauty.
Yard No. 1. (For Cockerels), headed by

"Crackerjack" (weight WM pounds). Second
prize cock Richmond Poultry Show, January 22-26, 1907, George O. Brown, Judge.
Eggs from this yard, $2 per 16.
Yard No. 2. (For Pullets), headed by a
grand cockerel, just from Thompson, aad a
brother to

his

best exhibition

Eggs from these yards,
yards have a 5-acre

$2

pullets.

per

Bot*

15.

run— practically a

range.

free

All surplus stock sold.
Address
anteed.

Satisfaction guar-

LESLIE H. McCUE, Box

No.

4,

Afton, Va.

VALLEY FARM.
BARRED P. ROCKS.
S. C. B. LEGHORNS:
Eggs $1.50 per

15;

$5.00

per 100.

75 cents per

pounds aad Cocks from

whem

"RINGLET"

BARRED

CHAS.

C.

WINE,

Mt. Sidney, Va.

,

1,

Please mention the Southern Planter.
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a grocer

If

when

saj's

'

'certainl}-,

ask him for a

3'ou

Macbeth lamp-chimney,

it's

an indication that he

is

a safe

man

it

shows

to deal with, as

a desire on his part to serve
his trade with the best of
everything.

The merchant who always
to

tries

you

sell

"just as good, "

something

when you ask

for a standard article, doesn't

Macbeth

sell

lamp-chimnej-s.

My Index is useful
a lamp and it's free.

—

to

everyone

MACBETH,

Address,

who owns

Pittsburgh.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
For

sale at all seasons.
Strong, healtliy,
large, farm-raised fowls, beautifully barred;
Mites' strain crossed with prize winners of
Thompson and Bradley strain. Eggs
per
sitting: $1.50 for two.

U

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS.

Urge,

healthy birds, correct plumage, crossed with
the National strain. One Tom left, $5. Eges,
?3 per dozen.
M. PEKIN DUCK Eggs, %l per sitting 13;
11.60 for two; $5.25 per hundred.
All fowls from fine laying strain. Nothing
fcut fresh eggs shipped.

Mrs.

R. E.

WILHOIT, SOMERSET, VA.

Barred Plymouth Rocks
Eggs

from

strong,

healthy,

One

stock.

farm-raised

dollar for

DANIEL SHENK,

IS.

Denbigh,

Va.

Kvawn.
BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCKS
uouiTON-i

xtlaalTSly.

My

birds

wlor

ars large, Tlf»r»»8, th* rtAt
tk* ksas Iut« tk«
aa4 tl.M pw altUaa at U.
M. HOUITON. K««>rtl«. Ta.

aad

kabIL

Bets

C.

mm-W^m

n

WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
S.

C.

Brown Leghorns,

Write for catalogue.
R.
I

W. HAW,

Centralia. Va.

HAVE PLENTY OF GOOD
SINGLE-COMB

Brown Leghorn
Eggs for hatching. Flock has free range
Every one In the flock In the pink of condition.
Can furnish 100 or over from one
day s laying. No chilled eggs In the new
house.

Have a few

at

fine Cockerels for sale
Jl for 15; $6 per 100.

12 each.
Eggs,
Ship from Richmond.
Do not send to Mrs. Cal Husselman for
Buff Orpington or White Holland Turkey
eggs.
No more to spare at any price

CAL HUSSELMAN.

R.
Springs,

F.

Va.

D.

1,

Highland

[May,

use six oranges, two pounds of sugar,
two lemons and four tablespoons of
cornstarch. Very carefully grate off
the yellow oily rind; take care not
to get any of the white inner skin,
which is bitter.
Mix this grated
rind with a cup of the sugar, and let
it stand while you proceed to make
the ice. Dissolve the cornstarch in a
small quantity of water and then pour
boiling water over it till it is clear;
put in the sugar and let it all get
almost cold when add the juice of the
oranges and lemons and the grated
rind.
Freeze at once and let it set a
while before using. Make lemon ice
in the same way.

SINGLE

COMB
BROWN

LEGHORNS.
Lm4Uc
bf

aay varMr.

(DM nt

pea.)

kmmtcA

u

bwa

a^

Oalalf s

.wtttoat ex*«»liaa.

•QS—1>

te
traai

fmr U; (t (ar M; (( ear «; |U
for 75; rit for IM.
Btock far aale at all ttaaas.
Alaa a
B. P. Rook CMkerela aa« Taarltac Mal«
at
a eaorllaa,
(rasa
Mtmlif Bsslbwif
otroageet Uaa4 llaa

tw

STRAWBSKJIT BIU.

fXTLm

XAMtm,

Box Ml, Klii^isl. Ta.
Breeding y«r<a (wir stMaa kaaa altr
Cbe«a»«Kko aa« Ohla BaflvarMeaa. Alt. Lachara ClabL

•

Mesa. Ta. Poaltry Asa's.

N^W FARM
White Plymouth Rocks
Best stock PISCHEL strain

Eggs $i.oo per

setting
birds for sale

No

a lot of this at a

always ready for use.
To make the pudding: Six eggs beaten separately, four cups of sugar, one
and a half cups of butter, creamed,
with the sugar, after washing: one
cup of cream or rich milk, and as
much of the caramel as will season It,
with two tablespoons of flour mixed
in the milk.
Bake In rich cnist and
it

at

Thia etrala of Uao-br^ Mrta kava
wtaalBg at all tko Iok«>c
tbas twoaty yoars.
Will
natlaga Ula seaswa
a«aal

Burnt Sugar Pudding.
Make the caramel as for cream.
Put two cups of white sugar in a very
clean iron frying pan. Set it on the
top of the stove and let it melt, then
brown, not really burn. When it is
brown enough, pour two cups of boiling wafer into it. very slowly: take
care to have a long handled spoon, as
the stuff sputters dreadfully. Let it
boil until as thick as molasses, and set

make up

absw

A»-w

the susrar in and cut in squares: bake
You will find that these are
eat with ice than almost
any form of cake, and they are far
more economical.

I

WM rnmmmmt

Irst Coakw«l

fade* LAMbart ta b« tha bait

lsbaw«< aae), Irst as*
Hea (akawed aas), aBoaal PmlM.

quickly.
better to

aside.

Uj

at*.
In

Sand Cakes.
To one quart of flour use one cup
of lard, and make up with cold water,
roll
thin and sprinkle sugar mixed
with powdered" cinnamon over it: roll

time and

m

eiM»

boras wars aho n a ttoa at
Ua4U«» BVHM, K. T.,

is

A

few HAMPSHIRE PIGS also
black hog with white

The

Prices reasonable,

belt.

S.

GEYER,

M.

Norfolk

&

Manager,

Western Rf. Farm,

Ivor,

Va,

eat cold.

Shad Roe Sandwich.
Wash the roe with cold salted water
then pour boiling water over them
and let stand five minutes: take out
and plunge into cold water.
This
blanches the roe. Boil for twenty
minutes In water with a little salt.
and a tablespoon of vinegar. When
done, pick to pieces without breakins:
the eegs. mix with a little chopped
cucumber pTckle. season with salt
and pepper, and spread on thinly cut
slices of bread, buttered: put a lettuce leaf on fop and a tablespoon of
mayonnaise on this. Press another
slice of buttered bread on top and
serve for lunch or tea.

C.^RATEN.
Louisa

Co.. Va., Apr. 18. 1907.
appreciate the monthly visits of
The Southern Planter, with her good
cheer and rich food for thought and
the blessings that will come to those
who will put into practice Its practical suggestions.
G. B. HERRING.

We

White Wyandottes
EGGS FROM TWO GRAND PENS.

$2.50 and $1.50 per

15.

My
at
of

yards contain every first prize wlnaer
Richmond, Jaanary, 1M7. Also a nnmbar
the second and third winners.
A few

birds for sale.

WALTON
City

O.

SAUNDERS.

Address, 916 West Main
mond, Va.

UM.)
(Bastaesa
latab.
Cbolcest Puro-Bred
SILVER LACED WYANDOTTES
for
eiclaalvely.
Eggs

from

batching
blgbbest
ecarlng
stock my
wlater layers only tLiS
for 16, t2 for St. or
tor IW.
Packed
sbl»
safely
anywhere.
Dascrlptlve circular free.

—
—

U

S.

P.

TODmi,
VlrglDla.

M

DOBbIgh,

Street,

Rich-
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LACKS

B

Langshans

Black

Langtban*
and

Are typical
in

shape

alze,

MORE IMPOR-

color.

TANT,

they
superior

tor
duction.

Eggs from

are

bred

egg

pro-

tamaui

thla

strain (l.SO per IS; }2.Tt

per

Winner

30.

BLACK, TAZEWELL, VA.

M.

A.

more

of

prizes

Virginia State Poultry

on Langahans at

Show than

other

all

exhibitors combined.

BUFF ORPINQTO^S
—AND—
MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS,
Sixty-ene dozen eggs in January from aur
select pen of 50 Butt Pullets.
We otter our
eggs one-third cheaper this season than la»t,
and our birds are better in every respect.
Price Jl per 15, J1.75 per 30, J5 per 100.
Can ship no more Turkey eggs.
Address, and malce all orders payable to,
B. O. POULTRY YARD, R. F. D. Box 27,
Rapidan, Va.

Qlenview Orpingtons
BUFFS EXCLUSIVELY.

S. C,

$2.50 win get you a aettlng of guarantead
fertUe egga from beat matlnga »t tko akvre
atock.
They will hatch th« kiad you waat

B.

HORNE,

S.

Ke»wlck,

Va.

S. C.

BUFF ORPINQTON^

R.

Brown Leghorn Egga

And
batch
Mrs.

C.

good

chicks, tl for 15.
C. R. WOOD, R. i,
Virginia.

MAT

that will

PatertfelUf,

SINOLB-COMB

Bro-wn LegKorns
EXCLUSIVELY.
Bggs

for

strain;

$1

hatching

from

frize-wlanlag

tor 15.

Miss Alice St C. Butler, Drewry'a

Bluff, Va.

•MABT VIWW'
Silver
J. W.

From

Urs. W.

3.

Laced Wyandottes
Miller atock.

Mm.

11

>«r U.

CHICHBBTBll, A«aaaa«, Prima*
•e«rge

coaaty.

Hi.

491

DOES DIPPING PAY.
There was a time

in the history of
live stocli raising when owners were
content to allow their stock to largely
shift for themselves.
A far more certain and economical

way

stockman

and

The method used

is

comonly known

as dipping, anfl Is a simple process,
requirng only a nominal outlay foi
The
facilities and dipping materials.
cost of the operation is scarcely
benefits
worth mentioning when the
resulting are considered. When large
numbers of animals are to be treated,
it is better to build a dipping tank, or,
more properly speaking, to install
one, as tanks are procurable ready
made from the dip manufacturers.
There are quite a number of dipping
preparations at present on the mar-

A

HATCHING
Now

the time to order to got
the highest percentage of fertile eggs.
Barred, Bull and White Plymouth
Rocks; Single and Rose Comb Rhoda
and
Sliver
White
Island
Reds;
Wyandottes; Buff and White Orpingtons; White, Buff and Brown LegSpangled Hamburga,
horns;
Silver
is

Light Brahmas and a few others, all
per 15 or $4 per 60. The Whit*
Orpingtons are not Included at abOTO
are
exhibltlom
prices,
they
but
matlngs and are $3 per 15.
$1.60

Incubator Chicks
15 cents each.
The following kinds
will
Barred
be ready April 16th:

At

and
and

Plymouth

White

Rocks,

White

Brown Leghorns. Send orders
and have them shipped whea

at once

ready.

ket.

ter

for

now employed by

progressive
farmers.
They have
learned that it is possible not only to
prevent the outbreak of contagious
among their flocks and
diseases
herds, but to practically keep them
free from vermin and secure themselves against losses from this cause
is

EGGS

dip which is harmless in characand at the same time perfectly

effective, is that male by the Prescott
Chemical Co., of Cleveland, Ohio. It

a coal tar preparation, manufactured and sold under the name of
Carboleum Dip and gives excellent
is

wherever it is used.
possesses an agreeable odor, and

satisfaction

Two

fine trios of

Ducks

at $7.50

trio.

Rouen and PeUn
Duck Eggs, $1

per dozen.

Two White Holland Toms, 15-pound
and 20-pound birds, $4.60 and $5 each.
Few Bronze Toms
Hens,

each.

$4

Eggs

left

of

at $S each;
both kinds,

per dozen.

$4

It
is

not unpleasant to handle. It may be
swallowed by the animals without
harm to them, and, in fact, has the effect of expelling any worms with
which they may Pe infested, when
taken internally. WTien so swallowed
it has no detrimental effects on their
appetite, and produces decidedly beneficial results.
It is a powerful disinfectant and disease preventivie and
will be founf effeefive in preventing
hog cholera, swine plague and other
diseases so much dreaded by farmers
and stockmen. And stock raiser who
will try Carboleum Dip will be ready
to answer the question embodied in
the caption of his article in the affirm-

Now

time to engage year
next fall, and by
save a wool clip
I hayo
$3 to $5 per sheep.
Exhibition Rams tor $35 each and
Shropshire,
Choice
Rams,
either
Seuthdowa, Dorset or Oxfords for
$25 each If ordered now.
They aro
Is

the

Service

Rama

buying
worth

now

all

tor

you

registered or eligible to registry.

Orders tor Ewe and Buck Lamba
booked now and shipped when weaned.

ative.

WHITE HOLLAND TURKEYS.
Ten Hens and 1 Tom, not akin, for 1st of
June delivery, $25.
White Holland Turkey Eggs for delivery
after

May

10th,

$1.50

per

G.

this issue.

10.

White Plymouth Rocks and
Leghorns as per April ad.

W. MOSS, Guiney,

Complete details and particulars
may be obtained by addressing the
Chemical Co., Cleveland,
Prescott
Ohio, whose advertisement appears in

S.

C.

White

ALWAYS

Va.

GOOD

RECEIVED

RE-

SULTS.

MAMMOTH

BRONZE

TURKEY
Woolsey, Va., Jan.

hatching from fine heavy-weight
Also Barred Rock,
breeders; can't be beat.
White Orpington and White Wyandotte Eggs
Nothing but the best. Satisat $1.50 for 15.
faction guaranteed.

Eggs

Miss

for

CLARA

L.

Yards,

Please

when

SMITH,
Croxton,

mention

Landor

Poultry

Va,

Southern

writing advertisers.

The

Lawrence-Williams

31, 1905.
Co.,

Cleve-

land, O.:

your GOMBAULT'S
for bunches on
and scratches
lameness
horses'
and always received good results from
I

have

used

CAUSTIC BALSAM
legs,

Plaater

it.

H. F.

FLYNN,

JR.

Berkshire, Chester White, PolandChina and Tamworth Pigs all ages.
Orders being booked for shipment
during April and May. Service Boars
and Bred Sows of all above breeda
Send orders at
except Tamworths.
once and they will be shipped whea
wanted.

Address JAMES M. HOBBS,
No. 1521 Mount Royal Aveaue,

BALTIMORE, MD.

;
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ON SALE

BLACKLEG.

THE THOROUGHBREDS.
Tke three Rede

With the coming of
ease

is

again malting

spring, this disits

appearance

and the careful

cattle raiser is considering the advisability of vaccinating his stock so as to prevent the
ravages of this disease. There is no

for sale.

longer any question but that Blackleg
Vaccine will positively prevent the
disease, provided a reliable vaccine is

used and in ample time.

n*

K«4 P»ll*« Bt4 la hmitut fe7 tka
M»r*i B1m4*4 Hert4»tm« wlitkM arw tjtt
»««>U kB4 trkcM biM IIbm««
(tarly Sm*ImaC
Tk* ilr* af Prlaca HarrliMa task toM
*rlM •( Darvc* at St Laata la IM4.

u

Rk*<e UlMi R«4 CUeku>-«MurkaM* Ibs
aulr rtek, r*4 o«l*ria(, tka Mala kal^t
Bacmlleaat U plaaac*. Tka tam •< Ikia
kraa4 an Urra U ilia, laa aator »mt mmt
laTar.
Tka cklcka ara aU kar«r,
Batara at aa aarlj asai

Now

ready for market.

led Polled Bolls.

pain or
three.
Trio,

Wrtt*

nSLD,

aia

Harrlaaa.

TMa.

MMt-

SCOTCH COLLIES.
Here

we

are

Scotch

Collie

Males

and

eligible to

pion

dogs,

again

with

the

Pups we have ever
females:

prices

registry, tracing to

such

fore, to the interest of our readers
to be sure that they have a reliable
vaccine and not neglect vaccinating
too long. The loss of a single animal,
due to delay or faulty vaccine, will
frequently amount to more than the
cost of sufficient vaccine for the entire herd.
It is to the French scientists. Professors Arloing, Cornevin and Thomthat we are indebted for the discovery of a reliable Blackleg Vaccine.
They are recognized as being the
greatest authorities on the subject,
and their vaccines have been successfully used in all pants of the world
for more than twenty years.
Their

as,

vaccines can still be obtained through
the Pasteur Vaccine Company, Ltd.,
of Paris and London, with New York
and Chicago offices in this country.

choicest
ottered.

reasonable

many cham-

Christopher, Ormaklrk
Emerald, Ormsklrk Wellington, Doon Marrel,
Old Hall Paris and Finsbury Pilot. Do not
delay writing. They are dandy colors with
as

Tery fancy white markings. Address
H. H. ARBUCKLE, Edgewood Stock Farm,
Maiwelton, W. Va.

Guaranteed mated

pairs,

%Z.

These birds

Young Homers,

My Daisy of Biltmore II., 84894, farrowed
nine pigs, March 23, 1907.
Loyal Lee's Cynthia of Biltmore IV., 8731S,
farrowed five pigs March 27, 1907.
,

The two
Biltmore

Numerous

BO ceats

each.

SroNET JOHNSON, BOTDTON, VA.

BLACK

sale

Route

experiments

SHETLAND PONY.
Billy." for sale; 42 Inches high,
years old, quiet for children to ride and
drive, capped on right hip (does not effect
him la anyway). First check for $60 takes
him, crated F. O. B. cars.
B. E. ENGLAND, Culpeper, Va.

Tamworth Pigs
From Registered Stock

of Fine

the most inexpensive on the marThe doses of Blacklegine are of
a convenient size that can be readily
handled and can be seen during the
entire operation. There is, therefore
no question as to whether all the aniket.

mals have been vaccinated when this
form of vaccine is used. With other
forms there is always a possibility of
all or part of the dose before
introduced under the skin of the
animal. Furthermore, Blacklegine gives
a gradual and increasing immunity,
so that It is safer than any other
method.
The cotton threads which
act as a vehicle for the vaccine, are
composed of cellulose in a pure state
and are, therefore imputrescrible.
We would suggest that you write to
the Pasteur Vaccine Company mentioning this paper when they will be
glad to give you full particulars on
the subject.

BREEDING.
VOLNET OSBUllN,

Madison

Bluemont, Laodaaa Ca., Ta.
I

Always mention The Southebn
Planter when writing advertisers.

am

1,

I

three
like

than

agricultural

The
either

Southern
of

the

others.

M. T.

GORDON.

Farm,

OR

Registered Berkshire.
Do you maka aa
much money out of
hogs
If

as

you

not,

ikouldT

try

aiy

MORTGAGE LIFTING
BERKSHIRES,

the

smooth,
vigorous,
quick-maturing
the kind that produce the most pork
from the least feed.
Write and get my prices on Pigs of March
and April farrow out of large aad mature
BOWS, sired by Hunter of Biltmore III. and
Valarla — boars that could head any herd.
I
ship everything on approval.
My prices
are right Address
D. E. EARHART, NokesvlUe, Va.
large,

kind,

i>pfiI/'C||ipp lofferaomeeaOL
IV IVomiVC ceedingly choice

OrkADC
0>\Jl\Vi.^,

young boare for sale;
by Imported Danes-

9eld Tailor, 76490 and out of Biltmore
bred iows.
It will be hard to find better or cheaper atock

HENRY WARDEN,

Fredericksbnrg.Va.

SUNNYSIDE BERKSHIRES.
Best blood in America In my herd boars,
Imported Hightide Commons, Baron Premier
III.'s
Bachelor,
and Sunnyslde Faithful.
Sows Just as good. Don't buy Berkshlrea
until you know more about mine. Write for
circular,

W.

R.

WALKER,

CTNION

S. C.

BERKSHIRES

Co., Va., Apr. 15, 1907.

taking

journals and
Planter better

Strine's

Charlottesville. Va.

have shown

cine. Each dose is separate and ready
for use and the necessary instrument

ereat

at

Berkshires,

THE MORTQAQE LIFTER

it is

"Dandy

Sows purchased

—

that their cord form, which Is called
"Blacklegine," is the best and most
satisfactory form of Blackleg Vac-

losing

B

of

ROBERT HIBBERT,

Company's biological house is
the world and represents, commercially, the greatest institution in this line. They introduced

the above mentioned Blackleg Vaccine in this country over ten years
ago.
Their vaccine is furnished in
three forms powder, cord and pellet.

latter

August, 190B.
Mason of Biltmore H., 68S48. This flna
boar, sire of above pigs, graadsea of tha
great Loyal Berks, I purchased from BUtmo re F a rms.
I prefer to sell the whole list— Sows, Boar
and Pigs— in one lot. For those wishing ta
exhibit a herd of Berkshires af excellent
breeding and quality at reasonable east kera
is a fine opportunity.
Come and see tham.

the largest in

is

Jumbo Homers.
are tested breeders.

,

This

.

pri«ae.-jaaM

far

It is, there-

Berkshires
Elmwood's Beauty I., 72602, farrowed six
pigs March 26, 1907.
Elmwood's Beauty II., 72703, farrawed alna
pigs, March 20, 1907.
Elmwood's Beauty III., 72717, farrawed alna
pigs, March 23, 1907.
These three Sows are bred from Commander's Beauty by Elmwood Chief, at
Biltmore, both purchased from BUtmors
Farms, N. C.
,

A grand lot af Pigs, sired ky las*. Olaskara
Loyal aad Tapper's Medal; twa »-awatkaold Boars, good enough to head aay k«r<.
B. P. Rock and S. C. B. Legkara BgKS,
tl

per
J.

15.

T.

OLIVER,

Allea's

Lfrral,

Ta.
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LIVE STOCK

BARGAINS.
Owing
men,

I

to scarcity of
irlU

make

farm labor and

attractive prices on

PERCHERONS
and from yearlings up

of botb sexes

BERKSHIRE BOARS.
as good individually and bred from as good

My

prices, J12 tor 12-weeks-oId Pigs, crated

and

Come

to

the farm

yourself as to quality ot

JOHN

my

be

prolonged.

Indefinitely

one of the very simplest yet
Mandarin or kimono sleeves and that can
or a
V-shaped
a
with
be made either

Here
most

As

illustrated

it

vantages of the waist of this sort is
that it allows the use of any guimpe
that may be found in the wardrobe or
ot any preferred style while the waist
Itself is adapted to almost every seaFor immediate
material.
sonable
wear the pongees, light weight silk,
veilings and the like are exceedingly
popular while a little later washable
fabrics so made will be equally smart.

and Berkshires*
R.

W. WATSON,

Petersburg, Va.

DUROC=JERSEYS.
We

have a few Gilts and Sows in pig aid
Young Boars of high class for sale.
Now Is the time to have your order boeked
You want good eaes. It
tor spring pigs.
does not pay to buy any other kind.
We can furnish the blood ot Ohio Cilef
(sold for J6,000), Beat Him If You Can (b*M
for $3,000) and other noted winners.

a few

D.

KLINE,

Vaucluse,

Va.

Southdown Sheep
an*

ESSEX

PIfiS

few Choice Ewes; aise a aumber of
Jaauary and February Lambs fer Jnaa and
A numfcer et Pigs for
early July delivery.
March an* May delivery.
L. O. JONES, TekacceTUle, N. C.

A

Baron Premier 8th 8883S: Sunnyside Bucheu
3d >7S09, and SalUe Lee 39th 98432. Both bred
to Baron Duke 92d 92000.
Send in reserva-

POLAND-CHINA
AND TAMWORTH

as they are sure to

Garden prize wlnBlnc
S.
C.
White Xi«ghom Eggs, 15 fer $1.
Barred Plymouth Rock Eggs, 15 for H.

PIGS

W. H. DORIN,

J.

Square

ANGORA GOATS FOR
Proprietor,

Hopeside, V».

OFEBalSTERED

^i£^X-^

HrGHLAND FARMS

Pigs,

et

Duroc-Jerseys

i\

stock.

I have added to my herd of Pure-Bred
Berkshlres Premier Hurricane 965M, bred to

Madison

delivery

STERLING HERD

LESLIE

and satisfy

Lynnwood, Va.

tions for spring
be good.

WHITTAKER,

A-

S.

is

of pongee with silk braid and
heavy applique and is worn over a
lace guimpe, but one of the many ad-

LEWIS, Lynnwood Stock Farm,

F.

May

sold.

all

is

effective that includes the

ever the

country at from $25 to $100 per head.

registered.

to

Orders booked now for

choice Duroc Pigs from prlze-wlnmlng slrei
and dams. Bred Gilts and serviceable Boan

made

SHORTHORN BULLS
AND
all

SALT POND HERD

Duroc=Jerseys.

square opening.

In age.

Also a tew choice young

ancestors as the ones being sold

HINTS BY MAY MANTON.
Fresh variations of the over waist
are constantly appearing and the fashion is altogether such a graceful and
charming one that its favor seems
likely

stable
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SALE.
Mount Laurel,

ENTITLED TO REGISTRATION AT

REASONABLE PRICES.
GRAVES, Barboursville, Orange

C.

Halifax County, Va.

County, Va,

BerKsKires.
SIRED

PIGS,

have the best

I

ot

lot

have ever raised from

Berkshire Pigs I

my

NO.

Sows

Biltmore

I

from

sex,

B.

E.

am

selling

six to eight

WATSON,

these

weeks

either

pigs,

Stuarts Draft, Va.

I have for sale over 100 Hogs and Pigs
from the choicest Imported and AmericanBred Berkshires, direct descendants of some

of

the

world's

greatest

prize

winners.

PRICES VERY REASONABLE.

W.

A.

WILLEROY,

Sweet Hall,
William County. Va.

King

BERKSHIRES
One 11-months-old Boar, two Boars
sale.
farrowed In September and November, two
Boar Pigs farrowed In February, two gilts
due to farrow May 28th and June 8th, and
a fine lot of Spring Pigs for Immediate
delivery.
Let me have your orders. You
will be pleased.
E. LODGE ROSS. Glen Hilton Farm,
Bedford City, Va.
For

MM OT«r Blanac or Jiuar**
M t« 41 butt.

old, at $5 each.

BERKSHIRE
Hogs and Pigs

"VIRGINIA

CHIEF,'

ALSO A FEW

SCOTCH COLLIE PUPS.

by Master Toppy and King Hunter H., of
Biltmore.

BY

14683.

The blouse

is

made

in

one piece,

there being under-arm seams only,
and is drawn on over the head, the
fullness being regulated at the waist
line by means of tapes. The V-shaped
opening is apt to be very generally
becoming but the square one also has

are
advantages and both
certain
equally smart.
The quantity of material required
for the medium size is 2% yards 21,
1% yards 27 or 1% yards of 44 inches
wide, with 5 yards of braid and 3%
yards of applique.
The pattern 5623 is cut in sizes for
a 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust mea-

M.

T.

WADE, LEXINGTON, VA.

Registered Beffie
Large itraln
All ages Mated not akin,
week plgi. Bred bows,

C. Whites,
8

'S

Service boars, Guernsey

Write

e&lves, Scotch Collie pupa and poultry.
and free circulars.

for prices
P. F.

HAMILTON, CochranTllle.ChesterCo.Pa.

Chester Whites
Pigs for spring dehog on earth.
Pair 1,250-pound Mares, good osea;
livery.
Address
In foal to ?4.500 Coach Horse.
Best

S.

M.

WISECARVER,

Rustburg,

Va.

FERGUSON

Peach Seeder

sure.

removes seed and bitterness frail
and freestone peaches, leaving fmlt
whole and unbroken. Also cores tomateea.
A household necessity. Send 25 cent* ta

There is no skirt so well adapted
washable materials as the one with
straight lower edges. Here is a model

Owensboro, Ky., and receive one by mall.
Don't wait for geaaoB.
Salesmen wanted.
Send now.

to

Rapidly
cling

FERGUSON PEACH SEEDER COMPANY,
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JACKS, JENNETTS, STALLIONS
27 Jacka at Newton, Kan.; 70 Jacks, 35
Jennetts. 10
Trotting, 30
Saddle and 10
Pacing Stallions at LexingtOB, Kj.
are In the greatest breeding district
Ib the world for Mammoth Jacks, Saddle
ftnd Harness Horses, and have the grandest
lot to show you of any firm In the country.
It Is to your Interest to Inspect our stock
before
buying.
Write for catalogue or
oome to see us.
J. P. COOK & CO., Lexington, Ky.
Branch

We

Newton,

Barn,

Kan.

ENTUCKY JACK FARM.
tm» lot •( Bl(, Black,
Well-Bred
Kentucky
Jacks;
ate*
Imported^

A.

Spanish

Jacks,

per-:,

that
that

is
is

graceful as well as new
suited alike to plain and

and
fig-

ured fabrics while it can be utilized
for silli and for wool quite as well as
In the illustrafor cotton and linen.
tion it is made of white linen simply
stitched, but if a more elaborate effect
desired the hems can be hemis
stitched and the tucks put In by hand,
a finish which gives an exceedingly
dainty and altogether attractive effect
while it is in the height of style.
Again flouncing or bordered material
can be u.sed if the hem and tucks
either are omitted or the tiny ones
are put in above the design.

[May,

Fine Young Mare
FOR SALE
One Five-Year-Old Sorrel Mare, with
white stripe In face and white ankles behind.
Height, 15V4; weight, 1,050 to 1,100.
A reliable worker everywhere and a g««d
brood mare.
This mare Is of our ewn
raising, is well bred and will be sold cheap,
quality and breeding considered.
W. M. WATKINS & SON, Saxe, Va.

PUREBRED
Percheron Stallions
Mares and
C.

Jacks In Spain.

I

certificate
a
of
pedlKTee with each Imported Jack.
Come to
aee me or write for
prices. I can please you.
JOE E. WRIGHT, Juactlon City, Ky.

stJd

have some at the best Ram Laaba
we have ever offered. Better order ese
before they are all sold.
Can spare a few

that

young Ewes.
J.

E.

JACKS

l

I
..

afi

I ever crossed the ooean at prices from S700
to JIOOO. Write for c»t-

alogne,

f-

Oelar Rapids Jack Carm,

Combination

1

W. L. DSCLOW,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Saddle
Horses

Harness

and

FOR SALE
Three Thoroughbred Mares

Two

broken to harness, all schooled over
Jumps. Sound and nice mannered.
One thoroughly broken high-class combination mare, weighs over 1,100 pounds.

One Half-Bred Hackney Gelding
High-class,
terial

for

fine

show

Also some

COLTS and

Swti«aal Wa(ki«e Skirt.
JS t* 30 wiist.

good Imported horses

[

f

ma-

action and speed, good
horse.

REGISTERED SADDLE-BRED
Some

halt-bred Saddle Horses.

:

The skirt
The lower

is made in three portions.
flounce is hemmed while
the upper flounce and the skirt are
finished with wide tucks at their
lower edges.
Above this hem and
these tucks are groups of narrow
tucks and each flounce is gathered at
its upper edge before the joinings are
made. The fulness in the skirts Is
arranged in lengthwise tucks that are
turned outward from the hips and
stitched flat, so doing away with all
luilk at that point while the additional
fulness at the back is laid in inverted

M. M.

JARMAN,

—BREEDERS or—

QAITED SADDLE HORSES,
—OFFER SERVICES

IN

STUD OK—

2162,

A.

S.

MADISON DARE,

H.

R.,

by

CHESTER TIME, 2179,
A.S. H. It,
Chester Dare, No. 10.
SADDLE STALLIONS FOR SALE.

bj

Chester Dare,

NoN.

medium

of material required
size is S yards 27, 5%

yards 3G, 5 yards 44 inches wide or
yards of bordered material 29
inches wide.
The pattern 5604 is cut in sizes for
a 22, 24. 26, 28 and 30 inch waist measure. Both patterns will be mailed to
any address by the Fashion Department of this paper on receipt of ten
cents each.
(If in haste send an additional two cent stamp or letter postage which insures more prompt de10

Farm,

Chantilly

10.

Horses
boarded
and
pastured.
Saddle
Horses worked and galted by competeat
men.
HIGQINBOTHAM BROS., Fairfax, Va.

livery.)

saw

OF

Linden, Va.

RED POLLED CATTLE,
POLAND-CHINA HOGS,
DORSET SHEEP,
Mammoth
Turkeys.

Washington, Tenn., Apr. 15, 1907.
cannot do without The South-

ern Planter.

FINK,

and

White

Holland

Eggs.

Samuel

B.

WMda,

Proprietor, Charlottesville, Va.

Walnut

Hills

Herd

Aberdeen Angus Cattle
Oalras, 3

month! old and

up, for sale.

THOMPSON. Prop

.Orange. Va.

Aberdeen=Angus Cattle
DUROC-JERSEY

SHROPSHIRB

SWINE,
SHEEP.

N. B. UPP, R. F. D.

4,

GREENFIEniiD,

O.

REGISTERED

HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN
Bull

for

sale.

Price,

Also Shropshire

$45.

Buck Lambs.
BROS., Blackstone, Va.

DILLBMUTH

Holstein and

Jersey

high grade and registered, for sale

on liberal terms.

months

Four

to

six

An unusual opportunity

to

get the best at

moderate

T. C.

Bronze

First prize fowls.

ARROWHEAD FARM,

Heifers,

We
Tell the adve'rtlser where you
his ad.

GATEWOOD,

C.

J. P.

The quantity
for the

Elkton, Va.

PARTICULARS AND PRICES
BREEDING STOCK, WRITE

BULLS AND HEIFERS,
HAMPSHIRE DOWN SHEEP,
RAMS AND EWES.
KOBERT J. FARRER, Orange, Va.

pin its.

Tery high-class.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

BROS., MechanlcBburg, Ohio.

DEVON CATTLE

and tbegieatestvarie
I

ft

•IKVON HURD. HAMPSHIREDOWN FLOCK
laTABLIBHED 1884.
XSTABLISBCD 1880.

THE WORLD

ty to select from.
win also sell yon

WING

DORSET FLOCK
FOR

and make money?
Pedigree
and terms from CLARHNCB
PETTIT, Elko, Henrico Cauaty, Va. (Old
Pollard Farm.)

FINEST

E.

Fauquier

No. 1987 A. B. A. of J. and J.
HighlyBred Registered Kentucky Black JACK with
white points; 15.2 haads; weight, 95* itounds;
broad, flat bone; Ideal confarmatlan; good
middle; big, well-formed f6«t.
Muiea coat
lees to raise and sell kicker tkaa harass.
Why not breed to the best Jack in Vlrglala,

IN

timea.

all

Harrlsten,

We

ALEXANDER

HAVE THE

at

CO.,

DORSETS

fur-

Isb

JACK

sale

for

Fillies

ALEXANDER &

A.

Augusta county, Va.

onally selected by me"
tram the beat breed of

prices.

Apply at

BELFIELD DAIRY FARM,

once to
Belfleld,

old.

the

Va.
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FURBISHING OLD CLOTHES.

MILKING

To make

SHORT HORNS
For

Bale,

at

farmers'

a few choice

prices,

BULL CALVES, four to sli months Bid.
SOME TORKSHIRB PIGS NEXT MONTH.
WHITE LEGHORNS.
JAMES M. HOGE & SON,
HAMILTON, LOUDOUN COUNTY, VA.

SHORTHORN BULLS
Two

WOO— viz.: Im-

Bulls of quality, only

Fame"

"Lancaster

ported

Tuber-

214717.

culin tested and a sure getter of good calves.
"Fine Goods," by the twice world's cbsmpl»n, "Choice Goods." calved September 18,
1906.
Smooth, thick furry coated ro»n of
great promise.
Brown Leghorn and B. P. Rock Ecga at

Farm range
$( per 100: $50 per 1,000.
Pekin Ducks, $8 per 100: $75 per 1,00«.

flscks.

Whlt«

Wyandotte. Black Langshan, Black MlBsrcas,
Light Brahmas and White Leghorns. Mammoth Bronze and White Holland EgES at
the sitting.

$1.50 to %2

BURKE'S GARDEN CATTLE COMPANY,
Burke's Garden, Va.

REGISTERED

SHORTHORN BULL
bred by Governor Hoge Tyler,
inbreeding.
Pulaski,
to avoid

"Pulaski,"
for
sale,
166191, is

dark red. of very best disposition,
dehorned, calved July. 1900. His calves are
superb.
Apply to JOHN WASHINGTON,
Milford. Va., or H. WASHINGTON, Paige,
Va.

LLCRSLIE FARMXtavroncrbbred Horses

AND SHORTHORN CAHLE,
Pnrc Souttadomrn Skeap
aH«l BerksMlre Plgrs.
Fob 8am.

%.

HANCOCK &

J.

SON,

CHABI.0TTK8V1LLB,

VA

Cottage Valley
Offerings
Several 15-lt Grade Angus Bull Calves
ready for seirvice will make flae bulls f«r
grading Mf a herd.
Several Registered Angus Bull ami HeUkr

—

S.

Wyamiatte Eggs,

L.

Jl

fsr IS:

alt

wh»

sold for J7.500 at

cloth.

Cattle

velvet.

Almost any goods or garments may
be perfectly cleaned by soaking in a
crock of gasoline tightly covered. Rinse
a little, putting into a fresh bath of

FOR SALE.

gasoline, if necessary, shake out, let
dry in the open air then press on the

wrong

side.

The operation must not

same room with Are or
an explosion may be the
consequence. Gasoline must never be
kept near a fire, nor must the vessel
be done In the

light

in

Mature

Bulls,

else

which

it

is

Two Year

Old Bulls,

confined be placed in

the hot sun.

To Drj'-clean White Silk.— Spread
on a white cloth, rub well on both
sides with a mixture of three-fourths
starch and one-fourth fine salt, cover,
leave for 24 hours, then shake and

Yearling Bulls,
Bull Calves.

brush out.

To remove the ring left when a spot
has been removed by gasoline or benzine hold over the steam of a teakettle.
If you

wish

to blacken tan-leather

shoes, rub every part with a juicy raw
potato cut in slices, and, when dry,
apply two or three coats of liquid
blacking.
To clean white chiffon, spread on
clean muslin, and rub into it a mixture made of two parts finely-powdered starch and one of powdered borax.
Shake out after a time, and repeat
Shake out, and
leaving over night.
the chiffon should be found quite
spotless.
For stains on a white silk waist, rub
with gasoline over a blotting paper,
then, immediately, with magnesia.
Change a faded muslin drees into a
white one by bleaching with chloride
of lime, using a tablespoonful to a
quart of water.
Let stand a little,

Breeding Cows,
(With

calf at foot, or in calf.)

Yearling Heifers,
Heifer Calves.

Parties

six or

more good cows and a

bull not related to them.

Prices

then wash.

A very little of the paint
used, or the color will be too

wishing to start

foundation herds can find here

as

low as any

quoted in America for cattle
of equal quality.

Lace to match costumes may
be dyed this way, also old white silk
waists, which may be afterwards used
as slips under thin lingerie waists.
deep.

son oi
the Ooop«<

CentreyiUe,

Hereford

To freshen mussed velvet hold a hot
iron to the back of the velvet, with a
damp cloth between the iron and the

must be

stock in best of condition B»r

ENGLISH,

must

Va.

|«aranteed as represented.
F. T.

alcohol is poisonous, and

be kept away from children.
To freshen-up black satin and taffeta, sponge with very strong tea, and
a teaspoon of ammonia, and press on
the wrong side, over a dampened

Wjm-

1S02.

AU

wood

in gasoline.
Saie,

THOROUGHBBBD
Berkshire Boars,
Jersey Bull Calves,
Derset Buck Lambs.
81ie of Calves. FLYING FOX (64M,
Flying Fox

-wash silk look llk« new,
put a teaspoonful of wood alcohol to
every pint of water when rinsing, and
Remember that
iron while damp.

Dingj' white silk gloves that have
become yellowed may be dyed delicate
tints by using tube paints dissolved

dotte Cockerals, $1 each.

W. M. WATKIN3 £ SON,

495

Md.

Murray Boocock.
Pittsylvania Co.. Va.,

Apr.

17,

1907.

I think The Southern Planter a fine
paper and wish vou much success.
R. S. WILLIAMS.

Keswick, Va,
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OUR IMPORTED PERCHERON STALLION,

Want

Ads.

Rate 2 cenU per word. Cash with order.
and figures couat as one ward. 2t

Bock" Homing Pigeons rery
as we Intend glrlng up this

cheap,

rator

dairy and

D.

adjoining Rlchmoad
and near the business
both cities; one of the best
the country: In high sUte of
cutivatlon; finely situated for truck
or
dairy farm. Miss M. J. W., care
S. A. L.
Depot, Manchester, Va.

farms

DISPOSE

OF

at

W.

reasonable prices.
Evergreen Farms,
B. Gates, proprietor. Rice Depot, Va.

WYANDOTTES — EGGS

WHITE
hateklng,
for

sale

$1.M OBCh.
moad, Va.

FOR

$1.26 per 15; $(.U per IM; also
4 White Wyandotte Cockerels,
B. F. WatsoB, Box 13S, Rlek-

WANT1!I>-T0 BUY FRESH MILK COWS
or syriagers; must ke good milkers
Jerseys.
F. W. Meyer, Norfolk, Va.

•DO

or

NOW"—SBND A POSTAL FOR

IT

"Family Medical Guide." Rickmoad
Homoeoratkic Pkarmacy, Ml Bast Mala
Street, Rlckmoad, Va.
See ad. olsowkoro.

our

EGGS— MAMMOTH

BRONZE

TURKEY,

White Orpington, White Wyandotte, Barred
Miss Clara L. Smith, Croxton, Va.

Rocks.

WANTBD—TO BUY A CAR LOAD Of
common Goats

(no Angoras) for browolag
purposes only; must bo cheap.
F. W.
Meyer, Norfolk, Va.

ARE YOU COMING TO THE JAMESTOWN
lixposltlon?
It

so,

send

us

25

cents

silver and we will mall you our
Guide
of Norfolk and the Hlipoeltion

In

Map

Grounds;
shows everything. With these maps you
can see In a few days what will take you
weeks to see without them. Address L.

Whitehurst,

U4 Law

Building, Norfolk Va.

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS, WISCONsln and Indiana first
prlie winners. Hens
to S«%; weigh, 20 to 25 pounds

SoX
Bred to 190« hatch Tom, "Michigan King "
weighs 30 pounds. Pullets, 16 to 18 pounds,
score,

to 2-year-old first prize

Prank Heck.

lS,'^Byuff*^Ci?y"

Tom, scoring
Eggs now «.B0 per »,
"*"•

WANTED—AN OVERSEER FOR LARGE

arm In Gloucester county, Va. man should
be accustomed to live stock of all kinds
and be able to handle colored hands. Apply to W. J. Burlees, White Marsh, Va.
;

GOOD

IN

Breeding Birds-6« Brown Leghorn Hens,
or Buff Leghoras, 2S TThlte
Racks.
Eggs for hatchlag; 25
varieties of standard-bred fowls.
Catalogue free.
Enclase stamp for price of
stock.
C. L. She nk, Luray, Va.

White
^
Plymouth

iriby

2

ser^'Ice;

of

In

WA^P^EI>-TO

96,

Va.

months old- Boars and Sows ready for
Sows sate In pig; high-bred stock

to 4

Manch^ter

ceaters

Norfolk,

2,

FOR SALE-BERKSHIRE PIGS FROM

estate

and

600

—

far« pradaets;

A GREAT OPPORTUNITT TO INVEST IN
suburban real

capacity

good Laying Chickens common hens or
any other variety— for laying and killing
forposes o«ly.
Mrs. Clara Meyer, R. F.

FOR RBNT OR FOR TTORK ON SHARM'^ *^^^ "* ""=* '*™>' "e" »••»««
market
fer all

condition;

WANTBD—TO BUY SEVERAL THOUSAND

mated not akin.
for first of June

Utlaa, »«st-»fflce, aspreaa ifflce, eknck
a«d scbMl aa farm; exeelleat aairkkar•**; a kargala fer tk* right Haa. A»ply t» Oak Hill Stack aad Dairy
Fari
Wanaada, Va.

perfect

in

pounds; can be bought cheap. Elvergreen
Farms, W. B. Gates, proprietor. Rice
Depot, Va.

mated and

of pure Blltmore blood; p*lr3
Am now booking orders
delivery.
PIga shipped
on approval to responsible parties. Bank
reference given as to our responsibility.
Dalkeith Stock Farm, B. W. Armlstead.
proprietor. South Boston, Halifax county

Va.

FOR SALE—DE LAVAL CREAM SEPA-

plied

FOR SALE—A GREAT MANY NICE BBRKshlre pigs

General,
stand at

Mares from a distance will be well
care of.
Address Elkton Stock

Farm, Forest Depot,

branch of our business. We will sell In
lots of ten pair or more; would prefer
to sell all to one party.
All are well
In perfect health and breeding continually.
They are beauties, and
we guarantee satisfaction, having supmany of the most successful squak
raisers.
Write at once for Information.
Island View Poultry Farm, Wake, Va.

will

winners,

prize

first

taken

charge.

WE WILL SELL ALL OUR PURB-BBB»
"Plymouth

Jack,

both

Forest.

iBltlals

Mats mlalmum

Maximum, and Kentucky

^'""'

•'°'"'-

S.

C.

EGGS,

CENTS PER

76

I

H

ROXBURY MILLS FOR SALE-33 ACRES
land: building

and machinery In good condition: now running: 100 H. P.;
12-foot
head: two turbine wheels; wheat, com
and lumber: $5,000; $1,000 cash, balance on
time to suit purchaser at 6 per ceat T
Harris Fredericksburg, Va.

H

WANTBD— TO
Medical
South

SEND

Onlde"
free.
5«1

Pharmacy,
mond, Va.

OUR

"FAMILY

te every farmer ia the
Rlehraoad
Homooopathlc

East Mala Street,
See ad. elsewhere.

Rich-

YORKSHIRE

PIGS

that defy competition In quality and price;
sure to please.
Write for prices. W. B.
Stickley, Strasburg, Va.

WANTED—TO SELL TWENTY CHESTER
White pigs of good breeding at

pedigrees furnished.
W. Va.

FOR

on application.
Ashland, Va.

$5 each;
Legg, Albion,

J.

EUREKA

sale:— ONE

Worker; family

A.

BUTTER

size; good as new.
Price
Address M. M. WiDgfleld,

FINE BERKSHIRE PIGS OF BILTMORH
blood, eligible to registry, for sale. T. W.
PInetown, N. C.

Spruill,

FOR SALE>—EIGHT RED POLL COWS,

2
Heifer Calves, 1 Bull Calf.
Price, $500.
Also 7 Duroc-Jersey Sows, $125.
A. F.
Dresel, Nelson, Va., R. P. D. No. 1.

FOR SALB— CHOICE BERKSHIRE

PIGS;

price $6; 10 weeks old; fine ones; the very
best breeding.
L. B. Johnson, Charlottesville, Va., R. F. D. No. 4.

FOR SALE— EGGS FQR HATCHING FROM
Pure-Bred Silver-Laced Wyandotte stock;
Miss Phaup, Pilkinton, Va.
$1 for 15.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON CAR LOTS OF
Untreated, Finely-Ground Phosphate Rock.
Thomas D. Christian, Wyndham, Powhatan
county, Va.

YEARS OLD,

POLAND-CHINA BOAR,

2
for sale or will exchange for
of same breed.
C. T. Brydle,

DELAWARE
Farms,

FRUIT.

$700

$25,000; splendid bargains;
Charles M. Hammond,
Broker, Mlltord, Delaware.

to

free

catalogue.

Real

Estate

TWO BERKSHIRE
Female
each.

$3

one younger
Brydie, Va.

TRUCK, POULTRY

Collies,
B. F.

2

PIGS.

BACH; FOUR

$3

months

Averill,

old, pure bred,
Howardsvllle, Va.

REGISTERED RED POLL BULL CALF
for sale at low price.

T. C.

FOR

Mcllwalne, Sutherland, Va.

Send description promptly.
Guineys,

S.

H

Morton, Rice,

WANTED— SITUATION

AS

FARM MAN-

ager by German man, 35. single, of good
R. P. D. No. 1,
education and habits.
P. O. Box 14, Crewe, Va.

FEW

SITTINGS

spare: $1
peper, Va.
to

S.

L.

P.

B.

Scott,

t.

o.

pairs

$2:

young

ISLAND
John

strain.

S.

C.

REGISTERED

CELEBRATED

WANTED—TWT5NTY-FIVE
W. Marrow,

RHODE

McDanlel, Md.

ley,

Cal-

Duston strain: first prize winners: 15 eggi
Sunnyslde Farm, Jonesvllle, Va.
$1.
red or gray,

FIFTY

Rhode Island Reds exclusively: stock on
Eggs $1 per 15. E. H. Stickfree range.

WYANDOTTB KaO*

sitting.

WYANDOTTES:

WHITE

SALE

Red Cockerels, Thompson's

EGGS FOR HATCHING— I BREED

Va.

LIVE

Holstein=Friesian

FOXBt

Bullock. N. C. Address
Bullock, N. C.

b.

PURE-BRED ROSE-COMB BROWN LEG-

Ue

Charles C. Wine, Mount

IMPROVED

HAVE BUYERS FOR LARGE IMFROVBX
farms.
Evans,

t»

it with aur trea plans.
Here's a cbaace
start a profitable business with litUe
capital.
Send a postal to-day and see
great possibllltlei we offer.
H. M. Sheer
Campaay, IM
amp Street, Quiacy, 111.

LARGE

three yearling hens and one cockerol
Mra
Wyckofl's strain: best layers.
Nevada Liner, Tuscola, N. C.

HOMING PIGEONS; GUARANTEED MATED

a»

registered stock.
Sidney, Va.

$4,

DON-T YOU BUILD YOUR OWN
Incubators and brooders
Any ue can

WHY

BERKSHIRES FOR SALB;

PIGS!

15;

G.

^°a.

LEGHORN

W.

[May,
PIGS!

50

cents

each.

Sidney

Johnson. Boydton, Va.

Eggs $1.50 for 15.
horns on free range.
Edward H. Michael, Port Republic, Va.

Cattle;

par*-

host katter producini strmina;

JERSEY CATTLE, CHBSTBR WHITB,
BERKSHIRB, JBR8BY RED HOW! and all
tko LEADING BREEDS OF SHBBP, alM
DUCKS, POULTRY and TURKBYS.

kred

Write for

W.

R.

my

prices.

SBLLBCK, Huntington

Harbor, L.

L

TWO SHORTHORN BULL CALVES BY
Owen; ear tag No.

registered bull. Prince
11.

Price, $20 and $25.
Va., Route 2.

N. Boush. Clarks-

vllle,

LARGE

IMPROVED

YORKSHIRE

PIGS

from registered and prolific stock of fine
breeding. J. D. Thomas, Round Hill, Va.

SPECIAL

BARGAIN

IN

REGISTERED

Aberdpcn-Anpus Cows and Bulls. ShortFox Hounds and Yorkshire Pigs.
Free price list. J. D. Stodghlll, Shelbvvlllc, Ky.

horns.

Herefor

Cattle
BaUa

8«veral young, Paro-Brod m«clata«d
tor sale at farmers' prleoa.

and Ino Indlrldaals.
C«wo and Holfers.

WILLIAM

C.

Sassafras,

BkeoOoBt

aliia l a

Also Brado Herotav*

STUBBS, Talloy Front Farm.
Qloucester Canaty, Va-
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ENQUIRERS' COLDMN.
All enquiries must reach us by the
18th of the month previous to the Issue, or they cannot be answered until
the month following.

CHOICE

JERSEY BULL CALF

GRASS FOR NAME.
I am sending you under separate
cover a specimen of grass 'that grows
naturally on my place, on the ditch
edges and low spots. Kindly tell me
if it is of any value and the name;
also, if it could be cultivated as pasture grass.
H. R. HALE.
Charleston Co., S. C.

The grass

FOR SALE.
Well Bred, Registered; frem a Good

known

botanically as
Hordenin pusilliun, and is quite closely related to cultivated barley.
It is
of some value for pasture in its early
growth, but is not worth cultivating
as a crop, as other grasses will give
much better results. Ed.
is

Cow and by

one of our

BEST BULLS.

For Particulars and Price, Address

—

IMPROVING LAND FOR CORN.
have land now

in wheat which,
propose to puit in corn next
year. It ought to produce eighty
bushels of corn per acre without the
use of any manure or fertilizer. Bearing in mind that we are about 125
miles north from you, I write to ask
what variety of cowpeas shall I use
or plant on this land, as soon as 1
may be able after the wheat Is cut.
Our wheat harvest usually begins
about 18th of June. I am aware that
"New Era" requires but little more
than half the time to reach maturity
that many others do, but my objection to it is that it does not produce
nearly so much hay or growth to
plough under for the formation of humus as some other varieties of the
cowpea. We expect frost here about
the 1st of October, and do not think
it safe to plant wheat earlier than
then on account of fly. If my land
in question will produce eighty bushels of corn unaided by fertilization,
what ought it to yield with a crop of
peas and vines ploughed in the soil?
And when should they be turned under in the fall or ensuing spring ?,I
I

FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

Lewisiana Farm,

it I live, I

BiLTMORE Farms.
BILTMORE

—Heifers from
Jersey Bulls out of
BERKSHIRES —A fuU

JERSEYS

N. C.

three to twelve months of age.

A

few young

high^testing dams.

line

American

on hand

at all times of both

English and

strains.

STANDARD POULTRY—Eggs

for sitting, $1.50 to $5.00, according to

Incubator Eggs, $10.00 per hundred.

pens.

BARRED AND WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WHITE AND GOLDEN WYANDOTTES,
Address

BROWN LEGHORNS.

BILTMORE FARMS,

R. F. D. 2, Biltmore, N. C.

—

believe in humus, and undairying was my specialty, I
never keep more live stock
than was absolutely necessary ror
home purposes.

Whafs

certainly

less

would

S. J.

RAUGHLEY.

Caroline Co., Md.

We

A

are satisfied that you can grow

GROVE FARM,

Brooklandville,

and H*c«ntowB, Md., UOe; first herd at Marrlaad 8Ut«
Calr; Alleatewii, Pa.; Trentan, N. J., and
Klokmend, Va.. 190«.
at

BULLS ONLY FOR SALB.

OUR BERKSHIRES
ware not beatea

U06 aad 1M(, aid we
•Id tbe first prize under ^ear boar aad
mader year saw at RIchmead. UM.
In

JAMBS McK. MKRRTMAN,

D. Cecka^ariUe, Md.
Telephone and Telesraph, 43-K, Towaan, 114.
P.

O.

R.

F.

good reliable tonic that will keep this litter
free from worms, keep them healthy, increase the appetite, increase the digestion, increase
the power of the system to assimilate and appropriate more food, keep them in arrowing condition, get them to market forty days sooner and get bigger hogs. You can do ail

PRUSSIAN STOCK FOOD.

Md.

GUERNSEYS.
Herd
TlmoBium

Tint Prize

Wanted Here?
The gain will

cost less than a tenth of the feed you save or what you make in extra weight.
Prevents cholera and other disease. **A Wonderful Flesh Producer.** Hoga gain 3 lbs. • day each.
of my customers, fed Prussian Stock Food to hia hogs that he waa
John Herbers,'
fattening and weluhed the
'hile feedlDg it, and they made an average
gain of three pounds per day to each ho
Conrad Meis, Templeton, Iowa.

25

1200

lb. Pail, Over
Feeds, at Dealers or Prepaid.
Hopre safe from Cholera if Prussian stock Food is fed repularly and peng disinfected with Pmaelan
Knapo-Curo. IF y<.>LT LOSE
IKHiS AND have been usintr Prussian Stock Food for thirty days
a^dlrectedanddlslnfectintr wuli Kii;ip.>-Curo, ^VK WILL REFCND l.-r all tbe PrusHiaa Stock Food
kills hog lice aiid ail t'crras. Send roroarb(..ok and direction, they are Free. Menclon

AW

3

paper when writine-

PRUSSIAN REMEDY

Manufacturera of Pruaalan Hog

CO., St. Paul, Minn.
Worm Powders, Heave Powders, Eto.
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either the Clay, Black or Whip-poorcowpeas in your section, so that
will get a full growth of vines before the frost strikes them down.
have a number of subscribers, who
prefer to mix all three varieties when

[Maj,

will

you

We

seeding simply for a fallow. They
say they always get a better growth
from the mixed seed than from any
one variety. You should plough the
peas down in the fall and sow a mixture of crimson clover 10 or 12 lbs.
to the acre
with three pecks of
wheat, oats and rye upon the land.
This will conserve the nitrogen gathered and add to it.
Or you might
sow this mixture in the pea vines
after they are nearing maturity and
leave it to grow through the fallen
vines and then plough all down together in the spring.
The poughing
down of the vines and winter crop
should add twenty bushels to your
com yield. You will see the effect of
cowpeas on com production mentioned in an article in this issue, giving
the results secured at Blacksburg Experiment Station, in corn experiments. Ed.

—

—

THE OLD PAN WAY
DON'T
old pan way of raising cream don't
pay it's too mussy and fussy — too much
work for the women. And it don't pay
in dollars and cents because you actually
lose 50 per cent of the cream you ought to get.
You
can increase your cream product about 50 per cent over
pan setting; 33 per cent over cans set in cold water; 25 per
cent over patent creamers or dilution cans by using the

The

—

MORE
CREAM

PAY

SHARPLES
TUBULAR SEPARATOR
Besides you can skim the milk immediately after milking save the handling and the expense of storage.

—

A

good milk-house costs more than
a Tubular and isn't half so profitable
even if you already have
the milk-house it will pay in laborsaved, in crocks and pans saved,
and the increase in cream will be all
clear profit.
Of course, when you buy
a separator, you want the one that will
get you the most profit— you'll want

—

—

ALFALFA— ROTATION FOR
PROVEMENT OF LAND.

IM-

I have followed your directions in
regard to alfalfa and now have a
small experimental plot, seeded last
September, upon which the growth is
promising.
1. I wish to put another piece into
alfalfa of two acres of fair fertility.
It has been in clover two years; will
be In ensilage corn this year. How
would you handle this land in order
to seed with alfalfa in September,
1098?
2. Please suggest a rotation for the
following field corn for last twenty
years, more or less; cowpeas with application of acid phosphate, last year,
heavy growth turned under; now in
oats and Canada peas, which are looking well.
Would like to get some
corn next year, but am looking for
improvement.
The field has slight
slope to the South and naturally Is
a fine bit of land.
Bedford Co., Va.
BEGINNER.

—

Immediately after cutting the ensilage com, work the land with a
Disc harrow and sow a mixture of
crimson clovier,12 pounds, and 3 pecks
of wheat, oats and rye mixed in
equal parts— to the acre, for a winter
cover crop. Plough crop down in May
and prepare for and sow in cowpeas
with an application of 250 pounds of
acid phosphate per acre; or, if the
land is very full of weeds, work every
week or ten days to sprout and kill
the weeds until July, and then after
cutting the cowpeas, or at the last
working for killing the weeds, apply
one ton of lime per acre and prepare
1.

—

for the alfalfa. Apply, before
sowing the alfalfa seed, 400 pounds of
finely

bone meal per acre and 200 to 500

TME
TUBULAR

the

Tubular — the reasons

why

are

all

given in a book which you will want
and which we want to send to you
free if you will only write for it, ask

WAY

for

book H.290

THE SHARPLES SEPARATOR

CO.,

WEST CHESTER, PA.

Toponte, Can.

Chicago,

III.

FOR SALE
THREE-YEAR-OLD RED POLLED BULL.

TWO GUERNSEY

BULLS, SIX AND TEN MONTHS OLD.
BERKSHIRE SOWS AND PIGS, NOT AKIN; YOUNG BOARS.
EGGS FOR HATCHING— BRONZE TURKEY, »3 PER DOZEN; BROWN LEGHOKN
AND B. P. ROCKS AND PEKIN DUCKS, Jl PER SITTING OF 15. IN OUR TARDB
ARE THE B. P. ROCKS THAT WON AT RICHMOND FROM FREDERICKSBURG.
FOX TERRIER PUPPIES NOW READY.

W. B.

ROWE &

CO.,

-

Fredericksburg, Virginia.

ED6EWOOD STOCK FARM.

DORSETS! DORSETS!
•
H*r« w* ar* «c&tm wltk tk» taait crap

ct

Fall

Luiks

crar

kMva

^^'^^ " y^ •^o' -«*' «'»
'^^°^*^„
"""j.v'^r'.'*'
ili last jmr. Tk^ will *v
7n
aU k« nM ttiaa. w« ka*« •• •

"PBAOHBS AND oaSAM."
J.

D.

AWBVCmLM

Ovrna arar to aaa va.

ft

MMt, HazwaltM,

W«

Ifta to

htm

Win

I

—
"^ tw. f»>
that >•
•*»"
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wi».

Srmatolar 0*aB«r, W. Ta.
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pounds of son per acre from an old
alfalfa field and harrow this in, and
then sow 25 pounds of alfalfa seed
per acre, and you should get a good

Montvie^w Farms.
A RARE

stand.

After

about July 1st. In consideration of the high price of black
peas, could I sow rape, sorghum, soybeans, or what, to best advantage?
Will appreciate any advice on same.
O. J. COCKES.

Surry

FOR LESS THAN HALF OUR USUAL CHARQES,

bred,

ADDRESS

Montview Farms,
CARTER QLAeS,

513, Lynchburg. Va.

''Champions Beget Champions."
Heri headed by PredemUaat and DemiaaBt, tw* »t tke greatest Bene «f
PrensUer Lansfellew, ky L«rd Premier III., the treat loa of Loml PiokUt: by
Imp. L»yal Hnater, the laj«Mt and kest lm9»TtMd boar la tfcla eenste^, and
raperb daughters of Lerd PmMlar, Premier LeagfeUew, Mastervtose and oIlMn,
as veil as splendid Imparted s«ws «t richest breedlag. Also Oeldea Lad Jers^s.
Write far catalegae.

NITRATE OF POTASH (SALTPETER) AS A FERTILIZER.
Please let me know the value of

would be found economical and

Box

Glenburn Berkshires.

Co., Va.

think the best crop to follow
the oats for hogs will be rape. Sow
this in August at the rate of 4 or 5
pounds to the acre and you should
get a good fall pasture. Don't turn
the hogs on too soon. Let the rape
make a good growth first.

Nitrate of Potash (saltpeter) is valuable as a fertilizer for truck or other
crops, as It contains both potash ajid
nitrogen
(ammonia) in a quickly
available form. It analyzes from 44
to 46 per cent of actual potash and
16 to 17 per cent, of ammonia. Taking the average analysis of nitrate of
potash, a ton of it would contain as
much potash as 1,850 pounds of sulphate of pofash and as much ammonia
as 1,700 pounds of nitrate of soda.
The reason why It is not more used
It
is the high price of the material.
costs about $70 per ton in New York,
but even at this price we believe It

Owner.

8TAHL, Manager,

C. L.

We

nitrate of potash (saltpeter) as a fertilizer for trucK, and oblige.
G. E. WORLEY.
Sullivan Co., Tenn.

PIGS.

pending th« construction of a new hog house and runs. Sons and'
Daughters of MANOR FAITHFUL, imported out of splendid
breed sows. Alst several sons and daaghtere of BARGN PRBMIER, 3d, a World's Fair winner out of an Imported Sow.

—

will cut these

IN

The Southern Railway in double tracking through Montview
Farms has taken our hog-yards and part of our hog-house. Tnere
fore we offer a few Berkshire Boars and Sow Pigs, mtgnificently

FORAGE CROP FOR HOGS.
I have seven acres seeded to spring
sown winter oats. I want to follow
these with some forage or hog crop;

CHANCE

BERKSHIRE

cutting the Canada peas
and oats, work the land with the Disc
harrow and apply 250 pounds of acid
phosphate per acre and sow the crimson clover and grain mixture above
mentioned in the end of July or in
August.
In April or May following,
plough this crop down and apply one
ton of lime per acre and prepare for
and plant corn. At the last working
of the corn, sow the crimson clover
and grain mixture again. Ed.
2.
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Dr. J. D.

KIRK, Roanoke, Va.

Royak Shipments
Fetch
J.

rayal

letters.

Read

the

of Royal

Berkshires

following:

H. Stengler, et Wllda, Liberty cenaty,
thaak you (or seudlag

Texas, writes:
"I
me such flae pigs.

my

They surely earpaisaed
They are the be«t erer
would not take Ut each
could not get mere as geod

expectations.

seen in Texas.
for them
of T. S.

I

If

I

White."

bought all the prUe-wlanlng Pefcia Ducks at Uchmoad State Fair aad orderaA
mere thaa appeared en the greuads. White aad Barred Plymouth Racks.
I

THOS.
•

profi-

table to use some of it on truck crops
tobacco, calling especially for
potash and nitrogen and having a
high market vsilue relative to their
bulk.— Ed.

and

1

-I - 1 -I -

WHITE,

Lexing:ton, Va.
M"I
M
M
BERKSHIRE BOARS AND GILTS.

H- -H
I

5.

- I " I " I " I " I"I -

H -H -M - -H H

JERSEY BULL,
a 6,000 lb.

cow

1

"

"! "I -I " 1 "

"I -1 -I -1 " I

-I

I

I

I

"

I

- I " I -' I " I " 1 "

by son of Hart's King, and out

— Great Dairy Conformation.

of

-I-

J

RYE AND PEAS.
Write

I have a piece ot very thin land,
which was turned and seeded to cow-

peas last spring, but did not make a
very heavy crop. I turned them under late In the fall and seeded to
rye, intending to turn It under In the

I

Forest

Home Farm,

""^^f^l'NYi:''^'

|

;
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spring and seed to peas again.
Do you think it will be advisable
to turn the rye under and seed to
If so, what time would you
turn it under? Would it be good for
the land without using any fertilizer?
Ashe Co., N. C.
G. O. FRANCIS.

peas?

The rye should be turned down beit makes grain, or just when the

fore

grain

forming.
It will then add
to the laud, but nothing else.

is

humus
You ought

have

to

sowed

crimson

clover or vetches with the rye in the
fall, and then the crop would have
added nitrogen also to the land when
turned down. You should now apply
250 or 300 pounds of acid phosphate
to the acre after plowing down the
rye and then sow; or, better, drill,
in cowpeas at the rate of halt a bushel to the acre in rows two feet six
inches apart, and you should get a
crop which will improve the land and
give you peas for seed another year.

—Ed.

AXGORA GOAT
Please

me

tell

HAIR.

there

if

Angora Goat Hair.
me where it Ts.
for

If

is

any sale

so,

[May,

Me Sentl You a Can of WILL INSURE HOGS
WHEN FED'MY REMEDY
The Drm JoSm Haas\ -.WRITE FOR TERMS
let

I

Hog Remedy

k.REFERENCE=AtsiY bank.

To Try 30 Days
Wrjtetoday for the Ho(f Remedy under

my

free

iMer. I want you to be perfectly Stttlslled.
LL'adln^^ Hog Halsers all over tbe fountry will
tell you that i>r. Jos. Haas' Hog Remedy has I

_

Illustrated

It ^^ 111 riinM^ rlL^ht
ilH
,-,),,i.l
:.
I

i

,-

i

I

I

,

,

w wl,

cans. SI?

Mountains.

Norte Genuine Without

112

'j

,

Iliii;;

:.i-lb.

PBiCES:

I

1

.r

1

I'nrthlrtydays
iii.w

audit

i^-ljt

both ways,

to

.ti

.='i;

«lll

have— my

thE
Ever.vthliiB

ject of hOi;8 tUr.t has ever been
written.
Whetbor .vou think of
buying myHog Remedy or not. you

card sent to

i

The book

Is

lu

no sensea treatise
DR. JOS.
to

know

about that too. Hog Ral.sInK 1» the most profitable
business a farmer can enpa^'e In when It rfocs buc-

HaaB'Remedy makes It sd/eandfiiirc.
Express prepaid east of the Rocky

ceed. Dr. Jos.

12'2-lb. cans. $6 50.
$2.50, $1.25 and 50

Packages,

cents each.

My Si.^'tature.

Cans and Half Cans Contain the Most Remedy for the Money.
Dr. Jos. Haas, V. S., The Dr. Jos, Haas Remedy Co.,
Indianapolis, Ind.
8. Pennsylvania St.,

tlENILWORTH HERD

advise

OF ENGLISH AND AMERICAN

BRED BERKSHIRES.

Va.

Co.,

le'eil

on my Hop Remedy— the
HAAS HOO REMEDY— but It will payyou

A SUBSCRIBER.
Northampton

to

r them

'

'

.

I

:'

Book

on Request.

Sent

-

t

that makes bog-ralKing profitable.
1 believe It to be the iiuistvalu.
bookontheKiil>-

ableand complete

HOGOLOGY
Free

I

,

bo'

fatten tbem, ho

than

J

want YOU to know Its
your own personal
you can't lose a cent.
your order now— beyoulay thtspuperaway. Send
mid

FREE BOOK ON HOGOLOOY. Hogolof^ tells all
HOGS— how to select theiu. how to breed

about
them,

Headed by the Imported Boar, Rayal Oar-

There

a good market for this
Boston.
have not the
tne principal buyers, but
will try to get them and publish same.
Ed.

product

names

U

is

lyle, wlnaer of the first OTer all elasMa
the Royal Show at Bngland, and the Ugkeatprlced 8lx-moDth8 pig ever eold.
A mmm-

We

in

of

WEIGHT OP HAY

IN

MOW.

Please give me the number of cubic
feet allowed for a ton of hay in the
mow, I have tried and can get no Information on the subject.
A. E. HUBBARDi.

Henrico

Co., Va.

The number

ber o( bear and sow plgi by htm sat tt
both American and English bred lewi
Alg* asm* chelce young mwi kf

IMPORTED ROYAL CARLYLE.

•«

for lale, ranging In agei frem four to eight month*.
Dorset Lee •( Blltmore, and bred ta Reyal Carlyle.

of cubic feet required

to weigh a ton will vary very much
with the size of the mow and the degree of dryness of the hay when
stored. If taken from the Bottom of
a large mow and the hay had not
been overdried when stored, 400 cubic
feet will weigh a ton.
If taken from
a small mow or the hay had been
overdried it will take 500 cubic feet
to weigh a ton
Ed.

Oa« bear by Imparted King Hunter; dam, Berks Pansy
One boar by Dsrtet Lee of Blltmore; dam, Berks Pansy

ST. AUBI N

HILLCREST FARM.

Registered Berkshires
A limited number of 4-months-old Boar
and Sow Pigs by Premier Black Jack, 94605,
by Berksey, of Blltmore 11. These Pigs are
registered and are of the very highest breed-

CLOVER— SORGHUM-

Applications should be made promptly.
Orders will have attention in rotation. Address HILLCREST, Box 23S, Richmond, Va.
ing.

When is the best time to sow crimson clover? I have a lot that has
been cropped thus:
Corn. Millet
(German). Corn again.
And I wish
to put it in alone
for early grazing
or cutting next spring.
Do you consider sorghum or kaffir
corn better for fodder than corn?

—

Co., Va.

C. J. T.

ber.

Sorghum

and

Kaffir

corn

are

AND GATEvS.

n ' ^ W FENCES
'J
** ** NES"
I

.,»„,..

heavy
up and

Big, strong coiled spring laterals ; still heavier stays
clamps that hold tliem tight ; good galvanizing ; easily put
fits

every

hill

and hollow

;

reasonable prices.

Worth 100 Cents on Every
Let us help

Crimson clover can be successfully sowh from the end of July to the
end of September, or even into Octo2.

FARM

Th« best English and American blood abonnds In my herd. Such grand stialan
"Loyal Berks," "Royal Carlisle," "Lord Premier," No. 50001, "British Lord," No. Saili
and many others. If you want the style, quality and early maturers, 1 bare what y
want at reasonable prices. Choice Pigs of either sei for sale. Pigs mated ast akin.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Correspondence solicited.
Address COL. HENRY HOLLYDAT. Eaataa. Md

KAFFIR CORN.

Albemarle

N f

REGISTERED BERKSHIRES.

—

CRIMSON

of Blltmoro.
of Blltmore.

Onarantee perfect latlefactlen or refund the money.
For description and prices, write EDGAR B. MOORB, Proprietor. Blltmore.

Ve

Dollar.

you decide the fence question by sending our new Catalog N0.8

can sa\e you money.

INTERNATIONAL FENCE, 6
ens

BUTTLES Ave.,

F.

CO..

COLUMBUS. OHIO.

AGENTS WANTED.— ITV have a mtmbcr 0/ openings /or
make <tn ln>}ir:^t una dignifted l-ving.

hn-sllera

desiring to
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WOODSIDE BERKSHIRES.

IT

WILL PAYYOU TO READ THIS CAREFULLY.
EVERYTiiINQ SHIPPED ON APPROVAL.
We

are

now

offering a grand lot of

Premier No. 94553,

year

1

March and April

weight 440 pounds;

old,

pigs

sired

Master Lee No.

by

Charmers

our three boars,

79379,

2

years

old,

weight 760

pounds, and Lustre's Garlis, of Biltmore, No. 7205 7, 3 years old, weight 790 pounds, and out of such
royally

sows as

bred

Lady Bachelor

Chief's

3d,

Hunter's

Armlet,

Frances and

Dan'esfield

equally well bred, weighing from 500 to 600 pounds each in only fair breeding condition.

Premier

Is

half brother to the

29, 1906, for $3,200,

Longfellow, No. 68600.
In order to

We

entirely

satisfactory

lutely nothing.

sold at C. G. Council's

We

leave

at

Vandalia,

boar

111.,

on August

America,

of

Premier

can always furnish pigs not akin.
in what we offer and
You need not send check until

in every respect,
it

sale

champion Berkshire

show our confidence

ship everything on approvial.

not

young boar that

both of them being sired by the

others

Charmer's

to

insure

you can return ithem

you whether this

is

a

fair

satisfaction

to

our customers,

after you receive the pigs,
at

our expense and

proposition.

it

if

we

they are

costs you abso-

Address.

WOODSIDE STOCK FARM,
CHARLOTTESVILLE,
R. S. Parish, Prop.,

and

VA.

—
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about of the same value as feed for
stock as corn fodder. The advantage
in growing them is that they can be
planted later than corn and make
good feed. KafDr corn is also much
more resistant of drougth than corn
and will make a crop when corn will
fail.
Sorghum (Early Amber and
Early Orange cane) are both richer
in saccharine matter than corn, and
are eaten with relish by all stock.
Ed.

100%0NY0URMGNEY

EVERY YEAR FOR

WHITE WYANDOTTES.
you print in the Enquirers

Will

of May
weight of White

Column

Sussex

standard

the

iss;ue

Wyandotte chickens.'

Co., Va.

TWENTY YEARS

A. E. P.

Cocks 81-2 pounds; Cockerels 7 1-2
pounds; He'ns 61-2 pounds; Fullets,
5 12 pounds.
Ed.

—

This

the marvelously good investment that more than
the DE LAVAL CREAM

SEPARATOR

to be.

With the average number of cows, a DE LAVAL machine saves and earns its whole cost the first year, which it

have received much valuable information from your useful Journal;
so will answer some of th© enquiries
I

continues to do yearly for
years more to come.

some

of your subscribers.
Mr. L. T. Ayres, Butler Co., Ala.,
will read your valuable columns, lie
will see advertised by Fleming Bros.
Stock Yards, Chicago, a sure cure for
If

its

established

twenty

lite of fully

There surely isn't another such investment, either on the
farm or off it, open to any one having cream to separate.

Why

ringbone.

delay making

it?

As for the first cost, if you have the ready cash there
a fair discount for it, but if you have not, any reputable
buyer may secure a DE LAVAL machine on such liberal
terms that the machine is actually free of cost, for it will

machine in February
Planter, psige 147." Put three or four
good horses or mules to a good disc
harrow, and a man can with this prepare from four to six aci^es of wheat
"Wanted,

is

800,000 users have actually found

RINGBONE—SOWING COWPEAS
AND SOY BEANS.

of

[May,

a

is

earn

or oat stubble per day, ready for peas
or soy beans.

Then take a wheat drill and sow
through the oat side, stopping up two
tubes, tEus making rows 24 inches
apart.
Set drfTl to sow 1 1-2 bushels
of grain per acre. Fixed as I have deT
scribed, only three of the eigut tubes
will sow, and that puts as near half
a bushel of peas per acre as can be

Its cost and more while you are paying for it.
Send at once for catalogue and full particulars.

The De Laval Separator
Randolph & Canal ST8.

General Offices:

CHICAGO
1213 Filbert STBEtT

PHILADELPHIA
S &

I

I

Druum

I

MONTREAL

75 & 77 YOBK Sthect

74 CORTLANDT STREET,

NEW YORK.

St.

SAN FRANCISCO

Co.

109* 13 Youville Square

TORONTO

14

ft

16 PRINCESS Street

WINNIPEG

gotten.

Let

fertilizer

sow through

tubes, so the roots will
finding more food. My
that cowpeas and soy
much better sown in
they are not cultivated.
woy they can easily

all

of the

be continually
experience

is

beans both do
rows, even if

Sown

in this

be cultivated.
Soy beans must not be sown ovtr
one to one and on© half inches deep,
for if a rain comes on before the
seed has come up and then a baking
sun, many will not come up if sown
deep.

By

this

method, one man and team
prepare and drill on an aver-

ought to
age of four to fi%-e acres per day, disc
two days, and then drill one.

HENRY
Bradley

Co.,

D.

AYRE.

Tenn.

Large English Berkshires.
A

FEW READY FOR SERVICE BOARS, BY BARON PREMIER
PHIL

H.

GOLD,

Winchester, Va.

VALLEY COTTAGE FARM

BERKSHIRES
March Pigs at farmers'
prices.
Choice
Herd headed by Dudley 83672, pure Imported
blood, and Longfellow 93437, pure Blltmore
strain.
Pigs mated no akin.
C. S. TOWNLEY, The Hogman, Red Hill, Va.

BURNT CLAY.
Referring to the enquiry in April
number of Southern Planter, with regard to burnt clay as fertilizer, I beg
to state that fhe farmers in many
parts of England are bothered with a

(No.

55227).

STRAWBERRY, PEACH, BEAN, HUCK
TOMATO CARRIERS.

AND

South Side M'fg. Co., Petersburg Va.
Tell

the

advertiser

wkere 70U saw his adyertiiemeat
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grass called "Couch," which, after the
land is ploughed and harrowed, is
gathered up and burnt to get iTa of
It.
Of course, a great deal of clayadheres to the roots which, when
burnt, turns red. This, when thrown
on the land afterwards, might give the
impression of fertilizing with burnt
clay.
I am a native of
Hampshire
England, where we are bothered with
the Couch.
F. A. YONGE.
Fairfax Co., Va.

BUCKWHEAT FOR

^
Pofultsy Die
An enormous amount
to

of money

is

lost

poultrymen through simple neglect.

Hens die for want oi a proper tonic to prevent indigestion or ward ofl disease. All
fowls, especially those in confinement, need a corrective
or tonic something to assist digestion, and compel
a healthy activity of each organ.

HOGS.

March

In the

508

issue of the Southern
Planter, 1 note an enquiry for experience witi buckwheat as a crop fot
hogs. I have had but little experi-

—

ence letting hogs run on buckwheat,
but have cut it and fed it to flogs,

when the grain begins to ripen, and
the hogs seem to like it and do well
on It. They eat both grain and straw.
A few years ago my 'brother sowed
a part of a field in buckwheat and the
balance in cowpeas. About the time
the first grains of buckwheat were
full size, he turned hogs on the neiH.
The hogs confined themselves pretty

HESS
PooHry PAN-A-CE-A
b such

contains iron for the blood, and nipoisonous matter from the system.
Poultry Pan-a-ce-a is not a stimulant it acts in a natural
manner, compelling the organs of digestion to convert the
largest possible amount of food into bone, muscle, feathers,
eggs, etc.
Hence, it makes the hen healthy and prolific.
Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a has high medicinal properties, being a cm-e for gapes, cholera, roup, indigestion, etc.,
and by its special germicidal principle, it destroys the cause

closely to the buckwheat until it was
eaten up, then they began eating the
cowspeas. This gave the hogs a good
feeding ground for a much longer season than the buckwheat alone would
have done. The hogs did well, and
it proved a valuable crop for hog feeding.

er

Co.,

W.

Va.

RUPTURED PIGS.
Please advise us through The Plantwhat is the cause of pigs being

of nearly all poultry disease.

Hess (M.D.,D.

Y

the prescn'r tion of Dr.

It is

and isendorsed by the leading poultry
and Canada. Sold on a writcosts but a penny a day for 30 fowls.

S.

)

associations in United States

ruptured.

ELKTON STOCK FARM.
Bedford

It

;

LEGG.

"A. 'J.

Nicholas

a tonic.

trates to eliminate

ten guarantee.

It
1 1-2 lbs. 25c, ^fail or Express 40c) Except ia Canada
5 lbs. 60c 12 lbs. S1.25
and Extreme
V/e^t and South.
25 lb. pall $2.S0
j

Co., Va.

J-

See article
ject.

—Ed.

in this issue

on this sub-

CLARK,

MARKING HOGS.
much

would
if you would publish a good
system of marking hogs on the ear.
I have a great many pigs and it is
hard to tell one from another.
not
be glad

too

If

•

trouble,

I

SUBSCRIBER.

Halifax Co., Va.
In the Planter you will find devices
advertised for marking live stock.
F. S. Burch & Co., and Wilcox & Harvey Mfg. Co., both of Chicago, offer
these. They are largely used by tk«
great breeders. Ed.

MEADOWVIEW
BERKSHIRES.
"H«w
-how

Ner
MJLNT," mtrt
a«o»." •«« m«tto.
kar* ttoM t-HBlhB-«M
ttet w* wU Mil at jmt OM-Ulr* leu tku wkat
Ui«y art r«*ar wArtt. Tter an krM ka «ta M*V^. o' «*" aake wiaatra tkls tall,
-vUlMMt a 4Mbt. Baa't «etar if^tat («r |i>M'i» tmi tttU dn«ri»U>a If 7*u waat
mimiMbs ttet will ki4i« yoa Im tka wtmmf
tk* Timf, »m4 U yau keat us wttk attkar
et tkaai wf wUl k« pirnaaj.

W«

Bun

U

KEADOWVIEW FARMS,

Woodbine, Pa.

—

BLACK PERFECTION

IMPROVING LAND.
have a small place with a gray,
sandy soil, and I want to get clover
on it. How would it do to put it in
corn and then when I work it the last
time sow German clover for a fallow?

No. 102925.

I

L.

This

Is

land, but

J.

DAVIS

way to improve the
we would suggest that you

a proper

sow some wheat, oats and rye with
the crimson clover, as you will be fh«
more certain to secure a good winter
cover crop. Ed.

—

Sirei

ky

KING OF

tkat

CmmjJi, OUa(

Parfeetlaa

AX.1.

U..

P«1.AM»kasda

ma

kari.

A few

and Brad Sawa far tale.
If ran vaat Ua l^AMBO. USIAMW kU<
•f rlilnat kratAkic, call aa ar Titta aa.
H.

B.

Pifs

BUSH

ft

BRO., Mlckauz, PaTkataa

Cauatr,

Always mentiom Tke Sautkern Planter when writlag

Vlrdala.

to

adyertlsers.
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[May,

rMFROVING LAND.
have a field of crimson clover,
which I sowed on wheat stubble, intended to turn it down and sow to
cowpeas and thought I would plough
down the peas and re seed the ground

RED POLL CATTLE

I

PRIZE-WINNERS

to clover to turn down next spring for
corn. But as cowpeas are too high
here at thjs lime to buy for that pur-

Some

of the best individuals of the breed;
at the International; Champion Cow, Illinois
both Senior and Junior
Champion females at Kentucky; the tmdefeat-

Champion Cow

wish you would advise me
what to seed on the ground to turn
under as an improver. The land is a
light sandy lahd, and 1 want to sow
something to improve it. I have been
told by a friend that he though buck
wheat would improve the land to let
it grow up and turn it down, or let it
You will
tan down on the land.
please !«t me know ir'buckwlieat win
improve land to turn it under or lei
it ripen and fall down on the land, as
pose,

1

;

ed Bull as 2-year old at 5 Western Fairs, including the International; my Herd won first
or second in every class shown in at Richmond
in 1906.

GRAND SPECIMENS OF EITHER SEX

FOR SALE

there some
other leguminous crop that 1 can use
as a substitute for the cowpea. Is
there a summer vetch that is an ima winter covering;

or,

is

H. M.

If so,

Delaplane, Virginia.

how much

will It take
12 acres, and what will ^it
would it do to let tTfe"
cost?
clover seed get nearly ripe before
ploughing it down anTl leave the

prover?
to seed

LUTTRELL,

JNO.

How

S.

FUNK, GLEN FARM,

R. F. D., 7. Harrisonburg, Va.
I
have
retuncd
Jttst
from the West, wkare 1 ee-

heads out and not use any chain, and
let it ripen and drag the land thov
oughly, would it be too soon to re
Would it get too
seed the land?
large before cold weather? You will

and

please advise me the hest thing an
do, as I want to improve my land.
Also, what difference will it make in
the improvement of the land to cul

improvie

the

land

spring

rich

of

lot

Btandjurd

among

fine

young
stock

tblB

tei

wblck
Bulls.

at

(all

prices.
I

am now

tor

booking order*

SOUTHDOWN RAMS

fer

the coming season.

you

If

want

Lambs
your

to
raise
Fat
market send in
order
and get a
for

PtTRE-BRED
RAM.

DOWN

he

SOUTH-

ingleside Herefords
OWNED
ANDERSON,
BY 8. W.
BLAKER IVIILL8,
GREENBRIER COUNTY, W. VA.

introduced,

A ckolce lot of Bulls, Cows ajid Heifers for saJe; kIso
a few Polled Hereford Bulls, recorded In the National Polled
Hereford Record.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

hut we have not yet had sufficient experience with it to know how tar it
is going to be a success, and, thereWe
fore, should hesitate to sow it.
have known the Hairy Vetch to be
seeded in spring and make a good
crop, but the cost of substituting
either of these crops for cowpeas or
soy beans will be about the same and
with less certainty of success.
think that it you will adopt our sug
gestion in The Planter "Work for the
Month" and drill the cowpeas in rows
2 feet 6 inches apart, or sow them
with a grain drill with every other
spout stopped, or every third or

some

offer

I

yond adding to it vegetable matter,
imless you grOw a leguminous crop,
and of these you ha"Ve the choice of
cowpeas and soy beans. There is a
vetch now being

flue

double

roan,

are

the clover for hay or turn the entin
crop under? I have been told the
land will make as much corn where
the clover was cut tor hay as where
the entire crop was turned under.
Please advise through Southern Planter, as I cannot get along without your
.IAS. C. MEARS.
valuable paper.
Dorchester Co., Md.

You cannot

a

lected

colored,

POLLED DURHAMS,

FARM NEAR ALDERSON, W. VA.
Telephone and Telegraph, Aldersan.

Berkshire

We

Hogs.

Two

i

I

i

Boars It montks old, sirod by L««
Topper, dam Caramel II. A nico lot of Plga
sired by Imported "Glenburn Catch."
Thirty Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerels.
One < H.-P. Stationary BoUsr and Engine,
In

perfect
T.

O.

repair,

|16S

9ANDT.

f.

o.

b.

Burkerllle.

Barkarlll*.

Va.

DON'T BUY GASOLINE ENGINES

UNTIL YOU INVESTIOATR
•Tnr M\8T£U nOKKMAB^

two-cyllnQBi EaaoUne, keroseuM
'Joohol englDe, superior to •nr«ne-oyllnderenerlne:reTomtloiUz1n?powt;r. Its welRht and bulk
> half
*
tbat of sing
,-— gle
Under enelnea, with greater durabrnty.' Ogifi
to Buy— Less to Bun. Quloklv^aslly started. Vlbnttloa practically oreroome. Cbeaply mounted
moa
OB any wafcon. It 1
™„,^„«.,„„ portable^tatlonary
combination
,««,.« dwcimu
«
••aslne. Sbhd fob OAiALoara.
10
CO.. Mfrs.. Bleacher
15th
stftM OhlcaKo. thisTs^odk

Uu

THB TBBIFLB PUMP

and

eiHr'THiB^ tkIj^

;
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MORVEN PARK.
The

Property of

WESTMORELAND

DAVIS.

Esq.

Reg. Dorset Horn Sheep.
Stud Earns include "Moryen's Best" (4132 C. D. C),
at Virginia State Pair.

Fair, 1906.

Shows, 1906.

"Morven's Pride" (5667),

less

first at

English Royal, 1904;

and championship

at

first

Virginia State

"Morven's Choice" (5631), winner at English Royal and Western Conntiea
We hare an exceptionally fine crop of lambs this fall and are now booking

orders for next June delirery.

weigh at

first

Ram Lambs

sired

by abore, or imported in dam, which will

than six months 110 to 130 pounds, averaging 120 pounds without forcimg.

Large White Yorkshires.
Boars at stud include imported "Bottesford Gentleman II.," imported "Prince Don of
Morven," "Holywell Huddersfield II." etc. Sows include prize winning imported aniNo stock for sale at the moment, but will bode
mals and are all of the finest strains.
•rders for this spring farrows.

REG.

GUERNSEY CATTLE.
TUBERCULIN TESTED.

Imported Top Notch, 9023, A. G. C. C, son of Imported Beda. AdHerd
vanced register No. 136, official yearly b\itter record 640 pounds of butter; assisted by !&£aiiiBta/s Glenwood Boy, 7607, A. G. C. C, son of Jewel of Haddon. Advanced register No. 92
•ffieial yearly record 463 pounds of butter.
We are offering some fine BuUs by our stock Bulls out of advanced register, aad ^tlMr
headed by Bull,

deep milking dama.

ALL STOCK
Flocks and herds

IN

may

FINE CONDITION.

be viewed by appointment.

Address

LIVE

STOCK DEPARTMENT, MORVEN PARK,
LEESBURG, LOUDOUN

CO.,

VA.

—
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tourth spout only sowing, you will get
a good crop with the use of less than
halt the seed usually sown. You will
see in this issue several other enquiries

this method of
in this way, the cost

and remarks on

seeding.

Sowed

of seed need not be greater than under th old sysfm of broadcast seeding.
Soy beans can also be sown in the

HEADQUARTERS FOR
FINE KENTUCKY MULES.

same way. Buckwheat ploughed down
will add vegetable matter to the soil,
but that .is all. You can secure reseeding of the crimson clover crop by
ploughing down after the seed is nearly ripe, and this re seeding makes a
good stand usually. If you take off
the crimson clover as a hay crop, you
will not secure as great a yield from
the following crop as you would do if
you ploughed the whole crop down.
The roots and stubble will greatly improve the fertility of the land, but
will not add the amount of humus
which the whole crop will do, and it
is humus after all which is most needed in most of our Southern land.- Ed.

—

GINSENG.
me how

Can you

to cultivate
Ginseng. Will it grow in this (Piedmont) section?
to plant; how
to harvest and cure, and where to get
seed.
F. D.SWANN.
Caswell Co., Va.
tell

Always on hand 150
Weight Mules, suitable

CONTRACTOR,
Kentucky

of

methods

of

cultivation.

We

etc.

and

wild

grown roots

we understand,

Medium and

Heavy

FARMER, LUMBERMAN,
HIGH-CLASS

Missouri.

LONG DISTANCE PHONE
J. B.

TRUEHEART &

fields

STOCK

B429.

1907

RED COURT 38712
The best bred

trottina Stallion in
Virginia

Bred on purely trotting lines from the best winning and producing blood; he carries three infusions of the Great Geok«e
Wilkes. Individually a horse of grand style and stamina.
Write for his pedigree and be convinced.

Mares sent from

a distance will receive the best of eaie

WILSON BROTHERS &

CO.,

News

Ferry, Va.

doubt,

DUNHAM & FLETCHER.
FIRST AND

L-ABOBIT

think it would pay to buy
the common cockerels at about three

French Coach
R.

GILDERSLEEVE.
Va
.

Healey,

Box

iSS,

Rlckmnt,

standard-bred Btalllaas.
Flaaaclal refereaee:
Mercbaats'
Bank. RIckmaad, Va.

National

ncredsel^wTUIkProfite
from cover tocover with Informatloa dataand

M money
I:icUsthftt leilyou how toget .MoKK CUEaM and more
~
Irom your milt.
takes up the whole dairy and
JS

4^

Is filled

^"

It

FCIMirator question and fljnires It out tu dollars anil cents. It
Lelpsyou to decide whethtrr u cream separator would pay yoa.
hic-h make Is best t) huv
lncl(lenta;:y It tttls all lihoat the DTPTiOVED IM" MODEL

V

Davis Cream Separator

vrvTu
lis

how

lo60';'

T*rihlorcpi

..-

.

-

r. liilly descrll>C8 the um'.t rial entcrln;? each par
uv one under the new selling pian and save yc
s book trivcfl fully the experience of B. J. I>av
the dairy and peparator business,
:ihot*>irTai'h of the frim-'iis family.
It Ctmtalns Fcores of
know. Write for U lM.i<>rLlay this paper away.

vasty It

1

"

In

We do not think it would be a probusiness to buy up common
stock cockerels to caponize. They are

Va.,

IhisrreeBooklbIb Hovto

old and keep them after caponizing, until they are about eight
months old, and sell them in the

B. E.

B.

permaaeat resident maaafer. I will asalat
y»D In arsaalslng a StalUaa Aaa«clatl*B.
Tersu liberal aad every aalmal gvaranteed.
Id the itad: Percheroo, Freaek Coadi and

months

Philadelphia market?

IN

Percherons, Belgians,

CAPONS.
Do you

DCPOKTWU

AMHRICA OF

is

need much more fully and reliably
than we can possiby find space for.
Bd.

fitable

A

CO., Richmond, Va.

SEASON

—

Co.,

the

Correspondence solicited. Located at mammoth barai
of the M. Kelly Horse and Mule Company, Nineteenth and
Franklin Streets.

too close and buydiscriminate in
price against the cultivated roots. It
you decide to try, get "Ginseng Its
cultivation, harvesting, marketing and
market value, etc.," by M. G. Kanis,
published by Orange judd Co. This
will give you all the informSlion you

Tazewell

400

teed.

however, very much whether it is
wise to attempt the undertaking. We
have never heard yet of any one who
has made money in the business.
TTiere has
been money made in
growing seed for the maftetand selling it to those who thought they
oould grow the roots, but few, it any,
of these root producers have made a
success.
The competition with the
ers,

head

to

tor

Fresh from the great producing

SPECIALTY. Bought direct from breeders In big lots, therefore we can and trill save you money. Satlsfactlan guarftm-

When

Ginseng grows wild in the natural
forests in the Piedment sections of
the South and, therefore, you should
be able to grow it if you make a right
selection of land and adopt tBe proper

[May,

yu

A.kior8oolcCi26j)4y,scREANs:PARAT0RC0..

56B..cr.h Clinton St..Cblc8go. U.S.A
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is supposed to impart to her offspring
'^^^^^^^^>^//ir:r*^^7^'C i
*
her owa constitution. His, therefore, important
"^ "i^^^f^ ' ^^
that we raise pigs from vigorous, healtliy sows. No
stock will give as much return for the keeping as pigs,

—

properly cared for. It is said that in ten generations
«»—..,,-.
the progeny from a single sow will number into the milhons
a»,/^
nw;
But disease must be avoided.
Proper feeding is the first
~.
necessity and cleanlinegs the second.
The advantage of giving
^
a sow a toni' to insure proper digestion and assimilation, and to
I
increase both quantity and quality of milk for pigs is apparent.
Dr. Hess Stock Food is the combination of just the proper tonics, etc.,
>JV'
to produce perf -t health, and hasten maturity. Given to the sow before
farrowing, and up to weaning time, and in the milk and meal to the pigs afterwards,
there will be no loss from disease, and a steady vigorous development will rusult.
if

^

w

^^

s''\\\\\V

DB HESS STOCK R

the prescription ol Dr. Hess (M.D., D.V.S.) and costs bat 8e per month for the average hog of 125 pounds. It is especially Intended to
make market stoct grow faster, cows give more milk and horses do mure work. Beoldes this, it gives stock that sleek, heaitJiy appearance
tbat commands the fancy price. As proof that Dr. Hess Stock Food will produce the results we claim, we quote Professors Winslow,
Finlay Dun and Quitman— the most noted of al! mpdlcal writers— who tell us tbat bitter tonics improve digestion, that iron makes blood and'
"
"s of soda and potash assist nature in throwiug off the waste material from the system. These are the ingredients contained in Dr. Hess
Is

Btock Food, and besides

it

i

SOL,X>

OK A

WR.IXXET« GUARAT^fXEE.

100 lbs. S5.00. 23 lb. Pail $1.60.
Smaller Quantities at a Slight Advance.

Whero

|

Except

Food differs in partion.lar
strength to the pound. Our Govenwnent recognizes
Free from the i^c to tho 10th of each m
his 96 page Veterinary Book any time for the asking
Dr. Hess Stock

e

in Canada
West and South.

a day, which prove

has the most digestive

k of the guarantee.
Is.

HESS & CLARK, Ashland,
AlBO manufacturen
Dr.
DR.

of

s it

You can have

Ohio.

Hess Poultry Pau-a-ce-a and Instant Louse

Killer.

Instant Louse Killer Kills Lice.

usually of too small a type to make
into capons. Capons, to sell profit
ably, sliould be of good, early-maturing
stock of a large type, or you cannot
get the weight called for by ^the market.
They should reach maturity in
much less than eight months, or they
will never sell for a price to pay the
cost of production. Ed.

—

THE COLLEGE. OF AGRICULTURE AND EXPERIMENT
STATION OFFERS THE FOLLOWING SURPLUS
STOCK. FOR SALE.

—Bulls, calves, heifers and mature cows.
two heifers in
—A few bull and heifer calves;
Guernseys. —Bull
Holsteins. — Two heifer calves.
of pigs on hand that
Berkshires. — We have an excellent

Shorthorns.
Jerseys.

also,

for

Please

tell

me what

ails

my

lot
latter part of
to

May

JOHN

hens.

have been fed
all winter on com, wheat and rye,
until now. when I only givB light feed
They have a
of corn once a day.
throat trouble which seems to eat
their tongues and throat like diphtheTheir combs and wattles are
ria.
red as in health. Please answer and
give

shipment the

or the

R.

in

nexf

be re*df
June.

FAIN. Agriculturist,
Blacksburg. Va.

free range,

remedy

will

first of

For particulars write

SICK HENS.
They have

milk.

calf.

issue.

RIVER VIEW DAIRY FARMS.
FOR SALE— TWO REGISTERED ST. LAMBERT BULLS. THREE AND FOUR
YEARS OLD, WELL BRED AND IN GOOD CONDITION.
REGISTERED BERKSHIRE BOARS AND SOWS OF EXCELLENT BREEDING: ALSO A HANDSOME LOT OF PIGS. I GUARANTEE SATISFACTION OR
MONEY REFUNDED.

ISAIAH YEATTS.

C. M.

Pittsylvania Co., Va.

Whilst hens suffer from diphtheria
and n is usually fatal to them, yet
think yours are prduably suffering
only from an aggravated form of
roup. The mouth and nostrils should
be iniected with a four per cent, solution of creolln, camphorated oil, or a
I

5 per cent, solution of peroxide of hy-

BASS, Proprietor, Rice Depot, Va.

2 Registered Jersey Bulls
ready for service.

Of excellent breeding.

Address

W.

B.

Will

sell

reasonable.

EVERGREEN FARMS,
Gates Prop.. Rice Depot, Va.

508
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REGISTERED
ABERDEEN=ANGUS BULLS
for sale at farmer's prices.
Strictly top notch, many
of them show ring animals.
Also good females not
akin to bulls.
qy Correspondence and inspection of the herd invited

ROSE DALE STOCK FARVIS, JEFFERSONTON, VIRGINIA
Shipping Point; Warrenton, Virginia.

[May,
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2<H>000<H><H><H«HKKKH><H><H>0<KKH>l><8W<H><KK^^

iiPit^Sois Sale

Mm 1

1907

ATCOOPERSBURCPA.
A PLEASED

BUYER

IS

THE BEST ADVERTISEMENT.

The imported Jersey Cattle sold at our May, 1006, Auction Sale have given universal satisfaction.
Our most sanguine expectations have been more than realized. How could it be
Individually, they were strictly FIRST-CLASS.
they were bred on both dam and sire's side from animals that have made
the Island Cattle so famous
the blood that wins at the chum and in the show ring.
Catalogues ready for distribution May 1, and owing to the great cost of publishing same,
they will only be sent on application. Address

otherwise?

BEST OF ALL,

—Would

—

T. S.

COOPER & SONS,

"Linden Grove," Coopersburg, Pa.

who

are in want of an extra fine Bull Calf, or
a few fine Heifer Calves, that they send for a catalogue, which will give them full particulars,
and if they are not able to attend the sale in person, that they send in their bids, and they will

P.

S.

respectfully request parties

same attention as if the buyer was a bidder himself. It is with pride that we
refer to parties that have entrusted such orders to us. This will be a rare chance to get calves

receive the
i,

out of the very best cows the Island can furnish, and sired by prize-winning bulls, and they
you more than others that have no breeding. T. S. C. & Sons.

(.

—

will not cost

I

cough commenced after the horse
had been suffering from a cold in the
or the respiratory organs, it
no doubt arises from cold, and the
horse should be treated accordingly.
Givie 1 dram of Iodide of Potassium
dissolved in a bucketful of drinking
water one hour before each meal for
two or three weeks. It is quite lilcely that the cause of the cough is indigestion, caused by feeding the dusty
This should be stopped
baled hay.
and the horse be put on to grass or
good, clean hay, if grass is not available. If this be cause of the cough,
it may be well to give a purgative
of Barbadoes Aloes, 1 ounce, to clean
out the stomach and bowels, and then
give light, nourishing food for a time
with tonic powders of Peruvian bark.
Gentian and Quassia, half an ounce
each, twice a day. Ed.

lungs

THIS VALUABLE

BOOK
GIVEN
FREE

Parasites cause constant loss to farmers,

poultrymen and owners

'

CARBOLEUM DIP

mixes perfectty with water form
a solution wliich is harmless to_:
__.ch gallon makes 50 to 100
mala, but
_ sure death to all parasites
fallons prepared dip. A sure cnre for scab, maoBe, itch-sure death to lice, tic lis and fleas,
sure preventiTe of Hog or Chicken Cholera and all prerm diseases. Write for free copy
It book, and catalogue of dipping tanks, sprayers and other stockmen's supplies.
free
inches,
post paid to any stock-raiser
l(ix20
Horse
Fair'',
Beautiful
Picture,
''The
Special:
who will tell us how much stock he owns and his experience with dips if any.

THE FKESCOTX CHEMICAI. CO..
Depots

at

3804

W. 85th St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Chicago and Kansas Olty.

—

EGGS— LICE

PRESETRVING

POW-

DER— SPRAYING—TURKEY
RAISING.

What
eggs

to

is

best,

keep

and curs are identical
Want

.

Practical

WELL DRILLING MACHINERY

and how to use, on

them through a

—

dull

someuntil a rise in price
thing that will not injure the color
pointers
some
give
Also,
or quality.

market

YOUR INTERESTS

on raising turkeys. Which is the best
What liquid is best to
lice powder.
spray houses with and how to spray?

A SUBSCRIBER.

to developc that

Mineral, Oil or Water
proposition;

we have

Guarantee

It

to

work

can save you money.

THE

AMERICAN
Aurora,

Water glass (silicate of soda) is
the best preservative for eggs. You

It.

satisfactorily.

Tell U5 about the formalions, d«pth, diameter
holes; will send printed matter and

Chicago,

III.

111.,

WELL

WORKS,

U. S. A.
Dallas,

Texas

—

—
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can get this at the drug store. Make
a solution of it and put the eggs
and keep them covered w-ith
it.
There is such a diversity of opinion as to how to raise young turkeys

in

that we hesitate to give a definite
opinion. One says, "coddle them and
feed them all kinds of soft, nourishing food until they are two or three
weeks old and then let them go." Another says. "Eet them go off with the
hen from the first, and feed nothing
but grain." Our own experience has
been to use a modification of these
two plans.
always kept them in
a small enclosure on the grass for the
first two or three weeks, changing
the location every two or three days,
and fed mainly on coarse-ground oatmeal and cracked wheat, giving plenty of grit at the same time. Also
grave chopped onions and lettuce for
green feed. Whole wheat bread soaked in milk and squeezed dry may also
be fed once or twice a day with adN-antage.
This should never be fed
sour. After fhe first three weeks, let
the chicks have their liberty and go
with the hen. and they will get most
of own living on a large farm. It is
well to feed them once or twice a
day near the house or barn to keep

We

them tame. Use Pyrethum powder

for

Spray the house with kerosene

lice.

Use a spray pump; or,
vou have no pump, use a brush.

in lime wash.
if

Let Me Quote You a Price
I

Will Save

You

Big

—Write Now

Money

Ittnattcrs not -what kind of a vehicle you want— I znake it in my mammoth Split Hickory
and will quote you a price on it that will be from 30 to 40 below rttail prices
on a first-class job. The most salisiacton' way in the world to buy a bugsri". is to send to
factory for it. and have it made to your order. That gives ycu many options as to the way
you can have your buv;i;y trimmed, painted and made to suit you.
factories,

.-

<-

my

Hickory Buggies Made to Order
Sold on 30 Days' FREE Trial

Split

Ed.

THE HYDRAULIC RAM.
Very few farmers realize the advantage of a constant supply of water
In house and barn, or the time and
money lost in carrying it from a distant well or spring, or driving stock
to water.
On almost any farm an
abundant supply can be had. and by
using a Niagara Hydraulic Ram the

power now wasting would force it
wherever needed on the farm, at a

We conduct our
cem

in the

business on different lines

t'.ian

any other bugffy manu.acturins con*

world.

M"e were the originators of the 30 Days' Free T n.-.I Plan of selling buggies.
You can buy any particular vehicle we make— aave it shipped to your home— use it 30
days as your own— in your own way— on your own roads, and, if it i-^ not entirely satisfactory, send it back to us and get all of your money refunded, and the test won't cost y^j a
penny.

My

1907

Split

Hickory Catalog

now ready. It is biirgcr and better this year than ever. I give you photograpUs of 125 dir
terent styles of Spli* Hickory vehicles, and a full line of High-Grade Hamei.s. This book
brings into your nome a regiilar buggy factory. It shows you photographs of more buggies
tnan ^ould be shown in 10 big storerooms. It tells you just how good buggies are made,
it shows parts, it tells about painting, trimming and upholstering; it gives you the reason
why in everything in the buggy manufacturing business. I want to give you th!>bi§r J-ook free
and Si'nd you my direct prices, which saves you jobber's and dealer's expenses and profits.
Just drop m2 a postal day— while you think or it, and I will do the rest. Address me
is

comparatively small expense, in first
cost only. Unlike any other power for
personally.
pumping water, a good hydraulic ram
once installed, is no further expense
H. C. PHELPS, President Ohio Carriage Mfg. Co., Sta. aw, Cincinnati, 0.
for fuel, repairs or attention: doing S. Vof*-Sc
Vof<r — Split Hickory Vehicles are made from Second-Growth Hickory, sph:— not sawwi
and are guaranteed two years.
its work quietly but constantly, day
after day. year in and year out.
On
most any of our Virginia farms there
is a spring or stream which can be
Our vehicles and bar
made to supply house and farm pur- mser
fvT a tliinl (.f a i-ciltiirT. w
poses, with only a small fall at any UkdffKarantee sate dellvtrW V.j
distance or elevation.

34 Years Selling Direct

C. H. Miller, Richmond, Va., is local agent for this ram.
Look up his
ad.

A BEAUTIFUL BUSINESS.
One

of the most beautiful businesses
in this world is that of Macbeth, the
lamp-chimney maker, of Pittsburgh.
it has grown to
proportions and profitableness
by satisfying the requirements of ev-

Beautiful, because

great

ery lamp in use, whether known to
Its users or not.

eljl_
^_^
tlyy^'ot^HlineS Wo. S16. Light, One HorfC. Canopy Top Boi^
Ln.l for loiiSrSS '^y- ITlce complete, S68.S0. As good aa eeU»
for
more.
»SS.<IO
catalogue.

Comhinntlon Top Bupgy and DrlTlng
sella tor e.S.OOr

Elkhart Carriagi

C Harnett Mfg.

Ca.

Elkhart, Indiana

Always mention The Southern Planter when writing to advertisers.
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The scarcity of good farm help If a
serious problem which confronts the
farmers to-day, and the result is that
many of them are compelled to let a
large part of their land lay idle and
allow it to run to grass and weeds.
The farmer or gardener TTho depends on Iron Age Farm and Garden
Tools bas the best help in the world.
These tools do the work easier, quicker and better than it can be done by
any other tools or methods.
There
are Iron Age tools for every need, and
some of them combine several tools

A WORD
TO

FURMTURL

Quality should be the first consideration of the economical
and wise furniture buyer. In
no other thing that you buy
for the home is it more desirable that the quality be ri^ht than
in the furniture, the things that are to become
the silent companions of your home life.
Style and finish have their place and must
be given consideration, but they must be coupled with real intrinsic quality in other words
durability. The style may be as elegant and
artistic as the purse will permit, but should be
of that quiet, refined elegance which never tires
one. The finish should be in keeping so that
harmony will prevail, while the construction,
the guarantee of durability, should be of that
old-time honest character that distinguished
the handicraft of our forefathers plus the improvements that we have devised and
embody in the building of the "White
Line" of furniture forjthe home.
The way then to furnish your
home beautifully and economically
is to buy the "White Line."
Go to
the dealer in your town who handles
this line; examine it carefully and critically and
you will discover every desirable feature we have
enumerated above, with many more that the dealer
Pull out the drawers, turn the
will explain to you
tables upside down; inspect the frame work and
see the buill-on-honor stamp of merit all over
them. Be sure the "White Line" trade mark is
on every piece and you will get the furniture
that's made in the South, in one of the largest
and finest equipped factories in the country, by
expert workmen, from exclusive designs by
Grand Rapids' most artistic and high salaried
designers. You buy these goods at prices that
enable you to furnish your home to suit your taste no
matter how refined, at prices that mean economical
buying. Sold by leading dealers throughout
the South. Always insist on getting the genuine "White Line." If
your dealer doesn't

«^.^^^

The 1907 Iron Age Book is the most
beautiful book of its kind ever published and shows and describes the
complete line of Iron Age Farm and
Garden Tools Wheel Hoes, Seeders,
Fertilizer Distributors, Horse Hoes,
Potato Planters, Cultivators, Sprayers,
Diggers, etc. It is a book that should
be in the hands of every reader of The
Southern Planter, and will be sent
free on request to Bateman Manufacturing Co., Box, 167, Grenloch, N. J.

—

—

LOW PRICED GOOD
It

is

a

matter

VEHICLES.

of great surprise to

people who are not keeping track of
such things, at what low prices good
vehicles can be bought these days. A
glance through the catalog of The
Anderton Mfg. Company, Cincinnati,
Ohio, one of our regular and reliable

.

advertisers, well illustrates this.
But
the wonder is all the greater when It
is known that these prices are for
really high class vehicles.
They are
not "bargain prices," offered for a
short time on a single "leader," but
they include all style vehicles they
manufacture, and that is a long list.
They include Buggies, Surreys, Stanhopes. Driving Wagons, Spring Wagons, Pony Vehicles, Carts. Harness,
etc.

AN OIL WITHOUT ODOR.
We know that it will interest

our

carry it ask him to order what you want for
you. Write for useful

readers to learn that the J. Stevens
Co. of Chicopee Palls,
Mass., have perfected a new oil which
is known as "Stevens' Odorless Gun
Oil."
The name is interesting when
we know the unwholsome odor that
gun oils have had in the past. This
oil is a lubricant, rust preventive, polishing and a cleaning compound.
It
not only adaptable to firearms, but also to bicycles, sewing machines and
all mechanism requiring a high grade

Arms & Tool

oil.

Souvenir

Co., Va.. Apr. 15, 1907.

styles.

lection

and

FURNITURE

Make your sefrom booklet.

The White Furniture
Mebane, N. C.

was not
sorry.

feel that I cannot get along withI
out the Southern Planter (being a
new beginner in the South). I depend
on the advice of the Editor, and am
sure I will get on all 0. K.
0. M. BAXTOX.

free

TO

booklet J of exclusive

bought a

KoUaway

to furnish your home
beautifully and economically

BUYERS

one implement.

in

611

HOW

FARM AND GARDEN HBLPS.

St.

Co.

BUT

BALING PRESS

and found

it

the best you could have bought for the money, you would be
Our presses have taken so many first prizes, including

Louis World's Fair

GRAND

PRIZE,

that they are called

WHITMAN'S "WORLD'S STANDARD"
Ought you not to know why they are so superior before you buy
a press? Let us send you our catalog of Presses and other superior
Agricultural Machinen.
WHITMAN AGRICULTURAL CO.. Si. Loais

,
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THE MODERN WORK WAGON.
a low wagon with steel wheels
complete with broad grooved tires.
a labor saver for the owner as

Is
all

It

J. O.

BNOINE PUMPING

A. T.

WHY PUMP

is

well as for the public. It saves the
strength of men and teams in loading, unloading and hauling the loa4j.
It saves expense in that loss of time
is avoided because of loose tires and
in the fact that the wagon is more
durable.
The wide tire saves time
for everyone on the road by maintaining smooth tracUs, and saves expense in that there is call for less
frequent repairs of the road.
Every
farmer may provide modern wheels for
any ordinary wagon by writing for
particulars
the
to
Havana Metal

Wheel

Co.,

Box

46,

Havana,

111,

When

GASOLINE ENGINE
Work

FOR PURE PAINTS.
2

severe

Relative to proposed legislation upsubject, The Oil, Paint and
Drug Reporter, of New York, in a
recent issue, said:
"We believe that the purpose of
whatever law may be passed should
be to protect the honest manufacturer,
the painter and the property-owner
against mislabeling and misrepresentation and to enable the purchaser
to be certain that he is getting exact-

Engines for

ail

Franklin

The

more

MORSE i CO

FAIRBANKS,

M

^J
^^^^^^^^_^^^^^^^^^^^
CHICAGO, ILL.

,

I

read
I

Apr,

17. 1907.

The

like

Southern

it.

B. C.

DILLON.

„
O.

A T.=
.
T. Engine
A.
and

Pump Jack

A LEFFEL
ENGINE
THE
ON

PLANTATION

saves a world of labor. Count the little and bie jobs you
would have for it— they run the whole year round. Install
one andit'sBoodforyourlifetime. You
are always sure of power when you call
it — and steam when you need it.
Experience has demonstrated that the
old reliable Leffel steam eneines are
safer, more reliable and more satifactory in every way than any other style
of power for farmers' and planters' use.
A variety of styles and sizes adapt them
to all needs. Power book free.
Write

upon

I

Co,, Va.,

do Your

No. 957 BA.

James

Leffel

&

Co.,

Boi202,

Springfield, Ohio

The Original Improved

and

Planter, the better

will

Purposes.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

for.

ard of workmanship,"

Trades"

for You.

"The pure food law mi,ght be taken
as a model, and working along these
lines, we do not doubt that results
would be obtained which would tend
to do away with much of the unfair
unscrupulous competition th::t
has prevented honest manufacturers
from reaping the full reward of their
industry, has tended to more or less
demoralization, and has caused a general cheapening of product.
"We believe that a fair and honest
paint labeling law would help both
the manufacturers and their customers, the master painters, by raising the
general tone of the trade, and by causing an increased demand for a better
quality of goods and a higher stand-

all

TO 200 HORSE POWER.

on the

what he pays

of

They're Economical
and Easy.

An agitation for pure paints has followed the successful movement for a
pure food law and in several states
bills are being considered imposing

ties.

"Jack

Morse

See

penalties for putting up imitation paints and labeling them Pure
White Lead. A national law is also
being advocated by some publications
and leaders in those trades which use
paint the most.
Next to the painter himself probably there is no one who is more Interested in the purchase of paint than
the farmer and the movement to prevent fraud in paint labels should be
heartily supported by the members of
the legislature from rural communi-

a

BY HAND

Fairbanks-

adv. in our columns.

ly

[May,

Cyclone Seed Sower $1.25.
The CYCLONE differs materially aid very advantaKcously from all others sowers in having a slop* teed
board with an oblong hopper hopper which termlnatea
In a metal edge, on which edge oscillates a teed plate
which does not allow the seed to become clogged, but
makes A POSITIVE FORCE FEED and Insures a unltorm

The machine

Is

now and even distribution of seed.
supplied with patented Interlock, DOUBLE FLANGE,

WHEEL

NON-SOLDER-

AND A SELF-ACTING FEED ADJUSTMENT so that
The crank Is above the distributing wbe^,
seed can be let on or shut ott Instantly.
which brings both hands on practically a level, thus giving the operator the easiest
The left hand naturally rests la place to open and close
position possible to operate.
feed Instaatly.
This Is a practical, all-around, first-class grain and grass seeder and a good, large
sower that will meet the most exacting demands.
Our new 1S07 Catalogue, giving prices of all Farm Supplies sent tree ea reqaest.
THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY, 1302 East Main Street, Rldimend, Ta.

JOINT DISTRIBUTING

Tell the advertiser

where you saw

his ad.

—

—
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do you Shred

Fodder— Grind Feed—

Pump Water—Saw
#- Wood— Shell Corn?
Do

you do it in the old slow handpower way, or do you do it up
in a

hurry

with

a gasoline

engine?
The easy way, the cheap way, the
quick way, and the labor-saving way,

do these jobs and many others on
the farm is with gasoline engine

to

power.
It will cost you but Sc an hour to
an I. H. C. gasoline engine
generating three horse power. The
engine is always ready when you
want it right ivJwn you want it
you don't even need to light a fire
to start it. Just close the switch,
open the fuel valve and give the flywheel a turn bv hand that's all.

run

It's so easy to
start and
it is so simple an
operation that before you've
had one a month you will be using

to run;

for all sorts of things.
A gasoline engine

it

almost indispensable on the modern, up-todate farm, but be careful when you
buy.
Some gasoline engines are
better than others, and it will pay
you to do a little investigating.
» # *

Learn

all

about

I.

is

H. C. Engines.

— About their simple construction.
— About their strefigth and durability.

how they waste

— How
— How

easy

none.
to operate them.

it is

much power they

furnish.

H. C. gasoline engines are made
in two styles and several sizes:
Vertical,
2 and 3 horse power.
Horizontal (portable and stationary),
4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20 horse power.
Ordinary stove gasoline is used for
fuel and there is no danger whatever.
I.

*

»

*

Go

to our local agent for a talk
about power for the farm, or if this
is not convenient, write for catalog.

—
— How little fuel they use and
INTERNA'nONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA. CHICAGO,

U. S. A.

(INCOKPOKATED.i

Ll.<.tt^^.-^^»-^-ft^^^^^S.S.»-S.S.»«L»-».»,.»

NUT CULTURE.
From

letters received
partment of Agriculture

by
it

the Deappears

that there is a growing interest In
The
the cultivation of fruit nuts.
market is never glutted with fruit
on
the
innuts; the demand is always
crease and prices are very remunerative.
It is a matter of wonder that
our farmers did not long ago turn
more to this crop for increasing their
revenues.
There is hardly a section
of the country that is not adapted to
the growing of some nut trees. There
was a time when Southern Indiana
was covered with walnut, hickory,
chestnut and pecan trees, hut owners
of land, not looking into the future
as they ought to have done cut down
the forests, and with them cut dowu
the trees that to-day would add greatly to the resources of their farms.
There is one thing that makes nut
trees more valuable than any other,
and that is neither droughth, excess
of rain, cold nor heat reduces to any
appreciable extent the annual crop.
The trees can be grown in fence corners, or other out of the way places,
where the land is not usable for any
other purposes, and where their shade
does no injury to other growing
crops. They require no especial cultivation or care, yet year after year
the crop comes In with regularity.
Those who have experimented say
that the best grade of English walnuts can be raised anywhere along
the Ohio river; that the soil and the
climate is especially adapted to their

»».»-»

L^»t^^Lt^tt»-^^^S

Pump Water
Saw Wood
Cut Feed
Thresh Wheat
Shred Corn
Grind Feed
All

of

this

our

with

and more, toe, can k* <«b«
OaEoUne Engiaes. Th*f arc

SrMPLB,
SAFE,

RBUABLB.
Sydnor Pump & Well Co.,

Richmond,

Dept.,

Va.,

Inc.,
B.

^^^^s^^

jss^cazszxzsss^ESSZS^a
HEEBNER'S
and

Little

"Ce,?:"!."'

HORSE POWER

Giant Thresher and Cleaner
Monomial tbr«sMD;

the huidlest kcd matt

tiiKle

1.

\ simple,

•JWCV

auj tobaodl«,Ueht

ojlindcr.

runalnr.stroo;.

•orthuni. Umolhy. «t«. C*p»cltf 2O0 to &00 bui. R«-"
• niab]r«tckm. eMollao. or
other p«vertfpt«ferT«<1. Tr«*d powlalllvt.

»t

FoTCutUoe 417

f««>il.

eotllwo

kblI sh«llj&g;,

uirlat voo^. pumpla^, a^pknllo;

FH^ECiiU

Tell
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cultivation, and that the fruit of th«
is everyway equal to those r&i3e4
In California.
There is not a farmer
in any of the Middle West States tkat
can not, from nut trees pay all the
taxes and insurance, and have a surplus.
It requires but little labor to
gather the nuts and prepare them for

[M.y,

nut

market, and they are readily saleable
anywhere. To make farming as profitable as it should be it is necessary
to make every available part bear its
full share in producing something demanded in the markets, and the farmer that does this proves the most successful and need have no fear of mortgages or debts. It requires but little study, of soil and climate, for a
farmer to determine what nut fruits
he can raise the most advantageously.
Take the common black walnut. A
walnut orchard of a hundred trees
would annually bring in from one to
two dollars for every tree, and the

hundred trees could be grown in out
of the way places, and the crop could
be gathered in a few hours.
Can a
farmer produce money any more easily?

Wiat

If

FREE

you are interested

Concrete

you should have our book

"CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
ABOUT THE HOME AND ON THE FARM"
It is the A. B. C. of Concrete work and contains
photographs, descriptions, specifications and sectional
drawings for many of the smaller structures that can be
built by the suburbanite or farmer without the aid of
skilled labor.
Also much general inforapHMfa .
mation and many valuable hints to small
:

contractors.

A c*py

of the common
true, in a greater de-

black walnut is
gree of pecans, chestnuts and English
walnuts, because the nuts bring a
higher price in the market.

book sent free
upoa request

of this

true

is

in

Construction

Atlas Portland Cement Co.
BROAD STREET, NEW YORK

CITY.

ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.
(Detailed Index.)
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We cannot do without The Southern Planter, because we have a farm
and it helps us a great deal.

ESTABLISHED

IP

U77.

INTBRE3TBD. WRITB

LYNN BROS.

FRUIT AND PRODUCE DEALERS AND COMMISSION
Sullivan Co.. Va.. Apr. 13, 1907.
Nothing better comes to our sanctum in agricultural literature than
The Southern Planter.
J.

W. SWADLTY.

US.

POTTER —WHOLESALE
& WILLIAMS,
144, 146

and 148 Michigan

St.,

MERCHANTS,

Buffalo, N. Y.

PARTICULAR ATTENTION OIVBN TO BBRRIKS. PEAS. BEANS, CABBAOB, CUKBS,
POTATOHS, CANTBLOUPES, ETC
Tell

tke

a«lT«Ttta«r

wh«r« yes saw
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Two-Horsc Press

PLAIN FACTS ABOUT HAY BALING
The press that •willenable you to bale
in good shape, with as little
help as possible, in as short a time as
possible and with the least hard work
both for your force and the team, is
the press you want.

your hay

We

invite your attention to this
press.
believe, if you
will investigate, you will find it just
such a press.
First, you will be sure of getting
your hay up in good marketableshape.
The bales will be compact, hea-^-j',
I.

We

H. C.

—

well squared the kind that will pack
well in the car, and the kind that city
If

instead of a push.
The team travels
constantly forward in a circle instead of
stopping and backing up every time a
charge of hay is pressed. No driver is
needed.
The step-over for the horses is only four
inches high. It is so arranged that the pull
for the team at the bed reach crossing is
lighter than at other points on their round.
Bale chamber on this press is either 14 by

and town people like to handle.
The work goes on fast. You are
doing only an ordinary day's work
when you bale 8 to 12 tons.
And when you get started you are
not likely to have interruptions. The
press is made almost wholly of steel.
It is proof against breakages, so far
as that is possible in a baling press.
Every eiiort has been made to make
this a press that will facilitate the

work and make it easy.
The feed opening is unusually
It is

by 18 or 17 by 22 inches.
also make a one-horse press, same
general style, with bale chamber 14 by 18
inches, which will bale conveniently eight to
ten tons of hay a day.
Either of these presses handles timothy,
clover, alfalfa, straw, pea vines, shredded
fodder, excelsior or other material requiring

18. 16

We

large.

arranged for convenient feeding and
The pressure is applied by a pull

tying.

you are interested in hay baling, call on the
He has catalogs and is able

baling.

local International agent
to give particulars. Or

and Investigate lliese presses.
write—
U. S. A.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA, CfflCAGO,

COOK COMPLIMENTS "BEEF PROI(

DUCTION."
book,
Professor Mumford's
"Beef Production" is being fully ai>preclated by cattle feeders generally
is evidenced by the following received
from that extensive cattle feeder, Mr.
A. E. Cook, of Odebolt, Iowa, who
writes as follows:
"I have just had the pleasure of
reading "Beef Production." A more
pointed, exhaustive, and comprehensive woik on the subject I have never

II

That

read.

AN UNUSUALLY POWERFUL SPRAYER FOR

ORCHARDS
No Leather Packings—All Worklig
Parts Bronzed

Based upon more than twsnty

years of practical experience in beef
production on a large scale, I frankand unhesitatingly believe this book
be a most valuable one and just
what the feeder and fanner requires
from the
to make him successful

sible for

ly
to

LET

US SEND YOU
CATALOGUE.

A

start."

Copies may be secured at $1.50 by
addressing this paper.

Describing
"Savealot,"

the

"POMONA,"

Fruitall,"

PROOF POSITIVE.
nearly seven
to heaven,

His mother knows he's gone up higher
Because a burned child dreads the Are.
Cecelia A. Loreaux, In May Llppln-

We manufacture a most Complete
Line of Hand and Power Sprayers.
Our most important results have been
originally suggested by Fruit Growers and perfected through our knowledge of pump building.

and

"Standard Barrel" Sprayers.

When little John was
He went by gasoline,

—

Valves Easily AccesExamination.

THE IMPLEMENT

ALSO COMPLETE LINE OF
DOUBLE-ACTING AND POWER SPRAYERS.

1302-4 E.

HAIN

RICHnOND. VA.

—

cott's.

Douglas Co., Nebr., Apr. 16, 1907.
The Southern Planter is the most
scientific and the most practical agricultural journal I have ever seen, and
every farmer in the county should

GEO. H. BICKNELL, M. D.

SAM
JONES'
LIFE AND SAYINGS
BY HIS WIFE

Agents are coining money. Send 60c
Outfit and Contract for territory.

''"'-"""^i;cX;r^''er-"»

for Canvas-slng

lj.nichols&co., "^g^^*

CO.

ST.,
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HEAT, LIGHT AND FUEL.
Senator

Hansbrough, of North Dakota, Outlines Future of Free Alcohol in This Country.

(From the Tribune Bureau.)
24.
Washington,
Senator
March
Hansbrough, of North Dakota, who
not only worked energetically for the

—

It

sible,

means tlie

hottest and cleanest

original free alcohol bill, but who is
the author of the measure which has
made its manufacture by farmers pos-

flame produced by
any stove.
This is
the flame the New
Perfection Oil Stove
gives the instant a
lighted match is ap-

has been making an extensive

investigation of the usefulness of the

new product and has outlined for the
Tribune the great possibilities of a
new industry which is calculated to
revolutionize the lighting and power
fuel problem in the rural districts, to
obviate the offensive odor of automobiles
and generally to benefit the
producing farmers and the consuming

—

plied
no delay,
trouble, no soot,
dirt.

public.

no
no

For cooking, the

"The widespread interest manifested in

parts of the country in the
amendments to the denatured alcohol law enacted at the recent session
of
Congress,"
said
Senator Hansbrough to-day, "shows that the people
of the United States are more than
ever desirous that the policy of tax
free alcohol for industrial purpose :s
shall have a full and fair trial under
the most favorable conditions.
No
other economic question discussed In
Congress in recent years has received
half as much attention from farmers,
manufacturers, business organizations
and the general public as the proposition to exempt from internal revenue taxation alcohol made unfit for
beverage purposes, and the sentiment
in favor of the most liberal legislation governing the production and
use of this new industrial material Is
all

overwhelming.
"In view of the general misunderstanding which seems to exist as to
the nature and effect of the legislation enacted by Congress on this subject, I think it desirable to explain
briefly the object of the law of June
7, 1906, which took effect on January
1, 1907, and the amendments to this
law. enacted March 2, which will go
into effect September 1, 1907.
"The original law was Intended to
permit the use, free of internal revenue tax, of all alcohol rendered unfit
for consumption as a beverage, under
regulations to be prescribed by the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
At the time of its enactment this law
was supposed to be entirely satisfactory to both the producers and consumers of industrial alcohol, but it
was found that the laws governing
the production of 'distilled spirts," under which term alcohol and alcoholic
compounds are taxed, imposed conditions which tended to confine the production of alcohol to large distilleries,
and to make its manufacture by farmers or other persons on a small scale
too expensive to be practicable.
It
was also found that denatured alcohol
couln not be shipped in tank cars, a

NEW

PERFECTION

Wick Blue name 00 Cook-Stove
unequaled. It gives quick results because its
heat is highly concentrated. Cuts fuel-expense
Made in three sizes. Every
in t\\'o.
If not at your dealstove warranted.
er's write to our nearest agency.

is

The

M^^^^ /Sf^

T

.^-.^^

is

the best

lamp

^m0^^
Made

of brass

all-round

hou;
Dusehoid

for
use.

throughout and beautifully nickeled.

Perfectly constructed; absolutely safe; unexcelled

Every lamp warranted.
dealer's,

X

power; an ornament to any room.
If not at your
write to our nearest agency.

In light-giving

STANDARD

OIL

COMPANY

SOUTHERN FARM LOCATIONS AND INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENTS
GRATX FARMS
FRUIT FARMS

COTTON FARMS
DAIRY FARMS

HAY FARMS
TRUCK FAHMS
IN

VIRGINIA
NORTH CiVROLINA

SOUTH CAROLINA
GEORGIA
FINE CLIMATE
AMPLE RAINFALL

THE STATES OF

ALABAMA
MISSISSIPPI

TENNESSEE

KENTUCKY
GOOD MAEKETS
CHEAP FUEL

OPENINGS FOR INDUSTRIES

LUMBER LANDS
COAL LANDS

STONE LANDS
IRON ORE LANDS

Factory Sites In close association with water power, fuel and raw material.
Information about any part of the South and any kind of business furnished free
by addressing M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent, Washington, D. C. W. L.
HENDERSON, Southern Agent, Equitable Building, Atlanta, Ga.
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Ne

Pd^y Ibe Postdige
Bi£ Free Book to \o\i

These Books cost me 2Sc each !n thousand lots— yet I will send vou one FBEE, b^
want vou to know about SPLIT HICKORY BUBGIES-Made to Order— Sold Direct
Days' Free Trial— Guaranteed 2 yeai s.
Over lOii.OOO SPLIT HICKiSS!}''.^^"'^^y °"
ORY KEHICLES now in use. My Direct Factory Price SAVES YOU BIG MOKEY.
This Book
gives descriptions and prices of over 125 styles of Vehicles and Full line of HARNESS.
ca.jsc

I

^

Address me
H. G. PHELPS, President,
The Ohio Carriage Mfg. Co.,
[Station
29-!]
Cincinnati, O.
:

I1.C.PHELP5
President.

method

of transportation which was
highly desirable, as effecting a considerable reduction in its cost.
"As I had taken a deep interest In
the matter, I was naturally called upon by my constituents in North Dakota and the advocates of untaxed alcohol throughout the country to aid
in perfecting the laws relating to this
Bubject, so as to give the public all
the benefits which it was expected
would be derived from the use of this
new material. Early in the recent
session of Congress I introduced in
the Senate a bill authorizing the use
of small alcohol plants by farmers
without the constant supervision of a
government officer, and similar bills
were subsequently introduced in the
House. The nature of the desired
amendments was carefully gone into
by the Committee on Ways and
Means, and a bill introduced by Congressman Hill, of Connecticut, providing for the necessary changes in the
former laws, was promptly passed by
the House.

Opposition of Powerful Interests.

"When

reached the Senate a violent opposition developed on
the part of certain distillers, who
protested against the provisions for
small farm concerns, central denaturing warehouses and the transportation of alcohol in tank cars. For a
this

THE

BREAKING

CHAMPION DRIVING
SPEEDING

NO MATTER

HOW BAD
A

HORSE

CUTS UP

"

lutely free from
tion.
That is

Horse Mo-

to ride in.

surprisit rides

why the
ChamDion Cart is so
pleasant and agreeable
ing

It's

how smooth

over rough roads.

The

adjustable seat makes the
cart self -balanoini; n o
driver. This takes all load
today f.r our free booklet.

Champion Cart Compan}-,

103C;«in SIreel, Ligonier, Indiana.

^a
Farm

and

Timbered

Lands

opportunity for energetic men.

WRITE US FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

THE

MECKLENBURG

REALTY

the great organization
as the National Grange, Patrons of Husbandry), and of the manufacturers in the alcohol-using industries,

proved so strong, that, In spite
opposition, which favored an

of the

amendment

House

that
would practically nullify its most imby
a
vote
portant section, the Senate
of 47 to 16 struck out an amendment
to this effect inserted by the Committee on Finance, and passed the bill by
a vote of 65 to 1.
"In addition to the provisions allowing the operation of small denatured alcohol plants without cumbersome bonded warehouses, and permitting the transportation of denatured
alcohol In tank cars, the act of March
2, 1907, provides for the use of untaxed alcohol in the manufacture of
of

the

bill

COMPANY.

BOYDTON,

Where
We

Inc.

VIRGINIA.

to Sell

Your

through

known

Prices.

We

time

ing

Close

at

can furnish good soil In (arms from 10« to 1,000 acres, and In the most fertile
sections of Southslde Virginia.
These lands are In communities that are being more thorougbiy developed every day,
and in the famous lltbla belt They are In demand, and being sold. Aa ezceUeBt

bill

it seemed that the selfish interests of these distillers would prevail,
but the influence of the farmers of
the country (particularly those act-

if he's hitched to a Champion Cart th
driver can dismount instantly with
'^'
perfect safety as there is
to interfere with a mat
legs or clothes. It is abso

are the Leading Dealers in the

WOOL
Wool Trade

In

Virginia.

HIGHEST MARKET PRICE PAID, and no Commission charged, only
freight charges deducted.
SACKS FURNISHED FREE. Checks remitted
promptly.

Correspond with us when ready to

sell.

WALLERSTEIN PRODUCE

CO., 19 and 21 S. 13th St., Richmond, Va.
American National Bank and Richmond merchants generally.

References:

Just Write the Davis Boys
For a Catalog and Prices Today
TheywiHeenii it bv return mail postpaid ai.dyuu will he surprlsfd ut the
low. reusonablf pric-es they are asking
for their Improved 1607 model

DAVIS CREAM SEPARATOR
direct
tury.

prepay 'freight and

from tiuTiorKefac- Straight Wholcsale Factory Prices if you write to.i„, and
'
'
answer this ad, and
Tliev 11 quoi© yoii
.

Note cut of ncwmatliine in this ad. It's
t to buy a stanJard. up-to-date cream separator.
.niicrfuI.conebowl.aUays*nt«lance because it's m.ide so true it l>alinces itself. There^isier. more easily regulated to skim ciose and produce heavy or thin cream. Low supply can, large
iclosed geariDg, easy running, easy to clean. It's made of t>est materials and fully guaranteed. They
guaraoleessff arrival at your nearest depot Say on a postal or'n a letter ripht now. "Send me your

ney Saving Catalog No. 126*'

DavIs Cream Separator Co.. 5SB north Clinton

St..

CHICiGO. U. S.

*.
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nlphuric ether, which had been prohibited under the construction placed
upon the original law and for the esdenaturing
central
tablishment
of
bonded warehouses, to which alcohol
produced at farms or other denatured
alcohol plants may be shipped there

N

The use of taxfree alcohol in the production of sulether
will
greatly
reduce the
phuric
cost of that material, and permit Its
general use for many Industrial purposes, one of the most Important of
which Is the production of ethyl chlorand there denatured.

Cotton Planters Feed Your
Plants and Make them Flourish

ide, a material which possess many
advantages as a refrigerant for use
In small meat packing establishments

Nitrate of Soda
to

plants.

and for similar purposes.
"The establishment of denaturing
bonded warehouses in various parts
of the country, under the more liberal
terms of the new law, will be a very
direct benefit to the small manufactnrers of

industrial

alcohol, as

made

way

sure

with satisfactory results.

We want more tests made
COTTON and will send

the;

on

Absolutely Free
to the first planters who apply, enough Nitrate of Soda to let
them try it. Write at once as this offer is necessarily limited.
To the twenty-five planters sending the best results from these
trials, we offer as a prize, Prof. Voorhees' book, "Fertilizers,"
a most valuable work for every planter, containing 327 pages
handsomely bound. Books of useful information will be sent
free to farmers, if paper is mentioned in which this advertisement is seen. Send name and complete address on post card.

hipped to dealers
"The enactment

or users.
of these amendments perfects our laws relating to
this subject, so that it is believed
tliey are now the most liberal of any
country in the world. Congress has
opened the way to this great industrial opportunity, and it remains for
onr enterprising farmers and manufacturers to take advantage of it.

Plants With

the

tests for us in various lo-

calities

can ship their product in tank cars to
tbese warehouses, where the alcohol
can be denatured and conveniently

"The

is

heavy bearing
Cotton planters have

cultivate healthy,

WILLIAM

S.

MYERS,

New York

Director, John Street and 71 Nassau

Locked Tanks.

effect of the

amendment

per-

mitting the manufacture of industrial
alcohol by plants with locked tanks
on a small scale without constant government supervision will be to make
iwsslble the establishment of manutactorles producing not to exceed 100
gallons a day, wherever their operation may be economically profitable,
that the product may be denatured
on the premises. As is well known,
the parts of the country in which the
materials from which alcohol is produced can be secured at the lowest
cost are, generally speaking, those in
which the petroleum distillates are
•old at the
highest price.
There
would seem to be no good reason,
therefore, why those parts of the
country should not be able to produce
denatured alcohol at a minimum price
In such quantities as may be most
convenient to the farmers or others
who may engage in its production.
"The farmers of the country have
a two-fold Interest In the perfected
ootaxed denatured alcohol law.
As
the largest consumers of kerosene for
lighting purposes, they are naturally
desirous of securing a competing maIt
has
terial.
been demonstrated
furnishes a brilliant,
that alcohol
steady light, at a cost comparing favorably with the price at which kero•ene is generally sold in the farming
regions of the country. Since alcohol is free from the disagreeable odor
of kerosene, burns without smoking

W. A.

Miller

Main

1016

& Son,

Lynchburg, Va

St.

—DEALERS IN—

m

o

Feiiieis nnd wmii.

SEEDS.

as

We

Bell e^ery klsd of Beet
of best quality, and
qnalitleB caD be bought In

•

and garden

field

same

Mt

hnr

aay

market.

FERTILIZERS. We

sell

fertlllzerB

far

•very crop, under our own brands. All wk«
have used our HIgh-Orade Tobacco Guaaa,
Corn Grower, Wheat and Orass Fertlliicn,
Pure Raw Bone, and HlgtaOrade Acid Pkasphate, analyzing from 14 to 1< per cent., pronounce them the beet they have ssed.
WOOL. We buy all the year round va/t

PAY THE HIQHBST MARKBT PRICWI.

Parties wlshtag to purchase will lad it tt
Interest to see as before buytng.

their

Merchants National Bank,
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
Virginia's

STRONGEST

National BanK,

THE BEST DANIV FOR FARMERS
J*

JOHN

3

o

P.

Jt

BRANCH,

and Country Mwrchants.

Prcsldont.

TH08.

B.

Jt

Jt

McADAMS,

Cashier.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
INTEREST

3o\'
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TOU GET MORE
Profits

Harvest
HARVEST

FINDS

IF

GET
harvest

all

this

the

proflts

year— that

possible
Is

a

out
plain

of
bus

proposition with you.

"

needs no argument to prove that you
cannot be sure of all the harvest returns— no matter
how favorable the outlook— unless you have made
full and effective preparations before hand.
A quick harvest— an easy harvest free from break-

downs and delays due to InefDclent machines— Is the
harvest that yields every cent of its value to you.
The vital point then is your harvesting machines.
You cannot afford to takes chances on it. A mistake
in this matter means loss of golden hours in
the
field,
and profit-earning expenses, to say nothing of
the worry.
You cannot decide this question wisely when the
harvest rush is on. This Is one part of your preparation that you can make now, and that it pays to
make now.
The test of time is one of the best guides to your
selection.
And when you think of harvesting machmes that have proved their efficiency year after
year for a generation, what names are brought at once

mind?

to

Champion, McCormick, Osborne,
Deering,
Milwaukee, Piano.
There must be a reason why these six machines
have become familiar the world over— wherever harvesting

is done.
means that they have withstood all the tests of
conditions of harvest fields everywhere.
means not only that they are built on right
principles at the first, but that they have steadily
led in Improvements from year to year, thus holding
the place they have established as the standard.
But world-wide reputation— much as it means— Is
not the only reason for absolutely confidence In

It

all

It

this line.

Each machine stands on its present merits, because
is built under the most favorable conditions.
The International Harvester Company Is able to
demand and obtain the very best materials of every
kind and the highest mechanical skill— everything
it

that goes to make the perfect machine.
To erect and maintain experimental shops and
laboratories and to employ the best specialists to work
out every principle and detail— these things would
not come within the reach of the ordinary manufacturer.
But the International Harvester Company
can, and does, concentrate the excellence of all its
splendid equipment in these machines.
By owning and operating its own coal and Iron
mines, its own smelters and steel mines, and Its own

YOU READY

and saw mills, the International Harvester
is enabled to select the best wood and steel
that forests and mines afford.
And in addition it can, and does, employ the best
timber

Company
labor.

With such advantages of Increased resources,
nothing but the best of material need be accepted.
And it is easy to see how machines can be Improved in a degree not attainable in any other
way— how such rigid tests as these machines are
subjected to can be insisted on—why no machine
ever leaves the works until the best qualified experts
have pronounced it perfect.
All this care in the selection of materials— all the
skill of labor— all the thoroughness of Inspection and
test— and all the perfection which these things mean
and bring about goes into your machine.
Isn't
it
worth while to consider who gets the
benefit in the end— what this concentrated effort on
your machine would mean to you in the critical time
of your harvest?
Isn't it worth your while to consider whether you
will not be the gainer in a large degree by preparing
tor harvest or haying time with a machine that

you knoieT
Harvest time is not the time to try something you
are not sure of. You want all the guarantee Oi" steady,
reliable operation that you can obtain.
.Manufacturers can afford to experiment, but you
cannot.

You want a machine that has been proved by
finie— that has been proved by use under all conditions—that has been proved by your own neighbors—and that is made under conditions that assure
you that it is the best within the manufacturing
possibilities.

And if repairs erer have to be made you want to
be sure that you can get them at once and that the
parts will fit.
This is another special advantage of
these machines— repairs are always right at hand, for
Internationa! local agents everywhere have them in
stock.

Harvest economy and efflciency not only call for
good machines but good twine as well.
International Harvester Company Binder Twine is
made from high-grade pure sisal and manila fibers—
the best raw materials that can be procured
The
Champion, Deering, McCormick, Milwaukee, Osborne
Piano and International Binder Twine is sold in the
following grades:
Sisal, standard, manila and pure

manila.
Call on the International agent and get a
catalogue
you have plenty of time to study It.
don t know an International agent write us If you
and we
will give you the name of the one nearest
you

while

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY or AMERICA,
INTERNATIONAL LINE.-Blnders,

Inc

CHICAGO

ILl

Reapers, Headers, Header Binders Corn Binders Corn .sh^Cri,:
i
Huskers and Shredders, Corn Shellers, Mowers, Hay
Hay Rakes Swee^^ „'**^^'
p»t^' "i?"
'""^
Hay Stackers, Hay Balers, Feed Grinders. K^ife Grindm-^ PrBfm Q^no^fA
r?
Pumping Jacks, Manure Spreaders, Weber Wagons? Cofn^^n^'^f^jj. ZtTnitT^^^ll', a^id
Brndef t":?:|:
Pickers,

Loaders,

T^rs
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lamp chimneys, and

is entirely safe,
follows that a further reduction in
cost would make it a formidable
eompetitor with kerosene.
it

its

IPERUVIAN GUANO

Liquid Motor Fuel.

"The farmers are also more interested than any other class in the
question of an abundant supply of
liquid motor fuel for the internal
eombustion engines which are com-

A COMPLETE NATURAL

ANALYSIS.
Phosphoric Acid 9.00 per cent.

Ammonia

ing into general use on thefarms in
all parts of the country.
The marked increase in the use of these engines in the last few years has had
the effect of advancing the price of
gasolene, now the only available motor fuel fully 300 per cent., and, unless some substitute can be secured,
cost

its

will

become

prohibitive.

Potash

Company,

tended

it

was shown that

experiments

We

In

food.
Skilful culture will avail little unless plants are well nourished;
and the excess of one element cannot supply the demand for another.

Peruvian Guano supplies ALL the plant food elements furnished
by ground bone, acid phosphate, tankage, dry ground fish, dried blood,
sulphate of ammonia, cottonseed meal, etc. These elements are
already intimately mixed and combined by natural processes, making
it the

ex-

had

BEST POSSIBLE BASE FOR HOME MIXTURES.
it may seem advisable to add more Potash

For certain crops

An 80-page book on "Plant Food Problems" is of Interest to every
In it we describe the
farmer, and will be sent free upon request.
different fertilizer materials, give formulas for every crop, and instruct
the farmer ho-,v to make his own fertilizer and save from $7 to |10
per ton by so doing; besides knowing what his mixtures contain.

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY,
33 Broad Street.

Charleston, S. C.

AMERICAN SAW MILLS)

Will Steady the Prices of Grain.

VARIABLE FRICTION FEED

"One great advantage to the agricultural interests of the entire country which will be secured as the resnlt of a workable law providing for
untaxed denatured alcohol, is that the
price of those farm products from
which it may be most cheaply pro-

Ratchet Sat Works, Quick Receder, Duplet
Steel Dogs, Strong,

ACCURA TE AND RE LIABLE.
Best material and workmanslilp, light running,
power,
little
requires
simple, easy to handle,
won't get out of order.

duced can never fall below a point
which would give the farmers a satisfactory profit.
In other words, this
l^slation practically gives the farmer a policy of insurance against loss
in growing corn and potatoes.
Com,
at 30 cents a bushel, would banish
kerosene as a source of light and
heat, and gasolene as a source of
prest

prices

of

\

Belts and Mills also In
all

sizes.

Beam

Carriages
furnished with
any of our Mills.
No. 1. Warranted to cut 2.000 feet per day with 4 H. P. engine. Seven other sizes
made. Also Edgers, Trimmers, Shingle Machines, Lath Mills, Rip and Cut-Off Saws,
Drag Saws, Cordwood Saws and Feed Mills. Catalogue sent fre«.
"Rowa, Mass., October 24, 1905.— I have a No. 1 American Saw Mill and I send you
an •rder for another Just like It. I run It with my 8 H. P. portable gasoline engine;
have sawed 6,000 feet of lumber In ten hours with It without any trouble. I use a
Yours truly,
BRADLEY C. NBWKLL."
48-Inch saw.

Log

can

these

articles.

"At the present time gasolene of a 1
poor quality costs the farmers in the
Northwestern States 22 to 30 cents a
-gallon, and all indications point to an
Increase in those prices, owing to the
eoBStantly increasing demand in all
aections of the country.
With the

to

the percentage contained in Peruvian Guano, either by mlxlmg the
material or by applying the additional quantities as a side application.
We are in a position to quote lowest prices on the following materials,
and to ship them along with the Peruvian Guano.
Kalnit
Muriate of Potash
Nitrate of Potash
Sulphate of Potash
Basic Slag
Nitrate of Soda

IMJses.'

the

plant

fertilizers, consist-

light plants, 52; woodworking machinery, 45; flour mills, 40; bakeries, 33;
motor trucks, 30; boats, 30. The rest
were used for general power pur-

at

among

first

ing largely of Acid Phosphate, (dissolved rock), many farmers have, in a measure, overlooked this valuable material.
are now directly importing and placing it upon the market at
prices which make it the cheapest, as well as the best, source of plant

established
the fact that when used in a properly constructed engine alcohol is a
Iilgbly satisfactory motor fuel, a given quantity producing as much energy as the same quantity of gasolene.
That the substitution of denatured
alcohol for gasolene is not merely a
theory, but an accomplished fact, is
shown by the experience of Germany,
to which Mr. Goebels, of the Otto
8as Engine Company, refers as follows :'As to the total number of engines in use at that time, in 1903, in
Germany, statistics show that one
sentral station in Berlin alone had
rontracts for supplying 1,011 alcohol
engines.
These
were
distributed
among various industries as follows:
Agricultural purposes, 544; pumping
p]an:ts. 84; creameries, 63; electric

power,

8.50 per cent.
2.00 per cent.

PERUVIAN GUANO holds
rank
GENUINE
food materials. In their haste to use cheap

testimony submitted to the (Committee on Ways and Means by Professor
Elihu Thomson, of the General Electric

MANURE AND A

SUPERIOR BASE FOR HOME MIXTURES.

L

be

AMERICAN SAW MILL MACHINERY

OUR AGENTS.—Watt
Hyman

CO.,
137 Hope St., Haokettttewn N. J.
Plow Company, Richmond, Va.; R. P. Johnson, WytheTlUe,
New Berne and Wilmington, N. C; Glbbes Machinery

Supply Company,
Company, Columbia, S. C.

Va.

;

Always mention The Southern PI anter when writing

to

advertteer*.

^
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The Everlasting Tubular
Guaranteed not

to

Plow Doubletrees.

Steel

Break or Bend

Send
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for

Our Number 8 Catalogue

Furnished with Hook or Ring
For PlowMussle, also Traces.

Get acquainted with
our .complete line. Their use
for 1907.

spells

ABOVE PATTERN

W«

Pittsburg

No. 105

-

of farmers in suitable localities.
I
believe
that
in
such
plants can be utilized inferior and rejected grain, and at certain seasons
starch yielding vegetables, so as to
supply the local demand for denatured alcohol for lighting, heating and
motor fuel purjKises.

The Alcohol

Potato.

United
Agriculture
Department of
States
that they have recently imported sam-

by

the

-

PENNSYLVANIA.

Wool Wanted.
We

Pay Top

&

David Wallerstein
1213 East Gary St
References:
of

,

Co.,

Richmond, Va.

American National Bank, Dun or Bradstreet Agencies, or any merchant

Richmond.

SAW

And

MILLS

Belting and Supplies.

Mill Machinery of every

Knives,

Saws,

description.

Complete Stock. Prompt and
orders and inquiries.

of potatoes grown In Europe expert attention to all
which have been found to give a very
high percentage of alcohol, and that
there are varieties grown in this V. H.
country, with which the department
(20 Years Building, Selling
is now experimenting, which shows a
large starch content. In view of the

ples

NORFOLK., VA.

DeLOACH.

and Operating

Saw

Mills

)

in the report of the

as shown
Committee on Ways and Means

fact,

Prices.

We will need a large quantity of wool this season to fill our orders, and want t*
handle your crop. We buy your wool delivered at your depot, free of any expense to yom
whatever, except freight charges, and are In a position to pay you top market prices.
We furnish you with sacks to ship In when needed. Checks sent promptly day wool
Is received. Write us as soon as you are ready to ship, state quantity you have, and
we will advise you what we will pay.

by a number

advised

THREE SIZES

Tubular Steel WHiffletree Company Sole Manufacturers,

PITTSBURG

am

IN

mannfaetnre t complete line of Doubletree*, SlDgletrees, end Neck Yokes of every deicrlptloD.
All dealers nboald handle them, ask yours lor them and teke no other.

greater safety of alcohol at equal, or
nearly equal, prices It would be preferred to gasolene, and the demand
for it as a motor fuel for farm engines alone would create a market for
all surplus corn at a price of not less
than 30 cents, and probably at 38
cents a bushel.
With the assurance
of an unlimited demand for corn at a
price that would avoid the necessity
of its ever being sold at a loss, and
an enlarged demand for potatoea,
etc.,
the farmers can raise without
fear of a glutted market annual crops
of these products much larger than
even the record crops of former years.
"In my opinion the most practicable way in which alcohol can be profitably produced by the farmers, for
the present at least, is through the
establishment of co-operative plants

"I

MADE

economy.

per-

fecting the alcohol laws, that in the
year of 1905 Germany used 91,148.182 bushels of potatoes in the production of alcohol, there would seem
to he no reason why in many parts
of this country the cultivation of
these special kinds of potatoes for use
in the production of alcohol should
not be found profitable by our farm-

SAW

PORTABLE

MILLS

fiscal

r

hnv any o

of the "Faraohor.'" Guaranteed in every respect.
Oarnew flS.pnccoBlnlo^ex-

merits

plains In detail all narl^.w
Mills. Ennlne.. Itollin.

.«*

We'll mall jom
a copy free npon re<].e«t.

Throher*.

ers.

"A matter of great importance in
relation to the capacity of our farms
unlimited
practically
produce
to

Bailt strong and durable,
tier until yon invegtipate

pdine
ion

(t,

With corresponding with our

adertise

rs,

B. F«»QUH«II Co", tT»..TO»ll. M.

always mention Southern Planter.
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Wiantlties
of
the
materials
from
wklch industrial alcohol is made, is
the fact that the growth of these

tarm crops does not exhaust the soil.
After the alcohol has been extracted
from corn or potatoes these materials
pe still serviceable as cattle feed, in
which form they ultimately find their
wsy back to the land.

"Some disappointment has been

ex-

pressed over the delay on the part of
our manufacturers to furnish alcoBfll-tising apparatus, similar to those
used in Germany.
I have personally
iBTestigated this matter and find that
American manufacturers are preparing to put on the market in the near
future lamps in which it has been
found by carefully conducted experiments that one gallon of alcohol will
gJre as much light as two gallons
of kerosene. I have also seen
samples
of cooking stoves, heaters and other
alcohol-using appliances, which will
be on sale in this country at an early
date.

"Arrangements are being made by

tte managers of the Jamestown
Exposition for a special industrial alcohol exhibit, to which an entire
building will be devoted. In addition
to
tte various kinds of alcohol
apparatus automobiles, internal

combustion

engines and motor boats operated
by
alcohol will be exhibited.
"One difficulty which has served to

[May,

delay the general use of untaxed denatured alcohol for domestic purposes, such as cooking, heating, etc., has
been the high price charged by the
retail druggists, who, so far, are the
only dealers handling this material. It
is evidently not yet understood that
as an industrial material denatured
alcohol is on a different footing from
that of tax paid alcohol so long dealt

tion and consumption of denatured
alcohol will be largely increased, and
that all of the difficulties which have
tended to hinder its use will soon be
overcome. The United States should
produce alcohol cheaper than any
other country, and in view of the
greater consuming power of our people the demand for it for industrial

purposes

in by druggists, and that it will have
to be sold at a much lower rate of
profit than the latter material.
I am

should

be

proportionately

large."

advised that tax-free alcohol is now
being sold f. o. b. at Peoria, 111., for
31 cents a gallon, while the general
retail price is about 75 cents a gallon.
This would indicate that the expense of handling and the retail dealer's profit are much too large, and if
the conditions under which the retail
price is so high are in any way due

111.
The following are some of its suggestions: "Successful farming requires fertile soil,
intelligent labor, and water in abun-

the
regulations
or
restrictions
placed on the sale of the denatured
product it will be necessary to have
these regulations modified so that not
only druggists but grocers, hardware

dance. The first two you have we
can provide you with water and all
the necessary apparatus for irrigation, and the increased value of your
crop will pay the bill the first sea-

COST OF IRRIGATION.
The above

is the title of a valuable
booklet just issued by the American

Well Works, Aurora,

—

to

dealers, etc., can handle

Does

son.

it.

•'It must be remembered that this
legislation has been in effect for less

this

interest

you?

than three months, and that its
enactment found the country entirely
unprepared to take advantage of the
opportunities which it created. I am

them

confident that after the amendments
perfecting the law go into effect on
September 1 of this year the produc-

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKS,

OLDS

for

it.

Address
Aurora,

ENCINES

BEST BY EVERY TEST."
United

Our OLDS

States

HOPPER JACKET ENGINES

the market to-day.

Government Report.
3, 4%, 6, and 8 H.

on Skids

P. are the handiest things

on

They have all the advantages of a water-cooled engine without water tank and water connections,
making a light, complete, compact, power unit, ready to run. One pail of water is
enough for three
hours. Can be moved anywhere.
OLDS ENGINES are the result of 25 years' experience and are made in sizes from 3 to 50 H. P.
tor all sorts of farm and stationary power.
Tell us your requirements and we will help .vou
Send for catalog.

OLDS GAS POWER

CO..

The

booklet showing figures about cost of
and whether it is costing
the reader too much will be supplied
free to any of our readers who write
irrigation

figure out

what you need.

949 Chestnut

St.,

Lansing, Mich.

111.
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This remedy has a worldwide reputation—established
by its merit as the greatest

pain re-

Is a never.failing

mover.

—

I
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It actually

Kills

Pain, from whatsoever

might

When Yager's

be the cause.

of all Blood Purifiers and
Nerve Restorers; it is especially valuable and eminently successful in building

It creates

Liniment comes in contact
with Pain, the Pain must
and will go.
This old family standby
has back of it a reputation
and a record of cures made,
which entitles it to the broad
claim of the most searching
and energetic, j'et soothing
and efficacious, of all exter-

flesh, clears

nal applications ever offered

up run down systems, it rejuvenates and revives the
worn out man and woman,
by expelling the impurities
of the blood, and building
up the nerve tissues.
sound, healthy
the complexion
and strengthens the nerves,
aids digestion,

Kidney

is

diseases,

ially valuable

the public.

and espec-

in

cases

Rheumatism

relieves at once.

helpful in

family

needs

a

it

Every
bottle

of

Yager's Liniment, and

of

Female Weakness and kin-

should keep
emergencies.

dred ailments.

it

ready for

THE GREAT PAIN CURE

GET IT IN YOUR BLOOD
Mr. Paul Kramer, apainterofWindber, Pa..
" Has taken Yager's Sarsaparilla, and it is building
up his run down system: before commencing to
take it he weighed 3S lbs., after first bottle he weighed 144 lbs.; he is now rapidly regaining his health.
1

Mrs. L. E. Brown, of Raleigh, N. C. writes "She
can hardly e.xplain the good that Yager's Liniment
has done for her and family. She had Rheumatism
so bad she could hardly get around, and began using this Liniment and soon found relief.
:

These two valuable remedies are marvels, tecause they have, and are constantly effecting
marvelous cures. In cases of Rheumatism the two remedies, when used together, are a positry this treatment. Thousands of testimonial letters are received from grateful
people who have been cured by them.
tive cure

;

GILBERT BROS. &

J

50c.
YAGER'S LINIMENT, 25c. LARGE BOTTLB
CO., Manufacturers, BALTIMORE, MD.

ALL DEALERS SELL YAGER'S SARSAPARILLA,
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REPORTS.
United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
Office of

Forest Service.
Bull.
74.
Products of the United

the Secretary.
Food Inspection
decision 65. The
Labelling of
Whisky, Blends, Compounds, and
Imitations thereof.
Office of the Secretary. Circular 22.

Bull.

Record.

Station

Vol.

xvni

No. 8.
United States Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D.

M

Station,

186.
Oidium
Mildew of the Vine.

- l-I - l-I - I - I-I - t - l - I-l - I - I - I - M-I-I-t-I-I -

H

Berk-

M

- I- I - I r
-

1

1

M

State's

Board

Experiment
Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass. Bull,
Scale.
San Jose

Powdery

or

what a

re-

tions.

Report of the

Bull.

Agriculture,

should be. Would that we
get such a report from our
Board and the CommissionAgriculture, and we should
then be able to give the information we are asked for daily by
those thinking of coming here.
At present we are not half Informed as to our resources.
Louisiana Experiment Station, Baton
Nineteenth Annual
Rouge, La.
Report of the Experiment Sta-

etc.

California Experiment
Bull 184.
ly. Cal.
Plant Pathologist.

of

port
could
State
er of

Work. Insoluble PhosMethods of Applying
Killing Sassafras Sprouts,

Station
phates.

Office of

C.

• l - l - I - I - I - I - l-l - I-I - I v I - l - I - I - I - I -

ple of

Lime.

College.
Agricul-

Topeka, Kan. Fifteenth Bienmlal Report of the Board for the
Years 1905 and 1906. This is a
book of over 1,200 pages, containing matter of the highest value
on almost every page for the
farmers of the State, and the fullest statistical information as to
the State's resourses.
It Is
a
monument to the wonderful ability of Mr. F. D. Cobum, the Secretary of the Board, and a sam-

Farmers' Bulletin 279. A method
of Eradicating Johnson Grass.
Farmers' Bulletin 280. A Profitable Tenant Dairy Farm.
Farmers' Bulletin 281. Experiment

Circular

Bureau.

Kansas State Board

The

Com

States.

Shade-

of

Entomology.
Grasshopper

Agricultural

Study

tural Courses.

Farmers' Bulletin No. 278. Leguminous Crops for Green Manur-

65.

85.
The
Problem
and Alfalfa Culture.
Bureau of Entomology. Circular
65.
The Spring Grain Aphis.
Office of Experiment Station.
Ex-

periment

For-

Tar Creosote.

The Tobacco Tbrips a New and

(Va.)

Nature

ing.

Bureau

of

dar.

Hampton

Forest Service. Circulars 83, 84, 85,
94, 95.
Forest Planting Leaflets.
Russian Mulberry,
White Ash.
Slippery Elm. Black Cherry.
Sugar Maple.
Forest Service. Circular 96. Arbor
Day.
Forest Service. Circular 97.
The
Timber Supply of the United

Soils.

Destructive
Enemy
Grown Tobacco.

Forest
States,

Forest Service. Circular 76.
est Planting Leaflet.
Forest Service. Circular 80.
Fractional Distillation of

Twenty-second Annual Report of
the Bureau of Animal Industry
for the year 1905.
Bureau of Animal Industry. Circular 107.
Capons and Cajwnizing.
Bureau of Animal Industry. Circular 108.
Trichinosis; a Danger
In the Use of Raw Fork for food.
Bureau of Chemistry. Circular 34.
Examination of Papers.
Bureau of Chemistry Food Inspec-

Bureau

Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca,
N. Y. Bull. 245. Spray Calen-

1905.

Report on Statements of Dr. Cyril
G. Hopkins Relative to Bureau of

tion Decisions, 60-64.
of Entomology.

[May,

Experiment
Stations.
Circular
73.
Country Life Education.

II

I

I

1 1 I l-I
.

-.

M

- I - l-I -

MM
-

Station,

The

116.
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I

I
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**AU Dairy Supplies— No Matter Wliat"

THE BELLE PRE BOTTLE COMPANY,
Alexandria, Virginia.

''largest milk bottle factory in the

world:'
We

all k inds

handle

A

Supplies.

full line

of

Dairy and Creamery

ready for prompt shipment,

Bottles, Caps, Brushes,

Washing Powder, Cans,

Tinware, Boxes, Carriers, Etc.
Write us for circulars and prices.
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Minnesota Experiment Station, St.
of the vigorous work of the DirecAnthony Park, Minn. Bull.' 101
tor and his staff.
It is in strong
Forage Crops of High Medium
contrast to the reports we used
and Low Protein Content.
to receive years ago.
Nebraska Experiment Station Lin- Wyoming Experiment Station, Lacoln, Neb.
Bull 95. Crop proramie, Wyoming. Bull. 71. Some
duction In Western Nebraska.
Potato Diseases.
Bull. 96.
Some Insects Injurious to
Duty of Water on Field
Bull. 72.
Wheat.
Pease, 1906.
Bull.

New

Potato Experiments.

97.

Mexico

Experiment

West Indian

Station.

Agricultural College N. M. Bull.
61.
Dry Farming in New Mexico.
Purdue Experiment Station, Lafayette, Ind.
Bull 118. How to Control the San Jose Scale and Other

Orchard Pests.

K

The Feeding

6.

Carolina

W.

Is that

you?

I'm

nearly dead!"

madam,

think you have the
wrong man. I'm an undertaker, and
want them all dead!" May Lippin"Well,

I

—

TODD.

cott's.

..ELMWOOD NURSERIES..

Stuff Con-l

Experiment

Station,
Clemson College, S. C. Bull 124.
The Williamson Plan of Corn Culture.
Bull. 128.
Stock Feeding.
Bull.
129.
Improviement of the

Wood

Barbados,

4.

"Hello, Frank!

Law.

trol

No.

Black was to meet her husband at a certain store at one o'clock.
After standing around for some time
she grew very impatient, and, thinking that he might have forgotten to
meet her, called him up on the 'phone
at his place of business.
Supposing
that "Centrar had given her the right
number, she exclaimed:

Warwick Co., Va., Apr. 18, 1907.
like The Southern Planter very
I
much and think It suits the farmers

Soy Beans, Cowpeas and
Other Forage Crops.

Circular

Bulletin,

7,

HE WANTEJD THEM DEAD.
Mrs.

Indiana Plant Diseases, of this part of the country very well.

Bull. 119.
1906.
Bull. 120.

South

Vol.

I.
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lot.

Weather Service, Richmond,
Report for March, 1907.
Virginia Experiment Station, Blacks
burg, Va. Annual Report of the
Station. This is a very full and

Virginia

— We

are Growers and Offer a Fine Assortment of

APPLES. PEACHES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PLUMS, APRICOTS, NBCTa
RINES, GRAPE VINES In large assortments, GOOSBBERIES, CURRANT*
STRAWBERRIES, HORE-RADISH, ASPARAGUS, DEWBERRIES, and u
Splendid aasortment ORNAMENTAL and SHAD!
Raspberries.
ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and HEDGE PLANTS.
EGGS from B. P. ROCK and BROWN LEGHORN FOWLS at $1.00 per It

extra

lot

Va.,

TREES,

interesting report of the work of
the Station, and shows evidence

Also a few Pullets and Cockerels of these breeds at $1.00 each for ImmediM*
delivery.
Write for catalogue to
J. B. WATKINS & BRO^ MIDLOTHIAN. VA.

The Imperial
Ma4e by The Bucher
ST & Glbbs Plow Company,
Con
Canton,
day.

It

Is

built forr hard

work and plenty
plei

of

it

Ohio,

and never

is

Chilled

Plow

the best, and therefore, the cheapest Plow on
to give entire satisfaction, which it makers

fails

the

market

guaramtee.

THIS COMPANY ALSO MAKES A FULL LINE OF

Plows, spike Tooth, Spring Tooth and Disc

Harrows, Cultivators and Land Rollers.
Send for Catalogue giving

full

description

The Implement

Co.,

and prices

of this

most popular

General Agents,

line

of

Farm Implements.

Richmond, Va.

to-

—

,
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MAGAZINES.
In the May number of The Century
begin Homer Bate's reminiscences of
"Lincoln

the

in

Telegraph Office"
which promise new light on a phase
of President Lincoln's daily life
dur-

ing the war hitherto little considered.
Mr. Bates was manager of the War
Department Telegraph Office and cipher operator from 1881 to 1S66; and
the opening chapters of the series are
full
of detaHs of Lincoln's visits,
morning, afternoon and evening, to
the War Department telegraph office.
There is also an intimate account of
McClellan and his relations to the administration, and on at least one imthe suppression of disarticle has the interest
of surprise.
The most timely article
of the May Century is George M.
Stratton's
discussion
of
"Railway
Disasters at Night," a warning presentation of the failings and dangers
of our present system of signals, and
of the psychological need of revising
them, with suggestions, based on science, and,
seemingly, on common
sense, for a more reliable system of
protection.
The writer is professor
of E.xperimental Psychology and director of the psychological laboratory
at Johns Hopkins University.
Other notable features of the May
issue are a sketch of Jamestown, by
Thomas Nelson Page, more "Stories

portant point

—

patches—the

[May,

of Whistler," by Otto Bacher,
friend
and companion of the great artist in
his Venetian days; and Ernest

Fritzi and Pinkey Perkins, and short
stories by Mildred Stapley, "The K.
and A. Company;" "Dorotliea's May
Basket," by Claire H. Gurney, and,
tor very little folk, "The Bearklns at
the Farm."
Of more serious articles, there is
a sympathetic study of Henry D.
Thoreau, "The Man Who Was Always
a Boy," by Gilbert P. Coleman and
Charles Barnard gives an interesting
account of the workings of the Telharmonium, that wonderful invention.
And there are hours of profitable
entertainment for big anTl Httle In
Nature and Science, the St. Nicholas
League, and fhe "Hints and Helps for
Mothers," this time all about the fun
to be had out of newspapers.

Rhys's
"William Sharp and Fiona Macleod"
—giving reminiscences of a long
friendship and "episodes which may,
in passing, help to disclose the
sources,
mysterious and deliberately obscured, of the Fiona Maeleod tales

and fantasies."
The two strong serials, Frances
Hodgson Burnett's "The Shuttle" and
Elizabeth Robins' "Come and Find
Me," are rivals in interest; and there
are short stories by Will Adams,
Margherita Arlina Hamm, Mary Talbot Campbell, Maude Egerton King,
and L. R. Elder.
There are the beginnings of two
enticing

new

—

serials

in

the

May

magazine

A Lucky
The poet Lowell

St.

Nicholas short serials by popular
writers are a delightful feature of the
year.
The first is ;i
story of old London town, "A Little
Field of Glory," by Mary Catherine
Lee, author of "A Quaker Girl of
Nantucket," "Lois Mallet's Dangerous
Gift," etc., with pictures by Reginald
Birch. Ralph Henry Barbour's new
story begins in this number, too
"Tom, Dick and Harriet," the scenes
and several of the characters being
those of "The Crimson Sweater."
There are also new adventures of
this

Find.
asked,

"What

Is

so rare as a day in June?" And the
answer is a right down good detecLippincott's Magazine Is
tive story.
therefore lucky to secure for the complete noveleitte in its May issue one
"The
that is up to the top-notch.

—

Mystery," by Nevil Monroe
Hopkins, is superlatively oiiginal In
scheme, yet quite within the realm of
A satisfying conclusion is
reason.
reached through rapid acting scenes

Moyett

While love Is
of thrilling obscurity.
not the primary interest in this capti(

^

.-X ,•« .-t

.M

M

.*t
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THRESHING TIME
It

Are YOU ready for it?
Are you going to wait
thresher-man this year?
You are running the
risk of losing your crop if you do.
Such a loss would be far greater
than the cost of one of our modern, up-to-date threshers. "We would
like to talk with you about these machines.
They are money-makers
and time-savers. You will want to know WHY. We would like the
opportunity of telling you a postal inquiry is all that's necessary.
will

soon be here.

for the itinerant

;

We

are

formerly

also

made by

manufacturers of
the old firms of

Cariwell&Co., including

all implements and machinery
H. M. Smith & Co. and J. W.

HORSE POWERS, PEANUT MACHIN-

ERY, STRAW CUTTERS,

WELL FIXTURES,

ALSO CORN PLANTERS

The Cardwell Machine Company,
19th and Capy Sts.,

-

-

RICHMOND,

VA.
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POULTRY FARM
FOR SALE
—

* "

'

•*

56-

A ckroaic case of Asthma is forcing me to offer my
farm, containing 80 acres,

equipment and

The farm

—40

stock, will be sold at the
is

splendid Poultry

cleared and improved and

40 in wood

Farm

for

—together

si>Je.

.rith

This
entire

bargain price of $3,500.

admirably situated, lays well, has two never-failing streams of fine water, 6

room house in good repair, well

at its door, small, frost-proof cellar,

house, seven

bam, tobacco

ehicken houses and scratch pens, runs enclosed in about 50 rods of wire fencing.

An
less

inventory of stock and equipment

about as

is

folloiws

:

10 White Wyandotte hens,

than two years old; 60 White Wyandotte pulletts, 1906 hatched; 75 White Wyandotte

hundreds

pullets, late fall hatch, 1906;

Barred Plymouth Kock hens

;

Incubators, 2 Model Brooders and
2 horses, a fine team,

mower,

etc.

You

also,

;

of

White Wyandotte chickens hatching; 100
hens, and a pen of Rhode Island Reds 4

20 Brown Leghorn
all

;

the other accessories of a well-kept and paying plant;

and 2 milch cows, 2-horse wagon, Dayton, plows, rakes, com miU, new

growing crops, including a

will observe that there

is

fine stand of

timothy and

German

clover.

about $1,000 worth of poultry alone at present market

prices.

The

location of this

farm

is ideal,

being only two miles from Ashland, a splendid market

and college town, 40 minutes' from Richmond, 3 hours from Washington;

New York

;

8 trains daily,

North and South from Ashland

;

local

trains

12 hours from

stop

within half

mile of house; half a dozen poles will connect you with telephone.
I must leave here, and the

first

man who comc«

in all household furniture in addition to the above.

Remember,

me

will be

my

trimks.

$3,500 gets the best bargain ever offered in Virginia.

A. L.
p^

along and means business, I will throw

All I take with

r. D.

1.

PARKER,
ASHLAND, VA.

——

—

—
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vating tale, thePB are glimpses of the
tender passion, between a niece of
the victim and one of the men who
essays to unravel the mystery, which
relieve the high teneion in which the
whole is enveloped.
Thre are eight short stories up to
the standard which this Magazine has
established and endeavors to raise
a peg with every number. Bertha M.
Sinclair contributes one of her best
stories of the far West, "The Deputy,"

—

which is humorous and pointed.
A
charming Iovb story of artistic trend
"The Real Thing," by Katherine
Metcalf Roof. "The Firetirand," a
tale of South Rusia, by George Allan
is

England, presents a powerful picture
of present-day priest-craft in the land
of the Czar.
Minna Thomas Antrim's
sweet child sketch, "Sadie of the

Kind Eyes," blends humor and paA lively story of modern home
is "That Deal of Doughty's," by
Walt Makee. "The Great Tangle," by
Jane Belfield, is a clever emotional

produces some curious instances of when "the ghost walked."
George L. Knapp, a virile young
journalist author of Colorado, who is
bounding into notice, writes of the
"Legent f Tannhauser" after a manner of his own, in which is woven the
touching story so familiar to opera
lovers.

monotone.

An

—one

a trlaingle

entertaining satire of

man and two

girls

Matchmaker

"Shall we believe in Ghosts?" inquires Rene Bache, in the ttile of his
interesting talk about spectral evidence up-to-date in the May Lippin-

gantic and genial Congressman from
Kentucky,
made certain inquiries
with reference to a mutual friend
whom he had not seen for a number
of years
a Colonel P., of the State
mentioned.
"And how does my old friend, the
"
colonel, spend, his declining years
asked the Washingtonlan.
"Beautifully, sir. beautifully," answered James. "He has a fine farm,
sir.
And a string of trotters, sir. And
a barrel of whiskey sixteen years old,
and a wife of the same age, etr."

—

—

of the Hour" the new dein Lippincott's Magazine
carries four bright little editorials
on themes of interest: "Accommodating the Sfork." by Clifford Howard; "Overworked Words." by Anne
Hollingsworth Wharton; "A Billion
a Year for Railway Development,"

"Ways

by Joseph M. Rogers, and "Household
Decoration." by Mrs. John Van Rens-

May

Lippincott's.

selaer.

WHAT THE AILMENT

Senator Hoar learned that a
friend who they thought had appendiin reality suffering from
acute Indigestion, he smiled genially.
"Really," said he, "that's good news.
friend that the
I
rejoice for
trouble lies in the table of contents
rather than in the appendix."

was

citis

DESIRABLE loOCATION.

WAS.

When

my

"As Managed by Carolyn." by Jean
West.
"Jimmie Emmence,
of Circle N," is a Western love story on no^^el lines; its
author is C. Cunningham.
Is

Louise

NO WONDER.
Recently a Washingtonlan in conversation with "die" James, the gi-

partment

thos.

life

[May,

He

cott's.

''

The House Hunter: I
house well enough, but I
the idea of its being right
to a police station, with all

next door
those staring policemen."
The Agent: "Ah, sir, but that Isreally a great advantage. Think how
easy it will be to keep a cook here."

May

Lippincitt's.

N. C, Apr

Rutherford Co.,
15, 1907.
I cannot do without your valuable
Southern Planter.
B.

J.

NORVILLE.

like thie
don't like

—
—

Son. How did Julius Caesar die?
Papa. Shure, I didn't know the
poor man was sick at all, at all.

r\ r\r\r\^\^\^\ry^^\r\€'^^ ^c^«^««^»<"^rf"^»«"%«^«c"T«r'T#*^»<^»^% ^^r%r\r%r\c^tc^^\r%c^r\ <^^ r\r\^\r^t

X
X
X
^

W.

K.

BACHE & SONS,

1406 East Main St Richmond,

Va.,

MANUFACTUBBRS' AGBNT8
AND DEALERS IN
.

.

.

xc„^«,j«« Machinery, Vehicles, Harness,
SAWING FRAMES, PEANUT PICKERS, HDSKERS AND SHREDDERS.
CARRIAGES, RUNABOUTS AND 8URRIES.
SOUTH BEND CHILLED PLOWS AND CASTINGS.
Manure Spreaders, Gasoline Engines and Hay Presses, Disc Harrows, Peg Tooth
Harrows and Cultivators, 3, 5 H. P. PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES. SPECIAL BARGAINS.

International

Special atteation to Repair Orders for

all

kinds of Machinery.

Write for descriptive circular
any article wanted.

"TeBSCMM" an< "Thamhlll" Wacami.

Veblcleiiof tU

for

UndB.

xxxxxxxxyxxxxxxxxxxxxxxvx.vxx>^xxxxxxxxxxx
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CLUBBING

LIST.

TREES.

will be found prices on
magazines and periodicals
wlileh are most called for by our
readers.
We have club rates with
aMU-ly all reputable publications, and
will qaeCe them on request:

Sn this
jKpers,

list

First Class Nursery Stock
of all kinds.

Alone. 8. P.

RETAIL.

We make a specialty of bandUng dealers' orders.
ALL STOCK TRUE TO NAME.

Ilmes-Dlspatch, Richmond,

Va

»6 00 »6 00

(without
4 00

4

00

3 00

3

00

6 00

6 00

00

3 40

1 00

1 25

1 00

1

mond, Va
Southern Churchman, Richmond, Va

2 00

2 25

Harper's Weekly
Breeders' Gazette

4

Country Gentleman

1 60

1

Hoard's Dairyman
Horseman

1 00

1 30

Richmond,

Va
The Post, Washington,

D.

C
The

WHOLB8ALB
AND

With

Dalllss.

Tlmes-Dis pitch
Sunday)
News-Leader,

629

tO««»<»««»««««HKK»00<^^

Sun, Baltimore, Md..
Thrice a Week.

The World, New York

3

Weeklies.
Times-Dispatch, Richmond,

Va

Apples,

Nectarines,

Pears,

Peach,

Cherry,
Quinces,

Plum,

Almonds

Pecans,
Chestnuts,
Walnuts,
Small Fruits,

Ornamental and
Shade Trees,
Evergreens,
Roses, Etc

Apricots,
e«LIFORNI« PIIVET, Ur H«4|lii|.
S
AGENTS WANTED.
§
§ FRANKLIN DAVIS NURSERY CO.,
.

.

WHITE FOR C/tT«L*aUE
.

.

Baltlmop*, Md.

25

Central Presbyterlaa, Rich-

2 00

2 25

00

4 09

2 00

1 60

3

Semi-Monthly.
Kimball's Dairy Farmer..

00

3

75

00

1 00

75

RUBEROID
TRADE MARK

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

Monthlies.

The Century

00
00

4 25

Llpplncott's

2 50

2 50

Harper's Magazine
Delineator
Harper's Bazaar

4

00

4 06

106

140

1 00

1 40
3 25

•t.

4

Nicholas

3

Bcrlbner's

3

American
Ceemopolltan
veryhody's
National
Stockman
Farmer

1 00

00

1 00

3

25

1 35
1 35

1 60

1 75

1 00

Munsey

1 00

The Straad
Madame

1 20
1 00

Argosy
Review of Reviews
Field and Stream
Women's Home Companion

1 00

1 35

3 00
1 50

3 00

1 00

1

Reliable Poultry Journal.
Industrious Hen
Poultry Success

1 50

25

50
75
50
75
50
75
50
65
Blooded Stock
50
60
Successful Farming
50
75
Amer. Fruit & Nut Jour.
50
85
Fruit
Grower
Southern
50
75
Shepherd's Criterion
ED
76
Commercial Poultry
When two or more publications are
wanted, the price for them can be
found by deducting 50 cents from
"price with Southern Planter."
cannot under any eircumstaiices
tarnish sample copies of other pnbU.

.

.

We

«atioiis.

win eheerfnlly quote our beet
yrlee oh any Use of pnblieatloas sobsnMed to

m

THE STANDARD FOR

and
1 00
1 35
1 50
1 00

We

ROOFING
14

YEARS.

The oldest prepared roofing on the market, and the first Ruberold Roofs
many years ago, are still giving satisfactory service under the severest
climatic and atmospheric conditions.
Contains no tar or paper; will not melt or tear. Acid fumes will not
injure It.
Outlasts metal or shingles. Any handy man can apply It.
There is only one Ruberold Roofing, and we sell it You can verify Its
genuineness by the name on the label and on the under side of every length
Send for samples and booklet.
of Ruberold Roofing.
A large stock of Corrugated and V-Crlmp Roofing always on haad.
laid,

Southern Railway Supply Gomoany,

1323 East Main
RICHMOND.
Please mention the Southern Planter.

Steet,

Va.

—

;
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THE GREAT AMERICAN HEN.
The

greatest thing in
States to-day is the hen.

the

United

Her portrait

"rampant" ought

to appear on every
quarter and dime that
puts out; tor the actual
fact is "Biddy's" business brings In
more of those same dollars, halves and
quarters than any other single and
'American
I might almost say double
Industry.
Three hundred million dollars'
worth of poultry products la
"Biddy's" yearly contribution to the
farmer's pocketbook, and if the exact
truth were known, a goodly number
of those three hundred millions were

dollar,

half,

Sam

Uncle

—

"

—

made by men and women who have
studied how to feed the hen.
Such men use good, sound, chicken
They begin with young chlckB,
follow a consistent system of
feeding all through the life of the
sense.

and

using with the regular ration,
that wonderful discovery of Dr. Hess
Poultry
Pan-a-ce-a which
builds
healthy flesh, bone and feathers, and
makes early laying a habit. Now let
me say right here that Dr. Hesi
Poultry Pan-a-ce-a is not a stimulant.
Rather, it is a health-giving tonic,
which helps the hen to get out of her
food all that nature would otherwise
supply.
hen;

—

—

Charlottesville Horse Show
State Fair at Richmond.

at

1906

FEE,

and

INSURANCE.

$12

Address CARL H. NOLTING, Trevllllan,
Louisa County, Va.
-M.
B.— Rich bluegrass pasturage tor visiting mares.

to

E.

C.

J.

Walton,

Lithia
Received
the St.

Resident

Calcium

Physician.

Chloride

and

Waters

the medal and highest award at
Louis Exposition.
Hydrlatic Hatha are

The Mecklenburg
among the finest In

the country, embracing
the famous Shott system of Neuhelm battis.
Send for free Illustrated booklet.

THE MECKLENBURG HOTEL,
Chase

City,

Va,

SIDNEY PRINCE, 32932.
RECORD,

leading sire,
with Newsboy,
PHnclne, 2:1BH, and fourteen others
Bay horse, by Sidney, 477D; dam,
Crown Point Maid, by Crown Point, 1990.
Pee, $35 season with usual return privilege.
Address FLOYD BROS., Bridgetown, Va.
Virginia's

"IN

THE STUD,"

the

Mammoth

Jack,

KING JUMBO
A

good

Fee,
O.

N.

$5

individual and promising sire.
leap; flO season; $1B Insurance.
R. P. D. No. 1,
Klo Vlita, Ta.

NUCKOLS, Owner,

all

came

there

Is

hearty reply;
"there's a couple of good drinks In
it."

—May

the

LIppincott's.

Hanover

Co..

Va.,

Apr.

1907.

18,

I
think The Southern Planter is
cheap at $10.00 a year; it has saved
me more than $500.
J. H. TOMLIN.

17,

Va.,
1907.

would not do without The South-

W.

dam, Daisy Rover, by Red Rover.
Eagle
Light has fine size and combines style with
substance.
For terms,

address

Owner, Talleysvillc.

R.

L.

New Kent

GRIFFITH,
County, Va.

SADDLE STALLION.
1,150

horse-,

foaled 1901; height,
Sired by Prince

pounds.

$12

Address
Grove P,

five

distinct

gaits

DUNRAVEN STOCK FARM.
HACKNEY STALLION,

HENRY.

Chestnut Horse by "Squire Rlckel," son of
the famous Cadet; dam "Marjorle," a gold
medal winner by "Roseberry."
For terms, address A. POLLARD ft SONS,
R. F. D. 6, Richmond, Va.

CHESWOLD, 39578.
chestnut horse; foaled 1902, by Ashland
Wilkes, 2:17^; dam, the Goldmine, by Allle
Wilkes, 2:15; second dam, Slater to Sweetness, by Volunteer; third dam. Lady Meritt,
dam of Sweetness, 2:21%, dam of Sidney,
2:19%, the grand sire of Lou Dillon, 1:B8V4
Cheswold Is a young
queen of trotters.
stallion of Sne form and flnsh, and should
make a sire of rpeed.
Fee, $10 the leap, $20 Insurance.

Address BEACOM
Henderson, N. 0.

1907

RECORD,

2:10.

height, 16 hands; weight, 1,200
pounds. Sired by Gambretta Wilkes, 2:19%;
dam. Magnolia, by Norfolk, 3670, son of

Nutwood.
Fee, $25 the season; $10 payable at time
service and the remainder when mare IB
Mares cared for at
to be with foal.

Imown

reasonable lates.
Address IRVING J. COFFIN, Stonebrldge
Stock Farm, R. F. D. No. 5, Richmond, Va.,
or care of M. Kelly Horse & Mule Co., Nineteenth and Fralnklin Streets.

under saddle.

Apple
Louisa County, Va., or T. S.

PATRICK

BARNES.

WEALTH, 29579.

RED DILLON, 38696.

insurance.

HUNTER'S HILL FARM,
O,,

C.

THE STUD

Bay horse;

of

weight.

IN

Stoneridge Stock Farm.

horse; foaled 1900; height, 16 hands;
weight. 1,200 pounds.
Sired by Alcalde, Jr.,
son of Alcalde, by Mambrlno Chief II.

Fee,

Co.,

Apr.
I

1907

2:ai4.

2:14Vi:
In list

—

—

"Sure,"

WATSON.

A.

Winston, Richmond, Va,

Sanatorium
Dr.

to

ern Planter.

me.

He shows

Ideal Summer and Winter Resort
Open the Year Round; Splendid

a woman

as

Northumberland

Hal; dam. Fancy Girl by Fancy Boy. Fancy
Hal combines substance with good looks.

THE MECKLENBURG,

sensitive

said hesitatingly, "Is there
anything in it?"

Bath Co., Va., April 16,- 1907.
The Southern Planter is a necessity

Fancy Hal, bay

Mecklenburg

as

is

unpleasant circumstances.
He happened one night to be standing on the sidewalk outside of an undertaking establishment, conversing
with a friend on some important political matter.
One of the employees
of the shop approached them and said,
win
"Say,
you give me a lift with a
casket?" The Senator shuddered, and

ing.

15.3;

An

There is a State Senator In one of
our Western States whose burly apnearanc« causes many to mistake
him tor a lalioring man, but who

Bay

The Registered French Coach Stallion,
Grandee, Chestnut Horse, 5; 16.1 hands;
weight, 1,300 pounds.
Blue ribbon winner
Virginia

—

EAGLE LIGHT.

GRANDEE
IB

Poultry Pan-a-ce-a helps the hen to
digest her food properly, which of Itgives her health and vigor.
It
aids assimilation every grain or particle of food goes where it is most
needed, to build bone, flesh, feathers,
or to make eggs, so that the greatest
possible good is realized in the least
possible time.
The saying that "an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure" Is
doubly true in the poultry business.
The wise hen man cures his hens
before they get sick, and his one certain agent for doing It Is Dr. Hess
Poultry Pan-a-ce-a.
Poultry
Pan^a-ce-a
and
Instant
Louse Killer are the result of long
study and exepriment under just such
conditions as the farmer meets with
in his own yards.
Dr. Hess & Clark, of Ashland, Ohio,
are so confident of the good you will
get from these preparations that they
aie willing to give a written guarantee with every package.
The cost is
so small it's hardly worth considerself

[May,

UNEXPECTED CONTENTS.

SUPPLY COMPANY,

Bay horse; foaled 1902; height, 16.3 hands;
weight, 1,150 pounds. By Baron Dillon, 2:12,
son of Baron Wilkes, 2:18; dam, Zlnda Lake
by Red Lake, 2:16%, sire of Lake Queen,
2:DS%. etc.
Red Dillon has fine size and Is
Impressive In appearance. He is an Inbred
Wilkes, world's greatest race horse family.
For terms address W. J. CARTER, 1002 Hull
Street, Manchester, Va.
Note.— Red Dillon's third dam, the noted
brood mare. Bertha James, daughter of Dictator, also produced the grand trotting stallion, Harrison Wilkes, 2:U%, sold for export In 1905 for $10,000.

FRED HERR, 45239.
foaled 1902; height, 16 bands;
pounds, by Charley Herr, 2:07;
of Annie Lee, 2:0714;
P.,
2:18. etc., by Neapolitan, 99««.
has fine size and Individuality
make an Impressive sire.
season; $16 Insurance.

Bay horse;
weight, 1,100
dam, Jessie
Jessie Herr,
Fred Herr
and should
Fee,

$10

dam

Address A. T. BROADDUS, R. P. D. No.
Highland Springs, Va.

1,

WHITE TIPS.
horse, by Clay, eon of Walker Morrill,
dam, MIttle Belote, by Signet, 2:27%,
sire of dams of Lamp Olrl, 2:09, holder of
the record for VIrginla-bred trotters; Gold
Bur, 2:13%, etc.
Pee. $10 season; $16 insurance.
H. A. WELLS, Owner, Centralla, Va.

Bay

265'7;
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THE WHEAT APHIS

IN VIRGINIA.

I notice a brief mention
in April issue of aphis or wheat louse. We have

louse, green

in

color.

Since the wheat has grown a few
Inches in height, its deadlv work
seems to have abated.
We fear It
will give us much trouble next year
as it must be right well established

now.
Grass

very slow starting.
tinued cold weather has held
is

Conit

in

check.

We

hope to have a good crop of
late
apples in this county. There
will be a large acreage planted in tomatoes and corn.
Spring sowing of grass seems to be

all

W.
Roanoke

in this

immediate locality. It has
hurt the wheat to some extent. Some
patches all dead. Seems to have done
its
most deadly work on the high
hills, and near where limestone
rocks
crop up. Looks very much like a
It

us
you know
wheat trouble we have.
Tell

S.

about

the

GUTHRIE.

suflJce

to

meet

all

requirements

holding on and catching well considering its many draw-backs.
We note that our farmers are taking great pride in building new fences
and clearing the brush from old

of consumption during the present
century. British Agricultural Press.

fences.

number

The writer seeded one acre
last

alfalfa

August, which seems to be geton the land.
anxious to know the final of

ting a good stronghold

Am

Wing's alfalfa experience.

THE

WITH STEEL WEIGHT BOXES.
PLANTERS

for

Com,

Cotton,

Talbot Co., Md., Apr.

DISC CULTIVATOR.

W.th Disc Harrow and Spring Tooth
Attachment. Three Tools in One.

Peas,

Eight

Sowers.

Rollers,

Drills. Field

solicit

all

pur-

correspondence.

FIFTEENTH

ST.,

Industri-

as one of the best poultry

publications in the South.

$1,000 in Cash Premiums to
Club Raisers. Write for sample
copy and full particulars to The
Industrious Hen.
All

mailed

subscription's

should

be

to

SOUTHERN PLANTER,
Richmond, Va.
Guilford Co., N. C, April 19, 1907.
I
cannot afford to miss a single
copy of The Southern Planter.
C. H. THACKER.

THE UNIT ROAD MACHINE,

Re-

gmreg but One Man and One Team.
Saves its cost in two days' work.

or

Rollers.
for

Horse,

Hand

Steam Power.

HORSE POWERS,
WATT, CROWN

THE EMPIRE PLANTER.
Plain or with Fertilizer Attachment.

DOUBLE ROW PLANTERS
13 S.

recommend The

Hen

Road Plows, Road

Farm Wagons.
IMPLEfor

for

and

WE SUPPLY IMPROVED
ments and Machinery

year

WHEEL AND DRAG SCRAPERS,

MANURE SPREADERS, WEEDERS,

poses and

We
ous

BALING PRESSES

Pea HuUers, Grain

one

sizes

styles.

Lawn

Tenn.,

65 Cents.

THE GUARD FRAME HARROW.

Beans, Etc.
Plaster

Knoxville,

it

FERTILIZER DISTRIBUTORS, LIME
and
and

arranged to send the Southern
Planter and The Industrious Hen,

11, 1907.

a valuable aid in my farmalways speak well of your pamy friends whenever I have
the opportunity.
E. P. READ.
find
ing; I
per to
I

As a special inducement to old
and new subscribers alike, we have

would not like to miss a single
of The Southern Planter as

THE

HARROW.

DISC

—

A YEAR

15c

There is a generally prevalent idea
that it is an admitted fact that the
Chilian Nitrate deposits will, at the
present rate of working, be exhausted
in the near future, probably within
about twenty years. This estimate Is
based upon surveys and calculations
made some ten or fifteen years ago,
before a complete examination of the
pampas outside the province of Tarapaca had ben undertaken. In recent
years vast deposits have been discovered and surveyed in the districts of
Antofagasta, Taltal and Tocopilla, and
according to the latest oflJcial estimates the store of "caliche" now
known to exist and to be workable

I

The Industrious Hen

Co. Va.

NITRATE DEPOSITS.

will

531

with and

and other Plows and Plow Repairs.

without Fertilizer Attachment.

Between Main and Gary.

THE CALL-WATT

Mills, Threshers.

AND CRESCENT

CO.,

Established by GEO.

MANFRED

WATT,

1840.

CALL, Gen'l Manager

Richmond, Va.
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QUERIES.

POSTPONED.
When

lady

the

next

from

Who

door
i<

called to complain of Tommy for the
persecution of her pet cat, she found
the youthful offender sitting on the

Ores she have to marry him

How

I

opening the front door and slipping
out of arm's length. "Walk right upYou'll find pa in the bathstairs.
takin'

a

hath."

—May

behini,!

that most of the things
folks are anxious to know are none
tneir business?
Is It necessary that an upright
piano, to live up to its name, should
play only sacred music?
Wouldn't it curtail the present-day
sowing of wild oats if modern fathers

replied.
instantly," the
shall see him
"I
ladv insisted, advancing.
fellow agreed,
little
"All right." the

is

it

—

cott's.

York.

Jersey Cattle Club, New
About Jersey Cattle, by R. M.

Gow.
W'eston Gate Company, North DovOhio.
Weston's Farm and Railroad Gates.

er,

Manlove Gate Company, 273
ron

St.,

Chicago,

E.

Manlove's

111.

HuSelf-

Opening Gates.
Forest Home Farms, Milton, Ind.
Choice Aberdeen Angus Cattle.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago,
Practical Irrigation.
Co. Richmond, Va.
Prices and descriptions of all Farm

III.

The Implement

Implements, Wagons,
ness, Fencing, etc.

cott's.

Not a

New York

;

went in more for thrashing? Warwick James Price, in April Lippin-

Lippin-

B. B. Fence Co., Peru, Ind.
Gate Post, but a Post Gate.

''

his back?

front steps.
"I want to see your father!" she
exclaimed.
"You can't see pa now," the boy

room

can deny that an aching tooi::
e best *hinsr out''
When a girl turns a fellow's head,

[May,

Buggies,

Har-

CSTALOGUES.
Rockingham

Va.,

Co.,

Apr.

The Deming Co., Salem, Ohio. Spray
Pumps, Nozzles and Appliances.
The A. F. Swan Co., 17 Battery
Place, New York. Extra heavy Felt

16, 1907.

The Southern Planter is the best
journal on farming I ever saw or ever
expect to see.

for roofing, lining
try houses, etc.

JNO. RUFF.

LEE'S

and covering Poul-

Spotsylvania Co., Va.,
Apr. 8, 1907.
I

like

The Southern Planter

best of

any farm paper I have ever read and
do not want to miss a single copy.
F. L.

SEALY.

PREPARED AGRICULTURAL LIME.

For Cotton, Com, Wheat, Oats, Clover and Peas,

a

crop

grower

and

PEEMAJSTENT

LAND IMPEOVER.
LEE'S EXCELSIOR

TOBACCO FEETILIZEE

makes, at

much

leas

cost,

equally as

good and heavier tobacco than higher priced ammoniated goods.

LEE'S SPECIAL
Onr

sales last season

COEN FEETILIZEE,

which

is

cheap, grows in popularity every year.

were the largest on record.

Importers of
Write for circulars and

A. S.

THOMAS BASIC SLAG

prices.

LEE & SONS

CO., Richmond, Va.

WE PUT THE QUESTIONTO EVERY SOUTHERN FARMER.
Why, do you buy any other than Walter A.
Wood, Mowers, Binders, Hay Kakes, etc.
__
The largest independent factory in the World.

Machines which have no superiors from any
standpoint.

Roller Bearings,
Cast Iron and Steel

Wheels.
Clean Cutting.

At

least write for

information before
ordering.

Southern

Office.

ASMTON STARKE, Richmond,

Va.

LEADING 1907 UP-TO-DATE LABOR SAVING 20TH CENTURY MACHINERY.

Kemp's
Twentieth
Century
Improved
Manure Spreader. Made in five sizes. Write
for special

Catalogue and prices.

The "GENUINE"

BROWN RIDING

CUL-

I

TIVATORS,

furnished with pivot beam or
axle.
Pin or spring trip carried in
stock. Four or six shovel, as wanted. Write
for "Special Brown Cultivator" Circular.
pivot

IT

omnms the BffR>
NO RUSH.

DON'T FORGET! All the merthants in
town who claim to sell Oliver Chilled Plows
and Repairs only sell the imitation, bogus,
cheap goods. The only store in Richmond,
Va., to bur Genuine Oliver Plows and Repairs is at HENING & MJCKui,?-

•HC WMCCLS vnu. HOT ufT vaow TMI

BE.MENT DISC CULTIVATOR. WITH SIX
OR EIGHT DISC AND SPRING-

TOOTH ATTACHMENT.
j

steel forgings and malmost simple and easiest
the market to-daj.
Write for circulars and testimonials.

Built entirely of
leable iron.
The

adjusted

Cultivator on

al>0»ffl»*

The Improved Champion Draw-Cut Mower,
sizes for one,
two and three horses.
Champion Hand and Self-Dump Steel Hay
Rakes for one or two horses. Several sizes.
Champion Tedders, all sizes.
Keystone Hay Loaders and Rakes.
Genuine "Plymouth" Twine.
all

Brown
rows.

Steel

Tiger

Lever Harrows, Wood HarHarrows, Spring-

Bail-Bearing

Harrows, all sizes, plain or with
levers; Acme Harrows, all sizes.
Harrows
of all styles kept in stock ai lowest net
prices.
Tooth

Case and Tiger Double-Row Corn Planter.
Plants from two and a ha f to five feet.
Plain or with Check-Row Attachment. Also
furnished with
Fertilizer
Attachment
If
wanted.

'>^'5S^ra.<i^^

ONE AND TWO-HORSE PLANTER, PLAIN
OR WITH FERTILIZER ATTACHMENT.

ANTI-DIRT MILK PAIL.

This

cut

represents

the

"GENUINE"

BROWN WALKING CULTIVATOR,
with regular steel beams.
double and single tongue.

HENNING

&

Made

equipped
In both

First. It prevents dirt,
hair and other
substances from dropping into the milk while
milking.
Second. It strains the milk twice through
two fine strainers while milking.
We mail our General Catalogue promptly
on request: also special circulars of any
implement wanted. We warrant our goods
"A" grade and can ship promptly from our
store all orders. Get our prices and be con-

The "Genuine" Reed Spring Tooth Cultivator.
Thousands used every year, giving
perfect satisfaction.
The Reed Spring Tooth
Cultivator can be converted into a spring
tooth harrow by buying the center gang at
a small cost, making it a I3-Tooth SpringTooth Cultivator on wheels. Write for the
Reed Special Cultivator Circular and Catalogue.

vinced.

Successors to

NUCKOLS,

CHAS.

E.

HUNTER

[.

Labor Saving Implements and Machinery
Everything Up-to-date for 1907
Continental

John Deere
Buckeye
and

and John Deere
Disc Cultivators

By

Champion
Walking

attaching

extra disc these
cultivators

and
Riding

can

be converted

in-

Cultivator*.

to harrows.

All Size&

Syracuse

Spangler, Deere,

Black Hawk, Root

Chilled

and Eureka

Plows.

Single

Row Corn

Riding and
Walking.

Planters.

Deere and Black
Hawk Double

Row

All Styles in Stock

Chattanooea Plows.

Planters.

Pittsburg

Perfect

FENCE.
Welded by
tricity.

to collect

Elec-

No Wrap
Moisture

and cause Rust
Stays Cannot Slip.
Continental, Syracuse and
Deere Disc Harrows, Lean
and Deere Spike Tooth

Harrows.

SuccesSjManure Spreader.

Stump

Puller.

THE WATT PLOW CO., Richmond, Va.
ti.rstspr.y.r.

^^j^g y^ f^^ Circulars and Prices.

The Southern

Planter.

DEVOTED TO

PRACTICAL AND PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE,
TRUCKING, LIVE STOCK AND THE FIRESIDE.
Agriculture

is

the nursing mother of the Arts.— XBNOPHON.
two breasts of the State. SULLY.

—

Tillage and pasturage are the

68th Year.

Richmond, Va., June, 1907.

No. 6

Farm Management.
WOKK FOE THE MONTH.

The
is

effects of the trying

winter and spring weather

reflected in the condition of the fall-sown

wheat

The unusually cold weather upon which we re- and oat crops and in the grass and fruit crops of the
marked in our May issue still continues to this country. The report of the Department of Agriwriting (20th May).
Practically to this time we culture of the 1st of May shows that the area of
have had no real spring weather except for a day or
two at a time, and these days few and far between.
It is long years since so long continued a cold spell
has been experienced in the spring months.
With
the exception of a week or two in March the
weather ever since the beginning of the year has
been cold and trying for crops, and this warm spell
in March only added to the damage done by unduly
forcing forward the earliest blooming fruit trees and
fall-sown crops, making them tender and more
susceptible to the injury done by the weather of
April and May.
The only consolation we in the
South can find in the matter is that practically the
whole country has suffered from the same conditions.
The rainfall has in the South also been below normal, except in parts of the Gulf States, and the cold,
drying north, northwest and northeast winds have
tended to aggravate this trouble by drying out the
land too fast, so that we go into the crop-growing
season, which must now be in practically hot summer weather, with a deficiency in moisture in the
soil, and it will need all the care which repeated cultivation can provide to keep conserved sutScient
moisture to perfect crop growth unless we have
another wet summer.
Those who ploughed their
land in the fall and winter months will have a great
advantage over the ones who only began to plough
when the working and preparation of the land for
the planting of the crops should have begun.
In
these lands such rain as fell has been absorbed and
is now held ready to answer the call of the crops.

winter wheat to stand for harvesting is only little
over 28,000,000 acres.
More than 3,500,000 acres
of the wheat seeded in the fall has been ploughed
up or abandoned as a grain crop, thus bringing the
area of wheat to be harvested to nearly 1,500,000
acres less than was harvested last year.
The condition of the crop standing is also much below the
average for ten years, standing at only 82.9, as
against a ten-year average of 85.5, and comparing
with 90.6 a year ago at the same time.
This reduced area and lowered condition points to a reduction in the yield of winter wheat of at least 3,500,000
bushels, as compared with last year.
This outlook

had

on the market at once. Wheat jumped
day or two to over $1.00 per bushel, and the

its effect

in a

price
for

holds firm at that advance.
The probof the spring wheat yield are not promising

still

abilities

making good any

of this deficiency.

already late fully ten days and

The

seed-

being still
further hindered by bad weather in all the spring
wheat sections of this country and Canada. Frost,
snow and cold rains are still almost daily occurrences in this section, and seeding cannot proceed
rapidly imder such conditions. We anticipate little
or no increase in the area of the spring wheat crop
in this country, -and Canada seems to be much in
the same condition, though there may be some ining

is

is

owing to the enormous influx
These new comers are boimd to try

crease in that country,
of immigration.

make a wheat crop, as it is practically all the resource they have for tiding them over the period of
to
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their first year's residence.

Concurrently with this large grower told us a few days ago that he had'
unfavorable outlook for wheat in this country, never seen his wheat crop look so well at this season
Europe, with the exception of France and England, as it does this year. We have practically escaped the
has a poor prospect of a crop. Hungary and Russia, green aphis pest which has so seriously impaired
the two gi-eatest wheat producing countries in the crop in several of the States.
We have heard of
Europe, have probably the worst prospects for a crop only one or two places where it has been seen, and it
they have had for many years.
In England the came late and did not long persist, doing practiprospect is not for a full crop, and France will cally little injury. If only now we can have
warm
probably have about sufficient to meet her require- weather our wheat crop promises to be above
an
ments if all goes well to harvest time. The rest of average.
The only trouble is that we liave not
the European wheat growing countries have only enough of it seeded.
The area standing for harvest
very meagre prospects of satisfactory yields.
It is in this State is 055,000 acres, with an average conquite certain that Europe will be a large buyer of dition of 92, which is above the average in
all other
wheat, and with our crop prospects it would seem States, except two or three of the Northwest
Pacific
that if we have any to sell it will be likely to fetch States. North Carolina has a crop of
569,000 acres
a good price, but the difficulty we are likely to be standing with an average condition
of 87
Maryin is that we shall make no more, or very little land has a crop of 777,000 acres with
an average
more, than sufficient to meet our own needs.
The- condition of 91, and Tennessee has a crop of 779,000
time seems now to be coming fast when the price of' acres with an averao-e condition of S3.
our wheat will be fixed at home and not in Liverpool.
So long as we have a surplus beyond our requirements Liverpool will fix the price of the staple.
We learn that considerable damage has been done
The value of the surplus bushels in the Liverpool to the early planted cotton, and that in some secmarket fixes inevitably the value of the whole crop tions much has had to be replanted.
The longhere.
Possibly when it is seen that we have no continued cold weather has greatly delayed the comsurplus for sale efForts will be made to increase our pletion of the planting of the crop and it has come
wheat area, which has not greatly changed for the up slowly aud is not making a satisfactory stand,,
past ten years.
We in the South have large areas and much will apparently have to be replanted.
of land which can be added to the wheat area if The report up to the end of April shows that only
only our people will give their attention to the crop. about half the crop was then planted and but slow
It is true that their first attention ought to be given progress has been made in May.
The late plantingto making the existing wheat area in the South more season will probably result in no larger crop being
productive.
We make at present in the South but planted than that of last year, and even though
a small part of the wheat we consume.
We can some extra land be planted the damage done toeasily make the area at present devoted to the wheat the early planted crop will probably result in nocrop in the South produce a crop twice as large as greater crop being made.
There is great complaint
that now produced, and even then the yield per acre made as to scarcity of labor, and planters are trying
Wewill be small compared with England and France, various means of cultivating to save hoe work.
and there is no reason why we should not make as believe that as we have siicceeded in largely doing
good yields as those countries. We would urge that away with the hoe in the production of the cornthis matter receive consideration at the hands of our crop, so cotton planters will, by adopting the use
farmers at once. Prepare the land intended to be of the ne%v implements which necessity has caused!'
seeded to wheat in the fall better by growing upon it to be invented, be able to dispense with much of theleguminous crops during the summer and turning hoe labor formerly used in the production of thethese or the stubble from them under early in the crop.
The \ise of the weeder for the first two culfall so that they may become filled with vege- tivations will get rid of the weeds and there is now
table matter and let these fallows be dressed with at an implement on the market which promises to save*
least a ton of lime to the acre after ploughing down much time and hoe work in blocking out the cropthe crop or stubble, and do this early enough for the and bringing it to a stand.
No time should beland to become compact again and then with the lost in completing the planting and bringing theaddition of an application of bone meal or bone, crop to a stand, as when the hot weather sets in it
meal and acid phosphate at the rate of 250 pounds will probably continue, as the time of the year is
;

crop of wheat should be so far advanced, and crops not brought to
several of the before this sets in will have a hard struggle
largest wheat growers in this State that the pros- headway.
At this late period don't strive
pect for the crop this year is good wherever the land an extra large crop, but strive to make the
to the

acre

made.

We

was put

a

profitable

are glad to

into

know from

proper condition for seeding.

a stand?

to

make

plant
average
One crop planted do better by better and more frequent
to
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Put the extra land intended to have May and much of the crop has been planted very
been planted, into corn and forage crops and make late in the month. In many sections much yet reThis is late for 'planting
mains to be planted.
more home supplies.
highland corn, and we are of opinion where such
Tobacco plants have suffered severely in the cold land is yet to be planted it will be very desirable
weather we have had, and we hear that in some sec- to plant a yellow variety rather than white corn.
The bugs We have known Golden Dent to make a good crop
tions plants are likely to be very scarce.
have also punished them severely. One gentleman on high laud planted as late as July -Ith in this
ection.
On low ground white corn may be planted
told us that on going to look at his beds, which had
promised well, he was surprised to find not a plant as late as the 10th of this month and yet make a
These plant beds had been covered, but some fully matured crop before frost. See to it that the
left.
hiow the bugs had got in and cleaned up the whole land is well prepared before planting, even though this
Where not covered both cold and bugs have should mean making the crop a little later in startlot.
It will soon make up for the lost time over
played havoc with plants. The indications are for ing.
In our last
a smaller crop than that of last year in most sec- that planted in poorly prepared land.
tions.
In parts of South Carolina we hear that issue we wrote fully on the subject of cultivatioa
planters are giving attention to the production of of the crop and to that issue refer our readers.
cigar leaf types and are likely to give the ISTew Eng- Always remember that the object of cultivation is
As soon as not so much destruction of weeds as conservation
land growers some sharp competition.
When working the corn for the last
plants are large enough have them set out on a of moisture.
good season and give them a chance to grow off. time do not forget to sow either cow peas, crimsoR
Wherever cut-worms are likely to be troublesome, clover or sapling clover or vetches or a mixture of
which can be ascertained by close watching of the these in the crop. They will make a cover for the
land when preparing for planting, see that poison land during the fall and winter and provide grazing
is laid for the worms before setting out the plants. during winter and early spring and make a good
When there is nothing green gi-owing on the land the fallow to turn down for the following crop. Crimworms are easily poisoned, but when plants are there son clover and saj^ling clover sown together will
they will often be taken in prefence to the j^oison. often make a good crop of crimson clover to cut
Paris green mixed with bran and moistened with for hay in the early spring and a later crop of
water sweetened with molasses and then squeezed sapling clover hay for cutting in the fall. Cut out
into balls and these dropped about the field will get and feed to the stock all barren stalks before they
the worms or cabbage leaves or bunches of clover tassel out and thus prevent jjollenization from these
dipped into a solution of Paris green and dropped stalks. If we could only get rid of barren stalks
After the plants have in the fields we could add bushels to the yield.
in the field will catch them.
commenced to grow freely look out for the first They are one great cause of low yields per acre.
brood of worms and have them carefully picked off
or poisoned by spraying and thjis reduce the later
Corn and sorghum for filling the silo should be
It is perfectly safe to sprav the tobacco planted this month.
Whilst coi*n is the crop most
broods.
plants with a solution of Paris green in water at largely grown for this purpose, and is, on the whole,
the rate of one pound of the Green to 160 gallons a most satisfactory one, as it will make a yield of
This will kill the worms and not harm from ten to twenty tons to the acre, according to
of water.
the tobacco when used at an early stage of growth, the fertility of the land on which the crop is grown,
but we do not advise its use when the tobacco is yet sorghum makes equally as good silage and can
nearing ripening, as it might stain the leaves and be grown at somewhat less cost. A mixture of the
prejudice the buyers against it.
two crops makes a better silage than either alone,
but the crops should be grown separately and mixed
In our garden columns will be found a report as as they are cut and run into the silo.
Cow peas
We regret to say groAvn with either crop also increases the value as
to fruit prospects in this State.
that it is not as satisfactory as we could have wished feed of the silage and gives also a heavier yield per
The cold, frosty nights at blooming time prevented acre. The cow peas should be sown at the second
the setting of much of the fruit, and now much of working of the crops in rows alongside the com or
We attribute this dropping sorghum and the peas will then climb up the stalks.
that set is dropping.
of the fruit more to the wet summer and fall last The best varieties to use for this purpose are Clay
year, which prevented proper ripening of the wood or Whippoorwill, as these cling better to the stalks
and hence immature buds.
and do not stretch over from row t\> row as badly
cultivation.

;

Com

planting has

made but slow

as the black variety, thus making it less difficult tc
progress during harvest the crop with machinery.
Both these
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to grow this crop largely this year, but we beg that
greater than when they will not cut the crop out of the list, as it is too
Drill instead of sowing
they are used for the silo and they are not so palta- valuable to be discarded.
ble and, therefore, are not eaten up so cleanly as broadcast, and thus make half the seed plant the
when fed from the silo. In an experiment made same area. Kaffir corn may also be profitably
in Tennessee the cost of harvesting a silage crop grown for fodder, especially so if the season should

crops also

make

excellent dry forage crops, but the

cost of saving tliem in this

way

is

prove a dry one, as this crop can resist more drought
It should be sown
than any other of the cereals.
and cultivated like a corn crop for fodder. German
millet also makes an excellent crop to sow to supIt will mature sufficiently
plement the hay crop.
for hay in sixty or seventy days from seeding. Sow
one bushel of seed per acre on finely prepared land
and cut before it forms seed and then it will not
draw heavily on the land. If the land is not in
good fertility give the crop the help of 200 poimds
In sections south of
of acid phosphate per acre.
acre being $17.11. It cost $1.73 to harvest the com this State, and, indeed, in the southern part of this
The corn State, teocinte may also be grown for a fodder
stover with a total cost of $4r.3S per acre.
when cut into the silo yielded 8.3 tons of silage. crop. It yields a heavy crop of palatable fodder
\Mien the ears were stripped off and the stalks and if cut the first time early in its growth will
cured as stover, 1.5 tons. The cost of a ton of corn make a second srrowth.
silage was $2.06 and a ton of com stover $2.92.
The harvesting of the hay and grain crops will
As a beef or milk-making ration silage, whether
made from com or sorghum, is a long way ahead call for attention this month. See that you have
of the same crops made and fed as fodder, besides the binder, mower and other implements needed in
being so much more convenient to feed during the good working order and a supply of parts likely to
Every farmer who keeps stock and no be needed on hand so that the moment the crops are
winter.
ready for cutting they may be taken in hand. Many
one is a true farmer who does not keep stock
should have a silo. It is the cheapest bam he can a valuable crop has been wholly or partially lost
build and will take care of the crops, whether the waiting for repairs for binders, mowers and other
season be a wet or dry one and put them into the implements. We desire especially to urge on farmers
In plant- the importance of good shocking of the wheat and
best and most profitable form for feeding.
ing com or sorghum for silage or fodder give the oat crops, and that this be done as soon as the crops
Do not let the sheaves lie around overcrops sufficient space between the rows to permit of are cut.
Shock up everything ctit before leaving the
cultivation and to allow the sun and air to get into night.
Acres of ,wheat and oats were lost last year
them, and thus mature them well and allow a fair field.
The space between from neglect of this precaution and that of leaving
proportion of ears to be made.
the plants in the row may be brought down to six the shocks standing in the field after the crop was
We know that farmers, as a
or eight inches on good land and be proportionately dry enough to stack.
increased as the land is less fertile. Soy beans make rule, wish to avoid the cost of stacking the wheat
a good crop to put into the silo with com or sorghum, and oat crop and to thresh from the shock, but it
increasing the feeding value of the silage by adding ii a risky business thus to tempt Providence, and
needed protein to the feed. This crop should, how- last year taught some costly lessons in this State.
ever, be grown in a plot to itself and not with the When the shocks are dry and the grain cured have
corn or sorghum to make the best yield.
them brought up otit of the field and put into a
stack, or stacks, and then they will be saved, come
In our last issue we advised the growing of forage what weather may. The shocks are once to haul.
crops to supplement the hay and fodder crops for They might as well be hauled as soon as ready and
winter feeding. We refer our readers to what we thtis escape risk of damage. When once in a stack
then said as t-o the cow pea and soy bean crop. These they can wait the convenience of the thresher withare two of the most valuable forage crops that can out loss.
be grown, as they supply protein, which the com
and sorghum fodder lack, in order to make them
Do not overcure the hay by leaving it exposed to
complete rations for either beef or milk making. the burning sun longer than necessary. As soon as
The scarcity and deamess of cow peas is, we are thoroughly wilted pull into windrows and cure out
aware, going to make it difficult to induce farmers in these rows and in cocks. The hay wiU be worth

sorghum was $12. S3 and the cost of shocking a
sorghum for fodder was $9.12. The
total cost of putting up nineteen tons of sorghum
The
silage per acre was $22.65, or $1.15 per ton.
total cost of growing and shocking seven tons of
sorghum fodder per acre was $18.94, or $2.6i per
ton.
The sorghutm silage was ready for immediate
use as food while the shocked sorghum had still to
be cut up in order to get it into the best form for
feeding.
In the case of the corn crop it cost $6.17
to harvest and put into the silo, the total cost per
of

similar crop of

—
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what he says I

at

said, thus:

"Mr. Milhau in the

for a sale crop, command a much better first portion of paragraph wishes to bet dollars to
price, as it will have the blades and leaves on the doughnuts I am wrong in stating all fertilizing conPut stituents will be returned to land from the two tons
stalks and not be merely so many dried straws.

grown

into the barn or stack with some of the natural of gTain fed by B, and in the second part confirms
moisture in it and it will then heat moderately and my statement."
What can Mr. Hibbert be surprised at ? Certainly
come out a much more inviting and palatable product.
Be careful not to stack or put into the mow not at my allowing B's stock to be all adult horses,
when wet with rain or dew or the result may be a as it is very plain that this is only for argument's
sake, nor at the seeming inconsistency, as this is
fire or a lot of mouldy, musty hay.
of his own creation, nor at my denial of his statement, for he himself says in his next letter (in the
OBTAINING
MAINTAIXII^G FER- March issue, the same issue that contained the critiTILITY I]ST
LAND.
cism that he misquotes), "A yoimg gTowiug animal
Editor Southern Planter:
and a cow giving milk will retain and absorb into
Your last issue contains two letters from Mr. their systems about 25 per cent, of the fertilizing
Robert Hibbert one dealing with the purchase of materials nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash
concentrates for feed and manure and the other deal- contained in the food, whilst mature animals, whose
ing with my criticism of one of his former letters. weight remains constant, excrete practically all the
Of the first of these letters I shall say nothing. It fertilizing materials taken into the body with the
.

ANB

THE

—

—

appears to be written by Henry, Woll, Gebeck, Jordan, Hunt, Harrington, Curtis, Wiley, Lupton, Anderson, and the experimenters of the Iowa and INorth
Carolina Stations.
This is too great an array of
talent for one man to oppose.
But, both in justice
to myself and to show that my criticism was not
unfounded, I cannot let the other letter pass without notice.
This letter is so^ full of errors and misquotations
from my letter and his own, that it would take too
much space to answer it in detail moreover, such a
controversy, although very enjoyable to the concontroversialists, would be of no interest or value to

food."

not '^Milhau,' but we will let that pass,) writes, '!N'ow,
let us take B's case
B feeds his two tons of grain
to his stock and Mr. Hibl3ert blandly informs us that
all the fertilizing constituents will be returned to
the soil instead of being sent elsewhere.
Although,
as I said above, I am not familiar with Professor
Henry's book, I will bet dollars to doughnuts that
it does not contain that doctrine, etc., etc.
" 'But let us allow that all B's stock are adult

this is impossible for A to do, for if he does all these
good things for his land by this very act he has deserted the army of Farmer A, the land "devastator,"
and joined the ranks of my champion, the progres"
sive Farmer B, the land renovator.'
Ididn't forget it; I couldn't for it isn't so. A and
C have nothing in common, save that each improves
I contrasted my Farmer A, who improves
his land.
his soil by getting nitrogen from the air, without cost,
by means of the legumes, gets humus by turning
under rye, if in no other way, and buys manure for
a trifling price, with Mr. Hibbert's Farmer C, who
renovates his land by purchasing high-priced concentrates, therefore, paying the full price for his
nitrogen, and it is precisely this system of purchasing
that which the farmer should raise himself at which

;

My
sent

words, which Mr. Hibbert sees

by

"etc., etc.," are these:

ture horses

"In the

and mules practically

all

fit

to repre-

case of

ma-

the fertilizing

returned in the manure, but
with hogs the proportion is about 90 per cent., while
with milch cows it is only 80 per cent., and with
growing and fattening animals it is very much less
Substitute my words for Mr.
than SO per cent."
constituents will be

Hibbert's "etc., etc.," and you will find that we
are so perfectly in accord that the only thing to be
surprised at is that Mr. Hibbert took such pains to

misquote me.
Again, Mr. Hibbert says: "Mr. Milhau goes on
your other readers.
There are some points, however, which I must to say, 'A may turn under a crop of rye, grow cow
notice, and one of these will be found on page 448, peas or clover to supply humus and nitrogen and
second column. jMr. Hibbert there says: "Regard- feed, get manure from the city at 50 cents per ton
But Mr. Milhau forgets that
ing Farm B, Mr. Milhau (my name is 'de Milhau,' and apply on land.
:

horses and mules and he gets back the full amount
of plant food in his two tons, even then he will be
out the $6 (the cost of growing), or from $19.29 to
$27.29 behind A.' "

The "etc., etc." is Mr. Hibbert's convenient
method of omitting two-thirds of a paragraph, thus
getting a totally different meaning.
Even garbled
as it is, the context of my statement shows that the

all

my

criticism

is

levelled.

Mr. Hibbert further says: "Again Mr. Milhau
admission was made solely for the sake of argument.
Mr. Hibbert however, professes to be astonished goes on, 'As to the wrong view, Mr. Hibbert treats
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the question as if the sole end of farming is to main- removed, knows what a fertilizing value this stubble
This is has. Not all of them know, however, that 35
tain or increase the fertility of the soil.
soil fer- pounds of clover hay corresponds almost exactly to
the growing the one-day ration for a cow weighing 1,000 pounds
about the
of large crops, with the resultant profit therefrom, and giving 22 pounds of milk per day

totally erroneous, as the
tility is

maintenance of the

only a means to an end, which

is

—

whether sold directly or indirectly as by feeding.' average Holstein-Fresian cow of Virginia dairy
This is a remarkable paragraph, to be sure. Blames farms according to the Wolf-Lehman standard.
Thirty-five pounds clover
me for advocating the maintenance or increasing The exact figures are
2.48
fertility of the soil in the first part and in the latter hay;
dry matter, 29.60 pounds; protein,
half says result of maintaining and increasing fer- pounds; carbohydrates, 14.60 poimds. Wolf-Lehman
tility of 'the land means large crops and resultant standard:
Dry matter, 29 poimds; Protein, 2.50
profits."
Moreover,
pounds; carbohydrates, 14.125 pounds.
I will grant that it is a somewhat remarkable the clover hay costs even less than the cow-pea hay;
paragraph when read alone but it is not so when the seed will cost $1.25 per acre against $4.50 for
I the peas. But not one word of this appears in any
read in correlation with Mr. Hibbert's letters.
knew perfectly well what I was doing when I wrote of Mr. Hibbert's letters. On the contrary^ he dethat paragraph, and the words convey my meaning votes almost his entire space to advising the purexactly.
I meant, and I reiterate it, that Mr. chase of concentrates.
Hibbert's letters are a series of arguments in favor
I think I have justified my saying that Mr. Hibof maintaining soil fertility by means of purchased bert, in striving to make his soil fertile, has entirely
high-priced concentrates, and that they omit all overlooked the reason for doing so
i.
e., that he
Teference to the possibility of using this fertility to might use this fertility for the purpose of growing
produce crops that will provide both feed and crops.
manure.
One more quotation, this time from Mr. Hibbert
Two instances of this neglect will suffice to show himself. He says, in his answer to me: "I may
that my criticism was just:
explain to Mr. Milhau that my letter dealt with the
Cow-pea hay has almost exactly the same feeding loss or gain of fertility to the land only. Farmer
analysis as wheat brain.
Eleven pounds of this hay A was intended to represent the man who sold fer8ontains the same amoimt of protein and carbohy- tility without restoring it to the land B was to show
drates as ten pounds of bran, with a slightly larger that even if crops were consumed by stock and all
proportion of dry matter, the excess of which is so the manure saved and returned to the land, at the
small as to be not worth considering. In my second very best fertility would be little more than mainletter (Soiithern Planter, April issue,) I showed tained, and C was to show that to improve the ferthat the cost of gi'owing an acre of cow peas should tility of the soil fertilizing ingredients of some kind
In that letter I figured on a crop of must be added to the land, and I suggested the use
be $10.1.5.
3,000 pounds per acre, simply to contrast it with of the cheap mineral fertilizers for the growth of
Mr. Hibbert's 3,000 pounds of concentrates. The the legumes, in the first instance, and ex2:>lained the
general yield of cow-pea hay is from two to three fertilizing value of the concentrates, linseed meal,
tons.
With intelligent cultivation there should be cotton seed meal and bran, as a possible second and
no difiiculty in obtaining a crop of 4-,400 pounds. economical means of increasing the fertility of the
This has exactly the same protein and carbohydrates land and profitable use, both as a feed and fertilizer."
as two tons of wheat bran, and should cost, including
It is the last part of this paragraph, beginning
labor, not more than $16.
Mr. Hibbert, in all his with the words, "and I suggested," that is of in-

—

:

;

.

;

number) says not a single word about terest.
Wliat follows is good, clear-cut, concise
the advisability, or even the possibility, of growing English ]\Ir. Hibbert has something to say and he
and feeding cow-pea hay, but he does strenuously says it so plainly that his meaning cannot be misadvocate the purchase of the bran, which would cost, taken.
His statement that he "suggested the use

letters (five in

;

more than three times the
Moreover, the bran is distinctly inferior to the hay as a fertilizer, as the latter not only
has the same manurial value, but a large amoimt of
nitrogen will be left in the soil after the crop has
been removed, in nodules on tlie roots, while the
roots themselves will furnisli an appreciable quantity
at present prices, $52, or

cost of the hay.

of the clieap commercial fertilizers for the growth
of the legumes, in the first instance," and that he
"explained the fertilizing value of the concentrates
* * * as a possible second means," cannot be mis-

only, unfortunately, the facts do not
understood
bear out the statement.
In spite of Mr. Hibbert's unequivocal assertion,
of humus.
the only reference to the legumes in all of his five
Again, every farmer who has grown corn on letters is as follows. In his third letter (Southern
"Agricultural
elover stubble, turned imder after the crop has been Planter, February issue), he says:
;
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it. in the shape of an
including the editor of the Southern leguminous crops than to buy
by-product.
expensive
beans,
etc.
peas,
Planter, tell us that the legumes
The chief value of the concentrates, both for feed
will collect nitrogen from the air by the nodules
and manure, lies in the amount of nitrogen they
formed on the roots.
far the most expensive of
"If by a liberal application of phosphoric acid at contain. iSTitrogen is by
7 cents and potash at 4.5 cents per pound to the the plant food elements, costing to-day in Richmond,
to the price-list of the Virginia-Carolina
soil we supply a sufficient quantity of these minerals according
Chemical Company, 20 cents per po\md, agamst
:to produce a fine crop of cow peas, soy beans or
for
for phosphoric acid and 5.73 cents
>clover, and these legumes will give us sufficient •i.53 cents
Hibbert's arguments can
Mr.
even
Not
potash.
cost,
free
of
in,
or
15
thrown
cents
worth
nitrogen
or good farm practice to purchase
to produce another crop next year, or longer, I con- make it profitable
sufficient
it can be obtained in
when
price
this
it
at
of
sider this a good start towards the amelioration
in fact, the growing of cow
nothing;
for
quantity
the soil."
nitrogen as a by-product
That is all. That is positively every word that peas or clover will supply
It
feed.
His to a large crop of palatable and nutritious
"Mr. Hibbert has to say about the legumes.
verv system of spending money on nitrc^en
•five letters contain, exclusive of headings and signa- is this
feed that Mr. Hibbert so strongly
tures (and, of course, omitting the reply to my under the guise of
as being
advocates and I as strongly condemn
devotes twelve of these

scientists,

—

criticism), 825 lines.

He

about one-seventieth of his space

—

to

a

reference wasteful.

.

case as being one

In my last letter I cited my own
which shows
Hibbert's theory would not
a strong doubt as to their fertilizing value, and then of those to which Mr.
acres of a farm that 1
250
working
am
I
applv.
calmly asserts that he suggested their growth "in
land was worked for
The
ago.
years
three
bought
the first instance."
systematized attempt being
And, to make his position plainer, he declares sixtv vears without any
its fertility and is, consequently,
positively that he explained the value of the con- made 'to maintain
I keep
of available plant food.
centrates
"as a possible second and economical thoroughlv drained
two cows. My line of agrimeans." There can be no doubt whatever as to the -.ix draft "animals and
of field crops— com, wheat,
meaning of these words. Nor can there be any culture is the growing
market. It is obvious,
Richmond
the
for
etc.—
rye,
says
doubt as to what Mr. Hibbert means when he
condition of my soil, that
exhausted
the
of
view
in
"My first letter was to show
in the same letter:
amount
supplv each crop not only with the
it costs little more to the buyer over the grower of I must
that particular crop needs, but
grain to feed stock; the second there can be, and is, of plant food that
to
so that the soil may be restored
a profit in buying for feeding at present prices, and with an excess,
condition of fertility; it is also obvious
this one to prove that buying feed may be one of the its former
to the legumes, a reference, moreover,

economical, quickest and surest ways to make our
In other
lands rich and our farmers prosperous."
words, l^^r. Hibbert advocates the purchase of concentrates, avowedly and at great length, with but a
When taxed
slighting reference to the legumes.
with doing this he executes a complete about-face
-and declares that he has been teaching the growth
of the legumes, primarily, and that he has only
"explained" the use of the concentrates as a "pos-sible second" method of enriching the soil.
And so far from advising the use of commercial
fertilizers on the legumes, or any other crop, he
devotes the whole of his fourth letter to endeavoring
to show that their use

is

that

mv

small

number

of animals

not going to
If,

in

this

show
tlie same letter to trying to
bad practice so we may regard him

devotes the rest of
that their use

is

;

for the legumes, we
he gives them
as to cast a doubt on their

as advising against them.

As

about them
wasteful and bad farm have seen what he says
twelve lines, so worded

practice.

is

supplv 'that amount of plant food.
find that
quandarv, I turn to Mr. Hibbert for aid, I
me,, and that
he has onlv one piece of advice to give
It is true that he makes
is to purchase concentrates.
of commercial fe^
value
the
to
reference
o-rudo-ing
a
"I do not intend
saying
letter,
fourth
his
tiiizer In
bought fertilizers on the
to underrate the value of
another time ;
farm, and mav say more about them
them, and he
but he never does' sav any more about

;

His one and only remedy is to
advice to "piirchase concentrates" forms the fertilizing value.
the absurdity of such adMr. Hibbert's letters, and it is this ad- purchase concentrates, and
Even in
manifest.
Unques- vice to a man in my position is
vice that has called forth my criticism.
poor condition, one-fifth of my farm
-tionably, it is often not only advisable, but abso- its present
feed my animals can consume; they
lutely necessary, to buy concentrates, especially for yields all the
the concentrates if I bought them.
eat
not
could
one
farmer,
average
but
the
dairymen
breeders and
could use these concentrates would
I
way
onlv
The
and
better
find
it
much
will
-who is neither of these,
do.
buv more stock, which I do not intend to

The

-tenor of all

;

cheaper

to

raise

his

manure

in

the

form

of be to
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am neither a breeder nor a dairyman I am a plain
crop grower, and every animal supported by me, beyond those actually needed for proper cultivation,
is just so much unnecessary expense and deduction
from my profits. Yet it is imperative that I do
sometliing to enrich my soil.
The legaimes furnish the solution of the problem,
for me, as they will for any other farmer in the
same position. As my soil needs rapid restoration
I am using a short rotation of clover, corn, wheat,
cow peas, in that order. I use a fertilizer composed
of acid phosphate and potash on the fertilizing crops
only.
I use no purchased nitrogen my crops supply me with all the nitrogen I need free of cost.
I
am not troubled with that doubt of the fertilizing
qualities of the legumes which Mr. Hibbert's words
would seem to indicate that he feels; I have only to
observe the improvement in each successive sale
crop to see that that doubt is unfounded.
I am
perfectly satisfied with the way the legumes are restoring the fertility of my soil, and I would advise
every farmer who contemplates purchasing highpriced concentrates for soil improvement to first calculate whether it woiild not be better for him to
raise them, or their equivalents, in the form of
leguminous crops. I do not think it is necessary to
point out that it will be much cheaper for him to
get his nitrogen from the air, absolutely without
cost, as a by-product of a generous feed crop, than
it will be to purchase it, as Mr. Hibbert advises.
Rene Leon de Milhaxt.
Henrico Co., Va.

I

;

;

APPLYING COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS.
Editor Southern Planter:
.

it

fanner can giw this or any of the other branches
of farming is insufiicient for this purpose.
It is,,
therefore, not surprising tliat the manufacturers of
fertilizers have come to the assistance of the farmer,
and, by studying the ne«ds of the soils and crops
in various parts of the country, have succeeded in

compounding mixtures,

sold as corn, potato, tobacco

fertilizers; or, as 2.8.2; 8.5.6, etc., fertilizers,

ble."

Surely, this view is not well taken.
The object of every fanner who uses commercial
fertilizers should be to acquire a knowledge in regard to the most profitable single application of the

—

which

not only give good results, but sometimes better results than similar mixtures compounded by fanners.
As the amount of potash, nitrogen and phosphoric
is
guaranteed, and in-egularities can easily
be detected by the Experiment Stations, these mixtures seiwe their purpose and are a help to the
farmer, if he is in doubt what fertilizer to apply.

acid

But notwithstanding these advantages, the mixtures
have the disadvantage of being compounded for
large areas with similar soils and can therefore not
meet the requirements of the soils and the crops on
the single fanu.

The manurial requirements of
differ.
The texture

necessarily

soils

of

must quite

the

soil,

the

drainage, the care given the tilth, the quantities of
manure applied in a rotation, the quality of the

manure, the humus content of the soil, the crops
\\-hich are grovm, the manner in which they are
rotated, if the farmer is satisfied «"ith normal yields,
or if maximum yields have to be obtained, all these
factors and many more have to be taken into consideration.

The study

which influence the
however, more time
than the farmer can generally give this matter, and
it is, therefore, only natural that he will be inclined
cither to buy the mixed fertilizers, or to depend, in
effect

of

of these factors

fertilizers

requires,

the selection of fertilizers, on observations

not

discouraging after the gi'eat efforts
which have been ri;iade by our Experiment Stations
to advise the farmer in the proper use of commercial fertilizers, to find in your April number, on
page 338, the following remark:
"But what difference does it make to the farmer
whether his fertilizer is made from low-grade material or is diluted with sand ?
All that should concern him is the percentage of the different plant
foods, and to have them in as small a bulk as possiIs

[June,

previous

years

and on

so-called

"general

made

in

rules."

So. for instance, have observations shown that crops
on light and dry soils are generally improved by potasli and nitrogen
on heavy and wet soils, by phos;

phoric acid. A pale color of the leaves indicates a
lack of nitrogen
reddish-brown spots in the green
;

color of the leaves and a slow gi'owth, a lack of
phosphoric acid; yellow spots,- which soon turn to a
light brown, sometimes accompanied by a curling of

the leaves, a lack of potash.

If a farmer, from these signs and other observacomes to the conclusion tliat hi« soil needs
potash, it would be uspIoss and wasteful to buy a
complete fertilizer, which also contains nitrogen and
phosphoric acid.

tions,

Th next question woud be, In what fonn have I
potash, nitrogen,
Unfortunately, the proper ap- to apply the potash ?
Pota.sh, nitrogen and phosplication of the great many fertilizers containing phoric acid cannot be applied in the pure state, we
these plant foods which are now offered for sale is have to apply them combined with other substances,
complicated that the limited time which the as thev are offered for sale in the form of fertilizers.
so
three

main plant food

and phosphoric

acid.

constituents

—
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The

more in comformity with the growth of the
Guano, dried blood, ground fish, cotton
seed meal, etc., can be recommended, where a slow

substances with which these plant food constitucombined are eitlier indifferent or tliey have

acid

source of nitrogen

know

is desired.

These few examples

the utmost importance.

We

is

plants.

ents are

a beneficial or hannful effect on the growing crop.
The proper selection of a fertilizer is therefore of

541

'will

show that

it

makes

a

great difference of what materials the factory mixed
The fertilizers are made. The farmer should try to
has a harmful effect on the burning of tobacco.
more potash the leaves contain from 5 to 7 per find out what his soils and his crops need. If they
need phosphoric acid, let him buy a phosphatic fercent.
and the less chlorin about 1-2 per cent.
if they need potash and nitrogen, let him
the better the leaves burn, provided the structure of tilizer
that the chlorin in kainit, for instance.

—

—

—

;

buy the

which these plant food constituThere are any number of books
for sale and any number of bulletins nublished by
fodder beets are benefitted bv chlorin, they take up the Experiment Stations, which give him all the infrom 100 to 130 pounds per acre. The high chlorin formation he needs, and if he should get stuck, the
content of the kainit also causes a loss of lime witli Experiment Stations are only too williiis; to help him
which it combines. With every 100 pounds of pot- out. As long as the farmer buys ready-mixed ferash we apply in the form of kainit, we lose 200 tilizers, whose constituents he does not know, he will
pounds of lime through leaching. The high sodium never learn to a])ply cduimercial fertilizers.
IT. WlXCKEL^IAX.
content of the kainit cements the soil particles toDistrict of Columbia.
gether, so that clay soils, to Avhich kainit is often
For the
applied, become almost unmanageable.
same reason, the kainit luis a beneficial effect on
i:\rPPOYIXG THE CORX CEOP.
sandy soils.
Editor
Southern Planter:
Similar differences are found in the form in which
If the chlorin content reaches 8 per cent., the leaves will not burn, no matter
how much potash they contain. On the other hand,

the leaves

is

favorable.

phosphoric acid

is

applied.

On

acid

moor

fertilizers in

ents are contained.

With many fanners

soils,

it

seems

to be the

well-ground-

meadows, well tilled humus soils, sandy soils poor ed belief that it is absolutely necessary to get fresh
in lime, Thomas, or Basic, slag deserves the prefer- seed of all kinds from a new and distant locality to
ence. Plants fertilized with super-phosphate develop increase or even to maintain a large or satisfactory
and ripen quicker than those fertilized Avith Thomas crop. This may be partially true of some crops and
Where a quick development of the crops is 'seed, but for most of them it is not, my experience,
slag.
not only not wanted, but

may

be hannful,

as,

for

I

as well as the experience of very

many

others, being

growing of spring crops on light, that careful and proper selection 'will not only prowarm, active soils, the slower acting Thomas^ slag duce desired and satisfactory results, but results
desei'ves the preference.
that will likely astonish those who have never given
Nitrogen can be applied in three different forms, the matter a thorough and systematic test. My first
as nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, and organic experiment aloncr this line was made a number of
nitrogen, as it is contained in tankage, blood meal, years ago, and with canteloupes, Aphich were so uniguano, ground fish, etc.
Of these different fertiliz- formly poor, from my standard, that I detennined to
ers, nitrogen in the form of nitrate of soda gives, ac- have better.
All the best, finest, earliest I kept at
cording to the numerous experiments, better results home, and if their fla^'or and other desirable qiialithan a corresponding quantity of nitrogen applied in ties were reallv fine, I saved the seed and planted
the form of ammonium sulphate.
By doing this for three seait the followina: season.
To what the poorer effect is due ha;, not been as- sons, practically all the canteloupes in the field were
certained.
We know, however, that the lime content high class. About this time I extended the system
of the soil plays an impoi'tant role in the nitrifica- of seed selection to other ;crops and noticeably to
During harvest time, when
If the lime content is in- field and to sweet com.
tion or loss of ammonia.
sufficient, nitrification progresses very slowly; if the the corn was readv to cut, I went over the entire
soil is rich in lime the sulphuric acid in the ammo- field carefully, and when I came to a fully develnium sulphate combines with the lime and a part oped stalk, with one or two large, fine ears thereon,
On better than the best averoffe elsewhere, I topped the
ammonia may escape.
the liberated
of

instance,

in

the

heavy, wet, cold soils the nitrate deserves the
on wa'rm, active soils the ammopreference
is
sulphate,
because
the
nitrification
nium
favored bv the same conditions which promote the
growth (if the crops, so that the supply of nitric

mark that the harvesters should not dis"When the main crop was cut and
turb those stalks.
shocked, I went over the field with a wagon and gathered in the marked stalks and stacked them separntelv, and when thev had cured or seasoned suffi«talk, as a
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[June,

ciently in the field, I broke the ears, husks

and all
and brought them to the granary-. Here they were
husked by merely drawing back the husks. If they
proved to be unusually fine ears, enough of the husks
were left on to form a loop to hang them up with in
a cool place during the winter, and the other ears dis-

not say more on that point.
Mr. De Milhau then
twits me for saying "from 300 pounds of concentrates, organic matter as manure approaching 1 1-2
tons in weight would be produced."
Mr. De Milhau
contends if 3,000 pounds of concentrates are fed to
a cow, 10,260 pounds of manure will result.

carded.

Mr. De Milhau did not enlighten us
manure, because if his
cow produces 10,260 pounds of solid or organic
matter from 3,000 poimds of concentrates she is a
Mr. De Milhau next convery wonderful cow.
demns me for using high-grade fertilizers to comIt is a pity

In pi-eparing the com for planting in the spring,
I removed and discarded the small and misshapened
grains at the ends of the ears, and after carefully
shelling tlie remaining com from the cobs, used only
the full-sized and regular gi-ains for planting.
I
continued this practice for a number of years witii
very satisfactory results in the shape of increasing
yields from year to year, and a better price for my
com when sold to the grain dealers. I practiced
this wilh both the white and yellow gourd seed varieties, as well as with the Flint, and in every case had
paying results. ISTot for twelve years did I send
elsewhere for a change of seed, and did not need to.
So decided was the change in the appearance of
the com, it seemed to be, in three or four years,
almost a distinct variety.
The year I commenced
on seed selection, my average yield was something
over 40 bushels per acre, which was an excellent
average yield, due to good soil, manuring and cultivation.
This I brought up, in a few years, to over
60 bushels per acre average.
There is no doubt that
the determination to increase the yield, intensified

as to the composition of the

pare value with concentrates, saying grade is too
high for farmers to buy.
My reason for using brands of so high a grade
was because the best grades advertised for sale only
contained in 3,000 pounds fertilizing value equal to
the fertilizing value contained in the 3,000 poimds
of concentrates I recoromended to farmers as feed
for stock.

Secondly. In the letter of mine
I never reconmiended farmers to
fertilizers of any description, but
bran, linseed
use the concentrates
seed meal
as a food and fertilizer,

—

—

under discussion
buy commercial
to purchase and
meal and cotton
thus getting two

values for their money.

Mr. De Milhau again terms my reasoning
I do not think Mr. De Milhau will find
it so, as long as the line of my arguments are adby the selection of the seed, had increased the care hered to, and no side issues or irrelevant matter is
and thoroughness in the preparation of the soil and introduced.
the cultivation of the crop.
Mr. De Milhau writes
Let A buy his $45 worth
The major portion of the success with live stock of concentrates, this will, according to Mr. Hibbert's
is due to a careful selection of members to perpetu- figures, give nitrogen, 152 pounds; phosphoric acid,
ate the kind, yet how few seem to realize that the 76f, and potash, 45j- pounds, together with 3,000
same careful and jjersistent care with seed of all pounds feed we will also give him 10,260 poimds
manure, which is over 7,000 pounds more than Mr.
kinds would produce correspondingly fine results.
Hibbert gives him.
D. Z. EvAxs, Je.
Still

fallacious.

:

Pejinsylvania.

B, however, will refuse to accept the complete
provided for him; he will see no necessity
for paying $22.50 for nitrogen while cow peas are
He will apply to the land a mixture
procurable.
consisting of 400 pounds 16 per cent, phosphate,
containing 64 pounds phosphoric acid, and costing
$2.90, and 100 poimds sulphate of potash, containing 51 pounds potash, and costing $2.75.
He will
then plant one and a half bushels cow peas, costing
The
$3 per bushel, making the total cost $10.15.
usual crop of cow-pea hay is between two and three
tons per acre.
Allow that B's crop is only 3,000
pounds and he has the same amount of feed as A
with the same weight of manure, as the proportion
of dry matter is the same in cow-pea hay as in
bran and other concentrates. T^his hay will not be
fertilizer

BUYING FEED ATStD ETTYTNG EEETILTZEES
— COMPAEATIVE COST AND VALUE
TO THE FARMEE.
Editor Southern Planter:

Am

glad Mr. Eene Leon de iOlhau, although he
cannot altogether agree with views I take on different subjects, at

—

any rate finds

a compliment I
spectfully to return

my

letters interesting

—

and beg recnmpliment regarding his
own; but more, the letters from Mr. De Milhau are
not only

fully

the-

appreciate

interesting, but written with great skill
and ability. ]\lr. De Milliau commences his criticism of my letter in the March Southern Planter,
with above heading, by appearing not to understand so rich in nitrates and phosphoric acid as the conmy object in advocating improving fertility of the centrates, containing only 60 and 15 pounds, resoil.
This T ex]ilninpd in previnns letter, so need spectively, but the amount of phosphoric acid re-

—
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covered in the manure added to that remaining in
the soil, will exceed that recovered from the concentrates, while the deficiency in nitrogen will be
far more than made up by that contained in the
roots of the cow peas, themselves a valuable source
The amount of nitrogen so contained
of humus.
has never been accurately estimated, but practical
experience has shown that it is sufficient to supply
the wants of all following crops for at least two or
three years. Thus B at a cost of $10.15 has secured
the same amount of feed and manure, together with
the same, or a greater, amount of plant food, as A
paid $45 for, a saving of $34.85."
The above is rather a long extract, but the contents are so instructive and ingenious that I could
not leave one word out.
l^ow let me analyze these lines carefiiUy, and as
the term goes separate the wheat from the chaff:
To begin with, A has 152 pounds nitrogen, 76f
pounds phosphoric acid and 45^ pounds potash and
also 3,000 pounds of linseed meal, cotton seed meal
and bran feed for stock, this feed costing $45. B
buys 64 pounds phosphoric acid and 51 pounds
potash. Therefore, A has 152 pounds more nitrogen,
12f pounds more phosphoric acid and the same
potash within 5| pounds, and still Mr. De Milhau
has the audacity to state B's fertilizers applied to
the land will produce the same, or a greater, amount
of plant food than those of A.
Further comment on the point of production is
tmnecessary.
I will come next to the question of
Mr. De Milhau now very coolly charges the
cost.
cost of 3,000 poimds linseed meal, cotton seed meal
and bran, which were bought as food for stock and
consumed by them namely, $45 to A's fertilizer
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which different farms are operated. His theory will
work very well on farms where a large number of
animals is kept, and the feed raised on the farm is
not sufficient for their needs, and on certain dairy
and stock farms. Mr. De Milhau then states that
this would not apply to him or 90 per cent, of the
farmers throughout this land, as they do not keep
beyond that required for draft, or, say, domes-

stock
tic

purposes.

I thank Mr.
my views as to

De Milhau

for his concession that

the value of

concentrates to the
both
as
a
food
correct,
and it is all I
ask or wanted.
I cannot but express regret to hear
that only 10 out of 100 farmers are stockmen, but
am glad to read in a recent issue that the quantity
of live stock in the South largely exceeded the previous record, and hope before many years the raisers
of fine cattle, horses, sheep and hogs will number
90 out of the 100 instead of 10, and that one name
will stand prominently amongst the converted ones
namely, that of Mr. Rene Leon de Milhau.
Robert Hibbert.
Albemarle Co., Va.

farmer
who keeps
and fertilizer are

stock,

GROWING DARK TOBACCO.
Editor Southern Planter:

Comparatively

little

progress has been

made

—

in

that is,
the cultivation of tobacco for many years
so far as materially increasing the yield, improving
the plants through selection, or raising larger crops

by radical changes in the method of fertilization are
As a rule, the fertilizer used is one of
concerned.
the ready-mixed grades found on the market, the
account, when, in fact, the fertilizing constituents "2-8-2" grade, generally known, being used extenWhen one realizes that the tobacco plant
contained in the food did not cost A one cent, but sively.
was a discount on the purchase, a point I have draws very heavily on the fertility of the soil it is
surprising that as good crops are obtained year after
done my utmost to impress Tipon farmers.
One
There is another matter I wish to draw to the at- year as is found to be the case in practice.
That is the beautiful and thousand pounds of tobacco leaf will draw from the
tention of my readers.
clear description and explanation of the value of soil, approximately, 60 pounds of nitrogen, 8 pounds
planting cow peas on the farm, as shown in the phosphoric acid and 80 pounds of potash. There is
paragraph I have copied written by Mr. De Milhau. thus a particularly heavy draft on the nitrogen and

—

In the

mended

Eebruary

—

Southern

Planter I

recom- potash supplies of the

the use of the cheap minerals, phosphoric lands

soil.

Of

course, the red clay

which are well adapted for the growth of

acid and potash, for the production of cow peas, dark tobacco, contain a plentiful supply of potash,
soy beans and clover (page 122) and my letter was but it may be well to question whether it is in an
described by Mr. De Milhau the following month available form, and the yields obtained would not
aa fallacious in reasoning, wrong in view and indicate that such is the case.
The growers of dark tobacco have one material
making deliberate omissions, and yet in April my
advantage over their neighbors who produce the
wrong views are Mr. De Milhau's right ones.
What is the meaning of consistency, or rather can light tobacco, or lemon wrappers, as they are often

Mr. De Milhau be described as consistent?
Mr. De Milhau goes on to say: The chief weakness of Mr. Hibbert's line of argument is that it
takes no account of the different conditions imder

The grower of dark tobacco is simply
and he does not have to give so much
attention to the texture and quality of the leaf,
hence he can use vegetable matter to supply a good
designated.

after yields
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part of the nitrogen needed.
fully the larger

yields that

If be realized more

would follow

liberal

applications of farm-yard manure or the frequent
turning under of green leguminous crops, such as
crimson clover and cow peas, he would readjust his
practice at once.
The question of growing dark tobacco of a satisfactory grade and increasing the yield thereof is a

matter of such general importance that a number
of tests to determine the best kind and amount of
fertilizers to use were undertaken by this Experiment Station in co-operation with the Bureau of
Soils of the United States Department of AgriculThese experiments extend over a period of
ture.
three years, so that the work has been in progress

with the season and
fertilizer,

1904 was
$59.93.

[June,
soil conditions.

Including the

the cost of the crop on the first acre in

$40.50, in 1905 $48.21 and in 1906
the second acre the cost of the crop

On

iu 1905 and $61.13
1906.
On the third acre the cost of the crop
was $82.99 in 1904, $90.19 in 1905 and $83.46
in 1906.

was $60.40 in 1904, $67.95
in

The

yield on the

first

acre in

1904 was

675

pounds, in 1905 842 pounds and in 1906 529
pounds.
On the second acre the yield in 1904 was
883 pounds, in 1905 1,296 poimds and in 1906 922
pounds.
On the third acre the yield in 1904 was
1,334 pounds, in 1905 1,527 pounds and in 1906
Notice that the yields in 1904 and
1,305 pounds.
long enough to enable some fairly definite conclu- 1905 were approximately the same, the low yields
Three acres of land were se- in 1906 being largely due to the excessively wet
sions to be draAvn.
lected for this work and divided into three sections season, which caused the tobacco to become diseased
The land was an ordinary red and it failed to make a satisfactory growth on that
of one acre each.
clay upland soil and familiar to thousands of tobacco account.
The gross returns from the first acre in 1904
growers.
It was thoroughly cultivated and prewere $45.50, in 1905 $60.13 and in 1906 $34.15.
pared in each year.
On the first acre there was applied 400 pounds On the second acre the gross returns in 1904 were
On
of a ready-mixed fertilizer guaranteed to contains $81.09, in 1905 $100.61 and in 1906 $59.91.
2 pounds of nitrogen, 8 pounds of phosphoric acid the tliird acre the gross returns in 1904 were $111.29,
and 2 pounds of potash. In all there was applied in 1905 $126.59 'and in 1906 $85.37.
The sale price of the tobacco per pound on the
to this acre 12 pounds of nitrogen, 36 pounds of
'

ISTbticc first acre in 1904 was 6.8 cents, in 1905 7 cents
was a rcraarkablp deficiency in the and in 1906 6.4 cents. On the second acre in 1904
nitrogen and potash as compared with the needs of the price per pound was 9.2 cents, in 1905 8 cents
On the third acre in 1904
a large yield of tobacco, and a surplus of phosphoric and in 1906 6.4 cents.
acid.
the sale price per pound was 8.3 cents, in 1905 8.25
On the second acre 850 pounds of fertilizer were cents and in 1906 6.6 cents. It is noteworthy that
applied, the raw ingi-edients being purchased and there was quite a variation in the returns per acre
This fertilizer contained 73.5 in the several years, showing how markedly seasons
mixed at home.
pounds of available nitrogen, 57 pounds of phos- may influence the yield and quality of the crop,
It thus sup- and the price as well, the lower yield in 1906, the
phoric acid and 75 pounds of potash.
plied approximately the plant food required for a smaller gross returns, and the rmsatisfactory price
yield of 1,000 pounds of tobacco.
per pound undoubtedly being due largely to this
On the third acre the same home-mixed prepara- factor. It is noteworthy that in the years 1904 and
It 1905 the tobacco produced on the plat where the
tion was applied at the rate of 1,700 pounds.
supplied to the land 153 pounds of available nitro- home-uiixed fertilizer was used brought a higher
gen, 106 pounds of phosphoric acid and 125 pounds price than that raised on the plat where the readyThis, as will readily be recognized, was mixed fertilizer was used. Notice also that in 1906
of potash.
The the price per pound from all the plats was practia heavy application of a high-grade fertilizer.
idea in this work was to compare the ordinary appli- cally the same.
cation of a low-grade fertilizer with liberal and
We now come to a consideration of the crucial
heavy applications of a home-mixed high-grade fer- part of the experiment namely, the profit to the
Similar applications were made to the three farmer from using a cheap grade of ready-mixed
tilizer.
acres in each of the three years of the test. The cost fertilizer as compared with a much more costly
The profit per
of the ready-mixed fertilizer applied was $5 in liigli-arade home-mixed preparation.
The cost of the acre from using 400 pounds of the ready-mixed fer1904, $5.25' in 1005 and 1906.
850 pounds of home-mixed fertilizer was $16.44 in tilizer in 1904 was $5, in 1905 it was' $11.90 and
1904 and $16.75 in 1905 and 1906. The cost of in 1906 there was a loss of $24.88. In the two
the 1,700 pounds of home-mixed fertilizer was favorable seasons the profit per acre was very small,
indeed, and it is no wonder that the tobacco farmer
$32.39 in 1904 and $33 in 1905 and 1906.
The cost of the crop per acre varied somewhat sliould feel discouraged by the results at the end

phosphoric acid and 12 pounds of potash.
that

there

—
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When 850 pounds of a home-mixed
PKEPARATION OF THE SEED-BED.
was used the profit per acre in 1904 was
Editor Southern Planter:
$21, in 1905 $32.66, while in 1906 there was a
loss of $1.22.
The loss in 1906 has already been
The ideal seed-bed for grasses and clover is a
of the season.
fertilizer

satisfactorily

explained, but

it

is

noteworthy that firm, but friable, lower

soil

with

loose,

well-tilled

was made in 1904 and 1905 from the top soil. Sufficient moisture is necessary to insure
use of a fertilizer which cost more than three times the young plants a good start in case there should be
as much as the ready-mixed preparation.
This is a deficient rainfall after sowing. Seed sown on a
a point that cannot be emphasized too strongly for dry soil may receive enough rainfall to germinate,
the benefit of the grower of dark tobacco, and shows but the plantlets are apt to suffer.
liow he can surely increase the yield of his crop by
Land that has been planted to a cultivated crop
using a better grade of fertilizer and one that more may, in most cases, be well fitted for seeding by
nearly supplies the needs of the tobacco plant. The discing and harrowing.
The disc should always be
heavy application of 1,700 pounds of a home-mixed lapped one-half on each round, and generally it is
fertilizer gave a profit per acre in 1904 of $29.90, well to go over the field a second time at right angles
in 1905 $36.40 and in 1906 $1.91.
This fertilizer to the first discing.
cost between $32 and $33 per acre, or more than
Pall ploughing is desirable on land that settles
six times as much as the ready-mixed fertilizer, well through the winter and that does not blow
which is so generally used by tobacco growers, yet badly. In any case as long a period as possible
it returned a larger profit in 1904 and 1905 than should elapse between ploughing and seeding, but
the 850 pounds of home-mixed fertilizer.
The dif- during that time the top soil should be kept loose
ference, however, was not marked in 1905, and in and clean.
Break the land from six to nine inches
practice the question might properly be raised as deep, and if the subsoil requires it use a bull-tongue
to whether it would be profitable to use such a heavy or other sub-soiling plow, loosening to an additional
Possibly 850 to 1,000 depth of six to eight inches.
application of fertilizer.
pounds on good average red clay soils which have
Where the ground is to be prepared especially
been thoroughly well prepared would be sufficient to for a seed-bed many practical agriculturists lay coninsure large yields and a good profit to the farmer. siderable stress on the practice of sowing a part of
That the results from the use of the high-grade fer- the field as soon as it is possible to prepare it. Then
tilizer were not more satisfactory in 1906 was due put another part in order and seed.
In this manner
entirely to the season; but it is worthy of note that they claim that considerable moisture is conserved
while the profit from 1,700 pounds was very small for germination and early growth which might be
and there was some loss on the second acre, the loss lost if the whole field were prepared at one time.
with the 400 pounds of ready-mixed goods was very
H. C. WrLLIAMS.
marked, amounting to $24.88, showing the benefits
District of Columhia.
to be derived from the use of high-grade fertilizers
and liberal amounts, even in an unfavorable season.
These results should convey some useful and im- TO EESTORE WOENOUT LAOT) AT SMALL
portant lessons to the growers of dark tobacco, and
COST.
illustrate to them the necessity of acquainting themEditor Southern Planter:
selves more thoroughly with the use and application
of fertilizers.
That larger crops of tobacco can be
Turn the land when in a moist condition in June
raised at a much greater profit to the farmer seems drill popcorn, thin, in rows four feet apart; cultito be fully justified by the results obtained in these vate with one-horse cultivator till last week in June.
tests, but to accomplish these ends a home-mixed fer- Then sow in buckwheat and cultivate in with same
The corn will shield the buckwheat
tilizer, or at least the use of a high-grade fertilizer implement.
When matured turn in the hogs, or
that supplies the needs of the tobacco plant more from the sun.
nearly than the low-grade goods so generally used, turn the entire crop imder, and great improvement
R. H. Coenett.
It is also patent that heavier ap- will result.
will be necessary.
The
plications of fertilizers will prove profitable.
Wise Co., Va.
facts presented but emphasize more strongly the
The improvement which will result from such a
need of scientific training and a knowledge of the system is simply caused by the addition of humusThe great cause of
fundamental principles of science for the successful making material to the soil.
production of tobacco, a fact which has been demon- the infertility of most of the land of the South is
strated emphatically in the case of so many other the absence of vegetable matter from the soil, caused
farm crops.
Andeew M. Soule,
by long cultivation in hoed crops. It is essential
Dean and Director, Virginia Experiment Station.
to restore this before fertility can be established, but
a good profit

a

—
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if we will use a nitrogen gathering crop, like one tion of manure in the barnyard, especially to the
of the legumes cow peas, crimson clover, soy beans, losses of ammonia from the decomposing liquid
etc.
we can do more than merely supply humus
manure. The materials which were used to reduce
we can add to the soil the most costly fertilizer, the loss were commercial fertilizers, chemicals, puland all at the same cost as merely supplying vege- verized clay and peat.
The results of numerous
table matter.
^Ed.
experiments have shown, however, that the commercial value of the lost ammonia is less than the
cost of the materials used to prevent such loss.
The
SOIL
IXVESTIGATIOXS. applied materials are not only costly, but they are
During the season of 1906 several hundred crops ineffective unless applied in large quantities. The
of legumes were inoculated with cultures of nitrogen- old way of dumping the daily-produced manure in
fixing bacteria prepared in the Experiment Station the barnyard, leveling it off and keeping the whole

—

—

IXOCULATIOX

Bacteriological Laboratory.
reports

from

The summary

these inoculations

is

of the pile as compact as possible, has proved to be the
cheapest and simplest method of preserving the
manure after all.

as follows:

Crops benefited by the inoculation, 76 per cent.
Crops not benefited by the inoculation, 11 per cent.
Crops on land which contained the bacteria, 13

One

means which was

tried to reduce the
keep the urine and the
solid dimg separate.
This gave very good results,
but could not be carried out in practical farming
not quite so
on a paying basis, and has, therefore, received no
probably due

per cent.

of the

loss of the

ammonia was

to

The number of crops benefited is
large as in the season of 1905, which is
further attention.
to the very wet weather which was general over the
The reason that the separate keeping of the urine
State.
The average results for the two seasons of
and the solid dung reduces the loss of ammonia is
1905 and 1906 is as follows:
due to a ferment "urease" contained in the solid
Crops benefited by the inoculation, 79 per cent. dimg. This
ferment attacks the urea of the urine
Crops not benefited by the inoculation, 9^ per cent. and converts it
into ammonia and carbon dioxide.
Crops on land which contained the bacteria, 11^ If the ammonia is not nitrified or otherwise retained,
per cent.

considerable quantities may be lost through evaporahave received many enthusiastic letters from tion.
The interesting part of these investigations
farmers who have used the inoculation with signal is the discovery of a ferment (enzyme), which, as
success.
Also, we have received letters from those stated above, is contained in the solid dung.
who failed and were discouraged. We believe, howThe question which now arises, and which is of
ever, that artificial inoculation is a success, provided general interest, is, Will the formation of this fer-

We

fresh cultures from reliable sources are obtained ment continue in the soil when the manure is
and the proper methods pursued in preparing same. ploughed under and what effect will this, and probdo not advocate the abandonment of the old ably other ferments, have on the decomposition of
method of using inoculated soil, but recommend it. the nitrogen-free organic matter in the soil?

We

We

Where

this is not convenient,

and there

is

any doubt know that

a

decomposition

of

the

nitrogen-free

whether the proper bacteria for the intended organic matter in the

soil, the stubble and roots of
the use of the cere;il crops, will take place without a ferment and
artificial cultures.
Farmers are advised to be very that the decomposition products will vary with the
careful in purchasing this material from promiscuous texture of the soil and the care given the tilth.
sources.
The Experiment Station will continue to know that if manure is turned under shallow it is

as to

crop

is

in the land,

we recommend

We

supply the farmers in the State with cultures at 25 converted into a mild, black fertile himius; that if
cents per acre so long as it does not interfere with it is turned under deep, so that only small quantities
the research work outlined for the Department of of air can get to it, it either molds or becomes peaty.
The same action takes place with the stubble and
Bacteriology.
Meade Feeguson,
Bacteriologist.

EFFECT OF FERMENTS (ENZYMES) ON
DECOMPOSING ORGANIC MATTER.
Editor Southern Planter:

If they are ploughed imder
shallow they quickly decompose; if turned under
from seven to eight inches deep they undergo decomposition similar to the dry-rot of wood, the product
being of very little or no benefit to the next crop.
roots of cereal crops.

It may also be that the stubble and roots of cereal
crops undergo, especially in soils poor in lime, an
acid decomposition, which, if the acid decomposition

During the last four years German agricultural products continue to accumulate in the soil, becomes
chemists have paid special attention to the preserva- harmful to the crops.
The beneficial effect of an

—
:
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application of lime may be due to a neutralization indirectly, into valuable decomposition products.
of these acids, thus creating more favorable con- For exerting a beneficial effect upon the soil each
This may explain the
ditions for the growing cereal crops in these soils. depends upon the other.
There is no doubt but that soils mainly cropped with benefits derived from a rotation of crops in which
cereals, which are superficially tilled, as is often the leguminous crops are alternated with the cereal
the case, where only small quantities of a poor and root crops.
To judge from the obtained results the activity of
manure are applied, and where, with the exception
of a clover crop every live or six years, no legu- each kind of bacterium seems, however, to be limited.
minous crops are grown, contain large quantities of The "urease" converts the urea, and probably the
organic matter, either in an inert or more probably nitrogen of other substances, into ammonia; other
It is also probable that such bacteria convert this into nitric acid, or denitrify
in a harmful form.
It is probable that
contain considerable quantities of mineral it, and let the nitrogen escape.
soils
Some bacmatter, stored out of reach of the growing plants. similar processes take place in the soil.
We know that crops growing on moor and humus teria may attack the crude materials; others may
soils, notwithstanding that these soils contain suf- finish the work by changing the partly-prepared food
This may explain why, on
ficient quantities of mineral matter,
are much into more soluble form.
some soils, manure has little or no effect and why,
benefited by applications of mineral fertilizers.
If organic matter takes on such different forms on others, there is no limit to the quantities which
where it decomposes in the soil under different may profitably be applied. If the plant food is
physical conditions, we may ask the question. How already in a form assimilable by the plants, or seraimuch more will the decomposition be influenced in prepared, manure containing bacteria which perform
the presence of ferments ?
We know that the effect this kind of work can have no effect, because tliere
of manure increases with the increasing nitrogenous is no work for them to perform.
But, however this may be, and however great the
compounds it contains, and that this increased effect
cannot be attributed entirely to the increased nitrogen effect of bacterial action may be, their work does
content.
These facts lead us to the other question not exclude the beneficial effect of applied fertilizer.
If the fertility of a soil increases with the increasing We must not overlook the fact that in farming at
nitrogenous matter, will the fertility decrease with the present time, with steadily increasing soil values,
the gradual disappearance of this matter ? We must increasing wages, and with not always corresponding
answer this question with yes. But if this is true
increases in prices of farm products, the yields have
and we have thousands of examples all over the to be increased beyond the natural producing power
country that it is
the declining fertility of a soil of most of our soils in order to make farming pay.
cannot be due to exhaustion of the mineral plant This cannot be done vnth bacteria 'alone, however
food of the soil alone, as has often been assumed, great their effect on the soil may be.
It is well
but to a decreasing bacterial activity of some kind, known that if we want to increase the yields of our
which, to all appearances, forms the connecting link crops we have to apply both manure and fertilizers.
between the plant food and the plants. This would With neither one of these applied alone can the deexplain the renovating effect of turned-under legu- sired effect be obtained. Even the greatest bacterial
minous crops on wornout soil. The leguminous activity cannot increase the yield beyond the possicrops, which, with the exception of nitrogen
H. WiNKELMAN.
'and bilities of a soil.
nitrogen cannot alone produce plants
add nothing
District of Columhia.
to the soils, bring these wornout soils back in a short
time to almost their former fertility. How they do
it, whether the formed ferment or ferments attack
The writer has stood on fields in the old world, fields
the
stored-iip nitrogen-free
organic matter
and of marvelous fertility, some of them more fertile than
ever he has seen in America, and thought. "How rich
liberate the mineral matter contained therein, or
these lands are, and yet they are more than a hundred
whether the attacked organic matter is so changed years old;" thought that, and thought again and said:
that it becomes the breeding ground of numerous "Why, yes, indeed they are more than five hundred yBars
old:" thought again, and almost shivered as the immenmicro-organisms, which in turn assist in the
sity come over him and said: "Why, yes. a thousand
liberating of plant food or change it into a more years ago this was an old field, and yet it is more fertile
assimilable form, is not known at the present time. than anything in America to-day."
Get new faith in that soil of
Ah, reader, awaken!
The main effect of leguminous crops, of which so yours,
and add to faith good works. Feed animals, save
much has lately been said and written, aside from the manures, feed the land, drain it if it is wet, plant
the improvement of the physical conditions of the clovers, sow alfalfa, grow fewer acres of corn and more
bushels. Plant faith, love and good works in that field
soil and the enrichment in nitrogen, therefore seems
and see how mlich more beautiful it will be as a matron
to be the supplying of a ferment that converts the than ever as a virgin. Joseph E. Wing, in Breeders'
stubble and roots of the cereal crops directly, or Garette.

—
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.
WORK FOR THE MONTH.

ultivating the crop and
tlie

The gardener and truck-crop grower will find this
one of the busiest months of the year. All his early
planted crops will require constant cultivation to
keep them growing and later successional crops will
The early berries and fruits
require to be planted.
will be ripening and call for gathering and marketing, and the cabbage crops will require cutting and
Spraying for fungoid diseases and the
marketing.
destruction of insect pests must have attention, and
altogether he will find his time more than fully
He
occupied if the best results are to be secured.
will be gi-eatly aided in keeping up with his work
if he has heeded our advice given in earlier issues
this year to have had all his land well prepared
and fertilized and only requiring to be freshened
up with a cultivator to be ready for planting. He
should also have had a supply laid in of crates and
baskets for shipping his products and have had his
arrangements made with his commission men in the
different markets for the disposal of his crops.
'

Be careful to see that crops do not become overripe before picking and then have the fruit carefully
culled and packed in clean baskets and crates for
market and see that nothing is sent out which will
not bring credit to the producer. Keep the culls at
home for drying or preserving, or ship, if in excess
of

home requirements,

in

separate crates

it

plants will apj^ropriate

and
and soon catch up with

will dissolve quickly
it

those planted earlier.

Look out for potato bugs and give a dressing of
Paris green as soon as first seen. Apply it in solution at the rate of one pound of Green to 160 agUons
of water. If used dry mix the Green with 100 times
its weight in flour, plaster or air-slacked lime.
If
indications of blight are seen on the Irish potato
crop spray with Bordeaux mixture. See the March
issue for formula for making this.
This will check
the disease and increase the yield of the crop.
Spraying from three to seven times at a cost of $10
to the acre has increased the crop more than 100
bushels to the acre.
Plant a hill of com every few yards amongst the
This will save the tomato plants
tomato plants.
from the worms, which prefer corn to tomatoes where
The corn can be fed to stock with
they can get it.
Mustard sown amongst cabbages
the worms on it.
and other plants of the same family will save them
The bugs will settle on the
from terrapin bugs.
mustard and can there be killed by spraying with
Melons, canteloupes and cucumbers may
kerosene.
be greatly protected from the melon louse by dusting
with bone meal or tobacco dust when wet with dew.

marked

Sweet potatoes should be set out where not already
This will result in keeping
Usually plants set out in the first part of
planted.
the price of the perfect shipments at the top market
June make about the best crops, except in Tidewater
price and give a name to the shipper which will sell
Virginia, where they may be set out earlier with
sight.
as "seconds" or culls.

the products at

Successional crops of beans, peas, corn, tomatoes,
After the strawberry crop has been gathered if
melons, cucumbers, squashes, peppers and egg plants
the
bed is not more than a year old mow off the leaves
should
crops
planted
earlier
the
should be set out and
and sprinkle straw lightly on them and set them
have frequent cultivation to keep them growing.
and a new growth
Much damage has been done to the earlier planted on fire. Then cultivate the crop
Where the of' foliage will be made. If the bed is over two
crops by the late frost and cold winds.
peas
it years old plough the plants down and sow cow
crop has been very largely destroyed or injured
and begin afresh or some other crop to smother out the weeds.
is often better policy to plough up
the
rather than to endeavor to make a crop out of
TREES.
remains of the earlier one. Where this is the case
week's
do not delay too long before deciding.
July are those in which
and
June
of
months
The
Prepare the
waiting may mean loss of a market.
the buddng of fruit trees, roses and other trees and
give
then
and
season
good
on
a
plant
and
land well
is applisoon as the shrubs to which this method of propagation
a top dressing of nitrate of soda as
cable should bo done. The work must be done whilst
acvigorous
into
them
push
plants start growth to
in a state of vigorous growth, and when
Sow the nitrate of soda at the rate of 100 the stock is
tion.
is running freely, so that the bark can readsap
the
after
rows
the
of
side
pounds to the acre down each

A

BUDDING
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from the wood. An incision is made
lengthwise through the bark of the stock with a small
cut at right angles at the top, the whole somewhat resembling the letter T.
bud is then taken from a
slioot of the present year's growth of tnc variety deily be raised

A
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learn that the "drop" of apples mentioned in the
reports is becoming quite a serious matter in most
orchards, especially amongst the red apples.
Pip-

pins and the green varieties are holding on much
better.
He says that from information he has he
puts down the winesap crop of the State as practically a very small one, even should the "drop" now
cease.
From the northern part of the Valley of
Virginia we hear that practically the same conditions
obtain as are noted in these reports from Piedmont
Virginia.

This bud will be found at
and shoot, just within the
footstalk of the leaf.
Shave off the bark with this
bud and leaf stalk attached with a small part of the
wood directly under the bud. This piece so shaved
off is then to be inserted in the cut made in the stock
by raising the bark on each side of the cut made Editor
Southern Planter:
lengthwise in the stock.
Tlu' bud should be pushed
Our fruit prospects in the Piedmont section of
well down under the bark and then the bark be laid
Albemarle County at present date are as follows:
ou it and be fastened there by a bnndnge of bass
A good crop of strawberries is now ripening; shipmatting or corn husk or other soft ligature. Let this
ments will begin about May 20th. Practically all
bandage cover all the cut portion except the bud
peaches, plums, damsons and pears were killed by
itself and cut the top of the inserted portion so that
recent cold weather; grapes appear to be uninjured.
it will fit closely into the ero^s-cut uiade in the stock.
A very heavy winter apple crop set, and prospects
Cut off the leaf on the bud, leaving about an inch
were excellent until the past few days, when a conof the footstalk of the leaf to hold it by when insertsiderable quantity dropped off, though sufficient still
ing in the stock.
In about ten days adhesion will
stick and continue to grow to encourage expectation
have taken place and the bandage may be removed.
of a more than fair yield.
This refers mostly to
The bud will remain dormant until next spring,
Pippins, Winesaps and Ben Davis.
Limbertwigs
when, if the work is properly done, it will start into
arc very full ami eoutiiuic ti) increase iu size, also
growth. As soon as this takes place cut off the stock
York Imperials.
a few inches above the bud and keep all other buds
Summer apples of earlier maturing date are quite
on the stock from growing, and thus throw all the
light, but quantities on trees increase somewhat as
strength of the stock into the new bud. The essential
date of maturing is later.
Fall Cheese at present
requisites for siiccess in budding are: First, a thrifty,
shows a good yield.
Waltee Whatelt,
rapidly-growing stock, so that the bark will peel
Secretary State Horticultural Society.
freely
second, the proper time, not so early that
Albemarle Co., Va.
tliere 'will be too little eambium or mucilaginous
P. S. -A later letter from Mr. Whately says. that
cement between the bark and the wood for the adthe "drop" still continues, esjiecially in Winesaps
hesion of the bud, nor so late that the bark will not
and Pippins. Ed.
peel freely third, buds sufficiently mature. A keen,
sharp knife with n flat lilade and handle is needed Editor Southern Planter:
Tie in the buds carefully, but not
to do the work.
Eeplying to yours in reference to the fruit crop
with so great pressure as to injaire the bark or bud prospect, will say that it would seem that we have
or prevent the flow of the sap.
had cold weather enough, with ice and frost, to have
sired to be propagated.

the juncture of the leaf

;

—

—

;

from present indications
be a light crop of peaches on elevated
BEANS.
places.
The apple crop was not injured by the cold,
These beans are always a most salable crop in but is not setting well. Present indications are for
They may be planted in this a half crop. Pears of the Asiatic type, also plums
Southern markets.
month and July and will, on land in a fair condition of the Japan type, are all early bloomers and are
of fertility, make a good crop. Plant in rows 2 feet almost total failures.
The European and American
6 inches apart, dropping the beans 6 or 8 inches varieties of pears and plums promise a partial crop.
Tiilrivate fr(M]ueutlv, huT ouIt. Cherries are a total failure, except the Morello types,
apart in the rnw.=.
when the plants are dry or they will rust.
which do not promise quite half a crop. Grapes do
'not appear to have been injured at all.
Strawberries
beginning to ripen and promise to be small and
FEUIT
IN VIEGINIA. are
not over half a crop in most instances about oneWe are in receipt of the following reports from fourth of a crop. Easpberries and other small fruits
representative orchardists in this State as to the promise light crops.
prospects for a fruit crop.
In conversation with nn
Much of the failure of the fruit crop, especially
orchard owner since we received these reports we of the small fruits, in my opinon is due to the fact

NAVY

the fruit, but

destroyed

all

there will

still

CEOP PROSPECT

;

:
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that the fruit buds were imperfectly developed last

morning
on account of the excessively wet weather last order to
summer and fall, rendering proper cultivation im- ficult to
possible.
These
fall

Chesferfiehl Co.,

Va.

J.

B.

Watkins.

Editor Southern Planter:
Replying to yours of the 1-ith will state that the
prospect for a full apple crop is excellent. The stone
fruits were practically destroyed by late freeze.
H. L. Peice, Horticulturist.
Experiment Station, Blackshurg, Va.
Editor Southern Planter:

In regard to apples, I will say that the "drop"
has been very considerable, and [ believe that the
crop will not be above one-third of a normal crop.
Of other fmits there will be very little.
Franklin Co., Va.
John F. Gtjereant.
Editor Southern Planter:
Replying to your inquiry as to apple prospects.
A week ago the outlook was for the largest crop in
years, but as the young apples advanced injury from
cold became apparent, and in some varieties they
nearly all dropped off.
Especially is this true of
Winesaps.
The prosjiocts in my orchards now appears to be that York Imperials will be a good crop,
Ben Davis and Albemarle Pippins a fair to good
crop, Winesaps about a fourth of a crop.
As a
whole it looks as though I would have a larger crop
than either last year or the year before, but that
the banner crop chances of a week ago have gone
glimmering.
I will have some Japanese plums,
scarcely any peaches and no cherries or pears.
Geoege E. Mueeell,
President State Horticultural Society.
Bedford Co., Va.

[June^

while the plants are somewhat moist in

have it adhere reasonably well.
apply if even a slight breeze

It is difis

stirring.

disadvantages are multiplied many fold
when one attempts to make applications of dust to
such large plants as the orchard fruits.
However,
power appliances for use on low-growing crops require much less hand work than those for use on
orchard fruits, and the dusting operation is likely
to require less labor and also be easier to apply
where the land is very hilly and rough and the water
supply distant.
The conclusions reached at the Illinois Experiment Station after experiments covering a period
of three years and 424 trees, quoted below, agree
very well with the general opinion as to the iise of
dust applications:
"Trees sprayed with liquid Bordeaux and Paris
green retained their foliage in healthy working condition throughout the season.
Dust-sprayed and
check (unsprayed) trees may be placed together, because the behavior of the foliage was the same in
both.
Leaves began falling in Jiily, and in early
September these trees were practically denuded.
This loss of foliage by dust-sprayed and check trees
was due to the apple scab, against which disease the
dust spray was entirely ineffective.
"Differences in fruit were as marked as were differences in foliage.
Liquid-sprayed trees gave
smooth fruit of good size. Dust-sprayed and check
trees gave small, ill-formed fruit, badly marked by
scab and of very little value even as evaporator stock.
"The results of the experiments are sufficiently
decisive to warrant the conclusion that dust spray
is

absolutely ineffective."

In some of the first attempts at using dry Bordeaux it was prepared by bringing together finely
pulverized copper sulphate and lime, which is apDUST VS. LIQUID SPRAYS.
plied as a dust, upon the theory that when the dust
Editor Southern Planter:
becomes moist the Bordeaux mixture is prodiiced
Spray materials are used in large commercial upon the foliage. One of the best methods is given
plantations almost universally in the liquid form. by Bird, of the Missouri Experiment Station, as
A power sprayer, geared to the wheels of n specially follows
"1. Break up into small lumps about seventy or
constructed cart and with nozzles arranged to spray
four to six rows at a time, has been used quite suc- eighty pounds of quick lime and spread it out so
When slaked and
cessfully in large plantations of potatoes.
Care tliat it will become air-slaked.
must be exercised to keep the pump in good working perfectly dry sift it through a fine sieve (100 meshes
order, the spray nozzles free from obstructions, etc., to the inch).
"2. Completely dissolve four pounds of copper
in order to keep up a constant and finely divided
misty spray if good results are to be obtained. While sulphate in two and a half gallons of water.
"3. Pour gradually two and a half gallons of
Paris green diluted with air-slaked lime and other
fine powders has been used successfully for controll- water over four pounds of good quick lime in such
ing the potato beetle in smaller plantations, it has a manner as to slake it and give a good milk of
several important dsadvantages.
More material is lime and let it cool.
"4. Put sixty pounds of the sifted air-slaked lime
required and more is wasted by failing to adhei'c
It is necessary to make the applica- in a shallow box
to the plants.
one in which the material can be
tion very late in the evening or very early in the well worked with a hoe or shovel.

—
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"5. Pour the well-strained milk of lime and the
copper sulphate at the same time into a third vessel
and stir until the whole is thoroughly mixed. It
It is so
will have a deep blue color and be thick.
finely divided that it will remain in suspension for
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view of killing the aphis and in addition increasing
the fertility of the soil in the immediate vicinity of
the application.

Now, while

these applications will kill quite a

of the aphis, and while they are
undoubtedly highly beneficial as fertilizers, experi"6. Pour this immediately into a double flour mentation has proven that these two combined factors are not of sufficient value to warrant their use
sack, filter and squeeze out most of the water.
"7. Empty this wet, blue material at once (do not when the absolute control of the Woolly aphis is the
During the writer's connection with the
let it dry) into the sixty pounds of air-slaked lime chief aim.
and work it up so that it wll be well distributed. If Georgia State Board of Entomology he planned and
the resulting mixture is too moist add more air- carried out a series of experiments against this important pest in both the nursery and the bearing
slaked lime.
"8. Rub this through the coarse sieve while still orchard, this experiment extending from the middle
All of the commonly
somewhat damp, mix thoroughly and spread out to of May until July, 1905.
recommended substances against this pest were given
dry.
"9. When thoroughly dry sift it through the fine- a thorough test, and a new departure was inaugunamely, the use of Kerosene emulsion, aprated
meshed sieve, mashing all lumps."
This is a stock material and will keep indefinitely plied directly to the infested apple roots. The subAdd about 130 pounds stances tried in this experiment were tobacco dust,
after thorough drying.
of air-slaked lime to the above amount of stock tobacco dust and kainit mixed in equal quantites,
powder. If an insecticide is desired, add at the rate tobacco stems, whale oil soap and carbon bisulphide.
of from 4 to 8 ounces to 50 pounds of this stock Without going into the details I will give briefly a
summary of the results obtained by this experiment,
material.
large per cent,

hours.

—

known dust-spray machine manu- which is as follows:
1. Tobacco dust alone, tobacco dust and kainit
Kansas City Dust Sprayer Company,
Kansas City, Mo., and Ozark Dust Spray Company, and tobacco stems, when coming into direct contact
J. L. Phillips,
with the infested apple roots, destroy a large per
Springfield, Mo.

Some

of the best

facturers are

State Entomologist.

Blachsburg, Va.

cent,

of the aphis, yet not a sufficiently gi-eat per

cent, to obviate the possibility of further destructive

HOW TO

broods during the remainder of the season.
2. Whale oil soap at strengths of one-half, one and
one and a half pounds per gallon of water is only

RID AN ORCHARD OF CATERPILLARS.

Load

wad

a

gun with a good charge of powder and

a

push it down. Place the muzzle within
about one foot and a half of the nest so as to range
between the fork of the limbs in which they build
and point it at the center of the lump of caterpillars
and pull the trigger. The explosion of the powder
will, if the gTin is well directed, kill and clean out
I discovered this
the caterpillars and nest, too.
remedy a few years ago and have been using it ever
since with the best results.
soft

to

R. B. BOATWKIGHT.

Buckingham Co., Va.

CONTROLLING THE WOOLLY APHIS.
Editor Southern Planter:

moderately

effective.

Carbon bisulphide is successful in killing all
aphis in the immediate vicinity of the application,
3.

but has a great disadvantage in that its efficiency
is limited to the immediate area of the application.
The gas will not disseminate sufficiently to hill all
aphis in the infested root area, and there is great
danger of injuring, or possibly killing, trees by this
gas coming into contact with a bruised or cut root
surface.

Now, the tests made with kerosene emulsion
against this pest were highly efficient, and the writer
has used kerosene emulsion at a strength as high
as 40 per cent., applied directly to the exposed infested roots of both one-year apple nursery stock
and large bearing trees, with the result that all of

At this season of the year it is all important that the aphis have been killed, and, furthermore, with
the fruit grower should take steps to control one of no resulting injury to the plant itself. Furthermore,
the most destructive pests known to the apple
the odor of kerosene emulsion will remain in the
namely, the Woolly aphis (Schizoneura lanigera). soil for several months after the date of application,
The commonly recommended remedies

for this pest which is a valuable factor, in that it acts as a repeltobacco dust, tobacco stems, tobacco dust and lant, preventing a later infestation by some indikainit mixed in equal proportions, lime, wood ashes, viduals which possibly escaped the treatment.
etc., all of which are recommended with the double
But a 40 per cent, emulsion is not necessary when
are
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Pour sufa weaker one will answer the purpose, and we found of the root areas of the trees themselves.
that kerosene emulsion of 15 to 20 per cent, ficient emulsion over this portion of the soil to
40 per thoroughly saturate it and warrant its reaching the
This work was duplicated during main roots, then replace the soil after the emulsion
Haepek Dean,
the year 1906 in order to check on the results ob- has finally settled.
Assistant State Entomologist.
tained by the writer in 1905, with the gratifying
Blaclcshurg, Va.
result that the two-years' record did check, and at
the present time the Georgia State Board of Entomology is recommending the use of kerosene emulstrength

cent,

is

as effective to kill the aphis as a

emulsion.

sion exclusively for controlling the

This cheap and effective preparation
following formula:

Woolly
is

the

Whale
Water

Feeding

is

is

the most important point in raising

I will say right here that if the little ones
could find plenty of bugs and grasshoppers, they
turkeys.

1 gallon.

The gallon of water

deluged with inquiries as to how to
He sends us the following on

this subject:

^ pound.

soap

is

raise 3'oung turkers.

2 gallons.

oil

RAISING.

Mr. G. W. Moss, of Caroline coimty, Va., writes
us that he

STOCK SOLUTION.
Kerosene

TURKEY

aphis.

made by

placed in a kettle over a

would not care to see their master or mistress for
and -when it is boiling hot tlie soap is added and
Nothing will conipletely fill
at least six months.
AVhen the latter has become thoroughly
dissolved.
the place of bugs and grasshoppers, but curd comes
dissolved the kettle is removed from the fire and
nearer to it than anything else.
This is made by
The whole
the two gallons of kerosene added.
setting clabber or buttermilk on the stove until it
liquid is then thoroughly agitated for ten or fifteen
comes nearly to the lx)iling point, then pour into a
minutes with a small foot pump, at the end of which
strainer or thin cheese cloth to stand imtil it drains.
obtained,
time a smooth, creamy emulsion will be
This seems to possess nearer the properties of the
which, if properly made, will remain in suspension
grasshopper than any prepared food.
Those who
This is the stock solution, and
for several weeks.
have plenty of milk during the season for yo\mg
in order to make up an emulsion of a specified
turkeys have a decided advantage over those who
strength it is only necessary to dilute with water,
have not.
Corn meal baked with plenty of lard in
thus:
it is good food
over this sprinkle some black pepper
For a 5 per cent, emulsion, dilute with 37 gallons
Young turkeys are very fond of onions;
at times.
of water.
these may bo chopped fine and put into the greasy
10
cent, emulsion, dilute with lY gallons

fire

;

For

per

a

of water.

For a 15 per
lons of water.

For

a

20 per

liread, or the onion tops may be fed to the little ones.
with 10^ gal- Care should be taken to keep young turkeys and all
other growing poultry well supplied with lime in
If oyster shells are not convenient,
emulsion dilute with 7 gallons some form.

cent, emulsion, dilute

cent,

make the following preparation: two parts of untreatment should be applied during the slaked lime and one part of sand made into a mormonths of May or June, while the stock is in a tar, and spread out thinly to di-}'. This should be
growing, thrifty condition, as it is possible that the Ivept before them until tliey are grown, for withput
dormant roots will be more susceptible to injury bone we cannot expect flesh.
than those in full growth.
For use on infested
Our own experience on this question, and we have
nursery stock simply open up a small furrow on
each side of the nursery row, close against the roots, siicessfully raised large flocks, is that the less sloppy
so that when the emulsion is poured along the furrow food the younk chicks liave the more success will be

of water.

This

it

will

come

into

immediate contact with the

The pouring can be done by

roots.

the use of buckets or a

pump with the nozzle on the spray end
disconnected so that the emiilsion will flow in a
Apsolid stream through the open end of the hose.
ply a sufiicient amount to thoroughly saturate the
soil surrounding the root area of the nursery stock.
For use in orchards remove the soil about the base

barrel spray

of the trees to such a depth as will expose the top
roots, and these circles of removed soil will, of
course, vary in area wth the corresponding variation

We always fed on wheat-bread soaked
water and squeezed dry, mixed 'with hard
boiled egg and chopped onions, or lettuce, and oat
meal grits. Gradually we cut off the bread and
went on to wheat, cracked, and oatmeal grits, and
Inter on to whole grain.
Give them range to catch
all the biigs, grasshoppers and insects they can find
after they are ten days old.
Up to tliat time they
should be kept in a small enclosure on the grass,
changing the location of the pen every two or three
En.
days.'
achieved.
in cold

—
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Live Stock and Dairy.
THE HOG PASTURE.

Then plant other lots in soy
other in succession.
beans and others in sorghum alone to make grain
Notwithstanding all that we have written for
and cane for late feeding. As the first cow-pea lots
years past on the possibilities of producing all the
are grazed off they should be followed by rape sowed
hog meat which the South requires (and it is the
in the end of July or beginning of August and later
largest consumer of these meats of any section of
cow-pea and sorghum lots be seeded with crimson
the country) here in the South it is yet the truth
clover, wheat, oats and rye mixed, or with vetches
that our meat house is still very largely in the West.
and wheat, oats and rye. These will give winter
It is a reflection on our farmers that they will not
and spring grazing. In July one lot should be sown
take hold of this question in the way they should
Where peanuts grow
in turnips for winter feeding.
and ought to do. They insist that feeding 50 cents
well a lot or two may be planted in this crop this
are
com even into $6.00 hogs does not pay, and we
month for fall feeding, and a lot planted in sweet
inclined to agree with them when it is fed as it
potatoes where they grow well will be found useful.
still largely is into hogs that take two years to make
variety of grazing crops is very essential to the
into 200 or 300 pounds of meat.
The mistake they
success of this method of growing hogs, as change of
make is that they will not get a right type of hog
Next spring
diet keeps them healthy and thriving.
and will not grow and feed him as they ought to do.
put one of the lots into artichokes in March for

A

The hog wanted is one that will make 250 to 350
pounds of meat in less than one year from being
farrowed and will do this largely on grazing crops
and with the help of only a few bushels of com to
harden the meat just before killing.
The right
hogs to foimd a herd can be gotten in the State from
any number of breeders, whose advertisements will
be found every month in our columns. Almost any
of the pure-bred hogs will make good foundation
stock.
Some men have a liking for one breed and
some for another. We do not care to specify any
particular breed, but what we do care to insist upon
is that at any rate a pure-bred boar should be selected and if pure-bred sows can also be afforded

winter feeding.

THE VALUE OF CONSTITUTION IN SHEEP.
Editor Southern Planter:

There has been much talk
our

flocks.

Some go

lately of constitution in

so far as to say that the great

our flocks are due to careless selection of
stock ewes and careless breeding, which must result
in lack of constitution and determine a predisposi-

losses in

tion towards disease.
actually asserts that

One well-known sheep breeder

the breeding for twin lambs
that if
is the cause of the weakness in our flocks
they also should be selected. From such foundation wc used ewes that were single lambs and discarded
stock a herd can soon be built up, which, whether any that would produce twins we soon would have
continued bred on pure lines or crossed with other a flock of sheep that would be proof against disease

pure-bred hogs, will be capable of making the weight
suggested in the time mentioned if properly cared
for.
The next point requiring attention is the production of the crops necessary to grow the hogs at
the least cost. They cannot be successfully or profitably grown on corn.
Now is the time to start in
this work and prepare and seed the first of the crops.
To make a success a piece of land should be divided
into five lots with hog-proof fences separating them.
The size of the lots should depend on the number
of hogs to be raised, but it is not advisable to make
the lots too large, as this is apt to cause much of
the crop to be wasted by the hogs wandering about
It is better to make
in it and treading it down.
duplicate lots where a large number of hogs are to
be grazed and not make the single lots larger than
two acres each. The first crop to plant should be
cow peas or cow peas and sorghum. Put two or

;

and he intimates that the hardiness of the Tunis
and of the Merino is accounted for by this fact, that
(I think he is
of these breeds.
breeds rarely produce
On the other hand the susceptibility to
twins.)
disease, which is so characteristic of the mutton
breeds, can be traced to the effort to make them prois

characteristic

right in

saying that these

He declares that stomach worms
breeds.
cannot touch the offspring of sheep that have been
bred carefully for centuries to produce single off-

lific

It is well known that the Merino does withstand the assault of stomach worms better than any
I have no information concerning the
other breed.
Tunis sheep on this particular point. I am the last
one to deny the force of such statements, but I must
say that I think they are extreme, for there are other
wavs of securing constitution besides breeding for

spring.

single offspring. I fear this is something of a hobby.
three of the lots in this crop, sowing at intervals of I have not found that hardiness was especially charprolific,
a week or ten days, so that they may follow each acteristic of those animals that are not
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though I can see some reasons why twins are apt to
develop weak constitutions, and certainly the single
lamb has the advantage over the twin in the struggle
for existence, and according to the law of the survival of the fittest the twin must go to the wall, but
many a law that will be inexorabli; in nature can be
so modified by the intervention of man that very dif-

[June,

mothers.
The former kept them going in spite of
advancing age, the second made them always desirable in the flock, so they were never culled out
It
may be well to state that many strong ewes may
have dropped out by accident.

So when

it comes to breeding for constitution it
rather difficult to go always right.
I wotild say
that in culling a flock you should favor good form
I take it that the question of constitution in our and physical features that seem to go along with
domestic animals is a matter largely under our con- hardiness first of all.
It should take exceptional
trol, and there are far more important facts pertain- qualities to commend a ewe that did not possess
ing to breeding that will influence constitution than these.
Not every ewe that has these qualities will
the cutting down of the offspring.
prove useful in a breeding flock. She must be a good

ferent results

may

Any

handler of sheep knows what a difference
between the weak and sickly sheep and the
robust one.
You cannot expect the lamb from a
weak ewe, even if it is a single lamb, to be very much
better than the dam.
It may be worse.
Some have
tried to tell how, by appearance, you can select your
ewes of strong constitution.
Such a ewe may be
described as follows
Erect ears, bright eyes, broad
chest, deep body, short neck, short and wide face,
strong bone, sturdy back, well sprung rib.
These
are all good, and you may generally coimt on such
a ewe but I have seen all of these things fail, so I
believe that it takes actual acquaintance with your
ewes to enable you to select the strong ones. There
is an indefinable something about the face and getup of a sturdy ewe that a shepherd can recognize,
and it often belongs to sheep that are not very perfect in form.
I have watehed a small flock of sheep
with much interest to see how long certain ewes will
remain profitable. It is a well-known fact that most
ewes lose their usefulness at about seven years, and
yet a few are good for years afterward.
'Sot is it
a matter of teeth, for I have seen ewes that have
been toothless for many years that were strong and
often the best breeders and best mothers in the flock.
It is, however, the mouth that furnishes sure evidence to most buyers of the worthlessness of the
ewe. It would be bad if it was the custom to dismiss
from service every man and woman who had the
misfortune to be born with bad teeth, when the teeth
there

is

:

:

is

be obtained.

milker, a good mother, a good feeder.
She must
carry a good fleece, she must be healthy and strong
in constitution.

If a breeder selects such ewes as these each year,
allowing all the others to go to the butcher, and will
then choose the right rams, he is on the surest road
to constitution in his flock.

Your ram must be a good feeder. He must be
masculine and strong.
He should carry himself
well on good straight legs. He should l>e wide in the
face, short of neck, wide of chest, deep and wide in
twist.
The selection of the ram is no small part of
the process.
1 am convinced that a flock of sheep that is thus
carefully selected and bred with constitution in view
all the time, will be much less susceptible to disease

and the ewes will remain in service longer.

The

many

ways.

profits of the flock will be increased in

Georgia.

H. B. Aebuckle.

We cannot agree with the conclusion that we
should discourage the production of twin lambs in
order to induce constitutional vigor in a flock of
ewes.
Few sheep in any country in the world have
the vigor of constitution possessed by the Englishbred sheep, especially the medium and short-woolled
breeds, and these sheep are notorious for the production of twins.
When keeping sheep in that country
we never thought that we had had a successful lambing season unless we averaged over a large flock an
are gone.
increase of 1.50 per cent., and we have often made
Many years ago I bought a small flock of sheep an increase of 175 per cent. In this we were not
and I became very familiar with the individual singular, but the country over the flock which did
sheep of this flock. After nine years it was interest- not increase 1.50 per cent, each year was not reing to note the character of the six ewes still remain- garded as doing what it ought to do.
We always
ing.
Forty-four of the number had, by twos and had not only a large proportion of the ewes to drop
threes, been culled out and six were left,
Xot one twins, but never failed to have several triplets. Yet
of these had teeth to brag about, but each had done such flocks did not show year by year any indication
fine service this last year.
If I were called upon of decreasing vigor of constitution. The young ewes
to say what was m.>st noticeable in these six ewes I after the first year would largely be producers of
would be compelled to pass by breed, size, appear- twin lambs of strong constitutional vigor.
Feed,
ance or form. But two things seemed to characterize care and careful selection is the secret of constituthem all they were good feeders; they were good tional vigor. Ed.

—
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THE YEAST TREATMENT FOR BAR-

IN HOGS.

RENNESS.

A FIFTEEN MONTHs' RECORD.

We

are very willing to serve our readers in all
reasonable ways, but we are obliged to ask that those
interested, or who think they may be interested, cut
out this restatement of the yeast treatment for barrenness.
We have great pressure of matter on our
columns and cannot take space for the repeated pub-

Editor Southern Planter:

I enclose a statement by my neighbor who has been
applying Iowa methods to hog raising in this
(York) county of Virginia. Believing that it might
be of value to some who have been contemplating a
greater production of hogs for market has induced lication of this treatment.
him to make this statement, which is not at all overIn presenting it again we state, in answer to indrawn and may be duplicated by proper care any- quiries
where about here.
sorry his record does not also
The treatment is the same for mare or cow.
include the approximate cost of grain fed, which
It is to be used exactly as directed, and not in
would make of it a still better showing.
any other way that may suggest itself to the fancy
B. F. Wright.
York Co., Va.
of the man who tries it. If he desires to experiment
I landed in Virginia the fore part of February, in a different way it is not necessary to ask questions
1906, bringing with me two Chester White sows about his experiment.
which farrowed the 20th of April and raised fourThe yeast is the ordinary compressed cake yeast
teen pigs, which were weaned when six weeks old, that can be obtained at any grocery store or bakery,
No
and the sows bred again.
or the fluid yeast that is kept in the household.
These hogs were run during the summer on a one has a patent on this yeast. It is just ordinary
fresh-water marsh pasture and fed what in Iowa yeast.
would be considered a half ration of corn until about
We do not guarantee this treatment, nor do we
The few statements of success that
the first of September, when I commenced feeding recommend it.
new com. These sows farrowed again about the have come to this office are by no means conclusive.
Of Some have reported failure, and some have reported
first of October, raising litters of nine and five.
The treatment is purely experimental. It
the first litters I sold seven to the butchers during success.
November and December at 6 cents a pound, live' ought to work where the trouble arises from acrid
It will not operate in other conditions
I also killed two for my secretions.
weight, bringing $87.90.
which cause barrenness, such as closed uterus or
o"mi use which were worth $24.
The remaining five young sows and the two old diseased ovaries.
We do not know anything more about this treatones were bred to farrow in April. One of the young
The treatment is as
sows failed to get in pig at that time and is now ment than is herewith stated.
:

Am

follows
farrow in July.
"Take an ordinary 2-cent cake of yeast and make
the four young and two old sows I now have
Of the October litters I sold seven it into a paste with a little warm water. Allow this
forty-six pigs.
the first of April, which brought me $65.30 at 6 to remain in a moderately warm place for 12 hours,
then add one pint of lukewarm freshly boiled water,
cents, live weight.
Of the remainder six are bred to farrow in July mix and allow to stand for another 12 hours. Preand will weigh at this time from 190 to 200 pounds pare this mixture 24 hours ahead of the time the
The last of March, and before the sows far- cow or mare is expected to come in heat and inject
each.
rowed, one of the old ones weighed 400 pounds, the it into her vagina as soon as she is seen to be in heat.
Of the young sows the lightest Breed her just when she is going out of heat."
other 450 pounds.
The comment of our veterinary editor on the foreweighed .300 pounds, the heaviest 340 pounds. These

bred

to

From

hogs were turned out of their pasture about Decem- going was as follows
"The theory upon which the use of this mixture
ber 1st and given the run of the farm and were only
fed corn when the ground was frozen so that they is based is that the usual cause of barrenness is baccould not root for peanuts (which was not often), teria of some sort or another and that they give rise
generauntil about the first of April, when I commenced to to an acrid condition of the secretions of the
tive organs which is destructive to the female ova
To sum up:
feed them corn.
The yeast fungi {Sac$153 20 worth and male spermatozoa.
Sold to butchers
rliaromyces) when introduced as suggested are sup24 00
Killed two hogs for meat worth ....
posed to invade every part of the cow's generative
135 00
Have now 45 young pigs worth.
organs, destroy all bacterial life and incidentally
77 00
Seven October sows worth
We unneutralize the acid condition referred to.
Five vear old sows. $80, and two old
derstand that to Dr. Peters, of the Nebraska Experi120 00
ones. $40
ment Station, belongs the credit of having discovered
.

Total

.

.

$509 20
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the first intimation of this method of treatment in
a French medical book or journal. It is to be hoped
that it will prove a success, and readers are requested
to ^ive it a thorough trial and report results."
Later in reply to inquiries Dr. Alexander has
stated that the fluid yenst ordinarily kept in the
household will answer instead of the yeast cake,
using about the same amount as is required for an
ordinary baking.
He invites reports of results obtained by this treatment, which is in its experimental stage. Breeders' Gazette.

[June,

and may occur several days before the
noticed to be sick.
During the first few
perature may be highest in evening, then
ing temperature will gradually rise and
F.,

animal is
days temthe

morn-

the fever
remain permanent for seven or eight days, when
animal cither dies or recovery begins. In either case
the fall in temperature to normal, or below, is as

abrupt as was the onset. Respiration is increased from
20, the nomial, to 60 or TO, and pulse from 60 to
100 per minute.

Complete loss of appetite and emaciation is very
which may continue for some time after fever

rapid,

has ceased.
The eye staring glassy, tucked appearance of flank, some deliriiun and staggering gait.
Editor Southern Planter:
In some acute cases the animals are described as
specific fever in cattle peculiar to tropical and beiug blind and crazy.
Some animals exhibit intense itching behind the
semi-tropical climates.
It is known by a great variety of names
Southern ears, due, no doubt, to another species of tick which
cattle fever,
tick fever,
Spanish fever, splenic infest the ear alone. Constipation and bloody urine
apoplexy, red water, hematuria, distemper, bloody may also be noticed followed by diarrhoea and yellow
murrain, pasture poisoning and town cow disease. fneces. In the chronic form of disease all symptoms
This disease is called Texas fever because it is gen- of acute attack may be noticed, but milder in characTemperature rarely rises
erally adopted by all writers and not because by ter and more prolonged.
above 105° F. in the morning, while about normal
reason of it having originated in Texas.
Red urine is not present as a
It has a very wide geographical distribution, be- in the evening.
ing found in those parts of the United States known symptom. Blood disease continues but is less rapid
as South and Southwest
and also a disease similar in its eff'ects, chronic form being rarely diagnosed
in nature has been reported in the West Indies, without aid of microscope.

TEXAS FEVER.

A

—

;

South Africa, Australia, the Danube basin in
Europe, Roumania, South Russia, South America,
Central America and Mexico.
Because of the relationship of the parasitic cause
this disease is akin to malaria in man. The organism
is a small, actively ameboid body which occupies
the red blood corpuscel.
Frequently it occurs in
pairs.
Texas fever is characterized by acute fever
and frequently hemoglobinuria.
This remained a mystery for a long time. Over
one hundred years ago an outbreak of the dis-easc
occurred in Pennsylvania among native cattle shortly
after a herd of cattle from South Carolina had been
driven through the State, which cattle were apparently in good health, yet it was shown they scattered
disease along their trail.
It is now definitely known that Texas fever is a
blood disease and the infective principle is carried

from one bovine

to another by the cattle tick Ixodes
Bovis or Boophilus Annulatus. This tick carries a
germ within the body which enters the body of the
animal through the bitten area. It then penrtrates
the red blood corpuscels and destroys them, thus prodncins: a train of svuintoms indicative of the disease.
The period of incubation is from eight to ten days,
depending on the condition of the blood of the animal and its resistive power.
The fever occurs in two forms, acute and clironic.
In the acute form the fever may be as high as 107°

The mortality

varies with the age of the animal

and the time of year.
cent, die, yearlings 30

Among
to

adult cattle 90 per

50 per cent.

die.

In sum-

mer time the mortality is much greater than in
winter. The mortality has been reduced to less than
10 per cent, by artificial inoculation.
Microscopic examination of the blood is the only
true way of detecting this disease, but as a rule this
impossible to the practitioner.
are, however, a considerable number of
changes caused by this disease which may be detected by the naked eye. The presence of small ticks
on tlie escutclieon, thighs and udder is a very imporis

There

tant

sign

in

herds north of the quarantine

line.

Another very important sign is the watery condition
of the blood.
In the internal organs an indication
on post-mortem is the enlarged spleen and when
incised the contents are blackish and may even well
out in disintegrated mass.
The liver is enlarged
and the surface of a yellowish hue. The gall bladder
is distended with bile which holds in suspension a
large quantity of yellow flakes; when poured into a
test tube one-half or more of the column of fluid
will be occupied by layers of flakes.
In the majority
of cases the urine is colored from a deep port to light
claret.

In many cases the color is so dense that light will
The kidneys are
not pass through a thin layer.
found couffested in acute attacks, but the stomach
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intestines are but little affected beyond a more
The
or less reddening of the mueoiis membrane.
heart usually shows patches of blood extravasation
on the inside and less markedly on outer surface.

and
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infection, but does to such an extent that they are
able to withstand the ravages of the disease.

Bentley
Moweagua,

F.

Hudson, M. D. Y.

III.

generally accepted that the tick, Boopliiis the cause of this trouble, by ridding
KILLING
Southern animals of this parasite no danger is experienced in allowing them to mingle with other ani- Editor Southern Planter:
mals.
By means of picking or brushing off these
I notice in jonr issue of May, instant, an inquiry
ticks, smearing animals with disinfecting solutions in regard to feeding nux vomica to chickens to kill
or by dipping them in a vat containing a solution hawks.

Since

it is

lus Annulaius,

HAWKS.

When this subject was discussed in your columns
about two years ago I felt tempted to contribute
the little I had know on the question in earlier days,
may be attained.
but as the matter seemed well known to many of
\Yhen disease has broken out all animals should your correspondents I felt that no further remarks
your
at once be removed to a non-infected pasture and if were needed, and I wished to be considerate of
While this valuable space.
possible graze on green wheat or oats.
From my youth I have known of this peculiar
may not cut short the disease it may save the lives
of some by removing them from the possibility of plan, and, if I am not romancing, I thnk it was
Remove all then said that the nux vomica was a poison to anibeing attacked by more young ticks.

capable of destroying ticks without injury to animals, or by greasing legs and body of animals to
prevent ticks from crawling up on the body this end

from sick animals, as they abstract a mals born witli their eyes closed and not (so much
But many
considerable amount of blood and retard final re- so) to those born with their eyes open.
covery.
Medical treatment has generally been imsat- years after this a practical farmer told me that the
isfactory, although in some cases beneficial results hawk had no gizzard, and hence the poison of the
ticks possible

Good nursing

have followed.

is

essential in treating

nux vomica was more

fatal to

it.

I cannot vouch

personally for either of these views, but I submit
I think if
cotton seed meal, one-half, and the balance consist- them for whatever they may be worth.
Rough- your correspondent n*ill erect a Martin pole and
ing of wheat bran, groimd oats and corn.
ness of hay, shredded fodder, etc., may be given with hang gourds on the cross-arms the Martins will keep
T. A. Betiidne.
off all the hawks.
plenty of fresh drinking water at all times.
these cases

The

and

a nutritious laxative diet,

such as

may

be prevented spreading by proper
MILK.
JARS
movements of cattle from infected districts during the time infection is possible.
The English milk dealers claim to have solved the
Such regulations are now made yearly by tlie Secre- vexatious problem of milk delivery with paper pails
tary of Agriculture defining boimdaries of infected or jars which are said to be absolutely germ-proof,
disease

PAPER

regulations governing

and providing that no cattle shall go out,
only for immediate slaughter, between February 1
and October 31. Between Xovember 1 and January
31 infected cattle may be shipped north of a line
extending throiigh California, Old ilcxico, Northern
Texas, part, of Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Arkansas, Sou til Tennessee, jSTorth Carolina and Virginia.
districts

Owing

the destruction of the tick this line moves
farther south each year.
Infection is brought about by non-immune cattle
being allowed to run on tick-infected pastures for a
short time. The tick inoculating the animal and producing the disease.
to

FOR

and as they are used but once are necessarily clean.
The factory in London manufacturing these paper
pails is turning out 50,000 daily, but several million
would be required to fully supply the demand.
It is generally recognized that imjsure milk is the
cause, in

many

places, of high infant mortality, but,

same time,

it has been pointed out that it is
impossible to guarantee the purity of
milk delivered in metal or glass cans and jars. The
new cans are made from wood pulp. They are a
very simple contrivance, twelve times lighter than
the ordinary milk can, though of strong manufacture.
After manufacture they are finished off by being
sterilized in a furnace heated to 500 degrees FahrenEvery pail has a close-fitting flanged cover,
heit.
which can be quickly adjusted, and, when fixed,
effectually seals the milk from any outside influence
except heat, and even this influence is reduced to a
minimum, the material being practically a non-

at the

practically

Inosculation is performed by drawing the blood of
an immune Southern animal and injecting hvpodermieally into the susceptible animal from -} to 2 C.C,
depending on size of animal.
This produces the
typical tick fever in from eight to ten days with a
secondary reaction in from 30 to 35 days. This does
not render the animal strictlv immune to the tick conductor.
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The Poultry Yard.
POULTRY NOTES.
The month

of

June

was not wet enough

will practically close the hatch-

ing season this good year of 1907.
From reports
many people in this and neighboring
States the season has been rather unsatisfactory.
Eggs have not hatched well and many chicks have
received from

died from various causes.

I have not had so many
many years as I have
had this season in regard to incubators and brooders.
So far our eggs have hatched exceedingly well, many
customers reporting over 90 per cent, hatches, and
we have done equally well in our o^vn machines.
The cry all along the line is "dead chicks in the
shell."
This is the general complaint.
Next the
chicks die in the brooders the first two weeks.
One
of my neighbors bought 100 S. C. B. Leghorn eggs
from me and hatched 92 chicks. She gave 30 of
them to a hen and put 62 in a brooder. She had
paid $12 for it and thought she had a good one.
few days ago when I was passing her farm she called
me in to tell her what made her chicks die in the
brooder, having lost 12 that morning. On examinareports, or rather inquiries, for

A

that the oil was not oily enough
one could only extract some of the oil out of their
catalogues), or he possibly would write you that the
appendages of the blastoderm had failed to append
to the anmion or the umbilical vesicle of the allantois
had failed to connect and the embryonic existence
ceased to exist on the twenty-first day.
Of course,
you tmderstand all this, and its very consoling, but
meanwhile your eggs are dead yes, very dead.
Anj' how, mine were, umbilical vesicle and all. This
is language from the laboratory and must be correct.
But what about that machine. That particular
We held a post-mortem and
instrument of death.
Wife said
the family, six of us, sat in judgment.
"lets convert it into a brooder." Personally, I don't
believe in conversions I've seen too many fakes in
that business.
Ralph wanted it for a martin house,
Martha said she would like to have it and clean it
out nice and keep her cake and pie in it. Dick said
"blow the durn thing up." Ruth wanted it to keep
I said, I bought the thing to hatch
her dolly in.
Wife said, "it can never
eggs and it must hatch.
There is
hatch any more cripples in this house."
no appeal from the decision of this court, so Ralph
and the writer tenderly carried it into the brooder
house and set it level, filled it with eggs from the
same idiotic flock, turned on the heat and it was
hatching.
I took a three-quarter-inch bit and bored
holes into the lower edge of the egg chamber to
;

(if

—

;

tion I found the brooder part full of carbonic acid
gas and fumes from the lamp. The fault was in the
brooder. The 30 chicks with the hen were as bright
as one could ask for, but the 60 brooder chicks were
all ruined or dead.
This was the third lot of chicks
killed in this brooder this season.
One correspondent writes: "I had 105 good fertile eggs in my
incubator on the 17 th day and only 15 of them let the bad air and gases out, opened the ventilator
hatched; all the others were dead in the shell.* * * wide open, kept the temperature at 101 degrees as
Can you tell me the cause and give a remedy." I near as possible the first week, stirred the eggs three
will give my experience. I will not give professional or four times per day the first week (directions say
advice:
Early in April a friend of mine told me "do not turn the eggs until the 5th day" directions
that ho had a small Cornell incubator ('120-egg size) also say "keep ventilator three-fourths closed the first
Tested eggs 5th day, 10 infertile, 115
and that it would hatch the chicks all right till about week.")
the IStli day, then all, or nearly all, would die in the fertile; increased heat to 102 degrees second week;
shell.
He said he would sell the thing for $2. It filled water pans on 15th day and kept them full
•cost $20 when new.
The actual cost of such a ma- to end of hatch; aired eggs every day twice; turned
•chine is less than $5.
I bought it for $2 for experi- them by stirring them two to four times every day
;

mental purposes. I wanted to Jniow why the chicks
died the 18th day.
I brought it home, cleaned it
thoroughly, gave it two coats of varnish, set it in my
den, filled it with good eggs (130) and ran it strictly
according to directions furnished with it. Tested the
eggs the sixth day, had 9 infertile ran it to the finish,
had 53 little, puny cripples hatched out, all dead in
one week had 65 dead chicks in the shell fully
•mature, and three that had died about the fifteenth
day. Neighbor, what would you do? "Write to the
nnanufacturer?" No. He would tell you that your
breeding stock was weak, imbecil, idiotic that the
machine was not level that the water in the eggs
;

;

;

;

two weeks; then aired them twice daily for 30
minutes till the evening of 18th day; tested again,
•!
dead genns, 112 good eggs; evening of 20th day
a few eggs pipped; 8 A. M. 21st day, 2 chicks out;
7 V. M. 21st day, 105 good strong chicks out, dry
and in brooder, 2 dead in shells, 5 eggs dead several
first

days.

Conclusions
To hatch good strong chicks any
incubator must have plenty of fresh, warm air all
the time: must not be too hot; eggs must be turned
and aired often; must have supplied moisture at
hatcliing in this part of Virginia in Cornell incuba:

tors.

AVhat will succeed in one locality will fail in

—

—
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another with the same incubator, the same eggs, the quantity of feed consumed by this flock. In Decemsame oil. I also conclude that the directions for ber the 300 hens consumed but $14.69 worth of feed;
operating this machine were written by one of those in March 224 hens consumed $27.32 worth; in Defellows who went to college two or three years and cember they consumed but 8-| bushels wheat; in
"finished" his education. There is nothing more for April 220 hens consumed 16 bushels wheat; in Dehim to learn. If I had the space I would pay my cember 9 bushels com; in April but 5 bushels of
respects to brooders, but I have gone beyond my com, showing clearly that hens need different kinds
limit already.
of feed at different seasons of the year, yet the averTwo of my hens in the test flock died during April age farmer feeds com 365 days in the year, if he
from rupture of the oviduct, one was killed by ac- feeds at all. I hope to continue the egg yield at
cident and one showed symptoms of disease and was SO per cent., or better, during May and June, then
promptly killed and burned, leaving 220 at the close I will be satisfied with a 50 per cent, yield till the
of April.
close of the year.
Cal Husselman.
The egg yield was the best of any month since
Highland Springs, Va.
The largest yield of
the beginning of the record.
any single day was April 14th, 204 eggs from 222
PURE-BRED POULTRY.
hens.
Total number of eggs laid 5,520, exactly 460
dozen.

By

Editor Southern Planter:

used
Sold
Sold
Sold
Sold
Sold
Sold
Sold
Sold

for hatching,

$ 9 59
9 88
11 40
9 60
5 10
17 86
3 36
10 80
7 16

50^ dozen

for hatching 52 dozen
in market 60 dozen, 19 cents.

in market 60 dozen, 16 cents.
in market 30 dozen, 17 cents.
in market 94 dozen, 19 cents.
in

market 24 dozen, 14 cents.

in market 60 dozen, 18 cents.
in market 39i dozen, 18 cents.

Total receipts, market price

$84 67

Feed consumed was less than for March, especially com and meat meal and bran.
We did considerable ploughing near
insect

—bug, grub,

the buildings

slug and

worm

and every

—was eagerly

voured by the hens. From 50 to 150 hens
the furrows from the time the plow started
Canned and dried meats are not
stopped.
by them when the fresh, juicy article can
Feed consimied during April

de-

were in
until

it

relished

be had.

Shall the farmers raise them for commercial purposes
I may be

nmning

against the general opinion
does not pay.
In the first place,
they are not so hardy, a large per cent, of their eggs
are infertile and the chicks are weak.

when I

assert

it

Two years ago I bought some pullets (White Leghorn) from Eastern Virginia and a cockerel from
Southwest Virginia. By reason of the infertility of
their eggs I only raised a dozen chicks during the
season from this trio.
The next season the same
difficulty occurred, and of those raised twenty were
misshapen.
These chickens had unlimited range.
These Leghorns crossed on another breed hatched
well.
One season I kept two very handsome Buff
Rock cockerels, using them with flock of same breed.
The chicks were so weak that I only raised seven
out of several hundred hatched.
I ordered, some years ago, a sitting of Brown Leghorn eggs; eleven of the thirteen were infertile.

A

wheat, 16 bushels at 70 cents
$11 20 sitting of another breed bought recently had onethird infertle.
Com, 5 bushels at 60 cents
3 00
An advertiser in your journal says R. I. Red eggs
Oats, 10 bushels, 55 cents
5 50
hatch 80 per cent, and other breeds 50 per cent.
Bran, 150 poimds, $1.25
1 87
I believe all this trouble has been brought about
Meat meal, 50 poimds, $3
1 50
Oyster shell, 150 pounds, 60 cents. ...
90 by the inbreeding necessary to establish certain
It does not remedy the matter entirely to
Grit, 50 pounds
37 points.
get your stock from a distance so long as it is the
Total cost feed consumed
$24 34 same breed. A near neighbor, who keeps a mixed
Net balance at market prices
60 33 flock, raises nearly every chick hatched and has no
infertile eggs, and that was my experience before
This shows a net gain of 64 eggs for the month trying thoroughbreds.
over previous month and a net gain of 1 cent in rePure breeds should be raised by those who can
ceipts.
Total actual receipts for eggs for the month, sell their stock and eggs for fancy prices, but for
$103.20 viz.: Eggs sold in the market, $65.20; commercial purposes the mixed flocks are far more
sold for hatching, $38 used for hatching, 50^ dozen, profitable.
T. M. W.
"
no sale. Total actual net receipts, $78.86.
Fochhridge Co., Va.
It is interesting to note the difference in kind and
What say the breeders on this indictment? Ed.

To

—

;
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The Horse.
KOTES.
W.

Caetee, "Beoad Rock."
A. B. Lewis, the Wall Street financier and owner
of Lewisiana Farm near Fredericksburg, Ya., is
gradually increasing his brood mare band by the
purchase of trotting-bred matrons of the richest
J.

the transfers being that of a pair of handsome young
mares, one a chestnut, 5, and the other a black, 6,
both by the Hackney sire, Squire Rickel, which
went to S. B. Xelson for a Xew York patron. The
dam of these mares a Morgan mare, is owned by
the Messrs. Pollard, who have a very handsome chestnut colt from her by the farm sire,
Patrick
Henry, and she has been bred back to that good looking chestnut son of Squire Rickel and Marjorie.
Patrick Henry was bred in Canada by the elder Mr.
Pollard and brought to Yirginia by him, who
thought highly of his sire, Squire Rickel, a son of
Marjorie, a gold
the famous Hackney sire, Cadet.
medal winner, was also owned by Mr. Pollard, and
from him the daughter of Roseberr^- passed to A. D.
Williams, of this city, who has her in the stud on
his big James River plantation.
The Messrs. Pollard are not only masters of detail, but practical men
in the way of caring for and conditioning horses,
and fortunately endowed with physical ability to
do most of their own farm work.

among the latest acquisitions being La
gray mare by Advertiser, 2 :15:^, dam the
famous Sally Benton, '2:17^, dam of Serpol, 2:10,
etc., by General Benton, and she out of Sontag Mohawk, dam of eight, by ilohawk Chief. La Jolla
is with foal by Admiral Dewey, 2 lO-if, the son of
Bingen, 2 :06^, and Xancy Hanks, 2 :04, by Happy
Medium. The daughter of Advertiser was purchased of John C. Xorris, of Philadelphia, and from
the same party Mr. Lewis secured the elegant 3year-old filly, Lisa X., full sister to Binjolla, 2:21^,
by Bingen, dam La Jolla. Another member of this
family owned at Lewisiana Farm is the bay mare,
Telka, by Arion, 2 :07f out of La Jolla, who is herself the dam of Talcum, by Bingen, and Petaurist,
by Peter the Great, both of whom are trotters. Lisa
X. will be trained, while La Jolla and Telka will
The Loudoun Horse aiid Colt Show Association,
be bred to Bow Axworthy, 2 :22:|^, an elegantly bred
and handsome son of Axworthy, 2 :15^, and Mystic, the dates of whose annual exhibition are June 6th
dam of Fred Kohl, 2 :07f by Xutwood, that heads and 7th, has issued an attractive prize list, which
shows that premiums and special prizes to the
the Lewisiana Farm.
amount of $2,500 are offered in the thirty-eight
heavy
Dr. L. T. Whitaker, of Enfield, X. C, secured a classes named. First prize in the middle and
weight hunter class is $100, the largest offer, and of
richly bred stallion, and one of fine size and commanding appearance at the recent special spring sufficient size and importance to attract a splendid
field of entries to contest in this popular event.
sale of high-class horses at Xorfolk, Va., in Kotor,
breeding,

Jolla, the

,

,

the 5-year-old bay son of the great race horse and
sire, Kremlin, 2 :07f , from Allene, dam of Metallic.

Among

those

who

will offer special prizes are

W. W.

Chamblin, of Leesburg; Berry &: Whitmore, of
Washington, D. C. A. Henry Higginson, of Bos2 :20, by Kentucky Prince, second dam Alma, 2 :2S5.
by Hambletonian, 10, and she out of far-famed ton, and Westmoreland Davis, owner of the elegant
W. C. Eustis,
Clara, dam of Dexter, 2:17:^, Dictator and others IMorven Park estate, of Leesburg.
the wealthy financier of Washington, D. C, who is
of note as great performers and producers.
Kotor,
who was consigned to the Xorfolk sale by Smoak & president of the association, will offer a rich trophy
McCreary, of Winston, X. C, is credited with a to be contested for in the class for green hunters.
trial of 2 :28^, trotting, and will make a light stud
season before being placed in active training. Among
Dr. .1. C. Walton, resident phvsician ar the ^[eckother trotters owned by Dr. Whitaker and being lenburg Hotel, Chase City, Va., who finds both
trained for him are:
Wilhelmina, 2 :17;i, pacing, pleasure and profit in breeding and owning fine
black mare, by Kentucky Euler, Jr. Lady Halifax, saddle and harness horses, has recently sold the
bay filly, 3, by Pilot Medium, Jr., 2 :09f^ dam Sis- promising green trotter, Carolina Bel, bay mare,
terina, 2 :29^, by King Xutwood, and Princess, 4, by Lynne Bel, 2 :10|, dam Princess of Ridgefield,
che.stnut fillv 3, bv Pioneer Prince, dam Maud by Prince Belmont, to L. G. Roper, Roper, X. C,
Wilkes.
by whom she will be trained and raced. Princess of
;

;

Ridgefield, the dam of Carolina Bel, is still owned
Andrew Pollard and Sons by Dr. Walton, as is her foal of 1906, a nice chest(Joseph and Edward), who own Dunraven Farm, nut filly, by Kelly, 2 :27, and the daughter of Prince

The

thrifty Canadians,

a snug place of near two himdred acres just east of

Belmont has been bred

Richmond in Henrico coimty, have recently made the son of Moko and
some very satisfactory sales of harness horses, among Thomas.

this season to

Moko

Little Pearl, 2 :21^,

Pearl,

by Hinder
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Miscellaneous.

THE NORFOLK AND WESTERN RAILWAY FARM

RESIDENCE, BARN, AND OUTBUILDINGS.

The Norfolk & Western Railway, through its In- butter workers,
which Mr. F. H. La Baume house is a part

dustrial Department, of
is

chief,

is

establishing at Ivor,

in

Southampton

While
county, what might be termed a model farm.
the idea is not original with Mr. La Baume, as both
he and President Johnson were familiar with similar enterprises in the Northwest, yet it is due to
his energy and enterprise that the road has embarked iu the scheme. Many of our readers are familiar
with the fact that the Norfolk & Western is doing
a tremendous work in behalf of immigi-ation in this
State.
It is undoubtedly the greatest single factor
in settling desirable immigrants within her boarders
and, very naturally, locating them along its own lines

as far as possible.
It is, therefore, in the interests
of these new-comers, as well as the resident fanners
of that section, that Mr. La Baume is going to undertake to demonstrate what can be done with various crops and pure-bred stock and poultry.
A large and commodious residence has been erected and equipped with all modem conveniences, and

occupied by Mr. S. M. Geyer, the Farm Manager,
is a practical farmer and dairyman, formerly
of Iowa.
A splendid combination bam, with esment floors, will house the horses, cattle and machinis

who

etc.

A

double walled and ceiled ice

of the creamery building.
The pig
stys are decidedly modem and convenient, each one
having an outlet to an adjacent hog lot.
The poultry, incubator, brooder and colony houses are models

They are all constructed with the
idea of cleanliness and comfort.
The poultry runs
are ample and will have some green crop growing

of convenience.

in

them pretty much

silo

all

will be constructed

from several crops.
hands, numbering

A

the time.

and ensilage

A

hundred-ton

will be

made

comfortable dwelling for the

six or eight Englishmen, comof buildings constructed so far.
All are placed within easy distance of each other
and are in full view of all passing trains, being only
three or four hundred yards from the track.

pletes the

As

number

this is to be a demonstration farm, the cost
figure very prominently in the re-

must necessarily

be achieved.
The Norfolk & Western Railcould undoubtedly btiild and work on a very
extravagant scale should it so elect.
Not so, how-

sults to

way

Beyond electric lights, water and bath in the
residence, the writer found nothing luxurious about
the premises.
All houses for man, beast and fowl

ever.

are such as are found on numerous farms in the
Drains run the entire length of the bam in State and should be foimd on hundreds of others.
rear of the stalls and all liquid manure will be saved They are simply well constructed, convenientlv arin a cement-lined cistern or pit built for that pur- ranged and situated.
Mr. La Baume gave figures
pose.
A model little creamery is nearby and will on the construction which, considering the abnormalbe found equipped with a gasoline engine, cream ly high prices of labor and material, were surprisseparator, milk coalers, aerators, Babeock testers. ingly low.
ery.
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The farm contains about 300 acres, of which something like 100 are cleared at present.
Considering
the fact that about twelve months ago the entire tract
was a pine and oak forest, it will be observed that
wonderful headway has been made. The clearing is
proceeding in a satisfactory manner and the land is
being brought under immediate cultivation.
The
first crops will naturally be for stock feed and the
silo.
Afterwards a proper rotation will be established, and Mr. Geyer will show the farmers of that

Aside from being an inspiration to any
farmer, the more tangible results of breeding and
disseminating piire-bred stock is sure to redound to
the prosperity of the farmers of that section.
This
will mean more freight and more traveling on the
road, which is the only thing the road has to sell.
We wish the enterprise the greatest success oud
feel sure that it will not be many moons before ilr.
La Baume will announce a standing invitation for
the farmers of Virginia to come down and inspect

section that profitable crops, other than peanuts, can

his handiwork.

future.

B.

M.

S.

be raised.

A

good working dairy herd will be established
and milk, butter and cream will be supplied to the
public, or probably to the Norfolk & Western Commissary, at Eoanoke.
There will be nothing but pure-bred stock of any
kind on the farm, and the sires and increase of the
herds will be at the disposal of the farmers in the
surroimding territory.
It is the intention of Mr.
La Baume that only reasonable charges will be made
This should serve as a very
in every instance.
great impetus for these farmers to grade up and improve their stock.
Already a splendid herd of
Hampshire hogsf the black hog with a white belt)
is doing well.
They are a thin-rind bacon hog, very
prolific, easy feeders and medium size.
So far as
we are aware, this is the only herd of its kind in
the State.
They are sure to be watched with inferest

THE OAKDALE SETTLEMENT.
In the adoining county of Sussex, there is another enterprise which is receiving the moral support of the Norfolk & Western Railway, through its
Agricultural and Industrial Department, though it
refer to
has no financial connection with it.
the Oakdale Settlement, situated about three miles

We

from Waverly, Va. Some of the State's most promen, imder the name of the Hawley-Moore Land Co., are pushing what is probably
the most unique immigration scheme ever started in
the State.
A tract of some 2,000 acres has been
divided into farms of 25 acres each, which are sold

gressive business

for $300, or $500, with a comfortable, new, threeroom cottage on same. The terms provide for very
The land is
easy pavment, either cash or on time.

and well adapted to small fruits,
Already quite a number
truck and poultry raising.
perfectly level

of Northern and Western

men have purchased

homes and are doing well on

little

tliem.

It

these

was the

writer's privileare to go over the entire settlement
and converse with these new-comers and, without exception,

more
ilr.

found

all

contented and doing nicely. What
when such sterling men aa

coTild be expected

P. Fleetwood, Judge West, Judge Arnold and

others of Waverly's best business men, encourage
them in every possible wav in their efforts to be

independent

B.

?

M.

S.

BIRD LIFE ANT) THE FARM.
Editor Southern Planter:

The continued increase of insect foes that prey
upon field and orchard and the eager search for the
A splendid flock of White Plymouth Rocks, J.
causes of their increase and the proper means to
Fishel strain, is doing nicely.
Pekin ducks arc combat them, are sufficient inducement for the thinkcoming out of tlie incubators right along. Even ing man to examine carefully every
fact that would
thus early, the stock is attracting attention and is tend
to assist the farmer.
It is strange that while
White Plymou;li

I:

(

'.

being inquired after.
There can be no possible doubt as to the outcomo
of this venture.
Whilst it will cost a great deal to
establish and equip this farm, the Norfolk & Western Railway Avill be repaid a thousand-fold in the

much has been written and proven to show the
important part that birds play as vermin destroyers
so

many
the

of the States are

matter no

official

tecting bird life which

still

lethargic

attention

and either give

or pass laws pro-

become practically dead

let-
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destroyed by actual count 9,000

cut-worm

The king bird, or bee bird,,
often
liy meaus of concrete illustrations, to the great as- sometimes erroneously called Bee Martin, is
That
sistance most birds give to rid the orchard and farm accused of being an enemy to honey bees.
of enemies, the following facts from authentic this is erroneous is shown by the fact that out of

few

to the general decrease of birds, but particularly

caterpillars in a

month.

218 stomachs examined only 14 contained bees, and
It is worthy of note that
these were all drones.
drones have no stings, while working bees have.
Xinety per cent, of the bee bird's food consists of
The following figures deal with
friends from his few enemies. injurious insects.

sources are given:
AYhile it may be true that some birds do nearly
as much harm as good, yet these are very few in
kind, and it behooves the intelligent worker to learn

and know his many
The wanton and really criminal slaughter of robins,
bull-bats and other birds, especially of the many
undoubtedly beneficial hawks and owls, should be
prevented in all sections, and the killing of birds

European birds, but are nevertheless instructive,
and would apply equally as well to American birds
The hue titmouse has been
of allied species:
watched and found to feed its young from 3:30
for millinery purposes should bring instant punish- A. M. to 8 :30 P. M., 475 times, bringing one large
ment.
The noble work of the Audubon Society in or two or three small insects each time; the song
this drection merits the praise and help of every thrush from 1:15 P. M. to 9:15 P. M., 206 times;
the European blackbird from 3 :15 A. M. to 8 :40
Legislature.
The majority of birds are the farmer's friends. P. M., 113 times; the missel thrush from 4:20,
Each region has its peculiar denizens on the A. M. to 8 P. M., 66 times, each time bringijag^
ground, in shrubbery, among the opening buds of several large worms or insects the sparrow from
orchard and forest trees, in the air, are hosts of two or three to six or eight insects at once, and this,
As they frequently have two.
friends busy in destroying insect life. The warblers, goes on for all day.
fluttering about the terminal buds in the orchard, or three broods a year they must destroy an imA wagtail was watched catching;
peer with eager eyes into every opening flower to mense number.
catch the hidden foe therein; the nuthatch, the insects to feed its young; it took eight or nine into,
creepers and woodpeckers scramble up and down the its bill in a minute or two and had not left off "wljftBi
tree trunks searching every cranny and digging into the observer turned away.
Professor Forbes, of Illinois, gives the following
diseased parts for eggs, pupce and grub of beetle,
moth and other insects; the swallows and swifts and figui-es, based on observations in that State. To say
Even the the least, his figures are very conservative.
bull-bats carry on the work in the air.
He
crow and crow-blackbird, with all of their short- estimates that there are three birds to the acre

—

;

comngs, have their good points. Examine the crop
of sparrow-hawk and know by the mass of caterpillars, crickets and grasshoppers that he is misnamed and the round pellets of fur and bones from
mouse and meadow-vole that fill the sleeping place
of screech and barn owl tell a tale that should be
heeded.
It is a well-known fact that the rosebreasted grosbeak feeds eagerly on the larvae and
pupje of the potato bettle, and Bob White, when
given a chance, also eats freely of this pest; in fact,
the farmer has no truer friend than the partridge,
;

Bob White is universally called in the South.
The famliar yellow-billed and black-billed cuckoos,
or rain-crows, are among the few birds that regularly
hairy caterpillars.
One yellow-billed
eat
as

cuckoo, shot for examination of stomach contents,
contained 217 fall web-worms; another shot before
fi A. M. contained 43 tent caterpillars.
The stomach

i

throughout the State, and that two-thirds of their
Allowing twenty insects
food consists of insects.
a day to each bird there would be destroyed 7,200
per acre per year, or 250,000,000,000 of insects destroyed per year for the State of Illinois.
He calculates that there are at least two insects to the
square yard, or about 10,000 to the acre.
If there

were no birds the normal increase of insect

life,

allowing for accidents, would in twelve years, give
one insect to the square inch.
The damage done
by insects to crops in Illinois has been placed at
If bird life were in$20,000,000 in one year.
creased 1 per cent, this loss would be reduced to
$66,000 increased 5 per cent, it would add eight
and a quarter millions of dollars to the wealth of
the State, provided the birds did not eat unduly of
;

beneficial insects.

Finally, turning to hawks and owls, whose benecontents of four black-capped chickadees contained ficial offices consist in the destruction of rats and
1,028 eggs of the canker-worm; in four other chick- mice rather than insects, though many destroy inadee were found 600 eggs and 105 female moths sects, space will admit of only a few facts:
of the canker-worm.
One robn, shot feeding on a
pair of barn owls, nesting in a dove-cote sur-

A

lawn, had in its stomach 175 larvse of the Bibio fly, rounded by nesting pigeons, were carefully watched.
which feed on grass roots, and its intestines con- The old birds brought mice 17 times in half antained as many more.
Thirty cedar birds, or wax hour.
Supposing they fed the young only for five

;
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hours a daj-.
Thev would destroy 180 mice a day,
or 3,780 in tliree weeks.
The fur pellets on tlac
floor around the nest were collected and 703 were
examined. These yielded 2,551 skulls as follows:
IG bats, 3 rats, 930 house mice, 1,579 tield mice, 1
Juole, 19 English sparrows and 3 othc^ birds.
One
young bam owl was, for experiment, fed nine mice
us fast as he could swallow them, the tail of the
ninth hanging out of his mouth for lack of room
in three hours he ate four more mice, having digested
The stomachs of nine sparrow-hawks rethe others.
cently examined by me, contained as follows: One

NAME OF

with caterpillars of the Catiilpa moth; one
three with grasshoppers; one contained a fTeld mouse and the rest were empty.
Of the .seventy-five species of hawks and owls examined by Dr. Fisher, only six are found to be positively injurious.
Of these six, the four common to
this
section are
Cooper's hawks, sharp-shinned
hawks, great homed owl and barred owl.
resume
of the stomach contents of -such as are found commonly in this State, taken from Dr. Fisher's work,
will be instructive:

was

tilled

with

crickets;

A

j

C3

o

C

>>

S

o|

SPECIES
1

3 C

Marsh Hawks
Sharp Shinned Hawks

Hawks
Hawks
Hawks
Broa<4-\Vinged Hawks
Tlou^h-l-egged Hawks
•Duck- Hawks

<?ooper'.s

'Wed-Tailed

^ReA-ShoulJered

•

Pigeon Falcou
Sparrow Hawks
Barn iwl
Long-Eared Owl
Short-Eeared Owl

•

_

•

Barre<^ or b cot
^>*iV?ech Owl
^5l•eat

Owl

Horned Owl

With

these suggestive facts before its, does it not
fact, every intelligent and rea-

behoove the farmer, in

sonable citizen of the State, to demand and secure
full protection for these feathered friends, that ask
no return but the privilege of being allowed to live,

THE VIRGINIA STATE FARMERS'
INSTITUTE.
The

programs
from within and

Institute has always offered good

to its patrons, the best speakers

withotit the State being obtained regardless of cost,

and

this is the policy

the present year.

which

will be

pursued during

The Executive Committee now

has under advisement plans for the fourth annual
gathering, wliich it is expected will be held in Roanoke sometime during the month of August, as that
seems to be the most convenient time for all the

farmers to get away from home. Every one who
has the interest and welfare of Virginia and her
farmers at heart will make it a ]>oint to be present
at this gathering and aid by their presence in maintaining and fostering an organization, the sole aim
and object of which has Ix^en to promote the welfare
of the Commonwealth through the development of
the unlimited resources of her soils, and to prcser\'e
for posterity that noble heritage which nattire gave

[June,

.

—

.
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tke advertiser where you saw
kls advertisement.

Special, giving
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their copies for reference.

T.W. WOOD & SONS,

A SAILOR'S ADVICE.

SEEDSMEN.
RICHMOND,

Arlniiral

-A.s

Bunce

Wivs comliv.;- out

Navy Yard one day he
encountered a sailor very much the
worse from liquor.
The admiral, being in citizen's
dress, was not recognized by the sailor, who endeavored to embrace him

of the Boston

affectionately.
"Sir." said

The

the

indignant

JWe Want Ysu To Write
for 1007 catalog

sailor pulled

himself together,

price'"

Send Your Money Saving
Catalog and price.**
ou have seen and read ourads
softimesbut the only fair
caaonable way to judge the

a drunken salute, and said: "So
you are an admiral, are you? Well,
you've got a blame' good job, and my
advice to you is to keep sober and

hang onto it."—April

Llppincott's.

gnproved 1907
Cream Separator

The Spotless Co., Inc., Shockoe Slip,
Richmond, Va., whose advertisements
appear regularly in our issues, are now
making a special offer of farm wagons and sewing machines. The wagon
offered is the Taylor wagon, made at
Lynchburg, Va., and the spcr-ial price
complete is $40.13. The comiiany is
able to make this low price on account
of having purchased the whole of ihe
stock of the makers, who have recently dissolved partnership and realized to settle with the partners.
Send

ITH the wonderfiil cone bowl,
,talo!T.

tliiii^

and"

up

to date.
to » trace.

easily. EverySkiiiis heavy sreain

Get out

Straight Wholesale Factory Pr.oss
and Save 20% to 50,:
free 1907 catal.ig fully 11 ustntes and explains our new
not let us send it to you witli prices todayt
lodel.

Our

i

Why

WeSI OrilSs
For Horse, Steam or Gasoline Powe>

for particulars of this offer. They also
offer a fine sewing machine at a specially low price and on easy terms of

WelS Augers
For Horse Power

payment. Say you saw this notice in
the Southern Planter, and you will get
prompt attention.

Special

attention

Three per

cent.

paid

to

out-of-town

Interest allowed

The' new

Runs

equaled today.

Address

LOOMIS MACHINE CO
TIFFIN. OHIO

CAPITAL AND PROFITS lIARNED,
Streets.

and

TSDAY!

officer.

U'^hileyou're thinking- abnut it.writeyour
1 postal or i a a letter say,

mad«

lANK OF RICHMOND,
Main and Ninth

etc.

Wood's Crop

preserve an entire volume or one
year of the Southern Planter,
ilany of our readers find the.se a
useful device, as they always save
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Peas, Sorghums,^

Millets, Teosinte,
J^fEAT BI]N'DER.

If you will send 30 cents to our
Business Office, we will send you
a neat binder made of substantial
Bristol Board, in which you can

MANCHESTER OFFICE:

will

for advertisements by the
25th of each month without fail.
Every month we are compelled to
omit advertising in large volumes
for the simple reason that copy
does not reach us in time.

Maaagtr.

Buslneia

ik-fl*

469

$1,200,000.
accounts.
in

Correspondence

Savings Department,

Compounded Semi-annually.

invited.
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MASTERS

TbIaCut
Rcpreac

TOBACCO
CABBAGE
TOMATO

Co. has a couple
advertisements in this issue, to
which attention is invited.

The Weston Gate

of

8»

The

S-wett Potato

«•!*

tke

In

tested

during the pa«t tkn«
seasons and everr •**

lmpi»n«#»^

has been adopted, ••
that we BOW tSm Vti
and gT«w«r»
dealers
the grandMt Uttl* t*»l
ever devlaed f«r •«
kinda
all
ting

M

work

than

by

done

kMto»
cam fc"
hand u4

Does

plants.

than twl«« ••
Will B«t ylaata
than lk«
cheaper
horse planter, Msv by

more
fast.

Win do frtm*

tore.

work where tha kar»*
planter will act w»rk
all— amongst rwla
and stumpa ami
elde-hlll land, a>< tu
more satlsfact^ri' t>
every way. Read t^a
at

•

following testlmoalaU:
I helped set out
acres of tomatoes far
one of your Plantara

K

Hudson & Co
and we secured a fine stand of plants.
good test was made In the middle of o»a
field,
where we set a big patch the aW
way, and to-day they are not half as
as those set with your Planter.

U

CHARLES

G.

PEARCB.

February 17, 1906.
I have used the Masters Plant Setter t»t
two years and am well pleased with It
Would not take $50 for mine and do wlth»«»
Can recommend them for use In tka
It.
Md.,

dryest kind of land,

etc.

G.

T.

ADAH8.

N. C, October 3, 190«.
bought one of your Planters last sprlma
set out 40,000 tobacco plants and 1*4

Pilot Mountain,
I

and

that It Alls the bill exactly. Would not t&ka
many times Its cost If I could not lat
another, etc.
D. J. DENNY, J. P.
Pinnacle, N. C, October 7, 1906.
The Planter I bought of you this sprlai
acted like a charm, jind Is just the tklBg
that every man should have who pluta
anything In the ground.
I
would Bat 1M

without It for Its weight In gold. I kATV
used It setting out tobacco, tomato, cabkag*
and sweet potato plants with perfect amecess,

etc.

South

A.

June
bought

Va.,

Hill,

20,

W. SMITH.

1906.

The Planter I
of your agent, Ckaa
O. Pearce, last spring, has given me pertMt
satisfaction.
My son can set out twice
many plants with It In a day as he coaM
with anything else he ever used, and tka
beauty of It all Is that they all take root Ml<

u

grow.
GEORGE BUCKLBT.
Easton, Md., February 7, 1906.
I bought one of your Plant Setters traoi
your agent, C. R. Dodson, and consider It
the best Investment that I ever made la
my life. • • • No farmer can afford ta do
without one. • • •
J. L. LAWK.
Pilot Mountain, N. C, October 6, 1901
For full particulars, wholesale and retaO
price,

address.

MASTERS PLANTER COMPANY.
178 So.

Water

St

,

Chicago,

advertising

III.

COUNTY AGENTS WANTED.

Co.

is

Colonial

advertising

Homes.

Another new aTTvertlser

this

month

Saw mills
V. H. De Loach.
and mill machinery have been his
specialty for twenty years.
The Bellee Pre Bbflle Co. is offering Milk Bottles and all kinds of Dairy and Creamery Supplies.
Mr.

is

Fine farm and timber properties in
Southside Virginia are advertised by
Messrs. W. W. Barnes & Co.
The Imperial Chilled Plow, made
by the Bucher & Gibbs Plow Co., is
attractively advertised by the Implement Co., Southern Agents.

The Truehart Mule Co has

gaatf

SHIRLEY G. COX,
Mattltuck, Long Island, N. Y., June 14, UM,
Please reserve me Talbot county for mi
agency, as a great number of farmers l»»Ta
told me they want a Setter the coml>|
aprlng.
The first day I went out I sold
Planters and I find this la Just the t**l
every farmer and grower should have.
Easton,

Swan

A. P.

well-lmown Roofing this month.
Look up its advertisements.
The Olds Gas Power Co. has a half
page ad. in this issue, in which the
merits of its engines are set forth.
Maryland farms are offered by
Messrs. J. A. Jones & Co., of Salisbury, Md.
Finely bred Berkshires are offered
Notice the card.
ijy "Hillcrest.
Messrs. H. A. Thompson & Co. are
its

TRANSPLANTER
Has been tboraagk^j

gested

[May,

WITH THE ADVERTISERS.

SILOS
The Philadelphia, thelBest on Earth
Has the longest
Continuous

hundred Kentucky and Missouri bred
mules for sale.

The AVoodside Berkshires are

at-

Ask
E.

SCHLICHTER,

spo

like to

send

air-tight.
Continuous self -adjusting t-.isy-t
10 clumsy rods or he;i\y f;iste'nii
insilage always easy to yet at.

I
I

We are pleased to learn that Mr. I.
Sharp, a prosperous Ohio farmer,
has purchased the old Lawford Esin Buckingham
tate, near Arvonia,
Co., Va., paying around $15,000 for it.
Mr. Sharp is, we understand, a great
sheep man. We hope he is going Into
sheep farming extensively and will
show his Virginia neighbors how to
make money out of the "Golden
Hoof."
We heartily welcome Mr.
Sharp to Virginia and wish him pros-

Hoops of sufficient number ati'
only to hold tlie silo togetljcr, but
feet ladder.
Handsome in design, easy to erett, guaranteed
Write today for free illustraled ..atiloi,uc \viih

Economy
Box

to

& Williams, Commission
Potter
Merchants, Buffalo, N. Y., have a
column.
another
card in
The South Side Manufacturing Co.
are makers of aH~kinds of fruit and
vegetable carriers and have a card
on another page.

silagc

[ways— absolutely

advertising with this issue.
Look up the advertisement of Dederick's Hay Press. This Press has
been regularly advertised in our columns for more than a quarter of a
century.

James Good would

Street.

econoMysilo

invited to the advertise-

ment of Dr. Joseph Haas Remedy Co.
Heebner & Sons start the season's

interested parties a copy of his "Manual of Plant Diseases.'
W. E. Willeroy is offering some
choice Berkshires at reasonable prices.

uaa.
bottom..

Philadelphia, Pa.

Look up the announcement.
is

In

and Catalogue.
1910 Market

for price

F.

tractively advertised on another page.

Attention

and most
from top to

test

opening

THE ONLY OPENING ROOF MADH.
TANKS AND TOWERS.

several

:;si;

Silo

& Tank

CO.

Frederick,

Md.

'HOW AND WHY
TO FILL A SILO"
SEND rOR FREE COPY

WILDER-STRONG IMPLEMENT CO.

MONROE

Box 73

MICH.

W.

perity in his

new home.

M

-ufacturers
of All Kinds of

THE S

CAMPBELL

CO.

THRESHERS
CENTRAL BRIDGE,

N, T.
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THE GIZEH PYRAMIDS.
"TRAVIELLER."

7;; Anderton
With

Your

Money

silhouette, one o£ tufc
seven -n-onders of the world, the great
Pyramids. At this distance they do
"not appear so very wonderful, and

Pocket"
Select

buggy

the
_vou

don't have to
a

advance
sign an5-

pa-

pers: incur
nonbligation;
we'll ship the
buggy; use it
e\er\' day for
thirty days. If
it is not satisfactory in all

respects, send

You want

to

grin,

ourCashBond

Guara nt ee$25,000.U0

to
youi

and

will stay

right for
years.

Stanhopes,

Spring

cles, Carts,
Harness, etc.
r te fo r
o ur 140-page
i

catalog.

THE
ANDERTON
MFG. CO.,

Third SI.,

solutely dominated the landsoape. Our
attention was diverted from them temporarily by a wild horde that fell upon
us as we descended from the car at
the base of the pyramids, urging their
services upon us.
Louder than all
rose the voice of a young Arab, apparently about fifteen years of age, saying, "I Markee Twainee guide.
I very-

"Anderton" TopBug^y.

O.

good man.

I speakee English."
This
pleasantly amused us, so we engaged
him on the spot, though we had a
distinct recollection of the fact that

BUGGIES, SURRIES.

Mark Twain's

Runabouts. Carriages. Stanhopes and Farm
Wag«ns in an endless variety of styles
and sizes
at
prices
astonishingly
low,
quality considered.
May we send you our
beautiful

catalogue?
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onarch Machinery
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Catalog
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MORE AND BETTER CIDER
^from less apples and more juice
from less grapes are produced
withour presses than with ar
other press made.

The extra

yield of juice soon
for the press.

A

pay

for eastern work in y
will prove
money-maker. Vari
sizes, hand or power. ^5
to 600 barrels per day.
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FuUy Guaranteed.
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FREE.
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Egypt had taken

place about twenty years before this
time.
From the line of beasts awaiting us, we chose two sprightly donkeys, leaving the camels and deeply
disappointing a man who had a dromedary.
Even yet we were not left to
gaze and wonder over the sublime
spectacle before us.
Bedouins sprang
up on all sides, offering to take us
inside or on top of the pyramids, according to our inclination, but the
narrow, dark passage to the tombs
had no attraction for us, nor did we

The Groove

4 in. widCi

—

ashore on
to be the
only solution of the problem.
A car
was awaiting us. and we got into it
through a line of beggars and orange
boys, and taking the front seat, were
cooled off after our recent exertions.
.•\s we
rode along the pyramids rose
before us, larger and grander as we
approached them, till at last they ab-

Pony Vehi-

all,

Wheels

Steel

place, and finally took us
their backs, which seemed

Wagons,

42

t

We

Driving 'Wag-

W

and the
By every test, they are the beE t. More than one an4
a quarter ruillions sold. Spokes united to th»
'-Ob. Can't work loose. A set of our wheels wUi
moke your old wagon new. c atalogue iree.

we found

us,

derton" line
includes Buggies. Surreys

ons,

ELECTRIC STEEL WHEELS
ELECTRIC HANDY WAGON.

in

and we climbed down the banks
into the shaky boat,
resigned ourselves to our fate.
made a safe
passage of the Nile, but the landing
on the other side staggered us. Our
boatmen could not find a dry landing

two

"An-

The

Our Book.

elaand good watrons that will 8aT«
k and make you alotof money— Uw

edge, and we found two natives in a
dug-out, ready to pole us over.
This
method of transportation appealed to

that your buggy is all right

^^

Lei Us Send You

this raised to let dabeyahs pass, and we sat down, waiting
impatiently for it to close, until dark
hands began to wave us to the waters

know about

assure

sees,

they are soon lost to view, when one
reaches Cairo, but curious travellers
lose no time in making a pilgrimage
to visit them.
They are making a pil
grimage to visit them. They are situated on the west bank of the Nile, five
miles from Cairo, on the edge of the
Lybian desert, and a splendid avenue
of beeches, planted by the English,
leads to them.
The journey thither
may be made either by carriage
(which is apt to be tedious and dusty)
or by tram car.
We chose the latter
mode of conveyance, driving only as
far as the Nile bridge.
To our cha-

w ant and
write us. You

r^

approaching Cairo by railroad

from Alexandria, suddenly, to the
right, some large dark images are
outlined against the sky. and the traveller

your

in

When
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CONCRETE
BLOCKS.
Make Your Own On A

SLIuv..fcs>

MACHINE

isLOCK

ehwper tbun wood.
Stronger tham stone.

More

attractive

A

than brick.
crowlas taduatir.

Tkts machine makes artistic blocks with
ventilation.
Moist proof.
Adapted for factory or farm use.
Heavy reductions in price on first
*kia*.
Catalogue and price free.
Dept. A-212.
sctentiflc

HXBCULES MANUPACTURINQ
CntwrUU,

I»wa,

D.

S.

Bell *1ay Curing

m%-

CO.,

A.

Rack

(rateitad OeUker U, UM.)
the rrokUB of curlBf Pea Tine,
t'rfaHa er ether ha/ almest regardlosji el
vcather eeadltleni, aj the racks give Istortn
vestUatlen aid keep hay tren tau>;hlat
ireud. theraky c«uIbs It to cure eut nlnelj
wbea ether BaUeds fall. Oae handllB( oem
ple«ae the work aad the hay la aafe.
prices and circular giving full particular.
Address H.
BELL, lurkeTllle, Va.
Selves

rn

AOSNTB WANTHD IN HV»EY CflCNTT

care to make the ascent of 450 feet
over rough hewn blocki pulled and
pushed by these children of the desert
In despair, they offered for the sum
of one shilling to run to the top and
down again in three minutes, but we
finally drove them off and started the
rounds, our "Markee Twainee" guide
Our
taking volubly all the while.
plan was simply to stand and watch,
and try to catch the meaning of the
vast monuments. Their size is their

most remarkable feature. It Is appalling, even though twenty feet has been
taken off on every side to build the
mosques of western invaders. Beauty
they have not, but they have symmeThe
try
and wonderful strength.
great pyramid and the two smaller
ones stand close togethsr, and at one
side is the sphinx, hewn from the living rock, and now divested of th*
paint and ornaments with which it
was once decorated. The sand eternally trenches on it, but the paws
must
are kept uncovered, and one
Mystery
guess what is underneath.
still
surrounds the sphinx, and it
gives no answer to those who would
knovv- its secret, even when one looks
inio its very eyes.
The temple of the
sphinx, discovered by Marette, in 1853,
is a perfect example of Egyptian architecture of the most ancient period,
betoie the days of ornamentation. It
is built of huge, massive blocks of
plain Assouan sandstone, finely polished, and contains niches for the reception of mummies.
From thw toii wall a
slorious panorama is visible. Cairo with
with its slender minarets, the NiiP, flowing majestically through the broad
Nile Valley, rankly verdant as tar as
irri.gation extends, and beyond these,
the desert sands, showing all sorts ot

in
undulating
magnificent
colors,
waves.
Breezes blowing down from
the Lybian hills put fresh life in us,
and we allowed ourselves to be carried away to visit a series of tombs
that had been brought to light by rethe sand,
the
rent excavations in
sight ot the latter gave us an irrestiunearth
something
ourfcle impulse to
selves, and we succeeded in getting an
alive black beetle, which our boy, Maliomet, said was a scarab, but it bore
little resemblance to the carved blue
matrix scarabs v.-e had seen as grave

ornaments

at

the

museum.

Satisfied

with the result of our expedition, we
looked around for some refreshment.

Under the shadow of the great pyramid a sign, "American Bar." protruded itself, which aroused our national
pride.
Being assured of its perfect
vrspectability by the little waitress at
the door, we determined to patronize
it.

We

found

it

innocent

an

little

where we had tea
and sent off postals home. Query:
Why was it called an "American Bar"T
place, in a garden.,
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STEEL
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twentieth

one of the most useful tools of the
century.
It has 39 sprlag teeth.

The frame, adjustable handlee and shalta
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Inches.
It Is a splendid tool for coverlaa
(*lover and other grass seed on wheat ana
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and shafte.
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Send fer our complete catalogue ef FariaWagnaa,
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CutawayTools For Large Hay Crops
Clark's Reversible Bush and Bog Plow
cuts a track 5 (e*t
wide, 1 toot deej;
will plow a new-c»t
forest.

His

Double

Action Cutaway Harrow keeps land true;
moves 1,800 tons of
earth; cuts 30 acres
per day.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.

SHIP HE YOUR

OLD METALS
HIDES
RUBBER

SCRAP IRON
Car Lots a Specialty

50,000
Hides Wanted

As soon
certain

lished the fact that it is quite possible to use alcohol in any engine defor the use of gasoline, although that use may be expensive
unless certain changes are made in
the vaporizing device and in the compression pressure.
The Department
also feels confident the running of
such engines, in using alcohol as a
fuel, can be greatly cheapened.
If so,
the law for denaturizing alcohol will
prove of decided benefit to the farmers. In a late bulletin the Department
uses this languge:
"The use of power other than horse power is yearly

signed

for Prices.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

No Commissions.

law,

January

1,
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gines

may,

in
to

which

went into

agricultural
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Clarence Cosby,
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Bank of Virginia,
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Bradstreets and Dun.

National

Bank
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be best to

effect

1907, denatured alcohol
into use as a fuel for enextent,
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Galvanized Steel Gate for $7.00,
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move slowly

pensive changes
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The Weston Gate does not bind, sag or
Works easily as a

or have to be carried.
door.
No strain on post

and no extra walk
Endorsed by hundreds of
needed.
farmers and railroads. Sold on fifteen days'
trial.
Write to-day for catalogue of full line.
gate

WESTON GATE COMPANY,
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becoming more general on the farms
United States. Gasolir.e is at

present used very largely as the
source of this power, but it Is possible that under the provisions of the

line."

Checks Sent Same
Day Freight Bills

ViANLOVE SFLF-OPENING
ALWAYS IN ORDER.

nf the

alcohol

Write

as it became practically
that the bill exempting de-

natured alcohol from the tax would
become a law, the Agricultural Department began a series of experiments to determine how far this alcohol could be used with benefit by
farmers. The attention was turned
first toward its possible use as a fuel,
especially for the operation of engines.
Finding that it would make a
most excellent fuel, and prove as
economical as gasoline, the Department began investigating what changes, if any, would be necessary in gasoline engines to adapt them for the use
of alcohol.
These tests have estab-

in

it

making

preparatory

Box

14,

North Dover, Ohio.

assur-

to

will
ex-

Stock

& Poultry

the

fEfiCE
Many stvles and helprbts;
Diamond or Square Mesh;
prices low. Sold directon

30
In more senses than one. the American farmer is deeply interested in the
canned goods trade of the country.
The supply for the canned goods
comes from the farms, and the greater
the volume of trade in them, the
greater the demand for the produce of
the farm. The Bureau of Commerce
and Labor has just issued a bulletin
giving the reports from several consuls as to the conditions of this trade
in the countries to which they are
acredited.
They all tell the same
story, that the trade in American canned goods, especially of canned meats
has fallen off owins: to the vicious articles published in American papers
and magazines last year in regard to
the packing houses.
It is gratifying
to note however, that the prejudice
incited
American
against
canned
goods by the articles referred to is
slowly disappearing and a revival in
the trade may be expected.
In this connection, it may be noted
that to the customer the prices of all

canned goods have been materially
advanced since the pure food law has

daysfree trial, frottrbt
Catalogue free.

prepaid.

KITSELMAN BROS.
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Muncie, Ind.
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ENGINES FOR SALE
Ten horse traction, ^260; 10 horse portable,
13 horse portable. J200; 6 horse boUar
ind engine. $90; 1 horse gasoline engine, $40*
horse. $60; 6 horse. $125; 10 horse, $176.
Boilers and Engines from 1 to 100 hone
'arrled
in stock for Immediate shlpmenL
CASEY BOILER WORKS, Springfield, Ohio.
1150;
I
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become operative and this without
any advance to the farmer for his pro-

BARGAINS
—IN-

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY

IN

GOOD ORDER.
H. p.

6

1

Geiser Engine and Boiler,
Almost New.
Geiser Engine and Boiler,
On Wheels.
International Stationary
P.

On Wheels.
1

8 H.

1

12

P.

H.

Gasoline Engine.
1 6

1

15

H.

On Wheels.
1

4

Geiser

P.
In

flrst-class

Engine
Condition.

Engine and No.
Geiser Thresher on 4 Wheels.
H.

Geiser

P.

Ovehauled and
1

and

Milwaukee Husker
Shredder. Good as New.
Roll

in

3

Good Working Order.

Lath Mill and Bolter
with Line Shaft Pulleys. Etc.

Combined

WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

The Watt Plow

so far as can be observed,
.If the
in supplying a better article
people could get a better article by
might
law
they
the
the operation of
without
cost
additional
the
pay
an
engrumbling, but when they pay
hanced price for exactly the same
goods, they will show a disposition
It might also be said that
to kick.
packers have openly declared that
should any attempt be made to place

duct;

Co.,

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
5<HKH><H>lKKKK><H3<H><H><H><K><K>W

or,

will

thoroughly inspected ,and will reduce
the price they pay so as to cover all
the inspection, both of the live stock
and of the prepared meats, and will
make a still further reduction enough
By
to cover all condemned animals.
this it will be seen that the end is
not yet of the meat inspection. To
the naked eye, no particular benefit
has yet accrued to the farmer from
either the meat inspection or the pure
food laws.

According to the report of the Consul General, Wiliam H. Michael, at
Calcutta, there has been a very marked awakening in India in agricultural
matters. A perpetual grant of $150,000, made toward effecting improve-
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Made on
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ciples of the best material, with our
own patent electrically welded hoopa
compact,
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is
sunk in the wood.

strong and durable.
Because we are the largest manufacturers of woodenware in the world
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Booklets with full description of
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RIFE
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Most satisfactory water service known. Alwaysgoins, no attention, no running expense.
Raises water 30 feet for every foot of fall. 18
inches fall enough to operate it.
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Sold on 30 Days Free Trial.

Ask for booklet giving

particulars.

RIFE ENGINE CO..
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NEW YORK.
THE BEST POSSIBLE
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It
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»ht.

Requires no attention, will last a life time,
will elevate water 35 feet for each toot of
fall.
Write for catalogue. Manufactured by
Chester,

H.

C.
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NIAGARA

CO.,

Pa.

Agent, 1434 East Main

MILLER,
Street,

Richmond, Va.
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Attach Complete in
One Machine.
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MEDAL
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World
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Louis.
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to different styleB.
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"KAMT-KLOG" SPRAYERS
ITHE
ame
Something Now.
I
I and

fiuid.

Flat

c.r

labor
Gets twice the results with;
round, fine or coarse sprays from same

I Rochester Spray Pump Co..

'^i

East Ate..

RochesierJI^

CATA-

LOGUE.
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buildintirs

in

THE DAVIS

The Richmond Cedar Works,
RICHMOND, VA.

at house or

a constant

other

upon them they
buy no animal that has not been

agriculture; added to this
perpetual grant, large sums are voted
annually for the same purpose. The
schemes under consideration take in
nearly the whole range of crops that
can be raised in South India, but espeWith recially cotton and tobacco.
gard to the latter, in order to encourforsuperior
introduction
of
age the
eign brands, the Government has
land
granted a lease of 150 acres of
for experimental purposes for five
years free of rent on condition that
the experiments shall be personally
conducted by the lessee, with the aid
of improved and up-to-date appliances
and under the supervision of the agricutural department. By this means
private enterprise is encouraged and
at the same time the results obtained
will be turned to the public benefit.
Cotton and tobacco are two of the
great products of America, and this
revival of interest in India may maKe
that country of cheap labor a formidable rival of the United States plant-
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Defender
Sprayer

The Davis Cream Separator Co., of
Chicago, have just issued a new catalogue telling how to increase your
This Company would
milk profits.
like to mail this book to every one
of our readers who is interested in
Look up the adverthis proposition.
tisements and send for the book
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Catalogue of Pumps and
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WASHINGTON NOTES.
The Horse—The Greatest

Civilizer.

That the horse has been by far the
greatest factor in the development of

t^^^^

If .y,-

•^trTSll

American and European civilization,
was the statement of Hon. O. P.
Austin, Chief of the Bureau of Statistics of the Department of Commerce
and Labor, in a lecture last week be-

road,

team and

fore the National Geographic Society
at
Washington.
Based upon his
study of the question of transportation methods in diffemt parts of the
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Endorsed b,T U. S. Department
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treatment and cure of tree diseases free.
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.lAMES GOOD,
Original

Maker,

959

N.

Front

St.,

Phila-

delphia.

SGOOD
STANDARD
SCALES

able, Pit. IMt less; Steel and Cement
CunstriK-tiou. Let u«sciicl vou a Scale on trial.
eooil Scale Co^ | </OCeDtral tfu, BiuehamU)o,N.V.

LAWN FENCE
SoldontrkUut
KUl.s.
iule

r'l-loi'H.

Gamo Laws

Save 20

to 40 per cent. Tllii.'.tratfU
Catulot-ue frcu. Write toduy.

KITSELMAN BROS.
" Box
Muncie, Indiana.
)i:;

Mention The Southern Planter.

free.

THE UNION METALLIC
CARTRIDGE COMPANY
BRIDGEPOBT, CONN.
Nsw York

Agency. 313 Broadway.
i>ales Office.
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which will result in n rapid and wonderful development of a great belt of
unproductive
country.
In
other words, the horseless freight carrier of the automobile type will be
substituted in these sections, where
the horse is not available, for the
present crude methods of transporta-

San Francisco,

City

Cal.

larg-ely

Y,

Kill San Jose Scale and other destructive
parasites with a spraying solution of

Go<^^".
°°°

my

"I get
money's vorth,* laid
the old sportsman, "when I buy
U. IVI. C. Ammunition. With U. M.
C. Cartridges 1 can drive nails in the
barn door.
I
brought down a hawk
at 75 paces with U. M. 0. Arrow
Shells."

The

FARQUHAR Rake
SEPARATOR

tion.

SAVE YOUR TREES

Sure death
mineral oils,

world during a recent globe tour, Mr.
Austin not only gave credit to the
horse for the marvelous development
of
the
people
of
the
temperate
zone, but stated conversely that tne
principal reason for the non-developnrent of the tropics and the Orient is due to the absence of the horse
therefrom, in the former locality,
owing to the climatic conditions under
which the horse cannot thrive; and
in the Orient, because of the overcrowding population which makes it
impossible to utilize land for .growing
the horse's food.
He predicts, however, that the freight motor car and
traction engine will invade the tropics
and the Orient they are already aoing so to-day and furnish an even
better medium than the horse for the
transportation of products from the
farm and from the factory to railroads and other common carriers,

Of the approximately one hundred
million horses in the world, said Mr.
Austin, eighty millions are found in
the temperate zone, and nearly all
among occidental people, while the
remaining twenty million, scattered
principally
throughout the tropics,
are larely employed in service of
temperate zone visitors or residents,
and are hut feeble repiesentatives of
that noble animal as he is known to
the people of Europe and America.
Tn the ITnited States and Canada, we

have

]
horse for every 3 1-2 person?.:
South America. 1 for every 7: in
Mexico. 1 for every 12: in .Tapan, 1
for every 33: in Turkey, 1 for everv
10: in the Philippines, 1 for every 50:
in Africa, 1 for every 1.50, and in
India and in China, probably 1 for
every 200.
Throughout the tropics
land the Orient are scattered, approximately, three million camels, ten mil-

in

lion donkeys and twenty million water
buffaloes, or carabao, with oxen utilized to some extent almost every-

where and millions of men, especially
in the far east, doing the work of the
horse.
No man who has visited the tropics and the Orient can fail to realize
the great disadvantage under which

1

..i;.-n:;;:
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tropical and oriental man has labored
in his attempts to develop exploration,

inter-communication,

change
benefits

of products,
to him and

and

ex-

and
to

the great
science and

commerce which would come from

to

a satisfactory device wliich would do
for the tropics and the Orient what
the horse has done for the temperate zone.
The logical substitute for the poor
methods of transportation of these
countries is the freight motor vehicle,

and such a machine

is no longer in
formative or experimental stage.
being used successfully in New
Mexico and Arizona, Porto Rico, Central and South America, Egypt, Turkey, India, Japan, South Africa and
almost all other countries, in many
of which, with the thermometer well
above the 100 mark, the horse cannot
live,
but where the heavy freight

a

It

WORDS PER MINUTE
LESS THAN 1 MONTH.

igO
Tbis

Is

Uie record

mtd* by car

IN

motor can

students 1b

FERGUSON SHORTHAND.

Why waste your time with any of tbe eld
when Fergusoa Shartkknd It
uperlor In every way?
Learn the best,
direct from the author, at the modem, up-

•yetems,

t»-date

-:

MAIL LESSONS A SPECIALTY.

•IS

THE

BEST."

Write for Cafalosrne
Piedmont Business College.

Lynchburg, Va.

PATENTS
*^
H

i

m 1

_-,! 1

& WILKBNS, MS F
Injtan,

D.

Street,

Waab

0.

Your Ideas may bring you a
fortune! $1,000,000 offered tor one
invention.
Free book: gives list
of inventions wanted: tells how to
protect
them.
Write
for
it.
Patent obtained or fee returned.
No charge for report as to patentability.
Send sketch or model.
Patents advertised (or sale free.

WOODWARD & CHANDLEE,
F

Street,

Washington, D.

C.

Chemical Analyses
0(

MINERALS,

WATER

its

of Paint

string of trailers

with almost the capacity of a small
railroad train. Mr. Austin meets the
criticism of there being no roads in
the tropics with the statement that
the introduction of motor vehicles
will cause the building of the roads
and that less than one hundred years
ago the roads of England were almost
impassible, while our own good roads
were but few and far between; it
taking, for instance, five days to make
the trip from New York to Philadelphia.
A recent French invention is
of importance in overcoming a tendency of the heavy motor car or traction engine, pulling a train of loaded
wagons, to tear up or ruin the road.
The device consists of a flexible shaft
by wMch the power and traction is
distributed among the various trail-

who

takes care that the Dutch
Boy trade mark, shown below,
appears on every keg of wliite
lead he buys is perfectly protected; as perfectly as if he
were a railroad official buying
hundreds of tons, and wiih a
corps of chemists at his back
to see that no adulterant is
palmed off on him.
Our booklet, "A Talk on

Paint," shows

and Pure Linseed Oil are ab.solutt.Iy necessary to good painting, and
gives other money-saving information. Free to any reader

Give to the tropics and the Orient
a vehicle which will do what the
horse does for the temperate zone of
the Occident, and the plentiful supply
of cheap labor of those countries will

make

road-building

a

mere

of this periodical.

When you
buy white

incident

lead,

of the development which
"The tropics," said
tainly follow.
Mr. Austin, "and the Orient are the
ereat undeveloped sections of the
world.
Within the tropics are millions of square miles of productive
land and billions of dollars worth of
prodi'cts for which
the temperate
zones are calling loudly. Tn the Oriof pamillions
ent are hundreds of
tient workers, and for their products
will

the Occident

is

increasing

its

FEEDING MATERIALS,

and other products made at reason-

Correspondence solicited. J. B.
WEEMS, Ph. D.. Crewe, Va., Expert In
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry.
able rates.

Always mention Twb SovncwKr
Plawteb when writing advertlsere.

why Pure

White Lead

cer-

the

look for

Dutch

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
IH luhichez'e-/- of the folicr.iiing cities is nearest you :
NewYorli. Boston, Buffalo. Cleveland.

demand.

FARMERS

The

Attorneys.
1237

|

pull

The
Small Buyer

ers.

^'oWe^e''

RETURNED

Bend sketch fer free report aa t* paUat
ability. GtnDl!
BOOK AJ<D WHAT TO
afVISNT, with yalaable lUt of iBTcnUaas
wanted sent frea.
Oae tlUlIaa Dalian
ottered (or ana laTaatlaa; n(,M4 far ethara.
Psteats aocured by us adTvrtlaet fre« 1*
Warld'B Prarrtu.
Sampla frea.

VANS

is

inability in each of these sections to respond to our demands has
been because of the absence of some
available method of transportation.
Given this facility in the form of the
and with a
vehicle,
self-propelled
reasonable supply of temperate zone
energy and capital, and we shall see
those countries develop, the iron
horse exteniTln'j his domain further
and further info their interior and
coming nearer and nearer to the door
of every man, and with an increased
exchange of products, will develop in-

insure

Your Buildings, Live
Produce etc., in

Steele,

Virginia Oivision.
FARMERS' MUTUAL BENEFIT
ASSOCIATION.
Best

security.

Property insured, loOO.Mt.
Jl.OOO per year $5.00
Terlimited to counties o( Chesterfield,
Amelia,
Powhatan,
Notto-vay,
Dlnwlddl*.
Prince George, Surry, Charles City, New
Kent and James City. For plan and membership write to

Average cost per
ritory

CHARLES

N.

FRIEND, General Agent,
Cknter, Va.

ORGANIZED JANUARY

9,

1S9».
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dustry and commerce and general
.sjoofl
fellowship between the peoples
of all nations and all lands."

Durable Harness^

Artificial

Silk.

The manufacturers
Your harness
look well and
nnd irill give dc
if

treated with

EUREKA
Harness

Oil

stamped upon

leaves."

BOSTON COACH AXLE OIL
the best axle lubricant. Will
not gum or corroiie. Superior
is

and more ecuomiSold <:very^vlicr«>— all

to castor oil

Make Your Idle Money
Earn You Interest
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
RICHMOND, VIROINIA for Infor-

Write the
•f

mation concerning lie certMcate of
Aepoilt, eo arranged that one per
oent. mar be collected everr POUR
tbtoagb joui nearest baaJc
or itore.

MONTHS

Oar experience prorei tbii form far
UTlngB to be the moit eatUfcetorr
plaa yet deTlted for depoiiti of tlOt.OO
or oiore.

Oar Capital and Earned Snrplas

li

$1,600,000
JOHM

PCKCELL, Prealdent.
JNO. M. MILLER. Jr., Vlce-Frea. A OMbUf
OHAI. R. BURNETT, ABSlitant Oaahlei
B.

J. C.

JOFLIN, AselaUnt Oaikier

We Solicit
Out

To'wn

of

Deposits
The long, successful experience of
the offlcers of this bank is sufficient
guarantee of a high degree of safety.
Your welfare is ours. Mail us your
deposits and let your money earn
,1
per cent, compound interest.
Deal
with such a bank as this, where
strength. Judgment and conservatism
count for so much In this strenuous
age.
One dollar will open an account.

PLANTERS NATIONAL BANK
Savings Deparlment,

IVicKmond, Va.
Capital

"in large,

plain

let-

But, seriously, artificial silk

has come to stay. The dresses of our
grandchildren will have the same
adorable rustle, as they swish around
the corner of the ball room, as did
those of our grandmothers; but the
chances are that they will not be silk.
According to the special agent. Willian Wittam, Jr., there is a silk process made from the wood in Europe
which is being jealously guarded from

—

—

vulgar inspection.
Obviously, the aim of the inventors,
who use wood pulp as a base, is to
produce a thread resembling silk las
closely as
possible in appearance,
feel,

and

wearing

qualities.

Up

$1,000,000.00

Tell the advertiser
saw his advertisement.

where you

The Keeley Cure is a system and is
not accomplished by the simple use
of

a bottled remedy.
of treatment

The course

ual case.

The Keeley treatment is a certain
cure for all Liquor, Opium, Morphine
and other drug additions; the tobacco
habit and nerve exhaustion.

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE,
P.

908 and 910 E. Marshall Street.
RICHMOND, VA.
Box 786

O.

to

DROPSY
CURED

and compare it with its rival,
mercerized coflon. Consul 'Whittam
has sent to the Bureau of Manufactures a number of samples of both
varus. The pricies given in the samples were of course those rulin.g in
England at the time the report was
sent in, March ,'inth. Before the true

all

For

circulars,

In
8 to
30 to
60
effects
per-

days;

cure.

treatment

Trial

furnished

free to every sufferer; nothing fairer.
testimonials and free treat-

ment, write
DR. H. H. GREEN'S SONS, Box H, Atlanta,
Georgia.

Is

A Wonderful Remedy.

A. M. Wilson, of Marinette, Wis. .writes:
friend gave me a box of Tetterine which
satisfactory
results
I
with
used
such
that I want half dozen boxes by express.
Have used everything for Tetter, but nothing
benefitted me until I used your Tetterine.

A

afflicted

know

It

is

a
its

wonderful remedy; wish everyone
with this terrible skin disease could
merits.'

At druggists

50c,

or

J.

T.

Savannah. Ga.
Bathe with Tetterine Soap. 2oc Cake.

Shuptrine.

GREENSBORO,
'Of the

treatment of

N.C.

THE LIQUOR, OPIUM, HORPHINI

i*er Onjg Addictions. The Tobbacco HaWt

Wiley in the Cabinet.
Dr. Harvey W. Wiley has been sug-

symptoms

dropsy

manent
'i?

fected by water and moisture and

silk.

move
of
20

intrinsic value of artificial silk as a
textile material can be arrived at, any
ili.,advantage it has must be known.
It is much heavier than real silk, and,
th'erefore, more or less seriously af-

both
the
inflammable,
and
very
strength and elasticity of the material
artifalls far below that of the real
cle.
At the same time its brilliancy
and luster are superior to mercerized
cotton.
With all its comparatively
weak characteristics. Mr. Whittam
sugests that it will ultimately compete with cotton and with silk yarns

with vegoremedies; enharmless; re-

days

terial

is

tirely

tabie

for some time using artificial silk for
stripes and figures.
To enable one to judge of the ma-

made from waste

under

is

the immediate direction of a competent and specially trained physician,
who adapts the cure to each individ-

the present, a product possessin.g the
two first named characteristics, but
deficient in the latter attribute, seems
to have been arrived at.
Many makers of fancy cotton .goods,
who sell part of their output in th'e
American market, are and hare been

$3')0,000.00

-

Surplus and Profits

it

the fact that "the worm from
which this dress was made was
fed upon pure, unblended mulberry

ters"

Prcrentsrotting. Givesaplossy
blnck finish.
Makes leather
soft, strong ?nd durable.

cal.

of artificial silk

are not alarmed over the provisions
of the pure food law.
They intend to
simulate and adulterate the real article; but they cannot fi.sure out that
the pure food law will affect them iu
this practice, unless it should be construed by the learned attorneys and
backed up by the courts that each
silk dress should be required to have

.j»-

ht-'^* ?.»»•!«»•

Dr.

gested as a member of the "strenuous
cabinet" in the interests of pure foods,
Public
of
Department
The
etc.
Health would be the likely designa-

Farmer s Sons

WANTED

b orfirvkol itii,
na-r «irln« loll p«rti<-nlart
llsb'dtnai. i.i.lo it}p\y
The »£TEIIiN.rtI SCIEXCE USOCUTION. IkgL 12. London. Cinadk
•
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Agricultural Lime
ALL GRADES.

t

|

CANADA UNLEACHED

Hardwood Ashes.
Any
[

quantity desired and at

bottom

prices.

T.

ANDREWS

C.

CO..

|&

I

Norfolk, Virginia-

aooaooocHoooooftoooooaaaaaw
ROSES,

CANNAS.

DAHLIAS,

^i
Crimson Rambler, Baby Rambler

and Everblooming Roses,
Cannas, Dahlias and hardy
Full

line

blooming plants.
of FRUIT TREES at

Write lor price

prices.

farmers'

list.

FRED SHOOSMITH, HOYT,

PA.

tion of the new branch of the cabinet,
and while this may seem to be a small
matter to those who are interested
in diplomacy, and the progi-ess of war
and the exploitation of foreign lands,
it is something which very vitally affects every individual of the great
American family. Dr. Wiley has been
the most instrumental factor in se

curing the pure food law, but the
country has been very slow to awake
to the fact that this question was
something which vitally affected every
one of its members. Doubtless there
are
many organizations, cloaking
themselves under the title of "pure
food associations," "honest label associations," and the like, who, while
they would like to be known as strong
supporters of the Doctor for a member of the cabinet, as above indicated, would leave nothing undone to deDr. Wiley is
feat his appointment.
today a poor man. He has given his
services to tBe country, and has been
mainly instrumental in the enactment
of the pure food law in exchange for
a mere living salary; whereas, had
he listened fo the blandishments and
offers of the great inoneyetl interests
of manufacturers, he could, by reason
of his position, be to-day a millionaire.

COW PEAS.

I

We

have

PEAS.

and

V
V

Write tor p^'ces

t.

o.

b.

our

commodity

E.

demand

t*r

all

to farmers.

Practical
experience In various sections ghowi
their utility, and preference is given

this

•rer commsrcial fertilizers, becaun
they are economical and more satlafactory. In addition to this their uie
as a forage crop Is almost doubllag
Itself with each year, until the demand has grown to be larger thaa
the supply.

SOY BEAN5
The proline growth of these beaai
makes them very desirable seed far
forage crop, and their popularity
increasing every year.
They are
also valuable In mixing with cow peaa
on account of their tall and stout

a

Is

growth, which serves to hold up th«
cow peas while growing, and they ars
belag largely used for this purpose.
During the past season the weather
conditions were exceedingly unfavorable and destroyed a large per c€Rit.
of the crop of both Cow Peas and
Soy Beans, but with our large facilities we have been enabled to secure
W*
a fairly good supply of both.
shall be glad to quote you prices oa
several varieties,
furnish samples.

and when desired

WALLERSTEIN PRODUCE COMPANT,
19-21

S.

Thirteenth

St.,

Richmond, Va.

SEND YOUR ORDER FOR

the various statutes

GUY

PEAS

Increasing

SEEDS

MITCHELL.

—TO—

HORSE NOTES.

DIGGS

& BEADLES

,T.

Hickory,

CO.

N. C.

<3t3t3t:<3t3Ct3t3tJt3t3t3t?ty<y<3t:*:<3ty»3t

SEEDS, 1906

Crop.

We sell the best grade of GARDEN,
FIELD and FLOWER SEEDS and BULBS

We are recleaners
that money will buy.
Red Top, Bluegrass,
of Clover, Timothy,
Mammoth White Rye. Beardless Eiarley,
Seed Wheat and a full line of Farm Seeds.
Write for Catalogue and Field Seed Price
List.

THE HENRY PHILIPPS SEED AND
IMPLEMENT CO.,
1115-1117 St. Clair St, Toledo, Ohio.

Write for saarlw,
Beet TCed for sale.
directions "S6"
prices and
gmrlBS.
& BROS., Box 36, M»(AamlMJ. E.
burg, Ohl*. or Eutaw, Ala.

•

FREE
WING

GATE POSTS K'-'M
^-^

'^ ' -^ Gate,

cost

more

than the B. B. Gate, which requires neither.

FENCE

CO.,

Box

105,

Peru,

few have attained popularity and
prominence more rapidly than "The
Mecklenburg," a creation of recent
years, at Chase City, Mecklenburg
county. Va., which is some nintely
miles south of Richmond, on the line
of the Southern Railway.
Calcium Chloride and Lithia
Its
waters have attained wide fame,
while the hydratic baths are among
the finest in the country. Many outdoor attractions are offered, too, at
The Mecklenburg, as Col. W. T.
Huges, President of the Company, is
a patron of the chase, and his kennels
shelter one of the choicest packs of
Dr. J. C. Walton,
in Virginia.
the resident physician, ranks high in
his profession and is a good sportsman as well, as evidenced by his
ownership of numbers of fine horses
during the past decade or so, some of

THE SEED MERCHANTS,
Richmond, Va.

We

Ind.

"Feeds and Feediog
heary's Great Bosk for
Parmer* and Stockman.
Delivered anywhere for
J2.00
With the SOUTHERN PLANTER, $2.25

which have been exported and ever
found favor in Europe.

Among

the entries to the 2:14 trot,
pitrse $3,000. at the Detfloit Grand
Circuit meeting in July, is the Virginia bred mare Princine, 2:15 1-4.
hv Sidnev Prince, 2:211-4, dam Miss
Stakes, by Great Stakes. 2:20: bred
Floyd Brothers, of Bridgetown, and
now owned by the Crabtrees, of
Quincy, Mass. Another entry In this

headquarters

are

Farm

and

quality

Seeds

of

lor

the

Garden
highest

and germination.

SORGHUMS, MILLETS,

COW

PEAS, SOJA BEANS,

SEED CORN, ETC.
Write

us

for

quotations.

CATALOGUE MAILED FREE.

DIGGS & BEADLES,
SEED MERCHANTS,
RICHMOND, VA.

hounds

ALFALFA.

Prof,

The

kind of cow peas with each Beaton
demonstrates the Important value %t

Carter, (Broad Rock).
By W.
Among southern pleasure resorts,

HICKORY SEED

B.

COW

which concern the public health.

V

station.

B.

er execution of

^
WHIPPOORWILL *

In stock a limited quantity

MIXED

of

I

Advocates of the esitablishme nf
the new department urge that there
is nothing more important than prop-

4Y9

ROSES ROSES ROSES
Grown, Own Roots, Ever Blooming.
The best of all Standard ROSES, including
Good ROSES, your selection, H
Runners.
Cold

per dozen and up. 16 ROSES, our selection,
Jl; but would like to know the varieties you
want that we may try to please you. Catalogue with full directions lor ROSE CULTURE free; contains coupon good for 2t
cents.

Merit Rose Company, Richmond, Va.
Prollt Sucker$S~e? °^rLp\j
Lambert's "Dkath to Lice." Lesi
res. Get some. Sample
$1.00. 1907 Pocket Book
ree. 0,H. STOCK
651

MononBldg.,Chicaeo,
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Northern Virginia Farms
Here are a few Bari;aln8.

comparatlTelj

leral;

wall

watered ky rtreaaa, ayriag
and wells; six acres foi arlciaal

fenced;

arokard; aew l-immm
dweUiag; 4-rooH taaaat kaaia; maw
bam and stakle. Sit«at«4 aa Metimber;

large

Adamlzed

mllaa fr*m Waakington, 6 Mllaa fr«H atatlaa, aa*-fa«i1k
mile froiH rillaca. aekeel, yaot-aSaa
and stores. Price, |l,Mt. Tery aaay
'pike, 2S

terms.

No.

78

contalma

147

aorea;

larel,

mootli fertile laad; aatural fraaa; I
miles from statloa; a Mlztara af laaa
and clay; produces heavy crops af
com and hay; 20 acraa orlglmal tteber; good orchard; 6-reom dwalllse,
with usual outbulldlnss. In varr fair
oondltloa; two good horses, 6 cows,
S young cattle, a lot of good Imple-

ments and farm

feed,

tools,

grala,

kousehold goods, bedding, diakaa, aad
about 50 nice hems. Will sell the eatlre outfit.
If sold within tha next 39
days, price, J4,500.

No. 61 contains 350 acres fine bluejrass land; a little rolling, but it is
smooth, free from stumps, stoaea,

washes or

gullies; 50 acres in timber;
about 100 acres of old sod, balance is
tn small grain, timothy and clOTor;
has 11-room house; barn is small, but
the other outbuildings are ample aad
In good repair.
This farm is an ideal
stock raising and grazing farm; water
In every field; fences are good and
neighborhood is of the best.
Price,
J20 per acre.

No. 22 V4 contains 452 acres fine
quality of fertile well improved land;
comparatively level; no rough or poor
land on the farm.
This is an Ideal
grass farm; lies In a beautiful valley;

2H

miles from station, and can be
viewed from one end to the other; has
50 acres of good original timber; has
two sets of buildings; new 7-room
house of modem style, with usual outbuildings, on east end of farm, and a
rood 7-room dwelling, with good bam,
granary and all other small buildiags,
In good repair, on west end.
Here is
ao excellent opportunity for two neighbors to purchase an up-to-date farm
and divide it, as it can be done to
excellent advantage.
Every foot of
this land will make three tons of hay
to the acre, or 50 to 60 bushels of cora.
sold within the next 30 days will
take $22.50 per acre.
If

Send for

my new

WM. EADE8 MILLER,

the brown

is

stallion

1-4,

PROPERTY FOR SALE.
No.

Carter, at

Fifty barrel flour mill, meal aad
This mill Is complete la every way;
Temnessee In a growing; 68 feet from
the Southern R. R.
water power, stone
dam: good building, office, 6-room dwelling
and 7-acre lot In bluegrass. Mill Is In wkeat
and corn section and has good establlshad
trade.
Reason for selling Is the owner haa
rheumatism and can't see after the buslnees.
No. 105.
244-acre farm In Henry county,
Va. land almost level; all can be seen from
the dwelling, wklch Is near the center of
the farm and a little elevated with drainage
In
all
directions; 7-room dwelling,
pump
on back porch, furnishing abundant pure
cold water: 5 and 3-room tenant houses and
other buildings; 3 acres orchard; 2 miles
from station, churches and schools. Is in
one of the best neighborhoods In this sec-

Manchester, Va., include a brown colt
from Lady Wells, by Potential, owned
by Floyd Brothers, of Bridgetown,
Va., and a bay colt, from Miss Etta,
by Salem, owned by H. L. Upshur,
Eastville, Va.
Both youngsters are
described as large and handsome, and
they show pronounced trotting action.
Mr. Upshur's colt is entered in the
rich American Horse Breeder Futurity for foals of 1907.
Other than this
year's crop of foals, now arriving.
Red Dillon has only six living foals,
but they all show speed, while from
the high class mares booked to him
for 1907, even better results may be

best varieties.
The farm Is well set In
grass; In easy reach of churches, schools,
and railroad station. New 8-room dwelling,
large barn, all necessary outhouses; everything
newly
painted.
This
property Is
located In the famous stock-raising sectloB
of Southwest Virginia.
Will sell the farm
with growing crops and stocked with cattle,
hogs, sheep, etc.
Write for prices.
If neither of the above fill your want*
write me just what it Is, as I have over 10#

Hickson, of Lynchburh, Ca., and sold
by him to A. H. Miller, of Buffalo, last
season. When the bell taps for the
starters in this purse, if both horses
are ready to score, it is likely that
M. E. McHenry will have the mount
behind Prlncine and that W. B. McDonald will drvi© the brown stallion.

Recent foals by Red Dillon, the big
bay stallion, by Baron Dillon, 2:12,

now

in

th"e

stud of

W.

J.

anticipated.

Irving J. Coffin, of this city, has
leased from Col. W. H. Chapman.
Gordonsville, Va., the handsome bay

Wealth, 2:10, by Gambetta
Wilkes, 2:191-4, dam Magnolia, by
Norfolk, 3670, and now has him in the
stud at Stoneridge Stock Farm, near
town.
In addition to fine size and
good looks. Wealth has a great turn
of speed, as while in training he could
easily show two-minute speed. He is
stoutly bred, too, being by Gambetta
Wilkes, the sire of 190 in the list of
standard speed, of which fifteen have
records of 2:10 and better, while
Magnolia. Wealth's dam, was a large
and handsome daughter of Norfolk,
one of the best sons of the renowned
stallion,

Nutwood.

We

have great pleasure in
the attendance of our readers to the
annual sale of .Terseys to be held at

callincr

Coopersburg. Pa., on May 30th, by
This
Messrs. T. S. Cooper & Sons.
sale has become a regular fixture in
The
the Jersey and Dairy world.
The Coopers have distributed through
these sales the finest Jersey blood the
Island has produced. We are glad to
say that Virginia and the South are
always represented at these sales and
many fine animals have been brought
back by our Jersey lovers. Look up
the advertisement and send for a catalogue and if you can arrange your affairs to attend the sale, you will
never regret it.
Tell the advertiser
his advertisement.

110.

feed.

In

is

;

;

tion of the State.
Price, J2,600.
Terms t»
suit.
This Is a bargain.
No. 112. 1,072 acres timber;; S. C; 2 milee
fromrallroad at farthest part; estimated cut
10,000,000 feet, 3% of which Is long leaf yellow pine, balance short leaf pine; also 8,010
to 10,000 cords wood In reach good market.
Quite a lot of cross tjes to be had also.
Price, »20,000.
Ample time for cutting.
No. 114.
Scott county, Va.
300 acres,
acres In thrifty fruit trees ef the latest ani

»

;

farms for sale of all sizes amd can fill almost
any requirement.
have personally succeeded with alfalfa.
I
t cut last year 10,600 pounds from one acre,
I know the requirements of this wonderful
legume,

Some

as

locality,

to

climate,

soil,

etc.

my

farms will grow it and some
and strange to say, that some of

will

of
not.

the

highest

Yours

among

are

priced

truly,
F. DTJNLOP,

D.

the

latter.

Va.

Stockton,

DESIRABLE FARM FOR SALE.
316

from

acres la

Loudoun County, three mllee
miles from Wash-

thirty-flve

station,

ington; about twenty acres woodland, balance

under

cultivation

and

In

good

condltloa;

good, smoth land, easy to work; seven-room

house;
sixty

baru

100-foot

with

cows; well fenced,

for

stanchions

mostly with wire;

watered by lasting stream and three wells;
equipped for dairying and has been operated

COOPER'S JERSEY SALE.

list.

Herndon, Va.

Genteel

by GambetU Wilkes,
dam Lena, by Memhbrino
who was developed by M. B.

2:211-4,

2:19

Startle,

No. 91 contaiiB IBS acres; seed hla«grass land; free of straee, waakee aa4

tumps;

event
H.,

where you saw

as a dairy and stock farm for years.

a good
If

This

Is

farm and can be had at a bargain

sold before the first of June.

on easy terms

If

Address P. B.

Price, JIO.OH,

desired.

BUELL, Owner, Herndon,

Fairfax County, Va,

FOR SALE

A
SEA,

FEW CHOICE HOMES NEAR THB
NEAR ELECTRIC RAILWAY. NEAR

LAROE SUMMER RESORT, WITHIN EAST
REACH OP THB SEAPORT CITY OF NORFOLK. PINE SOIL. MILD CLIMATE, EXCELLENT MARKETS. ALSO A FINB
MAP OF EASTERN VIRGINIA; SHOWS
PRICE, TBN
.A.LL POINTS OF INTEREST.
CENTS, In STAMPS.
A. JEFFERS, OCEANA, VIRGINIA.

FARMS.
Prosperous and healthy section
Good Shipping

FKANK

Facilities.

H. COX, Ashland.

V*

THE SOUTHEEN PLANTER

1907.]

HOT WEATHER AHEAD.

How

to

BARGAINS

Keep the Kitchen Cool and
in Midsummer.

Comfortable

Many a housewife is wondering
bow she will pass through the coming summer months with the stove
she well knows will make the kitchen
unbearably hot— to say nothing of the

Below

50-page catalogue.

In the beautiful

dust and ashes that will add to
the discomfort.
There is a way out of it all a way
that not only lessens the work and
keeps the kitchen cooi, out that also
reduces fuel expense. This convenience, comfort and economy is all effeted by the New Perfection Wick

for several

Farm

Properties listed In

reasons:

The land

Is

of Virginia,

adjacent to Washington;

all

my new

as cheap or

all

are situated

are of oaay

In

the East.

In Loudoun county; 50 acres; 4house, barn and all necessary outbuildings; well at the door; plenty of fruit
and grapes; U/2 niiles from railroad; near
school, church and store.
Price ?2,000, on
easy terms.
There can be 150 acres more
added to this place, also So-acre timber
tract, at $50 per acre.
No. 784. Loudoun county farm; 145 acres,
110 clear, balance in timber;
nice 7-room
house, two halls; cellar,
16x24; barn. 16i26;
cow barn, corn house, hay barn, all necessary outbuildings; well at the door and farm
well watered; young orchard of most all
kinds of fruit; 2^ miles from railroad; near
school, church and store. Price $5,000. This
farm is well set in grass of timothy and

No. 793. 107 acres: 100 acres clear; 5-room
house; stable and outbuildings good spring
near the house; jjood orchard of most all
kinds of fruit; farm is well fenced and
watered; 5 miles from railroad; near school,
church and store.
Price $2,200, on easy
terms.
This will make a nice little stock
farm.
No. 705. A nice dairy farm. It you want
a nice home and a good investment, it will
pay you to investigate this property; 188
acres, about 135 cleared, balance in good
timber; a fine, modern 14-room house, wide
halls, large porches, large cellar with furnace heat; the house sits on a high elevation in a nice shady lawn; a large bank
barn with silo attached, wagon sheds, corn

clover.

house, hen house, ice house, dairy and wash
house,; 3
tenant houses.
The place is
stocked with 25 cows, 1 bull, lot of milk
cans, De Laval Separator, large furnace in
dairy, zinc vat, lot of dairy supplies, milk
cart, about 40 tons of ice and ice tools. 2
horses, double set of harness, 1 2-horse lumber wagon, 1 2-horse farm truck wagon, 1
1-horse farm truck wagon, 1 1-horse spring
wagon and single harness, 1 mowing machine and rake, 1 grain drill (new). 1 2l.orse scoop. 1 roller, Evans corn planter,
2-horse wheel cultivator, 2 2-horse plows,
1
2 double shovel plows, 1 single shovel plow,
1 spring tooth narrow, spinke harrow. Acme
harrow, 1 Blizzard feed cutter, 1 large platform scales, 1 teed mill. 1 40-gallon oil
corn knives, corn replanter, mowing scythe,
tank, forks, shovels, picks, m.ijij.ix. hoes,
wire stretcher, axes, cross-cut saw, wheelbarrow, hay knife, 2 crowbars.
All are in
good condition. Lot of feed, consisting of
ha.v, fodder and insalage, enough to carry
stock through season.
No. 742. Fine stock farm in Loudoun county, containing 640 acres, 500 cleared; 19-rinm
house; barn 250 feet long„ 2 ice houses, cow
barn tor 100 cows; all necessary outbuildings;
nice orchard of most all kinds of fruit;
located one-eighth mile from railroad station,
school, church and store.
Price $36,000, on
reasonable terms. This is a line estate. The
land is in a high state of cultivation; the
house has perfect water system with 4 bath
rooms; 4 tenant houses. * This place must
be seen to be appreciated.
No. 722. 107 acres;
80
cleared:
6-room
house; barn and all necessary outbuildings;
tine well at the door; water in every field;
nice orchard of most all kinds of fruit; the
house is located in a nice shady lawn; farm
Price, if sold right away,
is well fenced.
$2,500, on reasonable terms.
This property

No.

783.

No.

clean-

785.

Loudoun county farm;

176 acres,

timber, fine S-room house, halls and
two porches; bank barn, 40x60, with 60-foot
wing; horse barn, 30x40 with basement; all
necessary outbuildings; well and cistern in
the yard; well fenced; 4 acres in fruit;
located 4 miles from railroad; near school,
church and store. Price $10,000. This will
make a fine stock farm and a beautiful
in

15

The

is always under immediate conand can be raised or lowered inThe convenience of this will
stantly.
be understood when it is considered
that while the flame of one burner is

flame
trol,

The farm

home.
!

—

centrated by blue-enameled chimneys.
On wasting and ironing days, the
comfort and convenience of the New
Perfection will be greatly appreciated.
It gives best results in the least time,
and does away wltb all coal and wood
carrying and the many other disagreeable jobs that have to be done with
other stoves. The New Perfection is
made in three sizes, with one, two,
and three burners, and is warranted
to give full satisfaction.
Another home comfort is the Rayo
Lamr, which produces a light of unusual brightness, yet soft and mellow a light that will not hurt the
eyes. The Rayo Lamp can be used
In any room, whether it be library,
dining-room, parlor or bedroom. It is
highly ornamental, being made of
beautifully
throughout
and
brass

—

Every lamp is warranted
and makes a valuable and handsome
addition to any home.

nickeled.

The New Perfection Wick Blue
Flame Oil Cock Stove and the Rayo
are too real essentials to home
comfort. Their easy operation, absolute salety and handsome appearance
commend them wherever stoves and
lamps are used.

tamp

When correenondlnjr with our «4
vcrtiBArB always mention The Sonth
Plantar.

«m

Piedmont Section

and stock section

oil

boiling the kettle or roasting a large
joint, that of another can be reduced
to simmering point in this way enabling the housewife to cook a variety
of dishes at one time.
Then the comfort of it. While the
flame of the New Perfection is intensely hot, yet the heat is not thrown
off into the kitchen, because it is con-

them bargains

FARMS.

IN
bargains In

room

stove so superior to other makes that
it is fast replacing the coal and wood
range, the old fashioned oil stove, and
in many cases the gas stove.
Any one who has had to wait ten
or fifteen minutes for the fire to get
started will appreciate the Nev/ Perfction, which gives strong working
flame at moment of lighting. "Blue
est flame produced by any stove.

call

I

many

access to the best markets In the United States; phone and trolley lines, turnpikes and
rural free deliveries are among other conveniences; in fact, this is the best grain, grass

—

Flame" means the hottest and

describe a few of the

cheaper per acre than land in other sections noi as good or as favorably located;

dirt,

Blue Flame Oil Cook Stove, an

I

481

the

cultivation;
condition.

No.

is

up

in

buildings

a high state of
are all in good

Loudoun county farm;

330 acres.
in timber, the balance in good state of
cultivation; large, modern 9-room house with
basement; large barn and all necessary outbuildings; well watered and fenced; located
1% miles from railroad; near school, church
and store. Price $8,500. This Is a nice farm.
as it has been used for dairying for a great
many years.
No. 787. Loudoun county farm; 243 acres.
20 in timber;
8-room house; barn for 26
COWS; horse stable, 44x16; corn house, ice
786.

40

house, wagon and meat house; all necessary
outbuildings; well in the yard: farm is well
fenced; 1 mile from railroad; near school,
church and store. Price $9,000. This is an
excelent stock farm in a high state of cultivation.
The buildings are all in good repair.

No. 788. Loudoun county farm; 300 acres;
12-room house with bath; two tenant houses;
barn and all necessary outbuildings; plenty
of fruit; located 2 miles from railroad; near
school, church and store. Price $13,000. This
is a nice farm; everything in good condition.
No. 789, Loudoun county farm; 100 acres:
two houses, one 6 rooms and the other 4
rooms; new basement barn, 40x60; all necessary outbuildings: place is well watered nnd
located 4 miles from railroad: near school,
Price $:.000.
church and store.
No. 791. Fine village farm near Vienna:
140 acres. 10 in timber: 7-room house; banlc
barn, 38x50; all necessary outbuildings: well
at the door; farm is well watered; partly
fenced; some fruit; located 1 mile from
steam and electric railroad; near school,
church and store and only about 12 miles
from Washington. Price $100 per acre, on
easy terms. This is a fine farm; it is run
as a dairy farm- will make a fine invest-

ment
is

for a

farm or a subdivision.

a high

in

rolling

enough

state of cultivation
to work good.

The land
and Just

No. 792. 213 acres; 6-room house; some
outbuildings; spring near the house; some
peaches and cherries; located about 1 mile
railroad station, school, church and
Price $1,600. on reasonable terms.
Located in a good
a cheap place.
Has enough of wood and timber on the place to pay for it.

from

store.

This

Is

community.

is

worth

$3,500.

No. 736. A fine estate, on the banks of
the Potomac: 1,200 acres, 100 cleared; 21room house; barn and all necessary outbuildings, including 7 hen houses. 5 wells,
running water and spring; farm is well
fenced; most all kinds of fruit; station on
the place; near school, church and store.
Price $45,000. one-third cash the balance to
suit.
This farm is a typical dairy farm. Is
used for that purpose: it is the best In the
State.
It has 2>» miles front on the Potomac river. The land is in a high state of
cultivation.
In addition to the above buildings there are 9 tenant houses.
This property must be seen to be appreciated.
No, 733, lll',2 acres; 4-room house and
basement: stable and outbuildings.
Price
$1,600.
it
sold right away.
This could be
made a nice little farm. It is located on the
pike; near school, church and store and
abotit 5 miles from steam and electric rall-

SEND FOR THE CATALOGUE. DESCRIBE YOUR WANTS. I KNOW
YOU IN SIZE. PRICE AND TERMS.
Branch: Vienna, Va.
J. F. JERMAN, FAIRFAX, VA.

I

CAN SUIT

THE SOUTHEEX PLAKTEK.
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THE FARMERS AND

Attention
HOMESEEKERS AND INVESTORS.
I sell and exchange Virginia Real Estate
of all classes, such as Grain. Dairy, Fruit,
Stock, Truck, Poultry and Bluegrais Farms,
Village Homes and Business Places ot all
classes.
The reason I make specialty of
the two suburban counties Loudoun and
Fairfax they ofTer the homeseekers more

—

—

advantages
combined than any country
known to me. This fine portion of Virginia,
extending from the National capital to the
top of the Blue Ridge .Mountains, is not
only beautiful and healthy, but is very
accessible to Washington "and Alexandria
cities by rail
and pike, which gives all
producers a fine home market.
My facilities for locating you In this section of Virginia are second to none.
State
what kind of property would interest you. I
have a large number and great variety of
properties, and can very likely suit you.
New catalogue and map mailed tree on
request

W.

H.

TAYLOR, Herndon, Va.

A COLONIAL HOME
IN

OLD VIRGINIA.
miles from Washingby George Washington. All

An

home

ideal

for retired

business man. A bargain.
Also Gunston Hall, home of George Mason;
another Colonial home of 419 acres on Potomac, 18 miles from Washington.
Price,
;32,000.

H. A.

THOMPSON &

CO.. Washington, D. 0.

FARMS
For

Sale.

you want a farm to raise grass,

If

grain,

from

stock,
us.

subsoil.

or

fruit,

Chocolate
Address

tobacco,

buy

with

red

soil

C.

H.,

A.

J.

Price, $1,000.

Write for catalogue.

Co, Salisbury, Md.

WATERFRONT

TrucK and Poultry

FARMS
Near Norfolk, Va.

Cheap transportation

to

Northern markets. Full particulars and
a good map of Tidewater Virginia on request
all

WILCOX & GOODENOW.

No.

2,

in

Lowenberg Building, Norfolk, Va.

Please mention the Southern Planter.

Virginia

feel

the effects
of any bad or mistaken
policy are
those who till the soil, and make
the
wealth of the nation; the slowest to
reco-i-Br from
any season of great
business and financial depression are
the farmers. These two facts should
make every agriculturist in the land
an active and earnest student of public policies.
By nature, and because
of their quasi-isolation, thev are
conservative, not easily led off into
the
support ot radical matters; nor. as a
rule, are they easily stampeded.
The
shout. "Great is Diana of the Ephe-

with
out

comfortakle three-room cottage Uk*
These 26-acre poultry, fruit and t«»farms are only two miles from
Waverly, Va., a modem little tow» oa th«
N. ft W. Ry., midway betweea Norfolk
and Rlcbnond. Climate, water and markets
for
produce
cannot
be
excellad.
Write for further Information and for Uita
and booklets showing farms and plantations from ^0 per acre
up.
F
H.
LaBAUME, Agrl. and Indl. Ageat Norfalk
* Western Ry., Box 500, Roanoke, Va.
etable

Send For

List of

came from

sians."

the throats of the
merchants, the idlers, and the students of Greece, and not from the
agriculturist.

to

some

„

Piedmont Virginia

Notwithstanding

the natural conservatism of the American farmers, evidences have been
creeping out that there is gi-ave dan.ger of their being led into a
premature stampede in the opposition to
great corporations.
The looting of the Chicago and Alton by Harriman, the advantage given to the Standard Oil and other
trusts, the granting of rebates, to
crush out competition, and other offenses of like character should be
dealt with by a hand of iron, but, at
the same time, it ought to be remembered that the prosperity and growth
of this country has been brought
about by the organization of corporations and the combination of capital.
This being true, corporations are enprotection, and
is

all

is

set

up

ple have shown some evidences of being afflicted with a political "hysteria." Mr. Bryan raised a cry against

VA.

containing 72 acres, 45 under cultj-

JONES &

to

FARM

FARMS

I
I

I

FOR SALE
The Culpeper Land

the extortions of the railroads and It
sent a tremor through the whole
body politic; the President joined in
the cry and the tremor changed to a
spasm and Congress and State Legislatures proceeded to take a fall out
of railroads. Before the railroad agitation had ceased, a shout was raised
about "the terrible condition" of the
meat packing houses. This was met
bv the packers by an open declaration that they desired the enactment
nf the most stringent inspection law.
They were given no credit for thus
asking a stringent Inspection, but the
cry went on against them. In mat-

government, we have been advancing at a very rapid rate for the

Co.,

W. p. Hill, Secy.
X
^ CULPEPER, - - VIRGINI/

Farms,

Timber Lands,

Town

Properties

Send fer mj new Hit of choice largBlni in
real estate iltnated in EOCKBBHXiE,
and
COCNTIHS. All iDloimatlon

BATH

AUGUSTA

(Atarfnlly and promptly a»»wer«d.
Livery,
etc., free to Ibcse who mean buslneti.
t- (-

J.W. GUINK, Goihen, T»

There is a physical disease known
as "hysteria" and the American peo-

vation, balance in timber, 6-room house, Urn*
climate.

first

not wrong because a clamor
against them.

MARYLAND FARMS.
Farm

The

affairs.

titled

W. W. BARNES & CO.,
Land and Timber Agents.

AMELIA

There is no class of the American
people who are, or ought to be,
more
deeply interested in the political
affairs of the nation than the
farmers
By this is not meant party political
aaffirs, but what might well
be termed
"grand politics"; that is, the policies
that should control in governmental

Greek

814 acres fine land, 12

ton: house built

perfect condition.

[May,

POLITICS.

Old Virginia Farms.
CLIMATB AND PRaDL'CTIVENBSf UN.
BXCILLCB. LAR0B5T fALB LIST IN
»TATB. P«K POLL PARTICULASC AND
PRBl CATALOQUB ADDRESS

CASSELMAN

CO.

CO.

KICHMOKD. VA

Free!

What?

Free!

The largest and best selected list of farm*
In Virginia.
For full particulars sead far
free caUlogue describing James River Valley
tack Farms, a line list of small Truck

Farms near Richmond, alsa Fruit and Truck
Farms in Tidewater District af Virginia,
where flsh and oysters abound. Agency esUkllsbed 1876. Address W. A. PARSONS ft
CO., C. and O. Mala Street Depot, Richia*n<, Va.

ters of

past two or three years, until we are
settling down to a placid acceptation
that the government must put its

Farms. Orchards. Timber,
Cotton Lands In Virginia and the South.

.ALBEMARLK

IMMIGRATION

Charlottesville,

Va.

SOCIETT,

THE SOUTHERN

1907.]

AMLOOKING FOR

I

KAOLIN CLAY
Convenient to railway.
Send small sample
by express, with particulars aa to location,
amount, price, etc.

EVERETT,

E.

C.

Dearborn

Chicago.

Street,

111.

Farms

Virginia

HANDSOME COUNTRY HOMES AND
HIGH-GRADE FARM LANDS A
SPECIALTY.
E.

J.

BIG LIST

Va.

OF FARMS

In the best portion of VIrglnlm. We hAT*
Send
all kinds, and tke prices are rigkt.
6 cents In stamps (or our lUustratei Hats.
PIEDMONT AND TIDEWATER LAND CO.,
In;., Columbia Va.
Box 4.

Farms

Virginia
MOST SELECT

LIST, and

in

aU

see

of the State.

tiona

PREB CATALOaUB.
R. B.

CHAPPIN &

CO., inc.

Richmond, Va.
IF

YOU HAVE AN IMPROVED

VIRGINIA FARH
SEND DESCRIPTION
IT.
PROMPTLY.

CAN SELL

I

EVANS, Guineys, Va.
CHEAPEST DAIRY FARM

S. H.

Virginia; driving distance WaBhlngten;
In beautltul section; station en place; 277
acres, dwelling, large stock bam, hay bam,
•Ho, dairy, corn house, tool shed; beautiful
•prlng at house, swift stream; 70 acres
woodland; over 1,000 young fruit tr.ee6, best
Tarlatles; also ol4 orchard; established dairy
business; ?7,500 will buy It. Other bargains;
come
If contemplating chaage,
catalogue.
THE SOULE CO., Washington,
here first.
D. C.

In

VIRQIMA PARHS
AND TIMBER LANDS.
We have « good Belectlon of nice
Farms, In large and small tracts, »xi
prices from $3 per acre up, on easy
terms.

Main

COLE & BROWN,

Street,

1291 Ea«t

Richmond, Va.

SPLENDID

FARM

of IM acres, wltkla S}^ miles ef Richmond,
It you are looking for a place an
fer sale.
which to make meney, this Is a fine apfarWell adapted for stock feeding »r
tnnlty.
dairying, possibilities for the latter are urnI am retlrlag on what this farm
limited.
has made for me. For particulars, write t«
R. W. G., care Southern Planter.

FARMS
VIRGINIA
PER ACRE AND UPWARDS.
$S

Easy

payments.

Catalogue

made on country Real

CRAWFORD

ft

Itshed January,

Estate.

free.

1S75.

Loans

GEOROB

CO.. Richmond, Va.

This is hystc'into everything.
ria o£ the worst sort; it is a case of
acute political dyspepsia.
Thei« was a time when political
orators delighted to refer to the farmers as the "backbone and sinew" of
the country, but one seldom hears
that declaration even from the demaThe farmers
gogue in these days.
are told that railroad officials are
"robbers," that owners of coal mines
are "robbers," that meat packers are
"robbers." In all tnis there is one
thing the farmer should take note of
the railroads have again and again
stated they were unable to promptly
move the immense crops of the country because of the lack of cars, of
motive power and of increased terminals; that 'the crops and the commerce of the country have grown
much faster than the railroad faciliTo provide more
ties and trackage.
cars and greater motive power, increased terminal facilities, and more
th'e
If
requires
money.
trackage
railroads are hampered in any of
these directions by hostile legislation
th-e farmer will be the one to suffer,
and not the holder of the railroad
stocks and bonds. ^Vhat the fr.rmer
is interested in is largely increased
facilities for getting his surplus to
markeit, more markets, better marPolitical hysteria that results
kets.
only in keeping one set of men in office, or putting another set in, should
find no adherents among the farm-

STOCK, GRAIN, GRASS AND
POULTRY FARMS FOR SALE,

—

WHITE, "THE LAND MAN,"
Charlottesville,

483

hand

A LARGE DEPOSIT OF FIRSTCLAS3

140

PI^ANTEE.

B.
Eatab-

ers.

astute iiolltical economisit once
the following advice to the
"Raise more cotton and less
South:
h 11, and you will be better off."

An

gave

—

Paraphrased

a

applicable to

all

little,

this

wonld be

sections of the coun-

try.

"FRACTICAL IRRIGATION."
is the title of a 36-page pamphlet just issued by Fairbanks, Morse
& Co., Chicago, ni. It deals very
thoroughly with the mechanical irrigation problem and contains much interesting and valuable information

This

with reference to the many dirferent
types of pumping machinery used for
this purpose.
There are many fine half-tone illustrations showing irrigation plants in
actual operation, these installations
cover a wide range of service, including pumps operated by gasoline en-

pumping machinery,
steam
gines,
electrically driven pumps, and pumps
operated by wind-mills and the ladvantages of each clearly defined.
This is probably the most original
and complete treatise ever issued on
the subject. A copy of this pamphlet
No. 957 PI. will be mailed free of
charge to interested parties.

nw

* N«a,t Binder for your back
Sore ran be had for 30 cents. Addrw*

mr

Business Department.

tS

art«m

Shore

uid fertile
8. P.

of

soil.

to

$16

per acre an tke

MUd Cllmat*
Send for catalogua.
Maryland.

WOODCOCK,

Salisbury, Md.

"In the Green Fields of Virginia."
Hemes for ALL; Health for ALL; Happl,e»i
•f

an4 Independence for ALL.

FARMS

ALL

at corrdspondlng prices, but

slcei

ALL

'•aaoaable.

MACON &

CO., Orange, V«.

VIRGINIA
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Quaranteed Qoodsl

Mary Washington.
Towards the culmination

of our nalional struggle, in the spring of 1865,

Foutz's Superior
'oultry

[May,

REMINISCENCES OF THE SPRING
OF 1865.

Food

crowded upon us with great
a state of constant and high-wrought excitement.
Early in March, Sheridan made a
raid on the Piedmont section of Virginia.
Your correspondent was then
living in Buckingham county, on the
events

rapidity, lieeping us in

oglz's Certain

^orm Powder
Foutz's Horse

&

Cattle Powder

outz's Certain
(ollk

Cure

'oulz's

Linimint

ind Foutz's Heal-

Powder and

ing
Gall

Are

all

ment

Cure

Kuaranteed and bear U.

^•rial

Number

S.

Govern-

217.

Foutz's Superior Poultry Food is a neceselty to the maiateuauut of health and regular Hyifig of hi'us in every flock.
Used by
tipeiitnt-ed and successful poultrymen with
ecouotaical and otherwise unattainable recults.

by dealers
everywhere;
l^-a-pound
2Bc.
Send for new price list and
our special assortment otter.
Literature
and further information furnished on request.
Sold
boxes,

THE DAVID

E. FOUTZ
Baltimore, Md.

COMPANY,

south side of 'tire James river, about
thirty-five
miles
below Lynchburg.
Slieridan did not penetrate to the
southern side of the river, owing to
the fact that our people living there
burned the bridges spanning the
river, and scuttled their boats; and,
as we had had very heavy rains just
before the raid, the river was so
swollen as to render fording impracticable.
A bridge spanned the river
at Bent Creek, Appomattox county, a
few miles above my home, whilst anHowardsville,
other crossed it
at
about ten miles lower. Our people set
fire to the latter bridge on Tuesday
morning, March 7th (I see by i-eference to diary I kept in those days),
whilst the Bent Creek bridge was
fired that night.
About midnight, the
outcries of our negroes called us to
the door, and on looking out, we saw
a grand spectacular
huge fragments
of the burning bridge floating down
the river, the water reflecting the
blaze, and thus adding to its splendor.

Lice KiM

7%

85% Protein.

ECONOMIC,

Fat.

Louse
iasure

Sack 100 Lbs

.

$3 OO

JUST THE FOOD FOR GROWING
CHICKS.
Sample on

Request.

RICHMOND, VA.
Dept. M,

Box

2C7.

Muitum Ovum,
he

.1

greatest egg pra^uear
the market.
It li bIm
preventative for chclen

and roup.

i'

J

'j.

H

ROUP CURE.
!

Roup Is the most fatal disease
tht
poultry yard. S. P. S. Roup Cure is * eer
tain cure.
Used as directed, we will guar
antee it.
Send for lllu.'strated circular and price llM

AC.ENTS WANTED.
SOUTHERN POULTRY SUPPLY
910

r

E

St.,

CO.

N. W., Washington, D. C.

lun TO nuia

If your dealer cannot eupjdy you,
we will iorward 1 lb. can liy mail or
express for 35 cents prepaid.
Sl.'uiuf.-ictured by

Dr.

HESS & CLARK
Ashland, Ohio.

was rumored that the raiders had
vowed vengeance on him, he hastily
fled to the woods with his older boys,
two little fellows under the
charge of their negro mammy his
wife being already in a place of safety, having gone to visit her parents
before the raid took place. By midiiiKht the raiders were swarming over
Ihe house and premises, searching for
the Secession voter. The little boys,
under the guardianship of their faithful nurse, slept peacefully through the
uproar, and the raiders did not harm
them, though one of them held his
pistol over their heads and called

leaving

3. H. S.

Liny imilalor.s.

1 lb. Caii 25 cents] Except in Canada
ami extreme
*» urn/.^
.r.
.
r
3 Id. Can 60 cents j wett and soutii.

if

SOYOrJWAKTEGGS?
THEN USB S. P. 8.

'o

miIi to lice

Comes in convenient shaker-top
cans and being a powder mny be used
winter or summer with equal eoneiiience.
Sold on a positive ivrit2n guarantee. Be sure to look for
(ho word" Instant "on can as tliere

m

RICHMO»!D ABATTOIR

•;,

izei-.

never saw so grand an illumination.
-\]!
night long we could hear the
horse hoofs of raiders on the tow
paths opposite us, as they carried terror into the homes on the north side
of the river.
Just opposite to us
stood the home of Mr. Frederick M.
Cabell, who had been a member of the
Secession Convention
1S61, and
who had voted with the "Yeas." As

AND WHOLESOME.
WILL KEEP INDEFINITELY.

Killer

on pnidiry, horses,
entile, tiel;a on .'-lieep. bu'..s on encumber, .squash mid melon vine.s cabluige
woniLs, slui^'sunrosebuslies, etc; and is
also a reli.ible disinfectant tind deodor-

I

APPETIZING

PURE,

Chicks

Instant

—

"RIIBVA" MEAT MEAL.
Paultry Tood.

ttie

That sleepy-acting chick is infested
with lice. Act promptly or you will
lose tlic whole
brood.
Dust eaeli
cliiok with a very little Insiiint Louse
Killer, and dust tlie hen tlioroiishly.
When you iie.>;t set a hen, do not fail
to dust both hen and nest with thia
wonderful insecticide.

NEWTON'S HuvE mb Cough Cuie
> VEICaiMRI SPECIFIC.

UyearSBale. (Metutipocans

—

IDEUn

,
I
I
I

pullot

—

them "d d little rebels."
The raiders made their headquar-

New Market, a little village in
Nelson county, at the confluence of
the James and Tye rivers.
They
were rumored to be 8.000 strong, and
had 40 wagons and 2 brass bands, the
distant strains of which were occasionally borne to our ears on the
breeze.
The Nelson people had a

POULTRY FOODS

'^Pressly for IJttle Chicks:
r"",''.';^!'
food
"H" especially ndaptod to Grow-..
inK fowls; food "C" only lor Fatten. '
Ine. Uaiso your f owKs from incubator

f
1

and

lien

j^ive

fowls for mark^-.
—e.^,
OataloKPree. Aets. wanted

tPineland Incubator Co.
k.Box
fM.Jamesburg.N.J

ters at

No ysre lliRd Rirsee
£ron''"'^^n=^rs^'^S
Barry Co. low» City, I». hart

o.h.er sore tyes,

tile advertiser where you aaw
advertisement.

loii
I

In
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width for the shield and

The pattern 5632

per

$1.50

15.

Reduced

is

yards

cut in sizes for

boys of 6, S, 10 and 12 years of age
and will be mailed to any address by
the Fashion Department of this paper
on receipt of ten cents.

EGGS FROM TWO GRAND PENS.
$2.50 and

4 1-2

of braid.

White Wyandottes
to

581

SHEEP

$1.50 and $1.00 per 15.

EN ROUTE PROM CHICAGO TO
WASHINGTON.

My

yards contain every first prize winner
Also a number
.at Richmond, January, 1907.
of the second and third winners.
Pen 1
prize winners only.

WALTON

—

SAUNDERS.

G.

Address, 916 West Main
mond, Va.

•City

Wolf," a Sioux Indian Chief,
Riding His Broncho from Chicago
to Washington.
Norfolk. Va. Among all the shows
on the War Path at the Jamestown
Exposition on Hampton Roads, near
Norfolk, Virginia, it may be safely
said that, while they are all good,
none will excel the "101 Ranch" Wild
West Siiow. Much has been written
and said of this wonderful Western
production on the shores of famous
Hampton Roads, but the half has not
been told, nor could it be comprehended if told. It must be seen to be apTo bring the push, vim,
preciated.
dare-devil escapades of the plains into the midst of the staid, old, aristocratic East, and show them as they
are beyond the Mississippi, is in itself a daring feat.
"Litfle

Street,

Rich-

SCOTCH COLLIES.
we

Here

are

with
have

again

the choicest
Scotch Collie Pupa we
ever otCered.
Males
and
females;
prices
reasonable;
eligible to registry, tracing to many champion dogs, such as Christopher, Ormskirk
Emerald, Ormskirk Wellington, Doon Marvel,
Old Hall Paris and Finsbury Pilot. Do not
delay writing. They are dandy colors with

very fancy white markings. Address
H. H. ARBUCKLE, Edgewood Stock Farm,
Maxwelton, W. Va.

Bernard Pups

St.

and prize-winning stock, for
particulars, address
Tyler, Hanover Co., Va.

sale.

For

E. F.

HENKENIUS,

STOCK FOR SALE.
One
old;

Holstein Bull,
2
years
Holstein Heifers; Registered

Registere'd

2

Grade

Berkshire

Hogs

and young Pigs; Bronze
Bu£t Orpington Fowls.
Will
cheap on account of moving from the
country.
D. W. LEARY, Jr., Administrator, Box 817,
Richmond, Va.

Turkeys and
sell

REGISTERED

STOCK FOR SALE.
To avoid inbreeding I offer the very fine
2%-year-old Yorkshire Boar. Eureka Baron,
No. 15. bred by A. M. Bowman. Salem, Va.,
and the 2%-year-old Dorset Ram, Georgia
Cracker, 4453, bred by H. B. Arbuckle, Maxwelton, W. Va.
Have a lot of nice 6-weeks-old Yorkshire
Pigs at $5 each if taken at once.
Highgrade Dorsets. Angora Goats, B. P. R. and

White Leghorn Hens
quick buyers.
H. D. COLEMAN,

at

farmers'

price

to

Newport News, Va.

THE INDUSTRIOUS HEN
The leading poultry journal
South,

published

of the
Knosville,

at

Tenn..
Will

be Sent

ahd new subscribers to the
Southern Planter at the regular

to old

subscription

price

of

50

cents

a

year.

an unusual opportunity
to get these two papers for the
single price of one, and before this
proposition is withdrawn send in
your name. If your time is not
out we will extend the subscription.
Address orders to
This

is

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,
Richmond. Va.

Rams

Yearling

of

all

of

above breeds.

Rams

Exhibition
J25 to $35 each.
of the
finest
breeding, prices on application.
Extra fine two-year-old 200-pound Shropshire Ram, $50.
A strictly Fancy Exhibition Shropshire three-year-old Ram, as
fine as they grow, $65.
These two lastnamed Rams are as good as the best.
Yearling and two- and three-year-old
Ewes, $25 to $30 each.
Choice Ram
Lambs of all of above breeds, $18 to $20
each.
Choice Ewe Lambs, $15 to $17
each.
All Sheep registered at prices

named. Service Rams are going to be
very scarce and high this fall, and the
breeder or farmer who makes his selection

now

will

Act Wisely and Save Money

By way of further exploiting this
West Show. "Little Wolf," a

imported

of

Registered and strictly Pure-Bred of the
following
breeds;
Shropshire,
Southdown. Dorset. Oxford and Hampshire.

Wild
'

blooded Sioux Indian Chief, left
Chicago on horseback Monday morning. May 5th, and is now riding to
Washington to extend a personal invitation to President Roosevelt to be
present at the opening of the "101
Ranch" Wild West Show, on the
full

afternoon of

May

EGGS
for

HATCHING

20th.

There is no wager connected with
the ride, nor are there any particular
plans or rules laid down by which the
Indian must ride or abide. He is simply to make the ride from Chicago to
Washington City on his Broncho to
meet the President and extend tCe
Of course, being arrayed
invitation.
in the usual paraphernalia of an Indian Chief, he will attract no little
attention en route.
Colossal in size and interesting and
thrilling from start to finish is the
great "101 Ranch" Wild West Show.
The C. W. Rex Co. has provided a
field at the grounds that is the size
of two city blocks, so that there will
be plenty of room in which to give
this magnificent exhibition.
An arena to seat 15,000 people is a
pretty big one, bui this is the capacity
of the grand stand and bleachers of
the lot on Commonwealth avenue.
Lee Parade,
the
West,
opposite
grounds, where three performances
will be given each day, rain or shine,
at 2, 5 and 8:45 o'clock.
The great buffalo chase is just one
of the fifty or more features with the
F^ve hundred cowboys,
big show.
cowgirls, Indians and Mexicans engage in this chase.

This is one of the best months for
hatching chickens, since the cold days
are gone and the chicks grow faster.
All of the leading kinds of Chicken
Eggs at $1.50 per 15 or $4 per 50.
Special prices by the 100 for incubators.
Pekin and Rouen Duck Eggs. $1.50 per
dozen. Mammoth Bronze and White Holland Turkey Eggs, $4 per dozen.
Incubator Chicks, 15 cents each one day old
or 20 cents each one week old.
Send
your orders at once. Now is the best
time to select breeders for next year.
Let me know pour wants and I will make
prices right.

Pigs

for
sale.
Chester
Poland-China
and
single and in pairs mated for
Choice service Males from 100
to 300 pounds each.
Bred Sows of choice
individuality.
All hogs eligible to registry.
Do not delay, but order to-day

Tamworth

ern Planter.

B.

J.

NORVILLE.

;

breeding.

JAMES
No.

Rutherford Co., N. C, Mar. 28, 1907.
I cannot do well without the South-

all
ages
Berkshire,

of

White,

M. HOBBS,
Mount Royal Avenue,
BALTIMORE, MD.

1521
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A CARD

WASHINGTON NOTES.

LYNNWOOD STOCK FARM,
JOHN

F.

LEWIS,

Proprietor,

Lynnwood, Va.
the time this is seen by readthe Southern Plaater, I will

B7
ers

of
in

France making a close and
"still hunt" for a few of the best
and largest Percheron Mares to be
As my motion Is "not the
had.
most, but the best," I Bhall endeavor
to get only a few, but they must be
the best according to my judgment
and that of Mr. Chouanard, a native
of France and of the Perche. I will,
I think, have them here on the farm
by July 1st.
have some fine Shorthorn Bull
I
Calves of the best breeding and exbe

form, for sale; also some
Berkshire Sow Pigs—only a

cellent

choice

few

Come

left.

to

Lynnwood and

see

which Includes
the display
a few Registered Saddle Horses and
of

Colts.

JOHN

stock,

LEWIS, LYNNWOOD, VA.

F.

SEVERAL

Driving Horses
large CarHorses, 4 years old, half standard
half French Coach, good style and

and Colts
riage
bred,
action,

for sale.

One pair

of

sound and thoroughly broke; 1 very
4-year-old mare, half standard bred,
sound, thoroughly broke, has plenty of speed
and good all-around action; 12 Colts, mostly
good

bred, good size, some suitwork or heavy carriage horses.

well

2-year-olds,

able for farm

CHARLES EDGAR,

Address

Birdwood, Va.

Fine Young Mare
FOR SALE
One Five- Year-Old Sorrel Mare, with
white stripe in face and white ankles behind.
Height, 15%; weight, 1,050 to 1,100.
A reliable worker everywhere and a good
brood mare.
This mare is of our own
raising, is well bred and will be sold cheap,
quality and breeding considered.
Tw» splendid Shepherd Pups, male, black
with ta> legs and feet, about 8 months old.
Very sprightly and

intelligent.

W. M. WATKINS,

Saxe, Va.

REDLANDS
Carter's

Bridge,

Albemarle

County.

Virginia.

THE FOLLOWING STOCK FOR SALE:
Two very fine Registered RED POLL Bull
Calves.

Registered

SOWS,

all

Extra

BERKSHIRE BOAR

and two

excellent Individuals.

good

pure-bred

SHROPSHIRE

BUCKS.
Three very fine four-year-old HORSES,
which have been schooled to drive and
Jump.

FERGUSON

Peach Seeder
Rapidly removes seed and bitterness from
and freestone peaches, leaving fratt
whole and unbroken. Also cores tomat*es.
A household necessity. Send 25 cents t»
cling

FERGUSON PEACH SEEDER COMPANY,
Owensboro, Ky., and receive one by maii.
Salesmen wanted.
Don't wait tor aeaaon.
Send now.

It

is

find

a

seldom, indeed, that one can
case where a tenant farmer

any attention whatever to increasing the soil fertility of the farm
he occupies. It is the general rule
that run-down and worn-out farms are
silent witnesses to the system of
"working on shares." A rented farm,
whenj both owner and tenant are receiving adequate compensation for
their investment and services, and
pays

where ample returns are made to the
soil to insure larger and better yields
with each succeeding year, should
tract more than passing notice.

at-

The Department

of Agriculture, in a
recent Bulletin, however, describes
such a place a 120 acre farm in
Southern Michigan, 106 acres of which
are tillable, 2 1-2' acres in natural pasture, and the remainder taken up by

—

and

lanes, roads
buildings.

yards

about

the

This farm, conducted as a dairy
farm, is owned by a Mr. J. N. Neal,
an investement which cost him, originally, $12,500, and on which he now
receives a net yearly income of
$1,500.
The tenant-manager,
Mr.
Charles J. Angevine, who has been on
the place for thirteen years, receives
an eqifal share for his excellent work.

A copy of this bulletin may be had
by correspondence with the Departof Agriculture.

While touching on this subject, it
might be well to mention the fact
that the Department has also published

a plan of a

modem

dairy barn,

which might be worth the while of
any dairyman to consider when building new farm houses.
The plan is designed for 24 cows
and allows ample room for calf pen
and box stalls for bull and cows; also
space for feed room, hay chute, wash
room and silo. The Department explains that it does not care to insist
that the arrangement is the only satisfactory one, but the idea is to present some important features that
are often overlooked by the builder
and which are vital to a well-planned
structure.

The amount of space allowed for
the various ^purposes named on the
plan Is thought to meet the requirements so far as the square feet of
floor space is concerned. The arrangement of the space can be adapted to
the needs of the particular location.
This plan is published in Circular
No. 90 of the Bureau of Animal Indus-

[June,

JACKS, SADDLE AND TROTTING STALLIONS.
We

are the largest breeders and importers

of Catalonian and Majorca and registered
Kentucky Mammoth Jacks, Saddle and Trot-

ting

Stallions in the United States.
also have a grand lot of Brood
young things.

We
Mares
and
Poland-China and Tamworth Hogs.
Write us your wants or come to see us.
J. F. COOK
CO., Lexington. Ky.

&
KENTUCKY JACK FARM.

A flae lat »t Btf, Black,
Weil-Bred
Kentucky
Jacks
Spanish

alse
Imported ^
Jacks,
per
sonally selected by me
from the best breed of
Jacks In Spain. I furilsh
a
certificate
p«digree with each imported Jack.
Come to
lee me or
write
prices. I can please you.
JOB E. WRIGHT, JuncUon
;

JACK

There

is

a

rid of inferior

and

movement
fruit

and medium
them with

hand

to get
fruit trees
the finest

replace
kind and best suited to the climate.
This, it appears, is being best accomplished by grafting.
In Switzerland
many thousands of old fruit trees are
annually re-grafted in order to better
meet the demands of the trade.

ALEXANDER.

s^Jd

;

Pollard Farm.)

AT THE STUD
Imported Catalonian Spanish Jack, Piloso

and Dick Wilkes, Jr. At nights—Old
Church on Monday; Gold Hill Farm on
Tuesday; Peake's on Wednesday; at home,
Mechanlcsville Farm, on Thursdays; Kelly'a
Stables, Richmond, on Saturdays.
STRAIN & SON, R. D. 1, Rlchmoad, Va.
102,

DONHEY

Zti'^

FOR SALE. PRICE ^35, CRATED AND
F. O. B. HERE.
HICKORY SEED CO., HICKORY, N. C.

LLCRSLIE FARMTliorong:Iibred Horses

AND SHORTHORN CAniE,
Pare Soutbdo^rn Slierp
and Berkshire Pigs.
torn

8am.

R.

J.

HANCOCK: & SON,
Va

CHABLOrrKtVILLS,

Cottage Valley
Offerings
Grade Angus
ready for service will make
grading up a herd.
Several

on
growers

City,

No. 1887 A. B. A. of J. and J. HlfklyBred Registered Kentucky Black JACK with
white points; 15.2 hands; weight, 95* ponads;
Droad, flat bone; Ideal conformatian
good
middle; big, well-formed leet.
Males coat
less to raise and sell higher than haraea.
Why not breed to the best Jack in Virginia,
and make money?
Pedigree and terms from CLAKBNCB
PETTIT, Elko, Henrico Caunty, Va. (Old

try.

among German

i^

15-16

—

Several Registered
Calves.
S.

L.

Bull
fine

Calvoa

bulls

far

Angus Bull and HeltMr

Wyandstte Eggs,

Jl

for 15;

Wj**-

dotte Cockerels, tl each.

W. M. WATKINS & SON.

J

Saxe. Va.

ERSEYS

Combination and Golden Lad.
For aale i
Cows, 3 Heifers, 13 Bulls.
S. E. NIVEN, Landenberg, Pa.
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Government Poultry Farm.

THREE CHOICE

"Is

JERSEY BULLS
my

Bull.

H.

best cows, by Coquette's John
R. 63980, his dam Coquette of
Glen Rouge II., H. R. 64931, her record 22
pounds 8 ounces butter In 7 days; sire,
Canada's John Bull, H. R. 80028.

JOHN

DONNA'S

BULL,

old; dam, Rlota's Prima
record. 17 pounds 8
45692;
in 7 days.

Donna,
ounces

2% years
H.

R.
butter

MADELINE'S BOY,
years old; dam. Lady Mapp, H. R. 193640:
record under 3 years old, 798 pounds milk
in 30 4-9 days when she weighed only 685
pounds.

2

SON OF BRUCE,
year old; dam. Miss Bruce, H. R. 1942K>;
record, 40 pounds 4 ounces milk a day.
1

Price of either one,

to

all

J50,

be regis-

tered.

Why
much

send North and pay three times as
for animals hot so good?

A.

TENABLE,

R.

Farmvllle,

Jr.,

Va.

REOISTEPED

GALLOWAY CATTLE.
have

I

sale

for

YOUNG BULLS,
serrlce

and

some very
enough
that

prices

at

fine

old

for

make

every one a bargain to the purchaser.
N. S.

HOPKINS.

Md.

Brooklandville,

GUERNSEYS.
H«rl
and Hagen-

lint Prize

at Tii»*aliu>
Md., IMS; first her* at Maryluul BtM*
ralr; AlIest«wB, Pa.; TreaUa, N. J., aad

UWH,

UchBMad,

UM,

Vs.,

BULLS ONLY FOR

SAliB,

OUR BERKSHIRES
wtre not beatei

In ISM aa4 IMS, amd w«
Irst rriza tudar year kaar aad
year sow at Elebasad, IMS.

Mid tke

xder

JAMBS McK. UntRTMAN,

D. OMk^rrUle, Md.
Talefhese aad Telegraph, 43-K, Tawsaa,
P.

R.

O.

F.

Hoistein and

Md

Jersey

Heifers, high grade and registered, tor sal*

on liberal terms.

An unusual
moderate

Four

six

to

months

old.

opportunity to get the best at

prices.

Apply

at

BELFIELD DAIRY FARM,

once

the

to

Belfleld,

Va.

DBTON H«RD. HAMPSHIREDOWN FLOCF
BTABLISHIB

1884.

of

MILKINO

possible for one to get a set-

eggs

the cocks are allowed free liberty, but
then at that time we dispose of none
of our eggs.
Should we attempt to
sell fertile eggs, no doubt the Department would be flooded with hundreds
of letters of protest from breeders the
country over, a claim being made that
the Department of Agriculture was attempting to enter into competition

with these.
After we have procured all the eggs
we need for hatching purposes, we
remove the cock birds and the Baltimore market is always willing to purchase eggs from our farm even at an
There
advance over market prices.
are many people, who, knowing that
the eggs are infertile, more readily
purchase this kind, claiming that such
product is better than the fertile kind.
Whether or not this Is so, I have
never been able to determine."

SHORT HORNS
For

farmers'

at

sale,

BULL CALVES,

six

a few choice

prices,

eight

to

YORKSHIRE

months

old.

PIGS.

WHITE LEGHORNS.
JAMES M. HOOB & SON,
HAMILTON, LOUDOUN COUNTY, VA.

THE EARLY BIRD
Gets the worm. The early order gets the
pick of each breeder's crop of SHORTHORN
and
HEREFORD Calves. J75 to J10«;
HAMPSHIRE and SOUTHDOWN Lambs, $1(
each; cocks, trios, pens from this year's
breeding yards or promising youngsters just
off
"the
bluegrass,"
in
BARRED and

WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WHITE
WYANDOTTES, BRAHMAS, BROWN and
WHITE LEGHORNS, BLACK LANGSHAN8
and MINORCAS; BRONZE and WHITE
HOLLAND TURKEYS, PEAFOWLS aad
DUCKS. Why not make sure of haying
by

the best
quarters?

ordering

direct

from

head-

BURKE'S GARDEN CATTLE

CO.,

BURKE'S GARDEN, VA.
Scotch-topped

A

Rose

Renick

of

Sharons

few young Bulls and Heifers for

sale at reasonable prices;

ing as
224379

same breed-

The Admiral 166839, My Choice
and Signet 248B01— all Interna-

flrst-prlze
winners.
I
am
breeding cattle with individuality by
design and not by accident.

tional

,

Gloucester, Va.

GROVE FARM,

it

from the Government
Poultry Farm?" was asked of Assisttant Husbandman, Slocum, of the Department of Agriculture.
"We are now selling almost the entire output of our experimental farm
of White Plymouth Rocks," he replied.
"But if you attempted to incubate any which you might procure
you would be doomed to disappointWhy? Simply because we
ment.
have removed all our cock birds from
the breeding pens and consequently
the eggs are all infertile.
"Of course, where we want to hatch
little chicks, the case is different, and

ting

from
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ISTXBLISHIB U80.

DEVON CATTLE
BULLS AND HEIFERS,
HAMPSHIRE DOWN SHEEP,
RAMS AND EWES.
ROBERT J. FARRER, Orange, Va.

Incubator Operations.
Those who have been running incubators this spring, and who have
been able to obtain anything like a
forty per cent hatch of the entire
number of eggs placed In the machine,
should not feel at all discouraged
when it is considerd that experts at
the Rhode Island Station did no better than this. In a series of Incubation tests at the Rhode Island Station. 8,677 eggs were set in incubators.
Of these, 86 per cent, were fertile, and 46 per cent, of the fertile
eggs, or 38. B per cent, of the total
number of eggs, hatched, the eflSciency of hatch under various conditions of management ranging from
to 84 per cent.
Prof. W. R. Graham, of the Ontario
Agricultural College, is of the opinion
that on an average the incubator,
under proper management, will hatch
as large a percentage of eggs as the
hen. though some hens will hatch a
higher percentage than the machine.
Tests made at that Station have
shown that when 240 eggs were
placed in an incubator and the same
20 hens, the number of
chicks hatched was about equal.
In this connection, it is interesting
to consider some work carried on at
Cornell Agricultural College to determine how frequently the sitting hen

number under

Abram Renick.

Winchester. Ky.

-

Hereford Cattle
Beveral young, Par*-Br«d m«clst«nd B«Us
ter sale at farmers' fTlem. Bxsa ll sat itralB
and ftae individuals. AIs* Grade Haratort

Cows and

Heifers.
C. STUBBS, Vallaj Froat Fi
Sassafras, QUaceater Cmuity, Va.

WTLLIAM

RED POLLED CATTLE,
POLAND-CHINA HOOS,
DORSET SHEEP,
Mammoth

Bronze

White

and

Holland

Bggs.
First prize fowls.
Samuel B. Wooda,
Proprietor, Charlottesville, Va.

Turkeys.

ARROWHEAD FARM,

Walnut

Hills

Herd

Aberdeen Angus Cattle
OalTes, 3

months old and

J. P.

THOMPSON.

up, for sale.

Prap., Oraage. Va,

Aberdeen-Angus Cattle
SWINE,
SHEEP.

DUROC-JERSEY

N B UPP,

R. F.

D.

i,

SHROPSHIRE

GREENFIELD,

O.

Binder for your hack numbers can be had for 30 cents. Address
our Business Department.

A Neat

—
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Hereford
Cattle
The Great Beef Breed

of the

Western Ranges.
Have been tested In the South and
found to make the greatest Improvement
ever Inti'oduced.
Hereford Bull crossed on the native
cows of the South produces the best
calves, which grow into beeves that top
grand
are
Heretords
markets.
the
in

cattle

A

grazers.

Thej put the meat on the right places
the choicest cuts.

for

turns her eggs. From a considerable
number of ooservations, it appeared
that in every Instance tiie eggs were
moved about two or three times a day
by the hen and did not remain in the
same part of the nest for more than
three days.
Professor Graham, of the Ontario
Station, considers that broody hens
are preferable as mothers for chickens hatched in an incubator.
"The best plan," he says, "to get
the broody hens to take the chicks is
to give the hen two or three eggs out
of the incubator on the eighteenth or
nineteenth day and allow her to hatch
them. When your incubator hatch is
over, take a dozen or fifteen chickens
and put them under the hen after
dark. Even if they happen to differ
in color from those she has hatched,
she will mother them all the same.
Never neglect to gi^^e the hen a thorough dusting before giving her any
eggs. If there is one thing more than
another that requires careful attention in rearing young chickens, it is

keep them free from lice. If lice
get upon them from the hen or elseto

where, a large proportion of them will
be almost sure to die."
Intensive Poultry Culture.
in

FOR SALE;
Three-Year Old Bulls.

Two-Year Old

Bulls.

Yearling Bulls.
Bull Calves.
yery
Prices
registered.
stock
All
reasonable. Eighty head In herd. Buyers

met

at

station.

Prices on all flrst-class pure-bred bulls
advancing.

are

andria, Va., but eight miles away
which tend to show that one may
even be successful with fowls in a
In the Washington
city back-yard.
one, an Indian girl and her brother
have succeeded with Brown Leghorns,
taking prizes at various poultry shows.
The Alexandria raiser has but a small
back-yard and, after six years of selection of hens for laying capacity,
presents a record of one Plymouth
Rock hen of 293 eggs in 365 days.

Murray Boocock,
KESWICK,
Albemarle County, Virginia.

Keswick Is on the C. & O. Railway,
near Charlottesville. Va. Railway connections via Richmond and Charlottesville.

THOROUGHBEED
Berkshire Boars,
Jersey Bull Calves.
Dorset Buck Lambs.
Sire of Calves. FLYING FOX CMM,
lying Fox who sold

son at
th« Coo»*r

for J7.600 at

<al« l»(Kf.

All stock in best of condition aad
tnaranteed as represented.

ENGLISH,

F. T.

Centreville,

Md.

LARGE
Yorkshire Boar Pigs.
These pigs are absolutely the best breeding out of imported sows by an Imported
They weighed 25 pounds 7 weeks old.
boar.

—

OVERBROOK FARM,
8

W. Conway

St.,

Baltimore. Md.

ESSEX PIGS
SOUTHDOWN
SHEEP.
A few early spring Pigs left and some
choice Pure-Bred Lambs for June and July
delivery: also a number of fine Pigs for
July and August delivery.
L. G. JONES, Tobaccoville, N. C.

BERKSHIRE PIGS
FOR SALE; ALL ELIGIBLE TO REGISTRY COMBINING THE BEST AMERICAN
AND ENGLISH BLOOD. PRICES REAS0N.4.BLE.

DR.

CANNADY.

G.

C.

Roanoke.

Va.

BERKSHIRES.
in
May Southern
advertisement
See
Planter for list of Brood Sows and other
under three
Pigs
sale.
for
Berkshlres
months old. $6 or iS each for two or more,
during first half of June, delivered express
Come and see them or write for wkat
here.
you want.

ROBERT HIBBERT, STRIKES FARM,
Route

1,

Charlottesville,

Va.

The proposed race of Homer Davenport's fine imported Arabian horse
against General Castleman's $5,000

lofferBomeei
nPDI^CHIPP
DCI\IV.OlllIVC ceedingly cboicp

Kentucky thoroughbred, from the Paslope to Washington or New
cific

Q|%

York, as

BUY NOW.

—

There are two poultry farms one
Washington and the otlier at Alex-

[June,

may be

decided, ^brings out
was General Castle-

the fact that it
consulted by officials of
the Department of Agriculture when
plans were made for improving hors«s
breeding stock under the supervision
of the Department of Agriculture.
While it is claimed by some that
the automobile will replace the horse.
the efforts of the Department of Agriculture to improve horse breeding presents a paradox, for with the advent
of the auto plans were laid whereby
the horses of America might be improved just as other five stock of the
country have been.

man who was

man who
the
Elbert Hubbard,
writes something about ever3rthing,
has dug up tHe fact that the side sadwas the invention of a Princess
who had congenital hip disease and
could not ride astride. To save her
dle

embarrassment,

all

of the

ladies

of

QQ
DUAKO
A

aeld Tailor,

youns: boars for sale;

by Imported DaneR76490 and ont of Biltmor*

breH sows.
It will be hard to find bet
ter or cheaper stock
WARDEN, FrederickBbnr(f,VB

HENRY

SUNNYSIDE BERKSHIRES.
Best blood In America in my herd boars.
Imported Hightide Commons, Baron Premier
and Sunnyslde Faithful.
Bachelor,
III.'s
Sows Just as good. Don't buy Berkshlres
Write for
until you know more about mine.
circular.

W.

R.

WALKER, UNION

S.

C.

HIGHLAND FARMS
We have a lot of nice spring Berkshire
Pigs for sale; also Single-Comb White Leghorn Cockerels hatched In February now
Young Angora Bucks
ready for shipment
for sale.

Send for catalogues.

W. H. DORIN. Mount

Laurel,

Halifax

County, Va.

Tell the advertiser
his advertisement.

where you saw

THE SOUTHEEN PLANTER.
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BERKSHIRES.
February Pigs; Sows and
Glenbura Loyal for sale; also
Topper's Model, a fine Boar of Biltmore
blood, two years old March, 1907; will weigh

Very

lot of

fine

Gilts bred to

pounds.

500

T.

J.

Price,

$40.

OLIVER,

Allen's Level, Va.

STERLING HERD
Duroc-Jerseys

and Berkshires*
W. WATSON,

Petersburg, Va.

We

have a few Gilts and Sows In pig a>d
Young Boars of high class for sal*.
Now Is the time to have your order booked
You want good ones. It
for spring pigs.
does not pay to buy any other bind.
We can furnish the blood of Ohio CUet
(sold for $6,000), Beat Him If You Can (soU
for $3,000) and other noted winners.

KLINE,

Vaucluse,

Va.

POLAND-CHINA
AND TAMWORTH
PIGS ENTITLED TO REGISTRATION AT
REASONABLE PRICES.
J.

C.

GRAVES.

Barboursville, Orange

County, Va.

Tamworth Pigs
From Registered Stock

of Fine

BREEDING.
VOLNEY OSBURN,
Bluemont, Londoua Co., Va.

Registered

B.^k's'hi'.

Large itralQ
C. Whites.
All agea mated not akin.
we«k ptgi. Bred aowa,
Sorrice boars. Guernsey

Chester
Whites
hog on

Pigs for spring delivery.
Pair 1,250-pound Mares, good obo<4
In foal to $4,600 Coach Horse.
Addreas
M. WISECARVER, Rustburg, Va.
S.
earth.

DORSETS
have some
tbat we have ever
before they are
E.

WING &

the best Ram Lambs
ottered.
Better order ane
sold.

Can spare a few

BROS., Hechanlcsburg, Ohio.

Fauquier

DORSET FLOCK
FOR PARTICUI,ARS AND PRICES
BREEDING STOCK, WRITE
E.

C.

viour in the act of raising the maid
from the couch, while above. In the
canopy of the window, are angels on
either side, and, in a glow of light,
a dove, representing the descent of
the Holy Spirit, and among the accessories of the scene a growth of
lilies, emblematic of purity and Innocence. In these elements of the composition, as well as in the coloring of
the robes of the figures, the artist,
Mr. Frederick "Wilson, has shown a
deep and reverent feeling for the
value of symbolic teachings, and has
in his expression of the theme evidenced a depth of spiritual thought
in his conception.
The white garments of the maid, and the majestic
red of the robes of the Saviour present strong, contrasting effects, but
the other color elements have been
so combined that tne picture, as a
is softly harmonious in its efThe glass which has been tTsed
of unusual depth and graduation of
tone, and has been so selected as to
fully express the full intent and spirit
of the design.
In the panel at the
base of the window is the dedicatory
inscription:
To the Glory of God
is

and
loving memory of
Virginia Pegram Mcintosh

youBg Ewes.
J.

in Favby the Tiffany Studio of
York, and has for its subject
the passage in the ninth chapter of
the Gospel of St, Matthew, describing
the miracle of the raising of Jairus'
daughter, and represents in the design the words, "He took her by the
hand, and the maid arose." The main
portion of the design shows the Sa-

Died August 23d. 1896.

of

all

GATEWOOD,

Tell the advertiser
mis ad.

Dorset Sheep

Poland China Hogs

I OFFER FOR JUNE AND
:
JULY DELIVERY :

glass

fect.

ealvea, Scotch Collie pupa and poultry.
Wrlu
for prlcea and free circulara.
P. F. HAMILTON. CochranTiUe.ChesterCo P»

We

Milking Short Horns

The memorial was executed

whole,

>

Best

MITCHELL.

Clydesdale Horses

New

a few

D.

E.

Trinity church. Towson, was the dedication of a beautiful memorial window, presented to the church by Mrs.
Joseph Reid Anderson, of Richmond,
Virginia.
rile

DUROC=JERSEYS.

LESLIE

GUY

TRINITY CHURCH, TOWSON, MD.
An Impressive portion of the morning service of Sunday, May 26th, at

or REGISTERED

R.

her court had side saddles made and
The fashion
rode in the same way.
spread and we continued it until
about five years ago, when many good
women who rode horseback publicly
acknowledged themselves as bipeds.
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Guilford Co., Mar. 6, 1907.
I cannot very well get along trucking and gardening without the Southem Planter. Allow me to congratulate you on having such a fine, clean
and up-to-date journal. It is a journal that the South ought to be proud
of. and
should be In the home of
every Southerner. It is valuable to
the private gardner, trurker and farmer.
R. C. TVHITTINGTON.

Linden, Va.

where you saw

A Neat Binder for your back numbers can be "Ead for 30 cents. Address
our Business Department.

:

7
reds,

all

:

Registered

n

Bull Calves

^

dropped February, March

Dams and

and April.

sires

from

best Canadian dual-purpose herds.

^ Registered f*^
^

f

^^Ram lambs

Dams

dropped February and March.

and

sires

selected from the

best

Dorset flocks in America, Canada

and England.

8 Registered
Boar Pigs

Q

dams

and

Sunshine

"Lady

1st"

"Lady Clipper."

Sire

"Columbia's

These

two

sows

Choice."

were

brought In pig to Virginia, having

been selected from one of the best
herds in Iowa.

They weighed 500

and 550 pounds and farrowed ten
and eleven pigs, respectively.
Prices

moderate

and

reach of every farmer.
stock

within

No

she-

left for sale.

JOHN

B.

SWANN,

''Gleaara," Marshall, Va.
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MARCH HATCHED

Want
Elate 2 cenu per
Initials aod figures

Ads.

word. Cash with order.
couBt as one word. 2t

My

unfailing home remedies for gapes,
diarrhoea and cholera,
26
cents
each.
Shady Brook Poultry Farm, R. F. D., No.
2, Roanoke, Va.

agents

take descriptions of the

to

Street, Boston;
delphia.

Land

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE FOR COWS,
young

mules,

sheep,

cattle, a
brown; fine

Jack;
limbs and
near Norfolk,

years old; dark
good form; on my farm
address for particulars, C.
Waterway, Va.

7

SALE—JOHNSTON

FOR

fine

BurkevlUe,

THREE
for

FOR DAIRY PUR-

RENT,.

poses, a farm
D., this office.

near

Richmond.

Address

PUREBRED

ANGORA

BUCKS

Elkton

sale.

Farm,

Stock

Forest

Depot, Va.

FEW

SITTINGS

to spare; $1
peper. Vs.

L.

S.

WTANDOTTB

sitting.

B.

F.

Seett,

10011
Cnl-

SOUTHDOWN RAM
Three years
Price,

$25,

old, for sale to
o.

f.

avoid inbreeding.

b.

JARVIS,

R.

J.

MOYOCK,

N. C.

EDGEWOOD STOCK FARM
YORKSHIRE

NOS.

Send

Manufacturing Company,

DORSETS

PIGS

AND

18

for huckleberries, peaches and
for catalogue and prices to

19.

side

WANTED—TO

Hanson,

F.
1.

PURE-BRED

HUCK BASKETS,

VIRGINIA

privilege of buying If .suited.
Mich., R. F. D.

N. Detroit,

CONTINENTAL

that defy competition In quality and price;
sure to please. Write for prices. W. B.
Stickley, Strasburg, Va.

cultivation; finely situated for truck or
dairy farm. Miss M. J. W., care S. A. L.
Depot, Manchester, Va.

Dorset and a 2-year-old Grade Hampshire
Bucks. J. A. Spears, Nellwood, Va.

WANTED—TO RENT SMALL FARM WITH

Va.

IMPROVED

LARGE

A GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO INVEST IN

[June,

WANTED—TO SELL ONE ^TBAR-OLD

Hodgman,

F.

cultivator, almost new, with disc or spring
tooth combination;
extra disc for converting the machine into 8-dlsc harrow;
best corn and tobacco tool In existence;
o.
here.
$25 f.
b.
G.
H.
Hlldebrand,

Title Building, Phila-

suburban real estate adjoining Richmond
and Manchester and near the business
centers of both cities; one of the best
farms in the country; In high state of

REGISTERED ABER-

11

deen-Angus or 9 Registered Shorthorn
Heifers and
Bulls.
Bred
Poland-China
Gilts and
Boars and Pigs, Yorkshires,
Pointers and Fox Hounds. Free price list.
J. D. Stodghlll, Shelbyville, Ky.

WANTED— FARM MACHINERY AND FERfarms and country real etate now for sale
In their sections and to show our customers
about.
We paid three of our agents over
$4,000 during 1906, several $2,000, and many
others more than $1,000; our work will not
Interfere with your regular business. Don't
apply unless you have made a success of
your own business; preference given to
prosperous
farmers living
near depot,
electric or stage lines.
Write us at the
home office, mentioning the towns you can
handle, and stating for what company you
have worked.
E.
A.
Stout Company,
"Largest Farm Agency In the World," 150
Nassau Street, New York city; 88 Broad

WILL BUY

$500

"•te minimum charge.
tlllzer

RED COCKERELS

R. I.
from prize winning 214-egg strain, BO cents
each; Brown Leghorn Hens, 7B cents each.

plums.
SouthPetersburg,

supply of Dorset Rams and Ewe
Is being rapidly exhausted.
A few
Mating has already begun
good ones left.
We
for another fine lot of lambs this fall.
are always glad to hear from you.
J. D. & H. H. ARBUCKLE,
Maxwelton, Greenbrier County, W. Va.

Our

Lambs

Va.

FOR SALE—ABOUT
Highly-Improved
Waynesboro, Va.

summer home
would make a
or

$4,000.

For

ACRES OF FINE,

35

Land,

1 mile
west of
fine
.cation for country
or
tired business man;
flr
fruit farm.
Price,

FIVE
tor

"

;

information

write

Bowman, Wayne.sboro, Va.

Route

last

Michaux, Va.

Hiram
4.

WANTED— TO BUY A CAR LOAD

(no Angoras) for browsing
purposes only; must be cheap.
F. W.
Meyer, Norfolk, Va.

market

for all dairy and farm products;
post-office,
express cffice, church
and school on farm; excellent neighborhood; a bargain for the right man.
Apply to Oak Hill Stock and Dairy Farm,

station,

GOOD GRADE DORSET RAM,

Heifer Calves by Rex Premier by
Dandy Rex. twice champion, out of massive Hereford matrons strong in the blood
of Beau Donald and other famous sires.
Price very reasonable.
Address Elkton
Stock Farm, Forest Depot, Va.

practically
registered
2,

fine, pure-bred, large English Berkshire Boar Pigs, 10 weeks old, well matured, by the Kentucky State Fair champ-

cultural purposes.
Norfolk,
f.
o.
b.

sell

a good size and woll-bred animal; 6
years old and very gentle.
Write me for
particulars and photograph.
E. H. Stlckley, McDanlel, Md.
Is

FOR SALE— RHODE ISLAND RED COCKerels,

Thompson

Mcllwaine,

strain.

Sutherland,

Address

John

LIVE

SALE—WELL-BRED

FOR

lots

FOXES

BERKSHIRE

Boars; Sows bred; Pigs ready for delivery; all in nice condition; prices reasonable; satisfaction guaranteed.
C. M. Bass,

Reality Duke, out of Queen Glenn, a
Berkshire
sow,
weighing
TOO
Price, $10 each.
Elkton Stock
Farm, Forest Depot, Va.

will

AGRI-

Hodgman,

F.

C.

red or gray, f. o. b. Bullock, N. C. Addresi
G. W. Marrow, Bullock, N. C.

typical

SALE-HAVING
my Jack, which

Va.

WANTED—TWENTY-FIVE

ion.

FOR

FOR

Quote price on car

Waterway, Va.

pounds.

good Laying Chickens— common hens or
any other variety— for laying and killing
purposes only.
Mrs. Clara Meyer, R. F.
D. 2, Norfolk, Va.

Roan Shorthorn

for

Box

BERKSHIRE

WANTED— SLAKED LIMB

clally

WANTED—TO BUY SEVERAL THOUSAND

dollars,
Bull Calf.

sixty

cost

BOAR PIG, 3%
months; sire, "World's Chief" (101328);
immediate delivery. $6; great bargain.
Hundley,
Callands,
W. G.
Va. „

head; two turbine
and lumber; $5,000;

BERKSHIRE BOAR PIGS—THREE BSPE-

new,

Guineys, Va.

NICE

ROXBURY MILLS FOR SALE—S3 ACRES
dition; now running; 100 H. P.; 12-foot
wheels; wheat, corn
$1,000 cash, balance on
time to suit purchaser at B per cent. T. H.
Harris Fredericksburg, Va.

WEEKS

WILL EXCHANGE PRINTING OUTFIT,

tered

land; building and machinery In good con-

12

old, weight 70 pounds, value $10, for sale
or exchange tor good 2 or 3-year-old Dorset
Samuel Cramer, South Boston, Va.
ram.

Wenonda, Va.

FOR SALE— THREE PURE-BRED RBGIS-

OF

common Goats

FOR RENT OR FOR WORK ON SHARB8A Kood dairy and truck farm, near splendid

SPANISH .TACK
sold my farm T

threshing in this section
are In good order; bargain
William W. Michaux,
cash.
all

$295

outfit,

Rice Depot, Va.
25

FOREIGN STAMPS,

6

CENTS;

30

FINE

from Asia,
Africa and
South
stamps
American. 10 cents. Finer stamps sent on
approval

Stamp

If

Co.,

referepce

Box

Is

cheap.

not akin; from best Biltmore stock;
First orders get the best pigs.
Stock Farm, South Boston, Va.

Dalkeith

CHOICE BERKSHIRE
old,

L.

$6

B.

each;

Johnson,

fine

PIGS,

ones;

Route

4,

10

WEEKS

best breeding.
Charlottesville,

Va.

ONE PEERLESS SEPARATOR COMPLETE
with blower, self-feed and bagger, for sale
at a great bargain.
Write or call on
W. E. Stickley, Strasburg, Va.

Have you received

the splendid free
picture of the 1907 Girl? After much
trouble and expense, the Sharpies

Company

succeeded bereproducing from
and daintiest colors, the sweetest dairy maid ever offered by any cream separator company as a free picture suitable for
framing and placing In any home.
Separator

yond their hopes

life,

in
in the softest

The demand

for this excellent picture

has been so great that the first lot
was quickly exhausted. The Sharpies
Separator Company has ordered more
and will give you this last chance to
Send at once to the
get one free.
Sharpies Separator Company, West
Cheter, Pa., the name and addresses
of five farmers who keep cows, but
have no Tubular Cream Separator, and
the Sharpies Separator Co. will mail
to you, in return, the picture of the
1907 Girl, free from printing and large
for framing.
Write the names
plainly.
Give your own name and address clearly. You must mention the
name of this paper to get the picture.

enough

The Sharpies Separator Co. has a
limited number of wall calendars and
send one of them, free, with each
picture, as long as the calendars last
you want both, write at once.
will
If

furnished. Virginia

Richmond, Va.

615,

FOR SALE—MANY CHOICE BERKSHIRE
Pigs,

HAVE YOU GOT YOURS?

AJAX ENGINE AND SEPARA-

H. P.

that did
season,

EQUAL OP CAUSTIC BALSAM CANNOT BE FOUND.
Portsmouth, Va., Jan.

Cleveland, Ohio.
T

TIC

used your

BALSAM

EXCHANGE— ONE

GOMBAULT'S CAUSand its
never use

for blistering,

equal cannot be found.

any ofher.

FOR

23, 1904.
Co.,

The Lawrence-Williams

P. C.

I

CODD,

V. S.

KITSELMAN

wire fence machine, good order, for good
Berkshire pigs.
W. S. Harriss, Wilson,
N. C.

Always
Planter

mention

when

The

writing

Southern
advertisers.
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ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.
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All enquiries must reach us by the
18th of the month previous to the issue, or they cannot be answered until

SACRIFICE SALE
JERSEYS and BERKSHIRES

the month following.

BURNT CLAY AS A FERTILIZER.
note inquiry as to burnt clay for
and would record my experiAbout fifty years ago, I engaged in bricic making for the local
market.
The place selected for the
business was upon a bluff on a river
with a hard, sandy surface and substratum of clay. Th'is place had alI

fertilizer

ence.

ways been

perfectly desfitute of any

vegetation and had been abandoned
Upon
as unworthy of cait'vatlon.
burning the first kiln of bricks was
surprised to find that wherever there
was any waste from burnt clay or soft
brick, there was a most luxuriant
growth of crab grass, and this continued with all subsequent burnings
In oases until the ground so occupied
had become fertile wherever burnt
clay had been applied.
Finally, having carried out my intentions, the place was abandoned,
cases pulled down from time to time
until the entire site was soon occupied by weeds, grass and young trees,
the pines and wax myrtle making the
largest growth in six years that I
have ever seen. None of this could
have been the effect of ashes, as they
were not in it. My opinion formed
at that time and continued to the
present is that burnt clay in South
Carolina, under certain conditions, is
a valuable fertilizer, the only question
being the economy in producing it. I
should have stated that the material
burnt was utterly destitute of any
vegetable matter. Let the scientists
come to the front and tell us why this
is so.

Beaufort Co.,

On

receipt

S.

of

C. S.
C.

the

JOHNSON.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY HAVING PURCHASED MONTVIEW
THE
FARMS FOR THE PURPOSE OF MAKING AN EXCHANGE YARD WITH MY
NORFOLK AND WESTERN RAILWAY, I AM FORCED TO DISPOSE OFNUM125, AND BERKSHIRES,
NUMBERING
JERSEYS,
OP
HERDS
ENTIRE
ARE
BERING ABOUT 100 HEAD. WE MUST VACATE QUICKLY, HENCE
NAMING GREATLY REDUCED PRICES ON EVERYTHING. THE REPUTAAN
HAVE
TION OF OUR STOCK IS WELL KNOWN, AND QUICK BUYERS
OR
OPPORTUNITY NOT OFTEN GIVEN THEM. WRITE YOUR WANTS
COME AND SELECT FOR YOURSELF.

Montview Farms,
CARTER
C. L.

GLASS, Owner.

Box

8TAHL, Manager,

H-M

!-

M"I " ! - !"I' .

513.

H

Lynchburg, Va

H

•I"I"t " l " l"I

-

"I" I 'I"I" 1 " I"I"I

-

BiLTMORE Farms.
BILTMORE
from three

JERSEYS—Heifers

to twelve

N. C.
months of

age.

A

few young

Jersey Bulls out of high-testing dams.

BERKSHIRES—A
American

full line

on hand

STANDARD POULTRY—Eggs
pens.

at all times of both

English and

strains.

for sitting, $1.50 to $5.00, according to

Incubator Eggs, $10.00 per hundred.

BARRED AND WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WHITE AND GOLDEN WYANDOTTES,

BROWN LEGHORNS.

Address BILTMORE FARMS,

R. F. D. 2, Biltmore, N. C.

foregoing, w-e

thought it desirable to ascertain what
the Bureau of Soils of the Department
of Agriculture had to say on this subject, and therefore sent the same to
Prof. Milton Whitney, with the request that he would give his views
thereon. We herewith publish his remarks:
Replying to your letter of May 14,
regarding the burning of clay to increase the productivity or for use as
a fertilizer. I would say that It Is an
old English practice for which much
has been claimed in some instances.
The benefits are apparently due to
several changes, both mechanical and
chemical, in the nature of the clay.
Its mechanical character is greatly
improved, if it be a tenacious Impervious clay, and in many cases this
may be the principal improvement efAs is well
fected by the burning.
Tcnown, when clay subsoils are exposed to the weathering processes,
they are improved, both mechanically
and chemically, and burning, or, rather, heating, them seems to hasten the

Qlenburn Berkshires.
"Champions Beget Championg."
Predominant and Dominant, two of Uie p-eatest sons ol
Premier; by
by Lord Premier III., the great son of Lord
esuntry. «na
the largest and best Imported boar In this
other..
Lord Premier, Premier L.Bgfellew, Masterpiece and
breeding. Also Oelden Lad Jerseys.
as well as splendid Imported sows of richest
Write tor catalogne.

Herd headed by
Premier Longfellow,
Imp Loyal Hunter,
superb daughters of

KIRK, Roanoke^ Va.

Dr. J. D.

^^
^^

/VLORTQAQE

LIFTERS

REGIS fERED

BERKSHIRES

ship you a pair or a Male Pig for your Inspection and
herd has been bred with great care, and it would
They are
be hard to find hogs with more size, quality and flnish.
pork barrel
the kind that have made the Berkshire famous In the
and show ring. My spring Utters are extra fine and will please
and
go»«
blood
those who demand the best. It you want good

Let

me

approval.

pigs at reasonable prices,

D. E.

send

My

me

your order.

.,,„_,»,,»
EARHART, NOKESVILLE, VIRGINIA.

—
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weathering. Also, the minerals which
the clay contains are broken down
and rendered more soluble and injurious substances are destroyed or their
harmful effects counteracted.
It is
claimed that clays containing lime
that is, somewhat marly clays are
most behefitted by burning.
The soil should not t)e heated too
hot, biat the material should be in such
condition after burning that it will
fall apart and not remain in hard
iTiraps, as bits of brick.
The resulting

S.

last

for

many

years,

A Genuine Bargain For June

may

this

will sell
well

be

doubted

whether

trios, $7 to $10, or bigger lots at $2
These fowls have netted me $5 each this
spring; are all standard bred, the progeny of a $50
trio, and carry the blood of a hen that has averaged
over 150 eggs for five years. I believe this to be the
A few eggs
best fancy-utility strain in existence.

(about 40) in

treatment

is practicable In this
as it is a question of the
value of land, cost of labor and fuel
and the returns in dollars and cents,

country,

which must be determined

to

each

in

particular case. Thar, the practice
would not be profitable can be settled
off-hand in many cases; in others,
an actual trial will determine the matter.
Should one intend puttln
into practice, prudence would
dictate that it be tried first on an experimental scale with heavy clays,
and that an accurate account of all
items of expense as well as records
of comparative yields be kept. Whether or not the addition of brick dust
to soils would benefit them. I have at
hand no data to enable me to give
positive advice, but it is quite probable that some soils would be benefitted by this means.

MILTON WHITNEY,
Chief of Bureau.
are also in receipt of the

fol-

lowing remarks on this subject from
a subscriber:

$3 each.

in June,
.

method

We

leave July 1st for my summer vacation, I
during June two-thirds of my breeders

As I

Is

It

claimed.
It

RHODE ISLAND REDS.

G.

Aren't you sorry you haven't a nice lot of highbred Reds growing for your profit and pleasure next
season ? I can help you. I am offering

—

benefits

.,

.

.

$1

for'^lS.

ctub

Dr. J. H. C. Winston,

Pres..8. C.R.I.R.CInb.

Fertilizer.

Early in the last century, the burning of certain kinds of earth, mcluding clay, was common in England,
and, to a small extent, practiced In
this country.
The ashes were largely
used for manurial purposes and highly
valued.
Any person having access to vols.
I and II of the American Parmer, 18191820, will find the subject discussed

Hampden

Sidney, Va.

Royal! Shipments of Royal Berksliires
Fetch

royal

letters.

Read

the

following:

H. Stengler, of Wllda, Liberty county,
"I thank you tor sending
Texas, writes:
me such fine plga. They surely surpassed
my expectations. They are the best ever
I would not take ^0 each
seen In Texas.
for them If I could not get more aa good
of T. S. White."
J.

I

bought

all

TH05.

S.

WHITE,

Old enough for Service,

at length.

Richmond State Fair aid order**
White and Barred Plymouth Rocks.

the prize-winning Pekln Ducks at

more thaa appeared on the grounds.

Burnt Clay As a

[June,

for Sale;

Lexington, Va.

Tuberculin tested by Agricultural Department.

BERKSHIRE

A SUBSCRIBER.

PREVENTING GROWTH OP HORNS

ILTS

BOARS
b

—WINTER PASTURE.

Will you kindly tell us through
your valuable journal the best method of preventing horns growing on

Forest

Home Farm,

""^v^f^I^Vi:'-^'

calves?

have

a piece of hill land.
to pasture it next year.
I

How

I

want
would

do td sow rye and rape this
for pasture next year?
It

C.

Putnam

Co.,

fall

W. PARRAR.

W. Va.

As soon as ever the littte buttons
from which the horns spring can be
the hair over and just
around these and rub with a stick of
wet caustic potash until there is sufficient applied to burn out the 'oots
felt,

clip

off

JERSEYS and BERKSHIRES.
Mel's John Bull, 72833, a fine Jersey Bull, 3 years old; weighs 1,000 pounds; perfectlykind and In excellent condition.
Registered Berkshlres, Boars and Sows ready for service; two Sows bred to
Hunter's Baron; fine Pigs ready for delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refund**.
FARM, C. M. BASS, Proprietor, Rice Depot, Va.
RIVER

VIEW

When

writing advertisers,

please

al

ways mention the Southern Planter.
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DISSOLOTION
SALE

40 SHORT HORNS -POLLED 0URHAMs40
THURSDAY, JUNE 20, 1907.
UNION STOCK YARDS, INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA.
Imported Cows, Marr Missies,

Cruickshank-Secrets,

Avalanche,

Matchless,

Primrose and other Scotch sorts.
Cows and Calves, Matrons and Heifers, bred
and true breeders, guaranteed a "breed y" lot of cattle, absolutely free from any

—

taint of disease.

"Missie's Archer," a Marr-Missie, line bred in Archer blood from the famous
sire

in

Imported Best of Archer's,

and

breeding

standard Polled

family whose

Young

Durham

name he

a roan yearling and an exceptional attraction

So

also

2-Year-Old Bull.

bears.

There

is

"Cruickshank

is

His

sire

Secret,"

a

double

and dam are both of the noted

no P. D. richer

Bulls and Bull Calves are also good propositions.

in Scotch blood.

The

All females are bred

Bulls or to Imported Best of Archer's, or have calves by them.

to these

Our
turers,

is

individuality.

senior

member,

a veteran

Shorthorn breeder,

retires;

two sons, manufac-

withdraw.

Attend

this sale,

it

will be

an opportunity.

Mr. Leslie D. Kline, Vaucluse,

Va., intends being with us and would doiibtless execute orders for others and ship

purchases with

Yours

his.

cordially,

S.

R.

QUICK & SONS

(Inc.),

Gosport, Ind.

WRITE FOR CATALOG
Address, COL.

DAVID WALLACE,

IVDIANAPOLIS INDIANA.

Mgr.,

THE SOUTHEEIT PLANTER.
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of the horns. Do not, however, apply
it so heavily as to burn into the head.
Usually
one or two applications
should be made at intervals ot two
or three days. This is only effective

when used before
menced to grow.
growth,
will stop

neither

the horns have comIf they once start
potash nor caustic

Save Your Hogs
ana Make Them Bring

give pasturage durbut would be killed out
during the winter, unless it was a
very mild one, when it might start
again in the spring. The rye would
grow and make both winter and
spring grazing. Ed.
fall,

Every farmer knows that there
3ney in Hogs— more profit than

Write Today for

My

497 of the May issue, in
replying to a query as to the name ot
a grass, wie wrote Hordeum pusellum.
The typer made us to say Hordenin
pusillium.
This grass is commonly
called Little Barley. Ed.

—

it

has

failed to

Book

HOGOLOGY

GRASS FOR NAME.

big:

is

in

any-

thing else he can raise. But many are afraid
5f the risk involved in feeding hogs for the
larket.
The Dr. Jos. Haas Hog Remedy takes
away this risk. In all the years it has been
on the market

—

On page

WILL INSURE HOGS
WHEN FED f^Y REMEDY
WRITE FOR TERMS
VREFERENCE=ANY bank
I

..

Top MarkGJ Prices

them.

The rape would

ing the

[June,

never

directed.

1 1

of others.

Dr. Jos. Haas, V. S.,
S. Pennsylvania St.,

2

OR MERCANTILE AGENCY.

But I want y^M to be thoroug-hly satisfied.
Give my Hog Remedy a trial— try it free of
H you don't find it exactly as it is
represented you won't be out a cent. Could
anything be fairer?
Before you lay this paper away write for
my free illustrated book, HOGOLOGY. A
cost.

postal

card

bring

will

Ask for

it.

make This

good, when ad5tered as

will not
It
only cure your hogrs but it will ^ro/er/ them
from disease. Better still it will make l->fi
wjar-tc/ porkers of your drove— every hog in
You can A// a drove of Hogs brought up
it.
with the Dr. Jos. Haas Hog Remedy—
fat, glossy and thrifty looking, and weeks

ahead

,

is not an
"advertising

book,"

My 30

0»ys'

mmm£E

but a

PLAN

valuable work
TRIAL
onHog- Raising
—it tells all about hogs, how to select them,
how to breed them, what to feed them, how
to butcher them. But you ought to try my
Hog Remedy. It me?ns dollars to you.
Prices: 25-lb.cans. S12.50: 12'--lb. cans. S6.50,
express paid: packages. S2. 50. 51.25 and 50c.
None genuine without my signature.

The Dr. Jos. Haas Remedy

Co.,
Indianapolis,

I

CROP FOR WINTER COVER AND
SPRING GRAZING.

nENILWORTH HERD

I have repeatedly seen
the recommendation given by you in your valu-

able Journal as follows:
"After cutting silo corn, as soon as
possible, disc and sow twelve pounds
crimson clorer with three pecks of
wheat, oats and rye, mixed in equal
parts, per acre."

together?

OF ENGLISH AND AMERICAN

BRED BERKSHIRES.
Headed by the Imported Boar, Hsy&l Cki
wlnBor o( tbe first over all elasiea »
the Royal Show of England, and the UckMt
\y\e,

Without ouestioning the wisdom of
the advice, I should like to know why
you mix these three grains together.
If for turning under, why
add wheat
and oats to the rye: if for hay. what
quality of hay does it make and would
there be trouble in not having it mature

n^

To make the best

result

possible, would not the best
to cut early and feed greeu
and let the rye, etc., grow somewhat

sU-montbg pig ever aold. A aiuB
boar and sow pigs bj him e«t *
IMPORTED ROYAL CARLYLE.
both American and English bred aewe a^
tor sale, ranging In agea from four t* eight months.
AIb* some choice young aawi kr
Dorset Lee s( Btltmore, lEd bred to Royal Carlyie.
One boar by Imported King Hunter; dam, Berke Pansy of Blltmore.
One boar by Dorset Lee of Blltmore; dam. Berks Pansy of Blltmore
Guarantee perfect satisfaction or refund the money.
For descrlptlOB and prices, write EDGAR B. MOORE, Proprietor. Blltmore.
priced
her of

way he

again and turn that
thought of trying it
fits in with my plans
think it would.
T

menced

under?

I

have only 'comfarming recently, but have

formed the opinion that
tion of the country the

in

this

common

nOORE'S BROOK HERD,

have

this year, as "it
very'nicelv, or I

REGISTERED BERKSHIRES
NONE BETTER

secfault

or error is in farmers not following
some regular, systematic rotation of
crops.
As I practice dairying making butter and raising heifer calves
chiefly— I have adopted the following
rotation:
First, putting most of mv
manure on clover or grass sod in the
fal!
and ploughing same in in winter and planting with corn, then
following the corn with rye. pasturing some
ofit and cutting to feed
green to my
cows. letting it grow a while again
and make a partial second crop, and

—

all

stock.

Apply

to

CO.,

MOORE'S BROOK SANITARIUM
Box

48,

Charlottesville,

Va.

THE college: or agricui ture and experiment
STATION OFFERS THE FOLLOWING SURPLUS
STOCn FOR SALE.
Shorthorns. — Bulls, calves, heifers and mature cows.

then turning unrler for sorghum and
peas sown together for hay.
I put
same in with drill, closing part of the

Jerseys.

holes in the

Guernseys.

drill for the rowpeas and
mixing cane seed and fertilizer toeeth«^r and sowing same through
fertilizer
feeds. I follow the sorghum and peas
with wheat and clover, timothy and
red top. I cut my wheat with a mowing machine for hay, as T have a poor

BRED.

Herd headed by King o' The Brook, No.
and British Lord, No. 88564. Three
strains of American breeding and Imiwrted
blood represented. Just added two daughters
of the famous Masterpiece, one bred to Lord
Premier U\.. and Juliet F. B. IV., out of
imported Juliet F. B. by Imported Hightlde
Royal Victor, and bred to imported Loyal
Hunter. Extended pedigrees furnished with
94S62,

—A few bull and heifer calves;
—Bull
— Two heifer calves.
—We have an excellent of

also,

Holsteins.
Berkshires.

two heifers

in milk.

calf.

lot
pigs on hand that will be ready
shipment the latter part of May or the first of June.
For particulars write to
JOHN R. FAIN, Agriculturist,

for

"_^

.

BTacksburg, Va.
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3D.,

BROOD SOW SALE.
THIS OFEERING WILL BE

Bluefield,

W.

Va.,

The imported Sows and Sows carrying

MADE

August

1,

IN

1907.

imported blood, as well as other Sows, will
be sold, safely bred to this great first-prize winning boar, BAEON PREMIER III., 75021.
A part of this offering will consist of daughters of this celebrated boar, which will be
bred to either Baron Premier YIIL, 88885, or to our great boar, KEN"]SrETT„ 92987.
all

BARON PREMIER

3D.

The fifty hogs will not be overfitted, but as individuals, together with their breeding,
they will be the best ever offered in the South.
It is our ambition to keep up the quality
and reputation of our semi-annual auction sales, and on this account we have many individuals in this offei-ng that we would rather keep than sell, even at long prices.
We must,
however, offer something that will bring the buyers and induce an active demand. We have
just had about fourteen members of our herd photographed, and our illustrated catalogue
will be ready to mail by the 15th of July.
Do not fail to write for one, and learn in detail the character of our greatest offering.

MAPLESHADE FARMS,
W. H.COFFMAN, Prop pie to p.
Bfuefield, W. Virginia,

—
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all the roughage
can get. I use acid phosphate and
potash with wheat, etc. 200 pounds
acid phosphate, 50 pounds potash
and shall leave in grass two or three
years.
I intend trying your advice of
using crimson clover, wheat, rye and
oats in place of rye alone, but should
like to know the reason for the mixture and whether this plan is likely to
maintain, increase or decrease thi
fertility of the land.
I sell no rougli-

hay farm and need
I

JNO.

S.

FUNK, GLEN FARM

—

age.

Knox

S. R.

Co..

OGDEN.

T«nn.

The reason we

so frequently advise
the sowing of the mixture of crimson
clover, wheat, oats and rye is because
practical experience with the crop has
convinced us that it gives better results than sowing rye alone, or crimson clover alone. Rye sown alone,
whilst it makes some cover for the
land and both grazing and green feed,
is yet but a poor feed as compared
with crimson clover grown alone, and
is not an improver of the fertility of
the land, except in so far as it adds
vegetable matter to the soil. Crimson
clover is much better feed and also
improves the land by adding nitrogen
to the soil as well as vegetable matter, but it is somewhat uncertain in
making a stand. Wheat and oats are
both much more valuable as pasture
and as hay than rye. Rye is the least
nutritive of all the cereals.
Rye. however, has the advantage of being the
hardiest of all the cereals, hence we
always advise that it should be used
as part of the mixture in order to insure that there shall be a growth on
the land. The crimson clover, wheai
and oats may be all partially or wholly kiled by dry we.-th'er or wintei
freezes, but the rye will almost certainly persist, and with what may bt
left of the other three crops will certainly make pasturage and green feed.
If the whole four crops stand, a heavy
cover will be the result and the pasturage and green feed for cutting will
be abundant and the feeding value
much higher than rye alone. If cut
for hay, the crop will be much more
nutritious than either crop grown
alone, and the fact that they do not
mature fully all at one time will be
of little moment, as to make the best
hay they shoud be cut before maturity.
We think you will find the mixture to make you much more feed
than rye alone and to fit in admirably

your rotafion, and that it will improve the fertility of your land.
It
may be mentioned that experiments
repeatedly made have demonstrated
that wheat, oats and rye seeded together and let stand for grain will
make more bushels of grain per acre
than either crop grown separately.

in

—Ed.

BUCKWHEAT.
Your request
Information

to

in

your columns for

the raising of buck-

jl*

[June,

THE SOUTHERN PLANTEE.
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'Breeding E^weS'
My Consignments

of

BREEDING EWES and FEEDING LAMBS and WETHERS

mence running about June

prom

loth,

ttiat

time until late

fall, I

will

com-

can supply parties wanting

GOOD BREEDINQ EWES AND FEEDER5|(
In any numbers, large or small.

ROBERT

C.

Write for

my

BRAUER,

Commission Salesman of

descriptive circular

-

Cattle,

Pens Union Stock Yards.
Office, Pens Union Stock Yards.

-

and price

list

of these bheep

Richmond, Va.

.

Hogs, Sheep, Lambs and Calves.
Address, P. O. Box 204.

Office

Phone

993.

Residence Phone 5104.
I

..

;

..

;

..

;

. ! ., ; . ! ., ; ., ; .. ; .. ; .^

I

- I " I " I " I " I " !"I "

wheat does not seem
any replies.

The information

I

H

"I - ! "H-4-^^-

have

elicited

am most

particuis har-

to

lar about getting is how it
vested, whether it can be saved with
a binder or not. If it can be saved
only with cradles, the seeding of
much of a crop is out of the question.
Fluvanna Co., Va.
C. E. JONES.

The growth of buckwheat In the
South being only very small probably
accounts for no replies being received
the enquiry. It is grown more
largely in Pennsylvania and West
where there are mills
Virginia,
equipped for handling it and making

M" " "
I

I

!

is

sown

in July.

It is

makes it difficult to handle. The best
way is to cut with a reaper, dropping
lay
it in loose sheaves which may
unbound on the ground for a day or
two if the weather be dry, and then be
hound loosely and set up in shocks of
three or four sheaves each to cure out.

When

!

..

i

..

i

..

i

-i-

H"^

~H~H-H^-H" "I"lT l"I "
!

SHORTHORN BULL, 8 years old.
POLLED ANGUS BULL, 3 years old.
GUERNSEY BULL, 1 year old.
JERSEY BULL CALVES, 2 High-Class "Golden
SMALL HERD OP JERSEY HEIFERS.
SEVERAL BERKSHIRE SOWS In farrow.
FOX TERRIER PUPPIES.
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

M. B.

ROWE &

I

" I " I " l " I -- I

-i-I- I .. ! .. i n ;

,

;

i

..

;

..

.

;

CO.,

Lads.'

Fredericksburg, Virginia.

ngleside
Herefords
OWNED
BLAKER
BY S. W. ANDERSON,
MILLS,
GREENBRIER COUNTY, W. VA.

A choice lot of Bulls, Cows and Heifers for sale; k1b«
a few Polled Hereford Bulls, recorded la the National PoU«d
Hereford Record.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

sometimes sown

along with a clover crop, which it
is claimed that it shades and protects from the hot sun whilst the stubble protects it in winter. It may be
cut with a reaper or mower, but it
is not safe to cut with a binder, as
the sheaves should not be bound tightly, as they always contain much immature straw and grain, which is apt
to heat If closely bound. The crop alThere will
ways ripens irregularly.
be dead ripe grain and grain only just
formed on the same stalk and this

mMm

STOCK FOR SALE

to

the flour. It is a crop which may be
grown here after wheat and oats are
harvested, or on land which was intended for a spring crop but was prevented by some cause from being
planted. It may be sown as late as
August and yet mature, but usually

" I "Mm!.. I

FARM NEAR ALDERSON, W.

VA.

Telephone and Telegraph, Alderson.

Live Stock Auctioneer
my

I offer
services as a Stock Salesman
to the breeders of the East.
In doing bo,
will say that I have equipped myself both
by having taken a course at The Jones
National School of Auctioneering, and by
years of experience io breeding and selling
pedigreed stock.

TERMS

REASONABLE.
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED.

Pedigreed sales a specialty. Write or 'phone
me regarding sales dates. Long distaacs
telephone "Southern Bell" via Winchester.

dry enough, thresh at once

and do not put the grain

into large

hulk, but spread out thinly to dry out,
turning frequently. The straw is of
no value except as bedding and litHogs will graze the crop and
ter.
usually do fairly well upon it. We
have a report from a subscriber in the
Valley of Virginia, who has made a
success of the crop grown as a nurse
crop with clover. He made a return
of about $15 per acre sowed after a

ROY

P.

DUVALL,

Stephenson, Va.

STRAWBERRY, PEACH, BEAN, HUCK
TOMATO CARRIERS.

AND

South Side M'fg. Co., Petersburg Va.
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REGISTERED
ABERDEEN=ANQUS BULLS
Strictly top notch, many
for sale at farmer's prices.
Also good females not
of them show ring animals.
akin to bulls.
Correspondence and inspection of the herd invited

ROSE DALE STOCK FARMS, JEFFERSONTON, VIRGINIA
5hipfing Point; Warrenton, Virginia.
wheat crop had been harvested and
got a good stand of clover. ^Ed.

SUNNY HOME
HERD
OF

—

FERTILIZER FOR COWPEAS AND
GRASS.
I am about to plough under, on last
year's clover stubble, a good crop of
crimson clover and will seed the land
to New Era peas for a hay crop, and
then in the fall turn the land or disc
It (which is best?) for grass alone, or
wheat and grass for mowing afterwards. What I want to know is the
kind of fertilizer to use now and how
much, and what kind again In the
N. D. BARNETT.
fall.

Roanoke Co., Va.
Apply 200 to 300 pounds

Aberdeen-Angus
Last month
letter li

we

printed a
trom North Carolina.

S.

A
of

satisfied

customer

Gay Blackbird on

Fair on dam's

sire.

acid
phosphate per acre for the pea crop,

and plough deeply and prepare the
land finely, and then it can be gotten
into good order for grass in the fall
with the disc harrow and without re-

later than

September; August

Is

bet-

ter.— Ed.

Is

the best advertisement.

sire's side

and

of

Nannie Rose

II.

"Young Wellington," cbamploa

This mMith tkc

BOOPBR.

S.

U

a granddausbter

at Chlcag*

WarK'i

Others of same quality are for sale by
A. L. FRENCH, R. F. D., BYRDVILLE, VA.

The Delaware Herd

oi

ROYAL ANGUS GAHLE
not surpassed either in breeding or indlTldnal anlaali
by any herd In the East. At the head of our h*i4 li
Is

PRINCE BARBARA,

68604.

Ito. FemalM o:
Che son of the great (9,100 Prince
equally choice breeding. Write your wants. Remembci
we take personal care of onr cattle; keep no high prl«*<
help; incnr no expense of exhibiting; all of which •>»M*I
us to offer stock at equitable prices. Send for pamyklai
Bulls from 2 to 16 menths old for tale.

U
MTTEB b SON,

KrlAgm-r\n»,I>m -i

Fr.p.

\

2 Registered Jersey Bulls
ready for service.

Of excellent breeding.

Will

B.

reasonable.

sell

EVERGREEN FARMS,

Address

W.

BERMUDA

Cattle.

from one of our Ohio customers.

RobblnsTlUe, N. C, Fabruary H, IMT.
Dear Mr. French,— Nannie Rose II. Is doing fine. The move did not seem t« hart
her any. She Is surely fine. Every one who sees her thinks she Is the finest hatter
Yours truly,
they ever saw. I received the certificate of transfer all O. K.

of

ploughing. After the peas are out for
hay, spread a ton of lime per acre
broadcast and cut the same and the
stubble into the land with the disc
harrow, running the disc both lengthwise and across. Let lay for a week
or ten days and then apply 300 or 400
pounds of raw bone meal per acre,
broadcast, and work In with the harrow and sow the grass seed alone at
the rate of at least two bushels to the
acre.
Don't seed a grain crop with it
and you will then have a fair chance
of making a good stand of grass,
which you will be able to mow next
year for hay. Sow the grass seed not

letter

Gates Prop., Rice Depot, Va.

GRASS.

Are Bermuda grass and Wire grass
the

same grass?

C. E.

SMITH.

MILK OIL DIP

District of Columbia.

Yes; what is commonly called Wire
grass In the South is Bermuda grass,
but there Is a Wire or Quack grass
which grows north of the Potomac,
which is not Bermuda grass. Bermuda
is a semi-tropical and tropical grass
of the highest value for grazing purposes in hot climates.
The Wire
grass or Quack grass of the North is
a pest.-^Ed.

OLDEST AND BEST AMERICAN DIP
Eight-foot galvanized steel tank

A FA
Z.nil
^ " ~"^
^

for)A4

Sheep or Hoes and S-eallon can Milk Oil
Sheep or Hog Dip, free on board Chicago

>
)

I

parVots of Cixipor .Shpcp Dip may bo BubBtitotcd for
Milk Oil Dip. willu.ul Unk. »:. IJII. r. u. B. i:nicaso.

^

^

6 eallom
Oil if preferred.
^
^
"^
Our line Includes Summer's Worm Powdera, Toxallne Worm
Remedy, Car Labels and Buttons, Branding Liquid, Tattoo Marker, Sheap
Shears, etc. Illustrated catalogue of all Stockmen's Supplies free by mail.
F. S. BURCH & CO., 177 Illinois Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

HUk
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WOODSIDE

BERKSHIRES
WILL PAY YOU TO READ

IT

THIS CAREFULLY
We are now offering a grand lot of March and April pigs sired by our three boars, Charmer's
Premier 94553, 1 year old weight, 440 pounds; Master Lee 79379, 2 yiears old, weight, 76»
pounds, and Lustre's Carlise, of Biltmore, 72057, 3 years old, weight 790 pounds, and out of such
royally bred sows as Chief's Lady Bachelor 3d, Hunter's Armlet, Danesfield Frances and others
equally well bred, weighing from 500 to 600 pounds each in only fair breeding condition. Charmer's
Premier is half brother to the young boar that sold at C. G. Council's sale at Vandalia, 111., on August
29, 1906, for $3,200, both of them being sired by the champion Berkshire boar of America, Premier
Longfellow, 6S600. We can always furnish pigs not akin.
In order to show our confidence in what we offer and insure satisfaction to our customers, we
ship e^xrything on approval. You need not send check until after you receive the pigs, and if they are'
not entirely satisfactory in every respect, you can return them at our expense and it costs you absolutely nothing.
We leave it to you whether this is a fair proposition. Address.

WOODSIDE STOCK FARM,
EVERYTHING SHIPPED ON APPROVAL.
R.

t!

I

1

tl

n

I

1 1 1

r»iT

S.

PARISH, Prap., Charlottesville, Va.

» !L'. :i*«'. ^M'.'«t«'.'.T:-.-.iv?.'.T;'~y^--'-»-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-»-'-*->-»-»'-^«i>-»!«

COWS AND THE

FLIES.
Fly time has come and the cows protest that something should be done
to keep them from their heads and
backs where their tails can't reach.
Can you give me a formula of a preparation that I can prepare a material
that will be worth using? Don't say
"So and So advertizes a fly mixture."
The farmer wants something that is

not over-expensive aiiO
Albemarle Co., Va.
T.

Is effective.

W. DEXTER.

This will give you
the Information you want on the
Ed.

Flies and Cows.
all

ens have

it

The

droopy, but

as yet. but It
birds do not

is

very

fa-

Jt

^:

O

P.

Jt

THOB.

ESTABLISHED

IF

18T7.

Jt

jt

McADAMB, CubUr.

INTERESTED, WRITE

\o
o\
DS.

POTTER & WILLIAMS,
—WHOLEJSALE
FRUIT AND PRODUCE DEALERS AND COMMISSION
144, 146

and 148 Michigan

St..

MERCHANTS,

Buffalo, N. Y.

PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO BBRRIES, PEAS. BEANS, CABBAOB,
POTATOBS, CANTELOUPES, ETC.

CIJKB3,

seem very

when they take

it

URES WHILE

their

WORKS

BICKMORE'S CALL CURE

Equallv sure for all cases of chaps. bruiseSj speed crack, wire cot
or cracked cows teats. Guaranteed. >void substitutes; look
trade mark. Everv horse owner can have our new illustrated H*
Book and large sample box Gall Core for 10c to pay p' f^tnire. W;
Sold by dealers. Bickmore Gall Cure Co.. BoJi935. Old Tovm, M;

REUBEN MAURY.

Is no cure for Limber neck.
caused by the chickens eating

HE

Bickmore'3 Gall Cnre prevents layint^aside a good horse becausf
You can work y
is suffering from galled sboulders or baclr.
horse and care him quickly and surely with the old reliable

There
is

B.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT 2
O
INTEREST

I enclose
die with their crops full.
a self-addressed stamped envelope and
shall be greatly obliged for an early

It

National BanK.

and Country Merchants.

BRANCH, Prcddcnt.

heads sometimes hang down to the
ground and then they die, but they
can eat well up to the last minute and

answer.

STRONGEST

THE BEST BANK FOR FARMERS

—

UMBER NECK IN CHICKENS.
Can you advise me of any remedy
for what is known as "limber neck"
among fowls? Only my young chicktal.

RICHMOND, VIRQINIA.
Virginia's

JOHN

Send to the Director of the Experiment Station, Blacksburg. Va., and
ask him to send you the Bulletin they
have published on this subject of
subject.

Merchants National Bank,

Tell

the

adyertlser

wk«re you saw

his

adTs rtto in gmt.

|
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putried flesh, and only in this way.
Be careful to have no dead chickens

DUNHAM & FLETCHER,

or animals left around to become putrid and you will have no Limber
Neck. Ed.

CRIMSON CLOVER.
you please let me

Will

AMERICA OF

Perotierons, Belgians,

know

through your valuable paper If crimson clover would likely do well here
on land producing 35 to 40 bushels of
corn.
Land lays on north side of
ridge.

I

want

sow

to

in

oats

French Coach
B.
Henley, Box 465, Richmond, Va.,
R.
permanent reBident manager. I will asilat
you in organizing a Stallion Association.
Terms liberal and every animal guaranteed.
In the stud: Percheron, French Coach and

and

grass next spring. I live on the divide, nine miles southwest from Bland
Court House. Crimson clover grows
well here on flat land.
(Miss) LENA E. CRABTREE.

Yes:

we

think

so,

if

seedei} earlv
beSow in July

enough so as to get good growth

fore the winter sets in.
We would sow some
or August.
This
wheat, oats and rye with it.
will ensure a cover crop and a fallow. Ed.

—

standard-bred Stallions.
Financial reference:
Merchants'

is

HEADQUARTERS FOR
FINE KENTUCKY MULES.

immediately after last working of
corn and covered with bush run between rows?
2. What is the best seed to sow on
broom straw fallowed in July or August, to be turned under for corn the
clover and wheat,
oats and rye, or crimson clover and
sapling clover and tTie grain mixture.
Sow these seeds at the last working
of the corn, covering with the culti-

Sow crimson

vator.

Sow

2.

same mixture on the

the

land.

of

—

we would

number

Where
We

TRUEHEART &

tell

me

The Planter how

through columns
to preserve my

water melons from the attacks of
Lady-hugs (Lady-birds. They ate vines
and melons both last year.
cow
2. What would you give to «
with a caked udder (one quart only

field!

STOCK

A

542S.

CO., Richmond, Va.

Your

to Sell

are the Leading Dealers in the

WOOL
Wool Trade

in

Virginia.

HIGHEST MARKET PRICE PAID, and no Commission charged, omlj
SACKS FURNISHED FREE. Checks remitted
freight charges deducted.
Correspond with us when ready to

promptly.

sell.

WALLERSTEIN PRODUCE
References:

CO., 19 and 21 S. UthSt., Richmond, v«.
American National Bank and Richmond merchants generally.

THE SOUTH SIDE

STRAWBERRY CRATES,
PEACH AND TOMATO CARRIERS,
QRAPE BASKETS AND APPLE BOXES.

say that the following are

Please

HIGH-CLASS

Missouri.

Heavy

FARMER, LUMBERMAN,

LONG DISTANCE PHONE
J. B.

of subscribers,

LADY BUGS ON WATER MELONS
—CAKED UDDER IN COW.
1.

400

the

of the M. Kelly Horse and Mule Company, Nineteenth and
Franklin Streets.

SEND FOR :aTAL0QUB5 AND PRICES,

buyers of Angora goat hair: Lowell
Mohair and Plush Manufacturers,
Lowell, Mass.; Santord Mills, Sanford,
Maine; G. J. Stephens, Kansas City.
Mo.

of

and

Medium and

head

to

for

Fresh from the great producing

SPECIALTY. Bought direct from breeders in big lots, therefore we can and will save you money. Satisfaction guaranCorrespondence solicited. Located at mammoth bama
teed.

BUYERS OF ANGORA G OAT HAIR.
In reply to a

Kentucky

etc.

Sow

10 to 12 lbs.
of the crimson clover with half a
bushel or 3 pecks of the grain mixed
Ed.
In equal parts.

broom straw

CONTRACTOR,

JACK RAY.

following spring?
1.

Always on hand 250
Weight Mules, suitable

th« best seed or mixture ol

seed to sow in corn at last working
in latter part of June or first of July
for winter covering, to be grazed in
the following spring, fallowed in July
or August, sown to clover and herds
grass in August or September? How
should seed be covered in corn and
How would crimson
when grazed?
•clover do as one of the mixture, sown

National

Bank, Richmond, Va.

FOR SEEDING AT LAST WORKING
OF CORN.
What

AND LARGEST IMPORTERS IN

FIRST

—

SOUTH SIDE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Petersburg, Va.

JONES'
SAM
LIFE AND SAYINGS
BY HIS WIFE

HflFlTITia

'lir(lU'PT''n

AuLrllu WMIlllil

Agents are coining money, send 50c
Outfit and Contract for territory.

«'««°°^i;:^rrre?^''"

I. J.

NICHOLS &

for

CO.,

CanTasslng

nr^*

;
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MORVEN PARK.
The

Property of

WESTMORELAND

DAVIS,

Esq.

Reg. Dorset Horn Sheep.
Stud Earns include "Morven's Best" (4132 C. D. C),
"Morven's Pride" (5667),

at Virginia State Eair.

Fair, 1906.

Shows, 1906.

at less

first

at

English K«yal, 1904;

and championship

first

at Virginia State

"Morven's Choice" (5631), winner at English Koyal and Western Countiea
We have an exceptionally fine crop of lambs this fall and are now booking

orders for next

weigh

first

June

delivery.

Earn Lambs sired by above, or imported in dam, which

will

than six months 110 to 130 pounds, averaging 120 poimds without forcing.

Large White Yorkshires.
at stud include imported 'TBottesford Gentleman II.," imported "Prince Don of
Marven," "Holywell Huddersfield II." etc. Sows include prize winning imported aniNo stock for sale at the moment, but will book
Hula and are aU of the fixiest strains.

Boars

•rders for this spring farrows.

REO.

GUERNSEY CATTLE.
TUBERCULIN TESTED.

Herd headed by Bull, Imported Top Notch, 9023, A. G. C. C, son of Imported Beda. Advanced register No. 136, official yearly butter record 640 poimds of butter; assisted by MainAdvanced register No. 92
stay's Glenwood Boy, 7607, A. G. C. C, son of Jewel of Haddon.
official yearly record 463 pounds of butter.
We are offering some fine Bulls by our stock Bulls out of advanced register, and other
deep milking dams.

ALL STOCK
Flocks and herds

IN

may

FINE CONDITION.

be viewed by appointment.

Address

LIVE

STOCK DEPARTMENT, MORVEN PARK,
LEESBURG, LOUDOUN

CO.,

VA.

|
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affected). Milk lumpy, but not mixBd
with blood.
J. H. JORDAN.

Retz

Co., Va.

We

think you are in error as to
the Lady-birds or bugs having eaten
The Ladyyour vines and melons.
bird beetles are beneficial and not inThey feed on the
jurious insects.
plant lice and other small insects
It is probable
which destroy crops.
that your vines and melons were deThe
stroyed by the melon louse.
remedy for this louse is to cover the
plants with plant bed muslin until
they get well started, and then to dust
the vines occasionally when wet with
dew with bone meal or bone meal and
tobacco dust.
2. Rub the quarter of the bag with
1.

camphorated ointment or iodine ointment twice a day and milk three or
four times a day. rubbing the bag
thoroughly each time. Friction is of
great service in breaking down the
caked condition; therefore, rub often
and with pressure. E.

—

ALFALFA.
sowed an acre of alfalfa about
September 1, 1906, which came up
all right and loked fairly well until
the growing season commenced. Now
I

has a dark green color in patches

it

The balance has a yellowish tinge
and does not seem to grow. I dug up
some healthy looking plants and
found they had nodules on their roots.
The yellow plants had none. Can you
tell

me why

over,

ft

and give

did not take alike
a remedy?

D.

Bedford

all

me

J.

WALLER,

JR.

Co., Va.

It is diflBcut to explain why the bacteria did not inoculate all the land
alike, but it is evident that it did not

so, or there would be nodules on
the roots. It may be that some of
the bacteria did not vegetate, being
killed by some cause, or there may
not have been enough used to inoculate the whole of the field, or it may
be that some parts of the field are
acid.
Bacteria will not grow and
spread in acid soil. A top-dressing of
lime may help this, or the spreading
of more inoculated soil on the field
would probablv get over the difficulty.

do

all

[June,

Dlff^in^ti&€
TheComes
Out of YOUHHocket

If

you don't know that Shar-

Dairy Tubular Cream
Separators are different, take

pies

no chances until you find out.
"Bucket bowl" agents depend on catching the fellows
who don't know. Don't let
them take the difiEerence out
of your pocket.
One difference

is in

the bowl.

Shake The insides Out I
Before you buy a separator
shake the insides out of the
bowl. It will show you how
heavy, complicated, hard to
SHABPLES
wash, easy to injure, quick Dairy XnbnJarl
Bowl. Simple,
to rust, "bucket bowls"are as light, dnrable,
common kind of
compared to Dairy Tubular easy to wash.
bowls. Sharplcs Dairy Tubulars are different.
H""aT*y, hard' to
wash, easy to rnst.
Nothing iuside Dairy Tubular bowls but a
small dividing wall of triple tinned pressed steel no bigger
than a napkin ring good for a lifetime. Yet Tubulars have
twice the skimming force of any other separator skim at least

—

—

—

twice as clean.

—

You have common

sense want to save your wife work
want to save yourself repairs and cream so why not learn
about this now? Our free catalog N-290 shows many other exclusive Tubular advantages of great importance to you.
Also

ask for free book,

from calves

—

"Business Dairying," covering everything

to butter.

THE SHARPLES SEPARATOR
Toronto, Canada

West Chester,

Just Write

tlie

Chicago,

III*

Davis Boys

For a Catalog and Prices Today
They will eend it by retam mail postpaid and you will be surprised at tbe
reasonuhle prices they are asking
their improved 1 807 model

A",

r

DAVIS CREAM SEPARATOR
a liuy a standard, up.to.date c
ondcrful.coneliowl. alwaysin I';

easily

refined

to

skim c.fic

Saving Catalog No. 126"

this 3d.

so

ai

pleenclosedtjearin^, easy riinnini;. easy to clean,
freight and (Tuaranteesa^e arrival at your nearest depot.

i

lis
Sr>v

made of best
on

true

it

cream.
aalsand

balances itself. Theresupply can, large
Tliey

Low

fully jruarantcci.
a postal or in a letter right nO'

Davis Rpftatn Separator Co..

—Ed.

SSBKorth CHntmi

SI.,

CHICtGO.

U. S. k.

THE

American Well Works

KEEPING SW^ET POTATOES.
Will some reader of The Planter
kindly tell me how to keep swieet potatoes through the winter and spring?
I dug my potatoes in good season and
immediately after digging I removed
them to a dry, warm house, where
they remained on the floor for three
days. At the expiration of that time
I removed them to my cellar, and,
after carefully sorting them, I packed
them away in shallow bins and covI noticed they
ered with dry sand.
went through a sweating process after

CO.,

Pa.

J

AURORA,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

ILL., U. S. A.

DALLAS, TEXAS,

BORING, CORING or ROCK RROSPECTINO

Build the Standard

MACHINERY
Your Traction Farm Engine Mflll sueeesslully dri ve. In p respecting, that
OIL, GAS or WATE R problem.
Also build FULLLINE heavy PUMPING MACHINERY.
Catalog mailed on request.
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being put in the sand. They Icept well
till February, then rotted rapidly.
D. J. WALLER, JR.
Bedford Co., Va.

(h

We

havB repatedly written fully on
subject of storing and keeping
sweet potatoes and will do so again
near the time of digging the crop.
The main thing to be careful about is
sweating the crop properly before
storing, and then keeping in a proper
temperature all winter. We shall be
glad if some of our readers who store
and Ireep potatoes until spring will
write us on this subject for publication.
Ed.

HOGS
Will
be

can

killing

habit

KILLING AND
POULTRY.
you let me know

EATING
anything

if

used tff prevent hogs from
and eating poultry? Is the
prevalent in any particular

breed?
Charles

MRS.
Co.,

POSEY.

A.

Md.

When hogs have acquired this bad
We know of nothing that will
break or cure them of it, except the

habit

butcher's knife.

It

is

not character-

We

of any particular breed.
have known hogs of all breeds
istic

The best way

to ac-

prevent
if.
hogs from acquiring such a habit is
opportunito never let them have the
ty of eating raw flesh meat of any
kind. Ed.
quire

to

—

COWPEA HAY

CROP.

late to

sow them.

A SUBSCRIBER.
Mathews

Co.,

Va.

We

do not expect to see either cowpeas or soy beans fall in price until
Your best
another crop is grown.
course is to grow sorgEum or sorghum and cowpeas mixed, or German
See this and
millet for a hay crop.
the last issue for advice on these
crops in the article on Work for the
Month. Ed.

—

We

invite

attention

to

the

& Son

more.

Thousands upon thousands of buyers of low-grade sepabecome second time converts to the use of

rators thus

machines, and the DE LAVAL Company looks
upon the "cheap" separator manufacturers and "mail-

DE LAVAL

order" concerns as doing the best kind of missionary work
for them to this end.
When the buyer wants to cut out his expensive "primary
school" separator experience he pays the price and buys
a DE LAVAL machine in the first place, usually saving
its cost twice over while the "cheap" separator buyer is
being educated to the point of doing so.
A DE LAVAL catalogue or any desired information is
to be had for the asking.

The De Laval Separator
Randolph

St

Canal Sts.

CHICAGO
1213 Filbert Street
I

I

Drumm

General Offices:

74 CORTLANDT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA
9 &

FLEMING HAY LOADER.
tisement of Fleming

Many inquiries are made as to whether the sale of "mailorder" and the various other so-called "'cheap" separators
seriously hurts the sale of DE LAVAL machines. There
is undoubtedly a good deal of general interest on the part
of separator buyers in this respect.
The answer is NO, that it certainly does not. On the
contrary, the sale of "mail-order" and other "cheap" machines is helping the sale of DE LAVAL machines, which
is larger from year to year regardless of all kinds of attempted competition.
The people who buy "mail-order" and other "cheap"
separators at from J20 to $50 are almost invariably buyers who could not have been induced to pay $40 to $100
They would
for a DE LAVAL machine to begin with.
either have gone on without a separator or bought one of
the fake "dilution" contrivances termed "extractors" or
something of that kind.
But having once bought a "cheap" CENTRIFUGAL separator they find enough merit even in it to satisfy them that
they cannot afford to be without one, though they soon
learn that in separators at least the best is the cheapest.
So when their first machine is worn out within a year or
two, and frequently within a few months, they are almost
sure to be buyers of DE LAVAL machines the second time.
Then they have come to appreciate the importance of
skimming clean and being able to run a heavy cream, as
well as of having a machine of ample capacity and one that
will last from ten to twenty years, even it It does cost a
little

have five acres of ground which
I wished to sow in peas or beans, but
owing to the high price of the seed
I would like to know of some other
hay crop I could sow for fall cutting.
Do you think peas and beans will
drop any in the price before it is too
I

J5

MAIL-ORDER
CREAM SEPARATORS

this

—
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St.

SAN FRANCISCO

NEW

YORK.

109.

76

f

Co.

13 YouviLLE Square

MONTREAL
&

77 York Street

TORONTO

I4(i le PRINCESS Street

WINNIPEG

adver-

Mfg. Co.,

Huntsville, Mo., In which it is offering a very simple and effective hay
loader.

This Company has on record splendid evidence of the great value of this
machine. A particularly fine one was
made by one of the users. He put
up 145 acres of heavy hay in seven
days.
This Company is making a special
to introduce its
rakes in this section.
advertisement.

offer

stackers

and

Look up the

^.iXSJJ

bough,

a

BALING PRESS

and found

it

xvas not the best you could have bought for the money, you would be
Our presses have taken so many first prizes, including
sorry.
St.

Louis World's Fair

GRAND

PRIZE,

that 'hey are called

WHITMAN'S "WORLD'S STANDARD"
Ought you not to know why they are so superior before you buy
a press? Let us send you our catalog of Presses and other superior
WHITMAN AGRICULTURAL CO.. St. Lonis
Agricultural Machinery.

THE SOUTHEEN
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WHY NOT SWAP SKIMMING
FORCES?
You can come near to doubling your
dairy profits perhaps even more tlian
doable them simply by swapping the
force of gravity for centrifugal force
In the skimming of your milk.
Cream and skim-milk don't separate
just to accommodate anybody, but
because some force compels them to.
Th«re are just two forces known to
man that can be used for the profitOne is the
able skimming of milk.
force of gravity the old-time crock,
pan or can setting system in use ever
since man learned how to milk. Let
us take a look at gravity systems first
and the other and stronger force afterwards.
Gravity is the force that pulls every
downward the force that
object
gives all things weight. The force of
gravity does not change. A pound is
a pound the year around. When milk
is set in pans, crocks or cans, the
force of gravity pulls down on every
particle of skim-milk or cream the
crock, pan or can contains. But this
force of gravity pulls harder on the
.skim-milk particles than on the butter-fat particles, so that we say skimmilk is heavier than cream, bulk for
bulk. In consequence of this difference in weight, or pull of gravity, the
skim-milk settles down and the cream
But not all the cream
is squeezed up.
Some of it
is squeezed to the top.
fails to rise.
There is a reason for
When milk is sef away in pans,
this.
crocks or cans it begins at once to
grow stale.
One of fhe constituent
parts of milk is the caseine or cheese
part.
The instant milk begins to
grow stale, this caseine or cheese
part begins to coagulate or thicken.
It first forms a sort of invisible net
or web all through the milk and this
web grows gradually thicker and
thicker until it forms the solid curd
This web
or clabber of sour millf.
cannot easily be detected until it has
become very thick, but it is there,
As
even though we do not see it.
this webs forms it entangles and holds
fast many of the butter-fat globules.
The force that skims the milk must be
strong enough to pull the entangled
fat globules out of this cheesy net or
a considerable portion of the butter-fat
will be left in the skimmed milk and

AMERICAN SAW MILLS}

—
—

VARIABLE FRICTION FEED

Steel Dogs, Streng,

ACCURATE AND RELIABLE,,
Best material and workmanship, light running,
power,
little
requires
simple, easy to handle,
won't get out of order.

—

Belts and
all

Log

lost.

It

doesn't take a

man

with

Mills also in
site*.

BeAm

Carrlagoa
can be furnished with
any of our Mills.
sUes I
other
No. 1. Warranted to cut 2,000 feet per day with 4 H. P. engine. Seven
made. Also Edgers, Trimmers, Shingle Machines, Lath Mills, Rip and Cut-OB Sawa,
•
Drag SawB, Cordwood Saws and Feed Mills. Catalogue sent free.
"Rowe, Mass., October 24, 1905.— I have a No. 1 American Saw Mill and I send you I
an order for another Just like It. I run it with my 8 H. P. poruble gasoline engine;
a
use
have sawed 6,000 feet of lumber in ten hours with it without any trouble. I
1
BRADLSTY C. NBWBLXu"
4g-lach aaw.
Yours truly,

—

be

f

Ratchet Sat Works, Quick Receder, Duplaxf

m
M

AMERICAN SAW KILL MACHINERY

OUR AGENTS.—Watt
Hyman

137 Hope St., Hsokettstswe N J.
CO.,
Plow Company, Richmond, Va.;
P. Johnson, WytheTllle,
New Berne and Wilmington, N. C; Glbbas Machinery

R

Supply Company,
Company, Columbia, S. C.

Va.;

mi IB

^^^

I

Belting and Supplies.

y.

all

Machinery

^^^^^

of

every

description.
Saw-s^ Knives
Complete Stock. Prompt and
orders and inquiries.

NOFOLK., VA.

DeLOACH,

H.

(20 Years Building, Selling and Operating

Saw

Mills.)

FARQUHAR PORTABLE SAW MILLS
Made

in scTen

e

straigbt belt fet _

cable attachmects. Celebrated Karqahar
Cbain Set- Works absolutely ai-cnrate and
k receding. Built strong and durable.
\'t buy inv o tier until you iuvestiKate
Guarrite or the "FBrqahor."

anteed in evei7 respect.

Oarnew <>8-paeeoAtalofl>exSlalng In detail oil oar^AW
[Ills, Engine*. Rollers and
ThrcAherH. WeHI mall yon
a copy ffee Qpon re<ine«t.

At B. F*>ouH*g Co.. ^Ti.. roi't, n.

Farm

and

Timbered

Lands

at

Close

Prices.

much

imagination to comprehend that the
•results he'll get in fhB skimming will
•consequently depend very largely on
the strength of the force he uses to
do the skimming. Tlealizing this, it
%s not likely that a man will turn up
his nose at a strong force and keep
on using a weak one.
Is it
But how strong is gravity?
strong enough to be used successfully
as a skimming force, or does its use
result in direct, positive, twice a day
of cream in skimmed milk to
every farmer or -dairyman who uses

We

can furnish good

soil in

tarma from 100 to

1,000 acres,

and

Im the

mast fertUa

sections of Southslde Vlrgisla.
These lands are in communities that are being

and In the famous Iltbla belt
opportsnlty for energetic men.

They are

ia

mere thoroughly developed every day,
demand, and being sold. Aa ezceUaat

WRITB US FOR FURTHER DKTAILS.

THE

MECKLENBURG

BOYDTON,

REALTY

COMPANY.

Inc.

VIRGINIA.

loss
it?

These questions are wedged right

1
!

IfllLLO
expert attention to

f

AlwaTH mention Tne Southern Planter when writins to advertlaers.

THE SOUTHERX PLAXTER.
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under your bank account. Since the
Buccess or failure of your dairy depends upon yourself, hadn't you better give these questions
<»reful thought?

some

pretty

weak. Being weaR, its
effect is slow. B«ing slow, it allows
the caseine net to form. Gravity is
not strong enough to prevent this caaelne net from entangling and holding down part of the cream.
Gravity

$QfS

Cost

It

is

Because it is weak and slow, gravity must be allowed, say, twenty-four
faonrs to skim a batch of milk. And
all that time the milk and cream are
standing round taking up odors from
the air, growing stale or sour, and

the fat-entangling caseine web is getting in its work to your loss. The result is bad in every way.
The loss of
cream frequently amounts to from
onethird to one-half; the other third
or half is left in the skimmed milk
and goes to make six-cent pork or

eal

instead of twenty-five or thirtyfive cent butter. The cream that is
secured will be off-flavor, the butter
will show the effect, and stale or sour
sklnuned milk Is not the best sort
for your young stock, even though
sach milk be warmed before feeding.
In this way gravity causes the dairyman a great falling off in quantity and
-quality of butter and in the value of
the skimmed milk.
This figures up
A heavy cash loss in a year.
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toputtiDocoatsi

Spotless
pftiNTr
oq this llouseJ

DO YOUR OWTV PAINTING
AN'D trSE
Spotless Paint at only 97c per Gallon

$'20.00 on everv house painted. Make your house and buiMinprs proof
Increase their value and have the handsomest house in your section. It
you use Spotlew Ready Mixed Paint. It 5 g-uaranteed to leave a hard, smooth
surface, one that the sun and rain cannot injure. It lasts.
97c PER GALLON, or as low as 84c per
SELL $1.50 PAINT
j^Ilon in larger quantities. It is as good a paint as the kind you pay your dealer $1. 50

Save SIO 00 to

ajrain'st time.
i.~

easy

i

if

WE

AT

perg-alionfor,

OUR FREE TRIAL PLAN. We make every shipment under our binding guarantee that
you may open a.nd use any three gallons of paint you wish putting it to the hardest test,
and if you find t.1-it we have not shipped you a paint of as high quality as you can buy
anywhere -.-eg", dless of price, just ship back the unopened paint and we will not charge
you for the thrse gallons used but will refund all your money and freight charges.
Voa most admit that this is a fair proposition.
OUil 5 YEAR GUARANTEE is that it will not blister, peel, chalk, crack nor rub
oft Send us your name and address todayfor color cards and_ complete catalogue sent
aeans a saving of more than one-thiid on
f re.:?, Oi- ordei-'f rom this ad. if in a hurry.
your paint bills.

SPOTLESS COMPANY, inc.
Richmond, Va.

123 .Shockoe Square

TEAM POWERS
are as serviceable as any other stjie of
power in ever)- way, better than any other
style in many ways. This is particularly
true when applied to planteis' uses.

LEFFEL
Gravity

Is

a hard task master.

It

much

needless work upon
gravity systems of
skimming are used, there are all th'e
pans, crocks or cans to be filled and
set away twice daily; later, they must

'entails

dairymen.

all

When

engines supply steam as well as power.
Many the time you have use for steam.
Leffel engines give you something jou
can depend on—for fencer and stcan.
No trouble ahont making them work. Sizes and
Write for Book.
styles for all requirements.

James

Leffel

& Co.,

Boi 202,

Springfield, Ohio

out, skimmed, emptied
also, the cold, skimmed

be brought

and was"hed;
milk must be warmed before feeding
the farmer desires to avoid bad reAll this takes
In his calves.
time and strength both of which
should count as part of the expense
of operating the dairy.

if

sults

—

of the many reathe use of gravity systems
unprofitable
and unare
of skimming

These are some

sons

why

satisfactory.

any wonder that the dairyman
uses a gravity system fails to
tmake dairying pay?
Is It

who

The Qate For R. F U. Routes and
County Roada
OPENS AUTOMATICALLY
MANLOVE SELF-OPENING GATE.
ALWAYS IN ORDER. This gate can be
at any driveway entrance, attached
t'l
ordinary posts and soon pays for itself
1 time saved.
It is opened or closed without assistance or stopping.
Having full
control of reins and team, accidents are
avoided. It adds to the beauty, value, safety
r.Inred

and convenience

of

any

home.

MANLOVE GATE COMPANY.,
272 East Huron Street, Chicago,

III.
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Let
op

Me

{Svne,

Pa^y The Poste^ge
to \oj^

My Big Free Book

Tliese Hooks cost me 25c each in thousand lots—yet I will send vou one FREE, because! v.ant vou to know about SPLIT HICKOB» BUGGIES -Made to Order-Sold Direct
iTOm Factory on 30 Days' Free Trial— Guaranteed 2 years. Over luO.OOO SPLIT HICKORY VEHICLES now in use. My Direct Factory Price SAVES YOU BIG MONEY.
This Book
gives descriptions and prices of over 125 styles of Vehicles and Full line of HARNESS.

Address me
H. G. PHELPS, President,
[Station
The Ohio Carriage Mfg. Go.,
29-;]
Cincinnati, O.
:

But how a"bout this other and newer skimming force this centrifugal
force?
How does it work? How
strong is it? What does it accomplish that gravity fails to do?
Centrifugal force is the power that
makes whirling bodies pull away from
the centre about which they are
whirled.
When a vessel containing
milk is rapidly spun around, top like,
centrifugal force is generated and
pulls
outward on the particles of

THE CASE EASY RIDING DISK

—

But centrifugal force, like the force of gravity,
pulls harder on the skim-milk particles than on the cream particles so
that the skim-milk is drawn outward
against the sides of the vessel and
the cream is squeezed inffard toward
the centre. Add to this spinning receptacle proper driving mechanism
and proper tubes for drawing off the
skimmed milk and cream into separate vessels, and you have a centrifugal cream separator a machine that
separates cream and skim-milk by the
use of centrifugal force.
The most interesting and valuable
characteristic of centrifugal force Is
this its strength or power can be
Increased as greatly ag necessity requires.
That is the great advantage
centrifugal force has over the unchangeable, weak force of gravity.
Centrifugal force can be made strong
enough to do perfectly and almost
Instantly what the force of gravity
does incompletely and slowly.
So what win you gain in dairy profits by using centrifugal force, as applied in the centrifugal cream separator, instead of some gravity system
In the form of pans, crocks or cans?
(1). A skimming force which may
be made ten tliousand times as strong
as gravity, the amount of force depending upon the make of cream

CULTIVATOR
—

is just what its name signifies
easy on the purse, easy on the team, easf
on the operator. Its all round ease i s due to its many advantages, its siatIt does just what la explified adjustments its strength of co nstruction.
pected of it in the easiest possible w ay v,'ithout break or accidents.

By means of the telescope axle, yo«can set the wheels and gangs to cultivate different width rows, and th«reare no projections outside the wheels
There »re
to break down the plants.
three discs on a side, reversible, tothrow the dirt in or out, as desired.
The angle of the discs can be instaatly and easily changed by meaas of
a hand lever. There is a wide range
of adjustment so that the discs can be
set at exactly the right angle and

skim-milk and cream.

locked in posiOon.
The bearings are the best, not made
wear just one season, but lor theThe only imrlife of the cultivator.
plement needed for the complete cultivation of any crop planted in rows.

—

to

—

separator you select.
(2). A gain of one-third to one-half
sometimes even more in the quantity of butter you get from the same
amount of milk under the same con-

—

and

Write for our complete catalogue of binders, mowers, rakes, tedders
all kinds of up-to-date farm ma chinery.

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
1302

PUT UP

E.

Main Street, Richmond, Va.

145 ACRES HEAVY
IN 7 DAYS.

HAY

WUI BuUd a Stack 20 Fed

Horse Sitrings Ute Load
as He Raises it. wiiicb
makes the Fleming
the Only Automatic
Sivinging Slack- ^fBK^ "*'%
er Made.
Ttae

Wide by 50 Feet
25 to 30 Feet

J

1

Made in 3 Sizes.

—

ditions.

A

gain In butter quality that
will usually run from five to ten cents
per pound, according to local condi(3).

tions.
(4).

You will have fresh, sweet,
skimmed mifk, still warm with the
heat of the cow, which will be much
better for your young stock than the

FIELD VIEW FROM PHOTO ON D. R. LOVE'S FARM, FALMOUTH, ILL.
With Fleming Automatic Swinging Hay Stacker and three Sf. S-Wheel Racks. Put up ME
acres of heavy hay in 7 days. Stacker will elevate hay 24 and 28 feet
high and will build a stack

Fleming & Sons Mfg.

18 feet

wide and 40 feet long.
Falmouth, Illinois, July

31,

1904.

Huntsville, Mo.:
Gentlemen:— Have been using one of
.vour Stackers for six or seven years and It Is still doing as good work as ever. Wtali
you would send me some of your circulars to see what changes vou have made iB It,
Yours,
D. R. LOVE.
To Introduce our Stacker and Rakes, we will sell direct from factory to farm, irUcb
will save you big money, as there will be no middle man's profits. We can give yon
the names of users in your State. Write for circular and prices.
FLEMING & SONS MPG. CO., HUNTSVILLE, MO.
Co.,

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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ONE-HORSE BALING PRESS

H. C.

I.

This press is not designed for the
use of the large contract baler. It is
intended to meet the wants of the
individual hay grower or for doing
neighborhood work.
Its capacity is
from 8 to 10 tons a day.

Among
it

the things which

commend

to the individual farmer are these:

The

small force needed to operate
2.
Its very satisfactory baling
it.
speed. 3. Its convenience. 4. The
ample power supplied by one horse.
1.

5. Its solid,

shapely bales.

603

6.

Freedom

from interruptions on account of
breakage.
This press enables the farmer to

own hay and to do it cheaply.
a boy are all the force
needed. Doing your own baling at
when
other
work is not pressing
times
is the best way to keep down e.xpense
margin of profit.
leave
a
good
and
It is adapted to baling practically
every balable commodity, such as
wild hay, clovers, alfalfa, straw, pea
vines, com shucks, shredded fodder,

capacity of from 10 to 12 tons a day.
Both presses are full circle, with
large feed openings and with such a
degree of strength that they are not
phased by any kind of baling or any
pressure that will ever be put upon
them. The bed reach step-over is
low in both and they are so constructed that the pull for the team
is less at this point than on any other
part of the round.
The choice is to be determined
solely by the character of work. The
individual farmer will find the onehorse press admirably suited to his
needs. The professional or contract
baler will want the more powerful
and rapid two-horse press.

bale his

Two men and

etc.

The

press

shown

is

the lighter of

b\'
this
two presses distributed
company.
The size of the bale

chamber

is

14

by 18 inches.

The other is a two-horse press
with bale chamber either 14 by 18.
16 by 18 or 17 by 22 inches, and with a

For catalogue and particulars call on the International local agent, or write—
V. S.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA, CHICAGO.

stale,

sour or diluted skimm«d milk

from pans, crocks, cans or creamery.
(5). You will have a single can of
cream to set away or haul to the
creamery instead of several crocks,
pans or cans of whole milk to care
for, and your trips to the creamery
will be decreased by at least one-half.
(6).

A

You

require less

will

ing his daily trip. Every pound added to the load he hauls sinks his
wheels so much the deeper into the
mud or wrings the sweat so much the
more freely from his horses. Hie must
haul one load each way every day.

man who

takes skimmed milk home from the creamery
gets a stale article, diluted with washings, which may be the means of introducing into his stock tuberculosis
or some other disease which afflicts
some neighbor's herd.

Co., Va.,

March

it

to

DE

all.

L. S.

doesn't choke when bie: charges eater iis large feed opening. Folds
perfectly and makes solid, compact

ELI

Grn'-s.
It's the

P-.cioc-l'

Rolan Aa e^^^
DaieP

t«lSI«S»l.
XO 1*660^
etc. Everything requiring baling.
and itspovrepgetsstrongeras the bale bf-conies d* nser. Lar^ro feed opening niakt^s it
everywhere the favorite. Bell Signal, 4-&. Je Tension urip. 40 different sizes and styles.
Call and see it or write for illustrated catalogue.

COLLINS PLOW COMPANY,
185

Hampshire

St.,

-st-,!};:^

Quincy,

III.

HOW,
TO
HAVE

baled 'with a Dpiierlclt Ralinc P'-ess may be
to sell for a liijrhcr i<ri<tf than lli-- ]'ro.l;i.-tof
presses. A I>ederick liale is invariably neuLebt,

nay
relied
otlit^r

npon

smoothest and most comijact.

'

BEST
BALED

HAY

DEDERICK S

presses

are most profitable to operate, b<>''anse they make not
only the be»t bale, but the nn«t bul'-s. For simplUily,
ease of operaiion and volume of output, they are
unequalled. The wonderful durability of Pedenek's
I'.almg Pressf-g, tlieir freedom fioui breakape delays
and repair bills, often results in an acgregiite saving
pqual to the first coat of thepn-ss. \V rile for df«rripti\e
eatalogae, illustratmg pr.>s5P3 specially adapted to
every balinc purpose. Sent Fkff..

m

P. K. Dederick's Sons, 55 Tivoli St., Albany, N. Y.

1^^

SH^A

25, 1907.

I cannot do without the Southern
Planter no matter what business I am
engaged in. I take pleasure in recom-

mending

Johnson

—

—

Loudoun

bales of Alfalfa, PraTines,

storage

room, less iae, and practically no pans,
crocks or cans, thereby greatly reducing the cost and labor of handling
milk and cleaning milk utensils.
Do not make the mistake of thinking that the man who hauls his whole
milk to the creamery and carries the
skimmed milk back has solved the
problem, for this man gives wastes
would be truer his own time and the
time of his team and wagon in mak-

In addition, the

THE GREEDY

CRITTENDEN.

Dinwiddle Co., Va., Mar. 9. 1907.
I think very highly of the Southern
Planter and have received valuable
information from it.

W. M. MILLER.

Spotsylvania Co., Va., Mar. 4, 1907.
I
regard the Southern Planter as
one of the best, if not the very best,
farm paper published.
CHAS. H. HURKAMP.

—
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ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.

THE OLD WAY.

Detail Index.

Burnt Clay as a Fertilizer
Preventing Growth of Horns
Winter Pasture
Grass for Name
Buckwlieat
Fertilizer for Cowpeas and Grass
Bermuda Grass
Cow and the Flies
Limber Neck in Chickens
Crimson Clover
For Seeding at Last Working of
Corn
Buyers of Angora Goat Hair
Lady-bugs on Water Melons

Caked Udder

in

Cow

588

MARF
IflftUL

590
592
594

You should have

594

The BEST

595

When

596

Engine

will

pump

596

PREVENTED

A

that the

automobile is going to put the horse
out of business, the prophet of the
horseless age ought to ponder the records recently compiled by the Department of Agriculture at Washington, relating to the number and value
of horses in the United States, says
the New York Herald. These records
wBfe quite thoroughly analyzed lasi
week, but there were one or two important points which then escaped no-

For

all

2 H.

P.

"JACK OF ALL TRADES"

in

Purposes
Portable

Pumping Water

Sawing Wood

Shelling Corn

2

Grinding Feed
Light, Etc,

TO 200 HORSE POWER.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

FAIRBANKS,

No. 957 PA.

MORSt &

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

OUR WAY
AT LAST A
Ji

PERFECT POWER

cycle Gasoline Engines mark a new era in
Powers. Simplest constructed and easiest operated Engine made.
Uses no more fuel than 4 Cycle
Engines. No Valves, Springs, Cams nor Gears to give
trouble and wear out. Speed adjustable wlitle Engine
is running.
Starts easy in cold weather.
Uses Alcohol, Gasoline, JSatural or City Gas
Four sizes, '2^^,
5, 10, 15 H. v., Stationary or Portable.

Our two

that the horse
stock of the country had increased
about 50 per cent.— from 15,624,000 to
23,564,000— in the seven years since
motor vehicles came into general use,
it was not noticed that during this period prices of horses had advanced
more than 112 per cent. Such, however, is the plain fact disclosed by
comparison of the Government reNotwithcords for 1900 and 1907,
standing an unprecedented gain of
it

a

time

stationary

tice.

While

GASOLIKE ENGINE

always the cheapest.

AND NEVcR GETS TIRED.

FAMINE.
believes

he water

over twice

half the

Electric

still

a

PLEASANT
PROFITABLE.

596

598

any one

is

LIFE

WHY BREAK YOUR BACK

595

598
Keeping Sweet Potatoes
Hogs Killing and Eating Poultry 599
599
Cowpea Hay Crop

If

FARM

587

596

Alfalfa

AUTOMOBILES
HORSE

[June,

was shown

Farm

Send

for

our catalog and prices, tbey will surprise you.

THE MAXWELL

&

FirCH CO., ROME.

N. Y.

horses and
8,000,000 in number
mules, the demand for horses increased still more rapidly and so exceeded the supply that the average price
of horses on the farm rose from $44.60 in 1900 to $94..50 in 1907, the highest ever ecorded siniue the Government began to take account of live
fltock values. Prices have jumped ?24
per head about 35 per cent. in the
last two y«ars in the fact of an inInebriety
caused by excessive use of Liquor, Drugs, or Tobacco
is recogcrease of 3,617,000 in the number of
nized as a disease of the nervous system.
The Keeley System of Treatment
horses and mules.
Cures the disease by eliminating all physical craving for drink, drugs or tobacco,
Facts such as these, which tell of
builds up the nervous system, and restores the nerve cells to a normal,
the greatest prosperity in horse breedhealthy condition.
The Keeley Institute of Richmond cures and gives
ing that the country has ever known,
homelike, confidential treatment, administered by skilled physicians.
erve to corroborate the oft-repeated
The
Keeley Institute, gQ^jQ.f^^y
statement of prominent dealers that
automobiles came along just in time
p. O. Box 786.
OTIS H. RUSSELL. Manager.
to prevent a horse famine; also, to
confirm the opinion J. D. Carroll published a year or two ago that the motor car, like the railroads and other Tell the dvertlser where you saw hie advertisement.
of

—

—

Removes All Desire
—

for Liquor.
—

.
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How many times during a
vi^ould you be willing
to pay 5 cents an hour for

year

a reliable power?

A

many times, no doubt.
For shredding fodder, grinding feed, sawing wood, husking or shelling corn, churning, pumping water, separating cream, grinding tools, etc. A good many times,
indeed, and when you want it you
want

An

good

it

without

dela^'.

H.

C. gasoline engine will
a 3-horse engine,
for instance, will furnish power equal
to that of three horses at a cost of
I.

furnish such power

—

cents an hour, and it will be alread_v when j'ou want it, and
ready to work as long and as hard as
you wish. You don't have to start a
fire
not even strike a match to
start an I. H. C. gasoline engine.
All you have to do is close a little
five

ways

—

—

switch, open the fuel valve, give the
flywheel a turn or two by hand,
and off it goes, working ready to

—

help in a hundred ways.
Stop and think how many times
j'ou could have used such convenient
power last week, for instance.
There should be a gasoline engine
on every farm. Whether it shall be
an I. H. C. or some other engine on
yourisLTm is for you to decide, but it
will pay you well to learn of the simple
construction of I. H. C. gasoline engines before you buy. It will pay
you to find out how easily they are
operated, how little trouble they give,
how economical in the use of fuel,
how much power they will furnish,
how strong and durable the)' are.

It will pay you to know these things,
and the way to find themout is tocall
on our local agent or write for catalog,

These enginesaremadeinthefollowinestyli
ary or portable),
10. 12,
ical, 2

15 and 20 horse power,
and 3 horse power.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA, CHICAGO,

U. S. A.

lINCOKi'ORATED.)

Inventions which at first were thought
to threaten the existence ol the horse,
will only lead to a slight modification
of his sphere of usefulness and not
his disappearance or even to his
decline in numbers or importance.
This view finds strong conformation
in the census statistics of the last
half century, relating to the number
of horses in the United States in proportion to the population. WTien the
seventh census was taken in 1S50, the
population was 23, 193, 000 and there
to

were 4.894.000 horses and mules in
the country, or one for every 4.75 persons.
In other words, there were
about one-fifth as many horses as
there were people in tire United

:ess

Pump Water
ISaw W(Sod
I

]
>

Cut Feed
Thresh Wheat
Shred Corn
Grind Feed
All

and more, too, can be <ok*
Oasollne Englnen.
They ftr*

SAFE,

RELIABLE.

of the country, not to mention the system of canals and their horse-drawn
boats. Railroad building was still in
its infancy, the total mileage being
the operation
less than 9,000 and
primitive as compared with present

street railroads have been built and
equipped with electric motive powier

this

our

Simple,

Horses, it must be remembered,
were then the motive power for almost the entire land transportation

New York was not yet
standards.
connected by rail with Chicago and
the Par West, nor had thp Baltimore
and Ohio or the Pennsylvania Railroads then reached the Ohio river.
Since 18.50 the country has been
covered with a net-work of steam railroads, ag.gregating about 220.000 miles
in length and equipped with 2.000.000
cars and engines to do the work of
Thousands of miles of
the horse.

of

with

States.

Sydnor Pump & Well Co.,

Richmond,

Va.,

Dept.,

Inc.,
8.

YOUR WATER PROBLEM SOLVED.
Rife Hydraulic
ann you can

raise It nny helvrlit. CJuapest and e
filter supply known. No cjire needed, always ko

_ Free Trial. Send lor book and inveytipatf
uife Engine Co., 2113 Trinity 31dg.,

Always mention The Southern Planter

when

New

Ram

York.

writing

to

advertisers.
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and 100,000 automobiles have come
into use in the last few years to further supplant the hors\3, yet the percentage of horses per capita of population is much larger than when railroads, trolley cars and automobiles

were nuknown.

There are now about
87,000.000 people and 23,564,000 horses
and mules in the United States, or
one for every 3.66 persons; that is to
say, there are more than one-fourth

many horses

as

as people.

— National

Quality should be the first consideration of the economical
and wise furniture buyer. In
no other thing that you buy
for the home is it more desirthat the quality be ri^ht than
the furniture, the things that are to become
the silent companions of your home life.
Style and finish have their place and must
be given consideration, but they must be coupled with real intrinsic quality in other words
durability. The style may be as elegant and
artistic as the purse will pei-mit, but should be
of that quiet, refined elegance which never tires
one. The finish should be in keeping so that
harmony will prevail, while the construction,
the guarantee of durability, should be of that
old-time honest character that distinguished
Wi^ tlie handicraft of our forefathers plus the improvements that we have devised and
embody in the building of the "White
Line" of furniture for|the home.
The way then to furnish your
home beautifully and economically
Go to
is to buy the "While Line."
the dealer in your town who handles

REGISTERED CATTLE.
Quick's Dissolution Sale.

Quick & Sons, Gosport, Ind.,
known to many of our readTheir advertisement has appeared often
our columns.
The
greatest yet appears this issue. Many
of our readers, perhaps hundreds, have
made purchases of blooded stock of
R.
are well
S.

ers.

—

m

well

known

firm,

whose ances-

•

three of four generations ago.
Imported and bred Shorfhorn cattle in
Virginia and left many of the Quick
tors,

dent of Lynchburg, Va.; another son,
a manufacturer in Indiana, will withdraw, and the other. Dr. Walter J.
Qnlck, will return to his former vocation and profession in connection
with the Agricultural Colleges and

examine it carefully and critically and
you will discover every desirable feature we have
enumerated above, with many more that the dealer
this line;

Experiment Stations, for which his
entire life and much money have been

Pull out the drawers, turn the
will explain to you.
tables upside down; inspect the frame work and
see the built-on-honor stamp of merit all over
them. Be sure the "White Line" trade mark is
on every piece and you will get the furniture
that's made in the South, in one of the largest
and finest equipped factories in the country, by
expert workmen, from exclusive designs by
Grand Rapids' most artistic and high salaried
designers. You buy these goods at prices that
enable you to furnish your home to suit your taste no
matter how refined, at prices that mean economical
buying. Sold by leading dealers throughout
the South. Always insist on getting the genuine "White Line." If
your dealer doesn't
carry it ask him to order what you want for
you. Write for useful

spent in preparation.
The business
of this firm was begun along importing and breeding lines of the best
sorts almost half a century ago by the
senior member, who Is now in his
eightieth year and desires to retire.
It is with deep regret to every
member of the concern that a dissolution
sale is necessary, dispersing to the
highest dollar the results of several
decades of selection ana careful breeding of the best lines of blood. But
what is the loss to these good people
is the gain to the purchasers
of anv
of the offering catalogued for this dispersion sale.
The offering consists of Shorthorns
and Polled Durhams. The Shorthorns
are represented by several most ex•cellent imported cows of the famous

^

ABOlTlllt

Souvenir

Missie. Avalanchp. Cruiokshank-Secret
Primrose. Matchless and other well
then-

Scotch
calves

at

sorts,
combined
foot, ^-^arlings

The White Furniture
Mebane, N. C.

and
two yenr olds, with the best of Scotch
Archer blood, secured through the
noted importe.'I best of Archers. His
sons and daughters haTO sold within
a yo.ar in England and Scotland at
from .1!2.nno to .$3,500.
He was the

Golden Marengo, a great snow white
show cow of 1.800 pounds weight, will

free

and

booklet J of exclusive
ilake your sestyles,
lection from booklet.

in

nigh-T)ncPd yearling in the Marr sale
of Scotland, fetching $7,.';00.
He is
the oplv bull that ever defeated the
great British champion, Marengo. Bv
the way. we note from the catalogue
that one of his daughters, imported

'

^^

name who are now citizens of the
State.
One of the sons of this firm
is a well known manufacturing presi-

known

to furnish your home
beautifully and economically

BUYERS

Stockman.

this

HOW

A WORD
TO
rURNITURE

[June,

Co.

lURNITURE

TO

BUY
VA

Broad & 9th) Sts., RICHMOND,
Commercial. StenoRraphlcTelegropblc aod Eng. Deots. Ladles & gentlerrjeo. No vacations.
leading Business College south of the Potomoc RIvsr "—Ph,l.\. STE~oe<J-"""£».
"When reached Rlchrrjond. Inqulrpd of several business rtien fur the best Buslni>ss Collega
In the city. and. without exception, they all recommended Smithdeal's as the best "-• w
Bookkeeping. Shorthand. Writing, 'oucr^t by mall.
E. Ross, Law STENoeRAPHRf!. Ricbmood
"It Is the
I

Tell

I

tke

advertiser

where you saw

hia

advertisement
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OLDS

607

ENGINES

EVERY TEST.'
United

Our OLDS

States

HOPPER JACKET ENGINES

Government Report.
3, 4%, 6, and 8 H.

on Skids

P. are the handiest things

on

the market to-day.

They have all the advantages of a water-cooled engine without water tank and water connections,
making a light, complete, compact, power unit, ready to run. One pail of water is enough for three
hours. Can be moved an\'where.
OLDS ENGINES are the result of 25 years' experience and are made in sizes from 3 to 50 H. P.
for

sorts of farm and stationary power.
Tell us your requirements and we will help
Send for catalog.

all

OLDS GAS POWER
ftum under the hammer.
tlte good things of
lierd, consisting of

In tact, all

the Golden Glen
the iiiatrons with

an authorized herd book

for this

apecial class of Shorthorns, published
by the American Polled Durham
This Polled
Breeders' Asociation.
characteristic has been so well establlBhed in the last three years by the
selection of Polled freaks and light,
loose-homed cattle of the Shorthorn
breed that they can now be bred Poll-

ed with reasonable

949 Chestnut

CO.,

calres, heifers bred, and young bulls
of reyal blood lines, will be offered
the public, including a yearling Misale-Archer, and a calf. Matchless Avalancbe, of exceptional quality. These
bolls are needed in the South. The
occsicion is opportune for us.
The Polled Durhams are a breed
that will be quite ably represented by
the offerings in this sale and in this
connection it might be well to explain
that a double standard Polled Durham, such as are all these, is no more
nor less than a registered Shorthorn,
bred without horns and with the polled characteristic, eligible to register
In

you figure out what you need-

certainty.

Some

of the best blood of thie land now
.-V
number of
conrses their veins.
highly bred Scotch animals recorded
in both herd books, as are all of this
offering, will be sold in this disperThe herd bull, a two year old.
sion.
Is an elegant fellow of a ton's weight,
and as he represents, on both his sire

St.,

Lansing, Mich.

FARQUHAK THRESHING MACHINERY
RAKE
SEPARATORS
VIBRATOR
SEPARATORS

THRESHING
ENGINES
HORSE

All the Latest

All Styles and
Sizes.

POWERS

Improvements
The most durable and

Tightest draft threshing machinery manufactured.
Threshes, separates, cleans and bags ready for market. Wastes less grain,
runs lighter, is stronger, more complete and durable and less liable to get
out of order than any other kind. Get our prices and terms on any size
outfiet you may want.
Complete catalogue of farm implements mailed tree on request.

THE IMPLEMENT
1302 E.

Main

Street.

CO.,

Richmond, Va.
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[Jimey

and dam's side, the Scotch Cruickshank Secret family, he has been very
properly named and recorded Cruickshank Secret. He has proven himself
a sure breeder and has never yet produced a calf with horns, although he
has been bred almost entirely to
Shorthorn cows.
This presents a

.A. Miller
1016

SEEDS.
field

good Indiana Shorthorns and that he
contemplates attending the Quick &
Sons dissolution sale. Also, that Mr.
Leslie

D.

Vaucluse. Va.. intends going to this Indiana sale.
Those unable to attend could doubtless secure the favor of one of these
gentlemen to execute orders for them
and combine in a car, freight shipment, thus saving much additional
outlay in single shipments by ex-

sell

lav

aay
(at

fertlllMiTi

PAT THE HIGHBST MARKET PIUCBi.
Parties wishing to purchase will find H litheir

Richmond, Fredericksburg

Interest

&

to

see

us

before baylac.

Potomac R. R.

and

Washington Southern Raihvay
The Gateway

The Double -Track
Link

^^

between the

Connecting the

North and the South

AtUnti-c Coast Line Railroad
Balrimore
Ohio, Railroad

&

Chesapeake

& Ohio

Railway

Pennsylvania Railroad

Seaboard Air Line Railway
Southern Railway

Fast Mail

Between -Ml Points
Richmond,
Virginia, and
Washington, D. C.

Passenger

via

EJcpress

and

Freight Route

W.

P. Taylor,

Traffic

Managef

Kline,

press.

Henry Co., Va., March 1, 1907.
The Southern Planter supplies one
of the big wants of the new settler
giving information as to the
and how to do things.
in

way

MRS. CYNTHILIA SYKES.
Spotsylvania Co., Va., Mar. 4, 1907.
I have been reading the Southern
Planter for two years and would not
be without it for twice the cost of
it.
It is far superior to any.
J.

H.

CANNON.

Campbell Co., Va., Feb. 26, 1907.
Southern Planter is indeed
splendid. I like it more and more.
T. M. CLARKE.

The

fS

e^ery kind of
ot best quality, ani at
qaalltles can be bought 1b
sell

every crop, under our own brands. All wto'
bare used our HIgh-Qrade Tobacco TTniBt.
Corn Grower, Wheat and Grass FertlllMi^
Pure Raw Bone, and Hlgh-Grade Add FlM»phate, analyzing from U to 16 per cent., tt^
Qounce them the best they hay* IM«<L
WOOL. We buy all the year round tmt-

Duroc

We

We

FERTILIZERS. We

Dr. Walter J. Quick, of this firm,
considerable judging at
the Fairs of Virginia is much pleased
to note a disposition on the part of
fhe farmers and stockmen to improve
their live stock by the introduction ot
of the best blood procurable and says
that the only barrier to a much more
rapid improvement is the high express rates or freight in bringing this
improved blood into the State.
It is
to be hoped that many breeders will
combine, attend this sale of Messrs.
Quick, and make the shipment of their
purchases together, thus very greatly
reducing the expenses to all.
Last
year four men from Virginia sent a
representative
to
Messrs.
Quick's

are informed that Hon. H. C.
Stuart,
President of the Virginia
State Fair, recently purchased a few

Son,

and garden

as game
market.

who has done

swine
and
cattle
sate,
made purchases and brought
through a carload. Messrs. Quick inform us that in the past two years
their sales have been greater in Virginia than in any other State in the
Union except Indiana.

&

Lynchburg, Va.

St.

—DEALERS IN—

great opportunity to breeders who desire to produce hornless cattle of the
Shorthorn type, and thus establish a
Polled Durham herd of their own. As
good a pair of cattle as exist within
the State of Virginia was sold by this
firm to a son of Governor Tyler, of
Radford.

annual

Main

SOUTHERN FARM LOCATION S AND INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENTS
GKAIN FARMS
FRUIT FARMS
COTTON FARMS
HAY FARMS
DAIRY FARMS
TRUCK FARMS
IN

THE STATES OF

VIRGINIA

ALABAMA

NORTH CAROLINA

MISSISSIPPI

SOUTH CAROLINA
GEORGIA
FINE CLIMATE
AMPLE RAINFALL

TENNESSEE

"

IvENTUCKY

:

GOOD MARKETS
CHEAP FUEL

\

OPENINGS FOR INDUSTRIES

LUMBER LANDS
COAL LANDS

STONE LANDS
IRON ORE LANDS

Factory Sites In close association with water power, fuel and raw material.
Information about any part of the South and any kind of business furnished tNv
by addressing M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent, Washington, D. C. W.

HENDERSON,
Tell

the

Southern Agent, Equitable Building. Atlanta, Ga.

advertiser

where you

saw

his

advertisement.

&
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CLUBBING
In thiM

LIST.

TREES.

be found prlcai on
Kpera, magazines and peiiodlcala
w%lch are most called for by our
wadera.
We have clnb rates with
•arly all reputable publications, and
will quote them on requesl:
will

list

DaUles.
Alone.
llmes-Dlspatch, Richmond,

Va
Sunday)
News-Leader,

&

1fe« Post,

C
The Sun,

AND

We make a specialty of handling dealers' orders.
ALL STOCK TRUE TO NAIME.
Apples,

60

3 00

6 00

Washln^on, D.
Baltimore, Md..

3

00

6 00
3 40

1

00

1 25

Thrice a Week.
Tl»« World,

Peach,

Nectarines,
Cherry,
Quinces,

Plum,

Almonds

Pears,

4 06

Richmond,
3

Weeklies.

Ornamental and
Shade Trees,

Pecans,
Chestnuts,
Walnuts,
Small FrnitB,

Evergreens,
Roses, Etc.

Apricots,

CALIFORNIA PRIVET, lor Hedglnf.
M
8
AGENTS WANTED.
^ F RANKLIN D AVIS NURSERY CO.,
.

New York

RETAIL..

With
S. P.

(without
4 60

XVHOLESAL^i

First Class Nursery Stock
of all kinds.

$6 0» $6 00

"Hmea-Dlspltch

609

.

WRITE FOR CATALOOUE.
.

.

Baltlmera, Mtf.

^
|

"HUnes-Dlspatch, Richmond,

«

1 00

1

mond, Va
Southern Churchman, Richmond, Va
Harper's Weekly

2 00

2 25

Breeders' Gazette

2 00
1 50

2B

Csntral Presbyterian, Rich-

Country Gentleman
Hoard's Dairyman

2 60
4 00

2 25

66
66
76
30
3 00

4
1
1
1

Horseman

1 00
2 OO

Semi-Monthly.
Kimball's Dairy Farmer..

1 00

76
4 26
3 26

RUBEROID
TRADE MARK REG.

U.S.PAT. OFF.

Monthlies.

The Century
Nicholas

4 00
3 00

LIpplncott's

2 50

Harper's Magazine
Delineator
H*rper'g Bazaar

4 00

4 00

1 66

1 46
1 40

St.

1 00
3 00

Serlbner's

ijnerlcan

2 60

3 26

1 00
1 00
1 60

1 36
1 36
1 75

1 00
1 00
The Strand
1 20
Madame
1 06
Argosy
1 00
Review of Reviews
3 00
Field and Stream
1 50
Women's Home Companion 1 00
Kellable Poultry Journal..
60
Industrious Hen
60
Poultry Success
60
Blooded Stock
60

1 00
1 35
1 60
1 00

Cesmopolltan

rerybody's
National
Stockman
Farmer
Mnnaey

THE STANDARD FOR

and

1 35
3 00
1 50
1 25

75
75
75
65

Snccessful Farming
50
fiO
AmcT. Fruit ft Nut Jour.
60
75
Southern Fruit Grower
50
86
Shepherd's Criterion
50
76
Commercial Poultry
6D
75
When two or more publications are
w«nted, the price for them can be
found by deducting 50 cents from
"price with Southern Planter."
We cannot under any clrenmstances
famish sample copies of other pnbli.

.

CMttons.

We

ROOFING

will cheerfully quote onr best
fffee on any Use of publications subBitted to w.

14

YEARS.

The oldest prepared roofing on the market, and the first Ruberoid Roofs
many years ago, are still giving satisfactory service under the severest
climatic and atmospheric conditions.
Contains no tar or paper; will not melt or tear. Acid fumes will not
injure it.
Outlasts metal or shingles. Any handy man can apply it.
There is only one Ruberoid Roofing, and we sell it You can verify its
genuineness by the name on the label and on the under side of every length
Send for samples and booklet.
of Ruberoid Roofing.
A large stock of Corrugated and V-Crlmp Roofing always on hand.
laid,

Southern Railway Supply Gomoany,
1323 East Main Steet,
RICHMOND.
Please mention the Southern Planter.

Va.

—
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A SATISFYING BREAKFAST FOOD.
For several weeks past we have
been enjoying whole wheat for breakfast, and it is so entirely satisfactory
that, although it has been mentioned
in these columns before, it may be
permissible to speak of it again, "by

way of reminder."
Our way of preparing

it

is

as

fol-

Pick over the wheat carefully,
wash in several waters, rubbing It
well between the hands, cover it with
warm water and set in a warm place
to soak.
It is a good plan to do this
in the afternoon and keep the wheat
warm with the supper Are. In the
morning keep it stewing with the
breakfast fire, and then put it in the
hay box. More water must be added
frequently, as it should be kept covered with water. In the evening bring
it to a boil with the supper fire and
return to the hay box for the night.
The next morning it will be deliciously tender, every grain bursted open
like popcorn.
It is so sweet that it
scarcely needs sugar and has a richness of flavor that can be found no-

SOUTIIER]S^ PLAis^TEE.

perfectly pure and may then be used
in cooking.
The process of preparing
wheat in this way may seem slow,
but a gallon may be cooked at a time
(a quart of the dry wheat) and serve
for se\'eral days.
With the hay box
under the kitchen table, it is short
work to cook it. National Stock-

—

man.

lows:

NO OVER-PRODUCTION.
Horse buyers tell us that they are
keeping ahead of producers.
They
mean by this that they are buying up
the young horses as fast as they come
to marketable age and are buying
younger horses than they used to because they cannot get enough mature

[June,
ones. It Is a fact that horses are going to work at an earlier age than
they used to, and this can mean only
one thing, that they will not last as
long.
A horse that goes on to the
pavements young will not stay useful
as long as one that is matured before
going to work. From all points comes
the report that horses are high, not
only marketable horses, but such as
are needed to do farm work. If the
business of the country keeps up, so
that its commerce will require horses
as it does now, over-production is a
long way off.
There is no reserve,
farm horses are getting old, and the
country demand is to be supplied as
well as the city demand. National

—

Stockman.

..ELM WOOD NURSERIES..
— We

are Growers and

OSer

a Fine Aasortmeat of

APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS, CHKRRIBS, PLUMS, APRICOTS, NBCTA
RINBS, GRAPE VINES in large assortments, GOOSaBMRIBS, CUBKAim.
where else.
It must be remembered, however,
STRAWBERRIES, HORE-RADISH, ASPARAGUS, DBWBHRRIHS. aad

U

that wheat cannot be cooked in hard
or mineral water and remain sweet

and fine flavored. The water we have
here is very hard and wheat, lima
beans, or any dry grain needing long,
slow cooking, becomes bitter in it.
Soft water or rain water, carefully
strained and boiled a while, becomes

W.

K.

extra

lot

TREES,

Raspberries.

Spleadld

aaaortmmt

OJU^AIONTAL

aad

niB>

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and HBDGB PLANTS.
from B. P. ROCK and BROTTN LEGHORN FOWLS

EGGS

at Jl.OO p«r U.
Also a tew Pullets and Cockerels of tkcse breeds at $1.90 eaob t*r inmedlafli
delivery. Write for catalogue te
J. B. WATKIN/S A BRO., MIBLOTHIAN, VA.

BACHE & SONS,

1406 East Main St Richmond^

Va.,

manufacturers' agents
and dealers in
.

.

.

Farming Machinery, Vehicles, Harness,
SAWING FRAMES, PEANUT PICKERS, BUSKERS AND SHREDDERS.
CARRIAGES. RUNABOUTS AND 8URRIES.
SOUTH BEND CHILLED PLOWS AND CASTINGS.
Manure Spreaders, Gasoline Engines and Hay Presses, Disc Harrows, Peg Tooth
Harrows and Cultivators, 3, 5 H. P. PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES. SPECIAL BARBA.NS.

laternationai

Special atte>tion to Repair Orders for

all

kinds of Machinery.

Write for descriptive circular
anv article wanted.

"TmnMiw"

ami "l^vmMll" Wagcaa.

—

Vehicles of

all

kindr.

for
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The Everlasting Tubular
Guaranteed not

to

Break or Bend.

Q

611

Plow Doubletrees.

Steel
Send

for

Our Number 8 Catalogue

Furnished with Hook or Ring
For Plow Muasle, also Traces,

for 1907. Get acquainted with
Our complete line. Their use

spells

.

ABOVE PATTERN No. 1S5 MABE

We

Pittsburg

IN

THREE

economy.

SIZES.

manafaetnie a completa line ef Do«bIetree», Singletrees, a»d Keck Yokes of every description.
All dealers shoald handle them, ask yours (or them and take no other.

Tubular Steel "WKifletree CompanT*. Sole Manufacturer®,

PITTSSURG

-

-

PENNSYLVANIA.
Do you want

to patronize the

INDEPENDENT FACTORY
Country?

:

:

Largest
in the
:

:

Do you want Machines NOT

Hallo!!

:

MADE

BY THE TRUST?
Do you want machines

Farmer

for

which you can always

get repairs and

ROBBED?

NOT BE

:^'^r:
:

BUY THE

WALTER

A.

WOOD

MACHINES.

MOWERS,

HAY RAKES,
TEDDERS.

A

line

known

of

machines

the world over and

the standard of excellence
everywhere. We sell them
at lower prices because we
don't have to pay interest
on millions and thousands
of Travelers.

ASHTON STARKE.
Branch Office

Richmond,

Virginia.

HARVESTERS,
BINDERS,
REAPERS,
ETC., ETC.,

THE SOUTHEKN PLANTER.
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MAGAZINES.

A

popular

and seasonable

article

the June Century is Charles D.
Stewart's account of "The United
State of Base-Ball," a semi-humorous
but careful and detailed narrative of
the status of the national game in
America; how the major and minor
leagues are made up, and much oth«r
information sure to interest intensely
The writer
all boys and most men.
is that man with quaint touch, the
author of "The Pugitvie Blacksmith"
and "Partners of Providence."
A "star article" is a practical discussion by Mme. Melba of "The Gift
of Song," her first contribution to the
literature of her art.
Coming from
one of the greatest and certainly the
most phenominal of living singers,
this account of her own early strugin

gles,

,«{

Ralph Henry Barbour's "Tom, Dick
and Harriet," Agnes McClelland Daulton's charming "Pritzi," and Capt.
Harold Hammond's wholesome "Pinkey Perkins: Just a Boy;" but the
magazine seems richer than ever in
short stories, pages of pictures and

by

no

means

exhausts

list

Gerard,

and the number

is

in

with pictures by Florence E.

Starr.

There are four
Nicholas

in St.

quaint

the

notable

"A

serials

Field

I

Sullivan Co., Tenn., Feb. 28, 1907.
am well pleased with the SouthR. P. CARMACK.

Wake Co., N. C, March 18, 1907.
PleasB do not ever stop the Southern Planter, I need it so much.
LEN.

O.

OGBURN.

Spotsylvania Co., Va., Mar. 19, 1907.
I get lots of good reading from the
Southern Planter and do not want it
to stop.
C. H. CROPP.

pages especially for tlie wee ones.
Everett Wilson supplies amusement
for the entire nursery this month in

Knox Co., Tenn., March 14, 1907.
I cannot do well without the Southern Planter, as it has been a great
A. C. MALLORY.
help to me.

his information, helpfully illustrated,
of "Flat Paper Houses," and there are
for

.,^.,< ,»5 ,^{ ,•<

Glory,"

ern Planter.

Without losing any of its appeal for
older boys and girls and the
grown-ups of the family, St. Nicholas
this year is adding, more and more,

some charming "jumping plays"

of

A happily timely sketch is J. L.
Harbour's "The Author of 'The Story
of a Bad Boy,' " a sympathetic study
of Thomas Bailey Aldrich.

the

jt^^.^^^^»^ Jt^^^^^^^^^ .'i.,*^.^^^^

now running

— Mary Catherine Lee'a

Little

jolly jingles.

England has been a

prominent event of the New York
season. These show her in tragedy
and comedy, including a page portrait of the actress as "Hedda Gabler," besides two sketch portraits as
"Hedda" and two as "Nora."
Accompanying these is a critical study
of Mme. Nazimova, by Owen Johnson,
which is also the first authoritative
record of her professional career.

Published now probably for the first
time is a letter of Victor Hugo's forming the leading article of the number,
a letter written in response to an inquiry from Count Victor A. Pepe, of
Italy, as to Hugo's purpose in writing his .great romance. This authoritative personal statement of Hugo's
object in "Les Miserables" and its relation to social problems has special
interest in connection with current

^^S^*

York"
month's

whose debut

for
ambitious
likely to make a

is

baby,

also for Mr. de Ivanowski's portraits
of the Rusian actress. Alia Nazimova,

advice

young women,
wide appeal.

social discussion; and to add to this
interest are three drawings by Castaigne of scenes in "Les Miserables,"
two in tint. Menton of Henry Tyrrell's article on
"Garibaldi in New

of good things.
The weIcom« frontispiece is the
first of Timothy Cole's wood engravings in his new series of French
masters, an attractive portrait by

combined with much sound and

authoritative

[June,

..-a

.ji

^

,<t ^<t

ji

^ ^ ^ ^ jt Jt .^ ^ ^ ^ Jt ^

THRESHING TIME
Are YOU ready for it?
Are you going to wait
thresher-man this year?
You are running the
risk of losing your crop if you do.
Such a loss would be far greater
than the cost of one of our modern, up-to-date threshers. We would
like to talk with you about these machines.
They are money-makers
and time-savers. You will want to know WHY. We would like the
opportunity of telling you a postal inquiry is all that's necessary.
will

soon be here.

for the itinerant

;

We

are

formerly

also

made by

manufacturers of
the old firms of

Cardwell&Co., including

all implements and machinery
H. M. Smith & Co. and J. W.

HORSE POWERS, PEANUT MACHIN-

ERY, STRAW CUTTERS,

WELL FIXTURES,

ALSO CORN PLANTERS

The Cardwell Machine Company,
19th and Cary Sts.,
»s*

jr a? :? K" K'

jf"

:? K"

:«' ^''

K" :^

^^^ ^''

:? K'

f!'

^'' ^^^

-

-

RJCHMOND,

*' ^" »r jT jT ^r }? :f tf K" K"

js' 8**
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jf' :f'

:?
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POULTRY FARM
FOR SALE.
A

chronic case of

Asthma

farm, containing 80 acres,

equipment and

The farm
room house

in

is

—40

forcing

me

my

splendid Poultry

Farm

—

wood

for

This

sflje.

together vvith entire

bargain price of $3,500.

stock, will be sold at the
is

to offer

cleared and improved and 40 in

admirably situated, lays well, has two never-failing streams of fine water, 6

good repair, well

at its door, small, frost-proof cellar,

bam, tobacco

house, seven

chicken houses and scratoh pens, rims enclosed in about 50 rods of wire fencing.

An
leas

inventory of stock and equipment

is

about as follows

:

10 Wbite Wyandotte hens,

than two years old; 60 White Wyandotte puUetts, 1906 hatched; 75 White Wyandotte

hundreds

pullets, late fall hatch, 1906;

of

White Wyandotte chickens hatching; 100

Barred Plymouth Rock hens; 20 Brown Leghorn hens, and a pen of Rhode Island Reds; 4
Incubators, 2 Model Brooders and

all

the other accessories of a well-kept and paying plant;

2 horses, a fine team, and 2 milcli cows, 2-horse wagon, Dayton, plows, rakes,

mower,

etc.

You

;

also,

growing crops, including a

will observe that there is about

fine stand of

com

new

mill,

timothy and German clover.

$1,000 worth of poultry alone

at present

market

prices.

The

location of this fai-m is ideal, being only

two mile« from Ashland, a splendid market

and college town, 40 minutes' from Richmond, 3 hours from Washington; 12 hours from

New

York; 8 trains

daily.

North and South from Ashland;

local

trains

stop

-w^ithin

half

mile of house; half a dozen poles will connect you with telephone.
I must leave here, and the

first

man who comes

in all household furniture in addition to the above.

Remember, $3,500

r. D.

me

will be

my

trunks.

gets the best bargain ever offered in Virginia.

A. L.
R.

along and means business, I will throw

All I take with

1.

PARKER,
ASHLAND, VA.
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BOOKS
A practical

Bean Culture.

Celery Culture. A practical guide
beginners and a standard referto persons already engaged in
celery growing. By W. R. Beattie,
Bureau of Plant Introduction, United
States Department of Agriculture.
Fully illustrated. 5x7 inches. Cloth.
148 pages. Price 50 cents. Orange
Judd Company, New York.
This book is the result of many
years' experience in celery growing,
both for home use and for market.
The author has also had the benefit
of acquaintance with many of the
most successful celery growers, and
has had abundant opportunity to
study their methods.
The work is

treatise

ence

value, etc., etc. A practical book for
grower and student alike. By
Glenn C. Sevey, Associate Editor

the

American Agriculturist weeklies. 144
inches.

Price 50

5x7

cents.

Orange Judd Company,

Cloth.

New

York.
This is the only complete, comprehensive and authoritative book published on the subject of beans and
their culture. It takes up In a logical way and explains in simple language all the details incident to the
production of a maximum crop at a
The widely sepminimum expense.
arated accounts of certain phases of
the industry are all brought together
and put in a form to be at once available to the practical grower. The subject matter considered includes history, development, different species,
cultural methods of preparing seed

ise

.; . I . l

_H - Ij

I

-I -I-

soil

inocula-

M- -H-H - -H-H-M"
I

I

I

ed.
50

Tomato

^ I " I ^^ I - I - ^ ^ !

''G^^'SQcc^y

Culture.

on the tomato,
^

M - - "M-M^

^

l

I

A
its

practical treathistory, char-

Orange

cents.

York.
This
tomato,

is

Judd

Co.,

New

a practical treatise on the

which includes its history,
characteristics, methods of planting,
cultivation in field and
greenhouses, points about harvesting,
packing, storing, and marketing, as
well as the most complete account of
the
insect
enemies and diseases
fertilization,

which attack tomato, and remedies
for their control that has ever been
written. The author has made a life
long study of this important vegetable, and has here embodied, for the
first time, a complete story of his experiences.
Because of the increasing popularity
of the tomato for general and popular use, this bok is especially timely

from one acre. There is perhaps no
other garden crop that requires or

cultivation,

By

etc.

Tracy, of the United States
Illustratof Agriculture.
148 pages.
5x7 inches. Cloth.

Department

Complete cultural directions are included, together with estimates of the
cost for equipment and running expenses, and a fair estimate of returns

The question of
plant.
tion is given in detail.

fertilizers,

etc.,

W.

Will

lots.

that will justify so liberal use of fertilizers as celery.
Complete information is given regarding the value,
kind and quantity of fertilizers to apply.
Pull instructions are given for
the home mixing of fertilizers for the
celery crops.

planting,

methods and remedies,

complete in eviery detail from sowing
a few seeds in a window box in the
house for early plants to the handling
and marketing of celery in carload

nsmedies for insect and fungous pests,
varieties and where they succeed,
A whole chapter is given
etc., etc.
over to the consldertion of the nitrogen-gathering properties of the bean

bed,

acteristics, planting, fertilization, cultivation in field and greenhouse, harvesting, packing, storing, marketing,
insect enemies and diseases, with

for

production and marketing of
manner of
beans,
including
the
growth; soils and fertilizers adapted;
planting, harvesting; insects and fungous pests; composition and feeding
of the

pages.

fJtme,

and important. It deals with every
phase of the subject. It Includes
chapters devoted to the

home

garden,

greenhouse and large areas
commercial purposes.
We can supply any of the abovenamed books at the prices named.
Also, all other books on Agricultural

hot-bed,
for

or Horticultural subjects at published
prices.

^

<^i^j^j^^€4===(37<^ (^^//€^%()t'/^//

'fwm^

The Belle^Pre Bottle Company,
Alexandria, Virginia.

We

handle

A

Supplies.

lirdf-

all

full line

of

Dairy and Creamery

ready for prompt' shipment,

Bottles, Caps, Brushes,

Washing Powder, Cans,

Tinware, Boxes, Carriers, Etc.
Write us for circulars and prices.

\- \ \\
'

I

'

I
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REPORTS.
Department
S.
Washington, D.

U.

Forest Service. Circular
est Planting in Illinois.
Forest Planting Leaflet.

of

Agriculture,
C.
Report o£
the Secretary, 1906.
Bureau of Animal Industry. Bull.
98.
Investigations in the Manufacture and Curing of Cheese.
Bureau of Animal Industry. Bull.
.

Circular
Hardy Catalpa.
Circular S3. Russian Mulberry.
Circular S4. \Vb\fe Ash.
Circular 85. Slippery Elm.
Circular 86. Box Elder.
Circular 87. \\Tiite Willow.
Circular 88. Black Walnut.
Circular 89. Tamarack.
Circular 90. Osage Orange,
Circular 91. Coffee Tree.
Circular 92. Green Ash.
Circular 93. Yellow Popular.
Circular 94. Black Cherry.
Circular 95. Sugar Maple.
Forest Service. Circular 97. The
Timber Supply of the United

.

82.

The Danger from Tubercle

99.

Bacilli in the Environment of Tuberculous Cattle.
Bureau of Animal Industry. Circular 100.
Quail Disease in the
United States.
Bureau of Animal Industry. Circular 110.
Methods of Eradicating

Cattle Ticks.

Bureau of Biological Survey. Cir•cular 58.
Destruction of Deer by
the Northern Timber Wolf.
Bureau of Chemistry. Food Inspec-

States.
Service. Circular

Forest

Quantity and Character of Creosote in
Well-Preserved Timbers.

Decisions, 66-68.

tion

Bureau

of
Entomology.
Circular
Corn Leaf Aphis and
Corn Root Aphis.
Bureau of Entomology. Circular 88.

The

86.

Control of Forest
Cloud, California.

in Principal Countries.
Farmers' Bull. 280.
Profitable

A

HUGHES,

^/. T.

at

Mc-

M. L. T. DAVIS.
Sec'y and Treasurer.

President.

TOM

Summer

and Winter Resort
Open the Year Round; Splendid
Sanatorium
Ideal

Dr.

Walton,

C.

J.

Mecklenburg

Resident

Calcium

Physician.

Lithia Waters
the medal and highest
Louis Exposition.

Received
the St.

and

Chloride

award st

The Mecklenburg
among the finest In

1906

Louisa County, Va.
N. B.— Rich bluegrass pasturage for

15.3;

Va.

Rates
Rooms, Single and en Suite.
Reasonable and Consistent.
Fronting the Historic
200-Foot Veranda,

200

Address HUNTER'S HILL FARM, Apple
Grove P. O., Louisa County, Va., or T S
Winston. Richmond, Va.

PATRICK

Accommodations.

Conveniences.
President and Manager.
Norfolk Banks.
References:
Two blocks from main
Excellent Cafe.
entrance of Exposition Grounds.
E.

E.

HENRY.

HACKNEY STALLION,

Modern

All

McCLEARY,

PINE BEACH, VA.

Chestnut Horse by "Squire Rlckel," son of
the famous Cadet; dam "Marjorle," a gold
medal winner by "Roseberry."
For terms, address A. POLLARD & SONS,
R.

Eagle
Daisy Rover, by Red Rover.
Light combines style with substance.
For terms, address R. L. GRIFFITH,
Owner, Talleysvllle, New Kent County, Va.

5,

THE STUD,"

the

Mammoth

good

Fee,
O. N.

K

individual
leap;

|10

and
season;

NUCKOLS, Owner,

promising

Fee,

$10

H. A.

etc.

season;

WELLS,

insurance.
Owner. Centralla,
$15

Va.

$15

R.

Rio VlBta, Va.

E. G.

Campbell

1.

HARVEY.

Co., Va., April 25, 1907,

i

I
cannot afford to miss a single
copy of your valuable farm journal,
the Southern Planter.

W.

R.

PERROW.

Granville Co., N. C, Feb. 27, 1907.
I like the Southern Planter
best of
any farm paper I have ever read.
J. H. PERRY.

2:10.

Bay horse;

height, 16 hands; weight 1200
pounds. Sired by Gambretta Wilkes, 2-lSi^dam, Magnolia, by Norfolk, 3670.
Fee, $25 the season; $10 payable at
time
or

service and the remainder

known

to

be with

reasonable

foal.

when mare
Mares cared for

rates.

la

at

Address IRVING J. COFFIN, Stonerldge
Stock Farm, R, F. D. No. 5, Richmond, Va.
or care of M. Kelly Horse & Mule
Co., Nlne^
teenth and Prainklln Streets.

(Trial,

Bay

horse;

2:28^i,

foaled

RED DILLON, 38696.
Bay horse; foaled 1902; height, 16.3 hands;
weight, 1.150 pounds. By Baron Dillon, 2-12
son of Baron Wilkes, 2:18; dam, Zlnda Lake
2:0Syi,
etc.
Red Dillon is an inbred
Wilkes, world's greatest race horse family
For terms address W. J. CARTER, 1002 Hull
Street. Manchester. Va.
Note— Red Dillon's third dam, the noted

brood mare. Bertha James, daughter of Dictator, also produced the grand trotting stallion, Harrison Wilkes, 2:11%, sold
for export In 1905 for $10,000.

Trotting.)
1902:
height,

Bay horse;
weight, 1,100
dam, Jessie
Jessie Herr,

foaled

1902; height, 16 hands;
pounds, by Charley Herr, 2:07;

dam of Annie Lee, 2:071,4;
etc., by Neapolitan, 9966.
Fred Herr has fine size and individuality
and should make an impressive sire.
Fee.

$10

P.,
2:18,

season:

$15

Insurance.

Address A. T. BROADDDS, R.
Highland Springs, Va.

KOTOR, 36433.

speed.
Fee. $25 the season, with return privilege.
Write for tabulated pedigree.
L. T. WHITAKER, M, D., Enfleld. N. C.

F. D. No.

1,

CHESWOLD, 39578.

15.3;

1,100 pounds;
by Kremlin. 2:07%;
dam, Allene, dam of Metallic, 2:20, by Kentucky Prince. 2470. Kotor is a richly-bred
horse and should make a successful sire of

sire.

insurance.
F. D. No.

a good informer and advisor to
any farmer, no matter how long he
has been following the business.

weight,

Jack,

KING JUMBO
A

Appomattox Co., Va., Feb. 26, 1907.
I look upon the Southern Planter
as

FRED HERR, 45239.

dam,

"IN

Cost of Filling

Silos.

Richmond, Va.

by Clay, son of Walker Morrill,
dam, Mlttie Belote, by Signet, 2:26>4
of dams of Lamp
Girl,
2:09;
Gold

Bur, 2:13^4,

horse; foaled 1900; height. 16 hands;
weight, 1,200 pounds. Sired by Alcalde, Jr.

D.

horse,

2557;
sire

EAGLE LIGHT.

F.

WHITE TIPS.
Bay

Bay

Evaporation of

292.

SADDLE STALLION.

States Hotel,

(EUROPEAN PLAN.)
Flrst-Class

visit-

Hal, bay horse- foaled 1901; height,
weight, 1,150 pounds.
Sired by Prince
Hal; dam, Fancy Girl by Fancy Boy
Fee, $12 insurance.

Hampton Roads.

THe

Show and

$12

tag mares.

„Fa°oy

City,

Farmers' Bull.

RECORD,

INSURANCE.
Address CARL H. NOLTING, TrevllUan,

Send for free Illustrated booklet

Chase

Charlottesville Horse
State Fair at Richmond

FEE,

Hydrlatlc
Baths are
the country, embracing
the famous Shott system of Neuheim bat^.

THE MECKLENBURG HOTEL.

at

Virginia

291.

Apples.

WEALTH, 29579.

The Registered French Coach Stallion,
Qrandee, Chestnut Horse, 6; 16.1 hands;
weight, 1,300 pounds.
Blue ribbon winner

la

Worm.

Ball

Farmers' Bull.

GRANDEE

SMITH, Manager.

THE MECKLENBURG,
An

Tenant Dairy Farm.
Farmers' Bull. 282. Celery.
Farmersi' Bull. 283.
Spraying for
Apple Diseases and the Codling
Moth in the Ozarks.
Farmers'
Bull.
284.
Insect
and

The

79.

Fires

Cotton.

Farmers' Bull. 288. The Non-Saccharine Sorghums.
Farmers' Bull. 289. Beans.
Farmers' Bull. 290.
The Cotton

S.

Hops

Scale.
Department of Agriculture,
S.
Washington, D. C. Circular 73.

Country Life Education.
Forest Service. Circular

98.

Department of Agriculture
Bureau of Statistics. Bull. 50.

U.

The Terrapin
U.

615
Fungous Enemies of the Grape
East of the Rocky Mountains.
Farmers' Bull. 2S6. Comparative
Value of "Whole Cotton Seed and
Cotton Seed Meal in Fertilizing

For-

81.

chestnut
Wilkes,
2:0014.

horse; foaled
1902.
by
sire of John
2:17Vi.
R.
etc.:
dam, the Goldmine,

Ashland
Gentry,

by

Allle

Wilkes, 2:15.
Fee, $10 the leap. $20 Insurance.

Address BEACOM
Henderson, N. C.

SUPPLY COMPANY,

THE SOUTHERX PLANTER.

LEE'S

[June,

PREPARED AGRICULTURAL LIME.

For Cotton, Corn, Wheat, Oats. Clover aud

Peas,

a

and

grower

crop

PEEMAXEXT

LAND IMPRO^^:R.
LEE'S EXCELSIOR TOBACCO FERTILI.ZER makes, at
good and hea\ncr tobacco than higher priced ammnniated goods.
LEE'S SPECIAL
Our

CORN FERTILIZER

whicli

is

much leu

cost,

equally as

cheap, grows in popularity everv year.

were the largest on record

sales last season

Importers of
\\'rite for circulars

and

A. 5.

THOMAS BASIC SLAG

prices.

LEE & SONS

CO., Richmond, V«.

LEADING 1907 UP-TO-DATE LABOR SAVING lOTH CENTURY MACHINERY.

Improved
Century
TweDtletli
Kemp's
Manure Spreader. Made In Ave sizes. WrlW
for special

Catalogue and prices.

ANTl-DlRT MILK PAIL.
and other
First. It prevents dirt, hair
while
substances Irom dropping into the milk
"secold. It strains the milk twice through
two fine strainers while milking.
We mall our General Catalogue prompUy
any
on request; also special circulars of goods
implement wanted. We warrant our
from our
"A" grade and can ship promptly
constore all orders. Get our prices and be

BROWN RIDING AND

The "GEKUINE"

WALKING CULTIVATORS,
pivot

beam

carried

in

or pivot axle.

furnished with

Pin or spring

Four or

stock.

Write for
wanted.
Circulars.
vator

six

"Special

shovel,

Brown

trip

BEMENT

DISC CULTR'ATOR,

WITH SIX

OR EIGHT DISC AND SPRINGTOOTH ATTACHMENT.

as

Culti-

Tinced.

entirely

Built
leable

"

iron.

of

steel

forglngs and

The most simple and

mal-

easiest

Cultivator on the market to-da;.
Write for circulars and testimonials.

adjusted

IT

«H(

wMtna

DRTntfS

•(•*

THE BHR-

••» u'T ••oa t»«

The Improved Champloa Draw-Cut Mower,
all

PL.YMOOTH TWINE.
Even, Smooth. Strong. Full Length.
Ball Warranted.

Every

FORKS,
MILWAUKEE HAY TOOLS AND
and prices.
all styles.

Write lor circulars

sizes

for

one,

two

and

three

Keystone Hay Loaders and Rakes.
Genuine "Plymouth" Twine.
Studebaker Buggies, all styles Studebaker
Studebaker
Carts,
Studebaker
Carriages,
Runabouts. Special prices given on Studeand
Buggies
Wagons,
baker and Brown
Carts.

Successors to

HENIN6

&

horses.

Champion Hand and Self-Dump Steel Hay
Rakes for one or two horses. Several sires.
Champion Tedders, all sizes.

NUCKOLS,

CHAS.

E.

HUNTER

The
Tator.

Gl-h-ilc

Ec l-

;,: is

Tooth Cultl-

Thousands used eNery year, giving
The Reed Spring Tootli

perfect aatisfacUon.

Cultivator can be converted into a sprlns
tooth harrow by buying the center gang at
a small cost, making It a Spring-Tooth
Write for the Reed
Harrow on wheels.
Special Cultivator Circular and Catalogue.

IMLiilSUIWiR

BRISTOW & MOORE,
DEALERS IN AND MANUFACTURERS OF

CARRIAGES, BUGGIES,

RUNABOUTS

and

rlJa3£r) riA£S FURi^lSHED

WAGONS.

ON SHORT NOTICE

Special Attention to Repair Work.
Come and See US or Write US
Your Wants,
Long Distance Telephone 5915.

BRISTOW
& MOORE
RICHMOND,
Repository 1417 E. Main St.,
THE

DISC

THE

HARROW.

WITH STEEL WEIGHT BOXES.
PLANTERS

for

Com,

Cotton,

VIRGINIA.
Shops 1600

DISC CULTIVATOR.

With Disc Harrow and Spring Tooth
Attachment. Three Tools in One.

Peas,

Beans, Etc.
Plaster

Sowers.

Eight

Lawn

Rollers,

Farm Wagons.
IMPLE-

ments and Machinery for all purposes and solicit correspondence.

ST.,

•*

its

Re-

One Man and One Team.
..

^

»

j

cost In two days' work.

Road Plows, Road

.

Rollers.
for

Horse,

Hand

or Steam Power.

!Kv/iv

KORSE POWERS,

Mills, Threshers.

THE EMPIRE PLANTER.

WATT, CROWN AND CRESCENT

Plain or with Fertilizer Attachment.

and other Plows and Plow Repairs.

DOUBLE ROW PLANTERS

FIFTEENTH

o™
Saves

and

WE SUPPLY IMPROVED

13 S.

quires but

BALING PRESSES

MANURE SPREADERS, WEEDERS,
Drills, Field

THE UNIT ROAD MACHINE,

sizes

styles.

Pea Hullers, Grain

THE GUARD FRAME HARROW.

WHEEL AND DRAG SCRAPERS,

FERTILIZER DISTRIBUTORS, LIME
and
and

E. Franklin St.

with and

Between Main and Cary.

THE CALL-WATT

without Fertllljer Attachment.

Established by GEO.

WATT,

1840.

CO., "'""^''..^r.X— "•"

The amount of insurance

written,

and the amount paid

for, in the

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
During 1906, were largely in excess of any previous year, and the increase in the business in
was greater than that of any other company in the world. This record was accomplished at
a lower rate of expenditure than that of any other American company.
The New Policy of this company, introduc ed January 1, 1907, incorporates every desirable
feature.
Sample copies furnished on request.
fore©

AGENTS WANTED IN EVEKY COUNTY IN VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA.
T. ARCHIBALD CARY, Gbsiteral Aqbnt,
Richmond, Va.

Mutual Assurance Society Building.

-

Corruaated and V-Crimp Roofing
.painted

-

and galvanized.

"Bestoid" Rubber Roofing
Carey's Magnesia

Cement Poofingi

Tarred Paper, Tin Plate, Lime,

Cement, Hardware, Terra Cotta
Pipe,

Wire Fence, Drain Tile, etc.
SEND rOR CATALOGUE.

BALDWIN & BROWN,

1557 E.

MAIN

STRATTON & BRAQQ
Giant and
Pennsylvania

Little
'I

ST.,

CO.,

RICHMOND, VA.
QENERAl AGENTS.

PETERSBURQ, VA.

They are built in first-clasB manner, and
are strong and durable. The price is within
the reach of all. We gnarante* them to do
the work aatisfactorily. We will mail catalogue and teitimonials, and quota prices
en application,
___.

"Lirrn

SAMSO^"
Aalcaatic
Biflit.

CHASE SAW

MILLS.

ERIE ENGINE

WORKS

SlDEand CENTER CRANK ENGINES

UNION IRON WORKS
This cut showi our

5 and 7 h. p. "Little Samson" Vertical, Automatic Enrunning
threshers,
for
peannt
gine
pickers, cutting feed, sawing wood, eta.

Larger siie also furnished.

Leoemetlv«"Peptable and Stationary BOILERS.

Prices and catalogue on application

established 1840.

THE

5lxt7-Eightb Year.

Southern Planter
A MONTHLY JOUIWAL
DEVOTED TO

Practical

and Progressive

Agriculture. Horticulture

Trucking, Live Stock and the Fireside.

Labor Saving Implements and Machinery
Everything Up-to-date for 1907
John Deere
Buckeye
and

Continental

and John Deere
Disc Cultivators

By

Champion
Walking

attaching

extra disc these
cultivators

and
Riding

can

be converted

Cultivators.

in-

to harrows.

All Sizes.

Spangler, Deere,

Syracuse

Black Hawk, Root

Chilled

and Eureka
Single

Row

Plows.

Cornj

Riding and
Walking.

Planters.

Deere and Black
Hawk Double

Row
\

Planters.

All Styles in Stock

-^35?

Chattanooga Plows.

The Southern

Planter.

DEVOTED TO

PRACTICAL AND PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE,
TRUCKING, LIVE STOCK AND THE FIRESIDE.
Agriculture

Is

—

the nursing mother of the Arts. XENOPHON.
two breasts of the State. SULLY.

—

Tillage and pasturage are the

Richmond, Va., July, 1907.

68th Year.

No. 7

Farm Management.
WORK FOR THE MOXTH.
we wrote
middle of the
month of Jime and even now at this writing (20th
June) we are having cool winds and weather more
like that we usually have in early May than summer.
There is no record of such long-continued
cold weather during the first half of the year since
1816, in which year there was frost in every month
in the year and trees in the forest were only beginning to leaf out in June. The peculiarity about this
year is that practically the same cold weather has
extended all over the country.
Since the first of
April the mean temperature is slightly above the
normal only in Southern Florida, along the immediate coast of Central and Southern California, in
Northern California and over the western portions
Elsewhere throughout
of Oregon and Washington.
the entire country the temperature is below the
normal, the deficiency ranging from two to four
degrees per day in the southern portion of the country and in the Rocky Mountain region, from four
The abnormal

cold weather of which

in our last issue continued

up

to the

to six degrees over the southern portions of the cen-

and in the Middle Atlantic States and
lower Lake region, and from six to eight degrees in
the Ohio, Upper Mississippi, Upper Missouri and
Red River of the North Valleys, the most marked
deficiency being shown in Minnesota and North
Dakota.
With this low temperature we have also
had much rain, and together the result has been
most disastrous to the progress of crops. Farmers
generally are much discouraged, and with reason,
but we would urge them to take heart and not let
short crops be chargeable to any want of effort on
tral valleys

their part.

We

and harvest

shall never fail,"

have the promise that "Seed time
and this promise has
not yet been found wanting of fulfillment, and we
have the faith to believe that it will still hold good,
even in this abnormal year.
Lose no opportunity
to help forward crops
already planted and avail
yourself of every opportunity to plant others to supp\x the place of those -which have failed to "weather

The atithorities of the Weather Bureau
us that the result of their observations and
records go to show and prove that the average temperature and rainfall over a long series of years is
practically the same for each year, or within a very
If this is going to hold good for
slight variation.

the storm."
tell

and the probabilities are that it will do
have a warm summer and fine long
and this ought to be utilized to make good the

this year,
so,

we

fall,

shall yet

deficiencies

The
is

still

now

existing.

condition of the winter and spring wheat crop
The probabilities now are
a declining one.

that short of 28,000,000 acres of winter

be

harvested and

that the yield

wheat will

will not

exceed

350,000,000 bushels, as against 493,000,000 bushels

The area seeded to spring
harvested last year.
wheat is about 16,500,000 acres, as against
17,706,000 acres Tiarvested last year and the probable
crop, assitming normal conditions to harvest time,
likely exceed 250,000,000 bushels, as
298,000,000 bushels harvested last year.
The aggregate probable yield of the two crops will,
therefore, be 191,000,000 bushels less than was the
outcome a year ago. Practically, therefore, we shall
this year only produce sufficient wheat to meet the
needs of our own people and any surplus for export
must come from reserves held over from last year.

will

not

against

—
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its effect an the price, which drop has been heavy in the apple orchards and espeThe reports from
further advance, as the yield cially so amongst the red apples.
of the crop in Europe is likely to be short, weather other fruit sections outside this and the adjoining
The late
conditions there having been over most of the coun- States are much the same as our own.
England alone of severe spring has thinned the crop severely and in no
try as dis_astrous as our own.

This cannot

we

fail to

expect to see

have

still

European countries seems

likely to have

an average

The
crop, but she will even then be a large buyer.
Canadian crop also is not likely to be as large as
There is, however, one element of
that of last year.
comfort for our farmers in this dismal forecast, and
that is that so far as we can learn our wheat crop is
looking exceptionally well. We have reports from a
number of farmers saying that their crop was never
more promising. Winter killing did but little
damage, we altogther escaped the green bug infestation and the cold, wet weather we have recently had
does not seem to have had any effect on either the
wheat or grass crop, except making them later to
If only now the weather will become
mature.
seasonable there seems every probability that we
shall make a good wheat crop and a heavy hay crop.
The misfortune is that we grow too small an area
of both these crops to make good probable deficiencies in other crops.

The indications are that the oat crop of the coimtry will be as large as that of last year, as the
acreage is increased though the condition is lower.
The acreage of the cotton crop is a full one

—

32,000,000 acres but the condition is much impaired, standing on the first of June at 70, as against
83 last year. Much will depend upon the weather
during the next few weeks as to whether the aggi-e-

either North or West, does there appear
promise of a full crop.
Whilst it is yet too early to say anything definite
as to the corn crop the present prospect is noi a very
The crop is late everywhere nnd
cheering one.
much is still to plant, whilst that planted is coming
up generally to a poor stand, the land having been
too cold to germinate the seed quickly and much of
There is, however, yet time for conit has rotted.
siderable improvement to be made, both in area
planted and in the condition of that already planted.
If we should have a fine summer from this time on
and a late fall the crop may yet prove a large one,
but if early frost should occur much of the late
planted will be immature and soft.
On the whole the outlook for farmers all over the
country is distinctly less promising than it has been
for two or three years, the only redeeming feature
being the high average price and gi-eat demand for
products which still obtains.
So long as business
generally keeps brisk and labor well employed these
high prices are likely to hold good, and from smaller
crops probably as great net returns may yet be
realized.
We in the South whilst hardly hit in many
respects, may yet come out not much behind if
farmers will only take care to plant supplementary
crops to make good deficiencies in the staple crops
section,

We

as these are harvested.
Our long, fine fall seasons
gate outcome of the crop will be satisfactory.
have very unsatisfactory reports from individual enable us to mature these crops long after they could
growers, some of whom have planted more or less be matured North or West and much money usually
of their crop two or three times over and still have sent away to those sections for products can be kept

an unsatisfactory stand and a very uneven one.

We

do not expect to see anything like so large a crop as
was picked last year, and as the demand by the
manufacturers still holds good and seems likely to
do so prices are not likely to fall.
The tobacco crop outlook is distinctly an unsatisfactory one, both from the bright and dark belts.
Plants have been scarce and small and have stood
badly when set out, and the area of the crop planted

In most sections it is esticurtailed materially.
mated that the reduction in area will amount to 2.5
per cent, at least and the crop is fully two or three
It will require a
weeks late and starting badly.
very fine growing season to make anything like a
is

This outlook is evidently having
on the markets, as better prices are being
given for what is left of the last year's crop, defective though it is.
The fruit crop situation is not materially changed
from the indications given in our last issue. The
satisfactory crop.
its effect

at

home

if

only farmers will

utilization of their opportunities.

sent

away

for

be

awake

to

a full

Millions of

money

hay and meat products can be kept

at

liome if only farmers will plant forage crops, such

sorghum, cow peas and soy beans for hay
and grazing for hogs and will carefully save and
utilize their straw and com fodder.
Hay is still
vpi'v high in price and there seems no immediate
prospect of an early drop. It is going to. pay farmers
to grow millet and other similar crops.
We know
of millet hay having been sold for $18 per ton here
during the past winter and to-day we believe that it
would fetch near this price if of good quality, and
we do not anticipate but that similar prices will
prevail next winter.
Meats of all kinds are high in
price and grazing is, or ought to be, abundant with
the advent of warmer 'weather and if the opportunity is availed of to secure thin cattle and sheep
and hogs we believe that money can be made by
them on pastures and on grazing crops.
as millet,
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waste of space and crops will need it in all probability before the sumKeep the cultifor this mer is over and they are matured.
month, seeing that practically owing to the cold, wet vators at work as long as they can get through the
weather of May and June a very large part of the crops and help the plants to make up lost time by
work which we laid out to be done in those two stimulating their growth. Wherever the corn looks
months is yet unfinished. Nevertheless, we feel that yellow and does not seem to recuperate with cultiwe should say something as to what should receive vation a top dressing of acid phosphate with some
attention this month, premising this, however, by nitrate of soda mixed with it will be of great help.
urging that every effort should first be made to bring We would mix 200 poimds of acid phosphate and 75
up the arrears of May and June. First amongst pounds of nitrate of soda and apply this quantity
these is the completion of corn planting.
It is very per acre, sowing down each side of the rows and
late now to be talking of and advising the con- practically covering most of the land between the
tinuance of corn planting, but we feel justified in rows with the fertilizer and then work this in with
urging that this work be continued at least up to the the cultivator^ At the last working do not forget
10th or loth of this month in all sections of this to sow either cow peas, vetches, sapling clover, crimand the adjoining States south of the James and son clover, some or all of these to make a cover for
Instead of planting white the land and a fallow to turn down in the spring.
east of the Blue Eidge.
corn plant Golden Dent or Improved Learning. If it is intended to follow the corn with wheat, as
These two varieties will mature in less than ninety is so frequently done in many sections, these crops
days from planting and this will make them ready should, if they have made a good growth, be grazed
for harvesting by the 10th of October if put in by stock or cut into the land with the disc harrow
before the loth of this month. We know of several rather than be ploughed under, as a heavy growth
large fields of these varieties which last year were turned under has the effect of making the laud too
planted after the 4tb of July and made excellent puffy .and loose for the best success of the wheat.
yields of full matured corn, notwithstanding the Where land has been deeply broken and well prelong wet season we had.
It is fair to assume that pared for the corn crop and then kept well cultivated
after the long cold spring we have had the fall as long as possible during the growth of the corn the
season will be delayed somewhat and that we may preparation of the seed bed for wheat can be most
Any effectually made by the use of the disc harrow' alone,
not have any severe frost until November.
how we should risk the planting and if all goes well cutting in the pea, vetch or clover crop sown at the
This keeps the vegetable matter on
with it the corn will make a welcome addition to last working.
that cut short by bad stands in the earliest planted or near the surface where it can most effectually help
It

would almost seem

time to

lay

down

crops, whilst if

will

a

to be a

programme of work

should be caught by light frost it the wheat in its gi-owth, and there
for hogs and stock for imme- in the practice.

it

is

great

economy

anyway maTje feed

diate consumption.

In the corn fields where the stand has been badly
injured by the cold, wet weather and the cut-worms
do not replant without first reworking the land and
If this course be followed there
freshening it up.
is no reason why the replanted places should not
make as good corn as the rest of the field, which is
very rarely the case where the replanting is done in
the ordinary way
just making a hole with a hoe
and dropping in a few grains of corn.

—

The cultivation of the tobacco and cotton crops
Don't be afraid of overshould have attention.
The oftener the land is stirred
cultivating them.
the better able will the crops be to make up the time
Sow crimson
lost by the unpropitious weather.
clover in the cotton at the last working.

Sow

forage crops at every opportunity during this
These can
to the middle of August.
be made to take the place of hay in feeding the stock
Don't fail to get the cultivators to work in the on the farm and the hay can be made a sale crop.
crops as soon as ever the land is dry enough for the It has sold for high prices all the past winter, and
team to go upon it. The land is now beaten down we are of opinion that it will sell well next winter.

and compacted with the rains we have had, and will
bake into a hard crust with only a few hours of the
average hot sun of this time of the year and if it is
allowed once to get so baked it will not be an easy
matter to get it fined again, and until the crust is
worked fine rapid loss of moisture will be going on.
Though we have had so much rain we cannot now
The
afford to allow it to be dried out too rapidly.

month and up

German

at once and this
hay when cut before the seed is
formd and if not wanted at home sells on the market.
During the last winter it sold as high as $18 per ton
Cow peas and sorghum make excellent
in this city.
feed and cow peas and millet is much liked by some
Where cow peas cannot be had
as a forage crop.
sow the sorghum or millet alone. Millet should be

uiakes

millet should be seeded

excellent
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sown at the rate of a bushel per acre on well-prepared
land and be lightly harrowed in and then be rolled.
Sorghum should be sown at the rate of from half a
bushel to three pecks to the acre when sown broadcast to be cut for hay.

where
it

else,

[July,

because here there is no need to so build
simple tub silo made of

as to exclude frost.

A

inch boards will keep silage in the South quite as
effectually as a concrete or frame silo wiU further
Xorth. All that is needed is to make a practically
air-tight tub or tank.

We

have repeatedly published

instructions for building both tub and frame
silos and a reference to our issues of July, 1903,
and July, 1904, will give aU the information needed.

Dwarf Essex rape may

be sown now and next
month for pasturage for hogs and sheep during the
Sow four or five pounds per acre broadcast,
fall.
or if sown in drills 2 feet G inches apart, three pounds
It makes a heavier crop sown in
will sow an acre.
Rape will be
drills and cultivated once or twice.

full

great thing to be particular about is to get all
the depth possible consistent with convenient handling of the silage, as the deeper the silo the better the

The

ready for gi-azing in about six weeks from seeding. silage will pack and the closer it packs the better
An acre of good rape is equivalent to 3,000 poimds the silage.
The following table will enable any one to calcuof corn in feeding hogs or sheep.
late the size of silo he will need for his crop and
After the wheat and oat crops have been harvested, stock.
Estimated size of silo needed and number of acres
if grass or clover was not seeded with the grain, cut
the stubbles up with the disc or cutaway harrow and required for a given number of cows for a feeding
sow crimson clover and a mixture of wheat, oats and season of 180 days:
Sow
rye and harrow and roll if the land is dry.
size of
Estimated
twelve pounds of the clover seed and three pecks of
SUo Needed.
Consumption of
Diam. Ht.
Silage Tons.
the gi-ain mixed in equal parts. This will make good
fall grazing and a fallow to turn under for the next
1 to 2
i)x20
crop, which will improve the land, whilst letting the
2 to 3
lUx22
fields grow up in weeds will only further impoverish
3 to 4
11x25
them and make more work for another year to get
5 to 6
13x29
rid of the weeds.

Where

with the grain do not

let

the weeds grow

Hundreds of acres which, with
kill out the stand.
proper attention, would make a good stand of clover
and grass are killed out every year by allowing the
weeds to grow up and rob the soil of the moisture
and plant food which should sustain the clover and
grass.
As fast ai the weeds make growth cut them
off with the mower and let lie on the ground as a
mulch.
Never allow weeds to mature their seeds.
Most of the weeds are annuals and if cut off before
the seeds ripen there is an end of them.
The corn

to

fill

U to 7

14x30

sown
up and

grass or clover was

August and September being the two best months
and grass in
the South the land intended to be put into these
crops should begin to be prepared for them during
this month.
In this issue will be found several
articles giving advice as to preparation for, and seeding of, alfalfa and an artice on the preparation of the
in the year for seeding alfalfa, clover

land

for grass.

We

refer

our

readers to

these

articles.

A

the silo should be planted at once,
Prepare the land as for a

piece of land should be prepared for growing

and turnips. No man who keeps
and especially sheep, should be withfor feeding during the winter. Whilst

if not already planted.

a crop of rutabugas

com

cattle or sheep,

crop for the grain and plant in rows 2 feet 6
or 3 feet apart and drop the seed six or
This will give a
eight inches apart in the rows.
crop of stalks which will carry many ears and will
make much better silage than com planted thicker

out these roots

not very rich in feeding matter themselves the feeding of them keeps the animals healthy and enables
thm better to assimilate the other food given them.

They are also excellent for keeping ewes in health
carrying lambs and maintain the flow of milk for
the lambs better than any other food.
Rutabagas
should be sown this month turnips may be sown in
August and September.
The heaviest crops are
•will give a better return on the money invested in grown by sowing in drills 2 feet 6 inches apart and
it than any other outlay on a farm where cattle are thinning the plants out with the hoe so as to stand
kept in excess of five or six head. The cost of a silo about six or eight inches apart in the rows. Make
is less in the South per ton of capacity than any the land rich with manure or of this be not available

or sown broadcast, which always makes a watery,
Sorghum may also be planted for silo
sour silage.
If you have no
filling and makes excellent silage.
silo now is the proper time to begin the building of
one. It is the cheapest barn a farmer can build and

I

:

;
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We cannot afford to buy hay all of our lives.
use a complete fertilizer, say 300 pounds acid phosphate, 50 pounds muriate of potash and 200 pounds The producer has his price, the railroad corporation
Three the freight, the middle man a profit, the teams
of cotton seed meal or fish scrap per acre.
pounds of seed will sow an acre in drill, whilst four heavy loads to draw over bad roads and the consumer an empty pocket-book.
or five pounds will he needed if sown broadcast.
Judging from information I have been able to
procure, within a radius of twenty-five miles of
VIRGINIA Burkeville, a purely agricultural section of the State
FARMS.
with no large towns, $235,000 has been paid for
HAY CONSUMPTION AND PEODUCTION IN VIRGINIA. hay from May 1, 1906, to May 1, 1907. Isn't this
enough to open the eyes of our farmers?
Editor Southern Planter:
Our lands can be made to produce grass, and of
I would like space in your valuable paper to make fine quality, right here where some of our people

DEMONSTRATION WORK ON

mention of the Demonstration work which is being are buying it every day during the year.
done.
The farmers have shown their appreciation
Hoping to benefit some one I will give an outline
of the move and I have had many offers from our of my plan of preparing my land for the hay crop
people in different sections of the State to conduct this coming fall, and no time will be lost in starting
test fields under my direction.
The land will be poughed as soon as
I have deeply re- the work:
gretted not being able to accept every one, but this possible and subsoiled from six to eight inches deep.
work is yet in its infancy and necessarily must go I will then apply, broadcast, one ton of lime to the
slow.
acre, harrowing it in either with a disc or an ordiI have nineteen Demonstrators and the work nary harrow.
The disc will be run over the land
they have done, in every instance, as far as the every ten or twelve days in order to kill all grass
unseasonable weather would allow, has progressed and weeds which may come up. About the first of
favorably.
The soil was thoroughly prepared and August 500 pounds of pure raw bone to the acre
fertilized according to directions, but the cold, wet will be applied and then I will seed twenty-five
weather, which is unprecedented, has been disas- quarts of timothy, herdsgrass and sapling clover to
trous to the corn crop, and I fear results will not the acre- three parts timothy and herdsgrass, equal
This will
be the best, certainly not what we had reason to quantities, and one part sapling clover.
expect. My chief motive in writing this article is to be thoroughly harrowed in, both ways, and then a
try to induce our people to raise more grass.
Hay heavy roller will be run over it.
can be successfully grown on our lands if our farmers
I have a field of grass which was put in in this
will make the effort
nothing can be accomplished way last fall and which will cut, judging from apwithout effort and energy. If the tobacco sales are pearances now, four tons to the acre.
disheartening and the com crop is not up to the
On the 22d of April I thoroughly mixed 300
standard there is no use to add to the list of woes poimds of dissolved raw bone, 80 pounds muriate of
a big bill for feed, thereby breaking the camel's back potash and 100 pounds of nitrate soda and applied

—

;

with the

last straw.

the farmer

is

I do not

a "beast," not

mean

to insinuate that

by any means

;

as

a

our land can boast of, in my
opinion, and I do not fear contradiction, but the

class they are the best

burdens they carry are often heavier than those of
the camel, solely on account of an unwillingness to
experiment in other words, they are opposed to
getting out of the "old ruts." Nothing can be accomplished by constantly grieving over weather conditions, scarcity of labor, the low price of what we have
to sell and the high price of what has to be bought.
We can expect all of these things to beset us as long
as our farmers insist on taking time to grumble.
Go to work and make your own hay, if only a small
quantity the first year.
Each year increase your
acreage.
It may happen the first year will be a
failure, but there is no use in getting discouraged
try again we cannot expect our efforts to be crowned
with success always from the start.

—

;

it

broadcast to one acre of the grass in this

field.

The cTOwth on this plot has been greatly increased.
With vour permission I will give results on this acre
later

through your columns.

BurTceviile, Va.

T. O. Sandy.

PRACTICAL MONEY-MAKING FARMING.
Editor Sonthern Planter:
I have been reading with great interest the controversy which has been going on in your excellent

paper between Mr. Hibbert and Mr. de Milhau
concerning the most practical methods of obtaining
and maintains: fertility in our soils. While we all
admit that a fertile, well-kept farm should be a constant delight to its owner as well as a great improvement to the countryside, still we must keep
in mind the fact that the main purpose of a fertile
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feed aud clothe

money

its owner.
In other words,
good a living for him as possible. Xow,
in order to do this we must obtain our feitilitv as
cheaply as possible, also our labor and other necessities.
Xow, it is my candid opinion, formed by
considerable experience aud observation, that there
is no cheaper way to get our lands rich and productive tlian by growing the leguminous crops and
ploughing them under and feeding them. We find
that here in Southern Delaware cow peas and crimson clover are oux best crops for this purpose, and
our conditions are very much the same as in. Vir-

soil is to

to

make

ginia.

crop, like potatoes or tomatoes, the

manure

should be spread on the land intended for these and
followed by crimson clover or peas, which may be
harvested for hay or turned down for a grain crop,
preferably corn.
I agree with Mr. de Milhau in thinking that it is
very tmbusiness-like for an ordinary farmer to buy
concentrates to feed stock when he can so cheaply
raise large quantities of pea hay and clover hay,
which is so nutritious, that very little grain is needed
with it to get plenty of milk, make big piles of

as

We

[JiJy,

manure and keep work horses

and mules in fine
I have just finished hauling in the crimson
clover hay that I cut from a 12-acre field, and
although I keep seven horses and mules and a cow
I am satisfied that I have enough hay to feed them
throughout the year.
This was sown in a tomato

will take, for instance, a oO-acre field

order.

which we wish to put in corn.
AVe plough this
field up and top dress it with 300 pounds of a
mixture of 100 pounds kainit and 200 pounds acid
phosphate; harrow the field and plant to corn.
When corn is laid by sow fifteen to twenty pounds

and cost me nothing but the seed; and the
which the roots and stubble do the land is
more than the cost of raising the hay. So I have
In view of this fact, who
a year's feed for nothing.

field

crimson clover per acre next year plough this clover
under when in blossom and grow a big crop of corn.
You can keep it iip every year and the land will
constantly grow richer.
You can sell your whole
crop of com without depleting your soil of its fertility; you arc growing your crop of manure every
year at a cost of about $1.75 for fertilizer and $1.00
to $1.50 for clover seed, making a total of $3.00.
Suppose it cost $1.00 per acre to mix and distribute
fertilizer and sow clover seed, we have our manure
crop at a total cost of but $i.00 per acre. Xow, if
we all lived within two miles of town and could get
enough manure given us to cover our 50-acre field
it would cost us more simply to haul and spread it
than it would to grow our clover. As a matter of
fact, we can't get manure given us, but have to pay
75 cents and $1.00 per load. Xow, the best way I
can see it, the man who buys this manure is paying
from three to four times as much for his fertility
as he should pay.
We can also take the same field
and plant it in wheat; as soon as the wheat is harvested and stacked go over field with a good disc
harrow, letting it lap over half each time: then
<ome along with the drill and put in one bushel of
cow peas per acre, plough them imder when they
get their growth and plant wheat, fertilizing with
400 pounds per acre of the same mixture we apply
to corn land.
Yo\i will grow big crops of wheat
and land will improve very fast. Your big crop of
peas will cost only one bushel of seed and perhaps
a dollar per acre to plant.
I don't think that ^[r.

benefit

;

will argue that it pays to buy concentrates at the
high prices that now prevail, or the lowest prices
that ever did prevail, for that matter?

Sussex Co., Del.

Ja^ies Poi^dee.

HOW SUEELY TO GET A STAXD OF
ALFALFA.
Editor Southern Planter:

There are one or two points in Mr. C. B. Wing's

May issue on the above
which I should like, with your kind percomment. I preface my notes by remark-

instructive letter in your

subject on

mission, to
ing that the difference in climate,

etc., may render
than mine.
Mr.
Wing states that seedsmen mix with alfalfa seed
seed of a little yellow clover of no value, called "yellow trefoil. In the old country we find this despised
yellow trefoil of very great vahie as sheep feed and
for hay growing on the lighter lands.
Many thousand acres are planted with it to the benefit of
farmer and land. It takes its place in rotation with
clover, being so^xm once in eight or ten years, as are
the clovers, the latter would not stand if sown each
rotation.
There are two points in connection with
trefoil which require attention.
When being fed by
sheep it requires to be cropped down as close as possible so that it is not allowed to blossom freely.

Mr.

Wing's notes

more

correct

Then in converting it into hay it is necessary that
care be taken in cutting it at the precise time
j. e.,
method.
Of course, we should cut all the clover as the lower leaves and seed pods are changing color.
and peas for hay that we need for our stock and If cut too early or too late the hay will be somewhat

Hibljert could get his fertility at three times the cost
by buying feed that a practical farmer can by this

—

I

keep enough stock to consume our com bitter, but if properly made it is grand fodder.
stalks and wheat straw and should carefully spread Again as to sowing alfalfa broadcast.
This is a
all the manure we make.
If we raise anv truck or wasteful process; half as much seed drilled with a
should

j

I

I
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good a plant as if gTown over all of the glaciated part of Ohio, but
were broadcasted. I have laid down much land men must first make ready."
with alfalfa during the last forty-live years; my
How do we get ready? First by feeding stock
We
greatest success has been obtained by drilling eight and saving the manure as though it was gold.
We drain, and
inches apart in May without a nurse crop.
use it on the preceding corn crop.
Sanders Spencer.
keep on laying tiles as need is manifest. We plough
That is done
that corn stubble and plough it deep.
Eolywellcroft, England.
AVe cure the poor spots with
in winter, usually.
light coulter drill will result in as
it

ALFALFA GROWIXG.
Having numerous enquiries

as to the proper steps
good stand of alfalfa and for
advice generally on the production of this most
valuable crop, we are giving much of our space this
to take to secure

a

We work the land
good seed bed, using whatever tools seem
best, sometimes a disc harrow, sometimes a common
harrow, sometimes only a drag. In early April we
sow a bushel to the acre of beardless spring barley
and in front of the drill fifteen pounds of good
Then we drag, or roll, as may seem
alfalfa seed.
more manure before we plough.

down

month to the subject. The following article we take
from The Oliio Farmer. It is from the pen of Mr. most

to a

advisable.

We

cut the

barley for the

hay,

sometimes, and get best stands thus. Sometimes we
Here is what we have learned by growing alfalfa let the crop ripen and cut for gi-ain. Afterwards we
since 18S6, and by studying it on other men's farms: let the alfalfa grow as long as it will grow thriftly.
Alfalfa is very adjustable as to climate.
It grows When it shows signs of checked growth we investiIf we find little buds at the top of the crovm,
perfectly in Central Ohio.
It grows splendidly in gate.
Canada. It revels in the climate of Alabama and as though it was about to make a new gTowth, we
is marvelous in Mexico.
Yet seed from far Southern cut it off at once for hay, or to let lie, as the season
sources is not hardy in Ohio.
may suggest. If there is much hay we rake it,
Willis 0. Wing, an authority on alfalfa growing:

and yet
on very heavy limestone
clays.
It thrives in black limestone soil.
We have
grown it elsewhere marvelously well on sandy and on
loose, gravelly soil.
But it thrives, in our experience
and observation, only in soils dry, well stored with
lime, either naturally or by man's hand, and in soils
rich in phosphorus and potash, and well filled with
humus. We have never seen any sickly or improfitable alfalfa in clay soil made sweet with lime, or
else naturally stored with lime, where the drainage
has been given attention andplenty of manure has
Alfalfa

exacting.

is

also tolerant as to soils, tolerant

It thrives for us

We

never let animals tread the alfalfa,
always.
especially the first year, and never in winter.

Of recent years we have always sown 300 pounds
per acre of good phosphatic fertilizer per acre at
This has paid well.
time of sowing the alfalfa.
.

It

makes

it

grow

so

much

faster

when young, and

We

use the
thus gets ahead of weeds and grass.
uursecrop because, in our experience, we get better
stands with it, as it helps keep down foxtail grass
until the alfalfa gets started, then give it the land.

hard to start on our
and always reliable.
heen used.
Xow about our observations on other men's land.
In our experience nothing is easier to grow than We would lime, always, if in any doubt as to there
And being enough lime in the soil. We have seen many
alfalfa, but it must be on rich, dry, sweet soil.
the mother of alfalfa is yard or stable manure, failures result from lack of lime in many places
applied before the crop is planted.
We had rather east of us. Alfalfa thrives on alkaline soils. Lime,

We

do not find alfalfa at

land.

It is sure,

and

all

safe,

use poor clay soil for alfalfa growing, rvith plenty assuredly lime, if you are in doubt.
manure on it, than naturally rich land unhelped.
We have seen splendid results from the use of
And the land must he dry.
«Tound limestone. We woiild put that on at the rate
With Brother Joe we drove a long distance this of about eight tons to the acre; it is harmless and
morning and as we drove discussed the farms and permanent and worth while. Our soil is full of
It won't
farming that we passed.
It was a good farming small limestone pebbles; make your's so.

of

region, of as rich soil as

cost one-tenth of the benefit it will give.

river bottoms,

We do not inoculate. But Brother Joe has seen
wonderful results from inoculation with soil taken
That hurries
from some successful alfalfa field.
results and helps the alfalfa get ahead of the weeds.
We don't need to inoculate because our soil is fed by
alfalfa-made manures, and the bacteria are everywhere now. We do assuredly advise the use of
alfalfa soil when the land has never had alfalfa near

is found in Ohio, barring
and we saw some excellent alfalfa
fields, and some partial failures.
After our inspection we sized the matter up thus
"Every man here
As a matter of fact
could grow splendid alfalfa.
very few of them will, until they mend their farms.
There is need for more tile here, for more manure
There is need for new
there, almost everywhere.
ideals in men's heads.
Alfalfa can most easily be
:
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from sweet clover ward he brought with him his larger vision, his
ground will do as well.
Yet I have often heard him tell how
ambition.
Were we to sow alfalfa alone we would enrich
before he had been at home a week he was planning
the land well, plough and harrow, then harrow
after some excuse to give our father for abandoning the
every rain, destroying germinating weeds,
and sow home enterprise and going back to the ranch again^
the alfalfa alone, in July. We would carefully
con- where indeed his own interests lay.
it.

sen-e the moisture

till

that soil

sowing time.

And

was need we would carefully lime and

WHAT ALFALFA

if there

inoculate.

DID ON AN OLD FAEM

IN OHIO.
Editor Southern Planter:

Father read his thoughts, I guess, so that at last
one day to head him off he took down his old account
book from the shelf and showed Joe the figures of
what he had done that year, how m\ich he had sold
of wheat and timothy hay and hogs and potatoes,
Then, with some
all of the varied crops of the farm.
pride, he footed it up, and the sums amoimted toThat was the gross sales from the
about $700.
farm. And Joe's heart sank as he saw the outcome,^
and his imagination ran hastih' on tq see that a
farm yielding no more than that must perforce be
tilled by the hands of one man alone; that there
was in it no margin for the employment of labor or

I was born and have lived all of my
life on one
farm, excepting some time that I spent
in the
mountains of Utah.
During my boyhood father
managed the farm, and a good manager he was. He
was a most thorough man. He loved the
soil and
nourished it.
Starting with a most unproductive
farm he began in 1SG6 the work of building it
up. the erecting of buildings or fences or the making of
He found the place wet and he laid tiles to make it repairs.
dry.
He found it poor and he fed cattle and made
And father, who had read off the items with pride,
manure with which to enrich it. I have never known seeing my brother's troubled face, read his thoiights

farmer or a man
real love for the soil.
a better

who had more deep and

also and made this plea
"My boy, this farm once
and learned paid more than it does now. That was when you
much fromt he examples of the great farmers of were with me. But since you left me I have become
his day, among them John Johnson,
of New York. old, and hired men are no good any more.
Now,
He loved fertility and good crops. He loved animals my boy, can't you see some way to make this farm
and all animate life. Never have I knovra
such a pay better than it does; can't you see something
feeder of animals. He knew, apparentlv
bv instinct, worth doing to build up the old place ? Won't you
what was the thrift of an animal and how much
to take hold of it now, and let me help you ? Won't you
feed and how much to withhold.
He loved to see be the man and let me be the boy for awhile ? I'll
all his animals fat and sleek,
and he made them so. help you."
His driving horse usually grew to be so wide
that
Joe thought a bit and replied, "I'll do it, I'll do it.
she could with difficulty get within
the shafts.
His Father, let's go out and take a walk." And together,
pigs grew perfectly and went early to
market, re- two comrades now, they walked over the farm to
gretted by him as real friends.
His cattle would all look at it with new eyes. Now there were perhaps
of them stand while he rubbed them
and felt at «ixty acres enclosed and drained and made good,
their thick flesh.
And his fields loved him. wherever tliough it needed yet more draining, and the rest of
that broad foot went down the land
became better. the land was in pasture, undrained. and some of it
This happened upon Woodland Farm.
Father 'p>nr. Before they had journeyed far Joe stopped
managed it until the year 1800. when he was
Y2 by a clayey field that was wet and cold, crawfishy
years old and infirm of flesh, though still
indomitable land, and he asked, "Father, may I drain this field?""
m will. In that year my brother Joseph came home "Why, certainly, my boy, it ought to have been
from the West and tonk reins in hand. At the
time done years ago." Then I remember well how Joe
I was a lad in school. Joe had been
foreman of a took off his coat and went into that field and began
large ranch in the Rocky Mountains,
and he came to dig deep drains and to lay tile, and how he called
home to help our father out of his perplexities, and to me to come
and hand him the tiles as he laid
brought with him two bags of good Utah alfalfa
"seed. them in the
finished ditch,
and how he said:
Before he had gone West Joe had been in
partner- "Charlie, some day on this old field we will grow
ship with father and he loved the old place,
which, clover clover first, and com. and after we have
by the way, had in it 196 acres, a ,good part
of which enriched it a little I hope that we may grow alfalfa,
was unproductive except of pasture. It was a small too; and Charlie,
my boy, some day out of this
farm to come down to after tlie Range Valley
ranch, tv-vugh old clay I hope that we may make grow a
which held near a quarter of a million acres
of living for us all, and a home for myself, if T happen
valley, mountain and desert.
And coming home- to get married first." And then he would smile

He

:

read, too,

—
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a far-ofF look would come and he would died.
On the flat, cold, poor clay it was of feeble
straighten up and look away over the old oak forest growth, yellow and spindling and the first winter
trees to where he knew his sweetheart sat but I was took most of it out by the roots.
Then Joe scratched

and

;

know then why he worked

so hard and

his

head again, but

kept so cheery through it all.
My brother WiUis was at that time working on
the old Range Valley ranch and Joe planned things
and dreamed his dreams, and laid the foundation
that since we have all of us worked on to build and
develop.
That spring father, an unbeliever and
cautious, would allow us only one-third of an acre
on which to sow alfalfa seed, but that bit of land
was very fortunately chosen. It was a fairly dry
a heavy,
bit of very fertile and deep clay soil
tough clay, filled with limestone pebbles. All of the
land on Woodland Farm has in it bits of limestone
and these help keep the soil sweet and in a measure
Well,
accoimt for the success of our alfalfa here.
this first third of an acre thrived from the first and
we had a path trodden down as we walked to it to
And Joe enthusiastically declared that
look at it.
he believed that alfalfa would grow better in Ohio
Later he
than it does in the Rocky Mountains.
learned that this is indeed true of suitable and wellprepared soils in Ohio, but is not true yet of Ohio
as a whole.
It is notable that this first land received
no inoculation whatever, the necessity for inoculation not then being known, but the bacteria and
their nodules must have appeared right early, since
the alfalfa thrived with such unusual vigor.
This land had been very well manured, and it
seems that in some mysterious manner manured land

we

are not ready for alfalfa yet.

too

young

to

—

has in

it

the right bacteria to inoculate alfalfa.

That year the rest of tlie farm was managed in
usual orthodox Ohio fashion, and it made little net
he had
profit, though Joe was not disheartened
already in his eyes a sight of the whole farm covered
with waving fields of alfafa, and when this was
secured he knew that the place would pay better than
a gold mine.
So when the spring of 1891 came
That was as
around he sowed three acres more.
much as father would consent to having sowed, and
to this large era he made some feeble objections.
NTow it was most fortunate that they sowed no more
then than the three acres, and that they sowed them
where they did, for the land where the new field
An acre of it, or
lay was of peculiar character.
thereabouts, lay down by the creek, where it was
shallow and wet then came a warm, dry, rich
gravelly knoll, and beyond that a piece of flat, cold,
And when that alfalfa
rather poor and heavy clay.
developed it revealed most plainly the deficiencies
;

:

Woodland Farm for alfalfa growing. On the
rich, warm, dry soil the alfalfa thrived abundantly
and was a delight to look upon. On the wet, shallow
soil it never amounted to anything and very early

of

wet land must be

made

Well,

rich.

this

first

we

drain the wet land.

We

will

grow

so soon as

it,

and

was

his verdict:

"It seems

It seems that our

drained and our poor land

We

will
accept the challenge.
will manure the poor land.

We
all

over the farm, too, but not
And we began to dig

we had hoped."

more drains and lay more tiles. We began, also, to
scheme some way of getting more manure for the
poor parts of the farm, and for some years we hauled
much from the village a mile away, but that was
slow and expensive, so that finally it occurred to
us, "Why, here we grow timothy hay, wheat and
other crops that we sell off; we are selling our farm,
load by load, and faster than we are hauling fertility
back. Xow we must reform our practices. We must
all of our products.
be?"
That year of 1891 father died and left us alone,
and I was yet a school-boy and Willis away at colThen it was that he
lege, so Joe schemed it alone.
began to feed sheep, and so carefully did he feed his
first lot of 200 lambs that they went into the barn
weighing fifty-five pounds and came out again in the
And he learned that he had
spring weighing 108.

feed something that will take

What

shall

it

And then I
a clear gain on them of $110.
think was conceived the final plan that redeemed
Woodland Farm. Joe has often told me how he
saw it as a clear picture. "Why, here is the way
out: If I can sell the crop to these lambs and they
made

and give us a profit and leave the manure
and to be foundation for our alfalfa
fields, why, it is only a question of enough lambs
and this old farm will pay." And then he dreamed
one more dream, so daring that he told no one at
He
the time, for no one but would have smiled.
had bought part of the hay that he had fed the 200
lambs, and yet he dared to say to his own soul.
Some day, some day, we'll feed a thousand lambs
on this farm!"
That spring the manure covered more land than
usual, and a good deal of wheat bran and oil meal
had gone into it, too, so that it was rich, and later
this manured land was laid down to alfalfa and it
Thus we had
thrived there, so the start was made.
more hay with which to feed more lambs. Willis
came home and went as earnestly at the
work as Joe had gone at it, and the two made a
.Toe to dream and Willis to give safe
strong team
counsel, and both of them to work, and I did what I
Well,
could to help, for each of us had his part.
we fed 350 lambs, later we fed .500, then 700, then
700 again, and all this time with more manure we
pay for

it

for the

soil,

—

—

:
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were steadily enlarging our alfalfa area then we
We commend the foregoing article to the careful
\\'e can grow
fed 1,000, and again 1,200, and again 1,400 sheep study and attention of our readers.
and lambs, and more even than that and to-day, alfalfa in Virginia and the adjoining States, and
bad we the shelter, we could feed on this farm 2,000 are doing it successfully already on many farms. It
lambs on our own alfalfa hay and corn grown upon can, and will, do just as much for the farms and
alfalfa sod.
their owners here as it has done for the ^^'ings in
And was it all clear sailing all these years since Ohio. Xay, it can do more here, for we have a
the conception in 1900 of the alfalfa farm?
No, longer season in which to grow it and we can cut
We know of crops
not clear sailing. Much had to be done, ililes and it more frequently each year.
miles of tile drains had to be laid.
Buildings had that have been cut twice already, even in this cold
to be built to house the sheep and the alfalfa.
We spring in Virginia. Now is the time to begin the
had to learn how to make alfalfa hay in a wet preparation for seeding alfalfa. August and Sepclimate.
We went through the hard times of the tember are the two best months in which to sow it
nineties.
We went into debt, rather deeply in debt, in the South. Look over the farm at once and select
for we thought it the best plan to borrow money for a piece of the most fertile and desirable land, such as
tiles, for labor, for buildings, for fences, rather than i~ indicated in Mr. Wing's article, and break it and
But the alfalfa justiiied the faith. begin to get it in order for seeding. When broken
to do without.
It paid off the debts.
It crowded at last the poverty give it a ton of lime to the acre and harrow it in
out of the soil. It pushed the line fences back, at and keep working and enriching it imtil the middle
last, somewhat.
The alfalfa fields built for Joe a or end of August and then sow the seed and along
good home.
Last year they yielded us fully 300 with it sow some soil from an old alfalfa field or
tons of the best hay in the world.
Last year, as a from a burr clover field, or in default of these get
ersult of our alfalfa growing, we grew 7,200 bushels some alfalfa bacteria from the Virginia Experiment
Don't
of corn some we husked and some put in silo. And Station and thus make a start with the cniji.
besides we had some minor items of income
^we attempt to grow too large an area at first.
Experipastured colts, kept cows. Three families of us live ment with the crop and learn from its conduct what
upon the farm Willis with our mother, myself your land needs to make it produce alfalfa sucwith my wife in the little cottage that Joe built and ccssfullv. Ed.
his boys outgrow, and Joe near by in his new home.
;

;

—

—

;

—

NoWj

that

is

not

all,

it

is

only the beginning of

what alfalfa has done for Woodland
Farm. When Joe came home from the West he
found one old lame darkey old "Uncle Sam" with
the aid of our father doing all of the work.
That
old darkey had $12 per month. Joe discharged him
and took his place himself. Now the farm employs
four married men the year round.
In the summer
other men are given employment. And two, at least,
of us brothers work on the farm.
The land feeds
us all and our wouien and children. Our men send

BUCKWHEAT GKOWIXG.

the story of

—

—

children to school alongside of Joe's boys,
dressed just as well, and Joe sometimes remarks:
"If those little chaps did but know it their little
dinner buckets are filled with alfalfa hay."
their

And

that

is

how

alfalfa

came

to

Woodland Farm

We

have recently had several inquiries as to the
growing and harvesting of buckwheat. ^Miilst it is
not a crop that we think very highly of for this section, where other more valuable crops, both for feed
and as land improvers, can be so successfully raised,
yet we see no reason why it should not be grown as
a catch crop by farmers, especially on our higher

The grain makes excellent feed for poultry
and hogs and always sells on the market at a fair
price.
The straw is of no value as feed, but makes
litter and adds humus to the soil.
Crimson clover
may be seeded with the crop and will make a cover
for the land after the buckwheat is cut off.
Sow in
July or August. The following article we take from
The American AqricuUurist
We have found a light, loamy soil on the uplands
very desirable and satisfactory for buckwheat.
I
plough as soon as I can after the corn and other crops
lands.

and how we grew to believe in it with a deep, passionate belief. That is why we teach alfalfa culture
and have sure faith that some day it will spread to
all the fertile parts of America, and to the other
parts when men are found who know how to make are in. I let the land lay until I am ready to sow,
them fertile. We believe that the part of Ohio sur- ~ome time about the first half of July. I have sown
roimding us will some day grow every year a million buckwheat after buckwheat on the same land for
tons of alfalfa hay.
And how to make it surely many years.
The field I had in last year had
grow, and how to make it clear what alfalfa needs been in the same crop twelve years in succession.
IS the purpose of this letter, and another or two that Tlie yield varies from seventeen to twenty bushels
I hope to write.
an acre. This I know is in sharp contrast with some
Cii.\ki,es B. Wixo.
Woodland Farm, Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
.

;
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PLAiN^TER.

As the lime could only have a quick
on the powdered rock if it came in close contact with the rock particles, I mixed the powdered
rock with waste, to the consistency of molasses, the
air-slaked lime also and let both run together into a
vessel, in which the mixture was kept moist for a
The proportion which I used was a half
week.
pound of burned lime to three pounds of the
powdered rock. Whether other proportions give betThe
ter results I cannot tell. I have not tried them.
mixture dries quick and forms a light white powder,
which is easy to apply and gives excellent results.
The so prepared rock potash, which contains about
15 per cent, of lime, will be very valuable for improving sandy soils, which, besides being poor in
In improving
I think a fair average for the clay are generally also poor in lime.
of September.
whale section would be about twenty bushels an acre. sandy soils we have to deal with some or all of the
We usually cut the crop with a self-binder, setting following properties:
1. The poor water-holding power.
it up four bundles in a bunch and hauling it to the
2. The poor absorption power.
thresher in the field as soon as it is dry enough. Last
.3.
The lack of lime.
year we threshed some buckwheat that had been cut
4. The lack of humus.
The straw was rather wet, but the
only two days.
5. Insufficient plant food constituents.
grain was dry.
The prepared rock potash will improve some of
these properties and will be, without lirubt, in the
ROCK POTASH.
from higher altitudes. I understand
Alleghany Mountain section their average
I
yield is in the neighborhood of forty bushels.
have also had crops run as high as forty bushels and
as low as five.
I do not use any sort of commercial fertilizer, as
my experience with it has not given me satisfactory
Some years ago I used a commercial ferresults.
tilizer with this crop, but failed to see the difference
in the rows side by side, where it was used and where
We aim to get the crop in from
it was not used.
July 1st to 12 th, using one bushel of seed per acre,
putting it in with the drill. I prefer Japanese and
Silver Hull mixed half and half.
This crop matures in this locality about the middle
yields reported

poor in lime.

in the

effect

near future a valuable addition to the effective fer-

Editor Southern Planter:

tilizers

Amongst

the

many new

stantly offered for sale,

which are offered for

sale at the present time.

H. WiNKELMAN.

which are conrock potash has been menfertilizers

The
tioned and has been given a number of trials.
obtained results differ somewhat according to the

ABOUT TORRENT.

That more unfavorable than favorable results have
been obtained and some adverse criticism has been
heard is not surprising on account of the difficulty
soluble form in which the potash is contained in the
powdered rock. On soils rich in lime and humus
Hie solubility of the potash is favorably influenced;
on soils poor in either or both of these constituents,
the effect may hardly have been noticeable.
The new
But that should not discourage us.
rock potash, of which we have any quantity in our
country, which could take the place of crude potash
salts and would have the additional advantage of
Being free of chlorin, may have the same fate as
some of the fertilizers which were unsatisfactory
when they were first placed upon the market, but
through some slight improvement have become valu-

munication I sent you some time ago.
Torrent was a horse that once seen could not be
His chief characteristics were his
readily forgotten.

Editor SoidJtern Planter:
soil and its more extensive and intensive cultivation,
An inquiry from one of your subscribers has
but taken altogether they are not as satisfactory as reached me asking for a description of the French
had been expected.
Coach Stallion Toi-rcnt to which I referred in a com-

able fertilizers.

bloodlike and workmanlike appearance, his commanding presence, his sweeping action and his quality.

He stood about 1<> bauds. His color was a good
hard mahogany bay or brown. He had a lean, bony,
varmint head, not too small a long, clean-cut neck
high, sharp withers strong back and great quarters
plenty of bone of the real thoroughbred order; fine
round barrel stood over a deal of gTOund and went
That all spells a pretty good
like a house afire.
horse, and Torrent was one of the best I ever saw.
With regard to his breeding, I knoW he was a
;

;

;

son of Fuchsia, the greatest sire of trotters they ever
had in France, and his dam, as nearly as I can remember, it was close to the blood. I am advised that

As the results which 1 obtained from the crude a stud book for French trotters has been started
material were not favorable it occurred to me if the under the authorization and approval of the French
effect could not be markedly improved by treating Government, and that the first volume is now almost
the powdered rock with lime the more as soils which ready for distribution.
James Hope.
are comparatively poor in potash are generally also
Dupage Co., 111. (Glen Ellyn.)

,
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.
WORK FOR THE MONTH.

soil into the furrow until the land
keep level during the growth of the crop.

more

is level

ani

Successional crops of sweet corn, lima beans, pole

and navy beans should be planted at intervals all
the month, so as to keep up the supplies for the table
and market. Black eye peas may also be planted.
Cucumbers for pickles should be gotten in if not
already sown, and those already growing should be
pushed forward by cultivation. Sweet potatoe plants
should be set out and cuttings be taken from those
set out earlier to make plants for growing the seed
These cuttings are the ends of
for use next year.
These
the vines with three or four leaves on them.
pieces should be buried in the soil up to the tip end
with two leaves left out, and they will soon root
ff kept moist.
Seed raised from these plants will
be free from black rot fungus.

The land should be gotten ready for the planting
of the second crop of Irish potatoes to be grown for
seed from the tubers raised this year from the crop
planted in January and February.
The growing of

has become quite a large business in Tidewater Virginia, and eastern North Carolina, as the
seed raised from this crop gives better returns than
this crojj

first early crop.
The
small potatoes should be sorted out of the
crop as it is dug and be spread out in a shady situation to green and harden.
After they have greened
they should have a little good soil or woods-mould
spread over and amongst them and they will soon
begin to sprout.
After the sprouts show fairly

Northern-grown seed for the

medium

they should ge set out in the bottom of the rows,
which should be thrown out deeply and have had a
These potatoes are mostly good potato fertilizer, such as mentioned above, well
should now be planted.
grown from seed that has been kept in cold storage mixed in the soil of the bottom of the furrow. Plant
up to this time. Some few farmers have made pro- at the end of July and in Aiigust only such sets as
After the
vision for saving their own seed for this crop in cool have sprouted and cover lightly with soil.
Irish potatoes for

cellars,

making the crop

and more ought

do

toi

so,

for winter use

as the cost of the

seed out of cold storage from the dealers

is

heavy.

If farmers would select seed from a late-maturing
chop and at once put away in a cool cellar where the

temperature can be kept. only just above the freezing
point and where, in the spring months, plenty of cool
air can be kept circulating through the cellar, they
They may
could keep their own sets for this crop.
also be kept in pies or kilns made in a cool, shady
place and thickly covered with soil so as to maintain
an equable low temperature. The sets, when received
from the dealers out of cold storage, or when taken
out of the cellar or pit, should be spread out on the
floor in a shady place and be allowed to warm gradually.
As they warm they will commence to sprout,
and as soon as the sprouts are fairly started, let
them be set. Don't keep them lying around until
the sprout are three or four inches long and then
expect them to make good plants. The row should be
thrown out deeply in well-prepared land and the fertilizer should be mixed with the soil in the bottom
of the furrow thoroughly before the sets are planted
by running a cultivator through the row. Use a fer-

made up of 800 pounds

of cotton seed meal,
100 pounds of nitrate of soda, 800 pounds acid phos-

tilizer

phate and 300 pounds of muriate of potash
a ton.

Apply

at the rate of

Plant the
and cover lightly with

to the acre.

come through,

this

sets
soil.

thin

to

make

800 pounds
in the bottom of the row

from

.500 to

After the sprouts have
gradually work

covering,

plants have

more

come through the soil, plough a
furrow and gradually bring to a

into the

and keep

level

little

level

during growth.

Tomato plants should be

they can
going to be a great shortage in this crop, as plants have been badly killed.
One firm of large growers announce that they could
have sold thousands more of plants had they had
them.
Here in the South, we can yet grow plants
and set them out and make a crop, but not a day
Sow the seed in
should be lost in getting to work.
a hotbed and push the plants, and as fast as they
be gotten ready.

There

set out as fast as

is

become large enough to handle, prick out in a well
fertilized bed to grow on and as s<ion as large enough
sot out in the field and give them extra fertilizer and
cultivation to force growth.
We believe it will pay
growers to increase the area of the crop in this section to meet the demand for canned goods which
northern growers are not going to be in a position
to supply.

Celery plants should be set out as soon as they are
If they are very small, it
will pay to transplant them once or twice into a bed
before setting out in the rows. Get the land ready
for the crop by preparing finely and making it rich.
Celery is a gross feeder and too much manure and
complete fertilizer can scarcely be used in the rows.
The plants should be set out finally the end of this
large enough to handle.

;
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Sweet potatoes may be kept in barrels or boxes,
and a large box lounge is convenient and easy of
The barrels and boxes can be arranged so
access.
Keep the cultivator going in growing crops and their contents will be no more apparent than in box
JuLiEN A. Hall.
as these are removed plant late crops, or sow crim- lounge.
Pittsylvania Co., Va.
son clover to conserve fertility and improve the laud.

They make

month, or in August.
the cool fall months.

their

growth in

FRUIT PROSPECTS IN PIEDMONT VIRGINIA.
Editor Southern Planter:

At the time to send reports for publication last
month we were still experiencing a heavy drop of
apples, and it was very difficult to make a fair estimate.

Now

settled

down and

(June 19th) conditions are apparently
fruit remaining on trees is growing.
My opinion is that we shall have a good many
more red apples than was thought to he the case a
month ago. Pippins did not suffer so much by
dropping as the red apples, but conditions vary considerably in different orchards; some reporting a
full crop, others about 50 per cent, and some say
they have scarcely any.
I have not got sufficient
pip_pin data to be able to estimate what the percentage will be; but I think around here Winesaps,
York Imperial, Ben Davis and Limbertwig (our
standard red apples) show prospect of from 40 per
cent, to 50 per cent, of full crop, Winesaps being the
most variable, some trees being full crop (100 per
cent.) and others only very light.
Limbertwigs, I
think, will run 75 per cent, to 100 per cent, and
Yorks and Ben Davis 40 per cent, to 50 per cent.
Summer apples a short crop. Practically no
peaches. A light crop of Abundance plums and none
of other varieties.
Absolutely no cherries or pears.
Strawberries just over yielded generally a good crop
and brought good prices. Raspberries a short crop
not yet ready at this time.
Above is only speaking
of Piedmont section of Albemarle county.

Walter Whatelt,
Secretary and Treasurer Virginia State Horticultural Society.

Albemarle Co., Va.

STORING SWEET POTATOES.
Editor Southern Planter:

Replying to query in your June issue, page 598,
from D. J. Waller, Jr., Bedford county, Va., about
keeping sweet potatoes, will say that sweet potatoes
can rarely be kept all winter in a cellar, as it is
usually too damp.
But if kept in a room above
cellar that is regularly and comfortably heated, such

Editor Southern Planter:

You make a request in your June issue for some
one to tell how, to put up sweet potatoes so as to
Well, we have them on
keep them until June.
the table every day from September until June
and loose very few, if any. We dig a pit, say five
feet in diameter and about eight inches deep, having
already prepared a box made out of 8-inch plank
and four feet long. In this we bore holes on all
This is set in the
sides about six inches apart.
middle of the pit and around it the potatoes are
placed by hand, commencing against the box and
building them up all around the box.
As soon as
all the potatoes are piled up straw or hay is used
to cover them, thick enough to prevent the dirt from
sifting in amongst the potatoes, which is then put on
A scalffold is put up and the
to about three inches.
potatoes are covered over with plank to prevent the
rain from falling on them. A little trench had better
be dug from the pit to keep them dry. The potatoes
should go through a sweat before they are kilned.
John W. Beoddus.
Rochingham

Co.,

N.

C.

PEACH YELLOWS.
As

makes its appearance fi!rst by
causing the premature ripening of the fruit on a
portion of the diseased tree, it can be more readily
observed during the years when there is a full crop
Each variety should be inspected just
of fruit.
before the fruit begins to ripen and every tree that
ripens prematurely should be marked and destroyed
this

disease

as soon thereafter as possible.

One should not

hesitate to destroy a peach tree

in this condition because of the idea that

possibly not be diseased with yellows, for
become an accepted principle among

it

it

may

has

now

successful

orchardists that peach trees beginning to decline
should be removed and thus prevent, as far as possible,

any spread of

insects or diseases to the healthy

a tender tree, and when it has
once become affected so badly as to begin to decline
Any
one need not hope for good results fro-m it.
tree in this condition is a menace to healthy trees
dining-room or sitting-room, sweet near it, and growers should not hesitate to destroy
as a kitchen,
potatoes can be kept until they come again, although them.
now ours are beginning to sprout, still they are very
J. L. Phillips,
and we use them every day.
State Entomologist.
Blacksburg, Va.
trees.

The peach

is
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Live Stock and Dairy.
now sells, cows making from 300 to 400
pounds per year, and this is not an excessive yield
For years more than we care to number, we have for a good dairy cow, will easily make a handsome
boen urging Soutlieni farmers to turn their atten- profit on their oust, while the skinnued milk iwill
tion to the dairy cow, and do something towards keep- enable the owners to raise more and better hogs and
What
ing at home the millions of dollars which are sent calves than they have ever done in the past.
West and Xoith every year for butter, cheese and Southern farmers most need is a machine for concream and even for milk, for within the past few verting their products from the raw to the manumonths, one firm of milk dealers in this city has sent factured article, and then they can secure both the
North nearly two thousand dollars in a single month producer's and manufacturer's profit.
The dairy
for milk to make good the deficit in the supply cow and the hog come nearer to being this machine
For long this appeal iwas than auv other that the farmer can buy.
locally shipped in.
addressed to deaf ears, but within the past few
years some few men in every Southern State, and
especially in this State and North Carolina, have
FINE JERSEYS FOR VIRGINIA.
heeded our advice and now there are few counties in
Has
Now the Two Finest Herds in the
Virginia
these two States where money is not being made out

COTTOX

VS.

COWS.

quality

MORE

Country.

We

are glad to notice that leaders
It seems now to have become as regular an annual
in the Cotton Growers' Association are now falling
Mr. C. C. Moore, Presi- occurrence as Messrs. Cooper & Son' sale that this
into line on this subject.
dent of the North Carolina State Cotton Growers' old State shall carry away from the sale the choicest

of dairy products.

plums and add them

the grand herds already
years ago Col. A. M. Bow-

"The same energy applied
put into cotton on the average
farm in Eastern or Cotton Carolina will pay tiwo
dollars from the cow where one comes from cotton.

gTcat bull.

making a clear profit each year of over one hundred dollars per cow from their dairy herds and at
the same time Inrirelv incrensino' the productive capacitv of their farms, and this without haviuff cows of
simply improved
the very highest dairy quality
grade stock. At the price at which butter of fine

purchaser of sixteen animals costing in
sum of $-2^,000. Amongst his purchases was the great bull, Stockwell, for which he
gave $11,500, the highest price ever given for a
Jersey bull in this country.
He also secured some
fine cows and heifers at prices running up as high

Association, said recently
to the

cow that

:

is

within our borders.

to

Two

man, of Bowmont Farm, Salem, brought back the
Eminent 2d and a long list of cows and
By actual and correct accounts covering a period of heifers at an aggi-egate outlay of over $17,000.
twenty years at farming, I know that the cow is Last year he brought back from the annual sale ten
the better dividend jiayer of the two." This observa- more choice cows and heifers at a cost of over $5,000
tion iwould be equally true if, instead of cotton, he and now this year he has again secured some of the
had said tobacco. If southern cotton and southern choicest animals offered at the sale, having bought
The greatest
toliaeco growers would organize themselves in their thirteen head for the sum of $16,895.
communities into Dairy Associations, and acquisition he made this year was the bull calf,
local
build creameries, butter factories and cheese fac- •'The Sensational Fern," by Golden Ferns Lad out
tories and gradually grade up their herds of cows of Owls Sensation.
For this animal Col. Bowman
by the use of pure-bred bulls of the dairy breeds and paid $10,200, being th_e highest price ever paid for
the introduction of more and better dairy cows, they a calf, and nearly as high a price as was ever paid
would soon find out the truth of Mr. Moore's remarks for a full-grown Jersey liull previous to this sale.
and the soundness of our advice. They want to get This yoimg bull combines in his breeding the choicest
rid of many of the cows they are keeping (literally blood of the breed in this coimtry, and when mated
keeping) and put in their places cows that will keep with the fine cows and heifers already in the Bowtheir owners, and then, instead of growling at the mont herd, should produce stock the peer of any in
Trusts for organizing to buy their cotton and tobacco the world and of untold value as herd headers. Col.
at low prices, they will be able to draw dividends Bowman, however, was not the only representative
every month from the cows, and the cotton and Jersey breeder of this State who bought heavily at
tobacco will be surplus products, which they can bold the sale, for Mr. A. B. Lewis, of the Lewisiana
until the Trusts are prepared to give remunerative Farm, Fredericksburg, who is building up a fine
We know men in this State who herd, and bought heavily last year at, the Hood Farm
prices for them.
are

—

sale, iwas the

the agregnte the

1907.]
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This addition of choice stock gives
$2,200 each.
Mr. Lewis one of the finest herds in the country,
and it may now safely be said that Virginia, in the
Bowinont Farm herd and in the Lewisiana herd,
has the two greatest herds, in point of breeding and
quality, of any State in the Union.
We had hoped
to have beerL.able to publish pictures of some of the
recent acquisitions this month, but the cuts, although
as
to

ordered early enough, failed to reach us in time.
will, however, let them appear in a later issue.

We
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where the pigs can get what they will eat
remedy to use for preventing intestinal worms.
L. L. Lewis.
in the lots

of

it is

a good

COTTOX SEED MEAL FOR HORSES AND
MULES.
At

a meeting of the South Carolina Live Stock
Association, held at Columbia, S. C, on February

Sth and 9th, an address full of practical advice,

backed by scientific knowledge, was delivered by Dr.
Tait Butler, of Raleigh, :N. C, on "Practical Stock

Feeding in the South."
In the otficial report of the general discussion
There are a number of different kinds of worms which followed Dr. Butler's address, this occurs. Dr.
found in the alimentary canal of the hog, but proba- Butler was asked:
'You speak of feeding horses cottonseed meal.
bly the one most commonly found is a large, white
worm, varying in length from five to ten inches. What about the muscular forming properties of cotThis parasite is usually found in the small intestine. tonseed meal on the animal compared to corn and
Other common parasites of the intestine include the oats ?"
Dr. Butler
"There is enough known about feedthorn-headed worm of the small intestine, the pin
worm of the rectum and the thread worm of the ing horsco cottonseed meal for me to state that if
large intestine.
The effect of large numbers of any you had a horse that you were feeding fourteen
of these parasites is to interfere very materially with pounds of corn daily that you coiild take out four
the growth of the hog.
Young hogs and pigs are pounds of that corn and put in tiwo pounds of cottoninjured to a gTeater extent than adults, as they fre- seed meal and get better results.
ISTot because corn
quently become stunted to such a degree that it is is not the best feed we have for supplying heat and
difficult to get them to growing and thriving as they energy, but there is another thing needed.
When
that horse supplies you muscular energy he is burnshould.
Generally, no care is taken to prevent the hog from ing up his muscles just as you burn coal in a furbecoming infected.
One infected hog in the lot nace to supply energy to run the machinery in your
will, under ordinary conditions, soon infect all of factories, and he has got to have something to build
the hogs in the lot, as the principle means of spread- up those wasted muscles, and corn does not contain it
A little cottonseed meal is
the infection is through the dirt of the feed lot and in sufficient quantity.
by means of surface water that is frequently used for better than an additional amount of corn. When
The treatment you are ready for feeding your horse stover and ten
the hogs to drink and wallow in.
for most of the intestinal worms is simple and gen- pounds of corn, I would rather have two poimds of
erally very effective, there being a number of reme- cottonseed meal added than four pounds of com.
dies available.
The following are among the most I would rather have two pounds of cottonseed meal
common and effective of the remedies, and the dose added than four pounds of oats. Corn is a splengiven is for each one hundred pounds of live weight. did horse feed, but vou are wasting two million dolFluid extract of spigelia and senna mixed in equal lars a year in South Carolina feeding an all-corn
parts in half-ounce doses twice or three times a day ration."
In what proportion would you feed com and cotThe cedar apple may be
until purging takes place.
ground up and given in thirty grain doses three times tonseed meal ?"
Dr. Butler:
"That will depend upon vour hay."
a day for two days and then followed by a physic.
"Plenty of hay?"
A mixture of powdered wormseed and areca nut in
Dr. Butler:
"An average ration of a thousandteaepoonful doses twice a day is recommended. Turpentine is probably the best general remedy to use. pound horse doing real hard work is about fifteen
Give two teaspoonsful in milk or a small amount of pounds of grain and twelve to fifteen pounds of hay.
If a number of pigs Instead of fifteen pounds of fodder and fifteen
slop twice a day for ten days.
are to be treated, they should be divided into lots pounds of corn, I would take five pounds of pea-vine
of five or ten and then give the medicine mixed with hay and seven to eight pounds of stover, and then
All of the remedies should be followed add ten pounds of com and two pounds of cottqntheir feed.
If I had oats to
with a piirgative. exce]it where the remedy itself is *eed meal and get better results.
For this purpose give an ounce of castor feed and had some pea-vine hay or clover hay, I do.
a physic.
A mixture of salt and ashes kept not think I would feed any cottonseed meal at ajl.
oil or linseed oil.

IXTESTI^^AL PARASITES OF

THE HOG.

:
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because

bad

it is

something

to feed unless

you can mix

it

with

If I did not have any pea-vine or
clover liay, 1 would certainly put some cottonseed
meal in the ration of a hard working horse, unless
1 had jjlenty of oats, and they were cheap."

This

else.

important testimony from a high authority,
interest every farmer and horse owner
in the South.
is

and should

HOLSTEIN COWS IN VIRGINIA.
There was recently completed at the farm at Hollins Institute, Virginia, two seven-day milk and butter tests.
The cows are pure-bred Holsteins and
belong to the dairy herd at Hollins.
When it is
remembered that one gallon of milk weighs 8.6
pounds, and that one poimd of butter fat will makt
1 1-5 pounds of butter, it will be seen that the
records are in

all

respects excellent.

The highest day's record of Oxford Vinetta was
78.8 pounds of milk and 2.765 pounds of butter fat.
The highest day's record of Beninger Artis Aggie
was 86.6 pounds of milk and 2.6 pounds of butter
fat.

The cows on an average gave over nine gallons of
milk per day and they averaged almost three (3)
pounds of butter per day.
The

official

O.xford

'

.'520.4

jpounds

record report

Vinetta,

is

as follows:

H. B. No. 55515,

total

yield

pounds for seven days, containing 16.807
fat.

[July,

I also saw an Iowa importer buy a stallion that
was no good and would only bring his full value in
France for a butcher, but perhaps a club of farmers
in America would be "gulled" into paying $1,200
or $1,500 for him because he is imported. I have, I
think, bought five all good, straight two and three
year olds.
I have been to every small farmer and
big breeder that I could hear of and have failed to
ask the price on hundreds.
I came here to buy the
best and if I fail it is because I am no judge of
drafters, but I will lose more than my expenses,
I am afraid, which is quite an item to a poor fellow
like me.

With

best wishes for

The Southern Plantee.
.Johx E. Lewis.

Paris, France.

HEAVY DRAFT HORSES.
At

meeting held in Leesburg on June 12th, at
which a number of our leading citizens in county
and town were present, there was organized "The
Loudoun Heavy Draft and Agricultural Association," the object of which is the improvement of
heavy draft and other farm animals. The following
officers
Westmoreland
were elected
President,
Davis Vice-President, C. J. C. MafFett Secretary,
William Metzger, and Treasurer, Robert Wildman.
As the county is noted for its heavy draft horses, and
a number of prominent stockmen are interested in
the movement, great good may be expected from this
a

:

;

;

new

departure.

The association arises directly out of a visit made
Bcnninger Artis Aggie No. 47871, total yield for
by Mr. Westmoreland Davis to France to buy
iseven days was 554.8 poimds milk containing 16.940
Percheron horses and where he was so struck with
pounds fat.
Given under mv hand and seal this, the 31st day the manner in which the business of breeding was
managed there tliat he decided to try and initiate
of May, 1907.
something of the same system at home.
(Signed)
Wm. D. Saundeks,
The keynote of the success of the French breeder
Virginia Experiment Station.
'{'r^-Jl
lies in the fact that the mares are owned by small
farmers who sell their young colts at weaning time
I

PERCHERON HORSES.

Editor Southern Planter:
I have now, after visiting the District of Perche,

myself upon one point, and
that is this:
That importers to America take over
no mares, because the prices here are so high they
cannot sell them at a profit in America, if they buy
blemished and unsound animals, as some of them do,
they may come out ahead, provided they catch
"suckers" on the other side.
I traveled some days through the Perche District
and lost no time, and I could not find mares with
the same amount of bone that we breed at home. I
found an American buyer at one place who bought
two blemished mares that were not actually worth
the cost of shipping, but some "American Associain

Prance,

satisfied

tion" will buy

them perhaps.

As these colts bring high prices
dams a're the subject of the utmost

to the stallioners.

they and their

solicitude on the part of their owners,

and

at critical

times receives the tenderest care from all the members of the family.
In this part of Erance every
farmer owns pure-bred registered animals.
They
take them to the shows, they contend for the coveted
ribbons and prizes, and they may be found in the
villages around their tables drinking their coffee and
rum while extoling the excellence of their respective
entries.

This system

much

which
where
mares are kept in large bands upon one farm they
are more liable to disease, and are much less sucis a

prevails in America, for

cessful as

better one than that

it is

well

dams than when they

a larger area of country.

known

that

are scattered over
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The Poultry Yard
POULTEY XOTES.

dual purpose hens.

It is true that occasionally one

The reference in June Planter by T. M. W. to may find a native cow or a scrub hen that is a good
l^ure-bred poultry has brought a number of letters one^ but this does not prove that all native cows or
to

me

in regard to trouble with chicks.

So many scrub hens are

have died that people wonder whether it
I am not prereally can be caused by inbreeding.
pared to say that inbreeding has not been the cause
of some of the trouble, but I believe a very small
percentage of the loss of chicks is caused by anything
I know from long years of experience
of the kind.
that much of the trouble that T. M. W. complains of
is caused by
lack of exercise, improper feeding,
wrong mating, or lack of vigor in the parent stock.
It is true that many so-called breeders send out eggs
that are infertile, weak and worthless, but this is

chicks

better than pure-bred stock of the

It takes a long time to

right strain.

make

a

good

laying strain of fowls, and I do not believe that it
can be done and have them conform to the standard.

we were

human

race by a standard
standard required a certain color for the eye, the hair; a certain type of
nose, straight toes, no moles, warts or freckleo, a
standard weight not to vary more than five pounds,

If

to

of perfection,

etc.,

etc.,

judge the

and

if that

how many

women would

of the really useful

Here

score 96 points?

men and

one that
ten of these soft-skinned
Fowls that are reared gentry should write the standard. The great manot the fault of the breed.
in close quarters, kept in small houses and runs can- jority of us want pure-bred fowls of a good laying
not produce strong chicks, no matter what the breed. strain that will lay i^lenty of good fertile eggs that
Fowls that are bred for fancy points and feathers will hatch other good layers, that will live and

more useful

to general farmers and breedfancy feathered specimens of humanity to the great indiistrial world. They are bred and
raised for show purposes, and when you strip them
of their new clothes and jewels you will iind that you
have a very common specimen indeed, and the oii'spring of such people, if they have any, are weak,
puny things, with neither brains, muscle nor energy,
fit only for forms to hang other fine clothes, feathers
and jewels on. The child bom of healthy parent
stock, fed on plain food, made to rough it in the open
air, will have a fibre in his bone, muscle and brain
that will endure the winter's cold and summer's
sun and will be found in the active push of life
every time and everywhere.
Pure-bred poultry, if
bred and managed right, is as strong, vigorous and
prepotent as any cross-bred of mongrel stock can
be and is much more profitable.
Is there any bird
or fowl more healthy and vigorous than the wild
turkey, the crow, the buzzard, the hawk, the wild
goose, the wild duck, any of them, and they have
inbred since the days of ISToah and for many thousand years before that time.
J. M. S. writes:
"We have about sixty hens and
get from eleven to thirty eggs per day; did not lay
any imtil March. Have good feed and good houses,"
"Part of them are E. I. Reds, part White
etc.
Wyandottes and part mixed stock." Some hens are
like same cows.
'No matter how or what you feed
them they will not give a large flow of milk and that
only of poor quality.
They are not bred right.
-T. !M. S. has hens that are not a laying strain.
They
belong to that unprofitable class called general or

are no

ers than are the

would come below 50

is

if

and hustle; and if the eye is not just the
"bay" in color <ir the Ix'ak the "amber horn"
in color or the toes set at just such an angle, so only
they can and -ndll use the toes to stratch and the
beak to peck and pick enough out of the hard crust
of mother earth to fill the egg liasket every day and
the frying pan as often as we have a craving for a
two-pound fry, we will overlook the small defects in
thrive

correct

perfection.

Our flock of 220 hens laid an average of 177 eggs
per day during May
457;^^ dozen.
Used for hatching 66 dozen at 20 cents
$13 20
Sold for hatching, 44 dozen at 20 cents
S 80
Sold in market, 60 dozen at 18 cents
10 80
Sold in market, 60 dozen at 19 cents
11 40
Sold in market 60 dozen at 17 cents
10 20
14 00
Sold in market 70 dozen at 20 cents
Sold in market, 30 dozen at 20 cents
6 00
S^ild in market, 67^ dozen at 20 cents
13 45

—

Total receipts, market price
Actual receipts eggs for hatching

Eggs sold in market
Eggs used for hatching, no

$87 85
33 00
65 85

sale.

98 85
than for April,
oats some higher.
I hope the
price of eggs will advance with the price of grain.
To wheat,' 15 bushels, 70 cents
$10 50
2 60
Corn, 4 bushels, 65 cents
4.80
Oats, 8 bushels. 60 cent*
Bran, 100 pounds, $1.30 cents
1 30
Meat, 75 pounds, $3
2 25
Total actual receipts

Feed consumed for
but price of corn and

May was

.

.

;

less
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Oyster

100 pounds
pounds

60 mine than any mixed flock I know of the same size.
38
All this trouble about infertility and weakness is

shell,

Grit, 50

[July,

the fault of the breeder.

When

chickens are properly

$22 43 fed they are healthy. It must be remembered that
Xet balance, market price, for all eggs
65 42 all free ranges do not furnish all the birds need, and
Actual net receipts for May
76 42 bringing fowls from one place and turning them on
For the seven months ending May 31st this flock new" ranges sometimes totally different in character,
has cost $1;"):;.4S and produced $398.14 worth of lacking in some element they ha%'e been accustomed
eggs at current market price, a net balance of to causes temporary debility.
I have found it so
$244.66. This is $34.95 per month. I consider this in bringing a flock from limestone soil in Ohio to
a very satisfactory yield for this cold, wet se^ison.
the light lands in Greenesville County, Virginia.
Cal Husselman.
Hanover Co., Va.
Our fowls are now as vigorous as can be and free
from several troubles we had in Ohio, but, curiously,
Total cost of feed

PUEE-BRED POULTEY

vs.

SCEUBS.

the eggs have always been a shade lighter in color.

I believe that pure breeds from a fancier's yards
I sympathize with T. M. W., but do not agree turned out, as some mixed flocks are, to shift for
experience of fifteen years with the themselves would, in time, become adapted to it,
with him.
Barred Rocks has been the exact opposite of his. I and though losing size, would be just as hardy as
find them just as hardy aud prolific as the common the "scrub," which has been a long time developing
Our hatches this spring averaged aud is right where it began, with no profit in it.
barn-yard fowl.
Mr. Husselman's article in the same issue is a
80 per cent. The very poorest hatch from our eggs
by a customer was 71 per cent., and I did not have demonstration of the fact that pure breeds pay at

Editor Southern Planter:

My

'a

cripple or weakling in all of them.

lieve

I have not answered your query as
I cannot be- market prices.
a fancy breeder, but as a farmer with the ambition
to have fancy stock, and I am so situated that the

any one would care for any breed which would

only hatch 50 per cent.
I do not practice inbreeding and my birds are
If it does not remedy the
right up in score, too.
matter to introduce new blood of the same breed why
are our wild turkeys and quails, etc., such magnifiOf course, distance has no parcent specimens?
ticular effect, as your nearest neighbor often has
birds

little

closer related to yours than

we

are to

you see there is no fad about it.
and ship stock and eggs, I think
I oould make more money, but I have not the time at
present to go that far and have only bred for home
use and our home market, though I am dreaming
stock

must pay,

Were I

so

to advertise

of entering the arena for the ribbons.
L.
Oreenesville Co., Va.

IST.

Kline.

Adam.
The same thing occurs in
arc all mixed, and the new

They Editor Southern Planter:
the mixed flock.
On page 559 of your June issue T. M. W., Rockblood would be mixed
Virginia, brings a general indicttoo, if they are the only profitable bird, because none bridge County,
delicate and
of us are breeding poultry for fun and all would mix ment against pure-bred poultry as being
breeders
thing, the mixed flock always runs free, producing infertile eggs, to which you invite
them.

One

which gives them the advantage over many pure
breeds, which must be penned to keep them from
some neighbor's mongrels. We live on a farm and
have no yard, keep only the one breed, keep our best
females and from time to time purchase good males
and get no fancy prices, unless you call top market
We always get that. Coops of fibers and
fancy.
broilers, all the same age, size and color bring from
5 cents to 10 cents per bird more than mixed lots.
The same is true of eggs, pure breeds always laying
uniform eggs in size and color. You cannot have

to

make

reply.

Mr. Husselman, on the same page, makes a pretty
good reply in the figures he gives as to the fertility
Both gentlemen give
of his IBrown Leghorn eggs.
figures as to fertility of eggs of the same breed, and
the figures arc in direct conflict, which simply show
that T. M. W. speaks from a ton limited experience.
His statement reflects his bad luck not an average

—

It is
condition provnilin<r throughout poultrydoui.
never safe to generalize on a basis of a few isolated

It is a fact that we have bred Barred
facts.
Plymouth Rocks exclusively for thirty years and
these from a mixed flock.
Pure breeds are the only fowls a farmer should never had a case of cholera, or gapes, or roup, so far
They have had free range of field and
raise and the breed for each is the one he likes best. as I know.
I went woodland, and yet we have lost fewer by hawks and
It will do better for him than any other.
who kept Leghorns
the mixed flock to the full bloods and have crows than any of our neighbors,

from

never had reason

much more

If I should assert
or those who kept Wyandottes.
it, finding the full bloods
and I am doing better with that Barred Plymouth Rocks were immune from.

to regret

profitable,
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contagion and from attack by ha-wks and crows I weak." I can't agree with him at all.
Under difooiild justify the claim by experience, but the state- ficult conditions my scrubs were a failure, while
a
ment would be absurd, just the same.
trial of pure-breds under the same conditions stood
T. M. W. says a trio of non-related White Leg- it better, layed more eggs and hatched stronger
horns produced largely infertile eggs, and "these chicks.

Leghorns crossed on another breed hatched well."
This is indefinite. If he means that those females
were mated with another male, then the trouble
was presumably with the particular cockerel he
happened to^get the first year. If they had unlimited
range, shared by other fowls, then the case is easily
accounted for by the fact that the cockerel preferred
females of another type, and neglected those of his
own breed, a thing which frequently occurs. Lf the
trio of Leghorns were the only fowls on the place
the pullets suffered from too much attention, for I
have seen two White Leghorns males fertilizing

His buying Leghcu-n pullets iu one part of the
State and a cockerel in another, while they probably
were not related, did not insure vigor. Either or
both flocks from which they came might have been
inbred or rundown stock.
They evidently were, by
his saying, twenty of the chicks were mishappen,
though that probably was the fault of the incubator.

His Barred Hock experience of only raising seven
out of several hundred convinces me that there was
something wrong in his care and management.
Undoubtedly, there is too much unwise inbreeding
practiced by poultrymen at the expense of vigor;

nearly all the eggs in a flock of seventy-five pure- but his difiiculty in getting fertile eggs from his
bred hens of their own breed, and I should never own trio of Leghorns and each of the other sittings
want to give a good cockerel of that variety less than was probably due to the same reasons. If the truth
ten hens, nor would I hesitate to tnist him with were knowTi, I'll wager all threee pens were in small
twenty-five on free range.
yards during the breeding seasons, without green
T. AI. W. thinks the very inbreeding which first feed, meat, etc., that they would have found had they
established the separate breeds has decreased their been on range, and that they
were not made to hustle
vitality, and that they are degenerate physically, for what they
got to eat.
because they are pure in breeding. Yet if we conThere is no reason why mixed stock should do
sider how many Plymouth Kocks, Wyandottes, Leg- better than pure-breds if the
latter have the same
horns and Brahraas there are in the world, and how chance, and I wonder if his neighbor, with a mixed
needless it is to closely inbreed, we will see that it flock, who "has no infertile eggs and
raises nearly
is just as sensible to assume that a pure-blooded
every chick hatched,"' is not like one of mine. He

Frenchman, German, Englishman or Irishman will is also a believer in a mixture and recently told me
be inferior to a man of mixed nationality as to as- that his eggs all hatched this spring
and he hadn't
sume that a pure-bred fowl is necessarily more deli- seen a dead chick, yet the first coop I came to had
cate than a mongrel.
three dead chicks in it, and I found several more
If there is any ground for T. M. W.'s position I before I left.
He didn't care enough about his
think it exists by virtue of selection.
The mixed scrubs to. know how many chicks he had lost, but if
flock is headed by the rooster which has fought his
those same chicks had been thoroughbreds he would
way into prominence.
The owner having no have known and reported every dead one.
standard of color or shape to guide him, keeps for
Most farmers start their pure-bred flocks with a
a breeder the cockerel which crows first, matures
trio or pen and yard them the first couple of seasons,
first, and fights best.
This is a vigorous bird and a while their scrubs have the run
of the farm.
The
good breeder.
The thoroughbred is often selected pure-breds are overfed, petted and closed up tightly
solely on points of color and feathering, his indiat night, but the scrubs are made to hustle for what
vidual physical virtues being less considered than
tliey get and take care of themselves.
they should be.
Vitality and fertility are sure to
It is easy to figure out which flock will have the
suffer just as far as they are ignored in favor of fancy
most fertile eggs and hatch the vigorous chicks.
points.
W. A. Sherman.
A couple of reasons under these conditions and a
Vienna, Fairfax Co., Va.

me to take issue with T. M. W.'s
June Planter ? He evidently is satisfied
does not pay the farmer to raise pure-bred

Will you permit
article in

that

it

poultry for commercial purposes, yet
is

my

experience

just the opposite.

He

says:

"They

inbreeding to save buyino: new blood or perhaps buying a few $1.00 cull cockerels of some
breeder because they are cheap, and again it is easy
to see what the results will be in comparison.
If farmers would pay the price for good, vigorous,
standard-bred stock and keep them under proper
conditions plenty of fresh air, exercise, good feed,
etc., they will raise as many chicks from these purebreds as from a mixed flock, and the pure-breds will
little

;

are not so hardy, a large per

cent, of their eggs are not fertile,

and the chicks are
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more eggs and the chicks bring a better price per ill this part of the country? It means that if my
pound on the market and the owner will find much ucighbor who breeds Leghorns wishes to reduce his
more satisfaction in taking care of them than of a slock of old hens at this season, when eggs are
lay

cheapest and hens most troublesome to

nondescript flock of twenty different varieties.
A. H. Kikk.
Fairfax Co., Va.

crojis,

he will

get about the i^rice of three dozen eggs for each hen,

while

if

1 sell off the oldest

portion of

ADVANTAGES OE HEAVY POULTRY.

my

flock of

and

least productive

Plymouth Rocks

I will get for

each hen the price of six dozen eggs. So, even if my
Editor Southern Planter:
neighbor has had two dozen eggs per hen more in
For many years past it has seemed that the greatest ihe course of the year than I have I am even or a
profit in poultry keeping for the average eastern little ahead at last on the hen herself, and have had
farmer was in the eggs. In the South the breeder double value on every male chick marketed, and have
of large fowls of great table excellence has labored )iHt had half (lie Inniblo from ile^truetinu nf cro]is.
Furthermore, my more docile hen has been
at a peculiar disadvantage, because he has had no Lie.
market wlii<'li a]!))!-; riiitcs rhc (lit}'creiiee between reared and fattened on a grain ration no larger than
the average fowl and the high-class fowl.
Live rhat required by his Leghorn. Finally this difference
At any season
poultry shipped from the South was fonnerly sub- in final value is always available.
jected to pretty rough usage.
Car-load lots coming when it seems desirable to reduce the flock the heavy
to the Washington market from the Carolinas or hen has her weight to her credit.
The Leghorns, Minorcas, Hamburgs, etc., have
Tennessee were often over-heated and contained
many dead, and yet more suffering from shock or tiieir place and their value for special locations and
close eonfiement so that they were of necessity killed special egg markets, but the larger breeds will have
at once to avoid total loss.
It is a common belief an increasing advantage as the country grows more
among the hucksters and market men that the densely populated and prices of all animal foods
Southern chickens cannot be turned out on the range advance. The Brahmas, Cochins and other Asiatic
and fed back into vigor and profit, but that all the or feather-legged breeds are hardly suited to a

half-grown stock

"stricken with death" before

is

it

reaches us.

But

of late the conditions are changing.

The

car-

climate so

warm

Plymouth Rocks
and the Rhode Island Reds

as ours, but the

and Wyandottes do
promise well.

well,

now have an attendant who feeds the fowls
The chief difference here is that the Plymouth
journey and who attends to proper placing Rock has the advantage of one pound in weight,

load lots

on the
and ventilation of ooops.

moved before

If any die they are

re-

according to

the

standard of

perfection

for

the

and do various breeds, and they are thoroughly acclimated
not prejudice the buyer at first sight of the coop, and tried in our climate. In an experience of thirty
Then, too, if our market is overstocked years I have never had any trouble in breeding my
as of old.
the attendant is authorized to take the car through Barred Plymouth Rocks up to full standard weight,
to Baltimore, or if necessary to Philadelphia or New and usually luive them well above the nHiuircineuts,
York.
Thus the market for Southern live poultry the hens fatten to eight and nine pounds and the
and this is not accompanied
is widening and quality must inevitably count for cocks to ten and twelve
by any less of health or vigor, for we have never had
more in future than in the past.
Again, the actual price per pound of all fowls has a run nf contau'inn or serious disease of any kind.
Vienim, Fairfax Co., Va.
W. A. Sheeman.
advanced perhaps more in proportion than the price
of eggs. The West is now competing in egg producthe fowls are placed

on

sale

;

tion as

much

as in the production of dressed poultry.

DUCATS (MONEY) IN DUCKS.

we had a few years ago, has
gone forever, and poultry along with all otlier forms
of animal food reflects in its liigher price the changed
conditions.
To-day, with beat eggs selling for 20
cents per dozen in the Washington market, hens
which have been phicked, but not otherwise dressed,
On several occasions
retail at 18 cents per pound.
within tlie last few months a pound of good live hen
was worth at wholesale about the same as a dozen

Careful study and a somewhat limited experience
shows most conclusively that there is more money in
ducks than in chickens or turkeys, or in most any
other kind of ]ioultry, excepting possibly it may be
"squabs," thoueli, in rnirard tc tlie Inttrr, wo have
had no special means as yet of determining as to the

eggs.

profit arising therefrom.

Cheap

Now

beef, such as

what does

this

teach us as to the relative

Editor Southern Planter:

In the spring of IDOfi we, at the solicitation of the
lialf, secured two sittings of Pekiu Duck eggs.

advantages of raising large and small breeds of fowls belter
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The twenty-four eggs were placed under two

old

and in due time twenty-two ducklings reported
for duty, and started immediately (before they were
hens,

637

"Why should not a five-pound duck, ten weeks
more than 50 cents?

each.

old, sell for

Wc are now looking to Washington, Baltimore
and New York for a market for such ducks five
pound ducks at ten weeks of age. It is less trouble
Sundry accidents (no disease) reduced the num- to feed, fatten and care for one hundred ducks than
Without special care, at- it is to care for half that number of chickens.
ber, later on, to eighteen.
tention or feed the ducks matured and were marThey herd or flock and feed together, and may te
They sold readily
keted, all excepting four ducks.
driven from place to place even better and easier
on the general market at 50 cents each, but still that
We have no eggs
til an a well broken flock of sheep.
price did not seem entirely satisfactory. Of the four
We are breeding for
to sell, nor ducks nor drakes.
ducks kept over one was stepped on by a horse and
meat instead of blood or eggs.
so seriuujly iiijiu'ed ;!;;; ii WiH tliruelit best to kill
Then again, the wet weather, so destructive to
it.
That left three duck? and a Pekin drake with
young' chickens, just delights the yo\mg ducklings.
which to start business in l'-)07.
accept a three-day spell of rainy, bad weather
The three ducks began laying in December, 1906. They
a part of the program, and paddle about in it
For a couple of weeks the eggs came irregularly. as
contentedly as a clam at high water.
From the first of January to the first of April, the as
ducks raised by us for market are raised
The
three ducks averaged two eggs per day.
for drinking purposes
Tn April they laid ninety eggs. In May they laid without seeing water exceptinff
The laying ducks have
not a drop for bathing.
ninety-three eggs.
The first week in Jime they laid
times.
Then the number bgan to vary free range and access to water at all
three eggs per day.
meal, and meat
com
bran,
three
ducks.
per
dav
for
the
middlings,
from one to three e<!:gs
The feed is
But we can safely say, and say it positively and meal, with sand fgi'it), using different proportions
They need to be fed
truthfully, that the three ducks, since they began at different ages of the ducks.
If it happens that the feedto lay in^December, 1906, to the first of June, 1907, freely and regularly.
laid fully 375 eggs.
A few dozen of the eggs were ing hour goes by and they are not fed, they get restsold nt 25 conts per do7( n nu the market aTid a few less, and break out of their light fence and march
dozen sold to neighbors at the same price, and about up to the house to "squat on the grass" imder the
150 eggs eggs hatched out, principally by old hens. mulberry trees and eat their full of ripe mulberries
The fertility of the eggs is something remarkable. which fall to the ground.
twenty-four hours old) for the water
tliree hundred yards away.

—

—

a little stream

—

more than one egg in twenty-five proved inferAt the first appearance of the feeding pail, they
This, we presume, is on account of the small follow the feed back to the feedin? troughs, more
number of ducks (three) and the fact that they tractable and more easily controlled than any other
have pretty nearly free range with access to a living kind of farm stock with which we have had experi-

'Not
tile.

stream where they get plenty of tadpoles, frog eggs, ence.

—

etc., etc.

The ducks are still laying two eggs to-day, three
One thing we
eggs yesterday, one the day before.
twice a day and plenty of tadpoles for dinner. The note with some surprise.
While our three ducks
eggs are large, and three will weigh easily as much have laid right along steadily, we have been met
as five hen eggs.
with general complaint of shortage of eggs on the
The yoimg ducklings, fed by a boy of seventeen, part of those who breed for blood and sale of eggs
We have recently ordered
wilhout any experience in raising ducks, getting his for breeding pur|50ses.
information from poultry journals, grew rapidly, eggs from several sources, only to be told that the
The laying ducks have had no

special feed

—com

indeed, so rapidly, that at ten weeks of age they

weighed on an average nearly

The

greatest trouble,

—five-pound

so

pounds eacb.
far, is to market such
ten weeks of age.
The

ducks at
local market has but one price for ducks
ducks

Old ducks, young ducks,
all
ducks, Pekiu ducks

—

"diicks were not laying."

We

five

— 50

fat ducks, lean ducks,

cents.

mud

cs'iTS

have no axe

or stock to

at least

sell.

to grind,

On

no ducats

the conrtary,

enough eggs from time

to

to

make, no

we want

to

buy

time to keep up

Our object and aim
five-pound duck at ten weeks of age as

our stock without inbreeding.
is

to raise a

and conditions cheaply and as easily and with as little loss as possiand no more.
ble.
We have had absolutely no loss whatever from
A. Jeffees.
Spring chicks, with a body no larger than an disease.
ordinary fist, sell quickly here at 30 to 35 cents each,
weighing not much, if any, more than a pound
Occam, Va., June 13, 1907.
of ducks

—

sell

?orts.

for 50 cents each

sizes
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The Horse.
THE HORSE.
By W.

J. Carter,

stallion, Patriot, since sold for

"Broad Rock."

of so promising a young trotting
Axworthy, 2 :22 1-4, the chesnut son
of Axworthy and ilystic, by Xutwood, 2 :1S 3-4,
with his court made up of brood mares by great
sires like Arion, 2:07 3-4; Bingen, 2:06 1-4; Kremlin,
2:07 3-4; Advertiser, 2:15 1-4, and others.
Lewisiana Farm, with its thousands of acres, in
Caroline coimty, near Fredericksburg, Va., has been

As

the

stallion as

home

Bow

a pleasing factor to horse fanciers, but at a single
bound, A. B. Lewis, the possessor of this fair old
homestead on the banks of the Rappahannock, leaped
into fame quite recently by his purchase of the imported Jersey bull, Stockwell, paying $11,500,
a world's record auction price for the strikingly
handsome son of Oxford Lad at T. S. Cooper &
Sons' sale.
At this big affair, Mr. Lewis obtained
fifteen cows, in addition to Stockwell. paying for
the lot close to $24,000, making an average of about
Previous to the Cooper sale, the master of
$1,500.
Lewisiana had acquired both at auctions and privately, a number of high class cows, while since he
has added to his holding by buying from parties at
Lowell, ^Mass., Tonona 9th for $3,500 another cow
for $1,000, and several calves at an average price of
over $400. J. T. Carpenter, formerly with the Hood
Farm, Lowell, !N[ass., and well known among Jersey
cattle fanciers, directs affairs at Lewisiana Farm,
and while cattle are his specialty, still he is interested in horse lore and likes a high class trotter or
pacer.
At the Cooper sale, Mr. Lewis, with seemingly \mlimited leeway, staved off opposition of the
;

Vanderbilt's and other magnates of finance by his
determined manner of bidding, and certainly the
Wall street financier not only made history of the
enduring sort for Virginia, but enrolled himself as
king of the Jersey cattle auction ring by paying a
record price for a bull that the son of Oxford Lad
miglit become a part and parcel of o\ir grand old

Commonwealth.

$2,000, prizes galore

were captured both at the big shows and the open
At the close of
air affairs in this State and others.

Howard decided to retire and did
of his horses with the exception of Burlington and Rockingham, the heaws' harness pair
that cost the previous owner, General Booth, of Baltimore, $8,000, and the elegant little brown gelding.
the season, ilr.

L-lose

out

all

Royal Regent, by Bow Bells, who, previous to being
and taught to step high cotild show miles
better than 2 :20, trotting, tmder a different name.
Burlington and Rockingham are now drawing Mrs.
Howard's carriage, but Royal Regent is again figuring prominently as a show ring winner, having
already made successful essays at Brookline and Baltimore in the runabout classes, while the shapely
brown son of Bow Bells will probably be shown at
'locked

other points later on.

The Virginia Circuit
blast

now and

of Horse Shows is in fuU
these open air affairs, which are so

attractive to the masses, especially in the rural dis-

are meeting with generous support and
patronage of the best classes in the various commimities.
The Leesburg Show took place on June 5th,
while that at L'pperville followed on June 11th and
12th, the next in order being Culpeper, July 4th and
5th, with which, as usual, a nmning meeting will be
combined, with purses of sufficient size to attract
same pretty fair horses among the entries to both
tricts,

The dates
races on the flat and steeplechase events.
of the Manassas Show are July I7th and 18th, while
those assigned Orange are July 24th. and 25th. During the month of August, the busiest in the year,
shows take place at Charlottesville, Staunton, Harrisonburg, Front Royal, Berry ville, after which the
scene shifts to Warrenton on September 4th and
5th.
The latter marks the close of the open air
affairs, after which the big Hichmond Show takes
place during the week of October 8th-12th, and then
the Norfolk Show, which is also quite a pretentioTis
affair, follows in direct succession, and with it the
curtain rin<rs do^vn for the year in Virffinia.

That clever and well known Virginia gentleman,
Randolph Howard, the Fredericksburg banker
The Ellerslie stallion. Fatherless, son of Isonomy
and Horse Show patron, who was severelv injured and Orphan Agnesa. by Speculum, is now credited
at the Richmond Horse Show last fall by the over- with twenty-two winners, whose earnings amount to
turning of his waaron while showing one of his nearly twenty-nine thousand dollars, and he stands
entries in the roadster class, has about recovered, sixth on the list of sires of winners in 1907.
The
and is able to look after matters in general again. latest among the cot of this Virginia sire to earn
Always an ardent admirer of the trotter, and still winning brackets beins the chestnut filly, Balla.
firm in his allegiance, dnringr recent years ^Nfr. Seoinir that nenrlv all of the winners to the credit of
Howard's fancv has been enlisted in hi£rh steppinff the brown stallion wrre bred at Ellerslie, and from
harness horses, and the stable shown by him in 1006 the farm mare*, this must be a source of gratificawas possessed of more of that class than anv similar tion to Captain Hancock, now the oldest and one of
collection yet owned in the Old Dominion, as with the most highlv respected of breeders of thoroughsome half-dozen head, amons them the fine hacknev bred horsf-s in Virginia.
A.
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Miscellaneous.
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.
(State Agricultural and Mechanical College.)

The New Peesident.
The Board

of Visitors of this College, at the last

meeting, unanimously elected Dr. P. B. Barringer,
of the University of Virginia, President of the College in the place of Dr. J. il. McBryde, resigned.
Dr. Barringer is a native of North Carolina, but his
life, since the completion of his education, has been
practically spent in Virginia in the discharge of the
active duties of his Chair as one of the Faculty of
the University of Virginia.
For many years previous to the election of a President by the University
of Virginia, Dr. Barringer was Chairman of the Faculty, and in this capacity was largely responsible
for the organization and discharge of the executive
work of the University. Dr. Barringer is a big man,
both mentally and physically.
He is in the prime
of life and vigor, imbued with a deep love of scientific work and experienced in the management of
men and boys and in the conduct of the business side
of a great educational institution.
He is, and
always has been, deeply interested in agriculture,
having owned and worked a farm in conjunction with

We

profesional duties at the University.
believe
Barringer the Board of Visitors has
secured a President who will infuse new life and

ihis

that in Dr.

and mechanical
and who will not be content

2>rogress into both the agricultural

sides of the College,

until he has

made

of the Virginia Polytechnic Insti-

model Agricultural and Mechanical College
of the country.
We have known Dr. Barringer personally for many years and have every coufidence in
his ability and capacity to accomplish this end.
We
wish him God speed in his work and bespeak for
him the confidence and support of the Faculty of
the College and of the farmers of the State.
We
had hoped to have been able to present with this
announcement a likeness of the new President, but
have failed to secure the photograph promised. We
tute the

shall have to give this later.

THE DIRECTORSHIP OF THE VIRGINIA
EXPERIMENT STATION.

the Experiment Station was divorced from that of
Dean of the Agricultural Department of the ColThe great extension and development of the
lege.
work of the Station, arising out of the passing of the

Adams'

Bill,

and the rapid growth of Extension work
Farmers Institutes throughout the

in connection with

impossible for one man
and at the same time
give that attention to the Agricultural work within the College itself and in the class rooms which its
importance and the interests of the students deState has practically

made

it

to attend, satisfactorily, to this

ject

We would therefore earnestly press this subupon the attention of the Board of Visitors and

the

new President

mands.

before

these

offices

are

again

In connection with the new appointments to
be made, we would place prominently before the
Board the name of Professor W. F. Massey, formerly
of the North Carolina Experiment Station and late
Editor of the Practical Farmer, as that of a gentlefilled.

man eminently

fitted to

fill

the position of Director

Experiment Station and in charge of the exProfessor
tension work of the Farmers' Institute.
Massey has had a life-long connection with the agricultural interests of the State and has probably done
more to arouse Southern farmers to a true appeciation of the importance of their work and the necessity for adopting science and practice in the execuHe is a Virginian
tion of it than any nthcr man.
by birth and has qualified himself to fill the position
we ask for him by diligent study of the scientific
questions with which the Station has to deal and by
of the

practical application of those principles in his daily
Years ago, when he was in
experimental work.

charge of the Agricultural Department of the Miller
ilanual School in Albemarle county, he was offered
the position of Professor of Agi'iculture at Blacksburg, but at the time had just accepted an offer of
a professorship in the North Carolina College of
Agriculture and tlierefore was unable to go to
His work at the North Carolina ColBlacksburg.
lege was splendidly done and both the late President
and the present President of that College have written in the highest commendation of it and of his fitfill the position of Director of our Station.
Professor Kilgore, the Director of the North Carolina Station; Professor Voorhees, Director of the

ness to

The resignation by Professor S&ule of the position
of Director of the Experiment Station and Dean of New Jersev Station Professor Armsbv, Director of
the Department of Agi-icultnre in the College at the Pennsylvania Station Professor Thome, DirecBlacksburg, Virginia, imposes upon the Board of tor of the Ohio Station, and Professor Bailey, of
Visitors the appointment of one or more gentlemen Cornell Station, have all written us highlv commendare strongly of opinion ing his work and his fitness for the position to which
to fill these positions.
that it would sreatlv advance the interests of the we seek to have him appointed. In addition to these
Station and College if the position of Director of professional men, all eminently qualified to give
;

:

We
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advice on this siibject, we have endorsements from
other men of standing in various States, who
have watched Professor Massey's work during many
years, and who place the highest estimate on his

many

We know

ability.

have a

warm

that the farmers of this State
feeling for Professor ilassey, who has

so often helped

them by his addresses at Farmers'
work in the agricultural press

Institutes and by his

of this and adjoining States.
Personally, we have
intimately for nearly twenty years and
have the highest opinion as to his organizing and
directing ability and his eminent fitness for the posi-

known him

tion.
He knows every foot of the State and the
problems which confront our farmers, and we feel
that no one could lie a)inointed who would be
so competent to help our people as he is.
He is at liberty

to take hold of the work at once, as he has
severed
his connection with the Practical Farmer, owintr
to
difference of opinion with Mr. Maule, the owner of

the paper, as to the lines on which it should
be conducted.
ask that the farmers of the State will
make this question their own and at once sit down
and write either the new President of the College,
Dr. Barringer, at the University of Virginia, Char
_

We

asking his favorable consideration in behalf of Professor Massey, or such members
of the
Board of Visitors as they may be acquainted with.

lottesville,

The Board meets on
appointment, so there

the IGth of July to majve the
is

no time

Thompson Brown, of Briarfield,
and Chairman of the Board.

to be lost.

Va.,

is

Mr.

J.

the Eector

For the other appointment, which we
Board in its wisdom will see fit to make

—

tute.

Two

annual reports have been ]mblished and disThe first of these contained 150 pages
of printed matter and is a valuable contribution to
tributed.

the

agricultural literature of the

many

tains the addresses of

as

State,

it

con-

of the most successful

and of leading scientists from
various sections of the country as well.
The report
for 190G contains 260 pages of printed matter, being
farmei's in the State,

more comprehensive and valuable
the previous report.

the

in evei*\'

Such, in brief,

is

way than

the history

wp to the present time,
has grown in a period of three years
a comparati\T-ly insignificant beginning to a

showing how

Dean from

work on the great stock farm of his father at that
which is now to be given up, owing to the
great age of the elder Mr. Quick.
Dr. Quick is
well known to mauy farmers and stock
breeders iu
the State, and is very highly spoken of
by them and
also by professional gentlemen, who
have been assoplace,

promote the best interests of the farmfrom the standpoint of education
and co-operation, had long lieen felt, but the movement had never taken definite shape before. The
first meeting was not largely attended, probably not
more than one hundred persons being present. The
next year, however, a better organization had been
effected and the gathering was an enthusiastic one,
nearly three hundred members being enrolled, and
the aggregate attendance a])pro.\imating six hundred.
The organization was now well established,
and in 190G the largest and most enthusiastic meeting of farmers ever held in the State assembled in
Roanoke in July, there being more than twelve hundred persons present at the different sessions, and
six himdrcd being enrolled as members.
That the
meeting was a representative one is borne out by the
fact that fifty-five county vice-presidents were elected
all of wliom were bona fide meuibors of the Instito

ers of Virginia,

of the Farmers' Institute
trust
viz.

of the Agricultural Department and Professor
of
Agriculture—we would name Dr. Quick, of Gosport,
Indiana, who has already done good work at
several
Stations, but who has recently teen devoting
his time
to

would be

[J"ly,

it

occupies a prominent place in the
is one of the
most representative organizations of its kind in the

condition whei'o

it

agricultural affairs of the State, and

South.

The

benefits flowing

from the work of the State

Fanners' Institute cannot be enumerated with ease.
The fact that those attending it have made two trips
to Blneksburg to visit the
College and Station
through the courtesy of the Norfolk & Western Railciated with him in College and Station
work, several way, is not the least beneficial of the results of these
of whom have written us in his behalf, askino;
ouv gatherings, as it enabled hundreds of farmers to
support for his appointment.
make a personal inspection of the experimental work
in progress, which is designed to furnish specific
VIRGINIA STATE FARMERS' INSTI- infonnation by \v1m''1i ^''•^ farmer can control or overcome the many difliculties with which he has to con
TUTE.

THE

Tt also ennbled parents to gain some idea of
equipment provided for the training of their
The Virginia State Farmers' Institute was organ sons in the science of agriculture, and it is needless
ized August, 1904.
The first gathering and all suc- to say that these men went away gratified with what
ceeding ones have been held in the city of Roanoke they had seen and inspired with the determination
on account of its central location and the generous to give their sons the benefit of that training which
hospitality extended to the members by its citizens. would take them out
of the class of farmers who look
The need of an organization, the object of which upon their vocation as an endless drudgery rather

Editor Southern Planter:

tend.

the

.
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than as a noble calling which
countless opportunities.

The

Institute,

some just claim
to

agricultiiral

meetings and
influence of

will help to gather in the
tliousands of immigrants needed to clear the ten million acres of unoccupied land in the State and re-

them seeking investments, and

through its membership, can lay
having given a renewed impetus claim

to

progress in Virginia.

Through

its

published reports and the inspiring
members, many have been led to see

its

its

that science,

holds out to

when

rationally applied to the prob-

lems of the fam:, breaks down what have seemed to
Inspiration and the
be insurmountable barriers.
determination to excel, the outcome of friendly rivally and the exchange of thoughts and views, are of
themselves accomplishments of no mean proportions.
The social features of such gatherings cannot be
lightly overlooked, and the educational value cannot
The fact that many
be emphasized too strongly.
doubters came to these meetings and left with new
views of tlieir vocation and its possibilities, when
rationally piirsiied, marks the economic importance
of such gatherings, which may properly, and with
justice, be called, jchools of information for the
farmer. This is the forum in which he expresses his
views, and if they arc not in accord with the latest
and best information, he is certain to find this out,
and so may be saved the enormous waste of both

money and

energy, which

American farming

to-day.

the chief

is

And how

641

drawback

to

else shall the

thousand useful truths which have such a potent
bearing on successful practice be brought home with
all their force to the farmer except through gatherings of this kind?

The State Farmers' Institute has thus a most important and noble function to perform in the agri-

it

from

its idle

and unprofitable condition and

bring forth some ten and some fortyfold.
So the Institute becomes useful in many different
ways, and not only helps the citizens who come in
contact with it, but increases the wealth of the
State by attracting investors who seek a location in

make

it

a mild and equable climate where market facilities
are of the best.

The fourth annual meeting

of the Institute will

It
be held at Koanoke on August IG, 14 and 15.
can now be definitely stated that tickets will be on
sale on the jSTorfolk & Western Railway and branches

from the 11th to the 14th of August, inclusive, good
to return up to and including the 21st.

Among the special features arranged for the entertainment of the delegates this year is a special
excursion to Jamestown Exposition, wliich will leave
Roanoke on the morning of Aitgust 15th at 6:45 A,
This special train will stop en route to
ISl. sharp.
Norfolk at the Norfolk & Western Railway's farm
This Railway Company is endeavlocated at Ivor.
oring to demonstrate what can loe done with the S'ils
in that section of Virginia, and lias built a set of
model farm buildings that are well worthy of the
inspection of eveiw farmer in the State. These build-

ings consist of a dwelling with a convenient water
supply and excellent sanitary arrangements; a good
barn, dairj- house, poultry yards and houses, and
Aside from the
other necessary farm out-buildings.

lunch will be
and that it has made pleasure of seeing this equipment, a
given
who have come di- served and the members and their families
the grounds for a
rectly in contact with its work and are capable of a chance to rest and stroll about
journey to
speaking positively on the subject. Not only do couple of hours before resuming their
these meetings educate, but they broaden the per- Norfolk.
spective of the farmer as well.
They lead him to
Any farmer in Virginia can become a member
cidtural affairs of
a

good beginning

tlie

State,

all will testify

appreciate the necessity of getting out of the old ruts
in which he has lingered too long.
They teach him
to see that there are

things; that there

State Institute on pavment of $1.00, the
annual dues, and this will entitle him and any member of his family to the special low rate ticket which
will bo sold to .Jamestown and return. Children will
An extremely low rate has been
s:o at half price.
granted for this trip, about one-third, in fact, of the
The cost from Roanoke
regular round trip rate.
will be $4.25. Holders of tickets reading from points
cast of Roanoke will be allowed to return to their
home points on the special train, and can then purchase a special low^ rate ticket to Jamestown and
The Jamesreturn, good only on the special train.
town excursion tickets will be good for five days.
The party is expected to reach Norfolk on Thursday
evening and, returning, will leave that city about
This will
7 :.30 Tuesday morning, August 20th.
give an ample opportunity to visit the Exposition,

of the

newer and better ways of doing

after all, a right way, a scienway, a practical way, which, if pursued, will
bring him large rewards for his effort as compared
with the meagre existence eked out in his narrow
world bounded by errors and prejudice which so little effort has been made to break down in the past.
is,

tific

An organization of this kind also helps the State
"wonderfully on the outside, letting farmers in other
States know that their brethren in Virginia are
a live and progressive set of husbandmen, and that
they will gladly welcome the stranger to their midst
can bring them useful knowledge.
The fact
that a State possesses such a force for education and
development will be quickly appreciated by those

who

I

:
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sie the ocean

and

visit

AWARDED TO AGRICULTUR.\L

PRIZES

the various watering places

[July,

STUDENTS AT THE VIRGINIA AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL

the seaboard.
Those desiring further

aloiio-

iuformation should see
agents at a little later date; or,
COLLEGE.
they may address il. F. Bragg, Excursion Agent N.
great
pleasure to give you the names
It
affords
me
«.V
W. E. R., Eoauoke, Va. The Secretary, A. M.
our agriculSoule, of Blacksburg, Va., holds himself in readi- of the winners of the prizes offered to
ness to serve the wishes of the members in every tural students
Fifty dollars in gold, given by Hon. Joseph Bryjxissible way at all times.
The Institute officers are now endeavoring to make an, Richmond, for the two best esays on Tile Drainage:
arrangements for special rates at
their local ticket

Jamestown which

An

excursion of this char-

First prize.

acter has never been undertaken by the fanners of
Virginia before, and it is needless to say that it will
offer the cheapest and best opportunity of visiting

Charlotte, Va.

will be

announced

later.

the Exposition which will be offered

Second

— awarded
— $20, awarded
$:30,

prize.

to

R. Hutcheson,

J.

to T. B.

Hutcheson,

Charlotte, Va.

them during the

Twenty dollars in gold, given by Mr. Thomas F.
Richmond, for Proficiency in Stock RaisThe social feature of this trip will undoubtedly ing. Awarded to J. W. C. Catlett, Bridges, Va.
\x- one of its ino^it i^leasant and lieneficial
features.
Fifty dollars in gold, given by the Virginia-Carothose desiring to go being sure of meeting a conlina Chemical Co., Richmond, Va., for the three

season.

Jeffress,

genial lot of representative

]ieo])le.

Ix'st

Every farmer in the State should attend the
Fourth Annual Meeting of the State Institute in

prize.

hem the benefit of the delightful outing which has
been provided for.

ford,,

and

J.

]\r.

Williams, of the

make

to F.

to

E. Saunders,

F.

W.

Jones,

Gloucester, Va.

Ten dollars in gold, given by T. W. Wood & Sons,
Richmond, Va., for proficiency in Field Crops and
Roanoke Times, Cereal Judging. Awarded to E. S. Keglev, Wvthe-

Institute, conTyler, East Rad-

welcome the assistance of every member of the
institute and every friend of agriculture in using
heir best influence to

$1."),

R. Hutcheson,

J.

the

^vill

I

to

prize.

I

The Executive Committee of
Ex-Governor J. Hoge

Commercial Fertilizers:

— $25, awarded
Charlotte, Va.
Second
— awarded
Leesburg. Va.
Third
— $10, awarded

Roanoke, which will certainly be better in every respect than any of its predecessors, and he should
"lake a point of bringinghis family along, giving

sisting of

essays on

First prize.

the present convention

most successful and representative gatherino- of
farmers that has ever been held in the South.
We most earnestly commc-nd this subject lo the
Oie

-

ville,

Va.

Ten

by the De Laval SeparaYork, N. Y., for proficiency in DairyAwarded to C. G. Jones, Gloucester, Va.
dollars in gold, "iven

tor Co.,
ing.

New

Ten

dollars in gold, given by Westmoreland Davis,
Leesburg, Va., for proficiency in Animal
rttention of our readers.
Professor Soule, through
Breeding.
Awarded to J. Carpenter, Lynchburg,
whose earnest and self-denying labors the Institute
Va.
A^,ls organized and has been built up to its present
Ten dollars in gold, given by the Southern
fl'urishing condition, and who has served the Institrie as Secretary without fee or reward ever since Planter, Richmond, Va., for proficiency in Feeding
Live Stock.
Awarded to F. H. Jordan, Pulaski,
it was organized,
is

shortly to leave the State for the

Pvesidency of the Georgia Agricultural College. As
tribute to his worth, and as evincing the esteem
i" whicji lie is held by the fanners of the State, we
fli'll liopo to see a great gathering of them at this
'"eting all imbued with the idea of doing honor to
Professor Soule and sending him on his wav to
Go .rgia with the- b'>nison of the farmers of this
Stite and commending him to the good wishes of
•'le State of Georgia, whose interests it will be his
])]easure to serve and whose advancement he cannot
;'

fail

to secure.

Esq.,

Va.

Ten
Works,

New

Plant Food.
Va.

The

by the German Kali
York, N. Y., for the best essay on
.Vwarded to F..H. James, Round Hill,

dollars in gold, given

prizes were )u-esented

Commencement morn-

ing by the Rev. J. II. H. Joyce, and formed an
interestiua' and unique feature of the program.

Andrew M.
Dean and

Soule,
Director.
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THE COMINa MOTIVE POWER OF THE
FARMER.
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a lorry body -n'hich is placed on the rear portion of
the machine, at the same time hauling a load of six
tons.
During recent trials in Bedfordshire, Eng-

A motor-tractor to

do the work of 36 horses. From land, an acre of ground which had been rendered
Copyright, 1907, by Harper very rough and plastic by the frosts was ploughed
& Brothers.
and cultivated in one hour the amount of work done
This motor device may be used for ploughing, for being more than the average for a day's work with
hauling a harvesting machine and reaper, for driv- a horse-drawn plow.
It ploughs at a speed of three
ing a threshing drum, or any other farmyard and one-half miles per hour, and on a highway can
machine, or can be employed to carry two tons in draw eight tons eight miles per hoiir.
Harper's Weekly."

;

LEGUMES

VS.

CONCENTRATES.

Editor Southern Planter:
Mr. Robert Hibbert's letter in your June issue
contains so many errors about the contents of my
letters in advocacy of the growth of legumes in
preference to the purchase of concentrates that it is
likely to cause some confusion in the minds of those
who have not followed the controversy very closely.
For that reason I must again trespass on your space
to correct these misstatements.

To begin with, Mr. Hibbert says "Mr. de Milhau
then twits me with saying 'from 300 pounds of concentrates, organic matter as manure approaching
one and a half tons in weight would be produced.'
Mr. de Milhau contends that if 3,000 pounds of concentrates are fed to a cow 10,260 pounds of manure
will result.

Milhau did not enlighten us
manure, because if his
cow produces 10,260 poimds of solid or organic
matter from 3,000 pounds of concentrates she is a
"It

is

a pity Mr. de

as to the composition of this

very wonderful cow."

"Manure" means any material

that will increase

is

so specifically

used by

all

stated.

The term "manure"

ia

authorities to signify both portions (com-

bined), and I used

it

in that sense.

The reason that an animal voids a greater weight
of manure than the weight of the dry matter in its
feed is that all feeds contain a certain amount of
water, ranging from 10 per cent, in cotton seed
meal to SO per cent, or more in green fodders. This
water

is necessary to the animal's well-being; if the
feed does not contain a sufficient supply of water,
the deficiency must be met by watering the stock.

This water must necessarily pass off in the liquid
manure, thus accounting for the increase in weight
The weight of the manure
of the whole excrement.
is reached by taking the weight of the dry matter
in the feed (not the feed itself, only the dry matter),
which may be calculated by the tables to be found in
any work on feeding, and multiplying this weight by
a certain co-efficient, which is different for each
animal.
This co-efficient is, for a horse, 2.1; for a
cow, 3.8 for a sheep, 1.8.
The dry matter in the
3,000 pounds of concentrates named by ]Mr. Hibbert
weighs 2,700 pounds multiplying this by 3.8, the
co-efficient for a cow, we get 10,260 pounds as the
;

;

When applied to the matter
the fertility of land.
voided by an animal, as in the case under discussion, weight of the manure not the liquid portion or the
the word means the whole excrement.
This consists solid portion, but simply the manure.
of two portions, the liquid ("urine) and the solid
In his March letter, Mr. Hibbert, after premising

—

(dung), the proportions varying according to the that a milch cow would retain in her system
animal.
If either portion, separately, is meant, it cent, of the fertilizing materials in her food

2.5

per

—which

—
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is

quite correct

—goes on

to say:

"Therefore,

if the

pounds of concentrates is fed to growing
stock and dairy cows of the $30.20 fertilizing matter
contained in same, $7.55 worth would be retained
in the animal and the balance of value, $22.65,
would be distributed on the farm in the form of
nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash, and in addition organic matter as manure, approaching one and
one-half tons in weight, both to add to fertility and
productiveness of the soil.
So in the purchase of
$45 worth of concentrates, after stock has received
benefit from the feed, we receive a discount of
$22.65, or nearly 50 per cent, in form of fertilizing
ingredients and in addition nearly 3,000 pounds
weight of manure."
3,000

It will be observed

that

Mr.

[July,

hold it to be bad farm practice to buy nitrogen
unless it is absolutely necessary to do so. Moreover,
]\Ir. Hibbert himself answers his statement, in tlie
same letter in which he makes it, by reproducing a
part of my letter containing this sentence
"B, however, will refuse to accept the- complete fertilizer provided for him; he will see no necessity for paying
:

$22.50 for nitrogen while cow peas are prociirable."
ilr. Hibbert seems to think a "complete fertilizer"
is the same thing as a "high-grade fertilizer."
3fr. Hibbert proceeds (page 542, second column)
'Tn the letter of mine under discussion I never
recommended farmers to buy commercial fertilizers
of any description, but to purchase and use the concentrates—bran, linseed meal and cotton seed
Hibbert uses the meal as a food and fertilizer, thus getting two
:

—

"organic matter as manure" and "manure" values for their money."
as if they were synonymous, athough they have
And he follows this up by saying in the very
totally different meanings; also, that lie figiiires on same letter (page 543, first column)
"In the Eebgetting back 75 per cent, of the plant food contents of ruary Southern Planter I recommended the use
the feed.
It is true that the manure will contain of the cheap minerals, phosphoric acid and potash,
this 75 per cent., but the "solid or organic
matter" for the production of cow peas, soy beans and clover

ternis

:

will not, as the liquid portion of the manure
con- (page 122), and my letter was described by Mr. de
tains about 33 per cent, of the nitrogen, 20 per cent, l^^ilhau the following month
as fallacious in reasonof the potash and almost all the "phosphoric acid ing, wrong in view and making deliberate omissions,
contained in the whole manure.
So, instead of the and yet in April my wrong views are Mr. de ^lilhau's
"solid or organic matter" containing 114 pounds of right ones.
nitrogen, 57^ pounds of phosphoric acid and 34
"What is the meaning of consistency, or rather

pounds of potash, worth, in all, $22.65, which are
the figures Mr. Tlibbert uses in his attempt to show
the economy of purchasing concentrates, it will contain only 76 pounds of nitrogen, perhaps 5 pounds
of phosphoric acid and 27 pounds of potash, worth,
in

all,

$11.01,

making

his comparisons, of course,

valueless.

can Mr. de Milhau be described as consistent ?"
That is, Mr. Hibbert did not recommend the use
of fertilizers and he did recommend it. It seems to
me that he attributes the inconsistency to the wrong
party.
As to describing his letter in the terms he
mentions, I certainly did so, and I have seen no
reason since to change my opinion but that letter
contained a good deal more than a reference to the
legumes and it was this other part that I so criticised.
If Mr. Hibbert had ever advised the use of
potash and phosphoric acid on the leg\imes I would
have upheld him with the full strength of my pen,
but the fact is (notwithstanding his direct statement)
he never did advocate such practice. By one of those
coincidences which so often occur in journalistic controversy, !Mr. Hibbert's statement about his advocacy
;

Either Mr. TTibbert

right about the weight of
case he is wrong about the

is

the manure, in which
amount of plant food recovered, or he is right about
the plant food, in which case he is vn-ong about the
manure. As for me, the letter which Mr. Hibbert

attempts
of

to criticise

gives the correct amounts, both
food.

manure and plant

Mr. Hibbert goes on:

";^r^. de ]\rilhau next confor using high-grade fertilizers to compare
value with concentrates, saying grade is too hiirh of the practice of growing the legumes is answered
for farmers to buy." There is absolutely no founda- in the same issue in which
letter
it appears.
In
tion for this statement.
T did not object to the fer- in your June issue (page 538) I reproduce every
tilizers on the ground of their being high grade; I word that Mr.
Hibbert had said up to that time,

demns me

my

did not refer to their grade in any way in my whole with appropriate comments thereon. All that he has
Tn fact, T showed a distinct preference for the to say on the subject is comprised in twelve lines,
high-grade g.Tods when T recommend(-d the use of and so far from advising the practice he seems to
16 per cent, acid phosphate and sulphate of potash, express a doubt of its value.
as these are the hiffhest-grade phosphoric acid and
Mr. Hibbert then says:
"'Sir. de ]\Iilhau now
potash salts obtainable. T -objected to the fertilizers very coolly charges the cost of 3,000 pounds of lin-

letter.

selected

by Mr. Hibbert

"complete"

fertilizers,

solely because they were seed meal, cotton seed meal and bran, which were
containing nitrogen, and I bouffht as food for stock and consumed bv them
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namely, $45

—

A's fertilizer account, when, in
constituents contained in the
one cent, but was a discount on
food did not cost
the purchase, a point I have done my utmost to impress upon farmers."
I
This is hair-splitting with a vengeance.
charged the amount to A's fertilizing account simply
becaiise Mr. Hibbert sometimes treats the question
as if the fertilizing value of the concentrates was
the more important and sometimes as if the feed

fact,

the

to

fertilizing

A

fertilizers will

645

produce the same, or a greater amount

of plant food than those of A."

I see nothing audacious in making a plain statement of a fact. Everybody who is at all familiar
with cow peas will at once see that my assertion is
correct.
I did not say that the cow-pea hay contained
the same amount of plant food as the concentrates;

on the contrary, I stated very distinctly that
not.

What

it

did

I said was that the amount of plant food

recovered in the manure, added to that remaining in
It makes no the soil, would equal or exceed that recovered by A,
value was the point to be considered.
difference which way we look at it, as both concen- and I am ready to prove it.
trates and cow peas were treated by me in their
Of the plant food contained in A's concentrates
entirety
that is, I discussed their full value, both lie will recover, in the manure (not in the 'solid or
I drew a comparison be- organic matter") 75 per cent.
as food and fertilizer.
that is, 114 pounds

—

—

tween 3,000 pounds of concentrates, purchased by
A, and the same weight of cow peas, grown by B,
having practically the same feeding value as wheat
bran and enriching the soil to practically the same
extent as the concentrates, as I show below. The two
units of discussion were to be treated in exactly the
same way i. e., they were to be fed to stock and the
resultant manure spread on the land.
The cow peas
cost, before feeding, $10.15; the concentrates cost,
Obviously, as we are considerbefore feeding, $45.
ing the combined feeding and fertilizing values of

feeding and fertilizing
it is immaterial on
which item we put the cost. The combined values
being the point under discussion it makes no difference whether we say A pays for his feed and gets
his fertilizer for nothing, or that he pays for his fertilizer and gets his feed for nothing; the result will
be the same in each case, a saving for the cow peas

two units, whose

sejjarate

values are practically identical,

of nitrogen, 57-^ pounds of phosj^horic acid and 34
pounds of potash. B's hay will contain 15 pounds
of phosphoric acid, of which he will recover

1\\
added to the 49 pounds left in the soil,
will give him %Q\ pounds, 2f pounds more than A.
The hay will contain 45 pounds of potash, of which
33f pounds will be recovered. This, with the six
pounds in the soil, will give B 39f pounds of potash,
as against A's 34 j^ounds, a diiference of 5f pounds.
It must be remembered that phosphoi^ic acid and
potash do not leach as nitrogen does, but will remain
in the soil.
The hay will contain 60 pounds of
nitrogen, 45 pounds of which will be recovered.
The amount in the soil cannot be estimated on ac-

pounds

;

this,

count of a certain peculiarity that the cow pea shares
with all the legumes.
This is, that the amount of
nitrogen absorbed from the air by the legume varies
inversely as the nitrogen content of the soil thus,
if the soil is already rich in nitrogen, the legume
of $34.85.
will absorb only enough for its own growth, but if
In my April letter I described B as raising and the soil is deficient in nitrogen the plant will absorb
feeding 3,000 pounds of cow pea hay from one and a more than it needs for itself, the surplus being stored
half bushels of seed, fertilized with 400 pounds of up by certain microscoijic plants (called "nitrogen16 per cent, acid phosphate and 100 pounds of sul- fixing bacteria") which have their home's in nodules
Therefore, the amount
I then said that the resultant on the roots of the legume.
phate of potash.
manure, combined with the phosphoric acid remain- of nitrogen obtained from the oow peas on a soil
ing in the soil after the hay had been removed, very rich in that element may be but little more than
would give B the same amount of plant food as A 45 pounds recovered in the manure, but on an
got from his 3,000 pounds of concentrates, or even exhausted soil it may run far above A's 114 pounds.
more. This seems to have hurt Mr. Hibbert's feel- In either case there will be enough nitrogen left in
ings, as he says:
"Now let me analyze these lines the soil to furnish three or four following crops with
carefully,

and

from the

chaff.

as the

term

To begin

goes, separate the

A

wheat

has 152 pounds
of nitrogen, 73f pounds of phosphoric acid and 45^
pounds potash and also 3,000 pounds of linseed
meal, cottonseed meal and bran feed for stock, this
feed costing $45.
B buys 64 pounds phosphoric
Therefore, A has 152
acid and 51 pounds potash.
pounds more nitrogen, 12f pounds more phosphoric
acid and the same potash within 5f pounds, and still
Mr. de Milhau has the audacity to state that B's
with,

;

all

they need.

So far I have occupied myself entirely with the
chemical value of the cow pea as a land improver,
but it has a mechanical value almost equal to its
After removing the crop (which
chemical worth.
should be from two to three tons, although I have
figured -on only 3,000 pounds in my discussion with
IMr. Hibbert, solely for the purpose of comparison)

we will find
The nitrogen

from the roots alone.
content has already been alluded to.

certain benefits

:
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This is in the form called "organic nitrogen" and
The second method is to buy the nitrogen as feed,
becomes available only as the roots decay, thus avoid- paying the full market price for it this is the method
ing the liability to leaching that characterizes nitro- advocated by Mr. Hibbert.
gen in the form of nitrate of soda and sulphate of
The third way is to get the nitrogen from the air
ammonia. The roots grow very deep, reaching far without cost, at the same time getting a fine crop
down into the soil, much beyond the reach of the of excellent feed as well as all the other benefits I
average plant ,and absorb plant food there; -when the have just described; this is the method that I am urgstubble is thrown np by the plow this plant food will ing as being the most economical and advantageous
be brought to the surface within easy reach of the in every respect.
following crop.
This food consists chiefly of phosI do not often quote from authorities, preferring
phoric acid, as all the legumes possess, to a marked that my teachings should rest on my own experience,
degree, the power of rendering available and ab- but I will depart from my rule to give two excerpts
sorbing the insoluble soil phosphates. Growing thus that seem to me to be pertinent to this discussion.
deeply, and in such number, the roots break up the The first is from Massey's '"Crop Growing and Crop
soil, lightening it to an extent that is really remark- Feeding," page 173
"As a food plant, the greatest
able.
Two crops of cow peas will render a stubborn value of the pea crop will be to the dairyman, in
clay soil readily workable.
The decay of the roots saving for him the purchase of wheat bran, while at
will furnish humus, which not only plays a promi- the same time aiding him in enriching his soil.
nent part in preparing the food for the jjlant, but is Experiments made at the Delaware Station showed
also one of the very best conservers of moisture
a that cowpea hay would easily take the place of
drought loses nine-tenths of its terrors for a man bran in a ration for milk.
It was found that when
whose soil is filled with cow-pea or clover roots. cows were taken oS a ration in which wheat bran
This property is of particular value in sandy soils; was a constituent, and the same amount of protein
the water percolates rapidly through such and the was supi^lied to them in cowpea hay, they did not
nitrogen disappears with equal speed, but if the soil shrink in milk or butter production, but when they
is well filled with the nodule-bearing roots of the were taken off from the peas and returned to the
legumes, both water and nitrogen will be held there bran, they at once decreased in milk flow."
for the use of the crop.
The disappearance of this
The other excerpt is from a letter in the "Country
humus, through absorption, combination or evapora- Gentleman" (Albany,
After
Y.), of June 13th.
tion, will leave the soil perforated by numberless speaking of the added expense to the dairyman
channels through which air and water can reach the caused by the new rules of the Board of Health of
roots of the plant, the cow-pea roots from which this ISTew York City, the correspondent says:
"Work
humiis was formed having been long, the cliannels out his problem by what process he may, he comes
will be of proportionate length, so the soil is to the conclusion that milk must be made at a lower
irrigated and fcrated to a considerable depth.
And cost for production if he is to continue in the busiall this comes in addition to a heavy crop of first ness.
By this I mean that clover and alfalfa must,
;

:

;

K

quality feed.

if possible,

Cowpeas may be sown any time

after the danger

take the place in part of costly grains.
in place of the costly

Legumes must supply nitrogen

intended to grow them commercial product."
sown by July
Cowpeas do not grow well so far north as JSTew
10th in this section, tlio early ones by July 25th; if York, otherwise the writer would undoubtedly have
Kay is desired, the planting may be ten days later. included them in his recommendation; even as it is,
There are three ways to provide nitrogen for the tliis opinion is very significant, coming, as it does,
soil.
The first is by purchasing it in tlie form of from the greatest milk producing State, where dairychemicals, such as nitrate of soda or in complete fer- ing is done on close business lines, not by gxiess-work.
tilizers.
This is often necessary for truckers, espeHenrico Co., Va.
Rene Leon de Milhau.
of frost

is

over, but if

it

is

for seed, the late varieties should be

those raising the early vegetables, as their
crops require intensive cultivation and heavy feeding.
cially

For any but truckers, this methol is wasteful and
bad farm practice.
Even for a trucker, it is bad
practice to buy complete fertilizers.
He will find
it much better and more economical to buy his chemicals separately and mi.x them in the proportions suited to the crop he intends to raise the Experiment
;

Station of his State will furnish the formulas for the
different crops on application.

A FARMER ON EDITORS.
We

clip the following

from

a

communication pub-

"News Leader"

of this city recently
"T haven't the time, nor you the space, to write
all that is in me on the fanner question now so

lished in the

prduiinrnt, but the whole trend of

agricultural teacliers

produce

!

produce

!

( ?")

More

newspaper

editors,

advice to the farmers
grain,

more

is,

tobacco, more.
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more, more; but the fanner
easy soiil; he lias actually

is

Poor,

awakening.

cost

and

to
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seek uui and uuike markets for

its

dis-

The man who follows this rale, even thougJi
each transacfriends of his that more bushels and more pounds he should only make a small profit on
meant more money for him, but we don't catch the tion, will, in the aggregate, if his production be large
News Leader printing GO, 000 copies any day when enough, make money and achieve success. The farmIf he makes only
er is no exception to this rule.
there is only demand for 30,000.
And the daily press is no more at fault than the ten bushels of wheat or twenty bushels of com, oibelieved

these

great

—

purely agricultural pap?r less so, in fact, for the
former have no practical experience in this line
But take Brother Jackson,
theirs is "school sense."
of the Southern Planter good fellow, level-headed,
When I first knew him he was a Yorkshrewd.
shire farmer, just moved to Goochland county, Va.
a sure-enough farmer, has many times "whetted
his scythe at five o'clock in the morning," and known
what it was to just make "buckle and tongue meet"

—

—

posal.

five

hundred poimds of tobacco

to the acre,

he wi.l

thoTigh the sale price of the
twice ;i3 large as the present

make no money, even

products should be
The whole product
average value of the same.
will be swallowed up in the cost of production
and marketing. But if he will make thirty bushels
of wheat or seventy-five bushels of com or one thousand pounds of tobacco to the acre, all of which he
can easily do if he does his duty to the land and

in his farming operations biit in the roll of for- studies and masters the science of his business, he
time's wheel the man and the opporttinity met, the will make a good profit on the capital invested and
The co^t
"Southern Planter," then almost in a condition of labor employed, even at present prices.
"innocuous desuetude," needed a manager and of production of the greater yield will be very little
ilr. Jackson took hold, and has built The more than that of the production of the small cro])
editor,
;

its present exalted position amongst
Xow see Bro.
the agricultural journals of our land.
Jackson in his revolving chair, spinning out monthly

Planter up to

now
who

so largely

are

made.

We know numbers

making money every

exception, they are

of farmers

year,- but,

without

men who make

large crops and
them larger. There-

farmers on how to produce more com, who eveiy year strive to \\^]^.v
stock, just like his great daily con- need be no fear that production is likely to greatly
temporaries, but not one word of advice how to turn exceed consumption. Every year the world calls fo:
this extra production into money at prices that shall more products and the fear now is rather lest conbring a profit to the gi'ower, and why ? Because his sumption shall exceed production within a few yeargreat paying constituency for The Planter, as of even in this great country.
Some of the shrewdestall other papers, are the advertisers, and the large men and most diligent stiidents of conditions artpaying advertisers are the corporations, commission beginning to be apprehensive that the time is near
men, etc. harvesters, fertilizers, machinery more at hand here when the farmers of this country will
fertilizers used, more stuif made, more wheat there not be able to feed the pojnilation of the country an.i
is to be cut, more threshers needed to clean it for the steady rise in the cost of living in every seetio-.i
Were
market, and thus it goes you tickle me, I'll tickle would seem to give su^m- -r i,i their opinions.
you wheels within wheels, and the poor farmer pays we farming now, we should strive, as we always did,
for all and comes out at the small end of the hom." to make as many acres produce crops as we couhi
this
Whilst we are unaware of the name of the writer find capital and labor to work. We have acted on
building up this i'mnial on our succe-^.of the communication, or of his location, we beg to principle in
writer compliments us.
Wc
tender him our thanks for the complimentary way in which work the
journal with less than five hundred subin which he refers to us, but at the same time we fotmd the
most strongly resent the imputation that our advice scribers and practically with no advertising patron-

yams
more

to the

grain,

more

—

—

;

;

make larscr crops and breed and feed age. We have built it up to a subscription list ft
more stock is influenced by the advertising patron- twenty thousand readers and an advertising patroi:Our age of which we have reason to be proud. We four
age which this journal so largely commands.
advice to make a greater production of both crops the journal selling for $1 per year in the form of
and stock is based upon our ovm practical experience small Octavo; we now sell it at .50 cents per year i;ii
to which the writer so generously refers, and to prop- the form of a large Quarto, and give in each iss"
er business-like management and the laws of sound more reading matter and pnsre? than were contain' .l
The man who makes small crops in three or four of the old issues. We have mai"
political economv.
and produces little more of anything than is abso a big product and a market for it and the farm-^ ;
lutely needed to meet his own needs is never likely must do the same if he intends to make a succe
The of his calling. Advertisers practically care litt!
to make a fortune or headway in the world.
We are not ask'-d
true rule to follow in anv business is to make as what views an editor maintains.
to farmers to

i

.;.

•

Igreat

a product as possible

at

the Igast possible

once in a year to take any particular line on a::v
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and \vc iicvei- allow any such request to
MACHIX^E FARMING.
have anv weiirht with >is.
What tiie advertiser
Modem invention has come to the aid of the dry
wants is readers, intelliffriit, thinkina; men, and he
Giant machines minimize time and labor
knows_ then that Avhether thev agi-ee with his farmer.
Across the imbroken, virgin soil of the
economic, political or religious views or not, they for him.
32-horsepower engine passes, drawing
will buy more or less of his goods if these are made prairie a
to meet the needs of the moment and are sold at a in its wake an aggregation of agricultural machinerj'
right price.
Sentiment ha^ li'i]e ti di -with trade. that includes twelve 14-inch plows, two iron
qr.cstion,

rollers, two clod
crushers, two seed drills and
other necessarv things.
It leaves behind it a great

brown pulverized soil in which the seeds
hidden for the coming crop.
This giant prepares
and seeds thirty-five acres of land in a working day
of ten hours at a cost of about ninety cents per acre.
By the old method, the time would have have been
vany days, and with hoi-ses as motive power, would
h.ive cost $5 an acre.
stretch of

LESSOXS FROM AX EGG-LAYIXG CONTEST.
The individual and pen egg records
in

the egg-laying competition
ave often been exceeded, but

recently

made

Ryde, Australia,
we do not remember
so high an average for the whole competition.
The
09 pens of six birds each, or 414 in all, laid a total
of 72,878, or an average of 17G eggs during the
year.
The smallest number laid by any pen was
iiS9, or an average of 116 for the six birds; the
largest, 1,232, an average of 222, or more than 100
jn excess of the lowest pen's average.
1

at

The leading eleven pens, their records and averages were as follows: Black Orpington, total 1,332,
•average 222 Single-Comb ^Yhite Leghorn, two pens
xach, 1,259, average 209; 1,232, 206'; 1,222, 203;
Black Orpington,"l,221, 203; Rose-Comb Brown
Leghorn, 1,211, 201; Single-Comb White Leghorn,
1,211, 201 1,207, 201 Rose-Comb Brown Leghorn,
1,202, 200; Single Comb Brown Leghorn, 1,201,
200.
Thus eleven out of sixty-nine pens laid 200
Ten other pens laid beeggs or more in the year.
tween 190 and 200 eggs; 14 between 180 and 190,
and 10 between 170 and ISO. Thus 45 pens out of
ii9 made averages of 170 or more.
Of the remaining
24 pens 14 exceeded an average of 150 eggs.
;

;

lie

The ordinary farmer on the plains plants forty
wheat to the acre, and has a return of anywhere from nothing to twenty bushels.
The dry
fanner plants twelve quarts of wheat, practices
•arc-, intelligence and endless cultivation, and has a
return of from thirty-five to fifty-six bushels an acre.
It is claimed by advocates of dry farming that their
methods in Kansas would have raised her 1905 yield
of twelve and three-fourths biishols an acre to thirtyseven.
They also claim that if one per cent, of the
money spent on irrigation was expended in the teaching of dry farming, 500,000,000 acres of desert
The dry
land could be scientifically reclaimed.
farmers do not disapprove of irrigation.
iiuarts of

They

find in all the big

West plenty of room and

;

need for both.

They only

see that after

many

bil-

spent in dams and ditches
fur diverting the rivers that there will still remain
many millions of acres untouched by the irrigation
plan, inaccessbilc for this work, far out of the range
of rivers or moimtain reservoirs.
They look to that
lion

dollars have been

day when the vouns men of the nation will have
learned and adopted their plan, and see in the 'days
When it is realized that more than 350 of these of a golden future 35,000.000 people comfortably
It
fowls made records of 150 to 222 eggs a year, and lioused on the now vacant lands of the far West.
when it is remembered that the average record of lias been proved that fortv acre? of this land will
the American farm hen, as reported in the last support, in modern comfort, a family of from three
census,

is

65,

we

are confronted by the conviction
ample room for improvement,

to five.

that there is not only

but that the improvement will tend greatly to our
Of course, the comparison
advantage.
REX^EWIX^G
GRASS.
made is not quite fair, because the record makers
Bermuda giMss, like quack grass, becomes sodwere picked fowls and the others were not. But we
The answer lx)und after a few seasons of pasturing or mowing.
ask. Why not have more of such fowls ?
The whole country Hence, where practicable, it is recommended to break
is we arc having more of them.
it up by ploughing and smoothing the ground quite
is waking up to the fact that fowls bred for business
It is usually
pay far better than those not bred at all, and breeders soon thereafter with the harrow.
recommended to break up the sod and plough everjof such fowls cannot keep pace with their orders.
foxir or five veal's.
American Afjricullur'ist.
financial
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INVITE FARMERS to write us on any
agricultural topic. We are always pleased to
receive practical articles. Criticisms of ArtiSuggestions

cles,

How

SOUTHERN PLANTER,

Improve

to

NO ANONYMOUS

communications or en-

quiries will receive attention.

Address

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,

RICHMOND, VA.

ENTERED AT THE

RICHMOND, VA.,
MAIL MATTER.

ADVERTISING RATES
ADVANCED.

THE

Descriptions of New
Grains. Roots, or Vegetables not generally
known. Particulars of Experiments Tried, «r
Improved Methods of Cultivation are each
and all welcome.
Contributions sent us
must not be furnished other papers until
after they have appeared in our columas.
Rejected matter will be returned on receipt
of postage.

On August

1st

THE BEST POSSIBLE
upply

of

water

Installing

y

farm

the

is

Niagara Hydraulic

schedule of advertising rates will
effective.
This is the first

become

It

advance we have made in our advertising rates in ten years though

we have steadily increased our circulation year after year.

Ram

works day and

Manufactured
b y
Niagara
Hydraulic
Engine Co., Chester,

We

have followed this policy at
pecuniary sacrifice,
but our object in so doing was twofold
first, to encourage Southem manufacturers, inerchants and
breeders to use our columns; second, to demonstrate that the Southern Planter is a profitable medium
for them.

obtalmed

night.
Requires no
attention, will last a
life
time; will elevate water 35 feet
for each foot of fall.
Write for catalogue.

considerable

AS

on

a

next our new

Pa.

H.

C.

AMmt,
St.,

1434

MILLER,
E.

Main

Richmond,

Va.

:

Mathushek Pianos.
The most

Known

in

desirable Piano in the world.
the South as the Damproot

Piano.
If

your dealer does not carry

Cash
Old

or

It

write us.

Easy Payments.

instruments

taken

in

exchange.

Mathushek Piano Mfg.

NEW

HAVEN,

It
state

great pleasure for us U<
that both of these objects

is

have been accomplished

to a

Want
Running Water?
You can have
a constant stream at house or
other buildinf^s from spring or stream on
a lower level by installing a

Uirr
Kir Hi

very

great extent.

HYDRAUUC
ram.

Most satisfactory water service known. Always going, no attention, no running expense.
Raises water 30 feet for every foot of fall. 18
inches fall enough to operate it.
Over 5,000 now in use.

Sold on 30 Days Free Trial.

Co.,

present circulation, twenty
thousand, will be largely exceeded,

CONNECTICUI.

judging by present returas, before
tliis vear ends, so that we feel .=:afc

Our

A sir for booklet giving particulars.

RIFE ENGINE CO..
2113TrinilyBldg..

NEW YORK.

CAPITAL AND PROFITS EARNED,

SANK OF RICHMOND,
Main and Ninth

Streets.

Special

attention

Three per

cent.

paid

to

out^)f-town

Interest allowed

$1,200,000.
accounts.
In

Correspondence

Savings Department,

Compounded Semi-annually.

Invited.
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Lawn Mowers

Clipper

will cut (bort grass, Uill grass aid weeds.
If 7«ur dealers have not them here Is the
price:

No.
N».

1— U
»— 18

In.,

In.,

Pony

J— IB
4—a

No.
No.

15.00
J7.00
24

M-M
M.W

In.,
1».,

(18.00.

la.,

Send draft or money order.

[July,

in saying that by the time the next
advertising season is on we will be
giving advertisers well on towards
twenty-five thousand circulation,

THE IMPROVBO

SeREWSIOIFPBLLEI.
Writ* ler Pritw,

which means even at the smallest

upwards of

calculation that

fifty

thousand farmers will read their
advertisements each month.
The same careful service and
liberal treatment which has always
])revailed in our Advertising Department will remain our future
policy.

MTg

Chamberlli

WHOSE MONEY.
On June

CLIPPER LAWN

m^i^

CO.,

Dixon,

III.

Cutaway Tools For Large Hay Crops

8 th last,

we

,

Olean, N.

T.,

U.

A

S.

HERCULES

received a

remittance of $1.00 in cm-rency,
post marked Boonville, N. C, but
the sender omitted to sign his
name. We cannot, therefore, give
proper credit to the owner imless
he claims this remittance.

Co

Stump

Puller

Clark's Reversible Bush and Bog Plow

TO ADVERTISERS.

cuts a track 6 feet
wide, 1 foot deep;
will plow a new-cut

Please bear in

His

Double
Action Cutaway Harforest.

row keeps land true;
moves 1,800 tons of
earth; cuts SO acres
per day.

must have
tions

His Rev. Disc Plow
cuts a furrow 6 to 10
deep,
Inches
wide.
All
Inches
Clark's machines will
witch grass, wild
charlock,
mustard,
hardhack, sunflower, milk weed, thistle or
aiy feul plant. Send for circulars to the
14

kill

Cutaway Harrow Co., 45 Main
Higganum, Conn.

St.,

copy or

that

we

instruc-

Clears an acre of heavy timber land eack
day.
Clears all stumps In a circle of IM
feet without moving or changing machlBe.
Strongest, most rapid working and best mada,

HERCULES MFG.

for

advertisements by the
25th of each month without fail.
Every month we are compelled to
omit advertising in large volumes
for the simple reason that copy
does not reach us in time.

A
JOINTED POLE TAKES AUL WEIGHT OFF
HORSES.
N8 MOKE USE FOR PLOV

all

mind

TSTEAT

Seventeenth

413

St.,

CO.,

CentrevlUe, Iowa.

BIM)ER.

If you will send 30 cents to our
Business Office, we will send you
a neat binder made of substantial

which you can
preserve an entire volume or one
year of the Southern Planter.
Many of our readers find these a
useful device, as they always save
Bristol Board, in

WARRINBR

chain hanglag Stanchlou

wva

feed In one winter, says H. A. licirat,
N. T.
I
think them parteal,
I.
B. Cslvla, Kewaina, Ind., Tla»:>resldent State Dairy Association.
Send to
booklet containing further Informatloa
B. CR0MB, South St, P»t««»tiOat In

Syracuse,
writes

M

WALLACE

rllle,

Oonn.

their copies for reference.

Well Drills
For Horse, Steam or Gasoline Power

Well Augers
For Horse Power

Address

LOOMIS MACHINE
TIFFIN, OHIO

CO.

HAKE MONEY CANNING FRUITi
Telia uU ;ihuuf "!VsTa\i'i"t

with our canning
Bck'ln

ma'ito

I

<Killlt. .s,.nil now.
tliia season.

I
|

to rent) jirollts

I'.rulli.i"

MODERN OANNER COMPANY.

Dflpt.p,

I

THEY WEREN'T ROOSTERS.
A

certain childless 'v^oman moved
the suburbs and devoted hers'elt
the raising of poultry. A witty
fiicud went out to spend the day, and
was shown a fine lot of young
chickens.
"These," said the mistress of the
place (a la Cornelia)
"these are my
jewels."
to
to

—

"And I suppose some day
have them set," responded the
quickly.

— Lippincott's.

you'll
visitor

of All Kinds of
S.

K.

CAMPBELL

THRESHERS
CENTRAL BRIOGE,

CO.

N.

T

LAWN^ FENCE

Many Styles. Sold on trl»l at
wlioleBiiio prlres.
S>v« 20
40 per cent. Illustrated

Bridgeport, Alabama. I

to

Always
Please mention the Southern Planter.

Manufacturers
THE

Planter

mention

when

The

writing

Southern
advertisers.

C'litalojnie free.

Write today.

'KITSELMAN BROS.
Box

112

Munol*,

IntflaiM.
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OLD MADRID.

"Traveller."
of the birth of
an heir to the Spanish crown turns
public attention once more to the
land of the Don, and its fascinating
capitol,
Madrid.
A vision passes
of
dark eyed senoritas languishing under lace mantillas, smiling
through lattices at admiring cava-

The announcement

always to the accompaniment of
the tinkling guitar and clinking Castanet.
Such is the Spain of song and
story, and such, in fact, it is to-day,
the land of romance, belonging more
to the fifteenth than to the twentieth
century. This, however, is not so
much the case with Madrid as with
the rest of the Empire, for the spirit
of modern progressiveness has invaded this city to some extent, and the
first
impression of its handsomely
built up business blocks, and its broad
boulevards, lined with shade trees, is
that it resembles Washington, the
Hague or Brussells, with all their
gayety and charm. The spirit of the
place, however, is different, for all
Spain is tinged with a certain melancholy which subdues the people with-

WHAT DO YOU SAY?

Several hundred thousand farmers say Uut
the best Investmentthey ever made wa»

when they bought an

liers,

BUGGIES. SURRIES.
Rmnabouta, Carriages, Stanbopes aid Farm
WasoQB In an endless rarletj of stTles
and Bizes
at
prices
astonlstilngly
low,
qnallty considered.
May we send you our
beautiful

catalogue?

RICMOND BUGGY AND WAGON
1433

Main

Street,

Richmond,

CO.,
Va.

Free Tried
Write to-day
rourplan. I'

\

lired of free tnal of this

buggy for SO days.

"°

"Try an Anderton
wlttayonr money in your

I Driving Wagons. Spring Wagons.
Vehicles. Carts. Harness, etc.

\

t^THE

i

Pony
^

ANDERTON MANUFACTIIRIN6 CO., CInclnnill,
42 Third Strut.

Monarch

Ohlt.

Hydraulic

Cider Press
^,

Groat strengrth and ca.
facity; all sues: also
gasoline en^rices,
steam eneinea,
saw mills, threshers.

ooarch Machlnerr Co.,

iDflhl

hiV

IHUnJmb
BATEUAN

Ratmi 170

POTATO
MACHINERY

iL£G,. CO.,

Box

Catalog fre«.

39 Corliandt

x«7

q

•

.

St.,

Nsi

Torik

O'HlJS'^

^

"TooTgrj^"^
Greoloch. N. f.

out making them actually sad, and for
this reason, Madrid, though filled with
pleasure
loving inhabitants,
could
never give the same impression of
cheerfulness and overflowing life as
the other capitols of Europe.
The life of the city centres around
the Puerte del Sol, the eastern gate
adorned with an image of the sun.
From the surrounding square the
principal thoroughfares of the city
branch out, the train lines start, and
all action and interest in the city radiate.
Here in the street all is bustle
and motion, for Cocheras drive furiously backwards and forwards, cracking their -whips and cursing, in lisping oaths, at the luckless pedestrians
who impede the way. The sidewalks
are lined with loungers who "will
work 'manyano,' " to-morrow), and the
cafes are crowded with grand seigneurs sipping black coffee and reading the papers. Looking down at all
this from a hotel window, it is very
picturesque, but, seen close at hand,
it is rather shabby.
To a sightseer,
Madrid's chief interest is her picture
gallery, the Museo del Prado, which
many art lovers consider the finest
in the world.
Certainly no other gal
lery so -well represents its great color
ists, Velasquez, Titian, Rubens, Rembrandt, not to mention other masters
of the Spanish, Italian and Flemish
schools of painting.
The Spanish
kings have always been patrons of
art, and the great painters have always found a welcome at their board.
Adorning the royal collections with
some of their noblest works. The gem
of the Prado is the Velasquez room,
a long ball lined thick with examples
of his various styles.
Of great interest are the portraits of the family and
household of his royal patron, Philip
the 4th. Naturally, he was partial to

Electric

"^"vSSgo„

Cowwheels.wldetiresjeasywork. Ifeht draft.

We'll sell you a set of the best ete..! wheels
madeforyour old wagon. Sp.ike unitedwith
tub. guaranteed noc to break nor work loose.

BcDd for oar catalogue and save money,

KLECTRIC WHEEL CO.. BoK

146 .Quiney.lll.

Steel Wlieels
WITH GROOVED TIRES
The Groove protects
the heads of spokes from wear,

4 in. wide;

which maKes wheel good and
strong till tire is worn out. Wa
make plain tire wheels in othei
widths.

We make wheels to fit

any thimble skein or straight!
steel axle. Getour free catalog
o( Steel Wheels and Low DowB

Handy Wagons.
HAVANA METAL WHEEL
B0X46

.•.

CO..

Havana,

m.

FARMERS
HANDY^

WAGON
Low

Bteel wheels, wide tirea. make
loading and handling easier. We furnish Steel Wheels CO ntanyaile.to
carry any load. Straightorstaggered
spokes. Catalogue free.

EMPIRE MFG.CO., Box 140-FOuincy,IIL

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT
ad
4 llusgi
Tim
jfL.i

Hh..p|.. Slrfl

on

.

*T.76

IViihKulibrrTirra,«14.aO. I mfj. wh^e's Ji lolin.
llre.d Top BuB?le». |28.15; HarnB*. {4 90. Wriw tat
c.llog. Le.rn how to buy direct. Rppnlr W hepls. $5.00.
• <riigonUmbrell«FKEE. W.V.BOOB,t'inciiinaO,0.

The

BIUST" Self-Recommending Churn
will
get ALL the
butter fat from your

cream
quicker
than

and do It
and easier

any

other

make of chum you
have ever used. This
Is
a broad statement,

but a true
and I stand
back of it with my
offer to send you a
Blust Churn on
one,

15

After a couple
whether or not

chum.

If

I

DAYS FREE TRIAL

churninga you can tell
have misrepresented my
send It back at my ex-

of
I

have,

pense.
YO0 DO NOT HAVE TO SEND
ONE CENT IN ADVANCE, THE TRIAL IS

FREE. Write for circular, prices and terms
of free trial offer.
Made In several size*
to churn from one gallon up.
C. 0. CONSTANCE. MANSFIELD, OHIO.
Mention The Southern Planter.
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court scenes, the ricli, deep and lavish
ornaments suiting his glowing
brush. Besides these, there are glorious canvases on m.vthological sub-

some landscapes and some repaintings.
There are some
specimens of Raphael's work in

jects,

li.Kious

fine

(his gallery,

amongst

others, the love-

HEEBNER'S ENSIUGE CUHER;

Madonna

All the Spandel Rosa.
masters can be seen in the Praand
followers
with
his
do Murillo,
imitators, Cano-Ribera, through a long
fasciand
list, down to the Frenchy
nating Goya with his dancing girls
and tapestry designs. Nor is it old
art alone that can be studied here.
The modern gallery has representa
tive works of every nation, including
those of our own Whistler.
Strange to say, the churches are
singularly lacking in interest, and are
not, as in most Catholic countries, the
iy

The be»t cutKr oo the market for green or dry corn.
eusiliiee cotter made.
It not outy cuts but crushes
the stalks, reudering them palntable.
Slock creatly relish
LeadlDg

ish

—

"^^^'B-^
^-'^:^^^^-<^^«:^
oeol^^

Kunr

•hi«dder.

.rpHcJ

around a' court, in Spanish style,
it is not a favorite residence of
The writer was fortunate
king.
i-nough to be received into this palace,
and saw the royal household at mass
Entering by a
on Corpus Christi.
r;reat stairway, we were carried to the
gallery of tapestries, which surrounds
the court, and is entirely covered
with tapestries representing hunting
scenes, which were brought from the
low countries by Philp the 4th. The
gallery was lined with officers of the
household, in gold and scarlet uniform,
blazing with orders. A very dashing
nuilt

rlip

iorit;

c^upei:

SILOS

found places for us. and stationed himself near us to act as our
cicerone. In breathless suspense, we
awaited the advent' of the young king
and his followers. At the appointed
hour, the trumpets blew, and the
diplomatic corps, with representatives
of the army and navy, advanced slowly: then the gentlemen ol the "household: and next, two heralds ran forward, shouting. "II Rcy! II Rev!"
and then Alnhonso XIII made his apUnlike the courtiers who
pearance.
officer

The

Philadelphia, the Best on Earth

Hai

longest

the

ContlBUOUB

and most
(ram top to

test

openlDg

In

iu»

bottCK

TH« ONLY OPKNING ROOF MADB.
TANKS AND TOWERS.
Aak
S.

F.

and Catalogue.
1910 Market

far prlca

8CHLICHTER,

Btt—X.

Philadelphia, Pa.

[BLIZZARD ^^e'r'
with wind elevator, either mounted
lOr UDniiniDtt-d. Cuts bay, Btraw, feed,
letc. KIcvaKM to auy heiKlil. MruDg.
Jduratle, economical. iuilyguaraDteed. Send for new' Illustrated
cataloeae 1?'KK1C
^^

I

JOSEPH DICK
AGRICULTURAL WORKS
Canton, 0.
Box

I

Rough- On-Klies.
If

not satisfactory, upon receipt

we will refund the
money and receive' back the

of notice,

sprayer and can, paying return
charges.

ErRT<:KA

|

1

TO FILL A SILO"
Bos 73

MONROE

MICH.

CO.,

Omamentsil Fence
—

^^ri~i?r

lawns, churches and cemeteries
also heavy Rteel
picket fence— s..l<l direct to consumer. CTitiilnone Free.

WARD FENCE

Stock

&

MARION, INO.

Box R

CO.,

Poultry

PEf^QE
Many

etvles

and heights;
Mesh;

prkcBlow. Sold director!

30 daysfrec trial,

frelis'bt

Catalogue

prepaid.

free.

KITSELMAN BROS.
Box U.

Muncie, Ind.

ANTI-RUSTWo FENCE
^-

9

?

$

8.

sn

til

ud dc
rye

uuy.

where. Ask for ctttalug

SENECA WIRE &MFGCa
FOSTORIA, OHIO.

Wire Fence 20c
"^'
48-m. stock fence per rod only
Best high

r

.irbon coiled steel si.ring wirfc

Critalos. offences. tnnls;ind
I'.uv (lircrt -xt wholesale.

MASON FEHCE CO.

FKEE

supplies

Write

t.iday

Boi 80 Leeiborg.

preceded him, arrayed in velknickerbockers, buckled slippers,
powdered hair and beruffled coats, he
wore a plain dark uniform, and
looked like a nice, but rather ungainly
hoy. with very large legs and an ugly
mouth. He had an air of democratic
simplicity, unlike the proud, haughty
expression of the dowager and Infantas, who followed him in magnificent
court costumes, covered with priceless lace and rare jewels.
All went
into the Chanel, where hieh mass wns
celebrated, and prayers offered at all
lire
shrines. WTien the court went
out, we were carried to visit the public
anartments. and left the palace
srreatly Impressed by the decorum of
Sennish etiauette.
In front of the palace is the Arme-

SAVE YOUR TREES.

vet

'HOW AND WHY
WILDER-STRONG IMPLEMENT CO.

MOWKR

bad

'

SENO FOR FREE COPV

<

Lansdale, Pa.

St.,

Evefi' gullou guaranteed. Upon
receiptof Si we willsend one gallon and a good sprayer bv ex press
prepaid. Afterusint,- balf tbeoil.

depository of art treasures.The architecture of the city is, in general, poor
and without individuality. The Palaccio Real, built on an elevation overlooking the river Manzanares. is the
It
is a
finest building in the city.
massive structure of gray granite,
but

i>d!ng.

HEEBNKB ^ BONS, 35 Broad

Wbale-OII
insects.
No sulphur, salt
an; substance harmful to
lite.
Endorseii by U. S. Department
Pocket Manual of cause,
Agriculture.
-'#«tinent and cure of tree diseases free.
^MT*t
iilneral

death to

or

oils,

i»nt

•f

Write to-day.

JAMES GOOD,
>r1(lDal

Maker,

N.

959

Front

St.,

Phila-

Dose,

Weed

delphia.

knis
1. 1 1

Hn 11

!

Insects.

^«>«41iiflr
-»» step 'heir

grind with

^nma Carbon
it

Prairie

Oopben sad Ormla
"The wheels of Us
Gods grind slow, bat «xsmall."
8* the weerll, bat ytm
Chucks,

rlllVlll
l#llin

Bisulphide ". '^^.

tnmlgmtes poaltry houses and

Edward

R.

Taylor,

kills

km

Penn Van, N. Y.
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ria, the finest collection of arms in
the world. Coats of mail are preserved
there intact, with the horses' caparison and jeweled poignards, burnished swords and richly inlaid weapons of every kind, bringing to mind
the days of Spanish chivalry, the
spirit of which has not yet become

Live

Harness
Don't allow your
harness to dry up

and die.

entirely extinct.

^

It

is

Madrid.

made

easy to amuse one's self in
There are excursions to be
and Toledo; there

Harness

—

ocmrRiRCi
ONE horse: BALER

-^^

.«

EUREKA

to Escurial

are lovely drives in the park, where
ihe senoritas air themselves in their
beautiful carriages, drawn by fat, shining mules, in silver harness these
animals being more fashionable than
horses in Spain.
From the band
stands, one hears the plaintive Spanish airs, weird and fantastic, or the
alluring strains of the Seguidilla or
Sevilleana, calling to the dance. Then
there are shops to visit, with old fans,
laces and shawls, and there is the
curious Peloti. a basque ball game, of
intei-est to strangers.
.\nd lastly, there is the Plaza di
Toros, the scene of the characteristic
Spanish sport, the bull fight. We
attended one of these, but we came
saw. and quickly went away, so revolting was the so-called sport. Apart
from this, the spectacle was the most
brilliant I ever saw
a huge amphitheatre filled with the beauty and
fashion of a .great city: men moving
across the arena in gold, embroidered
boleros, and loose trousers, waving
scarlet scarfs fthe scarperos), then
(he "\Iatadors, fresh from the Confessional, and still more resplendent, with

Once

RVV'*!
thishappensitcan
never be remedied.
Save the harness, sa\
expense, prevent accidents by using

Oil

Nourishes the leather and keeps

it

strong. Preser^-es the grainiiljre. Makes leather proof against all
weathers. Gives best tanner's finish.
f.oft

an

1

Boston Coach Axle Oil
smoothes the wav to good wheelBetter and cheap
action.
de.
c35torcil. Willnot gumor
<

the load— eases the road,
Sold e-very-where— All Sizes.
MADE BY

Li-rhte-as

STANDARU Oil, COBIPANY

Bell

hay Curing Rack

—

LOW PRICE.
A PROFITABLE FARM PRESS.

ALL STEEL.

Makes compact bales suitable for shipping.
Send for catalogue, prices and terms.
Kansas City Hay Press Company,
162 Mill St..
Kansas City, Mo.

funny little plaits pinned low on their
necks, and a tiny dagger in their
hands: then the picadors, gay horsemen, carrying long spears. After a
grand march and salute to the Mayor
of the city, permission is given for
the sport to begin, and the key to the
All the
bull pen is thrown down.
men retire from the ring except the
Scarperos.
An attendant opens the
door and a half frenzied bull rushes
Pour Scarperos first
into the arena.
engage him by trailing their scarfs before him. one .lumping nimbly aside
give place to another, when too
closely pressed.
When the beast is
goaded on to further fury, a. horseman
approaches and. prodding him with
his spear, causes the bull to vent his
rage on the poor, blindfolded horse,
This is the horror of it, and three
or four horses may be gored to death
before the bull's strength is sufficiently spent to malve it safe for the matador to dispatch him. wiien this moment arrives, the matador comes in
alone, and. nfter toying with his victim for a few minutes, strikes the

(Ptteated Oct«ker 1£, UM.)
SalTM the problem *l curing Pea tIb«
ar other h«7 almMit regardl«n •(

Italta

'«««tker coBdltioni, as the racks give lnt«H«»
aad keep bar from teacklnil
'«atllatlon
T«und. thereby e^usInK It to cure oat nieely

whan ether methads fall. Oae handling oamPar
i>tet«e the work and the hay la aafe.
orlces

—frequently

18

and

20 toils.

HAY

Such wonderful

re-

cords are possible because our Hem Full Circle
Steel Baler has a 30 inch feed opening, making ii,
easy to charge and quick rebounding plunger allowingtwu charges to each circle of team. The
patent power-head with its 9 inch trip lever arms
enables us to realize the greatest baling pressure
ever produced in a similar machine.
will
save you ¥25 or more in tlrst cost and much more
every year in repairs and becausa of greater ca-

We

pacity. Dro p PS a po stal for pri-es and
tree copy of F:l^t- '^..^ our "Baler Book."

a

giving

BELL,
IN

full

yartlenlar.

Burkevllle, Va.

KVKKY UOOl^rl.

FERGUSON
removes Beed and bitterness frma
and freestone peaches, leaving fnill

Rapidly
cling

whole and unbroken. Also cores tomatoes.
A household necessity. Send 25 cent* l«

FERGUSON PEACH SEEDER COMPANT,
Owensboro, Ky., and receive one by malL
Don't wait for seaaon.
Salesmen wanted.
Send now.

GDIAWAYMHOfilJiRGtli^EllCKIlH^.
Three of Clark's Intense Cultivators produced this year on 14% acres. 102 tons of
well dried alfalfa, timothy and redtop hay.
If you want to know how, enclose a 2-cent
sUmp to GEORGE M. CLARK, Hlgganum,

blow through his neck to his
which produces instant death.
Then he stands up and acknowledges
the cheers which shake the walls and

Conn,

proclaim him the idol of the populace,
whjio the bull is dragged out and
given to the poor. Ten or twelve
other bulls are brought in to be

and engine,

-^on^Vi

circular

PEACH SEEDER

to

BALES' VSl^

and

Address H. E.

lUMWTS WANIBU

heart,

ENGINES FOR SALE
Ten horse
1150;

13

traction, (260; 10 horae portabla,
horse portable, $200: 6 horse boUar
$90; 1 horse gasoline engine, H*;

horse, $60; 6 horse, J12B; 10 horse, $17*.
Boilers and Engines from 1 to 100 horaa
carried In stock for Immediate ahlpment.
Springfield, Ohl*.
3

CASEY BOILER WORKS,

a
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5MIP HE YOUR

slausrhtered
in
the
same way
m'ockery on the word "sport." Humanitarians are hoping that Queen Victoria's influence may gradually bring
a^'out f^e •'^'''tioTi of th!<! Mot on the

nation. But
cruelty !s a
national characteristic of this people,

OLD METALS

anrl the way
dof^ired end.

A

HIDES

TABLE

seems long

to this

CarLots a S peel n

I

ty

50,000
Hides Wanted
Write

for Prices.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

No ^Commissions.

Checks Sent Same
Day Freight Bills

Are Marked Paid

and

—

have seen persons flee with dread
from a seat next to a half-grown boy

I

girl,

who

not

only

stuck

their

elbows into their nearest neighbors at
the table, but spilled soup, gravy,
milk and other articles over the clothing of this unfortunate person.

Clarence Cosby,
established 1890.

RICHHOND, VA.
Largest Dealer in
Scrap Iron, Metals, Hides,
Etc., in the South.

REFERENCES:
National Banlc of Virginia,
Bank of Richmond,
Bradatreets and Dun.

Want

Va.

A careful drfll in table etiquette
not only improves the manners of our
children, hut inculcates some valuable
moral lessons.
For instance, when
we train them to sit quietly in their
places,
awaiting their turn to be
served, we are giving them a lesson
in the groat art of waiting and being
patient ^a lesson which they will find
of incalculable value in later life, and
in
more important matters. Then
thev have many opportimities at the
table to learn a lesson of consideration and usefulness towards others,
and thoucrh this be on the plane of
nintorial needs, it will nave the way
to unselfish ministrations in higher

—

things.

Parents should discourage or eradi-

any whims or pecutheir
children
may have
about their diet. Try to teach them
to eat everything, tolerating articles

1,000,000 Lbs.

at once

SUMAC.
Highest

prices paid on re-

c<i.sh

ceipt of goods.

S/kLTED HIDES
wanted

any quantity.

in

30,000 Lbs. Green Hides

more

careful drilling
than girls.
Insist on their sitting
sqiiarely in their chairs, instead of
sideways or crooked, as boys so much
prefer to do. Make them pull up their
chairs exactly in front of their plates,
use their knife and fork properly,
and not soil the table cloth, their
own clothes or those of others.
Train
them to hold their arms
close to their bodies, as it seems
instinctive with children either to put
their elbows on the table, or to stick
them into the persons sitting next to
them a habit which makes them a
pest to the persons in their proximity.

or

(Incorporateil.)

YOUNG

DRILL FOR
PEOPLE.

f-Tsily conceal his ill-breeding at aiiy
other place than the table. It would
be well for parents to exercise their
young children daily in a kind of
table drill. in'Sisting that the rules of
courtesy and of neatness shall be as
carefully observed in the bosom of
the family as at a formal entertainment.
In this way alone can they
secure quiet and orderly meals, and
send forth their children with refined
tnble m.anners when they reach an
age to mingle with society. Boys being naturally rougher, need closer

watching

and Metal Co.
RiCHMOND,

•

SCRAP IRON

Iron

much

Mary Washington.
There is no place where character
and breeding show "more than at
meals. Count D'Orsay makes the remark that a vulgarian might more

RUBBER

KELLV

At.

Sna"i=li

wanted

Old

farm

implements

machinery of

Send for

at once.

all

and

kinds needed.

prices.

Tile oldest house in the business.

Forty-two years of continuous and
Buccessful

through

trading

Vir-

ginia and the South.

Tlie Uem FuU Circl.- Stc.l Balor oflrrs lar^e
|
feed opeuing, power beaii j:,'ttiiig t:ri-:iu-^l
pressure out of a liKt'' t<aiii, quirk re
plunger, aUowing two eliarge^ to eacli circle, and
brake device which relieves any jerk from there- J
bound. Easiest for men and horses and bales]
most. OurpressweiKhs2,600pounds,someothora |
only 1,500. Such light presses reqxiire constantrepairs. Wo save you {".is or nioro in first cost and
more every >eariii reijairs. Send usa postal today
fiirprice.s. r.ilay^'lr.-etrialplanandafri'ecoi>yof
injf

i

I

our new '"Baler

UfSlRTZlWlJCO.. QUINCY,

GATE POSTS'"'

JJouk.'

ILL\

-'"JSUS;

than the B. B. Gate, which requires neltker.
B. B. FENCE CO., Box 106, Peru, In*.

cnte. If they can,

liarities

PLANET
S.

L Allan & Co

Ji^. 'y"iS"Z"T""
,

Box 1107

X.,

Pbllidclpbla.
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of food which they do not actually
enjoy. This will save great trouble,

embarrassment and inconvenience in
People with whims and
after life.
peculiarities about their food are such
troublesome guests and boarders that
think they should confine themI

selves within the limits of their own
homes, and even there they are someOf course, I
what of a nuisance.
admit that there are some strong congenital peculiarities which cannot be
overcome, but as a general thing, we
can, in a measure, overcome peculiarities, or at least soften them down
enough to prevent their giving trouCases are not uncommon where
ble.
a child shows a dislike to fish or to
mutton. '^Hiilst I would not advise

parents in such a case to make a
point of dosing the child with these
I would certainly train him
to o-i'ercome the aversion suflBciently
to eat a little of this food
able
to be
when the occasion called for it, otherseriously embarrass
might
wise, he
his host or hostess on some occasion.
breeding (or the
good
Not only does
reverse) show itself at fhe table, but
character comes out very strongly
may form a pretty shrewd
there.
guess at the daily life and surroundings of a person by watching him
For Instance,
closely at the table.
articles,

MA.CHINERY

FOR SALE

We

ELLIS KEYSTONE CHAMPION SEPARA-

TOR AND THRESHER,
$285;
Is in

my

36-lnch drum.

price, $125 on board cars
rcrpalr and threshed
perfectly.

February

FARQUHAR STEAM ENGINE,
mounted on wheels,

in

good

Cort

here.

my

good

P.,

Cort

repair.

f.

Also offer one RIFE RAM, No.
price
Cost
$25.
$50;
RAM. never used.

repair.

BAILEY

10.

$S».

good
on*
$U;

in

Also
Cost

$S.

R.

VEXABLE.

Jr..

FarmTille,

Va.

BARGAINS
—IN—

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY

1

1

H. p.

Gasoline Engine.
1

1

1

6

Milwaukee Husker
Shredder. Good as New.
Roll

and

1 15
H. P. Geiser Engine
On Wheels. In flrst-clasa Condition.
4 H. P. Geiser Engine and No. 3
Geiser Thresher on 4 Wheels.
Ovehauled and In Good Working Order.
Combined Lath Mill and Bolter
with Line Shaft Pulleys, Etc.

WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

The Watt Plow

are
If the latter, the chances
life.
that he will go ahead with his meal,
helpelse,
one
any
unconcerned about

ing himself to whatever may be near
him, without a thought of offering it
He will be totally
to any one else.
as
free of anv feeling of responsibility
are served, or
others
the
how
to
Of
whether thew are served at all.
case,
course, this is ntrt invariably the
of
but it is certainly the tendency
conthe
on
life,
home
In
life.

trary,

we

are trained to consider the

wants and comforts of others at the
a
table and elsewhere, and to have

Geiser Engine and Boiler.
On Wheels. Almost New.
8 H. P. Geiser Engine and Boiler.
On Wheels.
12 H. P. International Stationary
6

accustomed

hotel

IN

GOOD ORDER.
1

readily judge whether he has
to home or hotel

we may
been

H.

8

o. b. here.
my price, $250
WILL SELL BOTH MACHINES FOR

J550;

price
A.

It

cats ts

Co.,

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
Always mention The Southebn
Planteb when writing advertisers.

sense

of

responsibility

about

them,

and those who are thoroughly inured

this
to home life do not entirely lose
and
sense, even in public places

A series of very
interesting articles appeared last year
purportin "Evervbodys' ilagazine."
who
ing to be written by a woman
govtried the position of nursery
amongst strangers.

Dropu9 a Pestal today
It

yoa knew our low

a Price

for
prioe

DAVIS
want

ou a

t^HS^TOR
to buy one. Why not

you wtmld

write for it before you buy a
of any Idnd from anybody I
liil Factonr Pricis Sits Tou

machine

20^

to 50:^

And tlie Davis price is not the only thing
you should know about the Davia before you buy a separator. While the
Davis price is low. the quality is high
and with a hiirh quality and a low price
we can't help but feel we will get your order. It's
a perfect skimmer, easily cleaned, runs light and the
be^t foryoa. Ask for money saving catalttQ No. 126
today, right now. We pay the freight.

DAVIS

66B

CREAM SEPARATOR

North Clinton

St.,

CO.,

\

I

I

I

I

Chicago. U. Sc A.

erness in various families, under various auspices, for the purpose of get-

nf
ting insight as to the management
children and the atm.osphere in which
family.
they grow up in the average
The writer Summed up her conclusions that next to the slum child, the

hotel

child

is

growing up in
without

home

the most unfortunate,
idle, vacuous luxury,
duties, experiences or

This, however, is a slight
training.
disression.
To return to the subject of table
their
drilling, parents should train
children to be punctual in coming fo

meals. Indeed, there are many grown
people also who need training in this

^

Mils to Collect

-

No

eol-

;n all portions of the United SUtes.
Agencies wanted
Ifctlon, no charge.
where.
25 years' experience.

every-

PALMORB'S
COLLECTION AGENCY, 9U Main St, Rich-

mond. Va.
5

$1(1-98

U

Odiz

Always
Planter

BAK DRIDCING

1600

OHM

TELEPHONES

Electdic Co.. SB C. C.

mention

when

The

writing

Southern
advertisers.
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respect.

It

is

incalculable

what

[July,

an-

noyance and loss of time and everything else a housekeeper undergoes
from unpunctual attendance at meals
on the part of her family. No matter
how deeply children may be interested in any book or game .train them
to stop reading or playing the moment
they are summoned to meals. One
very important feature of the table
drill is to cultivate the habit of talking brightly and pleasantly whilst
meals are goin,g on.
Skilful physicians attiest that under these circumstances the food proves far more
nourishing and digestible. Forbid the
introduction of any vexed question or
disquieting subject.

SELF LOADING
This Remington rifle loads itself.
Its recoil does the work
you do the
shooting. It can be as quickly loaded
as a single shooter. Solid locked
breech prevents accidents. Compare
it with other rifles of this type.
New Catalogue free.

—

REMINGTON ARMS

Make Your Idle Mone y
Earn You Interesl
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
^ICHMONO. VIRQINIA for Infor-

Wrttfl the
•I

>c>tlon roncemln,' its eriUlcite of
<epa«lt, BO ftrrftDs-od that one pel
?»at. taay be ooU>Pt«d erery FOUR
(hroo^b yoar oearest t>Mik

MONTHS
or fkore.

"Br experience proTti thlirorafar
urtnri to be tlie moit •atlsf&ctory
plem yet deTlMd for depoitti of (100.06

T viore

Oar Capital and

Famed

»iirpJn»

1«

$1,600,000
rOHJI B. PURCKLL, Prcaident.
IHO. M. MILLBR, Jr., Vice Frea.

OHAi.
?.

g

*

Cwihlet
AHlatant 0»»hlar
JO F -IN. Auliunt Oaakler

E.

BURNBTT,

rARMBRS
Insura Your Buildings, Live
Stock, Produce etc., in
VIrginio Division.
FARMERS' MUTUAL BENEFIT
ASSOCIATION.

Beet

Property Insured, ftW.IM.
|1,000 per year ISO*
T«i
to countlea of Cheatartcia
Amelia,
Powbataa,
Nottoway.
Dlnwtdtfii
Prince Qeorge, Surry, Charles City, N»»
Kent and James City. For plan and bs»
bership write to
CHARLES N. FRIEND. General Atent
Cbeater. Va.
security.

Average coat per
rltory

limited

ORGANIZED JANUART

PATENTS

......
K
»od
akPtcb

far

free

t,

U»»

SECURED
OR FEE
RETUPNFD
„

report

a*

te

patent

(.HIDE BOOK AND
TO
-MVRNT. .Itb yalnabl, list ofWHAT
l^^tlon.
wantPd
.ml free. Oae Mlllloa Dollan

ab'llty

•«er«I tor one InrentloB: »1«.0»0 for etbers.
Pateate nnrurpd by us adT<rrtlsed free la
world a ProKr^en
Sample free.
*VAN8 « WILKFN8, S4S F Street Waab
Ingtoo,

D.

C.

all

The long, successful experience of
the officers of this bank la sufficient
guarantee of a high degree of safety.
Your welfare la ours. Mall us your
deposits and let your money earn
3 per cent, compound Interest.
Deal
with such a bank as this, where
strength. Judgment and conserratlsm
count for so much In this strenuous
age.
One dollar will open an account.

wrang-

COLLEGE DAYS.
There was once a Yale sophomore
who. as many college men do, found
himself in financial straits and pawned
all his good clothing.
A little before
Thanksgiving he got a big check from
home.

When he

got home for the holidays
the first thing his mother took out of
the trunk was an overcoat and on it
was pinned the pawnbroker's ticket
he had forgotten to remove.
Hastily grabbing the ticket, he said:
"Hello!
They must have forgotten
to tnke this off at the Smith dance
when I left it in the cloak-room."
.\ moment later his mother took out
his evening trousers. They also had
a ticket on them'.
"^Tiv. Reginald," she said, "surely
you didn't leave these in the cloakroom too, did you?" June Lippin-

—

pott's.

Town

Out of

Deposits

PLANTERS NATIONAL BANK

ling and fault finding.
Train your
children, both by precept and example, to indulge in none other but courteous and pleasant table talk. Only
when the spirit of kindness, courtesy
and cheerfulness reigns at the table
do we find real and thorough satisfaction in our meals, for "man doth not
live by bread alone."

CO.. Ilion. N. Y.

NVw York rity.
h\:, M(irk<-t M., Sail Kraiipikro, Cal.

AerrnrT, 8I.1 BrniKl««y,

SalM IHiirc

Avoid

We Solicit

Saving's Departinent,

R-icHmond, Va.
Capital

S390.000.00

Surplus and Profits

$1,000,000.00

BY

FREE

MAIL

A
Dock lie ep in gr, Ranking,
COURSE Shorthand, renniaiishlp,
I

IN

Business EiigU.sb, Letter
Writinjr, Arithmetic, Sleclianicnl Drawing, lllustratiiiir, Telegraphy, or Law
to a FEW persons In each couiitv. desiring
to attpnd cn|l.-tro, who will AT OXCE CUP
.Tnil .-i;N"Dthls Tuitlce (LMvlni^ name and address ot paper clipped from) to one of
I

Draughon's Colleges
Collpces In 10 States. Inc., $.100,000.00 capIS years' succos?.
Business men say
Drauglion'saretlie l'.i:sT. N'ovaeatl<in;enter
any time. POCITIOHS se-ured or MOKEY REFUNDED.
It Interested In taklns; lessons BY MAIL,
wrlto for-'Catalosuo II. ;" If liiterested In attending College, write for "Catalogue P."
29

ital.

DRAUGL'ON'S

^i^i;\i^^^

COLLEGE;

Raleigh.
Columbia,
Knoxviik', Nash
vJlle.
Atlanta,
Jacksonville,
Montgomery, or Dallas

ENCOURAGING.
Over

the Salmon River Mendows
coimtry, in Idaho, ranged a wild and
woolly bunch
of
long-haired
cow
punchers, wliose knowledge of the
world was confined mainly to trips
after cattle into surrounding counties.
Into this reckless but verdant community there came the smooth-tongued
representative of a Wild West Show,
who hired several riders at high salary to do a hair raising act, the chief
feature being that they should appear
to be thrown from their horses and
dragged by the foot.
.-Vfter they had nrioticed in a corral
for a while, one of them loosened himin

and. rising from the dirt, dishevnlled and dazed, inquired:
"Say. mister, ain't this ruther danself,

gerous?
"That's

We

might

srit

killed.'

all right." chirned the show's
agent. "Your salary will go on just
the same." Llpplncott's.

—

THE

•IS

BEST."

Write for Catalogue

Piedmont Business College.
Lynchburg, Va.

We

have

away

^

scholarships

V

-V

jP
\
\^^^^r yc^J'^
/"

cial

decided
te
a
few
In

FBR-

GUSON SHORTHAND—
the briefest, easiest and
best system ever publlshed.

All

branches taught by experts.

commerWrite

to-

day.

WAYCROSS BUSINESS COLLEGE. Waycross,

Economy
Airtight.

Guaranteed.

Strong,

AND TANK

Book
CO.,

Ga.

Easy
to
erect.
Easy
to
open.
Easy
to
close.
handsome, well-hooped.

Silo
free.

Box

ECONOMY SILO

38-G.

Frederick, Md.
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OF THE VIRGINIA
COASTAL PLAIN.

SPRINGS

SEND YOUR ORDER FOR

SEEDS
& BEADLES

DL.GS

THE SEED MERCHANTS,
Richmond, Va.

W*

Garden

headquarters (or
Farm Seeds ot the
and
auallty and germination.
are

highest

CRIMSON CLOVER
Sorghums, Millets, Cow Peas. Soja
Beans, Seed Corn, Forage Plants etc.
quotations.

Write us for

CATALOGUE MAILED FREE.

Plants;
Plants.

CELEBY

roots.

with

Stalky

4.000,000

Fine,
large
Plants taken up
forks to preserve

the roots on each plant. A customer who
ordered 40.000 plants last year wrote: "The
plants you sent me were the finest I ever
all

Golden Selfinto this place.*'
White Plume,
(French seed).
Bleaching
Winter Queen. Giant, Pascal, Golden Heart.

saw come
%1

per

5,000

1,000.

Cabbage Plants.

$4.

W. ROCHELLE, CHESTER, N.

F.

J.

ALFALFA.
seed

Best
prices
J. E.

for

Write

sale.

for

and FREE descrlptlon"35"
WING & BROS., Box 35.
ville,

samples,

on growing.
Mechanlcs-

Ohio, or Eutaw, Ala.

Plants and Seeds for F«U
and Spring delivery 190*
Popular prices. For further inaddress C. F. CARTER. Sev«»

fll\IQF?Nin
*J'*^«-'»-''^^
and

1SD7.

formation

AGRICULTURAL

AND BUILDERS

=lime::
Quality

and

prices

LIME WORKS,

FELLSWORTH

right.

Staunton,

Va.

AGRICULTURAL
LIME
SCREENINGS,
Cheap

ill

biilic

br ca'load.

Tazewell White Lime

Chemical Analyses
MINERALS.

WATER

MATERIALS,

and other products made at reasonCorrespondence solicited. J. B.
WEEMS, Ph. D., Crewe, Va., Expert In
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry.
able rates.

tion from wa=tes from human habitations, and this is particularly true of

those copious flows tb'it issue from
tbn base of the alluvial terraces along
the larger rivers. These terraces are
in manv places covered with less than
twentv feet of loam, sandv and gravelly at the hottom. resting on a bed
of clav or marl. Where such a terrace is dotted with dwellines the
snring flowing from tTie norous bed
mav receive, after slieht and altotrpther

insufficient
filth,

filtration,

disease-

DROPSY

water

CURED
tirely

with vei«remedies; enharmless: re-

move

all

table

•t
20

dropsy
days;

days
"

fumlibsd

tree to every
g»fferer; nothing fairer.
teitlmoniais and free treat-

,'i^W.,
*

M

per-

Trlml

cure.

treatment

^fo»

/™\A

i*

In
8
30
te

effects

manent
\\^y

symptOMJ

.

For clrculTr'?
ment, write
DR. H. H. GREEN'S SONS, Box H, Atlaut*.
Georgia.

CANCANCER6ECURED7
IT

CAN.

want every man and woman In th«
United States to know what we are
doing— we are curing Cancers, Tumon

We

and Chronic Sores without the use of the
knife or by X-ray, and are endorsed by
the Senate' and Legislature of Virginia.

We

Guarantee Our Cures.

Kellam Hospital
West Main

1615

Street,

RICHMOND, VA.

From Far-Off Germany.
me by return mail three boxes
writes Max Lewy, ot Schone"I used your salve with
beck, Germany.
residing at Salisbury,
when
results
best
N. C," which shows that the great cure has
established a reputation abroad as well as at
home. Get it at druggists. 50 cents, or send
direct to J. T. Shuptrine. Savannah, Ga.
Bathe with Tetterine Soap, 25-cent cake.
"Please send

of Tetterine,"

GREENSBORO, N.C.m

^rln5 troalmentof
.|i9.'

THE LIQUOR, OPIUM, MBPHIKF.
Im«» Exhwstei'

OruK Addictions. The Tobbacct Habit

AGRICULTURAL

EXPERT AND ENGINEER.
:K0. F. WESTON, Rock Hall. Arden, N. C.
(Nearly 24 years experience, 15 at Biltmore,)
ot
formation
and
Specialties— Purchase
mrlouitural estates, farm buildings, sanitary
iilrylng, drainage and purchase of pedigree
live

stock,

will
.olutlon

guarantee successful or economic
Workof any problem undertaken.

ing plans
•upervision
»ork.

and
for

estimates
extensive

furnished; also
complicated
or

and the freer the nassage

—the more conious the

flow
No mitter
the s-repter the dan<'er.
how clear and snorkling such wntor
mav annear or how alln'"!"? its coolness on n sultrv summe'- d^v. it mav
contain the <?erms of tvnboid fever or
other water-borne diseases and its an""rent nnritv mav he n !>fhf<=t'v shnm.
Tho o^vice of the loe"! health officer
ohoiild he heeded wherever orranic
contamination is probable.
nf

North Tazewell, Va,

Of

with suflicient volume to supply all
the needs of a household, and thousands of others where browsing cattte and horses can auench their thirst
durins: a prolonged drought.
In their investieations of the undercrround waters of the Virsrinia Coastal
Plain,
the field assistants of the
United States Geological Survey hsve
noted the freedom of these snring
waters from deleterious mineral inpTodients.
Cle^r and limpid from
their filterine. the waters are usually
soft and excellently adapted to household needs. There are. however, many
snrinsrs that are liable to contamina-

Inden

Works

FEEDING

the Coastal Plain of Virginia,
which includes in area about 9,500
square miles in extent lying east of a
line passing through Alexandria, Fredericksburg, Richmond, Petersburg, and
Emporia, the surface is undei-lain by
beds of sand, clay, marl and loam. In
a few small areas, as near Fredericksburg, the sands are compacted enough
to form true sandstones, and locally,
in the marl beds, closely cemented
layers a few feet thick may be found;
but, in general, the Virginia Coastal
Plain is so free from hard rocks that
one may ride for miles without seeing
a nebble two inch'es in diameter.
PTence, the region contains no rock
springs such >as trickle from the creviced hills of New England or gush as
E-iant flows from the great limestone
beds of the Mississippi Valley. Instead, the underground waters, after
slowly percolating through the sandy
beds, escape gently as little rills,
either at the head of some gully or
along the sides of a larger valley, the
snring line being due to some impervious bed of clay or marl that stops
the waters as they sink into the
ground and compels them to flow laterally.
These sprines are usually
small, a flow of ten gallons a minute
being rare, but their number Is literThere are thousands
allv countless.
In

Ifrazer
J5

8
S
2
Z
2
S

,

.

,,,

B«Bt in

--.

Ax!e Orea?e
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wearing qualities are unsurpassed,
actually outlasting three boxes any
Not affected by heat.
other brand.
Get the genuine.
Its

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

.r.-rfoe
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Somhern
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WITH THE ADVERTISERS.

Northern Virginia Farms
Here Are a Few Bargains.
No. 91 contains 156 acres: good bluegrasa
free of stones, washes and stumps;
comparatively level; well fenced; watered
by streams, spring and wells; six acres
good original timber; large orchard; new
7-room dwelling; 4-room tenant house; new
barn and stable.
Situated on McAdamlzcd
'pike. 25 miles from Washington, 6 miles
from station, one-fourth mile from village,
land:

school,

and

post-offlce

stores.

Price,

|5,000.

Very easy terms.
No.

This

130.

farm

contains

270

acres;

situated In Loudoun County, 7 miles from
the station In a thickly settled community;
close to school, church, post-offlce,
store

and two mills; rural delivery at the gate.
The land is all comparatively level, all a
good quality of chocolate clay soli; adapted
to biuegrass and grain of ail
kinds.
It Is
naturally a flne quality of land, but
has been
worked hard, but there is no galls or
gullies.
It
has one
of the
finest bearing
apple

orchards In the county; the dwelling
Is a
6-room house In fair condition;
a large
brick store house and a good
stable with
room for 8 horses. This property
belongs
to

widow

a

lady,

whose husband has

re-

cently died, and she desires
to sell at once
and has priced the property at a
very low
figure to induce a quick
sale.
I
can sell
this property for $12
per acre, one-third
cash, and the balance on very
easy terms.
No. 131.
A handsome

Rockbridge County
farm of 316 acres; situated v^
miles from
a live, active and very
progressive town.
This farm is a natural stock
grazing farm
In a high state of
cultivation and productiveness; fenced with modern
woven wire
fence; the buildings are
ail In excellent condition, the most of
them are new

and of
modern plan; they consist of
a handsome
S-room brick dwelling, plumbed
for hot and
cold

water,

a

large cattle barn, horse
large double corn crib,

hay barn,
and machine sheds, cow
st,able,
house and other small outhouses,
cellent

farm

repair;

and branches
and branches

No.

all

In

452

acres

flne

Price,

quality

well

house of modern style, with
usual outbuildings, on east end of farm,
and a good
7-room dwelling, with good barn,
granary
other

small
buildings,
In
good
repair, on west end.
Here Is an excellent
opportunity for two neighbors to
purchase
an up-to-date farm and divide it. as
It can
be done to excellent advantage.
Every foot
of this land will make three
tons of

hay

the

If

sold

acre,

or 50 to 60 bushels of com.
within the next 80 days will take
»22.50 per acre.

Send

for

.•\gricultural

Lime

offered at rea-

Is

sonable prices by the Tazewell White

Lime Works.
Hereford cattle are offered by Mr.
W. B. Duke, Rider. Jld., who is a new
advertiser this month.
H. A. S. Hamilton & Sons are out
with their usual sheep announcement
in this issue.

Mr.

W.

O.

succeeds

Durrette

his

brother, the late J. P. Durrette, in
Birdwood, Va.
business,
at
stock
Polanil-Cbina hogs
and Shropshire
sheep are offered this month.
.'Xtteiitinn is invited to the card of
McConib ft Block, live stock commission merchants, Richmond, Va.
Mr. George C. Burgess is advertising the Ellis Keystone Threshing Ma-

my new

WM. EADS MILLER,

sell and exchange
all classes, such as

The Silver Manufacturing Co. resumes its advertising with this issue.
Be sure and write this Company for
its "Book on Silage."
The Spotless Company is offering
barcains in wagons this month. See

Virginia Real Bitat*

Grain, Dairy, Fruit,
Stock, Truck, Poultry and Bluegrais Fuma,
Village Homes and Business Places of all
classes.
The reason I make specialty of
the two suburban counties— Loudoun and
Fairfax— they offer the homeseekera more
of

advantages combined
than
any country
known to me. This flne portion of Virginia,
extending from the National capital to the
top of the Blue Ridge Mountains, Is not
only beautiful and healthy, but Is very
accessible to Washington and Alexaadrla
cities by rail
and pike, which glvea all
producers a flne home market.

My

for locating you In this aeoVirginia are second to none. Btato
of property would Interest you. I
have a large number and great variety of
properties, and can very likely ault you.
New catalogue and map mailed tre«

tlon

facilities

of

what kind

•

request.

W.

TAYLOR, Herndon,

H.

Va.

FARMS

chinery elsewhere in this issue.
Poultrymen aiie likely to be interested in the advertisement of Irving
L. Beveridge. to be found in another
column.

For

Sale.

you want a farm

If

grain,

from

stock,
us.

subsoil.

to

or

fruit,

Chocolate
Address

raise grasa,

tobacco,

buy

with

red

soil

W. W. BARNES &

advertisement on last page.
Drnu3:hons Business Cpllege has an
announcement on another page, to
which attention is invited.
Mr. .T. P. .lerman is offering a lot
of bargains in farms in Northern Vir-

CO.,

Land and Timber Agents.
AMELIA C. H., VA.

ginia.

Tnsectisides in convenient pnckages

advertised bv T.

GREAT

ex-

improved land; comparano rough nr poor land on the
This is an ideal grass farm;
lies In

to

de-

C.

.Andrews

&

Virginia Farms
AT CLOSE PRICES

.TER'^EY SALE.

Is

level;

all

Co.,

purchase large quantities of
sumac and hides.

Co.

farm.
a beautiful valley;
2Vi miles from station,
and can be viewed from one end
to the
other; has 50 acres of good
original timber;
has two sets of buildings: new
7-room

and

Metal

to

sires

wagon

watered by springs,
cmfw conditlongk
every field.
Located In a

contains

22Vs

fertile,

I

&

carriage

neighborhood of refined citizens.
IIS.OOO, on easy terms.

tively

The Kelley Iron

,nre

fine

of

HOMESBEKERS AND INVESTORS.

ment.

and

iny^-eeflerl

in

Attention

The great Virginia State Fair will
at Richmond, Va., October
Look up the announce7th-12tb.

be held

list.

Herndon.

Va.

We

invite the attention of those interested in good dniry CTttle to the
ndwrtisement of Hon. Carter Glass,
in which he is offering his entire herd
of .Jerseys at public nuction.
There
will positively be no reservations, not
r'von the grent herd bull. Marett's
Plying Pox.
The Southern Railway
has taken the entire estate of Montview to convert it into interchanging
yards with tbp Norfollc ft Western,
•and Mr. Glass is practically out of
house and homo. We hope this is
onlv temporary, as he was a valuable
af'nnisition to the stock breeders' fraternitv of the State.
Mr. Glass rather
rlviftrd into pure-bred .Terseys as a

business. Being a lover of stock, he
preferred a few hiirh-class .Terseys as
a
'livevsion from his numerous civic
and polifiral duties, but findinsr that
"'itb

tliey

intelliirent

could

be went

be

care

and

made most

bandling

In

soil

farms from

in
the most fertile
Virginia.

100 to 1,000 acres
Southslde
of

sections

Climate mild throughout the year and the
best of Lithia Waters.
Section being more thoroughly developed
every day.
Write for catalogue.

MECKLENBURG REALTY

CO., INC.,

Boydton, Va.

Farms,

Timber Lands,

Town
Send for mj new
reale«tQfe

iltii»i.-d

list

Ir

Properties
of choice hargalnt In

R'UKBRlIXiH, BATH

,rd AUGUHTA "OtTNTIES
All information
^eerfuJly and nromp'ly aiipw^rrd.
Livery,
"'C. free 10 thosf who mesn bu^lT.tsv.
.\.W flOINN, OrisheB, Ta

profitable,

prettv heavily and established what ranked among the first
iinrrto or the S""*h.
Mr. Glass must
surely hate to disperse his herd, but
In

Good

Virginia
Fanni

of any size with
Price* in reach of

FarmSr
Improvement*
ail.

PORTER « QATK8,

Free H-l.
LoalFS, V«.
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he is going to do it from force of necessity, and there are going to be lots
of bargains for those who will go
Send for catalogue.
after them.

LICE AND PROFITS.
The one most serious evil the
try
the

poul-

man has

to contend with, and yet
one most easily avoided of all

Thousands
is the louse pest.
of farmers think it's impossible to
raise hens without raising lice at tlie
same time.
They admit lice are a
nuisance, but are too indifferent or
ignorant to maloe the little fight necessary to rout them neck and crop.
The surprising part of the whole
thing is that farmers don't seem to
realize how lice eat the very heart
out of their profits.
They take them because they come,
without figuring the cost of the visit.
If a few hens die. or the pullets don't
lay, they call it a "dispensation," instead of frankly admitting it the reward of laziness.
The actual truth
Is, lice are easily gotten rid of, and
a little energy expended shaking Dr.
Hess Instant Louse Killer about will
do the business.
One thorough application will quite
likely be all that's needed, for if the
powder goes down into the cracks
and dark corners, where the little
mites hide during the day, they will
never live to come out at night. The
big grey body louse that infests the
hens themselves is best killed by subjecting each fowl fo a personal dose
of the powder sift it into the feathers, on the head and under the wings
evils,

,

—

for a ouick cure.

Little

chicks, too,

need the same treatment, though, of
course, in a more gentle and particular way.
The best policy for anv hen
keeper to pursue is to apply Instant
Louse Killer before he even suspects
the presence of lice. The old maxim
about the "ounce of nrevention" certainly holds here, if anywhere.
A
few days of heedlessne?:?. or simple
neglect of the dailv care that fowls
require to keep them healthy may
brine a perfect swarm of these little
blond-thirsty
terrors
to
give
you
doi7hle trouble later.
One lousy hen

—

from another flock a visit on your
part to a louse infected bouse this
or that or some other way. may easily
bring you the trouble: so we say
again, thp best way is to get Instant
Louse Killer now and use it while
you don't ieed

James

—

it.

Mar. 12. 1907.
T would not be without the Southern
Planter for anything.
I find it the
Citv, Co., Va..

most interesting as well as instnictive
of any farm paper T have ever read.
M. C. LARSEN.
Shelbv Co., Tenn.. Mar. 6, 1907.
The Southern Planter is certainly
one of the handsomest riublicatlons of
Its kind nublished in this countrv, and
we wish vnu much =ucoss witn same.
THE Pt AXTER .TOTJRNAL.
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SPLENDID FARMS
low, their value
In Northern Virginia, near Washington, for sale at prices astonishingly
good land
considered. I am quite positive that nowhere else in the United States can such
come to this
be had on such reasonable terms; and please remember that when you
touch with the
section to live you are not burying yourself in the bacliwoods. but you are in
delivery,
world and the wcrld-s best marKets— by telephone, telegraph, trolley, rural tree
few offerings
railroads macadamized roads, and every other modern convenience. Here are a
but
taken at' random from my 50-page Catalogue, which I would lilte to send you, anyhow,
especially if none of these are exactly what you want

Xo. 21. 100 acres; 75 cleared; in very good
cultivation; 6-room house; some outbuildings; plenty of fruit, grapes and berries; one
mile from church, school and store; three
miles from the electric railroad. Price, $1,800.
Terms to suit. This is a cheap farm.
No. 51. 100 acre sadjoining the corporation of Fairfax: 75 cleared and the balance
This would make a good subin timber.
It has many fine building sites;
division.
The place Is well watered.
spring.
fine
Some fruit. There are no buildings on this
Nicely
It will make a nice farm.
place.
located on the pike, about one-halt mile from
the electric station. If sold right away, will
'

take $3,500, on reasonable terms.
No. 89. 500 acres; new 8-room house with
cellar; good barn and all necessary outbuildings. The place is well fenced and watetred;
nicely located near school, church and store.
Will make nice stock farm. Price, $8,500, on
reasonable terms.
No. 590. Near Burke Station; 104 acres; 75
cleared, the balance in oak and chestnut
timber; 10-room house, with nice shady
lawn; 2 barns; 2 silos and all necessary outbuildings; well watered and well fenced;
most all kinds of fruit; iKirders on the railroad; near school, church and store. Price,
One-half cash, the balance to suit.
$S,nO0.
It desired, will sell the farm stock, feed,
implements, etc. It is run now as a dairy
farm. There are 13 cows, some young cattle,
and
all the farming implements,
3 horses,
Will sell
all the feed now on the place.
everything as it stands for $6,000.
No. 593. A fine dairy farm; 97 acres; highly
improved; situated on the Potomac River. 4
miles from Alexandria and 10 miles from
The Washington. Alexandria
Washington.
and Mount Vernon Electric Railroad runs
through the place; the station Is 200 yards
from the house and barn. Fine large farm
house with 10 large rooms; 2 halls and bath;
steam heated throughout: hot and cold water;
with
Large basement barn
cellars.
2
stanchions for 50 cows; 3 roomy box stalls;
individual water boxes supplied from driven
wells, which furnish an inexhaustible supply
of good water to the house and barn. Stable,
mangers, gutters and alleys cemented; steel
track for feed cars down alley between silos
and under grinding rooom, all in straight
Two large circular silos, just erected
line.
at the cost of $700; new grinding shed, 15x30
feet, with cemented floor: basement tor young
stock; large wagon house with room for
milk wagon and farm
carriage,
buggy,
wagon; also a room for cooling milk on
ground floor; tenant house, engine house, etc.
The house is exceptionally finely situated,
commanding probably the finest view on
the river— Washington, Alexandria and Maryland.
Fort Hunt is located about two miles
The property is nicely located on
south.
a high elevation. R. F. D. runs by the door.
Price. $17,000. This place must be seen to be

shady lawn; basement bam, 50x60, room for
8 horses and 25 cattle; feed room In basement; room for 50 tons of hay; carriage
house with room for four carriages; room
above for over 600 bushels of grain; round
adjoins the barn,
each; shelter
barrels
silo

capacity,

90-ton

100

four
between for
wagons- hog and hen houses and all necessary outbuildings; near school, church and
store; two miles from electric railroad at
Mount Vernon. This farm is a part of the
original estate of General George WashingThe farm is divided into seven 20-acre
ton.
fields; well watered and fenced, and In a

high state of cultivation. This will make a
There are 12 trains dally
fine dairy farm.
to Alexandria and Washington. Price, $9,500,
This
One-hilt cash, the balance to suit.
place must be sold to close up an estate.
At Chantilly, a nice farm conNo. 519.
taining 97^4 acres; all cleared and in good
cultivation: 7-room frame house, with hall,
porches and fine cellar; large barn and all
necessary outbuildings; well at the door;
place is well fenced; plenty of nice fruit; six
miles from railroad; one mile from schoool
and church and right near the store. Price,
One-halt cash, the balance to suit.
$3,800.
No. 527. Near Clifton Station; 163 acres;
100 acres cleared, the balance in oak and
pine timber; 6-room house: barn, 60x36; all
necessary outbuildings: well watered: most
nice young orchard; 1^ miles
all fenced;
from railroad station; same from school,
One-half
Price, $3,500.
church and store.
cash, the balance to suit.
No. 484. 141 acres; located near Aden postand
oak
balance
in
office; 26 acres cleared,
pine timber; two 3-room houses: two small
barns and all necessary outbuildings; well
of
and watered; a nice orchard
fenced
damsons,
plums,
pears,
apples,
peaches,
quinces and cherries: six miles from railroad:
near school, church and store. Price, $1,600.
On reasonable terms. This is a cheap farm.
150 acres; 75 acres cleared, the
No. 443.
balance in most all kinds of timber; well
watered and well fenced: two miles from
railroad:
near school, church and store.
This will make a cheap farm.
Price, $1,800.
No. 456. 101 acres; 40 acres cleared, the

balance in timber: 5-room house; barn and
farm is well
necessary outbuildings:
all
watered: some fruit; partly fenced; 3H miles
from railroad. Price, $15 per acre.
No. 339.
Fine stock farm In Loudoun
county; 110 acreS: 100 acres cleared, balance
in oak timber: iO-room house with cellar;
barn, 35x26; spring house, separator house,
corn house, granary and hen house; well
watered; excellent springs near by; well
fenced; some fruit; six miles from railroad;
near school, church and store. Price, $50 per
acre. One-third cash, the balance in one and
two years. The quality of the land is excelWill make a fine dairy farm; has a
lent.
Only two miles
silo that will hold 125 tons.
from the creamery.
appreciated.
No. 371. On the Potomac River and near
No. 552. Near Aden. Va., not far from
the G. F. and O. D. railroad; So acres; 30
Manassas; 120 acres; 100 acres cleared; barn,
cleared, the balance in all kinds of timber;
18x20; 2 new store houses; 1 new dwelling;
S-room house, with hall, cellar and porches:
well in the yard; nicely fenced; most all
small barn and all necessary outbuildings;
kinds of fruit; 7 miles from railroad; 200
all kinds of fruit; half mile from railroad,
yards from school; half mile from church:
school, church and store: nine miles from
Price. $2,000, on
store is kept on the place.
Center Market. This farm has 15 acres in
reasonable terms. This is a cheap place.
river bottom.
A fine place for fishing and
196 acres; 150 acres cleared, the
hunting. There has been considerable gold
alance in good timber: 10-room house with
wide halls and attic; cellar under the whole found on the place, Price, $50 per acre.
house; well of water in the kitchen; nice

SEND FOR THB CATALOGUE. DESCRIBE TOUR WANTS. I KNOW
YOU IN SIZE, PRICE AND TERMS.
Branch: Vienna
J. F. JERMAN. FAIRFAX, VA.

I

CAN SUIT

—

'
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ACTIVE FARMERS
yVANTEO

HANDLING HAY.
Among

the farm products which deattention
of machine builders is the hay crop
in buliv as well as in value, ranking
as one of the greatest of all crops.
Improved machines are in use all
along the line, from moving to stacking or placing in the mow.
We have in mind right now the
preparation of the hay for market, the

honest evidence of right methods.
Don't reply tmless you have been successful and are now making a living.
Must own a team: only part time

$8

demand from

required.

with improvements. Go<>d productive soil, abnndant
water supply and l»est climate on earth. Kear railroad and good markets with l»e*t church, school and
social advantage's. For list of farms, excursion rates
and our limuifnl i)amphlet showing what others
have acc»-Tnplished. write to-day to F H. LA
BAtntE. AetI. and Tndl. Agt.. Norfolk & TVestern
Ry.. Box .V. .K^anoke. V.i

thoughts on modern, up-to-date m.ichinery have in fact been suggested
by th« superior hay baling machinery

mands and has received the

VIRGINIA FARMS
per Acre and up

H»^W»F0lK4^WESTEgff:

What?

Free!

Free!

Urcest and beet eelecterf Met •t f&rm>
[b VlrflnU.
Far full particulars Mid (•
tT»* caulogue dcacrlblDg James Rlrer Valle:
t*<-k Farms, a flnp list of iiaall Truci
Farsu near Richmond, also Fruit and True,
ramu In Tidewater District af VIrglala
wh«re fish and ojsters abouod. Ageacy ea
tabllahed ir75.
Address W. A. PARSONS «
CO.. C. aid O. Mall Street Depot. Rich
B*ad. Vm
Tta«

exclusively

cities

for

and towns being
ha.y
These

baled

manufactured by the Ohio Cultivator
Company, Belle^Tie, Ohio.
No one
can watch these machines at work
without beni.tj impressed with the
great service being rendered hay raisers by manufacturers of such high
class baling machines. The hay must
be baled to find any market.
The
condition in which it goes to market
has much to do with the price. The
bales must be shapely, solid, well
squared, neat. The hay raiser wants
his baler also to do fast work.
It
must be convenient in operation, it
should require the minimum force of
men and horse power to do the work,
must be strong enough everywhere
to withstand the great strains upon it.
so that there will be no interruptions
from breakages when the work Is under way.
Happily, such machines for the hay
raiser as well as for other farm worii
can be had.
Discriminations must
be used in buying. Not all hay balers
are satisfactory, arv more than all
it

Old Virginia Farms.
CLIMATB AND PBOPL'CTIVENESfi tNBXCELLED. LABOE'T SALE LISl l^
STATE. FORPVLLPARTICLLABS AMI
PRBE CATALOGUE ADDRESS

CASSILMAN

(B.

CO.

RICHMOKD. VA

machines
If

you

Want

to

Buy or

Sell a

VIRGINIA FARH

for any ot'her class of farm
work are satisfactory.
It is worth
while to get the best, or what is at
least known to be good.

SEND DESCRIPTION PROMPTLT.
S.

H.

EVANS.

GUINEYS, VA.

MARYLAND FARMS.
F&TBi contalolig 72 acres, 45 under

cttltt-

TEtion. balance Is timber, 6-room bousa, ftaa
climate.

A.

J.

Price,

tl,0(X).

JONES &

i°c°RE

Writ* (or catAlacv*.

Co., Salisbury,

FARM

Md.

i°l

175 acres In cuItlTBtlon; 16-room dwelling In good repair: necessary outbuildings:
wire fencing: orchard, etc.: one mile from
railroad station: three miles from county
seat
Price reasonable.
Terms liberal.
GEORGE W. CROPLEY, MlUford, Carolina
County, Va.

Virginia

Farms

HANDSOME COUNTRY HOMES AND
HIGH-GRADE FARM LANDS A
SPECIALTY.
J.

E.

WHITE, "THB LAND MAN,"
CharlottesTlU*,

Va.

SA\'E

THE HAY CROP.

The hay crop is always valuable,
but in the fat years when other crops
are big and profitable we have noticed that hay is to a certain extent
overlooked by many farmers.
Late
frosts and too much wiet weather may
destroy or reduce the wheat, com or
other similar crop, hut the grass survives all these condftions.
At the present time, hay is brlnsing a higher price than for several
years past. These prices may fall off
somewhat as the new crop comes in.
but the Indications are that good
prices will prevail throughout the sea-

To send us

descriptions of farms and
Suburban Real Estate which is for
and show our customers about.
Hundreds of sales yearly is our
sale

You invest no money; we
the customers.
Many of otir
ane making from $1,000 to $7,000

send

men

yearly.
E. A. Stout, Land Title BIdg., Phila.,
or 150 Nassau St., New York.

Farms

Virginia
HOST SELECT

LIST, and

in all sec-

tions of the State.

R. B.

PRBB CATALOQUB.
CHAFFIIN &. CO., Inc.
Richmond, V*.

vikOiMA FAkns
AND TIMBER LANDS.
We hare « good lelectlon of alo»
farms, in large and small tracta, aB4
prices from $3 per acre np, on easy
terms. COLE & BROWN, 1201 Eaat
Main Street, RIchmand, Va.

SPLENDID

FARM

160 acres, wltbln ; ^^ miles af RIckmend.
sale.
If too ar« looklig for a place aa
•hicb te make mOD<7, tkls la a Sae •r9»Tif

'•r

Well adapted for stack feeding cr
anlty.
talrrlng. poaslbUltles for the latter arc nnUmJted.
I am retlrlig on
what tkls fana
kaa made for me. For partlc«]ara, write to
R, W. G., care Sonthen Plantar.

FOR SALE

FEW CHOICE HOMW

NMAJl THB
NEAR ELECTRIC RAILWAY. NmAJt
LARGE SUMMER RESORT. WITHTN »ASY
REACH OF THK SEAPORT crPT OF NORFOLK. FINE SOIL. MILD CLIMATB, BXCELLENT MARKETS. ALSO A FINB
MAP OF EASTERN VIRGINIA: SHOWS
ALL POINTS OF INTEREST. PRICK. THN

A

SEA.

CENTS, In STAMPS.
A. JKFTKRS, OCEANA. VIROINIA.

UOCK. m\*, 6RtSS AMI
POULTRY FARMS FOR SALE,
It

n»r«
and

fertile

8.

ef

te

tU per

MaiTlant.

•

tk»

Seed tor catalaca*.

sell.

WOODCOCK,

P.

acre

MiU CUmnt*

Saliabnry, 1C4.

son.

To handle profitably, hay must be
baled, not oiilv for shipping purposes,
but for the fact that in this shape
everv pound Is saved, it is easier to
handle, takes up less storage room,
and is less liable to fire.
A number of hay presses are advertised In our columns, and one of the
best lines are those offered bv the
Kansas City Hay Press Co.. 162 Mill
St., Kansas City, Mo.

"In the Greea Rdds of Virglaia.''
Heaaa tn ALL: Healtk fer AXX: Hap^
.-m,

.1

-)

ln«eperd»ec» for ALL. ALL aCpM
at eerrrependlng prteea, tomt AIX

FARMS

If

•csMiaM*

WACON &

CO.. Oraar*. V».

Farms. Orchards. Timber.
Cotton Lands

ALBEMARLE

la

Virginia and tke

IMMIGRATIOV

CharlottesTllle, Va.

Sent^

SOCMTT.
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Prosperous and healthy seetlo>
Good Shipping Facilities.
FRANK K COX. .\«hl»nd. V

VIRGINIA

.

661
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THE SOUTHERX PLANTER
DO YOU WANT EGGS?
THITN Dfl I P. .

Multum Ovum
tb* gnataat •«( t nt mtm
It Is «la«
tk» market.
a prevcBtatlT* f*r A*l«n>
and r»ap.

•

ROUP CURE.

S. p. S.

Roup la the most fatal dIeewM la tk»
poultrr yard. S. f. S. Ronp Care la a o«r
tain cure.
Used aa directed, we will goar
antee It.
Send (er Illustrated circular aad price Ust

AGENTS WANTED.
SOUTHERN POULTRY SUPPLT
910 E St., N. W., WashlDKtOB, D.

C»..
0.

Secretary Wilson on Crop Conditions.
"Is the present late crop season go
ing to affect the country's prosperity
as a whole?" was the question asked
of Secretary Wilson, of the Department of Agriculture. "Has the growing season already become so contracted that there will be Insufficient time
for some of the staple crops to mature?"
"Well," said the Secretary, as he
put on his fawn colored hat, somewhat the worse for the spring rains,
"I am occupied at present with the
Holmes cotton leak trial I have been
notified to appear again next Monday
and they tell me that the effects of
my talks on crop conditions to newspaper men at this time are about as
bad as any information which Holmes
et al is alleged to have given out to
the New York stock gamblers. I am
thinking that for the present I had
better not do very much talking."
"But it is the middle of June, Mr.
Secretary!"
"Oh, of course it has been a late
spi-lng.
I
am not making any prognostications in admitting this much.
But I have seen backward seasons
before this. The country is pretty

—

SURE DEATH

^"^^- ™"^es or vermin on
poultry, little chicks ana
all kinds or stock.
Surs
Death Is a powder strong

I

and

effective.

non-poisonous.
1-pound cans at

Absolutely
Sold
In
cents;

25

post paid, 40 cents.
Ask
dealer
or
oraer
direct.
Accept no other.

your

Sample

free.

VIRGINIA POULTRY

SUPPLY COMPANY,

Box

359,
Richmond, Va.
Poultry Supply Catalogue

Free.

KILL THE

Lien

°-^:;':;cHiCKENSwi.h

PRUSSIAN
LICE
Sure Deaih

lo

POWDER
Lice and Vermio

"Killed every louse in my flock of
250 hens."— D.Perry. Monroe. Wis.
Jirfce 25 and 50c a Pk«.
By mail, 40 and 70c

big, you know, and cool weather is
good for the wheat and the oats and
the grasses. People eat a good deal
of wheat and oats and their products.
We must have hot weather in July
and August for the com to mature,
hut T will predict that we will have

saves handling the fowls. Paint
on the roosts and bottom of coops. That's

all.

kill

YOUR MONEY BACK It you don't
the lice.
GALLON CAN Jl. Agents

wanted.

Attractive

circulars

free.

to-day.

H. H.

LAMB &

PLYMOUTH

"You are a bit optimistic about conditions, then, Mr. Secretary?"
"Well,

Write

SON. West Alexander,

Pa.

Profit Suekert SE*e? fou^SpgS
Lambert's "Death to Lice." Lesa
more eggs. Get some. Samsle

I

am

an optimist,

all

perhaps something of
things considered."

is yet a little early to forecast
frosts and their possible relation
to the maturity of crops, but it should
fall

be remembered thaT the Weather
Bureau is under the direct supervision
of the Department of Agriculture, and
possible the fall frosts can be held off
a

ROCKS.

B. B. Thompson's celebrated strain. Brad
for quality not for quantity.
Unexcelled Im
laying qualities, size, vigor and beauty.

Yard No. L (For Cockerels), headed by
"Crackerjack" (weight 12 pounds).
Second
cock Richmond Poultry Show, Jaauary 22-26, 1907, George O. Brown, Judge.
Eggs from this yard, 12 per IB.
Yard No. 2. (For PulleU), headed by a
grand cockerel. Just from Thompson aad a
prize

brother

to

his

best

exhibition

Eggs from these yards,
yards have a 6-acre

pullets.

per

$2

IS.

run— practically a

range.

Betk
fra«

surplus stock sold.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Send for combined circular and
price-list.
Correspondence a pleasure.
LESLIE H. McCUE, Box No. 4, Aft»a. Va.
All

VALLEY FARM
Barred
S.

My

C.

Rocks,
Leghorns.

P,
B.

Breeding Stock for
sale.

CHARLES

WINE,

C.

Mt. Sidney, Va.

B

LACKS

BLACKS LANGSHANS
are finer than ever this year.
For prize
winners from this egg-laying strain write to
A. M. BLACK, TAZEWELL, VA.

White Poultry Yards
LORRainiE, VA.
For want of room,

that."

It

It

"RINQLET'

BARRED

—

irv DHU/npD
KUWUCK
LILC

J^jt
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WASHINGTON NOTES.

few days and allow the corn milk

to harden.

will sell cheap, a lot
Cockerels
hatched January 20th from eggs of our prize
winners; a tew S. C. WHITE LEGHORN
Hens and Cocks also early-hatched Mammoth Pekin Ducks.

of

large

WHITE WYANDOTTE
:

EGOS FROM PURB-BRBS

RHODE

"

I5LAND
RBDS.
AT FARMBRS' PRICBS.
MiSB LIZZIE G. SMITH.
R.

F.

D.,

WellTlUe,

Va.

lice;

IOC,

oz. fl.oo. iwn
"Pointers" free. 0, «.
651

100

Monon Bldg.. Cbi.

DO YOU
That

CHARCOAL

PociiBt Book
STOCI
CI FOOD CO.,
>i 111.

KNOW

would keep year chlckena

healthy, vigorous and produce fertile esKS
and strong chicks?
have learned It and will send you a
circular that will tell you what other wonderful things charcoal will do.

We

HOFFMAN POULTRY SUPPLY
20,

CO..

Wavcrly, Ala.

DepL

METAL MOTHERS
ComplBte
FIrvpreof
Hatching and Braodlaf
Plant
for
»T.S»;
twe
quarts oil will katch
and brood the chicks.
Our Best system is the
latest
discovery.
Full
line
poultry
supplies.
Lowest
prices.
Free

OTCUI HATCHBR

catalogue. Write to-day.
CO.. Bex 40*. Blmlra

Thirty-five official inspectors,

armed

Rhode Island Reds

with certificates from Secretary WilStock aad Bggs at reson and Indentification photographs "Both Combs."
duced rates, and must be sold. SatlsfactlaB
of themselves, started forth from the
Department of Agriculture last week guaranteed at
ELKTON POULTRY FARM, Clinton H<Mto scatter themselves throughout the
ley, Proprleter, Elkton, Va.
United States and inspect foods and
drugs, pure and impure, and report
thereon to their chief. Chemist HarKeetons Kolera Kure
vey Wiley, who is the principal bone
and sinew of the enforcement of the
K. K. K.
new pure food law.
An Infallible cure for chicken cholera.
Unless reports
Sold on guarantii?.
are received regularly, or once a fortNo cure, no pay.
Keeps chickens healthy and positively
night from these experts, it must be cures
sick ones.
concluded that they have fallen vicFull size package by mall on receipt of
tims to the testing of foods, adulter- 60 cents.
Free sample on request. Address
ated with borax, boracic acid, formaIRVING L. BEVERIDG6, Druggist,
lin, benzoate of soda, fusel oils, etc.,
436 Brook Avenue, Richmond, Va.
and are laid up in hospitals, incapable of speech, thought or action. In
Tell the advertiser where you saw
this case, a government tracer will
his ad.

—
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SINGLE-COMB

be sent out. Dr.
said, is fighting the

Brown Leghorn
EGGS.
During June

»5 for 100,

12.60 for 60,

good,

sntee

delivery.

will sell egga at Jl tor IB,

I

strong,

from

ship

I

Leghorns

hatched

J20 for 500.

will

guar-

I

and safe
Juae
Richmond.
eggs

fertile

lay

in

November

if

properly fed.

CAL HUSSELMAN,

Highland Springs, V».

POPLAR HILL POULTRY

FARM

S. L

Loilngton, V*.

i,

WVANDOTTES

Eggs for hatching from
^high scoring birds, $1 per 15.
tew choice trios tor sale.
Young stock ready tor delivery October 1st.
$1 each, $10 dozen.

Now

boolcing orders at
Satisfaction guaranteed

every customer.

Shenk's Anconas
Eggs

reduced

layers

the

in

next thirty days— best
whole poultry list— 15 Eggs,

or 30 for

$1.10,

tor
$2.

C. and Bu££ Leghorn, Blaclt Minorca,
Eggs for $1.
I also have some stock for sale at a bar-

S.

20

gain.
Free catalogue for you. Twenty-flve
varieties Pure-Bred Fowls.
C. L. SHBNK, Box P. Luray, Va.

White

S. C.

Eggs, $1 per

eghorns

I

HEAVY LAYING

STRAIN.
per

15 or $5

HUNDRED HENS, $1.25 EACH.
STRATHEDEN POULTRY FARM,

BUFFS EXCLUSIVELY.

get you a lettlsc of cuannteed
fertile etc* tt»m k«tt autlnci »f th* ab«T*
tock. They will katck tke klsd you waBt.
B. S. HOKMB, Keswick. Va.
(2.60 will

Eggs

for

Miss

CLARA

BRONZE

TURKEY

hatching from fine heavy-weight
breeders: can't be beat. Also Barred Rock,
White Orpington and White Wyandotte Egea
at $1.60 for 15. Nothing but the best. SatUfactloB guaranteed.

SMITH,

L.

Yards,

ROSE

COiVlB

Landor

Croxton,

Poultry

Va.

WHITE LECrtORNS

and secoud Cockerel, lecoBt
Pullet,
second Cock and second Hen at
Richmond, January 23-26.
Stock for lalt

winning
Eggs,

first

$1.26

per

15:

$S

Plymouth Rock Eggs,

per
$1

Choice Bnfl

100.

per

15.

FRED NUSSBT, Massaponai, Va.
SPRING BROOK POVLTRV F/IRIU,
Culpepet, Va,
Breeder of S. C. B. Leghorns,
Mlnorcas and S. L. Wyandottes.
sale.

Eggs

in

season.

S.

C.

B.

Stock tor
guar-

Satisfaction

anteed.

Tell
his ad.

the advertiser where you saw

HERE IS YOUR CHANCE TO
GET GOOD STOCK.
Homers In blue and cream checks, solid
color birds in black and sky blues. All good
Youngsters, per pair,
flyers and breeders.
Breeders from

J1.60;

—

under Congress. Dr. Wiley's idea is
to secure from Congress next session
a milk law which will be in the
nature of a model for the country at
large.

^!LD EIHDS AND ^MMALS

ANTED!

Particularly Deer, Wild Turkeys,

;

\//

not a wholesome food product preservatives. "They were given
a respectful hearing," was the remark
of an alleged expert present at the
hearings. Along with borax and formaldehyde, benzoate of soda appears

I,

—

statement would hold true. Clover is
but one of the legumes, and without
this family of singular plants there
could be no such thing as keeping up
The old Roman farmers
soil fertility.
understood the value of th\3 clovers
and used them in their rotation of
crops in sunny Italy, but they attributed their virtue in enriching the soil
to their long roots and ability to
bring to ithe surface plant food from
It was not until very
the subsoil.
recently that the true function of the
clovers, the beans, the peas and other
legumes was understood the remarkable provision of nature, which allows
these plants to absorb the unlimited
supplies of free nitrogen contained in
the air. Clover, alfalfa, cow peas,
vetches or any member of the big
family will make rank growth it
planted in pure sand and fertilized
with potash and phosphoric acid
alone.
Without a particle of nitro
gen ammonia in the soil, they will
store up vast quantities of it in their

—

—

,f

'y

—

stems and roots, absorbing it
from the air through tubercules,
which form on the roots through the
action of minute animal organisms

Our new book gives the practical knowledge How to Breed
and Raise Progs. A business
that returns large
profits.
Price post paid 25c. (coin).

MEADOW BROOK FARM,
Allendale,

of

New

Jersey.

Bernard Puos

St.

Clover from Egypt.

White

Squirrels,
Ducks,
Swans, Bob White
Quail, Grey Squirrels, Bear, Baby Raccoons, Foxes, Peacocks, Peahens, etc.;
$5 each paid for Wild Turkeys.
DR. CECIL FRENCH, Washington, D. C.

b. s. is

to be doomed.

White Dragoon

ALL KINDS OF

LiVE

Last week the benzoate of soda
men, from all parts of the country,
had their innings at Washington and
presented their arguments to show

why

$2 to $4;

youngsters. $2 per pair; Breeders from $4 to
$6 per pair.
Our birds captured 11 ribbons In the Vlrgiaia Poultry Show I first, 6 secoBds, 2
third prizes, out of 13 birds.
For orders address C. A. & N. P. RAWSON, 1221 West Marshall St., Richmond, Va.

at least where interstate shipments are made and a special study
being made in the District of Columbia, the control of which is directly

"This, of course, is
remarked one of th« "plant explorers"
of the government, "for we could do
without clover; but, if so amended as
to substitute the word 'legumes,' the

Qlenview OrpJnsTtons

HomersiDragDons

is

agriculclover.
not exactly true,"

Shipping Point, Macon, N. C.
Shipping Point, Maonc, N. C.

MAMMOTH

be

The backbone of the world's
once said, is
ture, it was

SIX

S. C.

may

is
If this
lishments from failing.
necessary, however, he believes it bet
ter to sustain the law and let us get
back to old-time methods, where the
eating of canned and other preserved
things was less dangerous than it is
Among other things, the
at present.
Doctor's office is investigating the
public milk supply in the different

A New

100.

it

pure food evasions
hard. He argues that it is not necessary to lieep perishable foods three or
weeks or indefinite periods,
four
through the use of preservatives in
order to keep manufacturing estab-

States

Dr. H. H. LEB, Prop.,
R. F. D.

Wiley,

663

Imported

and prize-winning stock, for
particulars, address
Tyler, Hanover Co., Va.

sale.

For

E. F.

HENKENIUS,

FOR SALE OR EXCH.^^NGE.
A handsome

Rubber-Tired Depot Carriage

or Coupe Rockway:
excellent
condition.'
practically new; upholstered in
leather; used
open or closed; one or two horses- cost $500will sell tor $260, or will exchange
tor broo«
mare in or with foal, driving or work horses
mules, Guernsey cattle or anything
I can
use on farm.
One grade Jersey Bull Calf
cheap.
Address CARRIAGE, care Southern
Planter.

THE INDUSTRIOUS HEN
The leading poultry journal
South,

published

at

of the
Knoxville,

Tenn.,
Will

be Sent

new

to old aftd

subscribers to the
Planter at the regular
subscription price of 50 cents a

Southern
year.

This

is

an unusual opportunity

to

get these two papers for the
single price of one, and before this
proposition is withdrawn send in

your name.
out

If your time is not
will extend the subscripAddress orders to

we

tion.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,
Richmond, Va.

leaves,

Always
Planter

mention

when

The

writing

Southern
advertisers.

—
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But there are legumes and legumes
contain much more nitrogen
than others; some thrive in one climate and do not do well in another.
In -\nierica we do not grow all ot the
legunnes. We have confined ourselves
largely to clovers, cowpea.s and alfalfa; but there are old-world legumes
cousins of these which grow better
in certain of our localities than any
of those wie now have.
The Department of Agriculture is rtevotlng itself
tn the task of finding out the heaviest
yielding and best adapted legume for
each particular section of the United
States.
One of the most promising of
the.se
which is being experimented
with for a large portion of the country
where the winters are not too severe,
This is a
is the Egyptian beerseem.
rank grower and makes a splendid
forage and is considered indispenslble throughout a large section of the
Nile valley. Containing so much nitrogenous matter, the legumes are very
strong foods. We have all heard the
statement that beans will stick to the
Either as stock or human food,
ribs.
all the legumes are muscle makers
and hard work can be done when they
are used as a ration.

[July,

SHEEP

Some

Hereford

—

Cattle
The Great Beef Breed of the
Western Ranges.

Have been tested In the South and
found to make the greatest Improvement
cattle

in

A
cows

ever

Introduced.

Hereford Bull crossed on the native
produces the best
of the South
which grow Into beeves that top
grand
markets.
Herefords
are

calves,

the
grazers.

They put the meat on the
for

the

choicest

right places

cuts.

Twenty-five Sheep osld during June and
many Infuiries yet to hear from.
F.irmers, do not delay. ORDER TO-

DAY AND SAVE MONEY.

Strictly Pure-Bred. Registered

Sheep of

the following breeds:

SHROPSHIRE. SOUTHDOWN. DORSET,
HAMPSHIRE. OXFORD.
Yearling Rams of all of above breeds,
also hcoice Ram Lambs and Ewes of the
best imported
and domestic ancestry.

Ram Lambs.

$18 to $20 each;

Ewe Lambs,

Ewes of all the breeds
to $18 each.
named above from $25 to $30 each. I
have a few strictly exhibition Rams, one,

S15

two. and three years old. Prices a matter
of correspondence.
Prices named above
for July only.

There is a periodical cicada or
"locust" due this year. In fact, he is
us.
He is a thirteen-year insect.

with

New England
Ped.

FOR SALE;
Three-Year Old Bulls.
Two-rear Old Bulls.
Yearling 3ulls.
Bull CalvesCows with Calf at footHeifers.
very
Prices
registered.
stock
All
reasonable. Eighty head In herd. Buyers

met

at

station.

^

it

is exempt, being safTsappears, with the g>psy moth.

The West is also uninterested. The
burr fPs most of the Southern States.

^

„

Prices on all first-class pure-bred bulls
are advancing.

A.
including Missouri and Illinois.
glance at the looist map in Mr. Maroffice in the Bureau of Ento-

latt's

mology, shows a series of figurative
locust holes over about a fifth of The
TTnited States as though the sheet had
been used as a Oatling gun target.
There may be scare-head, red ink
pa?es in the Sunday newspapers about
the devastation of the "locust." but
even in the localities where they are
appearing, they will not seriously
things.
And then
for thirteen years they will subsTSe.
Of course, the fourteen-year locust

damaee growing

The wise farmer will order his breeding
now and get the best at prices far
below what he will buy them for in the
I will offer during July fifty very
fine S. C. Yhite Leghorn Hens and Cocks,
all mature birds, for $13.50 per dozen or
$1.50 each for single birds.
White Wyan
ilottes
at $15 per dozen.
Barred and
White Plymouth Rocks at $17.50 per dozen;
also Buff Orpingtons. Rhode Island Reds,
Brown Leghorns and many other breeds
at reduced prices.
I have a fine lot of hair-grown Barred
Plymouth Rocks, two to three pounds
each, for SI each, or $11 per dozen. Also
a lot of Fifty Barred Plymouth Rocks and
White Plymouth Rocks, about one-fourth
grown, weight 1 to 2 pounds each, for
75 cents each or $8 per dozen.
These
prices subject to stock being unsold and
birds
fall.

prior orders.

will come next year and the seventeenth-year locust two or three years
hence: but there is. according to the
government bug experts, more buzz
and b'^rk to the cicada than actual
bite.
Dr. C. L. Harlatt. assistant entomolotrist. would Tike to he advised
of anV unusual depredation by locusts

this i-ear.

Murray Boocock,
KESWICK,
Albemarle County, Virginia.

Is on the C. & 0.
Railway,
Charlottesville, Va. Railway connections via Richmond and Charlottes-

Keswick

near

ville.

Berkshire,

The government has

a

movement on

introduce
the
plant
to
throughout the very large locality
where it will grow, as an ornamental
and hedge shrub, with a view also to
allowing the individual grower to supfoot

tea

ply his own tea. Coffee, we must alwavs import, but tea we can grow,
and the heretofore difficult ouestion of
labor for handling the tea crop would
not enter into the case of a man's curing sufficient tea leaves for his individual use. The idea is not a commer-

Tamworth,
Jersey Pigs,

Chester White Improved,
Poland-China,
and Durocall

ages,

mated for breeding.
young service Boars,

in pairs

Some
and

and
very

trios
fine

young Sows

open or bred at right prices for choice
stock.
Write to-day and order a sample
hog so you may know the kind I have
to offer.
Pigs from $S to $12 each, according to age and breed. Service Boars
$18 to $25 each and young Sows $22.50 to
$.35
each, according to age and quality.
Address

JAMES
No.

M. HOBBS,
Mount Royal Avenue,
BALTIMORE, MD,

1521

I
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simply to combine ornamentation with a suflBcient
tea product to provide for the single
family.
Commercial tea growing in
the United States is another story.

THREE CHOICE

JERSEY BULLS
my best cows, by Coquette's John
H. R. 63980, his dam Coquette of
Glen Rouge II., H. R. 64931, her record
pounds 8 ounces butter In 7 days; sire,
Canada's John Bull, H. R. 60028.
from
Bull,

»

DONNA'S JOHN

BULL,

years old; dam, Rlota's Prima Donna,
R. 45692; record, 17 pounds 8 ounces
butter In 7 days.

214

H.

MADELINE'S BOY.
years old; dam. Lady Mapp, H. R. 193640;
record under 3 years old, 798 pounds milk
In 30 4-5 days when she weighed only S8S
pounds.

2

SON OF BRUCE,
year old; dam. Miss Bruce, H. R. l»42<te;
record, 40 pounds 4 ounces milk a day.
Price of either one, J50, all to be regis-

During the present fiscal year the
Department of Agriculture has issued
forty two popular farmers' bulletins.
Of these the poultry publications have
been more in demand than any other
class.
Farmers' bulletin No. 287 on
"Po'ultry Manage'ment" now on the
presses, is to take the place of several former bulletins on the subect.
Like all farmers' bulletins, it is free
upon application, either to members of

tered.

Why
A.

send North and pay thre« tlmee as
tor animals not so good?

VBNABLB,

R.

Jr.,

FarmTllle,

V».

REQlSTEgED

In

speaking of the one time hos-

of some of the agricultural
papers and publishers to the policy of

tility

government farm
"the era appears to have

tree distribution of
bulletins,

passed," said Joseph A.
Assistant Chief of the
Publications. "We get out
ber of free bulletins and

Arnold, the
Division of
a large numto keep
prepared
can get
agreed that

aim

up-to-date.
They are
the best specialists we

them

GALLOWAY CATTLE.

MILKINO

SHORT HORNS
For

by

hold

of,

and

I

think

it is

least some of them are fairly
authoritative; but we do not get a half
dozen kicks a year from publishers of
private publications along the same
lines.
The reason, I believe, is that
it has come to be recognized that the
man who begins to study a subject

sale,

have

for sale

some very

fine

YOUNG BULLS,

old enough for
and at prices that make
every one a bargain to the pur-

serylce
chaser.

wants to get all the good information
he can upon i€, wheth'er It is issued
by the government or by some private

HOPKINS,

N. S.

publishing house.

Gloucester, Va.

GROVE FARM,

Brooklandville,

Md.

at TlmoBlaia

not have any complaints.

and Hac«n-

tawa, Md., 1905; first herd at MaryUad BtaU
lUr; Allentown, Pa.; Trenton, N. J., and
Slchmend, Va., U06.

BULLS ONLY FOR SALE.

OUR BERKSHIRES
aal UOt, aad we
Mid the first prize under year boar aad
mader year sow at Richmond, IMC.
wtre not beatea

In

1905

JAMBS McK. MBRRTUAN,

P.

O.

R.

F.

D. OootnysTlll*, Ud.

T«lephene and Telegrapb, 43-K, Totb*b, Hd.

Holstein and Jersey
Heifers, high grade and registered, for sale

months

Four

to

six

An unusual opportunity

to

get the best at

on

liberal

moderate

terms.

prices.

Apply at

BELFIELD DAIRY FARM,

once

old.

the

to

Belfield,

Va.

OBVON HBRD. HAMP8HIRED0WN FLOCB
aarxBLisHZD

18S4.

believe that the

bulletins actually stimulates the sale
of private publications. At least we do

sstablisesd

Some timely bulletins, now in the
course of preparation by the Department, are on "Evaporated Apples"
and the "Cost of Filling Silos." One
of the bulletins in manuscript form is
the "Value of Com Products." This
relates, not to horse and hog feed,
but to the worth of corn as an article
of human diet. It is to be noted that
several of the breakfast food companies have taken up the exploitation
of corn, instead of wheat and oats
as a human food.
Why? Possibly
because raw corn is less costly than
the more nutritious grains, while a
"fifteen cent package" has about the
same amount of food, whether It be
wheat or corn flakes. Johnnie cake
and iwne is mishty toothsome, however, and this bulletin will be read
with interest.

1880-

DEVON CATTLK
BULLS AND HEIFERS,

HAMPSHIRE DOWN SHEEP,
RAMS AND EWES.
ROBERT J. FARRER, Orange, Va.

a few choloa

prices,

to

months

eight

,

old.

VA.

THE EARLY BIRD
Gets the worm. The early order
geU th*
PICK or each breeder's crop of SHORTHORN
and
HEREFORD Calves, J76 to JIO?

HAMPSHIRE

and

each;

trios,

^
on

cocks,
..^?

the

^®[?^

SOUTHDOWN LaSibs' »»
pens from this yiar^
promising youngsters Ju»t
In
BARRED .n*

°""

bluegrass,"

WHITE PLYMOU-TH ROCKS
WHITa
BRAHMAS, BROWN and
BLACK LANGSHiiSs
Z^^St^^S^??^^-BRONZE
and WHItS
??,?TT^l?i?'^*^-*S:
SS^i^i'°1"rES,

Sd^^°w^^,^"^.^^^', PS!AF0WLS
the best
quarters ?

by

ordering

aid

from

kead-

BURKE'S GARDEN CATTLE

CO.,

direct

BURKE'S GARDEN, VA.
Scotch-topped

A

Renick

Rose

of

Sharons

few

young Bulls and Heifers for
sale at reasonable prices; same
breed'^^' Admiral 16S«3>, My Cholca
15F..V

and Signet 248601-aIl Internafirst-prize
winners.
I
am
breeding cattle with Individuality by
design and not by accident.

424379
tional

Abratn Renick.

-

Winchester. Ky.

wide distribution of our Department

GUERNSEYS.
Flnt Prize Herd

I

six

WHITE LEGHORNS.
JAMBS M. HOGB & SON,
HAMILTON LOUDOUN COUNTY,

at
I

at farmers'

BULL CALVES,

Congress or the Department.

1

much

665

cial proposition at all,

Hereford Cattle
Several yonng, Pure-Bred Kaglatwed Bulla
fer gale at farmers' prices.
Bxcellmt atraia
and fine Individuals. Also Grade Heivfoid
C«w« and Hellers.

WILLIAM

C.

Sassafras,

STUBBS, Valley Front faro.
Olencester County,

Va.

HetefortI
Cattle
A LOT OF FINE YOUNG BULLS FOR
SALE.
W. B. DUKE, RIDER, MD.
Twenty-five Minutes

WALNUT
Re§:.

from Baltimore.

HILLS HERD

Angus Cattle

Five Young Cows; will calve during seasonfine Bulls and Heifers from 3 to 12
months old. Pedigree and photo on applififteen

Chance

A

very

Trim the Beef Trust.
favorable feature of the

to

rise of all meats is that it
comes just at this period of the growing season when people may well begin to curtail their meat diets. Some
of the more careless will possibly

present

cation.

J.

P.

THOMPSON, ORANGE, VA.

Aberdeen=Angus Cattle
DUROC-JERSEY

SWINE,
SHEEP.

N. B. UPP. R. F. D.

4,

SHROPSHIRB

QREHNFIBLD,

0.
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Clydesdale Horses

even laugh at the trust. There Is certainly nothing that teaches a big and
arrogant combination of capital its
manners so admirably as public reluc-

Milking Short Horns

This has
its products.
been shown before, and In the very
case of the beef trust, too. If now,

[July,

Cottage Valley

tance to buy

therefore, fish, vegetables, eggs, fruits

and other summer foods are eaten

Dorset Sheep

Poland China Hogs

come down
In

I OFFER FOR JUNE AND
JULY DELIVERY
:

7

:

:

:

Registered

n

Bull Calves

'

Dams and

and April.

March

sires

from

best Canadian dual-purpose herds.

^ Registered f*^
^

f

>^Ram Iambs

Dams

dropped February and March.

and

sires

selected

Dorset flocks

from the best

America, Canada

in

dams

Boar Pigs
"Lady

Sunshine

8
and

1st"

Sire "Columbia's

"Lady Clipper."
Choice."

two

These

were

sows

brought In pig to Virginia, having

been selected from one of the best
herds in Iowa.

They weighed 500

and 550 pounds and farrowed ten
and eleven pigs, respectively.
Prices

moderate

and

reach of every farmer.
stock

within

No

she-

left for sale.

JOHN

1898 our domestic

consumption

sumption of 595,000,000 bushels, or

B.

SWANN,

'"Glenara." Marshall,

Va.

Calves.

WATKINS &

W. M.

SON, Saie, Va.

splendid Sheperd Pups, male, black
with tan legs and feet; about eight months
old.
Very sprightly and Intelligent; $5 each.
W. M. WATKINS, Saxe, Va.

^REDLANDS^
AARON SEAT,

7

bushels per capita.

Bridge,

Carter's

Manager.

Albemarle

County,

Virginia.

IDEAL LOCATION OF JAMESTOWN
EXPOSITION.

—

Norfolk, Va. To the multitudes of
the interior who are contemplating a
visit to the Exposition, the recommendation, beyond even that suggested by
a great world's fair, lies in the opportunity for a sight of and a trip on the
ocean.
In the Jamestown Exposition site
and vicinity, shore and sea and climatic conditions havB combined to
create a territory supremely attractive.
The site of the celebration is
the choicest of a choice selection. Sit-

uated on Hampton Roads, it is rich in
every prospect to fire the heart of patriotism and sparkle the eye of naBoth land and sea are
ture's lover.
in

historical

THE F0LL0V7INO STOCK FOR SALE:
very fine Registered RED POLL Bull

Two

F. Viett.)

Interest.

The

ex-

panse of Hampton Roads is the field
of many gallant achievements of the
American sailor, and the shores about
are forever consecrated by the valorous blood of the American soldier.

Registered

—

Two

of wheat was 313.000,000 bushels, or
4.29 bushels for each man, woman and
This year, the
child in the country.
government estimates a domestic con-

rich

and England.

8

again.

George

reds, dropped February,

all

in

preference to much meat, there is no
question but that the prices which
have been soaring without end will

Offerings
Calves
Several 15-16 Grade Angus Bull
ready for service will make fine Bulls for
grading up a herd.
Several Registered Angus Bull and Heifer

Here, in the nation's Infancy, the savage war cry roused the colonists to
Here, the English mariners
action.
have met the ships of France. Here,
in the Revolutionary War and in the
War of 1812. American soldiers set
their battle flag and defied the power
of Britain, and it was here, during the
great Civil War, that the Monitor and
Merrimac Inaugurated a new epoch in
the naval affairs of the world. A reproduction of this remarkable duel
wfll be one of the striking and original features of the Exposition.
The tract upon which this City
beautiful of 1907 has been reared is
admirably adapted to the purpose for
which is It Intended. With more than
two miles of water frontage. It offers
at every turn a charming combination
view of land and sea. The harbor Is
at this point five miles wide and the
outlook Is superb. The cities on the
farther shore are merged by prospective Into a cameramic picture, and the
erPit government piers offer a point
of vantage for the en.loyment of a
marine picture u'nequalled on the
American Continent.

Calves.

Registered

SOWS,

BERKSHIRE BOAR

and two

excellent Individuals.

all

Extra

good

pure-bred

SHROPSHIRH

BUCKS.
Three very fine four-year-old HORSES,
which have been schooled to drive and
Jump.

THOROUGHBRED
Berkshire Boars,
Jersey Bull Calves,
Dorset Buck Lambs.
FLVINU FOX (MM,
sire of Ca
>

lying Fox

lon 01
the Cooper

sold for t'.&OO at

lal* IWi.

AU Stock in beet of condition BMd
jB&ranteed as represented.
F. T. ENGLISH, CentreviUe, Md.

RED POLLED CATTLE,
POLANU-CHINA HOGS,
DORSET SHEEP,
Mammoth
Turkeys.

Bronze

aod

First prize fowls.

ARROWHEAD FARM,

White

Holland

Eggs.

Samuel

B.

WMds,

Proprietor, Charlottesville, Va.

kLLCRSLIE FARMTtisrongtibied Horses

AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,
Pure Soutlido-wti Sbe«p
and Bcrkstilre Plgrs.
roB Sam. R. J. HANCOCK & BON,
Chablottbsvilli,

J

Va

ERSEYS

Combination and Oolden Lad.
For a
Cows, 3 Heifers, 13 Bulls.
S. E. NIVEN, Landenberg, Pa.

We
will
?IC Will

Rivp
UiVC a rural mail

box,

The best and lundsomest
Galranizcd Steel Ri.ral M.iil liox made, to the first
person sending address oi party canvassing^ for petitions fornew Knral Route. Write today.
KE.VTIX'II ST*)III.V(; CO., UEIT. 35 lOllSVILLK, KT.

Tell the advertiser
his ad.

where you saw
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'Breeding E^res'
My Consignments

BEEEDING EWES and FEEDING LAMBS and W'ETHEES,

of

tiom

uaence running about June 10th.

that time until late

fall, 1

com-

will

can supply parties wanting

GOOD BREEDINQ EWES AND FEEDERS
In any numbers, large or small.

ROBERT

my

Write for

BRAUER,

C.

Commission Salesman of

descriptive circular

-

Cattle,

Pens Union Stock Yards.
Office, Pens Union Stock Yards.

-

and price

list

of these sheep

Richmond, Va.

.

Hogs, Sheep, lambs and Calves.

Address, P. O. Box 204.

Phone

Office

993.

Residence Phone 5104.

^•H^•

DO ^ SETS
WING

&.

BROS., MechanlcBborg, Obi*.

Fauquier

DORSET FLOCK
PARTICULARS AND PRICES
BREEDING STOCK, WRITE

FOR
E.

GATEWOOD,

C.

^

- ^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^

^

^ ^ ^ '^^^'^^^^^.^.^^ ^
^

^

OWNERS,

DON'T

^

M

MISS

THIS.

Xoung Ewes.
B.

^^

HORSE

We bare some of the best Ram
that we have ever offered. Better order eii«
before they are all sold.
Can spare • few
J.

H H^^ M

OF

Every one baving the welfare of his
beast at heart is anxious to make him
as comfortable as possible both while
in the harness and out of it.
These patient servants of man
amply repay the attention given them,
and the more perfectly their needs
are looked after, the better service
they vi^ill render.
A copy of "The Horse Book," published by the Bickmore Gall Cure Co.,

-^

^^•^^•H•^lr!^I^^H^^!^'

Write

HAMILTON. CoohranTille.CheBterCo.Pa.

P. F.

POLaiva CHinias

OHIO IMPROVED CHESTERS
Choice Pigs of both breeds for sale. Two
and a half months' Pigs ot both sexes, %t
each: tour months' Pigs, $7.60; five months'
Eligible to registry and all right Order

$10.

early.

ROBINSON & HUTTON,

Linden, Va.

Lexington,

Bucks

Shtopshite

B.fS.

Registered

Whites.
Large itraln
All ages Mated not akin,
week pigt. Bred sows.
Service boars, Guernsey
calves, Scotch Collie pupa and poultry.
for prices and free clTCulara.
C.

8

Va.

Tamworth Pigs

I offer some splendid stock, Including a
Imported Ram, two Registered
Bucks, two almost pure-bred (15-16), and a
number of Pure-Bred and Grade Spring
Lambs. All from high-grade ewes by imported buck.

3-year-old

(Rev.)

S.

S.

HEPBURN, Church

Hill,

From Registered Stock of Fine
BREEDING.
VOLNBT OSBURN,

Md.

Bluemont, Loudoan

TWO EXCELLENT
DORSET HORIV Raitl
Lambs,
C.

eligible

registry,

to

tor

sale.

JONES, CARYSBROOK, VA.

B.

STERLING HERD
OF REGISTERED

To every one sending name and

Duroc=Jerseys.
R.

W. WATSON,

of Old Town, Maine, should be in
the hands of every horse owner. The
response to their offer last year has
induced the Bickmore Gall Cure Co.
to repeat it again this season.

Petersburg.Va.

POLAND-CHINA
AND TAMWORTH
C.

J.

GRAVES,

ad-

Barboursvlile, Orange

County, Va.

ESSEX PIGS

free.

large:
Yorkshire Boar Pigs.
These pigs are absolutely the best breedout of Imported sows by an Imported
boar. They weighed 25 pounds 7 weeks old.

—

ing

0VER"BROOK FARM,
8

W. Conway

St.,

Baltimore, Md.

offers

large Yorkshire

— Boars,

swine

Bred
Sheep,

Sows and Pigs; Hampshiredown

Ram

Rams.

Lambs

and Ewes of the best
or eligible.
prices.
J.

D.

Bargain

THOMAS,
Hill,

Va.

SOUTHDOWN
SHEEP.

A

few early spring Pigs left and some
choice Pure-Bred Lambs for June and July

paper.

delivery;

IT

TASTES JUST THE SAME.

"You say you were

the saloon at
the time of the assault referred to in
the complaint?" asked the lawyer.
"I was, sir."
"Did you take cognizance of the
barkeeper at that time?"
"I don't know what he called it, but
I took what the rest did."
Lippin-

also

a

number

of

fine

July and August delivery.
L. G. JONES, Tobaccoville,

in

—

cotfs.

Pigs

N.

for

C.

PURB-BRED

YORKSHIRE PIGS
And
F.

M.

B. P.

ROCK HENS

CONNER, Box

316,

for sale.

Richmond, Va.

CHCSTER WHITES
Best hogs on earth. Pigs now ready for
"Cracker Jacks."
Satisfaction

delivery.

guaranteed.

Registered

breeding.

Round

this

Ta.

ENTITLED TO REGISTRATION AT
REASONABLH PRICES.

PIGS

dress and ten cents to cover cost of
postage and mailing, a copy of "The
Horse Book" and a sample box of
Bickmore's Gall Cure will be sent

Address The Bickmore Gall Cure
Co.,
Old Town, Maine, mentioning

Ce.,

S.

Brunswick

M.

WISECARVER,

Rustburg, Va.

Co., Va., April 23, '07.

The Southern Planter
ble to be without.

T. S.

is

too valua-

WALKER.

Tell the advertiser
his ad.

where you saw
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LITERALLY THE TRUTH.
Two or three generations ago.

BetksMtes.
have tlie best lot of Berkshire Pigs I
have ever raised from my Blltmore Sows
by Master Toppy ana King Hunter II., of
I

am

Blltmore.

I

sex, from
and ^.

six

B.

to

WATSON,

E.

weeks

ten

either

Pigs,

these

selling

at

old,

Va.

Draft,

Stuarts

$6

\&,

BERRSHIRES
Sow Pigs sold. Some choice Boars, 3
to 4 months old, »7 each during July.
Some Bred Sows for sale. Also Mason ol
All

Blltmore II. (6854S)— a splendid
bought from Blltmore Farms.

Berkshire

ROBERT HIBBERT,
Strlnes Farm, Route

Va.

Charlottesville,

1.

BERKSttlRKS
Two selected September and Nosale.
two February Boars, four
Selected
September and November Gilts.
Spring Pigs, both sexes, for Immediate deWrite what you want and I will
livery.
tell you what I have.
For

vember Boars,

K LODGE

ROSS,

GLEN HILTON FARM,

my

m

circular.

R.

WALKER, UNION

C.

S.

offeraomeei-

QPDk'QHIPP
DCKIVolllIVLf ceedingly choice
I

UQ
0UAI\O»

young boara for sale;
by Imported D»ne»76490 and out of Biltcaore

«ji|-| A

field Tailor,

It will be hard to find betbred iows.
ter or cheaper stock
WARDEN, Fredericksburg.Vft.

HENKY

BERKSHIRES.
February Pigs; Sows and
Gilts bred to Glenbum Loyal for sale; also
Topper's Model, a fine Boar of Blltmore
blood, two years old March, 1307; will weigh

Very

fine lot of

Price,

600 pounds.
J. T.

OLIVER,

J40.

Allen's Level, Va.

HEEP VOUR

R. F. D., Roxbury, Va.

I

will

sell,

Farm,

-

Stock,

-

my

fine

James River

easy terms, also my Poultry
Plant of over 1,000 Hens and Chickens,
Toulouse Geese. Incubators. Brooders. Colony
Houses, herd of six Berkshire Hogs. Double
Rigs. Buggy. Whitewash Machine, Platform
Scales. Tools of all kinds. Doors. Windows,
Blinds. Frames. Mouldings taken out of a
7-room house. Apply
M. L. WEST, R. F. D. No. B. Richmond, Va.

Farm on very

irascibly.

The host cast him an angry glance.
"D n it, 'Tm saying grace," he

—

—Lippincott's.

face is

the pretty

my

summer

fortune, sir." said

li£rht

— Lippincott's.

SALE

the least

damange

offer for sale, privately, all of my
of
Thoroughbreds.
Brood
Mares,
Colts and Geldings.
are by such sires as Imp. Order,

win

I

stud
Fillies.

They

Imp. Charaxus. Imp. Water Level, Jim
Gray, Imp. Potentate and Imp. Fatherless.
S. H.
WILSON, BYRDVILLE, VA.

Will Offer For

REG.

Sale

PERCHERON

STALLION
Black Prince.
This animal Is black with star In torehead; foaled April 6, 1904; weight about LMO
pounds, with plenty of bone and muscle.
He Is a beauty with great action and style
and as good individual as can be gotten.

Apply

to

OWNER,

care Southern Planter.

Fine Young Mare
FOR SALE
One Five- Year-Old
Height,
liable

mare.

Sorrel Mare, with white
face and
white ankles behind.
A re15H: weight. 1.050 to 1,100.

in

stripe

worker everywhere and a good brood
This mare la of our own raising, is

well bred and will be sold cheap, quality and
breeding considered.

One Seven-Year-Old Bay Mare;

hands:

16

weight, 1,350. .\ reliable worker everywhere
and a splendid Brood Mare. Although large,
she is a No. 1 driving animal.
We raised
this mare and her breeding is first-class.
W. M. WATKINS, Saie, Va.

FOR SALE
OR

EXCHANGE
For good Brood Mares or Filly
French Coach Stallion, dark bay.

Colts,
3

1

years

Percheron Stallion, black, 4 years old.
These Horses are now in service, well broke
and sure. Sold for no fault only more than
we need. They are ail right and the best
we could buy In the North.
J. M. HARRISON & SON, Mt. Ulla, N. C.
old; 1

SAVE MONEVJ
If

to the animal.
continues to

The Cooper Dip
advance in the estimation of sheepmen
everywhere, and its use on two hunan'd fifty millions yearly
positive proof of Its high merit.

is

a

interested,

get

our

Monthly

Bulletin

with prices of used Machinery. Engines and
Boilers: four to one hundred horse power;
good machines. Will trade new for old or
buy straight Engines. Boilers, Planers, etc

CAROLINA MACHINERY COMPANY,

General

.\gents

Foos Gasoline Engines,

GREENSBORO.

the superior efficiency of Cooper

Dip for ticks, lice and mange in cattle and horses when used at the same
ptrpngth as for sheep, and without

dred

HORSES
FOR

girl.

"And mine is, too," said the handsome summer man. "Let us put our
together."

Thoroughbred

—

KISSED.

In South America and South Africa
Government Tests have brought to

etc.

leaving the State this September,
privately,

persisted.

A low ripple of laughter went
around the table. The host, his face
crimson with embarrassment, raised
his voice and repeated the verse. The
deaf gentleman did his best to hear,
but failed. He placed one hand upon
his host's arm.
"What did you say?" he demanded

fortunes

SELUl>iG OUT!
-

man

"My

LAUREL HILL POULTRY FARM,
80,

A deaf old gentleman dined with a
family where grace was always said.
WTien the guests were seated, the host
bowed his head and began to repeat
the accustomed verse in a subdued,
reverent tone.
"Eh?
What's that?" demanded the
deaf old gentleman, who sat beside
him.
The host s'miled patiently and began again, in a louder, more deprecatory voice.
"Speak a little louder.
I
don't
catch what you say," the old gentle-

AND THEN THEY

on this space, for there will be sometUng
doing here after the "dog days."

Poultry,
As I am

—

snapped.

WEATHER EYE
Box

—

PROVOCATION ENOUGH.

herd b««n.
Imported High tide Commons, Baron Premier
'8
and Sunnyslde FalthfnL
Bachelor,
Sows Just as good. Don't buy BMkahlre*
wrll« for
until you know more about mine.

W.

nent physicians of Boston. His large
practice included many patients outside of the city limits, and these he
visited in his buggy.
One day he bought a new horse, with
which he was much pleased until he
discovered that the animal had an insurmountable objection to bridges of
all kinds and could not be made to
cross one.
As at this period it was necessary
to cross some bridges in order to
reach any one of the surrounding
towns, the doctor decided to sell the
horse. He did not Ihink it necessary
to mention the animal's peculiarity,
but was much too honest to misrepresent him, and, after some thou^t,
produced the following advertisement
which he inserted In a local paper:
For Sale. A bay horse, warranted
sound and kind. The only reason for
selling is because the owner is obliged
to leave Boston.
Lippincott's.

Bedford City, Va.

SUNNYSIDE BERKSHIRES.
Best blood In America in

Dr.

Samuel R«ed was one of the promi-

[July,

'*

N.

C.

Feeds and Feediof
Pr*f. Hasry's QrMit

M—k.

"

t»r

Pmrmtw* mni SteckaicM.
Oelirered anywhere for
|2.M
frith the SOUTHERN PLANTER, ft.U
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1890.

McCOMB
& BLOCK
COMMISSION MERCHANTS
SWj^ 'Tn^^^^^^S^^?

For the Sale of

I

CATTLE, SHEEP, LJXMBS,

HOGS, FRESH COW/S, CALVES
in carloads
and! small lots.
Tn
RllUPrc
lU DUyci
a

nf
Ul

I

sheep or hogs

we

will

iup OlUU^.
^tnrl^"
uivc
sell

them

OFFICE aniD

to

PEHIS:
UNION STOCK VARDS,
'PHONES, t394 /I/V0 3224: P. O.

JACKS, SADDLE AND TROTTING STALLIONS.
We

are the largest breeders and Importer*
•f Catalonian and Majorca and reglatered
KentQclty Mammoth Jacks, Saddle and TrottlBK Stallions in the United States.
W* also have a grand lot of Brood Mares

and young tklngs.
Psland-Chioa and Tamworth Hoes.
Write as your wants or come t« lee u».
J. F. COOK & CO., Lexington, Ky.

KENTUCKY JACK
k.

t>a
:

•ee

Come to
Jack.
or write for
can pleaae you.
K. WRIGHT. JuHcUon City.

me

prlcea. I

JOE

JACK

Ky.

ALEXANDER

s^Jd

No. 1987 A. B. A. of J. and J. HlgUyBred Registered Kentucky Black JACK wltk
white points; 15.2 hands; weight, 96« poaatc;
g»*d
broad. Sat bone; ideal conformatlan
Mules caat
middle; big, well-formed feet.
less to raise and sell higher tban h«r*e«.
Why not breed to the best Jack in Virginia,
and make money?
Pedigree and terms from CLiARHNCB
PETTIT, Elko, Henrico County, Va. (Old
Pollard Farm.)
;

EDGEWOOD STOCK FARM

DORSETS

supply of Dorset Rams and Ewe
A few
is being rapidly exhausted.
Mating has already begun
good ones left.
We
for another fine lot of lambs this fall.
from
you.
are always glad to hear
J. D. & H. H. ARBUCKLE,
Marwelton, Greenbrier County, W. Va.

Oar

Lambs

PURE-BRED

SOUTHDOWN RAM
Three years
Price,

J.

$25,

R.

old, for sale to
f.

o.

avoid inbreeding.

b.

JARVIS,

MOYOCK,

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA,
BOX t83.

"ABSORBINE."
Just a few weeks more and the
busy, prosperous horse buyers will
be searching the country again, and
these buyers will know a good horse
when they see one, be sure of that.
So it will be a wise move on your
part, Mr. Horse Breeder, to take the
chances offered by the present slack
time and see if there are any blemished horses In your stable. If there
are, get busy at once
now's your
time to clean and cure them up, ready
for the buyer's keen examination. By
doing so you're likely to make for
yourself a lot of money.
Forty or
fifty
dollars even have more than
once been made by the breeder removing the blemishes from his horses before selling them. Many of the most
successful horse breeders use nothing
but Absorbine, relying on it to remove
all
blemishes.
Absorbine does not
blister, stain or remove the hair and
horses can be used. $2.00 a bottle at

FINCH-WHITLOCK CO.,

Inc.

—

FaRJV\.

lat •{ Bis, Black,

Kentucky
Well-Br«d
alM Impcrted J
Jack!
Bpanlsk
Jacka,
per-f,
Moally aelected by ma
tram the b«it breed of
Jack! In Spaia. I furBlih
a certificate of
pedigree with each imparted

^* solicit correspondence from those wishing to buy stocli cattle, feeding steers,
breeding ewes, feeding wethers and lambs; in fact, it you wish any kind of cattle,
at lowest marlset prices.

you

N. C.

or delivered. Manufactured
by W. P. Young, 109 Monmouth St.,
Springfield, Mass.
dealers',

THE WHEELS ALWAYS
When you have

old

wooden

MAWUFACTtrBERS OF

Saddlery, Harness, Collars,
Leather, Findings, etc.
Splendid Stock of Finest Quality
Write or Call on US,
1306

E.

Miin

The

Pittsylvania Co., Va., April 23, '07.
I find the Southern Planter a great
help to the farmer.
C. R. TERRY.

offered for one in$8,500 for another.

vention;

Book- " How to Obtain a Patent"
What to Invent "sent free. Send

felloes

our columns.

Va.

YOUR IDEAS
_:T
$100,000

GO.

all-steel
wheels with grooved
wide tires are considered the peer of
any of the metal wheels for a low
work wagon.
The Havana Metal
Wheel Co., Box 46, Havana, 111., will
fill orders direct from their Mammoth
factory for low wagons complete, or
for the metal wheels to fit the skeins
of any gears perfectly, if one writes
them first for directions for measuring skeins.
Note advertisement in

Richmond,

St.,

rouerh sketch for free report as to
patentability.
We advertise yoor
patent for sale at our expense.
CHANDIEE & CHANDUE, Patent Attomer*
531 f Street,

BURKES

Washin^on, D. C

nnoccTQ

have to offer this season a number of rams of the grandest breeding and could spare a few ewes.
I

SAML.

T.

HENINGER,

Burke's Garden, Va.
Tell the advertiser
his advertisement.

where you saw
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SEASONABLE PATTERNS.

Want
Rate

2

(altialt

Ads.

charge.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO FARM
Investments and homeseekers In Northwestern Virginia; mild, healthy climate;
choice lands: fine water; railroads; trolley
lines:
all
improTements.
Close to the
national capltaJ, finest market in country.
De L. S. Critenden,

Write me your wants.
Ashburn, Va.
R.

FROM PRIZE WINNING,

REDS

I.

heav.T
laying
strain.
March hatched
cockerels, 50 cents: month-old chicks, 25
cents; week-old chicks, 15 cents. Pedigreed
Collies and Trained Setter Bird Dogs.
Infallible remedies for cholera, gapes and
diarrheoa, 10 cents each.
Shady Brook

Farm. Roanoke,

Route

Va.,

FOR SALE— ABOUT

2.

'

summer home
would make a
For

J4.000.

tired business man;
fruit farm.
Price,

or
fir-

Information
Va,

Bowman, Waynesboro,

WANTED—POSITION

AS

S(juthern Planter Patterns, designed by JIartha Dean. Our patterns are
up-to-date in every way and are selected each month from the latest seaAll seams allowed.
son's patterns.
Full directions, including quantity of
accompany
each pattern. In
material,
ordering be sure to give Number and
For ladies
Size of pattern wanted.
iijiper garments give bust measure;
for skirt and under garments give

waist measure. For misses and children grtve age and size. Children of
same age vary in size. Bear this in
mind. Price 10 cents each.

A

Modish Costume.

Two

very chic features of the newest waists are seen in the costume
phown; namely, the over-blouse effect
and the drooping shoulder here real-

by the kimono sleeves which end
elbow. The waist is made on
a linin.g and the outer portion has its
sleeves cut in one with the front and
ized

ACRES OF FINE,

35

Highly-Improved Land, 1 mile west of
Waynesboro. Va.; fine xiatlon for country
or

write

Route

Hiram
4.

FOREMAN ON

dairy (or poultry) farm by married man;
twenty years experience with dairy stock,
utensils and products.
Thoroughly understand poultry.
Would consider, a share
proposition.
References furnished.
Address Dairyman, care Southern Planter,

Richmond, Va.

FOR SALE—THREE PUHE-BRED REGIStered

Heifer Calves by Rez Premier by
Dandy Rex. twice champion, out of massive Hereford matrons strong In the blood
of Beau Donald and other famous sires.
Price very reasonable.
Address Elkton
Stock Farm, Forest Depot, Va.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE— ONE WOLVErinp 4-Horse Sweep Power with Jack and
Pulley: good as new: can be used with
one. two, three or four horses.
F. E.

Winkler. Cedon. Caroline county, Va.

FOR SALE— BUSTER OF BRIDLE CREEK
(Berkshire Boar), sire Buster of Biltmore,
No. 81029: dam Lady Longfellow. No. 84804;
2 years old.
Price J50.
J.
F. Hunter,
Areola, N. C.

at the

seam being on the shoulder
extending their entire length.
The V yoke is quite a la mode and
may be of any washable lacey or silken fabric.
The sleeves may be of
elbow or longer length and of the
and

material of the waist or yoke. The
style of the whole is peculiarly .graceful and becoming.
The skirt is a
double box plaited one built after the
latest
models.
It
consists
of
a
straight piece of material shaped to
the hips by the plaits. Any of the
light-weight cloths or novelty goods
or Rajah may serve for the dress,
while taffetas or a similar silk is perhaps best snited to a smart develop-

ment.
The medium, size calls for
7 1-2 yards 44 inches wide.
PATTERN'S: (iS60—6 sizes,
32 to 42 inches bust measure.
6S50— 6 sixes, 20 to 30 inches

TWO

waist.

sale.

BLACK MINORCAS— ACCOUNT OF WANT
my

of room will sell
at 75 cents each.

J.

this year's breeders
S. Worsham, Lynch-

burg, Va.

WANTED— TO BUT A CAR LOAD OF
common Goats

(no Angoras) tor browslas
purposes only: must be cheap.
F. W.
Meyer, Norfolk, Va.

LARGE

YORKSHIRE

IMPORTED

PIGS

and Hampshire Sheep that will please you,
both in quality and price. Write for prices.
W. E. Stickley, Strasburg, Va.

BERKSHIRE BOARS READY FOR SERvlce. Sows with pig by Hunter's Baron;
fine Pigs ready for delivery.
C. M. Bass,

Rice Depot, Va.

WILL

EXCH.A.NGE
new,

practically
registered
2,

PRINTING
sixty

cost

OUTFIT,

dollars,
Calf.

Roan Shorthorn Bull

for

Box

Guineys, Va.

WANTED—TO

RENT

SMALL

FARM,

Southern Virginia, with privilege of buying
it
suited.
Faulkner, Grand Rapids,
B.
Mich., R.

FOR

9.

CHEAP— SEVERAL

SALE

PURE-

Bred Hereford Bull Calves; pedigrees furnished. T. S. Winston, Box 632, Richmond,
Va., or Hunter's Hill Farm, Apple Grove,
Va.

FOR

SALE—TWO

SPLENDID

R.\BBIT

and Fox Hounds: good breed. Will
cheap to quick purchaser.
Address
Charlottesville, Va., Route 2.

sell

L.

Deyerle,

WANTED— TO RENT

VIRGINIA FARM OF

73 to 150 acres with privilege of buying;
possession wanted In fall.
G. C. Neal,
R. F. D. 2. Home. Pa.

WANTED—TO BUY A FEW YEARLING
Mare Mules,
old.

about

also six good Steers, 4 years
pounds each, suitable for

1,200

T.

H.

Harris,

Fredericksburg,

SALE—FIFTEEN

POLAND-CHINA

months old, $3 each; Poland-China
Boar, age 13 months, weight about 250
pounds, J20.
B. F. Averill, Howardsvllle,

Give

full particulars and locaE. Glllet, Route 4. Grand Rapids,

Calf:

Dogs (Well

one

pair

strain).

Va.

LARGE IMPROVED YORKSHIRE SWINE,
and Hampshire Down Sheep, Rams, Ewes
and Lambs. J. D. Thomas, Round Hill,

Registered

Va.

Pointer

REGISTERED

C. T. Smith, Croxton,

Fillies.

Laying Chickens— common hens or
any other variety— for ISTlne and klllInK
jmrpeaes onlv.
Norfolk.

Mrs.
Va.

SALE— COLLIE

Clara

Meyer. R.

WANTED—TO

F.

Pattern for a Sun
Bonnet.
Every one who spends much time
out of doors during the summer appreciates the value of a sunbonnei to
keen off the scorching rays of the sun.
It is the least expensive head covering known to the ingenious woman
.\n

PUPPIES

FROM

and champion bred stock
farmers' rrlres. Males. $5. and females,
William Sheppard. Front Royal. Va.

at
J3.

WANTED. AT ONCE— GOOD STEADY MAN
dairy farm:
steady work.
Write,
stating
age. experience
and wages expected.
A. L. Strong. Calverton. Va.

SADDLE

Stallions,

COLTS

Excellent

AND

Shorthorns and Poland-

Chinas. Fox Hounds and Fox
J. D. Stodghill, Shelbyvllle, Ky.

WANTED—TO BUT SEVERAL THOUSAND
good

on

for

Va.

Pigs. 2

RENT. WITH OPTION TO
Dairy Farm close to good retail

reglsterfd

TAM-

BULL,
Boars

Duroc-Jersey

M. Cunningham, Brandy, Va.

FOR SALE!—ONE EXTRA PINE DEVON

2.

HOLSTEIN

and

W. Watson, Petersburg,

R.

FOR

Mich.

FOR

worth

several single Ponies, 42 to 50 inches high;
all broken to saddle and harness.
John

WANTED—TO

D.

PURE-BRED

Pa.

FOR SALE— TWO PAIRS MATCHED AND

now running: 100 H. P.; U-foot
head: two turbine wheels; wheat, com
and lumber: J5.000: O.OOO cash, balance on
time to suit purchaser at B per cent. T. H.
Harris Fredericksburg. Va.

Bull

NON-

DARK-BLUE,

Fading RoofiDg Slate at wholesale prices.

W. M. Benninger, Benningers,

logging.

dition;

W.

Va.

PENNSYLVA.VIA

Va.

land: building and machinery In good con-

tion.

side

back, the

ROXBURT MILLS FOR SALE—33 ACRES

buy. a
market.

HUCK BASKETS, NOS. IS AND
for huckleberries, peaches and plums.
Send for catalogue and prices to SouthManufacturing Company, Petersburc

VIRGINIA
19.

cents per word.
Casb with order
and figures count as one word. 2t

minimum

"•ats

[July,

SELL

ONE

Terriers.

2-YEAR-OLD

Dorset and a 2-year-oId Shropshire Bucks.
J. A. Spears. Nellwood, Va.

WANTED—TWENTY-FIVE

LIVE

red or gray. f. o. b. Bullock, N. C.
G. W. Marrow. Bullock, N. C.

FOXBS,
Addr«M
'

Brunswick Co.. Va., Apl. 26, '07.
The Southern Planter is indispenslble
to farmers.

W. M. McADEN.

—

1907.]
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and as easily made and tubbed as any
small garment. Tlie sunbonnet sketched is one of great simplicity and recommended to those who wear this

BiLTMORE Farms.

It
consists o£ two
covering.
pieces front and back and requires
A percale, madlittle labor to maJre.
ras, or other durable tub fabric may
serve, 1 3-4 yards 3G inches wide being needed for the ladies' size.
Sizes.
Ladies' and misses'.

head

—

BILTMORE,

—

—

Attractive Gown for a Miss.
The popularity of the guimpe and
over-blouse costume is quite as charming on the young mademoiselle as up-

JERSEYS—Heifers

sister.

The gown

'

shown

is of very simple style withother adornment than two outward turning tucks at the shoulder,
which broaden the shoulQer line and
increase the front fulnes!^, but the
unusual outline of the neck and the
sleeve caps to correspond give the
gown an individual style. A choice
of two lengtlis are allowed in the
sleeve and the band flounces on the
The
skirt may be used if desired.
skirt is a three-piece one fitting the
hips smoothly and rippling widely
about the feet. For serge, mohair,
pongee or crash, the design would
prove pleasing and smart. The me-

BERKSHIRES— A
American

size calls for 3 7-8

yards of

—

full line

on hand

STANDARD POULTRY—Eggs
pens.

N. C.

months of

A

age.

few young

at all times of both

English and

for sitting, $1.50 to $5.00, according to

Incubator Eggs, $10.00 per hundred.

BARRED AND WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WHITE AND GOLDEN WYANDOTTES,
Address

BROWN LEGHORNS.

BILTMORE FARMS,

Old enough for Service,

for Sale:

R. F. D. 2, Biltmore, N. C.

Tuberculin tested by Agricultural Department.

BERKSHIRE

44-

inch material without the skirt flounces; the guimpe needing 2 1-4 yards of
o6-inch goods.
Sizes.
r4, 15, 16, 17 years.

to twelve

strains.

out

dium

from three

Jersey Bulls out of high-testing dams.

An

on her younger

6Y1

Forest

Home Farm,

ZI^s

""^v^f^l^Nu':'-'''

High Class Dairy Cows
EIGHT YOUNG HIGH-GRADE JERSEY COWS, FRESH, OR SOON TO BE.
REGISTERED SHORT HORN BULL, TWO YEARS, DAIRY STRAIN.
TWO YEARLING GUERNSEY BULLS.
SEVERAL "GOLDEN LAD" JERSEY BULLS, FOUR MONTHS OLD— A BEAUTIFUL
YOUNG HERD OF JERSEY HEIFERS— "GOLDEN LAD" BLOOD.

WB OFFER

M. B.

ROWE &

Fredericksburg,
A Novel Sewing or Menuiuy; Apron.
The busy housewife is always glad
those most
of new ideas for aprons
intimate of her home necessities
and one which is unique in style and
very usefiil is shown. The lower and
side edges are finished with a fullgathered pocket, ample enough to
hold her work and utensils and yet alThis pocket is
together adorning.
shirred at the top and lower edge and
insertion or
narrow
a
finished with
beading, run with ribbon. The apron
is gathered a bit at the belt and fastened with broad tie-strings in back.
For a darning apron, a stout material
is best, cretonne or a percale being
suggested. Two yards of 36-inch material are needed.

—

One

size.

=

=

=

CO.,
Virginia.

SOUTHDOWN AMD
SHROPSHIRE BUCKS
FOR SALE
have a few good yearling SOUTHDOWN
SHROPSHIRE BUCKS and a limited number

We

we

have, or write for prices.
H. A. S. HAMILTON

BUCKS
of

for sale,

and

also

RAM LAMBS. Come

& SONS, SHADWELL, VIRGINIA.

two or three
and see what
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ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.
All enquiries must reach us by the
15th of the month previous to the issue, or they cannot be answered until
the month following.

Berkshires for July Sales
THREE SOWS BRED. BY BARON PREMIER, WITH PIG, BY A GOOD SON OF MASTERPIECE. ONE EXTRA GOOD 9-MONTHS-OLD BOAR BY BARON PREMIER, AND
A CHOICE LOT OF PIGS NOT A KIN. PRICES REASONABLE.

TOBACCO FERTILIZER.
Th tobacco plant is said to contain
a large percentage of potash.
Why
is it that we in this "Bright Tobacco
Section" use altogether a 2-8-2 or a
3-8-3
fertilizer?
These brands are

PHIL

more

Let me ship jon a pair or a Male Pig tor TOnr Ingpectloa anf
My herd has been bred with great care, asd It would
be hard to a«d hogs with more alie, <iuallty and finish. They are
the kind that hare made the Berkshire famous In the pork barrel
and show ring. My spring Utters are extra fine and will pUas*
those who demand the best. If you want good blood and joo*
pigs at reasoaable prices, send me y»ur order.
NOKESVILLE, VIRGINIA.
D. E.

pot-

^;i^^^^^

same

approval.

EARHART,

particular

REGISTERED RERKSHIRE

brands are used is simply because tobacco growers do not study the requirements of the crop and the land
upon which it is to be grown. If they
did they would not use these brands
at all.
Read the article on Tobacco
Growing in the last issue and you will
at once see how much better results
were gotten from home-mixed fertilizer than from these so-called special
brands.
In truth, there is nothing
special about them but the name, for
if you
will take the trouble to go
over the Fertilizer Bulletins issued by
the Departments of Agriculture, you
will find scores of brands with practically the

REGISTERED
BERKSHIRES

or

LIFTERS

ash used in the dark tobacco section?
Is land ever sour after cultivating
a crop of tobacco? If not, why is it
that clover will not stand?
Halifax Co., Va.
J. E. CRAWLEY.

The reason why these

GOLD, WINCHESTER, VIRGINIA.

MORrQAQE

sold as a special preparation for tobacco.
Is a fertilizer containing

H.

FOR SALE; BOTH SEXES, OUT OF LARGE, PROLIFIC SOWS, SIRED BY
TOPPER'S DUKE 95049. Also
ONE 400-EGG CYPHERS' MODEL INCUBATOR AND TWO MODEL BROODERS
AS GOOD AS NEW.
PIGS

BLOOMHELa STOCK FARM,
Royal Shipments of Royal Berkshires

analysis offered as spe-

com and other crop fertilizers.
There is no brand of fertilizer put up
by the manufacturers which contains
cial

Fstok

anything like as much potash as the
tobacco crop calls for. The reason is
that potash in the Torm necessary for
tobacco growing (sulphate) is high in
price, and to use suflBcient of it would
make the cost of the goods appear too
high to sell readily on the market.
The experiments now being made in
the Bright Tobacco sectJon by the

rcyal

letters.

ezp«ctatlcns.

seen In Texas.

-until

fall

I

bought

the prlse-wlanlag

S.

PeUn Ducks at Rlchmead 6Ute FMr aad orifint
White and Barred Plymouth Recks.

WHITE,

Lexington, Va.

HEADQUARTERS FOR
FINE KENTUCKY MULES.
Always on hand 15« to 400 head Medium and Heavy
Weight Mules, suluble for the FARMER, LUMBBRMAN,
etc.
Fresh from the great producing fleldi
of
Kentucky and Missouri.
HIGH-CLASS STOCK A
SPECIALTY. Bought direct from breeders In big lots, therefore we ran and will save you meney. Satisfaction gmaran-

CONTRACTOR,

pigs last
to cough.

teed.

of the

Correspondence solicited. Located at mammoth haras
M. Kelly Horse and Mule Company, Nineteenth and

Franklin

Streets.

|

worse; got so it could not eat'
because it could not get its breath:
would stand and blow as if it had
been running. I^ooked like it was in
great misery: it finally died. In the
winter I had two more to do the same

They are the k««t trrer
would not uke |M mek
not get mere aa g«ed

all

TH05.

and gradually

got

I

more thaa appeared ea the greuata.

—

coughed

(•llewlnt:

for them if I could
of T. S. White."

gree of certainty.
Land does not necessarily become
sour from growig tobacco and we have
seen good clover grown on tobacco
lands.
T\Tiere it does not succeed,
lime is needed.
Tobacco is not so
sensitive to acidity in the land as
clover is. and hence will grow where
clover will not. Ed.

It

the

M

my

Virginia Experiment Station in conJunction with the National Department
of Agriculture, will settle, in a few
years' time, what is the best fertilizer
to use for that type of tobacco. At
present, nobody knows, with any de-

Hogs With Cough.
I had some nice Berkshire
summer and one commenced

Read

H. Steagler, of Wllta, Ukerty CMUty,
"I t^ak 7«> f*r Ma<laf
Texas, writes:
me such lae pin- TTtty snraly sa rfi ii
J.

LONG DISTANCE PHONE
J. B.

TRUfcHEART &

Always mention The Southern

6429.

CO., Richmond. Va.

PI anter

when

writing

to

advertisers.
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3D.,

BROOD SOW SALE.
THIS OFFERIXG WILL BE

Bluefield,

W.

Va.,

MADE IN

August

1,

1907.

The imported Sows and Sows carrying all imported blood, as well as other Sows, will
be sold, safely bred to this great first-prize winning boar, BAR0:N^
IIL, 75021.
part of this offering will consist of daughters of this celebrated boar, which will be

PEEMIEE

A

bred to either Baron Premier VIII., 88885, or to our great boar, KEjSTNETT,, 92987.

BARON PREMIER

3D.

The fifty hogs will not be overfitted, but as individuals, together with their breeding,
they will be the best ever offered in the South.
It is our ambition to keep up the quality
and reputation of our semi-annual auction sales, and on this account we have many indiWe miist,
viduals in this offerng that we would rather kerp than sell, even at long prices.
however, offer something that will bring the buyers and induce an active demand. We have
just had about fourteen members of our herd photographed, and our illustrated catalogue
will be ready to mail by the loth of July.
Do not fail to write for one, and learn in detail the character of our greatest offering.

MAPLESHADE FARMS,
W.H.COFFMAN,
BluefieM.

W.

Proprietor.

Virginia,

THE SOUTHERX
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way. The same kind of cough is
among my hogs and pigs now. I take
good care of them; the lots are kept
clean; have good water and houses,
and no cause, that I can see. Kindly
advise me what is the matter v.ith my
hogs and what will cure them.
E.

Rockingham

Co.,

v..

We

PLA^s^TER.

[July,

MEADOWVIEW
BERKSHIRES.
"HOW
"HOW
ODR
NOT

MANY," BUT

GOOD,"

MOTTO.

have ttare« S-meDtbs-oId Boars tbat we will sell at lust one-third less thaa what
tber are really worth. They are bred in the purple, and will make wlonere thla tall,
without a daubt. Don't delay sending tor pedigree and tull description It you waBt
something that will bring you In the money In the ring, and It you beat us with either
ot theia we will be pleased.

HOBBS.

MEADOWVIEW FARMS,

Woodbine, Pa.

N. C.

VALLEY COTTAGE FARM

It is very difficult to advise you
with any degree of confidence as to
the trouble with your hogs. These
coughs in hogs arise from so many Choice March and May Pigs at farmers'
different causes that we can never be prices. Herd headed -by Dudley 83672, pure
certain what is best to he done. Hogs imported blood, and Longfellow 93437, pure
Blltmore strain. Pigs mated no akin.
suffer from diseases of the respira- C. S. TOWNLEY, The Hogman, Red Hill, Va.
tory organs and the lungs just as do
other animals and human beings and
coughs are Incident to most of these

BERKSHIRES

diseases. They also often cough from
and
from rolling in dust. These coughs
have a tendency to become chronic
although care be taken to keep hogs
clean and out of cold drafts. Some
pigs are apparently farrowed with
these chronic coughs. We have known

breathing dust from their beds

Qlenburn Berkshires.
"Champions Beget Champions."
Herd beaded by
Premier Longfellow,
Imp. Loyal Hunter,
superb daughters ef

Predominant and Dominant, two of the greatest sons et
by Lord Premier HL. the great son of Lord Prsmler; by
the largest and beat Imported boar In this eountry, aad
Lord Premier, Premier Longfellow, Masterpiece aad sthera,
as w^ll as splendid Imported sows ot richest breeding. Also Qslden Lad Jerseys.

several pigs in a litter to commence
couBghing with in a few days of birth
when in the most favorable surroundings ard never to lose these coughs.
would give the pigs some saltpeter in their slop twice a week, say,
n tea spoonful for each hog for a few

Write for catalogne.

We

We

weeks.
elective

have known

this
dry,

coupled with
clean quarters. Ed.

—

to

Berkshire Pigs.

CLOVER FOR GREEN FEED.
wish to seed to red clover this
about twenty-five acres. Would
like to sow it with wheat or rye to
be cut and fed .green to milk cows.
The land was limed last fall one ton
I

fall

to the acre, will top dress with barnyard manure before ploughing. Will
it do as well as if sown alone?
How
would it do to sow some Orchard
grass with it? The land is in prime

condition.

Both

red clover
chard grass do well here.
J.

KIRK, Roanoke, Va.

Dr. J. D.

be

warm,

and

have about thirty Pure-Bred Berkshire

I

Pigs from two to four months old which
will

too

I

assure

the best.

is

Write

me your wants

your own

selection.

or

come and make

You'll

get

a

bargi^ln.

HOLSTON-FRIESIAN CATTLE; BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.

or-

McLaughlin.

I

considering

low,

and breeding, which

quality

their

you

prices all

at

sell

THE GROVE STOCK FARM,
N.

&

W. and Southern Ry.

T. 0.

SANDY,

Proprietor, Burkeville, Va.

Fairfax Co., Va.

You would do better to sow crimson clover with the wheat or rye than
red clover for a green forage crop,
cut
in
spring.
The crimson
clover comes in earlier than the
red olnver.
You will find that it
will make a heavier vield. Sow twelve
to fifteen pounds to the acre with
three pecks of the wheat and rye
mixed.
have known red and sapling clover to be also sown with the

Live Stock Auctioneer

to

We

crimson clover and the grain, and
for this to make a good cron to cut
later in the stimmer after the crimson clover and grain have been cut
off in the spring. Orchard grass seeded with it might also succeed. This,
howe^•er. would much depend on the
success of the clovers.

If

my

I
otter
services as a Stock Salesman
to the breeders of the East.
In doing so.
will say that I have equipped myself both

by

having

taken a course at The Jonee
Nitlonal School ot Auctioneering, and by
years ot experience in breeding and selling
pedigreed stock.

TERMS

REASONABLE.
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED.

Pedigreed sales a specialty.

me

regartling

telephone

sales

dates.

"Southern

Bell"

ROY

P.

Write or 'phone

Long distance
via

Winchester.

DUVALL,

Stophenson, Va.

thesp ninfte

heavy crop, thev would probnblv
smother out much of the orchard

a

grass.

The experiment, however.

Is

Tell

the

advertiser

where

you

saw his advertisement

THE
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Sale of Fine Jerseys
DISPERSAL OF ENTIRE
MONTVIEW FARM S HERD
Montview Farms having been taken by the Southern Eailroad for yard purposes, the
owner, Congressman Carter Glass,

compelled to

sell his

herd of pure-bred Jerseys in order

:n"ot one of the animals catalogued will be eeseeved.
WILL BE SOLD

all

Tuesday, July 30th,

8

Fanns, near Lynchburg, on the Southern Eailroad.

jj

at the

g
o

promptly.

Sale will

commence

at

11 A. M.

There are about eighty head, all registered except twelve high grades.
The great Imported BuU, MAEETT'S FLYING FOX, six years old, heads the herd,
is full brother to the celebrated SAM LOATES, both being sons of the famous FLYING

£k

He
FOX.

O
O
O

is

to give possession at the required time.

He

has

The herd

won

is

Pedro and pure

St.

Lambert

jj
^L

Among the females are several sisters of the World's Fair Test Cow, Airy's Vinie
Hugo, that averaged nearly six gallons of milk daily for six months. Also one of her daughAbout fifteen splendid
ters and three beautiful daughters of the great bull Forfarshire.

Jc

granddaughters of Flying Fox.
Catalogue with full description of animals and
to

mail July

1st.

For

C.

§
W
g
o
^
q

needful information will be ready

Q
O
W
jj
3?

^
^

catalogue, etc., address

Box
CARTER GLASS,

O
o
o

all

MONTVIEW FARMS,

§
2

T?

^
o
O
o

in every show ring and has few superiors as sire of productive heifers.

rich in the blood of Flying Fox, Forfarshire,

strains

^

§
o
8
8
o
W

Owner.
L. STAHL, Manager.

513, Lynchburg, Va.

§
§
O
o
o
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REGISTERED
ABERDEEN=ANGUS BULLS
for sale at farmer's prices.
Strictly top notch, many
of them show ring animals.
Also good females not
akin to bulls.
Correspondence and inspection of the herd invited

ROSE DALE STOCK FARWS, JEFFERSONTON, VIRGINIA
Shipping Paint; Warrenton,

Vrrg^inia.

worth trying, for if it succeeded you
would get a meadow which would
give you a good hay crop the second
year. If you try this, «•« would be
glad to have a report on the experiIs

Top dressing with the manure
preferable to ploughing the manure

down.

ABERDEEN AIMGUS CATTLE

—Ed.

We

ALFAliFA.
wish to sow some alfalfa, whsn
should it be sown in this locality?

HOME HERD

SUIMIMY

ment

are headquarters for cattle of the very choicest breeding and highest Indlvldnal

qnality, yet

we have always

what others ask

sold our cattle at about

for the plain-bred

I

J.

Shenandoah

G. Soger.

Co., Va.

sorts.

but

This explains the tact of our being entirely sold out of catttle of weaning age;

we wlU take

a JILT Topped

pleasure In booking your order for a top calf for

QUEEN MOTHER,

good enough

to

fall

delivery.

Have

head anybody's herd of registered

catUe.

In this issue you will find articles
giving advice on this subject. In your
section,

you may sow

In

A.

L.

FRENCH,

R.

F.

D.

2,

BTRDVILLE, VA.

August with-

out a nurse crop, or In spring, say.

May.

—

The Delaware Herd

^Ed.

ROYAL ANGUS GAHLE

\'ETCH—BURR CLOVHR.

How

does vetch compare with peas
and ved clover to build up land? Will
It grow on red, stiff creek bottoms?
is burr clover as good to improve

Dot sarpassed either in breeding or Indirldnal amlmali
by any herd In the Kast. At the head of our kerd b

><

PRINCE BARBARA. 6M04,
the son of the great tt.lM Prince
Ito. FemalM a
equally choice breeding. Write yonr wants. Kemembes
we take personal care of our cattle: keep no high prteM
help: incur no expense of exhibiting: all of which eKaUat
SB to offer stock at equitable prices. Send (or pam^lM
15 Bulls from 2 to IS menthE old for tale.

land as red clover?

SUBSCRIBER.
Anson

Co.,

N. C.

The vetches

like the cowpeas
great fmprovers of
land.
They are quite as valuable for
getting the nitrogen from the air as
the cowpeas and clover, but do not
usually make as heavy a growth and
as much vegetable matter as the cowpeas and clover, and hence do not supply as much humus to the soil. They

and

will

red

land. but. like
loamy land to

cowpeas. prefer
However, it one or two
stiff land.
crops were grown on the stiff land,
they would soon lighten it and grow
the

well there.
Burr clover is an improver of the
land and will grow on land that will
not produce a good crop of red clover.
It does not make as heavy a growth
as red clover on land adapted to red

—Ed.

SHEEP
Please

M-TEK & SON,

are,

Prep.

Brta^.-rllU.D*

clovier,

grow on any good

clover.

oi

PASTURING— TIME FOR
SEEDING GRASS.
advise me what is the best

THE COLLEGi: OF AGRICULTURE AND EXPERIMENT
STATION OFFERS THE rOLLO"WING SURPLUS
STOCK. FOR SALE.
Shotihorns— Mature Cows, Bull and Heifer Calves.
JetSBys— Heifer and Bull Calves.
Cifewtsey— Bull|,Calf.
BerkshitBS — 60 April and May pigs to select from.
JOHN

R.

FAIN. Agriculturist,
Blacksburg. Va.

JERSEYS and BERKSHIRES.
Mel's John Bull, 72833, a fine Jersey Bull, 3 years old; weighs LOOC pounds; perfectly
kind and In excellent condition.
Registered Berksblres, Boars and Sows ready for service: two Sows bred t»
Hunter's Baron; line Pigs ready for dellrery. SaUsfactlon guaranteed or money refunded.
FARM, C. M. BASS, Proprietor, Rice Depot, Va.
RIVER

VIEW

THE SOUTHEEl^ PLANTER
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FEEDING AND EGG GATHERING.

SEVERAL THOUSAND PULLETS. THE FAMOUS MAXWELTON STRAIN

Single

Comb White

Legltorns

These Pullets were hatched in Eebniary, March, April and May. Prices from $1.00
according to age.
For general information about poultry and for views of the Maxwelton Poultry Farm, write
to the Department of Agriculture of the State of Virginia for Farmers' Bulletin No. 5
"Poultry
Raising in Virginia" of which I am the author.
for sale.

to $3.50,

—

—

.

".'•
l'

'^

'

henilworth herd

allround permanent pasture for grazing sheep on.
What is the best season of the year
to sow grass seeds, and how many per
acre for grazing purposes?
B. G. WnXIAMS.
Princess Anne Co., Va.

In your section of the State, the
best pasture you can make for either
sheep or cattle grazing will be a bermuda grass pasture, or a mixture of
bermuda grass and burr clover and
vetch. Bermuda grass makes the finest and most permanent pasture in
the Eastern or Coastal Plain section
of this State and the other Southern
States. It has only one fault, and that
It reis it is only a summer pasture.
quires to be supplemented with burr
clover or burr clover and vetch for
winter grazing. The Bermuda pasture
should be made by planting pieces of
the roots in the spring or early summer, and burr clover and vetch seed
should be sawn on the same field in
When
July, August or September.
the Bermuda dies down in the fall,
the burr clover and vetch will com-

Bermuda
to make grazing.
roots can be had for the askine: from

mence

JAMES D. MASOlSr, Peopeietoe,
Maxweltwn Poultry Farm, Gladys, Va,

OF ENGLISH AND AMEBICAN

BRED BERKSHIRES.
H«aa*d kj th« Impartad Baar, Kaysl Oul7le, wlnaar «f tka Unt arer all alaaaaa bI
the Royal Show of Bagland, aad tka kl(h«*t
priced six-mantha pig ever a»U.\
A. anai^

IMPORTED ROYAL OARLYLE.

bar a( boar and bow plga by kls aat •(
bath Amarlcan and BncUsti brad aawi mam

for aala, raMlnc Im acai froM four to aliht maatk*.
Aim loma chaloa youac ami ky
Dorset Leo »t BUtmare, and brad to Rayal Carlyle.
Oaa bear by Imported King Hunter; dam, Berks Paaey of Blltmoro.
One boar by Daroet Lee of Blltmora; dam. Berks Pansy of Billmaro.
Ouaraatea perfect aatlifactlon or refund tba manay.
For doacriptloB and prices, write KDGAE B. MOORH, Proprietor, BUtmore, N. 0.

nOORE'S BROOK HERD,

REGISTERED BERKSHIRES
NONE BETTER BRED.
Herd headed by King o' The Brook, Ko.
and British Lord, No. M684. Three
strains of American breeding and imported

S4862,

blood represented. Just added two daughters
of the famous Masterpiece, one bred ta I..ord
Premier III., and Juliet F. B. TV., out of
imported Juliet F. B. by Imported Hlgktlde
Royal Victor, and bred to Imparted Loyal
Hunter. Extended pedigrees ftirnlahad with

nearly every farmer in the Eastern
part of this State, if you have not already got them on your farm. They all stock.
are usually called wire grass. Run Apply to MOORE'S BROOK SANITUUT7M
CO., Box 48, CharlotteayUle, Ta.
the roots through a feed cutter, chopping them Into inch lengths ( and drop
these in the furrows a few at a place When writing adTertlsers, pla«s« always mention the Southern Planter.
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POLAND CHINAS AND SHROPSHIRES
A choice lot of Pigs Blred by the fine
Boars, D's Corrector 98157, and Big Jumbo
D's Corrector Is a halt brother to the
Senior Champion Boar at St. Louis World's

64275.

Half

Fair.

interest

his

in

sold

sire

tor

and his dam is a tull sister to Maple
Lawn Chief, first in aged class at St. Louis.
Big Jumbo was bred by W. S. Powell, of

$2,500

Kansas, and sired by the 1,100 pound hog.
Perfect I Am, 50767, and out of the 700 sow,

Lady

P.

Sanders, 79040.

Shropshire Lambs, for?^
sired by my Imported Ram Altamont's 666.
This Ram
was Imported by G. Howard
Davidson, of New York and purchased by

my

IV.

brother, the late

lightly.

F.

Durrette, in

1906.

DURRETTE, Bmawooa, hlbehmrle co.,

—Ed.

one

ground?
of

I

could

have

neighbors

JAMES

Bred

Registered

one seems to know.

SISCO.

Chesterfield Co., Va.

Ingleside Herefords
OWNED
S. W. ANDERSON, BLAKER MILL8,
GREENBRIER COUNTY, W. VA.

BY

A choice lot of Bulls, Cows and Heifers for sale; timu
a few Polled Hereford Bulls, recorded Ih the Natlowa P*U«4
Hereford Record.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

FARM NEAR ALDERSON, W.

ASPARAGUS BED.

Co.,

Va.

Fur»-

Rockingham County, Va.

—

VA.

Telephone and Telegraph, Alderson.

DU ROC-JERSEYS
Are the most

prolific Hogs on earth.
One of our Sows farrowed forty-one pigs In less than
sold her and now she has eighteen. Our average last year was eleven and fivetenths pigs to the litter. 'We have the blood of Ohio Chief (sold for $6,000), Beat Him If
You Can (sold for $3,000), Top Notcher (sold for $2,500), Orion, Sure Winner, Perfection,
High Chief, and many other great winners.
can sell you Sows and Gilts in pig, service
and young Boars and Pigs of any blood lines you may desire.
have -show stuff to

a year.

We

We

offer

Whilst you might successfully removie the bed in the late fall or early
spring, yet we believe you would get
much better and quicker results by
starting again with one or two year
old plants, or even by sowing seed
now in the new bed and thinning out
the young plants next spring. Old
asparagus plants are very uncertain
In growing.
In all probability, if you
moved the old plants you would lose

and

SOUTHDOWN

SHEEP.

Pennsylvania, where the crop is more
largely grown, mills are equipped for
the work of grinding. Here so little
buckwheat is grown that it is not
worth the while of millers to provide
for grinding ft. Ed.

Louisa

POLAND-

Hogs

SINGER'S GLE,N

You can buy

Will you kindly tell me if I can
successfully move my asparagus bed?
The bed was started in November,
1905, of two year old plants.
They
are doing well and. if possible, I wish
to move it this summer or fall.
(Mrs.) I. E. ANDERSON.

tumlsh

either sex.

CHINA

We

or Hornless

Can

Shorthorns.

buckwheat
get
asked' both quesaround, but no

renrnet at the drug
stores in any q'uantity you wish. In
the April issue of The Planter, you
will find particulars of the quantity
required to be used per gallon of
milk.
2.
don't know of any mill where
buckwheat is ground in this section.
In the mountain sections of the West
of this State and in West Virginia and

of

POLLED DUR-

HAM CATTLE

Can you
I could get
rennet, used in making cheese, and
in what quantity?
2. Also, if there is a mill near here
where

breeder

and

Importer
Registered

RENNET.
tell me where

tions

va.

JOHN S. FUNK, GLEN FARM

every foot or eighteen inches when
ploughing the land.
TKen sow the
burr clover and vetch seed and har-

how

J.

O. DURRETTE Successor to J, F.

and can
IP

fit

We
for the fall fairs. WRITE NOW.
THE HOG BUSINESS FOR PROFIT YOU NEED DUROCS.

you out with a show herd

YOU ARE

IN

LESLIE

D.

KLINE, VAUCLUSE, VIRGINIA.

2 Registered Jersey Bulls
ready for service.

Of excellent breeding.

Will

sell

reasonable.

EVERGREEN FARMS,

Address

W.

B.

Gates Prop., Rice Depot, Va.
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MORVEN PARK
The

Property of

WESTMORIILAND DAVIS,

Esq.

Reg. Dorset Horn Sheep.
Stud Rams include "Morven's Best" (4132 C. D. C.) 1st at English Royal 1901, 1st at
Virginia State Fair, 1906. "Morven's Pride," (5667 C. D. C), 1st Champion at Virginia
"Morven's Choice" (5631), winner at English Royal and Western CounState Fair, 1906.
ties Shows, 1906.
A few fall-bom ram lambs by "Morven's Best" and imported in dam still
for sale.

Large White Yorkshires.
Boars at stud include imported "Bottesford Gentleman, 2d" (7869)

Don" (8799); "Holywell Huddersfield" (8797),

;

imported "Prince

Sows include prize winning imported
animals and are all of the first strains. A young boar out of "Sweet Polly," by imported
"Holywell Huddersfield," and a number of young boars and sows just weaned for sale.

REG.

etc.

GUERNSEY CATTLE.
TUBERCULIN TESTED.

Herd headed by imported "France's Jewel 8th" (11251 A. G.

C.

C), son

of imported

"France 8th," by "Masliers Sequel," a combination of the famous France and Masher families.
"France 8th" was referred to in the press on her importation as "a perfect type of
amusually large Guernsey caw, has unlimited capacity and capable of gi'efat production." He
is assisted by imported "Top Notch" (9023 A. G. C. C), son of imported "Itchen Beda,"
advanced register iSTo. 136, official yearly record 640 poimds butter. Also, by "Mainstay's
Glenwood Boy" (7607 A. G. C. C), son of "Jewel of Haddon," advanced register N"o. 92,
A few j'oimg bulls by above, or imported in dam
official yearly record 463 pounds butter.
oiit of advanced register or other deep milking dams for sale.

ALL STOCK
Flocks and herds

IN

may

FINE CONDITION.

be viewed by appointment.

Address

LIVE

STOCK DEPARTMENT, MORVEN PARK,
LEESBURG, LOUDOUN

CO.,

VA.
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many

them and have to re-plant
with young plants next year. The old
practice in making an asparagus bed
was to set out one or two year old
plants, but now it is becoming much
more common to sow the seed in rows
two feet apart in the new bed and
of

[July,

^ll3(XXitX^ltS€X3t:<*<<*<<*€Jt*Jt»*X.<^^

SIIDDIN

TOBACCO WORMS.

—

OUR

LUMP JAW.

PARIS GREEN

Please publish in the July number
Planter a full description of, and

remedy

for,

what

"Lump Jaw"

commonly

is

in

cattle,

and

J. 1.

COMPOVND

called
oblige,

WHITE

Boxes of 21-2

lbs.
25 cents
per box; $2.50 per dozen.

Pittsylvania Co., Va.

Lump Jaw

(actinomycosis)

is

D[AIi

—TO—

thin out the plants to the proper dis
tance apart the second year. It has
been found that beds started in this
way with the plants grown where they
are to stand permanently give quicker
and better returns. Ed.

a

JUST

local disease due to the formation of
peculiar tumars in various regions of

the body, more particularly the head.
^\^len the disease attacks the animal
about the head a rather firm swelling
appears in which are formed one or
more smaller projecting tumors, varying from the size of a nut to that of

PERFORATE
AND SIFT.

TOP

T.C. Andrews &Co.,
Norfolk, Va,

These push their way outan egg.
Agrl. Lime, Canada Ashes,
finally break through the
Paris
Green,
Paris Green
skin as small, reddish fungous-like
Mixtures.
bodies covered with thin sloughs. Or
the enlarged swelling may become
Loudest Prices Guaranieed,
transformed into an abscess, which
finally bursts to discharge creamy pus.
filled
cavity
soon
abscess
is
fhen
The
with the fungous-like growths. The
treatment for the disease is to gi. a
full doses of Iodide of Potassium once
or twice a day until improvement is
noticed. Begin with doses of one and
LEE'S
LIME
a half drams daily, dissolved in a
pint of water, and give until improve- Never fails to give good results when properly used. Wheat is now selling at a paying
price, and from accounts of the present crop is likely to continue to maintain present prices.
ment is noticed. Then decrease the
The present troubles in Russia will, no doubt, reduce her exports, and the foreign demand
dose gradually until the disease is will coQtinue to be good. The use of $3 to $4 worth per acre will increase the yield S to 10
cured usually, this occurs in ten or bushels per acre, thereby paying over 100 per cent, on the cost, besides improving the land
and Insuring a good stand and growth of CLOVER,
twelve days. Ed.

ward and

FERTILIZERS
PREPARED

—

—

LEE'S SPECIAL

GRASS FOR NAM5.

LEE'S HIGH-GRADE

IMPORTED THOMAS BASIC SLAG.

strong growing grass with

grass.

—Ed.

Minions of tons are used In Europe. It Is the best and most lasting Fertilizer for Wheat,
Chess (Bromus
Grass and other crops on the market,
IG per cent. Phosphoric Acid and 40 to 50 per
a troublesome weed cent, of Free Lime. It is a complete having
FERTILIZER.

seeds,
It is

is

for feed.

grass is Red top (Agrativaluable hay and pasture

CLOVER FOR NAME.
Enclosed
please

te]I

find

a

me what

bunch of clover
kind it is. and

for hay and soil improvement? What are the seed looking objects enclosed in the gellatin
like matter on the dead leaves and
bottom of stems?
is

it

BONE & POTASH.

For Potatoes Cabbage and other Vegetables.
i

tall,

FERTILIZER.

sales for the season of 1906 were 62 per cent, larger than those of 1905.
Those
tried It bought more largely the next year, and say they have a better stand and
growth of Clover and Urass than they have from any fertilizer they have ever used.

who have

A SUBSCRIBER.
the oat like
Secalinus).
of no value
The other
alba) a very

WHEAT

Our

Will you give me name of grasses
enclised, and value of same for hay,
or for grazing? and kind of soil best
adapted? best time for seeding?

The

AGRICULTURAL

valuable

CHAS. GODSEY.
Sullivan Co., Tenn.

A. S.

LEE & SONS CO.,
RICHMOND,

P^
You can break

colts easier with this cart.

N'o matter what posit
animal ccts
you can dismount instantly
Nothmeto tanelclees. It's great for road
use. Absolutely no horse motion. Pleasant
to ndu m.
"hummer" for track use. Seat can
be adjusted to bal.-incc nder thus taking aU load
„,
Write quick for free descriptive booklet

m

CHAMPION

CART
„.^
on
the

ai

.

horse.

VA.

A

.

CHAMPIOW CART COMPAjrr.

103CaYlnSt..I,lg onler. Ind.

Inc.
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Champion Grain, Peanut and Cow Pea Thresher,

maivuFacTUREO bv ehjs Keystone Agticultural Wotks, Poitstown, Pa.

WE MAKE

^

FOUB SIZES OF

Illjiiji^^^'p'

GR/HIMAIMO
PE/INVT

THRESHERS
CLEAIMERS
IVOS.

1,2,3, UNO

4,

FOR EITHER STEaM, LEVER OR TREHO POWER,

which are guaranteeil to give entire satisfaction. Our THRESHERS and CLEANERS have been thoroughly tested
throughout the United States, and pronounced by the giowers of GRAIN. PEANUTS, BLACK and COW PEAS as the most
complete and satisfactory Threshers of the period. No grower of any of the above can afford to be without one.
All of

For Catalog and any information desired write to

GEORGE

C.

BURGESS, General Southern Agent, Burgess, Dinwiddie

The clover is Rabbit foot clover
(Trepilium arvense).
is
of no
It
value as feed, but like all the legumes, has some value a*? an improver
of the soil. Its value, however, in this
respect is not sufficient to encourage
its production.
We could not see any
thing of the gellatin like matter on
the leaves when the sample reached
us, but it is probably some insect or
fungoid pest. Ed.

—

GRASS FOR NAJME.
Please give me name of the enclosed grass.
By so doing you will
greatly oblige new subscribers to
your valuable journal.
T. A. SHANDS.
The grass is Kentucky bluegrass
(Pou pratensis) one of the most valuable pasture grasses of the Eastern

United States.— Ed.

I

enclose a bunch of a

has

new grass

my meadow;

appeared on

THRESliINQ MACHINERY

RAKE
SEPARATORS
VIBRATOR
SEPARATORS

THRESHING
ENGINES
HORSE

All the Latest

All Styles and
Sizes.

POWERS

Improvements

The most durable and nghtest draft threshing machinery manufactured.
Threshes, separates, cleans and bags ready for market. Wastes less grain,
runs lighter, i« stronger, more complete and durable and less liable to get
out of order than any other kind. Get our prices and terms on any size
you may want.
Complete catalogue

outfiet

farm implements mailed free on request.

of

THE IMPLEMENT

GRASS FOR NAME.
that

FARQUHAR

Co., Va.

1302 E.

Main

Street,

CO.,

Richmond, Va.

grows in stools, some having (145)
one hundred and forty-five stalks to

it

the stools; it grows very tall. I have
cut off four feet of this branch I enclose; it all measured about six feet.
Please tell me through the columns
of your next paper, what is the name
of this grass, and what is its value
for hay and pasture,
to get rid of?

and
T.

is

C.

it

ATTENTION FARMERS!

•'"-stwhat you.wan_t fo.rsowjng

hard

FINK.

The grass is oat grass (Anheratherum elatius). This is an introduced
perennial grass, and
grass.
Ed.

—

is

a valuable hay

GRASS FOR NAME.
enclose under separate cover (in
box) sample of grass that seems to
be spreading over my farm. Is it of
value, either as hay or for grazing?
If not of value for horses is it worth
I

anything for cattle?

Is

it

hard to

EMPIRE BROADCAST FERTILIZER SOWER
Write for Catalogue

and Inforination

BHPIRB DRILL COMPANY DIVISION. THE AHERICAN SEEDING
COnPANV, Inc., Shorttvllle, New York.

JV1/CI1I^E
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The Everlasting Tubular
Guaranteed not

to

Plow Doubletrees.

Steel
Send

Break or Bend.

[July,

for

Our Number 8 Catalogue
for 1907. Get acquainted with
our complete line. Their use

Furnished with Hook or Ring
For Plow Mussle, also Traces.

spells

economy.

ABOVE PATTERN No. 186 MADE IN THREE SIZE»
complete Uneof Doobletreei, Singietrees, and Neck Yokes of every deicrlptlon.
All dealers should handle them, ask yours tor them and take no other.

W» manafkclare n

Fittsburg

Tubular Steel WKiffletree Compainx Sol* Manufacturers.

PITTSBURG
eradicate after it once gets possession of a field? Kindly answer above
questions through the columns of the
Ilanter.
Pittsylvania

-

Va.
The grass is velvet grass (Holcus
lunatus), a native perennial grass of
Its growth should
little or no value.

not be encouraged.
to kill out.—Ed.

It is

not

difficult

PENNSYLVANIA.

PUT UP

SAM'L HAIRSTON.
Ck)..

-

HAY

145 ACRES HEAVY
IN 7 DAYS

nuUd a Stack 20 Fed
Wide by 50 Feet Long.

The Horse Swings tlie Ix>ad
as He Raises it. wlilcli
malces the Fleming
the Only Antomatic
Swinging

will

K

25 to 30 Feet HIglu

%«
'

'

cr Made.

.Made in 3 Sizes.

BONE MEAL.
Can bone meal be sowed on the
same land two years in succession?
sowed some last fall on wheat
I
land, and want to sow the same land
back again this fall, and I have been
told that it will not do to use bone
meal again. Please tell me how much
to sow per acre.
Do you know anything about the

Golden Fleece Oats? I bought some
seed in Pennsylvania, from a seedsman, and they look fine at this date.
When is best time to set out straw-

berries, and how to fix land, and how
far apart to set the plants, and what
kind of soil is best?
G. W. C.

Franklin Co., Va.
1. You need not be afraid to apply
bone meal in successive years. It will
always do good service, however often
Apply from 300 to 500
It is used.
pounds to the acre.
know anything of the
not
2. We do
Golden Fleece Oats. We cannot find

them reported

on.

may be set out in
In the
or In the spring.
South they are usually best set out
Octoin the tall, say in September or
They then get well rooted and
ber.
make some growth before winter sets
more
In, and in a mild winter grow
or less all the winter, and are thus
out
in
set
a year ahead of those
Prepare the land well by
spring.
cultivation
deep plowing and perfect
and make It rich with manure, and
apply also a good fertilizer, say, 300
pounds of acid phosphate and 100
3.

the

Strawberries
fall

muriate of potash per acre.
Set tre rows 2 feet 6 inches apart,
and the plants 12 inches apart in the
rows. A good loamy soil Is best. Ed.

pounds

FIELD VIEW FROM PHOTO ON

LOVE'S FARM, FALMOUTH,
Sr.

3-Wheel Racks.

ILL.
Put up 144

acres of heavy hay In 7 days. Stacker will elevate hay 24 and 28 feet
high and will build a stack 18 feet wide and 40 feet long.

Falmouth, Illinois, July 31, 1904.
Fleming & Sons Mfg. Co., Huntsvllle, Mo.: Gentlemen:— Have been using one of
ypur Stackers for bIx or seven years and It Is still doing as good work as ever. Wlah
you would send me some of your circulars to see what changes you have made 1b it.
Yours,

D. R.

LOVE.

To Introduce our Stacker and Rakes, we will sell direct from factory to farm, wUoh
win Bave you big money, as there will be no middle man's profits. We can give yea
the names of users in your State. Write for circular and prices.

FLEMING & SONS MFQ.

HUNTSVILLB, MO.

CO.,

Pump Water

Saw Wood
Cut Feed
Thresh Wheat
Shred Corn
Grind Feed
and B«r«, to«, eaa k* <aa«
our OasollB* (!>•.
Th^ u«

All of thlt

with

SrMPLE,

Sydnor

Pump &

^Richmond,

of

—

D. R.

With Fleming Automatic Swinging Hay Stacker and three

4s.^<.^s.i.i.<.<.*i.«.i.i.s.s,i.<.^s.i.^sii

Well Co., inc.,

Va.,

Dept.,

B.

ge« .<.^^^^ttt^^^^^^^L*^<t*^«

B

.
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A Common-Sense Talk On

Manure Spreaders
H. C. Com King and
Cloverleal Spreaders
I.

no doubt that the right kind
THERE'S
of manure spreader is a good thing for

jou to have. It is probably true that
there is no other farm machine that, if right- are strong and simple. The frame

Is

care-

is as valuable to the farmer.
It fully-selected, well-seasoned lumber, and Is
spread properly and at the right strengthened by heavy cross sills and truss
time, its money value far exceedswhatyou're rods. They have steel wheels with staggered
apt to think.
spokes, and both hind wheels have clutches.
But when you buy a manure spreader have The box is made of selected stock and is
a care. There are many of them on the securely fastened to the frame by heavy steel
market, and many with various "special cleats. Corners are re-enforced with steel
features" fancy affairs that do them more plates. Everything is of the very best.
harm than good.
Both of the rear wheels are drivers, and
When you buy a spreader look out for insure plenty of power. A large sprocket
What is with heavy chain drive transmits the power
these things and avoid them.
chiefly to be desired is stren^h and simplicity to the cylinder. The cylinder is large and
strong, and the square teeth(extra long)are
of construction
Strength is essential because a manure made of the best high carbon steel.
spreader has to carry a heavy load and the
The power for driving the apron is applied
rear end the machine end has hard work on both sides, gi% ing an even movement and
to do.
making binding impossible. The rollers are
Simplicity of construction lessens the attached to the under side of the slats inchance of the machine getting out of order stead of to the frame.
and gives light draft. Vou know there area
The vibrating rake is a most important
good many manure spreaders that don't get feature, and is found only on Corn King and
out of the shed after the first year. They Cloverleaf spreaders. It levels the load and
make too much trouble and cause too much brings the manure squarely up to the cylinder

ly

chosen,

manure

is

—

—

—

—

—a

delay.

thing which

is

absolutely essential to

proper spreading. The teeth on the vibrating rake are held In place by colled steel
springs so they never break but adjust themselves to the size of the load.
And as a result of simple construction,
the operation Is simple. Any one who can
drive a wagon can operate an I. H.
spreader, for one lever does it all. There
are ten feeds, ranging from ten to thirty
loads per acre. The apron stops of Its own
accord when the load is all fed out. By
reversing the lever it returns and again stops

C

when back
it

at

in position.

No need

I

is

A

MEADOW^HEAVES.

,CaIl

in

three sizes.

on tbe Local Agent or write lor catalogues.

It

down

in

next spring and break and sow down
in peas, and In fa llseed to winter
oats and grass? Will he glad of any
Information you may give. Do you
believe there is any permanent cure
for heaves?

SUBSCRIBER.
Davidson Co., N. C.
have surely known a good meato be secured from seeding grass

We

CULTIVATOR

permanent meadow.

How would it do to sow a mixture of
clover and several kinds of grasses at
last working of corn, or leave it until

U. S. A.

THE CASE EASY RIDING DISC

have some low bottom land that
beginning to wash, and -would like

to get

watch

—

machine: each made

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTOR COMPANY
OF AMERICA, Chicago,
(IXCOKPORATED)
SEEDING

to

all.

These are some of the reasons why you
should investigate I. H. C. Corn King and
Cloverleaf spreaders before you buy. There
are many other good points about them that
are explained in our catalogues. There are
two kinds Cloverleaf, an Endless Apron
machine, and Corn King, a Return Apron

—

just what its name signifies easy on the purse, easy on the team, eaa^
on the operator. Its all round ease i s due to its many advantages, its simIt does just what la explified adjustments its strength of construction.
pected of It In the easiest possible w ay without break or accidents.
is

By means

of the telescope axle,

yom

can set the wheels and gangs to cultivate different width rows, and there
are no projections outside the wheela
to break down the plants.
There mre

dow

three discs on a side, reversible, to
in the corn at the last working. The
throw the dirt in or out, as desired.
shading of the corn almost Invariably
The angle of the discs can be inatantThe best
results in a patchy stand.
ly and easily changed by means of
course to adopt is to sow crimson
a hand lever. There is a wide ramge
clover,
(12
of adjustment so that the discs can be
wheat, oats, and rye
pounds crimson clover and 3 pecks of
set at exactly the right angle and
locked In position.
the grain per acre) at the last workThe bearings are the best, not made
ing.
This will almost invariably make
to wear just one season, but for the
a sufficient cover for the land to conlife of the cultivator.
serve the fertility and add to it, and
The only Implement needed for the complete culat the same time give some pasturage
tivation of any crop planted In rowi.
during the winter and spring. Turn
this crop down in the spring, and In
Write for our complete catalogue of binders, mowers, rakes, teddera
May sow cow peas, giving an applica and all Mnds of up-to-date farm machinery.
tlon of 300 pounds of acid phosphate
per acre. Cut these peas for hay in
July or the early part of August, leaving a heavy stubble. Apply one ton
1302 E. Main Street, Richmond, Va.
of lime to the acre, and then cut this
stubble and lime into the soil with
BEAN,
the disc or cutaway harrow, not
burying the vegetable too deep. Le
AND
then
and
ten
week
days
lay for a
or
South Side M'fg. Co., Petersburg Va.
apply 300 or 400 pounds of bone meal

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
STRAWBERRY, PEACH,
TOMATO CARRIERS.

HUCK
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to the acre
of orchard

and seed with a mixture
grass,

tall

meadow

oat

[July,

Jack Saws the wood

grass and herds grass, at the rate of
two bushels to the acre. Harrow in
lightly and then roll off the land, be
dry,
and you should get a good

A Great Convenience

meadow.

A Portable Gasoline

We do not believe there
nent cure for heaves, but
dies

will

is

a permareme-

many

and care in feeding
temporary relief as to

give,

FAIRBANKS-NORSE

give such
lengthen out the period of useful service of the horse very much.
We
have had numbers of reports of much
good being done by the use of the

heaves cure, which you will find adin The Planter; but as we
have said, we do not believe such a
thing as a permanent cure to be
known. Ed.
vertised

Engine
1\ will

pay

Engines

sizes

for itself in a

year

—

SHEEP HUSBANDRY.
How many sheep could be kept

on

three hundred acres of land,
divided up into seven or eight fields,
which have a very good sod of native
naturally
for
grasses
and
suited
sheep, being hilly and well drained?
2. How do the Dorset breeders manage their flocks so as to have two
crops of lambs a year, and could grade
Dorsets be used for this purpose?
I have had
experience for the past
two years with a small flock and had
very good success, but want to go into
the business on a larger scale.
My
aim is to raise early lambs.
D. R. WRIGHT.
Albemarle Co., Va.

about

1. The number of sheep which any
given area of land will carry varies
very much. We have known land to
carry three sheep per acre the year
round, and again, we have known and
do know now land which will not
carry a sheep on three acres the year
round.
Such land as this last mentioned is unable to carry the sheep
because it will not produce feed for
winter consumption. If part of your
land will grow good hay for winter
feed for the flock and some grain to
be fed to them with the hay, then the
farm should carry at least a sheep to
the acre; that is to say, a flock of
three hundred.
Being divided into
seven or eight fields, will greatly help
in doing so. as nothing so conduces to
a healthy flock as a frequent change
of pasture. Even if you change the
flock from a good pasture to a poor
one every week or ten days for a few
days, it will help them beter than letting them run continuously on one

all

Tor all purposes

and
For
Send

all

fuels

for Catalog No. 95?

HA

FAIRBANKS,M0R5E£^C0
Franklin ^ Monroe Sts

Chicago.Ill
Portable Engine Threshing

AT LAST A
PERFECT POWER
Our two cycle Gasoline Engines mark a new era in
larm Powers. Simplest constructed and easiest opemade. Uses no more fuel than 4 Cycle

rated Engine

Engines. No Valves, Springs, Cams nor Gears to give
trouble and wear out. Speed adjustable while Engine
is running.
Starts easy in cold weather.
Uses Alcohol, Gasoline, Katural or Citv Gas
Four sizes, 2^,
Stationary
or
Portable.
15
H.
P.,
10,
5,
Send

for

our catalog and

THE MAXWELL

&

f-rices,

they will surprise

FITCH CO., ROME. N.

yoti.

Y.

A LEFFEL
ENGINE
THE PLANTATION
ON

saves a world of labor. Count the little and bie jobs yon
would have for it they run the whole year round. Install
one and it'sgoodforyourlifeiime. You
are always sure of power when you call

—

upon

it

— and steam when

ycu need

it.

Experience has demonstrated that the
old reliable Leffel steam engines are

safer, more reliable and more satifacpasture, however good if may be. As
tory in every way than any other style
your object is to raise early lambs,
of power for farmers' and pianf^rs' use.
it will be most essential for you to be
A variety of styles and sizes adapt them
to all need^ Power book free.
Write
well provided with winter keep, thereior it.
fore, before deciding on the number
to be kept, be quite sure that you can
James Leffel & Com Boi202, Springfield, Ohio
make the feed for winter and do not
over-stock your winter capacity.
Prince Edward Co., Va., Apl. 4, *07.
2. T»iere is no difficulty In handling Pfttsylvania Co.. Va., Mar. 28, 1907.
I am taking four agricultural papers
The Southern Planter is the best
Dorsets so as to get two crops of
agricultural
paper in the United
lambs within a year. If your pastures and like the Southern Planter the
G. A. CREASY.
States.
W. W. JACKSON.
and winter keep are good. The ewes best.
'

THE
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How many times during a
year would you be willing
to

pay
a

A

5 cents an liour for
reliable power?

many times, no doubt.
For shredding fodder, grinding feed, sawing wood, husking or shelling corn, churning, pumping water, separating cream, grinding tools, etc. A good many times,
indeed, and when you want it you
want it without delay.
An I. H. C. gasoline engine will
furnish such power a 3-horse engine,
for instance, will furnish power equal
to that of three horses at a cost of
five cents an hour, and it will be algood

—

ways ready when you want it, and
ready to work as long and as hard as
you wish. You don't have to start a
fire
not even strike a match — to
start an I. H. C. gasoline engine.
All you have to do is close a little

—

switch, open the fuel valve, give the
flywheel a turn or two by hand,
off it goes, working
ready to

—

and

help in a hundred ways.
Stop and think how many times
you could have used such convenient
power last week, for instance.
There should be a gasoline engine
on every farm. Whether it shall be
an I. H. C. or some other engine on
your farm is for you to decide, but it
will pay you well to learn of the simple
construction of I. H. C. gasoline engines before you buy. It will pay
j'ou to find out how easily they are
operated, how little trouble they give,
how economical in the use of fuel.
how much power
they will furnish,
^
,
J
ii
how strong andJ durable
they are.
1

,

I

-

It will pay you to know these things,
and the way to find them out is tocall
on our local agent or write forcatalog.

These enginesaremadeinthefollowingstyles
and sizes :-Horizontal (stationary or portable).
15 and 20 horse power,
Vertical, 2 and 3 horse power.

4, b, 8, 10, 12,

•

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF, AMERICA, CHICAGO, U.

S. A.

(INCOKPORATED.)

accept service at any period of
the year In a few weeks after the
ha'v^ been weaned and the ewes
are put in good pasture or good, stimulating winter keep. Whilst it is possible thus to secure two crops in one
year, it is most injudicious so to do.
Three crops in two years is as far as
will

lambs

this pushing ought to go.
If pushed
further, the life of the ewes will be

Removes

short and the lambs be weakly and
Grade Dorsets will prove
almost as prolific as the pure-bred
ones, if the breeding bB riglit.
We

have known common Merino ewes

AH

Desire for Liquor.
—

—

caused by excessive use of Liquor, Drugs, or Tobacco is recogInebriety
nized as a disease of the nervous system. The Keeley System of Treatment
Cures the disease by eUminaling all physical craving for drink, drugs or tobacco,
builds up the nervous system, and restores the nerve cells to a normal,

profitless.

to

heahhy condition.

breed twice a year when well kept.

The Keeley

Institute of

The Keeley
RENOVATING GRASS LAND.

p. O.

trouble of the army worm has
disarranged my plans and would seek
advice as to the best course to take
under the circumstances, which I re-

Th

Box

Inst itute,

cures

and

gives

g,"8;V0,E|-^

OTIS H. RUSSELL, Manager.

786.

LIGHTNING WELL

late:

The naked stems of grass left by
the Army Worm have grown out upper and top leaves and some heading
out, but the under foliage is not restored, leaving an open bottom to the
crop which will rliminish the yield
more than one-half. There is consfderable withered trash in the boftom
(which may be killed-out grass by
something preying on the roots).
Could I advisedly harrow and rake
off that stuff and top dress with some
fertilizer and roll down for a second
crop?
Or, having a good pasture
meadow, should I remove the stock
from it onto the worm-eaten meadow
after hay is off and top dress the past-

Richmond

homelike, confidential treatment, administered by skilled physicians.

—Ed.

MACHINERY,
Rotary, Coring or Koch PrllUng,
Any

Water,

Diameter,

Oil,

Any

Depth, for

Coal or Mineral

Prospecting,
Descriptive Catalog: on request.

TIte

American Well Work*,
Aurora,

Illinois,

CHICAGO, lUTell

the

advertiser

where

you

saw

his

advertisement.

U. S. A.

DALLAS. TEX.

—
THE SOUTHEKN PLANTER
ure for a late crop of hay. This pasture was mainly grass when stock was
put on in April, but since then has
developed a close, solid sod of small
clover over very much of it, little or
no grass appearing in the clovier. I
fear such clover, while a good pasturage, would not grow to make a crop
of hay and would not be fit for horses
if it did. But which field would afford
the best chance for a late crop of hay
of any kind by any treatment is the

[July,

"

"

AMERICAN SAW MILLS
VARIABLE FRICTION FEED
Ratchet Set Worlcs, Quick Receder, Ouplsi
Steal Dogs, Strang,

ACCURA TE AND RE LIABLE.
Best material and workmaDshlp, light runnlnc,
power,
requires
little
simple, easy to handle,
won't set out of order.
BelU and Mills alt*

chief question.

Might

be injurious to disturb
roots of grass by harrowing this time
of year?
it

A SUBSCRIBER.

We

think it more probable that you
a better second crop of hay
from the field injured by the Army
Worm than from the pasture field. We
assume that the small clover is Japan
clover. This makes a dense sod, which
will smother out the grass, whilst
not usually so far North as your location, making a crop tall enough to
yield much hay. In the Gulf States,
It

makes an

would

not

meadow

excellent

advise

We

hay crop.
harrowing

Yours

48-lnch saw.

AfilERIGAN

BRADLEY

truly,

SAW MILL MACHINERY

;

^-^^^^^SfMM^^^fMirtt^^tfMatt^^tfMMt^^giBM^^^tflM^VaS^^^^MS^t^^tfM

SAW

And

MILLS

Belting and Supplies.

expert attention to
V. H.

DeLOACH.

all

Mill Machinery of every

Knives
(Saws,
Complete Stock. Prompt and
orders and inquiries.
description.

NORFOLK., VA.

(20 Years Building, Selling and Operating

Saw

OPENS AUTOMATICALLT

ALWAYS

IN ORDER. This gate can IM
placed at any driveway entrance, attached
to ordinary posts and soon pays for ItaaU
In time saved.
It Is opened or closed withHaving full
out assistance or stopping.
control of reins and team, accidents ar*
avoided. It adds to the beauty, value, safety

va-

—Ed.

In

last working to stand and
a pasture next summer? The
land Is grey gravel hillside.
A. W. CHICK.
Prince Edward Co., Va.
at

of

any home.

MANLOVE GATE COMPANY.,

each having snecific suflBxes

SEEDING FOR PASTURE.
What kind of seed should I sow

««

MANLOVE SELF-OPENING GATE.

and convenience

There are numerous

Mills.)

The Qate For R. P. D. Routes
County Road*

PLANT FOR NAME.

corn

NHWELL."

CO.,

;

Will you kindly give me, through
your columns, the botanical name of
the common "Honeysuckle" vine that
grows on our fences and ditch banks?
Westmoreland Co., Va.
X. Y. Z.

to the generic name.

C.

137 Hope St., Haoki^tlstown N. J.
OUR AGENTS.—Watt Plow Company, Richmond, Va. R. P. Johnson, WythevUU,
Va.; Hyman Supply Company, New Berne and Wllsilngton, N. C. Glbbes Machinery
Company, Columbia, S. C.

—

Louicera.

Carriages
furnished wltb

the

of

rieties,

alies.

Beam

can be
an; of our Mills.
No. 1. Warranted to cut 2,000 feet per day with 4 H. P. engine. Seven other sixes
made. Also Edgers, Trimmers, Shingle Machines, Lath Mills, Rip and Cut-Otf Saws,
Drag Saws, Cordwood Saws and Feed Mills. Catalogue sent free.
"Rowe, Mass., October 24, 1906.— I have a No. 1 American Saw Mill and I send you
aa order for another Just like It. I run It with my 8 H. P. porUble gasoline engine;
have sawed 5,000 feet of lumber In ten hours with It without any trouble. I use a

after cutting the bay, as the

drouth destroying the grass
completely at this season of the year
if harrowed is great.
We think "that
If you will top dress the field with
three hundred pounds of acid phosphate and one hundred pounds of
nitrate of soda per acre that the grass
roots will soon recuperate and give
you a crop of hay in the early fall.
It is evident that the roots are alive
from the fact that the stalks of grass
have put out seed heads. The Army
Worm does not usually injure the
roots.
The dead matter Is probably
leaves and blades of grass cut off by
the Army Worms and not eaten. Ed.
risk

U

all

Log

will get

I

272 East Huron Street, Chicago,

III.

..ELMWOOD NURSERIES..

make

—We

are Growers and Offer a Fine Assortment of

APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PLUMS, APRICOTS, NECTARINES, GRAPE VINES in large assortments, GOOSEIBERRIES, CURRANTS,

We have rarely seen a good perma- STRAWBERRIES, HORSERADISH, ASPARAGUS, DEWBERRIES, and an
nent pasture secured by seeding grass extra
lot of RASPBERRIES.
Splendid assortment ORNAMENTAL and SHADE
In com at last working,
A winter
cover crop and an Improving crop to TREES, ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and HEDGE PLANTS.
EGGGS from B. P. ROCK and BROWN LEGHORN FOWLS at |1.00 per 13.
turn down in the spring can be had by
sowing twelve pounds of crimson Also a few Pullets and Cockerels of ttiese breeds at $1.00 each for immediate
clover and three pecks of wheat, oats
delivery. Write for catalogue to
and rye per acre.
Sometimes, sapJ. B. WATKINS & BRO., MIDLOTHIAN, VA.
lin? clover and a mixture of grass
seeds sown along with the crimson
Please mention the Southern Planter.
clover and grain will stand and come
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HON

.

H.

C STUART,

J.

President.

STEWART BRYAN,

O. J.

Vice Preaident.

SANDS,

n. A.

CHAMBERS,
Secretary.

Treasurer.

Virginia State Fair
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

OCTOBER

1907

7-12.

Eeeliug grateful for the substantial support which the public accorded the initial exhibition last year, when, approximately, 50, 00 people were present on one day, the VIRGINIA
STATE FAIR ASSOCIATION annoujices that the next exhibition will be held October
7-12, 1907, when it is confidently exjaected that the praise of experts that the Live Stock
Department of the last exhibition was the greatest in the South Atlantic States, will be
extended to all branches of the Fair.
It is the desire of the management to impress the fact that the prime object of the Eair
interests of
and LIVE
is to promote the development of the

'

STOCK

AGRICULTURAL

Virginia, and in order to secure the hearty co-operation
offered for exhibits of
and

of

all

most

liberal

premiums

are

AGRICULTURE

HORTICULTURE (especial attention being
directed to GRAIXS, GRASSES, FEEDS, TOBACCO, ROOT CROPS, FRUITS, etc.,
etc., as also all other products of husbandi-y and horticulture), and LIVE STOCK (including
HORSES, CATTLE—beef and dairy— SHEEP, HOGS, POULTRY), and DAIRY products.

Whilst the main features of the Fair will be strictly in the interest of the development
AGRICULTURAL and LIVE STOCK interests of the farmer and breeder (special
attention will be devoted to exhibits of Domestic and Culinary Art. Flowers, Manufactures,
Implements and Machines'), yet ample provision will be made for amusement of a high class
character, including RACIiN^G over a mile course, conceded to be one of the finest tracks in
of the

the country.

For the convenience and comfort of the patrons, large sums have been spent in grading,
walks, driveways, seats, etc., etc. and upon entrances and exits so that the comfort and pleasure of

all is

assured.

are directly upon the Railroad and Street Car tracks, and ample facilihave been provided for the quick and safe handling of large crowds, as well as for the
Liberal rates have been
delivery of stock and all other exhibits directly upon the grounds.
made by the railroads for the public, exhibits generally and live stock, particulars of which
will be announced later, and also appear in the PREMIUM list.

The Fair Grounds

ties

SEND FOR

A

PREMIUM LIST

THE VIRGINIA STATE FAIR ASSOCIATION, inc.
T. H.

COLEHAN,

RICHMOND,

-

Secretary
.

VIRGINIA

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
on and make grazing or a mowing
crop after tire crimson clover has
been cut for hay in May or June, but
this depends much on the character
of the winter. The crimson clover and
grain crop may be grazed in the winter and spring before being turned under or cut for hay, but it win give no
further grazing after June, or after
cut for hay.

—Ed.

[July,

RICMMOND.VA

Broad & 9tt) Sts.,
Commercial. Stenographic. Telegraphic and Eog. Deots. Ladles & gentlen>co. No vacations,
IS the
leading Business College south of the Potomac Hiver." --Phila. STEnoenAfnER.
"When reached Richmond. Inquired of several business men for the best Business College
In the citv, and. without exception, they all recommended Sm'thdeal's as the best "--w
£. Ross, Law Stenobrapher, Richmond- BooKkeeplog, Shorthand, VJrIting, taught by mall.
"It

I

I

CORN AND CRIMSON CLOVER.

THE SOUTH SIDE

Can a man grow a crop of crimson
clover and corn on the same piece of
land and improve the land by turning
under the clovBr sod, and do this on
the same piece of land every year?
J .A. NOLEN, Sr.
Patrick Co., Va.

STRAWBERRY CRATES,
PEACH AND TOMATO CARRIERS,
QRAPE BASKETS AND APPLE BOXES.
SEND FOR CATALOQUeS AND PRICES,

SOUTH SIDE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Crimson clover can be successfully
seeded in corn and will usually make
a good winter crop and a good fallow
to turn under, which will much Im-

Petersburg, Va.

prove

the land for the next crop,
which may Be corn. This course may
often be followed for several years,
but unless phosphoric acid and potash be supplied to the land, this will
only in the end result in impoverishment. The clover only supplies humus and nitrogen to the soil and is
itself, like all the legumes, a consumer of phosphoric acid and potash. Unless, therefore,
acid phosphate and
lime, to make the inert potash available, he supplied to the corn crop to
help it and the crimson clover crop,
the land will sooner or later cease to
produce good crops of either corn or
clover.
Ed.

—

WHAT ALFALFA

IS

DOING

KANSAS.

Merchants National Bank,
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
Virginia's
Jt

JOHN

In fact,

Jt

BRANCH,

and Country MercKants.
THOS.

President.

B.

Jt

^

IVIcAOAMB, Cashier.

INTERi:ST

MILK OIL DIP
SNAP X
h^l^jrvr

Kansas

area devoted to
wonderful legume; yet, while it
advancing in popular
favor throughout all portions of the
United States, each passing year wid
ens the margin between Kansas and
her closest competitor in alfalfn acreage. It is noteworthy, if not significant, that the State's present era of
unprecedented prosperity d-ites from
about the time alfalfa was first shown
proper appreciation by her farmers.
Yielding profitably, whether the season be wet or dry. it Is ready insurance against the empty mow and manger, and its continuously producing
year after year from one seeding
Is
an advantage readily recognized in
comparison with the annual crops
which must be laboriously prepared
for ploughing, harrowing and seeding,
each season, not to mention the cost
of the seed, that in some seasons
is
lost,

P.

IN

this
is

National BanK.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

3"o

Since the considerable introduction
of alfalfa into Kansas fifteen years
ago. no plant in the State's agriculture has grown so in the esteem of
farmers and stockmen or increased so
rapidly in acreage.
leads all others in

STRONGEST

THE BEST BANK FOR FARMERS

steadily

as well as the labor.
In Kansas alfalfa has been a potent
factor in increasing bank deposits
and prosperity. As I'ts value has come

Special

MUS

Oil it preferred.

Our

OLDEST AND BEST AMERICAN DIP

/Eieht-foot galvanized steel tank for)**
Sheep or Hogs and 5-gallon can Milk Oil >^ I
Sheep or Hob Dip, free on board Chicago )

A CA
Z.nil

large lota. Tliroo $;i.on piicket« of Cooper Sheep Dip may l)o BUbstitoted for
5 tallons Milk Oil Hip. wi<li,iiit tank, $5.00. F. 0. B. Clliciiso.

line includes

Summer's Worm Powders, Toxallne Worm

Remedy, Ear Labels and Buttons, Branding
Shears, etc.
F. S.

Illustrated catalogue ot all

BURCH &

Liquid, Tattoo Marker,
Stockmen's Supplies free by mail.

Sheop

CO., 177 Illinois Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

W. A.
1016

iiei
SEEDS.
field

& Son,

MM^ u
We

sell

and garden

same

as

Miller

Main St. Lynchburg. Va
-DEALERS IN—

lorn.

every kind ot seed for
and as low
can be bought In any

of best qualit.v,

qualities

market.

FERTILIZERS.

We

sell

for

fertilizers

every crop, under our own brands. All who
have used our High-Grade Tobacco Guano,
Corn Grower, Wheat and Grass Fertilizers,
Pure Raw Bone, and Hlgh-Grade Aeld Phosphate, analyzing from 14 to 16 per cent., pronounce them the best they have used.
WOOL. We buv all the vear round and

PAY THE HIGHEST MARKET PRICES.
Parties wishing to purchase will find
their Interest to see us before buying.

It

to

—
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be more and more recognized, its
area has been constantly extended, as
In
shown by the annual statistics.
1891, there were in the State but
34,384 acres, and in 1906 Jew-^ll county alone had 42,000 acres, and the
State 615,000 acres. It has quadrupled
In
the State's output of tame hay.
1891. the tame hay aggregated 401,640 tons, while in 1906 th(? total was
The value of the 1S91
1,682.699 tons.
crop was $2,000,000. while that of 1906
Its inwas worth over $10,500,000.
crease in esteem is indicated anew by
received
assessors'
reports
the 1907
thus far by the State Board of Agriculture from 46 of the 105 counties
which show gains in alfalfa of nearly
60.000 acres since one year ago, or an
increase of 25 per pent.
If the net gain in these 46 counties
is representative of the increase in
the other 59, the total acreage has
been greatly extended, and perhaps
nothing better, agriculturally, could
happen to the State than such additional acres devoted to a crop that

URES WHILE

to

yiields

four, five or more
annually for so many years

its

cuttings

three,

and at the same time enriches the
soil for

the benefit of other crops that

may. and properly should,

follow.

The

obstacle in the way of its wide us in
rotations is that comparatively few
have the courage to plough up good
stands of alfalfa, and thus it is permitetd to occupy the same land indefinitely.
All who know alfalfa best esteem it as one of this richest acquisitions to American agrlcultiire, and in
Kansas conditions seem naturally

adapted to its most abundant
economical production.

WORM

TOBACCO

and
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WORKS

HE

hor^e becaase heT"
Bictmore's Qatl Cure prevents laying>asi.le a good
You can work your
is suaering from galled shoulders or back.
horse and cure Uim quickly and surely with the ola reliable

BIGKMORE'S GALL CURE

wire cat
lur aji
all cases of chaps, bruises, speed crack,
Equally^7 sure for
look for
^^^^'^^X^^J^'^^'2l,,\''"'^'vfA<\%,nh^ii{^tf^^'Guaranteed, ^void substii
..i^ked cows teats.
u.
trade mark.

f^fWgi^
O
:

ckzandy

finished, steel barrel, all

,

The Alpha Manufacturing Company,

i

nd wc

for only

ivill

send

24
this

Box 674, Richmond. Vi

P.

Southern farm locations an D INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENTS
EEUIT EAEMS
GEAIX EAEMS
HAY EAEMS
COTTOX EAEMS
TEUCK EAEMS
DAIEY EAEMS
IN

THE STAT ES OF

VIEGINIA

ALABAMA

XOETH CAEOLINA

MISSISSIPPI

TENNESSEE

SOUTH CAEOLINA
GEOEaiA
EINE CLIMATE

AMPLE

KENTUCKY
GOOD MAEKETS
CHEAP EUEL

EAi:srEALL

OPENINGS FOR INDUSTRIES

STONE LANDS
lEON OEE LANDS

LUiLBEE LAJSTDS

COAL LANDS

Factory Sites In close association with water power, fuel and raw materia!_
tr^
Information about any part of the South and any kind of business furnished
w. 1_
by addressing M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent, Washington, D. C.

HENDERSON,

Southern Agent, Equitable Building, Atlanta, Ga.

POISON.

We

call special attention to the adverfisement in this issue of T. C. An-

Richmond, Fredericksburg

& Co. They are offering a ToWorm Poison at twenty-five

drews
bacco

cents per box which may be sifted on
the plants from the box. This is done
order to give all small users the
goods in quantities desired and ready

&

Potomac R.

The Gateway

The Double -Track
—
Link

immediate use.

between the

North and the South

Connecting the

Nassau

Co..

N. Y.. Feb.

25. '07.

Adantic Coast Line Railroad

find

it

Passenger
Express cind
Freight Route

W.

Albemarle Co., Va.. April S. 1907.
The Southern Planter is the best
I know. .A.11 South-

would

Fast Mail

Between All Point
via Richmond,
Virginia, and
Washhgton, D. C.

take it:
a good investment.
should

A. L.

P. Taylor,

Traffic

Manasei

HAFFA.

agricultural paper

farmers

&

Seaboard Air Line Railway
Southern Railway

it.

H. W.

'ern

CheMpeate

all

can understand

&

Ohio Railrrad
Ohio Railwa;Pennsylvania Railroad
Biiltimoie

the farming and kindred
line publications of which I have on
to find any coming anyfile. I fail
where near to the standard or merit
of the Southern Planter, which seems
to co%-pr the field of interest most
thoroughly and concisely, at the same
time in such a way that every one

Of

R

Railway

Washington

in

for

J

workins

ckcled; walnutsiock. pistol erip, peep siehts; sur
shot, most accurate rifle made. Send us your
Jewelry to sell at 10c. each, return J2.40wfc

IB
)f

Uaine.
«
Old Town,
/ii

REPEATING
Al R RIFLE

DV^T
2 lbs.

|

Every horse owner^anhave^^

Bookrnd'rirgVsSpiebSxGSll'duTelSrW
T>._noc
-..--«
Sold by dealers. Bickmore GaU Cure Co,, Bo^935.

they

HOLLADAY.

Lunenburg Co.. Va.. Feb. 20, '07.
The Southern Planter is a source

much

pleasure as well as profit to
me and I would not be without it for
many times its cost. TJ. E. BROWN.

of

Culpeper

Co., Va.,

April

The Southern Planter
help to

and

I

me

is

8,

'07.

a

great

my

farming operations
cannot do without it.
in

R. L.

L0A^NG.

1
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ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.
(Detailed

REPORTS.

Tobacco Fertilizer

672
672
674
676
676

Hogs With Cough
Clover for Green Feed
Alfalfa

Vetch— Burr Clover

676
678
678
Lump Jaw
680
Grass for Name
680
Clover for Name
080
Grasses for Name
681
Bone Meal— Golden Fleece Oats... 682
Seeding a Meadow Heaves
683
Sheep Husbandry
684
Renovating Grass Lands
685
Plant for Name
686
Seeding for Pasture
686
Corn and Crimson Clover
688

HARRIS.

Tubercle

Cherokee Co., N. C, Mar. 29, '07.
I have been reading every copy of
the Southern Planter for two years. I

.

i

-

first of all
I

my

papers when

Mi M liM MI

I

m

1

III

1

on the University Farm.
Bulletin 185, Report of Progress In
Cereal Investigatios.
Bulletin 187, Commercial Fertilizers.

Colorado Experiment Station, Port
Bulletin 121, Alfalfa, Sugar Beets, Cantaloupes.
Bulletin 122, Fruit Growers' AssoCollins, Colo.

ciations.

Idaho Experiment Station, Moscuw,
Idaho. Special Bulletin, Insectlsides and Fungicides.
Sprays for
Bulletin 55, Mixed

from

Bacilli

Apple Scab and Codling Moth.
Bulletin 56, The Rex Spray and
Other Lime and Sulphur Compounds.

Experiment Station, ITrbana,
Bulletin 112, The Cottony
Scale.
Bulletin 113, Shrinkage of Ear
Corn in Cribs.
Bulletin 115. Soil Improvement for
the Worm Hill Lands of Illinois.

Varied

Illinois
111.

Bureau of Plant Industry. Bulletin
98, Soy Bean Varieties.
Bulletin 103, Dry Farming in the

it

Maple

Great Basin.

MARTIN.
11

Sta., BerkeInstrucCircular
Cal.
29,
tions in Practical Agriculture Upley,

Sources.

could not get along withC. F.

Annual Report.
Experiment

—

Albemarle Co., Va., April S, '07.
have read the last issue of the
Southern Planter with great pleasure.
I could not well farm without it.

Bureau of Animal Industry.

m

T

'

M

1

1

1

m h ii
m

m

Circu-

m mm

r

11

1

m rM Mi m
.

'

i
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.

i

..

i

i

m m
t

i

ii

n n*
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The

Tuc-

Timely

54,

Seventeenth

California

Bulletin No. 70, Report of Meeting
of Inspectors of Apiaries.
Circular No. 87, The Colorado Potato Beetle.
Office of Experiment Stations. Buletin No. 186, Plant Production.
Experiment Station Record. Vol.
13, No. 9. Forest Service.
Circular 36. The Forest Service; Circular S3, Russian Mulberry; Circular 106, White Oak.
Bureau of Animal Industry. B'ulletin 96. A Comparative Study of

I

Station,

Bulletin

Ala.

Hints for Farmers.

The Chinch Bug.

69,

Experiment

Arizona

of

lands.

—

read it
comes.
out it.

Use

Fruit as Food.
Farm
Practice in Columbia Bason UpNo.
Potatoes
and
295,
Other Root Crops as Food. No.
Experiment Station Work
296,
XLI. No. 299, Diversified Farming Under the Plantation System.
Bureau of Entomology. Bulletin No.

ing Grass

Rennet
Asparagus Bed

C. E.

Station, Auburn, Ala. Bulletin 139, Injurious
Insects and Their Control.
son,

293,
No. 294,

the

Alabama Experiment

to 73.

Farmers Bulletins No.

Seed-

for

lar 111, Sanitary Relations of

Milk Supply.

United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. Office of
the Secretary.
Report No. 84.
Progress of Beet-Sugar Industry.
Food Inspection Decisions Nos. 69

Index.)

Sheep Pasturing^Time

[July,

Company,

Belle Pre Bottle

\

Alexandria, Virginia.

We

handle

A

Supplies.

kinds of Dairy and Cieauieiy

all

ready for prompt shipment,

full line

Washing Powder, Cans,

Bottles, Caps, Brushes,

Tinware, Boxes, Carriers, Etc.
Write us for circulars and prices.
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Bulletin

Spraying

114,

for

the

lege Station, Mich.
Poultry Raising.

Codling Moth.
Circular

Forest

81,

Planting

Experiment

Fayette,

,

Circular

Ind.

mation

Station,
7,

Nebraska Experiment Station, Lin-

La-

coln, Neb.
Bulletin 98, Spraying
Demonstration in Nebraska Apple

Intor-

TopeNineteenth Annual Re-

Kan.

Station,

New

Louisiana Experiment Station, Baton
Rouge, La. Bulletin 92, Experiments in the Planting of Cotton
to Avoid
Boll Weevil Damage

During

Mexico

Experiment

We Lead

Unsatisfactory.
Bulletin 284, Directors' Report for
1906.

Bulletin 285, Report of Analyses
of Samples of Fertilizers.
Bulletin 287, Bordeaux Injury.

Station,

Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca,
N. Y. Bulletin 244, Cuture and

With The Root Milk Cooler

It Is absolutely necessary to cool milk as soon as drawn from
the cow to Insure Its keeping in good condition. Root's
Milk Cooler taai advantages not found In others. We manufacture all kinds of Creamery and Dairy supplies.

1906.

Chemistry of the
Sugar Cane and Its Products in
91,

THE ROOT

Louisiana.

Maryland Experiment Station, College Park, Md. Bulletin 115, Control of Insect Pests and Diseases
of Maryland Crops.
Bulletin 116, Marketing Fruit and
Truck Crops.
Quarterly No. 36, May, 1906.
Massachusetts Experiment Station,
Amherst, Mass. Bulletin 3, Blossom End Rot of Tomatoes.
Bulletin 117, Trade Values and
Fertilizer and Soil Analyses.
Michigan Experiment Station, Col-

Legumes

Agricultural College, N. M. Bulle-

1906.

Bulletin

Station, Geneva, N. Y. Bulletin 281, Misclble (Ml Sprays.
Bulletin 282, Dried Cultures for

ling Moth.

port for the Experiment Station
for the Year Ending June 30,

Other

New York Experiment

Twentieth Annual Report of the
Experiment Station.
New Hampshire Experiment Station, Durham, N. H.
Bulletin 131.
The Time to Spray for the Cod-

izers.

ka,

60, Prickly Pear and
Cacti as Food for Stock.

tin

Orchards.

Concerning the Feeding
Law.
Commercial Fertil-

Stuff Control
Bulletin 121,

Kansas Experiment

Bulletin 245.

In

Illinois.

Indiana

691

Box

ESTABLISHED

D.VIRY 30PPLY COMPANY,
West Grove, Penoa.

86,

IF

18T7.

INTBRBSTBD, WKITIO

—WHOLESALE
FRUIT AND PRODUCE DEALERS AND COMMISSION
and 148 Michigan

144, 146

St.,

MERCHANTS,

Buffalo, N. Y.

PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO BHRRIBS, PBAS, BEANS, CABBAGB, CUKBB,
POTATOBS, CANTBL0UPE3, ETC.

OLDSENCINES
*'BEST

BY
EVERY
TEST."
I/.

3

To

8 H.

—

—

Main
Kansas

City,

Mo.— 1226

S.

Government Report.

P MUPPBR JACKbT BNGIMl ON

This engine Is ready to run when you get it,
fill it with gasoline, throw on the switch, turn
the wheel that's all.
No pipe to connect, nothing to set up, no
foundation to make, no experience required.
It is the most practical engine for the farmer
because it is always ready, compact, adjusted
and can be moved anywhere.
The price is right the quality Is the stand-

Boston—69-75 Washington

St.,

N.

Eleventh

St.

US.

POTTER & WILLIAMS,

ard of the U. S. Government, who nse It.
Write us to tell you about our liberal proposition that will save you money.
guarantee every Olds Engine to run
properly. You take no risk in buying it. There
is an agent near by to see that everything Is

We

all

right

.

,jj

for catalogue showing 3 to 50
engines and get our interesting offer.

Send
h. p.

Otiice - 930 Chestnut St Lansing, Mich.
Binghampton, N. Y.— 23 Washington St.
Minneapolis— 313 So. Front St.
,

Philadelphia— 1816 Market
Omaha— lU18;Farnum

St.
St.

—
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Varieties of Roots For Stock
Feeding.
Bulletin 243, Root Crops for Stock
Feeding.

Experiment

Pennsylvania

Station,

Clemson College,

S.

127, Alfalfa or Lucerne.
Bulletin 130, Methods of

Eradi-

cating Cattle Ticks.
D.

S.

Bulletin

101.

Forage Plants.
Bulletin 100, The Feeding Value
of Speltz in Beef and Pork Production.
Texas Experiment Station, College
Tex. Bulletin
88,
Horticulture
Section, June, 1906.
Bulletin 93, Sweet Potato Borer.
Virginia Experiment Station, Blacksburg, Va. Bulletin 165, Improvement of Corn.

Wisconsin

Experiment

son,
Wis.
Drainage.

Sta.,

Madi-

138,

Land

Bulletin

ball

the Experiment Station
Ending June 30, 1906.

accommodations and

claes

all

I.

P. A. S.

47.

Commissioners' Report,
Honolulu, Hawaii. Agriculture and

Nicholas, of course, is
a Fourth of July number, most of the
stories, sketches, pictures and verse
having a patriotic flavor. There is a
stirring frontispiece by Jacobs, "Then
the
Little
Company Swung from
'Dixie' to 'The Star Spangled BanRaljjh D. Paine has a fine
ner.' "

weight

1.200

foaled

2;08Vi.

etc.

horse;

2:2814,

foaled

15.3;

C.

WHITE TIPS, 2.!7'4

2:15%,

Red Dillon

2557;

sire

Manchester. Va.

Wilkes,

R. F. D. No.

H.
Richardson,
— Manufacturer of

6,

Address BEACOM
Henderson, N. C.

SADDLES, HARNESS. COLLARS.

Street,

MANCHESTER,

Ailie

VA.

States Hotel,

(EUROPEAN PLAN.)
Accommodations.

All

Modern

Conveniences.
President and Manager.
References:
Norfolk Banks.
Two blocks from main
Excellent Cafe.
entrance of Exposition Grounds.

McCLEARY.

E.

PINE BEACH, VA.

WEALTH, 29579.
RECORD,

2:10.

Bay horse; height. 16 hands; weight, 1,209
pounds. Sired by Gambretta Wilkes, 2:19%;
dam. Magnolia, by Norfolk, 3670.
Fee, $25 the season; $10 payable at tlma

when msre

la

Mares cared for

at

service and the remainder

known

be with

to

reasonable

foal.

rates.

Address IRVING J. COFFIN, Stoneridg*
Stock Farm, R. F. D. No. 5, Richmond, Va.,
or care of M. Kelly Horse & Mule Co., Nineteenth and Fralnklln Streets.
T. HUGHES,
President.

TOM

FRED HERR, 45239.
Bay horse; foaled 1902; height, 18 hands
weight, 1,100 pounds, by Charley Herr, 2:07
dam, Jessie P.. dam of Annie Lee, 2:07%
Jessie Herr, 2:18, etc., by Neapolitan, 9966.
Fee, $10 season; $15 insurance.
Address A. T. BROADDUS, R. F. D. No. 1,
Highland Springs, Va.

M. L. T. DAVIS,
Sec'y and Treasurer.

SMITH, Manager.

THE MECKLENBURG,
An

Summer and Winter Resort
Open the Year Round; Splendid
Ideal

Mecklenburg

Sanatorium
Calcium Chloride
Waters

and

LIthia
J.

Crelghton.

Charles E. Strang.
E

COMPANY

Auctioneers and Commission Dealers In

HARDWARE. PAINTS, OILS, GLASS,
FARM WAGONS, BUGGIES, ETC.
Hull

by

SUPPLY COMPANY,

SOUTHERN HORSE AND MU

—Dealer in—

Rates
Single and en Suite.
Reasonable and Consistent.
Veranda, Fronting the Historic
Hampton Roads.

Rooms,

THe

\V.

William

1310

Gentry.

Burnett's

Shuttle," and Eliazbelh Robins'

200-Foot

of

Ashland

Fee, $10 the leap, $20 Insurance.

Chestnut Horse by "Squire Rickel," eon of
the famous Cadet; dam "Marjorle," a joM
medal winner by "Roseberry."
For terms, address A. POLLARD ft SONS,

Richmond. Va.

horse; foaled
1902, by
sire
of John
R.
2:17Vi,
etc.; dam,
the Goldmine,
2:15.

2:00\4,

HENRY.

HACKNEY STALLION,

R.

CHESWOLD, 39578.
Chestnut
Wilkes.

Hodgson

Frances

Mrs.

"Come and Find me" grow in strength
and in interest. Abby Meguire Roach's

horse, by Clay, son of Walker Morrill,
dam, Mittle Belote, by Signet, 2:26%
of dams of Lamp
Girl,
2:09;
Gold

Bur, 2:1314, etc.
Fee, $10 season; $15 insurance.
H. A. WELLS, Owner, Centraila, Va.

"Fiction

a

is

writers.

"The

First-Class

N.

Century

July

Number," with fiction enough to satmost omnivorous; new chapters of the two serials and a number
of short stories, chiefly by popular
isfy the

Fee, $25 the season, with return privilege.

an inbred Wilkes, world's greatest race
horse family. For terms and keep of mares
address W. J. CARTER. 1102 Hull Street,

DUNRAVEN STOCK FARM,

work.

200

Trotting.)
1902;
height,

Is

PATRICK

of pictures.
In that ever-helpful department, the
St. Nicholas League, the editor has
some helpful hints for young artists
interested in comic and caricature

weight, 1,100 pounds; by Kremlin. 2:07%;
dam, Allene, dam of Metallic, 2:20, by Kentucky Prince, 2470.

Bay

height 15.3 hands;
Sired by Baron Dillon,

pounds.

Lake Queen,

sire of

State readers.

E.

1902;

dam Zinda Lake by Red Lake.

2:12;

St.

BRINE. Manager.

RED DILLON, 38696.
Bay horse:

New York

have special interest for

The

MAGAZINES.
Julj'

Write lor tabulated pedigree.
L. T. WHITAKER, M. D., Bnfleld,

UP.

tells

Forestry.

Bay

modern con-

$1.60

W.
and

KOTOR, 36433.

flrst-

Game"

Ogden

Year whole menagerie besides, with plenty

Hawaiian

(Trial,

veniences.

EUROPEAN PLAN,

for

Bulletin, Barzados,
Pamphlets Nos. 44, 45, 46

Victoria Hotel
MAIN STREET, NORFOLK, VA.
New and handsomely appointed with

account of "Pi Yuk's Baseis a true story, and H. A.
the tale of "Our Flag's
First Engagement," a story that will
Phelps'

Value of
and Corn Meal for

West Indian

The

Bulletin 139, Principles and Maintenance of Soil Fertility.
Bulletin 141, Horse Breeding Industry.
Bulletin 142 Licensed Commercial
Feeding Stuffs, 1906.
Bulletin 143, The Spread of Tu-

Com

The department "For Very Little
Folk" is rich in good things, merry picSub-Stations for 1906.
Bulletin 149, Licensed Commer- tures of "The Bunnies and the Bubcial Fertilizer and Feeding Stuffs. bles," merry rhymes and more shadow
Bulletin 150, Sugar Beet Experi- plays
by
Emilie
Poulsson,
"The
Shadow Rabbit," "Little Black Bunments.
Twenty-third Annual Report of ny," "The Fox." "The Hare," and a

South Dakota Experiment Station,
Brookings,

Dairy Cows, 1905-'06.
145, Relative

Fattening Pigs.
Bulletin 146, Drainage Conditions
of Wisconsin.
Bulletin 147, Report of Northern

Bnlletln

C.

sfory, which reads like actual happening, of a boy's heroism and " 'Old
Glory in the Desert."
Edward J.

Bulletin
Shelled

Bulletin 71,
State College, Pa.
Relative Values of Feeding Stuffs.
South Carolina Experiment Station.

[July,

berculosis Through Factory Skim
Milk.
Bulletin 144,
Official
Tests of

HORSES AND MULES
1809-1811

East Franklin Street,

RICHMOND. VA.

Received
the St.

the

medal and highest award at

Louis Exposition.
Hydriatlc

The Mecklenburg
among the finest in
the

the country,

famous Shott system

of

Baths are
embracing

Neuhelm

batba.

Send for free Illustrated booklet.

THE MECKLENBURG HOTEL,
Chase

City,

Va.

Dr. J. C. Walton. P.e.sident Physician.

THE SOUTHER?^ PLANTEE.

1907.]
a
long-short
Destiny,"
story of a fascinating fellow's multitudinous love affairs, has six pictures
Thomas Nelin tint by Underwood.
son Page contributes a story of life
on the Maine coast, full of character,
humor and pathos, entitled "Leander's
This has an illustration in
Light."
There is
full color by Schoonover.
another of L. Franic Tooker's rollicking Kerrigan stories,, "The Freedom
of the City," and James Huneker has
a strange tale of Eastern magic, with
a Parisian safe setting, "The Magic
Lantern." Other contributors of fiction are Florence Moloso Riis, Elizabeth Moorehead, Mary Austin, Dorothea Dealdn and Emma Ghent Curtis.
Of these, three are debutantes, at
least so far as The Century is concerned Elizabeth Moorehead, with a
penetrating portrayal of two women
and a physician, "The Standard of
Realty," a very feminine story; Mrs.
Curtis, with a romantic and altogether masculine Western story of love
and advienture, "In the Dark of the
Moon," with a picture by Wyeth, and
Miss Riis, with
another Western
story,
boldly handled, •called "The
Blood of Vikings."
Mrs.
Austin's
mining story, "The Hoodoo of the
Jlinnietta," also relates to the West.
Charles Battrell Loomis has a merry
account of "The Next Craze" when
the airship comes, with all its dan-

"Manifest

—

—

gers.

W.

K.
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There is full measure of more seri- or rump. After It has simmered for
articles:
"Lincoln in Every- Day two hours add a cup of butterbeans,
Humor," consisting of anecdotal chap- chopped, and three cymblings sliced.
from
David
Homer Bates' "Lin- Put three pints of chopped and peelters
coln in the Telegraph Office;" a dis- ed tomatoes into a frying pan with a
cussion of "The American of the Fu- roll of butter and let them cook 'till
ture," by Brander Matthews, and a they will mash to pieces, then add
Hammerstein's them to the soup. When this is nearrecognition of "Mr.
Service to Opera," by Richard Aid- ly done, add two tablespoons of butProf. Matthews takes an opti- ter creamed with two tablespoons of
rich.
mistic view of the present inpouring flour, salt, pepper, cayenne, and serve
of immigrants, and looks forward to hot. Always serve rice with okra. An
intellectual and physical stimulation onion cooked with the tomatoes is an
through the commingling of blood. improvement to this soup.
Mr. Aldrich tells what has been done
Scalloped Salmon.
by the Manhattan Opera House, and

ous

significance in our musical devel-

its

This

opment.

is

one of the

nicest

of

Ivanowski's sympathetic portraits
stage cahracters, this time Miss
Margaret Anglin as Ruth Jordan in
de

of

William Vaughn Moody's play, "The
Great Divide," which thus further re.
inforces the Western element of the
number.

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING.

out the skin and bones and pull the
meat to pieces with a fork. Put a
layer of bread, crumbs in a pudding
dish, spread the salmon over this and
season with a little salt and pepper,
cover this with another layer of
crumbs, season the crumbs, add lumps
of butter about on the top and pour
the liquor from the salmon and as

much water as is needed to moisten
the dish. Brown it quickly.

Creole Okra Soup.

CARAVEN.

They use an earthen or stone vessel
making this. Early in the morn-

for

put one gallon of water into the
Let it boil and then put in four
cups of chopped okra, a veal's shin

ing,
pot.

saw

Tell
his

the advertiser
advertisement.

where you

BACHE & SONS,

1406 East Main St Richmond^

Va.,

MANUFACTUREBS' AGENTS
AND DEALERS IN
.

Farming Machinery,

.

.

Veliicles,

Harness,

SAWING FRAMES, PEANUT PICKERS, BUSKERS AND SHREDDERS,
CARRIAGES, RUNABOUTS AND 8URRIES.
SOUTH BEND CHILLED PLOWS AND CASTINGS.
Manure Spreaders, Gasoline Engines and Hay Presses, Disc Harrows, Peg Tooth
Harrows and Cultivators, 3, 5 H. P. PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES. SPECIAL BARGAINS.

laternational

Special attemtion to Repair Order* for aU kinds of Machinery,

Write for descriptive circular for
any article wanted.

"TaBBCMM" aa4 "Thamblll" W&c*u.

tea

The colored frontispiece of the dishes and really no trouble to prenumber is another of Mr. Sigismond pare. Empty a can of salmon, pick

Yehtcleiorall kinds

Stalk Cutter.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER
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CLUBBING LIST

TREES.

list will be found prices on
magazines and periodicals
which are most called for by our
readers.
We have club rates with
nearly all reputable publications, and
will quote them on request:

In this

papers,

WHOLBSALB
AND

First Class Nursery Stock
of all kinds.

KETAIU

DAILIES.
With

We make a epecialtj of handling dealers' orders.
ALL STOCK TRUE TO NAME.

Alone. S. P.
Times-Dispatch, Richmond,
Va
$6 00 ?6 00
(without
Times-Dispatch
Sunday)
4 00 4 00
Richmond,
News-Leader,

Va

3 00

The Post, Washington, D.
6
C
The Sun, Baltimore, Md.. 3
THRICE A WEEnC.
1
The World, New York

pplei,
Peach,

Nectarines,
Cherry,
Quinces,

Plum,

Almonds

Pears,

3 00

Pecans,
Chestnuts,
Walnuts,
Small Fmits,

Ornamental and
Shade Trees,
Evergreens,
Boses, Etc,

Apricots,
00
00

6 00
3 40

00

1 25

1 00

1 25

2 00

2 25

2 00
4 00

2 25
4 00

WEEKLIES.

M
S

I

CALIFOINIA PIIVET.

lor

WRITE FSI CATALIIUE.

Hadgini

AGENTS WANTED.
F_RANKLIN DAVIS NURSERY CO..
.

.

.

.

Baltlmer*, Md.

Times-Dispatch, Richmond,

Va
Southern Churchman, Richmond, Va
Central Presbyterian, Rich-

mond, Va
Harper's Weekly
Breeders' Gazette

2 00

1 50

Country Gentleman
Hoard's Dairvman

1 50

Horseman

3 00

1 75
1 30
3 00

1 00

75

The Century

4 00

4 25

Nicholas

3 00

3 25

2 50
4 00

2 60
4 00

100

140

1 00

1 40
3 25

1 00

SEMI-MONTHLY.
Kimball's Dairy Farmer.

.

RUBEROID
TRADE MARK REG.

U.S.PAT. OFF.

MONTHLIES.
St.

Lippincott's

Harper's Magazine
Delineator
Harper's Bazaar
Scribner's

3 DO

American

1 00
1 00
1 50

1 35
1 35

1 00

1 00
1 35
1 50
1 00
1 35

Cosmopolitan
Everybody's
Stockman
National

Farmer
Munsev
The Strand

ROOFING
THE STANDARD FOR

1 75

and

1 00
1 20
1 00
Madame
1 00
Argosy
3 00
3 Ott
Review of Reviews
50 1 50
1
Stream
Field and
Women's Home Companion 1 00 1 25
50
75
Reliable Poultry Journal..
50
75
Industrious Hen
50
75
Poultry Success
50
65
Blood Stock
50
60
Successful Farming
Jour.
Nut
50
75
Amer. Fruit and
50
85
Southern Fruit Grower...
50
75
Shepherd's Criterion
50
75
Commercial Poultry
When two or more publications are
wanted, the price for them can be
found by deducting 50 cents from
"price with Southebn Planteb."
under any circumcannot,
stances, furnish sample copies of other
publications.
We will cheerfully quote our best
price on any line of publications sub-

14

oldeat prepared roofing on the market, aad th« flrat Ruberoid R**t»
years ago, are still giving satisfactory service under the BeT«r«»t
climatic and atmospheric c«ndltlons.
Contains no tar er paper; will not melt or tear. Acid fumes will not
Injure It
Outlasts metal er shingles. Any handy man can apply it
There Is only one Ruberoid Roofing, and we sell It Ton can verity Its
genuineness by tlie name on the label and on the under side of every lengtki
Send for samples aad booklet
of Ruberoid Roofing.
A large stock of Corrugated and V-Crlrap Roofing always om hand.

Tke

laid,

many

Southern Railway Supply Comoany,

1323 East Main Steet,

We

mitted to us.

YEARS.

RICHMOND.
Tell

the

advertiser

Va.

where you saw his advertisement

THE SOUTHERN PLANTEE.
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A LIBERAL OFFER

*

3 Months Trial Subscription
""^^^^,^Sf^'"
=TO THE=

Southern Planter::

:;

«»

FOR 10

CEMTS

OR 3 FOR 25

CENTS.

«
«
ThES liberal

offer

should be accepted by thous- J

ands who are not now readers.

Send
> ^»^„^„^„^Mt. 4Mt .

''

i:

t

.

iitHt i
^

^^

in at once.

Hi^ i i ^l'i
^^

«»
'i i-^i
^

'

ii'i 'i i^4"M"^H-H- i^ i"^

^

The SOUTHERN PLANTER, Richmond, Va.
,....,

::

OUR SPECIAL OFFERS FOR JULY
STRONGEST?,
WHEELS Mi^DS

"^'S.^S^wffi

s sy".,s

S5'.

';ntr£r.sx^'r%'r..'r.'s'i.».r;is',j:; :;ii,"^T,Si ,z

ONE-HORSE WAGONS (THIMBLE SKEIN LINE).t,rel>4^^^^^^^^^
No. 330-VictorSi^e of

r^O

.. «..

'../.- «.«»»«.

.........

or to the editor of this paper.

Va.,

?oun"d^s^

outJ^

skem2H^7^

,

inches;

j

^

^

nches

S^ l^^^^t^Pi^Ve^^^^lr:^^^:^^

inches' rear wheels, 3 feet 10 inches: body, outtop-'boaMs, iyi inches; guaranteed capacity,

?^?. Tn^chSr^fa^^^keg-tfeet

^'f^Tit^l^wJ^^ V^lPy^ggjp^^
St;^^enr
p.unds; weight

capacity,

1,500

No. 205-Taylor.

Size

.e<'"-^f,^°^^^%^l°'Xx%
inche's
2^x8 inche^t,rel%x%^^^^^^
.ske.n,

front wheefs, 3 feef 4 inches;
.

^^^^^^
^i»_~-..i>A.»i..!_

included in price.

_

3 feet 10 inches; body, outside
.^^^^^^, ^^^.^^^..^ capacity. 1,750

relr.

^^

^o^^ «'tb spring

rotrndTw"glt!'g«r;3V5pounds;%omple\^^^^

10 inches; body,

-Sr^ioraSrein|^^1S.3r"-'-^
seat,

This wagon has brak.

?33.49.

-.-

DOUBLE TEAM WAGONS (THIMBLE SKEIN LINE)

dimensions

furnish this wagon with 21.4-mch tires for $45.32.
,
whes,
front ~hepls
No. SOC^Tayior. Skein 3rf inches; t;«l%x% inches^

pculds.
^pIcity'.'l'o^jToundr; weight. gear^'oSoTounds; 'comple'te?''9to

1
3

feet 6
6

wheels. 4 feet
[^^r^^w^^e
Inches- rear
inches
^^^^^^

4

inches; dimensions of
guaranteed
^^^^^^

^^

Complete wagon, with body and springseat.

$42.13.

We

ca.

" %f\i^

wheels. 3 feet 6 inches; rear wheels. 4 feet 4 Inches; body outelde
?avi'or' Skein 3V,^10 inches- tire. 3x% inches; front
13 inches; top boards, 9^ inches; guaranteed capacity, 4,000
f!et width 3 feet 8 Inches; height, lower boards,
measure
wagon, with body and spring seat. $54.08.
founds weight gear 700 pounds; complete. 1.000 pounds. Complete

Sh^^

^^e"eu''"3 ^^'e^T inlets; rear wheels, 3 feet 10 Inches; body, len^.
°^^Nr3^4'\iyto\"°fxle''?S^Vnc1.Ts^-^fjre^^^.5.Vri^ihfs^Yrfn'?
'^"^
°
guaranteed capacity, l,2oO pounds;
inches; 'hefht, lower_ boards. 9.4 inc^he^sjjop boards, JV4Jnches_;^
'm~hes; width 3 feet
7 feet
wagon,
with body and spring seat. $27.22
Complete
comprete,"450"pounds.'
nds;
gear.
„.... ^„^, „„t„M.
weight,
.
,„
wheels,
feet
4 inches; rear wheels, 3_ feet 10 inches; bod_y-„f"*fla«
3
front
inches;
l%x%
tire,
Inches;
Axle, 1%
'"'
capacity, 1,750
b,;^ds:'^"inch^srgIiary;iVeed6\i inches; guarantee
boar^. Wl^iche^r
li^l^r boards,
9^^ inches; top
iSgh?: lower
«;; boards.
ft^f'^til^^^et^TlnSS!
'width. 3 feet 2 Inches; beight,
length, S feet;
measure,'"tn^^S
seat,
$32.&.
spring
and
with
body
weight of wagon, gear. 375 pounds: complete, 500 pounds. Complete wagon,
,

.

Smnds;

WOOD HUB WHEELS).
AXLE LINE.
1^ TPAM
rx-iTinr
WAGON<? (SOLID
fSOLID STEEL
STKi-L AAL„
,
^ ,,
DOUBLE
JDAM WAGONS
^^
^ ^^^^^^
^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^_ ^^^^ ^^^^^^
^^^^^ ^^
Inches; top boards. 9 inches; guaranteed capacity.
measure length 9 feet 8 inches w dth 3 flet 6 Inches; height, lower boards, 12
this
furnish
can
We
and spring seat, $44.29.
pounds :^ weight, gear. 550 poundsr complex 850 pounds. Complete wagon, with body
2%x% Inches: front wheels, 3 feet 6 inches: rear wheels. 4 feet 4 Inches; body outside
.

S

'*^No '30^Tayior'''Ai^r l?nSs- tire
measure Vengfi?io feet; widir 3 feereinehS:
nounds- weight

gear

NoN'-Taviof
measure

650

Lie

leShYeef:

pounds; 'weight, gear,

700

height, lower boards.

pounds: complete, 950 pounds.

13

inches:

top

boards.

9.4 inches,
seat, $o2.19.

guaranteed

capacity.

Complete wagon, with body and spring

widtLrfeet
pounds;

3,000

3x% inches: front wheels. 3 feet 6 Inches; rear wheels, 4 feet 4 inches; body outetde
tire
Inches: guaranteed capacity, 4,000
6 Inches; height, lower boards. 13 inches: top boards. 9^4
complete, 1.000 pounds. Complete wagon, with body and spring seat, $d6.9o.

l^r inches-

SPOTLESS

CO.,

INC.

RICHMOND,

VA.

BRISTOW & MOORE.
DEALERS IN AND MANUFACTURERS OF

CARRIAGES, BUGGIES,

RUNABOUTS

and

WAGONS.

RUBBER TIRES FURNISHED ON SHORT NOTICE

Special Attention to Repair Work.
Come and See US or Write US
Your Wants,
Long Distance Telephone 5915.

BRISTOW
MOORE
&
RICHMOND,
Repository 1417 E. Main St.,

VIRGINIA.
Shoos 1600

E. Franklin St.

The Good Roads Problem Solved!!
PRACTICAL MEN who have tested
Moore. Com., JacKson, X. C:
The more I use the UNIT the more I am
pleased with it. My overseer with one team
and three men build more and better road
than I did with forty men picks, shovels,
etc.
It saves labor enough to pay for itself

John

in

E.

it

are A UNIT

h

their expressions of opinion regarding

THE UNIT ROAD MACHINE

:

H. W. Hunter, Water Valley, Miss (has
bought four UNIT Machines):
With two
UNIT Machines and two horses each, I can
do one-half more work than two men with
the four-wheel grader and eight horses, and
do it equally as well. I would not undertake
to grade roads without the UT'JIT.

two days' use.

C. H.
Stokes, Supt. Roads. Rockingham
County, N. C.
I have seven UNIT Machines
at work and am well pleased with them.
J. T. Lightfoot, Madison County. Va.:
The
UNIT Machine does the work equally as
:

well,

and

I

believe

is

worrTi

more

to

the

fanner and road worker than the large
machines.
H. M. Byrne. R-oad Com., Fiurfax County,
Va.: The UNIT Machine dc-s the work at
about one-half of the cost of the large machines.

The Simplest. Easiest Managed and Least
Expensive of Any.
but one Man and one Team to
Operate It.
Saves Labor Enougli to pay tor Itself in
Two Days' Use.
The Price Brings it Within the Reach o£ All.

.

so

much

George W.

cheaper.

Sheppard,

Mavor,

The UNIT Machine

Ga'.:

fills

Tallapoosa,
a long felt

want. The big machines have their places,
but if we could have but one it would be
the

UNIT.

W.

E. Robertson. Tuscaloosa County, Ala.:
I find the UNIT Machine far superior to a
four-wheel machine, for which [ paid $250.
The UNIT is all you claim for it.
A. J. Prickett. Gadsden. Ala.: I cannot do
without the UNIT Machine.
It
does the
work of a $250 grader.

H. Broome. Charleston, Miss.:
I find
UNIT satisfactory in every respect.
have a heavy grader that cost $250. If
had seen the UNIT first I would never
I
have bought the large one. I am building
200 miles of road and with the UNIT I am
doing the work at one-third the cost of the
work done with the large machine.
C.

the

I

James A. Reynolds, Bedford County, Va.:
Every road district ought to have a UNIT
Machine. I have laid my bi? machine aside
as the UNIT suits me bett(
and does the

work

T. Reed; Prcst. Board of Rev., BirJ.
mingham, Ala.
Our overseers are well
pleased with the UNIT, and say it will save
labor enough to pay for itself in a few days'
use.
Now working nine UNIT Machines.

Requires

J.
Perc.v McNett, Pres. Board of Com..
Talbot County. Md.: The UNIT Machines do
the work well, and with much less expense
than the average machines heretofore used
by the county. As the large ones were, out,
we expected to replace them with the UNIT.

For full information and price of Road
Building Tools or Agricultural Implements
any purpose, write

John K. Wesley, Somerset, Ky.
I find the
excellent machine.
Two horses
handle it easily.
With it and a plow I
can grade more road than twenty-flve men
with the usual tools.
:

UNIT an

William
Tenn.:

Hill.

The

and aurely

Road

Supt..

UNIT

Henry County,

little
grader
is a labor saver.

is

all

right

Fought, Dist. Road Com., Tipton
County, Tenn.: The UNIT Machine does all
you claim for it; it is a great road worker.
R.

L.

Glassel

Bros.,

Belcher, La.:
The UNIT
perfect satisfaction.

Road Machine gives

for

THE CALL-WATT
CO.
GEO WYATT,
Established by

1840.

13 South Fifteenth Street,
Between IV>ain and Cary.
CALL, Gen'l Manager.

Richmond, Va.
MANFRED

The amount of insurance

written,

and the amount paid

for,

in the

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
During 1906, were largely in excess of any previous year, and the increase in the business in
was greater than that of any other company in the world. This record was accomplished at
a lower rate of expenditure than that of any other American company.
The New Policy of this company, introduc ed January 1, 1907, incorporates every desirable

force

feature.

Sample copies furnished on

request.

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY COUNTY IN VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA.
T. ARCHIBALD CARY, Gbneeal Agbnt,
Richmond, Va.

Mutual Assurance Society Building.

Corruaated and V-Crimp Roofing

-

-

^painted and galvanized.

"Bestoid" Rubber Rooiing
Carey's Magnesia

Cement Roofing

Tarred Paper, Tin Plate, Lime,

Cement, Hardware, Terra Cotta
Pipe,

Wire Fence, Drain Tile, etc.
SBND FOK CATALOGUa.

BALDWIN & BROWN,

1557 E.

MAIN

STRATTON & BRAGG
'fl

ST.,

CO.,

RICHMOND, VA.
oeneral agents

PETERSBURQ,

Giant and
Pannsylvania

Little

VA.

They are bnilt in firat-clasB manner, and
are strong and durable. The price is within
the reach of all. We guarantee them to do
the work aatiefactorily. We will mail catalogue and teatimonialg, and quote pricei
on application,
•LITTLE

SAMSO^"
AoUBttU
Biflac.

CHASE SAW MILLS.

ERIE ENGINE

WORKS

SlDEand CENTER CRANK ENGINES.

UNION IRON WORKS
5 and 7 h. p. "LitVertical, Automatic Enfor running threshers, peanat
pickers, cutting feed, sawing wood,ett.
Larger size also furnished.

This cot shows our

tle
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Farm Management.
WOEK FOE THE MONTH.

the surface in

ended by the
Since writing the notes on work for the month for
July issue the weather has been much more
favorable for crop growth.
period of warm
weather set in with July and the average temperature has during all the month to this writing (20th
July) been near the normal with some local high
readings over a considerable part of the South.
Accompanying this more favorable temperature there
has been throughout the country frequent showers
within some sections heavy downpours, causing
Fortunately the South has
floods and damage.
escaped these floods and beyond some hindrance to
cultivation for a few days here and there by reason
of heavy rains the weather has been practically all
that could be desired for the progress of the crops.
On account, however, of the cold late spring, crops
only responded slowly to the change in temperature,
the ground being so cold and very much replanting
of corn has been necessary.
Cut worms and other
insect pests have done, and are still doing, much
damage to corn in many sections. There seems to
have been an abnormal production of these pests and
they are causing the stands to be very irregular and
no doubt will greatly reduce the yield of the crop.

the

A

We

believe

much

careers would be
and great saving of damage

the winter their

first frost

Where the land is not
to the crops be assured.
broken xmtil spring there is not sufiicient cold weather
to kill the pests and as soon as the crop is planted
and germinates they get in their fell work.
,

The harvesting and threshing of the wheat crop
throughout the South has made very considerable
progress and new wheat has been on the market here
since the first week in July.
The outtiim of the
crop in this State reflects the truth of what we said
about it in the last issue.
The yield is above the
average and the quality excellent.' In this respect
this State is exceptional.
All through the winter
wheat belt outside this State the crop is turning out
badly and the yield is bound to be very disappointing.
A subscriber of ours who has just returned
from a trip to California, writes us as follows: "I
never saw such measly, trifling wheat in the Valley
of Virginia as I saw growing in Kansas, California,
Texas, Oklahoma, Missouri, Kentucky, Illinois and
Indiana. I saw no wheat that will make over eight
bushels to the acre, and in Oklahoma it will not
I saw farmers ploughing imder
five.

make over

wheat on land in Kansas about fifty miles from
damage from these pests Kansas City that looked rich enough to make forty
farmers would plough their corn bushels to the acre." This report warrants full re-

of the

could be avoided if
land in the winter and keep stirring it to bring the
pupa of these worms to the surface where the frosts
would kill them. They all pass the pupa stage in
the soil below the depth to which average frosts descend, and if not disturbed are ready to work their
way out and commence their destructive work as
soon as the land begins to warm up. If brought to

in the government return that the average
condition of the crop of winter wheat is not much
over 78, as against 85 a year ago, and it is fair to
assume from this that the whole crop of winter

liance

The
wheat will not exceed 350,000,000 bushels.
condition of the spring wheat crop is also low, being
The utmost
put at 87, as against 91 a year ago.
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yield

from the area standing,

if it all

matures,

likely to exceed 250,000,000 bushels,

is

not
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All through the Southwestern States there is
a complete failure of the croi) and, therefore,
nuiy fairly be expected that the total crop will not

crop.

making with almost

the winter wheat a total crop of 600,000,000 bushels,

it

as

against 776,000,000 bushels a year ago.
The
European crop is generally below the average, and

be a large one.

be a heavy demand for our
which we shall not be in a position to supply,
as we shall need for our own consumption every
bushel produced here this year.
What may be exported will come from the reserves of last year,
which are found now not to be so large by 20,000,000
bushels as they were thought to be.
Canada has
planted a large crop, but the yield will depend on a
late fall, as it was planted late.
Should conditions
favor it much of the grain wanted in Europe will
If frost sliould
have to come from that country.
catch the Canadian crop wheat will see a high price,
and in any event it will, in our opinion, be worth
considerably more before December than it now sells
for, though it is now near the dollar mark.

by
some of them reporting the
Second
yield as the heaviest they have ever made.
crops are growing fast and promise heavy yields.
Those who have made hay production a regular part
of the work of the farm are likely to find it a profit-

there will, therefore,

crop,

The oat crop outlook is distinctly unpromising.
Not only has an enormous acreage been abandoned,
but much of that standing will not return the seed,
be an early one the crop is so
The whole crop will
probably be 100,000,000 bushels less than that of
This should have a good effect on the
last year.

and should the

late that

much

fall

will not mature.

price of corn next winter.

Whilst

it is

too early to say anything definite as

to the corn crop yet one thing

planted

is

is

certain.

the largest ever set out.

The acreage
come very

It will

close to being a. 100,000,000-acre crop.

—

It is very

—

and the
outcome of the crop, therefore, depends largely on
Should tliis not catch the
the holding off of frost.
late

at least a

month behind the average

Heavy

many

crops of hay have been cut and saved

of our readers,

able crop

this year,

as the

demand

is

constantly

we can
North and West
being excessive and the market

growing and the price

is

high,

and

so far as

see is likely to i-emain so, as crops

are not reported as
is

bare of supplies, the last year's crop having been

Those who have commenced growing
on the crop. Numbers of
our readers report having already cut three crops,
and there will certainly be another and perhaps in
many cases a fifth. Whilst many who have tried to
grow the crop have made failures, yet there is so
much to be gained if its success can be assured we
would urge them not to be disheartened. If they will
only study the articles in our last issue, and in this
one, upon the subject, we are satisfied that many of
them can yet make a success of the crop. It requires
special and careful preparation of the land and an
observance of certain conditions which are clearly
explained in those articles to which we have referred
and then it can be made a success. It deserves all
tlie special care required, for if once its growth is
assured it makes a constant return for years from
one seeding and the value of the hay as feed for all
stock is beyond comparison with any other fodder
a short one.

alfalfa report favorably

crop.

The harvesting and saving of the second crops of
northern fields the yield may be a 3,000,000,000- hay, clover and the various forage crops should have
bushel crop. If early frost should come the increased attention during this and the following month. Do
area may not give as large a crop as that of last year not allow these crops to become over-ripe before cutby several million bushels.
ting.
Much of the value of the feed is lost when
they are let stand too long.
Hay and clover are
The tobacco outlook has been much improved by fullest of nutrition when cut just when coming into
the advent of warm weather, but the area planted is bloom and should be cured as much as possible in
much decreased from that of a year ago, and plants the shade. Let lay imtil well wjlted and then put
were so small and the planting season so unfavorable into windrow and cure out in this way if the
that even with favorable condition from now to the weather is settled.
If showery weather threatens
end of the season the crop is bound to be a much put into cocks as soon as fit and do not make these
smaller one, but it cannot well be of poorer quality too large and after they have stood a day or two
than the last one.

open them out and sun and air them and make two
or throe into one and then after they have stood a
The apple crop is a very variable one, both in this few days they should be opened out again to let the
State and in New England and New York. In some sun and air into them and they will then be ready
sections and of some varieties there are plenty, whilst for the barn.
Making hay in the fall is necessarily
in others and of other varieties there is a very light a much slower work than in the height of summer.
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but

the

justifies

cured

advantage

of

securing

additional

the spending of time on the crops.

slowly in

the

nutritive matter than
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we gave information on

feed

month.

Hay

the subject of silo building, and to this refer our

way mentioned is fuller of
when cured in the blazing sun

last issue

readers.

There are two or three other crops which may yet
Millet hay shoiild
better on it.
be cut when just heading out and before it blooms. be sown and be harvested this year and which should
If allowed to make seed it will not be safe feed for have immediate attention in all places where from
horses, though it may be given to cattle without in- the peculiar climatic conditions of the spring there
jury.
Still it is better for them without the seed. is likely to be a scarcity of feed for man or beast.
Cutting it at this early stage has also another ad- Among those is buckwheat, which may be seeded
Cow this month and be harvested at the end of September
vantage.
It draws less heavily on the land.

and stock always do

peas should be cut for hay when the first pods are
wilt
turning
yellow and should
be allowed to
thoroughly and then be put into windrow and cured
out in this way if the weather be settled, but put
into cocks if rain threatens.
Soy beans, when cut
for hay, should be cured in the same way. Soy beans
are much less susceptible to damage from rain than
cow peas and will stand in well-made cocks through
considerable wet weather without taking harm.
Where cow peas and soy beans are grown for the
seed they should be allowed to mature as many of
the pods as possible without losing too much of the
seed by the shelling of the earlier ripened pods before cutting and should then be cured in small cocks
or the soy beans may be set up in shocks to cure out,
and when cured should be put in the barn when
slightly damp with dew so as to avoid loss of seed by
shelling.
Cow peas have been so scarce and dear
this year that only a comparatively small crop has
been sown. It will, no doubt, pay to harvest a good
deal of the crop for seed, as it is sure to be in demand again next year at a good price. Cow peas and
sorghum sowed together should be cut just before the
sorghum heads out and then when carefully cured
makes a fine feeding hay. It requires considerable
curing, as the sorghum stalks have much juice in them
and a strong outer covering which retains this. Sorghum when grown into cane and with the seed ripened
on it makes good feed cured like corn in shocks.
These shocks are best made a good size and set up
well and tied round the top so that they can stand
in the field until wanted.
It is almost impossible to

Xot much attention has heretofore
been given this crop in the South except in the mountain sections of Western Maryland and West Virginia.
It is, however, a crop that is worthy of consideration, as it can be sown late and quickly matures and makes good feed for hogs, poultry and
cattle, besides meal for making buckwheat cakes for
the breakfast table. It will make a crop on land less
fertile than is required for the other cereals, but
like these, will do better when given some help, such
as 200 or 300 pounds of acid phosphate per acre.
It should be seeded broadcast at the rate of one
bushel per acre.
In this issue will be found an
article dealing with the subject.
Crimson clover
may be seeded with the crop, and if the growth of
the buckwheat is not too heavy to smother it this
will make a winter cover crop ,a'nd a good fallow to
turn down in the spring.
Rape may be seeded this month and will be ready
for grazing by the hogs and sheep in two months
and will provide them with food imtil hard frost
If the winter should be mild it wiU
cuts it oif.
stand over and put out again in the spring if not
grazed too closely.
Sow broadcast at the rate of
four or five pounds to the acre or two or three pounds

or in October.

to the acre if

Sow

sown in

Dwarf Essex

drills 2 feet 6 inches apart.

Though

it is getting
yet be sown.
Whilst they will not make so heavy a crop as if sown
a month ago, yet if the fall be a late one they will
make a good return for the labor of getting them in.
They make the best yield sown in drill at the rate of
two or three pounds to the acre and should be thinned
out with the hoe to stand eight or ten inches apart.
They can be sown broadcast at the rate of four or

the

late to seed

variety.

rutabaga turnips they

may

cure cane sorghum sufficiently so that it will not
mould if stored in a bam. It has, however, this
advantage, that it will not easily spoil when cut. It
may, and should, be left lying on the field for several five pounds of seed to the acre.
days before being set up in shocks and rain falling
Purple top and white turnips may be sown all
on it will not harm it. The stalks when set up in through the month. Seed at the same rate as for
shocks retain their sweet juice all the winter and are rutabasras.
readily eaten by stock of all kinds.
The land should at once be got ready for the
This late season corn and sorghum intended for winter oat crop and the crop be seeded during the
As a rule
the silo will not be ready for cutting before next latter part of this month and September.
month, so we will say no more upon this subject be- Southern farmers will persist in sowing this crop
yond advising that the silo be got ready during this too late and on poorly prepared land and without
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any assistance in the way of manure and fertilizer, must be closely surrounded with fine soil into which
and the result is that poor yields are made when if the tiny rootlets can easily penetrate and absorb the
put in at the proper time and given reasonable as- food. Lime is of great assistance to the crop, as it
sistance a profitable crop can be made.
We have tends to promote a free growth of microbic life in
known fifty to seventy-five bushels of oats made per the soil, keeps up or restores an alkaline condition
acre when the crop was seeded in August or Sep- which is conducive to growth and makes available
tember on well-prepared land with 200 or 300 pounds the potash in the soih At least one ton to the acre
of acid phosphate per acre applied at the time of should be worked into the soil after it is ploughed.
seeding and a light top dressing of farm-yard As a permanent fertilizer for the crop farm-yard
manure apjjlied during the late fall or early winter. manure clear of weed seeds is the best basis, but this
The Virginia grey winter oat is the best variety to may be profitably supplemented with bone meal or
seed now. Appier and Culberson oats may be seeded acid phosphate. We prefer bone meal, as it is more
In seeding oats it is a permanent in its action. A mixture of the t^vo will
in the very early spring.
very common practice to sow only one or two bushels save something in cost and probably prove effective
per acre. This is miich too light a seeding to give in most cases, especially if supplemented with a top
the best results. We would not seed less than three dressing of nitrate of soda in the spring. We would
bushels per acre and they should be drilled and given apply before seeding and with farm-yard manure,
a cover of at least three inches. The plants then get if available, 500 pounds of bone meal per acre or
a good hold of the land and the loss from winter kill- 250 pounds of bone meal and 250 pounds of acid
ing is largely prevented.
Plough the land deeply phosphate. If the farm-yard manure is not now
available it may be profitably used as a top dressand prepare a fine seed-bed.

August and September are the two best months in
the year for sowing grass, clover and alfalfa in the
South and work should at once be done in preparing
the land for these crops and the seeding be completed
before the end of September. In the last issue there
was an article from" Mr. Sandy on this subject to
which we refer our readers. He is one of the most
successful hay growers in the State, and this on land
which up to a few years ago was thought incapable of
producing hay. He is making this year from three to
five tons of hay to the acre.
ilr. Clark, whose report on his hay crop appears in this issue in a section much less adapted for the production of heavy
crops is also making similar crops.
This goes to
show that the secret of heavy production of hay in
any section is not peculiar to the section, but is
wholly dependent upon a proper preparation of the
land and the seeding of the same at the proper time.
Here that time is August and September and the

ing during the winter to the extent of four to eight
tons to the acre^ and should be spread by a manure

spreader to get the best results, as this machine
breaks it finely and applies it evenly. Let the fertilizer be applied broadcast and be well worked into
the soil before sowing the seed. The selection of the
If invariety of grass to be seeded is important.
tended for a meadow only those varieties should be
seeded which mature at the same time.
for a pasture

a

different times is

may

If intended
mixture of varieties maturing at
proper so that the grazing period

be prolonged as

much

as possible.

We

advise

heavy seeding of grass and would never sow less than
two bushels of seed to the acre, except in the case
To
of timothy, when one peck per acre is sufficient.
be a success the sooner the land is covered with a
dense sod the better and the more permanent it will

Sow

be.

the seed broadcast, half one

way

of the

and half across the first seeding. Harrow in
with a light harrow and then roll if the land is dry
We
conditions precedent to success are rich, finely- enough to roll without packing on the roller.
prepared land and the seeding of the proper varieties would sow some clover seed with all grass seeding.
of grass for the purpose required without any grain It helps to make a heavier crop the first year and
crop seeded with it and the keeping of stock off the afterwards its decaying roots make food for the
land until a dense, thick sod has been secured.
Whilst grasses are shallow-rooted plants yet it is
essential to success that the land be deeply broken
in order that it may be capable of holding a reserve
of moisture sufficient to meet the needs of the crop
for a long time.
It is also essential that there be a
good supply of available plant food, and nothing
30 much conduces to making this availability as frequent cultivation of the land before seeding so as to
admit the air and water into every part of the soil.
The seed to germinate well and grow off quickly

field

grass.

For a meadow on good loam
of

orchard

grass, tall

soil

meadow

sow a mixture

oat grass,

meadow

perennial rye and herds grass (red top).
For a permanent pasture in good loam soil sow
mixture of tall meadow oat grass, Virginia

fescue,

a

(Canada) bluegrass, orchard

grass,

meadow fescue.
Sow with the meadow mixture

perennial rye,

red top and

six pounds of red
pounds of alsike clover per acre.
Sow with the pasture mixture five pounds of red

clover and five
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pounds of white November in mixture with the grain mentioned and
is equally as valuable as an improver of the land
With both seedings sow four or five pounds of and as a hay crop. The vetch seeding is rather more
alfalfa seed per acre and thus gradually secure in- costly than the crimson clover, as more seed has to
fection of your land with the alfalfa bacteria so that be sown per acre, a bushel being needed in mixture
it will be ready to grow an alfalfa crop when desired.
with the grain and the price of the seed is higher.
The vetches, however, are hardier than the crimson
From the first of August to the middle of Sep- clover and are rarely killed out by frost.
tember is the best time of the year for seeding alfalfa
in all sections of the South, except the mountain
Whilst it is too early to sow wheat this month or
sections, where it should be seeded in spring from even next month, it is not too early to begin prepaApril to June.
In last month's issue and in this ration for seeding, as wheat requires "a well-prepared
issue there are a number of articles dealing so fully compact seed-bed for its successful production.
with the growing of this crop that we do not think Therefore, the sooner the land is ploughed and culit is necessary for us to say more, except to urge
tivation of it commences the better the condition of
upon every farmer the importance of experimenting the seed-bed can be made before the seed is sown.
with the crop, even if only to the extent of half an
acre.
It is a crop of such great value as feed, makes
ECONOMICAL SOIL IMPROVEMENT.
when well established so much feed per acre, stands Editor Southern Planter:
so long and so greatly improves the land on which
I have been much interested in what has been
it is grown that every farmer should be prepared to written for The Southeen Planter by Mr. Hibmake any effort necessary to secure a stand of it. bert, Mr. de Milhau and others on methods of soil
improvement. Such discussions, if carried on in the
The sowing of crimson clover for a winter cover proper spirit, and the writers avoid personal insinuacrop and spring grazing and for a fallow to turn tions, can only advance the cause of agricultural imunder as a preparation for a corn crop should have provement, and one of the chief values of The
regular attention from this time up to the end of Southern Planter is that it admits these discusclover, five

pounds of

alsike

and

five

clover per acre.

September.

This crop

is

one of the greatest benefits sions

when properly

conducted.

which modern scientific investigation has conferred
Every one who has read the farm papers for the
on Southern farmers.
It costs little to secure a last twenty years knows my position on the value of
stand, as fifteen pounds of seed will sow an acre, or the Southern cow pea.
Years ago, when farming in
ten pounds will be sufficient if sown, as we prefer, Piedmont Virginia, I became convinced of the great
with three pecks of wheat, winter oats and rye mixed value of this plant in Southern agriculture. Going
together in equal parts.
The advantage of the to North Carolina I was surprised to find that farmmixture is that a certain cover is secured for the ers whose fathers and grandfathers had been growing
land and the grazing is better.
Crimson clover peas had hardly realized the value of the crop as a
seeded alone is apt to be killed out by a spell of hot part of a regular course of fami improvement and
weather just after the seed has germinated or by stock feeding. I then began, in season and out, to
severe cold, but when seeded with the grain this is urge the us*e of the pea as the best of all legume
largely prevented and if the clover Is killed wholly crops for the Southern farmer.
To-day I am vain
or partially the ground is still kept covered. A crop enough to believe that I have been influential to a
of crimson clover will add anywhere from seventy- great extent in waking up the Southern farmers tx>
five to one himdred and fifty pounds to the acre of a greater appreciation of the value of the pea in the
nitrogen gathered from the atmosphere if it makes development of the productivity of their "lands.
I
a good stand, and nitrogen is the most costly of all was somewhat surprised to note the interest that at
plant food.
The preparation of the land for the once was taken in the cow pea by Northern growers.
seeding may be quickly and effectually done with The Northern agricultural press began to talk peas
a cutaway or disc harrow and the seed may be and the farmers North began to make inquiries in
covered with a light harrow.
Hairy vetch may be regard to the plant, and deluged me with queries
sown in mixture with the grains mentioned with about the seed, so that in one spring season some
great benefit to the land in place of the crimson years ago the dealers in Raleigh sent North on orders
clover and may be sown a month later than the received through me over six carloads of cow peas
crimson clover.
It will gather more nitrogen to for Northern planting, and the crop has succeeded
the acre than the crimson clover and makes good hay, fnr north of where I ever expected that it woiild be
which can be cut off in time to plant com. The of value. Several years ago I made an address at a
English winter vetch mav also be seeded as late as meeting of the Pennsylvania Board of Agriculture,
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special request, on the Southern

tried to take very conservative

ground

Cow

Pea.

I

as to its value
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gotten the little 15-acre farm up to the point of furnishing forage for thirty cows. He boasted that he

never used any commercial fertilizer to bring
farm up to such a state of productiveness.
But he was a regular and constant buyer of the concentrated protein foods, and thus transferred to his
a drought in summer when gi-ass was burned up, and 'Own land the plant food that had been taken from
as a means for directly increasing tlie humus-making laud of other people.
In fact, he was buying fertimaterial in the soil and thus enabling the farmer to lizers all the time, though not in the concentrated
grow clover, which is so generally failing, the cow form that are called commercial fertilizers. He had
pea would be of help even where the season is too a local and high-priced market at his door for dairy
short to make it of value as a hay crop. I w^as rather products and could well afford to buy his fertilizers
surprised when a dairyman present from Dauphin in this way.
County, near the city of Harrisburg, said that he
But there are thousands of farmers who have not
was uniformly successful in making liay from the this advantage and cannot afford to buy feed in
cow pea right there near the Blue Ridge Mountains. order to get the fertility of other people's land on
And in sandy soils much further North tliere has their own. But even these can grow the legumes,
been unexpected success with the pea. Up in Ash- and through their help can get the most costly part
tabula County, Ohio, on the lake, a fai-mer wrote of a complete fertilizer, not only for nothing, but
to nie tliat he valued the cow pea more than any other can make a profit out of stock in the getting of it.
legume in the improvement of his orchards through Wherever a man can make a profit out of dairy proploughing them under in the fall.
ducts with purchased grain and concentrates he can
The great need of the Southern uplands is humus doubtless enrich his fann without buying commeror organic decay, and there is no crop grown that cial fertilizer.
But where he cannot he must buy
enables the farmer more readily and rapidly to in- what the legiimes especially need to enable them to
crease the humus content in his soil.
It has been
Last spring do the most nitrogen fixing for him.
(1906) I made an address at the Pennsylvania State many years since I first began to urge on the farmNormal Farmers' Institute at Clearfield. I did not ers the importance of depending on legume crops
talk cow peas much up there in that mountain coun- for their nitrogen and the feeding of these crops for
try, but I took the ground that no farmer who farms ijTeater productiveness in forage to enable them to
right and uses a legume crop in a short rotation need feed more stock at a profit. My old friend, the late
ever buy an ounce of nitrogen in any form in ordi- Samuel T. Earle, of Queen Anne County, 'Marynary grain and stock farming.
And the more I land, wrote to me a short time before his death (he
observe the more I am convinced that I was right. A lived to be about eighty-six and was an enthusiastic
fertile and productive farm is desirable, of course, farmer to the last)
"I have seen my farm increase
but what the farmer needs is a way to get his farm in the production of wheat from twelve to fifteen
ilito such a condition while all the while making
bushels to an average of forty bushels per acre, and
it
pay its way and be giving him a support. A mil- for twenty years I liave bought no^ fertilizer but plain
lionaire can easily make a fertile farm by extrava- neid phosphate that has averaged me $9.50 per ton.
gant expenditure, but that is not business-like farm- I have limed, but not to the extent of some of my
ing.
The farmer who lias to make his living from neiglibors, who, I think, have damaged their land
the farm is compelled to look carefully after the cost with too heavy liming."
and to keep a good margin between this and the reRecently a leading manufacturer of fertilizers in
turns.
In short he is cultivating liis land for profit, Baltimore said that to such an extent had the proand while by extra expenditures one may get pre- giTssive farmers of that section abandoned the purmium crops from a portion of his land, such experi- chase of nitrogen that fully 80 per cent, of the ferments are seldom profitable as a business matter.
tilizers sold there have no ammonia or any other
Our modern agriculture has come to the point in form of nitrogen in them. Growers of black wrapper
which on our old cultivated soils we must buy ferti- tobacco in Nelson County, Virginia, depend almost
lizers in some way.
Cow peas and other legumes entirely on clover for their tobacco crop, and all over
will give ns the nitrogen and the humus-making the country the farmers are beginning to find out
material, but will not restore the mineral elements that they have been wasting money for what they
that the soil has been robbed of.
Some years ago need not have bought in complete fertilizers.
there was a great deal written and published in reThe manurial requirements of the cow pea and
gard to a little farm adjoining the city limits of other legumes are for pliosphoric acid and potash,
Philadelphia, where the owner. Dr. Doitrieh, had find given these tliev will do all the rest. But I have
in the Xarth, and stated that I did not believe that
it would ever be of value as a hay crop north of the
soutlieastem tier of counties in Pennsylvania, but
that as a pasture crop and a means for tiding over

liad

this little

:

;
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tlie cow pea as manure
farmer who has any interest in live
and what farmer has not? can aiford to
stock
sacrifice tlie feeding value of such a crop, when, by
careful saving of his manure, he can recover by far
the gTeater part of its manurial value as well as its

never favored the use of
direct.

—

ISTo

—

humus-making value.
But more of this some other

time.

W.

F. Massey.

ALFALFA EXPERIMENTS AND NOTES.
Editor Southern Planter:
For five years I have exj^erimented with alfalfa
on this farm on soils derived from crystaline rocks,
and met with some unexpected obstacles. Having
seen magnificent alfalfa growing in Colorado on exactly similar soils, I naturally thought it might do
here also.
But it failed, notwithstanding the Colorado farmers did not take a fraction of the pains I
did.
But knowing it to be such a desirable crop' I
deemed it worth almost any effort and resolved to
find the cause of failure.
I have made several attempts in the course of my life to raise alfalfa in
the Eastern States.
I tried it in New Jersey in
lS65 and failed. In ISSl a friend sent me some
alfalfa seed from California which I sowed in
Gloucester County, Virginia, a few miles from Dr.
W. C. Stubbs' farm, where it has since been raised
so successfully.
I put it on good land which had
been marled in old times and was otherwise well
suited for alfalfa. But as usually happens, it turned
yellow and stopped gTowing; then the weeds and
grass overran it.
My first sowing on this farm was

made

in 1891.

five years

ago,

But about
hand on several

It did just like the other.

trying

after

my

le.gnmes, I thought (though with misgiving, in

view

of previous failures) I would try alfalfa in connection with inoculation.
Four years ago I sowed a
patch of good upland with inoculated seed. It failed
also but a comer of it which had received a heavy
;

wood ashes two years before took on a
dark green color and grew off finely.
I found
nodules in plenty on the roots of the alfalfa on this
corner, but none or rarely any anywhere else on the
patch.
That opened ray eyes some. A test with
litmus paper showed the soil was acid.
I always
knew alfalfa liked an alkaline soil, but did not until
application of

my

703

Part was sown with
of lime per acre.
seed treated with the government inoculating material and some was treated to about five hundred
barrels

pounds of soil from a South Alabama alfalfa field.
Both tracts inoculated imperfectly at first, but spread
But grass and weeds grew like
all over finally.
Jonah's gourd and some alfalfa which had been injured by frost was resown in spring. The fall was
But
too dry to sow early enough to withstand cold.
many places outgrew the weeds and that encouraged
me to think I could overcome weeds. So last August
I ploughed up some of my alfalfa and with disc
In
harrow and roller prepared a nice seed-bed.
September (about the 10th) I sowed inoculated seed
again and was rewarded with a beautiful sjtand
abundantly stocked with nodules almost before it
was out of seed leaf. Any alfalfa plant as big as
a needle which I could dig up with the blade of my
pocket laiife showed bunches of nodules like grapes.
It grew gloriously and was beautifully green all fall
and winter. There were some weeds, mostly vetch
and a little pepper grass which ripens and dries up
here in April.
and is holding

But

the alfalfa has full possession

and may be depended on to do
I cut it in
start and stand.
June and expect to cut it again in a few weeks.
There are almost no weeds now showing. It averaged
twenty-four to thirty inches above stubble, which I
call first rate for alfalfa nine months old.
In Colorado I have seen them plough and harrow
the virgin soil and sow alfalfa without either artiYet it grew off and
ficial inoculation or liming.
completely filled the land at once. I have also broken
prairie and tended it in corn for two years and
did not have more than a few bunches of foxtail,
But
crabgi-ass or rag weeds to bother on an acre.
after that tliey might, and in fact usually did, come
Now the soluas thick as the hairs on a dog's back.
The new Colorado land
tion of the enigma is this:
was like the newly broken prairie, entirely free from
tlie seeds of such weeds as infest all cultivated land
in the Eastern States, and the native wild plants

so

it,

too,

with such a good

Hence alfalfa
did not take kindly to cultivation.
outgrew them and inoculation had time to spread
from plant to plant. For be it remembered that
most legumes carry microbes adhering to their seeds
and fuzzier they are, the

naturally, and the rougher

Burr clover, for instance, has
was too acid for alfalfa, more they carry.
and would easily grow excellent microbe harbors in the little curls which
Such also is the rough surface of
fifty bushels of com. After that I used lime or ashes encase the seeds.
from nearby saw-mills whenever I tried alfalfa on sand vetch seed which in its natural condition rarely
then realize that

yet

it

was

soil

excellent land

Likewise unor second bottom also I used alfalfa soil or else fails to produce inoculated plants.
inoculating material from TVashington and had no huUed clover seed and so on. Added to all this Coloentirely too much so for
further trouble in getting nodules to grow on the rado soil is highly alkaline
and in this respect it is exceedingly
roots of my alfalfa anywhere.
Thi'ee years ago I some plants
sowed land to which I had applied ten to twelve favorable to the growth of nodules on alfalfa. On

first

;

—

—
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the contrary the soils on this farm are (though
derived from crystalline rocks also) quite acid,

[August,

inoculated soil sowed broadcast over an acre, any old
way, will inoculate the crop; but I don't find it so.

which is due to the fact that the heavy rains of this In fact this is the most difficult feat of all, and after
climate leach out the alkalies as fast as they are set all is said the best thing to do is inoculate as well as
free, if they are not taken up by some living plant. you can and grow your germs on the land, and may
Were it not for saturating rains the hornblende in a be the second year you will have a full supply on it.
partially decomposed condition, which constitutes a To that end I sowed inoculated alfalfa seed thinly
good share of this soil, would give lime enough to last fall along with winter oats to prepare for alfalfa
make it alkaline instead of acid. Likewise the feld- the coming fall. I also sowed some burr clover for
spar and mica of the schists would yield potash. the same purpose, but it does not seem to do well
But Colorado soil is almost never thoroughly satu- liere, though I tried it several times. There are a
rated as our soils are every winter. Hence the lime, dozen ways in which one may fail in inoculating,
potash, etc., remain in it as they do in the hopper and for the benefit of beginners I will (with your
of a soap leach which is kept dry.
It will be seen permission, seeing the length of this letter already)
that the easy success of alfalfa growing in a semi- give some experiences.

new soil is due to absence of weeds
and rapid inoculation. And while I doubt if even
our limestone soils are as actively alkaline as those
Colorado crystaline rock soils, experience shows that
a limed soil stimulates the growth of nodules on
alfalfa quite well enough for all practical purposes.
Xo amount of nitrate of soda could have given that
resown alfalfa of mine a better "send off" than the
early and abundant stocking of nodules which it
received from the alfalfa I turned under.
I have
arid climate on

been long impressed with the idea that a full supply
of nodules promptly given is the best nitrogenous
fertilizer

any legume can

suspect, for

receive.

Furthermore, I

many

manures

reasons, that the use of nitrogenous
whilst starting a legume is harmful.
It

seems to

me

I failed with government material for inoculating
once by not keeping the yeast at the right temperature
70 degrees. Another time I used water from
my well. It had sulphuric acid in it (and may be
other minerals) enough to eat the bottom out of a

—

few months; and
had enough to kill the tender organisms which
lived on the roots of alfalfa.
I have used rain
water since and kept the yeast near the stove
instead of the open fireplace, and used the thermometer.
I have used alfalfa soil with good results, but
it brought me Johnson grass, and might have brought
me worse. So one would do well to be careful who
he gets it from.
In sowing inoculated seed a vast
amount of germs get killed often. I left some such
uncovered in the sun for a good part of a bright fall
day with the result that an inoculated plant was rare
in that part of the field.
Alfalfa soil used as a top
dressing, unless broken up well and evenly distinkettle or a galvanized pail in a
likely

nitrogen hinders rather than promotes
I incline to the opinion that it is bad
policy to apply nitrogen with the idea that it will
sustain the plant until it becomes inoculated and is
independent of soil nitrogen. Besides we all know tributed, does not inoculate the crop. It only starts
that nitrogen helps the worst enemy of the alfalfa to inoculate it.
It ought to be immediately covered
raiser in this climate
namely, weeds. In this con- from the sunlight, which is ^N'ature's germ killer. A
nection I may say that from time to time in Southern good plan is to use screened soil
for inoculation (feragricultural papers I have seen it remarked that a tilizer fashion) through the fertilizer
attachment of
heavy growth of peas sometimes hinders one from a drill.
That brings the inoculated soil in immegetting a stand of clover after it. About thirty years diate contact with the
Legumes sown in drills
seed.
ago one of the editors of the Southern Planter and become inoculated quicker that way than any way I
inoculation.

—

Farmer, who had a farm outside the city limits of have tried. In sowing broadcast a good plan is toRichmond, had experience that pointed strongly in mix seed of, say alfalfa, with screened inoculated
that direction and he told it in that paper.
I just soil to the extent of,' say two or three bushels per

remember

the fact but not

the particulars.

If I

acre.
T expect to sow alfalfa this fall and to use
all of those means of inoculation
namely, top dressunder certain circumstances. ing, diluting inoculated seed with screened soil and
This is a complicated matter, however, and well sowing when I turn down thinly-sown
alfalfa of last
worth investigating.
Some of our Experiment year, also where I sowed some burr clover. I expect

mistake not. Sir

rather

harmed

J. B.

Lawes thought

clover

stations ought to take hold of

it.

I have made many experimental sowings of alfalfa
and other legumes with inoculating material from
Washington also with soil, but have never yet had
them fiilh/ stoched at once hy either alone. Were one
;

to believe

—

that nitrogen

what some writers say

a bushel or so of

to use them all together with the end in view of securing a fully inocvlnted crop at the start, just like
that resown alfalfa, so I will be ahead of the crabgrass and weeds.
This looks like a heap of trouble,
but alfalfa is well worth it. There is a point in pre-

parinnr a seed-bed

nnt often touched.

It

ought

to

—
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ploughed under the land would lie until wheat seedit ought also (what is of even
have time to sprout all the weed ing time and then be seeded to wheat, but this pracseed near the surface and be worked often enough tice was not thought good by the best farmers, as
And the alfalfa seed ought to the land would hardly have had enough humus reto make them sprout.
Buckwheat, it was said,
be sown earlv enough not only to get a good, full stored to seed to wheat.
growth, but while it is yet warm enough to sprout drew so much of its nourishment from the air and
all the crabgrass seeds near the surface so they will not from the soil that the nitrogen was restored to
be killed by cold and not held over to sprout in the the exhausted soil.
Joshua Fbanklin.
following spring.
Where it was grown for the grain, if my memory
Clay Co., Ala.
serves me, there was an adage "do not cut buckT
have time

to settle

more imjjortance)

and

to

BUCKWHEAT.
Editor Southern Planter:

One

of your correspondents has asked for informa-

tion about buckwheat.

living in
1.

Maryland we

Some

forty years ago

For buckwheat cakes and feed for

To improve

when

raised buckwheat.
stock.

This latter, while admittedly the greater reason, yet always named second.
2.

land.

To eradicate weeds.
The buckwheat cakes I
3.

will pass by.

As food

for

was considered one of the best grains to nse
in a mixture, it never being fed by itself.
The grain
was mixed with oats, wheat screenings, corn or rye
and sent to the mill and chopped. Timothy hay, cut
to inch lengths, was mixed with the chop with water
This was fed in the winter and during the spring
The buckwheat wasinstead of only corn or oats.
considered to correct the animal's system from the
The
effects of the heating com and act as a tonic.
chop given to the cows was thought to be better with
the buckwheat in increasing the milk as well as
stock

it

it.
As to the correctness
make no comments.

enriching
will

wheat imtil after the first frost." The cutting was
by a cradle, a mowing machine or a self-rake machine.
In either case it was let lay on the ground
until dry, made up into small bundles and placed
in shocks of about a dozen bundles in a shock around
a common center, but no bimdle on top of another.
It was threshed by hand-flail or machine, as conThe straw was used only for bedding.
venient.
A man who raised buckwheat was always advised
to have a few hives of bees, as the honey of the
blossom was thought to flavor honey nearly equal to
white clover.
As to eradicating weeds: Buckwheat is a quick
grower and on land full of weeds ploughed under and
then sowed heavily with buckwheat, the buckwheat
comes so quickly that it smothers the weeds. Weedy
land was the usual land chosen when buckwheat was

wanted for the grain. In this case, of course, many
weeds would be ploughed under before they had gone
to seed and the buckwheat perhaps got credit for
J. E. Haveestick.
what it did not do.
Henrico Co., Va.
Buckwheat mav vet be sown this year. Ed.

of these opinions
V

WARXTXG AGAINST ALFALFA FOR

In the part of Maryland I lived CMontgoiaevy
PIEDMONT VIRGINIA.
County) there were old fields upon old fields, worn
Editor Souihern Planter:
out from the constant cropping in tobacco, and when
There is a great deal written favoring alfalfa, but
the land would produce tobacco no longer it was corn,
year after year, w't^h no fertilizers and shallow one should note that the best resiilts are obtained
ploughing until years before the time I am writing in the far West, where the rainfall is slight and the
of the land was thrown open, in many places b:!ve, soil and subsoil deep and porous, and the water table
Here conditions are quite the
not a green thing on it, while some had a little far from tlie surface.
"broomsedge" on it. The soil was mostly of a reverse the rainfall is great, subsoil is mainly imreddish clay with some loam, going into a gray loam. pervious clay, close to surface, and standing water
This land would be ploughed in the spring, buck- frequently for days at a time within a few inches
wheat sowed broadcast by hand, with sometime? fer- of the suface, thus entirely the reverse of conditions
tilizer, oftener none, the fertilizer being a mixture where alfalfa does so well.
one-third each Peruvian sruano, ground bone and
In vindication of the natural result to be expected
"super phosphate."
In six weeks the buckwheat under such conditions there have been within the
would grow to a height of about a foot and this would past few years seven attempts to raise alfalfa near
be ploughed imder and a second sowing made if the me.
!Most of them attended with total failnre, and
first seedins had been made, say in the month of the others returning dimes, when the same prepara!^^ay. and then in September, or when again comins: tion, with congenial grasses, would have returned
into bloom, this was ploughed under and the land dollars.
I would prefer seeding mv own land to
seeded to wheat. Sometimes after the first crop was timothv and herd?: ffrass for hav, and blue grass and

—
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Japan
fo

me

clover lor iJasiinv- rather lliau have

it

seeded

gratis in alfalfa.

[August,

For years
of its store of iiiiuerai materials.
chemists have been giving no commercial value
the insoluable phosphoric acid and have estimated

soil
tlie

The conditions of the far West may be approximated here by intense underdraining, liming and

to

inanuring, but why resort to that for alfalfa when
the natural conditions will make fair hay in other
more congenial plants?
The writer is cutting a fine crop of timothy and

uater-soluble and citric-acid soluble acid contained
But further experiments have sho^\Ti that
in it.

herds grass mixed that was seeded ten years ago on
land not especially fertile, or well drained, having
had about two light manurings during the time. I
broadcast about half a gallon of seed per acre over
my meadows every September, sowing heaviest

where
it,

gi'ass is thincst

thus perpetuating

and

trust to the rains to cover

my meadows

at little outlay.

J hav6 one that reclaimed a wash of the river thai
is twenty-'two
years old; that should never be
ploughed again, as it now builds the land higher

from

ovei-flows

and always makes heavy crops of

fair hay.

meadows by feeding
hay over them during the winter, scattering
the hay on the ground, when the loss and damage
is much less than it would appear.
Albemarle Co., Va.
H. E. Magruder.
I have also greatly improved

cattle

WHERE CHEMISTRY

FAILS.

Editor Southern Planter:

in the value of a fertilizer

only the percentage of

under proper conditions this insoluble prosphoric
may become available to plants. The conditions are an abundance of vegetable decay or humus
This can be
supplying the necessary humic acid.
brought about by the ploughing under of legimie
crops, or by mixing the pulverized phosphoric rock
with the humus-making materials in stable manure.
As recently as at the meeting of the State Farmers' Normal Institute of Pennsylvania,
at Allentown, Pa., I met a thoughtful and successful farmer
from the northern part of the State, who said that
he and his neighbors have for vears been using the
ptilverized phosphatic rock known as "floats," which
they get l)y the carload from Tennessee at a cost,

acid

delivered at their station, of t$7.50 per ton, and the

has been such that they uo
Their lands have been
well cultivated in a rotation that supplies an abamdance of humus-making material in clover and other
legumes, and in the stable manure applied to the
result

of their trials

longer liuy dissolved rock.

sod they put in corn, they

mix

the floats daily

and

get remarkable results in the corn crop.

Recently the Illinois Experiment Station has been
disabuse the minds of farmers making some experiments to demonstrate to the
of the idea that a chemical analysis of their soil farmers of Southern Illinois the course they should
will show them what they need to apply as fertil adopt to restore the fertility of their wasted hill
It is

very hard

to

There are soils on the Southern coast of
North Carolina an analysis of which shows thai
izers.

there

is

not a super-abundance, of phosphoric acid

in them, and yet the farmers there say that an api)lication of phosphoric acid alone does not produce
but, when applied in connection
with potash, which the chemist shows is really deficient in the soil, the two elements have a profitable
results of value,

effect.

This section of Illinois was formerly known
wonderful fertility. But
the farmers assumed that these fertile hills were
inexhaustible, nnd they worked them in corn year
after year, until they are faced with absolute sterility.
Chemical analysis showed that these lands,
tJtough deficient in phosphoric acid, were very rich
in potnsh. and it was assumed that with the addition
of phoiplioric acid and nitrogen they should respond
liberally.
But the lands had been exhausted of the
nbnudnnt humus tliey fonnerly were filled with, and
neither phosphoric acid nor pota.sh could have its
due effect. In fact, it was clearly sho\'-n that while
the potash was there, there was an actual deficiency
of available potash, and the results of the experiments showed that it paid well to use a complete
fertilizer, or one containinff a due percentacje of
nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash.
Nitrogen is the element that we ra]ii(1ly lose in"
the soil on account of its great solubility as soon as
lands.

as Egypt, because of its

It has been shown in other localities that thi'
combination is needed for either phosphoric acid or
potash to have its best effects.
Then, there are
other soils, thottsands of acres of them, in all part?
of this country, wliere the i^ojl analysis shows that
there is a great abundance of potash and the farmer,
depending on this fact jumps to the conclusion that
no applicatiiin of potnsh will be needed on such a
soil.
In fact, some chemists have confirmed him in
this supposition, because they have not stopped to
consider that the potash in such soils is in the insoluble form of a double silicate, that becomes onlv very it gets into the form in which the plants can \ise it
slowly available.
the nitrates.
The absorptive power of a good
It is one of the evidences of the wise arrangement loamy soil is such that it will retain the phosphoric
of nature which prevents the entire depletion of the acid and the potash till some plant calls for it.

—
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It will not do to assume tliat because any one
element does not have a profitable eii'ect it is not
needed in a soil, for neither phosphoric acid nor
potash will show their best eii'eet unless both arc
.present in sufficient quantity and in a soluble form.
We have noted results similar to those obtained
in the Southern Illinois in North Carolina, where
the red clay soil was found to have a gTeat abundance of insoluble potasli, but an application of phosphoric acid and potash had a fine effect on the 'croi3
when given in a readily available form.
All this means that the fanner must be a student
of his own soil, for it is only through actual trial
in the proper way that the manurial needs of any
soil can be ascertained.
The Pennsylvania farmer
to whom I have referred found that the application
of liberal amounts of pulverized phosphatic rock in
combination with potash has given him the whole
secret of getting fine crops of clover.
This is noteworthy in view of the general complaint about the

failure of clover in all parts of the country.
After all, the main thing is one of making

a

proper and judicious use of the analysis of the soil
made by the chemist. It must be taken for what
it is worth in connection with actual results and field

W.

tests.

MR. CLARK'S

F. Masset.

HAY AND ALFALFA

CROPS.

Editor Southern Planter:

On

the 3d day of June, 1905, after thorough cul-

ro'i

The

grass crop of every kind in this section is
because of continued cold weather. Last year
the two crops from the 11-acre field of timothy and
red top, together with the four crops from the three
and a half acres of alfalfa, amoimted to 102 tons.
Early next week I expect to commence cutting my8-acre timothy and red top field and will then report
light,

George M. Clakk.

results.

On

the 11th of July Mr. Clark reported further

as follows:

I have finished cutting

and timothy hay.
tons.

my

eight acres of red top

Results a

little over forty-three
Or substantially five tons to the acre. Been a

and backward season. The most of the grass
was grown inside of thirty days. The portion of
the field that was seeded the 10th of last September,
cut on the 6th and 8th of July
less than ten months
from the time of seeding produced fully five twns
While the grass crop in this
to the acre first crop.
section is light on account of the ".old, backward
season, my grass was nearly up to the usual weight.
A little more about alfalfa: On the ISth of June
I cut my first crop on three and a half acres of ten
and a half tons after drying it seven days without
rain.
On the 26th of June I put on about a cord
of decomposed yard manure, a little more alfalfa
seed to each acre, went over it once in each direction with my double-action harrow set at a slight
angle to harrow in the fertilizer and seed and kill
out foul trash. This morning (11th July), twentythree days after the first crop was cut;, I am cutting
the second crop, which is well matured. Will report
I am
later the amoimt I get in this second crop.
going to sow a little more decomposed yard manure
and alfalfa seed and cut it in with my double-action
harrow, same as I have for every crop heretofore.
Bear in mind that this harrowing process does not
cold

—

—

sowed three and a half acres
New England field to
alfalfa.
In fifty-three days from the time it was
sown I cut one and a half tons of dry hay to the
acre and in fifty-three days more the same amount
was cut again. In the season of 1906 I cut four
crops of one and a half tons of dry hay to each acre,
making in 'all thirty tons in six crops. In 1905-'6
I used only commercial fertilizer.
This spring I
piit about four or five cords of decomposed yard
manure on each acre, using a Richardson Manure
Spreader to drop it evenly. The spring has been so
backward that the first crop did not mature until the
18th of June. I was fortunte enough to have seven
clear days and put in the first crop
ten and a half
tons from the three and a half acres
in fine condition the seventh day after cutting, substantially three
tons to the acre, some more and some less
seven
crops, substantially two years, totaling nearly fortyone tons. I have set my double-action harrow at a
slight angle and gone over the field with it each way
after cutting each crop, sowing a little more seed
each time. Each crop has grown stronger, this last
being double any other. It is now growing an inch

"Resolved, That the use of caustic lime in soil
culture is not advised."
It is not my intention to regard the side of this
question to which I am assigned particularly, for the
terms of the resolution are much too general, too
absolute, to admit of a decision without interjecting
some phrase of limitation, such as "the use of caustic
lime is not advised on the limerock soils of Burk's
Garden, or, more broadly still, "is not advised always

per day.

or evervwhere."

tivation of the soil, I

of high and dry abandoned

—
—

;

kill

out the alfalfa stand at

all,

but kills out the

weeds and foul trash, is a sort of hoeing process, also
works in the fertilizer and new seed. Remember
alfalfa

must be cut

when

whether rain or shine.
in a light rain to-day.
but a clean alfalfa field.

one-tenth

in

blossom,

I am cutting my second crop
I can see nothing in it now

THE USE OF LIME.
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with due em- strated, either for the advantages promised to soil
or crop, or better still, to both soil and products.
trusting it for fa\\)rable results, blindly, than an
I give a list, in part, of vegetations injured, in
intelligent determination, in advance of its use, that varying degrees, by lime.
These are cotton, cow
its application may be depended on to give a helpful peas, rye, potatoes, corn, some grasses, many vegeissue.
tables and almost all of our fruits.
While the use of lime in soil culture is a very
On regular field crops grown here our local expeancient practice, and in past ages has ordinarily been riences are variant and inconclusive.
They do not
commended, the methods of its actions in the soil "advise" the use of lime, but are favorable enough to
have been, only recently, quite accurately determined. suggest its use.
These are helpfully, first, mechanically, on soils
There are two easy tests that go very far to prove
that are made thereby more friable, admitting air the propriety of the use of lime, both of which should
and water and reducing by abrasion more completely. be tried before a kiln is built. The easy test for soil
Its action, chemically, is less obvious, varied and acidity is blue litmus paper.
This buried in moist
usually favorable to the release of plant food
plant soil overnight will turn pink if too much acidity is
growth.
The sundry combinations in Nature's found. Or if beets be planted in long rows with
laboratory are often a justification of the kiln-burner, and without lime.
If lime be needed the row on
but as they are not always so the subject deserves which it is used will respond to its presence very
very careful study.
conclusively.
To use lime not needed is burying money in a
The indictment of lime then appears strong
hole from which there may be no resurrection of the but qualified:
"one talent" or even of the "napkin" in which it was
It is not a manure it is a stimulant.
enveloped.
It cannot directly feed plants to an appreciable
If

shall bring out basic facts

phasis, the use of lime here will hereafter be less a

—

;

Lime

not a plant food;

material quality is extent.
its funcIt destroys vegetable molds of fertile soils.
tion, when helpful, is indirect; its action that of a
It is useless in soils devoid of decaying humus.
reagent; new land, the recipient of vegetable decay,
It costs money.
the dropping of leaf fall for countless ages, is very
In its favor it makes acid soils mildly alkaline, a
productive for a time.
As it fails in fertility the condition favorable to better development of many
is

its

distinctly called non-manurial, a stimulant

humus

left

unexhausted by culture,

is

;

often burned

up by caustic lime and never afterward restored.
Such soil is declared "worn out." It is sterile,
and lime

plants, especially so to

most of the legumes.
some tough

It helps the physical condition of

It

substituted for potash,

is

making

clays.

the insoluble

a finishing factor in the degrcdation.

silicates of potash available.
experience of the hurtful use of
It is credited with developing the microscopic
lime crystalized in Germany in the adage, "Lime microbes that produce soluble nitrates, and this we
makes the farmer richer and the farm poorer." accept as its greatest function in the problems of
Its English equivalent is "Lime enriches the father how to feed the human race.
and impoverishes the sons."
But scientists argue that our treatment of the

Wc

find

is

human

Is the purchase of elemental fertility in practical

burned rock allows

proportions, as needed, a saner and safer practice
than the attempt to accomplish the same good results

sorption

with lime by a course of intricate chemical gymnastics, so indirect and uncertain, as possibly never to
attain tlie end sought?
Tliink about it. The concensus of opinion among
thoughtful cuUivafe:)rs of the soil, strongly urged by
chemists who have given attention to this phase of
the action of calcareous application is, that continued
success with lime can only be assured by the use
of other essential manurial substances in connection
with it.
Lime may then impoverish soil and as many of
our important crops are injured by its use it is
plain it is a dangerous element, which, though it is
frankly admitted, we may not wisely discard altogether, we may, and should, only urge its use when
the chance for good to come of it is clearly demon-

rocks.

;

soluble

of

it

carbonic

by atmospheric abinto the same inwas foimd in the unburned

to revert,

acid gas,

form in which it
This is, no doubt, theoretically

the process of relapse is not complete,

true, but as
its

soluble

and caustic quality is not lost altogether in this way.
However, it is advised bo slake the lime with water
under cover of soil.
This last direction does not appear imperative (if
desirable), for the reason that the heat developed in
the slaking lime will for a time prevent absorption
of carbonic acid gas, and the distribution may
follow the slaking rather promptly.
It should be
used in tlie fall on wheat, followed by clover.
(Tlie foregoing resolution was the occasion of a
spirited discussion at a recent meeting of the Burke's
Garden County Club, participated in by George W.
M'.>ss, Sr., Robert Meek, J. P. Gose, A. S. Gruver
and the writer, Mr. R. M. Lawson.)

—
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.
WOEK EOE THE MONTH.
Gathering, shipping and storing of the products
of the garden, orchard and vineyard is work which
will require constant attention during this and the

succeeding fall months.
The preparation of the
land for and the sowing and setting out of the fall
crops will also demand attention.
Do not let vegetable and fruit crops become overgro\vn or overripe before gathering, and let the work be done carefully so as not to bruise or injure the products.
Carelessness in attending to these matters is responsible for much loss in the sale of truck and fruit
crops.
Vegetables should be gathered and cut before the heat of the sun has caused them to wilt, and
after being cut or dug they should not be allowed to
remain exposed to the hot sun but be at once put
under cover in airy sheds where they can cool off
and then be carefully sorted and packed in suitable
packages for shipping or be stored away in cool, dry
cellars for home use.
When shipping see that the
culls and imperfect products are not mixed with the
best gi'ade, but are shipped by themselves and marked
plainly as culls or seconds.
Keep as much of this
class of products off the market as possible, as it

only tends to glut the market and bring down prices
on the first quality. Much of the inferior quality
of products can always be more profitably kept at
home than be shipped. Feed it to hogs and cattle,
or in the case of fruit

make

it

into preserved or

canned products.
Don't shake fruit off the trees
or knock it off with poles. Gather carefully by hand
and thus prevent bruised and damaged products,
and in this way also avoid injury to the fruit buds
which are to produce the crop next year. We believe that if more care was taken in thus picking
the apple crop and in thinning the fruit after the
"June drop" has done its work so as onlj to leave
on the trees such a quantity of fruit as can be fully
grown and matured that instead of biennial crops
we should have annual crops of this fruit.

of nitrate of soda, 600 pounds of dried blood, S50
pounds of acid phosphate and 300 pounds of muriate
of potash to make a ton. Open deep furrows by running the plow two or three times through them six
feet apart and put the manure and fertilizer, well
mixed together, in these furrows, making them wide
enough to set three rows of plants in each furrow
that is to say, from fifteen to eighteen inches in
width, and cover the manure with two or three inches
of good soil and make fairly compact and then set
out the plants in this I'ow, putting them five or six
inches apart each waj.
If the weather be hot and

dry when planting give each plant a little water as
set and set the plants from a bucket in which is
sufficient water to keep the roots wet until planted.
If the sun be very powerful it is well to shade the
plants with pine or other leafy branches tmtil the
roots take hold of the land.
Some growers prefer to
set out the plants in beds five feet wide, leaving a
space of eight feet between each bed to provide soil

for earthing

up the

plants.

Never

cultivate

or

handle the plants when wet with dew or rain or they
will rust, but see that frequent cultivati^ is given
to keep them growing.
As the plants grotv the outer
leaves have a tendency to spread out flat on the
ground. This should be prevented by drawing earth
up aroimd each plant as it grows sufficient to keep
the leaves upright, but do not use more soil than is
necessary to do this, as the earthing up of the plants
to bleach them should not be done until growth is
practically completed, say in October or November.

Seed for raising cabbage for cutting in the fall
now be sown. Sow in rows in a moist location on rich land and if possible where somewhat
should

protected from the direct rays of the sun.
The
plants for this crop are often lost from the attacks
of caterpillars and fly.
To obviate this keep them

growing as fast as possible by watering with manure
water or applications of nitrate of soda, being careful
not to apply these on the leaves, but between the
rows.
The plants should be ready to set out in Sepout where they tember.
Flat Dutch and Savoy are good varieties

Celery plants should now be set
are to grow to maturity. Celery requires rich, light,
moist, loamy soil to make its best growth and if it

can be planted where

can be irrigated it will be
Land cannot well be
made too rich for celery. Give a heavy dressing of
half-rotted farm-yard manure and supplement this
with a heavy application, say 500 to 1,000 poimds
to the acre, of a fertilizer analyzing about 7 per cent,
ammonia, 5 per cent, phosphoric acid and 8 per cent,
potash, which can be made by mixing 250 pounds
it

well to select that location.

to raise.

In the eastern sections of this and the adjoining
and south sowings of English peas and
snap beans may be made for a fall crop.
Whilst
tliese are uncertain in yield, as they are frequently
cut down by frosts just when beginning to bear pods,
yet when this does not happen they make crops
always acceptable at home and of ready sale on the
States north

market.
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Michigan is credited, in the census of 1900,
with 8,104,415 bearing peach trees; the only States
iipproaching this number closely being Georgia Calitliree States in which the writer
fornia and Texas
imderstands this disease has appeared in very slight
actly the same treatment as cabbages and are no more
This number is more than four
degree if at all.
diflicult to grow.
times as great a^ reported in the census of 1890,
latter figures include all of the peach
Prepare land for the fall planting of strawberries. though the
trees, not being restricted to the bearing trees, as in
gerthe
encourage
deeply
land
ploughing
the
After
In 1890, the Michigan growers
li)00.
mination of weed seeds by frequent cultivation so the census of
were beginning to rebuild the industry after it was
as far as possible to get rid of the trouble of weeds
destroyed by peach yellows.
getting ahead of the plants after they are set out. practically
Comparing these figiircs with the returns from
Use barn-yard manure freely if the same can be
Maryland, three of the
had free from weed seeds. In order to ensure this New Jersey, Delaware and
most impotant peach growing States in 1890, we
it should have heated well and be partially rotted.
increasing lost very
This may be supplemented with an application of a find that they have, instead of
So far as the writer is
good fertilizer rich in phosphoric acid and potash, greatly since that time.
this is due very largely, if not entirely, to
say 300 or 400 pounds of acid phosphate and 200 informed,
and
pounds of muriate of potash, per acre. The rows the prevalence of peach yellows, the climatic
may be laid off three feet apart, but the plants should soil conditions being v.-ell suited to the growth of
The three latter States suffered incalthis fniit.
not be set out before September.
culable damage from this disease for twenty to thirty
beans may be planted this month in the first years before it was known in Michigan yet they

These make
Broccoli plants should be set out.
heads like cauliflower to cut in October, November
and December and are very acceptable on the table
and sell readily in the markets. They require ex-

ease.

—

Navy

Plant in rows 2 feet 6 inches lutve failed to enforce fully any law to control it.
With the above facts in mind, and knowing also
apart and push their growth by having the land rich
and frequently cultivated. Do not cultivate when that the soil and climatic conditions in Virginia,
from the eastern border of Piedmont to its southor rain or they will rust.
wet with
west extremity, offer an opportunity for almost unhalf of the month.

^v

At the end of the month spinach seed may be limited development for this great and remunerasown for fall cutting and cabbage seed be sown for itve industi-y, the writer recently visited the prinplants to set out in November, December and Jan- cipal peach growing sections of Michigan, with the
view of observng their methods at first hand and
uary for the early spring crop.
learning, if possible, some few facts in regard to
All land not wanted for the production of fall or this iniportant industry that would be of value to
spring crops should have all the trash and weeds our Virginia growers.
We have opportunities in Virginia second to none
ploughed down and be sown with crimson clover to
make a cover for the land during the winter and for the development of this country, occupying, as
we do, a position near the great markets of the
plough down in spring.
Northern and Middle States, with soil and climatic

MICHIGAN PEACHES.
OBSEEVATION UPON AN IMPOETANT INDDSTEY MADE
POSSIBLE BY CONTEOLLINO PEACH YELLOWS.
Editor Southern Planter:

conditions suitable to the production of peaches of
the finest quality and appearance, from early in July
to late in October.

Our

howmarkets from about

special opportunity,

ever, lies in holding these great

belongs the proud distinction of mid-summer (about the close of the main crop period
State to enact a law looking to the in Georgia) until late in the fall, for at this period
The first Michigan law we are in a position to compete favorably with any
control of peach yellows.
was enacted in 1S75 and the literature on the sub- section of the country.

To Michigan

being the

first

The area in Virginia suited to the growth of this
This fruit, instead of lx;ing confined to a small section,
is but natural, since the intelligent fruit growers of is spread out, as mentioned above, through more than
Michigan worked out the problem of controlling this half of the State much of it being well suited to
disease and secured the passage and enforcement of ordinary fann crops, thus allowing a diversified agrithe law with very little hcl]i from export plant culture which will supply plenty of labor at reasonable ju'ices for liarvesting this crop, while in Georgia
pathologists.
The census figures indicate t-o some extent the suc- and Michigan the laborers receive from two to three
The local
cess of the Michigan growers in controlling this dis- dollars per day at the harvesting period.

ject

indicates

much more

that

the

Michigan laws have been

effective than those of other States.
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been the case all along the lake border, and is now
being repeated in the northern part of the State,
where the growers i" Mason county, with the experience of the last thirty years of the lower counties
before them, and Oceana county adjoining, which
This strip extends through about six coun- has very active yellows inspectors, cannot be brought
places.
induced
ties, and the soil is not well suited to ordinary farm to realize the seriousness of the situation and
crops, fruit growing being the main occupation. to take active steps to prevent the destruction of

supply is not sufficient and labor must be imported,
hence the high price.
The peach belt of ilichigan is mainly confined to
a narrow strip of eight to ten miles in width along
the lake border, though it is of course wider in a few

They have developed this industiy under great diffiThe freeze of October 10, 1906, destroyed

culties.

95 per cent of the peach trees in Southern
Michigan, the loss of which cannot be estimated.
The growers in Berrien coimty consider that $2,000,000 is a ver}-, very small estimate of the loss in that
county alone. Yet, strange to say, in Northern
Michigan, the trees were not damaged near so badly,
and will this year produce a splendid crop of peaches.
This severe loss coupled with the almost total
destruction of the industry by peach yellows about

at least

would be quite sufficient to cause
energetic lot of people to lose faith in the

thirty years ago,
a

less

industry entirely.

The profits from the industrj' are, however, so
great and the prospect for developing other lines of
agricultural work so small in comparison, that these
people are even now planting peaches in almost a
wholesale way.
The dead and dying orchards are
being cut down and grubbed out, and the land
planted to other crops to prepare the soil for planting peaches the coming spring. Why should our
growts-s, favored in many ways above those in many
other localities, fail to make use of their opportunities for developing such an important industry ?
Let us consider the difficulties of our situation
also,
for it is much better that our growers
should
not
plant
at
all
if
they have
not
the determination to use all possible diligence
in
cultivating
their
orchards
and preventing
loss
from insects and plant diseases.
Unless
orchards are well cared, for they simply provide a
place for propagating seriously injurious insect pests
and plant diseases to spread to the orchards of other
growers who are trying to control these pests and
thus make it possible to gow remunerative crops of
fruit.

their orchards.

It is a pleasure to state that the growei-s in Virginia are beginning to realize the importance of this
disease, and are endeavoring to take active measures

for

its control.

The writer interviewed many

gi'owers

in

the

peach growing counties, and without exception, was
told that peach yellows no longer disturb them, that
they have learned to control it.
They stated, however, that they did not depend largely upon the "Yellows" inspector for controlling it in their own
orchards, but that they inspected their own orchards
several times each year, and destroyed promptly
every tree that was found to be diseased.
They
stated that they did not wait to be assured that the
tree had peach yellows, but destroyed every tree that
appeared to be on the decline, recognizing the fact
that the peach is a tender plant and upon beginning
to decline simply forms a breeding plaj^ for the

growth of seriously injurious insect pests and plant
diseases without giving promise of future returns.
According to the Michigan growers, the "Yellows'*
inspector is simply intended to see that the careless
and indifferent grower destroys his diseased trees,
though, of course, this makes it necessary to inspect
every orchard, for the law cannot discriminate and
is not a respecter of persons.

They have three "Yellows" commissioners in each
township in the peach growing districts, the lo\vnships being about six miles square.
Many of the
gi-o^vers, with from twenty-five to thirty acres in
peaches, told me that they could well afford to pay
privately the entire cost of the inspection work in
their townships rather than not have the inspections

made and

the law enforced.

sible to carry

It

is,

of course, impos-

on the work in this way,

it must be
done through general taxation. The large increase
of revenue from the advance in values, caused bv
the development of the industry, however, will pay

I was told by many of the prominent growers in
Michigan that one section of the ^State failed to
learn and profit by the experience of persons in the many times over the small cost of this inspection.
The writer gathered much data to show that where
adjoining peach growing belt.
Those who had not
felt the scourge of peaoh yellows would pay no atten- the "Yellows" commissioners are active and the laws
tion to warnings, but, upon one pretext or another enforced •\'igorously, the loss is often reduced as low
would claim that the disease would not attack the as one tree in a thousand per year. In other cases,
orchards of their section of the State, different soil where the work is pursued less diligently, the losses
or climatic conditions being given as proof, and it run much higher to one tree in a hundred, and even
was necessary for this disease to drive them out of five to ten trees in a hundred not being- uncommon.
the business before they would wake up to the seriJ. L. Phillips,

ousness

of

the

situation.

I

imderstand

this

has

Blaclshurg, Va.

State Entomologist.
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Live Stock and Dairy.
THE BUSINESS SIDE OF THE GRAZING
INDUSTRY.
Editor Southern Planter:

How beef cattle can be tiuished most advantageously is one of the greatest economic questions of
the present day.
The material increase in the cost
of food stuffs and the relatively low sale price of
cattle is forcing those following this line of industry
to change their practice.
Hence, an investigation
of the various issues involved in a matter of such
general and grave concern is well worthy of our most
serious attention. The various problems involved in
the rearing and handling of beef cattle until they
are ready to be finished will not now be considered,
the main question being to determine as nearly as
possible the relative merits of cattle made ready for
market in the stall as compared with those conditioned for immediate slaughter or export on grass.
These constitute the two chief methods by which
made ready for the block.
The difficulty of studying this problem rationally

cattle can be
I

•and reaching conclusions that are

fair

to

all

the

only moderate fertility, or where the yield
does not exceed twenty-five to forty bushels per acre.
This corn may have a cash market value of 50 to 60
cents per bushel; and if charged to the animals at
the market price it would result in considerable loss.
soils of

Then the value of the manure and the importance
of keeping the plant food constituents contained in
tlic corn plant on the farm are frequently lost sight
of by those engaged in the stall feeding of beef cattle.
Contrary to general opinion, these are not minor
and unimportant considerations, for the question of
soil exhaustion has come to be such a vital matter
to the American farmer that the economics involved
in the saving of many dollars worth of plant food
through feeding the crop on the farm can no longer
lie ignored.
These are indirect questions which the
farmer engaged in stall feeding is likely to overlook,
ilorcover, observation tends to the belief that those

engaged in grazing cattle, even on high-priced bluegrass land, do not, as a rule, secure a return of more
than $1.50 to $3 per acre on their land, which is
certainly a low rental for land of good quality and
which sells readily at from $50 to $100 an acre.
An examination of the statistics of the grazing industry in the Eastern United States, where it has
probably reached as great development as anywhere,
shows that the claims of large profits are not well

intcrest^Winvolved is complicated by the varied
nature of the soil and climate found within the
-borders of a given State, as in one section grass of
Sne quality may predominate, whereas corn cannot
be cultivated to the best advantage. In another grass substantiated, as the following exposition of the
may be obtained with difficulty, but other crops, such more important facts reveals. For instance, the
as sorghum, corn and some of the better known finisher of export cattle pays from $4 to $4.25 for
legiunes grow to the best possible advantage and his cattle in the fall when they weigh about 1,150
form admirable substitutes for grass under good pounds. These animals are fed out on the sod

management.

during the winter, and where handled to the best
advantage may gain a little; in many instances they
carefully planned, and where \ large number of fail to hold their own.
Presuming, however, that
animals have been handled, that one method or they go through the winter just even, they have conanother is always superior would be dangerous and sumed from fourteen to sixteen bushels of com, beunjustifiable.
The enviromnent, class of cattle used, sides the fodder and some straw, and in a severe
the individuality of the farmer doing the work, the season a considerable amount of hay.
The cost of
quality of the food stuffs, and the influence of carrying them through the winter, per head, is cerclimate, season and soil must all be taken into con- tainly not less than $12.
On the average, about five
sideration.
In our own experience the cost of acres of bluegrass will be required to finish an export
making a ton of silage has varied from $1 to $4. steer. In very favorable localities and on small
In the one instance cattle fed on this food would areas of land, possibly three acres will meet the rehave made a good profit; in the other they would quirements. After gracing on bluegrass for from ITiO
Thus, natural conditions to 200 days the cattle should show an increase under
have been fed at a loss.
have a marked influence on the results obtained in favorable conditions of 400 pounds, or a sale weight
feeding cattle.
of 1,500 to 1,550 pounds.
The sale price varies
Another point to be kept constantly in mind is from $5 to $5.25.
Reviewing these facts, we find that a steer costs
whether the foodstuffs fed the cattle in the stall are
charged to them at market prices or at the actual at $4.25 per 100 $48.87. Add to this the cost of
A bushel of corn the feed during the winter and the rental of five
cost of production on the farm.
may be made for 15 t» 20 cents, even on upland acres of bluegrass sod at $1.50 per acre, and the

To conclude from one experiment,

or even a series
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total cost is seen to be $68.37.
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Years of experience but establish

a maximum weight of 1,550 pounds it will bring at our belief more firmly in the great economic im5 cents per pound $77.50, leaving the owner a profit portance of the silo to the Southern farmer who proThe grazer, of course, has retained on poses to follow animal industries of any description.
of $9.13.
S'ome of the reasons why stall feeding cannot be
his land the fertilizing constituents contained in the
-droppings of the steer, and has handled his farm practiced have already been mentioned.
The high
with the least labor and expense, as he only culti- price of foodstuffs is a primary factor.
Labor is
vates a small area for the growing of corn and such
and grain crops as may be necessary to feed his
Under the most favorcattle through the winter.

also difiicult to secure,

able conditions, therefore, grazing can be followed
with success and profit, but these conditions only prevail in a limited section, and the irrational conclusion should not be drawn from this statement that
fitall feeding cannot be followed with success be-

is properly located.
To obtain profits from
feeding larger gains must be made than are
ordinarily secured.
This desirable end can be
brought about in two ways. First, by utilizing the

iiay

though the labor required in
feeding cattle under shelter to protect them from
inclement weather is not veyr great, especially where
the silo

stall

choicest quality of foodstuffs that can be raised or
cause in many instances it fails to show as large a purchased; second, the feeding of a larger amount
Moreover, the first cost of stockers and
profit per individual steer as is here indicated. of silage.
Moreover, the figures presented indicate about the feeders is out of proportion to the sale price.
In
largest profit the grazer is likely to obtain even many instances handlers do not now anticipate a
larger margin than 50 'cents; 75 cents is considered
under favorable conditions.
The results set forth emphasize more strongly a good margin and $1 a very wide margin. The stall
than ever the importance of having silos for the feeder under good management can undoubtedly
winter feeding of beef cattle, particularly in all make some money on a margin of 75 cents and $1,
climates where the rainfall is abundant or excessive not including the value of the farm-yard manure,
during the growing season, for corn and other crops which will be richer than is ordinarily the case beadapted to the silo can be stored and preserved to cause he will in all probability have purchased and
better advantage in this form than in any other. fed several tons of cotton seed meal and thus brought
The proof if this is found in the remarkably high additional plant food to his soil, rather than shipped
per cent, of protein obtained in silage made last it away. Besides, if he obtains the full market value
In- for. all his crops without selling them off his farm,
season under the most unfavorable conditions.
vestigations covering a period of several years also is he not infinitely better off than the man who sells
indicate that cattle fed silage in reasonable amounts them for cash and buys commercial fertilizers to
can be finished on grass successfully, and that there replace the lost elements of plant food? Approxiis no form of roughness as cheap and satisfactory for mately the same gains can be made in
a feeding
winter feeding as is provided through the medium period of 180 days in the stall as can be obtained on
of the silo. The silo will also enable the Southern gTass, and there are many opportunities for the
farmer to meet the highly diversified conditions of feeder of cattle to buy animals and "warm them
soil and climate which prevail in the South in such up," as the saying goes, for ninety days and dispose
of them to good advantage.
3. marked degree, and work along this line has been
Thus, there are opportunities in stall feeding
continued for a sufiicient length of time and with
results of such a definite nature that it is surprising which should not be overlooked, because the results
there should still be such marked opposition to the from one or more individual tests do not happen to
Suppose a 1,000-pound
use of silage. The silo can do more than anything indicate a large profit.
•else to enable farmers in less favored sections than steer costs 4 cents or $40, and makes two pounds of
the bluegrass regions to overcome the difficulties gain per day for six months, he would weigh at the
which have confronted the feeders of beef cattle in end of the feeding period 1,360 pounds, which at
the past. This point has been frequently mentioned 5 cents would make him worth $68.
Suppose it
on previous occasions, but it seems as if it cannot be costs 7 cents to make a pound of gain, or $25.20,
emphasized strongly enough to convince the thou- the total cost of the steer would thus be $65.20,
intimately
con- leaving a margin of $2.80 profit, not including the
sands who ought to be most
Moreover, the farmer would obtain the
cerned in the utility of silage, of its vast economic manure.
importance and vital relation to the successful grow- full market value for his foodstuffs.
ing, handling and finishing of beef cattle in all
Andrew M. Soule,
The fact that some have no* used the silo
stages.
Dean and Director.
successfully is not worth considering in view of the
Virginia Experiment Station.
•general success that has attended the utilization of

a
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JERSEY CATTLE.

meat for the
being
forbidden by law. The perfection of form and deerlike conformation of the Jersey shows what selection for a definite end persisted in through a seriea
of years will bring about, for few, if any, breeds can
claim to equal the Jersey in smoothness and
symmetry of outline and in the beautiful and harmonious correlation of all the attributes that go to
make up a perfect specimen of the dairy cow. The
mildness of the climate in which they originated acstock into the island except to provide

inhabitants, the introduction of other breeds

Editor Sovihem Planter:
This famous breed of

[Augustv

cattle,

as

its

name

indi-

Island of Jersey, which lies
off the northwest coast of France, but is under the
Crown of Great Britain, being part of the ancient
Dukedom of Normandy, which William the Conqueror governed when he seized the English throne
in 1066, since which time the island has belonged
The breed is a living example of what
to England.
consistent effort along a given line will do, for the
Island of Jersey enjoys an international reputation
because of the famous breed of cattle developed
there through the persistent efforts of a population
whose chief concern is that of animal husbandry.
Xature did much for the Island of Jersey in providing it with a delightful climate. The landscapes
are picturesque in the extreme and the scarcity of
land, all things considered, accoimts in a measure
for the development of a world-famous breed in a
country only about eleven miles long and not more
than nine or ten miles wide. The total area of the
Island of Jersey is less than 40,000 square miles,
and as a result land is very valuable and the holdings extremely small.
Every foot of tillable soil is
utilized to the best advantage, and a large part of
the Jersey cattle raised in the island are raised
under the tethering system which calls for the
greatest amoimt of personal care, and is one reason
why this breed has been so wonderfully developed
for dairy purposes.
Then, the comparative isolation
of the island, in that the exchange of live stock with
other coimtries was difficult for many years, coupled
with the devotion of the people to their favorite
breed, enabled the weeding out of undesirable animals and the blending of the various types which
existed at an early date into a harmonious whole,
giving us one of the most perfectly developed and
desirable of the dairy breeds now in existence
breed, in fact, that has achieved national reputation
in almost every civilized country in the world where
milk and butter are prized necessities of life.
No doubt the Jersey cattle are descended from
the cattle of Normandy, which they resemble in some
respects, notably in the occasional cropping out of
cates, originated in the

counts in part for the perfection attained with the
breed, for they can be tethered out from May until
October^ and they are, for the most part, only housed

winter season. Grass flourishes well
and with hay and roots constitutes a satisfactory ration, as every good dairyman knows.
The Jerseys have been well and favorably known
in America for more than a half century.
They
were brought to Hartford, Conn., about 1850, and
to Montreal, Canada, about 1868.
They have been
favorites wherever introduced, and it is not surprising that they became distributed all over the
United States in a comparatively short time; so
much so in fact that while they are now found
largely in both hemispheres, the United States ia
pre-eminently entitled to be called their home.
It
is not surprising that Jerseys should be such prime
favorites, first, because of their natural inherent
qualities for milk and butter production.
The milk
is extremely rich in fat, probajbly more so than that
of any other breed unless it be the Guernseys, and
many of the Jersey cows give a marvellous flow
when their size is considered. They have demonstrated their ability to produce milk and butter as
cheaply, and in many instances for less, than any
of the other so-called dairy breeds, and their claim
to world-wide prominence as a dairy breed was substantially advanced by their wonderful performance
at the World's Fair in Chicago in 1893 and later at
the Universal Exposition in St. Louis in 1903.
At
the World's Fair the Jerseys, pitted against both
Guernseys and Shorthorns for periods ranging from
fifteen to ninety days,
proved themselves to be
superior to the other breeds for both butter and
certain well defined color markings characteristic of cheese, and they produced the most milk and bythis breed.
History proves, however, that there has prodncts of the highest quality at the lowest costbeen no admixture of foreign blood with the island Of course, there is one thing that should be borne
cattle for more than 500 years, and it is not sur- in mind, which is perfectly fair to the Jersey cows
prising that in that time skillful breeding, abundant and the patriotic owners thereof.
The owners have
food and the most painstaking care imaginable had in the past an unusually large number of anishould have developed animals possessing almost mals to select from and neither expense nor skill
every desirable trait from the standpoint of dairy has been spared in getting out the very best for the
production.
It can be safely said, that for more various tests in which the breed has participated.
than 100 years there has been no importation of live This is eminently to the credit of Jersey breeders.

—

at night in the

in their native land,
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but the boast that good cows are only found in one
breed is no longer indulged in by liberal-minded
men, and there are few Jersey breeders so bigoted
that they will not admit that there are good dairy
animals in other breeds as well.
Before leaving this point reference will be briefly
made to the performance of the Jersey cows at the
Universal Exposition in St. Louis, which was
another complete triumph for this famous breed.
Twenty-five cows were entered in a test designed as
Class A, a demonstration intended to determine the
relative merits of different breeds for the most
economic production of butter fat and butter. This
test covered a period of 120 days.
The twenty-five
cows during that period made an average of 4,981
pounds of milk, or 41.5 pounds per day.
The
average per cent, of fat was 4.7 and the pounds of
butter 373.7, or 2.3 pounds per head per day.
The
value of the butter was $68.42, or 57 cents per day;
the cost of the feed, $28.90, or 24 cents per day, and
the net profit $39.52, or 33 cents per day.
This
was certainly a marvellous performance and one
that any set of breeders might look upon with pride
and satisfaction, and if the Jersey breeder should
feel himself puffed up at times,
those who are
familiar with the history of these famous dairy
animals will gladly pardon what may seem to them
at first sight as an unreasonable egotism.
The records mentioned, however, pale into insignificance when one thinks H>f the splendid performance of the leading Jersey
cow in this test,
Loretta D., who in 120 days made 5,820.27 pounds
of milk, or an average of 48.4 poimds per day. The
milk contained 4.8 per cent, of butter fat, or 330
poimds of butter, or 2.75 pounds per day. She
weighed 1,000 pounds and was eight years old at
the end of the test.
She thus gave nearly six times
her body weight in milk and one-third her body
weight in butter in 120 days. The average dairy
man believes that a cow that will give 5,000 poimds
of milk and make 300 pounds of butter in a year
will be a highly profitable animal in his herd.
Think what it would be to have a herd of cows givin:
two or three times as much milk and butter in a
'
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Up to the present time something over fifty
volumes of the American Jersey Cattle Club Register have been published and the total registration is
considerably over 200,000. Like the Holsteins, the
interests of this breed have been promoted by conducting butter tests varying in length from one week
up to one month. The great rivalry engendered by
these tests did much to promote the best interests of

where.

From the standpoint of popularity the
Jersey is unquestionably the best known and most
favorably considered of all our dairy breeds.
Excluding the Holsteins, they undoubtedly equal, if
they do not outnumber, all other breeds put together.
The facts already cited will show that this popularity is justified in a great measure, and then, of
course, this breed was one of the first to enter what
may be termed the exclusive dairy field in this country, and by reason of the enterprise of their owners
they have become thoroughly distributed all over the
country. As a family cow the Jersey stands without
a rival. She is a great favorite because of her gentle
disposition and easy-keeping qualities.
The milk
yields an abundance of rich cream, an attraction not
likely to be overlooked by those of epicurian tastes.
While the Jersey can be kept in a cold climate, she
is
probably better adapted to the Middle and
Southern States, where the temperatures are not so
extreme as in some sections.
In size the Jersey is one of the smallest of the
dairy breeds, the average cow seldom weighing over
900 pounds sometimes mature animals do not weigh
more than 700 pounds, and it is an exceptionally
large animal that weighs more than 1,000 or 1,100
pounds.
Some breeders of Jerseys think that overfineness has resulted from the system of breeding

this breed.

;

and management pursued and are inclined to seek
more bone and a little larger frame than has been
regarded with favor in the past. In the judgment
of the writer this

is

a

move

in the right direction

and should be encouraged, for while coarseness
would be a misfortnue, overfiness is certain to result
in permanently undermining the constitution.

The excellent milking qualities of this breed will
not be entered into in detail, as the facts already
This
cited show their capacity in this direction.

single lactation period.
Yet the high average at
tained by this herd of twenty-five Jerseys indicates race of cattle matures very early, which is an adthat it would be possible to obtain such a herd, and vantage to the dairyman, and they will graze as well
probably this achievement will be accomplished by as any breed, because their light bodies enable them
Of course, they will give better
some individual breeder who has the time and to range freely.
patience and means with which to carry out his results in abundant pastures and under good treatIn feeding qualities the
ideas with reference to the development of the ment than otherwise.
highest ideal type of dairy cow from the standpoint Jerseys do not rank high, and even partisans of the
of economic milk and butter production that the breed will hardly make strong claims for them from

the standpoint of beef production. Eor crossing and
world has seen up to the present time.
The wide popularity of the Jersey is shown by grading on native stocks where improvement for
the fact that she is the favorite family cow every milk and butter production is desired, they are a

—

'
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In general outline this breed bright as now. This sale presents an opportunity
very valuable breed.
which should not be
has a beautiful deer-like form, fine, clean limbs, a to the people of our section
without taking advantage of the
small head, what is generally termed a crumpled allowed to pass by
There same. There never was a better time to establish
horn, and particularly large, lustrous eyes.
Jersey herds than at present."
is a spareness about the form generally speaking and
We do not know that we can add anything to
the udders are usually remarkably well developed.
The color markings of the breed vary greatly. There what is so well said by Mr. BoAvman, except to urge
upon our readers who are interested in fine dairy
is a great fad at the present time for dark Jerseys
bordering on black, though the colors may include stock that they do not allow this opportunity for
individuality and
gray, fawn, white, yellow or an intermixture of all securing animals of the finest

The herd is sold for no
to pass by them.
and for no dissatisfaction with it, either individually or as a whole, but simply because the farm
THE SALE OF THE MONTVIEW HERD OF has been bought by the railroad company for trackage room for interchange of traffic, and Mr. Glass
JERSEYS.
From unavoidable causes the sale of the cele- is bound to give immediate possession and has
brated Montview herd of Jerseys belonging to the no other place to which he can move the stock.
Hon. Carter Glass, which was advertised in our last It is rarely that such an opportunity is afforded
issue to take place on the oOth of July, has bLOu post- anywhere and never before in Virginia has such
poned to August 7th, on which day it will take place a sale been held. See to it that it is availed of and
on the Fair Groimds at Lynchburg^ Va. The Hon. do not later have to reproach yourselves for missing
A. M. Bowman, the owner of the finest herd of a good chance for foimding or strengthening a herd
Jerseys in the world, which has at its head two of which you may be proud.
bulls which have cost over $10,000 each, and who
NIGHT PASTURES.
is, therefore, most competent to offer an opinion
During the hot season when flies are bad, stock
upon the value of the stock to be sold, has this to

Andeew
^ese.
Virginia Experiment Station.

M. Sodle,

breeding
fault

say upon the subject:
"The sale of Jersey cattle to be held by Hon.
Carter Glass on August 7th will be an opportunity
rarely presented t6 the people of Virginia and adjoining States.

Mr. Glass has sold

his

farm and

is

compelled to sell his herd. They will be sold to the
highest bidder without reserve or bybid. Mr. Glass
has collected this herd from the best sources, and a
We
recent visit to the herd was a surprise to us.
were aware of the fact that Mr. Glass had some
good Jerseys, but did not know that he had such a
large collection, and that so many of them ranked
with the best in the country. There are aged cows
of great capacity of St. Lambert, Coomassie and
Golden Lad blood, and many young things, both
male and female, the get of his imported herd bull,
Marrett's Flying Fo.x, that would make good
foundation animals for new herds or that would make
valuable additions to existing herds, and they will
perhaps sell below the usual prices obtained for
similar stock at

Xorthem and Western

sales.

will naturally do

much

of their grazing at night,

and should have the run of a night pasture. This
to make it handy for early milking should be located

bam or yard. The night pasture should
from weeds than any other, as the ani-

close to the

bs

freer

mals cannot see to avoid taking in weeds.
High
ground, free from- mosquito pools or ponds, is preferred for night pasture.
It may be with or without shade, but a small grove will be used by the
stock during stormy weather..

A "RAZOR-BACK" PLOW.
W.

VanDuzor, of Kissimmee, is nothing if not
original, and while a guest of Mayor Beecham recently spun the following tale, which for original
ideas and methods has the whole bunch headed.
^Ir. VanDuzor raises fine stock and recently added
some tine Berkshire hogs to his farm. Naturally
one would suppose that after this addition of fine
stock he would dispose of his razor-backs, but not
Mr. VanDuzor. He has planted a large acreage to
chufas, a dainty morsel for the porcine palate, and
he allows the razor-back to act as a plow in unearthL.

Marratt's Flying Fox, the imported bull at the
head of the herd, is a son of the $7,500 Flying Fox,
out of the famous prize cow, Charlie's Niece, and in,£j the chufas while the Berkshires follow along
Mr. VanDuzor says the
is good enough to head any herd, however good. behind and eat the chufas.
The young stuff at Montview shows him to be a razor-backs are getting thinner and the Berkshires
sire of great prepotency,

there being a uniformity

The
of type and quality that is rarely surpassed.
greatly increasing demand for high-class dairy products has caused a great demand for high-class Jerseys,

and the outlook for the business was never

so

and the greatest sight in the world is to see
the long, lean razor-backs ploughing up furrow after

fatter

furrow, while the Berkshires come leisurely along
Orlando (Fla.)

and gobble up the succulent chufas.
liCporfer-Star.
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The Poultry Yard.
POULTRY NOTES.
I have written several times of the necessity for
plenty of shelter for poultry.
This season emphaI am writing these notes
sizes what I mean by this.
lait 2 P. M., July 17th, and as I look from my window
the rain is coming down in sheets and the water
is running in torrents down the gentle slopes of our
farm. Everything is soaked. All of our chickens,
They improve
chicks and turkeys have free range.
every moment of daylight, but when the rains come
they fly for shelter. We have our houses arranged
It
so they can get under cover quickly at any time.
is really wonderful how soon chicks raised in broodThe first drops
ers learn to take care of themselves.
of rain send them scurrying into the brooder-house
and as soon as the shower is over they go in flocks
Early dawn finds them out looking for
to the fields.
the early worm and they continue looking for him
until darkness overtakes them, then they hurry home
We read much in agricultural and
to shelter.
poultry journals about the necessity for keeping
young turkeys out of the wet grass. Many writers
say they must be put under shelter on the approach
of every rain. We have hatched fifty-seven turkeys
this season and at this moment have fifty-two of them
and we have not had them in a shelter of any kind
If we can keep the dogs
since they were hatched.
away we can raise every one of them. We feed them
twice daily and give them the clear canopy of heaven
for shelter.
I have seen many little poults at three
weeks old busy catching insects at 4:30 A. M. in
the dewy grass, but have never seen one that was
They have a way of creeping
wet from the dew.
through the grass and weeds without getting wet in

and turpentine in and
add milk or water to make a dry
mash. Disinfect the yards and runs with air-slaked
Mix it equal parts and sow it
lime and sulphur.
Gape-worm extractors
all about the yards and runs.
They belong to the same equipare made to sell.
ment advertised some years ago for killing fleas and
It was "sure death" to them; it would
roaches.
One of my neighbors sent 25
"last a life time."
cents for it and received a small block of wood and a
the feed.

mix

it

Put

the pepper

dry, then

The printed directions said:
small wooden mallet.
"Catch the flea or roach and hold him on the block,
then kill him with the mallet."
Hens will lay as many eggs without males run-

them and the eggs will keep better.
ning with
Chicks do not get fully fledged (feathered) until
eight or ten months old. Last year we hatched some
Buff Orpington eggs from a reliable breeder. Fully
one-half of them were pure white when hatched and
up to three or four months old, but when they put
on their permanent feathers they were buff to the
This i^true of many diiTerent breeds.
skin.
Hens that are in good healthy condition and get
sick suddenly, stagger about, sit on the roosts and
hang their heads down low have been poisoned by
Gather and burn all
eating nightshade berries.
Those not too far gone can be
nightshade berries.
egg from this year's hatch on saved by cutting a small opening into the crop and
We have fifty-four pullets from removing the contents, rinse the crop with sweet

the least.

,

houses and roost poles free from mites by using
kerosene oil and crude carbolic acid, equal parts,
freely.
This can be put in whitewash, one pint of
the mixture to three gallons of whitewash.
Eor gapes I have never found anything better
than red pepper (capsiciim) and turpentine in their
Make the feed quite hot with pepper and
soft feed.
add a teaspoonful of turpentine to every quart of

We got our first
Sunday, July 7th.
this hatch and hope to get them all to laying by
August 1st. We have several hundred that will
begin to lay well by October 1st. This will give us
eggs during high prices.
I have an unusual number and variety of questions this month and will answer them without
taking the space to repeat them here.
Every one
can find the answer to their questions and thus save

The
milk and draw together with two stitches.
bird will recover in a few hours if done in time.
For head lice on chicks take a tablespoon heaping
full of lard, 20 drops of kerosene oil, 10 drops turpentine, mix well and grease the head and neck
You will find many of these lice on
thoroughly.

space.

lower

the neck

under the lower mandible. Eub the grease
down on head, neck and under side of

well into the

large, it is advisable to feed crushed
oyster shell, grit, dry granulated bone, meat meal
or green ei^t bone and two or three kinds of grain

Put a small lump of copperas
mandible.
(sulphate of iron) and two or three drops of kerosene oil into the water pans for diarrhcea in chicks.
Hypo sulphate of soda is also a good remedy. Dis'^olve a teaspoonful in a quart of their drinking water.

the time, summer and winter. Clean fresh water,
ashes and charcoal are also a necessity.
Keep the

feather puller.

Where

several

hundred hens are kept on

a range,

no matter how

all

Watch your

and kill the hen that
I know of no remedy. Soft

flock

is

a

shells
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are caused by a lack of lime.

Eeed crushed

oyster

chickens.
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They were half grown and

cost, delivered,

I bred these two lots together, keeping them in
The flock of 220 hens laid 392f dozen e^s during a pen. They were fed so well that they almost
June, an average of 152 per day.
averaged an egg a day for a long period. So many
Used for hatching 20 dozen, 20 cents
$ 4 00 of the eggs proved infertile that I wrote to The
Sold for hatching 37 dozen, 20 cents
7 40 Country Gentleman to ascertain the cause.
Some
Sold in market 60 dozen, 20 cents
12 00 gave one reason and some another. I raised some
gheU.

Sold
Sold
Sold
Sold
Sold

$6.

market
market
in market
in market
in market

60
60
60
60

in

in

dozen, 19 cents

40
80
00
40
6 80

11
10
12
11

chickens, but they required great care.

After a year or two, owing to weak chicks, I got
Plymouth Rock rooster. This cross imBut I
]n-oved them as to strength and fertility.
longed for a pure breed, so invested in BufE
Plymouth Rocks. The first season they did very
$75 80 well (they were a comparatively new breed). Wishing to breed to the standard, I kept two of the finest
19 50 cockerels. The chicks were so weak I only raised
64 40 seven and had to send to my neighbor with mixed
flocks for a few sittings to raise some chickens for

dozen, 18 cents
dozen, 20 cents
dozen, 19 cents

35| dozen, 19 cents

Total receipts, market price
Actual receipts
Sold for hatching
Sold in market
Used for hatching, no sale.

a Barred

the table.

Total

$83 90

I have found Leghorns to be the best layers and
Feed consumed for June was more than for May. that eggs paid better than raising chickens. I then
Corn (cracked), 3^ bushels at 75 cents
$ 2 63 sent for two Rose-Comb White Leghorn cockerels to
Bran, 100 pounds
1 30 cross with Buff Rocks.
The cockerels were so beauWheat, 17 bushels at 75 cents
12 75 tiful when they came that I though to try again to
Oats, 4 bushels at 55 cents
2 20 have a pure Legliorn flack.
I sent for two pullets.
Meat, 100 pounds
3 00 IMy letter in June Plantee gave the result.
Oyster shell, 100 pounds
60
This season I determined to try the Rhode Island
Grit, 50 pounds
38 Reds; got two sitting from different places.
One
Meal, 100 pounds
150 sitting had one-third infertile eggs, but I raised
every chicken hatched and they were very uniform
Total
$24 36 in color. The other sitting had a chicken in every
Net balance, market
51 44 egg; four died in shell by excessive heat in March,
Actual net balance
57 54 I thought. I raised every chicken hatched in this
The hens are now beginning to show the effect of lot; but I never saw a more mixed lot white, blue,
heavy feeding and are shedding their feathers quite brown and yellow.
I woiild not think of keeping
freely.
From appearance they will be moulting one if a pure-bred flock was wanted.
freely by August 1st.
In case they do they will be
Xow, these chicks had exactly the same treatment
laying again by October 1st with plenty of corn, as the White Leghorns
I
feed, housing and all.
meat, bran and linseed meal during August and Sep- account for the difference by the fact that the Reds

—

—

.

Cal Husselman.

tember.

new breed only

recently mixed. They are not
"Standard" of 1902 which I have.
Let me give some other examples: A woman a
few hundred yards from here wanted some Brown
Leghorn hens she bought four sittings of eggs. She
said tlie chicks were so weak that she has only six
that pulled through.
I read in Rural New Yorker:
Hope Farm, editor, bought two high-priced trios
R. I. Reds, from which he only raised twenty, and
Columbian Wyandottes, from which he raised none,
are a

in the

PUKE-BRED POULTRY.
Editor Southern Planter:

;

experience.

me

go more into detail with my
It has been my pleasure to care for a

Please allow

to

numbering
The locality

flock of chickens

sixty to eighty hens for

twenty years.

is

good ground sloping
hundred yards away; plenty of sand
and gravel and pure spring water. Not a single case the
;

to the river a

of gapes in above time.

trio dying.
I stopped in Albemarle on my
the recent reunion.
A lady there

way home from
had over a hun-

For a number of years I had mixed flocks, but
seeing a flock of S. C. Brown Leghorns I determined to try them. I sent for a sitting of rose
combs (I prefer those in any breed) eleven of the

dred chicks, as healthy a lot as I ever saw.
Two
broods just off with only one spoiled egg. Her flock
of hens were mixed breeds.
Chickens had been

eggs proved infertile.

raised there for flftv vears.

;

I then sent for a trio of the
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All of the gentlemen who replied to my letter vinced that the writer jumps at a conclusion and
Let those brings a charge against pure-bred poultry in general
-admitted that close inbreeding is bad.
people who write about their weak chicks enquire, with but very flimsy evidence for a foundation. It
Atten- is no evidence that eggs from pure-bred poultry in
first, how much inbreeding they practice.
tion i^ called to the wild fowls. The fittest of them general are infertile simply because T. M. W. failed
Neither is the
-survive, the weaker dying off like the Indians. They with a trio of White Leghorns.

have natural selection; are not kept up in yards and
stimulated to lay great numbers of eggs, weakening
controls
their
productive
organs.
Providence
them; man manages the chicks. One of your correspondents mentions the fact that cocks pay more
He is
:attention to another breed than their own.
There comes in natural selection. Nature
right.
makes the chicken rebel against man's artificial work.
Leghorn cocks with Buff Rock hens hatched
l)etter with stronger chicks.
There ought to be no

My

infertile

eggs.

Mr. Sherman

also says,

"That

it

-would be as sensible to assume that an Irishman,
•say, would be inferior to a man of mixed nationality."
I think so, too.
I know that the ScotchIrish people who settled this part of Virginia were
-very hardy and vigorous, mentally and physically.
I think the editor of The Plantee might agree that
an admixture of Scotch with the Irish would improve the latter.
[Yes, certainly.
Ed.]

Mr. Kline says distance has very little effect. If
tnan or beast is kept in a small community, in same
condition and climate they will deteriorate.
I used
the word distance to mean another climate.
ManIdnd, from a single pair, has spread over the world
and has been so changed by climatic and other influences that it is hard to believe they came originally from the same stock. These brought together
again will produce vigorous offspring, if healthy.
Nature provides by making man, as well as beasts,
to fancy strangers.
If this discussion will prevent close inbreeding
among poultry raisers it will repay me for the
trouble I have taken to call attention to it.
I myeelf have little interest in it in a material way. Only
•surplus eggs are sold, the chickens raised are for
any table and for layers.
But farmers and their wives don't want to sit up
at night with the chicks and buy chick foods, etc.,
at high price when they can raise vigorous chicks
-on corn bread and wheat screenings.

Rod-bridge Co., Va.

T.

M^ Wade.

Brown Leghorns
Brown Leghorns, much less

failure with

sufficient to

condemn

pure-bred poultry.
By the way, is the parentage always responsible for
misshapen chicks? I think not. Neither is it the
fault of the hens that laid the eggs that the chicks
The manner in which the
are weak in most cases.
chicks are incubated, the temperature, etc., is often
There are
the cause of weak and deformed chicks.
all

all

many

things that could be the cause of the failure
the inbreeding of the parentage. Then
another point, the Leghorns are generally recognized

besides
as

which the young are rather tender

a breed' of

until they

grow

to considerable size.

But passing from T. M. W.'s experience I will
give some of my own experience and observation.
A few years ago I shipped 30 pure-bred Silver-Laced
Wyandotte eggs to a customer a distance of nearly
300 miles. In about four weeks I got a postal-card
from my customer saying that 27 of the 30 eggs had
hatched nice, healthy chicks. Another customer reported a hatch of 11 chicks from a sitting of 15
eggs.
These were shipped more than 200 miles.
Another customer, nearer home, reported 15 chicks
from 15 eggs. Of 105 eggs now in our incubator
nearly 90 per cent, proved fertile when tested.
These are all S. L. Wyandotte eggs. We usually
get from 12 to 15 chicks from sittings of eggs incuWe have not been so successful
bated with hens.
with our Brown Leghorn eggs, but a goodly number
of them are fertile if the hens are properly taken
Once
care of, even in confinement in small lots.
we had a sitting of S. B. Hamburg eggs shipped
to us and two-thirds of them hatched after being
shipped nearly 200 miles. My brother, who keeps
R. C. B. Leghorns exclusively and allows them free
range, informs

me

My experience

that the eggs nearly all hatch.

me to conclude that T. M. W.
has jumped to a conclusion without properly considering the facts in general, and that as a rule
the pure-bred fowls are as hardy as mongrels that
they are bred for a purpose and that they serve the
purpose for which they are intended better than
A. J. Leg<j.
mixed breeds.
leads

;

Albion,

W. Va.

PURE-BRED POULTRY.
DOGS.

Editor Southern Planter:
I have read T.

M. W.'s indictment of pure-bred Editor Southern Planter:
I have lived in old Virginia nearly four
The Southern Planter, and

-poultry in general in

the more I read and study

it

the

more I

am

con-

years and
I

have been raising poultry ever since I came here.

:

;
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find the climate ideal, the soil and water excellent,
market fairly good, shipping facilities splendid and

[August^

PROFITABLE POULTRY KEEPING.
Editor Southern Planter:

everything all that any one could desire.
"We can
Results of keeping poultry on a half-acre lot for
have green pasturage for our flocks practically every
1907
day 'in the year. Crimson clover, rye, oats, wheat, six months, January 1, 1907, to July 1,
58 hens, 2 roosters^
Stock on hand January 1st
turnips and cabbage will all endure the winters
116 pullets. Total, 192.
without injury, while red clover and alfalfa can be IG cockerels,
July 1st 00 hens, 4 roosters, 75 pullets, lOO
seeded in early August to make an ideal range for
Total, 265.
chicks.
the hens for winter.
Eggs laid January, 876; February, 1,374 ^
There is but one drawback to poultry raising in
Vnrginia and this is a serious one. I refer to the March, 2,195; April, 1,494; May, 1,392; June^
Total, 7,988.
great number of worthless, half-famished dogs that 657.
Eggs sold— January, $22.10; February, $33.87;
roam at will over our yards and fields chasing and
March. $60.85; April, 53.10; May, $31.53; June^
destroying everything within their reach
eggs,
Total, $224.95.
chicks, hens, turkey eggs, young turkeys, ducks, $14.50.
Stock sold— January, $4.20; February, $1.80;
ducklings,
victims
lean lank

—

—
—

—

all

hungry

to the

fall

pack of worthless curs.
I have lost hundreds of
dollars worth of eggs, chicks and turkeys in the past
four sea.sons, and in but one instance could I recover
pay for the fowls destroyed. If 05 per cent, of the
dogs in the Old Dominion could be planted two feet
deep at the root of an apple tree or a good grape
vine and the breeding of dogs be restricted by a heavy
tax on all female dogs, it would add many thousands
of dollars t(5 the value of the poultry and egg industry in the State and many more thousands to the
sheep-breeders' revenue.
It would also remove one
source
and a great one, too of much ill will and
"bad blood" from every neighborhood in our Commonwealth. All other domestic animals have an intrinsic value.
We work the horse for pleasure and
profit
we milk the cow and convert her into beef
we clip the sheep's wool and make lamb chops and
mutton from his carcass; the pig gives us hams,
bacon, spareribs, sausage and lard.
What does the
dog give us ? Trouble, sleepless nights and rabies.
If tlie next Legi.slature wants to confer a lasting
benefit on the agricultural population of Virginia
it will pass a .stringent dog law.
Put a license tax
of $3 on every female dog and $2 on every male,
authorize the killing of every dog tliat does not wear
the license tag, and give every one the legal right
to kill any dog caught in the act of destroying property.
Let those people who want to keep dogs for
companions ( ?) pay for the privilege.

—

—

;

Cal Husseljian.

We

strongly endorse this susrgestion.

vote which always

for the dogs

'

Tlie colored

now

a thing
Let the white voters insist that their
represenatives protect their property from these
roving curs, which larirely are owned by improvident colored peopde.
The poorer they are, the more
dogs they keep. The man who values a dog will not
.<!tood

is

of the past.

hesitate to

and

pay

a tax for the privilege of

will see that

—Ed.

he

is

keeping ore

well fed and stnvs at houie.

March, $24.75

;

April, $56.75

;

May, $25.20

;

June^

Total, $115.90.

$3.20.

Manure sold— 11

barrels, $4.40.

Feed bought, $83.86.
Incidental eggs,

Income,

etc.,

$345.25;

$23.18.
expense,

$238.21.

profit,,
$107.04;
R. H. Harris.

Wariviclc Co., Va.

JAMESTOWN POULTRY SHOW.
Applications for premium lists and entry blank?
continue to come in from every section of the country, and the jirospeots for one of the biggest shows
ever held in the country grow brighter each day.
all seem to
and the big exposition show promises

The

time, the place and conditions

be-

I'nst

right,

to-

be a notable event.

While the show does not come off for four months^
arrangements are beinq; rapidly perfected, and everything will be in readiness for the event.
Tlie premium list is being arranged and will be
All breeders
ready for distribution August 10th.
intending to make exhibits should file their application at once for premium book and entry blanks.
The breeders of the South are taking much interest in the Jamesto-wn show, and the entry from
Several
Oils section promises Jto be very strong.
sections of the South have already arranged to cenand send them'
ter their birds at a given point
tlirough to the exposition in special cars, in charge
nf competent ]iarties, who will feed and care for the

going and returning.

liird-!

The Corno Mills Company,
TIL, have offered a $100 solid

of East

St.

Louis,.

cup for the
Other
largest and best display, any one variety.
and valuable specials will be added to the already
long

silver

of specials.
correspondence relative to the Jamesto-wn
show should be addressed to the Superintendent,.
John \. Murkin, Nashville, Tenn., until October Isitlist

All

;
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The Horse.
THE HORSE.
By W.

Cartee, "Bro.uj Rock."

Extensive improvements have been mapped out
by A. B. Lewis at Lewisiana Farm, his big estate
in Caroline County, some ten miles from Fredericks-

;

The place formerly known as Hayfields, the
home of the Tayloes, was in ante-bellum days with age and handling.

burg.

old

Arion, 2 :07f
daughters of Bingen, 2 :06|One
2:15j, and other famous sires.
of the choicest young things on the place is Lisa N.,
the bay filly, 3, by Bingen, out of La Jolla, by Advertiser, and she out of Sally Benton, 2:17f, dam
Hanson likes Lisa N.
of 4, by General Benton.
well and looks for her to make a very fast mare
are

Advertiser,

J.

one of the

finest in all Virginia,

and guided by the

are being made
with a lavish hand.
With offices in Wall Street,
New York, Mr. Lewis is much occupied, so that
little of his time is now spent in Virginia, but later
on with the contemplated relaxation of important

hand

-of its

new owner expenditures

business interests in the metropolis healthful diversion will be sought

at

Lewisiana.

To

the latter,

which already comprised some two thousand acres,
has been added by recent purchase from J. W. Garrett for $24,000, the adjoining estate of 400 acres.
At present Mr. and Mrs. Lewis have apartments at
the Waldorf in New York, also furnished houses
in Chicago and Salt Lake City, and a winter home
at Passadena, one of the most beautiful spots in all
Southern California.
Quite a lot of trotting horses are owned at
Lewisiana, but just now Jersey cattle are most in
evidence at the farm, and in the herd of 150 head a

sum has been invested, reaching, all told, probably right around $100,000, as for the famous bull.
Stockwell, alone $11,500 was paid, a world's record
auction price, at the great Cooper sale in May last.
With the large herd of Jersey cattle, headed by
Stockwell, the great son of Oxford Lad, and other
tidy

mile track of the Virginia State Fair
T.
Silas Smith, who trains for A.
Griffith and Clyde W. Saunders, has some ten or
twelve head of trotters and pacers in his stable.
Smith, who is a very capable, painstaking man,
trained for M. H. White, of Hertford, N. C, several
years and did well with his horses, among them being The Conqueror, 2 rOl^ Colonel Patri'ck, 2 :10i,
and Estrella, 2:13J, a trio that made their records
Among the older horses now in Smith's
in 1906.
hands are Nelly McZeus, 2 :2Q^, brown mare, by

At

the

Association

;

^IcZeus,

dam Louise Branch, by Woodburn

2:13,

Rock Sand, dun gelding, by Sable
Rock, a green trotter entered in some of the early
closing events bay gelding, by Dexter Prince, dam
by Electioneer Princess King, a chestnut mare, 5,
by The Beau Ideal, 2 :15:|:, dam Princess Alma,
sister to Lady of the M^or, by Mambrino King,
and some well-bred and promising youngsters. The
l.-tter division includes a trio of two-year-olds bred
at x\llen Fann, Pittsfield, Mass., and purchased
direct from that noted establishment by Messrs.
These are the chestnut colt
Griffith and Saunders.
Akar, 2, by Aquilin, dam Pavetta, by Pistachio,
who is a pacer and only quite recently worked a
quarter in 35 seconds; Berro, bay colt, by Bingara,
dam Keshana, by Kremlin; and Kahola, bay filly,
Berro
2, by Kremlin, dam Benigna, by Alcatraz.
is a trotter and has a way of going that betokens
both speed and race-horse quality, while the filly is
a c'ood one, too, and like Berro is a trotter.
Hambletonian

;

;

;

members of the breed, which require almost
unlimited care and attention, J. .T. Carpenter, the
director of affairs at Lewisiana Farm, is a very
busy man these long summer days. Carpenter was
with the Hood Farm at Lowell, ilass., for a decnde
or more, and the experience gained at that wellknown establishment, where both cattle and harness
horses were then bred on quite an extensive scale,
President C. 0. Wren, of the Norfolk Horse Show
must sei-ve him well at Lewisiana. Now, however,
M. F. Hanson has been engaged to handle the horses and Fair Association, Norfolk, Va., is authority for
at the farm, and he will have plenty of material to the statement that neither a Fair, race meeting or
work on. Hanson is a painstaking, careful man horse show will be held there this year by his assoand is well thought of by former employers. For ciation on account of the Jamestown Exposition beyears he was with Floyd Brothers, Bridgetown, Va., ing on, as the counter attractions offered by the latter
and later with irontezuma Farm, Richmond, Va., are too strong to admit of opposition. Mr. Wren,
and his skill was a'^tested by the development Iiowever. thinks that the Norfolk Horse Show and
of Clarion, 2:15^; Little Guy. 2:17|, and other Fair Association will again be much in evidence in
speedy trotters and pacers. Box Axworthy, 2 :22|, 1908, with a spring race meeting, the usual Fair
a beautiful chestnut horse by Axworthy, 2 :15^, and and race meeting combined in the Summer, while
Supremacy, 2 :29, son of Bell Boy, are the stallions an up-to-date horse show one fully in keeping with
costly

in use at the farm, while

among

the brood mares

—
—

those of previous years

^will

be held in the

fall.

—

—
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RECORD SALE OF DRAFT HORSES.
Joseph D. Carroll, representing the Fiss, Doerr
& Carroll Horse Company, closed a notable contract
with George Ehret last week to supply the Hell Gate
brewries with fancy draught horses next year.
Mr.
Ehret was in the market tor 150 head of the highest
class that could be found in the United States, and
to obtain them he agreed to pay $75,000, or $500 a
head.
This is the market record for draughters in
Xew York. Mr. Carroll said that the horses as well
as the prices would break the record, for he has
stipulated that every animal delivered shall weigh
more than a ton, and that all shall be of the best
shape and quality.
"It's the quality that costs, and that counts in
drafters the same as in coach horses,'" he remarked,
in speaking of the Ehret deal.
"We could supply
horses of the weight required for $400 or even $350
a head if Mr. Ehret didn't care anything about
quality.
That kind is easy to find and easy to buy,
but when it comes to the big fellow weighing more
than a ton with two ends and a middle smoothly
turned and full at all points, fine coated, clean
legged, and as active as a pony, you must pay a
fancy price to get him. He is worth it in the end,
however, for the more quality a horse has the longer
he will wear and the more work he can do. Horses
such as we shall supply to Mr. Ehret will still be
fresh and sound when the-big spongj- kind, light in
the barrel and loosely put together, would be down

[August,

Grand Championship mare would not stand
as eighth at our great International.
large,

and a good mover, she is very light
two much daylight under her, and she

stylish

in bone, with

stands a

Edmond

as good
While she is

M

"coon-footed," in front especially.
Perriot had, I thought, better mares than

little

this great prize

differently.

winner, but the Frenchman thinks

I brought over five mares, only one over

three years old, and she

and the other

was

five

;

one two years old,

three, three years old.

I tried to get

greys, but I got one dark bay

and one brown. I
will have to keep these mares and breed them, as
I cannot sell them here and come out even, they cost
almost as much in France as they sell for here.
all

The French,
store"
is

like

the Arabs, "set a great

on their mares. They argue that

deal of

selling

mares

like "killing the goose that lays the golden egg."

A

breeder of great prominence in the Perche Dissays he refused $4,000 for three of his mares,
and they would miss that mark by a thousand dollars in this country.
I started twice to let these five
mares stay in France, but I had been to considerable
expense looking them up, and my trip across the
ocean made me reconsider, and I closed 'the deals,
trict

knowing

them and bred them I could
back and perhaps a profit.
Four of
the five were bred to Aveline's and Perriot's best
stallions, and if I keep them, I will, in reality, have
four more imported (in embryo) Pereherons next
get

that if I kept

my money

spring.

and out."

The imported mares have a quicker step and are
percentage of the draught horses raised in handled to show more speed at the trot than the
this country would fill the bill under such a con- American-bred Percheron.
The Frenchmen shoe

"What

tract ?"

Mr. Carroll was asked.
yearlings and work the colts at two years old
that
in five hundred," was the answer.
"The is, the ;farmers do.
horses that ]\Ir. Ehret buys are really the show horses
The wagons in the farming country are all twoof the Percheron breed, and they are just as scarce wheeled carts
one horse in the shafts and often five
as show horses are among the Hackneys and the in the lead, working in tandem style.
I suppose the
trotters.
The number is always extremely limited, Mexicans are as far advanced, agriculturally, as the
and that is why they cost so much." New York French. I imagine Adam and Eve farmed in just
Herald, June 30.
such style.
The women on the farms do as much
work as the men, and they look old at thirty years
BUYING PERCHERON HORSES IN
of age.
The roads in France are the finest in the
FRANCE.
world, and Paris is the most beautiful city in the
Editor Southern Planter:
world, but this is about all the good I can say of
After eight days in the breeding districts of France, and it is perhaps best not to tell of the bad.
France, looking for mares of a type to suit my ideas
No importer can bring first-class mares to the
as to what a good draft mare .should be, I was exceed- United States and resell them
as they do stallions
ingly disappointed in finding that the French mares at a great profit.
I met two of the largest Western
lacked in two very essential points -they were importers purchasing stallions
one of them had
"stilty," or "leggy," and lacked bone.
I saw mares already bought IfiO, and the other had ninety-two,
in the stables of such noted breeders as Aveline, the and they were still buying, but both of them refused
Perriots, Tacheau, and, in fact, all of the greatest to buy a mare, as they said the Americans did not
prize winners ni Italy and the greatest shows of appreciate good brood mares, and this I find true in
France, notably, Paris and Noget Le Rotron, and I many instances, but I find the mares more profitable

"Xot one

—

—

am

honest

in

tlic

opinion that

Edmond

—

Perriot's

than the stallions.

Borkingham

Co.. Va.

John

F. Lewis.
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Miscellaneous.
PEOF. W.

E.

MASSEY AND THE PLANTEE.

For many years Professor Massey was

a regular

"Future of the American Farmer" and the other on
"The Value of Technical Education for the Farmer."
Professor Hays is too well known to need an intro-

contributor to the columns of this journal and his
duction to the farmers of Virginia. He has given
articles were always looked for eagerly and highly
his life and energy to agricultural teaching and inreaders.
agricultural
appreciated by our
There is no
vestigation, and has done much towards improving
writer who knows better what information Southern
the quality of wheat and other leading cereal crops.
farmers need 'and no other man who knows so well
how to communicate this information in such a form His illustrated lecture on technical education, as it
relates to the farmer, will be both highly entertainas to be thoroughly understood and appreciated.
When Professor Massey accepted the position of ing and instructive.
Dr. A. G. Melvin, Chief of the Bureau of Animal
editor of The Practical Farmer it was with the
Industry Washington, D. C, will discuss "Controllunderstanding that he should not write for any other
ing Animal Parasites," which means so much to a
journal and we were perforce compelled to get along
large part of the State.
It is hoped that he will be
without his help.
Differences of opinion between
Dr. Cooper Curtiss,
Mr. Maule, the owner of the paper, and Mr. Massey assisted in this discussion by
of Lynchburg, Va.
as to the lines on which The Practical Farmer should
Prof. A. D. Shamel, of the Bureau of Plant Inbe run have recently caused Mr. Massey to resign
dustry, will discuss "The Improvement of Tobacco
his position as editor of that journal and he now
and Other Farm Crops." Professor Shamel is a
resumes his connection with The Southern
Plantee. In this issue will be found one or two specialist in this line of work and is in a position to
give much valuable information to our tobacco
articles contributed by him, and hereafter we expect
to publish something from him in each issue.
We growers, and they will, no doubt, be delighted at

having an opportunity to hear from one who is 'an
authority on this important subject.
Hon. Alva Agee, who is well known to many members of the Institute will discuss the "Maintenance
of Soil Fertility," and as he has had the good fortune to bring up a badly run-down farm to a highlyproductive condition, his remarks will be practical,
and applicable to conditions in Virginia.
Professor Eommell, of the United States Department of Agriculture, will give a talk on "The American Carriage Horse," and what the government is
doing to stimulate an interest in' the breeding and
of horses of this class. Horse breeding
SPEAKEES EOE THE STATE FAEMEES' development
is a subject very dear to the hearts of all Virginia
INSTITUTE.
farmers, and Professor Eommel is undoubtedly in
Excellent progress has been made in arranging position to furnish valuable inform'ation to our horse
the programme for the next meeting of the State breeders.
Farmers' Institute, to be held at Eoanoke, August
Dr. S. A. Eobinson, of Covesville, Va., will read a
13th, 14th and 15th, and while it is not complete in paper on the "Food Value of Milk," and Dr. Charles
all its details many persons will be interested to A. Cannaday, of Eoanoke, a paper on "The City
learn the names of a number of the speakers who Milk Supply."
These papers will both be handled
have agreed to be present and deliver addresses. by experts in their line, and the dairy business is
Among these may be mentioned President L. E. gTowing so rapidly in the State that their remarks
Johnson, of the Norfolk & Western Eailroad, who will certainly be listened to with much interest and
has always showed a commendable interest in the benefit.

know

that our readers will be glad to have the help

Massey in solving the problem of
making farming pay, and we know of no man who
will more willingly help all those who appeal to him
for advice. He is competent to give the advice, and
we feel ourselves proud in again having his help in
the work of conducting this journal.
Tell your
friends that if they want to know what Professor
Massey has to say on the every-day problems of
Southern agriculture they must subscribe for The
Southeen Plantee.
of Professor

Institute.

Hon. Joseph Bryan, of Eagle Point and Eichmond, will deliver an address on "Land Drainage"
delivered by the Hon. Charles W. Heater, of Middle- which cannot fail to prove most interesting and intown President of the State Board of Agriculture.
structive.
The Hon. W. M. Hays, Assistant Secretary of
Dr. Paul Barringer, the President-elect of the
Agriculture, will deliver two addresses one on the Virginia Polytechnic Institute, will also be present

The response

to the address of

welcome

will be
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[August,

and discuss the subject of "An Open Field for In- got ? A hill along the com plants to preent them from
dustry."
Undoubtedly all of the members will be blowing down ( ?) and a ditch between the rows that
glad to have an opportunity of meeting the new prevents the water from feeding the plants, but
draws it off the field and takes with it much of the
President of the V. P. I.

"Road Building"

will be considered in detail by
Wilson, State Highway Commissioner.
This is a subject of vast economic importance, and the part the State is playing in the improvement of our highways through the use of convicts will undoubtedly provide one of the most interesting features of the meeting.
These are but a few of the more important subIn addition, it is proper to state that a sumjects.
mary of the results of feeding over 400 head of beef

Capt. P.

St.

J.

and 160 or more head of hogs and a large numThere will also be
ber of calves will be presented.
a report on the result of the work of the Department
of Field Experiments at Blacksburg.
A number of addresses will be delivered by prominent and successful farmers throughout the State.
cattle

best soil

The question of the value of live stock improvement is such a vast one that there is no space to give
it

justiee here.

We may

cultivation of the soil

is

refer to that later.

The

of paramount importance.

To prove this to you, we will give you some of our
personal experiences.
Now, friends, don't think that our bump of egotism is abnormally developed.
But it may be
remembered that about two years ago or less we
assured you that it was our hope to convert one of
those oft-mentioned "worn out" farms in Virginia
into a flower garden in from three to four years'
time.
is it

If a man gets better results than the average,
not of material benefit to others if he gives his

And

our method is economy and
There are many eyes turned
for all who attend the Fourth Annual Meeting of the toward the South, and only need the assurance that
Virsrinia State Farmers' Institute.
the soil can be quickly made productive.
The home-seeker travelling the South is often
ADVANTAGES AND POSSIBILITIES OF strongly impressed not only by the general appearTHE SOUTH.
ance of improductiveness, but also by the absence of
Editor Southern Planter:
grass for hay, and especially the clovers.
He begins
The opportunities that are lost every day number to worfder whether clover can be grown at all profitOpportunity comes knocking at our doors ably or not. I have seen them show far more interlegion.
more than once. It has been knocking at the doors est in the clover question than in anything else.
of all Southern farmers and has been accepted by a Why?
Simply because any experienced farmer
comparative few. The South een Planter has pre- knows where clover can be readily and successfully
sented these self-same opportunities to you from time grown there can also the cereals.
It has preached improved soil culture,
to time.
I read an article purporting to be written by a
intensive cultivation, improved live stock, dairying, resident of Virginia in the June issue of The Breedetc., ever since I have been a reader thereof, which ers' Gazette that conveys the impression that tame
is six years or more. And to what purpose ? While grasses and alfalfa are to be met with in Virginia as
there has been marked improvement along certain plentifully as in the Central Western States.
Such
lines, yet there is so much room for further improve- a way of putting it is, I think, unwise, as many men
ment that progress, as a whole, is not what it should from the Noi'th and West fail to find conditions as
have been.
they have a right to expect from such representations,
Take soil cultivation, for instance. How many and go back sorely disappointed. Of the numberless
are actually ploughing six to nine inches deep to farms offered for sale, on how many can a newcomer
those who are barely reaching four inches and never expect to cut one-half to one ton of either alfalfa,
vary? How many get rid of the hard-pan formed clover or timothy to the acre during his first year's
in years past ?
How many harrow their land with occupancy? But because of this lack of tame
a drag in proper repair and suited for condition of grasses it is not to be supposed that this is a natural
land then break and firm the soil with a land roller condition. Oh, no!
It is mainly due to a careless
and then either disc or harrow it at least three or and unthrifty method of farming. That the possifour times imtil soil is properly fined and in condi- bilities of alfafa and the clovers in general in Virtion to receive seed?
How many work their com ginia are enormous and have passed the experiby level cultivation and give it from five to fifteen mental stage is an established fact.
All that is
workings, as the needs may be, to those who will use needed is more energy from human agencies.
We
the turning plow to throw the soil to and from the need more farmers who will take hold of this propoplant and rarely exceed three such workings, if you sition with a vim, satisfied that they can accomplish
can call them workings? And then, what have we their aims. I would even suggest to those offering
It

is

;

needless to say that there

is

a treat in store

method publicity
simplicity

itself.

?
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farms for sale to first establish five to twenty a few times, still it made a wonderful first-year's
cut two
acres of thrifty-looking alfalfa or other clover be- growth for kind and condition of soil..
fore showing their places to prospective buyers and tons from the acre first cutting and expect a few
their chance of selling would be doubly increased. more cuttings.
their

We

In the August
you about
making two tons of clover hay to the acre on what
we call our upper low groimds. There you will
notice that no manure or fertilizer was used of any
Deeper ploughing and thorough preparation
kind.
of land for seed is what brought us results. Now,
on lower low ground we raised com for two successive years, knowing that it had been in corn for
Why ? Because we had to have corn
years back.
for stock and that was the only logical place to

But about our personal

issue of

The Plantee

experience.

for 1906 I wrote

Now,

as to our "flower garden" just kindly fix

your mind: In July, 1904, 250 to
300 acres of cultivable land covered with brush, old-

this picture in

broomsedge, etc., presenting a generally
wild and abandoned state, with no fences or buildings, and in June, 1907, you can see between six
and seven miles of woven wire fencing with grain
and grass covering most of those barren-looking
If "Hunter's Fare" is not a fiower garden
acres.
at this writing, in the full sense of the word, yet to
a true farmer or agriculturist the sight is even more
Any of our fair-minded neighbors will pleasing. Poetical I am not, but a man cannot help
rais« it.
bear us out in this, that our corn was as good as the feeling the influence that Nature exerts in the fullRemember this land ness of her strength. My! what a sight to gladden
best on supposed better land.
was practically abandoned and considered too poor the heart to see acres of wheat four to four and a
to chance raising a crop of corn the year previous half feet high and rye five to seven feet waving
ISTo manure or fertilizer was applied under the breezes and just turning that golden shade
to our coming.
to corn.
The first year we sowed crimson clover at that warns us harvest is here. Oats thi-ee to three
Again and a half feet high and ripening; corn growing
last working of com and had a poor stand.
intensive cultivaion of soil and crop brought us nicely in spite of bad weather conditions; cow peas
the results with com. In the fall of 1905 we seeded also showing well and thrifty, but finest of all were
the piece to wheat and applied complete fertilizer our clovers when in full bloom and now safely
And what is more, another
(our own mixing) at the rate of 250 pounds to the housed and stacked.
acre and sowed some timothy seed with the wheat. crop coming with promise of being a large one.
What better do you want for your labor? Why
In the spring of 1906 we sowed clover. Our wheat
crop was poor, owing to using seed wheat that had is not the South advantageous to farmers with its
Well last fall we cut help at a nominal wage and fairly plentiful. Its
evidently heated in the bin.
quite a little hay.
But this spring; what promises fine climate, good soil, short winters and consequent
of a hay crop
You will hardly believe me when short feeding period for stock and long growing
I tell you that at haying time the timothy stood period for crops, and so many forage crops that
We made should make the question of farming for profit easy.
four feet and the clover three feet.
H. B. Bush & Beo.
Powhatan Co., Va.
seventy-one tons of hay from about fifteen acres.
My brother says any one doubting this need only
to help make the hay and will soon be convinced of
HILL ESTATE, VIRGINIA.
Last year our 20-acre
the truth of this statement.
A SOLUTIOlSr OF THE LABOE PEOBLEM.
experimental plot of alfalfa yielded us nine tons in
The labor problem, which is vexing the South so
four cuttings. That gave us inducement to get busy.
We, therefore, prepared five more acres and expect much as to make it a continual subject of discussion
You see we must go ac- fn the press of that section, has been solved with
to add some every year.
The solucording to our means. This piece my brother gave impressive results on one large estate.
extra attention to; some manure was used, also a tion adopted is of the nature of cutting the Gordian
very light dressing of potash and acid phosphate knot. Since it was found that negro labor was not
with about a ton of lime to the acre.
The land satisfactory, a clean sweep was made and all negro
White labor was brought in
really needed more manure and chemical fertilizer, labor was excluded.
but we did the best we could and sowed about and given undivided enjoyment of the opportunities.
field pine,

!

STAUNTON

eighteen pounds of seed to the acre the second week As the sequel to that policy the estate is now proRather late, but couldn't be helped. ducing the largest tobacco crop raised on any private
in September.
We had a nice, even stand and in early spring of property in the country, and the largest corn crop
But you produced east of the Alleghany Mountains.
this year gave promise of a fine early cut.
The estate on vHbich these striking economic reall know what the weather has been all over the
country and Virginia had its share, though far less sults have been accomplished is one of the historic
harmful. In spite of the late frosts setting it back plantations of the South. It is Staunton Hill, the
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of the Bruce family, and at present the resi- extent of tobacco planted with negro labor amounted
dent members of the family are Charles M. Bruce to 800,000 hills. With white labor 1,400,000 hills
and Philip A. Bruce and the latter's wife and have been planted. The yield has increased in even
greater proportion, for one of the complaints against
daughter
negro labor was that the growing crops were exposed
The estate is in Charlotte county, in the section to neglect. Tobacco requires close attention. When
between the James River and North Carolina, worms make their appearance the plants must be
known as Southside Virginia, which before the war regularly and systematically gone over or the leaves
was the principal seat of the slave-holding interest. will be rapidly eaten up, for the tobacco worm is a
It is in what is known as the Black Belt, the negro
It is averred that negroes will
voracious feeder.
population outnumbering the whites. Staunton Hill not work with the necessary diligence, and that
lies in the Valley of the Staunton River, which is
their careless habits are a great source of loss.
the boundary between Charlotte and Halifax Coim- Under present conditions a tobacco crop of 200,000
ties.
The estate stretches along the north side of the pounds has been made on the estate, which, acriver over four miles.
It comprises about 5,000 cording to the information gathered by the Agriculacres, and the entire circuit of its boundary is over
tural Department at Washington, is the largest yield
twelve miles in length. The nearest railroad station by any private estate in this coimtry.
There is a
is at Clarkton, Halifax County, about thirty-nine
Florida corporation raising tobacco on a number of
miles south of Lynchburg, on the Durham branch plantations which may obtain a larger aggregate
of the Norfolk & Western Railroad.
yield, but it is believed that the Staunton Hill crop

home

When emancipation took place the estate was the
only home which hundreds of the freedmen had ever
had, and the attempt was made to carry it on by
their labor by wage agreements.
Results were so
unsatisfactory that when he died, in 1896 the proprietor, Mr. Charles Bruce, said, among his last
words, that he left to his children a difficult problem that he had been unable to solve. At that time
Mr. Charles M. Bruce was living in Arizona, of
which Territory he was Secretary imder President
Cleveland's administration. He owned a ranch and
was extensively interested in the cattle business,
and had had experience in handling many binds of
labor, including Mexican and
Indian.
He was
unmarried, and it fell to him to take charge of the
estate to keep his mother's home from being broken
up.
He was at once confronted by the labor problem, and with the record of failures that had attended efforts to work the estate in the old days by
negro labor. As much as $10,000 had been lost on
the crops in a single year. He determined that the
situation required radical treatment and he applied
it, discharging all the negro hands, clearing them
off the place and getting in white labor by mean^
of a tenant system. Colored labor is rigorously excluded, white tenants being debarred by the terms
of their leases from employing negroes in any
capacity.
Complete absence of negro labor is regarded as an essential condition of getting and keeping white labor.

is

the

A

maximum from any

one holding.

an interesting expefrom the economic
importance of the labor system which has been developed there.
The house, built in 1847, and surroimded by a spacious park inclosed by a stone wall,
represents the acme of elegance attained by the
slave-holding aristocracy of the South. It was built
by James Bruce, the grandfather of the present
owners, who in his day was classed with John Jacob
Astor and Stephen Girard as a great business magnate.
When the war began his estate was valued at
$4,000,000, and included 3,000 slaves.
visit to

Staunton Hill

is

rience, for reasons quite apart

His own homestead was Woodbum, in Halifax
County, and he gave the Staunton Hill estate to his
son, Charles Bruce.
The house is of brick, covered
with stucco tinted brown.
The side elevation is
extensive, as the building is continued by an arcade
containing kitchens, laundries and
offices
other
necessary to the liberal scale of plantation life.
The house stands on high ground nearly at the center of the plantation, and is surroxmded by fine oldfashioned gardens and by magnificent trees.
This
is heavily
forested with hardwood
such as white, red and chestnut oak, elm,
hickory and ash.
Sycamores, tulip poplars and
pines are also abundant, and along the water courses
willows form a dense growth.

whole region
trees,

The results have been marked. With 500 negroes
In and about the house a little colony of colored
under employment, the largest com crop ever pro- people still remains, but it is composed of old family
duced on the estate amounted to 4,000 barrels. servants, a number of whom are superannuated and
With 300 whites working the fields the corn crop are family pensioners. A number of old couples
now runs as high as 7,000 barrels. The largest hate each their house and garden patch, where they
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their days in peace and comfort. In 1880 the population of Charlotte County is given
According to the
of them have had large families, but their as 8,454 black and 5,583 white.
One octo- census of 1900 the blacks numbered 8,545 and the
children have gone off to other sections.
genarian remarked that his old master once told whites 6,798. It is stated that this is generally the
him that one father could care for thirteen children process by which the Black Belt is lightening in tint.
easier than thirteen children could care for one It is not that the negro population is declining, but

are living out

Some

had found this to be true. The the white population is making relative gains, and
house servants includes some old it is a fair inference that this reflects the increasing
The dignified colored butler has economic opportunity opened to the whites.
family retainers.
>
officiated in that capacity for sixty years, and is still
An example of how the process works in this
alert and efficient, discharging his duties with a fine direction is afforded, by the experience of the StaunThe mutual respect and ton Hill estate. Every year several tenants are lost
sense of responsibility.
affection existing between white and colored in these because they have made enough money to buy land,
relations surviving from the past is very marked, and they leave to go to farms of their own.
But
although unobtrusive.
for every holding thus vacated there are several apMr. Philip A. Brnee has given much study to plicants. From the first the reliance has been upoa
social and economic conditions among the negroes, the neighborhood for the white labor to work the
and his work, published in 1SS9, "entitled "The estate on the present system. When the negro labor
Plantation Xegro as a Freeman," has taken rank was removed white labor flowed in. It was the opIn that work he took a portunity of the landless whites, and they have
as a clasie on the subject.
rather more favorable view of the prospects of the seized it.
The system is to lease out the land on
negro than has been borne out by -experience since. sharing terms, the estate getting one-third of the
He then held that "the negro can successfully com- corn crop and one-fourth of the tobacco. The estate
pete with the native white and drive him from the furnishes the land, buildings, does such ditching as
field, and he is also able to expel the immigrant com- is required to drain the land, and pays one-fourth
petitor who does not shrink at all from working in of the cost of the fertilizer applied to the tobacco
father,

large

his

and

staff

that he

of

company and

at the

same terms."

Mr. Bruce lands.

then spoke well of the negro lond-o'wners, and
thought they would compare favorably with the class
But
of small white planters in thrift and activity.
experience right on his family estate has shown since
that negro labor is not as advantageous economically
for farm work as white, and the test has resulted
in the complete exclusion of negro labor, so that
the estate is now a white oasis in what is still a
Referring to this phase of the subject,
black belt.
Mr. Charles M. Bruce remarked that it is not sufficiently observed that there is in the South a poorwhite problem as well as a negro problem, and that
the method employed to put the estare on a payingbasis has been greatly to the advantage of the landless whites, while at the same time it has not been
disadvantageous to the negro who, if willing to work,
can get plenty of employment. The negro appears
to prefer casual employment as a laborer on
the
numerous works of construction going on throughout the country to the monotonous labor imposed by
When he has earned money he likes
field work.
to quit to enjoy his gains, and this docs not suit in
farm work. The clearing out of the hundreds of
colored hands who once lived on the place was not
attended by any evidence of distress, as they readily

The
foimd other occupations.
economic changes going on is not
population, but to increase the
This observation is sustained bv

The corn lands require no

fertilizer, as

they

are as fertile as the Valley of the Nile, and for the
same reason; they are grown on alluvial soil, whosefertility is

rich

now and

in phosphate

then renewed by fresh deposits-

of lime.

There are

fields

that

have been planted in corn for a century and are
producing as abundantly as ever and in some caseshave even improved. As many as twenty-one barrels
of corn an acre have been obtained without fertilizers, and an average of about twelve is realized.
There are forty-five tenant farmers on the place,
but their holdings do not constitute separate farms.
The crop system is fixed in the leases, and it provides for certain strips of corn land, tracts of upland for bright, light tobacco and tracts of heavy
soil for the dark export tobacco.
These tracts may
lie

in

different localities.

three-shift system

What

is

known

as

the

used to secure rotation of crops.
When tobacco lands are harvested in the fall wheat
is sown upon them, and after this crop is gathered
the following summer the land is allowed to lie
fallow for two years, when it is again ploughed up
and put into tobacco. As much as thirty bushels to
the acre have been obtained from the wheat crop,
but the ordinary yield is about twelve.
Under this
system the soil used for tobacco culture is kept from
net result of the exhaustion.
The bottom lands, used for corn as a
to reduce the negro vnle, stand continuous culture without deterioration,
white population. but if any signs of exhaustion are noted the field is
the census return?. luit into timothy hay.
is

—
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A

host of farinei'i

have come into existence ou

progressing.

movement is rapidly
All laud values are now going up, and

Mr. Charles

]\I.

lands once neglected, and the

Bruce

is

strongly of the opinion

that there are large gains to be

made

for capital by

investing in tobacco lands, but he thinks that the

way

in

profitable

is

only

^August,

colored the thought and prompted the politics of the
planters came direct from England, too.
The old
order, changeth, but while Staunton Hill stands un-

changed there will

still

remain a noble

re^jresenta-

tive of the social affluence of the old South.

Balti-

more News.

which large estates can now be made
by the system which he introduced,

which, in general character, is similar to the EngPRESIDENT OF
VIRGINIA
During the decade in which he has
INSTITUTE.
been working the system he has erected about eighty
buildings on the farm out of the profits obtained.
(Agkicultueal and Mechanical College.)
Such large crops require numerous corn cribs and
BLACKSBURG, VA.
tobacco curing houses, as well as living houses for
The buildings are dispersed
the numerous tenants.
In our last issue, we announced the appointment of
over the large estate, and the general scene is one
Dr. P. B. Barringer, of the University of Virginia,
of solid comfort, dominated by the imposing manor
as President of the Aa-ricultural and Mechanical Colhouse, so that one might readily imagine that this
was a bit of rural England instead of a district of
the Black Belt of the South.
There is a store and
blacksmith shop on the estate for the convenience
The
of tenants, which are individual enterprises.
likeness to English methods is increased by the fact
that the estate is preserved, and a game-keeper is

THE NEW
POLYTECHNIC

lish tenantry.

The

employed.
whistling

abundant

THE

game

quail, whose
is
and which are so
one cannot walk in any direction with-

principal

constantly heard,

is

that

out flushing some. The fields, lying fallow, afford
an ideal cover for quail, for such is the fei'tility
of the soil that they are grown over by dense thickets
The. blackberry vine is so
of shrubs and vines.

abundant that

its

blossoms

make

extensive patches

of white in the fields.
The present tendency
of such large, estates,
is

yet to be settled.

is toward the breaking up
and the fate of Staunton Hill.

As

it

stands,

it is

a beautiful

example of a social type that is. passing away.
Whatever changes time may bring, they will hardly
equal or renew the grace of life attained in the past.
One cannot stand in the stately drawing-rooms at
Stau-nton Hill, with their wealth of fine portraits,
books and antique furniture, without a
feeling of sadness at the thought that such a noble

statuary,

product of culture
its

treasures be

may

be doomed to pass away and
The sources of old

dispersed.

Soiithern statesmanship

arc vividly

realized

when

one stands in the large library and notes the nujnerous classics of English literature, and files of the
leading English magazines, extending back long beThe home of the wealthy Southern
fore the war.
planter was in touch with the best thought of the
world, and his family breathed the air of refinement

lege, and gave a short sketch of his career.
We
The stained-glass intimated at that time that we had expected to puband culture from their birth.
windows that throw their warm tints on the scene lish a likeness of the gentleman, but delay in receivcame from England to enter into the building of the ing the photograph had prevented this. We now

hou?e; the stream of constitutional tradition that have the pleasure of presenting this portrait.
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Business Office, we will send you
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SLATE ROOFING.
Editor Southern Planfer:
I find that in a good many sections
of this country th« value ot a good
slate roof is not generally known ami
a little information on this subject
would undout^tedly be of value to
many of your readers in need of a
good and substantial roof.
There is quite a great amount of
slate used for roofing purposes, and

undoubtedly most of it makes a better and more substantial roof than
any other rooting material, but at the
same time it is to the interest ot the
purchaser of a slate roof to know
something ot the quality of the slate
quarried.

Decidedly the best slate quarried
this country is the Pennslyvania
Dark Blue slate, generally
known as Pennsylvania Big-Bed NonFading slate. The formation ot this
slate is perfect, the material lasts forever and does not fade or change in
A root of this slate always
color.
in

Big-Bed

looks
proof

clean,

new;

is

strictly

fire-

absorbs nothing; no moss or
dirt adheres to it; never needs paint
or repairs, and even when a building has to be torn down the slate
Such a roof
can be used again.
lengthens the life time ot a building
as well as keeps the contents perfectly dry, and no one having to put on
a roof, either on an old or new building, should look at the trifle extra
expense ot putting on a good slate
;

roof.

WiLDERS

Expert builders and mechanics generally concede a slate roof to be much
better and cheaper than a roof of any
other material, even if first cost is

more than twice as much.

WHIPLWIND^

SILO
e r

f

mm

HPup.

•1

FILLER

Will cut

shred
Kreen or dry fodder and
cut hay or straw. Our cat-

I

r

explains why Whirr
n d s succeed where
others fail.
Carried in
stock at principal trans-

i\nz
vv

i

fer points.

Pamphlet.—

'How and Why
>ilo,"

to Fill a

sent free.

Wilder-Strong Implement Co,
Boi 82
onroe, Mich.

Tell the advertiser
his ad.

wtere you saw

We find that one reason tor slate
not being used in some sections is the
idea that it requires expert slaters
to lay them, while the facts are that
any carpenter able to lay a shingle
roof can. with a little instruction and
advice, soon lay a slate root quicker
Another
and better than shingles.
serious drawback is that some slate
contractors are too eager to make big
profits and do not give the proper iap.
This should not be less than three
inches, which is allowed by all shippers of slate, and, if laid In this way,
the roof will not leak and will always
give satisfaction.
In
order to make myself more
plain In regard to the quality of slate,
will say that outside of the Big-Bed
slate belt there are what are commonly known as small and black
beds. These are not solid In formation and will turn gray in a few
years, and, in the course of ten or
twelve years, will rot or decay. This
is also true ot a number of other
The entire output of some
colors.
sections turn in color and decay.
Our experience is that the entire
vein of Pennsylvania Big-Bed Darl'
Blue slate is strictly non-fading, and

Rougli- On-F'Iies.
Kvi-ry gallou guaranttt-d. Upon
receipt of $2 we will send one gallon and a good Sprayer by ex press
prepaid. Atler using half tlieoll.
If not satlsfactorv. npon receipt
of notice, we will refund tl>e

money and

recelre

Nrtck

tlie

sprayer and can, paying return
ciiarges.

FrRKK.\ JKAVKR
r'lease

CO.,

Utica, N.

Y

mention the Southern Planter.
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slates keep their color through
These slates are shipped
time.
and offered to the consumers under
various names, such as the names
of the quarry or locality in which

the

A low wagon

all

a low price.
Handy for
the farmer.
Will carry a

at

load a n y where a horse

they are mined, while the facts are
that the formation of these Big-Beds
are the same and extend through the
entire Sbate of Pennsylvania.

travel.

Low Down Wagons

WILLIAM BENNIN'GER.
you want a Buggy or any other vehicle,
are in the best humor imaginable to sell
you.
If you go out of the State tor some
"Cheap John" rig and get stuck, its
fault.
It you come here and we fall to sell
you the best Buggy for the money you ever
fault.
saw. that's
It

Benningers, Pa., June

YOUR

OUR

RICHMOND BUGGY & WAGON
Richmond,

CO.,

Va.

Free Tried
'

^

required offree

You

trial

of the Report of this Society for the
year 1906.
It makes a volume of
nearly 300 O'ctavo pages, and contains
much matter of the greatest interest
to all lovers of a garden or orchard.
The reports of the discussions at the
full and one is thereby
able to get the full benefit of the papers read and the views of the members thereon. In this v^ay great practical good results from the publica-

of this buggyforSO day;

an Anderton
with your money in your ^
'Try

The Editor, Prof. Symonds, Secretary of the Society, is to be congratulated on the way in which he has
The
done his part of the work.
Society is, we know, doing a good
work in the State and deserves to be
well supported.
tion.

yo
rGuarantee, backed
by $25,000 Bank Bond. ' Write for HO-page
The "Ande.-ton" line
illustrated catalog.
includes Buggies, Surreys, Stanhopes,
"
iDriving "Wagons, Spr

pocket."

s tell

Vehicles. Carts, H;

^THE ANDERTON MANUFACTURING

CO., CInclnnitl,

42 Third

Havana Low Wagons
Ah steel, made to last; wood gears also.
lifting, hard pulling, avoid cuttinir up fields.

HAVANA METAL WHEEL

Tires

any

B0X46, HAVANA, ILU

SAVE YOUR BACK
Save time, horses, work
and money by using an

OMt,

We

to have embodied in it most of
the facts relating to that county in
its historical, political and economic
aspect, and he makes a showing
which should induce some of those
seeking homes in the South to select
Halifax county for their location.

Electric

chain hanslag StancblOM mr<

eost in teed In one winter, says H. A. Harm
•yracuse, N. T.
I
think tliem p«rt»»
writes I. B. Calyia, Kewaana, Ind., tIok
president State Dalr; Association. Smi tf'
Iwcltlet containing further intonnatiOH »
'WALLACB B. CRUMB. South St, Fans*

Cenn.

THE IMPROVED

Charlotte county, Virginia has also

Handy Wagon

Low wheels, broad tires. No
living man can build a better.
Book on "Whee Sense" free.
1

Elictric

seems

Tllle,

CO.,

Save high

Strait.

are in receipt of a copy of the
Hand-Book gotten out by Halifax Co.,
the
distribution
at
Virginia,
for
The Editor
Jamestown Exposition.

WARRINBR

Wheels

Steel
THE MARYLAND STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
We beg to ackno-wledge the receipt

meetings are

Write to-day
our plan. Positively DO notes, nor
r

'

soon earn their cost on, any farm.

1907.

29,

we

Wheal Co. BI146 Quincy.lll.

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT

nd aicJ 4 llussr WhreK SIctI Tip,., un . f!.1b
|l<'i>liKiibbvrTirri,«14.30. I mf?. ithrals «i lollo.
ItrcBd T..p Biisglei. $26.76; HarnpHs. j!4 90. Writt foi
natlog. Learn how to buy direct. Repnir tt heels, $6.00,

f.

• Wagon UmbrellaFKEE. W.V.BOOB.CiBcinnaU.O

FINCH-WHIROCK

CO., Inc.

gotten out a Hand-Book for the Jamestown Exposition, which is creditable

very freely illusout the various
of attraction which Charlotte
county offers to new settlers. Charcounty has plenty of land to spare
for new-comers, and we hope that she
may secure her share of them.
to the county.

trated
points

and

It is

brings

ALL RIGHT, BUT—

A Scotch minister and his friend,
coming home from a wedding, began
to consider the state id which their
potations at the feast had left them.
"Sandy," said the minister, "Just
stop a minute till I go ahead. PerI
don't walk steady and the
guid wife might remark something
not right."
He walked ahead for a short distance, and then called out:

haps

ChiBberllg M'fg Co.,

Oleaii. W. Y..

POTATO

IWlkl JU^P

Box

157

q

8,

«

Only kind that

ita/nAlm machinery
BATEMAK MF6.
CO.,

U.

,

"Toc'^fs.""'^
firenloeh. N. i.

"How

is it,

Sandy?"

Am

I

—

Splendid Stock of Finest Quality
Write or Call on US,

1306

E.

Main

St.,

Richmonl,

Va.

walking

straight?"
"Oh, aye," answered Sandy, thickly,
"ye're a" recht but who's that with
ye?" Detroit Free Press.

—

MAMUFACTOHEBS OF

Saddleiy, Harness, Collars,
Leather, Findings, etc.

PLANET
S.

L Allen

& Co

J«.
.

'v-SS'^-^'n"*/"
Box II07'X., Pblladflpkla.
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WITH THE ADVERTISERS.
pany

has

this issue,
vited.

The

advertisements

several
to

which attention

William

the season's

starts

Its popular
offered, as usual.

is

In-

advertising

this

manure spreader

The Lovejoy Comi)any
its

in

Company

Galloway

month.

is

Hay Curing Rack

Bell

The International Harvester Com-

is

advertising

old established line of

Cambridge

plows and other farm implements.
The Medical College of Virginia has
an announcement on another page

which

80 BALES AN HOUR
IS EASY
Automatic Friction Clutch

Burpee

Flops press Instantly. FOOT BUTTON BLOCK
DROPPER, drops rlfht time and rlitht place.
Itettlrns autoniatlcally. '•^ew idea" feeder-

through.
Power Press the Mork Koes rlp-ht alonit. No
chance lor breuka^'e and no repair bills. No
question but that It Is the prasa ol durability,
paad and aoonomy. Bend for catalog and

CO..

BELLEVUE, OHIO
is

num-

Company,
an

is

at-

The Ohio Cultivator Company describes its well-known hay press in an
announcement elsewhere in this issue.
The Chicago House Wrecking Company is
advertising steel
roofing

Investlj^to.

self ftcJ press

Manufacturing

offering its manure spreader in
tractive card on another page.

motion and no rolls to run
%\"hen you start up with an Ohio
lost

THE OHIO CULTIVATOR

likely interest a

Kali Works resume
their advertising with an announcement on another page.
Our old-time advertiser, the Kemp &

tJiey are smooth and pond.
It's an allstpel press, aiik'lu Bt>fl fraiiio with anKli;s
turned out. Strong wbere strength la needed.

OEPT. 21
Our lico-honc

most

The German

and

no play or

will

ber of our readers.
SclTss

Lawn Mowers

Clipper

W^UI cot short grass, tall grass

month.
Stephenson & Ralney are offering attractive real estate in the neighborhood
ot Washington.
The Robert Buist Company desires
to make contracts with reliable parties
to grow garden seed.
See their announcement.
The Kansas City Veterinary College
is bidding for the patronage of Southern young men.
Jeffreys, Hester & Co. are offering

ONE HORSE BALER

tIb*.

^OBNTB WANTBD IN BVBRT COXmXT.

this

Ihc tcsl tuill.

(PsUated October U, UM.)
tk« problem e( curing Pea

er etber ha^ almoet regardlea* •!
vaatker eeadltloni, as the racks glTe IntaHa*
(ODtllatlon
aa4 keep baj from teacUag
i^i«an4, therebj causing It to cure out nlealj
•rkea ether netbeds fall. Oae handling turnplates the work aad the hay Is safe.
Per
i>rle«* and circular gitrlag full
partlcalar.
Address H. E. BELL, BurkeTlUe, Va.
alfalfa

and weeds,
ranr dealers have not them here Is the

't

>rlce:
*o. 1—13

In.,

t-U

In.,

^•.

$5.00
17.00

Foiy

U

No. 2-15
No. t-n
la.,

In.,
la.,

M.N
$t.M

tll.09.

Send draft or meney erder.

bargains in real estate In Southslde
Virginia.

LOW PRICL

ALL STEEL

A PROFITABLE FARM PRESS.
Ifakea compact balm suitable tor shlpplag.
Bead (or catalogue, prices and tenna.

Kansai City Hay Press Company,
la Mill St., Kansas CItj, Mo.

Farmers are sure to be Interested In
the advertisement of the Tower Manufacturing Company.
W. K. Bache & Sons are Southern
agents for the great Whirlwind Silo
Filler made by the Wilder-Strong Implement Company.

SEN.A.TOR

AND PAGE.

Senator Tillman sees more with his
one eye than many men SBe with two,
but nevertheless

those

who

see the

Southerner cannot avoid noticing his misfortune. The other day he
clapped his hands for a page from the
cloak-room door.
A new page who
had not yet mastered the senatorial
names, responded.
"Tell Senator Clay," he said, "that
fiery

want to see him in the cloak-room.'
The page ran on the errand, on his
way stopping to ask the head usher
where Senator Clay sat. Then he
ask«d:
"Who's this that has only
I

Monarch

Hydraulic

^

Cider Press
,

Greot sireiitrth and capacity; all sizik; alao
f^aftfiline

•iiin
>•

_

,

-.

.

eui^inee,
enirinea,

hreshCalahii: free.

initls,

I

AurchlicbliiiaCo., Room no, 39CortlioillSI„llo>I«t.

one eye?"

The

thinking It a question
mythology, replied: "Why, Cyusher,

in
clops, of course.'

CLPPEH LAWN

MOWEH

CO..

Dixon.

Ill-

burghiivs
Traction Engines, Practically New, Your Station
1 Thirteen
Horse Russell
J676
1

Twelve
Twelve
Twelve
Twelve

Huber

650

Aultman & Taylor
460
Gaar-Scott
476
Prick
626
1 Fifteen
Geiser
690
1 Fourteen Case
425
Large variety Engines and Boilers, 4 to 200
horae power.
Good condition.
Tell your
wants: get our prices.
1
1
1

CAROLINA MACHLNERY
t's-ed

CO., New and
.Machinery. Greensboro, N. C.

Hay Press.
"Fli"
^^
^^ I I
^^^M.m.
AMi
HORSE and BELT
POWER.

as

atylas and alzaa ol

Praaaaa.
For many years the stand-

'

The page

delivered his errand In
astounding way:
"Senator Cyclops wants to see you
in the cloak-room."
Llppincott's.

and

safe

operating.

this

—

tor

it

today.

.C0LLIH5

PLOW

CO.,

1185 HampsiJirTst., QuIbc?,

IIH.
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OUR

Cutaway Tools For Large Hay Crops
Clark's Reversible Bush and Bog Plow
cuts a track 6 (e«t
wide, 1 foot deep;
will plow a new-cttt

His

Doable
Action Cutaway Harrow keeps land true;
forest.

moves

torn of
earth; cut« SO acres
per day.
l.SOO

JOINTED POLE TAKES ALL WEIGHT OFF
HORSES.
NIMORFUSEFORPint^
His Rev. DIso Plow
cuts a furrow S to 10
deep,
Inches
14
inches
wide.
All
Clark's machine* will
kin witch grus, wild
mustard,
charlock,
kardhack, iuaBower, milk weed, thistle sr
SB7 f«ul plant Send for circulars t* the

Cutaway Harrow Co., 45 Main
Higganum, Conn.

Do you want

a good, practical churn, one
that will do your work quicker and easier
than any other make you have ever used?
churn light in weight, simple in construction and easily cleaned? If so, I would
be pleased to send you a BLUST SELF-

A

RECOMMENDING CHURN on 13 DAYS
FREE TRIAL. Do a couple of churnings
and then if you do not find the churn to
be
EXACTLY AS
REPRESEN TED,
back at

it

my

expense.

"BLUST"

The

is

the only churn sold

ON

TRIAL

there's

DESTRUCTIVE
RODENT.

— and

a

Write

for full description and prices.
A postal card will

Many styles. Sold on trial &t
wholesale prices. Save 20
to 40 per cent. Illustrated
Catalocruo free. "Write today,

'KITSELMAN BROS.
as

"Methods

Assistant Biologist.

The

topic

is

Muncia, Indiana.

KELLY

AT.

ot

tron

and

l¥letal

Co,

(Incorporated.)

KSCHMOND,

of

Va.

perennial interest, and an infallible
method of exterminating these rodents
would be worth more to the people of
the United States in a single decade
than the Department of Agriculture
has cost since its establishment.
One rat is much like another, so
far as destructiveness goes, but it is
of interest to note that three kinds
have appeared in this country, all imThe
migrants from the Old World.
black rat was the first to reach our
shores, which it did nearly three hundred years ago. The common species,
known as the brown, or Norway, rat,
arrived about the year 1775 and at
once proceeded to drive out its weaker

rival,

almost everywhere

until

has supplanted

it.

The

it

Want

1,000,000 Lbs.

at once

SUMAC.
Highest cash prices paid on

re-

ceipt of goods.

SALTED HIDES
wanted in any quantity.

third species,

as the roof, or Alexandrine,
rat of Egypt, is a great mariner and
infests every ship; hence, naturally,
it is common along our coast, especially in the South.
All rats are dangerous foes, but the
brown rat is the worst mammalian
pest in existence and, in the United
States, destroys more property than

30,000 Lbs, Green Hides

other noxious animals combined.
No statistics of the actual damage annually done by these rodents have
In Denbeen gathered in America.
mark, the loss is put at $3,000,000 a
year, and in France the damage by
both rats and mice has been estimated at ?40, 000.000 annually. A single
rat will consume about two ounces of
wheat or corn a day, and it destroys
far more of the latter than it eats,
as indeed it does of most other food.
The average cost to the country of
feeding a rat on grain Is about fifty
cents a year. If for each cow, horse,
sheep and hog on the farms of the
United States the farmers support
one rat on grain, the toll levied on
the cereals by these rodents would
reach the enormous total of $100,000,000 a year. Even granting that half
their food is waste material, the tax
of feeding rats is still an enormous
drain on the profits of agriculture.
But much of their food is more expensive than grain, and the actual
losses due to these animals are by no
means confined to food. They enter
stores and warehouses and destroy
dry
goods lace curtains, carpets,
woolens, silks as well as kid gloves
and other leather goods. They gnaw
through lead pipes, flooding buildings
with water or filling them with gas.
They injure furniture and the foundations and doors of buildings. They
eat the insulation from electric wires,
The
thus causing disastrous fires.

machinery of

all

—

Box

entitled

297,

Destroying Rats," prepared, under the
supervision of the Chief of the Bureau
of Biological Survey, by D. E. Lantz,

known

St.,

MR. FARMER:

send

MOST

The United States Department of
Agriculture will soon issue Farmers'
Bulletin

733

—

wanted

Old

farm

Send for

The

at once.

implements

and

kinds needed.

all

prices.

oldest house in the business.

Forty-two years of continuous and
trading

successful
ginia

through

Vir-

and the South.

\m^

15

TONS

A DAY

The Gem Full

™Esa

Circle Steel Baler offers large
feed opening, power head getting greatest baling pressure out of a light team, quick return
plunger, allowing two charges to each circle, and
brake device which relieves any jerk from the

bound. Eadest for men and horses and bales
most. Our press weighs 2.600 pounds, some others
only 1,500. Such light presses require constant repairs. We save you $25 or more in first cost and
more every yearin repairs. Send us a postal today
for prices, 5 da ys'freetria l plan and a free copy of
Established iS67lf\r^'L';".«'tflfll ^'^^

ucw *'Baler Boolc.

'

Well Drills
For Horse, Steam or Gasoline Powei

Wei! Augers
For Horse Power

Address

LOOMIS MACHINE
TIFFIN, OHIO

Ca
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average fire loss in the United Statee
due to defective insulation is placed

PMC,.

at

$15,000,000
part of which

annually, considerable
said to be caused by

is

Rats destroy eggs and young poulpigeons, game birds and wild
They have been known
to kill young rabbits, pigs, lambs, and
even to attack children. Carl Hagienbeck once lost three young elephants
because rats gnawed their feet, inflicting incurable wounds.

song birds.

In addition to the direct damage
they do, rats are known to be active
agents in carrying disease germs from

CARTRIDGESi
the

pests

house to house and from city to city.
Bubonic plague is usually disseminated from port to port in this way.
Their prolificness is the chief ob-

and

secure sport at the same
time on the farm, by shoot•ng U.
C. Cartridges In

M

May

Rifle or Shot Gun.

well have the best.
•le same.

stacle to their extermination.

Costs

BfllOCCPORT, CONN.
4(encr, 3>1 Broail »av. N>,,r Vork city

TOWER
Hay

Builds

TOWER
Except

Presses

above others

In

price.

A

TOWER

card for information.
MFG. CO., Chattanooga,

Tenn.

SMIEMONEyi
If
Interested, get our Monthly Bulletin
with prices of used Machinery, Engines and
Boilers; four to one hundred horse power;
good machines. Will trade new for old or
buy Btrnlglit Engines, Dollcrs, Planers, etc.

CAROLINA MACHINERY COMPANY,

General

Agents

Foos Uasoline

OIlEICNSDOno, N.

They

young from three to six
times a year, and females breed when
about three months old. The average
litter is about ten. but often it numbers fourteen or more. If three litters of ten each are produced every
year, a single pair, breeding without
produce

as

Game La^s Free
THE UNION METALLIC
CARTRIDGE COMPANV

That

Engines,

C.

check and without losses by death, in
three years would be represented by
ten .generations and would number
20,155,392. individuals.
The eleventh
generation, due at the beginning of
the fourth year, would number over
a hundred million.
The world has been fighting rats
for several centuries, but the warfare
has been neither systematic nor persistent.
The number of "infallible
devices and formulas for killing the
rodents that have Iieen put forth
would fill volumes, and still the pestiferous rat survives and grows more
and more cunning as thv> devices for
its destruction gain in ingenuity.
The Biological Survey does not pretend to have worked out an infallible
device for killing rats by wholesale,
but the methods for their destruction
given in the bulletin are those which
careful experiments have shown tn be
the best, and the formulas for poisoning and trapping are the most approved ones. Particular emphasis is
placed on the rat-proor construction
of buildings and on organized cooperative efforts to destroy the animals.
The bulletin will be furnished free
upon application to the United States
Department of Agriculture, or to
Senators, Representatives and Delegates in Congress.

KITSELMAN BROS.
Box

Muncle, Ind,

14.

;V/#re fence 90(
""^^
46-in.si*Kk fence pt-rr-.d only
Ilcsthiifh 'AriMucoit'.l

Catalog
\Kms-

sf^-^l

v[>rln^'

'>ffci>re->..tr,., Is.-XTvlsiipi.lifs
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M
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MASON FENCE CO.

Wri.o

5HIP HE YOUR

rats.
try,

Punish

£Augu3t,

OLD METALS
HIDES
RUBBER

SCRAP IRON
Car Lots a Specialty

50,000
Hides Wanted
Write

for Prices.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

No Commissions.

Checks Sent Same
Day Freight Bills

Are Marked

Paid.

Clarence Cosby,
established 1890.

RICHHOND, VA.
Largest Dealer in

Davidson

Co., S. D.,

Mar.

The Southern Planter

is

30, '07.

a

grand

paper and I have taken much pleasure in reading it.
WM. PIET-D.

Scrap Iron, Metals, Hides,
Etc., in the South.

wir*

FREI

i,.-la>

£ki SO l^ecaburs

<

GATE POSTS S^^?'°J^S;
aon
Oat«, coat
than the B. B. Qate, which require* nettkar.
B. B. FENCE CO., Box 106, Para, I>4.

Grayson Co., Va.. March 3. '07.
The Southern Planter is of incalcuvalue to me. and should be in
the home of every farmer, stock raiser and poultryman in Vircinla.
M. O. CORNETT.
laiile

REFERENCES:
National

Bank

Bank of Vir^nia,

of Richmond,

Bradstreets and Dun.
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THE WAGNER FESTIVAL AT BAYREUTH.
"Traveller."

Mica
Axle
Grease
Helps the

Wagon up

•

<

the mil

—

The load seems lighter Wagon
and team wear longer You make
more money, and have more time
to make money, when wheels are

—

greased with

Mica Axle Grease
— The

Herr Conried assumed the
of
the opera in New
"Parsifal" seemed as secure
and sacredly enshrined at Bayreuth
as the Lama of Thibet in the great
pagoda at Lhasa, making the place
the great mecca of the musical world,
and a pilgrimage thither the sign and
seal of all true music lovers. But,
with a zeal, inspired partly by the
desire of doing the greatest good to
the greatest number, and partly by
the commercial advantages of the enterprise, Herr Conried stretched profaning hands across the seas, and laid
them on the favorite child of the Master's genius, which has since been
presented in some form or other in
every city in the United States till
all
the mystery and much of the
Until

management

York,

longest wearing and most

satisfactory lubricant in the world.

STANDARD

OIL CO.

charm surrounding

it

But, granting
sentation at New York
it

^,,^^
'^^«'^°°>'>

wearing qualities are unsurpassed,
actually outlasting three boxes any
Not aHected by heat.
other brand.
Get the genuine.

Its

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

I
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g
^
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SAVE YOUR TREES.
San Jose Scale and other destructive
>»rMltes with a spraying solution of
Kill

•ure death
Blneral oils,

to
or

No

Insects.

sulphur,

salt
harmful to

any substance
Endorsed by U. S. Department
Pocket Manual of cause,
•f Agriculture.
treatment and cure of tree diseasei free.
Write to-day.

Unt

life.

JAMES GOOD,

Maker,

Onclnal

Front

N.

959

St..

Phila-

delphia.

Wo««
Dor»,
kilU
Chucks, Gophers aad QrsU
Prairie

Insects.

"The wheels

Gods grind slow,
FUIVIA
MMUdy smsll." Ss the weevil,

of

bat
but

It

tkf

Three
duced

R.

Taylor,

you

stamp

Penn Van, N.

Y.

of Clark's Intense Cultivators prothis year on 14V^ acres, 102 tons of
alfalfa, timothy and redtop hay.
want to know how, enclose a 2-cent

to

GEORGE

M.

CLARK, Higganum,

Conn.

ENGINES FOR SALE
Ten horse
flSO;

13

traction, 1260; 10
horse portable, }200;

hone portabU,
6

horse botl«r

and engine,

(90; 1 horse gasoline engine, |M'
horse, $60; 6 horse, $126; 10 horse, %a\.
Boilers and Engines from 1 to 100 hors*
carried in stock for immediate shipment.
CASEY BOILER WORKS, Springfleld, Owe,

8

Binder for your back numtrers can be had for 30 cents. Address
our Business Department.

it

costs

when you

don't want to sell

depends upon the paint you use.
Poor paint is for temporary appearance only. Pure White Lead Paint
is for lasting appearance and for pioIt saves repairs and replacetection.
ments costing many times the paint

at Baytreat of

investment.

The Dutch Boy trade mark is found
only on kegs containing Pure ^A/hite

Lead made by

the Old Dutch Process..

SEND FOR BOOK
"A

Talk on Paint," gives valuable
information on the paint subject. Sent
free

upon

request.

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
in whichever of the following ciii'rs is nearest you:
Cleveland,
Tlofton.
Buffalo.
thiladelChic.nso,
bt. Louis,
Pittsbuxgll
plii:> i.I.ihn T. Liwisi Bros. Co.l
{Utttional Lead & Oil Co.j

New York.
CinrinnMi.

house we had engaged lodgings, and
preceded and followed by men pushing our baggage up in wheelbarrows.
Though there is an excellent hotel in

most visitors prefer lodgwhich we found very comfortThis means a large, sunny liv-

room, with a spotlessly clean
natured "Haus Mutter" furnished us
The good
little bed room attached.
with breakfast, consisting of strong
coffee, "brodchen," butter and honey,
and we got our other meals at resing

taurants.

Whilst waiting for the day appointed for the rendition of "Parsifal," we
passed th« time in visiting the sacred
places Wagner's grave, all Ivy covered, in the castle garden, his villa,
"Wiihnenfried,"
where his stormy
career came to a peaceful and happy
end. It is a lovely home, deep in a
shady garden, and bears the inscrip-

—

-

Bills to Collect

-

No

col-

In all

portions of the United States.

lection,

no

cljarge.

where.

25

years'

Agencies wanted everyexperience.

COLLECTION AGENCY,

911

PALMORE'S

Main St, Rich-

mond, Va.

tion:

"Hier

wo mein Wahn

'Wiihnenfried'

A Neat

the elements

is everywhere, both indoors
Every by-path is permeated
with it. The town exists by and for
music.
Arriving there one August
afternoon, in the perfect security of
seats reserved six months beforehand,
we were met at the station by a
stout German gentleman, at whose

ings,
able.

well dried
If

of

pre-

fine one,

Music
and out.

Bflvreuth,

Bisulphide "« d»m?

:

memories.

«-

tnmlrates poultry houees and kllU h«i

Edward

many

the

will question the superior

appearance of well-painted property.
The question tliat tiie farmer asks is
"Is the appearance worth the cost?"
Painting for appearance is undoubtedly worth what it costs when you
want to sell ; whether it is worth what

reuth the greatest musical
the age. In the flist place, Bayreuth
is a dear, sleepy old place, in a remote corner of Bavaria, which boasts
of little now but its music and its
memories. The lovely palaces where
Frederick the Great and his sister,
Wilhelmina, spent so much time, are
especially fraught with interesting

y«

•«n st»p their grind with

Fnma Carbon

lacked

that

was a

which make the performance

Axle Grease
^

still

Profit
No one

have been done

away.

FRAZER

Painting for

is

fried

fand

diBses hans genannt."

Liszt's grave is also a centre of interest,
filled

and the mausoleum
with flowers.

is

kept

Wp
TIM

Will UIVB
HivP A RURAL MAIL BOX,

Will
x|,e best and handsomest
Galvanized Steel Rural Mail llox made, to the first
person sending address of party canvassing for petitions for new Rural Route. Write today.
KENTICKY STiaPinO CO., DEPT. 35 LOl'ISrlLLE, KT.
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The opera was

3uld hare your harness
if,
sua -proof sweatproof, soft, strong and pliable, use

to the "Fest Spiel

J

EUREKA
Oil

Makes old harness look like new.
Preserves the looks of new harContains nothing to cut
ness.
and chafe. Will not rot stitches.
To reduce axle-friction to an
absolute

:

BOSTON COACH AXLE OIL
Superior to castor oil and more
economical. Uoes not gnn\ or
corrode. Highest Awatd World's
Columbian ExpositSTii. Sold
evcryw&ere

all sizes,

MADE BY

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

Make Your Idle Money
Earn You Interest
FIRST NATIONAL SANK
KICNMOND, VIRQINIA for Infer

Write the
9t

laatlom
lepoilt,

eoncemlnt

lii

neitlSeata et

arranctd that 0119 ptt
MBt. may ba C9ll»«ts(l STery POUR
HONTNt Uiraogh joor Dcartet bank
>r nora.
Oar ezpan«aea prorei tbli form for
UTlnti to be the moit Mtlrt*ct*rr
yltB rat deTlMd for dapoiltt of |1«.H
BO

aore
0«r Capital aad Earned Rorplai
or

11

$1,600,000
fOHJI B. PUKCILL, Frtildaot.
JXO. M. MILLKR, Jr., Vlce-PrM.

OHAS.

R.

J. O.

A OaAtM
BURNSTT, Auiataat Oaabl*r
JOPUM, Aulttast Oaaklar

Insur* Youp Buildings, Liv*
Stock, Produce etc., in
Virginia Division.
FARUBRS' MUTUAL, BSKEriT
ASSOCIATION.
Bast

••curlty.
Propertr Iniiired. t(M,Mi
Average coat per Jl.OOO per year IS.M Tar
rltorj limited to oouatlee of Chaat*rtal<,

Amelia,
Powhataa,
Nottoway,
Dinwiddle,
Prlmce (Jeorge, Bnrrr, Charlea City, New
Kent and Jamaa City. For plam and Ba»
bersblp write to
CHARLES N. FRIBND, Geaeral Agnt
CIiflBtar. Va.
»,

UM.

AGRICULTURAL

EXPERT AND ENGINEER.
F. WESTON, Rock Hall. Arden, N. 0.
(Nearly 24 years experience, 16 at Blltmore.)
Specialties— Purcbaee
and
formation
of
arrlcultural eetates, farm buildings, sanlury
dairying, drainage and purcbase of pedigree

GEO.

live

stock.

Will
solution

ing

guarantee successful or economic
of any problem undertaken. Workand estimates furnlsbed: also
for
extensive or complicated

plana

nperrislon
work.

A

Npat Binder

for your tiack

num-

bers can be had for 30 cents. Addrees

our Busln<»8s Department

We Solicit
Out

the town. At the foot of the hill the
driver got down from his box, demanded 'trink geld," and, holding the
reins in his hand, drove, running beside the carriage. We were but one
in a continuous procession approaching the opera house in the same manner.
This building was designed
after Wagner's own idea in the way
to best render his works.
It is an
amphitheatre with sunken orchestra, whence the glorious Wagnerian
melodies came rolling up from instruments entirely hidden from view,
with their notes sufficiently subdued
to please even the most critical of
those who complain that Wagner is
noisy.
The stage is enormous, and
every seat in the house is good, each
commanding the same price, $5.00,
unless one falls into the hands of
scalpers, when one may be reduced to
pay the most extortionate prices at
the last moment.

The

Town

of

Deposits

Haus" overlooking

The long, successful ezpariaaee ot
tke officers of this bank la auSclant
guarantee ot a bigh degree ot sataty.
Tour welfare la ours. Mall us your
deposits and let your money earn
t per

compound

cent,

oaiint for so

One

age.

much

dollar

In this strenuaas

filled

PLANTERS NATIONAL BANK
Saving's Department,

RicHmond,

"Va.

.

S300,00a00

Surplus and Profits

$1,000,000.00

Capital

DROPSY

quickly,

story of the "Holy Grail" set
to music.
As the hour approached,
there was an air of hushed expectancy over all, only increased by the
arrival of Frau Cosima Wagner and
her party to take their places in the
box especially reserved for them. All
eyes turned with admiration to the
woman whose untiring energ>- and
high astistic sense have made "Parsifal" a perfect musical production.
She was a natural daughter of Liszt
and maried Von Bulow before the

an ac-

open

will

count.

with an
audience gathered from the uttermost
parts of the earth to hear the wonhall

Deal

Interest.

with such a bank as this, where
(trengtb, judgment and ceBserratlim

CURED
table

move

derful

•t
20

with vei*remedies
enbarmleas; re;

tirely

all

dropsy
days;

days

symptoan
In 8
30 ta

t*

«

effects

per-

cure.

T^lnl

manent

treatment

furnished

free to every nfferer; nothing fairer.
and free treat-

For circulars,

testimonials

ment, write

DR. H. H. GREEN'S SONS, Box H, Atlanta,
Georgia.

CAN CANCER BE CURED?

Wagner

rAKmiRfl

ORGANIZED JANUART

to begin at 3 P. M.,

and the carriage came for us at 2:30.
It was a queer affair, with the horse
hitched decidedly to one side. Still
it carried us up the steep hill leading

Strong Harness

Harness

[August,

alliance.
She has lived in
such a high musical atmosphere that
it is no wonder her singers find her

She

not tolerate anything short of perfection, which she
achieves in "Parsifal" after months of
patient training. Her son. Sigfrled
Wagner, bears a strong imprint of
his father, but has none of his genius.
In con^'e^sation, he appears rather
weak. However, to return to the
opera.
Its place has not yet been
definitely fixed among the Wagner
productions.
Many critics consider
it the greatest triumph of his genius,
whilst others assign it a lower place.
None, however, can deny the sublimithe restoration
ty of its conception
of the "Holy Grail" by Parsifal, a
guileless boy, beset by temptations
and sorcery, who finally attains redemption through renunciation. It Is
a grand theme, grandly worked out.
The music carries one through the
whole gamut of the emotions, the sorrow and despair of the knights at
the loss of fhe Grail; the fruitless
search for it; the joy that deliverance
is found; Parsifal's long search and
exacting.

will

IT

CAN.

We

want every man and woman In the
United States to know what we are

—

doing we are curing Cancers, Tumare
and Chronic Sores without the use of the
knife or by X-ray, and are endorsed ky
the Senate and Legislature of Virginia.

We

Guarantee Our Cures.

Kellam Hospital
1615

West Main

Street,

RICHMOND, VA.

—

OISEENSBORO,
the treatment of
•i>e'

rilN^PNnF>a°t»

aod Seeds

"**^*^*-''^'-'and Spring
and

N.C.

THE LIQUOR, OPIUM UORPHINf

Oruj Addictions. The Tot>tj3CC« Habh, hi^- 'JiiBwrS

1907.

Popular prices.

formation address
MUa fera. t«.

C.

F.

for

FaU

delivery IM*
For further InCARTER, Seven

THE SOUTHE

1907.]

BY

over the powers of evil
in the person of Kundry, the
enchantress, he turns to good and the
final Good Friday scene in the temple,
when the Grail is restored and the

I

Writing, Arithmetic, Mechanical Drawing, Illustrating, Telegraphy, or Law
to a FEW persons In each county, desiring

stately
music, sometimes
slow,
almost a monotone, but which rises
into impassioned periods, or crashes
out with its message of redemption.
The setting is superb, and as real as
if the drama, in fact, were being enacted before our eyes. The opvsra is
so long that there are two intermissions of an hour each. As we wallied

Draughon's Colleges
cap-

years' success. Business men say
Draughon's are the BEST. No vacation; enter
any time. P3SIT10IIS secured or MOHEY REFUKOED.
If Interesterl In taking lessons BY JLVlL,
write for "Catalogue H.;" If Interested laattendlng college, write for " Catalogue P."
IS

in the foyer, in the first of these,

met Schuman

a

and

as

sailor

Helnlv, in
hat, looking

and promising to come to
America in the fall. During the second intermission, we toolv dinner.
The opera did not wind up until after
10 o'cloclv, when we walked back in
ever,

BUSINESS
Knoxville, Nash
Raleigh, Columbia,
MontJacksonville,
Atlanta,
vllle,
gomery, or Dallas.

the

Virginia Polytechnic

A Southern Institute of Technology.
Fifty-eight Instructors, thoroughly equipped
Farm
Shops", Laboratories and Inflrmaries.
of eleven hundred acres, gteam-heating and
Degrees,
dormitories.
in
electric
lights
Civil,
Horticultre.
Agriculture,
in
Courses
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, ApApplied Geology. Genera!
plied Chesoistry,
Metallography.
and
Metallurgy
Science,
Shorter Courses in Practical Agricultre and
Practical Mechanics.
Total cost of session of nine months, including tuition and other fees, board, washing, text-books, uniform, medical attendance,
Cost to State students. $196.65.
etc., J246.63.
The next session opens Wednesday, SepFor catalogue and other
tember 19, 1907.
information, apply to PAUL, B. BARRIXGER, M. D., LL. D., Bresident.

Medical College o f Va
ESTABUSHED 1838 ^^^"

^^

.

Dean

Pharmacy

Excellent Theoretical Course with Thorough
Practical and Clinical Instruction in the
Memorial Hospital, City Free Dispensarj'. and
New, Well Equipped Laboratories, all under
the exclusive control of the College, together
with the State Penitentiary Hospital. City
Almshouse Hospital, and other Public Institu-

This school conforms to the requirements
of the Counci] on Medical Education of the
American Medical Association, regarding
preliminary education and curriculum.
t or announcement of the 70th session which
vniX

commence September 17, 1907, address
FRANK M. READE. M. D., Sec'y
Richmond. Va.

(^'

We

have

give
away
scholarships

decided

a
in

t«

few

FER-

GUSON SHORTHAND—

the briefest, easiest and
'^ J' J'y ''^5' system ever pnb'-''—^ lished.
commerAll
eUU branches taught by experts. Write today.

fVATCROSS

BUSINESS
cross,

COLLEOB,

air

to

our lodgings,
fasci-

ings.

AT BLACKSBURG. VIRGINIA.

D.,

night

—

PATENTS
'^ -"
»

^

for

Way-

Oa.

A Neat Binder for your back numbers can be Bad for 30 cents. Address
our Business Department.

advanced

from

1.1

cents per pound in ISIS to 3.4 cents
ner pound in 1907. for those in the
natural state, and that of shelled peanuts imnorted in 1S98 was 2.4 cents

per

West

pound,

and

in

l!in7.

4.5

cents.

Africa and the East Indies are
the principal sources of sunnly of the
peanuts entering the international
The exports
markets of the world.
of peanuts from the French colonv of
Senegal on the west coast of .Africa
were, in the latest available year,
over three hundred million pounds:
those of British India a little less than
two hundred millions: Gambia, on the
west coast of Africa, about one hun-

C

^^§R"li
RETURNED

*-'

free

report

GUIDE BOOK AND

as

\»

patent-

WHAT TO

3»V11NT, with valuable list of loventleiu
<aate€ sent free.
Oae MUUoa Dollars
4er«d for one inventlea; ^S.OOC tar ethen.
FateaU aecured by us advertised tre* la
World's Pregress. Sample tree.

•VANS

k.

WILKENS, 8M F
Ingten,

%

I

Peanuts are beginning to form an
appreciable and rapidly growing item
In the foreign commerce of the United
States, especially in the import trade.
Despite the fact that this country
million
twelve
probably
produces
bushels of peanuts annually, her exportations have been in such inconsiderable quantities that the Government Bureau of Statistics has only recently found it necessary to include
peanuts in its list of articles exported.
Meantime, the imports have also rapidly increased and the total foreign
commerce in this article in the year
about to end will aggregate nearly one
million dollars, the imports having
grown in value from less than sin
thousand in the year 190f» to about a'
the present
half-million
dollars
in
year, while exports for the year will
hundred
three
approximate
about
thousand dollars. Prices of peanuts
have also greatly advanced in the foreign markets, the average valuation
imported peanuts, based upon
of
wholesale prices in the markets from
which they are sent to the United
bavins

^ »

^

siead sketcb
kbUlty.

h.Cl FMTQ
AOCIM
O

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

States,

F Street, Washingrton. D.

,31

nated by the place and our surround-

(State Agricultural and Mechanical College.)

CHRISTOPHER TOMPKINS, M.
Dentistry ; ;
Medicine :

cool

where we lingered many days,

institute.

T TOUR IDEAS

)0,000 offered for one ii>
tion; S8,500 for anothei
Book- "How to Obtain a Patent'
d "What tolnvent*'seat free. Seur'
roujrh sketch for free report as to
patentability.
We advertise yoo
patent for sale at our expense.
CHANDIEE S CHANOLEE, Patent AttomeK^.

we

rain coat
jolly as

BEST."

Write for Catalogru-

Piedmont Business College.
Lynchburg. Va.

to

to attend college, who will AT ONCE CLIP
and SEND this notice (giving name and address ol paper clipped from) to one ot

THE

"IS

dove of peace comes from heaven to
Filled with th-e solemrest over all.
nity of the subject, Wagner has set it

I

Inc., $300,000.0(1
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whom,

MAIL

ital.

PLANTEK.

final victory

Bookkeeping, Banking,
A
COURSE Shorthand, I'euniauship,
IN
Business English, Letter

29 Colleges In 16 States.

'KN

D.

Street,

Waab-

C.

C*N MAKE $15
TO$20AWEEK

getting orders for our
Famous Teas, Coffees, Extracts, Spices and Baking
Powder. For full particulars address

by

THE GREAT AMERICAN
TEA CO.,
N-33

Vesey

Street,

New

York, N. T.

BEWARE OF

PIMPLES.

of prevention is proverbially
a great deal; but a 50-cent box of
Tetterine is wortli proportionately as much
to any one suffering from a small pimply
blotcti", for it is from just such an appearance that the worst cases of Eczema are
Tetterine is an absolute cure
developed.
for this dread disease, as well as for Tetter,
Ground Itch. Chaps, Insect Bites, and all
cutaneous affections. For sale by druggists,
or by mail, post paid, from J. T. Shuptrine,
Savannah, Ga.
Bathe with Tetterine Soap. 25 cents cake.

An

ounce

worth

THE INDUSTRIOUS HEN
of the
Knoxville,

The leading poultry journal
published

South,

at

Tenn..
Will

be Sent

new subscribers to the
Planter at the regular
subscription price of 50 cents a
to old afid

Southern
year.

This

is

an unusual opportunity

to get these two papers for the
single price of one, and before this
proposition is withdrawn send in
If your time is not
will extend the subscripAddress orders to

your name.
out
tion.

we

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,
Richmond. Va-

A Neat Binder for your back numbers can be EaH for 3u cents. Address
our Business Department.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
the Dutch East Indies,
millions,
while
China,
Argentina,
Spain
and the
United States also supply comparali\T3ly small quantites.
ilreii

millions;

about

SEND YOUR ORDER FOR

"Fine table apples for the German

market should be selected from atuuctive varieties and good keepers,

& BEADLES

.says

Richmond, Va.
are

headquarters for
Seeds of the

Farm

and

Garden
highest

and germination.

Quality

CRIMSON CLOVER
Mi

SorKliiims,

Beans,

.•reed ir>r!].

Write us

for

Ccnv

lets.

Forage

I'eas

Consul Brittain, at Kehl, in a
to the

Should two layers be placed
box, they should be sepby cheap cardooard, and the
second layer should be packed as the
first.
While this sort of packing may

apples.
in the

.-Jiija

liant.- etn.

quotations.

CATALOGUE MAILED FREE.

re-

Department of Commerce
and Labor. "They should be wrapped
iu tissue paper, then packed iu tine
excelsior, in boxes made from strong,
light lumber.
These boxes should be
about twenty-four inches long and
from twelve to fourteen inches wide,
and sulliciently high for one layer of
l)ort

THE SEED MERCHANTS,
We

Attention

fifty

.Japan,

SEEDS
DIGGS

[August,

same

arated

HOMESEEKERS AND INVESTORS.
I

and exchange Virgluia Real Eatat*

sell

all classes, such as Grain, Dairy, Fruit,
Stock, Truck, Poultry and Bluegrais Farms,
Village Homes and Business Places of all
classes.
The reason I make specialty of
the two suburban counties Loudoun and

of

—

Fairfax— they oBer the homeseekers more
idvant^ges
combined than any country
Isnown to me. This fine portion of Virginia,
extending from the National capital to the
cop of the Blue Ridge Mountains, is not
only beautiful and healthy, but Is very
accessible to Washington and Alexandria
cities
by rail and pike, which gives all
producers a fine home market.
My facilities for locating you In this secStat*
tion of Virginia are second to none.
I
irhat kind of property would interest you.
bave a large number and great variety of
properties, and can very likely suit yon.
^Cew catalogue and map mailed tree as
request

little more time, yet the extra expense will be slight and the seller will be duly compensated by the
increase in the price of the fruit.

require a

W. H. TAYLOR, Herndon, Va.

coming from France, running
from two and a half to three to the
pound, packed as described, sell for
five, six and seven cents each
apples

FARMS

-Apples

WaiMTEO
Experienced Planters
and the CaroUnas

Virginia

In

SOUTHERN
SEED,

an

harvested

sown

be

May.

In

to

TOP

and

early

can

crop;

SEVEN

grow

TURNIP

very

profitable

September

in

Write for

and

contract

and state number of acres you can put

We

In.

Philadelphia. Pa.

nn
L

rrWt
I Li U Y
IJFILri
I
*:

I

P'ants;
Plants''°°'5-

r"^^"
the roots on

4,000.000

Stalky

Fine.

large

Plants taken up
forks to preserve

with
each plant. A customer who
ordered 40.000 plants last vear wrote"The
plants you sent me were the finest I ever
saw come Into this place." Golden SelfBleaching
(French seed).
White Plume
Winter Queen. Giant. Pascal. Golden Heart'
|1 per 1,000, 5,000 «.
Cabbage Plants.
F.

W. ROCHELLE, CHESTER,

N. J

ALFALFA.
Best

seed

are inferior

to

ours

in

appear-

For

ance and flavor. The size and beauty
our finest apples Would doubtless
a much higtj-"»r price.
No
continental apples equal ours in flavor
or appearance. At present, American
of

command

lapples of the common grades,
in boxes or barrels, sell at

grain,

from

packed
ten

for

sale.

Write

for

samples,

prices and FREE descrlption'So" on growing
J. E. WING & BROS., Box
35, Mechanicsville, Ohio, or Eutaw. Ala.

AGRICULTURAL
LIME
SCREEIMiniGS.
Cheap

in

bulk by carload.

Tazewell White Lime

Works
Nofih Tazewell, Va,

August 2d, have planned this year
very extensive and practical courses
on this subject, with a view to giving
teachers in the schools of the Southern States a better knowledge of these
sul)jpcts and of the means of teaching them,
.\ Faculty of seven regular instructors will give about a dozen courses
through the six weeks in nature
study, including elementary instruction in plant life, insect life, bird life,
and the life of higher and domestic
animals; in agriculture and horticulture practical illustrated lessons in
thes«; subjects; in animal husbandry
with stock feeding, stock judging, etc.,
and in practical lessons in dairying,
poultry raising and bee keeping.
In
addition
these regular courses,
to
there will be a number of shorter
courses of lectures by some of the

—

most

prominent

.\merlca.

agriculturalists

in

or

fruit,

Chocolate
Address

tobacco,

buy

with

red

soil

W. W. BARNES &

twelve cents per pound.
Instruction in Agriculture for Teachers at the Summer School of the
South, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville.
Realizin.g the great and ever-increasing importance of instruction in nature study and the elements of agriculture and hofticulture in the public
elonient';iry and secondary schools of
tkp South, the officers of the Summer
Wiool of the South, which will hold
its sixth session at the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, June 25th to

stock,
us.

subsoil.

to

Sale.

you want a farm to raise grass,

If

CO.,

Land and Timber Agents.
AMELIA C. H., VA.

furnish the seed stock.

ROBERT BUIST COMPANY,

all

—

that

SOUTHERrnOME
Sixty acres as fine

laurl

ran he found

as

any State; high and dry: adapted

in

kind

of

rrops;

drinking

fine

to

water;

any
nice

modern conveniences
any country home; all out-

new dwelling with

all

be found in
buildings.
Situated one mile from Elizabeth. N. C.
10.000 population, with churchea
high-class
of
denominations and
a
all
graded school. Cause of selling, bad health
of owner.
ROBERT E. BUFFKIN. Elizabeth City,
to

;

North Carolina.

Farms,

Timber Lands,

Town

Properties

Send for mj new Hit of choice hargalnt In
eal estate litusted

In

ROCKBRIDGE, BATH

All Information
wd AUOtTHTA ''orNTIBS
Livery,
beerfnlly and orompily answered.
*0.. free to those » bo mean business.

.l.w

oriNN. Ooshen.v

AGRICULTURAL

BUILDERS
=LIME=
juallty

and

prices

LIME WORKS,

right.

Staunton,

FELLSWORTH
Va.

;
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GOOD HOUSEKEEH'ING.
Canned Baked Apples.
Bake th« apples with the skin on
them just as you would do for dinner,
but do not allow them to get thoroughly done.
Pack them into the glass or
and pour boiling water

tin

jars

fill

the jar

—over

them.

Scr-ew

—

to

up,

and when you use them, bake a little
These are very good.
Apple Pie.
Line the pan with pastry and put in
a good layer of raw apples; sprinkle
sugar and nutmeg and about two
tablespoons of butter on them, and
bake till the apples are done. Serve
while.

with cream.

Orange

Ice.

One box gelatine soaked in pint of
cold water; one dozen oranges; three
lemons juice and grated rind sweeten to taste. Grate half the oranges
(squeeze the juice from all of them)
mix with sugar. Dissolve the gelatine in boiling water.
Let it get cold,
then put all in a two-gallon freezer
with enough water to fill the freezer;
freeze quickly.

—

—

Sweet Flannel Cakes.

Two cups of rice boiled soft, and
mashed up well; four cups of flour,
half a cup of corn meal: four eggs; a
cup and a half of sugar: one teaspoon of soda; two of cream tartar;
one tablespoon of butter, melted.
Make into a moderatelj' thin batter
with sweet milk and fry on a hot griddle for tea.
Boiled Custard Pudding.

Make

a rich custard with two quarts
of milk, the yolks of ten eggs. Two
cups of sug;ar, maybe you wil] like
more.
Scald the milk and add the
sugar, teat the yolks till light and
stir Into them two tablespoons of cornstarch dissolved in two tablespoons of
cold milk, pour the scalding milk
over this and return all to the fire.
Let it cook until a velvety smooth
custard, then let it get cold. When it
Is cold whip the whites until dry,
add a very little powdered sugar, seaSeason the cusson with almonds.
tard with vanilla, put it into a deep
dish and drop the whites about on it
In cones, set it in front of a very
hot fire or run the dish into the stove
Set on the
just to color the cones.
lee and serve with sponge cake.

Raspberry Jam.
Pick the fruit very carefull y and
pound of sugar
it, allowing a
Mix
for each pound of raspberries.

weigh

lay them in a stone
Jar over night, early in the morning
put it on in a porcelain kettle and

them together and

i)oil

until

it

begins to

jelly.

It

must

he stirred a great deal of the time,
and should be clear and red when
done. Put it into glass jars and let
the
it get cold before screwing on
tops.

SPLENDID FARMS
In Northern Virginia, near Washington, for sale at prices astonishingly low, their value
considered. I am quite positive that nowhere else In the United States can such good land
be had on such reasonable terms; and please remember that when you come to this
section to live you are not burying yourself In the backwoods, but you are in touch with th4
world and the world's best marKets— by telephone, telegraph, trolley, rural free delivery,
railroads, macadamized roads, and every other modern convenience. Here are a few oSerlngg
taken at random from my 50-page Catalogue, which I would like to send you, anyhow, but
especially If none of these are exactly what you want

No. 21. 100 acres; 75 cleared; in very good
cultivation: 6-room house; some outbuildings; plenty of fruit, grapes and berries; one
mile from church, school and store; three
miles from the electric railroad. Price, {1,800.
Terms to suit. This is a cheap farm.
No. 51. 100 acre sadjoining the corporation of Fairfax; 75 cleared and the balance
This would make a good subin timber.
It has many fine building sites;
division.
The place is well watered.
spring.
fine
Some fruit. There are no buildings on this
Nicely
place.
It will make a nice farm.
located on the pike, about one-half mile from
the electric station. If sold right away, will
take $3,500, on reasonable terms.
No. 89. 500 acres; new 8-room house with
cellar; good barn and all necessary outbuildThe place Is well fenced and watetred;
ings
store.
niceiy located near school, church and
on
Will make nice stock farm. Price, $8,500,

reasonable terms.
No. 690. Near Burke Station; 104 acres; 7o
chestnut
cleared, the balance in oak and
10-room house, with nice shady
timberlawn- 2 barns; 2 silos and all necessary outbuildings; well watered and well fenced;
most all kinds of fruit; borders on the railroad- near school, church and store. Price,
One-half cash, the balance to suit.
$5 000
will sell the farm stock, feed,
If' desired,
implements, etc. It is run now as a dairy
cattle,
farm There are 13 cows, some young
3

horses, all
the feed

the

farming implements

and

Will sell
the place.
stands tor $6,000.
highly
No 593. A fine dairy farm; 97 acres;River,
4
improved; situated on the Potomac
from
miles from Alexandria and 10 miles
Alexandria
The Washington.
Washington.
runs
and Mount Vernon Electric Railroad
yards
through the place; the station is 200
fatro
from the house and barn. Fine large
bath;
and
halls
2
rooms;
house with 10 large
water;
steam heated throughout; hot and cold
with
basement barn
Large
cellars.
2
stalls;
stanchions for 50 cows; 3 roomy box
driven
individual water boxes supplied from
supply
inexhaustible
an
wells, which furnish
barn. Stable
of good water to the house and
all

everything as

now on
It

mangers, gutters and alleys cemented; steel
silos
track for feed cars down alley between
and under grinding rooom, all in straight
line.

Two

large circular silos,

just erected

15x,iU
at the cost of $700; new grinding shed,
young
feet with cemented floor; basement for
large wagon house with room for
stocit;

and farm
milk wagon
carriage,
wagon; also a room for cooling milk on
ground floor; tenant 'house, engine house, etc.
The house Is exceptionally finely situated,
commanding probably the finest view on
Marythe river— Washington, Alexandria and
Fort Hunt Is located about two miles
land
buggy,

The property is nicely located on
south.
door.
a high elevation. R. F. D. runs by the
Price, $17,000. This place must be seen to be
appreciated.
from
far
not
Va.,
No 552 Near Aden.
Manassas; 120 acres: 100 acres cleared; barn.

dwelling;
2 new store houses: 1 new
an
in the yard; nicely fenced: most
kinds of fruit; 7 miles from railroad; 200
church;
mile
from
half
yards from school;
Price. $2,000, on
store Is kept on the place.
reasonable terms. This is a cheap place.
No 496. 196 acres; 150 acres cleared, the
balance In good timber- 10-room house with
18x20:

well

wide halls and attic; cellar under the whole
house; well of water In the kitchen; nice

shady lawn; basement barn, 60x60, room tor
8 horses and 25 cattle: feed room in basement; room for 50 tons of hay; carrteg©
house with room for four carriages: room
above for over 600 bushels of grain; round
adjoins the barn,
barrels
each; shelter
silo

90-ton

capacity,

100

tour
between for
wagons; hog and hen houses and all necessary outbuildings; near school, church and
railroad
>t
store; two miles from electric
Mount Vernon. This farm is a part of the
original estate of General George Washington.
The farm is divided Into seven 20-acre
fields; well watered and fenced, and in a
high state of cultivation. This will make B
There are 12 trains dally
fine dairy farm.
to Alexandria and Washington. Price, $9,500.
This
One-half cash, the balance to suit.
sold
to close up an estate.
must
be
place
At Chantilly, a nice farm conNo. 519.
taining 9714 acres: all cleared and In good
cultivation; 7-room frame house, with hall,
porches and fine cellar; large barn and all

necessary outbuildings: well at the door;
is well fenced; plenty of nice fruit; six
miles from railroad; one mile from schoool
and church and right near the store. Price,
One-half cash, the balance to suit.
$3,800.
No. 527. Near Clifton Station; 163 acres;
lot)
acres cleared, the balance in oak and
pine timber; 6-room house; barn, 60x36; all
necessary outbuildings: well watered; most
all
fenced: nice young orchard: 1^ miles
place

from railroad station: same from school,
One-half
Price, $3,500.
church and store.
cash, the balance to suit.
No. 484. 141 acres: located near Aden postofilce; 26 acres cleared, balance in oak and

pine timber: two 3-room houses: two small
barns and all necessary outbuildings; well
of
and watered; a nice orchard
fenced
damsons,
pears,
plums,
apples,
peaches,
quinces and cherries; six miles from railroad;
Price,
$1,600.
and
store.
church
near school,
On reasonable terms. This is a cheap farm.
150 acres; 75 acres cleared, the
No. 443.
balance In most all kinds of timber; well
watered and »well fenced; two miles from
church and store.
railroad:
near school,
This will make a cheap farm.
Price, $1,800.
101 acres; 40 acres cleared, the
No. 456.
balance In timber; 5-room house; barn and
farm Is well
necessary outbuildings:
all
watered: some fruit: partly fenced; 3% miles
from railroad. Price, $15 per acre.
Fine stock farm in Loudoun
No. 339.
county; 110 acres; 100 acres cleared, balance
In oak timber; io-room house with cellar;
35x26:
spring house, separator house,
barn,
corn house, granary and hen house; well
watered; excellent springs near by; well
fenced: some fruit; six miles from railroad;
near school, church and ^tore. Price, $50 per
acre. One-third cash, the balance in one and
two years. The quality of the land is excellent.
Will make a fine dairy farm; has a
Only two miles
silo that will hold 125 tons.
from the creamery.
No. 371. On the Potomac River and near
the O. P. and O. D. railroad; 85 acres; 30
cleared, the balance In all kinds of timber;
8-room house, with hall, cellar and porches;
small barn and all necessary outbuildings;
all kinds of fruit: half mile from railroad,
school, church and store; nine miles from
Center Market. This farm has 15 acres In
river bottom.
A fine place for fishing and
There has been considerable gold
hunting.
found on the place. Price, $50 per acre.

KNOW
SEND FOR THE CATALOGUE. DESCRIBE TOUR WANTS
TOU IN SIZE, PRICB AND TERMS.
Branch: Vienna,
J. F. JERMAN, FAIRFAX. VA.
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Dried Cherries

—a Conserve.

cherries with the hands,
breaking them as littls as possible.
Make a syrup of sugar and water and
stew the fruit in it for ten minutes,
take out and spread thinlj on dishes
and s«t in the sun, pour the syrup
over them from day to day as they
dry. When well dried pack in glass
ijars with a layer of cherries and a

[August,

Northern Virginia Farms

iSeed the

VIRGINIA FARMS
per Acre and up
Good

$8
With

productive

iniprovi'iiionts.

soil,

abuudant

wate^i supply and best climato on earth. Near railroad and Kood markets with best ehureh, school and
•ocial advant.'teos. For list of farms, excursion rates
and our ttiautiful pamphlet showiug what others
have arcmTiplished. write to-day to F H. I*A
BAUME, Aerl. and Tmll. Agt.. Norfolk & Western

Ry..

Box

f.0>

Unauoke,

.

V;i.

[fl^jeFOLK&WESTERi^

A

what we are

visit to see

offering will
cost of the

very little.
Save the
and you may lose a great deal.
Farms that produce a big yield of corn,
wheat, oats, clover, grass, cotton and
tobacco at ?7.00 to $12.00 per acre.
Don't be penny wise and pound foolish,
but come to see us at once, or write for

cost

visit

our

Land

and Timber

Circular.

JEFFREYS, HESTER & CO. Inc.
REAL ESTATE AGENTS,
Chase

Mecklenburg

City,

Va.

Co.,

VALUABLE FARM
Of

1,100 acres for sale; 2'^ miles north of
Linden, Warren County, Va.
about 300
acres cleared, balance In splendid virgin
forest of oak, chestnut, black walnut, ash,
poplar and hickory.
A magnificent orchard
of 2,500 trees, 1,200 of which are now In
bearing. Varieties— York Imperial and Albemarle Pippins. Elevation, 1,^0 feet. Abundance of splendid freestone water and a
magnificent view of the Shenandoah Valley.
An ideal sheep and cattle range. For price
and further particulars address JAMES D.
HALL, Jr., Warrenton, Va.
;

Old Virginia Farms.
CLIMATE AND PROHUCTIVENESt UNEXCBLLED. LAROEl'T BALE LIST i^
STATE. FOR PHLLPARTiCULARt ANC
PRHB CATALOGUE ADDREtS

CASSEUMAN

OL CO.

KICHMOKD.

Free!

Free!

VA

What?

asd bMt lelKte^ Hit •( farmb
For full partloulara aead f*i
dMcrlblng Jamei River Valla;
Parma,
a flner Hit of aoiall Truck
Stock
Farau naar Rlchnond, also Fruit and Truck
rarma to Tidewater District of Vlrtlala
wh«re lab aad oyatcra abound. Asaacy aaUkllakal 1I7S. Addreaa W. A. PARSONS S
00., C. aad O. Mala Straat Depot, Hlek

The larsait
la Vlrslala.
tT*» eatalsKU*

•b4.

Va.
100 Stock

Farms.

fiO

Colo

nial Homes.
Hunting
In Virginia S
Preserves. Free
10

list.

H. W. IlILLEARY

Jk

CO., CUAELOTTitsviLI.E, Va.

No.

Any kind

of fruit will make good
have used damsons, peaches,
pears and apples. You need not peel
the fruit.
Chop it up and tooil It
down, with a very small quantity of

Run

I

until

it

is

as

thick

and

post-offlce

stores.

Price,

{6,000.

Very easy terms.

Fruit Leather.
leather.

land; free ot agones, washes and atumpa;
comparatively level; well fenced; watered
by streams, spring and wells; six acrea
good original timber; large orchard; new
7-room dwelling; 4-room tenant house; Dew
barn and stable.
Situated on McAdamlzed
'pike, 25 miles from Washington, 6 milea
from station, one-fourth mile from village,
school,

insects.

sugar,

-OncVi

•'iJ.vniiiio oiiO miiio

L^

few drops of whiskey between. These
are delicious. The whiskey keeps out

Here Are a Few Bargains.
No. 91 contains 166 acres; good bluegrass

as jam.

This

130.

farm

contains

acres;

270

In Loudoun County, 7 miles from
the station In a thickly settled community;
to school, church, post-offlce, store
and two mills; rural delivery at the gate.

situated
close

The land Is all comparatively
good quality of chocolate clay

level,
soil;

all

•

adapted

through your colander, or fruit
press, and spread on any flat surface
(not tin, that would make it dark),
about an inch thick. Keep it In the
sun until it is thoroughy dry, then
cut into small squares and pack In
boxes lined with oil paper.
Put a
layer of the leather and a layer of
sugar and a few drops of whiskey (to
keep out the insects). When the box
is full P*^' ^ layer of sugar on top
and then several layers of the paper

It la
bluegrass and grain of all kinds.
naturally a fine quality of land, but has been
worked bard, but there la no galls or gullies.
one ot the finest bearing apple
It has
orchards in the county; the dwelling la a
6-room house In fair condition; a large

and

tie on the top.
Keep in a cool,
dry place.
This is one of the oldtime conserves. Use tin boxes if pos-

this

sible.

farm

it

to

house and a good stable with
This property belongs
lady, whose husband has recently died, and she desires to sell at once,
aad has priced tha property at a very lew
I can sell
figure to Induce a quick sale.

brick

store

room

for

8 horses.

a widow

to

cash,

property for ?12 per acre, one-thlrfl
and the balance on very easy terms.

No.

131.

ot

A

316

handsome Rockbridge County
situated 1>4 miles from

acres;

and very progressive town.
a live,
Tbls farm Is a natural stock grazing farm.
In a blgh state of cultivation and productiveness; fenced with modern woven wire
active

Spice Cake.

Four cups of sugar. Two cups of
butter, creamed with the sugar. Two
cups of milk, in which dissolve two
even teaspoons of soda. Seven cups of
flour.
One pound of raisins. Six eggs
ibeaten very light.
One teaspoon of
powdered mace, cinnamon, clovies, allspice, nutmeg and a very small spoon
of ginger. Bake in a loaf or in sheets.
Ice with boiled icing.

Pickled Cauliflower.

Take the large

full-blown cauliflowers. (Cut off the leaves and stalk, and
divide the bloom into small pieces of
uniform size. Put them into a porcelain kettle with water to cover thoroughly in which yop have dissolved
salt to make it taste- just a little salty.
Let it simmer slowly for a little
while, skim, then let it come to a
boil,
take the pieces out with a
strainer and let all the water drain
off, be sure there is none left, then
pack the cauliflower in a stone ar,
lilling
two-thirds full.
Put on
it
enough good cider vinegar to fill the
jar, with three tablespoons of pickle
seasoning,
mixed spices, to each
quart of vinegar and a half of a
pound of brown sugar to the same
amount of vinegar. Let it come to a
boil and pour it hot over the cauliflower.
If you want the pickle yellow
add turmeric, pour the vinegar over

hot two more times and then put it
away tied up securly with a leather

fence; the buildings are all In excellent condition, the most of them are new and ot

modern plan; they consist of a handsome
8-room brick dwelling, plumbed for hot and
cold water, a large cattle barn, horse and
hay barn, large double corn crib, wagon
and machine sheds, cow stable, carriage
house and other small outhouses, all In excellent repair; farm Is watered by springs,
and branches Inyveefierl cmfw condlttongk
and branches In every Held. Located In >
neighborhood of refined citizens. Price,
on easy terms.
No. 2«% contains 452 acres fine quality
well Improved land; comparafertile,
of
tively level; no rough or poor land on tlie
(arm.
This Is an Ideal grass farm; lies In
a beautiful valley; 2V4 miles from station,
and can be viewed from one end to the
other; has 50 acres of good original timber;
has two sets of buildings; new 7-room
house of modern style, with usual outbuildings, on east end of farm, and a good

fine

(16,000,

7-room dwelling, with good barn, granary
and all other small buildings. In good
Here Is an excellent
repair, on west end.
opportunity for two neighbors to purchase
an up-to-date farm and divide it, as It can
be done to excellent advantage. Every foot
of

this

land

will

to

the

acre,

or

If

sold

122.60

within
per acre.

make

thrge

tons

of

haj

to 60 bushels of com.
the next 80 days will take
60

Send for my new list.
WM. EADS MILLER, Herndon,

Va.

THE SOUTHE

1907.]
top.

Two

cups of sweet

poured In
after the pickle is cold will add greatly to the goodness of it. Keep this
four months before using.
oil

Farms

they drop the
bloom, before they harden, and drop
them into a jar of vinegar, when the
jar is full enough take the vinegar
and boil it with a few spices In it
and pour it hot over the seed.

STEPHENSON & RAINEY, HERNDON,

Good

soil

In

AT CLOSE PRICES

farms from

100

strings."

remember hearing that he had
lady."

$8.

Bedford Co., Va., April 1, 1907.
I think the Southern Planter is the
best arranged farm and stock paper
I havB even seen.
I have been a close
reader of your valuable journal for
several years and I expect to continue
to take it. If seems to me It grows
better ev«ry year.
J. P. LUCK.
Iredell Co., N. C, April. 27, '07.
Southern
Planter
The worth of the
to the Southern farmer cannot be esti-

THOMAS

acres

in

the

most

fertile

sections

of

Southslde

CO..

Inc.,

Boydton. Va.

FARMS
PER ACRE-UP.

VIRGINIA

—Lippin-

cotl's.

mated.

1,000

MECKLENBURG REALTY

turn out?"
"Oh, he's the kind of man that's
forever tied to his wife's apron

leading

to

Climate mild throughout the year and the best of Llthla Waters
Section being thoroughly developed every day. Write for catalogue.

did our old classmate Jorklns

a

York.

us.

VA.

Virginia.

AT A COLLEGE DINNER.

New

FARMS

VIRGINIA

Caisaven.

"I

Northern Virginia

in

Near Washington and Baltimore and In easy reach of Philadelphia and
Unlimited markets and unsurpassed shipping facilities.
Reajonahle In price; near good live towns, schools and churches. Write

Pickled Nasturtium Seeds.

married
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DAIRY, GRAIN, STOCK, POULTRY, FRUIT.

Gather the seed as

"How

PLANTER.

Rl^

Healthy, productive and rapidly Improving section; three hours ride to Washington;
thirty minutes to Richmond.
Good local markets. Electric and steam railroads. Fine
poultry, stock, tobacco and general farming section.

FRANK

COX

H.

Ashland, Hanover County, Virginia.

RICE.

FARM AND BUSINESS OPENINGS
IN THE SOUTH.
Choice of Bargains Near Washington.
At the distance of an hour's run from
Washington, on the Southern Railway, In
Virginia, the following list of properties are

on the market:
50 Acre Farm,
4-Room House
90 Acre Farm,
B-Room House
100 Acre Farm,
6-Room House
160 Acre Farm, 10-Room House
70 Acre Farm,
9-Room House206 Acre Farm,
5-Room House
250 Acre Farm.
5-Room House
250 Acre Farm. 10-Room House
to

i 1,200
2,000
3.600
4,500
V.OOO
B,000
5.000
15,000

Also several other farms priced from $600
$2,500.
For particulars write to M. V.

Richards,
File No.

Washington,

D.

C, and mention

Washington. For details write to M. V.
Washington, D. C, and refer to

Richards,
File No.

Flour,

18413.

Feed and Grain Business.

An elevator of 20,000 bushels capacity and
a two-story warehouse with 1,800 square feet
of floor surface for rent at $720 a year In
The elevator has twelve
a Kentucky city.
bins and over; a 500-bushel liopper sc:iles
bins.
The
leading to the
with spirts
warehouse contains a feed packer and a
flour

Fine

packer and a 20-horse power motor.
chance for a flour, feed and grain
Address M. V. Richards, WashingC, and refer to File No. 4582.

trade.
ton, D.

620.

A Home and

160-Acre

Business Proposition.

A

7-room house In flrst-class order; beautiful yard with shade; large garden; barn for
cows and horses; Ice house; fruit of all
kinds;
house,

of

large grass lot;
20x40 feet, with

fine

water.

Store-

annexed wareroom,

20x30. and a large wareroom across street,
20x30, with shed full length.
Stock of goods
will be sold at cost per inventory.
Postofflce In store.
This property consists of
about 4% acres. In a thriving town on the
Southern Railway In one of the prosperous
sections of Virginia, within one hour's run

Farm

—$10

an Acre.

A

partly cleared farm of 160 acres near
Dwlght Station, Ala., on the M. & O. R. R.,
A story and a half
for sale at $1,600.
house with four rooms; barn, 18x42; small
orchard; 20 acres cleared and fenced; timber
on remaining acres mostly pine and will
cut a total of 250,000 feet. For further Information address M. V. Richards, Washington, D. C, and refer to File No. 4519.

A Farm
A

Bargain

in

Tennessee.

400-acre farm Shi miles from Cleveland,

Tenn.,
with several
small towns
much
nearer; 190 acres cleared and fenced; 210
acres of timber; three dwelling houses, one
with five rooms and porch and two with
trree rooms each; barn, 40x80 feet; tour good
wells and a fine spring and watering pond.
Ideal locality for a peach orchard; good
markets,
neighbors
and schools.
Price,
$3,000. half down.
Owner's reason for selling
is
that he has other business.
Address
M. V. Richards, Washington, D. C., and
mention File No. 4461.

70-Acre

Farm

in

IVIississippi.

Near luka, Miss., on the Southern Railway; 20 acres cleared; balance In small
timber;
all
fenced;
no buildings;
soil
adpted to all Crops. Price. $1.1'00. with $,^00
down balance In three years. Address M. V.
Richards, Washington, D. C, and mention
File No. 3067.

Free Factory Sites.
The citizens of a progressive Alabama city
will give free sites to good Industries, same
being exempted from State or county taxes
tor five years.
Sites can also be had inside
the city limits along the railway track at a
cost
of
$100
an acre.
Address M. V.
Richards. Washington, D. C, and mention
File No. 7480.

For Copies of ''THE SOUTHERN FIELD'^ and
of Bargains in Real Estate, Write to M. V.
RichardSf Land and Industrial Agent, Southern
Railway, Washington, D. C.
lists
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NEW NITRATE BEDS

SELUIMG OUT!
Poultry,
I

am

As I
win

Farm,

-

Stock,

-

etc.

-

leaving the State tbls September,

my

privately,

sell,

Farm on very easy

James River

fine

terms, also

mj

Poultry

1,000
Hens and Cblckens,
Toulouse Geese, Incubators, Brooders, Colony
Houses, herd of six Berkshire Hogs, Double
Rigs, Buggy, Wbltewasb Machine, Platform
Scales, Tools of all kinds. Doors, WIndovs,
Blinds, Frames, Mouldings taken out of a
7-room house. Apply
M. L. WEST, R. F. D. No. 5, Richmond, Va.

Plant

over

of

If

Want

you

Buy or

VIRGINIA FARH
SEND DESCRIPTION PROMPTLT,

EVANS,

H.

8.

GUINEYS, VA.

Johnson & Field Manufacturing Company, Racine, Wis. Mr. Wellman, who
has their grain cleaner at the Jamestown Exposition, will demonstrate
the cleaning of such grains as wheat,
oats, velvet
beans, cow peas,
peanuts, cotton seed, ehufas, etc. Mr.
Wellman has studied the cleaning of
grains personally and is thoroughly
familiar with everything grown from
Maryland to the western border of
Texas, The exhibit will be found In
the States Building note the place.

corn,

MARYLAND FARMS.
Fam

containlaf 72 acres, 4£ under eultl-

taa

Tatlon, balance In timber, (-room hotua,

climate.

JONES &

A.

J.

WrlU

Price, $1,000.

for catalacse.

Md.

Co., Salisbury,

Farms

Virginia

HANDSOME COUNTRY HOMES AND
HIGH-GRADE FARM LANDS A
SPECIALTY.
B.

J.

WHITE, "THH LAND MAN,"
Va.

CbarlottesTllle,

Farms

Virginia
MOST SELECT

LIST, and

in

aU

ger

CHAFPIN &

CO., Inc.

a

Richmond, Va.

FARn5
AND TIMBER LANDS.

VIRGINIA
We

hare a good selection ot nlc«
In large and small tracts, aad
price* from $3 per acre up, on ea«y

rarme,

COLE & BROWN,

terms.

Main

Street,

12t1 East

Richmond, Va.

SPLENDID

fam

SALE
FARM FOR about
acres, located
Crozet, Va., contains

42

ot

trees,

mostly of bearing age.

an

excellent

summer

location

botel.

(or

Address

a

Mills,

miles
fruit

Would make
or

particulars,

Yancey

Va.

R. A.

carried

silver
I

owe

scuccess to the

me

through

to victory."

SEED HOUSE BURNS.
Louisville, Ky., July 19.

— Fire

early

Thursday destroyed the seed fcouse of
Wood, Stubbs & Co.. 215 to 217 East
Jefferson.
L. G. Hicks & Co., adjoin-

?100,000, partially insured.
regret to note the above

We

item
This firm is
comix>sed of Richmond men, who
were long associated with the seed
firm of T. W. Wood & Sons, and are
widely known in Virginia.

from the daily press.

Planter, in its long
of unsurpassed usefulness to the
Southern farmer, has grown golden,
and an ever-increasing number consult its

pages with the utmost

confi-

CAPT. WM. HENDERSON.

Northampton

Co., Va., Mar. 25, '07.
enjoy the Southern Planter and
it very profitable to me in many
ways,
ERNEST SCOTT.
I

find
Va.

15, '07.

The Southern'

life

dence.

FOR LOANS ""p^r^hT'*
APPLY TO
LANCASTER, Jr., Richmond,

my

Lancaster Co., Va., March

2H

1,000

sanitarium

(or

PIEDMONT HEIGHTS FARM,

part of

Remington Auto-Loading Shotgun and
the U. M. C. Nitro Club Shells, which

was

3^

mllea af Rlchmand
9t 1(0 acres, witbin
If jou are looking for a place aa
far sale.
wktch to make man?r. this Is a fine opverWell adapted (or stock feeding ai
Canity.
dairying, possibilltlee (or the latter are aaam retiring on what this
limited.
I
haa made (or me. For partlcnlars, wrlta ta
K. W. G., care Sontbera Planter.

About

large

ing, sustained almost entire loss by
water and falling walls.
Total loss

FARM

south

This company's "ad" Is found in this
issue of The Planter.
Crack shots gather every year for
a big national tournament called the
Grand American Handicap.
Among
shotgun shooters, this big event corresponds to the Grand Prix and the
English Derby.
Against ^ field of
about 500 shooters, J. J. Blanks, of
Trezevant,
Tenn.,
carried
off
the
coveted cup.
In his speech he said:
"Trezevant is an unknown town,
but I believe I have shot it on to the
"I would rather
win this
trophy than go to Congress.

PRBB CATALOaue.
R. B.

—

map.

tions of the State.

A FEW CHOICE HOMIS NEAR THB
NEAR ELECTRIC RAILWAY, NBAB
LARGE SUMMER RESORT, WITHI.V EAST
REACH OF THE SEAPORT CITY OF NORFOLK. FINE SOIL, MILD CLIMATB, EXCELLENT MARKETS. ALSO A FINB
MAP OF EASTERN VIRGINIA; SHOWS
ALL POINTS OF INTEREST. PRICK, TBIN
SEA,

CENTS, In STAMPS.
A. JEFFERS, OCEANA, VIRGINIA.

JAMESTOWN EXHIBIT.
resi)ectfully call the attention
of grain raisers to the exhibit of the

Sell a

FOR SALE

IK CHILE.

The Chilian Minister of Finance has
declared In the Senate that the rumor
current in Europe of the impending
exhaustion of the nitrate supply was
unfounded.
He stated that deposits
had been discovered at Antofagasta
and Tocopilla as rich as the original
deposits at Tarapaoa.

We

to

[August,

"In the Green Fields of Virginia."
Hamea tar AT.I,; Health (er ALL; Happlleat

tmi Independence for ALL. ALL iteaa
at aorreeposdlBf prlcea, bat AU>

FARMS

tt

aaaaaable.

MACON &

CO., Oranire. Vm.

VIRGINIA FARMS
n PBR ACRB AND UPWARDS.

Easy

paymenta.

Catalogue

mad e on country Real Esute.

CRAWFORD

ft

llaked January,

Loaaa

GEORQB

&

18Tt.

Virginia
Varmi

tre«.

CO., Rlehmand, Va.

Farms.

of any ilze with ImpraTemanti.
Prices In reach of all.
Free list.
PORTER t GATIS, Louisa, Va.

—
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$300,000,000
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IX EGGS.

Wmm ranted to Give Sat/afacllon

The

COOPER DIP
Has no

equal. One dipping: bills ticks, lice
nits. Increases quantity and quality
of wool. Improves appearajjce and condition of flock. If dealer can't supply you,
s-nd 51.75 for $2.00 (100 e'aUons) packet to
G. A.
CO PIttsbuTK. Pa.

and

KELLY

.

FURCELL. LADD A CCHlcbmond, Va.
cooper a yEI hew &. Chicago

-^ Mm.

ABsoRBINE
Cures Strained Puffy Ankles.

lameness and

Lymi>h.^iiBitis. Bruises
^nellinsrs.
and
All ivs fain Quickly ivitliout
' '-'
removing the hair, or

ABSORBIXK.

JR..

for mankin.1, SI. DO r.„ttle.
Cures Strains,
Gout, Varicose Veins, Varicocele,
Hj-arocele,
•
Prostatitis,
-."-M»,iii3, kuis
aula pain.
~ D.
~ F.,
~ 109 Aluii
P.
uli)
1

W.

F.

YOUNG.

Springfield,

Street.

DIP
^^1^
!^^^

our
b<
^*^"
ProDO

CIPrescott

Chemic^

Mass

AND BOOK
?lliag

abont Parasitic ailments of animak
Bure cure; also a sample of the remedy,
uut free. Write today.
vnruuitrfUlU x^ip*
Carboleum
Dip, both
._
Co.,

3804

W.

Cleveland, OhiOi
25th St.

Depots at Kansas City and Ohlcago.

DO YOU
That

CHARCOAL

would keep your chlckenB

healthy, vigorous aad produce fertile eggs
and strong chicks?
We have learned It and will send you a
circular that will tell you what other wonderful things charcoal will do.
20,

CO.,

Dept

Waverly, Ala.

ALL KINDS OF

LIVE

WILD eiRDS AND AkIMALS

WANTED!

Particularly Deer, Wila Turkeys, White
Squirrels.
Ducks.
Swans. Bob White
Quail, Grey Squirrels, tjear. Baby Raccoons. Foxes, Peacocks. Peahens, etc.;
J5 each paid for Wild Turkeys.
DR. CECIL FRENCH, Washington, D. C.

Frog Raising
Our new book gives

?

-;^'

\

}

,

tical

to

Breed

and Raise
^
*Aj*f that returns

^.'\,

Vivifv Price

post

business
large proflta.
paid 25c. (coin).

MEADOW BROOK FARM.
Allendale,

New

Jersey.

For Loans on Virginia

Farms
R. A.

Caustic Balsam

—

—

Has Imitators But Ho Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure
and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Pufis,

—

—

APPLY TO
LANCASTER, JR, Richmond,

Va.

tot

Curb, Spluit. Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind

Cures all skin diseases or "Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria, Removes «i]
Bunches from Horses or Cattle.

—

^^^,n?^"edy

for

Rheumatiflm,

a^.;^ Bore Throat, etc., It is Invaluable.
Bprains,
l:very bottle of Caustic Balsam sold is
Warranted to pive satlslactlon. Price $1 60
per bottle. Sold by drugfiste, or sent bv ex^
press, cbar^es paid, with full directions for
ita

use.

t^"Send for descriptive

teBtlmoniais, etc.

drc\ilar<i,

Address

Thp Lawpence-WJIIJams Cc.Cleveiand

Rinor-

and should not be confounded with
preparations of that class. It does not
unnatural production only to
leave the hen exhausted and unprofitable.
Rather, it makes a hen 7iatural
under un-natural conditions, by supplying iron for the blood and nitrates
to help nature in throwing off poisonout matter, so that "tone" and vigor
are given the whole system, and disease eliminated. It is easy to see from
this how important Poultry Pan-a-ce-a
is
to the hen man.
Dr. Hess and
Clark, of Ashland, Ohio, are so sure
of its positive merit that they cheerfully give a guarantee
with every
package. All they ask is that you use

bad that we

according to directions. If you do,
and occasionally sprinkle the roosts,
nests and fowls with Instant Louse
Killer, your success in poultry culture
will be large.
It costs but a penny
a day to feed it to thirty fowls.
it

will not

THE MANLOVE GATE.
The Manlove Automatic Gate, advertised in this paper continuously
for a number of years, is proving
very popular with a desirable class of
readers and can be seen in use in
many of our progressive localities.
One dealer, J. R. Corey, at Greenville,
X. C, having ordered twenty-five gates
for his customers alone at that place.

pnarantee

Fleming's
Spavin and Ringbone Paste
the
tlie
or* ego so .id. Moc
refundei if it ever
ails. Easy
app
cure.
Works jnst as weiToii
debqne and Bone Spavin. 33efore ordering
or buying an.v kind of a remedy for any lUud
of a blemish, write for u tree copy of
1

i

Fleming's Vest-Pocket
Veterinary Adviser
N'necy-six pttjj.-^ ..f veterinary information,
with special attention to tlie treatment of
biemishea. Dnnihly bound, indexed and
illustrated.
Make a right beginning by
sending for this boob.
FLEMING nu<l«.. Cheml.ls,
880 Union Stock Yards,
ClUcOKO, Dl.

HEAVES
CURED.' a remedyand
^^..—^^—^.^^^^^^^^

^I^^^^B
ucftue^ !
»3.^''C»««tJ

for

throat

mue.
wind

troubles. Cures BeaTes,
lvC°i'Sli9, Dislemper and

'

Indigesiion.

Veterinari-

ans use and recommend

PRUSSIAN

HEAVE POWDERS
Drupgists will get them.
Price 5i)G at dealer. 60c by
1.
Send for Free book,

the prac-

How
Frogs. A

knowledge

Gombaulfs

excite

KNOW

HOFFMAN POULTRY SUPPLY

busiest spot on the face of the
earth is Uncle Sam's farm, and the
busiest thing on the whole busy ranch
is the Great American Hen.
Biddy's
joyful cackle begins on the New England coast at sunrise; follows the
morning light across the prairies of
the Middle West and ends only at the
"jumping oft" place the Golden Gat^
way to the Pacific. Think of that
twice as many eggs, chicks, fowls, in
1905 as in 1900, and this year will
probably show a total credit to Biddy's
industry of about 8300,000,000.
What is the rest of Uncle Sam's
barn-yard doing to compare with that
showing?
There's no mistaking a
patent fact Biddy "cuts the ice," and
the American farmer and his hustling
wife are getting "wise" to the fact.
Everywhere the land is dotted with
chicken coops and hen-yards.
The
man with a farm, the man without a
farm and the suburbanite have all
gone into poultry, and those who put
bi-ains in. too, are getting dollars out.
This kind of people hundreds of
thousands of them— keep fowls in a
healthy and prolific ("ondition the year
'round by feeding Dr. Hess Poultry
Pan-ace-a, which gives the fowl in
confinement, by perfect digestion and
assimilation the same elements she
would find for herself if at liberty.
Careful study and experiment under
just the conditions that the average
poultryman finds in his own yard, led
Dr. Hess to the gradual perfecting of
his Pan-a-ce-a.
It is not a stimulant.

PRUSSIAN REMEDY

an Ts tuns

CO., ST.
REWTON'S

PAUL, MINI*

Hun ado Coucr Cms

« vETDnaair specific
loyearSBale. One lo Itro cant
; Hfares.
$1.00 per

&a

and

other Bore eyes, Barry Co. Iowa City, la.baT*
-

cnra.

—
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SOLVING

Protein.

So"

Fat.

79.

APPETIZING

PURE.

PROB-

There are mighty few farmers nowadays who are so far behind the times,
so unprogressive and unbusiness-like,
as to be willing to put up with any
of the antiquated means of water sup-

Poultry Food.
ECONOMIC.

WATER SUPPLY
LEMS.

"RARVA" MEAT MEAL

AND WHOLESOME.
WILL KEEP INDEFINITELY.

safe to say that there are thousands of farmers who have a stream,
spring or pond on their place who do
not realize that they could deliver this
water to the house, lawn, barn and
other points, in any tiuantities, by
spending a few dollars for a hydraulic
ram, piping and tank.
The hydraulic ram, such as manufactured by the Rife Hydraulic Ram
Company, 2113 Trinity Building, New

$3.00
\N IDEAL FOOD TO FEED WHILE
,

MOULTING.

Sample on

Bequest.

RICHMOND, ABATTOIR
RICHMOND. VA.
Dept.

M, Box

267.

METAL MOTHERS
Flre»roef
Complete
Hatching and Brt*dln«
twe
17.60;
for
Plant

hatch
quarts oil will
and brood tie chicks.
Our neat aystem U the
Full
discovery.
latest
suppllea.
poultry
line

Lowest

Ftee

prices.

EGGS

city, has proved itself a boon to
thousands of farmers, because it not
affords
an absolutely dependable
only
means of supply, but it works auto-

York

matically,

power costing nothing, yet

never falling, since the water running
through the ram develops the power.

New

for there

space,

R.

Address
No.

D.

F.

HICKORY
2,

Beaver

Dam, Va.

RANDOLPH TAYLOR,
ROBERT LEE TAYLOR.

R.

SINGLE-COMB

Brown Leghorn
EGGS.
During June

MM

for

antee

50,

i5

good,

delivery.

I

will sell eggs at |1 for 16.

for 100, (20 tor 500.

strong,

Leghorns

liatcbed

guar-

I

eggs and eafa
Richmond.
Jon*

fertile

from

ship

I

will

lay

November

In

It

properly fed.

CAX HUSSELMAN,

Highland Spring!, Va.

Olenview Orpingrtons

York.

Nothing for sale

nouncement

WEATHER EYE
this

EGGS

Richmond Poultry Associa-

at

Richmond, Va..

BOTTOM FARM,

KEEP VOVR

on

ribons

teen

catalogue. Write to-day.
CO., Box 409, Elmlra,

OTCLB HATCHER

EGGS

from Duston's strain White Wyandottes;
farm pens of blue ribbon winners and other
well-mated pens; $2 for 15; J3.50 for 30, and
Good fertility guaranteed. Won
$6 for 100.
all firsts at Virginia State Fair and fourtion at

ply.
It is

$ack 100 Lbs

^August,

to

who

all

wUl be iomethlng

B.

S.

In

this

month.

September

of

Special an-

great interest

raise chickens.

HORNE, KESWICK, VA.

doing here after the "dog days."

SPRING BROOK POULTRY FARM,

LAUREL HILL POULTRY FARM.
Box

Culpeper. Va. H. H. Scott. Prop.
Breeder of Northrup strain Black Minorcas,
strain of Brown Leghorns, and the
Silver-Laced Wyandottes.
Have been
breeding Black Minorcas six years, always
with the best type in view. Stock and Eggs
in season at very moderate prices, consider-

R. F. P.. Roxbury, Ya.

80,

Whitman

White Poultry Yards

best

LORRMNE,
For want
of

WYANDOTTE
Hens

and

VA.
room will sell cheap some
and two year old WHITE
and S. C. W. LEGHORN

of

one

our

also

Cocks;

^

MAMMOTH PEKIN
Ducks.

and

nice

a

WILD MALLARD

S.

My

C.

layers
$1.10,

The Rife Ram

Breeding Stock for
sale.

CHARLES
Mt.

C.

WINE,

Sidney, Va.

"RINQLET"

PLYMOUTH

ROCKS.

E. B. Thompson's celebrated strain. Br«4
Unexcelled
(or quality not for quantity.
laying qualities, size, vigor and beauty.

U

Yard No. 1. (For Cockerels), headed by
"Crackerjack" (weight 12 pounds). Second
prize cock Richmond Poultry Show, January 22-26, 1907, George O. Brown, ]udc*.
Eggs from this yard. >2 per 15.
Yard No. 2. (For PulleU). headed by a
grand cockerel. Just from Thompson, and a
brother

to

his

best

exhibition

pulleta.

Eggs from these yards, |2 per 15. Beth
yards have a 5-acre run— practically a tnm
range.
Satisfaction gnarAll surplus stock sold.
anteed.
Send for combined circular and
price-list.
Correspondence a pleasure.

LESLIE

H.

McCUB, Box No.

4.

AftOB,

Write

me

tor prices

and

—

Eggs

Rocks,
Leghorns.

P.
B.

quality.
particulars.

the

Shenk's Anconas

VALLEY FARM
Barred

BARRED

ing
full

"f

lot

>.

will raise water 30
feet for every foot of fall, and it will
work under a fall of only 18 Inches.

Furthermore, the Rife Hydraulic Ram
requires no attention to keep in operation.
It is at work all the time If
you desire, delivering water to the
storage tank 24 hours a day, requiring
piacticalty no adjustment and no repairs, because having so few working
In short, wherever the condiparts.
tions permit of a hydraulic ram being
used it is the favored method of
pumping, owing to its dependableness

and economy.
The Rife Hydraulic

Ram Company,

2113 Trinity Building. New York city,
will be pleased to send to any of our
readers who mention this paper one
of their books on the water supply
problem, free.
It will be found of
value to any one who is considering
the installation of a running water
system.

A

Neat Binder for your back numbers can be had for 30 cents. Address
our Business Department.

saw

Tell tke advertiser
his advertisement

where yon

S.

reduced for next thirty days best
la the whole poultry list— 15 Eggs,
or 30 for J2.
and BufI Leghorn, Black Minorca,

C.

Eggs for Jl.
I also have some stock for sale at a barFree catalogue for you. Twenty-flve
gain.
varieties Pure-Bred Fowls.
C. L. SHENK, Box P. Luray, Va.

20

QUALITY
and INTRINSIC MERIT are bred In my
Barred
Rocks.
Bargains
In
unexcelled
stock during August and September.
Every
bird guaranteed.
L.

W. WALSH, Box

24S-S,

Lynchburg, Va,

HomersiDragoons
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE TO
GET GOOD STOCK.
Homers In blue and cream checks, solid
aalor birds In black and sky blues. All (sod
Youngsters, per pair,
flyers and breeders.
n.U; Breeders from

$2 to

U; White Dragesa

yaungsters, (2 per pair; Breeders from }< to
U per pair.
Our birds captured 11 rlbbens In the Vlrctata Poultry Show I first, 5 secsada, t
Btrd prizes, out of 13 birds.
For orders address C. A. & N. P. RAWSON, U21 West Marshall St, Rlchnurad, Va.

THE SOUTHEEN
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BLACK'S LANGSHANS
from Virginia State Poultry
Show prize
winners— the egg-laying strain.
A. M. BLACK, TAZEWELL, VA.

H.t'1

0*41

LBJilORNS

vV.lira

winning Brst and secand Cockerel, eec«Bd
Pullet,
second Cock and second Htfn at
Richmond, January 22-26.
Stock (or Bal«
Bggs,

per

$1.25

$6

15;

Plymouth Rock Eggs,

FRED NUSSKT,

MAMMOTH
Bggs

per
$1

Boa

Choice

100.

p»r

15.

Massaponai,

BRONZE

Va.

TURKEY

hatching from fine heaTy-welght
breeders; can't be beat Also Barred Rock,
White Orpington and White Wyandotte Bggi
at $1.50 (or 15. Nothing but the best. Satisfaction guaranteed.
(or

CLARA

Miss

SMITH,

L.

Yards,

Landor

Croxton,

Panltxy

Va.

pjjjar

?j'Lr, HILL

FARM

Eggs

(or
batching (rom
ihigh scoring birds, $1 per 15.
'A (ew choice trios (or sale.
Young stock ready (or delivery October 1st.
Now booking orders at
Satisfaction guaranteed
tl each, $10 dozen.
every customer.

Bernard Puos

St.

and prize-winning stock, for
particulars, address
Tyler, Hanover Cs., Va.

Imparted

of

sale.

For

B. F.

HENKENIUS,

Half BSood Hosind
Pups (or

man
up

sale.

Bred

(rom a

full

same age vary
mind.

Bear

in size.

and deer or fox bound, given

make

the finest (or bear, deer or fox.

Fine Young Mare
FOR SALE
One Seven-Year-Old

Dark Bay Mare; 15
weight about 1,100 pounds; compactly made and easy to keep.
A reliable
worker everywhere and a capital brood
mare. This valuable mare will be sold at a
bargain to the quick purchaser.
One Five- Year-Old Sorrel Mare, with white
stripe in face and
white ankles behind.

hands;

Height,

A
suitable for home making.
batiste is the material used with narrow Valenciennes for trimming. The
tucks in front are w-ell placed and becoming. The skirt is a five-gored box
plaited one with extra fulness let in
below the hips and laid in double
The

smoothly
and the lower edge has a modish
Any cloth or worsted as well
flare.
as silk would develop this skirt pleasingly, 5% yards 44 inches wide being
needed for the medium size; 3 yards
of 27 inch goods are needed for the
waist in the

top

medium

6

SALE
I

stud

will offer for eale, privately, all of mj
of
Thoroughbreds,
Brood
Mares,

Fillies,

Colts and Geldings.
sires as Imp. Order,
Charaxus, Imp. Water Level, Jim
Imp. Potentate and Imp. Fatherless.
H. WILSON, BYRDVILLB, VA.

They are by such
Imp.
Gray.
S.

a pROKisiniG

Shire Brood

32

WALTER RUAN,

Address
City,

42 inches bust measure. 6907, 7 sizes,
20 to 32 inches waist.

GARDFN

10 PURE-BREO

;r^

address
D. C.

"RECOftOER"
For

Kentucky

A

Imported
als*
fpsnlsh
Jacks,
p^r-.^
•onslly selected by me
from the best breed of
Jacks In Spala. I furJacks:

Two-Piece Apron.
Economy of time and labor is a
serious question with every mother

||

who
and

Ky.

Feeds and Feeding"
-

BARTON, RADFORD, VA.

TRaniQUIUTV DORSET

1st »t Big, Black,

i9t

ParaMrs aad StocbnioH.
Delivered anywhere for
With tlie SOUTHERN PLANTER,

DORSET EWES

from 1 to 3 years old, (or sale cheap; 5 Ewe
Lambs, 6 months old, from above Ewes.
These sheep are descendants of the (amous
Joseph E. Wing (Ohio) flock and are firstclass in every respect.
For prices, etc.,

COOK &
KENTUCKY JACK FARM.

••ok

HENINGER,

T.

Burke's Garden, Va.

and young things.
Poland-China and Tamworth Hogs.
Write us your wants or come to see us.
J. F.
CO., Lexington, Ky.

Prof. Hwiry's ar«at

DORSETS

SAML.

are the largest breeders and importers
•f Catalonlan and Majorca and registered
Kentucky Mammoth Jacks, Saddle and TrottlKg Stallions in the United SUtes.
Ws also have a grand lot of Brood Mares

U

Bed-

44,

I have to offer this season a number of rams of the grandest breeding and could spare a few ewes.

We

alsh
a
certificate
af
jedlgree with each Imperted Jack.
Come ts
see me or write for
vrlcea. I can please you.
JOB E. WRIGHT, Junction City,

Box

Va.

to

JACKS. SADDLE AND TROTTING STALLI0N5.

Weil-Bred

IMIare

for sale; se\'en years old, large, strongly
built and will weigh 1,500 pounds.
Also one
twj-j-ear-old fllly, black, out of a well-bred
black mare and sired by Kentucky's best
breeding stock. Pedigree of sire (u'rnished.

DIXON BROS., LEXINGTON, VA.

A tae

re-

HORSES
FOR

ford

sizes,

A

1,100.

W. M. WATKINS, Saxe, Va.

fits

size.

Two Patterns.— 6SS0,

to

1,050

This mare is of our own raising. Is
well bred and will be sold cheap, quality
and breeding considered.

Thoroughbred

Pleasing Costume.
The shirt waist and skirt are so
much favored ttiis year that every
woman and girl must count several
among her summer wardrobe. Here
is sketched a waist of excellent style

effect.

weight,

I0V2;

worker everywhere and a good brood

liable

male.

this in

A

plait
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Price 10 cents each.

blooded

trailer

to

SEASONABLE PATTERNS.
Southern Planter Patterns, designed by Martha Dean. Our patterns are
up-to-date in every way and are selected each month from the latest seaAll seams allowed.
son's patterns.
Full directions, including quantity of
material, accompany each pattern. In
ordering be sure to give Number and
Size of pattern wanted.
For ladies
upper garments give bust measure;
for skirt and under garments give
waist measure. For misses and childreu give age and size. .Children of

and

WlTANDOTTES

S. L

PLAi^'TEE.

$2.00
$2.26

fashions her little ones' clothes,
in the designing of apparel this

must be considered. A small apron
is shown which consists of two pieces
and has but two seams to be sewed.
It is of excellent shape and dainty
enough to serve for every day or
"best." The shaped shoulder straps

A.

sale

H.

exchange for

or

R. F. D.
ton. D. C.

TWO VERY

4,

Washing-

NICE

SHROPSHIRE BUCKS
FOR SALE.
R. B.

FOR PARTICULARS WRITE

BEVERLY,

Caret,

Essex

Co.,

Va,

ESSEX PIGS
SOUTHDOWN

may

be of embroidery or the material
edged with a narrov,' lace, while even
a ribbon-run beading might serve.
A
button or two at the top closes the
apron behind. Percale, gingham or

RUM

Common Ewes.

THO.MSON,

HEtP.
A few early spring Plga left and some
choice Pure-Bred Lambs for June and July
delivery; also a number of flue Pigs for
July and August delivery.
L.

G.

JONES,

Tobaccoville,

N.

C.

THE SOUTHERN
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lawn may develop
Inches wide being
.medium size.

Berkshlte
If the farmers of the South want the
best there ts in Derkshires they should

lose 00 time In getting acquainted with
IIlMtli.
Any one
the .MOORES
Berkshire blood
at all
familiar with
lines will recognize in our three American and Imported strains the most useful,
profitable and popular families of the
breed. If you want a hog that will make
you money by his untiring rustling,

BROOK

quick growing, early maturing and easy
keeping, we have it.
That's the sort
we breed, and if you will come here we
would like to show them to you. Not-

withstanding the fact that we breed
nothing but the best, our prices are what
you can afford to pay.
This
breeding— Masterpiece,
Lord
Premier III., Loyal Hunter, Hightide,
Royal Victor— will pay for Itself in any
herd.

May we

quote you on a Boar, Sow or
Extended pedigrees furnished with

Trio?
each sale.

MOORE'S BROOK SANITARIUM
Box

4S,

CO.,

Va.

Charlottesville,

Talks
Two

sale.

vember

Boars,

selected September and

February

two

—

8 sizes, 5 to

3%

yards

needed

in

if,

LARGE YORKSHIRE SOARS

—BARGAINS—

A

Pleasing Little Frock.
A dress which may be developed as
a chic little party gown or as a simple dress for every day wear is
sketched as a suggestion for the home
sewer. The making is most simple
so that the least experienced will find
no difficulties and either a simple
cloth or washing stuff may serve, or a
French nainsook or mull for nicer
wear. The round yoke may be plain
or inset with narrow Valenciennes
lace, while the skirt portion needs
no adornment aside from its tucks.
The sleeves may be long to the wrist
or in short puff style.
The dress

shown is finished at neck and sleeve
edges with ribbon-run beading edged
with narrow fulled lace. A dotted
Swiss or dimity would prove most beof 36

LODGE

ROSS.

GLEN HILTON

Bedford

City,

Don't allow inbreeding. A few dollars wUl
Improve your herd and get you "Che beet
that

Is."

OVERBROOK FARM,
W. Conway

8

Baltimore, Md.

St.,

STERLING HERD
OF RE3ISTERED

Duroc=Jerseys.
R.

W. WATSON,

Petersburg.Va.

POLAND-CHINA
AND TAMWORTH
PIOS ENTITLED TO RiaiSTRATION
REA80NABLB PRICKS.
J.

GRAVES,

C.

Barboursvllle,

AT

Orange

County, Va.

inch material.

4170— Sizes, ^,

1,

2,

3,

4,

5,

years.

Registered

Befk';';;;.

Large itraln

Whitei.

C.

ages Hated not akin,
i week pigs.
Bred sows, a^g
Service boars, Guernsey -*^^
calves, Scotch Collie pups and poultry.
.^11

four

Selected
September and November Gilts.
Spring Pigs, both sexes, for Immediate deWrite what you want and I will
livery.
tell you what I have.
E.

MAGNIFICENT HERD-HEADERS,

12 years.

No-

Boars,

[August,

27
the

coming de\'eloped after this pattern.
The medium size calls for 1% yards

BERKbHIRES
For

4169

PLA^'TER.

Writ*

for prices and free circulars.
P. r. HAMILTON.CochraBTillfi.Che8terCo.pt

FAJtM,

poLania CHiisias

Va.

OHIO IMPROVED CHESTERS

SUNNYSIDE BERKSHIRES.

Choice Pigs of both breeds for sale. Tir*
and a half months' Pigs of both sexes, (•
each: four months' Pigs, $7.50; five monthji*
Eligible to registry and all right Order
$10.

Best blood In America in my herd boars,
Imported Hightide Commons, Baron Premier
Bachelor,
and Sunnyslde Falthtnl.
ni.'i
Sows Just as good. Don't buy BerkiUrat
until you know more about mine. Writ* tor
circular.

W.

R.

WALKER, UNION

S.

early.

ROBINSON & HUTTON,
Lexington,

C.

Tamworth Pigs

DCrlvIVolllIvC ceedingly choic<

pc
DUAIVO.
field Tailor,

young boare for sala
by Imported Danes76490 and oat of Biltmon

bred gows.

It will

rj/^

1

be hard to find bei

cheaper stock

ter or

HENRY WARDEN,

Fredericksbnrg.Vfc

BERKSHIRES
Sow Pigs sold. Some choice Boara, 3
months old, |7 each during July.
Some Bred Sows for sale. Also Mason of
Blltmore II. (68548)— a splendid Berkshire
bought from Blltmore Farms.

ROBERT HIBBERT,
Farm, Route

1,

Charlottesville,

From Registered Stock

An

Excellent Model for Chemise.
girls or women who make
their own shirt waists do not also
take pleasure in fashioning their under apparel, and a pattern for a
chemise is given to-day which is re-

commended because of its
and good cut. The style is

Va.

quires no
realize

to

women

knowledge

of

satisfactory

Blaemont, Leudeon

O.

simplicity

that most
generally and re-

dressmaking
effect.

The

and back are easily full and
gathered to a narrow band at the upper edge where some ribbon-run beadfront

ing or insertion gives a pretty finish.
lawn, nainsook, or handkerchief
linen may serve as material, 3%
yards 26 Inches wide being needed for
the medium size.
6918—8 sizes, 32 to 46 inches bust

BERKSHIRES.
Very One

of February PIgt; Sowi and
Glenburn Loyal for talt; ilao
Topper's Model, a Bne Boar of Ciitmor*
blood, two years old March, 1»07; will weigh
lot

COO pounds.
J. T.

Price,

OLIVER,

%iO.

T.

M.

WADE, LEXINGTON, VA.
offers large Yorkshire
Bwini^roars,
Bred
Sows and Pigs; Hampshiredown
Sheep,

Best hogs on earth.

"Cracker

Pigs now ready tor
Jacks."
Satlstactlan

guaranteed.
S.

M.

WISECARVEE,

Rustburg, Va.

Ram

Rams,

""^i^^

recommending

it

to

my

friends.

W. W. BIRD.

Lamb*

and Cwes of the beat
breeding.
Registered
or eligible.
Bargain
prices.
J.

D.

THOMAS,

Round
Russell Co., Va., Apr. 13. 1907.
I value The Southern Planter very
highly, and always take pleasure In

Ta.

c,

f.

Allen's Level, Va.

CHESTER WHITES
delivery.

measure.

C*.,

BY BIG "VIRGINIA CHIEF," No. 14683.
TWO-MONTH PIGS, $6; SERVICE BOARS,
ALSO SCOTCH COLLIE PUPS.
?10.

A
Gilts bred to

of Fine

BREEDING.
VOLNKT OSBURN,

Few

popular with

All
to 4

Strlnes

Va.

j,^

,.

Hill,

Va.

3 PVRE-BREO

YORKSHIRE PIGS
Ten weeks
wanted.

old,

for

Also four

DUCKS.
J.

L.

sale.

Will

register

If

PURE-BRED ANGORA

GRAY, Norweod,

Va.

:
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Look out at

\

Burke's Garden

immw,

Fall Fairs for I

va.

She "won five blues, four reds and a
'sweepstakes on six entries at Richmond
More money per head than
last year.
any other exhibitor.
Last offering for season of HAMP-

SHIRE and SOUTHDOWN

Males.
"choice" Red Bull Calf; others
on both sides selling up
North in four figures.
Can stock your farm from horses to

One

kiD

close

poultry.

Cows and

Shorthorn

Calves

by

Red

first at Ohio and Virginia State
or the $1,000 Best Goods (brother
in blood to White Goods, brought 11,150

Cloud,
Fairs,

Kansas

at

June

City,

S,

1907).

Cottage Valley
Offerings
Also 15-16 Grade Angus Bull and Heifer
These Bulls are ready tor service
fine animals for grading up a herd.
One splendid Shepherd Pup. male, black
with tan legs and feet; about nine months
Calves.

and are

old.

UNUSUAL OFFER OF A "WORLDFAMOUS MANUFACTURER.
You can now have your washing
done by gravity power, for a washing
machine has been invented which actually makes the rotation of the earth
on its axis do all the hard work of
the weekly wash.
The machine is very simple In construction, very easy in operation and
very wonderful in results.
After the dirty clothes are put in
the tub of the machine and covered
with hot suds, all that is needed to
start the work of washing is a slight
push of the hand. The strength of a
small child would be far more than
enough to set the p\achinery in moAnd, once started, the washer
tion.
is easily kept going by slight pushes
and pulls with your hand. The machine oscillates slightly and you exert
but very little strength, because the
earth power— gravity does all the
hard work. You can sit down to do
your part, if you prefer.
This wonderful machine is rightly
called "a Gravity "Washer," because
your
all
practically
does
gravity
washing.
This Gravity "Washer is made only
"Washer
1900
by the world-famous

Both

very

Price,

$5

sprightly and
each.
No akin.

W. M. WATKINS,

intelligent

dogo.

Va.

of

Binghamton, N.

Y.,

who

have patented the machine. And to
show you the wonderful work this

SOUTHLAND
Have been tested
to make the

in

found

ment

in

the

markets.

the

greatest

South and
improve-

ever Introduced.
A Hereford Bull crossed on the native
cows of the South produces the beat
calves, which grow into beeves that top
cattle

Heretords

are

grand

grazers.

They put the meat on the

right places

for the choicest cuts.

makers offer to
send a Gravity "Washer to any responmachine

Saxe,

THE COMING CATTLE
OF ALL THE

—

Company,

One Female Shepherd Pup, black and tan
with white markings; about ten months old.

747

will

the

do.

party for a month's free trial.
For particulars of this free trial
and of the "pay as it saves for
you" plan of selling, may be had by
"sending your name and address to

sible

offer

PURE BRED STOCK.
you want a Stallion of the Percheron breed, from a yearling to a five
year old, I do not believe you can do
better, in point of breeding, oontormation or price, anywhere in the United
States than at the LYNNWOOD STOCK
FARM. Mares from yearlings to twelve
years of age as good as they grow.
SHORTHORNS, equal to any, and
BERKSHIRE HOGS as good as the
highest priced ones, at moderate figures.
If

The

most

satisfactory
stock is to

chasing live

mode
visit

pur
the farm

JOHN

F.

MARK

LEWIS, Lynnwood,

Va.

OBEYED

T"n^AIN

THE

SCRIPTURES.

of

and make selections.

In

the

town

Iowa

where

Twain used to reside, the following
story of him is occsiaonally handed
about
busily
at work, an acquaintance dropped in
he
that
request
the
with
upon him

Tliorousflibred Horses

take a walk, the acquaintance having
an errand on a pleasant country road.
"How far is it?" temporized Mark
Twain.
"Oh, about a mile," replied the

AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,
Pnrc Soutbdown titxct p

and Bcrksliire
Poa 8am.

R.

J.

iPiga.

HANCOCK & SON,
Chaelottbbviili, \i

DBTON EBRD. HAMPSHIREDOWN FLOOU
STABLISHXD

188<.

KSTABLI6HXD

1880.

DEVON CATTLE
BULLS AND HEIFERS,
HAMPSHIRE DOWN SHEEP,
RAMS AND EWES.
IIOBERT

J.

FARRER,

Orange,

friend.

Instantly the humorist gathered his
papers together, laid them aside, and
prepared to leave his desk.
"Of course I will go." he announced,
"the Bible says I must."
""^Tiy, what in the world has the
Bible got to do with It?" asked the

puzzled friend.
"It

Va.

commands," answered

distinctly

Mr. Clemens.
go with him

Twain!'"

"

'If

a

a

man

mile,

THREE-YEAR-OLD BULLS.
TWO-YEAR BULLS.
YEARLING BULLS.
BULL CALVES.
COWS WITH CALF AT FOOT.
COWS BRED TO ONE OF THE

HEREFORD BULLS.
HEIFERS.
HEIFER CALVES.

Mark

One morning when he was

CLLERSLIE FARM-

FOR SALE;

General Manager of the 1900
the
"Washer Company.
Address your letter or post card to
General Manager of the 1900
the
"Washer Company, Mr. R. F. Bieber,
316 Henry Street, Binghamton, N. Y.

ask thee to
go with him,

SPECIAL OFFERING— One

Bull

and

Cows not related to the Bull for a
foundation herd. Buy now.
six

Murray Boocock,
KESWICK,
Albemarle County, Virginia.

Keswick is on the Chesapeake and
Ohio Railway, near Charlottesville, Va.
Railway connection via Richmond and
Charlottesville.

—
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SHEEP

[August,

ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.
All enquiries must reach us by the
15th of the month previous to the issue, or they cannot be answered until

the

month

Which

MILKING

following.

SHORT HORNS

the best material for building an ice-house above ground, wood,
concrete, or brick?
is

For

A SUBSCRIBER.
Thirty

registered

Lambs shipped

Ewes

Ran's.

durlni;

July.

and
Farmers.

do not delay, but order your Rams at
once and secure selected animals at
lowest prices consistent with qualitv.
Strictly
exhibition Rams and Ewes;
also Ram and Ewe Lambs.
Prices on

in the long run.

PURE-BRED
SHROPSHIRE. SOUTHDOWN. DORSET.
HAMPSHIRE and OXFORD Ram and
aopllcatlon.

Yearling Rams and Ewes
All of above choice specimens. Ram Lambs. $18 to $25 each; Ewe
Lambs. $1S to $22.50 each; Yearling Rams.
$25 to $35 each.
These prices for .August
bred and open.

only.

The early

bu.ver will

get choicest

animals.

The wise farmer will order his breeding
now and get the best at prices far

birds

below what he will buy them for in the
will oflcr di;rin.s- August fiftv very
1

fall.

White I.ephovi Hfiis anci Cock."
mature birds, for $13.50 per dozen or
each for single birds. White Wyan
dottes at $15 per dozen.
Barred and
White Plymouth Rocks at $17.5u per dozenalso Buff Orpingtons. Rhode Island
Reds.'
Brown Leghorns and many other breeds
tine S. C.

all

$1.50

at reduced prices.
I

have a

Plymouth

fine lot of

Rocks,

hair-grown Barred

two

three pounds
each, for *1 each, or $11 per dozen.
Also
a lot of Fifty Barred Plymouth
Rocks and
to

White Plymouth Rocks, about one-fourth

firown. weight 1 to 2 pounds each,
for
7» cents each or $S per dozen.
These
prices subject to stock being unsold
and
prior orders.

Scotch-topped

RED CLOVER.
like to keep it as long as I can.
Is
there any way known by which I can
prolong the life of the clover. Clover
generally (of late years) dies out in
this section the first sumcier and
fall
after seeding.
It used to stand from
three to five years, but of late years
it
never stands more than one. Please
give me the cause and remedy.
Bedford Co., Va.
FARMER.

Red clover is in the South naturally
only a biennial plant; further North
It becomes a perennial.
Here it perfects its growth in the second
year
seeds and then dies.
If it is
not
allowed to seed it will struggle along
more or less for another year and try
to complete its life history by
making
seed to perpetuate itself, but this last
year's growth is usually a very patchy
one and not of much value. You cannot in any way change this habit
of
the plant in this respect in this
section of country.
Alsike clover Is a perennial and will
usually be found for years in the same
field.
Alfalfa is also a perennial
whilst crimson clover is only an
annual.—=-Ed.

CLOVER—CABBAGE
O.XION FERTILIZER.

AND

Please advise number pounds of
burr clover to sow in cotton and if
therg be any danger of its being shaded
to death where the cotton is very
rank?
Please give formula for cabbage and
onion fertilizer for fall planting.
H. C. COLEMAN.
Berkshire,

Chester White Improved,
Poland-China,
and Durocall

ages.

mated for breeding.
young service Dears,

In

pairs and trios

Some
and

very

Bne

young Sows

open or bred at right prices for choice

stock.
Write today and order a sample
hog so you may know the kind I havo
to offer.
Pigs from »8 to $12 each, according to age and breed. Service Boars
$18 to $25 each and young Sows $22.60 to
$35 each, according to age and quality.
Address

JAMES

M. HOBBS,
No. 1521 Mount Royal Avenue,
BALTIMORE. MD,

prleaa,

six

c^iM

a few

,

montha

«l«ht

to

Qli.

The Southern grown burr clover Is
all sold in the burr and
uncleaned.
If you use this sow two or
three bushels per acre.
If you sow
almost

cleaned seed fifteen or twenty pounds
to the acre should be sown.
The cotton will have to be very rank
to
smother out this clover.
For cabbage fertilizer mix 300

pounds nitrate soda, 750 pounds cotton
seed meal, 700 pounds acid phosphate
and 250 pounds muriate of potash to
make a ton. Apply at the rate of
500 pounds to the acre with a good

Renick

Rose

VA.

Sharons

of

A few T.ung BuUs and Hatfcrs for
sal* at rtasenable prices: same breedIme as Tk« Admiral ISUtt, My Cholca

I have a very good stand
of clover
and timothy on thin land and would

BURR

Tamworth,

tanners'

Ed.

msn

aa* signet S4i501— all International
«rat-prtre
wlansrs.
I
am
breedlag cattle with indlYiduallty ky
design and B«t by accident.

Abra™ Renick.

Wincliester. Ky.

-

Hereford Cattle
B«Teral yooBg. Pitr»-Bre4 lec1t»re< Baila
Kxeallsat tnklm

far aale at farmers' prices.
aa4 flae Individuals. Alse

Covi and

Heifers.

WILLIAM

C.

HwafwJ

Orada

STUBBS. Valley Froat rnrm.

Sassafras,

Qlencaater Cenaty,

Ta.

Hereford
Cattle
A LOT OF FINE YOUNG BULLS FOR
SALE.

W.

DUKE, RIDER, MD.

B.

Twenty-five Minutes

from Baltimor*.

PURE-BRED

Red
for sale.

with

Jersey Pigs,

at

WHITE LEGHORNS.
JAMES M. HOOB A SON,
HAMILTON, LOUDOUN COUNTY,

Strlctiv

Ewe Lambs:

sala,

BULL CALVES,

Whilst a good and thoroughly effective ice-house can be built of either
wood, brick or concrete, yet when durability is taken into account
concrete
will make the best and cheapest
house

Poll Cattle

Small herd, consisting of

young

calves

Heifers, 1 year old.

(1

2

Cows

male.

1
female). 2
registered; Calves
For price or other

Cows

and

Heifers eligible.
information, apply to
E. WILLIAMS, M. D..

F.

IVY DEPOT, VA.

RED POLL
CALVES FOR SALE. JTJST READY TO
SHIP. WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.
EDGEWOOD STOCK FARM,
J.

D.

Arbuckle,

Maxwelton,

W. Va.

i^ED POLLED. CATTLE,

POLAND-CHINA HOGS,
DORSET SHEEP,
Mammotk
Turkeys.

Bronie

WUta

aad

First priie fowla

ARROWHEAD FARM.

Hellaad

Kfga.

Samuel

B

Prop rietor. CharlettearUle, Va.

Always
Planter

mention

when

The

writing

Wiida,

Southern
advertisers.

—
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Want

Ads.

cents per word.
Cash wltb order.
lAltialB and figures count as one word.
2ft
nats mlalmum charge.

Kate

i

For
dressing of farm-yard manure.
onion fertilizer mix 200 pounds nitrate
pounds
cotton
seed
meal,
of soda, 750
750 pounds acid phosphate and 300
pounds muriate of potash to make a
ton. Apply at the rate of 1,000
Ed.
to the acre.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO FARM
Inyestments and homeseekers In Northwestern Virginia; mild, healthj climate;
choice lands; Qne water; railroads; trolley
lines;
Improvements.
all
Close to the
national capital, finest market In country.
Write me your wants. De 1». S. Critenden,
Ashburn, Va.

EXCHANGE PRINTING

WILIi

practically
registered
2,

new,

sixty

cost

ODTFIT,

dollars,
Calf.

Roan Shorthorn Bull

ter

Bsz

Onlaeys, Va.

FOR

CHEAP— SEVERAL

SALE

PURB-

Bred Hereford Bull Calves; pedigrees furnished. T. S. Winston, Box 632, Richmond,
Va., or Hunter's Hill Farm, Apple Grove,
Va.

WANTED—TWENTY-FIVE
red or gray,

t.

LIVE

FOXJM,
A<drMa

Bullock, N. C.
Bullock, N. C.

o. b.

W. Marrow,

O.

WANTED— POSITION

AS

SUPERINTEN-

dent

orchard, fruit or trucks farm, by
31 years; 10 years acexperience: can handle the negro,
having -worked as superintendent large
peach orchard in Georgia.
H. K. Lank,
General Delivery, LaPorte, Ind.

married man; age
tive

SOUTHDOWN, HAMPSHIRE. COTSWOLD
Sheep; Poland-China and Yorkshire Hogs;
Fox Hounds and Fox Terrier Dogs. J. D.
ShelbjTille,

Stodghill,

TEN

GOOD

Ky.

BREEDING

EWES

AND

to go with them, for $50, crated and
delivered to Hallsboro, Southern Railway.
J. A. Spears, Nellwood. Va.

WANTED— PARTNER WITH

CAPITAL TO

develop poultry plant on large scale; have
incubators, brooders and lot f poultry;
have had four years' experience in the
business.
Would take charge of poultry
plant on salary
if
preferred.
Address
"Poultry," Southern Planter.

SIX

PURE-BRED BEAGLE HOUND PUPS

for sale.
Price, ?3 each.
Barrett. Farmville. Va.

Address W. E.

PRIZE HOLSTEINS, JERSEY RED AND
Chester White Pigs cheap.
W. M. Benninger,

Beoninger, Pa.

FOR SALE—1.000 HENS, COCKERELS AND
Pullets

at

bargain prices.

Brown

White,

and Buff Leghorns; While, Barred and Buff
Enclose
Rocks
and
Anconas.
stamp.
Clarence

Shenk,

Luray, Va.

WANTED— POSITION

AS

FARM

MAN-

have worked with pure-bred stock
and handled up-to-date machinery; age 28.
Reasons for changing, present employer is
leavine the Stale.
A. P. W., Bor 213,
ager;

Blacksburg, Va.

YORKSHIRE HOGS, HAMPSHIRE SHEEP.
Quality

W.

E.

and price
Stickley,

sure to please
Slrasburg. Va.

BARGAIN— REGISTERED

A

you.

DORSET

Ewes

and Bucks.
For
prices
H. Armstrong, Mt. Jackson, Va.

address

FOR RENT— TRUCK AND DAIRY FARM
SI)
acres; good land: lots of water.
N. Mackey, Birmingham, Ala., R. F. D.
No. 5.

of
J.

FOR

SALE— 269

ACRES

ALFALFA AND CLOVER.

GOOD

LAND,

good 4three miles from Warrenton. Va.
room dwelling and other outbuildings; convenient to schools, churches, phone, mall.
L. P. Nelson, CulSell on easy terms.
peper, Va.
;

—

have a rich spot of land an old
house place which I want to seed to
alfalfa next year, August probably, if
It is now in
that Is the best month.
1.

I

—

Will it be necessary to lime
that kind of land; it does not seem to
be sour. I also would be glad of information as to the preparation.
2. I have a piece of land that I have
manured well with good barn-yard
manure and it does not seem to give
good results. It is now in clover, but
a poor stand, and what there is is no
good. Is it not lime it needs? If so,
about how much to tue acre? I notice
that sheep sorril is coming on it. At
what time should the lime be put on
the land?
What kind would be the
cheapest and best and where could I
corn.

get
3.

it.

I

notice in

some seed catalogues

they propose to inoculate clover seed
for three or four cents on the pound
extra. Would
lated seed or

cheaper way?

Buck

pounds

Yadkin

it

pay

is

to

buy

this inocu-

there a better and

ENOS STINSON.

Co., N. C.

July and August issues
you will find a number of articles on
the growing of alfalfa which you
1.

In

the

should read carefully.

They cover the

whole question of its production. Lime
is practically an absolute necessity for
successful production of alfalfa.
It is most sensitive to even a slight
acidity of the soil and only lime will
correct this, and we would, therefore,
certainly advise you to apply it at the
rate of one ton to the acre to the
land this fall after the corn crop is
harvested.
Plow it deeply and then
apply the lime broadcast and harrow
lightly and sow crimson clover and a
mixture of wheat, oats and rye (twelve
pounds clover and three pecks of the
grain mixture per acre) for a winter
cover to be ploughed down in the
spring.
After ploughing the winter
cover crop down work the land frequently during the months of June
and July to induce germination of all
the weed seeds possible and then apply
400 pounds of bone meal per acre, and
if you have it give also a good covering of rotted farm-yard manure so
that the weed seeds may have been
killed in it and work well into the soil
and sow twenty-flve pounds of alfalfa
seed in August.
evidently needs lime.
2. This land
Apply one ton to the acre this fall or
during the winter. Use either rock or
Enquiry of
shell lime freshly burnt.
the Agricultural Department of your
State should give you the nearest point
are
at which you can get this.

the

We
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WANTED—BY

YOUNG

A

CANADIAN,

position as overseer In Virginia on truck

farm; thoroughly experienced
and reliable In every respect. On account
of the Northern winters my health forces
me to change climate. Best referencea
Irresponsible parties need not Ingiven.
Ontario,
Oakland.
Anders,
quire.
H.
Canada.
or

general

DORSETS AT FARMERS' PRICES—YEARBucks,

Ilng
$10;

Ewes,

$15;

Ewe Lambs,

$8;

Buck Lambs,

$12;
o.

f.

L. P. Nelson,

b.

Culpeper, Va.

BERKSHIRE PIGS TEN WEEKS OLD,
three months,

(5;

L. B. Johnson, Route

$6.

4,

Charlottesville. Va.

BARGAIN

IN

LAND,

ACRES

254

TEN

from Culpeper; new 4-room house
all other outbuildings; 76 acres river
bottom. Price, $2,500. L. P. Nelson, Culpeper, Va.
miles

and

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE FOR LIVE
stock,

one

plete.

R.

Cane

Chattanooga
Brydie,

S.

com-

Mill

Va.

Brydie,

WANTED—POSITION AS MANAGER ON

farm- I am capable of taking charge of
any farm In the State; I understand requirements of different crops and soils
and farm machinery of all sorts. Address
H. C. B.. care No. 7 North Eleventh
Street, Richmond, Va.

RENT

WANTED—TO

LARGE

A

IM-

cattle,
with
farm in Virginia,
horses and machinery, on shares to responsible parties. Address B. Owner, care

proved

Southern Planter.

WANTED—A MARRIED MAN

AS

WORK-

ing foreman on a stock farm in Virginia.
Lambert,
Address
required.
References
care Southern Planter.

FOR SALE CHEAP-TEN CHOICE BERK-

Pigs four months old. from best
Biltmore stock. Pairs not akin. Entitled
Farm,
Stock
Dalkeith
to registration.
South Boston, Va.
shire

FOR SALE— ALL MY WHITE LEGHORNS4

very cheap: about 25 yearling Hens,
Cocks and about 75 Chicks; have some
good White Rock Hens and Chicks from
prize stock, that I will sell cheap; Chicks
Write me, I will make
early hatched.
G. H. Hilderbrand, Burkeprices right.
vlUe. Va.

FOR SALE-ONE VERY FINE ABERDEBNregisAngus

Bull,

tration;

3

want

years old. entitled to

change breed.

to

Hamlett, R. F. D. No.

John

C.

Farmvllle. Va.

2.

DEVON BULLS. AND GOOD ONES— BULL
15

years old (bred by .Tones, Pa.); Bull
months: Bull Calf, 8 weeks old; Bull Calf
The yearling Is about the
4 weeks old.
Robert
best Devon youngster I ever saw.
3

J.

Farrer,

Orange, Va.

WANTED — RELIABLE,

INDUSTRIOUS

white man. married, without children, to
on farm near Richmond, References.
"JI." Box 797. Richmond, Va.

-n-ork

OF
WANTED—TO RENT SMALL FARM with

25 to 50 acres In Southslde Virginia,
Eugene
Address
buying.
of
privilege
Hensel, Spencerville, DeKalb County, Ind.

AND

DORSETS— FULL-BLOOD

HIOH-

Grade Dorset Bucks for sale; $10 to
Frank S. Robertson, Abingdon, Va.

$20.

IMPORTED

COLLIE PUPS. FROM THE

prize-winning C. H. Rightway stock. $10
each; R. I. Reds, from the prize 214-eggo
strain; April hatched Cockerels. 50 cents
cents;
35
each; May hatched Chicks,

month

old Chicks.

Farm.

Route

FOR

2.

25

cents.

Roanoke.

SALE— NINETEEN

Shady Brock

Va.

PURE-BRED

Angora Goats: registered Buck; Does entitled to registry.

C.

C.

Saffer,

Aldle, Va.

—

—
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not sufficiently familiar with your locationtion to advise as to this.
3. Inoculated clover and alfalfa seed
can be had from some of the seed
dealers, or you can get the bacteria
from some of the Experiment Stations
The
and inoculate your own seed.
seed should be used as soon as possible after it has been inoculated or
much of the bacteria will lose its
value. The best inoculation is secured
by using soil from an old alfalfa

Read what Mr. Franklin says

field.

on

this subject of inoculation in this
issue.
Ed.

1.

seed

Is
to

out

plant

and mature this

Helters, bigb grade and registered, (or tal«

aUr;

on

ONLY FOR SALB.

BtTLLS

OUR BERKSHIRES

What kind

of land

should they

A SUBSCRIBER.

>«n

a*t bsatea In 1905 and iiOt, aad w«
tbe first prize under year boar aad
.Aitt jenT sow at Richmond, 190C.

moderate

isii

In the August issue you will
find under the "Work for the Month"
notes in the Garden section advice
as to the raising of the plants.
plants, when ready to set
2. The
should be planted on rich, wellprepared land to force a quick growth.
A good loamy soil is the best for cabbage and it cannot well be made too
rich, as the cabbage is a gross feeder.
Use plenty of farm-yard manure and
supplement this with a fertilizer
made up of 300 pounds of nitrate of
soda, 750 pounds of cotton seed meal,
700 pounds of acid phosphate and 250
pounds of muriate of potash to make
a ton. Use this mixture at the rate

pounds to the

acre.

Ed.

TORY OPENIXG.

We

tk«

to

Vi.

ENGLISH,

Centreville,

HILLS HERD

Five Young Cows; will calve during season;
fine Bulls and Heifers from J to 11
months old. Pedigree and photo on appliion o)

cation.

Coopei

J.

P.

THOMPSON, ORANQB, VA.

Aberdeen = Apgus Cattle

Md,

DUROC-JBRSET

ERSEYS

Combination and Golden Lad. Tor *i
Cows, i Heifers. 13 BuU».
S. E. NIVEN, Landtaktrf. Pa.

SHROPaHIKB

SWINB.
SHEEP.

N. B. UPP, R. F. D.

4.

Tell the advertiser

ORXBNnZU).

a

where you saw

his ad.

BILTMORE JERSEYS
SPECIAL OFFERING OF HIGH-CLASS WELL-BRED YOUNG

BULLS AND HEIFERS
Island type and finish.

any one can afford

American constitution. Milk and Butter everywhere.
Write for price list of Jerseys.

in

all ages.
A fine, lusty lot of young Pigs.
the middle. Imported and Domestic Breeding.

POULTRY.

At prices

to pay.

BERKSHIRES,

FAC-

once

Belfleld.

fifteen

Stock in best of condition rbc'
<aar»Dteed as represented.

and good

CREAMERY AND CHEESE

old.

Angus Cattle

Reg.

t7.5O0

out,

of 500

Apply at

prices.

WALNUT

Md

(kit 1902.

J

montba

six

opportunity t« get the best at

BELFIELD DAIRY FARM,

THOROUGHBRED
derkshire Boare,

F. T.

Four t*

terms.

MEERTMAN,

J.^^ES McK.

P. 0. R. F. D. CockaysTlUe, Md.
^•lepbaae and Telegrapb, <S-K, Tswsoa.

Charlotte Co., Va.

No.

liberal

An unusual

All

be planted on?

1.

Holstein and Jersey

Hag«n

and

at

ISOe: first herd at Uarjlud Stat*
AllentawQ, Pa.; Tresten, N. J., and
tlckmoad, Va., 1906.

sva, Kd.,

.

Jersey Bull Caives,
Dorset Buck Ltmbs.
FALL CABBAGE.
Sire of Calves, FLYIKO FOX S64M,
it too
late to sow cabbage njrlng Fox
wb* sold tor
at the

fall?
2.

GUERNSEYS.
TlmoBlnm

nrwt Prize Herd

[August,

Barred and

'ttTiite

Good heads, good hams

Plymouth Rocks, White Wyandottes.

Eggs

for hatch-

ing at half price.

A

few Female Collie Brood Bitches at half

price.

have an enquiry from a sub-

scriber

in

Buckingham County,

as to whether

it

is

Va.,

not possible to

Address

BILTMORE FARMS,

R. F. D. 2, BiltmorCt N. C.

in-

duce some one to locate a creamery

and cheese factory
says

that

there

in that county.

are

a

He

considerable

newcomers into that section from the North and West who

number

of

keeping
to
have been accustomed
cows and supplying dairy products,
and that they wish to resume that
Already the section
business here.
Is put into communication with markets by the Farmville and Powhatan
Railway and another road Is being
built through the county to join the
These two roads
Tidewater Road.
will

make

it

possible to ship to points

There
north and south.
opening for
a
be a good
creamery and cheese factory here with
men familiar with the business ready
to take hold and supply the milk.
This is one of the great needs of the
State which now gets a very large
part of its butter and all its cheese
from Northern and Western points.
We would urge that the farmers themselves organize and build the factory.
east,

west,

should

High Class Dairy Cows
WE OFFER

EIGHT YOUNG HIGH-GRADE JERSEY COWS. FRESH, OR SOON TO BK.
REGISTERED SHORT HORN BtHA,, TWO YEARS. DAIRY STRAIN.
TWO YEARLING GUERNSEY BULLS.
SEVERAL "GOLDEN LAD" JERSEY BULLS, FOUR MONTHS OLD—A BEAUTIFUL
YOUNQ HERD OF JERSEY HEIFERS— "GOLDEN LAD" BLOOD.

M.

B.

ROWE &

Fredericksburg,

=

=

»

CO.,
Virginia.

Registered Jerseys
COWS AND BULLS OF EXCELLENT BREEDING AT REASONABLE

EVERGREEN FARMS,

W.

B.

PRICES.

Gates Prop.. Rice Depot, Va.

Prince Edward County.

THE S OUTHERI^ PLANTER.
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o
8
8
o
o

Sale

of!

151

Fine Jerseys

DISPERSAL OF ENTIRE
MONTVIEW FARM'S HERD
Montview Earms having been taken by the Southern Railroad for yard

jj

pvirposes,

owner, Congressman Carter Glass,

2?

to give possession at the

O
O
o

OE THE AITIMALS CATALOGUED WILL BE RESERVED.
WILL BE SOLD

NOT

sell his

required time.

Fair Groimds, Lynchburg, Ya.

at the

o
8
8
o
o
W
v
5J

OjSTE

Wednesday, August

I
2?

compelled to

is

the

herd of pure-bred Jerseys in order

T?

|

Sale will

commence

at

ALL

O
o

7th,

|
V

11 A. M. promptly.

NOTE THE CHANGE OF DATE.

o
o

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^,=^^=,=^^==^^=
There are about eighty head,

£^

The great Imported

He is
EOX.

full brother to the

He

has

The herd

O
O
W

won

is

all

registered except twelve high grades.

^^

MAHETT'S ELYING EOX, six years old, heads the herd.
celebrated RAM LOATES, both being sons of the famous ELYIiSTG'

Bull,

in every show ring and has

rich in the blood of

few superiors

as sire of productive heifers.

Elying Fox, Forfarshire, Pedro and pure

St.

Lambert

strains

Among

the females are several sisters of the

World's Fair Test

Cow, Airy's Vinie

jj

Hugo, that averaged nearly six gallons of milk daily for six months. Also one of her daughters and three beautiful daughters of the great bull Forfarshire.
About fifteen splendid

J?

granddaughters of Flying Fox.

^

to

mail July

1st.

For

catalogue,

etc.,

all

needful information will be ready

Box
CARTER GLASS, Owner.
C. L.

STAHL, Manager.

O
v
W
^
^
^

address

MONTVIEW FARMS,

§
§
®
o

'

Catalogue with full description of animals and

5^

o
o

513, Lynchburg, Va.

§
8
O
2
o

—
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They can do

much more

this

[August,

success-

and economically than to rely
on outside capital. Parties willing to
supply the outfit for such a factory
should write J. J. Reno, Sheppards,
fully

Va.

Royal Shipments of Royal Berkshires
Fetch

TOjAl

Read

letten.

(•llswlng:

the

H. Stengler, »f Wllda, Lilb«rt7 coonty,
thank jn far Madlag
They snrelr rarpaased
my expectations. They are the baat ever
seen In Texas.
I would not take (M aach
tor them It I could not get mera aa gaod
of T. S. White."
J.

Texas, vrltes:
"I
me Buch floe plga.

SEEDING TO GRASS.
me in your next

Kindly advise

issue
get six acres of good bottom
Would you adin grass.
vise clover and timothy with oats?
How many bushels to the acre, and
when is the best time to sow. AlrlTD,
the best way of preparing the land.
With best wishes for Southeen
Pl.\nter,
a subscriber.

how

to

land

down

Nelson

practice

it

in

is

the

very

a

yet

South,

common
we have

of grass

Lexington, Va.

"Champions Beget Champions."
Herd headed by Predominant and Dominant, twe ot the greatest aaiu af
Premier Longfellow, hy Lord Premier III., the great aas of Lard Premier; br
Imp. Layal Hunter, the largest and best imported koar is this eauBtry, and
avperb daaghters af Lard Premier, Premier Longfellow, Masterpiece aad atkan.
as well as spleadid imported sows of richest breeding. Also Oalden Lad Jaree^

As a reader of The
Plaxteb you well know that our
opinion is strongly in favor of sowing
grass and clover alone and without a
grain crop.
When sown with grain
in the early fall.

is

WHITE,

S.

and

clover got by sowing with winter oats

Writa far eataiogae.

Dr. J. D.

a great chance that the grass

and clover stand

Ducks at Richmond State Fair aad ordcrai
White and Barred Plymouth Rocks.

the prize-winning Pekin

Qlenburn Berkshires.

not

known very good stands

there

all

TMOS.

Co., Va.

Whilst

bought

I

more thaa appeared on the grounds.

KIRK, Roanoke, Va.

will be lost after the

grain crop is cut off.
It is usually
tender and of weak growth from being shaded, and the grain crop being
cut off at the very hottest period of
the year the small grass and clove

Berkshire Pigs.
have about thirty Pure-Bred Berkshire

I

Pigs from two to four months old which

I

is

burnt out. Sown alone this will not
happen. In this issue in the article
on "Work for the Month" you will
find our advice on seeding grass. We
do not advise seeding timothy, except
alone.
If any clover is sown with it
It should be sapling and alsike. These
mature at the same time as the
timothy. Red clover matures too early

will

prices all

at

sell

you

Is

Write

too low,

eonalderlng

and breeding, which

their quality

I

assure

the best.

me your

your own

i^antg

selection.

or come and

You'll

get

a

make

bargi^ln.

HOLSTON-FRIESIAN CATTLE; BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.

•

for the timothy.

meadow
meadow

We

oat, orchard,

fescue with

would sow

THE GROVE STOCK FARM,
N.

& W.

and Southern Ry.

T. 0.

SANDY,

Proprietor, Burkeville, T*.

tall

herds grass and
red clover.

Ed.
Old

enonj,'li for

Service, for Sale: Tuberculin tested by Agricultural Department.

CLOVBR AND GRASS TO SEED

WITH TIMOTHY.
Wliat would

be a good clover or
grass to sow with timothy in wheat
something that would ripen
with the timothy and that would make
a good substitute in case the timothy
did not stand well?
this fall

—

Your paper is practical and offers
such recommendations as can be accepted by most every class of farmers.

W.
Essex

B.

ROBINSON.

BERKSHIRE
Forest

Home
ST.

""^'TRmNi'i:'-^'

AUBIN FARM

Co., Va.

Sapling or alsike clover are the best
clovers to seed with timothy, as they

Farni,

Zlis

BERKSHIRES

of the
strain.

most

farmers'

pondence

COL.

fasblonable English
and American
Choice Pigs ot either sex for sale at
prices.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Correisolicited.

Address

HENRY HOLLYDAY,

Jr.,

Easton, Md.
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MORVEN PARK
The

Property of

WESTMORELAND

Reg, Dorset

DAVIS,

Esq.

Horn Sheep.

Stud Rams include "Morven's Best" (4132 C. D. C.) 1st at English Royal 1904, 1st at
Virginia State Fair, 1906. "Morven's Pride," (5667 C. D. C), 1st Champion at Virginia
State Fair, 1906.
"Morven's Choice" (5631), -winner at English Royal and Western Counties Shows, 1906.
A few fall-bom ram lambs by "Morven's Best" and imported in dam still
for sale.

Large White Yorkshires.
Boars at stud include imported "Bottesford Gentleman, 2d" (78G9)

Don" (8799); "Holywell Huddersfield" (8797),

;

imported "Prince

Sows include prize winning imported
animals and are all of the first strains.
A young boar out of "Sweet Polly," by imported
"Holywell Huddersfield," and a number of young boars and sows just weaned for sale.

REG.

etc.

GUERNSEY CATTLE.
TUBERCULIN TESTED.

Herd headed by imported "France's Jewel 8th" (11251 A.

G. C.

C), son

of imported

"France 8th," by "Mashers Sequel," a combination of the famous France and Masher families.
"France 8th" was referred to in the press on her importation as "a perfect type of
imusually large Guernsey cow, has unlimited capacity and capable of great production." He
is assisted by imported "Top Notch" (9023 A. G. C. C), son of imported "Itehen Beda,"
advanced register No. 136, offidal yearly record 640 pounds butter. Also, by "Mainstay's
Glenwood Boy" (7607 A. G. C. C), son of "Jewel of Haddon," advanced register No. 92,
oflieial yearly record 463 pounds butter.
A few young bulls by above, or imported in dam
out of advanced register or other deep milking dams for sale.

ALL STOCK
Flocks and herds

m

FINE CONDITION.

may be viewed

by appointment.

Address

LIVE

STOCK DEPARTMENT, MORVEN PARK,
LEESBURG, LOUDOUN

CO.,

VA.

—
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mature at the same time, which red
clover does not do. Herds grass (red
top) and meadow fescue are the best
The other
grasses to seed with it.
hay grasses mature before timothy is
ready to cut. Ed.

PESTS— DOUBLE

INSECT

[August,

BERKSHIRES.
MEADOWVIEW
"HOW
"HOW
GOOD," OUR MOTTO.

MANY." BUT

NOT

We

have three 8-BienthB-ald Boars that we will sell at just one-third less thaa wbat
they are really worth. They are bred In the purple, and will make winners thli tall,
without a doubt. Doa't delay sending tor pedigree and full description 1( you waat
something that will bring you la the money la the ring, and It you beat us with althtr
of them we will be pleased.

MEADOWVIEW FARMS,

TAXA-

Woodbine, Pa.

TION.
1.

How

are

we

to lessen the trouble
fly, the cattle fly

caused by the house

and the mosquito? There is, in my
opinion, no more important question
than the insect question.
2. A bought a colt of B, giving B
his note for $C0, the value of the colt.

Mel's John Bull, 72833, a fine Jersey Bull, 3 years old; weighs 1,000 pounds; pertectly
kind and In excellent condition.
Registered Berkshlres, Boars and Sows ready for service; two Sows bred to
Hunter's Baron; flne Pigs ready for delivery. Satisfaction guarauteed or money refundad.

RIVER VIEW FARM,

A

The tax
colt
fair

JERSEYS and BERKSHIRES.

to list his
listers required
Is that
to list his note.

and B
and is

it

DUROC-J

the rule everywhere?

SUBSCRIBER.
Forsyth

Co., N.

M. BASS, Proprietor, Rice Depot, Va.

C.

Are the most

prolific

RS E YS

E

Hogs on earth. One of our Sows farrowed forty-one plga In less thaa
now she has eighteen. Our average last year was eleven and live-

a year. We sold her and
tenths pigs to the litter.

C.

We have the blood of Ohio Chief (sold for f6,000), Beat Him It
(sold for $3,000), Top Notcher (sold for ?2,B00), Orion, Sure Winner, Perfection,
High Chief, and many other great winners. We can sell you Sows and Gilts In pig, service
and young Boars and Pigs of any blood lines you may desire. We have show stuff to
offer and can fit you out with a show herd for the fall fairs. WRITE NOW.
You Can

1.

The three

ilies

you mention

are,

no doubt, the cause of serious inconvenience to everybody; and worse
than that, the house fly and the mosquito are the means of conveying
diseases from one person to another.
cattle flies cause much suffering
to cattle and greatly reduce the yield
of milk from cows and hinder the
making of gain in fat stock on pastures.
The house flies can be greatly
reduced in numbers if people will only
be careful to have no manure heaps

The

near the house or kitchen scraps or
refuse kept in boxes or barrels near
The flies breed in the
the kitchen.
manure heaps and the scraps, garbage
and refuse cause them to hang around
the doors and windows ready to get
into the house at the first opportunity.
Manure heaps, if of necessity near the
house, should be regularly sprinkled
with kerosene and all scraps, refuse
and garbage should be destroyed at
once.
Mosquitoes breed in stagnant
pools of water or in rain water barThese pools should be drained
rels.
off
it
possible.
A little kerosene
poured on the surface of the water in
pools or barrels
will stop the
of
the
mosquitoes.
The
trouble with the cattle flies can be
greatly lessened by spraying the cattle
each day with a fly repellant.
Send
to the Experiment
Station,
Blacksburg. Va., for a Bulletin published by
the Station on this subject.
2. The
law in this State requires
the listing of the colt and also of the
note, and in this way requires that it
shall be taxed twice
This is a gross
injustice.
We have several times
drawn attention of members of the
Legislature to this subject of double
taxation,
but without effect. The
whole system of taxation here is unsound and antiquated, and ought to be
abolished and a better one be enacted.
It seems to be about the same in your

THE COLLEGE OF AGRICU1.TURE AND EXPERIMENT
STATION OFEERS THE EOLLOAVING SURPLUS
STOCK FOR SALE.

5

Shorthorn Bulls
Four rich reds and one dark roan.
and approved show-ring conformation.
J.

is

a

premium on

perjui-y
Injustice to

and a source of grave
every man.
Those best able

to

pay

5

OWNED BY

8. W. ANDERSON, BLAKER MILLS,
GREENBRIER COUNTY, W. VA.

A choice lot o{ Bulls, Cows and Heifers for sale; adae
a few Polled Hereford Bulls, recorded la the National PoUatf
Hereford Record.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

breeding

It

FAIN, AGRICULTURIST.

R.

Ingleside Herefords

the

State.

All of fashionable breeding
Also a choice lot of females.

Sixty Berkshire Pigs.

FARM NEAR ALDERSON, W.

VA.

Telephone and Telegraph, Aiderson.

SOUTHDOWDI AIMD
SHROPSHIRE BUCKS
FOR SALE
have a few good yearling SOUTHDOWN
SHROPSHIRE BUCKS and a limited number

We

we

BUCKS
of

for sale,

RAM LAMBS.

and

also

H.

A.

S.

HAMILTON &

SONS,

two or three
see what

Come and

have, or write for prices.

SHADWHLL, VIRGINIA.

—

—
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SPECIAL ATTRACTION

are enabled to escape paying and the
poor man is taxed on everything.
3. We do not understand your other
questions. Ed.

IN

DERnSHIRi: BOARS
I have some Boar Pigs, two to three months old and
weighing from 60 to 100 pounds, that I am oBering at bargain
prices for .August. These Pigs are not crackerjacks or worldbeaters, but that large, smooth and heavy kind you remember seeing only once or twice and have always wanted. You
can have these ideal Boar Pigs sent to your station subject
to your inspection and approval at much less than their real
value. Address

SEEDING FOR MEADOW.
have an apple orchard which Is
mountain land that will now produce
I

forty or forty-five bushels of corn to
the acre.
I want to sow it in wheat
this fall and seed with grass suitable
for a permanent meadow to mow for

D. E.

kinds of stock, includfng sheep and
calves.
As I am told timothy hay
will not do to feed sheep and calves

EARHART, NOKESVILLE, VA.

all

URES WHILE HE WORKS

what would you advise me to sow for
this purpose and how much and what
kind of fertilizer

horse and cure him quickly and surely with the old

Eqnally sure for all cases of chaps, bruises, speed crack, wire cut
or Tacked cows teats. Guaranteed. >void substitutes; look for
trade mark. Everv horse owner can have our new illustrated H^
Book and large sainole box Gall Care for lUc to pay postage. Write,
Sold by dealers. Bickmore Gall Cure Co.. Box 935, Old Town, Maine

How would
the wheat and grass.
timothy, red top and clover do and
how much
Loudoun
If

for

of each kind?
Va.
J. F.

Co.,

reliabl'

BIGKMORE'S GALL CURE

to the acre to benefit

DRISH.

we were going to seed this land
a permanent meadow and were

looking more to the long continued
utilization of the land as a meadow
we would not sow any wheat with the
It
may make a good
grass seed.
stand with the wheat. It would certainly do so seeded in grass alone.
However, you must decide as to this
point.
The grasses we would sow
would be the same in either event.
We would not sow timothy at all.
Timothy should be sown alone, as no
other of the hay grasses mature at the

OLDEST AND BEST AMERICAN
Eigrht-foot galvanized steel

Special rat«9

|$12.50

]

.

lots.
Three $2.00 packets of Cooper Sheep Dip mav be substituted for
5 gallons Milk Oil Dip, without tank, $."i.OO. F. O. B. Chicago.

on large

MillE Oil if preferred.

Our

DIP|

tank for

Sheep or Hogrs and S-gallon can Milk Oil
Sheep or Hog: Dip, free on board Chicago
line includes

Summer's Worm Powders, Toxaline Worm

Remedy, Ear Labels and Buttons, Branding Liquid, Tattoo Marker, Sheop
Shears, etc. Illustrated catalogrue of all Stockmen's Supplies free by mail.
F. S. BURCH
CO., 177 Illinois Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

&

WOODSIDE

I

BERKSHIRES
EVERYTHING SHIPPED ON APPROVAL.
IT

WILL PAY YOU TO READ THIS
CAREFULLY.

We are now offering a grand lot of May and June Pigs sired by our three boars
Charmer's Premier, 94553, 1-year-old weight 440 pounds; Master Lee 79379, 2-years-old
weight 760 pounds, and Lustre's Carlisle, of Biltmore, 72057, 3-year-old weight 790 poimds,
and out of royally -bred sows weighing from 5 00 to 600 pounds each. Also eight Young Sows
guaranteed safe in pig to Charmer's Premier a nd a few extra good Young Boars that will be
ready for November service.
Charmer's Premier is half brother to the young boar that sold at C. G. Council's sale at
Vandalia, 111., on August 29, 1906, for $3,20 0, both of them being sired by the champion
Berkshire boar of America, Premier Long'fell ow, 68600.
We can always furnish pigs not
akin.
to show our confidence in what we offer, and insure satisfaction to our cusship everything on approval.
Yo u need not send check until after you receive
the pigs, and if they are not entirely satisfac tory in every respect, you can return them at
leave it to you whether this is a fair propour expense and it costs you absolutely nothing,

In order

tomers,

we

We

osition.

Address

WOODSIDE STOCK FARM,

R. S. Farlsh, Prop., Charlottesville, Va.
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REGISTERED
ABERDEEN=ANQUS BULLS
Strictly top notch, many
Also good females not
of them show ring animals.
akin to bulls.
_.
Correspondence and inspection of the herd invited

for sale at farmer's prices.

-.

ROSE DALE STOCK FARMS, JEFFERSONTON, VIRGINIA
Shipping Point; Warrenton, Virginia.
The one
which comes nearest doing so is herds
grass (red top). Timothy is an excellent grass to grow alone and sell on

same time with timothy.

HOME HERD
ABERDEEN ANGUS CATTLE
SUIMI\IY

the market, but for feeding to stock
of all kinds is little better than good
oat straw, and for sheep and calves
We would sow a
is most unsuitable.
mixture of tall meadow oat grass,
orchard grass, herds grass (red top)
and meadow fescue in equal parts at
the rate of two bushels to the acre,
and with this sow five jxjunds of red
clover and five pounds of alsike clover

We

are headquarters for cattle of the very choicest breeding and highest Indlvldtial

quality, yet
sorts.

but

we

we have always

will

take pleasure in booking your order for a top calf for

a JILT Topped

If you sow timothy sow
per acre.
and
with it herdsgrass (red
top)
meadow fescue (timothy eight pounds
and herdsgrass ten pounds to the
acre) and five pounds of sapling clover
and five pounds of alsike clover per
acre.
Ed.

QUEEN MOTHER,
A.

L.

S.

good enough

FRENCH,

to

fall

delivery.

head anybody's herd

R.

F.

D.

Have

registered

of

BTRDVILLE, VA.

2,

The Delaware Herd

oi

ROYAL ANGUS CAHLE

PERSIMMON— SUMACH.

Co.,

for the plain-bred

cattle.

Eurpassed either In breeding or indivldnal KBlmall
by any herd in the Basl. At the head of our ker« if

tetvo*.

Please tell me how to kill persimmon sprouts and sumach and briars,
and a species of walnut we call the
Jerusalem walnut. I have a grazing
in the mountains and would like to
get rid of these pests.

Rockingham

what others ask

sold our cattle at about

This explains the fact of our being entirely sold out of catttle of weaning age;

PRINCE BARBARA, 6W04,
Ito. FemalM at
the son of the great JS.IOO Prince
equally choice breeding. Write your wants. Remembot.
we take personal care of our cattle; keep ao high fTlxvt
help; incur no expense of exhibiting; ail of wkleh iai llw
as to offer stock at equitable prices. Send for paMpUat.
15 EuUb from 2 to 16 menths old for tale.

HOLRAUN.

MTEB U

Va.

The only way other than breaking
up the pasture and grubbing out the
growths, which we presume you do
not wish to do, is to keep them cut ofi

SON,

Brld«(»-riIU,P«

Prop.

A Neat Binder for your back numbers can be had for 30 cents. Address
our Business Department.

Wicomico Co., Md., Dec. 1, 1906.
The Southern Planter is indispenW. M. COOPER.

sable to me.

^Breeding E^weS'
BRS^IOIXl EWE? and FEEDIN'U LAMBS and WETHEKS. will commence running about June lOth. From that time until late fall, I can supply parties wanting

Mv Con?Wmi>nH

[~

of

GOOD BREEDINQ EWES AND FEEDERS
.•
of fieie
''.n- m •.;..:/ >:: M' .".
Va.
Richmond,
BRAUER.
C.
ROBERT

:::3

Inanynu-nber?. lar??or iai';

.V'

i

1

Commission Salesman of

Cattle,

1

'.K".

sheep

Hogs, Sheep, Lambs and Calves.
Address, P. O. Box 204.

Pens Union Stock Yards.
Office, Pens Union Stock Yards.

Office

Phone

993.

Residence Phone 5104.
"
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McCOMB
& BLOCK
COMMISSION MERCHANTS
.V2,»i^r?iv^^

For the Sale of

/

CMTTLE, SHEEP, LAMBS,
HOGS, FRESH COWS, CALVES

>S^

J
m.

V

1^ carloads

and small lots.
Tft
lU Riiv/ore
DUyei^ nf
01

wish any

Ivind

^®

correspondence from those wishing to buy Stock Cattle, Feedi„g steers, Breeding Ewes, Feeding Wethers and Lambs; In fact, if you
of Cattle, Sheep or Hogs we will sell them to you at lowest market prices.
iwo Q+nrl-Live
OIUCK.

I

solicit

pehis:
vivioni stock vhros,
Richmond, viRciniia,
•PHONES: OFFICE 139^; RESIOEmCE 322^: P. O. BOX '183.

OFFICE ania

close and never let them make leaves.
All plants and trees can be killed by
keeping them from maliing leaves.
Without the leaves they cannot grow,
as through these they effect the
changes In the plant food, out of
which they build up their structures.
Ko.

The Raney Canning

Will save your fruit and vegetables;
costs little;
keeps

money on the
brings more on.
them

PERUVIAN GUANO.

W.
Co.,

.C

and

furnish

to

or market canning.
Their
small cost will be saved in
one day. Send for circulars
and prices. With each outfit
we furnish free a book of

SAFFER.

Va.

instructions,

can

«.iul,~-.,j.J';-3

We

have used Peruvian guano
largely and never failed to get good
results from it.
It is a natural fercontaining all the elements of
Proplant food in available forms.
fessor Voorhees, in his valuable work
the
on
"Fertilizers,"
says:
"Of
guanos the product obtained from
Peru or from the islands off the coasts
of that country is richest in nitrogen.
It is derived almost entirely from the
-excrement of sea birds, as well as
from the remains of the birds themselves. The composition of this guano
The
is of a very complex character.
•nitrogen exists largely as ammonia
urates,
oxalates,
combined
with
muriates sulphates, phosphates, carbonates and to some extent in purely
In these forms the
organic forms.
nitrogen is quickly available and marvellous results are obtained from its
tilizer

....^J'^^ass

all

how

telling

to

kinds of fruits and

vegetables.

Prices

from $5

to ?30.

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
1302

E.

Main

St.,

:

Richmond, Va.

:

THE AMERICAN WELL
WORKS,
Aurora,

Illinois,

U. S. A,

Chicago,

III.
Dallas, Tex,
MANUFACTURE FULL LINE
Jetting, Rota ry, Coring, Rock

Drilling

and Pro sp e

ting

Mactiinery,

Any Diameter or Depth. Strong
and Speedy.
CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST.

use."

An

farm

We

work on cook stove
or furnace for either home

Will you please publish in your next
isue what you think of Peruvian
guano as a wheat and grass fertilizer?

Loudoun

Outfit

average sample of good Peruvian

guano will contain about 4 per cent
ammonia, 4 per cent, potash and 20
per cent, phosphoric acid, of which
phosphoric acid from 13 to 16 per cent.
is usually in an available form. Ed.

CLOVER TO SEED IN COTTON.
Please let

me know which

is

the best

YOUR WATER PROBLEM SOLVED.
Rife Hydraulic
water BUjiply known. No care needed, a.1 ways going,
Fr«o Trial. Send for book and investigate.

RUe Engine Co^

SU8 Trinity Bldg.

New

Ram

repairs.

York.

Sold on

30 Oaya

—
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legume

sow

at the last
cultivation. Will crimson clover stand
the hot sun of July and August? Does
it make as good hay as some other
kind when cured? Would sweet clover
grow in cotton?
to

Co., N.

are the product of a pioneer plow maker. The perfected result of 62
years devoted to constant encieavor to produce the **idea] plow,'*
Constructed alon;^ the most advanced lines, handsomely finished,
durably built, trim in appearance, compact in design, they appeal ^
with especial force to the expert plowman who appreciates the
solid worth of a really good plow. Note the high throat, long ^
steel landside, long trim point and compact appearance— these
EXPERIENCE
are but a few of the points that appeal to the true farm'

C.

,

62

Crimson clover is the best to seed in
cotton.
Burr clover is being tried,
and we expect will also succeed, but

TEARS

Cambridge Flows have

is

son

GENERAL
Some

MILES'
NESS.

years

ago

the others.

all

Ur

"A

on your farm

tools.

THE
[PRODUCT

THE
LGVEJOY

PIONEER

COMPANY
706 Foundry St.,
Cambridge, N. Y.

BiCKFORD & HUFFMAN FARMERS FAVORITE
GRAIN DRILL

THOROUGH-

The
General

m

They

are light
»» 4,^1/- ^vcwmj^ k*
weight and draft— easy on man and team, and are built strong IKA.CK
M tlCi*!.
for long life and hard service; but it's in their w^orking qualities where they surpass all competitors— it's their ability to
make dollars for the farmer that makes them favorites. Our
No. 29 Cambridge Steel Plows with Automatic Steel Jointer, Shifting Clevis and
Wheel— Automatic Coulter when desired— is reversible for flat land or hillside
'ork. It's a wonder. In our complete line is a plow for every soil, for every localy, and they are all described in detail in our handsome free catalog, which also
escribes the complete *'l.oTejoy Line" of Farm Tools.
Tools that help
the farmer get better crops— that lighten farm labors and reduce the repair
bills— Lovejoy
Tools are money-savers, money-makers for the
until
you
get
the
farmer. Don't buy
catalog. Write for it today,
e have no dealer in your town we want to make you
pecial Price Proposition" that will save you some money

makes

better pasture than hay.
It
valuable as winter grazing. Crimclover usually stands the heat
well when shaded by the cotton crop,
but if not so shaded is better sown in
August or September. We have no
doubt sweet clover would also grow
in the cotton, but the difficulty with
it is that stock do not like to eat it
and, therefore, it can only be used as
a soil improver by being turned down.
Crimson clover makes a good hay cut
before or just when coming into
bloom. If allowed to bloom and form
seed it is dangerous to feed to horses,
as the hulls of the seed mat together
in the stomach and form balls which
stop the bowels and kill the horses.
We have never heard of its doing any
injury to cattle in this way.
Probably the cudding of the food by these
animals breaks up the balls. Ed.
it

STEEL PLOWS

These
Splendid
Steel Plows

WALTER PARKER.

J.

Northampton

[August,

in cotton

Miles

earned

Drill that has for sixty years
its" name by real merit and

to drive from Red Lodge,
Montana, to Cody, Wyoming, to see
The road
his friend, Buffalo Bill.

leads all others in popularity wherever

was rough, and the reckless driving

Tubes, Roller Bearings, Light Draft,
Disc or Hoe used on same frame.
Drills wheat, oats, rye, peas, beans
and all kinds of grass seed. Plants
corn and beans in hills any desired
distance and two or more rows at a

started

driver.

"Do

as

tell

I

you,"

commanded

So the man turned the horses
about and started back to Red Lodge.
"Now, turn here," ordered Miles,
after they had driven a few yards.
Convinced that his distinguished passenger had suddenly lost his mind,
the driver turned about once more
and started for Cody.
"There!" exclaimed Miles, in a
tone of satisfaction, as the side
wheels struck a stone and he bounded
into the air. "You hit it! Now, driver,
you can go back to Red Lodge and
tell them that you drove seventy-five
miles and never missed
a rock.
You've hit them, every one." LlpMiles.

—

pincott's.

Lee
I

Steel

man

holding the lines made It
seem rougher, but the Indiau-flgater
compressed his lips and clung to the
When near
seat without complaint.
Cody, the general suddenly prodded
the driver in the back -cUh his walking stick, and said curtly: "Driver,
turn around."
"What?" exclaimed the astonished
of the

known.

like

Co.,

Va.,

May

4,

1907.

The Southern Planter and

would miss

it

too

much
W.

to let it stop.

A.

YEARY.

feed

any quantity

drills accurately
to the acre.

Frame,

The
time.
of fertilizer

Spiral

Steel

Wizard fertilizer
from 55 i)ounds

Grain

to

force
960

pounds

CATALOGUE AND PRICES SENT ON APPLICATION.

The tmpiemeni Company,
1302

E.

Main

St.,

Richmond, Va.

ThbrreeBookUDsIloHrlD
ncieAse%\irNilkProfits
and
from

cover to cover witli Informatloa data
Is filled
lacts tbat tell you bow to cct MOKIC CKKAM and mnre
money from your milk. It fcikc-s up the whole dulry and
eparator question ami Heun-s it out lu dollars and cents. It
helps Tou to decide whether a cream separator would pay you.
Which make Is best to buy.
Incidentally it tells all about the DIPROVED 1907 JIODEL

^"

Davis Cream Separator

WTTH

uct'ialphotocrraphlc reproductions of

:ili

i.arts.

h'>w they are

made, and put topctber, fully describes the maurial entering' each part,
[ells how easy i£ls to buy one under the new Belling pian and save you
20 lo SO% on llrst cost. This book gives fully the experience of B. J. Davis
119 In the dairy and separat^^r business, and one pace is
a photograph of the famous family. It contain* scores of
to know. Write lor it iK^or-j you lay this paper away.
>

AskforBookC

1

2a

q^;„s

creaH SEPARATOR

CO.. 56BJlorlh Clinton St..Chlcago. U.S.A
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JABEZ
LAMAR MONROE
CURRY—THE SOUTH'S

WHERE

"GRAND OLD MAN."
Dr. Curry was born in Georgia In
1825, but became a citizen of Alabama
He graduated from the
In early life.
University of Georgia at leighteen and
from the Harvard Law School at
twenty. While a mere boy, he joined

IS

Jack Hayes' famous "Texas Rangers," fought for the freedom of the
Col.

THE

"Lone Star State" and received a
grant of land from Congress for his
services.
In 1846, he served in the
In 1847, he entered
Mexican War.
the Alabama Legislature, and after
ten years of activity and prominence

OTHER

the State affairs of Alabama, he
elected to Con/-<ress at the age of
thirty-one, and served until the outbreak of the Civil War, when he passin

was

40%

ed Immediately from the Federal to
the Confederate Congress, remaining
a member of the latter body till its
1865.
He assisted
in
dissolution
Toombs and other eminent Southern

leaders in drafting the written ConstiMeantution of the Confederacy.
while, he managed so as to combine
his duties as Congressman with no
small amount of military service at
the front, and was an aide on the staff
of Gen. Joseph E. Johnston, and later
on that of Gen. Joseph Wheeler, while
in the last year of the war, he was
Lieutenant-Colonel of Alabama CavalHe was chosen by the Confederry.
ate Congress to write the last address
and appeal to the Army of Northern
Virginia.

The war over. Dr. Curry, like his
great leader. Robert E. Lee, entered
at once on an educational career, holding it of vital importance that there
should be an upbuilding of the schools
and colleges of the South, along with
material and political re-organlzatiou.
Dr. Curry took the presidency of Howard College, Alanama in 1S65, and,
after three years, went to Richmond
College, Virginia, where he remained
actively at work till 1881, when he
was appointed agent of the Peabody
Fund, and entered upon a larger ministry of educational service for the entire South, in which he continued till
his death, and which will be the basis
of his most enduring fame.

When

he entered on this service,
there was no public school system in
any Southern State, nor any Legislature in favor of free schools, nor any
college nor university willing to co-operate with them. But Legislators, colleges and universities all gradually
yielded to his arguments, persuasions
and influence, and in due time, they
not only became reconciled to the free
school system, but the colleges and

began

establish departments for the training of
public school teachers. The Legislatures would have given him almost
any political honors, and fourteen universities offered him their presidency.

universities

actually

to

///

I'M

AJV

"^^

/-^

^/-^t-

THE CORN CROP
Measured By Dollars Instead of Bushels

ONLY
corn

60 per cent of the value of the
crop is in the ears.
There is 40 per cent of the value
in the stalks, leaves and husks.
The Government Experimental Stations.
the highest agricultural authorities we
know anything about, are authority for the
foregoing statement.
scientific
Otlier
authorities and practical feeders say the

same

thing.

That means simply

this*

You can get nearly one-half as much
value out of the fodder as from the ears if
sting and
uany corn
est corn growers, do not
proceed along the right lines— they do not
handle the corn ci op properly.
Most corn growf
)wers do not even yet fully

eparation of the

But

much profit annually goes
rn fields. Moreover, they do
not know just esactly how to proceed to
save allof the corn crop— the stalks, leaves
and husks as well as the ears— and thus
add 40 per ceint to the value of the crop.
In order to secure the largest profits,
cut at the proper time, just
e beginning to glaze.
Thefodde will then cure without turny fibre. It will all be digestappreciate he

:

—

the profats.
In these days when farm help is so scarce
utterly impossible to save the corn crop

all

it is

by hand labor. Therefore, corn harvesting machines have become indispensable.
With a view of supplying the constantly
increasing demand for corn machines, the
International Harvester Company has perfected both the corn

bii

"

nd shocke

ell
the husk(
lachines wiiich will enable
the corn grower to save all of his corn crop
with a minimum cost for labor.
Are you provided with a corn binder or harvester and shocker so tliat yon can harvest your
corn crop quickly and get the lull value of the

Corn machines

will

i

make

dollars for you In

another way, besides nearly doubling the value
of your corn crop.
Themaohtues will save time, labor and expense, because with them you can liairest you r
corn crop in less than half the ttmc and with
the labor re<|uired by the old
vin

and

nutritious.
Corn will not remain in that desirable
condition very long, and hence the crop
must be harvested quickly to insure the
best results.

ible

The point we wish to make is that the
corn crop all of it— must be harvested at
just the right time and shredded, after curing, when convenient, if you wish to save

When cut at the proper time the sweet
nutritious juices are preserved in the stalks,
leaves and husks.
After being cured and shredded this fodder has almost the same feeding value as
good timothy hay, which is about the best
forage produced on the farm.

International Harvester

All of these machines are now farm necessiYou can choose from the following' lines:
Champion, Deerlnp.McCormick.Milwa
Osborne corn binders; Deering ami M(
corn harvesters and shockers; Iteerm^.,
mlck and l*lano buskers and shredders',
machinesare carried In stock by drfferent International local agents In your town. Call on
any one of them and take up the matter of corn
machines. Any one of them win be ^lad to furnish you with cataloijues and give you any particular Information you may desire, or, address
ties.

Company

'

of America, Chicago, U. S. A*

(Incorporated)
In addition to corn harvesting machines mentioned the International Line embraces:—
Corn Pickers, Corn Shellers. Binders, Reapers, Headers. Header Binders. Mowers, Hay Tedders,
Hay Bakes, Sweep Hakes, Hay Loaders, Hay Stackers, Hay Balers. Feed lJrioder«. Knife Grinders.
Cream Separators (Vasolinc Knglnec. Pumping Jacks. Manure Spreaders. Weber Wagon*. Columbus
Wagons. Beltendorf AVagons, Gasoline Traction Engines and Threshers, and Binder Twtne.

THE SOUTHEEI^ PLANTEK.
In

1S90,

the

State

Fund

for

[August,

the

promotion of negro education was created, and Dr. Curry was made one of
its trustees, and Chairman of its Educntion Committee, so that from that
time till the close of his life he administered that important fund in addition
to his work as executive officer for the
Pe:i!)ody trustees.

When

the

new movement now

car-

ried on under the direction of the
Southern Education Board was organized, Dr. Curry was its most eloquent
exponent, and was appointed its field
director.
Its object was to awalicu
the South to the necessity of improving the common schools, and of pro-

viding, especially iu rural districts,
for the better education of both while

and negro children.

When Mr. Cleveland became President in 1SS5, wishing to identify some
of the foremost citizens of the South
with his administration, he offered Dr.
Curry the position of United States
Minister to Spain, a post which he
filled acceptably for three years, and
which, no doubt, proved a much needed change and relaxation after forty
years of continuous activity in SouthHe was again sent to
ern affairs.
Spain as our special ambassador on
the coronation of the young king.
President Roosevelt, who appreciated
the greatness of Dr. Curry's public
services and his tact p.nd discretion,
expressed the keenest pleasure at
li'aving the privilege of giving him this
appointment, and his selection was
well justified. It was a delicate mission, as only a short time had elapsed
since we had destroyed the Spanish
and stripped Spain of her
fileets
her
and stripped Spain of
fleets
perCurry
Doctor
but
spheres,
fornred his mission admirably and
was treated with greater deference
and cordiality than any other forto
visit
his
and
envoy,
eign
Madrid was of appreciable value in
helping to restore friendly feelings between the United Stares' and Spain.
Dr. Curry was indeed a great harmonizer, in his own country as well as
abroad. He rose above all sectional
feeling and did all in his power to

you
WOULDN'T
value out of the

like to get all the

lever.

manure — llie spread

only fertilizer produced on

tlie

farm.'

quantity of manure to be
regulated by means of this
adjustment being

The
is

lever, the range of
from 3 to 30 loads.

Certain features are peculiar to these
There's an alarming waste in the way
is ordinarily handled.
It is an two spreaders and not found on other
easy matter to get double the value that spreaders, such as the vibrating leveling
rake which brings the manure up square
most farmers are now getting from it.
Don't let it lie in piles in the barnyard and level to the beater, and the driving
both
indefinitely, to ferment and burn up of the aprons by applying power to
from a third to a half of its fertilizing sides, thus avoiding binding, friction
and twisting, with consequent breakage.
content.
The wheels are made of steel with
Dor.t allow the rains to drain and
wash away into the streams llie rich broad tires, and the front wheels cut
liquids that are so valuable for plant under to permit short turning. The
draft is as light as can be secured in any
food.
spreader which provides the necessary
Don't haul it out and throw it in piles strength to sustain the proper working

manure

waste.
out as it is produced,

in the fields to

Haul

it

when

it

flesh, while it is in its most valuable
form, while it coiitaius all its fertilizing
is

elements, and distribute it evenly and
thinly so that the land will receive every
particle of its fertilizing content.

The Corn King

return apron spreader
and the Cloverleaf endless apron
spreader are both made exceptionally
strong and durable. The operation of
each machine is controlled by a single

apparatus.
The Com King and Cloverleaf spreaders are made in sizes to meet the needs
of the users, and can be secured by calling upon the local dealer.
Call for catalogs and colored hangers
illustrating and describing these ma-

chines, or write us for little booklet on
wasteful practices on the farm, which
you will be thoroughly interested in
reading.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA
(Incorporated)

CHICAGO,

U. S, A.

STEEL
ROORMfi
PER

promote a good understanding beHe aptween the North and South.
preciated fully the difficulties involved
in the Southern race problem, and
strove earnestly to lessen those difficulties and promote the truest interests of both races.
Dr. Curry added authorship to his
numerous other avocations. Amongst
the most thoughtful and ably written
historical works that have appeared
in the South since the Civil War, I
may mention "The Southern States

the American Union," and "Civil
History of the Confederate States," by
Dr. Curry. He also wrote "The Government and Constitutional History of
It would have been a gain
Spain."
to the world if he could have spared
time from his busy life to write more,

100

SQUARE FEET

.
Most ecsnomlcal and durabto roof coverinn known. Easy to put
tools but a hatchet or a hammer. With ordinary care will outlast any other kind.
Thousands of satisfied customers evcrvwhero have proven its virtues. Suitable for
covering anv building. Also best for ceiling and siding. Fire-proof and water-proof.
<

Cheaperandmorelastingthanshingles. WlUnottaintrain-water. Makes,
ing cooler in summer and 'warmer in vrinter. Absolutely perfect, brand new. 9 1 .60
our price for our No. 15 grade of Flat Semi-Hardened steel rooting and siding, each
sheet 24 ins. wide and 24 ins. long. Our price on the corrugated, like illustration,
sheets 22 ins. wide s 24 ins. Inni:, 91.76. At 25c per square additioualwe will fur
sheets 6 and 8 feet lone. Stc r^-'sst'd brick siding, per square, 92.00. Fine S
Beaded Cr-ilins. persquaro, S2.00. Can also furnish standing seam or "V" crimped

is

1

"Ir^!

WE

PAY THE FREIGHT TO ALL POINTS EAST OF COLORADO

Quotations to other points on application.
Satlstaclion guaranteed or money refunded.
will send this rooflngtoany
D., with privilege of examination if you will

except Okla., Tes. and Ind. Ter.

of

Wo

one

swering this ad C. O.

,

Fencing. Plumbings.

ehold Goods and everyl
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for instance, he could have written
a history of the times and public men
of the South from 1S45 to 1S65.
Few men have been so generally beloved and esteemed as Dr. Curry, by
all classes, parties and sections.
His
death, which occurred in February,
1903, brought a distinct sense of loss,
not only to the South, but to the entire country, for his usefulness, fame
and popularity wiere not limited to our
section, but were national.
He was a
man whose moral and mtellectual nature were both on a very high plane,
and who possessed a correspondingly
great executive capacity. As a Northern editor said of him, "He had rare
gifts of eloquence, a broad love of
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if,

humanity, an unwavering faith in
God and country and a fervent patriotAltogether, we may justly give
the title that England conferred
Gladstone, and term him, "The

MY PRICE-THE LOWEST
SPREADER

SET

Made on a

Ever

MANURE

First-Class

I—Yours

Direct

To Try

Factory

FF€C

to

From

1

]

I

on

South's Grand Old Man."
Texas claimed the privilege of putting in the first memorial window in
his honor, in the Houston Normal Institute, bearing the following inscription, after the dates of his birth and

death
"Soldier, Author, Statesman,
Educator, Great in Intellect, Great In
Character, Great in Service."

Opportunities

of

To-Daj.

class monthly magazine
entirely new and original

a
built
lines,

high-

upon
will

Taake its initial bow to the public
with the September number. As its

country are
LOW t;iat farmers all over the their
orders

only get the GaV.oway
at my low quotation, but you save f.iO to
575 which you don't tie up in a spreader
truck, useless 11 months of the year.
My Wagon Box Spreader is made in 3
sizes— capacity 50 to 60 bushels. It is built
to last a lifetime and it fits any t.tick or
high wheeled wagon-narrow or wide
tread. It's the lightest draft and simplest

season.
„
BUT I'VE PROVED THAT IT COULD
BE DOXE-atleast I'm going to keep on
thinking I have, as long as farmers back
me up in this way.
The name GALLO'WAY is a guarantee

machine made.
For those who want a larger spreader. I
have just perfected a 70-bushel pattern,
complete with trucks. It's new. It's in a
It has aU the merits of
class by itself.
the famous Galloway Spreaders with some

tell

Galloway

\\

on the
agon Box Spreader SO

notice— and sending in
while they can set them at this figure.
Some spreader experts said it couldn't
be done— that a first-class spreader couldn't
be turned out for the figure I'm quotmg
takiiia

this

you

of the

new magazine

is

Advance sheets of the pubsistants.
lication indicate that no expense will
"be spared to make it one of the most
striking and elaborate pieces of work
of its kind ever published in this
The first issue will reprecountry.
sent an expenditure of very nearly
$30,000.
Agriculturists will he particularly
interested in the articles which will
appear from time to time, dealing
with the advanced ideas of farming,
the development of farm and stock
lands in the various parts of the continent, and the irrigation and reclamation of lands, and in fact everything
pertaining to the productions of the

country.

Greenesville Co., Va., April 26, 1907.
Please continue The Southern.
am well pleased with it.
I. H. HICKS.

I

spreader
try 30

it

to

you

new

this

about

to

this final clincher

offer you.

For a limited time
a proposition to the

I will

first

f

make
aimer

owning a Galloway Spreader
in every community whereby
he can partly or entirely pay

money on my

send

I

days

risk

have

I

one

Thirty days
gives you an opportunity to

The home

information
machine.

particular.

tunity seekers the many and various
chances for wealth and home-making
that are opening throughout all the

the entire seventeenth floor of the
Majestic Building, 73 and 75 Monroe
Street, Chicago, where Mr. R. L. Bernier, the editor and publisher, has
surrounded himself with a thoroughly
experienced and competent staff of as-

additional exclusive features that will interest you. It is 43 inches wide and has adjustable bolster stakes. Ask for full

tf manure spreader excellence all over the
United States. But it isn't the only one I
rive you.
In addition I have put up a J25,000
legal bond that each and every
Galloway Spreader shall make
good in e!'ery respect. It's an absolute guarantee and I stand to
lose if the Spreader fails in one

But before
cent of your

United States.

Remember vou not

you somethingr.
LETI'mms makinir
a quotation

name

implies, the publication will deal
-n'ith bi-inging to the notice or oppor-

Guarantee

$25,000

ism."

him

Farm

for his machine.

to

a strictly business prot>andwill positively hold
for the first few
farmers buying.
Write meat once, postal or letJust say: Send me your
:er.
.anture spreader proposition.
It's

free.

osition.

good only

test tiie Galloway to your
If it is not
entire satisfaction.
ei-ythins it is claimed to be— if
does not do all that the best
reader ought to do— send it bai i
ryct.nt "'
of yoi
'"'"

-"^^SB^

VI^Jl^itholuQiust'ion:'"

Address,
William Galloway. President

|

Waterloo,

219 Jcilcrson St.,
Co.,
Ask me also for my large Farm Implement Catalog:.

The WUllam Galloway

How aboutyour

la.

Ensilage?

Cutters cut two
ways cut and elevate the corn into
silo at an amazing speed, and cut off
huge slices from your ensilage ex-

"Ohio"

—

Ensilage

penses.

How
its

-^-

J:r

complete line of

Catalogue, which

it

"cut"

expenses?

capacity,

its

By

self-feed

power-saving direct
draft blower, its simply-operated silage
minimum
use of power
its
distributor,
for

A

does

immense

mechanism,

its

maximum

results.

Cutters illustrated in our Feed Cutter

Hand and Power

will be mailed free.

THE IMPLEMENT COHPANY,
1302 E.
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AGRICULTURAL, EXHIBIT

IN

CHICAGO.
Here

is

—

[Aiigusty

something different, yet
a permanent exhibition of

practical
The idea is to
things agricultural.
have on daily free exhibition almost

anything from husking mitts to maThis practical idea
nure spreaders.
has been worked out and is now an
assured fact.
The exhibition will be held in the

commodious new quarters recently acquired by White's Class Advertising
Company, 118 West Jackson BouleThis company, of
vard, Chicago.
which Mr. Prank B. White is presientire top floor of
the
occupies
dent,
the Electrical Building, corner Jackson Boulevard and Desplaines Street.
exhibition hall is 88 feet by 50
feet, in the eastern half of the floor.
It is light, airy, and very pleasant.
Each exhibit will be enclosed by a
neat metal railing, and be kept in
show condition for daily inspection.
special attendant will have oversight
of the articles, and will devote his
entire attention to explaining their
merits and uses, to visitors and pur-

The

A

chasers.

This is an excellent opportunity for
manufacturers who advertise direct to
consumers, yet sell through dealers,
throughout the West. Chicago is a
great trading center, and many
cursions daily bring great crowds
pleasure-seekers, dealers and business
men from all parts of Ohio, Missouri
and Mississippi Valleys. If they know
visit,
of this exhibition many will
learn the good points of the articles
they are interested in, and make arrangements for purchase.
Being thus represented also saves
manufacturers the expenses of a Chicago office and a special salaried rep-

This

is

Wliere

Hard Woric
Done

tiie

is
and

this is

where some spreaders

give you trouble. It's eas\- enough to
build the front end of a spreader
the front end is a ivagon the back end
;

is

a machine.

In

"-^

SUCCESS Manure Spreaders

28 years' experience insures no
trouble at the business end. Twentyeight j-ears has eliminated the trouble-

making

things.

=-*iie4i>

We can't begin to tell vou in an advertisement all the good points in SUCCESS
Spreaders, but when you get ready to
buy a spreader do three things;
First ''A^rite for our spreader book.
It

We tried gear drives — they won't
do. We saved you the trouble of
ing them.
We tried smaller axles —they won't
tr_v-

—

and truthfully about SUCSpreaders. It will start you
right in the selection of a spreader. It
will be a standard to guide you in examining others.
tells plainly

CESS

—

Sccoud When we send the catalog we
stand the strain.
We tried all woods for the frame and tell you who sells SUCCESS Spreaders
in your locality. Go to that dealer and
have settled onsecond-growth white ash.
see one. Examine it thoroughly. ComLook at that cut again See the heav\'
pare it with others.
iron brace from the beater end to the
driving axle. It removes all strain from Third— And most important of all Go to
some man who has used a SUCCESS
the end of the body and makes the cylinfor a few years and ask him what he
der run freely without binding.
thinks of it.
See the big driving wheel and the chain
Do this and jou will have Success
that's a steel-pin chain the only kind
with your manure spreading.
that will work satisfactorily.

—

—

—

—

KEMP & BURPEE MFG.

CO.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

exof

resentative.
The sizes of spaces run in multiples
10x20
of 5 square feet, from 5x5 up to
or more, as desired.
entitled
folder,
attractive
An

to Have Your Goods
on Display in Chicago at a Very Low
Cost?" will be mailed free by White's
Class Advertising Company to any
busiIt has a map of Chicago's
one.
ness section, with railroad depots,
hotels, prominent club, elevated rail-

H

wjjo

ANGORA GOATS.
Angora goats are now

much

attention in

many

attracting
parts of tht

ability

of

the goats to

readily

clear

i

baling press, not only in view of its present
cost and performance. Imr also for 'what it will do, and for
what it will have saved you at the end of ten years.

Dederick's

^^^

money makers and profit savers at every point. They
have been copied In appearance as far as possible by
other presses, but there the resemblance ends.
r>ederick Tress, in whatever style is best a<1apted to your purpose, will do better work, will nm
lighter, longer and at less expense for repairs than any other press in the world. Send for descriptive catalogue illustrating baling presses adapted to every possible kind and condition of baling work. Valuable
to yon, but Bent FREE.
p^ ^^ DEDERICK'S SONS, 55 Tlvoll St., Albany. N. Y.
are

'

AM BRIDGE. A
REVERSIBLE SULKY PLOW

Will do equally sood work on level land or hill-side no
ridges or dead furrows; lighter draft than a hand plov?
doing- same work; power lilt for raising plows; adjustable pole does awav with all aide strain and regulates
width of furrow; extra heavy improved steel
wheels with dust cap and removablechilled
boxes. Constructed to meet the growing de
mand for a riding plow that will do the
work without leaving the land in ridgea
r dead furrows. Successfully operated by anyone who can _.
team.
The Reversible Sulky Flow i s a labor-saver and
nonev-maker for the un-to-date farmer, fully described in a
ircuiar which we will send free, at the same time we will
send our catalog describing "The Lovejoy I^ine" of FarraTool
If wo have no dealer near yoo we want to make you a Special Price
Proposition that will save you money.
THE lOVEJOY CO., iOS rOUHDBY STREET, CAMBRIDGE, H. Y.
;

IT'S

SAFE. STRONG. SPEEDY,

You can break colts

country and particularly from owners
bushy land, due to the
of rough,

Bal ng Press

Buy yonr

"Would You Like

shows a large
It also
roads, etc.
ground plan to scale of the Exhibition
Hall, with full detailed explanations.
Our readers, when in Chicago, are
urged to visit this novel exhibition.
They will be courteously received, and
all questions answered by the gentleman in charge. Much that is profitable can be learned from the exhibits
of new, novel and practical articles
that relate to agriculture.

Buy a

CHAMPION

DURABLE

easier with this cart. No matter what position
nal gets in you can dismount instantly.
Xothingr to tangrle legrs. It's sreat for road -

use. Absolutely no horse motion. Pleasant
to ride in. A "hummer" for track use. Seat can
be adjusted to balance rider thus taking: all load
Write quick for free descriptive booklet.
CHA3IPION CART COaiPANY, 103 Cavin St., Ugonier, Ind.

CART

ofE the horse.

1

—
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and reclaim such tracts and thus materially enhance their value.

-THECOMFORTS
-ANDCONVENIENCES

Mohair, the fleece of the Angora, is
in greater demand than for a number
of years and much higher prices are
markets
prevailing in t^e
Eastern
than for several seasons. New mohair
mills are in operation and greater competition is now shown in the purchase
The importaof the domestic clip.
tions of foreign mohair this year to
supply the deficiency in the home production

promises

to

exceed

the

from
imported
pounds
Turkey and South Africa in 1906.
Many American clips have commanded from 34 cents to 42 cents per
pound this season, many of the female

had in the country at small
the time to prepare for the winter by
providing water supply for the house, bai'n, stable, etc.
Let us furnish you with an estimate, tree, on a

2,625,575

of the
cost.

A

recently issued bul

Engine,

Pump

other

or

CO.,

INC.

RICHMOND,

VA.,
DEPARTMENT B.
Trial Allowed

One Month

—

Every Columbus Buggy is shipped subject to this test—sold
Irom laclory <o yea at manolactnrers* prices. If not found
as represented— and satisfactory in every way— buggy can be returned— all freight charges will be borne by us— and aU money paid
cheerfully refunded. Long-time guarantee given on every
vehicle. COLUMBUS— on a Buggy-stands for quality the
world over— highest quality possible to obtain in a vehicle—
and being now sold direct from factory saves the big dealers

Association the national organization of breeders of Angora goats
also has interesting literature relative
to Angora husbandry, it will be pleased
to send to any one forwarding his or
her address to Secretary John W.
Fulton, Helena, Montana.

straight

On Every
Colnmbus
Vehicle

^profits to the user.

MlAiTlVUS

Natal, South Africa, April 24, 1907.
I am very much interested in The
I
Southern Planter and consider It a

There seems much

Gasoline

WELL

The American Angora Goat Breed-

in it that can be of assistance to us
J- G- FANNIN.
here.

Ram,

SYDNOR PUMP
AND

dustry.

gift at the price.

Is

power for pumping water.

department, entitled
"Information Concerning the Angora
Goat," should be in the hands of every
owner of rough pasture or range land,
The book may be had free of charge
through Congressmen or Senators. It
is illustrated and full of information
of interest and value to one investigating this promising live stock in-

ers'

city can easily be

Now

Windmill,

animals of these flocks shearing five
pounds and the males eight to fifteen
pounds.
For several years the United States
Department of Agriculture has been
advocating Angora husbandry as a
very promising animal industry for
this country.
letin from this

Y63

2

kBUCGI£3

Year
Guarantee"

Send for Special Sheet of Columbus
Buggy Bargains now ready. Sent Frfte,
with catalogue and other literature.
Columbus C»iality the hishest—Columbus Direct Prices the Lowest.
THE COLDBIBUS CARRIAGE & HARNESS CO.
2 128 So. High St.. Columbns. Ohio

,
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AN APPLE A DAY KEEPS THE
DOCTOR AWAY.
Is more and more alive
to the value of fruit as essential to
Everyhealth, comfort and pleasure.
body should eat fruit; everybody
should plant fruit trees who can.
Nothing else yields so large returns
in proportion to the cost and trouble
as an orchard, or even a few trees
Bet here and there in spare corners.
The Continental Plant Company, of
Kittrell, N. C. (whose aa appears in
this issue), offers at wholesale rates,
direct to the people, a large and excellent stock of apple, peach, pear and
plum trees, strawberry plants, grape

The world

vines, evergreens, rose bushes, hedge
plants, shade trees, frostproof cabbage
spring crop, etc.
plants
for early
Write them for free catalogue.

"THE MOULTING SEASON"
the title of a leaflet issued by Richmond Abattoir, P. 0. Box 2G7, Richmond, Va., which contains valuable
information as to feeding animal food
to the flock at this season of the year.

is

Mailed free on request. "Rarva" Meat
Richmond
Meal,
the
product
of
Abattoir, is advertised
of The Planter.

The

Cooper Dip

is

in

this

odorless

issue

and

never kills the natural scent from ewe
to lamb. Remember this when buying
your sheep dip.
It is possible to improve the condition of the growing fleece by the use
of a good dip.
The Cooper Dip possesses a splendid record throughout
the world as a wool tonic.

FAIR DEALING INSPIRES CONFIDENCE.
When a man comes to you and says,
"Here's a horse,

I

want

bim and

" ENGINE
OING

a job with an
cDgine in less than onehalf the time and with
less than one-half the labor required
to do it without tlie use of gasoline
engine power, is making money for
the farmer.
There are plenty of such jobs on
the farm.
And while you are making money
this way you are saving your strength
and lengthening j'our days; another
reason for making the investment.
Powers for the farmers' use have

come to be a necessity. Think of
the uses }'ou can put a gasoline engine
to: sawing wood, pumping water,
churning or operating the cream separator, running feed-mill, shelling or
shredding corn, threshing, and numerous other jobs of this nature.

They enable farmers to do their
work faster, do it better, do it easier
and accomplish more than farmers
have ever been able to accomplish

every claim and every statement he
made pertaining to his goods before
asking his customer for a single penny
•in payment.
The concern referred to is the Anderton Manufacturing Company, whose
entire output is sold direct from factory to consumer, with no middleman
standing between them and their cus-

It can no more afford to let an inefficient gasoline engine go out from

shops than it can afford to s6nd
out a poorly built or poor working
binder or mower.
If you will investigate the I. H. C.
engines you will find that they are
engines you can depend ni^on always.
its

You must have dependability.
You will find them economical
You
to
to

them simple and easy
understand. That is all-important
the man who is n'ot an expert
will find

mechanic.

You will always be able to ffet from
them their full rating of power, and
more.
You will have a choice of
varied styles and sizes, so that y6ur
exact needs will be fully met. Vertical,
in 2 and 3-H. P.
Horizontal (including portable and
stationary), in 4, 6, S, 10, 12, 15 and
2U-H. P.
If you want to be fully advised on
superior farm powers, call and take
the matter up with our local agents.

They are the one line of engines
that have been perfected and are manufactured specially for farmers' use.
The company that builds the I. H. C.

They

will give you all particulars, or
write or call for catalog and colored
hanger illustrating and describing
these engines.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA
(Incorporated;

CHICAGO,

ATTCMTinM CADMCGC

I

AlltNIIUli rAnlKltKo!

U. S. A.

JUST WHAT YOU WANT FOR SOWING
broadcast, fertilizer, lime, etc.

EMPIRE BROADCAST FERTILIZER SOWER
EHPIRB DRILL COMPANY DIVISION. THE AHERION SEEDING MACHINB COnPANY, Inc., 9bort«ville, New York.

tomers.

They manufacture a complete
of

buggies,

surries,

driving

line

wagons,

in

operation.

before in the history of the world.
I. H. C. engines have done much to
all this about.

bring

to sell, take
in your own

try him out
service for thirty days; don't pay me
any money until you have found him
to be solid and well worth the price
in every way," you are apt to trust
that man and place a certain amount
of confidence in him, whether you
need the animal or not.
That was the policy pursued by a
certain manufacturer a
number of
years ago, with whom most of our
readers are well acquainted. It didn't
take him very long to get the confidence of the people, for he proved

engines also makes an extensive line
of unexcelled harvesting machines.

Tell

the

advertiser

where you saw his advertisement.
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vehicles,

wagons
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Jack Saws the wood

and

harness.

According to their advertisement,
which appears in this publication,
they agree to send their large 140page catalogue, illustrated partially in
colors, to all readers of

Planter

A Great Convenience

A Poi-laUe Gasoline

The Southebn

free of charge.

FAIRBANKS-NORSE

BIG PROFIT IN BALED HAY.
The high prices realized in the market for baled hay depend very largely
upon the appearance and make-up of
the bale.
Bales that are uniform throughout,
with square, even ends, the hay itself
well pressed and firmly packed, inva-

Engine

riably command much better figures
than the poorly baled kind.
The baling presses made by P. K.
Dederick's Sons, 55 Tivoli Street, Albany, N. Y., have long been noted for
their staunch, lasting construction and
the fine quality of their output.

pay

Engines

sizes

E)r

For

These machines are made in all
powers, and are adapted

Send

tells all about them,
but gives much valuable information
on baling in general. Send to the address named and a copy will be mailed

all

fuels

for Catalog No. 95?

Qr Monroe
Chicago.Ill

Franklin

•

you

purposes

HA

|FAIRBANK5.M0R5E§C0

which not only

to

all

all

year

for itself in a

and

sizes, for all

for baling hay, straw, fodder, etc.
The makers have issued a complete
catalogue of these celebrated machines,

l{ will

Sts,

Portable Engine Threshing

free.

Tell

OLDS

the

where

advertiser

saw

you

bis

advertisement.

ENGINES
**BEST

BY
EVERV
TEST."
U, S.

3 To 8 H. f MOPFbR JACKdI bINUINb ON ^Kl
This engine is ready to run when you get it,
it with gasoline, throw on the switch, turn

fill

—

the wheel that's all.
No pipe to connect, nothing to set up, no
foundation to make, no experience required.
It is the most practical engine for the farmer
because it is always ready, compact, adjusted

and can be moved anywhere.
The price is right the quality

—

is

Kansas

City,

Mo.— 1226

St.,

the stand-

Binghampton, N.

N.

Eleventh

St.

ard of the U. S. Government,

who

use

it.

Write us to tell you about our liberal proposition that will save you money.
guarantee every Olds Engine to run
properly. You take no risk in buying it. There
is an agent near by to see that everything is
all right.
Send for catalogue showing 3 to 50

We

h. p.

Main Office— 980 Chestnut

Boston— 69-75 Washington

Government Report,

St

,

engines and get our interesting

offer.

Lansing, Mich.

Y.— 23 Washington

.Minneapolis- "Li So. Front

St.

St.

Philadelphia— 1816 Market St.

Omaha— lUlS Farnum

St.
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COLUMBUS QUALITY.

AT LAST A
PERFECT POWER

Did you ever stop to think how
certain parts and certain cities in
the United States have become famous for the manufacturing of some
certain article?
For instance, one city will become
famous for the manufacture of shoes,
another for the manufacture of stoves,
still another for white lead, etc., etc.
And these towns get to be known as
shoe towns, stove towns, etc.
Columbus,
Ohio,
is
known the
United States over as the buggy town.
For a great many years Columbus,
Ohio, has been famous for turning
out high-grade buggies.
So well known has this city become as a buggy manufacturing center that it has attracted to it all of
the highest skilled buggy mechanics,
painters and woodworkers.
For this
reason the buggy manufacturers of
Columbus, Ohio have at their hand
the best skill in their line that it is
possible to employ. This results in a
high-class line of buggies from Co-

—

—

lumbus.
The product of this famous factory
is now being sold direct to consumer
from factory on a liberal selling plan.
All buggies made by the Columbus
Carriage and Harness Company are
sent out on a onemonth trial.
This
gives the buyer an opportunity of not
only seeing his rig, but of testing it
also, in any way he wishes.
This
seems to the writer to be a very satisfactory way to buy a buggy.
In another part of this paper we
are publishing a special announcement of this concern of a mid-summer
sale.
"We advise our readers in need
of a line carriage or harness to drop a
postal to the Columbus Carriage and
Harness Company and get this midsummer sheet, together with their

Our two cycle Gasoline Engines mark a new era in
Farm Powers. Simplest constructed and easiest operated Engine made.
Uses no more fuel than 4-Cycle
Engines. No Valves, Springs, Cams nor Gears to give
trouble and wear out. Speed adjustable while Engine
is running.
Starts easy in cold weather.
Uses Alcohol, Gasoline, JSatural or City Gas.
Four aizes, 2^,
5, 10, 15 H. P., Stationary or Portable.
Send

for

our catalog and prices, they will surprise you.

THE MAXWELL

&

FITCH CO., ROME. N. Y.

TEAM POWERS
are as serviceable as any other style of
power in everyway, better than any other
st>le in many ways. This is particularly
true when applied to planters' uses.

LEFFEL
engines supply steam as well as power.
Man)' the time you have use for steam.
Leffel engines give you somethingyou
can depend o\i—for pcncer and steam.
No trouble about makinfr them work. Sizes and
Write for Book.
styles for all requirements.

ilames Leffel

&. Co.|

Box 202.

Springfield, Ohio

Cutter
^^"avIry ^^^^^
GOttOII %
FOF COm
The original Spiral

311(1

Knile.

IT

mon

regular catalogue.
Yor this sheet,
catalogue and other printed matter,
write the Columbus Carriage and
Harness Company, 2028 South High
Street,

[Au^st,

CUTS AT A SLANT.

Does

better work than any other, yet avoids
that terrible jolting and jerking comto others. Pleasant to use. Lasts a lifetime.

Special Proposition Sff^tTataToTnow"'^
AVERY MFG.

CO., 433 Iowa St., PEORIA, ILL.

Columbus, Ohio.

IN TERMS OF PIGS.
The ingenuity of the Chinese in
surmounting difBculties is well illustrated
by the following dialogue,
which recently took place on the Imperial Chinese Railway.
Traveller.
"I wish to ship these
two dogs to Pekin. What is the

—

rate?"

—

Railway Official. "No got any rate
dog all same one sheep;
one sheep all same two pigs; can
book four pigs."
Traveller.
''But one dog is only a
puppy; he ought to go for half-fare."
Railway
Official.
"Can
do,
all
right?" Then, turning to his clerk,
"Write three pigs," he said.
for dogs; one

—

«35^FANMIIIG MII-ifnEE
A

Fanning Mill Free. If there are no dealers near you selling
famous Racine Line of Farm and Warehouse Fanning Mills, that
grade, separate and bag all kinds of grain and seeds as well
as cow peas, velvet beans, rice, peanuts, chufas, etc., then write
the

clean,

for particulars about our free mill to one person In each
neighborhood who will furnish -us his neighbor's names to whom
we can write to call and see the mill and who will show what the
mill will do when they call to see it.
Thousands of people are seeing these mills every day in the
States Building at the Jamestown Exposition.

to-day

JOHNSON & FIELD MFG.

CO.,

Box

102,

Racine, Wis.

—

Warren

Co., Va.,

May

18, 1907.

I read The Southern Planter with
increasing interest.

J.

VANMETER.

FREE

REPEATING
n^^W'O
Dv/ T O Ai R rifle:
weiehs 2

lbs.
elceantly finished, steel barrel, all i
parts nickeled; walnut stock, pistol grip, peep sigiits: sure death to small game;
BB shot, most accurate rifle made. Send us your name and address (or only 24
rn $2.40when sold and we will send this
;

The Alpha Manufacturing Company,

P. O.

Box 674, Ricbn

.
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WE MAKE FOUA

by
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and Cow Pea Thresher,

Keystone Agnculiural Works, PoUsiown, Pa.

SIZES OF

GRAIIMAIMD

PEAIMUT

THRESHERS

AND
CLEANERS
Nos. 1, 2, 3, ania 4, for either STEaiti, lever or tread power.
which are guaranteed to give entire satisfaction. Our THRESHERS and CLEANERS have been thoroughly tested
throughout the United States, and pronounced by the growers of GRAIN, PEANUTS, BLAi K and COW PEAS as the most
complete and satisfactory Threshers of the period. No grower of any of the above can afford to be without one.
All of

Fof Catalog and any information desifed write to

GEORGE

BURGESS, Genetal Southern Agent, Burgess, Dinwiddie

C.

a0^^t^i^^mi0^^*fmim^*0tf

WASHINGTON NOTES.
TREE PLAXTIXG ON WASTE LAND.
"Plant trees on waste places" is the
slogan which the American Forestry
Association has adopted with a view
to mending the awful waste which has
characterized the treatment of our
forested areas.
"If timber cutting and timber waste
goes on at the present rate," said Secretary of Agriculture James Wilson
among other
the other day, who,
things, is president of the American
Forestry Association, "and there is
no forest planting in the mean time,
we will, in twenty-five or thirty years,
be a treeless nation."
Of course, the United States will
wake up some time on the subject of
There appears to
trees and forests.
interest
considerable
ethical
he
throughout the country now, but when
wood becomes as scarce and as high
priced as it is in Germany, for instance, to-day, we can depend upon
it that there will be a rush to plant
forests, because trees will be of more
crop value than wheat, even on the
But it is on the
best wheat land.
waste, unused places land that is not
considered tillable that should receive the first tree planting attention.
There are vast areas of such lands in
the aggregate, varying in extent from
plots of a few acres to huge tracts. It
would seem to be most unprofitable,
and certainly unpardonable, for their
owners to allow them to remain longer

—

—

unproductive when they can be successfully planted to trees.
The time is not so far distant as
the average man imagines when the
Increased price of lumber will make
necessary the planting of trees even
on good agricultural land. The price

of timber lands is doubling every few
years. Col. William S. Harvey, president of the Philadelphia Commercial
Museums, an old-time lumberman, and

Co., Va.

AMERICAN SAW MILLS
VARIABLE FRICTION FEED
Ratchet Sat Works, Quick Recsdar, Duplex
Steel Dogs, Strong,

ACCURATE AND RELIABLE.
Best material and work-

maneWp,

light niii«ln«.

pow»r,
Uttle
requlrra
Bimple, easy to handle,
won't get out ol order.
Belts and Mills also la
all

Log

sites.

Beam

Carrlagei

can be (urnUhed
any of our MiUa.

wltk

No. L Warranted to cut 2.000 teet per day with 4 H. P- «"l!^«- J^^°
."off'slwH!
Bawa,
Cut-on
made. AUo Kdgers, Trimmers, Shingle Machines, Lath Mills, Rip and
Drag Saws, Cordwood Saws and Feed Mills. Catalogue sent free.
'•°'L,^*
"Rowa, Mass., October U, 1S0B.-I haye a No. 1 American Saw J*'" ga*oUns
"J,,!,
•«>»••
am order for another Just like It. I run It with my t H. P. portable
tise •
i
have sawed B.OOO feet of lumber In ten hours with It without wy trouble,
BRADLBT C. NBWBLL.
Tours truly,
48-lnch saw.
H.J.
Haokettstewn
137 Hope St.,
AMERICAN SAW MILL MACHINERY CO.,
WythoTUUl,
OUR AGENTS.—Watt Plow Company, Richmond, Va.; R. F. JohnaoB,
Va.;
Supply Company, New Berne and Wilmington, N. C; Olbbes Macninery

Hyman

Company, Columbia,

S.

C.

n^t^^0m^^^^t>m^t^^^mi^t^^0m

SAW

And

MILLS

Belting and Supplies.

expert attention to
V. H.

all

Mill Machinery of every

Knives
Saws,
Complete Stock. Prompt and
orders and inquiries.
description.

NORFOLK., VA.

DeLOACH.

Saw Mills.)
With The Root Milk Cooler

(20 Years Building, Selling and Operating

We Lead

It isabsolutely necessary to oool milk as soon as drawn from
Root's
the cow to Insure its keeping In good condition.
Milk Cooler baa advantages notlound in otliers. We manufacture all kinds of Creameey and Dairy supplies.'

THE ROOT

^MNV^

Box

D.A.IRY
86,

SUPPLY COMPANY,

West Grove, Penna.
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The Everlasting Tubular
Guaranteed not

to

Steel

Break or Bend.

Send

[Augutt,

Plow Doubletrees.
for

Furnished with Hook or Ring
For Plow Mussle, aho Traces.

Our Number 8 Catalogue
for 1907. Get acquainted with
Our complete line. Their use
spells

economy.

ABOVE PATTERN No. 105 MADE IN THREE SIZES
line of Doubletrees, Sing etrets, and Neck Yokes of every deicrlption.
All dealers eboald handle tliem, ask yours tor them and take no other.

Wg m«nuf»etnre a complete

Pittsburg

Tubular Steel WKiffletree Cotnp&n^, Sol© Manufacturers,

PITTSBURG

who has been working for the passage
by Congress of the Appalachian Forest
Reserves Bill, tells me that within
the past six years lands in the southern Appalachian timber regions have
increased from $.5 or $G an acre to $15
and $20. Even at ?20, and in spite
of the fact that transportation is poor,
this land is considered a "good buy."
But the man who gets in now and
plants trees on any waste land is
the man who will have a bank account
all right when his forest begins to
yield.
It takes 40 or 50 years to grow
big logs, but it takes only 12, 15 or 18
years to grow fence posts, railroad
and telephone i)oles, and the
ties
prices
for
these are increasing by
leaps and bounds.
The Forest Service at Washington
is issuing a lot of little leafle'ts, each
descriptive of a tree species.
If you
have a "waste" acre, or ten of them.
drop a line to Gifford Finchot, Chief
Forester, and you will get some advice that may be helpful.
Part of
your taxes the indirect ones go to
support the government forest service.
It is a most admirable institution,
which ought to be twice as big as it
is; but if you have a patch of land
which should be in trees and which
isn't, you ought to decide to plant it
and then go after the government and
get at least your share of return from
your forestry taxes. And the forest
service can tell you that tree planting
does pay, not only on waste land, but
even on good land, where other crops
could be grown. How does the following
statement of the growing of catalpa
posts and poles on the Yaggy plantation near Hutchinson, Kansas, strike
you? Catalpa may not be the most
suitable tree for planting in your section, though it has a very wide range,
but it is part of the business of the
forest service to assist every farmer
to know just which is the most profitable tree for his climate and land. In
1890 Mr. Yaggy planted SO acres of
catalpas in rich soil. During the next
twelve years the total cost of the
project, including rent of land, planting, cultivation and even marketing,
was $56.54 an acre. The value of the

—

-

-

PENNSYLVANIA.
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TOBACCO WORMS. |

OUR
P/imS GREEN

COMPOVNO
Boxes of 21-2

I
t
I

25 cents
per box; $2.50 per dozen.

JUST

—

lbs.

PERFORATE
AND SIFT.

TOP

T C.Andrews & Co.,
IMorfolk,
Agri,

Paris

Va.

Lime, Canada
Paris
Green,

Ashes,

Green

Mixtures.

Lowest Prices Guaranteed.
>>:y>:«>>>:>>»>>>*>>>>>>:je>">>>>?»»s>*st5>;t>>>»>>>>:yieyjf«fjejf*

•^

WE SUPPLY ^

ALFALFA BACTERIA
in the

shape of

INFECTED SOIL
from an old two-acre Alfalfa plot which has given us three or four good cuttings yearly
for the past seven years, and is still doing well.
Price, $1.00 per bag (in4-bag lots)
of about 100 pounds: more than four bags, 75 cents each; f. o. b. Midlothian.
Soil sifted
and ready for use eitherby hand or drill.

J. B.

WATKINS & BRO

,

Hidlothlan, Va.
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FULL CIRCLE HAY PRESS
QUICK ACTION"
NO
NO
NO
NO
GEARS.

COGS,

TVe warrant

Circle Horse

Hay

It

the

STRONGEST PRESS

Presses.

Size of bale, 15x17.

Don't

fail

to

see

CHAINS.

BELTS.

The

the kind made.

of

it

Stront:

before you buy a press.

ASHTON STARKE
crop, however, was ?315.S1 an acre, a
net return of $258. G7, or an average
annual return of J21.55 per acre, and
with very little work or worry. Catalpa
posts and poles are the longest lasting, according to government foresters, of any wood in the country, and
they are worth more to-day than they
were in 1902, and they will be worth
far more twelve years from to-day
than they are now.
The fact that it is going to take ten
or fifteen years to get trees into marketable condition, shouldn't deter anyone from beginning to plant. If he
sells his farm, with a part of it in
trees, half grown to ties or poles, that
plantation, as a part of the farm, will
be worth, and will bring, its real cash
value just as when a man sells his
farm with a crop of wheat or corn

half made.

FABM IMPOETS AND

We
we

eat.

Government

figures

show

Hay

One

price, $55, net.

Press made in the line of Full

RICHMOND

.

VA,

FERTILIZERS
PREPARED

LEE'S

AGRICULTURAL

LIME

Wheat is now selling at a paying
fails to give good results when properly used.
and from accounts of the present crop is likely to continue to maintain present prices.
The present troubles In Russia will, no doubt, reduce her exports, and the foreign demand
win continue to be good. The use of $3 to H worth per acre will Increase the yield 8 to 10
bushels per acre, thereby paying over 100 per cent, on the cost, besides Improving the land
and Insuring a good stand and growth of CLOVER.
Never

price,

LEE'S SPECIAL
Our

WHEAT

FERTILIZER.

Those
sales tor the season of 1906 were 62 per cent, larger than those of 1905.
tried It bought more largely the next year, and say they have a better stand and
of Clover and Grass than they have from any fertilizer they have ever used.

who have
growth

LEE'S HIGH-GRADE BONE & POTASH.
For Potatoes Cabbage and other Vegetables.

IMPORTED THOMAS BASIC SLAG.
Millions of tons are used In Europe. It is the best and most lasting Fertilizer for Wheat,
Grass and other crops on the market, having 16 per cent Phosphoric Acid and 40 to 50 per
cent of Free Lime. It Is a complete FERTILIZER.

EXPORTS.

do not as yet raise everything

Best

A. S.

LE E

& SONSVA.CO.,

Inc

RICHMOND,

that during the fiscal year just ended
was over
imports
of
foods
our
$310,000,000 in value. They also show
that eight years ago these food imports amounted to only $225,000,000.
However, we have increased our population some in this period," and everybody, individually, seems to be eating

Merchants National Bank,

because our consumption cf
food products has also largely
exported
increased. We have also
foods to balance, and more, these imports,
the exports being for 1907

THE BEST BANK FOR FARMERS
Jt

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

Virginia's

more,

home

This, however, is some
$515,000,000.
$20,000,000 less than food exports
eight years ago.

TESTING FIFLD SEEDS.
of individual farm seed
emphasized by a recent circuDepartment of Agriculture
on cow-pea seed. There has, it seems,
been much disappointment this season
over poor stands of cow peas, owing

Jt

JOHN

P.

J»

BRANCH,

STRONGEST

National DanK,

and Country Merchants.

Prcgldeat.

THOS.

B.

J»

McAD./fM8, Casbler.

JO SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

O

O

INTEREST

^%

tl

/

The value

tests is

lar of the

It
Test all seed.
faulty seed.
takes but a little time and if may
If the test has
save many dollars.
been thorough and the yield is poor,
then there is some other factor which
should be looked into. At least the
question of seed vitality is eliminated.
Two dinner plates and a piece of
canton flannel. There you have your

to

The Gate For R. F. D. Routes an4
County Roads
OPENS AUTOMATICALLY
MANLOVE SELF-OPENING GATE.
ALWAYS IN ORDER. This gate can b»
placed at any driveway .jotrance, attached
to ordinary posts and soon pays for Itself
It Is opened or closed within time saved.
Having full
out assistance or stopping.
control of reins and team, accidents »r«
avoided. It adds to the beauty, value, safety

and convenience of any

home.

MANLOVE GATE COMPANY.,
272 East Huron Street, Chicago,

III.
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seed-testing machinery. Seed, moisture
and heat, with a few minutes of labor
complete the combination.
GUY E. MITCHELL.

HAD VARICOSE ULCER FOR

20

Every Kernel a Good One
Plump,

solid, clean, heavy.

kind of wheat every year

YEARS.
Mrs. Edwin Snow, Spencer, Mass.,
writes under date of May 25, 1907:
"It is with pleasure that I send you
these few lines telling you what your
Absorhine has done for my husband's
leg.
He has had a varicose ulcer for
twenty years and could get nothing to
heal it until he got your Absorhine Jr.
and that Is doing the work. I shall
not be without it in the house." Absorhine Jr. for mankind is an antiseptic, germicide and discutient, mild and
pleasant to use. Cures varicose veins,
varicocele, hydrocele; removes wens,
goitre and all soft bunches from mankind.
$1.00 per bottle at your druggists or post paid upon receipt of price.
W. F. Young, P. D. F., 109 Monomuth
Street, Springfield, Mass

[August,

You

can raise this

you

fertilize

if

systematically with

{D--.^

Potash
Don't accept a fertilizer that contains
than 6% of this most essential plantRather than risk an under-supply,
mix Potash liberally with the fertilizer.
To increase the Potash one per cent,
add two pounds of Muriate of Potash to
each IOC pounds of fertilizer.
less

food.

Our Books on Farming — Free
Written by

experts.

suggestions.

Ought

Full of practical
to be in every farm-

er's library,

GERMAN KALI WORKS
Halifax Co., Va.,

May

4,

1907.

93 Nassau Street,

New York

Monadnock Building, Chicago

The Southern Planter is a very welcome visitor at our home and has

Candler Building, Atlanta, Qa.
Address

office

nearest you.

been of far greater value to us as a
farmer than its price of subscription.
We would be glad to have it a semimonthly or weekly and would gladly
pay the necessary larger price to have
the pleasure of seeing

it

W. A.

oftener.

W. W. STOCKWELL.

1016

Albemarle Co., Va., Mar. 30, '07.
I must say it is the cleanest sheet
and best type of any similar publication in the U. S. A. What I mean by
clean sheet is, no fake or money

Miller

Main

& Son,

Lynchburg, Va.
-DEALERS IN—
St.

\l
SEEDS.
field

as

sharks advertisements.

We

sell

and garden

same

every kind of seed tor

and as low
bought In an7

of best quality,

qualities

can

be

We

sell

market.

JOHN CHARLTON.

FERTILIZERS.

Guilford Co., N. C, March 18, '07.
The Southern Planter is the best
paper on earth.
I could not farm
without it.
C. W. TATE.

PAY THE HIGHEST MARKET PRICES.
Parties wishing to purchase will And
their Interest to see us before buying.

.''^^

ENQUIREflS' COLUMN.
(Detailed

Index.)

Red Clover
Burr Clover

748

—Cabbage

and Onion

Fertilizer

748

Alfalfa and Clover

749

Fall Cabbage

750

Creamery and Cheese Factory.
Seeding to Grass
Clover and Grass

..

752
to

Seed

with

Timothy

— Double
Seeding for Meadow
Persimmon — Sumach
Insect Pests

.750

752

Taxation.

Peruvian Guano
Clover to Seed in Cotton

..

.754

Removes
—

756
757

AH

Desire for Liquor.
—

Inebriety
caused by excessive use of Liquor, Drugs, or Tobacco
is recognized as a disease of the nervous system.
The Keeley System of Treatment
Cures the disease by eliminating all physical craving for drink, drugs or tobacco,

up the iiervous system, and restores the nerve cells to a normal,
healthy condition.
The Keeley Institute of Richmond cures and gives
homelike, confidential treatment, administered by skilled physicians.

builds

755

757

for

fertilizers

every crop, under our own brands. All who
have used our Hlgh-Grade Tobacco Guano,
Corn Grower, Wheat and Grass Fertilize™,
Pure Raw Boae, and Hlgh-Grade Add Phosphate, analyzing from 14 to 16 per cent., pronounce them the best they have used.
WOOL. We buy all the year round and

The Keeley
O.

Box

786.

Institute, S?8-V° ,F|"
^.Marshall St.
OTiS H. RUSSELL, Manager.

It

to
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HON. H. C STUART,

J.

STEWART BRYAN,

Presldeot.

O. J.

Vice-President.

SANDS,

H. A.

CHAMBERS,

Treasurer.

Secretary.

Virginia State Fair
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

OCTOBER

7-12.

1907

Feeling grateful for the substantial support which the public accorded the initial exhibition last year, when, approximately ,50,00 people were present on one day, the VIRGINIA

STATE FAIR ASSOCIATIOjST

announces that the next exhibition will be held October
confidently expected that the praise of experts that the Live Stock
Department of the last exhibition was the greatest in the South Atlantic States, will be
extended to all branches of the Fair.
It is the desire of the management to impress the fact that the prime object of the Fair
7-12, 1907,

when

it

is

AGRICULTURAL

STOCK

promote the development of the
and LIVE
interests of
Virginia, and in order to secure the hearty co-operation of all most liberal premiums are
offered for exhibits of
and
(especial attention being
directed to GRAINS, GRASSES, FEEDS, TOBACCO,
CROPS, FRUITS, etc.,
etc., as also all other products of husbandry and horticulture), and LIVE
(including
HORSES,
beef and dairy— SHEEP, HOGS, POULTRY), and
prois to

AGRICULTURE

HORTICULTURE
ROOT

STOCK
DAIRY

CATTLE—

ducts.

Whilst the main features of the Fair will be strictly in the interest of the development
AGRICULTURAL and LIVE STOCK interests of the farmer and breeder (special
attention will be devoted to exhibits of Domestic and Culinarv Art. Flowers, Manufactures,
Implements and Machines"), vet ample provision will be made for amusement of a high class
character, including RACING over a mile course, conceded to be one of the finest tracks in
of the

the country.

For the convenience and comfort of the patrons, lara;e siims have been spent in grading,
walks, driveways, seats, etc., etc. and upon entrances and exits so that the comfort and pleasure of all is assured.

|

The Fair Grounds

f5
fS

I
I
j|

[I

upon the Railroad and Street Car tracks, and ample facilities have been provided for the quick and safe handling of large crowds, as well as for the
delivery of stock and all other exhibits directly upon the grounds.
Liberal rates have been
made by the railroads for the public, exhibits generally and live stock, narticulars of which
wiU be announced later, and also appear in the PREHIUM list.
are directly

SEND FOR PA PREMIUM LIST

THE VIRGINIA STATE FAIR ASSOCIATION, inc.
T. H.

COLEHAN,

RICHMOND,

Secretary

VIRGINIA

JCH><H><H>0<H><?<K><H3<HKHXH«H3 <H>lKKKH>OiJ<HKHKH><H>«>l>00<H><HKH><KKH>l^^
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CLUBBING LIST
In this list will be found prices on
papers,
magazines and periodicals
which are most called for by our
readers.
We have club rates with
nearly all reputable publications, and
will quote them on request:

TREES.

I

WHOLBSALB
4ND

First Class Nursery Stock
of all kinds.

KETAIi.

DAILIES.
With

We make a specialty of handUng dealers' orders.
ALL STOCK TRUE TO NAME.

Alone. S. P.
Times-Dispatch, Richmond,
Va
$6 00 $6 00
Times-DiBpatch
(without

Sunday)
News-Leader,

4 00

4 00

3 00

3 00

6 00

6 00

3 00

3 40

Richmond,

Va
The Post, Washington, D.
C
The Sun, Baltimore, Md.
.

Apples,

Nectarines,

Pears,

Cherry,

Peaeh,

Quinces
Almond!)

Plnm,

Pecans,
Chestnuts,
Walnuts,
Small FrnitB.

Ornamental aiiu
Shade Trees,
Evergreens,
Koses, Etc

Apricots,

THRICE A WEEK.
The World, New York
1
WEEKLIES.

CALIFORNIA PRIVET,

00

1 25

1 00

1 25

2 00

2 25

2 00
4 00

2 25
4 00

2 00
1 50

1 75

tor

WRITE FOR CATALORUS.

Hedging.

AGENTS WANTED.
FRANKLIN DAVIS NURSERY CO.,
.

.

.

.

Baltlmer*, Me!.

Times-Dispatch, Richmond,

Va
Southern Churchman, Richmond, Va
Central Presbyterian, Rich-

mond, Va
Harper's Weekly
Breeders' Gazette

Country Gentleman
Hoard's Dairyman
Horseman

1 50

1 00

1

3 00

3 00

1 00

75

30

SEMI-MONTHLY.
Kimball's Dairy Farmer.

.

RUBEROID
TRADE MARK REG. UiS.PAT.OFE

MONTHLIES.
The Century
St.

4 00
3 00

Nicholas

4

3

Lippincott's

2 50

2

Harper's Magazine
Delineator
Harper's Bazaar

4 00

4

100

1
1

1 00

Scribner's

3 00

3

American

1 00

Cosmopolitan
Everybody's
National
Stocltman

1 00
1 50

1
1

ROOFING
THE STANDARD FOR

1

and

Parmer
Munsey
The Strand

Madame
Argosy
Review of Reviews
Field and Stream

Women's Home Companion
Reliable Poultry Journal..
Industrious Hen
Poultry Success

1 00
1 00

1 20
1 00
1 00

1
1
1

14 YEARS.

1
1

3 00

3

1 50
1 00

1
1

50
50
50
Blood Stock
50
Successful Farming
50
Amer. Fruit ^nd Nut Jour.
50
Southern Fruit Grower...
50
Shepherd's Criterion
50
Commercial Poultry
50
When two or more publications are
wanted, the price for them can be
found by deducting 50 cents from
"price with Soctthebn Planter."
We cannot, under any circumstances, furnish sample copies of other
publications.
will cheerfully quote our best
price on any line of publications submitted to us.

oldest prepared roofing on the market, and the first Ruberoid Roots
years ago, are still giving satisfactory service under the severept
climatic and atmospheric conditions.
Contains no tar er paper; will not melt or tear. Acid fumes will not
Injure It.
Outlasts metal or shingles. Any handy man can apply It.
There Is only one Ruberoid Roofing, and we sell it You can verify lt»
genuineness by the name on the label and on the under side of every lenctk
Send for samples and booklet
of Ruberoid Roofing.
A large stock of Corrugated and V-Crimp Roofing always en kamC

The

laid,

many

Southern Railway Supply Gomoanv,

1323 East Main Steet,
RICHMOND.

We

Tell

the

advertiser

Va.

where you saw his advertisement.

—
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ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.
(Too Late for Classification.

BUBDING AND GRAFTING.

—

I

am

what you say

in

raising his

own

always interested
about the farmer

fruit.

Mbs. T. H.
Spottsylvania Co., Va.

HARRIS.

In the June issue of this year, page
you will find an article on budding trees. This method of propagation is the one which should be used
for the peach, and is also largely used
in propagating roses.
This operation
is done in the summer when the sap
is flowing freely and the bark readily
peels.
Grafting is the method used
for increasing the new and improved
varieties of apples, oears, and other
hardwooded trees. This work should
be done in the early spring. We will
write an article describing the way of
doing of this work during the winter
months. The scions, or grafts, to be
548,

inserted in the old trees, or in roots,
should be cut in the fall. They should
be tied in bundles, 'abelled with the
names and these be packed in a box
of damp moss or sawdust and be put
away in the cellar for preservation
over the winter. Keep them where
the frost will not reach them. These

W.

K.

wood

contemplate putting in next spring
different kinds of seed for permanent
hay fields. The land is now in corn,
I

and

wiregrass, etc., notwithstanding frequent cultivation. As
soon as the corn, etc., is harvested I
mean to plough the land and harrow
or drag it to get out the wiregrass
roots,
repeating the ploughing and
dragging until I get the land practi-

etc.,

full

773
Some people say repeated ploughing,
such as

SEEDING TO GRASS.

Please give us a complete article on
grafting and budding the way, time
and so on. My husband takes The

Plaxteb, and

PLAISTTEE.

scions are shoots of one-yearold
well ripened. Ed.

of

cally free from wiregrass roots, and
at the same time getting the land in
extra good (fine) condition for the
seed in the spring.

I expect to do, is not good
here, and that simply ploughing in
the late fall or winter and letting a
freeze get into this ploughed ground
is all sufiBcient until the spring preparation of the seed bed, consisting of

one ploughing and ordinary or usual
dragging. I believe in Mr. George M.
Clarks' system of preparing land for
especially for permanent hay
or pasture, but I am not sure
this way is applicable here
in the winter, or, for that matter, at
any time of the year, and, therefore,
my question, which please answer
through your much appreciated journal at your convenience. If time and

seed,

fields

whether

circumstances permitted

I

would grow

^^/^/i^^
VA

Broad & 9th) Sts., RICHMOND.
Commercial, Stenographic. Telegraphic and Eog. Depts. Ladles & gentlen^eo- No vacations.
"It IS the leading Business College south of the Potomac 'RWer." --Phila. Stenosbipher.
"When reoched RicniDond, Inquired of several business men for the best Business College
In the city, and, without exception, they all recommended Smfthdeal's as the best "--w
E. Ross, Law Si-ErjoaRAPMER. RIcbmood. BooKKsePiog. Shorthand, Writing, 'augijt by mall.
1

I

Kansas
City Veterinary College
New
Buildings, Complete Equipment. Large Hospital, Daily Clinics.
Many attractive
positions open as Practitioners, Teachers, Investigators, Sanitary Officers, Army Veterinarians, TJ. S. Veterinary Inspectors.
Graduates eligible to government appointment.
Positions now open.
Term opens September 16. Catalog and furtlier inlormation sent
on application.

DR.

S.

STEWART,

Secretary.

1365 E. 15th

St.,

KANSAS

CITY, MO.

BACHE & SONS,

1406 East Main

St.

Richmond^

Via.,

MANUFACTUEBRS' AQKMTB
AND DEALERS IN

Farming Machinery, Vehicles, Harness,
BAWINQ FRAMES, PEANUT PICKERS, HUSKER8 AND SHREDDERS.
OARKIAGES, RUNABOUTS AND 8URRIE8.

SOUTH BEND CHILLED PLOWS AND CASTINGS.
Manure Spreaders, Gasoline Engines and Hay Presses, Disc Harrows, Peg Tooth
Harrows and Cultivators, 3, 5 H. P. PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES. SPECIAL BARGAINS.

laternational

Special atteation to Repair Order* for all kinds of Maehioerj.

Write for descriptiTe circular

any

article

y«hiclei of

for

wanted.

til

kinds.

stall! Cutter.

—
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[Atigxiat,

such crops as would destroy the weeds,
but I cannot do so, for reasons given.

YORKTOWN.
Warwick

You

Co., Va.

are going to pursue the right

method to get the land ready for grass.
The more and better the land is
worked the more certainly will you
secure good results. The lazy method

Why pay two

prices for all kinds of nursery
stock to cover agents' profits and bad debts, when

we, by employing no agents and making no bad
debts selling lor cash direct to the people at lowest
Twentywholesale rates will save you half.
one years experience. 1,000,000 high class fniit
Special
treet, 50,000,000 strawberry plants.
bargains in peach trees. Safe and cheap delivery
anywhere in U. S. Catalogue free. Valuable

—

we should say plough and
work and get a cover crop on the land
trouble

for the winter as far as you could do
so without seeding too late to secure
a stand and then plough this down and
work again in the spring. August and
September are the best months in
which to seed the grasses in the South,
but where, from various causes, this
cannot be availed of, then sow in
March and April. In this issue you
will find our advice on grass seeding.
You will also find an article from
H. B. Bush & Bro., showing how they
have succeeded in securing stands of
grass and alfalfa by persistent working of the land. In our replies to other
enquirers you will also find information on this subject of grass seeding.
Ed.

DODDER—PLANTAIN.
Can you tell me any plan that is
and practical by which I can

Trees T^c

Fruit

of wasting the fine open winters we
have is largely responsible for the
naked and barren appearance of our
lands.
Were it not for your wiregrass

book on

—

fruit

growing

free to buyers.

Strawberry Plants
SI .25 per 10O0
Write to-day for catalogue. Meotion

Depl E, CONTINENTAL PLANT

this paper.

Address

CO., Kittrell, N.C.

..ELMWOOD NURSERIES..

feasible

clean my land of dodder and narrowleaf plantain. Last fall I seeded a 15acre field in wheat, alsike clover,
timothy and red top. When I cut the
wheat (ISth of June) it showed as
nice a field of clover and grass as I
ever saw after wheat was off except,
it had dodder in it, and to-day it is
Also, we
literally covered all over.
are troubled here a great deal with
you
hope
and
plantain,
narrow-leaf

—

can

tell

us

how

to get rid of

—We

STRAWBERRIES, HORSERADISH, ASPARAGUS, DEWBERRIES, and
extra lot of

TREES,

RASPBE:RRIES. Splendid assortment

Co.,

If

you leave

it

and

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and HEDGE PLANTS.
from B. P. ROCK and BROWN LEGHORN FOWLS

make
to

it

it.

burn

J.

B.

WATKINS &

BRO.,

MIDLOTHIAN, VA.

dry there

Richmond, Fredericksburg

&

Potomac R. R.

and

Washington Southern Railway

easily.

may

be

it which will shake
and reseed the land. Dodder seed
sprouts in the ground and then sends
its shoots up into the clover or alfalfa,
where they fix themselves into the
clover or alfalfa and grow from the
sap in the clover or alfalfa, the dodder
roots in the ground dying off as soon

dodder seed on

off

as the plant gets itself well fixed in
It is
a true parasite.
the clover.
Great care should be taken not to buy
clover or alfalfa seed which has dodder
in it. Have the seed examined by the
Department of Agriculture at Wash-

an

SHADE

at $1.00 per 13.
Also a few Pullets and Cockerels of these breeds at $1.00 each for Immediate
delivery. Write for catalogue to

N. C.

Dodder can only be exterminated by
preventing It seeding. As soon as it
appears on a piece of clover or alfalfa
the same should be cut off and be
burnt and this should be persistently
exterminated.
is
until
it
done
Sprinkle kerosene on the cut clover or
alfalfa so as to

ORNAMENTAL

EGGGS

A SUBSCRIBER.
Davidson

are Growers and Offer a Fine Assortment of

APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PLUMS, APRICOTS, N'ECTARINES, GRAPE VINES in large assortments, GOOSEBERRIES, CURRANTS,

The Gateway

The Double -Trac!
Link

—

between the

Connecting the

North and the South

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad
Ohio Railroad
Baltimorc

&

CKesapeake

& Ohio

'^'

Railway

Pennsylvania Railroad

Seaboard Air Line Railway
Southern Railway

Fast Mail

Between All Points
\'ia Richmond,
Virginia, and
Washington, D. C.

Passenger
Elxpress

and

Freight Route

W.

P. Taylor,

Traffic

MaoaECi

—

—
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ington.

We

you nothing.

It will cost

The narrow-leaf plantain

a per-

is

weed which can only be exterminated by growing hoed crops or by

sistent

keeping the land in fallow for a year
and repeatedly cultivating it to cause
the seeds to germinate.
Never let it
go to seed. Some maintain that it can
be crowded out by making the land
rich and causing the better grasses to
grow heavily, but we have not much
faith In this remedy.
Ed.

CLOVER SEEDING— ALFALFA.
Thinking perhaps you can give me
some good information on when and

how

sow clover seed
writing you this

to

am

I

—

in fall of year,
letter.

I

have

about fifteen acres I want to get in
clover; have just harvested wheat off
the land.
Is it best to have land
ploughed now or later on? Can 1 sow
both red and crimson clover together
get crop of crimson early next spring
and red clover later on. I also have
about two acres very rich red soil
which now has a good stand of clover
on it, but I want to get it in alfalfa
this fall. This land was in wheat also.
How is best to work it. As I cannot

buy any peas would

have always advised the sowing

of clover in the fall in all sections of
the Southern States, except in the

mountains, where the winter is generally too severe on it for a stand to
be made. We would plough the land
at once and then apply one ton of
lime to the acre and harrow lightly
and leave for a week or ten days and
then work it repeatedly all through
400
month, applying 300 or
this
pounds of bone meal per acre broadcast and work well into the land and
Seeding
then sow the clover seed.
with a drill is preferable to sowing
broadcast, as the seed gets a better
cover of soil and is less apt to be
thrown out by the frost in the winter.
Hundreds of acres of clover are lost
every year from not sufficiently coverWe would harrow in
ing the seed.
the seed if we sowed it broadcast and
then roll if the land was dry enough
not to pack on the roller. Sow twelve
to fifteen pounds ot seed per acre.

WILLIAJNI

Bay

horse;
1,200

foaled

CARTER, U02

Hull

Street,

foaled

pounds;

dam, Allene, dam
tucky Prince,

Trotting.)

2:28»4,

(Trial,

1,100

1902;

by

height,

Kremlin,

Summer and Winter

Resort
Open the Year Round; Splendid
Ideal

Sanatorium
Mecklenburg Calcium Chloride
Lithia Waters

of Metallic, 2:20,

Chase

by Ken-

Dr. J. C. Walton, Resideiil Physician.

200

Fronting the
Hampton Roads.

Veranda,

dam,

sire

of

by Clay, son
Mlttle

dams

of

Bur, 2:13%, etc.
Fee, tlO season;

WELLS,

H. A.

Belote,

Lamp
$15

of

Walker

Flrst-Class
Morrill,

by Signet,
Olrl,

2:26%
Gold
2:09;

Fee,

ii.0

foaled

season;

1902;

JIS

height,

Modern

PINE BEACH, VA.

Insurance.

PATRICK

Chestnut Horse by "Squire Rlckel," son of
the famous Cadet; dam "Marjorle," a gold
medal winner by "Roseberry."
For terms, address A. POLLARD & SONS,
DUNRAVEN STOCK FARM, R. F. D. No. B,
Richmond, Va,

Insurance.

Address A. T. BROADDUS, R, F. D. No.
Highland Springs. Va.

HENRY.

HACKNEY STALLION,

U

hands;
weight, 1,100 pounds, by Charley Herr, 2:07;
dam, Jessie P., dam of Annie Lee, 2:07%;
Jessie Herr, 2:18, etc., by Neapolitan, l$6C.
horse;

All

Conveniences.
E. E. McCLEARY, President and Manager.
Norfolk Banks.
References:
Excellent Cafe.
Two blocks from main
entrance of Exposition Grounds.

Owner, Centralla, Va.

FRED HERR, 45239.
Bay

States Hotel,
Accommodations.

Liberal wages to hustling, intelligent man.
Good 6-room hous.e con\eniently located.

from former employers reReferences
quired as to character and reliability. Address P. O. Box 255, Charlottesville. Va.

Richardson.

H.

R.

SADDLES, HARNESS, COLLARS.
—Dealer In—

HARDWARE, PAINTS, OILS, GLASS,FARM WAGONS, BUGGIES, ETC.
Street, MANCHESTER, VA.
1310 Hull
J.

Crelghton.

N.
also
sired.

B.— Horses handled and conditioned;
boarded and kept in any manner de-

Charles E. Strang.

SOUTHLRN HORSE AND MU

E

COMPANY

Auctioneers and Commission Dealers In

HORSES AND MULES
1809-18U East Franklin Street,

RICHMOND, VA.
Stallion cards, folders and catalogues compiled:
pedigrees of trotters,
pacers and
thoroughbreds traced horses registered and
race summaries supplied. I make a specialty
of such matters, as my library includes all
the Year Books, Trotting Registers, Stud
Books, files of turf journals and other
references.
Inquiries promptlv answered.
Address W. J. CARTER. 1102 Hull Street,
Manchester, Va., or P. 0. Box 929, Rich;

mond, Va.
Representing
The
Times-Dispatch
and
Southern Planter, Richmond. Va. Kentucky
Stock Farm and The Thoroughbred Record,
Lexington, Ky.
The Trotter and Pacer,
New York: The Horseman. Chicago: The
American Horse Breeder, Boston, and The
Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.
;

;

1,

'

—Manufacturer of—

William
Historic

(EUROPEAN PLAN.)

WHITE TIPS, 2.17^4

800-

for

Rates

Rooms, Single and en Suite,
Reasonable and Consistent.

200-Foot

TKe
2557;

Va.

2470.

U

horse,

City,

Foreman

Va.
Albemarle County.
In
understand
feeding,
thoroughly
raising and care of stock and be thoroughly
familiar with up-to-date farming methods.

farm

acre

and

THE MECKLENBURG HOTEIh

15.3;

WANTED—First-Class
must

THE MECKLENBURG,
An

2:07%;

Fee, (25 the season, with return privilege.
Write for tabulated pedigree.
T. WHITAKER. M. D., Enfleld, N. C.

Bay

M. L. T. DAVIS,
Sec'y and Treasurer.

SMITH, Manager.

Received the medal and highest award at
the St. Louis Exposition.
The Mecklenburg Hydrlatlc Baths ar«
among the finest in the country, embracing
the famous Shott system of Neuhelm baths.
Send for free Illustrated booklet.

KOTOR, 36433.
horse;

TOM

height 15.3 hands;
Sired by Baron Dillon,

Is an Inbred Wilkes, world's greatest race
horse family. For terms and keep of mares

Bar

HUGHES,

President.

1902;

pounds.

weight,

seeded to alfalfa this fall if the clover
In this
be at once ploughed down.
and last month's issue will be found
a number of articles on alfalfa growing which you should read carefully.
They cover the whole subject. Ed.

Coiled Spring Steel Wire used in all Page Fences
ep the top and bottom firm and rigid at all times.
This does away with the need of tap and bottom boards,
ami Pape Fence requires fewer ppsts and staples. The
whole fence is heavily gal vanized— compact— strong—
Send for catalog and folder.
elut-tic imd long lived.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Box 51 14, Adrian. Mich.

^/. T.

2:12; dam Zlnda Lake by Red Lake, 2:15%,
Red Dillon
sire of Lake Queen, 2:08^4, etc.

address W. J.
Manchester, Va.

worth trying, but for a hay crop we
doubt the wisdom of sowing both kinds
on the same land.
The clover sod can be prepared and

Va.

Co.,

RED DILLON, 38696.
weight

twenty pounds of seed

ki

DAVIS.

T.

is usually sown too thin to
the best stand. We have sown
to the acre with
excellent results. Crimson clover and
red clover are sometimes sowed together, and we have known the crop
to succeed, giving an early cutting of
the crimson and a late cutting of the
If the red makes
red the first year.
a heavy stand it will, however, usually
smother out the crimson, and we do
not know that this method is one to
be strongly advised. Where the land
is only wanted to be pastured It is

Clover

make

The

ideas without their use.

Halifax

775

Economy of Page Fence

have your

like to

;
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OUR SPECIAL OFFERS FOR AUGUST
STHONGESTT

^

MADE

WHEELS

^^onPSbM

SINGLETREE
We.have just gotten In
Wagons for twenty years

a stock of 80 Taylor Wagons, made by the Taylor Wagou Companv. Lvnchburg, Va.. who
have made Rood
We handle them right along, and heartily recommend them. Read these
prices carefully
We will Ihta
your freight station subject to your approval, providing you will deposit the amount of your
purchase with your bank
*"" ''°" ''°° ^^"^ ""^^^ '''*'' ^°'"" °'''^"^°
'^*
"^^''
•''°" '° ^^ '^^"'^ "' Richmond, Richmond,
1%?°°''
or^'to'^the'lditor"of"This

any wagon

Va

,

to

ONE-HORSE WAGONS (THIMBLE SKEIN

LINE).

No. 330— Victor. Size of skein. 2V4x7% Inches: tire, 114x5-16; front
is. 3 feet 4 inches; rear wheels, 3 feet 10 Inches;
body, outsiae measure, lengtn,
length, 7 leet
feet 9 inches; width. 3 feet 2 inches; lower boards. 9% inches; top boards.
4Vi inches; guaranteed capacity,
capacity
pounds; weight, gear, 325 pounds; complete, 450 pounds. Complete wagon, with body and
spring seat $25 80
No. 338-Taylor. Size of skein, 2%x7% inches; tire, ly^xS-ie Inches: front wheels, 3
feet 4 inches: rear wheels 3'feet 10 inches- body
'"
^ inches; width, 3 feet 2 inches; height, lower boards, 9% inches: 'top boards 'sti inches; '^'a;an?eed
°"?''^L'"f-r'".''°f
'-K^ gear. 350 pounds: Vomplete: 4"75' pou°nds.
capacity, 1,500 pounds;
weight,
'"compreTe" wkgon wi'tr°bodv''aorsDHng^£elT''s2s'-5fi^*"°'^*'^
No. 205-Taylor
Size of skein, 2%x8 Inches; tire, l%x% inches; front wheels, 3 f^ef 4 Inches
relr, 3 feet
inches body outside
,

1,2d0

'

ZfnT'wll^^
fncluded

Tn

"•

J /nU

'"^'^^-

'""'iV?^^Poinds: complete,
500 pounds.
^

'^^JS'"'

rice

DOUBLE TEAM WAOONS (THIMBLE SKEIN
-of
of

"O"^^'

W

^'^

'°'^''^==

""^^'=' ^
hn°r,'J"^l7JZ.J^^u;^'f''!!°''^^^''
''.'Z-J'i^l-^^
i"?^^^- "2°J
body, outside length, 9 feet 8 Inches; width,
2 feet 6 inches; height,
lower

No. 300-Taylor.

Skein, 3x9 Inches;
'"".e'",

1»

tlra

^°'"'"^'^'

i%x%

f'-^'l"ifitU.

"cards,

6% inohesTVaraXd
seat,

capacitv

WsS

This wagon has brake

$33.49

LINE).

f3^'i^'th^f:a^grt^Vh^T.'nchnTre/?or''?4T3'2"

^^h,°:''"A''"l^'^r'

'OP

'"'I''
Complete
wagon, with body with spring

3

^"

''"'''''

5 inches; rear wheels, 4 feet 2 inches;
boards. 12 inches: top boards
9
inches-

f"^"

^"""'"^ -^^°°- ^^'^

Inches; front wheels, 3 feet 6 Inches:
inches; height, lower boards, 13

feet 6

^""^^

""^

dimensions
guaranteed

^.r^k'seTl^i-lT^ToH

rear wheels. 4 feet
inches: top boards,

4

inches- dimensions of
Inches
gufrante^

gi

pfflTftd:

brake
No. 325— Taylor
Skein 3M,\10 Inches; tire. 3x% inches; front wheels. 3 feet 6 Inches; rear wheels 4
feet 4 Inches- bodv
outaldP
measure, length. 12 feet, width, 3 Set 6 Inches; height, lower boards. 13 Inches;
top biards. 9% inchL -guaranteed capacity,
capacity
4 000
4,000
pounds; weight, gear. 7O0pouads; complete. 1.000 pounds. Complete wagon, with body
and spring seat »54 08
If

I

ONE-HORSE W|»GOfiS

7

fe^t

7i?t)LlD STEEL AXLE LINE, SARVEN PATENT WHEELS).
""=''\'' f™°t,» heels, 3 feet 4 inches; rear wheels, 3 feet 10 Inches; body, length,
'"hes wldflf ^ 'f?<.,'°'^'',f i, "'^V1^^"^?
^^^^- '»"", ""ards, 9H inches; top boards. 4Vi inches; guara.teed capacity 1,250 pounds
,
i~
I^T„4nrt.
'^J-^n^'
Jgo pannds, complete,
"
4o0 pounds.
Complete wagon, with body and spring seat. $27.22

wei^t"<rMr
weight, g|ar

mea^e

Sof.^
pounds:

.

i

'°'^'"'": •'"'" ^"^^'^^ ^ '«« 10 inches; body, outside
Jldth""^"?.;,",^'.
^h"*^ height,
i°f^?' lower
f°°' boards,
K^^^i"' l,/"^"
i
^ Inches;
9M, Inches; top boards, 6^! Inches; guaranteed capacity
„!,?„>,.
1760
''^'^"'^- ^'"^
weight
of; wagon, gear, U-"*^'
875 pounds; complete, 500 pounds.
Complete wagon, with body and spring seat S32M

l7ng!h

8

fee^t

•

•

DOUBLE TEAM WAGONS

(SOLID STEEL

AXLE

LINE.

WOOD HUB WHEELS).

No. 2o-1aylor
Axle. 1% inches: tire. H4x7-1G inches; front wheels, 3 feet B Inches;
rear wheels 4 feet 2 Inches- bodv outsldo
^'^«'"' '""^^ "O"*^' ^ ""^''^^' '"P ^°^^^- » IncLs; guaranteed capadty!
'
2T'o'"p'ou„d?-'weight''geL'''™ n'oirn'.''*"' «"°P'^'^'T. * '.ll""'''
^^ P'>"°'>^- Complete wagon, with body and spring seat, $44.29. We can furnish thli
wrgon-i'lth2Vr-inlh tires for $47^3
No. 30-Taylor Axle, 1% inches: tire, 2Mx% Inches: front wheels,
3 feet 6 Inches; rear wheels
4
feet 4 Inches- body
oiitalde
measure, length, 10 feet; width, 3 feet 6 Inches; height, lower boards. 13 Inches: top
boards 9% inches
guaranteed capacity,
capacity 3,000
3 (WO
pounds; weight gear. 6.TO pounds: complete, 950 pounds. Complete wagon, with body
and spring seat $52 19.
No. 32-Taylor Axle. 1% Inches: tire. 3x% inches: front wheels. 3 feet 6 Inches; rear
wheels 4 feet 4 Inches- body outride
measure, length, 11 feet- width, 3 feet 6 Inches; height, lower boards, 13 Inches;
top boards "ilnches
guaranteed'
capacity
capacity,
4,000
pounds: weight, gear, 700 pounds; complete, 1,000 pounds. Complete wagon, with
body and spring seat, $56 9^

^MO

SPOTLESS

CO.,

INC.,

RICHMOND,

VA.

SPLENDID LINE OF VEHICLES.
There

always one thing to remember in purchasing a vehicle of any kind, and that is
merchandise can be made to look so good and yet be so worthless as a
buggy. In fact, every vehicle, no matter by whom shown, usually has a "look-pleasant-please"
appearance.
A little imitation leather upholstery and some fancy painting won't go these
days.
Farmers want something that will stand hard usage and bad roads. That's the kind
of vehicle we make and sell.
We must give our patrons satisfaction. We can't prosper on
dissatisfied customers.
If you are thinking of purchasing a vehicle for pleasure or business,
it will be decidedly to your interest to let us know the fact.
We feel certain of our ability
to put you next to a bargain.
Call and see us and make your own selection, or if you cannot spare the time for this, write us fully what you want and we will take pleasure in
quoting you prices and terms that will get us the order.
this:

No

is

article of

RUBBER TIRES FURNISHED ON SHORT NOTICE,
Special Attention to Kepair Work.

BRISTOW

CEL

MOORE,

1417 E. Main

Richmond, Va.

St.,

Long Distance Telephone 5915.

The Good Roads Problem Solved!!
PRACTICAL MENIwhoIhafeltested
John

Moore, Com., Jackson, N. C:
use the UNIT the more I am
It.
My overseer with one team
better road
did with forty men picks, shovels,
saves labor enough to pay (or Itself
B.

The more

It

are A UNIT In their expressions of opinion regarding

THE UNITfiROAD] MACHINE

I

pleased with

and three men build more and
than
etc.

I
It

H. W. Hunter, Water Valley, Miss (haa
four UNIT Machines):
With two
UNIT Machines and two horses each, I caa
do one-half more work than two men with

In two days' use.
C. H. stokes,

bought

Supt Roads, Rockingham
County, N. C: I have seven ONIT Machines
at work and am well pleased with them.
The
J. T. LIghtfoot, Madison County, Va.:
UNIT Machine does the work equally as
well, and I believe is worth more to the
farmer and road worker than the large
machines.
H. M. Byrne, Road Com., Fairfax County,
Va.: The UNIT Machine does the work at
about one-half of the cost of the large maJames A. Reynolds, Bedford County, Va.:
Every road district ought to have a ONIT
Machine. I have laid my big machine aside
as the UNIT suits me better and does the

work

so

much

George W.
<3a.:

the four-wheel grader and eight horses, and
do it equally as well. I would not undertake
to grade roads without the UNIT.
C.

the

cheaper.

Sheppard,

Mayor,

The UNIT Machine

fills

Tallcpoosa,
a lots felt

want. The big machines have their places,
but if we could have but one it would be
the UNIT.
W. E. Robertson, Tuscaloosa County, Ala.:
I And the UNIT Machine far superior to a
four-wheel machine, tor which I paid f260.
The UNIT Is all you claim for It
A. J. Prlckett, Qndsden, Ala.: I cannot do
without the UNIT Machine.
It does the
work of a $250 grarter.

Broome, Charleston, Miss.:

H.

UNIT

satisfactory

every

in

I flni
respect.

have a heavy grader that cost $250. It
had seen the UNIT first I would never
have bought the large one. I am building
200 miles of road and with the UNIT I am
I

I

The

chines.

J.
T. Reed, Prest. Board of Rev., BirAla.:
Our overseers are well
pleased with the UNIT, and say it will say*
labor enough to pay for Itself in a few days'
use.
Now working nine UNIT Machines.

mingham,

Simplest, Easiest Managed and Least
Expensive of Any.
Requires but one Man and one Team to
Operate It.
Saves Labor Enough to pay for Itself in
Two Days' Use.
The Price Brings it Within the Reach of All.
J.
Percy McNett,
Talbot County, Md.:

Pres. Board of Com.,
The UNIT Machines do
work well, and with much less expense
than the average machines heretofore used
by the county. As the large ones were out,
we expected to replace them with the UNIT.

the

For full information and price of Road
Building Tools or Agricultural Implements
any purpose, write

doing the work at one-third the cost of tho
work done with the large machine.

John K. Wesley, Somerset, Ky.
I find tha
excellent machine.
Two horses
handle It easily.
With it and a plow 1
can grade more road than twenty-five men
with the usual tools.
:

UNIT an

William

Hill,

The

Tenn.:

and surely

Is

Road

Henry County,

Supt.,

UNIT grader
a labor saver.

little

Is all

right

.

Fought, Dlst. Road Com., TIptOB
County, Tenn.: The UNIT Machine does all
you claim for it; It is a great road worker.
R.

L.

Glassel

Bros.,

Belcher, La.:
The UNIT
perfect satisfaction.

Road Machine gives

for

THE CALL-WATT CO.,
GEO. WYATT,
Established by

1840.

Richmond, Va.
MANFRED

'^Be?,J"e*e'^„

Kllrs^n-i

CALL, Gen'l Manager.

fir^*

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
The Northwestem's
lion dollars,

increase during 1906 in insurance in force was over fifty-four miland was greater than that of any other company in the world. No better evi-

dence of public confidence could be given.
The ratio of expense total income was 13.6 per cent., a reduction from the previous
year.
This was a lower expense rate than that of any other American company,- and was
less than two-thirds the average of the American companies, as shown by the last report of
the New York Insurance Department.
The company paid in dividends to policyholders in 1906 the sum of $7,366,425.26, a
greater sum than was ever before paid in dividends to policyholders in any one year by any
company in the world, regardless of size.
For rates or other information, address

r.

ARCHIBALD GARY,

General Agent for Virginia and North Carolina.
601 MnUia] Assurauce Society Building,

RICHMOND, VA.

Corruaated and V-Crimp Roofing

-

-

painted and galvanized.

"Bestoid" Rubber Roofing
Carey's Magnesia

Cement Roofing

Tarred Paper, Tin Plate, Lime,

Cement, Hardware, Terra Cotta
Pipe,

'

Wire Fence, Drain Tile, etc.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

BALDWIN & BROWN,

1557 E.

MAIN

STRATTON & BRAGG
'0

Giant and
Pennsylvania

Little

ST.,

CO.,

RICHMOND, VA.
oeneral aqents.

PETERSBURQ,

VA.

They are built in firBt-clasfi mxnner, and
•re Btrong and durable. The price iw within
the reach of all. We guarantee tlmaa t o do
the work iatisfactorilj. We will mail catalogue and teitimoniaU, and quote pricei

•B application.
"LITTLE

SAMSO^"
Aaleaatic
Bifla».

CHASE SAW

MILLS.

ERIE ENGINE

WORKS

SIDE and CENTER CRANK ENGINES.

UNION IRON WORKS
Thii cat Bhowi our 5 and

7 h. p. "LitVertical, Automatic Enfor running tbreiher*, peanut
pickers, catting feed, lawing wood, eta.
Larger gice also furnished.
tle

lam^on"

Leoometiv*— Partible and Statlanary BOILERS.

gine

Prices and catalogue on application

.
.
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It.
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County

OUR NEW 500 PAGE CATALOG

CO.
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am
I
your larei- 300-pai;e catalog, alisolutily free as advcrt.sed in
this paper.
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State
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I

|
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No.

166

FREE.

500 frtlges with thnositiiis of items of the
It is a boot such ii ererr shrewd buret must bave
Terr best mervlianiiije ana supplies boacht by u? >i Sheriffs' and Receivers Sales. Merchandise
mach'ner> and supplies. Il is useful in the borne, in it e tieid. in the workshop or in the office
Cut out this "Ad" mark a crosson tho<e items <hat most interest you and we wil
send you much valuable inluimation. AIro till in the coipon to your ri(ht and our catalOC
will be fcnt you abfolulcly free and prepaid, n yoo do ool want to cut oat the *Ad"seDd ns
rourname and Iddre'sroire^tly. tell lU where you have SCCO this "Ad" also tell OS insi what
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Adi!

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.

SSth and Iron Sts.

CHICAGO
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PRACTICAL AND PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE,
TRUCKING, LIVE STOCK AND THE FIRESIDE.
is the nursing; mother of the Arts.— XENOPHON.
and pasturage are the two breasts of the State. SULLY.

Arrlcaltore
Tillac*

6Sth Year.

—

Richmond, Va., November, 1907.

No.

11,

SUBSCRIPTION CAMPAIGN.
EDITORIAL

The year 1908
cation of

will the sixty-ninth year of publiwant to

The Southeen Planter.

We

advance an old subscriber's subscription one year
he will send us in two new subscribers names with

ivill

if

enter upon the seventieth year with at least 30,000 $1.00.
We will, if preferred, send to any subscriber The
ought to have this
subscribers on our books.
number of subscribers amongst the farmers of this Richmond Times-Dispatch (weekly) or his county
State alone, and we should have if they only realized paper with The Southern Planter one year each for

We

and appreciated what The Planter has done for $1.00. This practically means that a subscriber will
those who have read it in the past. The thousands of get The Southern Planter free of cost.
We will allow most liberal cash commissions to all
testimonials we have on file from our subscribers
Wi-ite at once for
as to the benefit derived from reading The Planter who ivill solicit subscriptions.
convinces us that the journal only needs to be more terms and sample copies. In addition to these offers
widely known to result iu our securing at least the
30,000 subscribers we desire. This end can easily be
attained if we can arouse in our present subscribers
sufficient enthusiasm to enlist each one of them as
an agent for securing new subscribers. If only onefourth of our subscribers would each send us in one
new name we should have on our list more than the
30,000 names we aim at before our seventieth birth-

subscribers will find elsewhere in this issue offers
of The Farm and Fireside, Industrious Hen

and Feeds and Feeding

tvith

The Southern Planter
them The Planter

at prices ivhich practically gives

free of cost.

With the foregoing inducements we think we
cannot fail to secure the addition to our list which we
ask before the 31st of Januaiy, at which time these
Will not our subscribers enlist in this work offers will bo withdrawn.
day.
and give us the satisfaction of having the list we ask
Bring these offers to the notice of your friends and
for ? It would be to us a most cheering testimony of neighbors at once and send in the names as secured
approval of nearly twenty years hard labor given to and the current issue of The Planter will be sent.
the work of advancing the agricultural prosperity of
Our January issue will be a great illustrated
We are ready to do our holiday number and worth alone more than a year's
the South Atlantic States.
part to induce our subscribers to join in this work. subscription. To be certain to secure this issue subAs an evidence of this, we offer to sc7id The Southern scribers' names should be on our list before the 31st
Planter for three years to any one who ivill send us of December. To those whose names reach us later
$1.00, or we will send The Southern Planter to three it will be sent as long as we have copies left.
new subscribers for one year each for $1.00, or we
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Farm Management.
WORK EOR THE MOXTH.
The month of October,

writing (20th inst.),
The
has been a typical Southern early fall month.
days have been mostly clear and bright and the nights
with, only one or two exceptions, have been without
to this

The completed returns of the yields of winter and
spring wheat of the Department of Agriculture are
These make the total crop of both
just to hand.
kinds about 625,000,000 bushels, or about 150,00Q,The
000 bushels less than that of last year.

Only in the mountain sections of the West Canadian wheat crop is also very much less than that
and Southwest has there been killing frost and these of last year, and all the European crops, except those
This fine of England, France and Italy are much below the
only in a limited section of the countiy.
weather has been worth thousands of dollars to the average. The Russian crop is likely to turn out very
farmers.
It has permitted the late planted corn to much lower than the average, and in several of the
mature and given opportunity for saving large areas Southeastern parts of Europe, from which wheat is
of fodder crops and second and third crops of grass, usually exported the crop is so small that export
Crops of sorghum, cow peas and is likely to be prohibited. France will make a crop
clover and alfalfa.
In Engsoy beans have made fine growths, and there will be probably sufficient to meet her own needs.
a much larger yield of hay from these crops than land, the crop is over average, but the quality will
seemed at one time possible. Cow pea seed having not be so high as usual, owing to wet and stormy
been so scarce and dear in the sirring, soy beans were weather at harvest time. England, however, will,
more largely planted tlian ever before, and we hear as usual, need to buy largely, and Germany will also
This crop is des- likely need much wheat.
In the face of these facts,
excellent reports of their success.
tined, in our opinion, to become one of the great wheat is steadily advancing in price, having already
Already, Europe has
fodder and grain crops of the South in a few years' touched $1.13 in Chicago.
time.
Its habit of growth makes it so much easier bought heavily, more than twice as much wheat havto harvest, and the fact that it is not nearly so soon ing been already exported this year than last, and the
spoilt by bad weather when curing as the cow pea, grain is now going out at the rate of from 3,000,000
makes it much more desirable to grow for hay, whilst to 5,000,000 bushels per week. This heavy buying
As an- has largely reduced the surplus from last year's crop
as a grain crop it is much more productive.
improver of land, it is at least the equal of the cow and may have the effect of preventing the price of
pea indeed, some regard it as much superior in this this year's crop from reaching as high a figure as
would have been possible and probable had the buyrespect.
We had a gentleman in the office a few days ago ing been deferred later. With a heavy stock secured
wdio has grown both cow peas and soy beans largely thus early, England and European importing counfor several years, and he said that his experience had tries will be able to hold off this market when the
fully convinced him that his land improved much price advances too high, until the Argentine and
The Argentine crop
more with soy beans than with cow peas, and that his Indian crops are available.
crops after soy beans were miich better than after promises to be a good one with a large surplus availcow peas. Where the crop has been grown for the able for export. The Indian crop is still uncertain.
grain, it should have plenty of time given in the cur- Whilst we think wheat is likely to yet see a higher
ing, as the pods are so thickly set on the stalks and price, we would not advise holding all the crop for
are so fleshy, and the seed so rich in fats, that they the top figure in view of what Ave have already stated.
cure slowly, and if not well cured, the grain spoils Sell part on the rising market and hold the remainder
It should, after thresh- to abide the results of the coming of the competing
quickly when stored in bulk.
We have grown
ing, be spread out on the floor and be repeatedly crops on to the European markets.
turned to ensure perfect curing before being stored no more wheat this year than we shall need for our
This grain is one of the richest protein OAvn consumption and for seed, and the reserves
in bulk.
There
foods grown, and the farmer who has soy beans and from last year are already largely depleted.
grinds them into meal needs to buy very little bran is, therefore, little need to fear a lower price later
for his stock, and can make a large saving on his in the season than the present one.
com in fattening his hogs by feeding about one-third
The oat crop estimate is 740,000,000 bushels
The seed can be against 900,000,000 bushels a year ago a great resoy beans and two-thirds com.
threshed out by the ordinary wheat separator, run- duction, with quality poor.
ning the same slowly and giving plenty of room for
The com crop is estimated at not to exceed 2,500,the stalks to pass through, and taking out some of 000,000 bushels, as against 3,900,000,000 bushels a
the beaters, as the grain comes out easily.
vear asro
a reduction of 400,000,000 bushels.
frost.

;

—

—
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up his fodder and straw. In many
and shredders are now being taken
in Chicago is selling at $1.13, as compared with 80 round from farm to farm like threshing machines,
Oats, 52 cents, as compared with and they ought to be patronized by farmers so as
cents a year ago.
34 cents a year ago, and com at 62 cents, as compared to ensure a continuance of facilities for putting the
fodder into the best shape for storing and feeding.
with 47 cents a year ago.
We in the South are likely to be greatly benefitted A large crop of corn stalks and fodder can be put

The effect of these reduced yields is reflected in
Wheat
the market price of these different staples.

or hire one to cut
sections, buskers

by these enhanced prices, as oiir crops are certainly into small space when shredded. If not thoroughly
cured out when shredded, cut up some di-y wheat
average ones, and we have a larger area planted.
or oat straw and mix with the shredded fodder when
The special Southern crops cotton and tobacco
are also likely to be profitable to us, although cotton storing in the bam, and this will ensure its keeping

—

not so large a crop as that of last year, yet the
is likely to be higher, and tobacco is so much
better in quality that it is bringing a much higher

in e-ood condition.

price

opinion, likely to keep in demand at good prices.
Whilst it is true that many farmers will be tempted

is

price

Stock of

all

kinds

is

selling well,

and,

in our

Peanuts and sweet potatoes are turning out a much to sell grain at the prices now ruling, and likely to
seemed possible, and rule, rather than feed to stock, yet, with the high
are being put on the market at remunerative prices. price of feed of all kinds, fat stock is not likely to
Peanuts are in strong demand and selling at $1.00 sell for lower figures in the face of a demand which
keeps all markets well cleaned up.
Hogs particuper bushel in Petersburg.
larly are selling well, and the crop to come on the
The work of securing the fodder crops and the market is apparently not near so large as was at
com crop should have constant attention whilst the one time thought probable. This will cause many
weather keeps good. We hope soon to see an end of to keep their corn and feed to hogs, thus helping to
the old practice of leaving the fodder wasting in the maintain the high price of feed and consequent finu
Dairy products are
fields and turning the stock amongst it to still fiirther prices for stock of other kinds.
render it valueless, and at the same time make the selling at prices far in advance of any that have
New York aiid Elgin butter are
land unfit for working by punching it into holes to mled for years.
hold water and mud.
Every bit of feed made should selling in Richmond at 40 cents per pound. At such
be saved.
It has cost time and labor to make it, and a price, it will pay to make dairy products from
a large part of the value of every crop gi'own lies home-grown feed, and, where cow pea hay, soy bean
in securing the same in such condition that it will hay, and clover hay are available, to supplement the
make good feed for stock. In the com crop, nearly fodder and corn, little money need be paid
half the vahie is in the fodder, and to waste this by out for high priced bran and cotton seed meal.
leaving it in the field to bleach and blow away is This emphasizes the importance of making these
The crops cost little more to make
criminal negligence.
ISTo farmer can reasonably feeds at home.
expect to be successful .who neglects to save every than they ever did, and, with labor-saving machines
part of his com crop, and he does not deserve to properly utilized, no more, if as much, as with our
succeed with such negligence.
No business man who old time wasteful labor. Get busy and save all the
would so conduct his business could keep out of the feed possible. It is worth saving, if only for manure
bankruptcy court. The high price of com and all making material.
other feed makes it donbly imperative on every
farmer to save and utilize his long feed. Cattle espe
Where the silage com failed to fill the silo, the
cially must have bulk as well as quality in the feed, com fodder and sorghum cane can now be utilized
and this can only be secured by utilizing the fodder for this purpose. Cut it xip and sprinkle it freely
and stalks. Hay is selling at a high price and, in with water as cut and pack into the silo, of course,
our opinion, is likely to continue to do so through the removing first from the silo the layer of trash hay
winter, the crop being only a little larger than that or straw or other refuse used to cover and seal the
Whilst silage made
of last year, with the quality not so good generally. silage peviously packed away.
Fodder and fodder crops should be made to take the from dried fodder is not equal to that made from
place of hay in stock feeding and the hay can then com cut at tlie proper stage of gro'n-th for silage,
be made a market crop.
Good, well-secured fodder yet it will be found not a bad feed if prop.erly packed
better crop than at one time

good feed for stock as timothy hay, and will into the silo sufficiently damped to secure its heating
quite as good returns in milk or meat, and well.
especially is this so where it is finely shredded.
In our last two issues we wrote fully on the seedEvery farmer should, if possible, have a shredder
is

as

make
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This work should now be
iug of the wlieat ci"op.
pushed to completion as soon as possible. The land
is in good order for working and fitting for the crop.
Some may complain that it is getting too dry. We
do not think so.
We are firm believers in the old
adage, "Sow in dust, reap you must."
Make the
land in fine order and seed in the dust.
It may take
a little longer to germinate than if sown in damp
land, but it will make a better stand and withstand
the winter frost better.
In our last issue, we notice
that a word or two was omitted in the sentence dealing with the use of Formalin as a remedy for smut.
We said use Formalin at the rate of one pound to
25 gallons of water for soaking the seed. The word
"gallons" was omitted in the sentence as printed.
One pound of Formalin to from 25 to 50 gallons of
water is a certain remedy for this trouble.
Some
experimenters maintain that when used at the rate
of 1 to 25, the solution rather injures germination,
and that 1 to 50 gallons is safer. Anywhere, however, from 25 to 50 gallons of water may be safely
used.
After the wheat is seeded, see that water furrows are opened wherever needed to carry off surplus
water.
Wimt cannot stand wet feet.
Eye, wheat and haii'y vetch, or winter vetch, may
yet be sown for a cover crop and early sjjring grazing for sheep, cattle and hogs, but no time should be
lost in getting this mixture seeded, as it is getting

[November,

summer, it may be policy
sow rye more largely this year than usual and
harvest some of the grain.

the probable price in the
to

to

Root crops of all kinds except rutabagas and
turnips should be dug and pulled as soon as possible
Rutawhilst the ground is dry and the weather fine.
bagas and turnips will make most of their growth
and weight this month and should not be pulled
December. A shar^D frost Avill not hurt them,
but they should not be pulled and stored when frozen.
Leave them to thaw out and they will then store

until

safely.

Irish potatoes

may

be stored either in a

frost-proof, dark cellar or in kilns or pies

made on

dry, well-drained ground.

If stored in kilns, do not
make the heaps too large, say, not more than 50
baishels in a kiln or pie.
Lay them on straw and
cover with straw and put a few boards over them
to keep out the rain and let them remain in this
way imtil they have past through the sweat. Then
cover the kilns Avith 6 inches of soil beaten smooth
on the outside to shed the rain. Let them be dry
when stored. In our two last issues will be found
advice as to storing sweet potatoes.
Rutabagas and
turnips may be stored either in a cellar or in kilns
out of doors.
They should be covered with sufficient
straw and soil to keep out the frost.

The late fall and early winter months afford an
growth to stand the excellent opportunity for cleaning up and renovating
winter without injury.
Sow 20 or 25 pounds of old pasture lands. There are thousands of acres of
either of the vetches with 3 pecks or a bushel of the these old pastures in the South which could be made
mixed grain per acre. This makes good grazing and to produce grazing for hundreds more stock, if they
iin eai'ly hay crop and, if turned under, is valuable were only given proper attention.
This is the time
as an improver of the soil.
Even if cut for hay, to take the work in hand. Have all bushes and
tlie stubble is excellent for improving the texture and scrub growth grubbed vip and burnt, and grub out all
fertility of the land.
Wherever sheep are kept, such strong growing weeds. Then take a sharp toothed
n pasture as this crop makes will be found invaluable drag haiTOw or a disc harrow with the discs set
for ewes and lambs at lambing time.
Grazed on straight and go over the pasture lengthwise and across
such a pasture, the lambs will run no risk of becom- tearing it up well.
Then take a horse rake and rake
ing infested with stomach worms and other para- up the trash and haul this off into the cattle and bog
sites, and they will make quick growth, as the ewes pens.
Tlien apply one ton of lime to the acre broadwill milk well and the lambs graze freely.
Rye east and leave until February or March. Then sow
alone may be seeded all the month.
This makes a one bushel of mixed grass seed orchard, red top,
good cover crop and conserver of fertility, but adds tall meadow, oat and meadow fescue broadcast per
nothing to the land but what it takes from it, except acre, and brush in with a biish harrow and roll if the
vegetable matter available for adding to the humus land is dry enough and the pasture will take on new
in the soil.
It makes early spring grazing and green life and give fine grazing probably for many years.
forage, but is not worth much as a hay crop.
The
grain is now selling for a high price
75 to 80 cents
After all crops have been housed and all land
pfr bushel, and it will most probably keep up all seeded to winter crops that are in condition for this
tlirough tlie winter, as it will no doubt be largely work, then set the teams to work breaking the land
used for a stock feed to help out the short corn intended to be cropped in the spring.
It is a great
and oat crop. It can l)e grown on land too thin to mistake to suppose that fall and winter ploughing in
make a profitable yield of wheat or oats, and comes in the South is not advisable because we do not have
off early enough to be followed by a corn crop or severe winter weather to freeze it deeply.
We iisuby cow peas or sorghum in the South. In view of ally have a month of weather severe enough to do
late for it to

make a

sufficient

—

—

—
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the land great good, if given the opportunity to get
into it, but unless it is ploughed in the late fall or
early winter this opportunity is denied it.
As an

excuse for not doing this work, it is usually said that
the land will be beaten solid again by the winter rains
and will have to be ploughed again in the spring.
If this were generally true, it would not be a valid
excuse, for the extra ploughing and working which,
it is

said,

would have

of our land needs to

to be given, is just

what most

making the

best yield.

fit it

for

Numerous experiments made

in different Southern
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iLake provision for saving and caring for the
to be made during the winter. The best way
to care for this is to put it out upon the land as made.
It \vill there leach into the land and the plant food
be conserved and be put just where it is needed.
Besides this consideration, to so use it is to handle
it most economically.
It is only once to lift and
haul.
Every farmer should have a manure spreader
who has half a dozen animals. It will pay for itself
in a year on such a farm in the increased production
The manure will go three or four times
of crops.

manure

It is
States have proved conclulsively that land deeply as far and will do many times as much good.
and frequently ploughed and worked before being not so much the amount of actual plant food and
seeded made much better crops than land only once humus making matter in the manure which does the
ploughed and harrowed previous to seeding, and our good to the soil as the fact that farm yard manure
own experience is conclusive to us in this matter. inoculates the soil with the living microbes which
We never failed to plough and work as often as pos- make of a dead soil a living and crop producing soil.
sible before seeding so as to thoroughly break and The inert plant food naturally existing in all soils
mix the soil and open it to the action of the air, sirn cannot become available until these microbes get toand water. These are the great controlling elements work in it, and they cannot do this until introduced
in making land capable of producing good crops. by means of manure and humus making matter.
Largely by their means the large natural stores of These act upon the phosphoric acid and potash and
However, as it
phosphoric acid and potash in all soils are made make them soluble and available.
available.
Land deeply ploughed in the fall will is not possible always to haul out manure onto land
hold and consen'e the rainfall and prevent washing as made, provision should be made to store some
and gulleying; especially will this be so where, in part of the product where it will not leach away and

A

covered

manure

pit

the best place for

addition to ploughing, the land is also subsoiled
a course which we strongly advise where there is
a good clay subsoil, or where the land is underlaid
with a hard pan. The newly turned up soil and subsoil cannot give up its natural plant food to the crop

be

unless and until it has been acted upon by the air,
sun and rain for some months. To not do this work
in the fall and winter in addition to losing the bene-

The
matter always be kept in the pit to absorb this.
manure from the different kinds of animals should
be mixed as thrown into the pit and then no overThe hot
heating and fire fanging will take place.
horse manure will be balanced by the cold cattle
manure and a slow decomposition will result, causingno loss of plant food. Acid phosphate at the rate
of 40 or .50 pounds to the ton of manure can, with
great profit, be mixed with the manure as it is made.
This mineral fertilizer is the one in which farm yard

fits we have pointed out also means to waste one of
the greatest opportunities of living in this Southland
that of dividing the work of the farm out amongst

—
all

the months, instead of being compelled to crowd
into the six spring and summer months.
More

it all

lost.

is

be made water-tight,
The
so that all the liquid manure can be saved.
drains from the stables and barns should be turned
into the pit and plenty of straw and waste vegetable
this purpose,

and

this should

and better work can be done with the team now in a
day than at any other time and with less injury to
Where it is not practicaTheerfore, keep the teams at work and manure is more deficient.
the team.
The ble to make a pit, have the manure stored on a piece
let them do something to pay their board bills.
fall and winter is the best time to apply lime to land. of land with a compact clay subsoil and let the sides
After ploughing, spread the lime broadcast on the all slope towards the center so as to- take care of the
liquid part and keep the heap compact and solid,
soil and mn a harrow lightly over it to mix it.
to exclude the air as far as possible and thus preHave all barns, stables and pens cleaned out and vent too rapid decomposition and loss of plant food.
lime-washed, and make all necessary repairs to the Don't let the water from the roof fall on the manure
woodwork, windows, roofs and doors so that the and waste it. The ordinaiy rainfall will not hurt it
stock, when housed, can be made warm and com- unless verv excessive.
fortable.
It does not pay to feed costlv food to
PULVERIZED OYSTER SHELLS.
animals to warm buildings and pens. This is the purpose for which it will l>e first used by the animals Editor Southern Planter:
This section of Maryland (Wicomico County) is
if the buildings themselves are not made wind and
weather tight.
The normal heat of the animal's a sandy, piney woods country, in which agi'iculture
body must be first maintained before it can begin to was formerly at a low ebb, and the lumber industry
profit by the food eaten.
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absorbed all attention.
of the timber ha.s led

provement of the land,
has sprung up and

Of

late years the exhaustion

proving very profitable.
One large grower here, who produces strawberries
and melons mainly, told me yesterday that the past
season has been a very profitable one and that he
cleared $20,000.
This man is working land that I
remember as a sandy waste covered with sassafras,
persimmon and pine thickets, and in my boyhood
would not have sold for $5 an acre. Now the same
land will bring $200 an acre, but is not for sale.
The people here are kind enough to say that my advocacy of the Southern cow pea has done more for
the develojiment of this section than anything else.
The roads leading out from the city of Salisbury
in every direction are now macadamized for several
miles out with oyster shells, and instead of the deep
sand in the roads that I remember there are smooth,
hard roads that the automobiles fly over at a rapid
is

rate.

Going out over one of

these roads yesterday I was
interested in noting that on each side of the
shelled part of the road and down to the edge of the
road ditch there is a beautiful sod of bluegrass. As

much

soon as one gets beyond the shelled road there is the
old deep sand in the road and no signs of grass and
;

I can remember when it was thought that grass
would not grow here. It is evident that the border
of bluegrass along the shelled roads is due to the
wash of pulverized shell from the road, which has

made limestone conditions there that are favorable to
the bluegrass, a limestone grass, and the seeds have
evidently come from wagons driving along the road,
for there has been no sowing of grass seed there.
tliere has been a great deal of interest in getting
bluegrass lawns in the town, and they are very fine,

But

too,

when one

darkies

mow

notes the character of the
the lawns, and as many of

soil.

room for some one to start the pulverizaand if they are found effective
that there would be a great use for them all

try tliere is

more attention to the imand a gi-cat trucking industry
fo

[jSTovember,

tion of these shells,
I believe

over this peninsula.
If the wash from a shell road brings about conon this sand that makes a bluegrass sod

ditions

flourish

it

will be well

who need a permanent
The growers here are
call

"wire

gi-ass,"

well suited to this

summer

pastue.

worth the attention of those
pasture.
in great dread of

for the

warm

Near

Bermuda

is

what they

here and

is

and will make a good
town I noted a paddock

soil

this

near the home of a wealthy man who is raising race
liorses, and there was as dense a sod of Bermuda as
Of course, we do not want Bercould be desired.
muda in a truck field, but I do not believe that it
seeds here to any extent and it will be easy to keep it
Then, if Texas bluegrass is mixed with
in bounds.
it there will be a winter grass that will be of value.
And for any of these grasses the pulverized sheila
will be an excellent application.
Many years ago in
Kent County, Maryland, on the point of land between the bay and Fairlee Creek there was, and
probably still is, one of the largest of the old soOver a good many acres
called Indian shell banks.
Some burnthe shells were five feet or more deep.
ing of lime had been done there, but at the time I
am writing about, the then owner of the land sold to
several of his neighbors the right to haul shells for
several years.
Most of them hauled shells, but one
man took a sand screen there and hauled only the
fine decomposed particles and spread them on his
land without burning, and it was a notable fact that
he got as good, or better, results in clover than his
neighbors who hauled and burnt the shells, and he

The

them were

allowed to mature seed, the hauling of the cut grass
along the roads has supplied the seed.
I feel sure
that if pulverized shells were used on the la\vns there
would be a much thicker sod, as the sod along the
road is very dense and heavy.

This led me to think over what has been a matter
of discussion in the West of late— the use of pulverized rock in lieu of burnt lime.
There is no
doubt that the use of this material will bring about
limestone soil conditions and will be a gTeat aid
to-

wards tlie recovery of the clover crop. The great
drawback is the larger quantity needed and in the
scarcity of labor this

is a very important matter.
the use of the pulverized rock or shells will
cure the acidity of soil as readily as the burnt
lime
is, I think, doubtful.
But I wou'ld like to throw out
the idea in regard to the shells, for in the large
accumulations in the centers of the oyster canning indus-

Whether

FIRST PRIZE SHORT HORN BULL, VIRGINIA CLASS,
VIRGINIA STATE FAIR. DR. D. M. KIPPS, OWNER.
claimed that the labor was much less than that involved in the burning of the shells and the spreading
of the lime.

All of which goes to show that the pulverized car-
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an excellent application when made The plants have lost, so to say, the ability of shifting
There is room here for investiga- for themselves. The same refers to our farm anition by the Stations, for there is no one thing about mals.
In some European countries, where hogs are kept
nvhich there has been so much difference of opinion
bonate of lime
heavy enough.

is

and its use to the farmer.
origin of the old shell banks on the ChesaThe great
peake is, to a great extent, a mystery.
bank I have mentioned is up where there are no

as about lime

The

oysters in the bay, for the water at that point is

fresh enoiigh for stock to drink, and if the Indians
left the great deposits from their feasts of generations, they must have brought them from further

down

But the shells are in almost inexamount and all along the Chesapeake are
similar banks, and the modem canning bus^iness
makes banks of shells every year larger than the
Indians made in generations. There is an abundance
of material only waiting for some one to develop
the best and most economical way to use them.
I hope that the stations will give us some thorough
BULL. VIRGINIA STATE
SWEEPSTAKES HEREFORD
FAIK. W. H. CURTICE, KENTUCKY.
•work on lime and pulverized limestone and shells.
The Rhode Island Station has done a great deal in
the bay.

haustible

the

investigation of the burnt lime question, but
very little has been done in regard to the pulverized
rock or shells, and we hope that some economical
method may be found for the use of the pulverized
material, as the only thing I fear is the labor of
hauling and spreading such a greater amount of the
pulverized material than is needed of the burnt
lime, even if as effective.
W. F. Massey.

Salisiury,

EAISIN"G

If these hogs are turned out on a
useless.
piece of land where they have to root to get the necessary food, however plentiful it may be, they do not
thrive, because they are not able to obtain it.

comes

page 787, Mr. Hershberger says: "But use
the barnyard and stable manure I can get, which
This is excellent advice, which
I advise all to do."

On

Md.

all

WHEAT FROM SEED GROWN

will be endorsed

WITHOUT COM]\rERCIAL FERTILIZERS.
Editor Southern Planter:

In

for generations in the stable, the small bone in the
nose of the hogs, which enables Ihem to root, gets
smaller from generation to generation until it be-

by every farmer and every scientist,
though the highest yield can only be obtained if commercial fertilizers are applied in conjunction with
the manure.

September edition of the Sodthekn
Plajjtee, on pages 7S6 and 787, Mr. Hershberger
informs us that seed wheat grown on unfertilized soil
gives better results on a soil not in a good state of
cultivation than seed wheat grown on fertilized soil.
This is well kno^™ and does not only refer to wheat,
the

>_

Mr. Hershberger wants to know why our
always recommend commercial fertilizers.,
best knowledge, they give
as

many farmers keep

so

scientists

To my

the preference, but
head of livestock that

manure
few

the produced quantity of manure is entirely insiifficient for maintaining the fertility of their soils,

but to other crops as well.
If a crop is grown for years on land extensively,

there remains nothing to do but to recommend commercial fertilizers to be applied in conjunction with

medium

s;reen crops.

intensively or intensively cultivated, the root

,

That phosphoric fertilizers are preferably recomthouof that land.
If the fertility of the land is increased mended for wheat on wheat soils, is based on
by better tilth, larger appliances of manure and sands of observations. Most of the heavier soils
contain a sufficient
fertilizers, thereby creating more favorable condi- clay, clay-loam, and loam soils
but seem
tions for the assimilation of food by the plants, the amount of potash for normal wheat crops,
The phosphoric
root system increases correspondingly in size and to be less rich in phosphoric acid.
The_ latter
strength.
If seed from such a crop is sown on land acid is also not as soluble as the potash.
crop in the
in a less good shape of cultivation, the plants make is brought to the roots of the growing
stationary,
gradually a poor gi-owth the first year, their root soil water, the phosphoric acid remains
system of the plant adapts

itself to

the conditions

—

system being insufficient

to

overcome the greater
on the less fertile

ficultv of assimilating food

difisoil.

The phosthe roots have to go for it (Maercker).
compounds
phoric acid also forms difficulty soluable

—
;
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with some of the soil constituents, its liberating
depending upon the activity of micro-organism and
carbon dioxyd and the combined effect of these
agents on the amount and kind of organic matter
present in the soil.
It is clear that if the necessary
amount of organic matter, which differs for different

What takes place, we do not know.
These very interesting experiments, which were made
by Professor Whitney of the Bureau of Soils showthat a number of factors of which little is known
at the present time control, to a greater or lesser
extent, plant groT^-th, and that the scant growth of a
crop cannot solely be attributed to a lack of plant
food.
Every fanaer is well aware of the fact that
a worn out soil cannot, even with the largest
fresh start.

soils, and which steadily decreases, is not maintained
by manuring or green manuring the organic matter
left in the soil in the stiibble and roots of cereal
and root crops being insufficient for this purpose
quantities

—

plish this.

mercial fertilizers necessary.

the plants

happen that the

also

fertilizers are too early or too
that they are not properly applied
that the quantity, if it is a single fertilizer, is too
large or too small.
Unfavorable physical soil con-

lately applied

;

manure

of

the agents liberating the phosphoric acid decrease
correspondingly and make the addition of phosphoric
acid in some form, preferably in the form of com-

That the recommended fertilizers do not always
give the best results lies in the still limited knowledge we have of the processes taking place in the
soil, and is sometimes also due to the inadequate
information given the scientist by the farmer in
regard to the special conditions of the soil.
It will

[Xovember,

or

fertilizers,

be

forced

into a high state of fertility in a year or two, but
it takes years of the most intensive culture to accom-

Very

If it was solely a plant food question,
would immediately respond.

interesting

are Professor Stocklasa's
generally believed that the

also

It

investigations.

is

if it is for some time
without manuring or green
often the case with wheat, is dne to

decreasing yield of a crop,

grown on

the

manuring, as

same
is

soil,

a lack of plant food.

Professor Stocklasa's investigations have shown
that the organic matter, resulting from the decomposing stubble and roots of the wheat, or, for that

—

matter, of any other cereal crop
rye, barley, oats,
bad growing weather may also mar the etc. will, irrespective of the effect on the physical
effect.
The farmer should also make allowance, as conditions, only benefit the soil if it serves as food
has already been mentioned, for the still limited for certain bacteria which inhabit manure and decomknowledge we have of the processes taking place in posing leguminoiis crops. In the absence of these

—

ditions and

the

soil.

The

bacteria, or if they are not present in sufficient quan-

conclusions

drawn by

from the tities, one-half of the organic matter undergoes an
results of scientific investigations are based on our acid decomposition.
If these acids are not neutralpresent knowledge, but that does not say that they ized
by combining with some soil constituents, they
are absolutely correct.
The scientists explain the may accumulate to such an extent that they become
obtained results as best they can, but that does not hannful to the crop.
This accumulation of acids
say that with better methods of investigation may explain
the soil-restoring effects of liming folimproved apparatus and more sensitve reagents than lowed by manure or a leg\iminous crop.
scientists

we

possess at the present time, different conclusions
These few examples will show Mr. Hershberger
would not be reached. For instance, if we take how complicated the processes are which take place
twenty pounds of soil, divide this into two lots,
in the soil, and how difficiilt it is for a scientist,
fill these in pots,
and add to the soil in one pot if he does not possess the most intimate knowledge
one gram (1-500 part of a pound) of phosphoric acid, of
the soil in question, to advise the proper remedy.
no chemist can, at the present time, tell the differ- They also show
that our present plant food theory
ence between the two soils (Wagner), yet the plants
will soon have to undergo a change, however painful
show it plainly.
How this insignificant quantity it will be for most of us to part with old cherished
of phosphoric acid affects the plants, if it is assimiideas.
H. Wixkel^iax.
lated by the plants or by bacteria, and through their
District of Cohtmhia.

greater activity the better results are obtained, is not
at the present time. Again, if we take soil from
an excavation, pour water over it, let it stand a day

known
or so
in

FEED

and draw the liquid

but if
will grow.
it,

we

boil

it

i:\IPROYIXG

off, plants will not grow
for only one minute, the plants Editor Southerji Planter:

What is made harmless in the solution
not know.
Again, if we grow plants in a socalled nutrient solution, a made solution cotaining
the food plants require, the plants soon show signs of
distress.
A small quantity of lamp black ^which is
insoluble
added to the solution, gives the plants a
we do

—

PROBUCTIO:^ AXD
LAND.

—

In view of the fact that one of the urgent needs
tlie one and two-horse farmers of the South is
sufficient feed raised at home with the least possible
cost of commercial fertilizer, and least impoverishment of the land by the ])roducing of this feed, I
wish to offer a suggpstirn which, if followed, I believe
of
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at $-i.oO per barrrel, would amount to $13.50 for the
com, and the corn and stover combined would
The inherited custom of the Southern farmer of amount to $22.50 per acre. I don't know the exact
planting land in corn that will not produce any more figures that would correctly represent the cost of
than ten, fifteen or twenty bushels per acre, results producing an acre of such feed, but suppose it be

will prove

more

profitable than the present practice

for which I would substitute

it.

when viewed

in the most charitable light, in barely $5, there is only $17.50 profit for woi-king the land,
a jjleasant one at its best.
and I think that $5, representing the cost, is entirely
It seems to me that the millions of acres in the too small.
The following year this land is generally
South, of the above producing capacity, could be left to grow up in weeds and develop washes, oi

a living,

and not

worked more remuneratively by seeding to some good
winter oat in the fall and fallowing the stubble in the
spring or summer, following this by a cultivated crop
of cow peas, following the cow peas with crimson
clover in the fall and the following spring the clover
could be followed with cotton or cane.
N'ow, it is very well known that the eternal cry of
the farmer is, that there is no crop in which he can
cultivate his land that will pay as well as com (I
am speaking in regard to cultivating for feed), and
I expect he is somewhat correct when the land pro
duces something like fifty or a hundred bushels per
acre, but I wish to be understood as speaking en
tirely in regard to the land that produces no more
than twenty-five or thirty biishels per acre.
So, realizing that a man is not going to accept a plan, provided he is a thinking man, in rejection of a lifelong plan, until he has compared the two, I wish to
roughly compare the market or commercial value of
each plan separately, by approximating the value of
each crop and its cost.
I say "approximate" the
values, as I have no statistics that could be given in
assessing the valuation of these crops.
I would ask that you permit me to compare the
results at the end of two years, as that time is required for producing the crops I advocate.
The present plan of putting in corn on land of
the 15-bushel producing capacity requires that the

rented to some tenant to plough it about three or
The third
four inches deep the entire summer.
year it is virtually worthless as far as producing a
remunerative crop is concerned.
If this land is
rented it goes for about three dollars. Thus you see
in the two years the farmer gets $20.50 from the
land.

Suppose, on the other hand, it is broken in the
and seeded to oats and vetch. Working one
week in the fall and two or three days in the spring
will make and save this crop.
I am allowing thfe
very greatest time that could be used to this crop.
Of course, it is supposed that a mowing machine
will be used in saving it, but in the com a shredder
was allowed for, this crop to be followed with cow
peas, both crops saved during the same year. Allowing the cost of production and saving both crops to
be $10, and valuing both at $30, there will be a profit
of $20.
Follow the cow peas with clover, followed
in the succeeding spring by corn or cotton, when,
with an application of 200 pounds of a balanced fertilizer the land can be relied upon to produce a bale
of cotton per acre.
Following the other plan you
get $20.50 profit per acre for two years, or $10.25
"
In this plan you get $20 for one year
per year.
and at least $25 the following year, tk>taling $45
and with the land in an improved condition.
I suppose, Mr. Editor, you do not understand why
farmer commence cultivation in the early spring, I use the one and two-horse farmer in this comand he is required to give it attention at least every parison. My reason for doing so is because wherever
ten days until its maturity, which requires some- rlicre are three and five-horse farms there is generally
thing like from March to the middle of July; then enough manure made to produce twenty-five to thirtyit must be saved, and if the old custom of pulling five bushels of com per acre, and with team and
fodder is carried out the expense is made at least machinery crops can be made and saved easier and
one-third more.
In order to get the greatest feed cheaper than with hand labor.
value out of the crop the entire plant should be run
Of course, there are many advantages and disthrough a cutter or shredder of some style; and advantages that could be pointed out in both plans
here I wish to say that very few of these cutters and that I have omitted.
It is not too late to plant an
shredders are found on the one and two-horse farms acre as an experiment, even if not done until the
of the South so the conclusion is, that the corn and middle of ISTovember or next spring.
fodder only are
fed from the land in the oldCould not Mr. Rene de Milhau give us some
fashioned way without the stalk, thus reducing the figures on the above crops ? Can assure him that his
valuation of the feed that could be saved from the letters and statistics on the leguminous crops have
land.
But suppose the entire stalk is saved and revolutionized many sections in which The
shredded.
I think the stover is valued as rejire- SouTHEEN Plaj^tee goes.
H. C. Coleman.
senting about 40 per cent, of the entire valuation of
Warren Co., N. C.
the plant.
Then 60 per cent, representing the value
We deeply regret to say that ilr. de Milhau died
of the corn itself, and fifteen bushels per acre, valued in the early part of this month. We and our readers
;

fall
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will greatly iiiiss his excellent advice and cogent and
forceful advocacy of improved methods.
Ed.

NOTES ON THE OCTOBER

ISSUE.

Editor Southern Planter:
Years ago I was of the opinion that Bernuida
grass never made any seed in this climate, but a few
years ago a farmer in Westmoreland county doubted
this and gathered some seed and sowed it and sent

me some
that

it

of the seedlings.

seeds very

hardly at

The

all.

But

the fact

still

remains

and, in the upper country,
opinion of farmers in regard to

little

this grass varies with their locality.

On

[November,

But by covering and blanching,

the heads are about
white as cabbages.
Another selection that is
needed is to get the plants of a more dwarf character,
for they are generally too long-legged.
There is
room here for some of the Station hortculturists to
make a name in the development of an improved type
as

of collard.

But

there

is

no doubt that good

late cabbages

can

be grown in the South by proper treatment.
The
seed should not be sown till August, and in the seed
bed should never be allowed to suffer from lack of
With good, strong plants, set in moist and
water.

rich soil in September or early October and pushed
along with abundant fertilization and cultivation, I
have grown as fine late cabbages in the warmer jjarts
of North Carolina as are grown anywhere, the plants
it for summer pasturage, and I have never seen any
heading in early December, which is as early as it is
ill effects from the eating of the grass
by any animal. practicable to head them in the South.
corresSome years ago, I met a man from the blue grass pondent in Louisiana once wrote me that he sucsection of Kentucky at Macon, Georgia.
He was on ceeded finely witli winter cabbages when grown in
his way to Florida to start a stock ranch with Ber- this way and never allowed
to get stunted.
But any
muda, and said that it teat blue grass out of sight. effort in the warmer parts of the South to grow cabThere is no doubt that it makes a better summer past- bages from plants carried through the summer will
ure ithan blue gi-ass, for in weather that burns the fail, though in the cool mountain country they grow
blue grass brown the Bermuda is in its glory, for it them
to head in September, and have a good market
loves heat and sunshine.
Even when brown in win- for them in the Southern Gulf States.
ter, the running stems can be dug and fed to sheep,
and they will thrive on them.
Dual Purpose Cows.

the north-

ern limit of its growtli, it is far less valuable than
further South but from southeastern North Carolina
southward, there is no gi-ass that can compare with
;

A

Dodder.

Whenever a sjwt of this yellow vine shows on
a clover or alfalfa field, get at once a bunch of dry
straw and put it on top of the spot and set fire to
This is the only way to destroy it, for it seeds

it.

so freely that cutting

it

off is apt bo scatter the seed.

Collanb
'I

here

is

no doubt that there

improvement

in the collard.

is

great

room

for

The Shorthorns and Red Polls mentioned in the
Octoter issue have developed dairy characteristics,
and, if continued in that line, will become purely
To the extent
dairy cows, and not dual purpose.
that a cow developes dairy characteristics, to that
extent she becomes a poorer beef animal, and will
ncquire the habit of laying her fat inside and not on
Such
the loins, where the beef man wants it.
The two
animals will never top the beef market.
characters are too diverse to be combined in the same

seems to be the survival of the fittest and best adapted of nil the late
cabbage family to Southern conditions, and will grow
in poorer soil than late cabbages will.
But, as Mr.
Hunnieutt says, it is all the better for liberal manuring.
While the collard is hardy enough to stand out
all winter from North Carolina south, it is all the
better for winter protection.
Bend the plant down
with the heads toward the North and pile earth over
the stem and lower part of the head, and the head
will blanch finely and be of better eating quality.
A
well blanched crilLird is not poor eating by any means.
Then, by careful seed selection, it will be possible to
have it make heads almost as solid as cabbage.
T
turn the head to tlie North so that the winter sun
ClIAAiriON- TWO-YEAU-OLD GRASS-FAT STEERS
will not shine on it when frozen.
Mr. nunnicutt
GINIA STATE FAIR. HON. H. C. STUART.
is mistaken in saying that it never heads.
I have
had fairly good attempts to make heads and I believe animal at the same time. Size in a cow is not the
that it can l)e im])roved so as to uniformly head. only thing needed for beef.
The Holstein-Friesians
It

!
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I do not know Mr. Carpenter or his occupation,
have size enough, but they are so completely developed for milk production that they cannot make the but I must say I think he is the most biased man I
From the tone of his writing one
finest beef, and any breed that is selected and bred ever read after.
for its milk production will inevitably become a would naturally suppose he was a promoter or stock-

poorer beef animal.

While the Commissioner and the Board of Agriculture are quarrelling, the farmers of Virginia are payIs
ing the fertilizer tax, and getting nothing for it.
it

not about time for the farmers to have their say
Poor Virginia
?
W. F. Masset.

in the matter

WHEAT AND COMMERCIAL

FEETILIZER.

Ediior Southern Planter:

As I had not threshed my wheat crop of this year's
when I gave you some of my experience in
the September issue of The Planter, I will now
harvest

the yield.
I threshed from unfertilized
ground and seed between twenty-four and twenty-five FIRST PRIZE VIRGINIA CLASS. SECOND PRIZE OPEN
bushels to the acre, that weighed sixty-one pounds
CLASS, SIX-MONTHS BERKSHIRE BOAR.
E. P. SOMMERS.
to the bushel, struck measure as it came from the

report

machine, and, of course, more after it was recleaned
and screened. The machine man who did my threshing says that it is the finest yield he has threshed
this season, and he has been all over the neighborhood and over a good part of the county.
I will say further, that this was not a good wheat
year in this section, as there are many farmers here
who usually make larger crops than this, as I do
myself.
I write this to support the claim I made
that I can raise as much wheat without the use of
commercial fertilizer as I (or my neighbor) can
with it, provided we have good fertile ground.
Headers, you all know that I did not advocate in
my first article sowing wheat on thin or poor land
without commercial fertilizer.
I refer you to the
September issue of The Planter, where I said as
plain as printer's ink could piit it on paper, that I
did not recommend this way of seeding on very poor
land, hut on land that would produce forty or fifty
bushels of corn to the acre you were jserfectly safe
in sowing wheat the old way without commercial
fertilizer.
Land that will produce that yield of
com is not considered very poor land in this commimity.
Mr. P. B. Carpenter claims the lands are not as
fertile as they were in our fathers' and grandfathers'
day, which may be true, taken as a whole.
But
farmers all know they have some as good land as it
was fifty or sixty years ago before this phosphate

—

"Don't cry,
holder in some big fertilizer concern.
Buddie," there will be plenty of customers to buy
your "sweet scented" goods yet. He even goes so far
as to charge me with sowing screenings, when he
knows, as his own argument shoius, there are no
screenings in seed raised with commercial fertilizer;
and he also knows no sensible man would sow screenings.
He again thinks I have been misled, which
I will acknowledge I was misled hadly, and
is true.
by his own argument, years ago.
One of our local agents said that if I could grow
such crops without fertilizer if I would sow 300
pounds of his high-grade wheat grower I would just
Well, I just did as he said on an
beat the record.
eight-acre piece of the thinnest land I have and
threshed twenty bushels of very inferior wheat to
the acre, which only weighed fifty-seven pounds to
I turned the stubble on that same eight
the bushel.
acres after harvest and sowed unfertilized seed on
the same without one bit of commercial fertilizer of
any kind and very little manure, and the results
were I cut and threshed thiHy bushels of wheat that
weighed sixty-two pounds, struck measure from machine, to the acre,

were

and the seasons and crops generally
Misled

identically the same.

!

Yes,

badly

that time.

I

tell

you, gentlemen, there

is

nothing like practi-

I have no axe to grind, have not
business was ever dreamed of in this country. Why asked a single farmer to sow wheat my way, but
is it that good, rich parts of these farms will not pro- tell what little I have learned by following the plow,
duce wheat now as they did then is the question under drill and rimning the harvesting machines for about
discussion.

by

There

is

only one true

test,

and that

is

practical experiments in plats of land, side by

side,

with the different seeds spoken of before.

cal experience.

thirty years,

thing in the
I now bid

which I

way of
all a

thinlv

should count for some-

experience.

kind adieu

till

next harvest, hoping
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everybody
tilized

may

have bountiful crops from both

and unfertilized

Page

fer-

'

Co.,

but the rest of
by Octobet of that year, there seemed to be about as mucK
wire grass on the five acres as there was before.
About eight years ago I began to grow cow peas
in regular rotation; com, peas, wheat, a three-year
a

good crop of corn on the

the field

seed.

A. B. Heeshbekgee.

ALFALFA IX CONNECTICUT.

[November^

was not a

five acres,

success, and, moreover,

Editor Southern Planter:

That field has come into peas and wheat
rotation.
fourth crop of alfalfa of 1907. twice, and now the wire grass is hardly in evidence
On the 18th of June last my first crop from three at all. I think when it comes into peas again, the
and a half acres, second crop July 11th, third crop wire grass will be a memory only.
August 10th, the foui-th crop September 17th. Less
I would suggest to Mr. C., if he wants to make
than four inches of water had fallen during the a sure, quick job of extermination, that he plough
growth of the three last crops. Since the fourth his land deeply, and next May sow one to one and
crop was cut there has been plenty of water. The a half bushels of cow peas to the acre, aud drill in
It witli them 300 pounds per acre of a mixture of acid
fourth crop was in the bam September 21st.
is now the 26th of September, the fifth crop is fully phosphate and muriate of potash (nine bags of acid

Here

conies

my

The field was seeded June 3d,
1905, two crops first year, four crops next, this year
up to date four cropSj the fifth is growing.
I have gone over the field every time immediately
after the crop was removed in two directions with
my Double Action Harrow set at light angle, except
that for this last crop I set the harrow at a stronger
Have
angle and went over it in three directions.
60%vn a little more alfalfa seed every time and with
eight inches high.

phosphate to one bag of potash) follow this with
rye, after cutting the peas for hay and ploughing
deeply again, then give the land the same treatment
the following spring, sowing peas and fertilizer. Cut
the peas again for hay; plough and seed to wheat
with the same fertilizer, and, if the season is favorable, he will get a paying crop of wheat, and the
;

wire grass will be gone.
Spottsylvania Co., Va.

S. G. Howison'.
the harrowing have made a more perfect Btand.
I used decomposed yard manure for the first three
crops this year, but I found that when decomposed SALE OF PURE-BRED CATTLE
yard manure is put on the field immediately after
AT BLACKSBURG, VA.
cutting the crop I cannot harrow enough to get best
would again remind our readers of the sale
We
results, that is, when it is dry, so that after cutting
of stock at Blacksbiirg, Va., advertised in our last
this last crop I used bone and muriate of potash
and this issue issue. The Berkshire hogs, numberin equal parts.
It is doing well, in fact, the field is
ing forty, will be sold in the morning before luncheon.
in the best condition since sown in 1905.
The more
The cattle, to be sold after lunch, will consist of about
I cultivate the better it grows.
I expect this fifth
fifteen head of Holsteins, fifteen Jerseys and twelve
crop will be the largest of the season.

AND HOGS

Higganum, Conn.

Geoege M. Claek.

BERIMUDA GRASS.
Editor Southern Planter:

Your correspondent, W. C. Coleman, Warren counN. C, holds very strong opinions in regard to Ber-

ty,

muda

or wire grass, most of which have very good
foundation, as any one who has had any experience
with the grass must admit, but there is a way to do
everything, and there is a way to conquer this most
persistent grass on cultivated lands.

Some

years ago I endeavored to clean a twenty
I ploughed in the fall with
three horses, and next spring began to work with
acre field of wire grass.

FIRST PRIZE yORKSHIUE BOAR. MORVEN PARK.
harrows and horse rake. As fast as the
cultivators and harows brought the grass to the top, Shorthorns.
The whole lot are finely bred, attractI raked it up and hauled it off the fi,ld and burnt ive animals,
and should command ready sale.
it.
T took twenty wagon loads from five acres.
By Remember that you will be able to put your own
that time it was evident that I had "bit off more prices on them, and do not fail to be on hand promptthan I could chaw." The tillage enabled me to make ly to secure what you desire.
cultivators,
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.
WOEK EOE THE MONTH.
The completion
storing

of

all

'of

crops

much as possible.
on this subject.

the harvesting, gathering and

should

In our

now be hastened as
we gave advice

from the stalks. Cover the stalks up
and later, when severe weather comes

to the leaves

on, cover the

leaves with straw to keep out the frost.

last issue

Asparagus beds should have the old stalks cut ofi
and all weeds and trash removed, and then be covered
As the laud is cleared of the crops, rake up and with a heavy dressing of fai-m yard manure, to which
This vegetable matter may be added, with advantage, some acid phosphate
iburn all weeds and trash.
would make humus if ploughed into the soil, but and potash.
there is risk of infecting the land with fungoid disStrawberries may be set out all through the month.
•eases and of protecting and preserving the eggs and
pupa of insects, and as these are so destructive to Do not set so deeply as to cover the crowns, but
vegetable and fruit crops, it is well to avoid the make the newly set plants fiim in the soil by treadThe supply of humus ing on them as planted, and then few will be lost
risk by burning the waste.
Set in rows
for the soil can be more safely provided by sowing by being heaved out by the frost.
a mixture of crimson clover, hairy vetch and wheat, 2 feet 6 inches, or 3 feet apart, and 12 to 15 inches
Whilst it is late for sowing crimson apart in the rows. Acid phosiDhate and potash may
oats and rye.
clover, yet, upon a good garden soil, it will germi- be applied liberally, say, 500 or 600 pounds of the
nate quickly and the grain will protect it, and, unless phosphate and 200 pounds of the muriate of potash
Vetches to the acre, with plenty of farm yard manure, well
•the winter is severe, much of it will stand.
Do not apply quick-acting,
are rarely killed by the winters of the South. Plough worked into the soil.
the land deeply and give a dressing of lime at the nitrogenous fertilizers, until spring, after growth
Land which has grown Irish or sweet
Tate of one ton to the acre and harrow in before sow- commences.
Nearly all gardens and truck potatoes or cow peas is a good place to plant strawing the cover crop.
need lime every year or two, as the soil has berries.
to become acid from the quantity of vege^Yhere cow peas have been sown in the orchard
table matter necessarily applied to keep them in friand allowed to die down, or where they have been
able condition.
CTit for hay, sow a mixture of wheat, rye and oats and
Kale and spinach may yet be sown, though it is a few pounds of crimson clover or vetch seed. Sown
getting late for this work and no time should be among the dead vines, these will shade the seeding
lost.
Unless the winter be very severe, the crops and most of it will germinate and stand and take care
of the nitrogen in the soil for enxt year's growth.
will make a stand.
Where the vines have been cut, harrow the seeding
Cabbages may be set out for the spring crop in all in lightlv.
the eastern and middle sections of this State and
The pruning of raspberry, blackberry and dewNorth and South Carolina. The plants should not
Cut out the old
"be encouraged to make gro^vth by the iise of nitro- berry canes sliould have attention.
All raspben-y canes and thin the new canes and stake
•genous manures or fertilizers at this season.
Shorten back the long, trailing blackthat should be aimed at is for the plants to take and tie up.
Use beiTv and dewberry canes, and cut out all old dead
Jiold of the soil and begin to make root growth.
wood.
the mineral fertilizers acid phosphate and potash
•liberally.
Lay off the rows east and west, throw up
ONION GROWING.
a slight ridge, and set the plants on the south side
of the ridge, which will protect them from the cold Editor Southern Planter:
friend in Virginia, living in the southern part
winds of the North and West.
of the upper Piedmont country, writes that he is
Celery should now l^e earthed up to blanch it. glad to see that I am writing for the Southern
Take a soft string and "^\Tap it around each plant Planter again and asks for information in regard to
to hold the stalks together and keep out the soil, his onion crop.
"I am planting Pearl onion sets
then bank the soil closely to the stalks on each side and Prizetaker seed (October 9th) on a piece of
Do land that has been gardened for fifty years or more.
and pack between the plants with the hand.
not make the banks too steep, or they will settle away For last two or three years has been heavily manured
fields

a tendency

—

A
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with glass sashes, in January or February, in rows.
These are gradually hardened of in early spring,
and in North Carolina I transplanted them in late
February, while in your section late March will be
They transplant very easily and the
early enough.
labor is no more if as much as the thinning from seed
sown outside. Grown in this way, the Prizetaker will
make immense onions, but must be disposed of early,
I grew in North Carolina a
as it is a poor keeper.
great many onions from spring sown seeds, and found
that good crops of all may be gro^vn from the seed
the same season, provided the sowing is early enough.
I also tested the keeping qualities of the different
None of the Italian or Spanish onions are
varieties.
some help to others.
If the sets were planted for the purpose of growing good keepers, though they are earlier than the AmeriThe best keeper of all onions from seed is
a crop of ripe onions, I fear that you will be disap- can sorts.
pointed, especially if the Pearl sets are the western- the New Opal; but for quality and saleable appeargrown sets. It has been found that onion sets grown ance, the White Globe Southport is the best, and is
The Yellow Globe Southport is
in the West will not make good onions this side of also a good keeper.
the Blue Ridge, but are inclined to run to scallions also a good keeper, and also the Eed Wethersfield.
or thick necks.
I never iise sets for fall planting, Seed of these American varieties, sown in spring as
except for green bunching onions, unless it be the early as the soil can be gotten into good order, will
Potato onion, which must be planted in the fall, for make better crops of ripe onions than any sets that
I know that better and better keeping onions can be cxin be planted, and, as I have said, I use sets only
grown from the seed sown in early spring. The best for green spring onions for bunching. The Potato
onion I have ever used for fall planting is an onion onions, planted in fall, will also give good crops for
similar in appearance to the Pearl, but sold by bunching and the larger ones can be left to ripen,
George Tait i Sons, of Norfolk, under the name of and can be put in market early and will bring a good
Queen. But it is not the Early Queen of the North- price. Fall planted sets of the ordinary onions like

This fall I put on
with horse and catte inauurc.
1,000 pounds per acre of bone and blood meal, analyzing 23 per cent, of phosphoric acid and 4 1-2 per cent,
Wliat and when should I apply anyof ammonia.
thing else to balance the fertility and make a maximimi, profitable crop of onions? I grow snap beans
largely for canning.
I notice the roots are literally
covered with hundreds of nodules the size of a pea,
Do they
just like the nodules on the cow pea roots.
fertilize the land equal to the peas i"
The query coming late, I have sent our friend a
personal reply, and, though late to talk now about
onions, I think it will keep, and may still be of

I

ern catalogues, and

Of

these, I

is

a far better and larger onion.
my own sets, sowing the seed

have grown

very thickly in rows, 50 pounds of seed per acre,
on soil of moderate fertility, but not manured, in
These are pulled in August and cured
early May.
with the tops on till wanted for planting. In fact,
I have found that any onion will keep better if cured
with the tops on and kept in that way until wanted
The land you have planted in
for use or sale.
onions has been manured heavily with stable manure
and now has had a heavy dressing of phosphoric acid
and nitrogen. This will, I fear, intensify the tendI have found that in any light
ency to thick necks.
soil suited to onions an application of soluble potash
In fact, neither phosphoric
is an important thing.
acid nor potash will have its due effect alone, for
they work togetlier more than any other of the plant
foods, and each is necessary to the work of the other,
the potash encouraging starch making and the phosphoric acid the transfer of starch to points where
Therefore, I would at once add a dressing
needed.
of 200 pounds per acre of the muriate of potash and
work it in well along the rows.
I fear, too, that the Prizetaker seed, sown in the
fall, may be found rather tender for winter, but I
have never used them in this way, and may bo misThe best way I have ever grown the Prizetaken.
taker is by sowing the seed in a cold frame, covered

the Pearl will run to seed and

become worthless.

At

my

experience with them, for when an
onion runs to seed, the bulb becomes hollow.
Another thing in regard to the onion crop. It
needs the cleanest of cultivation, and will do better
kept on same land year after year, if followed by a

least that is

cow peas to keep up the humiis conand only commercial feritlizers are
\ised to prevent weed introduction with stable manure.
It is one of the crops that should be kept annually
on the same land, and will improve thereby. For
the earliest market crop, sow seeds of the Bermuda
These, too, must be disonion very early in spring.
For pickposed of at once, as they do not keep well.
ling onions for fall use, sow seed of Tait's Queen
thinly in late May, and they will make onions rather
There
large for sets, but jus| the size for pickling.
is a white Potato onion that is very prolific and the
legume crop

like

tent in the soil,

best keeper of
size,

but

is fine

grow

to

a large

for green onions in spring,

and the

all.

It does not

keep anywhere.
I have kept them all winheap on the bam floor, where the door was
generally open all day, and never foimd a decayed
I kept some once over to the second season
onion.
by accident, and they were still sound, and were
sets will
ter in a

planted.
I believe they will make the best of all
onions for green bunching, as they are very prolific,
increasing at the root like the yellow Potato onion,

;
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not a very good keeper.
In curing onions,
them up and let them remain in the sun till
danger from rain is past to get well wilted. I then
spread them out with the tops still on in the hottest
place I can find.
Up under a roof in a loft is the
When well cured, they are removed to a
bestplace.
cool, dark place, and left with the tops still on till
wanted to use or sell. Slight freezing does no harm,
provided they are not handled when fVozen.
Leaving
the dry toj^s on makes them lie lighter and keeps
them from packing together and heating.
Beans that make plenty of nodules will fix nitrogen in the soil as well as any, and if the pods are
gathered and the dry tops ploughed under, they will
improve the soil as fast as any legume.
W. F. Masset.

which

is

I take
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Prof. J. L. Phillips,
growers have to contend witli.
the State Entomologist of Virginia, read a most interesting paper on the History and Development of the
Commercial Orchard Industry in Virginia. We had
hoped to publish extracts from this paper in this
issue, but the demands upon our space in connection
with the State Fair have precluded this.
We will,
The proceedings of the
however, publish this later.
meeting, with full reports of all the addresses and
papers, can be had bv parties interested becoming

members of the

Society.

The

fee for

membership

$2.00 per year, and should be sent to Prof. L. R.
Taft, Agricultural College, Michigan, who will in
All fruit growers
return send copy of the report.
should be members of this Society, as it has done, and
is

is

doing, a great

work for

the advancement and pro-

tection of the fruit industry of the country.

THE VIRGINIA STATE HORTICULTURAL
POLYTECHNIC

VIRGINIA

SOCIETY.

INSTITUTE.

(Aeicultueal & Mechanicai. College.)

The annual meeting

of the Virginia State Horticultural Society will be held in the County Assem-

Special Notice to Fanners.

The new President of this College, Dr. Bari'inger,
Hall, Staunton, Va., on December 4th and 5th
The sessions will be called to order promptly writes us just as we go to press that he has decided to
next.
at 10 A. M., 2 :.30 and 8 P. M. each day.
The meet- have a Short Winter Course of instruction for farmings will be open to all parties interested.
most ers during December. This course will extend over
bly-

A

Presi- three weeks, one of which will be devoted to Theory
dent (Hon. G. E. Murrell) will deliver his annual covering the Elements of Agricultural Chemistry,
This will
address at the opening meeting, and will be followed Soil. Physics, Bacteriological Work, etc.
by Dr. J. B. Emmerson on How to Increase the Use- be followed by a two weeks' course of Demonstration
fulness of the Society Strawberry and Peach Grow- along the lines of Animal Husbandry, Dairying,
Especial attening in Virginia, by J. W. Woolen Control of Apple Horticulture and General Farming.
Diseases and Treatment for Brown Rot in Peaches, tion will be given to the subject of Stock Judging,
W. M. Scott; How to Make Orchard Land Worth Milk Handling, Cheese Making, and other dairy
from $500 to $5,000 per acre, by Dr. S. A. Robin- lines. There will also be a course in Animal and
The only expense involved by
son Modern Appliances for Facilitating Spraying, Vegetable Parasites.
by Professor Scott Comments About Orchard Losa- a person taking advantage of this short course will

attractive

programme has been prepared.

The

;

;

;

;

and Apple Varieties, by Professor Gould
Better ifethcds of Packing Apples, by Hon. S. L.
Lupton numerous other live topics of interest to
fruit gi'owers will be discussed by experts, and the
Question Box will be the means of eliciting informaThere is expected to
tion which may be desired.
be a fine exhibit of fruit, competing for the premiums
All
of which we published a list in our last issue.
fruit growers in the State should join this Society.
The membership fee is only $1.00 per year, and this
entitles the members to a copy of the Society's report
and other publications. For fuller particulars and
tions

;

programme of

the

meeting,

write

the

Secretary,

Walter Whateley, Crozet, Va.

THE AMERICAN PO:\rOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
This Society held its annual meeting at the Jamestown Exposition in September, and the same was
attended bv the leading fruit growers and authorities
Interesting
upon fruit growing of the country.
papers were read and discussions had iipon topics
affecting fruit production and the troubles which

lodging, heat,
he for board for three weeks, $10
The instruction and help
lights and laundry, $4.50.
of the College authorities and facilities will be absoare delighted to know that the
lutely free.
College, under Dr. Barringer's inspiration, has taken
;

We

up this subject and given to farmers of the State,
both young and old for all will be admitted who
may apply up to the limit of one hundred, which is
all for whom accommodations can be found without

—

—

the
as to educational qualification
opportunity of learning the ground work of their
calling and seeing special lines of work demonstrated
on the farm and in the barns. We beg that our farmers will avail themselves of this opportunity and see
The knowledge to
also that their sons are on hand.
be gained will be worth himdreds of dollars to them,
whilst the cost will only be $14.50 and the railroad
and that somefares as near getting something
thing very valuable for nothing as will ever happen.
Write Dr. Barringer, V. P. I., Blacgsburg, Va., at
once, to reserve a place for you and those going with

any question

—

you.

—
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Live Stock and Dairy.
PURE-BRED

"VS.

SCRUB STOCK AS

FEEDERS.

hay, corn fodder, com and oats, with the addition
of wheat bran in the absence of protein-bearing hay,
and perhaps a few roots (turnips and stock beets)
half-breeds were fed
in the absence of silage.

Editor Soulliern Planter:
My
Rcfcrriug to coinjiarative profits from feeding
pure-bred and scrub calves for beef production, as only one to two quarts of grain (usually cracked corn
suggested by ''Retrac" in September Plaxtek, prob- and wheat bran) twice per day in winter, according
I let these calves come in late winably most general farmers would prefer an inter- to age and size.
fairly good cow, with good
mediate course as better adapted to tbeir circum- ter and early spring.
With many, the roughage and a little or no grain, will give milk
stances and existing conditions.
pucliase of a full berd of ])ure-brcd females would be enough to keep the young calf growing well imtil he
neitlier practicable nor desirable until the experience can supplement his ration with grass, especially if a
which comes of handling such stock is acquired, but lot of crimson clover and rye or some. similar early
I can hardly imaginp a farmer so situated that he can- crop has been provided for this purpose until the
We can then remove
not secure the service of a pure-bred bull of the best regular grass crop comes in.
beef type, either by individual or joint j)urchase, or stock from this early pasture and secure a crop of
the payment of a service fee.
I have heard many earlv hay, removing this in time for a suimner crop.
farmers say they did not keep enough cows to justify Tliese calves lived well on their dam and pasture
lie first summer, I had then to feed them only one
the purchase of a registered bull, and so continued to
This I could afford to do well,
This may be true in many cases, winter as calves.
breed to a scrub.
but where the bull is owned jointly by several farm- since being only calves and their rumen not yet much
ers, each would have few cows indeed if the differ- -distended, they could not eat a great deal at most
ence in price of their half-bred and scrub calves did After they had been in pasture a week or so, their
grain ration was gTadually reduced and totally disnot pay every year their part of investment in bull.
The characteristics of the leading beef breeds have continued late in May (in Piedmont, Va.). The
been so strongly fixed by a long line of pure-bred rest of the season they took care of themselves on
ancestry as to make the bulls remarkably prepotent, pasture, feeding some grain in fall would doubtless
enabling them to transmit their desirable characteris- liave paid. At the close of the pasture season in Notics to their offsprings even out of common cows, vember, they were sold on an exceptionally low marand giving us a half-breed with many good qualities ket at 4 3-4 cents per pound on the farm (scrub cattle
bringing 3-4 to 1 cents less per pound), weighing
of a full-blood.
In my experience along this line, by crossing a 050 to 1,110 pounds. To-day they would bring close
registered Angus bull on comuion and grade cows, I to 25 per cent. more.
^^ot many years ago I thought a 1,000-pound yearlhave proven to my satisfaction here in Virginia that
at a very conservative estimate it is entirely practi- ing existed only on paper.
I have since seen 1,100In raising
cable to raise long yearlings weighing from 900 to pound ones existing on Virginia hills.
1,100 pounds that will bring about $50 per head grade cattle, I have noticed that the nearer full-blood
on the average open market, and this, too, with such they were, the better returns they gave.
pea liay, clover
feed as the average farmer can raise

A

I

—
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Western Experiment Station put two calves on becoming very critical and is not slow to recognize
rather forced feeding to ascertain the comparative and appreciate these points of diflference.
profit on a scrub and a well bred one.
The one was
A quotation from the Chicago Drovers Journal
a mongrel containing some Jersey and Holstein may not be amiss here: "An ordinary steer of bad
blood; the other, what might be called a full-blood color, coarse hair, high on the back and slim at both
cross
that is, a cross between two pure beef breeds
ends, can and will eat as much good hay and grain

—

—

I think, the Shorthorn and Angus. They were simi- as one that is straight and bred right. The poor one
larly fed until three and a half years old and put in may, by good luck, make half or two-thirds the

PRIZE-WINNING GUBRNSEYSK VIRGINIA STATE FAIR.

McK.

J.

MBRRYMAN, MARYLAND.

The mongrel, having considerable Hol- grovrth of the well bred one, but his growth, nine
him size, took on as many pounds times out of a dozen, will be in the wrong direction.
in the end as the cross breed, and had the experiment He has a tendency to make g]*owth in the legs or by
ended here, we might have drawn the erroneous con- increasing his girth around the middle without fill-

good

fiinsh.

stein blood to give

ing out the ends.
When he comes to market a candidate for the butcher's block, he will then disappoint
his owner more than the nine months or a year that
retailed for $32 more than the scrub besides, he was he has been eating plenty of feed without getting into
ready for the block at any stage of the feeding shape that was pleasing to the eye of the feeder. He
period, while the scrub had to be kept until he had sells at 75 cents to $1.00 per hundred pounds below
practically finished his growth before taking on the the price paid for the good grade steer that is straight

clusion that the feeding of the two was equally profitable, but it was carried on through the butcher's test
to the consimier, where the better bred animal
;

The experiment

showed that on the back and has put

and growth in the
looking for the builoek
that will show the greatest percentage of good meat,
and he knows one when he sees him. He has the finin itself is certainly a very important point involv- ished animal before him.
ing a year's feeding and justifying the purchase of
It is a dilRcult matter to look into the future of
the quickest maturing type of beef sire to be had. the life of a young steer and tell just where he will

requisite finish.

also

there was more net profit in the better bred steer
at two years old than at three and a half, and he had
This
to be fed a year longer, waiting for the scrub.

right places.

I have known butchers to pay from $1.00 to $2.00
per hundred pounds more for well bred steers than for
scrubs weighing the same and carrying about the
same flesh. Why is it that the Chicago market is a
cent or two per pound higher than our eastern
markets ?
It is a matter of record that pure-bred Angus steers
have dressed 76.75 per cent, of li^'e weight. I think
butchers claim to get little over 50 per cent from

landj but there are

common

cattle.

In the above experiment, the steer with good beef
blood was well developed in the region of porterhouse
steak and prime roasts, retailing at 25 cents per
pound while the mongrel was well lined with a thick
;

layer of four-cent tallow.

The

up-to-date butcher

is

his weight

The butcher

is

many who can come very close
be added that these men do not take
many long chances by selecting a steer that has his
back up about something with the hope that he will
turn oiit straight and broad enough to bring a good

to

it,

and

it

may

when he comes

to market.
The cheap feeder
most expensive in the long run."
To return to the half-bred. Fall calves of good
quality with fairly liberal feeding and good pasture
through spring and summer, can readily be converted
into baby beef of beautiful finish, weighing 900 to
1,000 pounds at the twelve months' old mark.
Put
these at five cents per pound, and I doubt whether
there is any period in the life of a scrub when hj
will show as much profit.
To go a step further for

price
is,

in

most

cases,
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it may not be
advisable in the beginning to purchase a herd of fullblood cows, we may begin by purchasing several good
In
ones, registered and of the best beef breeds.
view of the number of good stock farms now in the

better blood, while, as I have said,

East, these can be had at $100 per head, or little
over; and a little ligiiring, by one who has never tried
it, will astonish one in how short a time his farm
by
will
be stocked with beautiful pure-breds,

retaining desirable females.
I believe a herd thus
acquired will fully compensate one in beef production alone, while there is always the chance of sup-

plying neighbors with breeding stock at remunerative prices.

I have, without pampering, put pure-bred

Angus

[November,

progTCSs, encourages us in our business

and helps

to

keep the boy on the fann.
But we say the cost of keeping a cow a year to get
The answer is, raise good
one calf is too expensive.
ones and get 3'our money out of them quick.
I have
had healthy Angus cows to drop calves only nine and
a half months apart, and to bring forth a good calf
on an average of eleven months, while I have had
scrub cows to require nearly double this time.
I can point out owners of blue grass farms who
liave met financial failure by feeding large herds of
common bred, three year old steers for the export
market buying wheat bran, oil cake, cotton seed
When these steers had
meal, etc., by the carload.
on the finish, they had to go regardless of market

—

These conditions. The cost of maintenance in this condimonths old.
were calved in March and sold in November, avoiding tion was too great. A slump in the market at this
I have never known
wintering at all; and I have known butchers of no time would bring heavy loss.
larger place than Charlottesville, Va., to pay six a fanner to sustain any considerable loss with well
bred, thrifty young things growing around 'him.
cents per pound, live weight, for this class of beef.
Many have the idea that pure-bi'cd stock requires "Retrac" says he can buy thrifty scrub calves at
This is a mistaken idea. $3.00 per head. In this section they are hard to
better food than scrubs.
Both, of course, need good food and attention to pro- find at all and the price ranges from $10 to $15 per
duce good results, but the full-blood requires no bet- head, and even at this price those who wish to feed
When dealers
ter food and not as much of it as the scrub to produce them cannot depend on local supply.
same results. He is simply a better meat producing bring them from a distance, especially southward,
machine and excels his lowly born brother as the mow- they too often bring lice, ticks and a weakened vitaler excels the reap hook and will as surely supplant ity, rendering them susceptible to any prevalent concalves to

800 pounds

at eight

him.

tagion.

The

I have not been able, with present prices of feed
always ready for market.
We do not have to and labor, to figure any profit in feeding scrub beef,
keep him an extra year or so waiting to attain his though I have near neighbors who do it and seem
growth before he will take on a good finish. He car- satisfied. Only a few days ago a neighbor told me
ries it with him. and we do not have to bear the buv- of selliuff a bunch of three to four vear old common

well bred beef animal, reasonably well kept,

is

5^:^'--

PRIZE-WINNING ABERDEEN-ANGUS CATTLE, VIRGINIA STATE FAIR.

D.

BRADFUTE &

SON,

OHIO.

him and at their price. Nor does he dis- bred steers at $70 per head. He was much pleased
appoint us when we put him on the scales, as the with the sale and thought he had made a good profit.
steer sharp at both ends must do.
He is a joy 10 In attempting to show me the profit,, he said he paid
We like his comjiany. His broad, straight $10 per head for the calves in the fall as weanings.
look at.
back, blocky carcass, sleek coat and contented look The first year's keep, including grain, he put at $15
makes us know that we are in line of the march of per head; second year at $15, and third year, the
ers to take

;

'
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was twenty bushels com, $10 hay fodder, $10
Dorset ewe lambs from Edgewood Farm has its lesson
and pasture six and a half months, $10. Here was to breeders who ship fine sheep as well as to buyers.
the $70, placing feed at something below market I hope readers of The Southern Planter know me
price, to say nothing of time and capital invested, well enough by now to know that 1 will state both
Then, too, he struck an excep- sides of the case fairly. Not having any direct inloss by death, etc.
tionally good market.
Had he sold them at the terest in Edgewood Farm, and yet acting as salesaverage market price for past eight years, they would
have brought him not over $55 per head.

cost

;

With a compact, broad-backed, quick-maturing,
blocky Angus calf to start with, this farmer could
have produced better results with twelve or eighteen
months less feeding, to say nothing of having aroimd
him stock which it was a pleasure to look at.
Purely for information, I would thank "Ketrac"
to give a fair estimate of the cost of keeping a common calf until ready for the butcher, and to place a
fair, average price on him when finished, showing the
profit.

The

feeding a steer is such a variable quandone under such varying conditions that I
have not attempted to reduce it to dollars and cents,
but have deemed it sufiicient for comparison to suppose that what will keep a scrub will keep a pureSTATE FAIR.
bred animal, and this is hardly fair to the latter.
I CHAMPION OXFORD DOWN RAM, VIRGINIA
OHIO.
have similarly fed common and pure-bred Angus oows
J. C. WILLIAMSON & SONS,
the year round.
The scrvibs stayed thin, the Angus
perfectly.
man, I am in a position to give one side
in good flesh.
from the buyer
My frequent mention of the Angus is not intended The 'other side is given in letters
who, I take it, is a well-meaning,
in any
disparage the several
excellent North Carolina,
cost of

tity arid

m

way

other

to

who knows about sheep, or at least,
beef breeds, but my experience witli them has been honest farmer,
Four lambs were shipped
concerned.
wider, and has shown me conclusively that they will of the breed
months ago. The money had
give the results mentioned, that they mature quickly, on approval eighteen
Nothing was heard from the
are good rustlers and hardy and, with fair treatment, been paid promptly.
when he reported one
months
two
about
for
b\iyer
are ready for market almost any month in the year.
that pointed not cerThat the age of the scrub is about past is tested by lamb sick, giving symptoms
disease, but from the account
the fact that farmers here in the East who, not many tainly to any familiar
lamb was upset by the long
years ago, were satisfied to keep a common bred $10 it appeared" that this
was made in .very warm weather.
calf for a herd bull, now pay anywhere from $50 to shipment, which
There
cause of this trouble.
$150 for a pure-bred, and our Western breeders who, I could never tell the
worms, though
we have to admit, excell us in beef production, do not were no sure symptoms of stomach
trouble might have been suspected at this
this
hesitate to pay from five to ten times these prices.
and especially with a lamb debilitated by
season,
When we recall the auction sale of the great Angus
The lamb died in course of time. The
bull, "Prince Ito," for $0,100, we are forced to tue sliipping.
the gentleman came again with a
conclusion that those on top in the line of breeding winter passed and
two more lambs dead, the
tale of woe
terrible
must at least think that "blood will tell."
dying, preThe importance of keeping ever before us the fourth sick and his flock of native sheep
same trouble. Native sheep have
vital question of live stock improvement is my excuse sumably from the
dying for this man before.
for rehearsing points already well known to the read- not been in the habit of
His conclusion is that the Edgewood Farm shipped
ers of The Planter.
him diseased sheep, which passed the trouble on to
P.
Culpeper Co., Va.
his sheep and caused great losses, for which the
1

I

A LESSOX TO SHEEP BEEEDERS AND
BUYERS.
Editor Southern Planter:

—

Edgewood Stock Farm must be liable.
The other side of the story nms

thus:

Three

lambs were certainly shipped in the

pinlv

of con-

charge of the
often helpful to others to recount one's expe- dition, for the writer took personal
No lamb had been lost from parasites
recent experience of shipment.
sheep trading.
the month of August,
the writer in connectioTi with a sale of some choice tluit season, and this was in
It

is

riences in

A
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and the bulk of the lambs were November and De- he must have good reason to quit the trade after
cember lambs. No disease was known in the flock going this far. Again, it becomes most important to
during this year. The few losses could be placed to llio buyer to report any dissatisfaction at once. Why
the aocount of accidents.
The Edgewood flock has is it that buyers often do not acknowledge the receipt
been visited by a number of well-known breeders of stock at all ? Common courtesy demands notice
during the year, who are well-known in Sodtueen of the safe arrival and kindness of heart prompts
Planter columns, who would give testimony as to tlie kind words that might be justly spoken. I know
the health of the flock.
Furthermore, the whole of nothing that does a shipper more good than to rebunch of ewe lambs left on the farm after picking ceive letters from customers speaking well of the
out the thi'ee for this gentleman passed the winter stock, tlie selection of which has cost many anxious
and are to-day in perfect health as fine as sheep hours. Above all things, Mr. Buyer, don't accuse a
ever get to be. In fact, the methods of handling these breeder of destroying your flock unless you have
sheep would convince any one who knows that good evidence, and if you don't know anything about
the flock must be in fine shape.
The fourth lamb a disease, don't think the sheep you received had it,
was shipped from a neighbor's farm and in two let- until you do learn the symptoms. Finally, to buyers
ters from the man appear statements that this lamb of pure-bred sheep in the South allow one who has
was in good condition and satisfactory, and it may sliipped a large number into every State of the South
be well to state that the two not reported sick at the to offer a few simple suggestions.
Buy your sheep as
first writing were satisfactory.
near home as possible, so the change of climate will

—

Where

are the lessons to the shipper

to please his customers

He

who

should ship pure-bred sheep on approval and

secure a full statement concerning the sheej) within

This will enable one who has had much
shij^ping to determine whether any
indisposition is due to shipment and will enable him
to advise the buyer how to proceed.
It will save him
from complaint, if the sheep have been handled
wrong. When pure-bred shecjj fall into inexperienced
hands troubles may be expected, and the shipper is
often not responsible. Any shipper knows when he
is shipping sheep in good condition and he should
have a witness to this. In this case there was a
witness who can testify that the sheep were in perfect health, as far as experienced men could see.
He
should, if possible, give advice as to handling the
sheep during the first winter.
I know certain men
might resent any suggestions as to handling the sheep,
but the majority would gladly receive the advice of
men who have handled the breed for years and know
their peculiarities.
Printed slij^s setting forth the
best methods of feeding the sheep under new conditions might well be placed in letters to buyers in
a distant State, where conditions of soil and climate
a few days.

experience

Buy young sheep and, if
have them shipped in fleece, or just after
Ixing sheared in the late summer or fall.
If in
fleece, shear them at once, even if it is as late as
October.
See that the sheep have cool shelters and
clean water to drink and salt always before them.
Feed grain at least once a day during this year. In
the winter provide succulent food.
Do not let the
slieep run on marshy pasture nor permit them to
drink from stagnant puddles of water.
If you lose
one or two sheep this first winter dont' think it the
fault of the shipper.
It may be your own, or it may

desires be as slight as possible.

?

in

l)ossible,

are so different.

Where is the lesson to the buyer? Secure permission to return the sheep if not found right, pro- M PORTED MORVEN's BEST. FIRST PRIZE DORSET RAM,
VIRGINIA STATE FAIR, ALSO FIRST IN 1906 AND
vided they are returned within one week after shipKIUST AT ENGLISH ROYAL, 1904. MORVEN
ment. Many breeders will object to this, and some
PAEK.
will refuse to do it, but I feel that in the vast majority of cases the breeder will not be the loser
thereby, for the shipper wants his customers pleased be expected under the
circumstances. Sheep seem to
and he may depend upon it that no man will be so
ignorant as to return sheep that are in good condition.
In fact, the buyer is apt to err on the other
side.
It means loss of freight charges one way and

pass through a sort of acclimation fever in
into the South, which debilitates them, and

coming
it

is

an

easy matter to lose them before this first year has
passed.
I could cite by name more than a dozen
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As stated in previous reports, the character of the
South who have lost every single sheep
Often the next time they succeeded silage has much to do with its efficiency as a foodOn the other hand, I stufi', and the skill and the intelligence displayed in
in carrying them through.
could name twenty men in all quarters of the Soiith eombinino; it with suitable companion foods exercise
who have bought Dorsets and by following the above
simple advice have brought them through without
I have in mind one flock of Dorset sheep in
loss.
Georgia that is as healthy a flock as you could find
in any State.
These are things that cause real trouble between
shippers and buyers and it were better if it were not
I do not know in my large circle of friends
so

men

in the

the first year.

.

among breeders of pure-bred sheep a single man
who would deliberately palm oil unhealthy sheep on
and I think this speaks well for the
Every breeder of good reputation is glad to
replace any sheep lost by his carelessness, and the

his customers,
trade.

It is
first ambition is to please the man who buys.
most unfortunate if there should be a misunder- MORVEN's pride. champion DORSET RAM, VIRGINIA
standing between them. A little more care and atSTATE FAIR 190G AND FIRST IN CLASS 1907.
tention on the part of both parties would not be
MOEVEN PARK.
H. B. Aebuckle.
amiss.

DeKalb

Co., Ga.

a determining influence on the results obtained under
The vast importance of
a given set of conditions.
silage as an economic factor in the production of

FINISHING BEEF CATTLE.
INTKODUCTION.

The best and most economical method of finish
ing beef cattle has been \inder consideration for a
The results obtained last year
number of years.
were both interesting and valuable, and though a
large enough number of animals were used in the
work to eliminate in some degree the ever present
and potent influence which individuality exercises in
tests

of this character,

beef in the south has also been amply demonstrated
set forth in this and previous reports.
The main factors in the case will not be entered into

by the results

Editor Southern Planter:

it

was thought best

to,

in detail at this time, but will be discussed

under

appropriate headings.

PLAN OF EXPERIMENT.
Fortv animals were used in these trials. They
were grade Shorthorn steers of fair type and quality,
the progeny of a cross of pure-bred sires on native
purchased in the extreme southwestin cows, and were

They cost, delivered at this
ern part of the State.
preliminary feeding for ten
The
usual
$4.10.
place,
accurate
purpose of obtaining still
reliable and
followed, the rations being the same &u
data concerning the merits of finishing cattle in the djys was
those fed throughout the test, except for the increase
stall as compared with carrying them through the
experiThe in the amount of concentrates consumed as the
winter as stockers and finishing on grass.
The cattle were divided into four
results obtained coincide quite closely with those of ment progressed.
the first four groups being fed
previous investigations of this nature, and empha- oToups of five each,
the stall, and the last four carried
in
finish
to
a
au
the
importance
grass
as
size more than ever
of
The catfattened on grass.
adjimct in finishing cattle in the Appalachian region. through as stockers and
received
They also illustrate the value of silage as a mainten- tle were placed in comfortable quarters, and
exercise out
ance food for winter feeding, whether the animals water ad libitum and were allowed to
They had their
are to be slaughtered immediately or carried over of doors in favorable weather.
a
and grazed d\iring the summer. This substantiates libertv, each group being given the freedom of
The usual rules as to regularity in
our previous results and jiistifies the conclusion that larce box stall
much imsilage can be used most advantageously by stockmen feediuff and manaiTfment, which are of sO'
stock, were
in the South, and that its utilization would confer portance in handling any class of live
a measure, duplicate the trials of last year for the

more

advantages which are not now enjoyed and add rigidly observed.
COST AND COMPOSITION OF FOOD.
very much to the profits secured from the winter
The cost, composition and character of the food
feeding of beef animals, no matter what disposition
It will be seen that the foods
used is shown below.
is to be made of them.

many

;
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were of either standard or of superior quality as com- com and cotton seed meal made
a gain of 1,240
pared -witli the average of many analyses made in pounds the group receiving com
and cob meal and
various parts of the United States, and it is note- cotton seed meal, 1,346 pounds;
the group receiving
worthy that the market price of the concentrates is shelled com and cotton seed meal,
1,342 poimds, and
charged in eveiy instance, a fact that should be con- the group recei\'ing com meal
and
;

in mind in considering the results
obtained from the stall-fed cattle, for had these animals simply been charged the actual cost of producing the various foodstuffs on the farm, they would
have made a much more favorable record from a
financial standpoint.

tinually kept

cotton seed meal,
The percentage of gains, as would
1,312 pounds.
be anticipated, was greatest during the first fifty days.
All the groups made approximately the same per-

centage of gains, ranging from 42.82 to 46.42 per
During the second period the gains varied
from 29.04 to 34.47 per cent., and during the third
THE HATIOKS FED.
period from 21.77 to 25.11 per cent.
The percentIn the experiments of 1906, six groups of animals age of gains are relatively the same as those obtained
were used in the stall feeding work. The results in previous test* and emphasize the advantage of
obtained with com and cob meal, fine, and corn and a short, quick fattening period, as the proportion of
cob meal, coarse, during that season, were approxi- concentrates consumed during the first period was
cent.

mately the same, and as split com did not give satis- much less than during either of the other periods,
factory results in this experiment, it was believed hence the cost of the gains obtained was much less
inadvisable and unnecessary to duplicate the work than during the latter stages of the test.
with these two groups.
As a result, the four lots
FOOD CONSUMED PEB POUND OF GAIN.
of animals received the following concentrates: Ear
The food consumed per pound of gain shows
com and cotton seed meal; com and cob meal and
that only about one-third as much concentrates were
cotton seed meal shelled com and cotton seed meal,
consumed during the first fiity days as during the
and corn meal and cotton seed meal.
All of the last forty-nine days.
It took almost twice as much
animals received silage, hay and stover.
Stover was grain during the second fifty
days as during the first
fed during the first one hundred days of the trial,
fifty, and there was a steady increase in the amount
and hay during the last forty-nine days.
The of roughness consumed from the beginning of the
amount of dry roughness consumed was exceedingly
experiment imtil its conclusion. The smallest amoimt
small, varying from less than one pound to two
of grain consumed per pound of gain was by the lot
poimds of stover, and about three pounds of hav per
receiving corn and cob meal and cotton seed meal,
head per day. The average ration consumed during
and the largest by the group receiving ear corn and
the entire period was between eight and nine
pounds cotton seed meal. The quantity of concentrates conof concentrates, 35 to 38.9 pounds of silage, and 2.7
sumed varied from 4.93 to 5.35 pounds, and there
to 2.2 pounds of dry stover or hay.
It was found
advisable to feed the small amount of dry food indicated to overcome the laxative tendencies
of the
the silage, but it was surprising to find
what a very
small amount of dry food accomplished this end..
;

GAIN IN LIVE WEIGHT.
in live weight for the entire feeding
period of 149 days was quite satisfactory.
The
largest gains were made by the group receiving
corn
and cob meal and cotton seed meal, or 1.81 pounds
per head per day.
The group receiving shelled corn
and cotton seed meal was second, with 1.80 pounds
the corn meal and cotton seed meal group
was third,
with 1.73 pounds, and the ear com and cotton
seed
meal group was last, with 1.66 poimds. The gains
made by the animals were quite uniform, and "were "BALZAC." FIRST PEIZE BED POLL BULL, VIRGINIA
CLASS, VIRGINIA STATE FAIR.
especially large during the first fiftv davs,
H. II. LUTTEELL,
when thev
OWNER.
ranged between 2.12 and 2.44 pmindsper head iier

The increase

day.

was not a marked difference in the amount consumed
PERCENTAGE OF GAINS.
by the several groups. In fact, the results are so
The total gain in 149 days made by the respec- similar as to the consumption of concentrates and
tive groups was as follows
The group receiving ear roughness as to indicate but little difference in the
:
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effect of the four rations fed, from the standpoint com, but there would be enough difference in the
actual gains shown in this instance to justify the shellof food consumed per pound of gain.
ing of the corn, as the shelled corn group made a gain
CONCENTKATES FED BY PEEIODS.

The
will

concentrates fed during the several periods

now

be considered.

During

the first fifty days

pounds of concentrates were fed; during the second period, nine pounds, and during the third period,
twelve pounds.
The proportion in which the feeds
were combined indicates that the same relative amount
of com and cotton seed meal were fed in all instances
In other words, that though the bulk varied according
six

to the character of

com

fed, the

amount of nutrients

given to each group was practically imiform in all
instances, so that any effects due to the feeds could
not be attributed to a variation in the amount of
digestible nutrients fed.

PRIZE-WINNING BEEKSHIRE BOAE, VIRGINIA STATE
WASTE OF EOUQHNESS.
W. A. WILLEEOY, OWNEE.
FAIE.
As in previous tests, there was no silage wasted.
The percentage of roughness wasted in the form of of .25 of a pound more per head per day than the lot

from 30.1 to 44.1 per cent, of the
With the hay, this varied from
1.7 to 4.5 per cent.
For some reason, some of the
groups did not eat the hay nearly as well as the
others.
These results would indicate, roughly speaking, that from 3 to 4 per cent, of the hay ordinarily
fed would be wasted, and at least one-third of the
stover.
These figures but emphasize again the great
advantage of silage, which, owing to its ease of mastication, palatability and pleasant aroma, when properly made, provides a most inviting form of roughstover varied
total

amount

fed.

ness for cattle.

GAINS MADE ON WHOLE AND GEOUND COEN.
comparison of the results obtained from feeding
whole and ground corn shows but little difference in
favor of either method of feeding this important
cereal.
It is noteworthy that the group receiving
ear com gained 1.66 pounds per head per day, while
the hogs following them made a gain of .13 of a
pound per steer per day. Crediting the steers with
the pork, this group made a gain of 1.79 pounds per
head per day for the entire period.
The shelled
com group gained 1.80 pounds per head per day, and
the hogs following them, .24 of a pound, and crediting them with the pork, they made a total of 2.04
pounds per head per day for the entire period. The
com and cob meal group gained 1.81 pounds per
head per day, and the hogs following them, .05 of
a pound, and, crediting them with the pork, they
made n total of 1.86 poTinds per head per day for
the entire period. The corn meal group made a gain
of 1.76 pounds per head per day, and the hogs following them, .03 of a pound, and, crediting them
with the pork, they made a total of 1.79 pounds for

A

the entire period.

The least cost in preparing the concentrates for
feeding would be involved in the case of the ear

receiving the ear corn.

whether

practice,

it

It is doubtful, however, in

would pay, under ordinary

cir-

cumstances, to shell corn for beef cattle unless as
large or a greater margin of difference was consisWhile the ground com groups
tently maintained.
made as good or better gains than the ear com group,
there was not enough increase to justify the expense
involved in grinding the whole corn or the

com and

cob.

These results coincide very closely with those
obtained last year, but the hogs in previous tests
made much larger gains behind the groups receiving
ear com and shelled corn than they did this year.
It is quite evident, therefore, that the concentrates

and were more comand assimilated by the animals used
While hogs did not follow the
in this experiment.
o-roups receiving ground com last year, the results
this year would indicate that there was no advantage
in putting them after animals receiving finely ground

were fed

to better advantage,

pletely digested

grain,

ft is also true that hogs following animals

receiving whole

com might make much

larger gains

than shown in last year's work or the present trial,
depending very largely on the amount of concentrates
to
fed, but the endeavor in all this work has been
maintain satisfactory individual gains per head per

dav with a minimum consumption of concentrates,
and we think the results set forth in this trial amply
justify the statement that large and satisfactory gains
can be obained through long feeding, periods with a
minimitm amoimt of grain, if fed with suitable companion foods, and that it is foolish to feed gi-ain in
excess of that actually needed to secure good gains

and try and save

it

by having hogs follow the

Andeew M.
Experiment Sfafinn. Blarlshurg, Ya.
(to be continued.)

cattle.

Sotjle.

—
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The Poultry Yard.
POULTEY NOTES.
I

receive

many

letters

Planter, asking

for a feeding ration that will make
hens and pullets lay eggs now when eggs are high
in price.
I wish I could tell my readers how to do
this,
a

but I cannot.

cow give

Can any one

a full flow of

milk

tell

all

me how

the time

?

to

make

A

horses can trot a mile in 2:20.
Can any one tell
to feed one of these horses so that he can trot
25 miles in an hour, and 250 miles in ten hours ?
its

possible, hatch

so the pullets will be fully

the houses, the feed supply for the winter.

few sure that houses are well

me how

Every thing has

them early enough
matured by October 1st.
Feed the best ration we can for egg production, keep
the fowls healthy and busy.
November is the month to look well after the flock,
Get the best strain

from readers of The

limit of power, speed, reproduc-

cold air

Watch

may

Make

ventilated, but not so that

strike the fowls while on

the roost.

If allowed to run, it may develop
See that the houses are dry.
Feed only

for colds.

into roup.
good, soimd, ripe grain.

and endurance. We read much about the 300Our flock of hens has disappointed me in the yield
egg hen.
We also read about flocks being fed at of eggs for September. They laid 1,628 eggs
an average cost of 21 cents per hen per year. I con- 135 2-3 dozens. Average price per dozen, 28 cents.
fess that I cannot make any of my hens lay 300 eggs By 135 2-3 dozen eggs at 28 cents, $37.99.
in one year.
I cannot feed any of my hens one year
Feed consumed was less than for August. Some
for less than $1.00, and at present prices of all feed- corn in shock near house not charged in accoimt:
stuff, it will cost $1.50.
I cannot understand why To 12 bushels wheat, 90 cents
$10 80
people will make such claims.
If a hen has free To
2 73
4 bushels com, 68 cents
range, and if that range includes a good clover lot, To
2 40
4 bushels oats, 60 cents
a field of oats, of wheat, and one of corn, 20 cents To 100 poimds bran, $1.40
1 40
is all right, if she gets plenty of "table scraps." Let To 100 pounds meat
3 00
us be fair.
I have a family of six.
What will the To 50 pounds grit
35
table scraps amount to from our table for 500 hens To
50 pounds oyster shells
30
and pullets. Not enough to feed one laying hen. If
I can get an average of 200 eggs per year from my Total feed consumed
$20 97
flock, I am well satisfied.
If I can feed them for Net balance for September
$17 02
$1.25 each per year, I am satisfied.
With an averThese hens l^ave free range and had sunflowers,
age of 20 cents per dozen for my eggs, the account cow peas, dwarf sweet com and field corn in the
will stand thus, 16 2-3 dozen eggs, $3.34; cost of range, and it is not possible to give amount of this
feed, $1.25; balance $2.09.
Let me subtract 59 consumed.
Next month will close the year with
cents from this for loss, and I still have a profit tliis flock and will show the total cost, total receipts,
equal to 75 per cent.
Can we do this ? I think we net receipts, market price; also, net actual receipts
can.
We will see, then, that we have 165 days in and feed cost per dozen eggs produced during the
the year tliat the hen does not lay.
This is equal to vear.
Cal Husselman.
five and a half months.
Three months of this time
is the natural period of rest.
DUAL PURPOSE COWS.
Some men speak of their strain of fowls as "egg
In our last issue the following question is put by a
machines." A machine is a creation of man.
It correspondent in an article on this subject:
"Has
does not reproduce itself.
The egg laying function Mr. Arbuckle seen a cow of good beef conformation
is purely for the reproduction of the species.
It is iiiving from five to six gallons of milk per day ?" To
not mechanical, it is natural reproduction.
Nature's this Mr. Ai-bucklo replies as follows: Yes, I have
laws are fixed and when we undertake to change them seen a good number of Red Polls and not a few milkwe find a bar tliat no man can remove or surmount. ing Shorthorns in this class. If the gentleman wiU
We may, by selection and environment, change the visit the herd of J. W. Martin, in Wisconsin, he wiU
tion

color, the type, the habit, the size

and disposition of
animals, fowls and plants, but the functions of reproduction remain the same.
This will explain why
wo cannot feed a flock of hens to lay eggs at any time
that we may be anxious to have tliem do their best.
If we could change' this fi.xed law of nature, there

would be no period of high

We

prices.
can do a few
things to increase the egg yield during this period.

be convinced that
in

our

owm

to visit

of

Red

we have

country, and

the

he

Red

Polls of

tliat

type

ever so fortunate as
England he will be able to find many herds

Polls,

if

is

milking Shorthorns and Lincoln Reds

that fulfil this high ideal in a most remarkable way.
I am aware that many men must actually see some

things before they can be convinced about them.
us hope that they may be permitted to see.

Let
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The Horse.
THE HORSE.
By W.

J.

Caetee.

DEATH OF
With

the death

"Beoad Rock."

W. N.

of William

WILMER.
N. Wilmer, which

occurred at his country home, Plain Dealing Farm,
near Scottsville, in Albemarle county, Va., ou October lith, one of the purest, best and noblest men
that was ever connected with the light harness horse,
He was
both as owner and breeder, passed away.
fifty-two years old, and his death was due to enlargeson of the late Rt. Rev. Joseph
ment of the liver.
Pierre Bell Wilmer, Bishop of the Diocese of Louisiana, Mr. Wilmer was bom and reared in Virginia,
but after graduating from the the University of Vir-

A

half of his fast mile in 2 :01 1-2, with a break in

home stretch, otherwise, the big California-bred
gelding might have equalled the time recorded to the
The
credit of Aileen Wilson in her fastest heat.
weather conditions were simply ideal, even for this
favored Snutheni clime, and it was estimated that
more than fifty thousand persons, the largest crowd
ever seen at any fair and race meeting in Virginia,
were in attendance on the day that Major Delmar
trotted, while the grand stand was packed and the
stretches were lined far down on either side when
George G. and Aileen Wilson performed on the following dav.
the

It is pleasing to note that Virginia-bred steepleginia a few years later, he removed to New York chasers have played quite a prominent part on the big
City, and attained success in the practice of law, hav- tracks this season, as during former years, this being
ing been for some time past the head of the well- evidenced in a number of instances, and quite
known firm of Wilmer & Canfield, in Wall street. recently, too, by the performances of Jimmy Lane,
In the metropolis he had established not only an the chestnut gelding, by His Grace, from Anna Page,

enviable reputation as a lawyer, but as a man whose
public spirit incited him to take part in most things
that tend to improve education and purify municipal
government, as evidenced by his long and efficient service as a member of the iSTew York City Board of

Education, also, as Chairman of the Normal College.
The dead Virginian was an intimate friend and
neighbor of President Roosevelt, whose himting
lodge. Pine Knob, is quite near Plain Dealing.
Mr. Wilmer's real estate holdings in Virginia num-

Hibered hundreds of acres in Albemarle county.
trotting bred horses were kept at Pla|in Dealing
Farm, among them being the stallions Virginia
Chief, by Kentucky Prince, dam Nina, by Messenger
Duroc; Bon Ax^\'orthy, son of Axworthy, 2:15 1-4,
and the former famous mare, Sunol, 2 :08 1-4, by
Electioneer, and a band of brood mares, which
included dauo-hters of Allerton, 2:09 1-4; Elk Nutwood, Nerval, 2:14 3-4; Onvn-l ::^.-1-l. --1
other sires of note.

Records, both trotting and pacing, that have stood
for years in Virginia, went glimmering at the recent
State Fair race meeting here, as evidenced by Major
Delmar's assault against time in 2 :06 3-4 on one
UNBEATEN AT l!0^tE OE
day, while George G. came out the next one and went liirOETEI) PEECIIEEOiSrS.
the second mile of the fi*ee-for-all trot in 2 :06 1-2,
EXIHBITED VIEGINIA STATE FAIE BY
ABEOAD.
which was followed up by Ailcen Wilson's going the
THEIR OWNEE, ME. E. B. WHITE.
thirdheat of the 2 :10 pace, in 2 :06. Alta McDonald
drove Major Delmar and George C, and Dick Wilson by Ilaydcn Edwards, who, carrying the colors of
was up behind Aileen Wilson, who reeled off with G. R. Tompkins, of Warrenton, won "The Corinthian
ease her three winning heats in 2 :09, 2 :09 1-4 and Open Steeplechase, Handicap, $1,000 added, at
3 :06.
For McDonald, George G. came the second Belmont Park, with T. L. Evans up, and Mr.
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McCarm, the black gelding, 4, by imp. Contract, dam
Lady Wooster, by Wooster, for E. R. Thomas, his
present owner, the \msexed son of Contract won the
Kings Highway Steeplechase at Gravesend, defeating Gus Straus, ]\rcKittedge, and two others.
Mr.

McCann was

bred by Robert Neville, of Welbouruc,
and, carrying the colors of the latter, he made his
essay as a cross country jierformer last season, but
met with rather indifferent success, being returned
a winner of only one race during the season and finishing second in another, which, with the ready wit
of her race, prompted Mr. Neville's Irish housekeeper to suggest that the .son of Contract be called

Mr. McCant instead of Mr. McCann, a change that
seemed pertinent at that time, certainly.

With Petaurist, 42341, the handsome and richly
colored bay colt, by Peter the Great, 2 :07 1-4, Joseph
Lasitter, of the Southern Horse Bazaar, this city,

won

first prize in the class for standard bred trotting stallions, three years old, at the recent Virginia
State Fair, whore this highly bred youngster attract-

much

ed

and

attention on account of his beauty of

form

By

such a sire as Peter the Great, from
Tclka, by Arton, 2 :07 3-4, next dam La Jolla, dam
finish.

of Binjolla, 2 :17 3-4, by Advertiser, 2 :15 1-4, and
she out of grand old Sally Benton, 2 :17 3-4, the
champion four-year-old trotter of her day, by General
Benton, Petaurist is one of the best bred colts in the

land and a trotter with

as while only handled

it,

a short while this season, he can

and do

gait,

it

show

close to a 2

:20

right.

Fanner Bunch, the California trainer who
from Pleasanton, started the California bred
pacers, Albnta, 2:111-4, and Sweetheart, 2:10 1-4,
C. F.

hails

in their respective classes at the Virginia State Fair,
but Iwth horses caught the flag.
With the big California bred trotter, Zella Mack, Bunch, however,, was

more

fortunate, as with the daughter of McTvinney,
2 :11 1-4, he stood for second money in the 2 :25 race.

Bunch brought Albuta from Pleasanton
last spring,

to

Richmond

while Sweetheart wintered here.

DE^rONSTRATION FARM WORK.
At the recent State Fair,
a fine

exhibit of

pom and

Jfr. T.

li.iy

O.

Sandy made

of various kinds trrown

by farmers who have been working under
tion

his direc-

the Southside section of the State.
These
exhibits would have done credit fo the best lands and
best seetions of tlip State, and show the possibilities
in

of our Southside section

manner and under

a

when farmed

prMpcr system.

in

a

i)ro])(r

Tiicv refieet

great credit upon

]\lr. Sandy and those who have ably
seconded his efforts by following: hi? instructions, and
cannot fail to have a wide effcft in stimulating others
to "go and do likewise."

PRIZE

WINNERS VIRGINIA STATE

FAIR.

:
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Miscellaneous.
THE VIRGESTIA STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE AND THE COMMISSIONER
OF AGRICULTURE OF THE STATE.
At Ae meeting of the State Board of Agriculture,
held on the 9th and 10th of October, the subject
of the relations between the Board and the Commissioner of Agriculture, and the conditions growing out
of the same, to which we invited attention in our
As
last issue, were the subject of a spirited debate.
the outcome of this, a special Committee, consisting
of Dr. Barringer and Messrs. J. H. C. Beverly and
J. W. Churchman, was appointed to consider and
report to the Board the action proper to be taken.

wished to incorporate an amendment limiting the powers of the Executive Committee.
This amendment was finally adopted by a
vote of five to four. The vote on the majority report was practically unanimous, as no
member was opposed to its provisons, and

Mr. Churchman only voted against
parliamentary reasons,

in

it for
order that he

offer his amendment, which really
constituted an additional section.
are glad to know that the whole matter will
go to the Legislature, as we suggested, and that

might

We
now

at the

coming session the >whole subject in contro-

This Committee went fullj into tbe subject, and versy will be threshed out and legislation had which
reported as follows
will result in a definite settlement of the matter and
To the State Board of Agriculture and Immigration the placing of the Department of Agriculture of the
of Virginia:
State in a position to do better work for the farmGentlemen, Your Committee, appointWe want to see one authority in power and
ers.
ed to formulate a plan of re-organization,
one body to saddle with responsibility for failure,
with the hope of clarifying and harmonizor to have the praise for success and, above all else,
ing .the relations of the Board and its
we want to see politics elimiated.
executive arm, the Conmiissioner of Agriculture and Immigration, after a full disA SAD COINCIDENCE.
cussion of the question with the Attorneyour issues of February, March, April, May,
In
General of the State, begs leave to report
and June a spirited and most instructive controversy
as follows:
was conducted on the question as to how best to main1. The present statutes of the State retain fertility in the soil, by Messrs. Hibbert and
lating to the functions of the Board and
This was followed by a large
Rene de Milhau.
Commissioner are so grossly at variance
number of our readers with the greatest interest, as
and so much in need of interpretation that
we know from the letters we received and interviews
your Committee feels that they are unable
One gentlemen goes so far, in an artiwith farmers.
to decide upon any plan other than to ask
cle in this issue, as to say that the arguments of Mr.
the Legislature to give, by statutory enactRene de Milhau have inaugurated a revolution in
ment, a clear interpretation of the relations
farming in his section. By a most sad coincidence,
now in question.
we are called upon to announce the deaths of both
2. In view of the various charges of
Mr. Hibbert died on the 10th of
these gentlemen.
usurpation of power on the part of the
September, and Mr. Rene de Milhau on the 8th of
Board, and of improper limitations of the
Wc greatly regret to make this announceOctober.
powers of the Commissioner, we would also
ment, and feel a deep sense of loss to ourselves and to
ask that the coming Legislature take steps
our readers by the sudden passing away of two such
to investigate fully the records of the Board
We extend our sympathy, and
able contributors.
of Agriculture, as well as the workings of
also that of our readers, to the families
sure
are
we
and
to
Commissioner,
the
the office of
Mr. Hibbert was a man well
of the two gentlemen.
decide upon the rights of this controversy.
advanced in years and rich in experience, and leaves

—

Respectfully submitted,
(Signed)
P. B. Baeeingee,
J.

H. C. Beveeley,
Committee.

October 10, 1907.

Mr. Churchman, who submitted a minority report, did not object to the report as

signed

by the other two members, but

a

Mr. Rene de Milhau was a young
of great talent and perseverance, and leaves a

grown family.

man

voung widow and two

little

childrem

AGRICULTURE AND EDUCATION.
Editor Southern Planter:

The science of farming ought to be taught with
This is
are in the public free schools of Virginia.

—
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being done in some States in the American Union,
and with marked success in Canada.
Scientific farming is, or
Agriculture is a science.
ought to be, as much a profession as either law or
medicine, and it requires as much study and practice to make a first-class farmer as it does to make
a first-class lawyer or physician.
If scientific farming was practiced upon a majority of the Virginia farms, the product of our crops
would be vastly increased; in many instances they
It would inevitably lead to
would be doubled.

commercial

[November,

fertilizers is

based

ture of the three ingredients of

is

the proper admix-

ammonia, potash and

The ideal fertilizer is
the super-j)hosphate of lime.
the proper mixing together of these three ingredients.

Pure Peruvian guano, kainit, and raw bone meal
ground from fresh bones to an impalpable powder,
make a superb fertilizer where they are in sufficient
quantities.
But it is almost impossible to obtain
here pure Periivian guano, but in Europe and in a
few places in tliis country, the separate ingredients
can be bought and mixed by the farmer himself at
intensive farming,_for science is the basis of it. It home, and where it is done, more than one-half the
would, in a short time, necessarily abolish the sale expense is saved and a far better article is secured
and purchase of commercial fertilizers, and every than any that can be bought upon the market. I
farmer would mix together the proper ingredients and speak from personal experience and know whereof I
write, having repeatedly made the experiment, and
make his owti fertilizer at home.
The large quantity of commercial fertilizers always with success. To buy commercial fertilizers
bought by the Virginia farmers is a striking com- v.here the mixture is made by manufacturers, is, in
mentary upon their ignorance. Intelligent farmers the present state of science, the practice of a barbain England and upon the European Continent have rian, and the man who does so is far behind the times.
I do not contend that commercial fertilizers are not of
long since abandoned the slip-shod practice.
I do not wish to make any harsh or unkind com- some real, material value, because they undoubtedly
ment upon the gentlemen engaged in the manufacture are. Where a purchaser expends one himdred doland sale of commercial fertilizers when I declare it lars in commercial fertilizers, he will generally get
to be my opinion that it is practically impossible for fifty dollars in value, and will not lose fnore than
that is, half of his output.
Ten years
poor, weak human nature to make an absolutely pure fifty dollars
and honest commercial fertilizer. I have not the ago, he lost three-fourths of his mon^y; now he does
In England, in Europe,
least doubt but that the gentlemen engaged in this not lose more than one-half.
business are, many of them, fully as honest as the and especially in Germany, he loses nothing and gets
It is the benefit of every dollar he expends because he
very best and highest of any other profession.
far from my wish to do them any harm, but I do mixes the ingredients at home, under his o^wn superstate over my signature that it is my honest belief vision, which is the only proper and intelligent thing
that no other business, with the exception of quack to do.
Every farmer who is able ought to have the soil
medicines, offers as many opportunities, if not for
fraud, at least for the imposition of a comparatively of his farm analyzed in order to discoiver which
ingredient of the three I have mentioned is lacking,
worthless article upon the people.
Many years ago, when the Amherst Xew Era wa? and the Agricultural Department of the State ought
founded by the late Professor Strode, the father to make this analysis for him free of charge. A porof the present able and talented Senator, Aubrey E. tion of onr present surplus in Virginia could not be
Strode, who now so well represents the 19th District expended in any better manner for the interest of
of Virginia, I read an editorial, one sentence of which the people.
To do it would be a good and distinct

—

has added so

much

to

my

knowledge of

scientific

me

of great material,
practical value, and it is so plain and simple that
it can be readily understood bv the great body of

farming that

it

has been to

It is as follo^ws:
farmers.
"All soils have practically the same qualities the
gulley, the gaul, and the desert
in common with the
richest alluvial low grounds, with three important
and significant exceptions namely, ammonia, potSome soils are
ash and the phosphate of lime.
deficient in ammonia while posessing both potash and
lime; some are deficient in potash while possessing

—

—

—

both

ammonia and

linio.

while some

cient in lime only, and this latter class

ous than

is

soils are defiis

more numer-

generally thought to be the case."
science upon which the preparation of

The whole

stride in the direction of progress.

Peruvian guano.
South Carolina phosphate
ground into impalpable powder and dissolved by
acid, and bone meal and ammonia in other forms
notably, dried blood
can now be bought in some of
the markets, and wood ashes make a very respectable
fertilizer, which can be made at home, which is far
better than any one can buy at the same price,
because it is honesih/ made.
It must be recollected that the South Carolina
phosphate rock, regardless of how fine a powder into
which it is ground, is comparatively useless for three

—

applied to the soil, for it takes
it to be assimilated by the
When that phosphate is treated with sulphuric
soil.
acid, it becomes immediately soluble, and is of far
year? after

it

is

that length of time for
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practical value than the jDure phosphate meal.
Ignorance of this important fact has often caused
much disappointment. But while the South Carolina phosphate ground into meal as fine as flour (the
finer, the better) is really valuable on account of
the phosphate of lime which it contains, it is not
worth as much as the pure fine, raw bone meal ground
from fresh bones which have not lost their strength
by being too much exposed to the air.
To obtain the benefit of tie lime which is lacking
in the soil, the writer has never found anything equal
to the application of pure bone meal, applied at the
rate of not less than three hundred pounds to the
acre, and some land requires fully five hundred

more

pounds to the acre, but, generally speaking, three
hundred poimds is ample.
German Kainit is a good and convenient form of
applying the potash, which seems, in this section of
Virginia, to have a peculiarly good effect upon the
crop of com.
The Agricultural Chemistry which the writeithinks ought to be taught in the public free schools
of Virginia requires teachers of a much higher grade
than those who are now engaged in that occupation,
but, in getting them, the money will be well spent.
The State of Iowa has recently furnished us all
with a splendid object lesson with its peripatetic free
schools covering the entire State, showing the imperious and commanding necessity of the selection of
the best

com

for seed, and

its

proper cultivation. The

success of this experiment has proved

its great use,
for the crop of corn both in that State and the State
of Illinois, by its means, has been greatly increased.

A

similar experiment here in Virginia is earnestly
It is perfectly feasible and in all human
probability will have the same effect here that it had
suggested.

in the West.
The application of electricity to farm work has
already been exploited in Germany to a considerable

degree with very favorable results, and this also ought
to be taught in our public schools.
The fact is that
in many parts of Virginia the modem implements
used in farming are not know to our people.
The plant food essential to particular plants is a
most important branch of knowledge, as well as the
manner of cultivation, particularly the ploughing.
The fad of "deep ploughing" some years since was

and the reaction against it has, in
some instances, been carried to the opposite extreme.

carried too far,

Among

other things, the level cultivation of com
be urged in the place of ridging it up at
the last working, which old-fashioned, bungling
method is still in use in many portions of the State.
The proper production of all kinds of hay and
grass is a subject of great practical importance, and
an analysis of the soil is necessary in order to show
the kind of grass seed which should be used, and also

ought

to

the proper
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manner

of its cultivation and the particuwhich should be used upon it.
The great value of the use of nitrate of soda and
pure bone meal, and sometmes lime, on hay crops,
should be carefully taught.
It is a well-known fact
lar fertilizer

that in a majority of instances, in Central Virginia,

the use of lime is indispensable to make the best hay
grass.
The nitrate of soda will be of great

and

on the grass very early in the spring,
not later, in any event, than the 20th to the 25th of
March, and it is good policy to use this fertilizer
as early as the last week of February.
If used
benefit if put

its benefit is greatly impaired.
be stated here that it has been proved
from actual experiment that the red soil in Albemarle, Buckingham and Nelson, is greatly helped by
the free use of lime in large quantities.
This red
land is known as very strong but dry and thirsty
land, and is called in common parlance "Totier"
land.
The knowledge of these facts is of great practical importance.
An idea has got abroad in the land that the profession of farming is secondary in dignity and importance both to law and medicine.
This is distictly
untme, though there is some ground for it, because
of the loose, slip-shod manner of farming in Virginia carried on by a lage majority of people.
This
poor farming is one of the cruel heritages of African
slavery.
Since the war between the States of this
Union, many of us have been unable to employ competent white "overseers" with the result that the
farming left to negroes has been, generally speaking,
badly done.
If scientific farming and scientific forestry could
be taught in our public free schools, it would be
a great stride in the direction of improvement and
would surely lead to "intensive farming."
It is a fact that a very large majoritv of our farmers attempt to cultivate more than double the amount
of land which is necessary indeed, the bulk of them
o^vn more land than they need.
There is a deeply
impressed sentiment and idea in Virginia that a man,
to be a good farmer, must own from five hundred
to a thousand acres of land when, generally speaking,
one hundred and fifty acres or less is ample.
man who has one hundred acres of fertile, cultivable
land and fifty acres in forest, owns all to which he
can give the proper attention.
In France, as a consequence of the provisions of
the Code Neopoleon, the average size of farms is said

after the first of April,
It

may

;

A

to be there a little less

than twelve acres, and generally they are cultivated to the highest degree and pro-

duce model crops. England, on the other side, does
not offer, except in some respects, a good example
for the American farmer, because the landed aristocracy there have rights which bear very harshly
upon the tenant and the laboring class. The English
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landlord pays a very small tax on his land.
The
assessment of land was made in England more
than one hundred and fifty years ago, and for all
that long period the land owners, through the
medium of the House of Lords, have been able to

English farmer does, and provides them with proper
pastures not infected with parasites like the English
farmer does, he can keep them profitably and successfully e^'en in large flocks.
As one of the most
successful sheep farmers in Southwest Virginia said
resist successfully any change in the assessment of in our columns only a month or two ago, "Virginia
land for taxes.
For this reason they pay a very faiTiiers are yet only 'sheep keepers,' not 'shepsmall land tax and a large amoxmt of land is turned herds.' "
out to pasture, and much is used for hunting pur^
Upon the point made as to the English system of
poses.
The writer derived this information from a farming not being a good example for Virginians
recent issue of "Harper's Magazine."
because the landed aristocracy there have rights
But the English fanner, like the German and the which bear hardly upon the tenants, and the landFrench, has long since abandoned the use of com- lords pay a very small tax, and this tax (the land
mercial fertilizers.
He mixes the ingredients at tax) is kept down by action of the House of Lords,
home, which is the only true and sensible practice.
we entirely disagree. Under the English system of
Our people often make serious mistakes in attempt- farming, the average crop prodiiction per acre is
ing to follow the English farmer.
A significant greater than in any other nation in the world, and
example is the raising of sheep here in Virginia. such a result oiight to be a reason for its adoption
Xot more than forty or fifty sheep at most can be wherever possible. As to the taxation, the land
raised here successfully in one flock.
To place a tax referred to as not having been changed for so
greater number together is to injure the whole flock long is not strictly a tax, but a fixed rent charge on
and invite disease and death among them.
I am the land coming down from ancient times and can
informed by Mr. J. W. Hebditch, an English gentle- be redeemed and extinguished by a capital payment

last

man

of culture, who has farmed successfully in like any other fixed charge.
The real tax on the
Buckingham for more than twenty-five years, that land in England is the landlord's property tax, which
he has known as many as twelve hundred sheep kept is assessed and collected under the income tax law
on one farm in England, and they did well.
An- and varies as the income tax varies.
The House of
other English gentleman, Mr. Ashton File, who has -Commons, and not the House of Lords, controls all
also become a succefesful farmer in Buckingham, national taxation in England. At present, this tax
makes the same statement. Both, I think, ascribe is very heavy and is always paid by the owner of
the change to some different quality possessed by the the land and not the tenant. The great burden of taxagrass in England.
The fact that sheep cannot be tion on the land in England is not the national
raised in large flocks has been the chief cause of the
want of success of sheep raising in "Virginia.

(To be Continued.)
Albemarle Co., Va.

Camm

Patteson.

taxation, but the local taxation for local government,

which

is

assessed and levied

by the

local authorities

who are elected by the people themselves.
ple demand good roads, good schools, good

The

peo-

police pro-

and good care of the insane and poor, and all
these cost money, and those who demand these things
tection,

We

are not able to agree with our correspondent as
to the importance of having the soil analyzed by a
chemist.
The only true way to ascertain the require-

ment? of a

soil is to lay off plots and apply to one
phosphoric acid, to another potash, and to another
nitrogen, and to others combinations of these fertilizers, using on one plot phosphoric acid and potash,
and on another phosphoric acid, potash and nitrogen,
and to put these several plots all in the same crop

and cultivate them alike. The
what the soil requires.

positively

results

will

A chemical

show
analy-

not do this, as the chemist in his laboratory
can find plant food in the soil which no crop can
utilize and which therefore is useless, just as he can
find nitrogen in old leather which no crop can make

sis will

lay the taxes to pay for
the burden.

them and themselves bear

One

point in considering this subject
should dso be borne in mind by people in this coun-

In England there is no taxation levied on perA farmer pays no taxes on the value
of his live farming stock or crops, or on his implements, machinery or household effects.
The only
national taxation he pays is the income tax, if he
is fortunate enough to make an income in excess
of $800 per year, unless he keeps carriages and
horses and dogs and liveried servants for pleasure.
If he indulges in these luxuries, he pays a national
tax on them, but if they are kept for use in his business, he pays nothing on them.
Ed.
try.

sonal property.

—

available.

POULTRY

THE

sheep in this State, there is no reaAT
VIRGINIA STATE FAIR.
this industry should not be made
The exiiibit of poultry at this Fair was one of the
as successful here as in England.
When the Vir- largest and most varied ever seen in the South.
ginia farmer takes as much care of his sheep as the One exhibitor
alone made over two hundred

As

to raising

son whatever

why
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year, the meeting, which I have duly done, and suppose
the
of
time
There were other
whole, ia good feather, decision will be made in due time.
hear of
though they would undoubtedly have been seen to contestants from other States, but I did mot
better advantage had the Show been held a month or any from Virginia.
i am pleased to again repeat that the fine apple
All the leading breeds were well
six weeks later.
favorably comrepresented, and the strictly fancy breeds were also display of Virginia apples was most
more or less in evidence. As an illustration of the mented on by members of the Pomological Society,
wonderful advance in poultry interest in the South who are recognized as the most expert critics in the
There is no question in my
made in the last five yeai-s, the Show was a revela- Horticultural world.
Farmers have come to realize that the once mind that we have done ourselves much good by the
tion.
for a
despised and persecuted hen is a factor not to be response made by our members to the appeal
overlooked in adding to the profits of the farm. creditable exhibit.
hope and expect to have an even better one of
Coincident with this there has been a marked
advance in the quality of the poultry ofl'ered on the Virginia apples at the annual meeting of our Society
markets and a constantly appreciating price both for at Staunton December 4th and 5th.

entries.

the

birds

Considering
were,

as

the

a

We

Waltek Whately,

The public has come to realise that
a plump, well-fed chicken, with the meat on the
breast, and not a scraggy, boney skeleton, is the best
eating, and is willing to pay for the improvement.
The improved breeds, well cared for, give the birds

birds and eggs.

Secretary-

Va. State Horticultural Society, Crozet, Va.

VIRGINIA DAIRY CONVENTION.

desired for the table, and hence the increased interest JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION, KOVEMBEK 13tH AND 14th.
in these breeds.
Eor egg production, the special lay- Editor Soidhern Planter:
The dairy interests of Virginia, always important,
ing breeds have demonstrated that they can beat the
old dung-hill fowls two to one, and yet cost no more should at this time receive more than the usual atto keep.
In our advertising section will be found a tention of farmers and breeders throughout the State.
full report of the

winning birds

at the Fair.

very significant fact that not only all of the
much of the butter, but even much of the
cream and some of the milk consumed in Virginia is
It is a

cheese and

VIRGINIA APPLES AT THE AMERICAN

POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING
AT JAMESTOWN.
Editor Soutiiern Planter:
There was a fine display of fruit of

all

descriptions

Jamestown meeting, from many States and
from Canada. In response to a circular that 1 sent
out, our members (or some of them) sent a goodly
display, and we of Virginia who were present had the
supreme satisfaction of feeling for once that Virginia was really well represented.
Our display was
the largest from any State, which, of course, it should
be, and Virginia was awarded the Bronze Medal,
which was the second highest premium awarded. One
of the judges told me that we should have scored
even the "top notch," if our fruit had not been somewhat green (immature) this, however, was unavoid;

our season has been late this year, and
apples for this exhibit had to be picked by the middle
of September, whereas our winter apples were not
begun to be picked generallv before October fii-st,
and there were comparatively very few fall apples
this season.
No other award was made except for
the Wilder Medal, given for the most promising
unnamed new apple (seedling, usually). I don't
know of any one else in Virginia who competed for
this except myself, and my seedling was recommended for the Wilder Medal, final decision would
be made by the Committee later.
I have been called
upon to send fui'ther specimens for examination since
as

The

attention of general consumers of dairy pro-

ducts, not only in the large cities of this State, but in

at the

able,

shipped into the State.

a

number

of small places,

is

being especially attracted

to the dairy interests because of a general recognition

of the necessity of properly guarding the quality of
the product offered for sale, as is evidenced by a growing tendency to adopt rigid standards of inspection.
With the dairymen of Virginia supplying only a
small portion of the product consumed in the State
it is clear that this industry offers a wide field for

development, and that those eligible to the proper
conducting of any branch of the business should be
brought to imderstand the splendid jjrofits possible,
as it is a matter of imjwssibility to secure sufiicient
high-class dairy products to supply the demand.
With a view of calling attention to the methods of
handling the products of the dairy in the best manner
the Virginia Polytechnic Institute is maintaining
at the Jamestown Exposition a demonstration by its
dairy department.
This is designed to show the
practical side of the business in all its phases and incidentally to illustrate the ease with 'which dairy
products, if properly handled, may be distributed at
points remote from the place of production, thus practically putting producers in distant section of the
State in closer touch with the best markets.
These points being well understood by all those
directly in touch with, and interested in, the various

—
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;

;

many

[November,

the shape of Red Polls, Brown Swiss and Devons,
were much in evidence.
It was especially gratifying to see Virginia so well represented in this class,
tJiere being entered three splendid herds of Red
i'olls, owned by Ivanhoe Farm, H. M. Luttrell, Esq.,
As a result of conference with leading dairymen of owner Layton Hall Farm, Hon. Joseph E. Willard,
the State we are induced to issue this call for a con- owner; and Oak Ridge Farm, Thomas
F. Ryan,
vention at the time mentioned.
owner.
Virginia was also a hot competitor in ShortThe reception room at the V. P. I. Building will horns, Dr. D. M. Kipps and the Burke's Garden
be headquarters far the dairymen while at James- (.'attle Co. being the exhibitors.
After having beaten
town, where full information regarding the meetings Mr. F. W. Cotton's Indiana herd at other places on
can se secured.
the circuit, Dr. Kipp's couldn't do better than second
Walter J. Quick,
money here in the free-for-all classes. In the strictly
Dean and Professor of Agi-iculture
dairy breeds, J. McK. Merryman's Guernseys were
"William D. Saunders,
justly admired and won the ribbons.
Professor of Dairy Husbandry.
Next to the cattle, both in point of numbers and
Virginia Polytcdmic Institute.
excellence, came the horses.
Everything from PerchWe commend this idea of holding a Dairyman's erons to Shetland ponies and mules was hotly conConvention at Jamesto-nni to the attention of the tested.
The Percheron class was the strongest ever
stockmen of the State and urge all who arc interested shown in the East. Among the exhibitors were Mr.
in the subject to make a point of attending.
There E. B. White, Leesburg, Va., with a magnificent stable
is the widest field possible in this State for dairy- of imported animals
Mr. John F. Lewis, Lynnwood,
ing.
We do not yet begin to supply local demands, Va., both imported and home-bred stallions and
and were this demand met there is a great market mares; Mrs. Allen Potts, Cobham, Va., imported,
all through the South.
Distance from point of eon- stallion and mares Mr. C. S. Luck,, stallion.
sumption is no bar now to the successful conduct of
Mr. White got pretty nearly all the blue ribbons.
a dairy farm if only one is near enough to a railroad His stable was conceded by all to be the finest in the
to ship you.
Modern scientific handling of the pro- country.
He will go to the "International" at
ducts enables them to be shipped a thousand miles Chicago next month.
Mr. Lewis has plenty of good
and to reach the destination in as good condition as horses, as evidenced by the ribbons he won. His
was formerly the case when they had to be sent ten champion heavy draft team was greatly admired by
miles.
The Virginia Polytechnic Institute ships hundreds of visitors. Mrs. Potts was also one of the
milk every day from Blacksburg to Jamestowm Ex- principal exhibitors in the Thoroughbred, G«rman
position and the same is the finest product on the Coach, Pony, Jack and Jennett classes, and captured
ground and the only one which has stood the test of a goodly number of "Blues."
the inspectors.
Attend the convention and learn
Competition in the French Coach stallions was very
how this is done. Ed.
hot,
there being three splendid horses entered.
"Grandee," the Virginia-bred horse, owned by Mr.
THE VIRGINIA STATE FAIR.
Carl H. Nolting, Trevilians, Va., defeated the
If the Honorable Henry C. Stuart, President of imported "Intrepede," owned by Mr. W. G. Owens,
the Virginia State Fair Association, doesn't feel very and the Illinois-bred horse, owned by Mr. R. B.
prond of himself over the successful exhibition recent- Henry, Eastern Representative of Dunham
and
ly held in Richmond, he certainly should.
Mr. Owens, however, got first money
It is true Fletcher.
he was ably assisted by ]\[r. T. H. Coleman, General with his mares.
Manager, and ^,h: Mark Lloyd, Secretary, but all
In the Gaited Saddle class, Mr. Thomas F. Ryan's
unite in according IMr. Stuart the credit for direct- "Highland Eagle" got first money, and the A. S.
ing what was prolmlily the best Fair ever held in the H. B. Association's cup over "Madison Dare," the
South.
Ideal weather prevailing, farmers and stock- splendid entry of Higginbotham Brothers.
men were present in large numebrs, so the attendance
The hog, sheep and poultry exhibits were large
throughout the week was all that could be desired.
and exceptionally fine. Excepting in the latter,
Standing but prominently as the special attraction local exhibitors were not as numerous as they should
of the Fair, was the live stock exhibit.
This was by have been. Berkshire breeders showed rather more
long odds the best one ever assembled in the South. pluck than others.
Dr. D. M. Trice, Charlottesville
The premiums offered .served to bring out foui*teen Mr. W. A. Willeroy, Sweet Hall Mr. E. F. Somclasses of cattle of twelve different breeds.
The beef mers, Somerset, and the State Test Farm, Saxe,
breeds were jjrobably a little stronger than the strict- showed for the first time.
Each is doubtless satisfied
ly dairy breeds, while the dual purpose animal, in with his maiden effort, as blue ribbons were numer-

are in full accord

with the calling of a dairy convention to be held at
Jamestown Exposition, November ISth and 14th.
A special low rate may be secured from all over the
State Tuesday, November 12th, good for seven days.

;

;

;

;

——

;
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ous at all four pens. Mr. Soramers is particularly
proud of bis first prize, Virginia class, six-months
boar, wbicb was also second prize in open class.

Mr. Westmoreland Davis, Morven Park, swept
White Yorkshires and Dorset sheep.
He would be bard to defeat anywhere in
the deck with bis larg-o
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PRIZE WINNERS AT THE STATE FAIR IN
THE ANIMAL CLASSES.
HORSES, JACKS AND JENNETS.
Percheron or French Draft Stallion, four years or over
E. B. White, Leesburg, Va., first; Mrs. Allen Potts, Cobham, Va., second; J. F. Lewis, Harrisonburg, Va., third.
Three years old and under tour John P. Lewis, Harrisonburg, Va., first; John F. Lewis, Harrisonburg, Va., second.
Two years and under John F. Lewis, Harrisonburg, Va.,

—

—

—

these classes.

first.

extended comment on
we must compliment

Space will not permit

all

Percheron or French Draft Mares, four years and over
B. White, Leesburg, Va., first; E. B. White, Leessecond; E. B. White, Leesburg, Va., third.
imjilemcnt houses on their splendid showing thresh-'
Percheron or French Draft Mares, three years old and
es, shredders, saw-mills, gasoline engines, pumps, under four— E. B. White, Leesburg, Va., first; E. B. White,
etc., were to be beard whirring, buzzing and throb- Leesburg, Va., second; John F. Lewis, Harrisonburg, Va.,
Mare, two years old and under three John F.
third.
bing on every band.
Among those represented were Lewis, Harrisonburg, Va., first. Mare, under one year old
Hening & Xuckols, W. K. Bacbe & Sons, The ImpleMrs. Allen Potts,- Cobham, Va., first.
Draft Teams, Pure-Bred of Any Breed, Any Age, oV
ment Company, Tlie Watt Plow Co., Sydnor Pump &
Either Sex, Weighing Not Less Than 3,200 pounds— John
Well Co., The Call-Watt Co., International Harvester F. Lewis, Harrisonburg, Va., first.
Thoroughbreds Stallion Four Years Old or Over, to
Co., Ashton Starke, of Richmond; B. P. Vaden,
be Shown to Bridle. G. Percy Hawes, Richmond, Va.,
Manchester
Fairbanks, ]\Iorse & Co., Chicago
first; H. C. Beattie, Richmond, Va., second.
Empire Drill Co., Short3ville, N. Y., and others.
Mrs. Allen
Stallion, two years old and under three
the various exhibits, but

—

the

— E.

burg, Va.,

—

—

—

—

;

—

Cobham, Va., first.
Thoroughbreds Mares, four years old and over W. C
were well filled and pro^^ed attractive centers at all Parkinson, Taylorsville, Va., first. Mare two years old
under three W. C. Parkinson, Taylorsville, Va., first;
times.
J. T. Temple, Richmond, Va., second.
Standard-Bred Stallion, four years old and ovei ^W. J.
The Poultry Show was a very large one and all
Strain & Son, Richmond, Va.. first; E. J. Flippo, Atlee,
classes of utility and fancy stock were numerously Va., second. Stallion, three years old and under four
entered.
To give an idea of its magnitude, one Joseph Lassiter, Richmond, Va., first. Stallion, two years
exhibitor, the De Witt Poultry Farm, had 200 en- and under three^J. C. Smith, Richmond, Va., first.
French Coach Stallions, four years old and over Carl
tries, and, by the way, won 180 ribbons.
H. Nolting, Trevilian, Va., first; W. G. Owens, Midlothian,
Mares, four years old and over W. G.
Va., second.
The races were one of the strong attractions of the Owens. Midlothian, Va., first; W. G. Owens, Midlothian,
Fair.
Good cards were presented each day. Major Va., second.
German Coach Stallions, four years old and over Mrs.
Delmar delighted thousands by reeling off a mile
.Mien Potts, Cobham, Va., first.
in 2 :06 1-4.
This was a splendid opportunity to
Gaited Saddle Horses, Stallions, four years or over
see this great horse.
Thomas F. Ryan Oak Ridge, Va., first; Higginbotham

Farm Products and

the

Fancy Work Departments

Potts,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

We

Bros., Fairta,x Va., second.

append herewith

summary

—

Champion Gaited Saddle

Stal-

throughout the issue some snapshots of some mighty

or Gelding Thomas F. Ryan, Oak Ridge, Va.,
offered by American Saddle Horse Breeders'
Association for best fine gaited saddle stallion, mare or
gelding, won by Highland Eagle, by Highland Denmark,

fine stock.

owned by Thomas

a

in all classes of live stock

of the winners

lion,

and poultry, and present

first.

Next year's Fair will be better than this one, and
we earnestly bespeak for Mr. Stuart and his Association the hearty co-nperation of our local breeders.

We

have just as good stock bred or owned right here
in Virginia as any of that shown from the North
and West. This is especially true of Shorthorns,
All
Herefords, Jerseys, Guernseys and Berkshires.
we need is to give attention to fitting the stock for
Breeders are doing themselves and
the show ring.
their State a great injustice by not accepting this
splendid opportunity to show their fellow-farmers
Don't
just what they are doing in pure-bred stock.
let the Northern and Western breeders do all the
In the meantime, we conocular demonstrating.
gratulate and thank these men for coming here year
They have
after year with their splendid stock.

undoubtedly stimulated great interest in better stock
Shepherd.
throughout the entire State.

Mare
Cup

F. Ryan, Oak Ridge, Va.
Ponies, Stallion, four years or over Carl H. Nolting,
Trevilian, Va., first; H. C. Beattie, Richmond, Va., secCarl H.
Stallions, one year old and under two
ond.
Nolting, Trevilian, Va., first; C. S. Luck, Ashland, Va.,
and
over
four
years
old
H. C.
Mares,
second. Ponies,
Beattie, Richmond, Va., first. Ponies, under saddle Mrs.
order
of
two
firsts by
Allen Potts. Cobham, Va., first;
President of the Fair. Mares, under one year H. C.
Pony,
harness
Shetland
in
Beattie, Richmond. Va., first.
H. C. Beattie, Richmond, Va., first. Ponies, matched
team in harness Mrs. Allen Potts, Cobham, Va., first.
Ponies, best saddle pony Mrs. Allen Potts, Cobham, Va.,

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

first

—

and second.

—

A. S. Harfirst; E. J. Flippo, Atlee, Va., secthree
under
old
and
jacks,
two
years
best
Jacks,

Jacks, Best Jacks, four years old or over
rison,

Herndon, Va.,

ond.
T. J. Coflin, Richmond, Va., first.
Jennetts, Best Jennetts, four years and over A. S. Harrison. Herndon, Va., first; Mrs, Allen Potts, Cobham, Va.,
second. Jennet, one year and under two A. S. HarJennett, under one year old
rison, Herndon, Va., first.
Mrs. Allen Fotts, Cobham, Va., first; A. S. Harrison,
Herndon, Va., second.
Mules, four years old or over T. J. Coffin, Richmond,
Va., first. Mules, three years old and under four— Joseph

—
—

—

———

——
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Lassiter, Richmond, Va., first and second.
Mules, one
year old and under two years old A. S. Harrison, Herndon, Va., first and second. Mule, Colt, under one year
old Mrs. Allen Potts, Cobham, Va., first.
Mules, any
age Joseph Lassiter, Richmond, Va., first and second.
Pair Draft Mules, weight not less than 2,S00 pounds
Joseph Lassiter, Richmond, Va., first. Pair of Mules, three
years old, in harness to wagon or truck .Joseph Lassiter,

—

—

—

Richmond, Va.

CATTLE—ALL BREEDS.

—

—

—

pion bull. Dr. Kipps; cow. Dr. Kipps.
Herefords Aged bulls, first to S. W. Anderson. Blaker
W. Va.. Two year old bulls, first to W. H. Curtice,
Eminence, Ky. Champion bull, first to W. H. Curtice.
Aged cows, first to W. H. Curtice. Champion cow, first
to W. H. Curtice. Aged herd, first to W. H. Curtice, second to S. W. Anderson. Young herd, first to S. W. Ander-

—

—

—

Ind.,

Champion cows, Frank W. Cotton.
Virginia Shorthorns Exhibitors, Dr. Kipps and Burke's
Garden Cattle Company. Aged bulls, first to Dr. Kipps,
on Prince Albert; second to Burke's Garden, on Red
Cloud. Aged cows, first and second to Dr. Kipps. Cham-

three years; second on heifer two years; second on heifer
ono year; second on herd; second on young herd; second
on get of sire; second on produce of cow.
Guernsey J. McK. Merryman, Cockeysville, Md. First
on bull three years; first on bull two years; first on bull
under one year; first and second on cow three years; first
and second on heifer two years; first and second on heifer
one year; first and second on heifer under one year;
first and second on herd; first on young herd; first and
second on get of sire; first and second on produce of cow;
first on championship bull, any age, also cow.
G. M. Carpenter, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Second on bull under two
years.
Westmoreland Davis, Leesburg, Va. First on
bull under two years; second on bull under one year.
Dutch Belted G. H. Dodge, Wilkinsonville, Mass.

—

—

Shorthorns Aged bulls, first, F. W. Cotton, Marietta,
on Luclcy Pride; second to Dr. Kipps, on Prince
Albert. Two year old bulls, first to F. W. Cotton, on
Daybreak. Champion bull. F. W. Cotton, on Lucky Pride.
Aged cows, first and second to F. W. Cotton, on Purity
and Lad's Beauty. Two year olds, first to Frank W. Cotton, on Princess; second to Dr. Kipps, on lx)vely of Grassmere. Aged herds, first and second to F. W. Cotton.

[November,

'

Won

—

—

the entire offerings.

Jersey

— .McLaury
—

Bros.,

PortlandvlUe,

—Got
—

N.

Y.

the Jersey money.

Galloway J. Frantz & Sons,
offerings except second on bull
bull under one year; second on
won by F. H. Cashll, Derwood,
Devons Stockwell & Gifford,

Md.

—

entire offerings.

Sutton, Mass.

—First

—

all

Bluffton Ohio Won all
three years; second on
young herd, which were

Fat Steers Hon. H. C. Stuart
olds; first pen of three year olds.

—Won

the

pen of two year

Mills,

son.

—

Aberdeen Angus Aged bulls, first to W. D. Bradfute,
Boyd & King, of Ohio. Champion bull,
Aged cow, first and second to W. D.

of Ohio: second,
D. Bradfute.

W.

Bradfute. Champion bull, first to W. D. Bradfute. Aged
herd, first to
D. Bradfute; second, Boyd & King.
Champion cow, first to W. C. Bradfute. Young herd, first
to W. C. Bradfute; second, Boyd & King.
Holstein-Friesian Aged bull, first to G. M. Carpenter,
Wilkes Barre, Pa. Aged cow, first to Carpenter. Champion bull, first to Carpenter. Aged herd, first to Carpen-

W

—

Champion cow, first to West Purdam, New Paris,
Ohio. Young herd, first to West Purdam. Get of sire,
first to West Purdam.
Produce of cow, first to West
Purdam.
Brown Swiss Aged bull, first to McLaury, Portlandville, N. Y.; second, Hull Bros., Painsville, Oliio.
Aged
cow, first to McLaury; second, Hull Bros. Yearling bull,
ter.

—

first

to

Hull

Champion

Brothers.

bull,

first

Heifer

to

calf,

McLaury.

first

to

Hull

Aged herd,

Bros.

first

McLaury.

to
of

Produce of cow, first to Hull Bros. Get
to McLaury.
Poll
Georare Ineichen & Son, Bryant, Ind., R. F.
First on three year bull; first on one year bull;
D. 1
first on under one year bull; first on heifer under two
sire,

first

Red

—

—

first on heifer under one year; first on herd; first
on young herd; first on get of sire; second on produce of
cow; first on champion bull and age, also on cow. H. M.
Luttrell, Delaplane, Va.
Second on bull three years;
second on herd. Joseph E. Willard, Fairfax, Va. Second on bull two years. C. A. Shurtz, Gaysport, Ohio
second on bull under one year; first and second on heifer
under three years; second on heifer under two years;
second on heifer under one year; second on herd; second
on get of sire; first on produce of cow. Thomas F. Ryan,
Oak Ridge, Va. Second on cow three years.
Ayrshire .T. F. Converse & Co., Woodville, N. Y. First
on bull three years; second on bull under two years;
first on bull under one year; first on cow three years;
first on heifer under three years; first on heifer under
two years; first and second on heifer under one year;
first on herd; first on young herd; first on get of sire;
first on produce of cow; first on championship bull any
age, also cow. F. H .Cashell, Derwood, Md.
Second on
bull three years; first on bull two years; first on bull
one year; second on bull under one year; second on cow

years;

—

—

—

—

—

—

SWINE.

—

Berkshire, Boar, two years and over First, A. L. Axlino,
Ohio; second. W. A. Willeroy, Richmond. Boar, one year
and under two First, A. L. Axline, Ohio; second, Dr. D.
M. Trice, Charlottesville, Va. Boar, six months and under
twelve First, lA. L. Axline., Ohio; second. Dr. D. M.
Trice, Charlottesville, Va. Boar, under six months
First,
A. L. Axline, Ohio; second, E. P. Sommers, Somerset,
Va. Sow, two years or over First, A. L. Axline, Ohio;
second A. L. Axline, Ohio. Sow, one year and under two
First, A. Ta Axline, Ohio; second, Dr. D. M. Trice,
Charlottesville, Va.
Sow, six months and under twelve
First, A. L. Axline, Ohio; second, A. L. Axline, Ohio; Sow,
under six months First, A. L. Axline, Ohio; second. Dr.
D. M. Trice, Charlottesville, Va. Four swine, any age,
the get of one sire First, A. L. Axline, Ohio; second,
A. L. Axline, Ohio.
Four pigs, any age, the produce of
one sow First, A. L. Axline, Ohio; second, A. L. Axline,
Ohio. Boar and three sows, over one year First, A. L.
Axline, Ohio; second Dr. D. M. Trice, Charlottesville, Va.
Boar and three pigs, under one year First A. L. Axline,
Ohio; second, A. L. Axline, Ohio. Boar, anyage First,
A. L. Axline, Ohio.
Sow, any age First, A. L. Axline,
Ohio.
Berkshlres, Virginia Class W. A. Willeroy, first boar;
Dr. D. .M. Trice, second boar; E. P. Sommers, first boar,
six months or under.
Dr. D. M. Trice won ten firsts,
four seconds, and reserve championship in this class.
Poland China.— .\. C. Grieve & Sons, Ohio, won everything in all classes of this bred.
Chester Whites W. T. Dever, of Ohio, won all prizes

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

offered.

Duroc Jersey, Boar, two years old or ovei

—

First,

Shorb

Allentown, Pa.; second, Mahan Bros., Osborn,
Boar, one year and under two First, Mahan Bros.,
Osborn, Ohio; second, Shorb Bros., Allentown. Pa. Mahan
Bros, won all the other premiums offered, including
Bros.,

—

Ohio.

championships.
Large White Yorkshires, Boar, two years or overShorb Bros., Pennsylvania; second, Westmoreland
Davis, Leesburg, Va. Boar, one year and under two
First, H. C. Beattie, Richmond. Boar, six months and under twelve First, Westmoreland Davis, I.,eesburg, Va.;
second, Shorb Bros., Pennsylvania. Boar, under six months
First,
Westmoreland Davis, Leesburg, Va.
second,
Westmoreland Davis, Leesburg, Va. Sow, two years or
over First, Shorb Bros., Penn. Sow, one year and under
two First, Shorb Bros., Penn. Sow, six months and under twelve First, Westmoreland Davis, Leesburg, Va.;
second, Westmoreland Davis, Leesburg, Va. Sow, under
First,

—

—

;

—
—

—

—
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months— Firs.t, Westmoreland

six

Davis, Leesburg, Va.;
Four swine, any age, get of one
Davis, Leesburg; second, Shorb
Bros., Penn.
Four swine, any age, get of one boar
First, Westmoreland Davis, Leesburg, Va.; second, Shrob
Brs., Penn.
Four pigs, any age, the produce of one sow
—First, Westmoreland Davis, Leesburg, Va.;
second,
Shorb Bros., Penn. Boar and three sows, over one year
—First, Shorb Bros., Penn. Boar and three pigs, under
one year— First, Shorb Bros., Penn. Championship, boar,
any age First, Westmoreland Davis.

THE SELECTION AND CARE OF SEED CORN.

Second, Shorb Bros., Penn.

boar— First, Westmoreland

—

Essex.— Shorb
in

all

Bros., of

Pennsylvania won

all

premiums

classes.

Victoria— A. F. White, Hornersville, N.
iums in all classes.

Tamworth— R.

won

Y.,

Hartley, Youngsville, Pa.,
prizes offered on this breed.

all

won

S.

prem-

all

the

SHEEP.
Cotswood— A. F. White,
prizes on this breed.

Southdown—W.
all prizes offered

Shropshires-A.

H.

Hornersville,

N.

Y.,

won

all

Compton & Son, Monroe, Ohio won

on this breed.
F. White, Hornersville,

prizes offered.

N Y won

all

W

Hamphire, Ram, two years old and over— First, P
Artz & Son, Osborn, Ohio: second, A. F.
White New York
Ram, one year old and under two—First, P
Artz &
Son, Ohio; second, A. F. White, New York.
Ram under
one year old— First, P. W. Artz & Son, Ohio;
second,
A. F. White, New York. Ewe, two years
old and overFirst, A F. White, New York; second,
A. F. White, New
York. Ewe, one year old and under
two—First P
Artz & Son. Ohio; second, A. F. White, New
York Ewe
under one year old— First. P. W. Artz & Son, Ohio;
sec-

W

W

ond, P. W. Artz & Son, Ohio. Exhibitor's
flock, consisting of ram, one year old and over;
ewe, two years old
or over; ewe, one year old and under two,
and ewe under
°'^%y^'ll.o^'i~^i'^^t, P. W. Artz & Son, Ohio; second,
A. P. White, New York. Fen of four lambs,
get of one sire
—First P. W. Artz & Son, Ohio; second, A. P.
White

New
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At

this season of the year, no time can be more profitably spent by the Delaware grain farmer than that devotto the selection and care of seed corn.
While a fertile soil and thorough cultivation are necessary in crop
production, yet the quality of seed very largely determines the yield. That it pays well to select carefully
seed corn in the fall, is proven by the fact that the
best corn growers in the "corn belt" are following this
practice. The method is entirely beyond the experimental stage, and to-day thousands of bushels of seed
are prepared in this way.

ed

The primary object in selecting seed corn is to secure
ears which when planted will produce the maximum yield
of grain.
This is accomplished by choosing the best ears
for seed and thoroughly drying and storing so that they
will retain their vitality unimpaired.
Fall selection of seed corn affords the grower the opportunity of selecting ears from those plants which are most
productive, and which at the same time possess the most
desirable characteristics. Large ears do not always indicate a productive strain of com. When selecting seed
from a crib or pile of husked corn the large ears are generally chosen.
Many of these come from single stalks
in a hill, where the plant has had some special advantage in an extra amount of plant food, sunshine or moisture.
The seed ears should come from those stalks which
have the competition of other stalks in the same hill and
and where the stand is perfect. Select ears from stalks
of moderate height, with a broad base, tapering gradually
to tassel.
The plant should be vigorous, have a large
leaf development, stand up well, and bear its ear at a
convenient height for husking. The shank should be of
medium length and strength.

A short shank holds the ear so erect that it is likely
damaged at times by water entering the husk, while
a long shank allows the ear to hang over so far that high
stalks are likely to be blown down during a storm. The
ears selected should be of good size, well developed, witti
straight rows of rather deeply dented kernels.
to be

Seed corn should not be husked before it is mature.
Although it may gi-ow, it will not have the vitality of
seed
ripened naturally. The best time lor gathering seed
P.
Artz & Son
Ohio; reserve ribbon, A. F. White, New York
is while the corn is still standing and most of the husks
are dry. However, if the corn is to be cut before dry
Oxford Down— J. C. MHlliamson & Son, Xenia,
Ohio enough
won all premiums offered on this breed.
to husk, the selected ears should be marked in
some way so that they will be found while husking. A
Dorset Horn— Westmoreland Davis, Morven
Park Leesgood way is to tie a string about the selected ear. In
burg, Va., won all premiums, including
championships
Cheviot—A. F. White,. New York, won all premiums any case, the ears intended for seed should remain in the
field but a short time after dry enough to husk.
offered.
The
Leicester— A. F. White, New York, won all premiums object is to get the seed where it will dry out rapidly
and thoroughly before freezing weather. Corn at huskoffered.
ing time contains about 25 per cent, moisture
the
Spanish, Merino American— H. H. Jobe, Xenia,
won all kernel and cob, so that it requires several weeks, inunder
premiums.
favorable conditions, to dry it thoroughly. Seed coin is
Delaine, Dickinson or Black Top Merino—
H. H Jobe
often injured by improper methods of drying and storing.
Xenia, won all premiums.
Angora Goats, Ram, two years old or over First R S It is most liable to injury the first two months after husking.
It should be stored at once in a dry, well ventilated
Weisiger, Clayville, Va.; second, Mann S. Valentine',
Rock
Castle, Va.
Ram, one year old and under two First place and in such a manner that each ear will have free
of air.
If this is not done, its vitality is almost
circulation
and second; William J. Cohill, Maryland. Ram unde"one year old— First and second, William J .Cohill, Mary- sure to be injured by molding, fermenting, growing or
gathered
freezing.
Newly
corn should never be stored
land. Ewe. two years old or over— First and
second
W. J. Cohill, Maryland. Ewe, one year old and under in boxes, barrels or sacks, nor in a warm room, as it is
and
sprout.
A very good place for drying
likely
to
heat
two—First and second, W. .T. Cohill, Maryland. Ewe'
under one year old—First and second, W. J. Cohill Mary- is in a well ventilated attic or loft, taking care to close
night or during wet weather. After the seed
room
Artz

W

York. Championship ram, any age— First
P
Son. Ohio; reserve ribbon, A. F. White, New
York'

&

Championship ewe, any age—First,

W

—

—

land.

the

at

is dry, it

should be kept where

it

will not

gather excess-

ive moisture, as it will absorb enough water to be injured
by freezing. Any method by which the corn is dried
quickly and kept dry will maintain its vitality.

The

list

of
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Please bear in mind that we

must have

J.
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F.

B.

W. RHOADS,

W.

J.

will

b«
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Carter,

Hull

Street

ADVBRTISINQ RATES
turnlsbed

on

applicatlos.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER
annum:

In

la mailed to
tbe United States at gO cenU
all
foreign countries and the

Richmond,

75

tlble.

falling

receive

to

their

paper promptly and regularly will confer a
f«Tor by reporting the fact at once.

WE

INVITE FARMERS to write us on any
agricultural topic.
We are always pleased t*
receive practical articles. Criticisms of Artl
cles,

How

Suggestions

SOUTHERN PLANTER.
Oralns,

Roots,

or

Improve

to

THB

Descriptions of New
Vegetables not geoerall;

known, Particulars of Experiments Tried, or
Improved Methods of Cultivation are eaoh

nd

all
welcome.
Contributions sent am
not be furnished other papers antll
they have appeared In our columns.
Rejected matter will be returned on receipt

BiUGt
»lter

9t postage.

NO ANONYMOUS
tulrles will

Address

communications or sb-

receive attention.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTBK,
AS

VA.,

MAIL MATTER.

^^

SECOND-CLASS

Descriptive Fall Catalogue.
Q giving
information about

have a

strtum at b.iu.se oi
other buildings from spring or stream on
a loner level by installing a
co:i.-taut

RIFF

Prices quoted on request
full

H^^i^^i^c

Most satisfactory w.iter service tnowiu AIwaysRoiug, uo attention, uo running exi>ense.
Raises water 30 feet for ev.-ry foot of tall. IS
inches fall

to operate

it.

Over o.iXjO uow
Sold on 30 Days Free Trial.
Ask for booklet sivmg particulars

RIFE ENGINE CO^
2113TrimlyBldg.,

NEW

YORK.

all;

seeds, mailed free.

WITH THE ADVERTISERS.

WOOD & SONS,

T. W.
Seedsmen,

The De Loach

Mill Mfg. Co. has an
attractive announcement of its grind
ing mill on another page.
-Ayrshire cattle are offered by the
Airlie Farms.
Look up the adverUse-

-

Richmond, Va

ment.
Fuller Brothers, Danville, Va., are
headnuarters for hardware. See their
advertisement.
.Monre"s Brook Sanitarium Co. is advertising its prize-winning Berkshires.
Acid Iron Mineral will be advertised
throuahout the year, commencing with

announcement in this issue.
The Youth's Companion has an inannouncement on anothei

the

teresting
page.
L.

L.

May &

Co.,

St.

Paul, Minn.,

have a cird on another page, which
sure to interest farmers and truck-

is

ers.

The Union Stove Co.

c;iQ

and most improved machinery for
If you want superior

cleaning.

crops

useful device, as they always sav.
tlieir copies for reference.

son's

Want
Running Wafer?
You

cleanest and
Our stocks are
and largest-

be^t

^ Plant Wood's Seeds.

^RICHMOND, VA.

ENTERED AT THE POST OFFICE AT
RICHMOND,

bt-st,

tlie

yielding crops, and our warehouses
are fully equipped with the best

cents.

should be made direct to
this office, either by Registered Letter ar
Hooe7 Order, which will be at our risk.
When made otherwise we cannot be resDon-

the

sell

secured from

preserve an entire volume or on.
year of the Scuthem Planter
ilany of our readers find these a

REMITTANCES

SUBSCRIBERS

we

lieaviest qualities.

If you will send 30 cents to oiu
Bu.siness Office, we will send yoi.
a neat binder made of substantia
Bristol Board, in which you cai

Build-

MANCHESTER OFFICI:

*er

Oats, Rye and Barley.
We are not only the largest dcal-Q

A NEAT BINDER

Representative. 844 Tribune
ing, Chicago, III.

advertising with
ad. on another page.

starts the sea-

a

prominent

M3 nn.,v-™ watches —watches actually built to retail at •:!0.00.
is no doubt that we cotiM whulcsale thciii to dealer* for
tlJ.OO or 913.r)0, but ttiis would ioTotvo a great anmunt of lahor,
time and expense. In the end our profit mould be little mor«
than it is at scllin^the watch direct to the connimer at 95 <5
E% inetoii Watpli, whicli we ofTt-r at *S>.-t& is an im.

There

The

The

Morrill & Morley Co. are adver
their spray pump again this
season. See their advertisement.
tising

The .Acme Harrow is being adverby Duane H. Nash,

21 jewelea, linely balanced Hndprrrcctlr adjusted movemeot.
It h.»s specially selected jewels, dust band, patent regulator,
en'imclcd dial, jeweled coriipensatioD balance, double hoMtliifC ra.-«e, cceiiuiiie cold-lald and handsomely engrared.
tJirh watch 13 thoroiipliTy tiin'd, tested an^ regulated. b«for«
X the fnctory and both
case and
RiiUH;d for

tised as u.-^ual
Incorporated.

The Defender Spray Pump

is

ed by

offer-

J. F. Gaylord. Catskill. N. Y.
Mr. W. H. Coffman, Bluefield, W.
Va., makes a preliminary announcement of his semi-annual Berkshire
sale on another page.
The Sure Hatch Incubator Co.
starts the season's advertising with
its card on another page.
Feed mills of numerous styles and
sizes are offered by A. W. Straub Co.

CUpo

S5 years.

isement and mail

.

BANK OF RICHMOND^
Streets.

Special

ttteatlOB

Three per

cent.

paid

to

to-day with'yonr

it

Jlsflea you, after

--

B careful examination, pay the express agent S.iS and expr«M
eli.injes and the watch fs yours, but if it doesn't ple&te yoa
rttiirn it to ns at our expense.
A "'*• Year Guarantee will he placed in the front caM of
til.- watch we send yon and to the first lu.O(»o castomere we will
pcnd a l.caulifiil pold-laid walch chain. Free.
refer t*

the
'

First N.ition:)! |;.vV;

^

'

-

We

KATIO.NAL (ON

We

^ rural mail box,
Will UIVC
"I" Givp

'.
The_ best and handsomest
The
....w„
GaU-anized Steel Rural Mail Box made, to the first
6rst
person
ing- for peti;

'

OlISTILLE, ET.

CAPITAL AND PROFITS EARNED.
Main and Ninth

d

ers in iSeed Grain in the >outh, but

BuBlnese Manager.

elty of

Seed Wlieat,

MORGAN SHBPHKRD,

B.

nbacrlbers

all

does not reach us in time.

Editor.

Wwtorn

Wood's Seeds.

copy or in^truc
tions for advertisements bj the
25th of each mouth without fail.
Every month we are compelled U
omit advertising in large volume^
for the simple reason that cop_\

PDBUSHBD BT
THE SOUTHERN PUNIER FUBLiSFIN6 GO,
RICHMOND, VA.
IBBDBD ON 1st OF EACH MONTEL

oat-af-tew

Interest allowed

$.1,200,«
accounts.
In

CorrMpoadenca

Savings Department,

CoiB**tud«4 S«al-amaBaIlT.

InTltai.
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Incubators and brooders are adverby Mr. Cal Husselman in a prominent ad. elsewhere in this issue.
Sus^ar Loaf Cotton Farm is offering
a special prize in gold and is an.xious
to commence with the younger members of farmers' families.

CO., Inc.

tised

What Do You
Think of This?
During the past year 15 farmers of Mesa
County. Colo., have asked for our catalog aVout

Electric Steel

BURKE'S GARDEN OFFERINGS.

Wheels

andlhs

We

invite attention to the advertisement of the Burke's Garden Cattle
Co., to be found elsewhere in this
The offering consists of surissue.
plus stock from the several flocks ami
herds of this well known breeding esMr. W. B. Doak, the
tablishment.

Electric

Handy Wagon

date H of them have purchased
wagon or a set of wlieels.
Does that niean anything?
It proves that we have a reasonable

up to

We

tion.

either a

proposi-

say that the Electric wide-tired, steel

Manager, wishes to emphasize the fact that their stock is right
General

MiMPFACTUBERS OF

off the

Saddlery, Harness, Collars,
Leathei", Findings, etc.
Splendid -itock of Finest Quality
Write or (Jail on US,

1306

E.

Main

St.,

Richmond,

blue grass pastures and

is full

of vim and go. with rugged constitutions with all the stamnia that makes

Va.

thoroughbreds. The co-operative feature enables this Company to givf
greater values than individuals breeding in a small way. Burke's Garden
breeds its winners and wins with its

uld put

breeders.

that this BugKv will stay l
right for th;it time is backed by a cash
bond of I^S.IHIO, Your money back if it is

not all

we claim

for

it.

'Anderton" Top Buggy.
Write today for our plan and 140-page, il
lustrated catalog. The "Anderton" line
includes Buggies, Surries.Stanhopes.Driv
ing Wagons, Pony Vehicles, Carts, Har-

Third

St.,

own j'ld-'ment. O
Eeiit

Steel

The Groove protect*
the heads of spokes from wear,

4 in. wide;

which makes wheel good and
strong till tire is worn out. We
make plkin lire wheels in othe»
widths. We make wheels to fit
any thimble skein or straieh*
steel axle.

profit b;

One

of

the

instruments

best

HAVAHA METAL WHEEL
for

his

little

booklet

CO.,

KIchmond, Vn.

Hay Press.

For many years the standLead ID ijhanicter

already adopted

for this bool.-let.

easy

today.

CO..

118S Hampslilre

Phi'UPS

will

(llo.aO.

I iur«.

,h..ri. ?j ii)4iii.

T..p Bii5glp^ $29.75; iW\fh%. J;10.75.

.1.

Wri

ENGINES FOR SAL
traction, 1250; 1« horie portable,
horse portable, t2M; « horse boiler
ISO. 1 horse gasoline engine,

Ten horse
Jl.'iO;

13

W;

ind engine.

horse. $B0; 6 horse, $136; 10 borse. J175.
Hollers and Engines from 1 to lOn horse
carried In stock for Immediate shipment.
:!

CASKY BOILRR WORKS.

AWDRAE

SprlngBeld, Ohio.

GIANT

Telephones

be

On One

pleased to furnish anv additional Information required and will send the
hnoklpt free to anv one who will adKindly
dress him at Fomerov. Pa.

Oranee
it

1\-Tr.

the

nu

Year's Trial

Guaranteed for 10 Tears
speflaUy Is Farm TcIpWe bave beenlnbus_,
for rortj-hcv^-n yoarB and

mention this paper when writing.

ird.

for

bltiihli,.rTirp.,

on

practice of
dehorning to send for one of these
booklets. It contains much interesting information on this subiect. Those
v'bo have made a practice of dehorniuT, hut would like to secure a bettei
instrument for the purpose than the>
have had. would al=o do well to writf

not

CO.,

Havana,

.'.

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT

Mr. Phillins
in this issue.
offers several patterns of his dehorner, which are nicelv illustrated and

"Kevstone Dehorning Knives." Tt will
pay anv owner of live stock who has

RICHMO.MJ IlLGGY * W AUON

Boz4e

annears

in

Low DoWB

Handy Wagons.

Dehorning Is thfe Keystone Dehomer.
manufactured by M. T. Phillips, of
Pomeroy, Pa., whose advertisement

explained

,C0aiH5 PLOW

Getourfree cataloi

of Steel WVeels and

or other
Free.
Vehicle until you set our catalueue.
It ivIU tell yun hon- to buy econoHiicaHy.
Price onr HARNESS. We have nn
elnbornte iiNnurtnient at prices you

of work, speed,

Wheels

WITH GROOVED TIRES

Cindonttl, Oblo.

BVGGV CHTHLOGVE
Don't buy n Buesy

Ell

isS

catalogue

ir

tree tor the as'iing'.

KEYSTONE DEHORNER.

can

tbey

Electric Whee! Co.
Sax 146
Quincy, ISiinois.

ment.

THE ANDERTON MANUFACTURING CO.

if

Send for our book; i^i

f -Pit.

H

ness, etc.
i.

ANGUS CATTT.E FOR SALE.
The Rose Dale Stock Farms, .Teffersonton, Va., are offering, in addition
to their pure-bred, registered stock, a
lot of pure-bred, but ineligible cattle,
which are bargains, prices considered.
Fanners who desire some good
foundation stock should write Mr. A.
O. Parr, Manaeer, at once and let him
price the offering. He will also be
pleased to send an interesting pamphlet regarding Aberdeen- Angus cattle in general and the Rose Dale herd
particular. Look up the advertise-

bundrfd thous-

We doa't a-^k you to take our ^

rd

Our Guarantee

I

trit-d tiiem Bay the eame
ry te^tthey prove

who have

Tourmoni^'y back

se.
,

/

upon the

to be the best.' Tlie ep >lce8
itedwithhub«olid, can't woric

St.,

Qplncy.

Ills.

Please Mention the Southern Planter.

Co.. Va.. .Tulv 22, '07.

Please renew mv subscription to
your valuable and verv hieblv appreciated paper, the Snnthern Plinter.
B. F.

SHELBY.

_

aforfarmtelepbone

Julius Andrae
3;>;

&

iiuc;

Sons Go.

Second St., Milwaukee. Wis.
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A CHEERFUL HOME FOR ALL.
How to Give Amusement and Delight

HaiTOW

d

FREE

RETURN AT OUR EXPENSE
DOESN'T PLEASE YOU.

IF IT

Here

a harrow that looks very
from the old spike or spring

is

different

toothed harrow.
It is different.
Every point of difference is a point of big improvement.
It is as much better than the old
fashioned harrow as a modem plow is
better than the Indians' crooked stick.

ACME

sizes
3 to
17 ft

Old and Young.
Entertainment
and
Fun

FREE BOOK

for your

Farm

Library.

Write us today and we'll scrri you firee, a valuable
"A Perfect Seed Bed." It means luoney to you.

bookjet,

DUANE
Box

H. NASH,
Millington,

19.

N.J.

arge Hay urops
Clark's Reversible Bush and Bog Plow
fool's For

>

cuts a track 5 feet
wide, 1 foot deep;
will plow a new-cut

His

forest.

Double

Action Cutaway Harrow keeps land true;
moves 1,800 tons of
earth; cuts 30 acres
per day.

Without

We

wish to impress you with the
fact that a cheerful home is the greatest of blessings.
will do everything we can to contribute to the happiness of the home life of our readers.
You are, therefore, urged to read the
unusual offering which puts in the
reach of all the wonderful Edison

We

Phonograph.
You can make your home interestentertaining, gay, in simply a
wonderful way, and with a trifling expense. Just think!
You can get a
genuine Edison Phonograph on free
trial in your home, and after free trial,
if you want to keep it, 50 cents a week
and upward does it. The very finest
ing,

kind of a talking machine ihe outfit
Xo. .5, on easy payments, for less than
$1 a week.
Those who prefer to send
cash in full after free trial, can do so;
no money required in advance from
any one. See the offer in this issue.

Every body knows who Edison is.
Every body knows about his hobby^
the phonograph. If you never have
bad one. you cannot imagine the wonderful pleasure you have missed. It
plays, laughs, sings and talks for you.
It gives you the grandest vocal and
instrumental music religious, sentimental, comic and you have 15,000 of

NO MORE USE FOR PLO»
His Rev. Disc Plow
cuts a furrow 5 to
Inches deep, 14
Inches
wide.
All
rinrk's machines will
kin witch grass, wild
mustard.
charlock,
nardhnck. sunilower, milk weed, thistle or
any foul planL Send for circulars to the
Cutaway Harrow Co., 45 Main St..
1"

Higganum, Conn.

PLANET J »^.
S.

saw

L.

Tell
his

'"•.?"

Allen * Co.. Box 1107 X,
Pblladelphla.

the advertiser
advertisement.

where you

15.

1906.)

AOENTS WANTED IN EVERY COCNTT.

Black Hawk
Corn
Sheller
Clamps
Box

to Barrel,
or Tut.
(.•aj.aclty 8 to li bushels ptr
hour. Shells easllv, fbelis
apidly shells perfectly clean.

of Malleable

li

atienng-oiconi. lArirely
Bearings Chilled. Will
a lifetime.
So well
all repairs are
F-^EE. Worlds lair Med-

lust

made that

—

You can make up your own

October

aC Chicagro 189S— St.
Louis 1904- Beware of Imials

tations.
Insist on haTinjr
the Oritrlnal and Best. In-

vented and

made only by

A.H.Patch.Clarksvllle.Tenn.
Manufacturer of Hand Corn

I

pro-

grammes,

having dances, concerts,
theatrical performances and minstrel
shows the kind that cost $1 and $2
to bear in the big cities.
Read what Mr. Edison says; read
the great free trial, easy payment
offer on another page.

—

STL^^:R

POLE TAKES ALL WEIGfiT
OFF HORSES.

(Patented

the problem of curing pea vine,
or other hay almost regardless of
weather conditions, as the racks give Interior
ventilation and keep
hay from touching
cround, thereby causing It to cure out nicely
when other methods fall. One handling completes the work and the bay Is safe.
For
prices and circular giving full particulars.
Address H. E. BELL, Burkeville, Va.

Solves

alfalfa

the best things in the world to choose
from, on records that never become
rasping or stratching.

ENSILAGE CUTTER.

We

JOINTED

Hay Curing Rack

Limit.

—

Cutdway

Bell

to

—

The coulters or teeth of the "Acme" work
as a pane plow. They turn over the pulverized grouDd and give the crop all the soil's
benefit. Fanners will tell you that bigger
crops grow after an Acme harrowing.

[November,

invite attention to the advertisement of the Silver Mfg. Co.,
Salem, Ohio. This Company makes a
snlendid line of Ensilage Cutters and
Sbredders, and is anxious that our

readers should

know more about them.

To

this end, you are invited to send
for descriptive cataloe-ue, also an interesting book entitled "Modern Silaee Mothods." both of which will be
sent free if j'ou mention the Southern

TRY THIS MILL
to Days Free
1 will

send any

DITTO'S
Latest Double Cut,
Triple-Geared
Bail-Bearing

Fsetl GrindBrs
On Ten Days Trial— No Money

In Advance.
nmre ear-corn or
horse sweep luill
expense. Don't mis.'^

If it does not prind at least 20Vo
otht-r Krftin thuu any other two

made, send

it

back at

mv

this offer. Ball-bearing throughout. Only 10 ft.
sweep. Light draft. Grinding rings never touch
each other— they last for ye.-irs. Both grinders
revolve, self-cleaning. Ask<or new Catalogue.

G.

M. Ditto, Box 48 Jotlet, III.

Planter.

^H^^^^^^J^^^^^H^^^^^^!**
Albemarle

Co., Va.. .Tune IS, '07.

I
consider the Southern Planter
the ablest agricultural paper published South of the Potomac. It is a live
publication, -up-to-date in every re
snect, and it grows better as it .gets
older, and among its other useful
nuanlities It has become not only one
of the cheapest, but one of the best
mediums for advertising in Virginia.

CAFT,

CAMM PATTERSON.

B
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19, 1907.

Editor Southern Planter,

SMIP HE YOUR

OLD METALS
HIDES
RUBBER

SCRAP IRON
Car Lots a Specialty

50,000
Hides Wanted
Write

for Prices.

Bstisfaction Guaranteed.

No Commissions.

Checks Sent Same
Day Freight Bills
Ake Marked Paid

Richmond, Va.
Dear Sir, If you will permit an old
reader of your paper the use of your
valuable columns, would like to say
a few words which I believe will be to
of
majority of
the
interest
the
your readers on Moulting Poultry.
I have tried with the starving method and the heavy feeding plan,
but have found both of these wanting.
Good results could not possibly be ob-

tained from the former, and my experience is that it is the most successful way to get one's hens out of con
dition.
I soon learned that the best
way was to feed a reasonable amount
of food, sufficient for their bodily requirements, and also to tone up and
keep them in condition with a special
food of stimulating and tonic properties.
I have tried several food regulators or tonics, whatever they call
it, with little or no results, until about
two years ago, I saw an article called
Poultry
Food,"
"Foutz's
Superior
which I have been using ever since,
I have
to my entire satisfaction.
found the use of this article good all
the year round, or whenever there is
any indication of my hens being out
of condition. I give it to them occasionally when well, and always regularly to those that show symptoms of
sickness, but to me its special value
lies in its use during the moulting
period. All of us who keep poultry
li-now that when they moult how pale
the combs and wattles get, how scarce
the eggs become, and what a long
time it takes them to round up again.
Having studied my flock closely during this period, I am prepared to say
that so far as my knowledge extends,
nothing can be used to better advantage tlian the preparation I have mentioned above. By using it. I am able

which of tire hens will be worth
while to keep over the winter, for the
good hens will keen a red comb and
red wattles while they are moulting,
and those that do not show it, I send

to tell

market or sell off. There is no
nuestion but what this food seems to
help them along, as they show vigor
and produce eggs, for which we all
keep them. Poultry without eggs is
and, without profit, no
!in
profit;
for
started
originally
pleasure.
I
pleasure, but am pleased to say that
I am getting both pleasure and profit.
to the

Clarence Cosby,
BsUbliBhed 1890.

RICHHOND, VA.

Yours

truly,
F.

PAUT.

Largest Dealer in
Scrap Iron, Metals, Hides,
Etc., in the South.

REFERENCES:
Bank of Virginia,
Bank of Richmond,
Bradstreets and Dun.
National

SAVE THE EXPENSE

—

KAUNITZ.

OF A

NEW

ROOF OR
COSTLY

LFAKV

REPAIRS

ROOFS

*aTe
Truoble

Time

By

and
Using

CALLAHAN'S

h

"Elastica" Liquid Roof Coating
makes all roofs absolutely
It
waterproof,

whether old

iron,

tin,

felt, gravel or corrugated
Applied like paint, but it is
It
four times thicker than paint.

shingle,
roofs.

and stays and lasts.
TRY IT AT OUR RISK.
Send for trial order now before
We guarantee
blows.
and
rains

sticks

to satisfy.

Free Instrnctions on how
leaks in all kinds of roofs.
booklet to-day. Address

GEORGE CALLAHAN &

129 Front

St.,

.

it
it
.

to locate
Send for

CO.,

York, N. Y.

IN'ew

WARRINER-S CHAIN-HANG NG STANCHION.

The Stanchion you shipped us was put up
and
alongside of several other samples,
On the first day It was
studied closely.
plain to all that everything considered yours
was one of the best.— Cloverland Dairy Farm,
Ltd., New Orleans, La.
They have since bought 132 Stanchions for
the new barn.
W. B. CRUMB, South St., ForestvlUe, Ct.

WHEX

IN

DANVILLE, VIRGINIA,
C-VLL ON

Fuller Brothers
Dealers in

all

Kinds of

Hardware
Priees Right.

Sntlsfaetion

Guaranteed.

Baltimore, N. E., Md.

LOW WHEELS

GAINING GROUND.

It is
a very noticeable fact that
there is a steady increase in the number of broad tired, low wheeled
There are
wasrons among farmers.
unnuostionably the best of reasons for
savps a
It
convenience.
First,
it.
world of needless hieh lifting. There
liftfarmers
in
sense
no
is absnlutely
ing their loads onto a hisrh wagon inpretin
stead of a low one. Secondly,

Tell the advertiser
bis ad.

where you saw
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ty nearly every situation

on or about
lighter.
That

the farm the draft is
a reason worth considering. Thirdthe low wheeled, broad tired wagon
does not rut fields or meadows.
Fourthly, it is a road maker instead
of a road destroyer.
The Electric Wheel Co., with their
solid
(practically one piece) nieta,

Saves Hours

IS

of Gleaning
Of coarse your wife would tr to
was!] even the v.orstcrc.T.Q sc7t..i, 'or
bowl properly t» .ce every day. iiut
why ask her to sI;ivo over a heavy
coniplicated"bucket bowl. "like either
.

I^Xlbs

j

Ig/alb.

8'Albs

IO%lbs

HERCULES

ly,

Stump

Puller

wheels
on
their
famous
Handy
Wagons, are doing a good work. Let

&Uh.

go on. We feel like seconding the
goodly
cause.
The old-fashioaed.
wooden wheels, with narrow
tires, which ruin our roads,
cannot too
quickly be set aside for the solid and
almost
everlasting
low
Electric.
Whether your ideas are the same or
not, you will get much interesting information along this line by getting in
correspondence
with
the
Electric
It

high,

riears an acre of hrav
day.
Clears all stumps
_
_.
feet without moving or chiinglng
mac'hins.
Strongest, most rapid working and best mad*.
HERCULES .MFG. CO.
413 17th St., Centrevllle, Iowa.

THt IMmnvil)

Wheel

Co.
Write them for their
catalogue,
getting
correct
address
from their advertisement running in
this paper.

8GR[IUllPP[llEir
PHCM.

Writt Itr

"MODERN" SIL.4GE METHODS"

of the tourontlie left?

Why

ot

hoiir
ettui^'a bJi.iipies
1

bairy Tubular
with a simple
Tubular bowl, easily cleaned iii

.vf-"" Separator

I

liL-nt,

[

It

hoiQg

t'l-

worM

< 1-er-n^H

Sharpies Tubular

I

complete and comprehensive one and

for clean

gives just the information on the subject that most farmers need.
Write
for a copy of the work, which
will be
sent free, if you mention the Southern
Planter.

Cream Separa-

.^'fferent-very

dilTerenl„*n®
all others. Every difference
is
to 5:oMr advantage. Write for catalog

!?X™
from
I

The Silver Mfg. Co., Salem, Ohio
Issues a very interesting booklet with
the above title, which they would
like
to place in the hands of every one
interested in silage. The treatise is a

save

M--
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and valuable free book "Bus-

•ness Jairyinj;:-"

THE SHARPIES SEPARATOR CO
West Chester, Pa.
Toronto, Can.

Chicago,

STOCK SALE AT BLACKSBURG

111,

TRY THIS CHURN
>»**?fc-^«-^„-,:^^

f^— '-—--iil3^S^rl

f"""
15 days free
of all cost and see
if it does not do
better and quicker

work and prove

to

be the easiest to
clean
you
ever
saw. I guarantee
this
and
leave
you to Judge right

in your own home
Isn't this fair?

Send for circulars and fuller de-

_ _ „ State

C. C.

CHUIl.V.
.size wanted.

COXSTAXCE.

$64.00

MaM,flel,i. o|, |o.

buys"

><"i-Breiiknl)le.

MAM IA< TIUIXG

,w<^-,.-„
TOM
ER

CO..

C0im»MXfORi|IBcTirGROPr
'^^ t^t.''T"?''o.'",!rH"'.cr'^'"irro. """,
W.11
If

dried

alfalf.. timothy
to know how,

you want

and J?dt^"h.:'
enclose .».riJi

Please Mention the Southern
Planter.

Upon succeeding Professor Soule in
the Agricultural College of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute, the writer
took an inventory of the live stock,
etc., and found a very excellent
collection of Holstein-Friesian, Jersey
Guernsey, Shorthorn, Hereford and

Aberdeen

Angus

cattle,

also

Berkshire swine, Shropshire and Dorset
sheep. My predecessors have wisely
and well established and developed
splendid
herds,
which have nowreached such large numbers that it
is advisable to make a reduction.
This we have determined to do by
means of the popular auction sale,
deeming it the most equitable way of
disseminating the surplus blooded
stock of the Colle.ge to the farmers of
the State. This sale will occur Friday. November 2nth, the day after
Thanksgiving, and will be held at the
College barns.
The forty head of
Berkshlres will sell before luncheon,
and the cattle immediately after.
Please give us the pleasure of youipresence at the sale.
Catalogues will be ready soon, and
mailed on request.
V. P.

I.,

W. .T. QTTICK, Dean.
Blackshurg. Va.

Somerset Co.. Ma.. .Tuly 5. '(17.
have been a practical former foi
and consider the South
ern Planter the best and most practical paper I have ever read.
I

thirty years,

W.

T. G.

POLK.

Cluwttrlli M'fg Co., Oleii, I

S

U.

r.,

I

Got the Best
THE ECLIPSE
•^
**^-

good pump Ai pr«o'^^tlcal fruit growen <ve
were using 'k* oomo eprayen to oor

^^

owD orchard*— foTUtd
their defect.* aod tbea is'VMited

The

tlctipse.

n«oMf

It*

prs<*tlca)ljioro«d volato nikD

nfartnrtcg on s lanr* Male
ToB tAke ooebaBM>» Wehar«
don* all the eap«iimaattog.

tM

fl

^,

p rq j twg -WJUUL

Defender
Sprayer
All brass, easiest work*
•SI powertul, aut*c
uixer, ezpaDtlo*

double straiuvr.
Caralopue of Pumps kn$
Treatise oa

Oaylord, Box _

Spnyinz

frca.

OaUklU^K

ft.

Hydraulic

Cider Press
Great strenj^h
pacity; all

aii.l

siy.is;

giisoliiia

steam

ea

aliw.

••ncini*

engines

saw mUls.

tbreeb'

etN. C'ai;ilo< fr«ft

onirc'i Hachinenr Co., Rsom 170 35 Corilandl

SI.,

In ?«

A Noat Binder For your back numbers can be ha^ for Sii cents. Address
our Business Department.
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POULTRY AWARDS, VIRGINIA
STATE FAIR, RICHMOND,
OCTOBER 7-12.

^BARGAINS IN=

2d Hand Machinery

Leghorns.—
White
Single-Comb
Largest class ever exhibited in the
S. S. Stansbury, Richmond, Va.,
second cock, first and second hen, first
and third cockerels, first pen o£ old;
Miss Varina Snellings, Manchester,
Va., first cock, third pen of young;
M. L. Burton, Barton Heights, Va.,
second cockerel, first and third pullet,
first pen of young; W. R. Todd, Richmond, Va., third cock, third pen of
young; W. D. Sydnor, third hen: J. A.
Ellett, third pullet, second pen of old;
Parker & Miller, second pen of young.
Buff Leghorns— Parker & Miller,
first cock, second hen; DeWitt Poultry
Farm, second cock, first and third hen,
South.

The Watt Plow Co., Richmond, Va.
1

— detueheil.
18 H. P.

Ames Engine and
Used

Boiler,
tvrelvc

thnn

leH»

uiunthM.

nlth main

Mill,

—e-Rol!
Milwaukee
Husker
and
^liredder.
As good as nen^.
H. P. Mounted Intornntloual
t — 12
Gasoline Enslne.
—7-Iuch 4 Sided Molder.
1 —4-Incli 4 Sided Molder.
— .41.50

t

first

pen.

Ete^l.

rivets; uppers oC soft, pi In bla,

—

,

"The
|

—

t

—

—

—

THE WATT PLOW

Miller, third cock, third pair of old; L.
E. Myers, third hen, second pullet,

be driven;
cheaper
one-third
than wood posts;
will

last

forever.

Posts made for all
lawn,
purposes;

and

farm
fencing.
barl^ed

fleld

Plain

woven

or

wire fencing
be used with

can

the
Posts;

Standard

10,000 in use on one

job

in

State:

H. DOWNS,
299 Brondvray, Xew
to

PATENTED..

J.

York

City. Factory
near Pittsburg, Pa.

^^

-=3b:.=-=;=

^

,

MaJeothlshcarbonSteelWIre

n5=n;;=(E.=(

,lgh.B_r:!l.strong._ChkJ=-rr
Sold direct to the
at lowe~t roar.alar-

r

.<

,_.ht.

V Farmer

f|

I

CO Cays Free

rrelghtp .
Catalbijue and price-list

A?UKC:e, IND.

first cock, first hen.
Buff Orpingtons. Parker & Miller,
cock; DeWitt Poultry Farm, second cock, first, second and third hen,
first pen.

—

first

[<

Cheap as Wood.

Black Orpingtons

—All

to

OurcatalogisFree, Writefor it today.

UP-TO-DATE M>G. CO. 924 lUtb St-.Terre HauC«,ind.

K^

ta.soforeinchhighsiiocscorts.sotorsiDchiandyouwiii

""^ °'
^™K^i';l^Ve''mSerhVs"°everp/od^^^^^
STBBL SHOB CO., Dept. 1 RACINE, WIS.

y^H

lO'lTiL Our beauGiitt!j^,vv,\K*k

•

Christmas
g^

of Gift Noveltie.s will

1

,

t^^o an the w.n-ry out
l^alalOffOe
^^***'<***-'&***-'o£ the choosing,, gi\e

you wider selection and bitr^f*^
of price, and will sugfcst
suitable thires you would
tlioUL'ht of yourself or run across
in local shops. You need not .spend more nioiey
than you can afford just because you can't find
saitubl<! presents within your means; you need
TT*

jM
ri'.nsre
* *«g^
' ^^^'muny

never have

Parker

&

every occusion.
and'many other
ThisTrademark guarantees money refunded
if article

does not give sati.-.iactiun.
Write for Catalogue now.

HARR!SON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Dept.

23

to

F.

6s Nassau Street, Nev/ ^.rk

©II lli*iils

S.

For Horse, Steam or Gasoline Powef

Plymouth Rocks.— DeWitt
Poultry Farm, first cock, first hen;
J. S. Young, Richmond, Va., second
cock, third hen, first and second cockfirst

Well Augers
For Horse Powar

Address

pen young, third pen old;

Charles Brown, Cartersville, Va., third
cock, third cockerel, second pen of
young; L. E. Myers, second hen, first
pen old; J. Wallace Snellings, second
and third pullet, third pen young; Mrs.
H. Dugdale, Roanoke, Va., first
J.
pullet, second pen old.
Buff Plymouth Rocks. D. W. Jardine, Staunton, Va, first cock, fli-st and
second hen, second and third cockerel,
first and second pullet, first pen young.

—

W(-moaaractureLawna"dFarm Fence. Selldirect

•hipiiin^iouEorjoniv.ntnianufacturers* pitoea. ^o
»»ei.u

-«*i?,«S,PK -"^sLl^^e'^i

Miller.

erel,

K!TSELM6N BKOS..

Boxl4

»J„Vrfl;?trm„Tefoi;;'u%'ChtCfor Tia^sfe^fs^

Barred

,1

will

keep

-^^^^ .^^^^

—

White Orpingtons.— All
Bnllington, Richmond, Va.

mi SPRINS FENei

They

Bave you money;

norkine.ii......

torUme, prevent cold!< and rheuinatlBm. Donotreqnl.o

not make presents that are commonplace or
unsuitable because you haven't the facilities
second pen of old; K. W. Baber, second of city shopping: you can find beautiful, novel
cockerel, third pullet, third pen of gifts for every sort of person and for every
occasion-weddings, birthdays, gradua ion. etc.
young.
— no matter how much or how little you M'ish
Rose-Comb Brown Leghorns. All to to spend, if you havt our Illustrated Catalo.Tiie
to consult.
It
Parker & Miller.
x^^^BS^ things — tliinq:s
Rose-Comb White Leghorns.— Parker
& Miller, second and third cock, second
and third hen, first, second and third
cockerel, first, second and third pullet,
DeWitt Poultry
first pen of young;

New York Farm,
in use

7.000

on another job In
Missouri. Write for
catalog and prices

WelKh nomorethaa

ordinal y shoe".

*,"'6"J.'',To*.%«r

«d

—
—

to

Inside
fortahle liair cush-

85.00 le;itherBhOL-3.
sie°i,""'

j

—

Are

^J^,

{

ingS,

STanioaaa steelifeivcc posts

waier-proot leather on the
shoe actually better
,&0
thnn those of the regular
83.60 leather shoes; our
13.50 uppers eqiio lord Inary
ion.

Black Minorcas. J. Wallace SncUManchester, Va., first cock, first
hen, third cockerel, third pen of young;
J. N. Bowen, Manchester, Va., third
1
IS-Inch Inserted Tootli Sim> ds Saw. cock, second and third hen, first ana
J
40-Ineh Inserted Tooth Sim
da Saw^. second cockerel, first, second and third
pullet, first and third pen of old, first
1
50-Iuch Inserted Tootli Hoe Saw.
and second pen of young; Parker &
1
52-Ineli Inserted Tooth Slniouds Sair.
Miller, second cock, second pen of oM.
1
54-Ineh Inserted Tooth Sliuonds Sa^v.
Single-Comb Brown Leghorns. The
largest class ever exhibited in the
t
42-Inch Solid Saw.
South. A. J. Warren, Richmond, Va.,
ALL, IN FIRST-CLASS ORDER.
first cock, first and second hen, first
pen of old; J. Wallace Snellings. first
Write
for further tnfornmtlon.
and third cockerel, first pen of young;
CO., John P. Green, Charlotte, N. C, first
pullet, second pen of young; H. M.
1426 E. Main St., Richmond, Va. Wilkerson, second cock; Parker &
1

mnde of preased
BOTTOMstuii.ird
with bteel

LOOr/IIS

MACHINE

CO.

TIFFIN, OHIO

Wst^ Fence 20c
^
48-in. stock

fence perrod only

Best high carboD coiled steel spring wire
Catalog offences. tooIsandsuDplies TRSB
Buv <i;retl at whnlesale. Write t ..ta>
liiSON VENCE 00. Boi 80 Uesbni-i f

GATE POSTS £S

«<) Hln(«* *y\l

kim tti
B.

B.

B. B. 0«te.

FBNCS

act

which n>4«lrM

CO.,

m-yi*

ii«ltto»».

Box US, Farm,

Is*.

—
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[Xoveiuber,

pen old; Parker & Miller, second
<ock. third hen; DeW'itt Poultry Farm,
third pullet, second pen young, first
cockerel; Laurel Hill Poultry Yards,
Roxbury, Va., third pen young.
White Plymouth Rocks. All to L. E.
Myers.
Silver Penciled Rocks. All to DeWitt Poultry Farm.
Rumples All to Parker & Miller.
first

THE MAN WHO SWEARS BY
THE FISH BRAND SLICKER
the man

is

—
—

who

has

tried to get

the

same service

out of some
other

—

make

Polish,

Clean Liglit- Durable
Guaranteed Waterproof
and Sold Everywhere

$300

ot

ILLUSTBHTEO CATALOG

PATENT ToV INVENT.
May Briuj; You a
Fortune!
Caiih OfTerM for Certain Invenur

'

I<l4>aM

tiuns.

FREE BOOK; gives
inventions wanted: tell

list

how

of
to

Write for it.
Patpat Obtalneil or Fee
Returned.

i-olcct tliem.

Xo
model.

I

report as. to

tor

cliarge

Send sketch or

itentaljility.

Patents advertised for

sale free.

WOODWARD ic CHAXDI.EE, .\ttorneyH,
F

Wa.KbinKtun, D. C.

Street,

T YOUR IDEAS
ther $8,600. Bo.4j "How to
Patent' anj 'What to Infor sale at

our expense.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned.

CHAIVDLEE & CHANDIEE. Palenl Atfys,
(£..M;i

.

.

„i;.,.,r,)

941 P. Street, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
*^
'^ ^*

^"o^h"?I^°

RETURNED

^ '

Send slietch
ability.

INVENT,

for

free

report

as

patent-

to

GUIDE BOOK AND WHAT TO
with

valuable

ot inventions
One Millloa DoUara
offered for one invention; $16,000 for others.
Patents secure-d by us advertised free In

wanted

sent

list

free.

World's Progress.

Sample

EVANS & WILKENS.

free.

S4S

F

Street,

Wash-

ington. D. C.

YOUR PRINTING
la

of

to you.
Let us know your
we will quote low prices. Special
given to printing for farmers,

interest

wants and
attention

poultrymen

and

others

Interested

In

agri-

culture.

ASPEN HALL COMPANY.

Crewe. Va.

THE VIRQINIA LANDSCAPE
AND MAINTENANCE CO. INC.
416 Watt.

Uetlew & Clav Huilding.
nOAXOKE. VA.

EntonioIoKlutK.
ForPNtem,
l.nnditcape
Arehltertx, Knirineern.
A card will bring a representative to
see >-oii.

POTATO

ID/iil ATP
iia/nJwlil ATACHINERY "^0^^"°"^
VATICUAN

Mell. CO., iJoi ,57 „

^ O-'T ktod tka

,

—All

prizes

to

Ellersons, Va., third cockerel, first and
second pullet, first pen young; A. R.
Venable. Jr., second cockerel, second

pen young; Walter M.

tirculoch. N. 4.

Cari'oll,

Lynch-

burg. Va., third pullet.
Black Wyandottcs. All to Parker

—

&

Miller.

Buff Wyandottes.— All to

J.

O.

Al-

wood, Wiseville, Va.
Columbian
Wyandottes. All
to
H. D. Brinser, Manchester. Va.
Golden Wyandotte.?. DeWitt Poul-

—

—

try

$100,000 for cn= invention;

I

Classes.

Single-Comb Rhode Island Reds.
Parker & Miller, first cock, first hen,
third ])pn;
F. S. BuUington. Richind, Va., second cock, second and
third
hen, first cockerel, first pen
young; DeWitt Poultry Farm, third
cock, second pen old; J. W. Quarles,

Farm,

hen.

I>aten

All

DeWitt Poultry Farm.
Silkies.— All
to
DeWitt
Poultry
Farm.
White Face Black Spanish.— All to
DeWitt Poultry Farm.

first

first

second hen.

and third

first

pullet,

first and third
Parker & Miller,

cock,

pen old;

are specially adapted for the Southern climate.
If you buy a Hathniihek you run absolutely no risk
and have a piano that will stand by
you: what the climate is. does not
matter.
Let us send you our catalogue
telling why it is the best.
We will place a piano In your

home on

instrument

trial
in

and take your old
exchange.

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.
I^ATHUSHEK PIANO UF6. CO.,

^ew

Virginia

"Bven, Conn.

Polytpchnic Institute.

(State Agricultural

and Mechanical College.)

AT BLACKSBURG. VIRGINIA.
A Southern

Institute of Technology.
Fifty-eight Instructors, thoroughly equipped
Shops. Laboratories and Infirmaries.
Farm
of eleven hundred acres.
Steam-heating and
Degrees,
electric
lights
in
dormitories.
Courses In Agriculture. Horticultre. Civil,
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Ap-

Chemistry. Applied Geology, General
Science.
Metallurgy
and
Metallography,
Shorter Courses in Practical Agrlcultre and
Practical Mechanics.
Total cost of session of nine months, Including tuition and other fees, board, washing, text-books, uniform, medical attendance,
etc.. $:4(;.65.
Cost to State students. $196.65.
Session opened September 19. 1907.
plied

For catalogue and other information
apply to PAUL B. BARRINGER, M. D.,
LL. D.. President.

cockerel,
first

first, second
pen young.

—

Silver Wyandottes, Laced. Parker &
Miller, first cock, first hen. first and

second pullet, first pen old; DeWitt
Poultry Farm, second cock, third pen
old; Otho M. Cockes, Elberon, Va, second and third hen; Miss L. V. Phaup,
Pilkinton, Va., second pen old, second
i;pu young; John W. Quarles, Ellersons. Va.. first pen young.
White Wyandottes.— Walter M. Carroll.
Lynchburg.
Va..
first
cock;
Burkes Garden Poiiltry Farm, second
io(k.
third pen young; Walter S.
Snuuders. third cock, second pen old;
'I'homas & Coates. Calverton, Va., first
hen; R. R. and R. Lee Taylor, second
hen, first pullet, third pullet, second

pen old, first pen young; J. F. Dunston, Lorraine, Va., third hen. first and
second cockerel, second pullet, first
jicn young; W. D. Sydnor, third cockerel..

.

Partridge

Wyandottes.

— Parker

&

"IS

-

Bills to Collect

-

No

ool-

10 all portions of the Dnited States.
Agencies wanted
Irotlon, no charge.
where.
25 years' experience.

mond, Va.

Make Your Idle Money
Earn You Interest
NATIONAL BANK
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA, for in-

Write the FIRST

third cock, second and third hen, first

MONTHS

formation

—

Cochin Bantams. Farker &
Miller, second cock, second hen. third
pullet, first pen young; DeWitt Poultry Farm, first cock, first hen, second
pullet, first pen old.
Partridge Cochin Bantams.— All to
DeWitt Poultry Farm.
AVhite Cochin Bantams. W. B. Alex;inder, Charlotte, N C, first, second

—

conceraing its certiflcates
arranged that one per
collected every FOUR
through your nearest bank

of deposit, so
cent, may be

or

old.

every-

PALMOHB'8
COLLECTION AGENCY, 9U Main St., Rich-

of

Black

BEST."

Lynchbtirg, Va.

Miller, first cock, first hen, first cockerel, first pullet, fii'St pen young; D. W.
Jardine, second cock; .Tohn W. Quarles,
I-cn

THE

Write for Catalojnie

Piedmont Buiiness College,

store.

Our

experience

proves

this

form

savings to be the most satisfactory plan yet devised for deposits of
JIOO.OI) or more.
Our Capital and Earned Surplus Is
for

$1,600,000
JOHN

B.

PURCELL,

JNO. M. MILLER,

CHAS.
J.

C.

R.

President.
Jr.,

Vice Pres.

BURNETT,

Cashier.

Assistant Cashier.

JOPLIN, Assistant

Cashier.
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and third cock,
hen,

third

first,

cockerel,

995

second and third
Defirst pullet;

Witt Poultry Farm, first and second
Parker &
second pullet;
cockerel,
Miller, first pen
Light Brahma Bantams. All to DeWitt Poultry Farm.
Golden Seabright Bantams. DeWitt
Poultry Farm, first cock, second hen,
first cockerel, second pullet; Parker &
second cock, first hen, first
Miller,

—

—

pullet

ACCIDENTS
HA.PREN
EVERY DAY

Yards, West Point,
third cock and second pen.
Buff Cochins. Mrs. J. H. Dugdale,
Roanoke, Va., first cock, first hen, first
and second cockerel, first hen, first
and second cockerel, first pen; DeWitt
Poultry Farm, West P'oint, Va., second
cock and second hen.
Partridge Cochins. DeWitt Poultry

—

—

^

Farm, West Point, Va., first cock, first,
second and third hen, first pen; Parker
& Miller, Rock Hill, S. C, first pullet.
Silver Gray Dorkings. All to J. S.
Young, Richmond, Va.
Frizzles.
Parker & Miller, Rock
Hill, S. C, first pair of young, first
pair of old, first pen; DeWitt Poultry
Farm, second pair of old.
Parker & Miller, first
Pit Games.
cock, first hen, first pen of young; J.

—

Prevents Serious Results.

—

sprains, bruises,

Property Insured, $500,000.
Ter$1,000 per year 15.00.

limited to counties of Chesterfield,
Dinwiddle,
Notteway,
Pov/hatan,
Amelia.
Prince George, Surry, Charles City, New
Kent and James City. For plan and membership write to
CHARLES N. FRIEND, General Agent,
ritory

ORGANIZED JANUARY

9,

1899.

CAN CANCER BE CURED?
IT

CAN.

want every man and woman la th*
United States to know what we »r«
doing— we are curing Cancers, Tumcn
and Chronic Sores without the use of th*
knife or by X-ray, and are endorsed bj
the Senate and Legislature of VlrsUla.
We Guarantee Our Cures.

We

Kellam Hospital
1615

West Main

Street,

RICHMOND, VA.

—

STRAINS, SORE MUSCLES.

CURES
RHEUMATISM,

FOR LII^UOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS.

Mallory. Solomon's Store, Henrico,
first cockerel, second cock, second hen,
P.

second pullet, first pen of old, second
pen of young; W. F. Eubank, Brookland, Va., second and third cockerel,
first
and third pullet, second pen

Etc

ALL DEALERS SELL

security.

DeWitt Poultry

Va.,

-YAGER'S
CREAM CHLOROFORM
LINIMENT

LAME BACK,

ASSOCIATION.
Best

Average cost per

Black Cochins. Walter M Carroll,
Lynchburg, Va., first and second cock,
first, second and third hen, first pen;

PROMPT APPLICATION OF

f

—

FARMERS
Insur* Your Buildings, Liv*
Stock, Produce etc., in
Virginia Division
FARMERS' MUTUAL BENEFIT

IT.

yoting.

Black Breasted Red Games.
Ashland,
Pleasants,
second pens.

Va.,

—B.

first

J.

and

—
—

Red Fyle Games.

B. J. Pleasants,
cockerel, first hen.
All to Parker &
Miller.
first

Black Hamburgs.

BALTI A\ORE

—

SAVE YOUR TREESGood'stXle'-Or Soap No 3

re

No sulphur, salt
death to Insects.
aloeral oils, or any substance harmf»l t»
Endorsed by U. S. Department
Vlant life.
Pocket Manual of caoM,
•f Agriculture.
troatment and cure of tree diseases tre«.

_

to-day.

OHtlnal

JAMES GOOD,

Maker,

959

N.

Front

St.,

Phila-

delphia.
kill:i

Prairie

Doga,

Wood

Chucks, Gophers and Grain
11 IVI II Insects. "The wheels of the
I Wlw'iTi
Gods grind slow, but exexceedingly small." So the weevil, but you
can stop their grind with

—

lIIRJIII

pullet,

Fan!

to
DeWitt
Dark Brahmas.— All
PoultryFarm.
Brahmas. DeWitt
Poultry
Light
Farm, first cock, first and third hen,
Burkes Garden Poultry
first
pen;
Farm, second cock, second hen, second
pen; Burkes Garden Poultry Farm,

CirbaiBi-S'ilpliiiiea%'ed°r^

It fumigates
lice.

Edward

A

poultry

R. Taylor,

houses

and

AIL CORRESPONDENCE CONFIDENTIAL.

LressTHEKEELEY INSTITUTE'

GREENSBORO, N.C.

I

—

Kill Saa Jose Scale and other deetmctlTt
^railtes vltb a spraying eolutloa of

^nte

Golden Penciled Hamburgs. DeWitt
Poultr}^ Farm, first and third hen;
Parker & Miller, second hen.
Silver Spangled Hamburgs. Parker
& Miller, first and third cock, first and
second hen, first cockerel, first, second
and third pullet, first pen; DeWitt
Poultry Farm, first cock, third hen,
second pen.
Anconas.^All to DeWitt Poultry
Farm.
Andalusians, Parker & Miller, first
cock, first, second and third hen; DeWitt Poultry Farm, first cockei'el and
first pullet; V. H. Council, Warrenton.
Va., second cockerel, second and third

kills

hen

Penn Yan, N, Y

Neat Binder for your back numbers can be had for 30 cents. Address
our Busln<i6s Department

first

pen.

—

first

Seabright

Parker & Miller.

burn, Insect Bites, etc., will find in it
prompt and effective relief. 50 cents
at drug-gists, or by mail, post paid, from
the manufacturer,
vannali, Ga.

Bantams.

— All

J.

T.

Shuptrine, Sa-

Bathe with Tetterine Soap;

25

cents

cake.

AGRICULTURAL

=LIME=
Quality

and

prices

LIME WORKS,

right.

Staunton,

BUILDERS
FELLSWORTH

Va.

rtlMCCMrS

Plants and Seeds for Fall
,i|d Spring delivery l»«l
Popular prices. For further !•
address C. F. CARTER. 8e»«»

Llll^<:3r.l^VJ
and

1907.

formation

pullet.

Silver

FOR SKIN DISEASES.
Tetterine is a wonderJul skin remedy.
Thousands who suffer the agonies ot
Tetter. Eczema. Ground Itch and other
itching- diseases of the skin have Ijeen
Those
radically cured by Tetterine.
who suffer from Chaps, Chafes, Sun-

to

Please Mention the Southern Planter.

—

t

THE SOUTHE RX PLANTER.

996

First of

An

[November,

—

Black Tail Japanese Bantams. DeWitt Poultry Farm, first cockerel, second
pullet;
Parker & Miller, first
pullet.

White Crested Polish.— DeWitt Poul-

Incubators

try Farm, first cockerel, first pullet
B. B. Red Game Bantams.
Parker &
Miller, first and second hen, first pullet: John Lindsay, first cock, second

—

pullet.

Red

Game Bantams.— All

to

Parker & Miller.
Golden Spangled Hamburgs.— All
Parker & Miller.

to

Pyle

Silver

Penciled Hamburgs.
DeWitt Poultry Farm.

Matures a week to 10 days ahead
of any other known variety; fruits
of good size, smooth, solid, bright
red color and finest flavor. Although
a large number of so-called early
sorts have been introduced of late
years, on test side-by-side— not one
has equaled First of AU for earliness,
hardiness, size and uniform shape.

—

Price, Large Pkt., 10c;

oz., 40c, Postpaid

FREE BOOK
"Northern-Grown Seeds"
Plants. Bulbs. Fmits and Trees. Contains
all the/T"'./ llimss for the Garden and farm
worth growing; at the rij^ht prices. Don't
fail to secure the .fioo*.

St

Paul, Minn.

to

—

hen, first pen.
RTiite Indian Games.

&

—All

to

Bny from the mnn that knows.
Buy from the man that mil
help

yon.

—

Houdans. All to DeWitt Poultry
Farm.
Indian Games. Parker & Miller,
first cock, first and third hen, first
cockerel, first pullet; DeWitt Poultry
Farm second cock, second and third
Parker

Miller.

Black

Langshans.— DeWitt Poultry
Farm, first cock, second and third hen.
first pen of old; Parker & Miller, first
cockerel, second pullet. Burkes Garden
Poultry Farm, second cock, first pullet,
pen of young.
Black Leghorns.— All to Parker &

first

WRITE TODAY

UUMAY

—All

ler.

Brazilian Ducks.— All to A. R. VenJr., Farmville, Va.
Colored Muscovy Ducks. All to DeWitt Poultry Farm.

I

am

Southern gelling agent

for one of the beat
Incubator, made.
It

I,

vrlll

not a "hot-air-' machine.
It
not hatch every egg, bnt
It will

batch as large a per cent,
of good,
strong chick, as any machine
can.
Direct to yon from the
factory,

freight

paid

yonp

to

guarantee

It.

The

guarantees

It.

Give

and

If

SEND YOUR ORDER FOR

red tape.

Now

& BEADLES

ducks.

White Chinese Geese.

Embden Geese.—All
Farm.
Toulouse

try

Richmond, Va.
M'e nre betidqunrterN for SeedH of
(he hiKheNt quiilit.T null Kerniluntlon.

Uyc.

Oiitn.

Fnnii

Seedn. l*oul(ry
Soutli<-rn fiKpnln for

iind

('iirileu

Suppllen, elc.
tlir veleltrnted

Cornell Inculiiitorn nod Broodern.

SURE DEATH LICE POWDER.
Is

of
of

times.
tlve.

powder

the

veruiin
stock

free.

—All

Geese.

—All

Miller.

Bronze

Turkeys.

to

J.

Farm,

pen;

Burkes

seconc'

hen;

to

Brooders

Parker &

Brown,
and second cock,
Garden Poultry
Parker & Miller,

third cock and hen.

—

all

R. Lee Taylor, third cock, third hen.
White Guineas. All to J. P. Dun-

all

rton.

at

all

Piireons.- All prizes to DeWitt Poultry Farm and Montgomery & Gans.

Hatch Chickens by Steam
with the
EXCELSJOR
INCUBATOR
OP

al aiio
hatching.
relmlile atKi t^.t-r*-;m

METAL WOTHEPS
Cempleta

VIRCINIA POl'LTRY
Box

359,

RIchcDond.

CO.
Va.

Pleaue mention the Southern Planter.

Worcester

Plant
for
quaxta ell
aid brood

DR.

J.

T.

sub-

farm

PARKER.

r sp r

Our

Best

|7.i0;
will

—

tl>«

iystoB

tw*
hatek

oklck*.

U

th*

latest
dlscoTsry
Pull
line
poultry
suppllM.
Lowest
price*.
Pre*

Co., Md., July 20, '07.

Enclosed find renewal of my
scription to your highly valued
paper, the Southern Planter.

n

Haublag aad Broadlac

canii

cents.
Post paid. 4f
cents.
Agenta wanted.

WOODEN HEN
perfwt
JulfU

25

SUPPLY

for cataloogue.

Highland Springs, Va.

F.

on

Pound

me

Write

Cat Husselman,

DeWitt Poul-

—Charlie

Cartersville, Va., first
first

to

for

Strong and eflec
There's none belter

Sample

pullets.

&

White Holland Turkeys. J. F. Dunston, first cock, first hen, second cockerel, second pullet; Laurel Hill Poultry Farm, second cork, second hen.
first cockerel, first pullet; R. R. and

>VRITE US P(»n PRICES.
CATAI.OGIE MAILED PUEE.

kinds
kinds

pare for hatching early broilers and

Dunston.

THE SEED MERCHANTS,

\\ hriit,

or

the time to pre-

young; Burke's Garden Poultry Farm,
first duck young; R. R. and R. Lee
Taylor, first pair of white Muscovy

-TO-

>i-<-d

—
—Thomas

and

It

money without delay

Coates, first pair old. third duck young;
Parker & Miller, second pair old. first
drake, second duck
young;
DeWitt
Poultry Farm, third pair old; J.' F.
Dunston, second and third drake

SEEDS
DI3GS

Ducks

Fekin

a fair trial

it

get youp

Is

I

manufacturer

not satisfactory return

able,

White

station.

CYCLE HATCHER

A

catAloms Wrlu U-larBox J09. KImira. X. Y.

CO.,

Neat Binder

for

your back num-

wers can be Bad for 30 cents. Address

our Business Department

THE SOIJTHEKN PLANTER.

1907.]

SHORT COURSE IN AGRICULTURE
AT THE AGRICULTURAL

We

Agriculture for the benefit
•of the farmers, to follow immediately
after the reduction sale.
It will be
practical in the extreme, and we believe of inestimable profit to those
availing themselves of the opportuni
ty of securing the results of the worU
•of the Agricultural College and Ex
periment Station. There will be no
text books or study for recitations required, but all Courses will be given
laboratory
illustrated
lectures,
'by
demonstrations, dairy practice, ana
work in orchard, vineyard, fields.
These
Tjarns, and judging pavillion.
lectures will begin Monday, December
2d, and continue daily until Friday,
in

'December

21st.

Those desiring

to attend will be
permitted to matriculate and arrange
the Course Saturday, November
30th. the day after the reduction sale.
REMEMBER, lectures begin Monday,

•for

December

A
•will

2d.

booklet regarding this
be mailed on request.

WALTER

J.

Course

QUICK,

of Agriculture.
the Dairy Convention,
13th and 14th, at V. P. I.
"Exhibit Building, Jamestown ExposiReduced rates from all points
tion.

—Attend

November

Tuesday, November I2th, good
seven days. Permanent State Dairy
'Organization to be established.

on

HOW TO SAVE STOVE

In Northern Virginia, near Waablngton, (or isle at prices aetonlsblngl; low, their Talae
considered. I am quite positive that nowhere else In the United States can aucb good land
be had on such reasonable terms; and please remember that when you come to thia
section to live jon are not burring xoursetf In the backwoods, but you are In touch with th«
world and the world's best marKets— by telephone, telegraph, trolley, rural free delivery,
railroads, macadamised roads, and every other modern coovenlence. Here are a few offerings
taken at random from my &0-page Catalogue, which I would like to send you, anyhow, bat
especially It noae »t these are exactly what you want

No. 21. 100 acrea; T6 cleared; In very good
cultivation; f-poom house; some outbuildings; plenty of fruit, grapes and berries, one
mile from church, school and store, three
miles from the electric railroad. Price. U.800.
Terms to suit. This Is a cheap farm.
acre sadjolning the corpora75 cleared and the balance
tion of Fairfax
Tbla would make a good subIn timber.
division.
It has many Bne building sites;
The place Is well watered.
spring.
fine
Some fnilt There are no buildings on this
make a nice farm. Nicely
place.
It will
located on the pike, about one-half mile from
the electric station. If sold right away, will
take S3,600. on reasonable terms.
No. 89. 500 acres: new 8-room bouse with
cellar; good bam and all necessary outbuildings. The place Is well fenced and watetred;
nicely located near school, church and store.
Will make nice stock farm. Price, 18,600, on
;

reasonable terms.
No. 690. Near Burke Station; 104 acres; TS
the balance In oak and chestnut
timber; 10-room bouse, with nice shady
lawo; 2 barns; 2 silos and all necessary outbuildings; well watered and well fenced;
most all kinds of fruit; borders on the railroad; near school, church and store. Price,
One-half cash, the balance to suit.
$5,000.
clenred.

Dean and Professor

P. S.

SPLENDID FARMS

COLLEGE.
have determined on a Short

Course

MONEY.

you are thinking of buying a
stove or range this fall, naturally you
want to get one of the greatest saving
We, therefore, call
in price to you.
the attention of our readers to the
Marvin Smith Company, of Chicago
This concern sells its entire output
selling stoves
and
direct
to user,
ranges to user for less than what your
If

dealer pays for them.
people argue that the freight
when buying by mail, more
eat
up the saving made by buy^
than
ing the article direct. In this they are
greatly mistaken, for when you buy
from a local dealer you pay two or
The manufacthree freight charges.
local

Some

charges,

If

desired,

will

sell

Implements, etc.
farm. There are
3 horses, all
all the teed

the

farm

the

stock,

feed.

It Is run now as a dairy
IS cows, some young cattle,

farming Implements,

and

Will sell
now on the place.
everything as it stands for $6,000.
No. 593. A fine dairy farm; 97 acres; highly
Improved; situated on the Potomac River. 4
miles from Alexandria and 10 miles from
Washington.
The Washington. Alexandria
and Mount Vernon Electric Railroad runs
through the place; the sutlon Is JOO yards
from the house and bam. Fine large farm
house with 10 large rooms; 2 balls and bath;
steam heated throughout; hot and cold water;
with
barn
basement
cellars.
L^rge
2
stanchions for 60 cows; < roomy box stalls;
Individual water boxes suppiipd from driven
wells, which turalsb an inexhaustible supply
of good water to the house and barn. Stable,
mangers, gutters and alleys cemented; steel
track for feed cars down alley between alios
and under grinding rooom. all In straight
line.

Two

erected
grinrttn? shed. 16x80

large circular

silos.

Just

at the cost of 1700; new
with cemented floor; basement for young
stock; large wagon house with room for
milk
wagon and farm
buggy, carriage,
wagon; also a room for cooling milk on
ground floor; tenant house, engine house, etc.
turer sends his goods to a distributor, The house Is exceptionally flnely situated,
view en
•who in turn sends them to a jobber. commanding probably the finest
and MaryThe jobber sends the goods to your the river—Washington. Alexandria
land.
Fort Hunt is located about two miles
local dealer, and all this changing of south.
The property Is nicely located an
hands necessitates freight charges.
R. F. D. rans by the ioor.
a high elevation.
So. when you buy a stove direct from Price. $17,000. This place must be seen to be
the manufacturer you eliminate all appreciated.
No. 652. Near Aden. Va., not far from
those freight charges, as well as the Manassas; 120 acres; 100 acrea cleared; barn,
18x20; 2 new store houses: 1 new dwelling;
profit made by these middlemen.
nicely fenced; most all
For instance, on a stove that the well In the yard; miles
200
from railroad
kinds of fnilt; 7
Marvin Smith Company sell direct to yards from scliool; half mile from church;
•you at $11.25, the distributer would store Is kept on the place. Price. $2,000, on
reasenable terms. This Is a cheap place.
liave to pay the same price.
No. 496. 19« acrea; 160 acres cleared, the
Then he sells it to the jobber for balance
In good timber: lO-room house with
about $15, and the jobber sells it to wide halls and attic; cellar under the whole
house:
well of water In the kitchen; nice
Your
local
your local dealer for $20.

•dealer

99t

must make

Bie sells it to

8

you tor

fair profit,
$25.

and

But the Marvin Smith Company do

reer.

shady lawn; basement bam, 60x60, room (or
8 horses and 26 cattle; feed room In basement; room for 50 tons of hay; carrlag*
house with room for four carriages; room
above for over 600 bushels of grain; round
adjoins the bam,
barrels
each; shelter

capacity,

>0-ton

silo

IM

between (or
four
hog and ben houses and all neceasary oiitbulldlngs; near school, church and
store; two miles from electric railroad At
Mount Vernon. This farm Is a part of the
original estate of General George Washlnston.
The farm Is divided Into seven 20-acre
fields; well watered and fenced, and In a
high state of cultivation. This will make
fine dairy farm.
There are 12 trains iallj
Price, $9,600.
to Alexandria and Washington.
One-half cash, the balance to suit.
This
place must be sold to close up an estate.
At ChantlUy. a nice farm eoBNo. 519
talnlng 97^ acres; all cleared and In good
cultivation; 7-room frame house, with ball,
porches and fine cellar; large barn and all
necessary outbuildings; well at the door;
place Is well fenced; plenty of nice fruit; six
miles from railroad; one mile from schoool
and church and right near the store. Price,
One-half cash, the balance to suit.
$3,800.
No. 627. Near Clifton Station; l«i acrea;
100 acres cleared, the balance In oak and
pine timber; $-room house; bam. 60x3$; all
necessary outbuildings; well watered, most
all fenced;
nice young orchard; 1>4 milea

wagons

;

from railroad station; same from school,
Price. $3,600.
One-hall
church and store.
cash, the balance to suit.
No. 484. 141 acres; located near Aden poatofBce: 26 acres cleared, balance in oak and

pine timber: two 3-room bouses; two small
barns and all necessary outbuildings; well
fenced
and watered; a nice orcbard
of
plums,
damsoaa,
peaches,
apples,
pears,
quinces and cherries; six miles from railroad;
near school, church and store. Price, $1,600.
On reasonable terms. This is a cheap farm.

No

160

443.

acres;

76

acres

cleared,

the

most all kinds of timber; well
and well fenced; two mllss from
storo.
church and
near school,
This will make a cheap farm.
Price. $1,800.
balance
watpred

In

r.'^iiroad:

101 acres; 40 acres cleared, the
No. 456.
balance In timber; $-room house; bam and
farm is wall
necessary outbuildings:
all
watered; some fruit; partly fenced; $^ mllee

Price. $15 per
from railroad
Fine stock farm
No. 839.

acre.
In

Londona

county; 110 acres; 100 acres cleared, balance
la oak timber: io-room house with cellar;
barn. 35x26; spring house, separator house,
corn house, granary and hen bouse; well
watered: excellent springs near by; well
fenced; some fruit; six miles from railroad;
Price. $60 per
near school, church and store
One-third cash, the balance In one and
acre.

two years.

The quality

of the land Is eicola fine dairy farm; has a
hold 125 tons. Only two mile*

Win make

lent.
silo that

will

from the creamery.
No. 371. On the Potomac River and oear
the O. P. and O. D. railroad: $S acres;
cleared, the balance In all kinds *t tinker;

8-room bouse, with
small barn and all

hall,

cellar

aeceasary

and par t fcM;
•Qtballdtesi;

half mil* frem rollraed.
cburch and store; nl«* mlise (raa
Center Market. This farei ho* U acres la
river bottom.
A fine ploee far iskleg oad
hunting.
There kas bees eeaslderekle geld
found on the yloee. Price. ttO per sere.
all

kinds of fmit;

school,

BUND FOR THK CATALOGUE. DE8CRIBB TOUR WANTg. I KNOW
TOU IN BIZB. PRICB AND TBRlfS.
Breach: Vleaaa, Ta.
J. F. JBRMAN, FAIRFAX. TA.

I

CAN BOTF

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
Northern Virginia Farms
Here Are a Few Bargains.
No.

Contains

132.

rertlle

gently-rolling,
fields;

smooth,
of
acres
land divided Into four

SO

pure running stream running through
The land Is all In good state
chocolate clay with stlfl subThe house Is a comfortable 6-room

farm.

the

of cultivation;
soil.

dwelling, excellent well at the porch; stable,
corn house, wagon and tool shed, poultry
bouse, granary, all In good condition. Farm
la

situated

In

level

road.

Price,

$2,000.

Loudoun County on a good

2'.i

from

miles

the

school,

to

church,

Many

store

post-omce,

and two mills; rural delivery at the

The land

Is

all

comparatively

level,

a

apple
bearing
has one of the
It
orchards In the county; the dwelling Is a
(-room house In fair condition; a large
brick store house and a good stable with
room for 8 horses. This property belongs
te a widow lady, whose husband has refinest

cently died, and she desires to sell at once,
and has priced the property at a very low
Bgure to Induce a quick sale. I can sell
this property for |U per acre, one-third
cash, and the balance on very easy terms.

A handsome Rockbridge County
No. 131.
farm of 316 acres; situated IH miles from
a live, active and very progressive town.
This farm Is a natural stock grazing farm,
in a high state of cultivation and productiveness; fenced with modern woven wire
fence; the buildings are all in excellent con-

the

most

of

travelers who have visited the
wonderful lake region at the western
end of Lake Superior have noticed the
enormous train shed of the Union Passenger Station at Duluth.

Twenty years ago men would have

»ate.
all

rood quality of chocolate clay soil; adapted
It Is
to bluegrasB and grain o( all kinds.
naturally a fine quality of land, but has been
worked hard, but there is no galls or (uUles.

dition,

A MONSTER ROOF.

station.

No. 130. ThlB farm tontalns 270 acres;
Ituated In Loudoun County, 7 miles from
the station In a thickly setUed community;
close

not sell their stoves through middlemen and you get any stove in their
catalogue at factory prices.
Their catalogue, No. S-221, can be
had by addressing a postal to the company at Chicago. Their liberal oO-day
free trial enables you to keep your
money unless you are fully satisfied.
We suggest you write for their catalogue to-day.

them are new and

of

modern plan; they consist of a handsome
l-room brick dwelling, plumbed for hot and
cold water, a large cattle barn, horse and
hay barn, large double corn crib, wagon
and machine sheds, cow stable, carriage
house and other small outhouses, all In excellent repair; farm Is watered by springs,

laughed

to

scorn the idea that rolls of

and asphalt could be put on such
a great surface and stand the ravages
felt

of steam, smoke, cinders, high winds,
frost, acids and all the varying conditions demanded of a railroad ter-

[November,

Mississippi
OF

060

minus.

Men refuse to laugh now, tor Rock
Asphalt Roofing has stood the strenuous test on that great roof. There
are thousands of other roofs all over
the country, from a one-horse stable
residences and metropolipublic buildings that are testifying
'j
its
non-leaking, weather-resisting
qualities.
It
lasts
longer
than
shingles; cannot rust like tin, steel or
to

A

Fine Virginia

palatial

iron.

Flint-Coat is made by the Rock
Asphalt Roofing Company, 607 Y. M.
C. A. Building, Chicago. They send
free samples for you to test. You can
put this roof on yourself, for everything is supplied free cement and
nails, etc., with complete directions.

—

Thinking people, especially farmers,
whose profits are small, see more and

beautiful

The
modern machinery.
loam and under a very
cultivation, the owner
It
cared
for
having farmed and
properly for a number ot years. This
soil

a rich
state ot

is

high

splendid dairy proposition, or
be run as a general farming
Over $400 worth of hay
was harvested on this farm last season.
There are 15 acres In a fine orchard
in good bearing, which is a very valuable asset to a farm so near the
market. This property Is really worth
$10,000, but owner Is retiring and will
If
sacrifice tor $6,500 if sold at once.
is
a
could

you

little farms in Loundoun County. Every
field has been limed, and the land is in

cultivation.

It

is

bluegrass and clover land.
Two-thirds of the land is now well set
in clover and will yield enormous crops
next year. The farm is situated on an
elevated point, on rolling ground, with
a fine view of the mountains on one
side, and the other side Is a beautiful

stretch of cultivated lands. This farm
smooth, free from stones and
is all
stumps, rolling enough to drain well,
but would he considered comparatively
The house is an 8-room house,
level.
perhaps 50 years old, but well preserved. Fine water. There are all the
necessary outbuildings, in good conHor.se barn with stalls tor 10
dition.
horses and cattle barn with stalls tor
25 head. Excellent orchard of all kinds
This farm is one mile from
of trulf.
railroad station. Trice, $37.50 per acre.
Send for my new list.
'

WM. EADS MILLER,

Herndon, Va.

plants,

want a real farm bargain you
should see this and you will not look
further.

Ballard

621

J

Meal. A postal to Dept. M., Richmond
Abattoir, Richmond, Va., will bring
you a copy of the new "Rarva" booklet.

Lanham,

Inc.

FARMS

"RARVA" BOOKLET.

formation as to the use of "Rarva"
Meat Meal in the poultry yard and
kennel. The endorsements of prominent poultrymen and dog raisers contained in this little booklet are strong
evidpn(e of the worth of "Rarva" Meat

&

3th Street, N. W., Wash'n.'.C.

rose bushes, etc.

The Richmond Abattoir have published a new edition of the "Rarva"
booklet, which contains valuable in-

210

from steam
from Wash-

with

vated

pany, Kittrell, N. C.
This immense
nursery business has been built up by
growing by the million and selling
direct to the people at wholesale rates,
saving them the immense profits paid
to agents.
Write to them for free
catalogtie of all kinds of fruit trees,
strawberry plants, grape vines, hedge

of

contains

estate

ington, in a good farming section and
The
a neighborhood of fine people.
farm Is improved by an excellent
dwelling of 14 rooms, porches, etc., a
very large barn, silo, corn house, hen
house and all necessary buildings to
be found on an up-to-date farm, and
The land Is
all are in fine condition.
gently rolling, but can be easily culti-

Dd

state

Farm

Great Sacrifice*
This

acres, located one mile
station and only 24 miles

proposition.

a high
natural

SALE).

The owner wants to engage In other
business and otters this splendid farm
Located three miles
at a bargain.
from Centreville, Miss., on the Y. and
M. V. R. R. Town has a high school,
three churches, oil mill, sauce factory,
several gins ^nd saw mills in and
around town.
The farm has a 7-room dwelling,
barns and other necessary buildings;
14 tenant houses, now occupied; young
orchard bearing; 40 pecan trees, some
Has fine water with water
bearing.
works, telephone, daily mails and good
550
public road running by house;
acres in cultivation, 200 acres pasture,
remainder in woods and timber. Estimated one and a halt million feet pine,
and oak, birch, poplar and other hard
woods to supply farm indefinitely. All
under wire fence, three miles woven
Well adapted
w^ire tor hog pastures.
to general farming and stock raising.
Public road on two sides, making It
well suited for dividing into several
small farms. Will sell for $15 per aero
and give possession 1st January, 1908.
Any one interested in such property

moi-e the necessity of cutting out the
middle man, of saving the money paid
to agents and solicitors.
The largest
businesses in the country are founded
on this principle. Conspicuous among
these is the Continental Plant Com-

branches Inyveeflerl cmfw condltlongk
and branches In every field. Located In a
Price,
line neighborhood of refined cltliens.
(16,000, on easy terms.
Farm No. 76. Contains 243 acres, 25
acres in good timber, balance is cleared
and well fenced with wood and wire
fences.
Tliis farm is one of the finest

Farm

ACRBS FOR

For

Sale.

yea waat a farm te raise grass,

If

grain,

frem

stock,
us.

subsoil.

fruit,

Chocolate
Address

or

tobacco,

but

with

red

sell

W. W. BARNES A

CO.,

Land and Timber Agents.
AMELIA C. H., VA.
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A whisk broom is not a good shaving
brush and a scythe is not a perfect
razor.
No more is laundry soap suitable for shaving. A soap for shaving
should be
scientifically made
and
should contain no harmful materials.
Purity of ingredients and perfectness
of combination are absolutely necessary in a shaving soap.
If the soap
you have in mind lacks either of these
essentials it is not Williams' Shaving

Farms

Near Wublngton and Bsltlinore and In easj reach of Philadelpbla and New York.
Unlimited markets and unsurpassed shipping facilities.
Reaaonable In price; near good live towns, schools and churches. Write oa.
STEPHENSON A RAINEY. HERNDON, VA.

VIRGINIA

By sending a 2-cent stamp to the
manufacturers, The J. B. Williams,
Company, Glastonbury, Conn., to pay
postage, you can obtain a free sample.

$8.
thirty

heroine,

PER ACRE-UP.

mlnutea to Richmond, Good local marketts. Electric and steam railroads.
and general farming aectlon.

Pine

poultry, stock, tohacco

FRANK

story, entitled "Henry Hart of Hartrldge," published by Fairbanks, Morse
& Co., of Chicago, HI. The story is
beautifully
illustrated,
the
frontis-

the

FARMS

Healthy, productive and rapidly Improving section; three hours ride to Washlneton;

"HENRY HART OF HARTRIDGE."
We are in receipt of a short love

showing

Northern Virginia

DAIRY, GRAIN, STOCK, POULTRY, FRUIT.

Soap.

piece
Curtis.

in

999

H.

COX

Ashland, Hanover County, Virginia.

Jessie

.

Numerous

illustrations of the farm
scenes showing the possibilities and
advantages of modern machinery appliances are interspersed throughout
the story.
The tale is interesting from start to
finish and to those who contemplate
improving their country places the
book will be found rich in practical
suggestions. A copy will be sent free
to those interested.

INCUBATOR COMPANIES
CONSOLIDATEa
A

consolidation of the interests of
incubator and poultry supply companies was affected October first, and
is known as the United Incubator &
Poultry Supply Manufacturing Company. The Companies entering the
consolidation are the Star Incubator
& Brooder Co., Excelsior Wire &
Poultry Supply Co., Pineland Incubator & Brooder Co., Empire Star Incubator Co.. Great Eastern Incubator
Co., Star Manufacturing Co., and the
Northwestern Poultry Supply Company.
are informed that several
other concerns are now under consid-

We

eration.

The manufacturing places

of the
different companies will all be closed
except that of the Star, and all the
manufacturing will be done at the latter's place in Lincoln, N. J., where
they have a large tract of land adjacent to the railroads. The retail business and general offices will be at
26-28 Vesey St., New York City. The
officers are L. S. Bache, President;
C. E. Paxton. Vice-President, and Wil-

liam V. Russ, Treasurer.

Marion

Co., S. C, July 10, '07.
Southern Planter best of
any agricultural publication I have
ever seen, because it is suited to my
State and climate. If I ever need
a farm paper again I will certainly
CLIFTON BAKER.
take yours.
I

like the

The Cheapest and Best Farm Lands
IN

THE UNITED STATES TO-DAY—HEALTH, CLIMATE,

SOILS, MARKETS,
TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES —ALL THINGS CONSIDERED, ARE

SOUTHERN LANDS.

I

They are the best and most desirable in America for the truck and fruit
grower, the stock raiser, the dairyman, the poultry raiser and the general
farmer.
The Southeastern States Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee and Kentucky can produce
and market something from the farm every month in the year. It gives two
and three crops for a year's labor.
The Southeast has a mild and healthful climate, plenty of fuel, good
water, soils yielding a greater variety of products than any other part of
the country, excellent school facilities and every advantage desired by lawabiding and intelligent citizens.
The Southeast has extensive forests, veins of coal, deposits of iron ore,
quarries of marble and stone, beds of clay and many other minerals and metals.
The Southeast is in need of more settlers to buy vacant land, to raise
farm stuff and sell it, and buy wagons, implements, furniture and household
supplies and put monev in the banks. Bank accounts increa.sed hundreds ol
millions of dollars in the Southeast during the last decade.
The Southeast Is in need of fruit and vegetable canneries and kindred
Industries to fill wants in regions abounding in orchards, gardens and berry

—

—

patches.
In its location with reference
has its own seaports and direct connection with
Africa, South America, Panama and the Orient,
besides quick rail facilities with the great seaboard and interior cities of the
United States.
The Southeast is the front yard of the United States.
The Southeast is scantjly settled, compared with European countries.
With the density of Germany it would have over five times its present population.
If It was crowded like Massachusetts It would contain the present
population of the whole Union.
The Southeast offers sites and encouragement in many localities for woodworking, woodusing, and iron, steel, cotton ,woolen, hemp, leather and clayworking plants.
Many other reasons why the Southeast is the most desirable part of the
country for the homeseeker, manufacturer and business man can be supplied.
For Information about resources or locations for homeseekers, address

The Southeast has a crowning advantage

to the world's

Europe

the

markets.

West

It

Indies,

M.V.RICHARDS,
Land and Industrial Agent, Southern Railway and Mobile and Ohio Railroad,

Washington, D. C.
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[November,

BETTER FARM BUILDINGS.
Two farmer

friends,

who

Attention

live sever-

miles apart, met in town the other
day. Brown was in to buy shingles
for a new barn.
He was lamenting
the fact that shingles v/ere so high,
and he was sure the quality was not
nearly so good as it should be for

al

money.
Smith had

..he

VIRGINIA FARMS
$8 per Acre and up
With improvements. Good prodnctive soil, abundant
water supply and best climate ou eartl\. Near railroad and iiood markets with host church, school and
«ocial advantages.

BAtBIE,
Box

Ey..

For

list

Aerl. and Indl.
FtTv-

.

of farms, escursion rates

Afft.,

Norfolk

&

Western

Roanoke. Va.

DESIRABLE H0H1E FO^ SALE.
t^ituated in Fairfax County, Va., one
mile north of Centreville. 25 miles west
of Wasliington, D. C. tlie following described property: Thirty acres of productive land, divided into three fields;
about four acres In orchard, the trees
now loaded with apples. Half acre in

Good

grapes.

grist mill

and saw

mill,

both in operation and doing good busiGrist mill operated by either
ness.
water or steam. Substantial and comfortable stone house containing six

and annexed kitchen.
Plenty of shade in yard and hedge In
Well of pure water
front of house.

rooms and

cellar

within 50 feet of door.

Tliree thousand dollars will buy this
Terms, one-half cash, balance
place.
In one and two year.s. Death of recent
owner only reason this property is
offered for sale. This is a business op.portunity that it will pay you to investigate. For further information address
KKMPCIt. Cliftuu Stution,
.J. GIU^ON
Vireinlu.

FARMS

SALE

for

We make Farms
In

and Country Homes
Northern Virginia a specialty. Write

or telephone us

P. B.

when

BUELL

to

expect you.

&

SON,

HERNDON, VA.

Old Virginia Farms.
Cl.IMATBAND PROIH'CTIVENrSJ UNeXCtLLED. lAVOF'-T ^Al^ ll.»1 IN
STATE. V=OR FULL PABTICl LARS AND
78BB CATAieOUB ADDRESS

CASSELM/iN

Oa.

CO.

RICHMOHD. VA

A
aWA

FOR SALE
HOMBl N»A»

TOT
CPfOICB
NBAR Bl.RrTRTr RAtUWAT. NRA1I

FHW

LARni grMMBF RESORT WITHrV BAST
RBArH OF Ttrm SKAPORT TITT OF VOBrOLK FTNK SOrL MtbD rUIMATK. KXALSO A FINB
OWl.LBNT MARKETS
MAP OF RASTKRN VIROINIA: IIHOWS
ALL POINTS OF INT«RB«T. PRICH. TEN
CBNTS. ! BTAMP8
A. JBTFBRS, OCBANA, VIRGINIA.

HOMESBEKBRS AND INVBBTORf.
and exchange Vlrdnia R«al BitaM

sell

I

all clasBea. eucb as Grain. Dairy.
Stock, Truck, Poultry sud Bluegrau

some new farm

liuiMiii^s a year or so before and said
that he had been through the same
thing when he built, but a neighbor
had built a new house a few months'
before and had used a ready roofing
that looked good and wore so well
that ho went over to inquire where he
got it and what it was.
The nei.ahbor told him it was the,
same kind that his father in Germany
has used for years.
That the company had built a factory in this country to supply the demand for it, and
that just as soon as he found that out
he wrote to the Patent Vulcanite
Roofing Co., 626 S. Campbell Ave.,
Chicago, 111., to learn where and how
he could buy some of their Vulcanite
Roofing for his house.
The company sent him the name of
their agent and so he bought the
same roofing he had been raised under in Germany.
Smith went to the agent and bought
Vulcanite tor his buildings and was
glad he met Brown before he had
bought his shingles. He was sure he
would like Vulcanite better and it
would save him considerable money
on his house.
If you are going to build or if you
have an old roof that needs repairing, write to the above company today for their roof bonk "The Right
Tt
Roofing and the Reasons 'UTiy."
will
save you money, while "Vulcanite" will enable you to have more
and better farm buildings.

—

JTnre than ten thousand horses, according to the estimate given by the
makers of the remedy, are cured annually by Fleming's Fistula and Poll
Those who have hnd exEvil Cure.
perience with fistula or poll evil and
know the serious nature of these diseases, can, in some measure, appreciate the great saving to horse owners that has resulted from so successful a remedy coming Into such generThose of our readers who are
al use.
interested In the treatment of these
diseases should at least write for a
free copy of Fleming's Vest Pocket

Veterinary .Adviser, in which full parAddress Fleming
ticulars are given.
Bros., No. 2S0 Union Stock Yards,
Chicago, 111.

classes.

—

READING.
The Youth's

Cothpanion are chosen with a view to the
ages.
The
Interest of all tastes and
father, as well as the son, enjoys the
of

adventure; the mother renews her girlhood in the stories for
tales

all

(f

two suburban counties Loudoun mnA
Fairfax— they ofTer the homeseekers mora
advantages combined
than
any country
known to me. This fine portion of VlrKlala,
extending from the National capital to til*
top of the Blue ftldge Mountains, Is aet
only beautiful and healthy, but Is Tery
accessible to Washington
tnd Alexandria
cities by rail
and pike, whlBb (Its* all
producers a fine home market.
My facilities for locating yoa la this BflOtlon

Virginia are second to none.

of

Stat*

what kind of property would Interest yon. 1
day* a large number and great rarlety at
properties, and can yery likely suit yini.
New cstalogue and map mailed trea

•

request

W.

H.

TAYLOR, Herndon, Va.

Farms

Virginia

HANDSOME COCNTRY HOMB8 AND
HIOH-GRADH FARM LANDS A
SPaCIALTV.
J.

E.

WHITK, "THB LAND MAN,"
Va.

CbarlettesTllle,

Farms

Virginia
SELECT

n.OST

LIST, and

in rU »Wi-

slons of the State.

PRBE CATALOaUB.

CHAFPIN &

R. B.

CO.. Inc.

Richmond, Va

"splendid farm
! IM ceres,
within 3>^ miles »t Rlckmead,
«r sale. If yoa are looking tor a plaea aa
vlilch to make monffy, this Is a Sne appor-.;nlty.
Well adapted tor stock tnedlng
^Mrylng, possibilities far the Istter are aa!mlted.
I
retlrlig on what this (arm
.OS made for me.
For particulars, write ta
;
W. O., cars Seuthers Planter

n

am

BEFORra

Buying or Selling

A fRRM
W.
DH

N.

In

If

you

Virginia,

communicate

Want

to

Buy or

VIRGINIA
S.

with

S. CRITTENDEN,
ASHBURN, VA.

L.

Sell a

FARH

8BND DBSCRIPTION PROMPTLT.
GUINEYS, VA.
H. EVANS,

THE BEST PAPER FOR FAMILY
The contents

Farnu,

Homes and Business Places of
The reason I make specialty

the

built

Frail,

of

Village

FARMS
Great bargains In Virginia Farms,
Mineral and Timber Lands. Free catalogue on application.
Agency estabAddress
lished 1875.
C.

&

W.
O.

A.

Mnln

PARSONS &

St.

CO.,

Depot, Richmond, Vn.

of

Please Mention the Southern Planiter.

,
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girls,

Farms To Rent
For season of 1908 will rent two
Excellent Farms oh James River, eight
About 350
miles south of Richmond.
acres open land on each place. Tenant
stock and equipment
jn-jst
]L:tiiish
L'on I ;i; ily i.nless you can furnish the
very Lest references.
care

Va.

"In ih: reea F.clis cl Vugmia."
Bcme* tn «T.t. HeAjlh fis ALI^; Htpfl
<-

;

ttMs

ALL

Lad€pf^xiue&cf) t-'i i.<^L
«: rAHV.3 tt cofrvjspcniins ulcet.
tin'.

bmt

flxti^

"'

while

tlie

paper always abounds

in stories, long and short, which may
be read aloud in the most varied family group to the keen pleasure of ail.
Full illustrated Announcement ot
The Companion for 1908 will be sent
to any address free with sample copies of the paper.
subscribers who send $1.75 at
once for 1908 will receive free all the
remaining issues of 1907, besides the
gift of The Companion's Four-Leaf
Hanging Calendar for 1908, in full
color.

New

THE

YOtJTH'S COMPANION,
Boston, Mass.

144 Berkeley Street.

a(S«*a£bl«.

MACON &

CO., Oran:e, V*.

VIRGINIA FARMS
V rmn Acmi and upwakbc

TO

MAKE

OOOD

COOKING

BETTER.
something that should have
attention at the hands of
every one of our readers.
Do not

Here
prompt

is

postpone it.
The Enterprise Manufacturing
of Pennsylvania, 230

Vlnslnia Farms.

V«mi 01 kiT auc wltk
PiUn In raaca o(
r-OciltJ.

a

iKpr«T*Kentl.
aU.
Free .ist.
tjATKS, LoQlSA, V«

Seud

for illustrated

WALKER
I

calalogueNo. 948.
Lynchburg V(.

MOSBY,

&.

but every one of our read
it absolutely free, simply
by writing to the Enterprise Manu
facturing Company and asking for it.
"The Enterprising Housekeeper,'

•

•

H.W.HILLEAEY

100 Stock Farms, 50Colo
°'a' llo'"es,iU Hunting

pjg^g„gg FreeUst.
CO., Chaklottesville, Va

Farms, Orchards, Timber.
CottOD Lands

ALBBMARLB

U

VlrglnlK and the South.

IMMKiRATlON

Charlottesville,

aOCUTT

Vik.

NAMR AND ADDRESS
OF COTTON F-ARMERS
WANTED.

Booklet of valuable information free

on Sugar Loaf and King's Highly Improved Cotton. Farmers, their sons or
daughters write for our cash offer in
sold for

it,

ers can get

in addition to recipes for

\T'

In
T II ^llllC*
11 VirCinia

list.

SUGAR LOAF COTTON FARM,
YonnssvUle, N.

C.

-IN

THE
STABLl
ALWAYS USE

delicious

gestions
helps.

Lostfeathers
Feathers on the ground and

dropping from

hundreds

of

dishes, contains many sug
kitchen
labor-saving
for
It shows the ways of using

the Enterprise Meat and Food Choppers, and other Enterprise machines
Many women
to the best advantage.
will be astonished to learn the trifling
cost of these machines, the work they
save, the almost endless uses to which
they can be put, and the delicious
dishes they prepare. The Enterprise

Meat and Food Choppers chop any
kind of meat, raw or cooked, easily,
rapidly, and well; and, best of all,
Fish, vegechop without crushing.
tables and practically every kind of
food can be prepared with these machines as in no other way.
Those of our readers who desire a
copy of "The Enterprising Housekeeper" should get their request In
as soon as possible. Though the edimay be
tion is a large one,
it
exhausted.

—

^

ceases.

M

r

.

Poultryman,

i

t's

novj ip to ycu

to rostore
the weakened her.s to normil vi^cr end put tiiem
in proper trim for a large
^22 yieiJ through tlie
comin;j winter.
Give
them each morning

HESS

DR,

PetiBiB'yPAM-A-CE-A
in t)ie warm mess. It vitalizes a:id
"tone:,*' t -e drooping boclcii, c.aj c.gesticu a:;-l carries off t!ie c'.Of^giuq:
poisous that r.eaken auJ TcblMalc the
lien.

Thus

it s'iortci;s t .e

Uins

r.io-

season ami hastens

llic return of proPoultry ran-:i-ce-a i;
prescription £ L'r. Hess (JI. D.,
D.V. S.). It makcc lieus lay, market
fowls fat, c iickogrowfai;tand a'so
wanlscffall poultrydiseascs. I'ndorscilLy leading poultn,T.:cn and
sold on a v.Titten guarantee.
Costs a penny a day fcr CO fowls.
1\; lbs., C5c.,
.:i cr ^ ri^frtin
express, 40c.; 5 lbs.,
00c.; Xi lbs,, S1.2j;

diictn-cuess.
tlie

m

'.J5

lb.

pail,

S2.50.

Send-'c. fr.rPr. TIe?3 4^ page

i

Dr. IfESS
OLARK,
ASHUHD, OHIO.

Instant Louse Killer
Kills Lice.

HEAVES CURED! ^JTc'^r'SlS
troubles.
I

Cures Beaves,
Coaghs* Distemper aaj

Indigestioo.

Veterlnart<

ans use and recommend

PRU&SIAN
HEAVE POWDERS
Draggiets will get them*
Price 600 at dealer, 60c by

COWBOYS USE ABSORBINE.
Everybody knows L. F. Foster, the
and marvelous exhibitor of
riding.
He writes from

sleepy,

droopy, lial'-sick
hens
that's moulting time, when
egg production usually

Co.,

Dauphin Street

Philadelphia, has just gotten out a
new and up-to-date edition of their
valuable cook book, "The Enterprising Housekeeper." The regular price
of this book is 25 cents, and it is weH

worth

BLUE GRASS SrOCK AND FRUIT FARM

1001

malL Send for Free book.
CO., ST. PAUL. MINT*
I

'

PRUSSIAN REMEDY

original

YAGER'S

LINIMENT
mi/ffDm^R/fAS/i^ cmrs.

GtLBERT BrOS.^CO.
BALTI MOR^

Please Mention the Southern Planter

cowboy

Bellevue Ave., Fenway P. O., Boston,
Mass., under date of September 2,
1907:
"In regard to Absorbine, I will
say, recently I purchased a bottle
from a local drug,gist. My horse during the night, while In his stall, injured himself, causing a large swelling both in and outside of hock.
There was no lameness, and the swelling entirely disappeared in a week by

applying your remedy."
Many customers write of the satisfactory results Absorbine gives in removing

•uni

REWTON'S Heate ud Cousi C'liE
k VETEuauT crcanc

Ta RCJifEt

_jlB

yearsaale.

F^^>frt// curt

OmtoOcoeam

liearrs.

$l.(Xf

per

Tb*ll«wt«BB«B«d7C«.tl slaaisO*

No Mere Blind Horses

i'o;2''"Bi1'ad"i'.'^*;Si*

other sore area, Barry Co. Iowa Cltr. la.kaT.
asara.

A

Neat Binder

for

your back

bers can be bad for 30 cents.
•or Buainesa Department.

AddreM

1

THE SOUTHERX
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SPECIAL OFFER.
As an
ducement

in-

readers of The]

FOUTZ'S

our
tions

a""^

wUL^^S-a

have

Tve

Poultry Food

clal offer:

t"^^~

any

prepaying

ex- i,..,,,^'-''
press charges, R;^..^*
following -^jt'.-i,-"
the

list of

standard
a n d

articles
will give
beautiful

t^;?i;i::
tc;C-_'^. t;

one fctj',.'^.';^
18k.

-«>-^«S

Fountain
guaranThe
by

Gold
Pen,
teed

Diamond

Pen

Company,

o f

New

York, which would cost at retail
absolutely free:
One package Foutz's Horse and
.25
Cattle Powder
Certain
Foutz's
One package
$1,

Worm Powder

package Foutz's Superior
Poultry Food
One package Foutz's Perfect Lice

Powder
One package Foutz's Healing
Powder
One bottle Foutz's Certain Kollk

We

,25

known us for many years, will guarantee that we will give your readers satisfaction, and do exactly "what we represent.
Remit by P. O. Money Order.
Write name and address plainly, and
state nearest express ofUce.
DAVID E. FOUTZ COMPAXY,

RARVA" MEAT MEAL.
PHOTBIN, 7 Per Cemt.
FAT
IS A
POTJI,TRV POOD
THAT IS

85 Per Cent.

CLEAN,
PITRK.

We've always had the "pie habit
we're coming into the line of
light as egg eaters.
Each year eighty
millions of hungry Yankees want
more "hen fruit" than sufflced for the

—now

previous year. It's really getting to
be quite a serious question how we're
going to get 'm fried, poached, and

scrambled In quantities sufficient to
satisfy us.
Supply doesn't seem to
keep pace with demand which fact

—

—

accounts for the other fact that lots
we don't get any eggs at all.
Now, if you travel about the country and keep your eyes open, you will
be convinced that there are hens
enough in sight to give every man his
"two soft" seven mornings in the
week, if each hen did her full duty.
Which observation brings us right
square to the point where the "screw
Is loose"
they don't do it no fault
of the hens either. The real trouble
Is, the henman doesn't know his business, or else he neglects it.
Ho
of times

Sample on Request.
»3.00.

RICHMOND, ABATTOIR
Box 2(17, Department M,
RICH.MOND, VIRGINIA.
Send for the ••Itarvn" Booklet.

—

Spay Your SOWS and
OTHER STOCK with the

Pronto Process
CuttlnK, Pain or Death. No Knife used.
Guaranteed to l)e absolutely iiajnle.*s and
I harmless.
Sows fatten qnickc-r aivl on less
[feed. Fat sows mean fat pocl»etbooiis. Use
Pronto iSp.Tyer and increase .vourprof'
Easy to apply.
Any one can iisf
lioolt No. 18 on Stock SpayinK free.
Send $I.5u for Complete Outfit
)

'

Bargains

Horses.

in

One 7-year-old Dark Bay Mare, 16
hands; weight about 1,000; compact and.
easy to keep. A reliable worker everywhere and a capital Brood Mare.
One splendid 2-year-old Sorrel Gelding; drives nicely, single and double;
Will make a.
very compactly built.
splendid family or work horse.
These horses are perfectly sound and.
will be sold at a bargain to the quick
purchaser.

W. M. WATKIJfS * SOX,

Snxe. rhcrl.->tfe Connty. Va.

—

doesn't treat his hens in the way selfinterest would seem to Indicate. You
can't expect a lot of hens confined In
a closed house or yard, with no systematic or rational effort to supply
•what they would get In a natural
state, to make a profit for the owner.

Now,

If you
are planning to make
your whole living, or even yonr "pin

money" out of hens, there are two

Mare

Sort'el

HENS' EGGS WANTED.

Baltimore. Md.

SIEAT BUILDER.

and

OF GAITED SAI>DIJ»
HORSES AKD HUlfTERS.

begins.

THE

EGG PnODUCER
AND

111.,

WATER ALL IMPORTANT.

(2,00
are sending a sample of this pen

SACK. lOO POUXDS,

Havana,

In the interest of health every village, and if possible every farm home,
should make strenuous effort to have
the purest water obtainable.
A deep
well which is bored through the solid
rock is the surest means of attaining
the desired end.
Every community
should have some people who make a
business of boring deep wells, and
wherever there is any interest in this
question it is wise to communicate
with The American Wells Works
Aurora, 111,

The Southern Planter to show exactwhat we are offering and they have

A SURE

46,

BREEDERS

ments before the heavy autumn work

.26

,50

BCONOMIC,

FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA,
steel

.EO

,26

Cure

has low

then order these labor-saving improve-

One

to
ly

HIGGINBGTHAM BROS.

wheels, with wide flat tires, Is a labor
saver in loading the potatoes in the
field, pumpkins, hay, provender, etc
and the low down wagon box saves
ever so much time In picking corn
The wide tires do not leave the field
full of ruts and glide lightly over the
meadow. For all the year-around use
the farmer needs low metal wheels on
his wagon. Intending buyers of a complete low wagon or just wheels to
lower the wagon, should get particulars first from the Havana Metal Wheel

Company, Box

FARM

GHANTILLY

Mass

wagon which

The

will send — 'vrione, t^7'~".';
once only, on t.-^-,^':^receipt of |2, Kn^'^-^r:

We

Springfield,

[November,

THE LOW WORK WAGON.

de- f i^T.:'i:i
ex- pr-'C.";;the ;fv-—*

to

tend them
following spe-t-'^.":;
to

blemishes, curing lameness, etc. Tou
Price $2.00 at druggists,
try a bottle.
or delivered. Manufactured by W. F
Young, P, D. F., 109 Monmouth St.

Suptrior

cided

PLA^^TEE.

oi.

Weight 850
pounds.
Manners perfect. A nice,
smooth driver: single or double; attracFor

Price

sale.

$100.

intelligent, well-bred, kind andi
tive,
fearless. An ideal lady's horse. Is sold
cheap for want of use.

THOKNTOX JEFFRESS,

Crewe, Va.

KENTUCKY JACK FARM.
taa lat at Bis, Blaak,
Kentuclty
Well-Bred
.<ac)u;
al» Imported^

A.

•panlah

per-

Jacke,

oaallj telected by

me

jTOBi the best breed of
.tacka in Spala.
I furslth
a certificate
;«dlcree wltli each Im^rted Jack. Come t«

*M me
rfieu.

JOE

I

or

write

can please yen.
WRIGHT, Joactton City, Ky.

B.

Malyorca

tDCky
Saddle

and

Mammoth Jackn and

Kcb*

Jeameta,

and PadMC
Stallions, Poland-China and Tamworth
Hogs,
Our importation of Spanish
Jacks, which arrived Aug. 12. is the
largest and finest ever brought to the
United States. Our herd of Tamworthe
is headed by the first and second prize
boars at the Royal show in EnglandOur catalog is the finest ever Issued by
any Jack breeders. Write us your
wants or visit our farms.
J: F. cook & CO.. LEXIXGTOIV", KT.
Branch Barn, Greenville, Texas.

Homes,

Trottlngr

Agricultural

Lime

ALL GRADES.
CANADA TJNLEACHED

Hardwood Ashes.
Any quantity
bottom

desired and at

prices.

ANDREWS & CO.,
Norfolk, Virginia.

T. C.
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Well Rounded
Prussian
Stock Tonic
tog.

and he's proud

«
^

ol it

jwnerlsproudofittoo, for when he takes 1
log, together with the rest of the herd, to
f matket.no gets thehighest price for him.
Hogs, whosefeed has contained a little of Pnisrfan \
healthy— the meat Is fins 1
j Stock Tonic, are always
6avored. tender and juicy, the kind that is coQtInB* 1
tUy sought after to supply the best markets.
I
There a
r 1200 doses in the
'

'

Big $3.50 Pail
\

add a good many

easy
Write and tell us what stock you c
snd you our Stock Raisers* Manual, a book J
that tells many valuablethlngs about raising stock, ff
3

dollars to

^

a nd

^ ""

i'

Fleming's
Fistnia and Poll Fvil

Cure

bod old cases that akillcd doctors
—evenabandoned.
Easy
simple; no

'j

nnd

cutting; jast a little attention every fifth

doy— and your money refunded

If it

over

Cures most cases witnin thirty days.
leaving the horse sound and smootn. All
particulars given In
falls.

Fleming's Vest-Poebet
Veterinary Adviser.
Best veterinary book for farmers. Ooataina 192 pages and 69 illustrations. Durably bound in leatherette. Write us for
a free eopy.
FLEMEVe BROS., Ohemlsta,
380 Union Stock Xards,
Chlcaso, IIL

Why

Lot( Calvet from Blackteg?
They constitute the future herd.

VACCINATE NOW WITH THE ORIGINAL
—
._ (BLACKLECINE (Cord form
.

.. PasieUP
Vaccine Go*

)Blackl«gulo« (Pellet form)
( elacklog vaccina (Powder)
Produced by the Discoverers: Prots. Arlolng,
Oomeviu and Thnmas.
Successfully used on over 36,000,000 Head.

PASTEUR VACCINE

W.

11 -h ;SL

NEW YORK

7

Rue Moj,rb««r

PARIS

EXPOSITION
HISTORICAX
ASPECTS.

ITS

Mary Washington.
I

have recently been on a

visit to

Jamestown Exposition, the nature

and purpose of which have not, I
think, been generally understood by
the public; at least, I have read very
few articles either in the newspapers
or magazines that seemed to really
enter into its spirit, and do full jusIt is above all
tice to its merits.
things an historical exposition and, as
such, is most interesting and instructive, as President Alderman, ot the

Any person, however ineiperienced,
CQQ readily cure either disease with

«6&,8

JAMESTOWN
IN

the

Mian.

have

THE

i

Prussian Remedy Company
St. P«ul,

three things you should certainly reFirst,
member.
don't be satisfied
with scrub hens. Second, (and here
don't attempt to
is the real point)
keep them without giving a regular
daily ration of a good tonic. Nothing
in hen culture gives so large a return
as this one thing, and the only tonic
to use is Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a,
prepared by Dr. Hess & Clark, ot Ashland, Ohio, and sold by all dealers.
This has been the experience of all
successful poultrymen. This preparation is not a stimulant, like pepper or
something of the kind that excites
unnatural production for a time.

CO., Lid.

WiihMh At^
cnlCAQO

*tl-5

8oI«CoiwMBl(mii»li«In8tltntP»st«Qr,PariB.BIoIoglcftlProdo«t,
Our lUt Vim, la Uie only ScUndfio Don-polMwa,
rDd«Dt«itoiTaiD&ur.

University of Virginia says, it is not
a "World's Fair," and does not preThe Governmeac
tend to be such.
the States, various organizations and
individuals have all united in bringing
together a large and valuable collection of historical exhibits, bearing on
Colonial and Revolutionai-y times, and
even to some extent on the Civil War.
We find a wealth of such exhibits In
the History Building, which was not
completed and opened till some time
in August, and hence the early visitors to the Exposition missed seeing
it.
Most of the Southern States and
some of the Northern ones have a

Department

in

this

building.

The

South Carolina exhibit is the first one
that you encounter, on your left hand,
as you enter, whilst on your right
stands a charming exhibilt by the
Colonila Dames, including many miniatures,
old jewelry, knee buckles,
silver, cut glass, china, fans, combs,
heirlooms of various kinds, ball dresses of brocade silk, or embroidered
Indian muslin, worn to colonial balls,
or to entertainments given to LafayThere are also
ette after the War..
beautiful wedgewood pitchers, and
silver
handsome
set
of
there Is a
castors, used by Patrick Henry when
There
State.
he was Governor of the
are also rare old books, one bearing
the date 1607.
The South Carolina exhibit Is one
of the most choice, comprising many
miniatures ot gentlemen and ladies
marked by a peculiarly patrician air,
and beautiful jewelry, silver and
There is a portrait, painted
China.

1003

You Can't Talk
=^

Gombault's

Caustic Balsam
As a Liniment

Human Body

For the

SpringfieH. 0., Sert,

19, 190*.

Uwrence-Williams Co. .Clevelana.O.— Lewis Evelsizer, Urbana, R. F. D., a farmer.had a bad cancer on back
of hiB band. "When I first saw it he was on his way to
have his band amputated. I persuaded him to first try
GOMBAULT'S CAUSTIC BALSAM, which he did, and on
second application could rest well at night— thefirst
snthefarm.

He

will certify

signature
Then Mr. Jenkins
aiaster at Seth, 0., had a bad c

storekeeper
cbeek-bone.

.

told him to use
CAUSTIC BALSAM twice a day, rubbing it in for five or
ten minutes.' In three months it was healed over and
is

now

all

sound.

These two are

all that I have the
had CAUSTIC BALSAM

used on old shii
crutches for mo

alfced
al pie

bona had come out. I persaaded hi
BALSAM, and today you would no

I

try

with

CAUSTIC

for piles, using it with
aweet oil. I could tell of dozens of cases where I hav«
induced diflerent ones to use CAUSTIC BALSAM. I have
been the means of more than fifty bottles being tought.
because I know just what it will do. Yeu can't tmlk
I wish you success.
i! up strong enough.

R, L.

In charge Co-operative
Price

51.60

Work

HOLMAN,

of Ohio State Grapg*.

r«r bottle. Sold by druggists, or sent
Write for Booklet H.

by us express prepaid.

The LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS COMPANY, Cleveland, 0.

^, <.5i /€h

will cier.p
bor.-o lip.

tL.:r_

.

NoL'i:-("r. n;»

S^l.OO.

.

la

li:.ir gijne.

S2.C[)per bntcle, dcuvcretl.
free. ABSORBING, JR., for

Uook 8-C

mankind,
RemoTea Soft Bunches. Cures

V;'.rico5e

Veins, Varicocele, Hydrocele,

Ruptured Mupcles or Li?:aments, Enlarged
Ghmds. Alhiya Pain. Mfd. onlv by
W. F. YOUNG, P. D. P., 109 Monmouth
Street,

Springfield, Mass.

Onstad's

lyiHPY-JAW

_ CURE 1^ CAPSULES.

quickly and scicntifiOnly one application required,

:rmanent]y,
lly.

Ni> danger.
Savt:s tlie animal

QUt of 100 cases.
.

Washington Allston, ot his halfbrother, besides many other portraits
South Carolina
of aristocratic old
1-y

What?

too strong.

=

it

Humane.

kes her marketable. Tested
Your money back if it fails.

years.

County agents wanted.
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SINGLE con/IB

grandees.
cellent

[November,

This State makes an ex-

showing

in

its

list

of heroes,

F

both Revolutionary and Confederate,

Leghorns

Brown

and

in its list of poets, in

whom

O

South

Carolina has been particularly rich,
William Gilmore Sims, Paul Haynes,

and Henry Timrod having

all

W

belong-

L

ed to this list. Amongst the exhibits,
there is the Ordinance of Secession
(or a fac simile of it) as passed by
South Carolina, and a copy of an
extra of the Charleston Mercury, an-

S
have a fine lot of Cockerels.
Pullets and Yearling Hens of the
I

following breeds that

nouncing that event.
North Carolina, too, exhibits many
articles of interest, especially in

winners at Virginia SUte Fair
Cockerels sired by
Richmond Show.
neit
prices tor
winners at bargain

Leading

and

my

thirty days.

The grandest

lot

of arlstocraU

Order now

have ever seen.
the best.

I

you want

11

STRAWBERRY HILL POULTRY YARDS,
Bol 287, Richmond. Va.
Member American Leghorn Club.

Member

Virginia

LEGHORIMS

S. C. B.
Searlins

nnd

IMillets

llwis.

Cockerels.

BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCK

Pullets

and Cockerels.

HOLLAND TURKEYS

WHiriC

from 86-

egg laving strain.

PEKlN UUCKS.
Look for our exhibit

at State Fnlr and
KxpuMition.

LAUREL HILL POULTRY FARM,
Roxbury,

Va.

SINGLE COMB

Brown Leghorns.
Hen» and
|1;

Pullets,
Pullets. »1.50.

Yearling Hens,

tor sale.

Twenty extra good

S.

Buff

C.

Orplngten

Cockerels at (2 each.
One Yearling White Holland Gobbler at |7.
No Leghorn Cocks or Cockerels for aale.

Do

This 1« the
write tor discount.
Get your order and
for 1 or 100.
here quick It you want some of

not

price

money

this itock.

Highland

CAL HDSSELMAN,
Springs,

Va.,

R.

F.

D.

L

VALLEY FARM
Barred
8.

My

C.

P. Rocks,
B. Leghorn*.

Breeding Stock for
sale.

CHARLES

C. WINE,
Mt. Sidney, Va.

WtLMONT FARM.

SP

(WHITE LEGHORNS,
J"
TUFF ORUINGTONS,
IHODE ISLAND REDS.

Cock* and Cockereln from the above
named vnrletien for Mnlr at $1 anil $3
each. Ai<<» a healillfiil lot of B. Orplnicton PnlletN and YenrllnK Hen« at farmem' prlcei). Speelnl rediirtlon In larice
lotii.
few LeRhorn HenM for nale.
.*
All Ktrlrtly llrNt-clnMit In every respect.
Satlfifactlon Kiiaranteed.
Mr«. P. E. WILLIAMS,
ChnrlottcMvlIle, Va.

VT.

PKKIN ni'CKS. S1.00 RACH.
PRKIN DRAKES. fL.no BACH.
P. ROCK COCKERELS, »IJH) BACH.
Good Healthy Rlrdik
MRS. F. H. WILKINSON.

R. P. D.

1,

the

Winston-Salem historical collection,
which contains, I believe, the fullest
assortment of antique weapons that
saw.
Georgia also makes a good showing with her fine exhibit of old colonial
articles,
jewelry, silver,
china,
wedgewood, clothing, etc.
She can
also show a full complement of brave
and talented men Genaral John B.
Gordon, Sydney Lanier, and others.
Dr. Crawford Long, the discoverer of
anesthesia, was a Georgian, by the
I

]\linorcas.
Special prices in quantities of one dnzen or more f>f any one

AlexandrU, Vlrclala.

way.
Besides the State Compartments
along the sides of the building, there
are rows of glass show cases between
these, and extending the whole length
of the building.
These are mostly
filled with rare old papers, documents
and letters, though some of them contain clothing, jewelry and other articles, notably, one containing an embroidered Indian muslin scarf, a considerable amount of very heavy jewelry, and other articles that had belonged to Lady Washington.
In

one

of these cases

Mammoth

collection in which appear letby that great orator,
and also letters addressed to him b>distinguished friends.
His fee book
is amongst these exhibits, and a page
taken from his family Bible, recording the ages of his numerous children.
Pictures of him confront you at every
turn, also of Jefferson and other great
men of our history. In these long
rows of show cases, we find autograph
letters from Washington, Jefferson,
Madison,
Monroe,
Chief
Justice
Marshall, John Randolph of Roanoke,
ters

written

Lafayette,
Rochambeau,
Governor
Nelson, William Wirt, and a host of
other illustrious men. There are letters from Daniel Boone, from Clarke,
and Lewis (the explorers), and a memorial from Peter Francisco, calling
attention to his services and asking for
a substantial recognition of the same.

There Is an autograph letter from
Edgar Poe, In a beautiful handwritIn fact, I believe I may venture
assertion that there Is no man
conspicuous In Colonial or Revolutional history, or In American art,
science or literature of whom there Ik
not some memorial In the History
Building, or In the historical exhibit
In the Government Building. Amongst
the Interesting exhibits In the former,
I should mention the splendid silver
ing.

the

to-day.

Address

No. 1531

Mount

.ia:«ies m. hobbs.
Royiil Avenue, Bal-

timore, Md.

GLENVIEW ORPINGTONS.
I

To reduce stock 1 will sell 75 I and trear-Old Hens this month. These were all
used for breeding purposes this ueasoa, aad
are capable, with proper mating, of producing show birds as good as anv.
Tb©
price will be fl-CS each, and will be shipped
CO customers as orders are received.
The
Qrst customer^ £et the best birds, and if
you are not satisfied when you receive them
itKm back.

ablp

B. S. HORNE, KESWICK, VA.
SPRING ffRno" roULTRV FHRVI.
Culpeper. Va. H H Smtt. Prop

was a Patrick

Henry

Choice White Holland and
Bronze Turkeys at $5

breed.

each tor Toms and $3.50 to $4 each
for Hens.
Pekin and Rouen Ducks
at $2 each for females and $S each
for drakes.
Do not delay, but write

—

Association.

Poultry

will sell for

I

$2..^i0 each, all inire bred and
from choice matings: Barred. White
and Buff Plvmriuth Kocks; White.
Brown and Buff Loshorns; While
and Silver Wvandottes: White, Buff
nnd Black Orpins^tons; Single and
Rose Comh Rhode Island Reds; SilLiglit
Hamburgs.
Spangled
ver
Rralimas and Black and White

Jl.no to

Breeder of Northnip atralo Blmrk Mlnnreas.
strain of Brown LeKborna. and the
Silver-Laced Wyandottea.
Have b<^a
breeding Black Mlsorcas six years, alwaya
with the best type In view. Stock and Bkci
In season at very moderate prices, cooalder-

Whitman
best

ing

Write

the quality.
partlculara.

full

me

tor

pricea

and

WHITE POULTRY YARDS
LORRAINE.

Won

VA..

and two third
Fair, October 7-12, 1907.
Has for sale W. H. TurkeyK, WTilte
GulnenH, ^Vhl<e China Geene. Wild Mallard and Pckin Dnckn, White Wyandotte and S. C. White Leghorn Chlrkens.
nine

six second

first,

premiums at Virginia State

"EAST VIEW"
SILVER LACEa WVAIVDOTTES

Number of pens raised
from eggs from J. W. Miller Company,
Preeport. 111. May and June stock. 75
cents each; earlier ones, some laved
In
August, one dollar each It purchased now.
Eggs In season. Save
Exclusively.

this ad.

Mr«.

W. S. CHICHESTER, Aquaaco,
Prince George County, Md.

Dunnlora Poultry Farm
Pure-Bred

WHITE

\%TfANDOTTH

Cockerels.
Free range and no other
breeds kept.
Prices low and stock
flrst-class.
Order quick and get the
choice ones.
N. T.

PEBBLES &
Ronte

2,

BRO.. Proprieton,
Caraon, Va.
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service given by Charles II
McDonald, for her services

STILL WINNING BLUES
ARE OUR

WHITE WYAKDOTTtS
MARK AND LEARN.

READ.

Rich-

State Fair.

At the Virginia
mond. Va.. Uclober

we won

1907,

7-12,

.k.T.>ii<l

Hen.

i*fn ruiiptx.
Flr!>t null TliirtI Pullet.
^^<•l•l<l

FirKi i'llir MUKl-ovy UuekH.
Orilers now being bi>ol\eil for Cockerels and Pullets and delivered in turn.
Write us at once, as after .laniestown
Exhil.ltion we will liave large sales.
Cni-respiindence a pleasure.
AddreKH It. F. U. No. 1!, Uenver Dlim,
Vlreiiiin.

BICKORY BOTTOM
R.

I'JUJLTRY Y.*RDS.
Randolpli Taylor,

Robert Lee Taylor,
Vn.

Nfgrr<if»<it,

SPR.NG HATCHlD

COCKERELS
ana

PULLETS
of

following

the

SILVER

breeds;

LATEn.

PARTRIDGE

tMi

WHITE WYANIIOTTES;

S C RHOliE ISLAND REDS and S. C
BUFF orpin<;tons.
FINELY BRED, VIGOROUS STOCK.

Write for prIceB.

E'lerson Poultry Yaids,
J.

W. QUaRlES Pron

Brown LegKorn
Pullets, Biltmore Strain, for sale. April
and May liatcti; $1 each, by dozen or
Prompt attention. Address
hundred.

GITCHELL BROq'HERS. Route

2,

Chur-

Vn.

Brown Leghorn

Barred Plymouth Rock
A

fine lot of

Cockerels of both

breeds, and Pullets of the latter. Give
us your orders and we will please you.

KIVEK VIEW POULTRY VARUS,
n<-|>iit.

lii.-p

Vn.

Hoph.r
Pouli ry

hill

Farm.

DK. U. U. LBB. Prap.
R.

F. D.

L
Bkk*

4.

LazliiKtaD,

V*

WYANCOTTES
(or

katcking

tren

U

'olKta acorlng birds. $i per
A few choice lrlo« for aal*.

Cockrcls.
$1.25
ber.

In the

My
ones; ?2 each.
Iteds took premiums, both on pen
and on single Cockerel and single Pullet, and were the handsomest R. I. Keda
on exhibition at Virginia State Fair.
I

BRaZIUaiV DUCHS

trials,

for

as,

tl.2S to »1.50 each; Pullets.
Reduction on large numeach.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

published
the

instance,

at
trial

Mary Queen

also

of

the

time,

of Anne
Scots, of

Captain Kidd,
and various others. We find the pass
Arnold gave
which
simile)
(or fac
Andre, under the name of John Anderwhich
trip
ill-fated
son,
on that
We
proved to be Andre's undoing.
to
relating
also find all the papers
Aaron Burr's indictment and trial.
letters
A great stock of ceremonial
There
afforded us much interest.
were about a half-dozen from Louis
16th to our infant Republic. Then,

Walter Raleigh,

of

after his deposition, there were letfrom the young French Republic' to
our own, and later there were letters
from Victoria and various other poAlso, there were many
tentiates.
(or fac similes of these)

be-

tween the United States and other
powers. For instance, there was "the
definity treaty" between this country
and great Britain, after the RevoluThere was the treaty
tionary War.
bPtw-een ,Teff erson and Napoleon, in
regard to the Louisiana Purchase,
and various other treaties with Spain,
with Mexirn. with Russia, and with
There were swords,
other powers.
.•ipurs and medals in profusion, given
to

various

celebrated

men

for

their

hraverv on diferent occasions. There
a magnificent silver service prespnted to Isaac Full bv the citv of
Phii^iripiTihia, for his ^aPant conduct
in the sea fight on hoard "The ConBut time fails me to tell
ptitiitioT'."
of all the interesting sights, and I can

was

Five Dollars a trio; beautiful white
Won first
ducks and great layers.

premium

at State Fair.

SPLENDID BERKSHIRE BOAR
Two years old; son of MontvieW
weight from 350 to 400
Faithful;
He is a perfectly beautiful
pounds.
Gentle and^kind.
specimen.
A. R. VENABLE, .Ir.. Fiirmvllle, Va.

RHOOe^ ISLAND BEDS

some very
ISLA.NU REUS. My

offer for sale this year

I

RHODE

fine S. C.

stock is from some of the finest blood
Dr.
in the South, including some from
Prices
Winston's famous prize trio.
vary, according to quality. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

ROBERT
Box

HUNDLEY,

G.

Farmville, Vo.

118,

KOVAL

RHODE ISLaiVD REDS.
Large, Handsome, Rose and Siugle Comb
Cockerels from the best prize wluulng «nd
egg produclug Btralna In exlsteuce, J1.7S
_
to $2 each.

A

Government Building we

find many interesting, historical exFor instance, we find heavy
hibits.
leather folios filled with celebrated

treaties

AND
1.^.

exhibits.

Sir

SINGLE COMB

Fow

—

Boleyn, of

I have fiOO White. Brown and Buff
Leghorn Hens and Pullets to offer you
Give your wants in
at bargain prices.
Enclose stamp for reply.
first mail.
CL.WHENCE SHEMv. LURAY, VA.

laittexxille.

Historical
the
objects
in
esting
Building. I am like the spies in
of
cluster
a
Scripture bringing
grapes as a specimen of a bounteous
land.
I advise all persons who have
any knowledge of history or interest
in it to go and see for themselves.
of
exhibits
wealth
the
Besides
gleaned from all over our own counloaned
has
Museum
try, the British
us some fine exhibits for this buildI was told that the delay in
ing.
opening it was occasioned by the fact
that the British Museum insisted that
it should be made fire proof before
they sent their valuable exhibits.
The State Library at Richmond,
and the Virginia Historical Society
have also loaned very interesting

State

Va.

El erson.

FALL SALE
POULTRY.

S. C,

ordered
made for his
when he placed the
on the Spanish throne ana
which Joseph sold to the Patterson
family of Baltimore when he got into
But I cannot pardifficulties later.
ticularize all the thousands of inter-

Napoleon

COCKERELS

R. I. RED
Twenty choice

R.

latter

Henii.

I'cn

MILNWOOD DAIRY FARM

in

ing him to escape, in his days of adversity, and which she afterwards
sold in this country. I also saw a
magnificent china plate, one of a set
brother, Joseph,

as follows:
Flr>t

to Flora
assist-
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few Prize Winning Yearling Cocks

at reduced prices.

GEOR(iE W. SWEETING, LOCUST MOUNT
POULTRY FARM, Sharon. Harturd
Counlj,

Maryland.

Rhode Island Reds
Combs." Stock and Eggs at reduced rates, and must be sold. Satisfaction
guaranteed at
ELKTON POULTRY FARM, Clinton Hens"Both

ley,

Proprietor,

Here

is

Elkton,

Va.

a Bargain.

lot of Cockerels and
in White Wyandotte (Uust.in
White Orpington Cook), and
Rock (Bradley Bros.)
Plymouth
Barred
Prize winning
at reasonable prices.
and utility birds. Also fine Mammoth
Perfect beauties.
Bronze Turkeys.
Write now. while they are here, to
MISS CLARA L. SMITH,
Lander Poultry Viird«, Crtixton, Caro-

An

extra fine

Pullets

strain).

I

line

County. Va.

BL.*CK'S

Black Langshans
Are the Orlglnnl EgK-Lnylns Strain.
Grand in size, shape and color. Choice
Cockerels, Pullets, and Yearling Hens
for sale.
A. M.

BL.\CK, TAZE^VELL, VA.

ROSE COMB VShlTE

I

HiM< RNS

and second Cockerel, secoai
sscood Cock and secoad Hen »l
"ullet
Stock for ««l«
Richmond. Januarr 2S-J6.
Cholc* Bu«
Cggs 11.26 per 16: tC p«r 106
•tynioulb Rock Eggs. Jl per 16.
FRRn NfSSBT. M»»«»ponax. Va.

•VlBolng

first

WHITE HOLLania turkeys
six Dollnrs per trio: Toms S:!, Hens
If tnken before December 1st.
G. \V. MOSS, Gnlucy, Vn.

Please Mention the Southern Planter.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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SURPLUS STOCK
Price In Keeping

With Qanllty.

GARDEN CATTLE

CO.,

Bnrke's Garden, Va.

200 Growing Youngsters
•OWNGLET" BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS EXCLUSIVELY.
E. B. Thompson's celebrated strain.
Bred for Quality, not Qnantlty. Un-

axcelled In laying qualities, size, vigor
and beauty.
Sons and daughters of
"Crackerjack." my prize winner at last
season's
Richmond Poultry
Show,
weight 12 pounds. I have the prettiest
lot of Cockerels and Pullets, both for
the show-room and breeding purposes,
that I can sell you at reasonable prices,
considering
their
superior
quality.

Write me what you want and

I can
you.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Address LESLIE H. McCUE, Box 4,

please

Aftom, Va.

White
am

I

Holland Turkeys.
my

selling out

Holland Turkeys.
ing prices:

Will

stock of White
sell at follow-

Toms
YoDng Hens
YoDDK Trio
Yonngr
Old
Old
Old
Order

Torn
Pair
Trio
at once

this stock.

f S
2
7
7
10
12
if

00
00
00
00
00
00

you want any of

MRS. CAL HUSSELMAN,

R- F. D.

1,

Highland Sprinss, Va.

Half. Wild Turkeys
from

Bronze

cross;

also

Mammoth

Young Toms and Hens; White
fine bred Barred
mouth Rocks and Pekln Drakes Plyand
Ducks for Male.
Prices reasonable.
Your Interest to write me before buyBronze,

Bollnnd Toms;

ing.

SOMMERS, SOMERSET, VA.

E. F.

Beagle Hounds
For sale. 5 Beagle Hounds, 2 females,
trained for hunting, and 3 puppies, 5
old (2 males, 1 female).
For
particulars, apply to

months

W. HIBBERT. BOX 10, ROUTE
CH.XRLOTTESVILLE, VA.

K.

Half Blood
Papa

naa

p

tor

trailer

t»

make

blMded

(all

and deer or fox houn*, clrea
the flaest (or bear, deer

DIXON BRO S., LEXINGTON,

n

VA

REGISTERED

YORKS "RE BOAR
And
n

Few Pure-Bred

ANGORA BUCKS
For

J.

L.

1

Hound

Bred from a

mI«.

Sale.

GRAY, NORWOOD, VA.

PURE-BRED

or barely mention the profusion of oil
paintings and other pictures of the
illustrious

American

heroes

BERKSHJRE.S,..
Toung Pigs

and statesmen ot

history.

described the Exposition solely
with reference to Its historical exhibits, I should give a very one-sided
idea of it, for it has many other features calculated to interest people
who are indifferent to history. It has
fine exhibits of mining, metallurgy
and forestry. It has a building devoted to the Pure Food exhibits. It has
a large and beautiful exhibit of cold
storage fruit. It has a building de
voted to Educational exhibits, both of
college and universities and public

Sixty

for sale at reasonable prices.
H. McGECHIN,

If I

Short Horn and Hereford Cattle. All
but stock sheep sold. Mammoth Bronze
and White Holland Turkeys. Light
Brahmas.
Wyandottes,
Brown and
White Leghorns, Barred and White
Rocks. Peafowls and Ducks. Five flrsts,
7 seconds and 4 thirds on entries in
only eight classes at Virginia State
Fair, October 7th.
All stock bred and
owned by us. Order direct from

BrRKJE'S

[November,

(ex.

THOMAS

Greenwood, Del.

ijpni/'CIJ|pp

loffersomeex-

U C IVlVOl 1 IIVL; ceedingly choice

Q

young boars for lalo;
}f\ A I?
OtFAlVO
jjy
Imported Dane»
tield Tailor, 76490 and out of Biltmora
i

red sows.

It will

be hard to find hot-

cheaper stock

ter or

t'ENRY WARDEN,

Frederick8burg,Va.

schools.

Under the title of "Social Economwe find a building with interesting exhibits of work done by blind
and deaf pupils, books with raised
alphabets for the blind, and other interesting objects. The Negro Build
ing, too, is richly worth visiting.
In the vast Auditorium you can genics,"

erally find music of some kind going
on, and then twice a day the charm-

ing Mexican band plays, and there are
several other bands on the grounds
besides.
To describe the "War Path" and Us
attractions, I would have to write another article.
These address themselves more especially to the youthful.

There are many things at the Expomany tastes and temperaments. I heard of an old lady who
made a trip there, and on being asked,
on her return, how she was pleased,
sition to suit

replied that "It certainly was a fine
Exposition. They had the nicest canned peaches I ever saw." The peaches touched a chord with her as the
historical exhibits do with a student
and lover of history.

Four selected Boars, ready for earA fine lot of spring and fall plRS
to select.
Sows bred for

vice.

from which
tall

farrow.

A

PEW

PEKIN DUCKS.

Write me what you want and Til tell
you what I have. Satisfaction guaranteed.

E.

LODGE

ROSS,

Glen Hilton Farm, Bedford City, Va.

Berkshire Hogs*
If

you want anything

In

Berkshire

Boars. Bred Sows, Bred Gilts or PlgB
reasonable prices I can fumtah
them.
I have some of the very best
English and American blood In my
at

herd.

My principal Herd Boar. Montrtew
Lee 89S31, won first premium In the
Virginia class of 3-year boars at the
Stntc Fair, Richmond, Va., October
7-12, this year, and one of my sofra,
Berkshire ^neen 4104, took the championship, Virginia class, ot same fair.
All Inquiries cheerfully answered.
W.

A.

W^ILLEROY.

Sweet Hall, King William County, Va.

PATTERNS BY MARTHA DEAN.
Southern Planteb Patterns are designed by Martha Dean, and are up to
date in every way and selected each
month from the latest season's patterns. All seams allowed for.
Full
directions, including quantity of material, accompany each pattern.
In ordering, be sure to give number and
size of pattern wanted.
For ladies'
upper garments give bust measure; for
skirt and under garments give waist
measure. For misses and children,
give age and size. Bear this in mind.
Price 10 cents each. Address Pattern
Department, Southern Pl.\nter, Richmond, Va.
A PRETTY LITTLE YOKE DRESS.
Figured wool batiste was used for
modelling this becoming little dress,
which illustrates one of the most attractive

of

recent

designs for girls'
wear.
The simulated yoke, outlined
with a bertha ot novel shaping, is a
pretty feature, and while it is here
shown in the high-neck development,
the pattern provides for either round
or square neck. The sleeves may be

PIGS.
Choice Pure-Bred Berkshire. ChesWhite, Tamworth and PolandChina Pigs, all ages, and eligible to
registry.
Pigs mated in pairs and
trios not related ready for breeding.
Prices $10 each and upwards, accordter

ing to age and quality.

One 175-Pound Poland-China Bred
niit,

$25.

One
Gilt.

175-Pound

Berkshire

Bred

$2S.

One 300-Pound Registered Berkshire Boar, $27.50.

Choice Bred Sows of all breeds at
and upwards.
I have a line lot of 100 to 125Gilts nearly large
enousrh to breed for $18.50 each if
ordered at once. Write at once and
order a sample pig.
$25

Poimd Boars and

JAMES

No. iS21

M.

HOBBS,

Mount Royal Avenue, Baltimore, Md.

-
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In either full or shorter length,
as desired. The tucked skirt is made
in two parts, consisting of a straight
upper section lengthened by a straight
flounce, and is attached to the waist beneath a sash of Liberty ribbon, which
may be omitted. To make this dress
in the 8-year-old size, requires 4%
yards of material 27 Inches wide; 4256
8 sizes, 5 to 12 years.

SALT POND HERD

made
sired^bv qlbnburn
Loyal and Topper's Model. Well bred
and good Individuals. Come and see
them or write for prices. M. B. Turkeys,
B. P. Rocks and S. C. B. Leghorn
All of the best breeding.
Chickens.

SERKSHIRES.

OLIVER, ALLEN'S LEVEL, VA.

a. T.

SUNNYSIDE BERKSHIRES.
--,
Beat bl<Md la jisieriem ! my hu4
!Xx9»tU« HlsktU* CwBBea*, Buu PM^

—

u4

Baekatar,
Jiwt aa gaaC

sn.-a

DUROC-JERSEYS
Boars sired by Oom Panl, Ohio Chief
and Monarch, In service on choice sowa
of leading strains. Pigs ready for No-

vember
S.

—

STERLING HERD
OF RBQISTERKD

Fa ttMrt
Doa't kay BiukaMna
Buuyalde

9owa
iiMl yaa kaow aara akaat

ailsa.

Wnta

WALKER, UNION

8. C.

Duroc=Jerseys.

Mar

«ilraalar.

W.

R.

sara ready for aervlca.
not akin.

PREMIER TRKIHP 103197

The

CHESTER WHITES
of

also different dams, rich In blood of
Xierd Premier, Governor Lee, Columbus,
Uncle Sam and Sir John Bull. Prices
treasonable.
E. F. SOSIDIBRS, Somerset, Va.

St.,

Baltimore, Hd.

offers

tale

tor

Swine

Iforkshire
Special

larca

prices

In

and
Sows
Weanling
Piga.
Bred

Registered or eligible.

Buff

THOUAS,

Rock

P.

Cockerels
a. D.

at

$1.2S

Ronnd HUI, Va.

lARGE

IMPROVED YORKSHIRE BOAR
from

Registered Stock of excellent
breeding for sale at farmers' prices.
ai interested write
D. C. BECKWITH,
Sealston, King George County, Va.

Tamworth Pigs
From Registered

Stocl( of Fine

BREEDING.
VeUNST etBVKH,
Blaaaeat, L<aadaaa Oa., Ta.

B.f's'h'r.
barge ttreln
C. Wh es.
All ageB mated net akin.
Bred sows,
i week piga
Serrlce boars, Guernsey
Writ«
aalves, Scotch Collie pups and poultry.
"for prices and free circulars.
r. r. HAMILTON, OoohraaTlUB,Che«terCo.?a

KW

Tell the advertiser
hl8 adTertisemeat

where you

la

WISBCARVBR.

M.

Ruathnrg. Va.

and

SHEFP.
SOUTH-DOWN fine
Pigs ready

A SMAKT LILLE COAT FOR A MISS.
Separate jackets are very modish
this year and those who count the dollars and cenis find them very economichic little coat of unusu.il style
cal.
and not difficult for home making is
sketched. It may be made of cloi.h or

I have a number of
for shipment and also some Choice
Southdowns. I am prepared to fill orders through the month of November
and December.

JONES, Tobaccovllle,

G.

L.

N.

V.

THOROUGHBKKD
Berkshire Boars,
Jersey Bull Calves,
pongee, as well as taffetas, and serve
Dorset Buck Lambs.
for wear with the odd skirt or it may
sue of CalTes, FLYINS FOX (MM,
of the ma-

A

serve as a suit coat and be
The front closes
terial of the skiit.
with a trig vest and the sleeve^ are of
three-quarter length, having tucks at
the lower edge and catty turn-back
cuffs.
For the medium size 1% yards
of 54-inch material are needed for the
coat; 4236 sizes 14, 15, 16, 17 years.
A PRETTY PLAY FBOCK.
The time has fortunately gone by
when the utility garment was Invariably as unlovely as it was useful. In
children's wear, especially, fashion has
made many advances, and the pretty
and the practical are now combined in
a way that our grandmothers never

—

An example

of this is
the little play frock here pictured, the
novel shaping of which will commend
It to tl^e tasteful mother, while its easy
adjustment is another point In its
favor.
The skirt is attached to the

dreamed

of.

sides and back of the dress under a

joined to the straight
front under the tuck plaits. It is here
modelled in blue and white striped
gingham, but can be developed in any
For the mepretty wash material.
yards of 27-inch goods
dium size
six -sizes, 2 to
will be needed; 4241
belt,

while

it is

'^

Registered

Sen*

ESSEX PIGS

"On

OVERBROOK FARM,

haye large era»
yaur srdera new.

Will

earth.

Pigs-

Fall
S.

SPLENDID HERIMrEAOEBS-GRlTiS
LARGE YORKSHIRE BOARS crossed

other breeds produce big litters,
big pigs. To convince you of this we
will send you an A No. 1 Boar Pig, with
pedigree of absolutely the best breeding, on receipt of |1», the $1« t» be
refunded to you If you sea St to return
the boar to us, properly cared for, amy
31me within two years.

Hag on

Best

For sale, November and December
Sollvery. stock by same sire and dam;

W. Conway

Petersburg, Vi.

W. WATSON,

R.

Fall Piga

Under-Six-Menths

Sensational

Berkshire Boar at Virginia State Pair.
IFlrst prize Virginia class: second prize
:free-for-all; weight, 233 pounds.

"8

delivery.

WHITTAKER, HARDINGS, VA.

A.

—

years.
THE NEWr.'ST SHIETWAIST COSTUME.
piquaiif costume that may be developed with equal success in either
silk or wool is shown in this illustra7

t

ion
the Cooper

Bold for $7,600 at

1902.

All stock in best of condition aaa
faaranteed as represented.

F. T.

ENGLISH,

Md,

CentreviUe,

CLLERSLIE FARMTlioroagfbt>red Horses

AND SHORTHORN CAnLE,

Pure Soutbdo^rn Sbecp
and Berkshire PigfS.
?o« 8ah. R. J. HANCOCK & BON,
Charlottksvilli, Va.

OBVON HKRD. HAMPSHIREDOWN FLOOK
UTABLIMIB UN.
<«TABLIBm«B 18»*.

DEVON CATTLE
BULLS AND HEIFERS,
HAMPSHIRE DOWN SHEEP,'
RAM8 AND EWES.
ROBERT J. FARRER, Or>ng«, Vs.

RED POLL
Just ready to
Write for portlenlars.

ahlf.

Calves for sale.

EDGEWOOD STOCK FARM,

A

tion, and will undoubtedly find favor
with the woman who likes stylish
effects. The shirt waist, of fine French
flannel, is built on the latest of the

who

flTlD« Fox

»la

J.

J

ERSEYS

ComMaatlon and Ooldea La4.
Cowa,

W.

D. Arbuekle. Maxivelton,

Far Wla

t Heifer*, IS Bulla.
NIYEN, Lantaakarc.
S.

.

Va.

Fa.

I

"

1

FOR THE FAMILY

FJN

Own

Your

Ideas Couit

Home

Up

Getting

id

Entertainments.

now do you amuse yourself evenings?
Th-'re are many ways in which you can plan
games and entertainments for the family and
lor your visitors.

Now

I

want

to tell

you of the best form of

— more fun, more
and young thin any

entertainiuent ever invented
real enjoyment for old

COSTING YOU BUT LITTLE

other and

in

the long run.
It Is so easy to learn, that I am particularly
^Kid tT put on this patre the free trial offer of
tne Edison Puouograph Distributeia.

Editor's Opinion of Edison

The editor of this papi'r is impressed by the
variety of wonders of the phonoirraph. Think
of tbe musical art t)eing handed over to a person who i.subsoltitely without musical training!
Yet this Is exactly what the instrument accomplishes. AovOudy can learn in two minutes
to ot>eiute an Edison ph 'nogrtiph. You
arrange your own programl You become the

how

director of an orche..tra. the )e;id r of a minstrel bbow, tbe cieatur of an entertainment!

t t\fkT.{
-iWia

nt tiiM-ontPiited he

heandcratidmothe:
Tbe E llson has Indeed been rightly

Did time song.1.

c

Jklngot
a
t

cnn

p

et
t a

gent

easiest posBible

Mr. Edison

says:

a Phonograph
"I want
every American home.
to see

Suppose 1 want an evpning cnn 1
the widest kind ot taste. I kci uy

For the phocograph, as the reader may know, Is the wizard's hobby. His telephone and telegraph Inventions have passed into f.ie hands of big stock companies, Lut tUe phonograph remal.is Mr. Edison's own. He has worUed OTer it
continuously so that today the new improved 1!)07 model ecnu^ne rdUon
phonosraph Is a perfect musical Instrument. You enniiot realize Its Gape*
rlorlty until you have heard It and tried it yourself in your own home.

1

t

like this:

Sample Program
For
B05(

*•

Dearie"

7«3

'•

Man

7690

"Hoy

Beliliid
CI. y"
?

all

FREE TRIAL

Concert

llvenliiie

Tenor Solo
Ibe Gun," march

Band

Shade of the Old Apple Tree "

VloUn Solo
Vocal

Every responsible person is invited to z/ree trial oi the new. style improved
1907 model genuine Edison phonograph. Free trial means free trial. You
pay us nothing not one cent no C. O. D. either. You take the instrument
to your home and play all the beautiful Edison records
stirring band and
orchestra records, the most laughable comic recitations, the latest songs,
and up-to-the-minute hits. Let your fatnily and friends hear the machine
laugh, sing, talk, play
then decide. J/yon wish, return outfit at our expense.

2201

»H3"t;oiirtslilnnf H;

8894"Tho
611

oii...hI>recl,"

—

—

Band

treo-step

"Tltrs Serenade"

Orchestra

Suppose you want to have an afternoon concert on the lawn— the kind ot a concert that will
arouse drooping spirits on a hot day. Just pick
out some dashing minstrul records, some booming band pirces and few funny recitations
in
a short time you are under the sway of tbe great
new 1907 model Edison phonograph.

—

—

—

If you are more than pleased, if ymi deckle to keep this king of entcrtaincr.s-nnd we know
you wiU-you have the choice of sending cnsh in full for the oiitlit or pnyinK on the easiest
possible payments— ami r/ieou//((£ioiify;i£ on time cnsls j/on as (i(«e as if you paid cnsh in full.

Read the Editor's Advice

^

The editor urges you to give the Edison proposition your careful attention. Remember, you
can borrow an EdiSi.n on free trial, and you
can pay for It either In cash or on easy payments. The Edison catalog, which is furnished
free, gives an Immense list— j.EOO rscords
to
choose from. Write for this catalog at once
You need only sign and SPnd the coupon to get
this catalog free, prepaid.
Better sign the

^^^ ^MmMMMM
^f^^ ^ifi

^

'^°^ ^"y^ ^ genuine 1007 model
Edison outfit including ona dozen
highly finished genuine Edison records. The finest improved 1007
model Edison outfit only 83.50 a month. And at rock-bodom f rice,
no mailer whether you se?ici i/ie cas7i in full or fay on our easiest terms. Suror.e-third and
firisinff rock-bottom f rices on the finest improved Edison oitffils
one-fourth the f rice of inferior itnitatioyis. Sign the coupon and get the catalogs.

B/K^%mm^t«
«» MVBVBB^tB

tKJ^9 /mSirw

^^^^

—

—

coupon now.

Edison Catalogs FREE
Sign this coupon and

For Cash in Full
h buyers are

ra free trial
w l^n;7 model

get the great Edison catalogs, the

catalog of fihonographs showing every style of Edison machines and the catalog of 1500 Edison records; also the magni.'i'
cent circular of our new 1907 model Edison outfit No. 5. You

be surprised at the rock-bottom prices on the finest
kind of talking machines. Get all these catalogs free
prepaid and select the machine you want to try en

will

free trial offer.
ncJ'tn'iT'ei-'^'VX.

in

Every responsible reader

paper should sign this coupon.

of this

You need not

bother with a letter.

Just write ycur name
and address plainly on the coupon and mail
in an envelope.
Sign this coupon nozo.
Edison Phonograph
Edison BIdg., Suite

DIst..

F. K.

BABSON

312

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Til*

Orul Cdlion

Outfit

No.S
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tuck-pleated models, its most novel
featuie being the smartly shaped yoke
front, forming a wide bo.x-plait down
the center front, where the closing is
effected.
In the back the waist is
plain, except for a slight fullness at

the waist line.

The long

sleeves aro

finished,
like the
waist, in
plain
tailored fashion. The skirt is a seven-

Hereford

Fnur chiijie 125-Pouncl Registered
Shropshire Yearling Rams. $2S each;
thrf>e extra good 150-Pound Shrop.shire Yearling Rams. $32. SO each;
one Kxhihition Yearling Shropshire
Choice Ram
l.'Sci-P.iund Ram. $40.
and lOne Lamlis. .strictly pure bred,
Three Hampshire

at $IS each.

Lami'S.

Cattle

Ram

THE COMING CATTLE
OF ALL THE
SOUTHLAIMO

each.

$ir>

Bred Ewes of Shrop.shire3 and
Southdo-nns at $25 each, and they
Tliese prices are

are fine specimen.s.

for prompt acceptance
to prior sale.

and subject

Write to-day and order a
Address
vice Ram.

fine Ser-

J.AMES M. HODnS.

No. 1521

Roynl .Avenne, Baltimore. Mil.

itiuniil

Have been tested
to make the

In

found

ment

Shropshire

Registered

gored, side-plaited model, which shows
the
feature in
distinctly novel
a

YEARLING

tablier front. The skirt, which may
made in round or short round length,
as desired, needs no other decoration

be

RAMS
at a Sacrifice,
have

I still

Fine Registered Tear-

12

Prices. $18 to $20
ling Rams for sale.
each. f. o. b. here; weight, 140 to 160
pounds.
Also two good Individuals,
undersize, weight about 120 pounds;
$15 each.
Send check and get Ram

promptly.
H. II. GR.\HAM, ChestertoTm, Md.

We have MUine of the beat Ram
that we have ever offered.
Better order cue before they are all
Cnu Hpnre a few Young Bnen.
Bold.
J. K. Wing & Brofl., Mechanlciiburg*

liambfi

Ohio.

SCOTCH SHORT-HORN

ANCHORAGE, KY.

OIIMSBV.

.

Valr:

Allentowo.

Kirkmoad. Va..
BTLLrS

wn
••Id

at

and Hac«n
Marjtaid Stat

Treotoa,

Pa.:

N.

Id
al

w

and liMW. *ai
under jear boar tat

I!>06

prize

Brat

aai

190«.

beatea

aoi

the

WMitT rear sow

J.,

ONLY FOR SALA.

OU^ BERKSHIRCS
Richmond

JAMES McK

l»0«.

MERRYMAN.

F D Co<-lie70»llle. M*P. O. R
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A

Hereford Bull crossed on the native
of
the South produces the beat
which grow Into beeves that top
Herefords
the
markets.
are
grand
grazers.

They put the meat on the right placee
for the choicest cuts.

FOR SALE;

Southern
advertisers.

THREE-YEAR-OLD B01.LS.
TWO-YEAR BULLS.
YEARLING BULLS.
BULL CALVES.
COWS WrXH CALF AT FOOT.
COWS BRED TO ONB OP THE

THE LAWYETR'S NEED.
"It's this

way," explained the client:

"The fence runs between Brown's
He claims that I
place and mine.
encroach on his land, and I Insist that
he is trespassing on mine. Now, what
would you do if you were in my
place?"
"If I were in your place,"
replied the solicitor, "I'd go over and

Brown a cigar, take a drink with
him, and settle the controversy in ten
minutes. But, as things stand, I advise you to sue him by all means. Let
no arrogant, domineering, insolent
pirate like Brown trample on your
sacred rights. Assert your manhood
and courage. Neve<' mind the costs;
London Opinion.
I need the money."

South and
ImproTd-

calves,

i2

—

GUERNSEYS
Tlmonlum

nrtt Prlie Herd at
tawa Md I!>nn; Brst herd

Patterns:

give

Bull, rrrnfifiiae'H Gli>i««er, for xnle. Pure
Srntch Bull. re<l. nliiiiit 12 monlli.t uUI:
out (if n con wiioMe <liini ix n full Nlxtirr
to Liiveuder Vi.Ni>oniit, for yeursi chunipion hull nf Anierii-ii.
I,.

Two

the

greatest

ever introduced.

cattle

cows

seven
to 42 Inches bust measure; 600C
sizes, 20 to 32 inches waist measuio.

aORSETS.

J.

than the plain machine stitching
shown. It is here developed in navyblue Panama, but taffeta or one of the
new woolens could be substituted. To
develop this charming costume in the
medium size will require 378 yards of
27-inch material for the waist and 84<i
yards of the same width for the skirt.

In

HEREFORD BULLS.
HEIFERS.
HEIFER CALVES.

SPECIAL OFFERING— One Bull and
Cows not related to the Bull Cor A
foundation herd. Buy now.

six

Murray Boocock.
KESWICK,

James City

Co., Va., July 22, '07.
could not get along without the
Southern Planter, and if ousht to be
in the home of every farmer in the
?tate. I find that most of the adopted
sons of Virginia from the West, in
this section, do take it.

Albemarle County, Virginia.

I

A. L.

SQUIRES.

Keswick Is on the Chesapeake and
Ohio Railway, near Charlottesville, Va.
Railway connection via Richmond and
Charlottesville.

Surry Co., Va., June 14, 1907.
thoroughly enjoy reading the
I
R. Y. BAKER.
Southern Planter.
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railroad;

Want
r^^
.Mtlmli
••ata

Ads.

Cash with order.
P"
and figure* couat aa one word. K

' '^*""*

'^°'^-

mlalmum

'

charge.

REAL ESTATE.
FOR SALE— 204 ACRES OF AS RICH
land as
can be found

In

the Valley

of Virginia: every acre of It extremely fertile; about 35 acres of virgin
timber, growing upon black loam land
walnut, hickory, yellow poplar and
oak.
The fencing alone has cost In
past Ave years several thousand dol,J^k^ ^ P'^ buslnes.? of »3,000 to

5.000 goes with farm, but not the
These the purchaser can buy
Our boys have gone, and are going,
to
Texas Is the cause of this sale, else
no money would buy this place. It
is
^mply an Ideal country home, two
miles from Lexington, Va., and
still
nearer to Washington and Lee University and Virginia Military
Instlstute a few minutes drive
or easy
^"""^ '°=^<'»One-third
J^^
down, °JV
balance In one, two, five and
tVl l'^^''"'^-{J'"^ '^'^h, you can All
the
house with
student boarders and
city people for summer board.
room brick house and superb Tendry
cellar: a 4-room kitchen
and a new
pigs.

—

'" y^'-^- '8-^20: a snu^
nJw^^""^.^
"«^ '""'e In yard: .«tone dairy, wel
^ ^'""^- *"^ smoke-house
^hrJ"""'"^'
three
new wooden
hen-houses,
and screened.
A dozen or yarded
more
hreeding-houses

for brood

sows and
three compartment's^ to
el^h ^rt
"Carriage house and sheds
f^^ii,
''^""- ^--anary. co,5
cn"b 6-room
crib,
e^rooJ'T^^
tenament
new. several hundred house, mostly
yards from
ZIT'J'"- ,.F"^^' "«'" and [ot new^
P''='^«' "• ^oven
wire
P'^«- Tremendous
wi^fow °L^"'"""'f
willow
and maple In yard beside<.

J»n^!'','^'*.''

^'^P^^- damsons
AuT^fk''^"^'Alfalfa,
crimson
clover,

etc

orchard

Kentucky"' Mue^

lof^:'
lots
H^?''
each
fenced so a.<! to have
pure, running spring
ThesI
ots are supplied with water,
Irass'K-rass,

shade from b
never failing orchard a
ail kinds of small
fruits: a good permanent pa.<=ture adjoining and
tnarge and

""

makinl

F'^^did home

^u-| ^^o^n"'
Ta-m^?;/-

tor

-Xrro'r-el^;?

^J,^^l"y-Jb?ic-^rd-'^fl1
h

'

/mTro?i^\n7f "al^d^-fr^l?. Th^,\

%

clove"" oVchnl^d'" °' ^"'^'f^' '•™son
Kentucky bluegrass:
hi,!/""^^^' ^'"'othy and

arran^p/
stock^ ?t ho
Den^htfni
?oT.lf T^'
geese

'"^''
""

nr,

,

''"d

""-T ^

conveniently
all kinds of

''^'^^

and chTckJn's'^gne'mire

Pr ?e as "S wh'oTe *" "'"•"«" ^^atTon'
known^'bt Thomas
*""as S.
s'^'w^'f."' T^^'
Ington. Va.

White.

Lex-

acres;

cotton, dalrj-lng. etc. Prohibition will
help the country districts of Georgia.
It's the right distance out for factories and land should rapidly enhance In value.
Adjoining farms,
without railroad frontage, can't be
had for the price asked for this per
acre.
Snap as an Investment. Price,
to a quick purchaser, $1,700.
Will
stand a loan of $900. Address D. B.
Prosser, Atlanta, Ga.

IDEAL LOCATION FOR COMBINATION

registered; 4 years old; gentle and
all right in every respect.
Also for
sale one-year-old Angus Bull; rocUtered.
J. A. Hardy, R. F. D. No. 1,

Blackstone, Va.

FOR SALE—NINETEEN PURK-BRBD
Angora Goats; registered Buck; Dooa
entitled to
Aldle, Va.

400 acres flrst-class land; land rolling; high elevation; 10-room house;
large basement barn; store, doing
good business: three tenant houses;
corn, ice, chicken houses, other outbuildings: one mile railroad; 24 miles
Washington; about 1,000 assorted
fruit trees In bearing.
Only $25 per
acre.
Our best farm bargain. The
Soule Co., Washington, D. C,

FOR

SALE— 300-HTmDRED

ACRE

Fruit
or Stock
Farm; 200 clear
balance in timber; well fenced; high
state cultivation: near three daily
boats for Norfolk, Baltimore, Richmond and the North; lots of fruit
of

kind.s;

all

peach

trees

live

25

years: one large 8-room house, one
new 4-room house, three large barns
and other small buildings: also 60
acres growing crops: $5,000 on easy
terms.
Must he sold immediately.
R. M. .Tanney, Gloucester, Va.

FOR RENT OR SALE.

IN ALBEMARLE
County, Virginia, country store; most
excellent

stand:

splendid

Osmore Stock Farm, Lodore, Amelia
County, Va.

FOR
horns

DUROC-JERSEY

16-

AND BRED

PIGS

Sows for sale at bargain prices. Also
Leghorn Hens. Cockerels and Pullets.
C.

Shenk. Luray. Va.

L.

VIHGINI.\

HORSES FOR SALE—ONES

pair standard bred chestnut mares; 6
years old. C. T. Smith, Croxton, Va.

POULTRY, ETC.
MAMJIOTH
BRONZE
TURKEYS,
famous World's Fair

large
hatched.

strain;

size: brilliant plumage: April
Toms, $3 each: Hens, $2.50:

$5 pair.
Collie Pups, imported champion stock,
each.
$5
Trained brood females

Shady Brook Farm, Route
Roanoke, Va.
cheap.

BUFF

PLYMOUTH

egg layers; good
standard bred.
Three Pullets and one

$3.50.

J.

E.

Morris.

Orange, Va.

FOR

2,

ROCKS— NOT

prize winners, but
color:
large size;

Cockerel.

SALE— PURE-BRED

Jr..

SILVER

Laced Wyandottes. Prize winners at
State Fair, Richmond, Va.
Hens,

I offer for sale to a quick
the richly-bred bull, NetherClothilde Monk's Count a very
fine individual, as well as a
richlybred one: very quiet and kind. Also
have a Bull Calf by him out of

$1.25: Pullets. $1.25: Cockerels. $1.50.
L. V. Phaup. Pilkinton, Va.

Miss

WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

Clothllde, which I will sell
at farmers' prices.
Its dam Is
giving SIX gallons a day. Bornnow
on

PUL-

and Cockerels. $1 each. Eggs In
Addle Cowherd, Gordons-

lets

Maggie

season.

Va.

ville.,

October 1, 1907. William W. Jackson
Bizarre Dairy Farm. Farmvllle, Va.'

FOR

SALE— NARAGANSETT

TUR-

keys.
Stock from bluegrass Kentucky.
Toms, $3; Hens. $2. Walter
Stuart, Farmville, Va.

FINE 6-TEAR-OLD SPANISH .lACK
for sale.
Bred by L. Kregler. of
Ohio. I guarantee him sure and
perfectly gentle.
Write for particulars
and photo. I have undergone a se-

Va

SHORTand

Boush. Clarksvllla.

Va.

1,-ind

^IMPROVED

SALE —PURE-BRED
—
three cows.
Calf
Bull.
N.

months

buyer

^'^x?"'^
Hogs,

and sound;
Richard Coates,

true

Coach

Guaranteed.

HOLSTEINS FOR SALE—TO AVOID
Inbreeding,

sell

FARM

Calves

Cows.

building

l.rVE STOCK.

Saffor,

C.

OFFERINGS— RED POLL.
and Yearlings, Milch
and
Farm Mares.

OSMORE
Bull

C.

HBAVT

lowest cash price.
Danville, Va.

and now doing a flne business. This
IS an unusual chance.
Address R. M
care Southern Planter, Richmond Va'

vere operation and must
F. H. Stickley. Strasburg,

registry.

—TWO
Horses:
young,
\TP;D

Farm, grain, stock, poultry, dairy
and fruit: location especially adapted
to peaches, apples and small fruit;

attached.

ri '^'h^"rl"'';«ai:rn^g"";r"'
duck.,

[November,

about 12 acres
woodland, remainder Improved; about
150
Elbertas;
good quantity of
grapes: barn; almost new three-room
dwelling: land adapted to trucking,
ao

S.

C.

BROWN LEGHORN COCKS AND

Cockerels for sale or exchange. Stock
guaranteed. B. G. Bass, Rice Depot.
Va.

him.

YORKSHIRE FOR
SALE— PURE-BRED PEKIN
Drakes. Mrs, Armstrong, Union Mills,
I do not
that mv hogs
Fluvanna County, Va.

Do not think because

advertise extensively
are not among the best.
Can sell
them cheaper for mv advertising
hill
is low.
Write me for price of what
Satisfaction guaranteed.
,
w"T^'^2r,'-,
W.
E. Stic kley, Strasburg. Va.

SILVKR LACED WY.-i^NDOTTE COCKerois

for sale.
Prices reasonable.
Mrs. B. H. Carter. Rice Depot, Va.

WR ARE THE LARGEST nEALPR<5
FOR SALE— A HERD OP 25 REGIS- WANTED — YOUNG TOULOUSE GANder.
Write Mrs. Samuel Guerrant,
tered Jersey Cows, Heifers and Calves
'^Jrrzi-^rz ;ne's?%t-S
Callaway, Va.
Dickinson,
QP''i£?ni
Charleston, W. ,,
Va.
rrdTnrVi-i'-Lv^a-irv'i^es^'^S
WANTED— TO EXCHANGE S. C. W.
wTk, *"! f""-gains. Prop^rtv 'near FINE HOT.STRIN
•''

^'^'';

Wa.shlngton at prevailing
Vrlce?^,
the best Investment In
the coirntrv

BULL CALF

va..

^or^ti^.s ;'.v^rr'r'''c"^{i;ro3^!;^

St"^"iLh1n';;,'o'--'n-c'-"^^'«-«

GEORGIA FARM AT A BAROAIN- 3U
miles from Atlanta
on A. B

and A.

Hens for White Plvmouth
G. W. Moss, Guinev, Va.

$25-

Barred Plymouth Rock Pullets at 50
SI.
w. B. Lewis. Blackstone

cents tn

Route

FOR

1.

FOR SALK-rnTSWOI.I) EWfJS

Ducks:

BREP TO

per pair.
Va.

Impnrterl Rnms. welsrh from Pin to 2nR honvv
flnetypp. Iienvy ncpfps. Prize twnnersnmonff
them. E C. l.eKB. KenI Islnnd. Md

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE- A FINE
Angus Bull,
"Gary's Brook

Harman";

SALE—LARGE
most

W.

prolific varietv: $2.B»
B. Coleman, Mannboro,

RHODE ISLAND
'

Rocks.

MUSCOVY

REDS.

erels $1.50 each.
son, Mllford, Va.

PINE COCK-

Mrs. C. R. Dickin-

THE SOUTHEKN PLANTER.
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rUREBRED MAMMOTH
keys; Toms, S8; Hens. $3.
R. F. D. 1, Ashland, Va.

COLLIE

BRONZE

TUR-

Mrs. Belle Bumpass,

FROM PURE-BRED

PUPS

stock; sable and white; three months
old;
good females at $2.50 each;
William Sheppard,
males, $5 each.
Front Royal, Va.

WANTED— TWO TO FOUR TRAINED
Male Beaele Hounds.

Give price and

A. Seddon
Richmond, Va.

full

description.

Box

946,

Jones,

POSITIONS

C.

S.

Thomas Nelson Page, Beaver Dam,
Hanover County, Va.

WANTED— POSITION

AS

SUPERIN-

tendent of farm; understand all lines
of stock feeding and farming; small
Box 63,
best
references.
family;
Gloucester. Va.

WANTED—A FARM MANAGER FOR
farm; a married man of
energy and Judgment; references exchanged. Address J., care Southern
Virginia

PURE BRED MALE POINTER PUPS
for sale; $6 a piece.
Red Hill, Va.

region;
healthy
reliable,
trious.
schools, churches convenient. ReferAddress
ences given and required.

Townley,

Planter.

WANTED—A YOUNG MAN TO WORK

—HELP.

DAIRYMAN WANTED WHO CAN FUR-

nlih half the stock and run farm on
shares.
I
have plenty of teams,
modern farm implements, house and
barn room, running water and grass
land; sixteen fields; three-quarters
of mile to
depot, post-ofDce and
school: six miles on shell road to
city; fine climate and healthy; fine
chance for right man. Box 406, Newport News, Va.

— LUBRICATING
WANTED
agents; good reliable men to

on dairy and Holstein breeding farm.
Write, stating age, experience and
salary, to J. B. Loomls, Supt. Hygela
Herd, Crozet, Va.

WANTED —WORKING FARM MANAAddress, stating wages expectcare Southern Planter.

ger.

ed, to V. S. M.,

WANTED— BOYS TO

OIL

sell our
h'sh-grade lubricating oils, greases,
etc.
Also Barn, Roof and House
Paints on commission; either side
line or full time.
Goods sold direct
to consumer. Address The Reliable
Oil and Paint Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

SUB-

SOLICIT

scriptions to The Southern Planter.
Address
Liberal cash commissions.
the Business Office.

BUY

ALL

Wild Birds and Animals, particularly
Tame Deer. Wild Turkeys, White
Squirrels, Peafowl, Otters, Red Foxes,
Grey Squirrels, Partridges, Pheasants,
Beaver.
State price when writing.
Dr. Cecil French, Naturalist, Washingtong, D. C.

On

H. O. GROOMi:, Proprietor.

AYERSHIRE CATTLE
SOME

CHOICE

OFFERINGS

OF

YOUNG AND SIATURE
STOCK.

APDRESS

AIRLIE FARM,
Warrenton, Vi.

Hereford Cattle
OiTlnB to lack of apace for the winter,
I

iTlU «eU

« REGISTERED HEREFORD BULLS
At SO per cent, redaction. Offer holds
Sood for 10 days from this Issne.
Catalogrne upon application,

W.

B.

DUKE, RIDER, MD.

<Twenty-five Minutes from Baltimore.)

Hereford Cattle
Sarera! ysuu, Pmre-Br«d K««t«t«(«4 Bafii
d»r sale st tamers' prices. zeellsBt stfmto
«b4 flB« IndlTiduls. Als« Srada H«r«<a«<

Osws and

Heifers.

WILLIAM

C.

Sassafras,

STUBBS, TsUay FT*Bt
Olsaesstar CemBty,

Ya.

a

cold

night,

when we

are

through with our day's work there are
few things that are more satisfying
than a dish of smoking hot batter
bread, and it Is a very simple dish to
succeed with. Take one quart of meal,
two cups of cold boiled rice or grits,
three eggs, one teaspoon of salt, and
one heaping tablespoon of lard and a
quart of milk. If you use buttermilk
a teaspoon of soda, but if you have the
teaspoon of baking
sweet milk a
powder. Beat the eggs, add the ride
to them, then the milk, then stir in
the meal, and lard, which must be
melted.
Beat the mass for a few
minutes and bake in a deep pan. Always try to have some kind of gravy
to serve with it.

GRAHAM

BBEAD.
Sift the flour, and after picking over
the bran return it to the tray. To one
quart add one tablespoon of sugar, one
teaspoon of salt, one tablespoon of lard,
and half a cup of yeast. Make It with
sweet milk or water into a stiff dough
to rise In a warm place.
has doubled its size take it
out mould it into a loaf; brush It over
with melted lard and let it rise again;
bake rather slowly. It should be worked very hard for ten minutes when
you make it up, but handle as little as
possible at the second making.
STUFFED PABTEIDCES.
Where the birds are not too much
injured by the shot they make a very
attractive dish, treated just as you do
a roasted hen. Pick them carefully;
remove the entrails and crop and wash

and

set

When

it

WANTED— 100 BUSHELS OF NEW
Cow

Peas.

WhippoorwlUs or New
Address McGlU &

Eras preferred.
Son,

The

Plains, Va.

FOUR PETALUMA INCUBATORS AND

eight Brooders, in good condition, for
Will sell cheap for cash. G. F.
Poindexter, Greenlee, Va.
sale.

WANTED— GUNS,

RB-

PISTOLS,

volvers of old makes, of which I am
a collector. Extravagant priced correspondents need not answer. Will
be glad to hear from others. W. B.
Hinsdale, Ann Arbor, Mich.

wholesale

at

Slate

prices.

W. M. Benninger, Benningers,

Pa.

CHEAP CORN, COTTON, RICE AND
Timber Land for
Des Arc, Ark.
the

Tell

sale.

advertiser

Robert

Hill,

where you

saw his advertisement.

ANGUS

Fine

BATTEB BEEAD.

FARM

situated on Falling Creek,
adjoining the handsome estates of
Messrs. Jeltress, Parrlsh and Page;
one-quarter mile from Falling Creek
Station on A. C. L. Road and one
mile to Petersburg trolly line, with
flrst-class
8-room house, hot and
cold water and bath; splendid llthia
spring; very healthy location; especially adapted for trucking, stock
Possession
and poultry.
raising
given at once. J. H. Williams, Box
381, Richmond, Va.
chester,

Fadlng

KINDS

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING.

AIRLIE

SALE OR RENT—A NICB,
Smooth Farm four miles from Man-

FOR

PENNSYLVANIA DARK-BLUE NON-

MISCELLANEOUS.

WANTED—TO

1011

Calves

AT FARMERS' PRICES.
Grade Angus Bull
Several 15-16
Calves ready for service. Will maka
superb bulls for grading up herds.
Several Registered Angus Bull and
Heifer Calves. Fine individuals, whos*
development has been pushed since the
day they were dropped.
these calves will be sold at
All
farmers' prices. Write at once If you
want one of them.
A splendid piece of standing Pine
and Oak Timber, half mile from railroad, tor sale cheap to a quick buyer.
W. M. WATKINS A SON,
Saxe, Charlotte County, Va.

WALNUT

HILLS HERD

Angus Cattle

Reg.

Five YoHag Cows; will calve dorlas sauwm;
atteen flae Bulls and Heifers trsm I to

U

mentha

old.

Psdlfree aad pbet* em apfU-

catloB.
J.

P.

THOMPSON. ORAMaS, VA.

Aberdeen-Argus Cattle
D0KOC-JMISHY

it

SWINX,
8HBBP.

H. B. UPI", R. F. D.

4,

SHKOnHIBB

OKHNraU).

O.

B r o n' n

[RS[fS

Bessie,
Blae Belle Stralnsi
6 Cow!^ 13 Heifers,
3 Bnlls.

Edward Walter,
West Chester, Pa.

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN PURK-BRB1I>
PERCHEROIM AND BELGI/tN
Stallions, Mares
30 and 40 head

and
to

Fillies.

select

Betwesn
Im-

from.

ported and American bred.
C. A.

ALBXANDBR &
Aasnsta

CO.. HarrUtaa,
CoJtntr, Va.
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out thoroughly. Make a stuffing with
bread crumbs, seasoned with butter,
pepper and salt and a few drops of
onion juice.
Fill the body and crop
of the birds, tie them up and put them
In a roasting pan with a very little
water, bits of butter about on them.
Baste several times and roast till they
are a nice brown. Take them out of
the pan, thicken the gravy and if the
birds are to be served hot you will
need it with them; if they are to be
cold tie up each one with a ribbon to
match the color scheme of the table
and serve one to each guest.
ROASTED VE.MSON.
Wellrooked venison is delicious, but
otherwise it is hard and dry and tasteless.
If you have a double roasting
pan always use it. Place the venison
in it with enough water to come to
the holes in the tray, but not enough
to touch the meat.
With some sharp
pieces of wood (I use tooth picks)
fasten about on the roast some lumps
of fat meat, salt and pepper it and
add a few shavings of onion; dredge
with flour and when it is nearly done
pour over it a glass of wine with a

BILTMORE FARMS.
BERKSHIRES
SPECIAL PRICE LIST
CONTAINING OUR FALL OFPERINO OF

BOAR PIGS, SOW PIGS,
BRED GILTS.
JERSEYS
A

fevr

Jerney Bulls and HelferM
In

Address

Irft for nnle thin nentvon.

If

70a are

Intereatetf

JKIISKVS drop nn a Hue.

BILTMORE FARMS,

R. F. D. 2, Biltmore, N. C.

SIX HIGH-GRADE

Jersey Heifers

few whole cloves and alspice in it; add
butter and baste with the gravy.
It
should be thoroughly done and served
Currant jelly was always served
hot.
with venison in the "old time."
BOII.ED

[November,

From

10 to 12 months old.
These Heifers are from good
stock and are built loi- dniDg vork.

C.^BBAOE.

A

Price $250.

very celebrated housekeeper told
once that it took her a whole month
to teach a new cook to boil cabbage
right, but we find that unless we see
to it ourselves it is impossible ever to

me

have

it

The cabbage should be quartered and
put into a bucket of water to freshen.
Put the meat into the pot with plenty
of water and let it boil until just about
an hour before dinner, then put in
the cabbage with water enough to
cover it well; add a very little red
penper and a half teaspoon of soda.
Let it boil hard for an hour then serve
It, breaking the quarters as little as
possible when putting them on the
dish.
The soda and red pepper prevents it disagreeing with digestions
which are not the best.
RCAT.T.OI'PED CABBAGE.
Should there be any of your cabbage
left over put it aside till the next day.
Line
a pudding
dish with
bread
crumbs seasoned with salt and pepper.
Put in a thick layer of cabbage, also
seasoned; cover with another layer
of crumbs; put pieces of butter all
about on it and moisten the whole
with milk. Rake for half hour in a

moderate oven.

fRwn DUKE

PunniNO.
White Part. The whites of three
eggs, one cup of sugar, one cup of butter, half cup of milk, half cup of corn
starch, two cups of flour, two teaspoons of yeast powders.
Dark Part The yolks of three eggs,
one cup of brown sugar, half cup of
butter, half cup of milk, two cups of

—

—

one cup of chopped raisins, one
tablespoon of molasses, one teaspoon
flour,

Home Farm,

Forest

''^^v^^^^n^a.^^'

just to the taste of the family.

WE OFFER

THIS IViCNTH THE

FOLLOWING BULLS
TWO SHORTHORNS.
oiMK

ONR

TIIRF.K

AND FOUR YEARS OLD.

A\c;us. tiikke:
GUEI{.\.SKV, ONE IBAK.

poi,i.i<;i>

years.

*

THREE JERISEYS, FIVE MO.\THS.
The above Rull.s are flrst-elass animals and will he sold at low prices.
Also a SMALL HERD OF JERSE V-UUEKNSEV, two year heifers. Will mak*
grrand dairy cows. A few Registered Jersey Heifers and several Reglslared
Guernsey Heifers.

ROWE &

M. B.

Fredericksburg,

-

FOR

S/>LE

Mlllhrnok Polo, No. 7HtlO,
Roth Uu

dro|i|>i-il

-

-

CO.,
Virginia.

OB EXCH/kMGE

REGIS! EREDJuneJERSEY BULLS

fur
I

ItMUs Sire Pro»|>ee« PoNi
l.">.
Enllully hiiudled. ^\ 111 Hcll ur

exehuuKe

Kood UiiIrT CuWM.

ALSO HAVK FOR SALE—

One St. Allifiiin Corn Stnik Shredile
One Clinniherihi Sere \v Sluini) Pull
One J. I. «'liii»e Tlirei liinK Mliehlne
One PeerlehN liny l*r
One llvil III|>|>er lln>
One Cliiitbnin Fuunln
All the nbove In perfeel cui
•

For Informntlun and

prices nTtte

J. H.

BENNETT,

Clio, S. C.
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Wyldewood Farm Jerseys.
Herd numbers 300, including some of tlie finest tite island has produced, headed by the great sire Stockwell, whose abbreviated pedigree is given below.

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

Imported Stockwell, 75264.
Golden Fern's Lad, P. 2160 H. C
Flying Fox, 61441.
r

sire

Oxford Lad,

.

P. 3123

I

t

Count Wellesley,

P. 928 H. C.

Oxford Primrose,

P.

Oxford Lass, P. 3582, H. C.
.

Stockwell

Sultan's Rosette, 149740.

H. C.

2252 C.

.

f

f

Dam
L

Golden Fern's Lad, P. 2160 H. C.

Boyle, P. 1559, H. C.

J

(Golden Fern, P. 4711 H.

!

C.

Golden Leda, P. 8000 H. C.
f

Leda, P. 6636 H. C.

I

For Particulars of Offerings, General Information,

Golden Pearl, P. 1975 H. C.

\

Enrjinence, F. 7124 H. C.

etc.,

Address

Wyldewood Farm, Fredericksburg,
00000O0lKK»OO0OOO0O0Ol»<KMiKHWiKH>O0iKK»O0^^

Va.

.
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THE HOLUIMS HERD
-—

each of powdered mace, allspice, cloves
and cinnamon, one teaspoon of soda
of cream tartar.
jelly-cake pans and pile

and two

Bake

all in

alternately

between.
C0C0A^•UT PUDDING.
One pound of sugar, a quarter of a
pound of butter, half a pint of cream,
one pound of grated cocoanut, the
whites of nine eggs and the yelks of
three, the rind and juice of a lemon,
half a nutmeg. Beat the eggs well and
stir the sugar and butter as for cake;
mix all well and bake in rich pastry

with an icing

EVEBT-DAY PUDDING.
I have not tried this, but it has been
given me by a friend who thinks It
of suet, chopped
powdered, one cup of light
Byrup, one cup of milk, two cups of
chopped raisins, one cup of shredded
citron, three cups of flour, one teasixjon

very

One cup

fine or

Make
of soda, two of cream tartar.
into a stiff batter and boil in a bag
It is always imporfor three hours.
tant to keep the water well over the
bag, and to keep It boiling all the
When you add water be sure
time.
that it is hot. Another thing in boiled
puddings is to dip the bag first into
boiling water then cover it well with
flour, on the inside, just before putCabavan.
ting in the pudding.

*

:

-

HIGH-CL/\SS HOLSTEIN'FRIESI/XNS.

filling

slowly.

excellent.

i^BGii^ii

[November,

Offlclal Records of 21 pounds of butter In seven days.
Official Records of 86 pounds (10 gallons) of milk in one day.
Heifers that have milked over six gallons of milk in one day (with flrst

Cows with
Cows with
calf).

A Herd that AVERAGED during last fiscal year almost 11,000 pounds
A son of the great Hengervcld DeKoI, sire of 77 A R. O. daushtera \n
herd.
SELECT STOCK FOR SALE.

of milk.

the

BnS

JOS. A.

Orplngrton

TURNER,
HoUlns

Eggra, Cockerels and Pallets
for sale.

General UanaKer,
Institute,

HolUns, Va.

HYGEIA HERD HOLSTEINS.
oaRGAINS in high-class HOLSTEINS.
Having purchased the celebrated HTGEIA HERD, formerly owned by Dr.
a. A Roblnion, Covesvllle, Va., I now offer for sale, at prices far below their
value, a few PURB-BRED HOLSTKIN BlILLS from 2 to 16 months old.
FINE INBIVIDUALS of FIRST CLASS BREEDIN6 ati FAIR PRICES.
Their dams and sire's dams bare Offlclal Butter Records arerari** -froiB
H pounds per week. Several are from the famous

18 to 26

PONTIAC CALYPSO'SJSON

whose dam areduced in seven days 28.43 pounds of butter, and whose sire's dam
prodaced 27% pounds In seven days.
R, O., X«.S7
Others are from DeKol Il.'s Butter Boy III., out ef DeKol II.,
pounds, and the remainder from the splendid youngr show bull, Klnr Ormsby
Friend, who combines the flnest dairy qualities with those of a shew rlns

A

winner.

DO NOT LOSE THIS OPPORTUNITY.

Come

at once and

make your own

your wanta^

selection, or write us

Address

WASHINGTON NOTES.
The President's recent remarks ili
strong advocacy of the improvement of
our Inland waterways shows that the
enormous expenditures which have
been made during the past ten or
fifteen years for river dredging and
leveeing have been largely wasted because of the fact that, as he says,
the work has been to meet but temporary demands and has moveover
been undertaken at the wrong end.
The best way to prevent a runaway
Is
to check your horse before he
starts to run, and the time to check
a flood Is before it comes tearing
down its river channel; likewise, the
way to provide for navigation is to
keep an even stream flow and not de
pend upon high embankments to
keep rivers within bounds at one season of the year and channel dredging
to give sufflcient depth of water during another season.
Forests, the President says, are the
.most effective preventers of floods,
but their functions can be supplemented by the construction and utilization of natural reservoirs in the up
per reaches of streams, in which to
retain the waters of excessive rainfalls, which can later be let down Into the channels, thus naturally maintaining the navigable flow of the
stream. The soil wash is at presemt
computed," the
is
"It
enormous.
President adds, "at one billion tons
of the richest soil matter in the
United States, annually gathered In
storm rivulets, washed into the rivers
and borne into the sea. The loss to
the farmer is in effect a tax greater
than all other land taxes combined.

Ctmmtt,

Dr. TV. F, Carter, Prop.,

Albemarle County.

J.

B. Loomls, Sopt.

Vlrsrlnla.

Inqleside Herefords
ANDERSON, BLAKER
OWNED BY

S.

W.

MILL*,

GREENBRIER COUNTY, W. VA.

A choice lot ot Bulls, Cows and HeMors tor Mle;
a few Polled Hereford Bulla, recorded Is the National
Hereford Record.
Write for Catalogue and Priooo.
FARM NEAR ALDER80N, W. VA.
Telephone and Telegraph, Alderson.

il

JOHNS, FUNK, GLEN FARM
aad

Impartsr

Rnlstsrsd

breeder

tf

POIXBO DUB-

HAlf CATTLB

er Heralsas

Caa

Sharthenia

taralab

either lez.

RecliUred

Bred

POI.AHV-

Hegs

iCHINA

aad

Par*-

iOUTHDOWN

SHSBIP.

SINGER'S GLEN,
Rockingham County, Va.

Tell

the

adverttoer

where you

saw his adTortlaemont

"
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MORVEN PARK.
The

Propertx of

WESTMORELAND

Esq.

Horn Sheep.

Reg. Dorset
At

DAVIS,

won two championships, two reserve chamOrders will now be booked for June delivery of

the Virginia State Fair, 1907, this flock

and seven seconds.

pionships, eight

firsts

this fall crop of

Earn Lambs.

Imp. Large White Yorkshires.
At

the Virginia State Fair, 1907, with an entry of eight pigs imder one year old the

herd secured championship for boars, championship for sows, six

firsts,

including "gets of

boar" and "product of sows," and three seconds.

A

few excellent weanlings almost ready

to ship still for sale.

Reg. Guernsey Cattle.
The herd
]Srotch"

is

headed by imported "France's Jewel

(9023), imported "Morven's Governor of

VIIL"

(11251),

Letunineric,"

Glenwood Boy" (7067). The entire herd recently tuberculin
ment of Agriculture, Washington. A few Bull Calves for sale.

assisted

tested

imported "Top

by

by the U.

"Mainstay's
S.

Depart-

Address

LIVE

STOCK DEPARTMENT, MORVEN PARK,
LEESBURG, LOUDOUN

CO.,

VA.

THE SOUTHERN PLAXTER.
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of Agriculture is now
testing means to check

[November,

^he Department
devising and

enormous waste, through immethods of agriculture and
In the above,
management.
the President was speaking especially
Commission
Waterways
Inland
to the

this

proved

bELMA STOCK FARM

forest

REQISTERED
PERCHERON STALLIONS,
n^RES AND COLTS,

PURE-BRED.

but in considering soil waste, be referred to every section of the country where there is the least slope to
the land. Bare, washed-out hills and

denuded

slopes,

of their original

Imported and Home Bred. Bine Ribbon
WinntTS ffhererer sb'>wD In France and
America. Postlvelj UIgbest Quality.

fer-

are to be found in practically
every county in the United States.
In this connection, the Geological
Survey is conducting a species of
river measurements stream gaging, it
called
which is of great imporis
tance to every section. In the West
it is needed to determine the average
flow of rivers, the waters of which
are needed for irrigation; in the East
the study and history of stream flows
are required wherever water power
plants are to be developed or where
water for city and town supplies is
needed.
tility,

—

Navigation, Floods and Power.
the streams, little and big, in
the country, were gaged, their capacity determined tor a period of years.,
If all

for one year's

no means

measurements

will

by

the tale, and reservoirs
built to conserve flood flows, three
resources of incalculable value would
become available; devastating floods
would cease, and expensive dredging
and leveeing would become largely
unnecessary; inland navigation for
the movement of crops and othei
freight would be increased a hundred
fold, and, lastly, millions of horse
tell

power now going to waste would be
utilized.
The low water flow of a
stream is the measure of its useful
ness,

either

COME AND INSPECT THKM.

—

for

navigation

or

E. B.

WHITE.

Prop..

'^4 Leesburg, Va.

DUNHAM & FLETCHER
FIRST AND LARGEST IMPORTERS
IN AilERlCA OF

Percherons,

Belgans, French

Coachers.
R. B. Henley, Box 455. Richmond, Va.,
will
I
permanent resident manager.
assist you in organizing a Stallion As-

-oi-lMtinn.
Terms liberal and every
animal guaranteed.
In the stud: Percheron. French Coach
and Standard-Bred Stallions.
Financial reference: Merchants' National Bank. Richmond. Va.

longdistance:

,--nCirnnP"lknr Ifril-r,,

PHONE 5429

for

power development.
Great Variation in Flow.

The Susquehanna River, for instance, has a low water flow of only
about 1,000 cubic feet per second during several months of the year, and
the fact that in time of flood It
sometimes runs up well above 100,000 cubic feet a second is no help to
either of the above industries, while
in the cases of hundreds of our rivers
such floods are a menace to thousands
of acres of our finest farming lands.
This stream gaging is a most interesting and important work of the Geological Survey, and for some years
Congress made an annual appropriation of $2.'i oon. for the regular measurement dally. In most cases of the
principal rivers and streams.
During late years this anpronriation has
for some reason been unwisely cut

—

—

The stream gager must
some way get over the water of
down.

in

the

TYPE

SATISFACTION
150

to

400 Head

medium emd heavy weight Mules
on hand, suitable for the
Farmer, Contractor, Lumberman,
etc Correspondence Solicited.
constantly

6 Ko'l

GUERNSEYS

Buucair.

siisnerdpd bv trol'eys, and hv various
If,
other devices.
as Chief Hydrographer Leighton, in charge of this

BERKSHIR ES

^°

Is

done

from

bridees.

boats,

MULE

CO.. 19th and'Franklin
J. B.

TRUEHART &

St>.

CO., RidmionJ. v..

STATION, BLACnSBUBG, VA., OFFERS THE FOLLOWING SURPLUS STOCK FOR SALE.

CHr^DTHrkDNIC
HV/Kl^O
OnVJKI

record the velocity of the flow.

GUARANTEED
We bay direct from breeders in bigr lots,
therefore can and will save you money.
Pens at M. KELLY HORSE and

THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND EXPERIMENT

This
caees

stream and drop his instrument in at
different places and denths so as to

^^mm,

ttt^UEIlART

("al^es of excellent qualltj and breeding, also matara
cows, and Heifer Calves.

Excellent lot of Pigs to select from.

1907.]
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REGISTERED
ABERDEEN- ANGUS BULLS
Many of them
Strictly Top Notch.
Bale at farmers* prices.
ShoTF Ring Animals. Also Good Females not akin to bnlls.
We are closing out, at little over beef prices, twenty head of
pure-bred, but Ineligible, females, four months to seven years old.
A rare opportunity for farmers to get pure-bred stock at little
more than the cost of common cows.
For

CORRESPONDENCE AND INSPECTION OP THE HERD INVITED.

ROSE DALE STOCK FARMS,
JEFFERSONTON, VIRGINIA
Shipping Point; Warrcnton, Virginia.

^^v;

^...-^.

iJHIffl
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RED POLLED CA TTLE.
AVill sell Thirty Head to rednee herd to fifty before
Mtabling for wluter. Special terms to those starting
herds.
Part cash, part time. The RED POLLS arc
best for the South or for the farmer anywhere. Examine their records for milk, butter and beef.

A few DORSET SHEEP

for sale . ^\'e Imported
last year.
First prize

Duck and Ewes from England
at

Royal Counties and Royal Agricultural shows.

POLAXD-CHIXA HOGS, Pure-Bred
marle

Prolific

Poultry, Albe-

Seed Com.

ARROWHEAD
STOCK FARM,
WOODS Prop. Charlottesville, Va.

SAMUEL
ment

is

to

kill

the decay.

B.

As the

RED POLL CATTLE

French laws, however, probihit the
use of this preservative, it is not employed commercially.
Experiments in the Royal Botanical
Gardens at Kew, England, show similar favorable results and this preservative is recommended for the preservation of a winter supply of

WINNERS

PRIZE

Some of the best individuals of the breed
Champion Cow at the International Champboth Senior and Junior
ion Cow, Illinois
Champion females at Kentucky the undefeat;

;

apples.

;

Hardy Welsh

Cattle.

Roberts, of the Bureau of
Animal Industry, says that the Welsh
breed of cattle is very highly thought
of in Great Britain. The cows are
good milkers, but the breed is chiefly
famous for its feeding qualities anc
the admitted excellence of the carcass.
"Welsh cattle are sometimes
criticized on the score o£ late maturity," he says.
"They were probably somewhat slow feeders in the
past, but the adherents of the improved breed claim that now it is in
the front rank of rapid fatteners. The
Welsh breed is not one of the socalled fashionable breeds, however,
and the consequence is that pure-bred
animals of good quality can generally be bought for much less than the
prices paid for well bred animals ot
such breeds as Shorthorn, Hereford

Mr.

;

J.

Aberdeen-Angus,

etc."

ed Bull as 2-year old at 5 Western Fairs, including the International. My Herd won first
or second in every classshown in at

GRAND SPECIMENS OF EITHER SEX

FOR SALE
H. M.

Cow
yield in fifteen months.
peas, it is stated, not only produce a
rich forage, but they increase the fertility of the soil and improve its physical condition, making it more open
and friable, more easily worked and
Increasing its moisture holding capaciThe crop is also said to cause
ty.
soil to dry out earlier in the spring.
has been my own experience that
planting in rows is a far better practice than broadcasting, under average
conditions. Poor land can probably
be more quickly reclaimed to fertility
It

Delaplane, Virginia.

STOCK FOR SALE.
fellow.
All registered or eligible to registration.

R.

i

more

would

LUTTRELL,

One Scotch Topped SHORTHORX BTJL,l, CALF, 8 months old. .Scotch
Topped SHORTHORN COWS and HEIFERS of all ages.
The 4-year old BERKSHIRE BOAR, Tillman, grandson of Imp. Lustre s
Bachelor, sire ot a hog sold for Jl.OOO this year,
BERlvSHIRE PIGS by a first-class son of the Champion Premier Long-

Value of the Cow Pea.
Cow peas are much more generally
planted than they were a decade oi
aso, but their value in many
sections is not yet fully appreciated,
especially as a means for restoring
worn out soils.
At the Missouri
Station it was found that as much
forage could be produced from this
crop in eighty days as red clover

Richmond

in 1906.

J.

HA.NCOCIv

&

SOX,

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

Registered Jerseys

cows AND BULLS OF EXCELLENT BREEDING AT REASONABLE

EVERGREEN FARMS,

PRICBS.

W. B. Gates Prop., Rice Depot, Va.

Prince Edward Conotr.
''~J'^

BerKsKires

£..-.

THE UP-TO-DATE KIND— WESTERN BRED
offer a Yearling Boar of ontntandlns merit by Baron Premier No. 65227.
he out ot Lady Premier Fourth, No. 5004, and she a litter mate to Lord
I

Premier No.

5001.

He has the bone and has been especially developed
HQ.\DER. I will also book a limited number of

HERD

for a nrst-class
orders for Hlgh-

Grade Pigs by a son of the "Great Masterpiece."

PHIL. H. GOLD,

WINCHESTER, VIRGINIA.

THE SOUTHERiSr PLANTER.
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IMPORTANT

REDUCTION SALE
Select Registered Stock.

Short-Horns

Jerseys
JIT

Al

DIIDIIP

rUDUu

Berkshires

Holstein-Friesians

Priday, November 29, 1907.
After Thanksgivine.

AHPTiny
AUullUil Day
BT TUB

Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical Golleee
AT BL.ACKSBUKG.
This offering Is the result of many years of careful selection and breeding.
The foundation blood represents the most eminent herds of the world. The
herds have grown too large for the present conditions. This choice blood at
the Agricultural College and Experiment Station should be disseminated to
the advantage of the stockmen and farmers of the State. The College desiring
te scatter these richly-bred animals throughout Virginia, takes this means of
offering them at your own prices.

Illustrated Catalogue of Breeding Ready November
Write for full information, attend this great sale and spend a profitable
day at your own Agricultural College and Experiment Station.
I

BLACKSBURQ,

Address.
SALE STARTS

Prof.

W.

10 A. M.

J.

QUICK. Virginia Polytechnic

WITH BERKSHIRES. FREE LUNCH AT

with cow peas at slight expense thau
any other crop. I broke up a piece of
Virginia poor man's land, which had
been cropped on shares by negroes
for a dozen years, taking everything
off and putting nothing on, until iv
would grow absolutely nothing more.

Institute. Jl-RaiNTi:

12 M.

HUNTER OF BILTMORE

3d. 86468.

—

—

bushel and two pecks,

is

needed.

The

—

r--,-'

laid it off in rows three feet apart,
sowing two hundred pounds of kainit
and two hundred pounds of acid phosphate to the acre. As the cow pea is

tooth cultivator. In most instances,
the leaves met in the rows, so that
the field looked solid, except in a
couple of check rows, where no ferHere the growth
tilizer was used.
was only about one-third as great as
in the fertilized rows. In other words,
the amount of nitrogen which the cow
pea can capture from the air is regulated by the supply it has of phosIt was also inphate and potash.
stnictive to note that two rows not
cultivated, but fertilized, made less
than two-thirds the growth of those
cultivated.
This latter test, while
crude, showed the advantage of row
planting allowing for culture over
In row
the broadcasting method.
planting, also, three-quarters of a peck
of seed is sufficient, while for broadcasting, a bushel and a peck, or a

VALARI&:88706.
^g
.

The nboTe mentioned Boars are trro
of the greatest aires of tbe Berkshire
breed, and are considered by Kood
Judges to be two of tbe best Boars of
the age. They have plenty of slzei are
perfectly marked; have short, fancy
hendst KTcat length and depth of body,
vrith heavy hams and the best of legs

I

a legume, like the clover plant, it
needs no nitrogen or ammonia. These
peas had three workings with a five-

CATTLE SALE AFTER LUN'CH

and
I

the

feet.

have some Fine Yonng Boars and
GRANDEST LOT OF FALl. PIGS

by these sires that I ever raised.
Try "me for the choice of these Utters at reasonable prices. REMEMBER—.
I send everything on approval and If you arc not entirely satlsfled you con
return at my expense.

ADDRESS

D.

E.

EARH.iRT, NOKESVILLE, VIRGINIA.

PURE-BRED BERKSHIRE PIGS.
CAN FURNISH PAIRS NOT AKIN.
NOW REAIJY FOR SHIPMENT.
B. LEGHORNS AND BARRED PLYMOUTH
HAVE ALWAYS FOR SALE S. C. ROCKS.

NICE LOT
I

RIVER VIEW FARM,

C.

M. BASS,

Prop., Rice Depot, Va.

Prize-Winning Berkshires

Nineteen first and fcnnil premiums, ctumpionship and reserve championship
captured at the Virginia State Fair of 1907. Sons and daughters of the above
rovally bred herd for sale. Ages and prices to suit you.
RIVAL'S PREMIER 102412, Champion Boar over all Virginia Boars, and son
of Lord Premier's Rival, a ?4,000 Boar, at stud: Fee $25. Also King o'the Brook
94862, first prize

winner

in class

and exhibition herd.

MOORE'S BROOK SANITARIUM

Tell the advertiser where you

saw

CO.,

his ad.

Fee

J15.

CH.4.RLOTTESVILLE, VA.

—

THE SOUTHS EX PLAXTEK.
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amount

of seed used depends, of
course, upon the fertility of the soil.
the soil Is rich, less seed im
If
required.
of Agriculture has
issued a valuable little bulletin on
"Legumes," which gives the habits ot
the various varieties of cow peas.
There is a wide variation, some requiring an entire season to mature,
while others can be planted as a
^'catch crop."
The Value of Zinc in Paints.
The last coat of paint has been on
the house four years, and it looks as

The Department

'

QJenburn Berkshires.
Lord Premier and Premier Longfellow are dead, but we have their best
Our LORD PRBMIBR III. is not only a son of Lord Premier, but Is a
mate to Lord Premier II. and a brother in blood to Lord Premier's Rival.
Our PREDOMINANT and DOMINANT are probably the best sons of Premier
Longfellow.
IMP. LOYAL HUNTER is a great individual. We have Lord
Premier, Premier Longfellow, Masterpiece, Charmer's Duke XXIII., atid fine
sons.

litter

imported sows.

FORFARSHIRE GOLDEN LAD JERSEYS.
Write for Catalogue.

What was
if leaned against.
The first application
the difference?
was supposed to be the best lead

Berkshire Pigs.

coat,

paint,

mixed

in linseed

coat was the same

oil.

—pure
and

The

lasi

(as near as

best lead
possible) linseed oil
except that instead ot pure lead, it
was mixed two parts of lead to one
of zinc. It is the zinc which tells the
to-day, in the most
weathered porflons, is hard and
and
will not dent or
enamel-like,
scrape under the finger nail. For an

The surface

tale.

ordinary eight or ten room house the
extra cost is from $7 to $16, but the
value of the job is easily doubled it
One-third zinc is the
not trebled.
most which should be used in outside work, otherwise the paint will

KIRK, Roanoke, Va.

Dr. J. D.

though it had weathered not more
than one season. The previous painting lasted about three years, when the
surface became like chalk, rubbing
oft readily on the hands and on one's

have aboat thirty Pni«-Br«4 BerksUra

I

Figs from two to four montha old which
will

their quality

you

I

ooaslderlng

price* all too low,

at

sell

and breeding, which

auar*

I

the best.

Is

your wants or com* and maka

me

Write

your own

selection.

You'll

g«t

a

barg^.

HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN CATTLE:

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.

THE GROVE STOCK FARM,
H.

&

No

W.

Md

Sonthem Ry.

T. 0.

No. 79671 :CoIombiis Lee. III.. No. 92309,
right from the loins of Lord Premier,
No. 50001; Fnsslfern Masterpiece, a
fac-simile
of
famous ancestor,
his
Masterpiece. No. 77000.
I have
just
added Belle of Blltniore, No. 100572,
sire
King Hunter. No. 7937S. She

June 7, '07.
I regard the Southern Planter as
the most reliable agricultural journal

McCLURE.

E. G.

I

Nelson Co., Va., June 15, 1907.
cannot do without the Southern

Planter.

R.

E.

HIGGINBOTHAM.

nm
about thirty brood sows.

IHOS.

Clarke Co., Va., June 4, 1907.
The Southern Planter is a very val
uable paper, and I would not miss a
single number.

E.

W. BYRD

Anne Arundel
I

and

am
I

Co., Md., June 7, '07
greatly interested in farming
Southern Planter very

111., June 30, '07.
Southern Planter the
best farm paper published, and if I
ever engage in any manner of farming

Iroquois Co.,

A

should farrow November 10. 1907. Also
a Canadian sow and additional Imported Luster's Bachelor sows. I keep

number ofthese are Imported.

WHITE.
MANY," BUT

NOT

B.

FI..\TLEY.

Calvert Co.. Md.. .Tune 28. 1907.
I am very much pleased with the
Southern Planter, and renew my subscription with pleasure.

DR.

J.

W. LEITCH.

GOOD."

MOTTO.

hare three 8-mnnths-old Boars that we will sell at Just one-tbird less thaa what
they are really worth. They are bred Id the purple, and will make winners this tall,
without a doubt. Don't delay sending (or pedigree and full description It yen waal
something that will bring you la the money la the ring, and if you beat as with althsr
of thera we will be pleased.

MEADOWVIEW FARMS,
nPnt «r LeaD,

AND TAMWORTH
Pigs

Woodbine, Pa.

Yon May Have Them."

POL/KND-CHiN/K

will certainly re-subscribe.

W.

Lexington, Va.

BERKSHIRES.
MEADOWVIEW
"HOW
OUR
"HOW

We

THOMAS PARRAN.

t believe the

I

5.

find the

useful.

Than Mine.

The service boars are Imported SIf
John Bull, II., No. 76416: I'ni'le Sam,

Co., Md.,

published in the South.

Proprietor, BukoTlIlo, 7*.

Finer Herd on Earth

GUY ELLIOTT MITCHELL.
Washington

SANDT,

(registered)

at

farmers'

prices.

#^^^H

Also a few Boars ready for service.
Send In your orders now to

J.

C.

GRAVES,

BARBOURSVILLE, ORANGE COUNTY, VA.
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SEMI-ANNUAL BERKSHIRE SALE
By W. H.

COFFMAN,

MapleShadeJIuefield.W.Va.
February

1st,

1908

This offering will consist of
Hogs of the highest type and

most fashionable breeding in
the -world. I will offer American

and English-bred

stock

or a combination or hogs of
any proportion of either Engor

lish
sired.

for

American blood deBe sure and look out

my

future

announce-

ments, giving particulars regarding catalogue, etc. Don't
forget the date and

make

it

a point to be at this sale.

BARON PREMIER

III.,

W. H. COFFJIAjr,
BLIEFIELD, W. VIRGINIA.

75031.

ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.
All enquiries must reach us by the
15th of the month previous to the
issue, or they cannot be answered until
the month following.

ALFALFA HAY FEEDING.

We

have been informed that alfalfa
hay cannot be fed with safety to
working horses or working mules, but
can only be fed to animals that are
Would you, in your
not working.
valuable columns, inform me whether

my

information

is

Poland Chinas.
A superior lot of Pigs by "Top
Gray's Ideal 65805, and other
noted boars.
Can furnish pairs not
akin to those previously purchased.
Come to headquarters and get the best
Oldest
at one-half Western prices.
herd in the State.

Chief,"

J. B.

GRAY,

Fredericksburg, Va.

correct?

A NEW SUBSCRIBER.

Charleston, S. C.
Alfalfa

and

QUALITY

hay can be fed with safety

POLAN D-CH INAS^

profit to all animals, but, like all

feeds

excessively

rich

in

protein,

The Urge, mellow kind— NOT

should be fed in mixture with feeds
rich in carbohydrates to balance the
ration. If this is not done the normal
action of the stomach is interfered
with, indigestion ensues and the animals "go off" their feed. Feed alfalfa
with corn fodder or common hay or
oat straw. Ed.

fection

ASHES— HEN

the

best

way to use wood ashes and hen
manure; also how to prepare land for
sowing orchard grass; also, when to
sow and how much seed to the acre.
Any information on the subject will
be thankfully received.

MRS. JOE GULICK.
Va.
Wood ashes are valuable for the
potash and lime contained therein.
Hen manure is mainly valuable for
the nitrogen contained in it. The two
Co.,

A few CHOICE PIGS and
for sale.

H. B. BUSH & BRO.,
michanz, Powhatan County, Va.

MANURE-

GRASS SEEDING.
Can you kindly tell me

Northumberland

II.

BRED SOWS

—

WOOD

tfce

mn.t be
coar.e and rongh type. Tfcey
good with such a herd header a.
the
BLACK PERFECTION, a son of PerChief
old king of Poland-Chinas,

Just Write the Davis Boys
For a Catalog and Prices Today
They will aend it by retam mail postpaid and vou will be surprised at the
low. reasonable prices they are
for their improved 1907 model

DAVIS CREAM SEPARATOR
Slraisht Wholesale Factory Prices

"d

'a\,'wer7hi5'''ad.'
u"!"uo'ie''yia
Note cut of new machine in this ad. It's
t to Luy a standard, up-to-date cream separator.
oderful.coDe bowl, always in balance because it's made so true it balances itself- Theteregulated to skim c.'^'^e and produce heavy or thin cream. Low supply can, large
iclosedgearing', easy ruonine. easy to clean. It's made of l^est materials and fully gfuaranteer^ They
prepay freight and guarantee safe arrival at your nearest depot. Say on a postal or in a letter right now, "Send me your
Money savinp Catalog No, 126 ^* DavJs
Co., 548 North Clinton St., CHICIGO, U. S. *.
rasily

Cream Separator

—

J
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should not, therefore, be mixed together as made, because the action of
the lime in the ashes will set free
the nitrogen and cause it to be lost.
Save them separately until planting
time, mixing dry dust or plaster or
acid phosphate with the hen manure
to conserve the nitrogen (ammonia).
Wood ashes can be sown broadcast
alone on all land with advantage for
nearly all crops, or they may be used
with the hen manure and acid phosphate in the drill when planting corn
or other spring crops.
The mixture
will also be found an excellent one
for all garden vegetables.
In our

J^m/ngtoff. AUTOLOADINQ,
SHOT GUN
A

To The Man Who Wishes
Good Modern, All Around Shot Gun

for field

and trap shooting, especially adapted

for wild fowl,

we

present the

Gun

R.emingtoii Autoloading Shot

August and September issues you

will
find full advice as to seeding all grass
crops.
Orchard grass is best sowed
in
mixture with tall meadow oat
grass and herds grass. Sown alone it

makes a bunchy meadow

[November,

reloaded by

is

It

A large part

or pasture.

of the recoil

a lever or

slide.

thus taken of fthe shooter's shoulder.

is

hammerless, shoots 5 shots and has an absolutely safe

is

It

Ed.

ov/n recoil without working

its

$40

Price,

solid breech.

subject to dealers' discounts.

list,

IRISH POTATO GROWING.
Drop a postal for illustrated catalogue.

On June 25th I prepared one acre
of land and planted it with Irish Cobbler potatoes.
It was an oat stubble.
I
used 500 pounds of Mape's potato
fertilizer, distributed in the furrow.
They came up quick and grew

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY,
Agency,

315

Broadway,

llion,

New York

New Tork City.

off

Thirty days after planting
they were blooming and had young
potatoes.
After fifty days' growth I
never saw a finer prospect for pota-

nicely.

—

vines large and green. In sixty
the vines
began to die and
seventy days from the day they were
planted the vines were all dead. They
were loaded with potatoes and if they
had grown thirty days longer I would
have had a large yield. As it was,
there will only be about a third of a
toes

days

Removes
Inebriety

Was

it

the blight?

excessive use of Liquor, Drugs, or

Tobacco

—

is

recog-

nized as a disease of the nervous system. The Keeley System of Treatment
Cures the disease by eliminating all physical craving for drink, drugs or tobacco,
builds up the nervous system, and restores the nerve cells to a normal,
healthy condition.
The Keeley Institute of Richmond cures and gives
homelike, confidential treatment, administered by skilled physicians.

Now. what I wish to know is,
What was the cause of the vines dying

•crop.

so quick?

All Desire for Liquor.

—caused by

If so,

I
had sprayed them several times
would it have kept this disease off,
and how much would it have cost? I

If

The Keeley

cultivated them six times with cultivator.
If the blight was the trouble,

p.

Institute,

rdlt^S^

OTIS H. RUSSELL, Manager.

O. Box 786.

and

it can be kept off, there is no
reason why the farmers of this section can't get a crop of Irish potatoes
off their oat, rye or wheat stubble the
same year, as the potatoes planted
late, as in this case, grow off so much
taster and have plenty of time to
mature before frost.
Thanking you in advance for your
reply,
and assuring you that The

Start YourWifein the PoultryBusmess

Southern- Planter
hearty welcome on

book

Cherokee

Co.,

always

my

finds

a

desk.

N. C.

W.

B.

PISHETR.

The blight was, no doubt, the cause
of your failure. This can be Ruccessfully

combatted

by

Give Her a Sure Hatch Incubator and Let Her

Make a Lot

deliiihtful

Issue you will find formula for making
Bordeaux mixture and strength to use
name. See page 234.— Ed.

Home

Easily at

money- making occupation.

Why not give her the

!

opportunity? Ont
hatch pays for the Incubator and leavej
a profit. The Sure Hatch never fails
It (jets

th.i.iii.ksand tlie)' li<
th little

to
eliousc
freiRlit..

et

SURE HATCH INCUBATOR

CO.,

G, Fremont, Neb., or Oept.
apolls, Ind.

Book

Please send Free Book Telling
Pvloney v ith the Sure Hatch.

fr.

t;iillnilt<'il Triiil.

to(lnv or write a postal for tho

^ ^ ^ ^ ^m ^mt ^
Free Book Certificate

^ ^
Qox

itself nnd runs its
ter. quicker, chenptT
liatora. Gunranteeil 6 y

Borbeaux mixture,
made have conclusively shown that

may be done with great
profit, even if it has to be repeated
three or four times.
In the March

Money

or your wife

at

spraying with
and experiments

this spraying

of

fill out the Free Book Certificate and let us send
once by fast mail, with full information about Making Easy
Money with the Sure Hatch. Thousands of other women everywhere
spend a few minutes every day in this .^
.«
^m a
«h

You

^\

t

C'»rtiticalt

lio,->li.

SURE HATCH INCUBATOR CO.

a^x

Tell

8, Fremont, Neb.,
Pepl.
e. India

the

adrertlBer

oella, Ind.

vhere you

saw

his

adrertleement.

Ho
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JUICY STEAKS

¥

To repair waste tissue in an animal organism requires food. To make growth
necessitates the giving of a greater portion, and to build fat on tissue the end
sought in putting a steer, hog, or sheep in market condition calls for a very
large consumption of nutritious elements. Now heavy feeding has a tendency to
bring about derangement of the digestive organs. The wise feeder prepares the
animal system against the steady and tiring strain which the stuffing process
puts on both stomach and nerves.

i

—

—

He follows the suggestion of Dr. Hess (11. D., D. V. S.), who has formulated a prescription in which are found the elements long ago recognized as
beneficial in building up and strengthening the digestion.

h

m HESS STOCK F^D

not only makes the ration digest per/ec/Zi/, but it creates Increased appetite or more,
steer fed with Dr. Iless Stoclc Food consames, besides its grain, a larger amount of
rougli fodder, vrhioh of course nialses ttie grain more available for fat forming, thus
adding to the profit of feeding.
Dr. Hees Stock Food contains also iron for the blood and nitrates to act as cleansers
of the system, which are endorsed by such men as ProfeRsora Ciultraaii, Winslow and
Flnley Dun. It makes cows give more milk and keeps farm teams in fine condition.

A

Sold on a Written Guarantee.
100 lbs*, $5.00? 25 ISs^ paiiy $1,>60») Except in
Smaller quantities at a slight advance,

Canada and extreme
West and South,

}

Where Dr. He.sg Stock Food differs in particular is in the dose— it's small and fed but twicea day,
which proves it haa the most dig^eative strength to the pound. Our Govornment recognizes Dr. Hess
Stock Food as a mediciual compound, and this paper is back of the g-uarantee.
FREE from the 1st to the 10th of each month— Dr. IIess(M. D., D.V. S.) will prescribe for your ailing
animals. You can have hls'jtj-page Veterinary Book any time for the asking. Mention this paper.

DR. HESS, 6 CLARK,

Ashland. Ohio.
INSTANT LOUSE KILLER.
INSTANT LOUSE KILLER KILLS LICE

Also mjuiufacturers of DR.

HESS POULTRY

STRAWBERRY GROWING.
you please tell me the best
kind
of
how
should I use it when setting out the
plants?
When is best time to set
strawberries (is it too late now)?
What kind of fertilizer should I top
<3ress them with?
Should it be done
In spring or fall.
SUBSCRIBER.
Prince George Co., Md.
Will

way

to grow strawberries, what
fertilizer should I use, and

In the eastern sections of Maryland,
Virginia and North Carolina strawberries may be planted either in fall
or spring.
Indeed, in the Tidewater
sections they may be planted nearly
all
through the winter when the
ground is in good order. October and
November and March and April are
usually the best months. In the middle and western sections of those
States they are usually best planted
in spring.
In our last two issues, and
in this one in "Work for the Month"
In the Garden Section, we give advice

on this

stibject.
Acid phosphate and
potash should be used liberally in
preparing the land for the crop and it
should follow an Irish potato or cowpea crop, if possible, as these crops
leave the land in good physical and

PAN-A-CE^-A B.nd

UVE STOCK AUCJaONEER.
In dolnt so,
I offer mj services as a Stock Salesman to tbe breeders of the East
I will say that I bave equipped myself both by kavlng taken a course at the Jones
National Scbool of Auctioneering, and by }ears of breeding and selling Pedigreed Stock.
1
make a specialty of Pedigreed Sales.
I will
suggest that I believe I can render
If I may be permitted to say It,
Breeders better service than salesmen residing In remote parts of the country, as I am
section. Then, too, I
will
thoroughly familiar
with conditions obtaining in this
probably not be quite as expensive as to railroad fare, etc., and besides, I must give
satisfaction or I make no charge for my services.

Write

me

or

'phone

me

via

over

Winchester

Southern

Bell

Phone

for

date*.

Prompt attention assured.

Roy

Stephenson, Va,

F. OuvaBI,

DUROC-J
Are the most

prolific

E

RS E YS

Hogi ob eartlL One of aur Sows farrowed ferty-eae pica In Icm tk«a
now ibe has elghtaen. Onr averace last year was elevea and Ive-

a year. We sold her and
tenths pigs
the litter.

We have the blood ef Ohio Chief (sold far tt.OOOl. Beat Uln If
U
You Can (sold for M.OOO), Top Notcher (»eld fer |»,600), Orton, Sure Winner. PerfwnlBB,
High Chief, aad many other great winners. We can sell yon Sows and Cllu Id pig. orTlee
and yonnf Boars and PlgB of any blood Ilnea you may dealr*. We have shew •»> M
otter and can Bt you out with a show herd for the fall fairs. WRITE NOW.
IF TOO AJIH IN THE HOG BUSINBaS FOR PROFIT TOO NEED DOROC«.
LSaUIB

D.

KUNB, VAUCLDSB, VIROINUL

Williamsburg Co., S. C, June 27, '07.
I have enjoyed the Southern PlantP. B. THORN.
er very much.

I

Granville Co., N. C, July 2, '07.
like the Southern Planter and

want

it.

B. F.

CURRIN.

—
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mechanical condition for the roots and
also free from jrrass and weeds, which
are great hindrances to successful
strawberry growing. From 300 to 500
pounds of acid phosphate and 200 to
300 pounds of muriate of potash per
acre may be used. In the spring give
a top dressing of 75 to 150 pounds of
nitrate of soda per acre after growth
Ed.
starts freely.

—

FRUIT TREES 7^c

SCUPPERXOXG GRAPES.

Apple and Peach

have a young scuppernong grape
vine which has come full of bloom
three seasons in succession, but has
never borne a grape. This year there
were two or three Unotty looking
things that did not even look like
I

Scuppernong
Its

Low
Write today

MANNING.

Dept.

own

of

for free catalogue.

Mention

B Continental Plant

in

Proportion

this paper. Address

Co., Kittrell.N.C.

fails utterly to set fruii
pollen, but in most sec-

North

Carolina the wild
staminate grapes of the Vulpina class
are so abundant that the people do
not notice the failure of the scuppernong pollen. Munson, in Texas, in
selling scuppernongs and his seedlings from it, always advises the buyers to get at same *ime vines of the
staminate grapes of the same family
as pollenizers.
About Raleigh every APP1.es,
tions

or Over

Strawberry Plants

Gates Co., N. C.
Professor Massey, one of the best
The
authorities on the subject, says:
with

100

—

The vine is thrifty in a.ppearance and is on a piece of new
ground next to a woods and with a
northern exposure. Would you advise
me to cut it down and start a new
one or could it be remedied?
M.

Lots of

agents and making no bad debt< selling for cash direct
to the people at lowest wholesale rates — will save you
so much. 23 years experience, 1,000.000 hUh-class
fruit trees, 50,000,000 strawberry plants. Frost
proof cabbage plants for early sprinj? crop. Safe ai^d
chea.' delivery anj'where in the United States. Valuable book on fruit growing free to buyers.

grapes.

C.

in

Why pay two to five prices for all kinds
of nursery stock to cover agents' profits
and bad debts, when we, by employing no

..ELMWOOD NURSERIES..
—We

are Growers and Offer a Fine Assortment of

peaches, pears, CHERRIES, PLUMS, APRICOTS, NECTAfence row is full of them and the RINES, GRAPE VINES In large assortments, GOOSEJBERRIES, CURRANTS,
scuppernong never fails to fruit. Ad- STRAWBERRIES, HORSERADISH, ASPARAGUS, DEWBERRIES, and u>
vise him to get a wild vine from the
woods that does not make fruit and extra lot of RASPBERRIES. Splendid assortment ORNAMENTAL and SHADS
plant near his vine, and if It is the TREES, ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and HEDGE PLANTS.
failure of the pollen this will cure
But it may be that his vine is

it.

a
staminate seedling and not a true
scuppernong, In which case it will
never fruit. He could get from Ollin

EGGGS from B. P. ROCK and BROWN LEGHORN FOWLS at $1.00 per II.
Also a few Pullets and Cockerels of these breeds at $1.00 each for Immediate
delivery. Write for catalogue to
J.

B.

WATKTNS & BRO, MIDLOTHLiN,

VA.

Warren, at Greenville, N. C, vines of
scuppernong and the James and these
planted together will fruit well. The
James is a black grape of the scup-

pernong family, and is larger, earlier
and better than the scuppernong. In
my opinion. There is a Philadelphia
man planting a large scuppernong
vineyard not far from Sunbury. He

me

that he intended to plant 1,000
acres and has a contract with the Garretts to take all his grapes at a stated
price.
Just now I do not recall his
name. He is In business in Philadelphia, but his family is at Edenton.
told

COTTON FAILING TO MAKE.
have a small farm on the Neuse
River of eighteen acres, upon which I
usually make from 6 to 12 bales of

Woodlawn Nurseries
—

We offer a general line of Nursery stock Apples, Pears and Peaches.
Splendid assortmentment Ornamental and Shade Trees.
500 Silver Maples, 6 to 8 feet, at 15 cents each.
500 Norway Maples, 6 to 8 feet, at 25 cents each.
Norway Spruce, 10 to 12 inches, at 25 cents each.
200 Balsam Fir, 10 to 12 inches, at 25 cents each.
KO C. Poplars, 6 to 8 feet, at 25 cents each.
25 Cut Leaf Birch, 4 to 6 feet, at 50 cents each.

1,000

E. AV.

JONES XLR.SERY COMPAXY, WOODLAWN, VA.

I

cotton, 40 or 50 bari-els of corn, 100
to 300 bushels of sweet potatoes per
acre.
M.ij cotton is cut off this year.
It grew well, but the pods, after they
got two-thirds grown, died. Can you
tell me what caused this and what

DO YOU

SHIP APPLES?

FOB NICE FnCIT USE THE NEW YORK AND CANADIAN BUSHEL APPLK
BOX.
MADE BY THE

SOUTH-SIDE MFG,, CO,
PETERSBURG. VA.
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SAVAGE

*^

.«»

<o.

SEEDS.
Q

«
-J

i

Hi

a

a

IS

s

a

aj

We sell the purest and best
as good and prices as reasonable
We are nlso Inrge buyers of
make yon offer delivered at your

N. R.

Seed Grain and Grass Seed grown

In this country.
Guarantee aualltT
'•'
^
Write for prices.
Home-Gronrn Seed Grain and Grass Seeds. Send samples and we wUl

as any other house In the trade.
railroad station.

SAVAGE & SON,

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

8
8
U
*«

|

KiCCCC3C<3Ct3<3t3t3t3t3tiCt3tJt3t3t3t3t3t3C<3t^^
it, as I don't want it to hapought to have made
I
pen again.
twelve bales, as it is I will only make
B. D. BORAM.
about six.
Craven Co., N. C.

will stop

The cause of the shedding or dying
the bolls or forms is usually climatic.
It occurs most frequently in
extremes of either dry or wet weather
or during the change from one to the
It may occur, to some extent,
other.
under normal climatic conditions,
especially if the cotton plants are too
thick or the variety of cotton is one
which develops a very large amount
of fruit forms in proportion to the leaf
surface. Ed.
of

***«»»««*»»«««««»ejcjejejei^

TREES.

WHOLESALE
A^D

First Class Nursery Stock
of all kinds.

KBTAIL.

We make a specialty of haDdling dealers' orders,
ALL STOCK TRUE TO NAME.
Apples,

Nectarines,

Feare,

Cherry,
Quinces,

Peach,
Plum,

—

Almonds

Pecans,
Chestnnts,

Ornamental and
Shade Trees,

Walnuts,
Small Fruits,

Evergreens,
Roses, Ste,

Apricots,

SAN JOSE SCALE— IMMUNE VARIETIES.

CALIFORNIA PRIVET,

I

am

a

reader

diligent

of

The

Planteb when I have time, and think
many times the price. I
it worth
have a suggestion
of

fruit

where

some

WRITE FOR CATALOaUS.

N*<|lii|.

.

Baltlmop*, Md.

Xiix>a(xx*:$iXKiac>i:i^i(x:)^i(Xias^^

way
Much has been

to offer in the

growing.

done by scientific writers and experimenters towards eradicating the San
Jose scale pest. There are, however,
still

lor

AGENTS WANTED
FRANKLIN DAVIS NURSERY CO.,
.

sections

all efforts to

(low

country)

be rid of the pest

have been unsuccessful and tree setNow, I
ting is wholly discontinued.

_ W.

Sour cherry. I think it unfortunate
for any section to be totally without
fruit and I suggest as a remedy that
nurserymen and horticultural writers
collect the names of all fruit (both
large and small) which are scale proof
and give them publicity in their
catalogues, papers, etc.
Also I think
to include shade and ornait well
mental trees in the list, as they, too.

HOOD &

CO.,

OLD DOMINION NURSERIE5,
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

know

of some varieties of fruit which
are "scale proof," and perhaps there
are some who know of other such like
varieties.
For example, the Keifer
pear, the Tennessee plum and
the

T.

WHOLESAiE AND RETAIL GROWERS OF

High Grade Nursery Stock
.

Office:

Descriptive catalogue and price
thamberlayne and Rennie Ave.

Buncombe

Co., N.

C. July

16, '07.

pleased with the
I am more than
S. H. GIBBS.
Southern Planter.

list

Nurseries:

on application.

Henrico and Hanover Counties-

Rock Island

Co.,

111.,

July

|

6, '07.

I
am very well pleased with the
Southern Planter.
F. P. VOGEL.
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are sometimes destroyed by the San
Jose scale.

AN APPRECIATIVE READER.

illiams %X"^

Professor Phillips, the State Entomologist, says:
We have found none
of our fruits to be absolutely proof
against the San Jose scale, unless it
be the Morella cherries. The Keiffer
pear, quince and all except some of
our poorest plums will now and then
be killed by this insect.
Of course,
they are much more resistant to the
attacks of this insect than the other
fruits.
However, the number of fruits
that are resistant to the attack of this
insect is so small that they
need
scarcely be taken into consideration.
The proper method of procedure is for
the fruit grower to learn to treat this
insect.
He must do so in order to
grow a variety of fruits, which are
so necessary for the home.

go on year
year using
DON'T
shaving, not only
common soap
after

for

taking big risks, but robbing yourself
of the comfort and ease and pleasure that
would be yours if you used Williams' Shaving
Made just for shaving by those who
Soap.
have learned by 60 years' experience just
how to make shaving soap right.

"The

Send ac. stamp for a TRIAC CAKE of Williams' Shavine Soap, or 4c.
for a Williams' Sliaving Stick, trial size, enough for 50 shaves. Address

GRUBS

THE

IN HORSES.
In your next issue will you kindly
give some information on nature and

cure of "gi-ubs"

in

J. B.
Department A,

WILLIAMS COMPANY
GLASTONBURY, CONN.

horses?
Subscriber.

„

only kind that won't

smart or dry on the face."

illiams

Charlotte Co., Va.

We

are not at all clear as to the
particular trouble to which our
enquirer refers. What are most
commouly known as "grubs" are Bots
the larva of the Gadfly, which are usually passed out of horses in
May or
June. These grubs are hatched"
out
of the eggs laid by the Gadfly
on tht
legs of horses. These eggs are often
to be seen
large numbers on the
legs during the summer.
They arc
small, white eggs sticking to the
hairs.
The horses lick these off and
they pass into the stomach and on the
way there hatch into the srubs which
fasten themselves into the lining ot
the stomach by hooks, by means ov
which they force their heads right
into the stomach lining. In this position they remain fixed until May or
June, when they let go and are" carried along with the food through the
bowels and out with the dung. Theii
they burrow into the ground and later
In the summer hatch out as Gadflies
to repeat the same course of life.

CUTS

m

There is no remedy so useful or necessary in the home as A. I. M. It is
always ready in case the unexpected happens. For Cuts, Wounds, Old Sores,
Burns and all external inflammation it is indispensable.
Applied to the inflamed parts, it immediately soothes and quickly cures.
Disorders of this nature are dangerous, painful and often hard to heal.

NATURE'S MATCHLESS REMEDY
Acid Iron Mineral
in Time, nnd a Lasting Cure Is Certain to FolloiT.
a great relief for Indigestion and all Stomach and Bowel
troubles caused by any form of inflammation. It is obtained from a Natural
Mineral, found deep In the earth. It is more powerful than many of the
.Should

A.

unless

—

Of these there are several varieties, but those most common are
the Lumbricoid worms, almost like

WOUNDS

ARE QUICKLY HEALED

Whil<^t it is commonly thought that
the f-rubs cause injury to the horse,
yet the best opinion seems to be that
they affect the animal hut slightly
in
very excessive numbers.
Hov/ever this may be, one thing is
quite certain that when once they
have gotten into the stomach and become attached to it, there is no medicine which can be given the horse
which will remove them. They will
stay their time and only let go when
the time comes.
It
is,
therefore,
no use worrying over them.
What some people also call "grubs"
are the different worms which are
often be passed by horses in thti

AND

"S?

M.

I.

Be Used

is

also

celebrated mineral springs.

Test
store.

for

two

its

If

Get a bottle from your druggist or general
have it, send us your name and one dollar (Jl)
cents) bottles. Express prepaid to you.

merits in your case.

your dealer

fifty-cent (50

fails to

'

^cstS iron H/lines'aS €ond§tany
Richmond,

Vitginia,

dung.

With corresponding with our adertlsers, always mention Southern Planter.
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earth worms; and the pin worms, like
a piece of thread.
The lumbricold
worms infest the small intestines; the
pin worms, the large intestines. For
the large lumbricold worms, let the
horse fast twelve hours and then
give twice daily for two or three
days a drench composed of turpentine, one ounce, and linseed oil, two
or three ounces, to be followed on
the fourth day by a physic of Barbadoes aloes, one ounce. For the piu
worms, inject into the rectum an infusion of tobacco or quassia chips,
one-half pound to a srallon of water,
once or twice daily for a few days,
and follow with a physic. After treatment for worms the horse should have
a course of tonics. Give one-half
ounce of Peruvian bark, gentian, ginger or quassia twice a dav in the feed.

—Ed.
ACID PHOSPHATE FOR PRESERVIXG MANURE—PLOUGHING DOWN

The Best Paper for the Whole Family.
52 Weekly Issues for $1.75.

PEAS— STORING CABBAGE— BALL
PASSED BY ANIMAL.
1. Will it be beneficial to put acid
phosphate in the horse stable. If so,

how much

ineach stall? I will not
take out the manure now for several
months.
the
2. I have a field in cow peas;
have been gathered.
dried
ones
\Mien is the proper time to plough
the vines under, and about how deep
should it be ploughed? The land is
light.
I want to cultivate the land iu
peanuts next year.
3. How should cabbage, now head
ing. be stored away for winter use.
4. I send you under separate cover
an article I found in my stable. Will

The Youth's Companion
The 52 issues for J 908 will contain as much reading as
twenty 400-page bool^s of fiction, travel, etc., ordinarily
costing

250

most

Timely

NEW
at

Stories

Miscellany.

Page;

Children's

Editorials, etc.

Sample Copies of the Paper and

Cut out and send

:

The
The Weekly Health

;

The

Article;

Illustrated

Announcement for

1908

Free.

SUBSCRIPTION OFFER.
once

this

slip

(or mention

All the

this

issues of

for

The

publication) with $1.75 for

908 and receive
The Companion for the remaining weeks

Companion

1

of

1

907.

The Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year's Holiday Numbers.
The Companion's 4.Leaf Hanging Calendar for 1908 in full color.

defi-

Use at the rate of forty or
fifty pounds per ton of manure made.
Just sprinkle a handful of it every
few days over the litter in the stalls.
2. Plough the vines down at once,
turning a furrow eight or ten inches
deep. It is always safe to turn under
a green crop when the ground is cool.
3. Pull the cabbage up by the roots
and set the heads on the ground with
the roots up thus making the first
course of a pie large enough to store
Then
the whole quantity desired.
place nnother course upon these in
th'" same way. and so go on until the
Cover with
pie is run up to a point.
straw and boards to keep out the rain.
or the straw may be covered with soil
beaten smooth.
sent has been passed
4. The ball
out by some animal. It is a ball ol

contents will include

2000 One-Minute

Capital Stories;

Notes on Science

acid phosphate foi
1. The use of
preserving manure in the stables and
pens is to be commended, as it not
only prevents overheating and thus
loss of ammonia, but adds to the manure that ingredient of plant food in
is

The

each.

Sketches, Anecdotes and

you please tell me what it is? I have
never seen an>-thing like it before.
Bv answering the above questions,
THOS. BOZE.
youwlll oblige,
Dinwiddle Co., Va.

which farm pen manure

$1 .50

cient.

Then The Companion

for the

52 weeks

of

1908

— a whole

THE YOUTH'S COMPANIOi^,

9

library of the best reading.

Boston, Mass.

CORDS IN to HOURS BT ORE

MAH

RUNS EASY; NO BACKACHE.

—

t

Forced

<o c

with our Folding Sawing Maeh.ne.

Saws

log square on rough or level
any other T^^ay. and do It
timer.
ilog showiog latoal

i

Operator alw-avs stands straiRtit. On«
easior. Sawbiadflaf''^ C. f^>^ or 7 ft. longr. Ch
s within threa yaara, we will _.
thousandi
tcslimoriials from thousands.
trivini; te^slimoriials
Improvements, civini;
ffroun J.

FOLDING SAWINe MACHINE

1

First order

CO.,

GUARANTEE.

secures agency.

168-164

E. Harrison St., Chicago, Illinois.
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matted hair and vegetable fibre, which
has gradually accreted in the stomach
and become coated with the juices
of that organ and then passed out

sciENTiric MILLS

Gnnd all grains,
and barley.

for the user

—

Experiment Station suggested the use of bone meal or lime
as a remedy.
About the first ot
November, I began to put about a
handful of bone meal in her food and
in six weeks she was all right, and
has been since that time.
Louisa Co., Va.
W. O. KNIGHT.
The hogs referred to were unable
to walk, having apparently a weakness in the loins and legs which so
affected the hind parts as to cripple
them. We have seen the use of bone
meal and lime advised in other places

Bone meal

for this trouble.

is

= 50

styles

THE FOOS MFG.

rj'e,

wheat

m

^

MAI4.ERS

and sizes = Write for Catalog.

CO., f?^ Springfield, 0.

ELLY g VPLEX

SICK HOGS.

Nebraska

ear corn, shelled corn, oats,

These Mills and Gasoline Engines

ARE MONEY

with the dung. Sometimes these balls
become so large that they cannot be
passed through the bowels, and then
they cause death. We have seen them
as large as a large orange. Usually
they commence to accrete around a
pebble or some other hard, irregular
formed substance, which the animal
has swallowed. Ed.

Referring to inquiry of J. A. Hopkins, Fluvanna county, Va., about sick
hogs, in your October number. About
a year ago last April I had a sow
affected in the same manner. Slie
had been confined in the orchard lot
(about one acre) and was carrying a
the pigs
litter of ten pigs.
I took
from her and put her in a lot with a
good range, including woods, but she
continued to get worse. In the fall,
noticed in some paper that the
I

[November,

>ii«)ingMiiis

'PHE onlynuUintheworldmadewithadoublesetof gTJndersorburrs. Will
^ grind ear com, shelled com, oats, rye, wheat, barley. KafTir com, cotton
any kind of grain. coarse.meUium or fine.
of any other mill of
The Kelly has a grinding surface just double that -~^~~~
equal size, and can, therefore, do twice aa
muchwork vrith less power, as it 13 the
Beed, corn in shucks, sheaf oats, or

EASIEST RUNNING
millmade. Simple in construction, easily
operated, strong and efficient. Never
choke. Four sizes, any power, especially
adapted for gasoline engines. Wrila
today for our catalog describing and
illustrating the Kelly Duplex grinding mills.
A copy of Farmer's Guide, the most useful
Book of Records, Recipes and General Information, will be mailed upon request to any first class farmer
or stock grower, if you menition the Southern Piintcr
^

pOp^p
r IxbCi
THE

0. S.

KELLY

Ideal

COMPANY.MS

Limestone

St.,

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Feed Mills and Powers.

recom-

mended

to be fed to pigs by Professor Henry, to strengthen the bones.

—Ed.

FEEDING BABY BEEF.
Please give me a little advice as to
the mose ecenomical plan of feeding
a small lot of half-bred Hereford
calves,

500

six

pounds.

months old. They weigh
I
want to feed them

until

May

baby

beef.

1,000

pounds by

without

first,

make prime
make them weigh
May or June first
me too much? 1

so as to

Can

I

costing
have abundance of corn, and unlimited
quantities of good, bright corn fodder.
Which will be the safest and best
to buy, oil meal at $1.50 per hundred
or cotton seed meal at $1.70 per hundred, and how much oil meal, old
process, or cotton seed meal. Is it sate
to feed?
I think, from what I have
read in The Planter, cotton seed meal
Is Injurious to teed too long or too

much.

do not want to make any
mistake, and do not object to spending
I

a few dollars to buy feed,

if

you can

tell me how to do so, and not overfeed or lose money.
Will say, the
calves are beauties, and I am now
feeding lightly meal and shipstuff and
short corn, so as to get them on full
grain feed. Have good, warm stable.
Louisa Co., Va.
J. H. D.
In this issue you will find excellent

The Mills that lead all o'.iiprs In fist grinding, lightness of draft, strength,
durability, in finish, in perfect adaptability for grinding all kinds of grain
into coarse, medium or fine chop or meal, and especially In being the best twohorse power for operating feed cutters, corn shellers, wood saws or any
other light running machinery.
,

CATALOGUES AND PRICBS OF

AL,L,

FARM MACHINBRT SBNT ON

RBQIIEST.

The implement Co., 1302 East Main Street,
Richmond, Va,
Tell

the

advertiser

where you

saw

his advertisement.

—
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advics on this subject in two articles
in the Live Stock Department, one
signed P., and the other by Professor
Soule. "P" is a farmer, stock breed•er and feeder, and is thoroughly posted by practical experience, and Professor Soule is one of the most experienced investigators and experimenters in live stock husbandry. We
doubt very much whether you can

make the calves Into 1,000 pound
beeves by May first on the feed you
have, fed with either linseed meal or
cotton seed meal. To do so will require that the calves make an average
gain of three pounds per day throughout the whole period. This is a heavy
gain to make. It is not impossible,
but. In our opinion, could only hope
to be attained by the use of silage or
roots in conjunction with the grain
feed.
These feeds are succulent ana
keep the system cool and the appetite sharp and thus permit of a better assimilation of the food than the
best dry feed can secure. You should
also have some clover hay to feed
with the corn fodder to supply the
needed protein in the feed. Bran fed
with the corn meal and linseed meal,
or cotton seed meal, in the proportion of one-third bran, would also be
of great service in the absence of
silage or roots, as tending to keep
the bowels in good order. Whilst we
have fed both cotton seed meal and
linseed meal with excellent results,
yet we would prefer the old process

1029

WAY TO

THE

inff th& trees with Target Br

Df trettiDg rid of

lil,

spray-pump,

1

Scale DestToyeri

rt.h thelruit-Ki'uwe:

of

Ills

hard-

TARGET BRAND

uluble

diluted with
water, mayJ be applied with

ifl

tbese pests,

and similar parasites wh

KILL SCALE
SCALE
DESTROYER

and

leath to scale and ott
insects, it does no iniury to the t
their frui*"-bud3. It is a more e....
.,
^^^
less espeusivo method than Lime-Sulphur Wash.
Try it and you will be delighted with the results.
for Free SprayineCataloe containing full information. End
Bulletin "Dipping vs. Fumigation."

AMERICAN HOBTICmUBAI. DISTRIBUTING CO.,
Martinsburg,

- Write Fop
EST. 1867

0U1LT

.^ STYLES

IN

W, Va.

FREE BOOK Now—Today
siffi^i

^

Sent on Trial— Freight Paid
Grind Corn and Cobs, Feed and Table Meal.
10 lbs. to 70 bushels per hour; ball bearing; easy running. Shipped
Philadelphia or Chicago. Send for free catalogue to

THE

A.

W. STRAUB

from

CO., 3737-39-41 Filbert Street, Philadelphia. Pa.a

DeLOACH CORN MILLS
Prodnce more meal and better meal than any
mlllH on the market.

Both Pulley and Geared

Mills.

linder Kunncr Mills, IS to 48 Inches.
Top Runner Mills. 30 to 48 inches.
With the famous Vlrgrlnin or Bsopus Stones.
^A'orld beaters for making tabic meal.

3 Also French
Buhr Mills forall
^

Kinds of Grinding
Turbine and Over-Shot \Vntcr '«'heel». The
nE LOACH VARl \nl,F, PIIICTION PEKD
MILLS. SHINGLE MILLS, PLANEIIS,

fnniouM

S\W

"

G\NG EUGERS, LATH MILLS AND WOODWOKKI.XG MACHINERY.
Engines, Boilers and Gasolene Engines
Send for Catalogue and

tell

us fully irhat you

want.

DeLOACH

Hill

Mig

Co.

Box

265, Bridgeport. Ala.
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meal for these young animals, as it can be fed with perfect
in
safety
a heavier ration than cotton
seed meal to young stock. After you
get the animals on to full feed, you
may teed from five to seven pounds
per day of linseed meal with safety.

Unseed

A LEFFEL
ENGINE
ON THE PLANTATION
jnt the littls and big jobs you
the whole year round. Install
one and it's cood for your lifetime. You
are always sure of power when you call
upon it — and ste.im when you need it.
Experience has dumonstrated that the
old reliable L' f'el steam engines are
safer, more reliable and more satifac*
tory in evt-ry way than any other style
of power for farmers' and planter s* use.
A variety of styles and sizes adapt them
to all needs. Power book free. Write

—Ed.

OYSTER SHELL S—POTASHPHOSPHORIC ACID.
How many hundredweight

of lime
slaked) will one hundred bushels
of common oyster shells burn?
What forms of potash destroy lime
in land, and which do not?
Will phosphoric acid correct any
acid in the soil? Is not phosphate
better derived from bone than from
phosphate rock?
(air

for

C.
are not able to say how many
bushels of air slaked lime a bushel
of shells will make, but as the shells
are nearly pure carbonate of lime, and
as a good quality of limestone will,
Co.,

^
Co.,

Box 202,

Springfield, Ohio,

W& Gan Smwe You

W. H. HURST.
Onslow

it.

James Leffel&

N".

We

when

burnt,

OH

does

Perfect in construction.

Large,
wonderful baker.
Large
reservoir always plenty of hot water. Larg^
fire box. Requires but little fuel.
Bums hard

A

roomy oven.

—

make near

the same.
destroy lime In
land.
It makes it available and capable of being used by the plants.
No; phosphoric acid will not correct acidity. Lime must be used for
this purpose.
Phosphoric acid derived from bone

Potash

Handsonto Steei Rangem

Fitted withtlie best oven thermometer.

from two to three bushels of air or
water slaked lime, we should suppose
the shells will

this

No better range made.

make from each bushel

not

coal, soft coal or

wood

Send a postal card

equally well.
for catalog No. S221

Marvin Smith Company, GhicagOf //#
Tell

the

advertlBer

where you saw his advertisement

Early Morning Comfort
Open

—

—

your sleeping-room windows- let in the crisp, fresh air
bui your room
a touch of a match and the welcome heat is
need not be cold while dressing
radiatmg from the

—

PERFECTION
Oil

Heater

(Equipped 'with Smokeless Device)
For neating the bath-room quickly it is a great convenience and
morning dip as glorious as in the summer.

—

will

make

—

Now it's breakfast time make the room cozy and cheerful your breakfast more enjoyable
and start the day without a shiver. The Automatic Smokeless Device prevents all smoke and smell
and makes it impossible to turn the wick too high or too low. Cleaned in a minute bums 9 hours
with one filling.
Every heater guaranteed.
Finished in Nickel and Japan.

—

T^^ JP^AT/^^
•^ ~^~ ^*^

A

P

—

safest and best for all-round house^^^ ^° used in any room
hold use
h test improved central draft burner bright light at
Absolutely safe.
All parts easily cleaned.
small cost.
Made of brass,
nickel plated.
Every lamp warranted. If you cannot get the Rayo Lamp or Perfection Oil
Heater from your dealer, write to our nearest agency for descriptive circular.

y

I

1\/I

—

OIL COIVJPAIMY
STANDARD
(IncorporaiedJ

—

—
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more

no

FLINT-COAT ROOFING

somewhat more

available from bone
than from rock, as the bone is not
quite so impervious to the action of
root acids and the weather, but in
either form it is not available, except
slowly, unless treated with sulphuric
acid.
Ed.

See Our Roofing on the Minnesota State Fair Buildings.

You
l-ply
2-ply
3-ply
4-ply

—

IMPROVING S-\NDY LANX>—IM
PRO^^NG SWAMP LAND—CORN

—that
com

I

Coat
Coat
Coat
Coat

advise

n.e

the

surest

way

is,

Will

Save 25 to 5G Pep Cent.

l-ply Acme Rubber Roofing
1.90
2-ply Acme Rubber Roofing
S.30
3-pIy Acme Rubber Roofing
2.60
5-ply Rock Asphalt Roofing
Best Roofing on Earth, That's all we Claim.

Roofing
Roofing
Roofing

.

-

Roonng

Sl.r,o

•

•

.

Sl>60
• S3.10

•

•

.

8.50
8.90

•
•

•

EVERY ROLL GUARANTEED PERFECT

Above prices are for one roll of lOSsan;... .^^„,„„„,^.^„
feet, delivered „„
at your
.au»„, .^..auuu.uu
,„>„ railway
station, all
~" Can be" laid
" bv — "ne. Special
ready to lay.
prices quoted west of Mississippi River. Nails
and Cement witb each roU. Ou
oDDg costs less than shingles; lasts longer; can't rust like
iron or steel. Water, Wind, HsU"
d Fire Proof . Recommendedby leading architects,
largest railroad compaDies and corporations
tlons in Northwest, - Samples and Booklets F£££.

BUD WGRJI—LIME.

is

Flint
Flint
Flint
Flint

The

Flease
quickest
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when

valuable

than
derived from rock. It is simply phosphoric acid from either source. It is
Is

"^

and

"

to improve sandy
run down. It has been in
lEind

BOCK ASPHALT ROOFING CO.

Room

eo7, Y.

M. C. A. BIdg., Chicago

and cotton for several years, and
same now.

in the

The

Stove that does Double Duty.

The Cosby Air-Tight
BaKer and Heater. «^
A Perfect Henter and Ideal Bnker. There nre tew
homes* anywhere, that this baker and heater isn't
adapted to. It is the most useful, convenient and
eeononilcal stove for the

home ever

ninde.

does the Cosby do DOUBLE wort, that It
and keep cosy the coldest and largest
room. It bakes equal to any cook stove or range
anything from a pan of biscuit to a Christmas turkey.

So

will

vrell

lient

The Cosby

is

a grreat fuel saver.

The

fuel that

cooks the meal also keeps the room Trarm. In this
item alone It pays for itself. It is best adapted to
burning ^vood. Thousands of housekeepers are enthusiastic In their praise of this

modern labor and

time saving combination cooker and heater.

The COSBY

is

made

of the best material
The COSBY

made

PATENT DAKBR AND HEATER

is

from five to ten years.
All tops and bottoms are constructed of A No. 1
heavy cast Iron, that stands the fire. The sides are
of the best sheet iron made. The ovens are solidly
built and are lined with asbestos, also protected In
front by an iron Are back. Taken altogether the stove
makes a handsome appearance.
to last

TO MERCHANTS.—We

call the special attention of

merchants to the Cosby Stoves. They are fast sellers
wherever introduced.
If you want to buy a stove for your home, or are
a merchant, and wish to handle them in your vicinity
write us for folder, catalogue and full particulars.

UNION STOVE CO
907-11 East Main

Street,

,

Inc.,
Richmond, Va.
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2. How to improve swamp land that
has been In corn for several years.
any way to keep bud
3. Is there
worms from killing corn? If so, how?
4. Does lime improve land, or is it
only a stimulant? Will it rum any

kind of land?

A YOUXG GIRL.

Pitt Co., N. C.
1. Sandy land can be improved by
applying lime to it. This will bind
the soil together and make it more
retentive of moisture. It should then
be put into crimson clover and wheat,
oats and rye mixed for a winter cover
crop to be ploughed down in the
spring, and this to be followed by
a pea crop, to be also ploughed down.
These crops will add humus to the.
Consoil and make it productive.
stant growing of corn and cotton expoor
it
hausts the humus and makes
Sow crimson clover in the corn and
cotton each year when laying by the

crop.
first necessity for improving
swamp land is to drain it and then
apply lime at the rate of two tons to
the acre to sweeten it.
mean the
3. We take it that you
worm that eats into the ears. There
preventing
is yet no known means of
Deep ploughinjury bv this worm.
ing in the fall is perhaps the best
preventative known, as this exposes
the papa of the moths to freezing,
The worms pass
which kills them.
the winter in the ground in pupa form.
It the worm you refer to is the cut
worm, which takes the young plants
as soon as out of the ground, these
mav be poisoned by mixing Paris
green with bran and molasses and
making into balls and dropping these
about the field before the com is
2.

The

planted.
4.

Lime improves both

heaw

land.

Its

light

and

is physical
binds light land

action

and mechanical.
tosether, and loosens heavy land.
It

^^^lat are the essentials of a good farm wagon? It's an important question. If you are going to buy, ask it in your own
What do you require?
interest.

The Highest Grade Materials—Perfect Construction—Light Draft
Ever\-thing is comprehended in these three, including durabilitjand adaptation to uses. Materials include choice of appropriate woods,
of proper size, thorough seasoning, ironed for long, hard duty. Construction in an International Harvester Company factory means the
best work that skilled mechanics can turn out with every needed equipment at hand. Light draft comes from working on right principles.
You will find them all in the three makes of wagons below:

VXr Alw>|>__The Wagon witb a Record. Over

WW ^ilW^A

jjj

60 years
u5g_ found doing dut>- all over this cotmtry.

More Weber Wagons have been made and sold than any other
make of wagons in America. The record speaks for itself.
Favorite on tbe Farm. A g^ood fann
|^A|r|fnI)ff
C ^A
«./\/llM»tLV (AiS
ivagon with a reputation for light draft and
durability*.

RpHpnilnrf
Mp^V AV^tt^AIUVlI
l^^W
Gears.

An end to

aU Climates.

Bujring your farm

wagon

is

an important matter, because a wagon

alwa^'S subject to a thousand kinds of wear and tear.
You will make no mistake in selecting a Weber, a Columbus or a
New Bettendorf wagon. Call on the International local agent and inspect these wagons or write for descriptive booklet on the wagon you
desire to investigate.

International Harvester Conipany of

AmeHca, Oiicago

(Incorporated*

It

it

How aboutyour Ensilage?
"Ohio" Ensilage Cutten cut two
ways—cut and elevate the com Inta

the soil, on which fertility more
largelv depends than any other thing.

In

—Ed."

WHE

.\

T

silo at «xi amazing speed, and cut oS
huge slices from your ensilage er-

GROWTNr;—ENSILAGE

penses.

FOR SHEEP—RHODE ISL.^ND
I

How

REDS.
would like some information

its

make

seventy-five

to

one

—

hundred

bushels of corn per acre that wheat
A complete line •! Hand and Powar
fill
is almost a failure; it does not
which will be mailed free.
well and lodges badly. "RTiat element. Catalogue,
of plant foo.i. in the shape of comthis
to
apply
I
can
fertilizer,
mercial
land to balance it so as to make a
profitable wheat crop. I am situated
one of the limestone valleys of
Southwest Virrfnla.
ensilage, made from well
2. Can
matured corn, be fed safely to ewes

does

Immense

It

"cut"

By

expenaei?

capacity,

its

»elf-fe«d

power-sartng

direct
draft blower, lu ilmpl.T-flperaied allaga
distributor, Ita minimum u»e of power
for maximum reaulta.
Cutters illuatrated la aur Pea* Cotter

mechanism,

I find
as to the growing of wheat.
that on my better land— land that will

m

with Pressed Steel
and break-

free

making

1.

for

Thewagon

is

inert potash in the land,
available for the support
of the crop, and, more than all, it cor.
rects acidity in the soil, making it
capable of supporting microbic life
sets

* Waoon

shrinking, swelling, warping, rottmg

downs.

ita

THE IMPLEMENT COHPANY,

1302 B.
Tell

the

HAIN

RICHMOND.

ST.,

adTertlaer

where

yarn

eaw

kto •4Twtl«e«aent

VA.

—
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Give You a REAL 30 Day
Free Trial ^^^^ ^^^ Money in Your Pocket
I

I

I

Kuarantee the Qalloway Spreader for 25 years. No other spreader
good enough to stand such a long timi guarantee.

make you an honest

open, keep-themoney-in-your-own-pocket 30 Dny Free
Trial offer no strings no trills no foxy
tricks about my offer or my spreader.
1 don't ask you to deposit
price of
my spreader In a bank and gothethrough
a
lot of red tape before I am willing to send
you a spreader on trial. No, sir! I believe
American farmers are honest and I am
willing to trust them. You don't have to
pay me or any one else a single cent on
the price of my spreader before you try
it, or after you try It, if It
doesn't prove
Itself to be the best made.
I don't ask
you to sign any notes, make any deposits,
or put yourself under any obligations to
nie or any one else.
All you've got to do
IS just say you'll try my spreader
and
you U get it. Tou/can deposit your money
In your own pocket until you have satisfied yourself that my spreader is the one
you ought to buy. The Galloway is the
only spreader good enough to stand a test
with the price in your pocket.
I am not beginning the spreader
business.
I have built spreaders for years.
Beginners don't know what parts break
---' wear out in
and
spreaders.
But T ,^n
That's why I can and do make the GaUotvay so it can't break and n-ear out where
experimental spreaders are sure to break
and wear out. "'
That's why I can easily

—

.

—

—

The Only Spreader with Malleable

My

manure spreader made. Read about
in-your-favor plan.

to
say:
"Test
the
Galloway
Spreader with the money in your ovm
pocket."
I challenge any other manure spreader
seller or maker in the country to put the
spreader he sells or makes alongside of
the Galloway in the hardest
kind of a test. I don't care
what other spreader or spreaders yon try alongside the GalIt won't cost you a
loway.
cent and you won't risk a
cent in trying mine, so It's
certainly to your advantage to
try the Galloway at no cost

even if you do put up your
good money to try any other

manure spreader.

anil Steel for all Parts that

give you the best
this all-one-sidedactually make the

repairs to the cast-iron parts of other
and how you save all this with the GalloSpreader, because in the Gallowav all the parts
that bear the wear and strain are unbreakable. The
Galloway has the best and greatest patented improvements which you can't get on the imitations. My Gal-

—

is

—
—
spreaders and

—

Lightest
Draft Feeds as Yon «ish The Only
Spreader Made That Fits Quickly and Elaslly to Any
of the DiiTerent liVidths of AVason Wheels.
I am a farmer
a practical farmer. I have tried all

other

what

I

have got

I

know what farmers need and

to give

them

If the

Gal-

loway Spreader doesn't beat
any other that you try, all you
have to do is to send It back
and you're not out a penny. Be
yourself and your
fair
to
pocket-book. All I ask is that
you try the Galloway actually
at my expense, and risk.

expensive
spreaders

loway Spreader

l>

afford

Galloway Spreader in my own factory. So you really
pay me only one profit. Jobbers must pay the factory
where they buy their spreaders a profit, and then must
charge you two profits.
That's one wav vou lose
money if you buy from them. And then think of the

way

World

-\ni The Actual Manufacturer of
Manure Spreaders, not a Jobber. So
1

the Galloway is really sold from
Factory to farm at One Profit not

—

tTTO.

r\y
Ever

Price— The Lowest

madeona

break and wear

FiESTCLASs Manure Spreader

aiher Spreaders,

Open, Honest, Straighifotward Plan,

me to
Remember I

protects you and compels

In the

to satisfy them.

I

have

thou
of satisfied Galloway Manure Spreader users
ail over mis big country and I want every farmer In
the U. S. to own one. When I hear from you I'll send
you letters from farmers that prove how much the
best my spreader is.
You don't have to believe me
it you don't want to, but you must believe my spreader
when you try it; you must believe what I am ready to
prove tor your profit at my expense and risk. Send
me a letter or a postal now. I don't, and won't,
ask you to do anything else. Leave the rist to me.
if you want to, yon can simply
me in a letter
NOW to send you n Galloway Spreadertell
on 30 days FREB
Don't send me any money.
trial.
Just say on a
poKtal, "I will try your spreader," and I will notify
yon when the spreader will reach you. That's all there
is to it.
You won't have to pay me or any one else a
cent ou the price of the sprendep unless vou decide to
keep it after the RE,4f,LY free 30 day trial. Address

—

me

personally

—WILLIAM
like this

G.4LLO^VAY^

219 Jefferson Street, Waterloo, Iowa.
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during and after lambing time? Will
Increase the flow of milk?
give me the true color
3. Please

Stability of

of

the

Red chickens.

high-carboa
facture.

Rhode Island

of large, strong.

i

Its

ery ho

than anyoth

SUBSCRIBER.

Russell Co., Va.
^,i,..v...

1.

Page Fence

Every PnRe F

it

and markings

[November,

This Si.ring kcvps pfi^e Fe
p (ind bottom.
...^..x..^., j^." should Itnow

Fence—write for catalog and folde-.
Pape Woven Wire Fence Co.. Box 5116. Adrian, Mich.

Your land needs both phosphoric

and potash to strengthen the
It is
straw and fill out the heads.

acid
,

more than sufficiently supplied with nitrogen in proportion to
the quantity of mineral plant food
evidently

A

available in the soil. Though you are
In a limestone country, the quantity
available is insufficient to make the

potash available. We would apply one
ton of lime to the acre, broadcast, as
soon as ploughed and work into the
land, and then apply two hundred and
fifty or three hundred pounds of acid
phosphate per acre when seeding the
wheat.
2. Ensilage can be f^d with safety
and advantage to lambing ewes. Its

The BROWN FENCE

& WIKE

PER ROD

CO., Clevelan d.O.

STRONGEST FENCE MADE
C

the beBt fence

is

made from heavily galvanized Coll«d

CLOSELY WOVEN FROM
TOP TO BOTTOM
woven
Our Fence
through

Is bo closely
that small pigs cannot "wiggle"
Sostrong the vicjoiisbulicaiinot "faze" It. We have no agents.
not sell to dealers but sell direct to the user

It.

We

FREIGHT PREPAID
Coiled Wire provides for contraction and expansion and prevents sag(?lng
between posts. Every pound of wire in our fence Is made in our own wire
ndll from the best high carbon steel. We give

30 DAYS FREE WeTRIAL

That our customers may be sure they

FARM AND POULTRY FENCE.

money.

Write today lor our 40 page

make a fullline of
Wholesale Prices will save you

ai

satisfied.

On
fr

;

Catalog.

COILED SPRING FENCE COMPANY,

Box 52

Winchester^ Indianam

STOCK

Can

a farmer afford to feed stock
timothy hay without threshing
the seed, supposing the value to be
at $10 per ton?
much would the feeding
2. How
value be reduced by threshing?
3. About how much is well seeded
timothy suppose to thresh per ton?
4. Is it necessary to bundle the hay
when you wish to save the seed?
5. Is there a special thresh box tor
grass seed? If so, would be glad to
have the name of the manufacturer.
6. Would
be glad if some of the
farmers who save seed would mention
whose machine they use and whether
they would buy the same again.
7. Is
the manure suppose to be
worth more than the cost of feeding
cattle, providing that it does not cost
over ?15 for labor per month to the
one hundred head, long yearling?
Bristol, Tenn.
A. D. REYNOUDS.
cattle

We

have always held to the opinion that no farmer can afford to feed
timothy hay to cattle. It is always
worth more to sell to the city man
1.

who

foolishly prefers it to all other
hay tor his horses, though it is the
least nutritive of all the tame hay
grasses.
This preference can possibly be accounted for somewhat because It Is, when well gotten, the
cleanest from dust. Its protein content is way below that of orchard

do

AT WHOLESALE PRICES

FEEDING.
1.

^

spring s>ieei wire

—

ON

f-> i;:'

DELIVERED.

succulent character makes it useful as
a means of increasing the milk flow.
It should be fed in conjunction with
clover or pea hay to balance the
If these are not available,
ration.
teed oats and bran, or oats and peas,
with the silage, say, one pound per
head per day.
Rhode Island Reds vary
3. The
Some come
very much in coloring.
out almost buff, whilst others are a
bright mahogany red.
The bright
mahogany red is the true color,
though the buff ones may be just as
pnre-bred. Ed.

TIMOTHY— PROFIT

^ <t ^ C

Every wire—

'^

both strand and stay— No, 9 gau^e.
Thickly galvanized. Beat grade steel. We mail free sample
forinspection and test. A more substantial, stock-res""'
ing, time-defving fence was never stapled to posts. We
tvles,
pay freight on 40 rods. Write for book showing 133 styl
*

AMERICAN FENCE
for years to come. Get the big, heavy wires, the
the good galvanizing, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
not too hard nor too soft.
can show you this fence in our stock and explain its merits and
superiority, not only in the roll but in the field. Come and see us and get

Buy your new fence

hinge
that

joint,

is

_

We

our prices.

Our Complete Catalogue

of

Improved Farm Machinery sent

to

any

address free.

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
1302

E.

MAIN

ST..

-

-

RICHMOND, VA.

—
THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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grass and herds grass, even when cut
In full bloom, and, when cut when the
seed is ripe, the content of woody
fibre is so high that stock will oat
straw with just as good relish and
do quite as well on it. Oat straw
is more nutritive and has a less content of woody fibre. The article in
this issue on stock feeding, by Professor Soule, shows that corn silage
gives much better results than hay
or fodder.

DE LAVAL
THE WORLD'S RECORD

CREAM

We

have been unable to find any
analysis o£ the seed, and therefort
cannot answer this query.
per acre is
3. About four bushels
an average crop, though yields as high
as seven bushels have been recorded.
4. It is better put up in bundles
2.
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SEPARATOR

when intended

to be threshed, as this
Many, howsaves the seed better.
ever, merely rake it up and cock it to
cure.

In

in durability and ease and economy of operation,
as well as in widespread usage and number of sales, the DE
LAVAL lia.s no competitor, or one that even appro.dies its

record on any one of tliese points. Tlie DE LAVAL was tiie
original cream separator and by such all-important inventions
as the "Alpha-Disc" system and "Split-Wing" device it has
always led and is to-day from five to ten years aliead of all
other machines.
In close skimming, durability and ease of
operation it sliows an unbroken victorious record covering more
than twenty-eight years. Thousands of tests liave proven that
it will save from $3 to $5 per co'w each year of u.se over otlier
separators. Nearly 900.000 machines have been sold to date and
are used in every country, being distributed by more than 10.000
DE LAVAL branch liouses and agencies in different parts of the
world. Over 98 per cent, of the world's creameries use only
DE LAVAL machines, also all government and State experiment
stations and every dairyman who has had real separator experience.
The latest DE LAVAL models are ideals in every respect and represent the experience of over a quarter of a century in building separators. Send for new July. 1907, catalogue
of the "World's Record" Separator.

iwint.

Will some farmer please reply to

this query.

The manure is usually taken to
offset all costs of housing and caring
for cattle. In many cases the only profit in stall feeding a bunch of cattle is
in the manure, when the cost of grain
and concentrates is taken into account at current market prices, but
if the cost of these be only taken at
the actual cost of production, then
there should be, and usually is, a considerable profit over the cost of the
feed, and the manure is a clear gain
of great value to the farm beyond the
Perhaps the true
cost of feeding.
way is to credit this profit above the
cost of production to the crop and to
charge the profit or loss on feeding to
the cattle. In either event the manure is worth more to the farm than
the cost of saving it and caring for
the cattle. There are thousands of
cattle fed every winter from which
the whole profit is in the manure, and
7.

yet,
this

men

carrying on this business

The De Laval Separator Co.
Randolph & Canal Sts.
1

2 IS FilsestSt.

PHILADELPHIA
Sts-

SAN FRANCISCO

Cutting

and

74

173-177 William Street

MONTREAL

:

CORTLANDT STREET,

NEW

YORK.

14

&

16 Princess Street

WINNIPEG
107 First Street

PORTLAND, OREG.

Shredding

"Ohio"
machine.
one
with
Ensilage Cutters also make efficient
Simply remove the knives
Shredders.
and put Shredder Blades in their place.
A few minutes' times; no additional
speed and but slight additional power
Double value at trifling
required.
extra cost.
"Ohio" Shredder Blades have projecting steel teeth no two in succession
All

in

on the land made rich by the manure
from the stock go to the market
without a fertilizer bill tagged to
them and the price realized comes
back net into the farmer's pocket.

—

They split
travel in the same path.
tear corn stalks into a nicely
Power, 2 to 15
shredded condition.

and

—

horse power, according to size. Blower
or Carrier Elevators handle material
Our 100-page catalogue and
perfectly.
book.
"Modern
Silage
216-page
Methods." sent on request if you men-

Ed.

OF CROPS—WEE^^I..

—

&

DnuMM & Sacramento

way make money and become

Ihave five fields one for pasture,
1.
one for corn, one for hay, and two
for wheat. I fallow the hay field for
wheat and seed wheat that fall; also
follow the corn field with wheat same
fall; the next spring I seed corn on

General Offices

CHICAGO
1213

rich.
They are independent of the
fertilizer man, and the crops raised

ROTATION

origrinal

improvements,

5. Timothy is usually threshed with
a wheat separator, but it requires
care in adjusting the air blast and
the uses of special selves. We believe there are now special separators
An
made for threshing grass seeds.
inquiry, addressed to a good implement house or to Messrs. A. B. Farguhar Co., York, Pa., who are large
makers of separators, will no doubt
secure definite information on this

6.

Considered from "every point of the compass." so to speak,
Separators are truly "World's Record Macliines."
inventions, in skimming efficiency, and important

DE liAVAL

tion th

paper.

<

I

SILVER

MFG

CO. Salem, Ohio.

|

|

Tell

the

advertiser

where you saw

his

advertisement
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the pasture

wheat

fields the

following

you know

YOU CAN BUY ON CREDIT

and sow a mixture

field,

of alsike and red clover on the two
wheat fields, for pasture and hay the
year following. To condense it, corn
follows pasture; wheat follows hay,
and corn the same fall, and I sow
clover for hay and pasture on the

[November,

NO MATTER WHERE YOU LIVE.
Immediate Shipments.
r^Qm
*""

^^tf^S^^^^b
^SS^^^^^M

'

'

next spring for the

year. My quesUon is, do
of a plan where I can grow

Buggies Sliipped in 24 Hours. No Delay.

We c&D positively guarantee loeblpyoaftn Enelewood S-rear 'warranted Tehlcle
vrltUn 84 hours from receipt of your order. We make many handred styles of Buggleg, Sorreys, Spring. Farm aud Delivery Wagons, Hacks, Livery and Pony Vehicles,
every description from 911.00 up. Bold for cash or on eaaj
Hoad Carte and Vehicles- of
-*
•>_._.
'
poymeate as low
"'" Till Huip you au £.ijgit
It can be returned a
-

•

these crops and bring the cow peas

them.
2.

.

in

the

and cured, and the same
seed be used and sown again, and
they make suflBcient growth to be able
If so, what
to cut for hay that fall?
spring, cut

varieties are the best to use?

out
is good to keep weevil
at,
I can't use the acid,
been
have
I
barn.
air-tight
no
I have
I
troubled every year with them.
wanted very much to keep my wheat
acthis ummer, but had to ship on
3

world.WrltetodayforfreedeBcrlptlveprlcellBtsandfnlllaformatlon. Address

,,

.

Can cow peas be sown

What

Made

Do You Want a Buggy

InOup

Own
Factory

cannot buy a
So sure are we of this

fact, and the undoubted superiority
ot this buggy that we fcclve a five year binding
guarantee with^^ •ach "Chicago Special"

of the barn?

count of it getting full of weevil.
Could you suggest some way where I
it?
could keep out the fly or destroy
orchard that
4. I have an old peach
came
I
when
was full of dead limbs'
of
here. I trimmed out the largest
them February, but left numerous littake
would
as
it
them,
in
switches
tle
me two months to trim them all out,
on account of its being so hard to
determine in the fall or winter
What I want to know is would it materially hurt the trees to trim them,
say, in the latter part of
first of September?

the

Orga

DB,

say
in to turn down for corn? I will
the pastI can't take the stock off of
ure, as I have no other place to put

advise.

Talbot

Co.,

P.

IWIJkRVIDi SIVII-TIH

^O.

-

Ca-IIC4VOO. lUC^

VARIABLE FRICTION FEED
Ratchet Stt Works, Quick Receder, Duplii

would be

one of the wheat
fields into peas as soon as the crop
is harvested and to turn this crop
down in the early fall, and then to
seed at once in crimson clover, red
clover and a grain mixture for fall
and winter grazing, and to turn down

The other wheat
field we would put in the same crops
the following year, thus alternating
the rotation and getting peas on every
other year.
2.

Best material and workmanship, light rUDQlng,
requires
little
power;
simple, easy to handle;
won't get out of order.

BELT FEED MILLS
In

to put

for the corn crop.

fore

Steel Dogs. Strong,

ACCURATE AND RELIABLE

Md.

tion

No; cowpeas cannot be sown beMay, and this makes the matur-

ing of the seed too late for

it

special
c

ness and sell them on the most liberal
terms ever offered* ^\rite today for our
large, Illustrated, tree calalogue No. V221
IS this "Chicago Special" In colora
painted and finished.

WILLIAMS.

gest

i

AMERICAN SAW MILLS

August or
It would

The only way which we can sugto get the cow peas into the rota-

1.

We

buggy

help yourself and

greatly lessen the work, as I could
trim it in one-sixth the time, because
Please
I could easily see what to cut.

JACOB

neighborhood ben-jtlbethemeansof
"

that
selling othei-s.

price on this

sizes.

all

Beam

Log
can

be

any

of

Carriages
furnished with

our Mills.

No. 1. Warranted to cut 2,000 feet per day with 6 H. P. engine. Seven other
Also Edgers, Trimmers, Shingle Machines, Lath Mills, Rip and Cutsizes made.
off Saws, Drag Saws, Cordwood Saws and Feed Mills. Catalogue sent free.
"Rowe, Mass.. October 24, 1905.— I have a No. 1 American Saw Mill and send
you an order tor another Just like it. I run It with my 8 H. P. portable gasoline
engine; have sawed 6,000 feet of lumber In ten hours with It without any trouble.
Yours truly,
C.
I
use a 48-inch saw.

BRADLEY

AMERICAN SAW MILL MACHINERY

NEWBLL.

137 Hope St., Haokattstown N. i.
OUR AGENTS.—Watt Plow Company, Richmond, Va.; R. P. Johnson, WytheHyman Supply Company, New Berne and Wilmington, N. C; Olbes
vllle, Vb.
Machinery Company, Columbia, S. C.
CO.,

;

to be

To get
sown again the same year.
the benefit of two leguminous crops
the same year, cow peas should be
followed by crimson clover or vetches
sown In September after the peas are
harvested for hay or ploughed down,
as may be decided upon.
3. There is no remedy for the wee
vil
which is effective but carbon
bisulphide. If your barn is not tight
enough to use this, make bins to hold
the grain, or part of it, at one time,
and fill these with It as soon as

SAW

PORTABLE

MILLS

Celebrated Fnraubar
Set- Works abeolately accnrate and
k receding. Built strong and durable.

•able attactunents.

Chain

T
the merits

until

you investigate

"Forquhar."

of

anteed

in

Gtiar-

every respect.

Ournew

fiR-pacecataloflcexplalns In detail all onr^aw
Mills. FnKrnf*. Rotlpmand

ThrMhePH. We'll mall yoo
a copy free upon r^qaestIL B. FiUqUHiH Co.. ITB.. TOBK. P*.
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threshed and put the carbon bisulwhide on the top and close up for
twenty-four hours. Then air and bag
up this grain and treat the rest of the
crop in the same way until all Is
treated.

We

4.
see no objection to your cutting out the dead wood in August and
at the same time removing any young
wood of the season's growth not desired for bearing wood.
Ed.

—

FERTILIZER FOR PEAS—JOHNSON
GRASS—ACID PHOSPHATE.
1. I have a poor piece of land which
had in peas, but used no fertilizer
and the peas were about six inches
high. I want to sow this in peas

I

again in the spring, then in the fall
turn the peas under and sow in clover.
How much and what kind of fertilizer
will I have to use to get a stand?
2. How can Johnston grass be eradicated?
3. How
much acid phosphate will
It take to the acre to equal a thin
scattering of manure?

SUBSCRIBER.
Halifax Co., Va.
of acid phosof muriate of

potash per acre before planting the
peas.

Johnson grass can be eradicated
ploughing and clean cultivahoed crop.
is not compara3. Acid phosphate
P''arm
ble with farm yard manure.
yard manure always lacks phosphoric
2.

fall

tion in a

nitrogen (am.
monia) and fairly supplied with potash, but needs to have phosphoric
acid added to it to make it a balanced
have
forty
should
fertilizer.
It
pounds of acid phosphate applied to
every ton of the manure to balance
the nitrogen and potash; 250 or oOG
pounds of acid phosphate applied per
acre will meet the requirements of
most crops in respect of this ingredient, but to do its work effectually
It should be supplemented with potash and nitrogen. Farm yard manurt
will supply these, or they may be bad
acid.

It

is

-5^
V

rich

Farmer who knew said that if a man are replete with valuable features, not
did not have the money to buy a found in other spreaders.
The vibrating rake on the Cloverleaf
manure spreader, he could afford
and Corn King spreaders is one of their
borrow
it, pay50 per cent interest, and
to

A

still

in

make money.

This shows how extremely profitable
the use of a manure spreader is.
It will make more than 50 per cent per
year on the investment.
It

Apply 250 pounds
phate and 25 pounds
1.

by

Big interest on ijour investment.

increases the fertilizing value of

It levels the load
valuable features.
before it reaches the cylinder and insures an even and uniform distribution
of the contents.
There are many excellent features
They
about each of these spreaders.
are among the most substantially built
spreaders on the market, and make manure handlingeasy,agreeable, fastwork.
All have broad tires to prevent rutting,
and on all, the front wheels cut under so
the spreader can be turned in its own

barnyard manure, the only fertilizer
produced on the farm, fully 100 per
cent, and when you remember that this
barnyard manure is worth S2.00 or more
per ton. you know how much money a
spreader makes for you on every ton of length.
manure hauled into the field.
We suggest that you look into the
Of course, you must be sure and buy question of a profitable manure spreadstrong,
mean
a
The local agent in
We
er
very carefully.
a good spreader.
dependable, practical machine one your town will gladly demonstrate the
day
and
after
write the general
day
handles,
or
up
line
he
can
load
that you

—

drive into the field with absolute certainty that it will spread as many loads
per acre as you desire.
The I. H. C. spreaders— Corn King,
Cloverleaf, and Kemp 20th Century, will
do this. The Corn King and 20th Century are return apron machines. All

International

oflice for catalogues,

Send

for

copy

of

"Farm Science"

or

"Wasteful Farm Practices" which contain very valuable information on agricultural subjects of special interest to

you.

Harvester Company
(Incorporated)

Tell the adveltiser

colored hangers,

or other information desired.

where you saw his

ad.

of

America, Chicago
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by using lime

to make the potash in
the soil available, and by ploughing
down green leguminous crops to sup

ply the nitrogen which these
lake from the air. Ed.

—

crops

LIME.
Can you tell me the difference in
prepared lime and the ground stone
lime that is commonly used for agricultural
purposes?
Which is the
best and how much to use on land
(heavy pipe clay) that only makes
ten bushels of corn per acre? I am
told that thin land should only have
a thin dressing of lime. I sowed fifty
acres of crimson clover on good land.
It grew about three inches high, and

now

Is

dying,

I

am

told,

for

want

RUBEROID
TRADE MARK REG.

ROOFING

of

lime.
The land that I wish to limo
has a thick coat of weeds and grass
that I intend to plough in this fall.
Would you advise the use of a littlo
fertilizer on this land for corn after
liming, or should the lime be sufl3cient to make a good crop without fer-

Accomac

14

Co., Va.

The lime usually applied to land
Is not ground stone lime, but simply
limestone or oyster shells burnt and
then slaked with water. There is a
ground stone lime now being offered
on the morket, but it is not yet generally used, though it is likely that it
will be so used more generally when
the supply is larger. It is said to
give good results when used in conjunction with green crops ploughed
down. We prefer to use simply the
burnt limestone or oyster shells, as
we have gotten good results from
these.
The prepared agricultural
lime is mixed witli other chemical
substances and may be of service
when these other ingredients are required by the crop. Apply one ton
of limo to the land you refer to after
ploughing down the weeds, and harrow in lightly. It would be well to
apply 25n or SOO pounds of acid phosphate per acre to the land before
planting the crop in spring.
The
lime will sweeten the land, improve
its

THE STANDARD FOR

THOM.A,S SHAY.

tilizer?

phy.oical

and

mechanical

•

Southern Railway Supply Company,

1323 East Main
RICHMOND.

LEE'S
price,

this

more

available.

—Ed.

APFOTNTED FOR
AGRICTTT.TTTRAL
COLLEGE
EXPRRTMENT STATION.
A New Department for the Study of

Teaching and Study of Insects. This
not a new line of work for the State,
as the State Entomologist of the Department of .Agriculture at Raleigh
has, for a number of years, conducted
is

PREPARED

or-TST

Injurious Insects.
Farmers, fruit growers, truck gardeners, and in fact all who are interested in agriculture in North Carolin.T,
should be interested to learn that the
Agricultural
Mechanical Collego
<fe
and Experiment Station has established a new Department for the

Va.

AGRICULTURAL

LIME

tails to give good results when properly used.
Wheat Is now Belling at a paylBC
and from accounts of the present crop Is likely to continue to maintain present piicaa.
The present troubles In Russia will, no doubt, reduce her exports, and the foreign demand
will continue to be good.
The use of $3 to U worth per acre will Increase the yield t to M
bushels per acre, thereby paying over 100 per cenL on the cost, besides Improving the land
and Insuring a good stand and growth of CLOVDR.

Never

available, but

ENTOMOT

Steet,

FERTILIZERS

tion,

makes

YEARS.

The oldest prepared roofing on the m&rket, and the flnt Rubereld R««ti
laid, many yearg ago, are still giving satisfactory serrice under the leTereat
climatic and atmospheric conditions.
Contains no tar or paper; will not melt or tear. Acid lurne* will a*t
Injure It.
Outlasts metal or shingles.
Any handy man can apply It.
There Is only one Ruberold Roofing, and we sell It You can rerlfy lt«
genuineness by the name on the label and on the under side of tr»Tj length
of Ruberold Roofing.
Send for samples and booklet
A large stock of Corrugated and V-Crlmp Roofing alwars
h«nC

condi-

and malce the potash In the soil
it does not supply phosphoric acid, though it to some extent

U.S. PAT. OFF.

LEE'S SPECIAL
Onr

WHEAT

FERTILIZER.

sales for the season of 1S0< were (2 per cent, larger than those of 1905.
ThoM
tried It bought more largely the next year, and say they have a better stand aad
of Clover and Grass than they have from any fertilizer they have sver used.

who have
growth

LEE'S HIGH-GRADE BONE & POTASH.
For Potatoes Cabbage and other Vegetables.

IMPORTED THOMAS BASIC SLAG.
Millions of tons are used In Europe. It Is the best and moot lasting Fertlllter for Wheat,
Grass and other crops on the market, having 16 per cent Phosphoric Acid and 40 to
p«r
cent, of Free Lime.
It Is a complete FERTILIZER.

U

A. S.

LEE & SONS CO.,
RICHIMOND, VA.

Inc.
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the work of the inspection of orchards

and nurseries, and undertaken

Write for the "Enterprising Housekeeper,"
a book of aoo valuable Recipes
and Kitchen Helps. Sent Free.

investi-

gation and control of certain injurious
Insect pests. There must be, however,
many problems that the State Ento
mologist has not, and may not, be
able to undertake.
The new Entomologist, R. I. Smith,
at the A. & M. College and Experi
ment Station at West Raleigh comes
from Georgia, where he held the position of State Entomologist for a
number of years. In this position he
was enabled to gain a wide experience
In the control of injurious Insects of
the Southern States.
In taking up the work in North
Carolina, the Entomologist desires to
obtain the co-operation of the farmers.
and fruit growers of the State. Let
ters and correspondence are the best

1039

More Eg&s
Mote Money

The increased productiou of eggs from a very small
Shell
flock of poultry will soon pav for an Enterprise Bone,
and Corn Mill. Cracked corn, ground bone, oyster and other

important items of egg-making material and
must be furnished in winter to secure an abundance of highuse of an
priced eggs. They can be furnished at lowest cost by the

shells, etc., are

No.

750

:,$8,50-.

ENTERPRISE
Bone, Shell and Corn Mill
Order one early in the season, and the hens will
The mill shown in cut costs
surely pay for it.
only $8.50. Will grind corn, dry bones, oyster
and other shells, etc., making valuable poultry
May be used for making bone meal
food.

means

to this important end, and it
his earnest desire that every one
will feel free to write for information.
Specimens of insects, their eggs or

Is

cocoons, together with samples of
the work of injurious forms should be
Bent with the letters. Insects should
always be sent separately in a tight
wooden or tin box plainly labelled
with the name and address of the

fertilizer.
A good all-round mill for farmers and poultrymen,
and for strength and durability is unexcelled. Weight
6olbs. Capacity, i« bushels of corn per hour. LooK
• on the macliine you buy.
for the name ' E,ilerpr,se

Sold by Hardware and General Stores,

etc.

TEE ENTERPRISE MFG. CO. OF

sender.

230 Daaphin

Experimental work looking toward
the control of some important insect
pests will be taken up by the Entomologist, and letters from farmers and

PA..

SS..

PbiSE'Jciphls, Pc.

others over the State about the principal insects will greatly aid him in
selecting lines of work that will be of

-THECOMFORTS
-ANDCONVENIENCES

great benefit.
The State Experiment Station work
In all its branches is for the benefit
of the citizens of North Carolina.
This is perhaps particularly true with
insects.
investigations of injurious
Statistics show that insects destroy
about 10 per cent, of all agricultural
products each year. Hence, very lit-

thought

tle

is

needed

to

make one

realize the importance of insect control.

can easily be had In the country at small
Now 1b the time to prepare tor the winter by
providing water supply tor the house, barn, stable, etc.
Let us furnish you with an estimate, free, on •
Ram, Gasoline Engine, Pump or other
Windmill,
power for pumping water.

of the city

Insects injuring household goods,
stored products such as corn and
small grains garden, field crop, and
fruit tree pests, all help to cause the

—

annual

—

cost.

loss.

Most crops for this year are practically beyond damage from insects for
this year, except, perhaps, cotton and
some late garden crops. During the
past summer, however, much injury
has no doubt been caused by various
insects of the farm and orchard. Letters concerning such damage will be

SYDNOR PUMP
AND

WELL

Entomologist.
welcomed
the
by
Furthermore, in many cases, he may
be able to suga-est methods for preventing the re-appearance and damage from such insects next year.
citizens
All
of
North Carolina
should grasp this opportunity of getassistance eninformation
and
ting
tirely free of cost.
All packages should be

R.

I.

tural

addressed to

SMITH. Entomologist.

Agricul-

Experiment Station, "West Ra-

leigh, N.

West

C.

Raleigh, N.

C.

Oct. 10,

'07.

CO., INC.

RICHMOND,

VA.,
DEPARTMENT B.

Natal, South Africa, July 20, '07.
is a splendid
paper, and very useful for farmers
out here, our climate being similar to
GEO. K. YOUNG.
vours.

The Southern Planter

Amelia Co., Va., July 17, '07.
would not be willing to give up
the Southern Planter even if the price
was double the present amount.
I

T. P.

SHELTON.

— —
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ENQUIRER'S COLUMN.

CgNNEGTIN^

(Detailed Index.)

Hay Feeding
Ashes Hen

Alfalfa

—

Wood

1021

Manure

Grass Seeding

1021
1022
1023
1024
1024

Growing
Strawberry Growing
Scuppernong Grapes
Irish Potato

Cotton Falling to
San Jose Scale

—

Make
Immune

Varie-

ties
In

1025

LINK

Horses
102b
Acid Phosphate For Preserving
Manure Ploughing
Down
Peas Storing Cabbage Ball
Passed by Animal
'...1027

—

Hogs

Sick

.Mail

—

Feeding Baby Beef
Oyster
Shells— P o t a s
phoric Acid
Improving Sandy Land

If

1028
1028

DEPARTMENT.

1030

Deposits

you desire modern, proeresslve service, and at the same time absoltite
safety for ycvir funds. This bank has the largest surplus and profits of
any bank in Virginia, which demonstrates the conservative methods
and liberal I reatment to i ts patrons. One dollar starts an accoun t

Let us hear from you to-day.

h—Phos-

—Improv-

Us

"Voai*

We

pay 3 per cent, compound interest In our

PLANTERS NATIONAL BANK,

SAVINGS

Richmond, Va.

Swamp Land — Corn Bud

ing

Worm —Lime

1031

—

Wheat
Growing Ensilage
for
Sheep— Rhode Island Reds. .1032
Timothy

—ProHt

.

on Stock Feed-

ing

1034

Rotation of Crops
Fertilizer

Grass

for

—Acid

—Weevil
1035
Peas —Johnson
Phosphate

Lime

Merchants National Bank,
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

1037
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Virginia's

STRONGEST

National BanK.

THE BEST DANK FOR FARMERS

MAGAZINES.
Two

MAIL.

C. S.
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Jt

important

serial features of
the seventy-fifth volume of The Century begin in the November issue
Mrs. George Cornwallis-West's remlnscenes of her life as Lady Randolph
Churchill, and Prof. Percival Lowell's
papers on "Mars as the Abode of

JOHN

3

o

P.

Jt

BRANCH,

and Country Merchants.
TH08.

President.

B.

«^

Jt

McABAMa,

Cuhler.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
INTEREST

Life."

Probably no

memories

of

woman
real

living has more
interest to record

than Mrs. Cornwallis-West, the talented daughter of the late Leonard
Jerome, of New York. She has traveled widely, she has been the friend
of leading personages of Europe, she
has entertained and been entertained
by kings and queens, and, as the wife
of Lord Randolph Churchill, she played a leading and brilliant part in the
political and social life of England
and Europe.
These first chapters
cover her. childhood memories of
Italy, her girlhood in New York, her
life in Europe from 1S67 to 1S7G, the
family's experiences during the Prussian War, and many notable scenes.
Incidents and personages. They are
Interestingly interspersed with portraits, including two charming ones
of the writer by Rowse and by Tobin.
Professor Percival Lowell believes
that there are artificial canals upon
Mars, and that these canals are one
evidence of constructive life existing
to-day upon that planet. He speaks
with authority, and on the special subject of Mars his views carry more
weight than those of any other American
astronomer.
His
papers the
first
treats of "The Genesis of a
World" are, for the general reader,
lacking in scientific training, and are

Pulls

Stumps OP Standing Trees.

COMBINATION
STUMP PULLER.
Stump Anchored or Self Anchoring.
cb»fe rope; £ar ahead of old-stj-le"ta.ke.cps." Smallest rope we furnish stands 40.0UO
lbs. strain. It generates Immense power and It's made U) stand the strain. We also
oaicethelroQ Giant Grub and Stump machine, the 1-X.
Grubber and Hawkeye
Grub and Stump Machine. Write for free illustrated catalogn:

C

LIGHTNING WELL

MACHINERY,
notary. Coring or Roek Prilling,
Any

Water,

Diameter,

Oil,

Any

Depth, for

Coal or Mineral

Prospecting,
Descriptive Catalog on request.

The American Well Work*,
Aurora,

—

CHICAOO,

—

fell

the

advertiser

where

you

saw

his

Illinois,

ILL.

U. S. A.

DALLAS, TEX.

advertlMment.

—
—
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designed to give the latest word on

one of the most fascinating
problems of the day.
timely

Specially

articles

scientific

in

this

November number

of The Century
though of widely disperse interest
are
reminiscences of
sympathetic
"Grieg the Man," by a friend, William

Peters; a suggestive discussion of
"Automobile Problems," by Henry B.
Anderson, and Ernest Thompson Seton's paper on "The Natural History of
the Ten Commandments," s.^t'ting forth
In detail the author's reasons for believing that some, at least, of the Ten
Commandments have a certain effect
of law among animals.
The full story
of "Lincoln's Offer of a Command to
Garibaldi," now told by H. Nelson
Gay for the first time, from authenticated records, is an interesting and
valuable chapter of history.

The new volume of St. Nicholas
starts off in the November number
with

a

strong

flavor

adventure,

of

sea
and land.
Especially to
delight the boys is the first instalment of "Three Years Behind the
Guns," the true chronicles of a "diddy
box," set down by a lad of good family, who ran away to sea and enlisted
for three years. Just how naval service under Uncle Sam appeals to a
boy a record written in the first
place to comfort a homesick boy
makes interesting reading for big
boys as well as little ones. It is an

actual and accurate, as well as an entertaining, narrative: and later chapters will tell of the runaway sailor
lad's share in the stirring events of
the battle in Manila Bay.

Another feature
to

delight

as

well?

girls

—

new

the
is

vol'ume,

boys

tlie

— why

first

of

Major-General O. O. Howard's stories
of "Famous Indian Chiefs," a series
opening fitly with a sketch of Osceola.
Probably no white man has ever
known so many famous Indian chiefs
as General Howard, who, af^er his distinguished career in the war of 18611S6S, was chosen by Presndent Grant
to make peace with the Apaches and
other tribes in Arizona and New
Mexico. In the six years following
1874, he commanded the United States
Army in two Indian wars, and came
to know intimately more -than twenty

famous chiefs from

New Mexico

to

Alaska, severl of whom had been his
foemen in the field.

Then Ernest Harold Baynes

on

—

of the

especially

not

tells

the true story of an unusual pet;
"Dauntless, My Big Timber Wolf;"
W. G. Fitzgerald relates the queer
"Tale of a Tyrant's Zoo;" and Virginia Mitchell Wheat's "In the Toila
of Fate" is a thrilling story of a girl's
wild adventure.

There are delightful stories "For
the Very Little Folk," and features of
unusual interest in Nature and Science, and the St. Nicholas League,

HERE

IS

in this

material

This

Nothing but

strong, Light Durable.

and more than the usual store
tures and rhymes.

A Very Young-Old

and workmanship

Buggy.

We make
Work.

.

young

y

Every
I"

American

a combination business and

is

—Just

pleasure

vehicle

liard use

over bad roads.
it

thing

the

for

Be sure and

before buying.

We

have a

sortment of

facility

ot vehicles

at

fine

now

as-

kinds

all

in

our

Show Rooms.

Our $85

Surrey

be

'

reasonable prices.

can't

anywhere.

WB

CAN FURNISH RUBBER TIRBS ON SHORT NOIICE.

Write US Your Wants or Come and inspect

BRISTOW

CSl

MOORE,

whom

Wehave crowded more Quality,

Repair

work

of

writer,

Though
great things are predicted.
story,
it is in no sense a detective
a well sustained mystery pervades
the plot, which, by the way, is a deThe opening
cidedly original one.
chapters are laid in New York, then
the action shifts to Charleston, and
the characters are of the flesh-andblood kind, which, alas! isn't always
the case with latter-day novels.
Another noteworthy contribution is
the first of a series of five papers on
"Worry and the Allied Mental States,"
by George Lincoln Walton, M. Du, a
noted neurologist. The first paper is
on "Worry 'and Obsession," and sub-

a specialty

for flrst-class

Magazine.

Lippincott's Magazine was read b>
the presnt generation's grandparents,
and from present indications it seen"
likely that it will be read no K
eagerly by their grandchildren. Certain it is that it seems to keep peryoung, having apparently
ennially
drurk deep of the fountain of youth.
The November number comes to us
freighted with a wealth of stories and
essays, poems and jokes, of such infinite variety that every kind seems
to be represented except the poor
kind.
The novelette is an engrossing
story called "Under the Black Cassock," by Edith Morgan Willett, a

examine

of all kinds of

of pic-

A $50 BUGGY

that you will have to pay 25 per cent, more for if you buy it ebewhcre.
Style and Finish in it than most malcers put In a $65 Vehicle.

flrst-class
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1417 E. Main

OUR

St.,

Stock.

Richmond. Va.

beat
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sequent ones will deal with "The
Doubting Polly," "Hypochondria," and
"Sleeplessness," and the methods of
cure thereof. They will doubtless be
of great benefit to those suflering
from any of these annoying and dangerous mental maladies and most
people do, in some form or other.
Bonnycastle Dale, the Canadian naturalist,
contributes a striking little
nature study entitled, "A Canadian
Heronry," and Mrs. John van Vorst
another of her charming sketches of
Parisian life, this time on "French
School Girls of To-day."
Mrs. van
Vorst, by the way, has just completed
a new novel, which will appear in an

Roonu,

Veranda,

200-Foot

Frentinf tie
Hampten Roads.

The

—

early

number

lUtM

Single and •> BnlU.
Reasonable and CeaiUtent

200

Stallion cards, folders and catalogues compiled;
pedigrees
of
trotters,
pacers and
thoroughbreds traced; horses registered and
race summaries supplied. I make a specialty
of such matters, as ray library Includes all
the Year Books, Trotting Registers, Stud
Books, flies of turf Journals and other
references.
Inquiries promptly answered.
Address W. J. CARTER, 1102 Hull Street.
Manchester, Va., or P. O. Box 929, Rich-

HUtorle

States Hotel,

(HUROPHAN PLAN.)
Accommodation!.

Flrst-CIaaa

mond, Va.

Uodern

All

Conveniences.
President and Maaacer.
References: Norfolk Banks.
Excellent Cafe.
Two blocks from mats
entrance of Exposition Grounds.
E.

E.

Representing
The
TImes-Dlspatch
and
Southern Planter, Richmond, Va. Kentucky
Stock Farm and The Thoroughbred Record,
Lexington, Ky.
The Trotter and Pacer,
New York; The Horseman, Chicago; The
American Horse Breeder, Boston, and The
Breeder and Sportsman. San Francisco.

McCLBART,

;

;

PINK BEACH. VA,

& Potomac R.R.

Richmond, Fredericksburg

of Lippincott's.

Among
called

Reed

the shorter stories is one
"The First Hurdle," by John

Scott,

who has

to

his

and

credit

those two veiry successful books,
"Beatrix of Clare" and "The Colonel
of the Red Huzzars."
"The Blood o'
Innocence," by George L. Knapp, is a
powerful story of old England. "The
Old Folks at Home," by Sarah Chichester Page, is a charming sketch of
Virginia life. "Out of the House of
Bondage," by Mabel Nelson Thurston,
is another exceptionally fine story of
village life, brimful of pathos and
human nature. Otlier short stories
are by Joseph M. Rogers, George

Brydges

Rodney,

and

E.

Washington Southern Railway.
THE GATEWAY
Counceting the
Atlniitie
Coast
ICnilroud,

naltimore

&

between the

Line

NORTH AND SOUTH.

Ohio Rail.

rojid,

Clic.>'!ipcnke&

Ohio

PAST MAIL,

Rail-

PASSENGER,

Ayrton

EXPRESS AND

southern Railway

Zangwill.

Between

All Point.4 viii
Rtoliniond, Vn.. and
AVashiugton, D. C.

Gloucester Co., Va., June 26. '07.
I consider the Southern Planter
valuable paper.

W.

P.

T.VYLOR,

Traflic

EREIGHT ROUTE.
.;;',

Mnuager.

A\'.

M.

TAYLOR,

Trnv. Pass. Agent.

HARRY NORTON.

OLDS

ENGINES

'*BEST

BY
EVERY
TEST."
V. S.

This engine is ready to run when you get It,
it with gasoline, throw on the switch, turn

till

the wheel

— that's

Government Report,

ard of the U.

S.

Government, who use

It.

Write us

to tell you about our liberal proposition that will save you money.

all.

No pipe to connect, nothing to set up, no
foundation to make, no experience required.

We

guarantee

an agent near by

is
all

Olds Engine to run
risk In buying it. There
to see that everything is

every

You take no

properly.

the most practical engine for the farmer
because it is always ready, compact, adjusted
It Is

right.

and can be moved anywhere.

The

price

Is

rlght--the quality

is

the stand-

h.

Main Office— 930 CItestnui
i5oston— 69-75 Washington St., N.
Kansas City, Mo.— 1226 Eleventh St.

Send for catalogue showing 3 to 60
p. engines and get our Interesting offer.

St.,

Lansing,

Biughampton, N. Y.— 23 Washington St.
Minneapolis— 313 So. Front St.

Kliclt.
Philadelphia— 1816 Market

St.

Omaha— 1018 Farnum

St.

a
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REPORTS.

Control of the Boll Weevil.
Forest Service, Circular 111. Prolonging the Life of Mine Timber.
Forest Service, Circular 116. The
Waning Hardwood Supply and the
Appalachian Forests.
Imports
Forest Service, Bull. 52.
of Farm and Forest Products
1904-1906.

Exports

Forest Service, Bull. 53.
of Farm and Forest

Products,

1904-1906.

Bureau of Statistics, Bull. 54. Trade
With Non-contiguous Possessions
in Farm and Forest Products,
1904-1906.

Bureau of Statistics, Bull. 55. Meat
Supply and Surplus With Consideration of Consumption and Exports.

Farmers' Bull.
Curing Hops.

304.

Bull.

309.

Fourth

Annual Meeting, R. S.
Secretary,
Auburn,
Alabama.
California Experiment Station, Berkley,
Cal.
Bun 188. Lining of
Ditches and Reservoirs to Prevent Seepage Losses.
Maryland Experiment Station, College
Park, Mo. Bull. 199. Greenhouse
Pests in Maryland.
Michigan Experiment Station, AgriMacintosh,

Buildings
Protecting
249.
Bull.
from Lightning.
Mississippi Department of AgriculRoad Conture, Jackson, Miss.
struction and Maintenance.
Missouri Experiment Station, Colum-

Mo.

bia,

Bull.

75.

Wintering

i-.ttH,

Trotting.)

HENRY.

Chestnut Horse by "Squire Rlckel," soa et
the famous Cadet; dam "Marjorle," a gold
medal winner by "Roaeberry."
For terms, address A. POLLARD * SONS,
R. F. D. Ne.

»,

Richmond, Va.

B.— HoFBes handled and
boarded and kept In any

conditioned;
manner de-

aiva

—Dealer In—

Street,

Hani IV a re

0LA3S,
ETC.

MANCHESTER,

Tool Cabinets
8w(-:itt-r8, Rifles

Shot Guns, Traps

A $5 GHndstone

Shells, i'artrldgcH

Kcvulvers
Fi^hinp Tactile

OnSy

E. FranUlin St.

1907

Red Guy, 21052

VA.

d pocket
daiiy

butcher

Make

toil a

1907

Frame

is

I

keeping

le

Igod tools sharp.
oil steel; ball-bearing

Iho easiest
_
Deludes one bestqualily grindstone, about
20x2 inches, and everything complete, includiug metal
Shipseat, drip cup. spatter guard and two trendies.
pingweifiht. yo pounds. We guarantee every grindstone
to re^ch vou safely, free from damage of any kind.
Is;

Pays You to Trade in New York
And even if von only send us a first

this

It

orovL'n

if

vnu don't hiiv

ft

Sannff

Way

sniall trial order,
from us. wc tell

single thin?

id

TROTTING STALLION.
a handsome Bay Horse,
16 hands high, weight 1.000 pounds.
Sired by Guymoor, 148S5. son of Guy
Wilkes. 2:1.5%; dam Edna Wilkes.
2:23, by Red Wilkes. 1749; second dam
the great brood mare, Mollie, dam of
Edna Wilkes, 2:23, and McDowell, 2:25,
by St. Elmo, 275.
Note. Red Guy is from the family
that produced Sonoma Girl, race record
2:05% this season, and sold for $30,000.
For terms address
is

;.v,iiiliiki)..«-ab'.uilh.-ni.

ViHSTE^ VA98

H. KLOCKE, Owner, WoodvUle Plantation, Crewe, Vn.

AUGUST

F?e.

110

New York

City

aK-OrderHouaoinamerlce^EsiabMete

M.

U

T.

season; tl5 Insurance.

Sec'y and Treaaurer.

THE MECKLENBURG,
An

Ideal

Summer and Winter

Resort

Open the Year Round; Splendid

Received
the St.

the

and

medal and highest awar<

at

Louis Ehcposltlon.
Hydrlatic

The Mecklenburg
among the finest in

Baths arc
the country, embracing

famous Shott sxetem of Neuhelm bat^.
Send for free Illustrated booklet.
the

THB MECKLENBURG HOTBL.

1.

^

DAVIS,

Sanatorium
Mecklenburg Calcium Chloride
Lithia Waters

FRED HERR, 45239.

Address A. T. BROADDUB, R. F. D. Ne.
Highland Springs, Va.

Write for Culal-'Z No. I5,

GLAHM & CO,

16 Barday Street,

—

Bay horse; foaled 1M2; height, II hands:
weight, 1,100 pounds, by Charley Herr. 2:07;
dam, Jessie P., dam of Annie Lee, 2:07%;
Jessie Herr, 2:18, etc., by Neapolitan, n<6.

—Manufacturer of—

SADDLES, HARNESS, COLLARS.

Hull

Supplies

Eii-ct'l

year— and have

catalog every

mvles

Anction sales every Tuesday, Thnrsilay and Saturday throuBhont the year.

RICHARDSON,

HARDWARE, PAINTS, OILS,
FARM WAGONS, BUGGIES.

1

Anctloneers and Coiiimlsston Dealers in

sired.

UIO

to get a

Ual)]* I'urrlagos

A mo

Red Guy

HACKNBT STALLION,

DUNRAVEN STOCK FARM,

s. Groceries
.Palntsetc.

learn the lowest prit-es thrit
d for nnywhoro
earth.
This is the cond.

RICHMOIVD, VA.

foaled

PATRICK

FREE

Mule Company

U

R. H.

Buyinx Guide

for Vm-H that's
published.
Ko matter whnt
other catalog you may new
have. GS:t this c^itnlog of om s
and prove to joursflf for only
a l-cent postal card the hotter
?uallty of what we offer in
5,0<f0 artlr-lcs shown j ou and

Southern Horse

1102:

height,
lt.8;
1M2;
weight, 1,100 pounds; by Krsmlln, I:07K;
KenMetallic,
>:M,
by
AUese,
dam
of
dam,
tucky Princt, 2470.
Fee, |2I the season, with retnra prirllege.
Write for tabulated pedigree.
T. WHITAKBR. M. D., Bafleld. N. C.

N.

Bull 248.

cultural College, Mich.
Fertilizer Analyses.

STABLES — 1809-lSll

also

$i.00

Experiment
Culture and

Alabama State Horticultural Society,
Montgomery, Ala. Proceedings of

KOTOR, 36433.
(Trial.

foi

Station Work XLIIL
Varieties of Root Crops.
Cow
Peas and Soy beans, Silage from
Frosted Corn, Etc.

HORSES

horse;

Game Laws

Yearling Cattle.

U

Bay

This Book
Costs Us

In Re-

Seeds.

308.

1907.

Farmers'

Growing and

helcht 15.S hands;
weight 1,200 pouDds. Sired b; Baron DIlloB,
1:U: dam ZUda Lake by Red Lake, 2:15%,
Ire of Lake Queen, i-Mhi, etc. Red Dillon
an inbred Wilkes, werld's greatest racs
hsrse family. For terms and keep of mares
fealed

Farm

lation to

Farmers' Bull.

RED DILLON, 38696.
Bay horse:

Dodder

Farmers' Bull. 306.

S|
Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C. Bureau of
Chemistry. Circular 14. Organization of the Bureau of Chemistry.
Office of Experiment Stations, Experiment Station Record, Vol.
XIX, No. 1.
Bureau of Entomologj-, Circular 56.
The Most Important Step In the

V.

1043

Chase

City,

Va.

Dr. J. C. Walton. Resident Physician.
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JAMESTOWN POULTRY SHOW- won
VIRGINIANS WIN.

Just as we go to press, we learn,
through the daily papers, of the success of Virginia exhibitors at the Exposition Poultry Show.
The exhibit of poultry at Jamestown is one of the largest ever held
in the country, over thirty States being represented.
The judges pronounce the quality the best found
anywhere.
Among the Virginia fanciers showing the following breeders

won

in their classes
Mr. F.

Orpingtons,

:On
S.

his

so hard to find a ten-

WE WANT YOUNG MEN!
Firemen and Brakemen on both American and
Canadian Kailroads ^\o instruct you at your homo
by mail m from 4 to 6 -weeUs and assist you in socurinc a good paying position whei e promotion is sure. Being in close touch -with all Amt-ncan and Canadian
Eoads we can recommend you to the road nearest your
borne if you preter. Be a Railroad man! Start nowl
''

Earn '75 to '150 a Month.
We now have requests from the Great Northern Ry,
liOO men. from the Great Western Ry. for -M men. from
tlio Soo Line Rv. for 50 men and other calls from all over
the country. Many of our men are placed before they are
through with their instruction. More calls for compeHundreds of positions
tent men than we can supply.
now open all over the country. Do you want one ?
Write us today for tree information regarding our plan.
for

and fourth hen, third cock. Mr. J
Wallace Snellings, Manchester, won
first cockerel, second cock and third
hen. On White Leghorns, Mr. S. S.
Stansbury, Richmond, won second and
third hens, third and fifth pullets, and
third cockerel. On Columbian Wyandottes, Mr. H. D. Brinser, Manchester,

W. K. BACHE.

S. S.

NATIONAL RAILWAY TRAINING SCHOOL, Inc.
M-26Boston Block, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., U.S. A.

MULFORD.

HARDIN

CYRUS

BACHE.

K.

McC.

BACHE.

BACHE, SONS & MULFORD.
1406 East Main Street, Richmond, Va.

"Everything used on the Farm."
Farming Macliinery,

Vehicles, Harness.

"ONTARIO" and "PENNSYLVANIA"
Feed

Fertilizer Grain Drills.

No

Accurate.

No

Bunchnig.

Light Draft.
(Patented January

Skipping.

Choking.

State Test Farm, Dept. of Agriculture.
Saxe, Va., Nov. 9, 1905.

have given the American "Fontaine"
Shock Binder a thorough trial this .season and
I con.sider it one of the finest implements that

we u.se on the farm. One man with it can do
more work, and do It more thoroughly, than
two men can with a rope or wire. Our one
field is a steep hillside .n which not a
single shock has been blown down, although
we have had some very high winds since the
corn

corn has been shocked.
S. B.

HEIGES, Manager,
Virginia Test Farm.
A\'rlte

for

deNcrlptlvc

SAVES LABOR
SAVES TWINE.
nny point In the United States,
prepaid, upon receipt of $1.50.

SALES AGENTS WANTED.
for

nny

nrtlcle

Force

Variable Speeds.

THE AMERICAN "FONTAINE" SHOCK BINDKR

We

"it's

Lippincott's.

White

and second pullets, secthird and fifth cockerel, second

K.

it's

BuUington,

first

W.

why

"Yes," answered the builder;
last, but not leased."

ED THOMPSON.

—

Ind,

that^s
ant."

Rutherford Co., N. C, July 2, '07.
enjoy the Southern Planter very
much. I cannot do without it.

ton (^ockerel in show.
He sold his
first cockerel and third hen to a competitor from Missouri for $40 one of
the best sales of the Show. On Brown
Leghorns, Mr. A. J. Warren, Richmond, won second hen and fourth
cockerel; Mr. I. Davenport Williams
won fourth hen; Mr. J. W. Snellings.
won fourth cockerel. On Black Minorcas, Mr. J. Norman Bowen, Manches-

won

"That house that you finished a few
weeks ago is the biggest of the lot,"
said the real estate agent. "Perhaps

I

Richmond, won on only three entries
^first cockerel, third hen and third
pullet and special best White Orping-

ter,

STILL TO LET.

second hen; Mr. R. Randolph
Taylor, Beaver Dam, won first pair
Aylesbury Ducks, first pair Muscovy
Ducks and second pair White Hignland Turkeys.

ivauted.

5.

No
1904.)

THE SOUTHEEN PLANTEK.

1907.]

CLUBBING LIST
In tUa lUt will b« found piicea on
Vnp«n, magaslnaa and p«rlodlc«Li
which are meit called f«r by our
readers.
We hare club rates with
nearly all reputable publications, and
will Quote them on request:
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Subscription Bargains

DAILIES.

Southern

With
Alone. 8. P.
Tlmes-Dlspatch, Richmond,
Va.
IS 00 $6 00
Tlmes-DlBpatch
(without

Sunday)

4 00

News-Leader,

Va
The

Planter

and

4 00

Richmond,
S 00

J 00

6 00

00

6 00
8 40

1 00

1 26

1 00

1 SS

Southern Churchman, Richmond, Va
1 00

2 S5

Farm and

Post, Washington, D.

C
The Sun, Baltimore, Md.

S

.

THRICE A WEEK.
The World, New York

Both Papers,

1

Fireside

Year Each For

WEEKLIES.
Times-Dispatch, Richmond,

Va

50 Cents.

Central Presbyterian, Rich-

mond, Va

2 00

Harper's Weekly
Breeders' Gazette

4 00
2 00

2 26
4 00
1 60

Country Gentleman

1 60

1 76

1 00
8 00

1 00
1 80
8 00

50

SO

Stockman and
Farmer
Hoard's Dairyman
Horseman
Memphis News-Seimitar.

FARM AND FIRBSIDB

Is one of the "old reliable" farm papers.
For thirty years It has been working for the beat interests of
American farmers.
It pays more money for Its editorial matter than any other farm

paper in the country.

National

1 00

.

It Is clean, helpful and progressive.
AND FIRESIDB Is a paper for farmers In erery section of
of the country.
It Is as careful of Its advertisements as of Its rending matter, and
guarantees the honesty and reliability of every advertiser.

FARM

SEMI-MONTHLY.
Kimball's Dairy Farmer.. 1 00

THIS OFFER APPliIES TO BOTH NEW AND RENEWAX.
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Remember you get 36 helpful farm papers daring the year for only

MONTHLIES.
The Century
St.

4
8
2
4

Nicholas

Lipplncott's

Harper's Maeazlne
Delineator
Harper's Bazaar

00
00
60

00

100
1 00
8 00
1 00
1 00
1 60
1 00
1 20
1 00

Scribner's

American
Cosmopolitan
Everybody's

Munsey
The Strand

Madame
Argosy

1 00
8 00

Review of Reviews
Field and Stream
1 60
Women's Home Companion 1 00
Reliable Poultry Journal.
Industrious Hen

4
8
2
4
1

Send your order

direct to

tis.

1
8
1
1
1
1 86
1
1

The Southern

Planter,

RICHMOND, VA.

1
8

1
1

60
60
Poultry Success
60
Blood Stock
60
Successful Farming
60
Amer. Fruit and Nut Jour.
60
Southern Fruit Grower...
60
Shepherd's Criterion
60
Commercial Poultry
60
When two or more publications are
wanted, the price for them can be
found by deducting 60 cents from
"price with Souteebn Piaktkb."
We cannot, under any circumstances, fumisli sample copies of other
publications.
We will cheerfully quote our best
price on any line of publications submitted to us.
.

50 cents
:ents

THE INDUSTRIOUS HEN
The leading poultry Journal
South,

published

at

of the
KnoxTllle,

Will

be Sent

new subscribers to the
Southern Planter at the regular
subscription price of 50 cents a
to old alid

year.

This

is

an unusual opportunity

to get these two papers for the
single price of one, and before this
proposition is withdrawn send in

your name.
tion.

and Feedings*
AND

Tenn.,

out

''Feeds

If your time is not
will extend the subscripAddress orders to

The Southern Planter
for only $2.25, including delivery of
the book. This Is Professor Henry's

great work on Feeds and Feeding
Stock and Is the recognized standard
everywhere.
Every one with half
dozen head of stock should have it.

we

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,
Ricbmood, Va.

Southern Planter,
Richmond, Va.

—
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THE RISKS

IN

ALFALFA SEED.

was germinable, and among

means not only seed demonas ninety or more per cent,
germinable, but tree from the adulterations and impurities likely to be
found present, most frequently from
but
shiftlessness,
carelessness
or
quality
strated

from design, and sometimes
from both. Alfalfa seed is expensive
best,
and doubly or trebly so If
at
It will not grow or carries with it
trash and quantities of other seeds
which stock a field, a farm or a neighborhood with weed pests that interfere with or crowd out the alfalfa,

per bushel was,
to

Station,
among
Oklahoma
sainples, tested one having 60
per cent, pure seed and 40 per cent,
Only 65 per cent, was
of impurities.

Another sample "which
at first sight would be classified as
good," was found to contain per pound
germinable.

453 witch grass seeds, 90 plantain
seeds, 151 crab grass seeds, 90 wild
carrot seeds, 453 foxtail seeds, and
As the
155 Russian thistle seeds.
official who made this test says, if
twenty pounds of alfalfa seed of this

and values of seed ordinarily found
the market, and some startling
The
result.
are
the
revelations
Washington Investigators, for example found in one pound of so-called

still

sale,

32,420

grade were used to sow an acre, one
would have approximately two seeds
of witch grass and two foxtail seeds
for every ten square feet; four seedii
of plantain, seven Russian thistle,
and six seeds of crab grass for each

noxious

seeds; in another, 23,082, and in
Of the firstanother. 21,848.

hundred square

These would

feet.

doubtless grow, and the mischief they
might lead to nobody can estimate.

named pound, less than 59 per cent,
was alfalfa; less than 29 per cent.
Established by
Geo. Watt, 1890.

when cleaned, found
per
actually $12.74

The

in

on

cost

many

awake experiment stations, have been
making tests to discover the defects

seed

have

bushel.

displace expected profit with positive
loss, and provoke profanity.
Recognizing the fact that much of
the seed on sale is entirely unreliable,
the Agricultural Department at Washington, and some of the more wide

alfalfa

im-

A

often

weed

its

purities were 5,490 seeds of dodder
surely, the devil's own invention. One
pound of another lot contained only
a fraction oy#r five per cent, that
would grow, and of a third lot but
slightly over six peh cent.
The Ohio Station bought for testing
fifteen different samples, a dollar's
worth each.
pound from one of
these carried 18,144 lambs quarter or
pigweed seeds, and another, 6,420
seeds of crab grass, and 3,325 of foxtail.
Seed supposedly costing $7.80

I can render alfalfa growers no better service in one brief communication than urge upon them, with emphasis, the utmost caution and painstaking in securing and sowing none
but the highest quality of seed. This

[November,

Among samples of alfaHa seed
offered for sale. Professor Roberts, of
the Kansas Experiment Station, found
one with more than 88 per cent, ol!
impurities and 34 different kinds of
foreign seeds, and these constituted
.'!1.5
per cent, of the whole. In this
lot were also 3.8 per cent, of trash
and dirt, and 53 per cent, of the seeds
true to name were incapble of germination. Another sample was 79.3 per
cent. impurit;ies, and 53.3 of the reTwenty-six lots
mainder valueless.
tested by Professor Roberts contained
an average of 44.1 per cent, of impurities, including eight different kinds of
foreign seeds, amounting to 4.5 per
cent.; trash and dirt, 4 per cent., and
35.8 per cent, of what was really
alfalfa seed was not germinable.
One of the samples was 95.2 per
cent, impurities, and 43.4 per cent, of
But
the rest was not germinable.
20.2 per cent, of the seed was true
to name and capable of germinating.
Using this sample as an example,

Roberts says that "computed on the
basis of the cost of standard alfalfa
seed, it would have taken 73.9 pounds
per acre of this seed to give as much
of a stand as could have been secured with fifteen pounds of standard
seed. To secure such a stand from
the seed in question, it would have
necessitated the purchase of so much
seed as to bring the actual cost up to

THE CALL-WATT CO.,
13 South 15th

St.,

IHaiMFRED CatL.

Manager.

Richmond, Va,

IMPLEMENTS, MACHINERY,
I

WAGONS.
THE UNIT ROAD MACHINE

The

THE IMPERIAL WAOON.

Baaleit Managed and Least
Expenatve ef Any.
but one Man and one Team to
Operate It.

Simplest,

ReQUlrei

Saves Labor Enough to pay for Itselt In
Two Days' Use.
It Within the Reach ol All.

The Price Brings

SOLID STEEL

HEAD ROLLBR.

VICTOR COBIBIIVBD FBISD MILL, COB MILL AND HORSE POWER. THREE MACHINES IN ONE.
BALING PRESSES FOR HAND, HORSE AND STEAM POWER.
PEUTILI7.ER, LIME AND PLASTER SO^VERS. EIGHT STYLES AND SIZES.
PEA HIJLLERS, GUINniNG MILLS, HORSE POWERS, POLE AND WOOD SAWS.
ROAD HOLLERS, ROAD PI,O^VS, AVHEEL AND DRAG SCRAPERS.
PLOWS AND PLOW CASTINGS IN GREAT VARIETY.
WE SOLICIT CORRESPONDENCE AND ARE PREPARED TO MAKE! LOW PRICHS.
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$11.92 per acre, making
cost $49.26 per bushel.

not

the

actual

But this is
There would have been sown

all.

on the land over four million weed
seeds of various species, or one hundred and five to the square foot." Of
another sample, he says, "thei low
germination per cent, would havt
raised the cost per acre to $5.75, besides sowing the land with 95,000
plantain seeds, 19.000 dodder seeds,

and 25,000 seeds of foxtail— or, in all,
167,000 weeds of various sorts.
Of course, as a matter of fact,
where bad seed is sown the actual
result is a weak, poor stand of alfalfa and a dense growth of weeds. The
land has to be ploughed up and reseeded, the use of the land for a year

has become foul with
weeds, many of which will be newly
introduced and noxious in character.
These findings pointedly suggest
that it is safe to buy seed of only a
thoroughly reputable dealer or grow-'
er whose name and guarantee stand
for something. Get samples early and
test them.
Learn positively that it
is
alfalfa seed, and not something
else, and that it will grow.
K more
than ten per cent, fails to grow, don't
buy it, for something is wrong. Choice
seed, the only kind worth sowing, always commands a good price, and is
worth it.
The Agricultural Department at Washington, or your State
Experiment Station, will test samples
is

and

lost,

it

of seed sent, and report on them without charge.
F. D. COBURN.

IN AN APARTMENT.
New Tenant— "Can yon tell me to
whom to apply for more heat? Our
rooms are very cold."
Imposing Personage

—

idea.

"I

have

no

I'm the janitor."
Lippincott's.

Campbell Co., Va., July 22, '07.
We cannot get along without your
valuable paper, the Southern Planter.
G. L.

HALDiEMAN.

HE MEANT
There

IT.

a Western politician, now
serving hjs State in the Halls of Congress, who is well known for his disinclination to admit that he is ill, as
well as for his circumlocutory method
of expression.
One day a friend asked after the
great man's health.
"Thomas," said the conservative representative, cautiously, "I am not
well, but I am better than I was when
I was worse than I now am."
is

Lippincott's.

Patrick Co., Va., March 1, '07.
I would not do without the Southern Planter for twice the price.
W. R. POWELL.
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BOOKS.
Modern Sheep, Breeds and Management, by "Shepherd Boy," Associate
Editor American Sheep Breeder, etc.
Published by the American Sheep
Breeder Co., Chicago, 111. This is a

most valuable treatise on sheep,
which every farmer who keeps sheep
should have by him for constant refer'
ence.
Farmers who do not keep
sheep should get it and read up on
the subject, and thus put themselves
into
fully.

shape to handle sheep successSheep are now, and have been

for the last two or three years, the
most in demand of any food animals.
The price steadily advances each
year, and though the increase in num-

bers kept has been great, it does not
begin to supply the demand for mutton and lamb. This demand will, in
our opinion, continue to increase, as
the people are now learning to love
mutton and lamb the most whole-

—

some meat

eaten.

Sheep

are,

when

properly cared for, the most profitable
stock a farmer can keep. They never
die in debt, and wherever they feed
the fertility of the land increases.
Only ignorance of the proper method
of caring for sheep prevents their
being more largely kept.
Get this
book and learn to be a "Shepherd"
and not merely a "Sheep Keeper."
We can supply the book at the publisher's price

—

$1.50.

LEADING 1907 UP-TO-DATE LABOR SAVING 20TH CENTURf MACHINERY.
Wc

carry iu stock

THE

THE

nil Nizea and styles
of Scientific Mills.
XO. 20 PO^VER MILL.

SIiMPLEX PRESS.

Simplex Little Giant Baling Press for

own

use.
Has -large capacity.
for prices and catalogue.

farmers'
VS^rite

This
i9.a.B.

DON'T FORGET! All the merchants
town who claim to sell Oliver Chilled
Plows and Repairs only sell the imitation, bogus, cheap goods.
The only
store in Richmond, Va., to buy Genuine
Oliver Plows and Repairs is at
In

is

the

latest

addition

to

th«

line of Scientific Feed Grinding Mills,
and has been designed to meet the requirements of those having horse
powers and small engines.
With a two-horse sweep power or
..BROWN 6 or 7 Knife Stalk Cutters.
with a two- or three-horse engine the
^^ rite for circulars and prices.
mill
will grind shelled corn, oats, rye,
BROWN Steel Lever Harrows, Wood barley,
wheat and all small grains at
Harrows. Tiger Bali-Bearing Disc Harrows, Spring Tooth Harrows. All sizes, the rate of 10 to 20 bushels per hour;
plain or with levers.
Acme Harrows also grinds corn and cob.
of all styles kept in stock at lowest net
prices.

HEXIXG & XICKOLS.
IT ALL
XOU SAVE
esm
^'i^o yo«

-

- '-

^»

f

T

'

: E»

dry fs*i

a

n

;rop for

5=«!l^e

^th

THE ROSS
bnsilage Machinery.

Kemp's Twentieth Century Improved
Manure Spreader. IVfade in three sizes.
Write for special catalogue and

Wood Saws for long or short wood.
Wood or steel frame. Write for 1907
catalogue.

prices.

HENING & NUCKOLS.
1436-38

E.

Main

St.

RICKMO.^D, VA.

-
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PLAITTER.

[Norember,

Spotless Paint at only 97 cents

Per Gallon*

j^^K^.

LARGE TWO-

THIS

STORY HOUSE PAINTED FOR

1

$12.21
A

Large, Tvro-Story, Ten or
Twelve Room House like
this painted

with Spotless

Ready Mixed House Paint,
two coats, for ¥12.21.
This large house, measuring 28 feet wide by 40
feet long and 24 feet in
height Tvill require
gallons for body
11
gallons at
93
10
cents per gallon.... $9 30
97
cents
gallon
at
1
97
per gallon
gallons for trim2
ming at 97 cents
1 94
per gallon
$12 21

DO YOUR OWN! PAINTING

I

id buy your Point from ns and thereby saying $10.00 to $20.00 on every building; painted. Make yonr
Increase their
alue and have the handsomest house In your
house and buildings proof agralnst time,
section.

A Large Modern Barn Like this Painted
our SPOTLESS WEATHERPROOF
TTlth
MINERAL BARN, ROOF AND FENCE
PAINT, two

coats, for $8.45.
This large barn, measuring 30 feet wide by
and 22 feet in height, will require
12 gallons for body, 10 gallons at 59
$B 90
cents per gallon
1 28
2 gallons at 64 cents per gallon
2 gallons for trimming, at 64 cents per
1 28
gallon

50 feet long

—

$8 46

Weatherproof Mineral Barn,
Roof and Fence Paint, the most durable
Guaranteed to wear
mineral paint made.
of our Spotless
five years.
sell $1.50

We

Paint at 07 cents per gallon,
or as low as 84 cents per gallon in larger
quantities. It is as good a paint as the kind

you pay your dealer

$1.60 per gallon for.

OUR FREE TRIAL PLAN. We make every
shipment under our binding guarantee that
you may open and use any three gallons of
paint you wish, putting it to the hardest
test, and if you find that we Tiave not shipped
you a paint of as high quality as you can buy
anywhere, regardless of price, Just ship back
the unopened paint and we will not charge you for the three gallons used, but will refund all your money
and freight charges. You must admit that this Is a fair proposition.
OUR FIVE-YEAR GUARANTEE is that it will n ot blister, peel, chalk, crack nor rub off. Send us
your name and address to-day for color cards and co mplete catalogue, sent free, or order from this ad,
if in a hurry.
It means a saving of more than one- third on your paint bills.

SPOTLESS

CO., INC.,

122 SHOCKOE

SQUARE

If you will write us the dimensions of the building you
paint necessary to cover it properly.

want

RICHMOND. VA.
to

paint

we

will

tell

SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE AND COLOR CARD TO-DAY.

the

amount

of

Fall

and Winter Implements

THE WATT PLOW

for the Farmer.

CO., Richmond, Va.

Root & Vanderyoort
Gasoline Engines.
2 to 25 Horee

From

Power.

Vertical or

Horizontal.

Write

for special circular

telling of their

many good

Smalley Elpctric Pole Saw,
equally adapted for sawing cord
wood and poles np to lU feet in
length.

points.

The
brated

C

irr.

e

1

e-

The Buckeye

Geiser

F u r-

Grain

Engine.
nished in any
size from 4 to
35 Horse Pow-

The

Drill.

best drill

ever made.

er.

We

have the
and most
complete stock of

Pittsburgh

largest

vehicles

South.
agents

in

We
for

perfect welded
fence. No wraps

the
are
the

to held moist-,:

ure and cause

Columbus Buggy
Co., and A

||

rust.

.

Wrenn &

Sons.

Success Manure Spreader.

Thoroughly up
to date.

THE WATT PLOW

RICHMOND
in

EaST MAIN ST..
1436 EAST FRANKLIN

1426

CO.

ST..

VA.

anything else
if vou ate interested in any of the articles skown above or
our line, write far special circulars describing them more fully.

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
The

during 1906 in insurance in force was over fifty-four miland was greater than that of any other company in the world. No better evi-

N'orth\> ^stem's increase

lion dollars,

dence of public confidence could be given.
The ratio of expense total income was 13.6 per cent., a reduction from the previous
year.
This was a lower expense rate than that of any other American company, and was
less than two-thirds the average of the American companies, as shown by the last report of
the New York Insurance Department.
The oompaiiy paid in dividends to policyliolders in 1906 the sum of $7,366,425.26, a
greater sum than was ever before paid in dividends to policyholders in any one year by any
company in the world, regardless of size.
For rates or other information, address

ARCHIBALD GARY,

r.

General Agent for Virginia and North Carolina.

RICITMOND, VA.

601 Mutual .Assurance Society Building,

-

Corruaated and V-Crimp Roofing

-

^.painted and galvanized.

^.

"Bestoid" Rubber Roofing
Carey's Magnesia

Cement Roofing

Tarred Paper, Tin Plate, Lime,

Cement, Hardware, Terra Cotta
Pipe.^Wire Fence, Drain Tile, etc.
8KMD FOB CATALOeni.

Baldwin & brown.

1557 e.

The Everlasting Tubular

main

Steel

Guaranteed not to Break or Bend

Richmond, va.

Plow Doubletrees.

Send for Our Number 8 Catalogue

Furnished with Hool< or Ring
For Plow Mussle, also Traces.

1907.
Get acquainted with
our complete line.
Their use

for

ABOVE PATTERN

No. lOS

MADE

IN

AsR

^SInTl«rw^*andNeck°YSkM°of e%r°/dMcr^^

Pittsburg

st.,

THREE

)M

SIZES.

11QB\B\

FOrThEFH

311(1

131(6 flO OthCr.

Tubular Steel Whiffletreo Companx. Sole Manufacturer*.
PT'-

SBURC

-

-

PENNSYLVANIA
LOCK UP YOUR LETTERS

THIS MAONIPICBNT

Steel

Safety

Box

DOUBLY RE-ENFORCED.

A

Private Place for Private Papers.
INTRICATE KEY. LARGE and

STRONG LOCK

ROOM Y.

Drllllnnt blnck, trimmed In maroon and fcold.
A luxury to any one. A iirceNnItT to everv one rnn
tent* iinfe n* u Inirled treUHUre.
will Blve you thli. Kplendid Sirel Sntety llox tili.ulutely free nnil .e»-l
nrepiild to any nddrtv.H for elllne ::0 pnekncea of our iVOKV WIIITK HAHY CUEA.M at 10
cent* each.
'' uud"
Mend the fcooda i>rri>nld, truat you
Ith them until Hold,
i^"«« you the Safety Uox the
very ilay
--«»•
we reeelre your reniiltance.
.J^.-j-.~^.«,,
,,
.J,
The llnby Crenni NrllN on sight
Keepa ebJIdrenVi akin perfect. Cnrea every ,trouble. Glvea In.
.....
Kleimntly perfumed. Dellentely medicated.
•itnnt relief.
•-- iitlc Sbuw white. Ljidlea lue It
themKelvea. Keepa thrlr nkin like velvet. Circniara tell all about It.
Write at ouce and earn thU elegant Safety Box.

We

it

We

_

.,

BRAUER CHEMICAL

CO.,

426

,.

Postal Building, N. Y.

THE

ataMtahad IMti

BixtyElgktk Ymt.
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OUR NEW 500 PAGE CATALOG

CO.

Chicago, III.
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l'I,.\NTi;H.
cd In
absolutely free as adv

th,' Sf).

No. 166

FREE.

book such as every shrewd tuiyer must have .
500 pages with thousands of items of the
and supplies bnuiihi by us at Sheriffs' and Receivers Sales. Merchand
'r> and supplies.
It is useful in Ihe home. In Ihe field, in the workshop or in the office.
Cut out this **Ad mark a cross on those itcm.« that most interest you and
send you much valuable informalion. Also fill in the corpon to your right and our catalog
will be sent you ab.solulcly free and |>rcpaid. If you io n warn 10 cut out the "Ad" send
II is
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'

thi.s iiiipir.
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CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.

35th and Iron Sts.
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The Southern

Planter.

DEVOTED TO

PRACTICAL AND PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE.
TRUCKi^^Q, LIVE STOCK AND THE FIRESIDE.
Aeiicaltnre

U

the nursing mother of the Arts.— XE^OP^<ON.
two breasts of the State. SULLY.

—

Tillage and pasturage are the

kkhmond.

6Sth Year.

Va.,

Decembtr. 1907.

12.

SUBSCRIPTION CAMPAIGN,

1908.

OUR

TO
READEES.
Fifty cents pays for The Southern Planter and
Gratifying indeed has been the response to the re- Farm and Fireside one year.
quest published in our last issue, wherin we requested
Fifty cents pays for The Southern Planter and
the assistance of our subscribers in our "30,000 Sub- Industrious Hen one year.
scription Campaign."
We have received numerous
Remember, all subscriptions can be started with
subscriptions under some one of the liberal offers we our January number, whicli will be our usual Holimade. There are lots more coming in yet, but we day issue, profusely illustrated and devoted mainly
want to emphasize the importance of calling the at- to pure-bred live stock. This number will be worth
tention

of

Planter

non-subscribers

just now.

This

is

to

The

Sodtheen

the price of the entire year's subscription.

the time of the year

that most all subscriptions begin or end.

.

Get these

order their next year's reading matter
through us. We can not only save them the trouble
of separatS ordering, but considerable money, and
people to

These

are

samples

Southern Planter

of

endorsement

the

The

receives every day:

Mercer County, W. Va., October 24, 1907.
For
even the price of The Southern Planter.
I enjoy reading The Southern Planter more
instance,
suppose the Daily Times-Dispatch is than and other paper I get. I take forty papers and
wanted. By turning to out clubbing list, published magazines. I think The Southern Planter equal
every month, you will see that the price of that paper to any agricultural paper published.
alone, for either edition,

includes

The Southern

Another instance, if The Breeders'
Gazette is wanted, you will find that $1.50 pays for
it and The Southern Planter also and that $1
is

actually saved in the transaction.

M. Meadows.

A.

Planter.

SuREY County, Va., October
The Southern Planter is just fine,
the only one that

is

any good for

a

25, 1907.
in fact,

it is

farmer living in

We wish also to repeat that we do not wish or this section. I expect to be a life subscriber.
expect our friends to work for us for nothing.
It is
P. Deveeell.
to their financial advantage to avail themselves of
County,
Va.,
Gloucester
October
30, 1907.
one of the varioiis clubbing offers and we will make
it worth while to them if they will act as agents,
I am well pleased with The Southern Planter
Simply write for terms and samples. In the mean and would not be without it for ten times the cost
time, we repeat the following offers
P. H. Spanhaw.
of it.
One dollar pays far a 3-year subscription.
Clarke
County,
Ga., October 11, 1907.
One dollar pays for two new subscriptions and the
As a farm magazine. The Southern Planter
sender's also.
One dollar pays for The Southern Planter and helps greatly and suits us exactly here in the footF. K. Freeman.
hills of the Alleghanies.
Weekly Times-Dispatch one year.

THE SOUTHEEN PLANTER.

1050

[December,

Farm Management.
WOEK

the soil and placing it in a physical and mechanical
FOE THE MONTH.
Another year has rolled around and once again condition to further the growth and yield of the
It largely effects the same action which
has the promise of seed time and harvest not fail- wheat crop.

ing been verified.

It is true that, taking the

country

as a whole, the yield of the crops generally has not
been so great as that of last year, yet, when com-

pared with the average for ten years, they show well
above it generally.
In the Southern States crops
generally have been good and they have been gotten
in good condition and there is promise of plenty of
The
feed for man and beast through the winter.
South is exceptional in that both the wheat and com
crops have made yields in excess of that of last year,
an exceptionally good one and over the average for
ten years and, though labor has been scarce, yet, with
the help of machinery, ab'ove an average area has
been grown of these staples wbilst the price on the
market is very much higher than it has been for
several years, and farmers will therefore realize more
for their labor in respect of these crops.
In Maryland, the yield of wheat was nineteen
bushels per acre; in Virginia, twelve bushels; in

frequent cultivation of the corn crop effects for that
In preparing the land for the wheat crop,
crop.
farmers seem to ovQjlook the fact that the preparation before the seeding is iDractically all the cultivation which the crop receives during its growth.
Until this is fully realized, and at the same time
the soil filled with humus, and lime used to make
all the fertility available possible, we shall not secure
that return in the wheat crop which will make it
a profitable one to produce even at $1 per bushel.
In the case of the corn crop, the disparity of the
In
yields in the Southern States is not so great.
Maryland the yield per acre is put at thirty-four
bushels; in Virginia at twenty-five; in North Carolina at sixteen bushels; in South Carolina at fifteen
bushels, and in Tennessee at twenty-six bushels,
whilst the average yield over the whole country is
Here we in this State produce
twenty-six bushels.
nearly the average yield of the whole country, whilst
Maryland considerablv exceeds it, reaching nearly

North Carolina, nine bushels; in South Carolina,
and in Tennessee, nine bushels per the production of Illinois, which this year makes an
acre.
The average over the whole country is four- average of thirty-six bushels to the acre. Peculiarly
teen bushels per acre.
When these yields are com- JIaine, the most Northern Statej makes the banner

eight bushels,

pared with England, it will be seen how far we fall
short of what we ought to make.
Over a large
majority of the English counties the yield this year
has been thirty-seven bushels per acre, and quite a
considerable number of counties made over forty
bushels per acre.
The only State in this country
which anywhere near approaches these yields is
Washington, where the average yield is twenty-nine
bushels to the acre.
There is no reason whatever
why, with proper preparation for the crop, a yield
much nearer that made in England should not be
realized.
We have quite a number of subscribers
who have reported to us that they have made over
twenty bushels per .Tcre this year, and we have

known

several of

acre.

Why

them to make thirty bushels to the
should ^Maryland make nineteen bushels
per acre this year against only twelve made in Virginia and nine in North Carolina and eight in
South Carolina? Maryland lands are not so much
better than Virginia and North and South Carolina
lands naturally to account for this disparity.
In
our opinion, the difference is due more to the preparatinn made for the crop than to the natural produc-

yield of thirty-seven bushels per acre.

in

that State than

the use of lime has convinced us that it has a wonderful effect in unlocking the natural fertility of

in this

to the acre

and many more which make from sixty

Surely, there ought not to be this
The farmer and not*the land is
The gospel of
the factor at fault in most cases.
iniensive farming requires to be more constantly
preached and practiced.
The old Southern idea of
to seventy-five.

disparity in yields.

extensive farminq dies hard.
It is all right to grow
area of crops if you have the capital and
labor to do justice to the requirements of a large
area, but it is no more possible for a man with a
a large

capital and short of labor to farm both
intensively and extensively than it is for a merchant
to conduct a great mercantile business without the

limited

necessary capital and labor to handle it.
It is much
profitable to make a large yield on a small
area than a small yield on a large area.
The labor
cost alone of itself will make a good profit on the
small area, which will result in a serious loss on
the large area.
Farmers will not keep this in mind.
They rate their o'wn labor at a small figiire and thus

more

Thev have used lime more freely
we have done in this and the think they make
adjoining Southern States, and long experience in area.
Whether
tivity of the land.

Even

peculiarly Soiithern crop our average yield falls far
There are thoushort of what we ought to make.
sands of acres in this State which make fifty bushels

a profit on a small yield on a large
the labor is done by the farmer
himself or by hired hands, it ought to be charged
at the average price before the question of profit
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"The laborer is worthy of his hire"
decided.
whether he works for himself or another, and if
farmers would only bear this in mind they would
soon turn to intensive farming on a small area and
gradually increase the area as their capacity to
handle the same intensively increased.
The total corn crop of the country is placed at
2,553,732,000 bushels, and the average yield per
This crop compares with
acre at twenty-six bushels.
one of 2,827,416,000 bushels produced last year,
thus showing a reduction in the yield of 373,684,000
The average quality is 82.6 as compared
bushels.
with 89.9 last year, thus showing a much larger
This
proportion of poor quality corn this year.
crop comes on a market with only about 4 per cent.
(130,995,000 bushels) of last years' great crop left
on hand. In the face of these facts, and the known
shortage in the European crop, there seems small
reason to fear a decline in the market price.
All the
grain crops, like almost every other product, have
declined in market price on account of the money
panic, but we regard this' as simply temporary,
brought aliout by the absence of currency to move
and handle the crops. As soon as business resumes
its wonted course, prices will harden again and
probably go much higher than any point yet touched.
It is a lamentable fact that owing to a bad financial
system the value of all staple products are depreciated.
The products are as much needed as ever
and if only a sound system of finance was once
is

established these periodic

money panics would

cease.

Congress and the Government that it does not devise some system which
Busiwill prevent the recurrence of these panics.
ness panics we m\ist continue to have at longer or
shorter intervals of years when the supply of manuOver-profactured prodvicts exceeds the demand.
duction in the manufacturing industries brings these
about, but there is no over-production of these products to-day nor yet of the staple necessaries of life
produced by the farmers, and, therefore, there ought
It is a gross reflection \i]5on

now to be no panic, and yet money is so tight that
in manv centres not a dollar can be had and hence
the market price of staple products

With

all

our boasted wealth, the

depressed.
country to-day
is

in the throes not only of a money
panic but of a Irasiness panic had not England come
to the assistance with nearly .$80,000,000 worth of
gold.
Earmers should urge upon their representatives in Congress to take hold of this subject at once
and insist upon a change in our banking and currency system so as to provide that elasticity in the
currency which is needed for the proper conduct of
business and prevent the hoarding of the money of
the country in the Government vaults when it ought
to be in the channels of trade.

would have been

planted was less than last year, but the crop produced is a fine one in quality and giving also a
higher yield per acre.
In the sun-cured section of
this State the average yield per acre is placed at

750 pounds; in the dark section the yield is placed
790 pounds per acre; in the Virginia and North
Carolina old bright belt the yield is placed at 640
pounds per acre, and in the new bright belt of North
and South Carolina the yield is placed at 650
pounds per acre with an increase of 25 per cent,
at

acreage planted.
The quality of the crop
higher than that of last year that there
a strong demand on the market for it at prices

in the
is so
is

much

in excess of those

which have ruled for several years.

The less crop bids fair to make the producers much
more money than the crops for several years past.
The consumptive demand is advancing both here and
abroad faster than the production of the crop, and
seen>s reasonable to assume that there will be a
steady advance in price.
The dry fall has prevented the crop coming in season for handling, and
hence the quantity marketed this year up to this
time is considerably below the average.
it

The

cotton crop

culation.

The

is

still

the subject of

much

cal-

better opinion seems to be that the

crop will fall materially below that of last year in
quantity, and and it is being ginned much slower
than the last crop, thus indicating that the producers are not in pressing need of money.
The price
has fallen considerably, but this we look upon as
merely temporary on account of the difficulty in
securing currency to handle it.
When the money
market eases prices will again rise, and though we
do not look to see the price at the mark set by many
of the cotton-holding combines, which we regard as
unwarranted by the prospective demand and supply,
we yet expect to see a price reached which will give
a good profit on the production of the crop.
The
crop is going to bring a large sum of money into the
South both for the staple and the seed.

"Looking at the situation generally, the Southern
farmers and planters, it seems to us, have much to
be thankful for as the result of the year's work.
The
only dark spot on the retrospect is the amount of
money spent in commercial fertilizers. Fifty million dollars spent in this way in the production of
the crops is a large siim to provide out of the proceeds, and we fear that much of this has been unprofitably used.
T^Hien our farmers and planters learn
to make their crops by putting the land into a better physical aijid mechanical condition by the use of
leguminous crops more generally
tlieir rotations
and by the keeping of live stock to consume all the
fodder and forage crops which they make and can

m

make
In the tobacco sections of the South the area
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whilst not raateriallv reducing the area planted

in staple crops, they will be able to dispense with
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of small value for this purpose, yet to admit the frost
is by no means the only reason why laud should be
Its great justitication lies in
broken in the winter.

mucli of the commercial fertilizer and yet make as
Coupled
good, nay, better, crops ou their land.
with thia, they must also learn to make better
preparation of the laud before planting the crops.

The system
only

the fact that it opens the soil to the admission of
the winter rains and thus prevents washing of the
Professor Iving, who is one of the greatest
soil.

pursued in many sections of
breaking the laud before planting

so largely

partially

[December,

and trustug to remedy this by subsequeilt cultivation authorities on soil physics, says: "Over much of
in connec- the Atlantic Coastal plains and those sections of the
is a bad one and ought to be abandoned,
tion with the use of leguminous crops as improvers South south of the old glacial borders and back from
of the land we notice in the report of the Depart- the Gulf coast east of the Mississippi, there is
ment of Agriculture just received that whilst in probably nothing which tends to deplete the cultiDelaware 40 per cent, of the crop of cowpeas planted vated holds of their fertility so rapidly as surface
is
washing, and how to lessen this or to prevent it
is ploughed down, in llavyland 35 per cent,
ploughed down, in X'irginia -20 per cent, is ploughed altogether is the most serious practical problem of
down, the average area ploughed down in the cotton soil management for that whole region. The comStates is only from 10 to 15 per cent., thus showing pact, close structure, especially of the surface foot of
tliat very much less of this cro]) so valuable for these soils, their imperfect and feeble granulation,
improving the laud for tlie cotton crop is utilizc-a combined with the heavy intermittent character of
If the same proportion tiie rainfall, are the immediate causes of the destructhan ought to be the case.
was plouglicd down as in Maryland or Delaware tive washing." Southern soils, Prof. King says, have
the saving on the use of commercial fertilizers would much less pore space and openness than is cliaracterisThis openness of structure in
tic of Northern soils.
be large.
soil is an extremely important character, fer it deterIt is too late now for the planting of any crops mines not only their capacities for both air and
and it is very late water, but also the freedom and rapidity with which
this year, except it may be rye
these indispensable component parts of all fertile
to put in this crop, and its success will depend ou
and Canada peas and soils move into and out of tlie root zone. It even
the mildness of the winter
oats in limited sections. In the Tidewater sections of determines, in a very large measure, the depth of
the Atlantic Coast States, Canada peas and oats tlie root zone itself, and thus the magnitude of the
may be seeded this niontli if the land can be gotten feeding area available to the crops, which in turn
into good condition, though we do not think much is a prime factor in determining the fertility of all
gain can be secured by seeding now rather than in field soils. * * * Whenever heavy rains fall on the
January or February, unless the winter be very Southern soils their close structure and feeble granumild.
The advantage in seeding in December is lation result in the surface pores of the soil becoming
that the work is out of the way and the crop ready so quickly and extensively closed that the soil air
to take advantage of mild weather in January and finds little opportunity to escape, and yet only so
February and make some growth. The crop is a fast as it does can the rain enter the soil, and hence,
valuable one for early spring grazing for hogs and during heavy rains, the water accumulates quickly
other live stock and makes an excellent hay crop, and extensively on the surface, and the result is that
which comes off early enough to be followed by corn he surface soil, after having lost much of its coarser
or other crops.
Sow two bushels of peas with one granulation, is readily taken up by the water on the
bushel of winter oats per acre.
Sow the peas first surface and the finer and more valuable portion,
and i)ut tliem down in the ground deep either with together with the readily water-soluble plant food
a drill, which is best, or work tliem in with the disc and organic matter, are borne away in the surface
harrow, and then sow the oats and harrow in.
drainage, to the great detriment of the fields. * * *
There can he Utile doitbt Ihat deeper ploughing
Though too late to plant crops, it is not too late will not only lessen the tendency of Southern soils

—

—

I

to

begin preparing

tlie

land for next season's crops

lo

wash, hut that

it

will increase their general pro-

There is still much preju- ductive capacity. Bearing in mind these factors,
dice in many sections of the South against winter pay no heed to those who say do not plough in the
ploughing, but this is gradually lieing overcome. winter, but whenever the land is dry enougli, keep
There can be no question of its advisability if the the teams at work, ploughing and also sub-soiling,
matter is carefully studied out.
Those who object when the subsoil is a good clay or the land has
to it bn=e their objections mainly on the ground that a hard pan subsoil.
Turn in all the vegetable matwe in the South have so little frost durinc: the winter ter which has beeri produced on the land. Do not
that Ofioninc the laud to admit of this dis;intogratin
burn anvthinnr which will make humus.
Land so
by ploughing the land.

the soil

is

practically waited time.

Whilst it is true treated can be fitted quicklv for crops in the spring
Smith isonlv bv tlio use of the disc or cutaway harrow.

that usually the action of the frost in the

I

•
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Lieau up laud that Las been laying out of cultivation and which it is intended to crop next year.
Grub out all stumps and bushes and large rocks and
make it so that the whole held can be ploughed and
cultivated.

Land needing drainage should be taken in hand
now and the drains be located and dug and tiles be
Before commencing this work, have the levels
laid.
properly taken so that good fall and clear outlets
can be secured for the water. Put in the drains not
less than thirty-six inches deep.
It is the underlyingwater which does the mischief and not that which
falls on the surface.
Get this underlying water off
and that falling on the surface will soon find its way
into the subsoil.
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effect on the productive character of good, well
Wheat carries off phosphates from
developed grain.
the soil and animal manures do not return this iu
The young
proportion to the nitrogen they supply.
animals raised on the farm use the phosphates from
the soil to make their bones and muscles, and unless
there is some food fed to stock that was growTi on some
other land, there is certain to be a loss of phosphorus
from the soil finally. Mr. Hershberger's land may
be so rich in mineral matter that he does not yet

But when

feel the loss.

there finally comes a defi-

ciency of mineral plant food, it must be supplied,
and you cannot keep it up forever with food grown
on the same land, if stock are raised and sold, and
If|
is sold from the farm.
will visit the counties of Talbot,

grain

Mr. Hershberger

Kent and Queen

the Eastern Shore of Maryland, he will
who make forty bushels of
per acre, and who use only phosphoric acid

Anne on
Clean out ice ponds and ice houses and see that
all polluted water is prevented from flowing into the
pond. Repair ice houses at once, or, if you have no
ice house, have one built so that you will be ready
to gather the crop as soon as it is made.
If building a new ice house, built it above ground.
A good
ice house abevo ground level is much more convenient
to fill and to get out the ice and will keep it quite
as well as a pit, if propcrlv built.
A good ice house
is simply one house within another with a space
ilx'tween the inner and outer walls of a foot or fifteen
incbes, well and tightly packed with sawdust, or
other non-conducting substance.
Put a drain into
the bottom to keep water from accumulating in the
house.
This drain should be trapped outside the
botise by putting in a bent pipe so as to prevent the
inflow of air.
This bent pipe should stand full of
water at all times. Give good ventilation in the
roof of the house to carry off all heated air.

Hay
Year

a

your Christmas be a merry one and the
happy and prosperous one.

FERTILIZERS

New

AND MANURE.

Editor Soiifhern Planter:
^[r. Hershberger seems to fail to understand that
chpniical fertilizers simply furnish the same plant
food that stable manure does and in a better balanced

form

if

the mixture

is

The main

properly made.

that the stable manure supplies a lot of
hi'tuus-niaking material which the fertilizers do not

difference

supplv.

is

Mr. Hershberger's

find plenty of farmers

wheat
and potash or even phosphoric acid alone, depending
on clover for the nitrogen aided by the manure they
make on the place.
There is doubtless a great deal of wasteful use
of the complete fertilizer mixtures by farmers who
simply apply a dribble of some one's low-grade, lowpriced mixture, and do not study what their soil
needs.

But

that chemical fertilizers, properly used,
efficient aids in

can be made the cheapest and most

the increased productiveness of the soil, there is not

I do not believe that any
a shadow of a doubt.
farmer who farms right need ever biiy an ounce of

But if the productiveness of his land is
be maintained and increased, he must keep up the
supply of the mineral forms of plant food that are
constantly being carried off in the gi-ain and the
You cannot eat your cake and keep it
animals fed.
too, and you cannot keep selling off the plant food
nitrogen.
to

without finally finding that there is
can get all tlie nitrogen needed
from legume crops and their feeding, but to restore
the phosphorus and potassium you have either got to
feed grain raised on some one else's land or buy comMr. Hershberger is fortunate
mercial fertilizers.
in having land that will stand the drain for a longer
If he feeds boTight
time than that of most farmers.
grain there is no need for him to buy commercial
fertilizers, but in that case he is simply buying them
Dr. Dietrich made his little
in a different form.
Philadelphia farm verv rich bv buying the fertility
of other men's land and putting- it on his own,

from your

soil

a deficiency.

You

seems to
where stock through the feeding of his cows on bought grain, and
f.'edin? iq nracticrd and there is a sod to turn under where one is so situated that he can do this profitin the rotation to keep up the humus in the soil.
If ably there is no better way to increase the fertility
a farmpr has land that is not deficient in phos- of a farm than doing it at the expense of other men's
phoric acid and potash, and can command supplies lands.
But few farmers are situated so that they
of «tahle manure, he certainlv does not need the fer- can do this profitably, especially in these times of
tilisers.
Rut T am far from being convinced that high prices for feed.
the form in which the wheat gets its food has any
Only a few days ago I had a letter from a dairynie.

is

that he

is

difficulty,

in a fertile section,

it
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man who said that owing to the high price of feed tion of the results obtained on English farms, where
he had sold half his herd of fifty, and that last never an ounce of mineral fertilizer has been applied
month, with home-grown feed, lie had cleared eighty- to, the soil, confirms this belief, that the use of stable
four cents on the twenty-iive cows by selling milk at manure and leguminous crops fills the soil with
seventeen cents a gallon.
When such is the case
the fanner has made his manure at a big
cost and
had better use commercial fertilizers and legume
crops, for chemicals and legumes will give
him all
that the
cheaply.

manure

will,

and

will give it to

Plump and heavy

grain

him more

essential in seed
results in the crop,
is

wheat or any other grain, for good
and having this it matters little how it was produced.
The root system will depend on the vigor
of the embryo and the store of food in
the grain
for its development till it make? green
leaves.
Ligiii
grain, with a poorly developed and
iioorlv fed embryo, will give poor results, no matter
whether it was
raised by stable manure or commercial
fertilizers.
Good seed will give good results no matter what it
was that made it good. Good seed will
give better
results even on thin soil than
poor seed will, and
will certainly give better results

than poor seed on
I once had a field of wheat on uniform
land.
Noting in the spring that a part of the field
had rather a weak look, I applied
to that part one
hundred pounds of nitrate of soda per acre.
That
part, which looked the worst in
the spring, made nine
bushels per acre more than the
part that did not
seem to need help, simply because of
the increased
vigor given the plants by the
application.
rich

soil.

W.

E. Massey.

This question of the necessity for applving
phosphoric acid and potash to the soil in
the form of
commercial fertilizers, where only the products
of
the farm are used for supplying fertility
to the soil,
IS one which yet requires
much more elucidation than
It
has received from the scientists.
It is an
undoubted fact that there is in every soil
a great
reseri'e of phosphoric acid and
potash, much more,
in fact,_ as sho\yn by analyses
of soils from almost
all sections of the country,
than will be needed to
supply the wants of all crops for
generations to
come.
The question requiring solution
is

how

to

make these reserves available and thus obviate
the
necessity of supplementing
them bv bought
mineral

fertilizers.

Most writers on the subject of supplyto the soil assume that the whole
by applying stable manure and

ing plant food
purpose served
ploughing down
nitrogen content

has the power to make available
and potash in the soil, and
that if the reproduction of this microbic life is fostered by the use of lime to check the tendency to

microbic

life wliicli

the inert ])hosphoric acid

acidity the need to apply mineral fertilizers may
In England there are
bo practically abandoned.
rlioiisands of acres of land which have been farmed
for hundreds of years without the application of an
ounce of either floats or acid phosphate which produce an average of over thirty bushels of wheat to
the acre every time this crop comes in the rotation.
This year the average wheat crop over a large section of the best wheat-producing counties of England
has been thirty-seven bushels to the acre and large
areas made over forty bushels, and we venture the
assea-tion, from our own knowledge of the usual

jireparation for the crop, that

on nine-tenths of

this

land not an ounce of mineral fertilizer of any kind
was applied. The experiments made by Dr. Cyril
Hopkins in Illinois go strongly to confirm our
opinion on this subject.
When the chemist assures
us, as the result of his analyses, that each acre contains thousands of pounds of phosphoric acid and
potash more than any crop can possibly assimilate
or require for its production, it does seem to be an
absurd conclusion that in order to make an average
crop we must add two hundred to three hundred
pounds more of phosphoric acid and fifty or more
pounds of potash per acre. The true scientific way
would seem to be to make the super-abundant natural
stores of these minerals available, and nature's way
of doing this would seem to be to utilize the excreta
of the live stock and the deeaving vegetation for this
purpose.
It may be that science can intensify the
action of these natural agents and work to this end
is what is needed rather than to €xha\ist the phosphate and potash deposits in adding to the natural
super-abundant supplies.
Of course, on land
exhausted by continuo\is cropping in clean cultivated
crops, these mineral fertilizers must be used at first
to secure a growth from which to make feed for
stock to make manure and to supply vegetable matter to the soil for the support of the microbic life,
but we hold strongly to the opinion that when once
this microbic life is plentiful in the soil and its

leguminous crops is to add to the growth fostered by an abundance of yegetable matsoil and to supply humus or ter in a sweet condition, this "carrying of coals to
vegetable matter.
In taking this position, we have Newcastle," addin<r i->hoRphate8 and potash to an
long held the opinion and have frequently
expressed already over-abundant supply, will be abandoned.
of the

It in articles dealing ^\nth
thi^ question; that these
writers are mistaken and that the supplying
of nitro-

Science has yet

much

to say

on this subject

gen and humus is but a small part of the duty per- FACTORS
AFFECTING
formed by the manure and crops. We believe, and Editor Smithem
Planter:
practical experience on the farm and a close observaThe low average yield per acre of

—Ed.

THE CORN CROP.
com

graphically
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illustrates the necessity for

crosses can be obtained.

it

the plant thus crossed

improvement, provided
can be effected with a reasonable degree of
Corn is the crop chiefly concerned in the
economy.
maintenance and extension of our animal industries,
and with the disappearance of the range country, it
becomes increasingly more important from year to
There is no danger of the corn crop exceedyear.
ing our needs, for the various uses to which it can
be put multiply out of proportion to the increase in
While there is much
yield and acreage per annum.
uncultivated land that can be utilized for corn, it
is nevertheless true that the acres devoted to its
growth must be kept in condition to raise maximum
crops if the supply is to be maintained at its present
high level, not to speak of increasing it materially.
The improvement of the corn plant along rational
lines so that the methods can be adopted successfully
on every farm is a matter of serious importance to the
future of our agriculture, and it is meet and proper
that the best thought and energy of the present day
and generation should be given to devising ways
and means by which this most desirable end can be

The

may

grains of the ear of

have been impregnated

by the pollen from an indefinite number of tassels,
which probably explains why the results obtaLued
with different ears in this character of work vary
True cross-pollination may be accomso widely.
plished by placing a sack over the embryo ear before
the silks have developed and then taking the pollen

from the tassel of the desired parent stalk when it
the silk.
is ripe, remove the sack and dust it over
This should result in the
is then replaced.
hybrid reproducing more uniformly the characterisdiffitics of the parent types, but constitutes a more
cult and elaborate method of corn improvement than
can often be practiced with success by the average

The sack

farmer.

Barren Stalks.
Barren stalks come chiefly from two sources first,
from stalks that have become distorted or injured
in any way, as from a fungous growth, which may
weaken a plant and cause it to silk too late to receive

—

the pollen, or

it

may

be injured from cultivation

Second, weak
and the same result will follow.
gemiination is apparently the cause of more barren
How to Improve Com.
than anything else, preventing, as it does,
This naturally leads to a consideration of how stalks
propthe development of the stalk in time to become
improvement shall be affected. There are several
Vigorous growing varieties that
erly pollinated.
methods by which this end may be achieved. The
mature late, or are not well suited to the section of
betterment of the physical condition of the soil and
to
the country in which they are grown are likely
the inci-ease in the supply of available plant food
show a large per cent, of barren stalks. It would
will in themselves work wonders.
These facts are
seem from these results that there is a great deal
familiar to all thoughtful persons and need not be
stalks that a

attained.

elaborated here.

It

is

generally recognized that each

of chance as to the number of barren
com will yield one season with another.

variety of

com has a limit of
For example, Virginia Golden Dent was placed on
cannot be forced. Some
In the one case it prowidely separated plats.
means must be found, therefoi-e, by which the indi- two
duced five per cent, of barren stalks; in the other
vidual producing qualities of the com plant can be
In many cases stalks were ferthere were not any.
increased, and this desirable characteristic perpetuwere
tilized that did not silk imtil after those that
ated and transmitted from one generation to another
barren, but in nearly every instance 75 per cent, of
with unfailing regularity.
To accomplish an end so
barren.
stalks had silked before those that were
fundamental, work with the individual com plant the
Silver Mine and Snow White Dent produced
Iowa
must be undertaken. By stiidy and observation it
only one barren stalk for every forty plats, while
will be possible to discover certain plants of superior
Virginia Golden Dent produced
merit.
When these are foimd the seed may be Hickory King and
barren stalks each for every forty plants. In this
two
selected and grown under the most favorable cond
case the barren stalks were from strong, vigorous
tions, as in a special seed patch, the com breeder
It should be said here, however, that while
picking out carefully the progeny of the choicest and plants.
and per cent, of barren stalks observed
number
the
most highly reproductive ears from year to year.
would not affect the yield of corn very much, yet it
It is also possible to improve com through crosshas its influence, and anything that can be done
pollination or hybridization.
This may be done
to lessen the number will be just so much gained.
individual variety or strain of

development beyond which

it

As the tassel of the com
The best remedy for the trouble is to secure good,
estimated to bear more than 40,000.000
strong germinating seed from a variety that is well
grains of pollen annually, the air becomes so thorsuited to the section in which it is grown.
oughly impregnated with it that it will be readily
Detasseling.
carried by the wind to the silks of neighboring plants.
The effect of detasseling com has been studied
By detasseling alternate rows, therefore, certain
artificially or naturally.

plant

is

—
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benefit has been State are Hickory King and Virginia Ensilage.
There was not enough Believing that there is a material difference in the
increase in the yield to justify the labor involved strains of com bearing the same name, several tests
We think the conclusion may be were made to study this important question.
in detasseling.
safely and justly reached that detasseling fis not Hickory King was obtained from four sources and
It is -quite remarkessential nor profitable in general field operations. Virginia Ensilage from three.
Where one desires to cross varieties it will pay, as able that the yield from the whole crop per acre in

very carefully and but
observed by the practice.

little

in a breeding plat, but the corn plant yields such tons should have been comparatively uniform, not
an enormous number of pollen grains, and these are varying more than half a ton in the most extreme
80 widely distributed by the wind that in and in cases.
The yield of fodder was virtually the same,
breeding is not likely to occur to an injurious extent but the yield of grain was not at all uniform, there
in general field crops.
being a difference of more than nine bushels per
acre between the best and poorest strain of Hickoiy
Source of Seed.
The source from which to obtain seed com is an King com. With Virginia Ensilage the yield
important matter, and to throw additional light on varied from 51.87 to 69.65 bushels, a difference of
These differences could
nearly 18 bushels per acre.
this subject, two of the best established Western
varieties
Boone County White and Learning, a hardly be due to accident, as the samples were grown
yellow com
were compared with Virginia Golden on uniform ground and received the same care and

—

—

—

Dent and Hickory King two varieties that are
favorably known and widely cultivated in the South.
In 1905, Boone County White gave slightly the
best yield per acre, or 53.80 bushels; Hickory King
made 46.fi5, and Learning 38.61 bushels.
These
results were quite favorable to Virginia grown seed.
In 1006, the same sorts were tested again, Boone
County While yielding 75 bushels, Leaming 67.50,
Virginia Golden Dent 60.75, and Hickory King
47.53 bushels.
Hickory King made practically no
gain, while Virginia Golden Dent made an increase

treatment in every respect.

The

selection of the

and its care and management in past years no
doubt had an influence, but the data here presented
is sufficient to show emphatically that the strain of
seed

a

standard variety selected

may

materially influence

the yield obtained.

varieties of com grown in the West
What the effect
born developed on rich land.
of attempting to grow them on poor land would be
is a matter of general interest, and to study this
point three samples of Leaming com were grown
of 7.87 bushels over the previous year.
The increase on throe plats of sod land and three plats were cowof Boone County White and Leaming veas quite peas had been ploughed under tn 1005.
The purremarkable, being 21.20 and 28.89 bushels respec- pose of this test was to see what the effect of turning
tively.
The pecularity of Hickory King, as sho\vn under a large amount of vegetable matter woiild havs
Jn this test, has been referred to; namely, its r<»mark- on the yield of com.
Cowpeas being a leguminous
able ability to make a good yield, about twice the crop, add much nitrogen to the soil, and, decaying
average obtained per acre in this State, on compara- readily, the plant food contained becomes quickly
tively thin lands, but it is a variety that does not available.
The samples of com compared were from
increase its yield materially when grown on rich Illinois, Virginia and from ear No. 37, one of the
land.
best yieldiuir ears from the breeding plat.
On rich
These experiments show that com must be grown land notice that the Illinois sample had a clear lead,
for several years in order to become thoroughly yielding 76.34 bushels; ear Not 37 followed with
adapted to a given environment, and seem to indi- 67.84, while the Virginia strain made a yield of

The leading

liave

Boone

County White and Leaming
56.81 bushels.
On sod land the results were quite
and fertile lands of different. In the first place, the yield was much
the Middle West
will, when grown on the same lower with the Illinois sample than with ear No.
kind of soil, outyield home-grown strains which 37, while all the varieties made practicallv the same
cate

that

varieties produced on the rich

—

have been developed on comparatively poor soils.
As shown later on, the Western seed will not do so
well on our eomparativelv thin lands as the native
varieties.
This is a very, verv important matter
and one that should be carefully considered bv all

vield of about

the

60 bushels per

acre, indicnting that

Leaming sample developed on

rich land responds

Wlien placed on
land of fair quality, it will not yield any better than
the native sorts which are accustomed to growing
<>om growers, as it explains the entire philosophy in such an environment.
Com brought from the
of com growing and ernphasisres when and when not West, therefore, should be put only on rich land,
to n^e seed brought from a distant environment.
while the native com, if placed under the most favorThe two kinds of com favorably known in the able conditions, must be bred up to the point where
.quickly

to

good

soil

treatment.

:
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We believe this
it will give corresponding yields.
explanation aocoimts for the complaint made by
some farmers that ploughing under cow peas ana
other leguminous crops has failed to give them an
increased yield of corn. This is a very important matter and shows how much the corn plant is a product
of environment and special selection and breeding.
Samples of Boone County White which have been
in Virginia for several years and seed
obtained from Illinois were compared after timothy
and clover sod. In this instance the Virginia seed

grown

the best yield, or 72.02 bushels, as compared
with 63.99 bushels for the Illinois seed, showing
that after the crop has become thoroughly acclimated
it will give better yields, even on land of moderate
fertility. Where samples of com from Virginia and
Illinois were compared on land that had been
manured at the rate of fifteen tons per acre and the
stalks detasseled, Ihe Virginia strains made the be.-t
returns, or 84.53 bushels, as compared with 76.80

made

bushels from the Illinois seed.

With

the same soil

treatment and the com not detasseled, the Illinois
strain gave a little larger yield, or 80.86 bushels,
and the Virginia strain 77.55 bushels.

Andrew M.

Soule.

(To be continued.)

ROTATION OF CEOPS.
Editor Southern Planter:
After reading Mr. Coleman's views on crop rotation in the Novemljer issue of the Southeex
Planter, I want to put myself on record as endorsing his condemnation of the prevalent "one and twohorse farmer's" method of the planting of com year
after year on all available soil until the humus is so
far exhausted as to necessitate a growth of weeds

and trash

power
recommended, however,

to partially restore the pi'oduetive

of the land.

His plan

as

does not meet with my entire approval.
As I imderstand it, his rotation is as follows, and needs three
fields

1

2

1057
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or wheat in the rotation, every one must be governed
by local conditions. Here, win-re Virginia grey winter Data Avill yield about double as many bushels to
the acre as wheat, on- the average land, and do better
than that on our best lands, and the oats will always
sell for a good deal more than half the price of
wheat, we find oats the more profitable of the two.

As regards peas and

soja beans, the latter will

fit

the rotation just as well, but, if allowed to mature,
seed cannot be gotten off the land early enough for
oats, and, moreover, while they add to the nitrogen
content of the soil, they are tremendous users of
Such a rotation as I have recomphosphoric acid.

mended

will

[December,

crimson clover. As to the first, I hardly think it
pays for the cost of seed and time when turned under
for peas, and if we have two legumes on the land in
a rotation of three years, we are bringing them on as
often as will be found practicable in the long run,
In conclusion, I
unless we can lime very freely.
would say that I should like this subject thoroughly
discussed in

The Plantee

this winter.

Peecival Hicks-

scientific AGRICULTURE.
Editor Southern Planter:

I have been rather amused at the earnestness with
improve the land slowly without comwhich Captain Camm Patterson writes in your
provided only the corn and small
November issue on Scientific Agriculture. He says

mercial fertilizers

grain are allowed to make seed.
"Agriculture is a science." In my opinion, it is far
If it is desired to use fertilizers, only phosphoric
from being such, and can never in the nature of
applied
acid and potash are needed, and should be
It is an art to the prothings be an exact science.
to the crimson clover preceding the com crop each
motion of which a number of sciences contribute,
year, and to the pea crop preceding the wheat or
and scientific farming is merely a wise adaptation
oats, if floats are to be used but if the more expenof the facts demonstrated by the sciences to the work
sive and more quickly available acid phosphate is
Farming is certainly more of a learned
of the farm.
used, apply it only to the wheat or oats, and if you
profession than the so-called learned ones, for it
need any potash (which is not generally the case on
involves the study of more sciences than any one of
clay soil, or even where there is a good clay subthem.
soil), put that on the crimson clover.
Mr. Patterson seems to consider commercial ferno
Some may object to this plan because there is
tilizers to be Only the various proprietary brands and
place for a grass or hay crop, and to these I will mixtures that are offered on the market, but the
say that I ^ise a permanent pasture and ten acres materials one buys to make up his own mixtures are
of hay, making in reality forty acres under cultiva- as much commercial fertilizers as any, and usually
This hay lot gets all the stable manure year we call all mixtiires of chemical combinations carrytion.
after year as long as I can preserve the stand, which ing nitrogen, phosphoric
acid or potash commercial
will be a good many years where a top-dressing of fertilizers
to distinguish them from the home-made
manure is applied every winter, Imt when the stand manures.
does run out, to get the field in the rotation, plough
iNFr. Patterson's condemnation of the factory-made
it for corn in the spring, and seed down to grass
article is too sweeping.
There are as honorable
the
clover
in
crimson
come
should
have
that
the field
men engaged in the making of fertilizers as in any
applying
before,
proceed
Then
as
preceding fall.
other business, and they are compelled to be very
manure to this new hay lot. In this way, the short eareful to make their mixtures come up to their
with
rotation and intensive cropping can be combined
guarantee.
In fact, if \ve look over the reports of
the growing of orchard grass, alfalfa, and other
the State analyses, we find that there are more of
grasses which hold the land from three to four years,
these mixtures that exceed the guarantee than there
making a complete cycle every twelve to twenty are that fall short.
There are doubtless a few who
years, according to the length of time your sfand of
would cheat in these things, but their number is far
hay grass will hold out.
less than formerly for the inspection laws in most
The qiiestion of rotation and the growing of States make it difficult to defraiid in fertilizers and
basis
very
legumes alternately with the cereals is the
the honest manufacturers are as anxious for the
of successful agriculture, and if any of my confreres enforcement of these laws as the State authorities
have a better plan, I should like very much to hear are since these laws protect them from the competiabout it.
tion of the fraudulent makers of fertilizers.
;

has sometimes been urged as an objection to
all winter
after the corn has been removed.
T admit this, but
object to following com with a cereal
an unscientific, and, in the long run, decidedly unprofitable
course for the land and the farmer.
The only two
crops possible, or rather permissible, are rye and
It

this

rotation that the land stands bare

—

The great difficulty is that farmers will insist on
cheating themselves.
They demand a low-priced fertilizer such as the 2-8-2 goods so commonly used,
convince them that in such a mixmore for what is of value to
them than if they bought a higher grade that costs
a great deal more per ton, but contains more real

and

it

is

hard

to

ture they are paying

:
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plant food.
The manufacturer is compelled to meet
the demand for a low-priced article, and he puts in
filler enough to enable him to sell it at the price the
farmer wants, and there is no dishonesty on the part
of the manufacturer, for he will tell the farmer that
the high grade is cheaper, but if the farmer demands
the low grade, the trade will always supply him.
Years ago I talked with a large manufacturer of
ground spices.
He told me that any package of

1059

matter, as when mixed in stable manure, the floats
become available about as soon as the acid phosphate,
Mr. Patterson should study the bulletins oh this sub-

from the Maryland and the Ohio Stations.
In Albemarle county I used lime years ago when
I was the only one doing so, but I used it in connection with putting organic matter in the soil, and
I do not think that an old Albemarle field that has
been worn down to the bare skeletx-m of sand and
spice with his name on it he would guarantee to be clay mixture will be much helped bv lime.
In fact,
perfectly pure.
"But," said he, "there is a demand there is no one thing in connection with the improvefor low-priced articles, and to meet the competition ment of the soil about which we need to learn more
we are obliged to make these by mixing pea meal than in the proper use of lime. Land that has never
in the pepper, etc.
But when I send out the adul- been limed may at first show wonderful results from
terated article, you will find it on the market simply a liming, but if the farmer assumes that lime is a
branded 'Steam Mills, Philadelphia,' for I will not manure to his soil and goes on liming with that
even put my home city of Baltimore on it, and Steam impression he will soon find that it does not have
Mills, Philadelphia does not mean anywhere."
And the first effect any more. Lime is of more value for
80 in all trades, the manufacturer is compelled, by its physical effects and the sweetening of the soil
the thoughtless demand for an article at lower price than as plant food.
But the whole lime question
than it can be made pure for, to put a low grade on still needs a great deal of study.
the market, and the fertilizer trade is no exception.
Salisbury, Md.
W. F. Massey.
When farmers buy fertilizer by the guaranteed
analysis and understand just what they want, there
will be less of the low-grade, low-priced but dear
article

made.

Mr. Patterson says that it is almost impossible
to buy Peruvian guano, but there is no difiiculty
at all in doing this, but the present Peruvian is not
the old Chincha Island guano with its high ammonia
content, but the Lobos, which is more of a phosphatic
guano.
The old-time Peruvian guano does not exist
any longer, being all used up. I agree with the
writer that it is far better for the farmer to buy
his material on the market and mix his own fertilizers, so that he can make them to suit various crops
and soils. But it will not be a particle of help to

him

to

only

tell

have his

soil

him what

it

analyzed, for the chemist can
contains, but nothing as to its

and a soil may show that it
of plant food and yet mav be in such a condition that it is a very unproductive soil.
As the
editor has said, the onlv way to learn the needs of
availability in that soil,
is full

ject

MR. CLAEK'S

HAY AND ALFALFA

CROP.

Editor Southern Planter:

Here
crops,

is

my

last

report on

my

hay and alfalfa

1907:

First crop of hay from 8 acres, 80,560 pounds;
up to average. Second crop, 14,700 pounds;
very light on account of droughts.
Total in all,
full

95,260 pounds.

My

seven-eighths acre field in eighteen years, since
made two crops each year, and in that

seeded, has

time produced 154 tons of well-dried hay.

my three and a half acre
sown June 3, 1905
First year, two crops, 10 1-2 tons.
Second year,
four crops, 21 tons.
Third year, five crops, 25 tons.
Below

find report of

alfalfa field

Total, in three years, 56 1-2 tons.

I call it 50 tons; worth $18 per ton; net cash,
It has cost me in cash for fertilizer, $237.
$900.
I call this $250.
fertilizer ingredients for several years, and there is
To secure the crop, $55 ; I call it $60. Harrowno one but the farmer himself who can find out what
ing in all, $40 I call it $50. Alfalfa seed, $30, I caU
needs
he
to buy for his soil and what he need not
it $40. Total cost, $400. Total profit of over $47 per
buy, so far as the phosphoric acid and potash are
acre, I have called it $40, net cash.
In other
concerned, for, as I have often insisted, no farmer
worth, I call it a profit of $450 in three years after
who farms right need ever buy nitrogen in any form.
throwing out everything that should be allowed as
Now, as to the pulverized phosphate rock, doubt- shrinkage, or otherwise.
less, it will take some time for it to become available
The writer considers $40 per acre, or a net cash
on land that is deficient in humus. But even there profit of
$450 for three years from three and a
will
require
it
not
three years, as T know from experihalf acres on an abandoned New England farm, a
ence, for, applied to wheat in the fall, it will greatly
valuable result.
Geo. M. Claek.
improve the clover sown on the wheat in the spring.
In connection with a plentiful supply of orgamc Higganum, Conn.

any

soil

is

to

experiment on

it

with the different

;
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liEKAlUDA OR

WIRE GRASS.

Editor SoulUem Flanler:
with interest the article by Mr. N. C.
on Bermuda or Wire Grass.
He ib
rigbt about its spreading by both root and seed.
It
is a good laud improver, but what do we want with
iiuprovtd laud if we cannot cultivate it ?
It is true
I cultivate it, but ob, the labor it takes.
I have tried
to manage it in many ways, but the best of my experience is to plough it first very shallow with a coulter,
such as you would use on a new ground taken in
from the forest then I use the spike tooth lever harrow, and get all off the Tand that is possible and
burn it.
I can then get a crop of com or tobacco,
but if the land is seeded in grass or left to rest
one year, the liermuda gets a better hold than ever.
Shade is the only thing that will subdue it. Where
one has a stand of wire grass, the best way, according to my experience, is to cultivate in wheat every
year, following the wheat with peas, thereby making
two crops in one year, and not give the grass time
to take hold.
Fertilize the land well for the peas
and siuotlier it out, but if yon pasture it, the stock
grazing on if when in seed will spread it to all the
land tliev have access to.
I

note

Hu^bes,

Jr.

;

Now,

Jlr. Editor, I see

you

differ

from the

gentle-

[December,

cow which would give five to six gallons of milk and
yet possess in a marked degree that type of Shorthorn character which indicates ability to produce
This appears to me
beef at a profit as well as milk.
the style of animal

which deserves the character of

a dual-purpose cow.

As an example, I would mention the first prize
purebred Shorthorn cow. Red Rose III, exhibited by
This cow, with her beautiful charlyord Rothchild.
acter, deep forequarters, sloping shoulders, wellsprung rigs, and well developed hindquarters, is good
enough to win in an ordinary show of breeding animals, apart from her splendidly square udder, which
furnished a daily supply of 63. 4 pounds of milk,
and this nine weeks after calving.
William G.
Nelson's second prize cow. Comely Maid, was of the
broad back and short legged type, and she also
showed much promise as a dairy cow, but I did not
learn her actual yield.
I thought that she was very
lucky to beat the grand old red and white cow,
irelody, a previous winner at London.
This true
Shorthorn, although over twelve years old, actually
gave 70.4 pounds of milk on the first day of the
show.
Another really dual-purpose cow was Mr.
E. S. Godsell's Darlington Crawford 11th; she was
reserved.

In the milking trials for purebred Shorthorns, the
wire grass seeding in this country, but
if you could come here I could show you seed by the average yield of the four successful cows was over
millions.
Enclosed you will find a piece of what 59 pounds on the first day, and over 57.4 on the
•we call wire grass that has seeded since July, as I second day of the show, whereas the four successful
•worked the land thoroughly at the last working in cows whose pedigrees wore not forthcoming averaged
tobacco.
The grass that has been unmolested has fi5 1-2 pounds of milk each on the first, and abotit
lost its seed, and this one is what we would term a fiO ]-2 pounds on the second day of the show, or
nearly fi 1-2 gallons of milk.
It is not a fact that
second growth.
I hope some one will give a better plan than mine tlie whole of the thirty non-pedigree Shorthorns
sliowed true Shorthorn character in a marked degree,
to rid us of this pest.
l)ut a large proportion would liave passed muster as
Pittsylvania Co., Va.
J. H. Warren.
hi?rd-book Shorthorns in a purebred class.
Still anthe average percentage
All the best authorities on grasses are clear that other point should be noticed
of
fat in the morning's milk was 4.30, and in the
Bermuda makes but little, if any, seed in this country.
The grass blooms, but the seed does not per- evening's milk, 4.46 per cent. The last peculiarity
fect itself, and will not grow, hence all the seed of an increase in the evening's milk being partially
on tlie market is imported from tropical countries. due to the first prize cow in the milking trial class
giving milk analyzing 6.90 per cent, against her
—Ed.
morning's record of 5.84 per cent.
This cow with
one day's 61.1 pounds of milk made 4 pounds 2
DUAL-PURPOSE COWS.
oimcos of butter.
This is a fair record for a dualEditor Southern Planter:
purpose cow.
Sanders Spencer.

man

as

to

—

As an outsider, and one who has not now a direct Holywell Manor, England.
monetary interest in farming, as I liave retired from
the pursuit I loved and followed for nearly half a
Those who feed live stock the coming winter wiU

century, I ought to hesitate before rushing into the
have to exercise caution.
The prices of coarse
somewhat keen discussion about the so-called dual- grains
are abnormally high.
Even corn, on the
purpose cow, but I have, as usual, paid a visit to
average in the various States, is worth about a cent
inspect the neat stock at the London, England,
a pound.
Other grains sell for more than a cent a
Dairy Show, where I saw many cows which would
pound in the market. When coarse grains are worth
pretty well answer Mr. Arbuckle's description of a
more than a cent a pound feeding should be done
cautiously.
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Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.
not desirable that they should begin to make
or they will become tender and not
Give plenty of minable to stand the winter frosts.
phosphates and potash when
tlie
eral fertilizer
preparing the land and before setting the plants, but
is

much growth

—

—

fertilizers except to a very
limited extant, as they have a tendency to cause too
The nitrogen should be applied in the
early growth.
If
spring as a top dressing, when growth begins.
plenty of farm yard manure is used, this will suphave freply all the nitrogen needed at present.
qxiently advised the setting of the plants on the South
side of the ridge to protect them from the cold North
and Northwest winds.
This practice is attended
with good results north of this State, but there is
some doubt as to whether it is advisable in the Southem part of this State and further South. Our winter sun is so much more powerful than further North
that if it strikes the plants directly when frozen they
To avoid this in these
are sometimes much injured.
sections, some growers now prefer to lay off the rows
North and South and plant on the Eastern side.

do not use nitrogenoiis

and throw this bottom soil out on one side and
put in some of the top soil on which to set the trees
and put the bottom soil on top. Do not mix manure
with the soil in the holes, but mulch tlie surface
around the trees with it. Do not phint trees more
than two years old, or three at the outside, and see
tock

setting of cabbages for the spring crop should
be pushed on whenever the land is in good order.
The plants should get good roothold before frost, but

The

it
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that the tops are cut back severely and tliat all broken
and bruised roots are cut off with a clean cut.

The planting of strawberry plants may be continued until the coming of severe cold yeather.
Set
them firmly, but not deep enough to cover the crowns.
It is well to make the soil compact around the plants
by treading on it.

We

APPLE GROWING IN VIRGINIA.
Extract

from

address

delivered

by

Prof.

.1.

S.

American
the Jamestown Exposi-

Phillips, State Entomologist, before the

Pomological Society, at
tion meeting, September, 1907.

The apple which has made Virginia famous at
home and abroad is the Yellow Newtown, otherwise
known as the Albemarle Pippin.
This apjile is
largely responsible for the beginning of the export
trade from the State.
In 1837, Andrew Stephen-

Albemarle county, then minister to England,
had a winter supply of apples shipped to iiim in
Get together a good supply of woods mould and London, several barrels of which he presented to
old turf and grass sods and compost these with farm Queen Victoria.
So delighted was she with this
yard manure to make rich soil for raising young apple that she removed the small tax from it, and
plants in the spring and for putting into the cold this fact, as well as her great admiration for the
frames.
Turn it over two or three times during the apple, helped to bring it into such great prominence
winter and mix thoroughly.
throughout great Britain that the demand has ever
son, of

since exceeded the supply.
provision for protecting seed beds of letAlmost every small section where the pip]iin
tuce and other vegetables to be planted out in the grows to perfection has its own legend in regard to
sprins.
In the event of hard winter weather coming its origin. The earliest of these, so far as I can
on this month or January, this protection will be learn, dates to 1765^ at which time there was a tree
needed.
Mats or canvas or brush should be at hand standins: in a mountain hollow near North Garden,
and be put over the beds whenever the cold seems on Mr. Southerland's land. Tradition has it that
likely to be severe.
this was a seedling
the original Albemarle pippin

Hake

—

Another account indicates that Dr. Thomas
The petting out of orchards may be commenced Walker, of CastleHill, Albemarle county, brought
if the land is in good, dry order.
We are strongly scions of this apple from Philadelphia about the
in fnvor of late fall and winter planting in the South, time of Braddock's defeat.
The Patrick county
as the trees wet hold of the ground and are ready lejrend is to the effect that a Mr. Jordan, grandto start growth in the spring when the weather be- father of Mr. George W. Via, one of the prominent
comes mild.
Lay off the rows straight in every fruit growers of that section, brought scions from
direction so that cultivation can be done in any Pennsylvania at the close of the Revolutionarv War.
direction.
Throw out the holes for the trees large
'Whether Pomologists accept the name Albemarle
enough to allow of the roots being spread out fully Pippin or persist in call ins: this nnple the Yello'v
and let thrm. be deep enough to allow of the tree:= New town makes little difference, for it will always
being set down fully as low as thev grew in the He known bv Virginians and in the trade by the
orchard.
Break the bottom of the holes with a mat- name of Albemarle Pippin. The high state of pertree.
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Golden and the Virginia Beauty, are also coming
The latter having its origin on the
into prominence.
received for it.
It is not unusual for our growers elevated plateau of the Blue Ridge, about 2,000 to
to sell their fruit for $10 per barrel, and sometimes 2,500 feet above the sea level, is proving quite a fine
The poor, down-trodden Ben
it brings as much as $12, $15 and even $20 per apple for this section.
barrel
about two to three times as much as the Davis, though now planted less extensively, continI am exceedingly sorry that it ues to be a money-maker.
Arkansas (Mammoth
average red apple.
has been impossible to obtain any correct idea of Black Twig), one of the seedlings of the Winesap,
Some of the
the number of trees of this variety now being grown is also being planted quite largely.
or the quantity of fruit marketed.
growers in the Blue Ridge section even claim it to
The tendency of the pippin is sometimes to bear be more fruitful and a better keeper than York
Mr. John J. Miller, of Rappahannock Imperial, grown on the same soil. Some of the best
early in life.
county, and some other growers, report orchards Northern varieties of red apples may yet prove of
which bore at seven years an average of one barrel value on the elevated plateau in this State, a promThe yield of older trees is often phenome- ising apple just at present being the Esopus Spitzenper tree.
Mr. J. H. Maxwell, of Covesville, has one berg. One tree was planted by mistake in a fifteennal.
tree in a small orchard which was planted by his year-old orchard at Covesville by a Mr. Watson.
father almost at the beginning of the nineteenth cen- Dr. S. A. Robinson, who had bought the farm two
tury which measures eight feet, seven and three- years ago, found this apple, which has been proquarter inches in circumference, and, in its prime, nounced by apple experts to be equal to the same
was fifty-two feet high and had a spread of limbs apple grown in Oregon. It is worthy of trial.
amounting to fifty-two feet. This tree has, on sevThe Horticulturist of the Virginia Experiment
eral occasions, and without any special care, proStation, Prof. W. B. Alwood, about 1887, began to
duced $100 worth of fruit, and, in 1905, the fruit call attention to the industry in the press and by lecfrom this tree, with fourteen others, sold for $700. tures, pointing out the best varieties, character of
One of Mr. Maxwell's best trees at present is thirty- soil to which they were suited, methods of cultivafive years old.
It is six and a half feet in circumtion, etc., a special effort being made to get planters
ference and has a spread of limbs amounting to
This
to limit tliemselves to commercial varieties.
The medals taken by gave the industry a great impetiis, so that between
forty-three and a half feet.
this and other apples from Virginia are too nmner1890 and 1900 the number of trees increased more
ons to mention.
than 100 per cent, amounting, in some of the imporPerhaps the next most notable apple, made so by tant eoinmereial =ections, to 250 i">ei'. cent, during
being adapted to a wide range of soil and climatic the decade.
conditions and by its heavy bearing qualities, is the
Tliis increase is phenomenal when one considers
York Imperial. No doubt this apple has been more that during this time the dreaded San Jose scale
widely planted than any other three varieties in our was located in the
State, threatening the niin of the
commercial orchard sections.
It is distinctly the
orchard industry.
number of the smaller nurfection attained by this apple fully merits this distinction, and the almost fabulous prices often

—

A

apple of the Valley of Virginia.

The growers say

The Winesap
mainly

to

is

one of our very best

areas in

sellers, suited

Piedmont Virginia, but

Some

of the nurseries to prevent further dissemination of
tills pest and the realization that it could be controlled in the orchard with the lime-sulphur wash,

cnme a confidence that has renewed with more vigor
than ever the interest manifested in orchards.
Planters found

it

necessary to use this preparaeven as early as

tion or lose their orchards, and,
the winter of 1903-'04, only a

few months after
the publication on this wash appeared in the State,
the orchards were simplv plastered with it, almost
from one end of the State to the other.
Though

is

spraying was practiced to a considerable extent, it
not l>een adopted cenerallv prior to this time.
With the necessity of spraying for this insect, however, came the familiarity with spray work that
caused it to be adopted much more generally.
of our native apples, such as the Grimes Within the last twelve
mouths, a large number of

grown

it

successfully in the Valley.
Wliile the
prices received for this apple are as high as received
for the best red apples, the yield is not quite as
good.
also

were driven out of business by this and other
pests, and the planting of orchards received a setliack for a short time.
However, with the control
series

one of the best bearers,
best shippers, best sellers and best keepers of the
whote lot. Mr. E. D. Kendig, of Angusta county,
reports a yield in 1895 of twenty-seven bushels from
one tree sixteen years old.
He states that his
father received fifty cents per barrel about fifty
years ago, but he now gets $3 to $6.
Mr. James
Craig, also of Augusta county, reports an average
yield of 300 bushels per acre, and, at times the
phenomenal yield of 1,200 to 1,500 bushels per acre.
Mr. Miller, of Rappahannock, reports an a\^rage
yield of two and a half barrels on eight year trees.
this is

liad

;
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In the meantime, any one interested in the
issue.
power sprayers have been brought to the State, and
growet or shipper of
iive fruit industry, either as a
in some limited sections as many as four or
membership of the bocietj.
gasoline sprayers are in use.
(To be continued.)

fruit, is urg-ed to join the

The Society has done, and is doing, a very beneficial
work in connection with improvement of conditions

in the fruit industry, and certainly deserves the general support of those who are being benefitted by the
VIRGINIA.
Membership is $1 per year. Send to
eiforts made.
Va.
Although we have never encouraged the planting Walter Whately, Secretary-Treasurer, Crozet,
memberof commercial orchards in the middle section of Vir- Subscriptions received from now on include

APPLE GROWING IN HENRICO COUNTY,

ginia, for the reason that the climatic conditions are
not such as to enable this section to compete successfully with the Piedmont and Valley sections of the

owing to the fact that the mildness of the
climate makes winter apples, which are really the
money-makers, mature too soon, and thus precludes
their being kept over the winter, and also because
State,

of the fact that tliis mildness conduces to too early
blooming and the crop is so often lost by the young
and embryo fruit being killed by a late frost, yet
several of our subscribers are demonstrating that

even in this section very fine apples can be produced
if the blooms escape the late frosts, and that these
apples can be kept, even without cold storage, up to
February. We have just had brought into the
office a box of as beautiful apples as we have ever
seen grown by Mr. Crouse, of Ridge Church, in this
These apples are of large size and fine
county.
color, and although they have been kept only in a
cool cellar, they are still firm, except the Winesaps,
which are beginning to shrivel. The varieties comprise Winesap,
Johnson's Fine Winter (York
Imperial) Arkansas (Black Twig), Ben Davis, and
several varieties of Missouri Pippins.
Mr. Crouse
is a firm believer in spraying and practices this

ship to end of 1908.

VIRGINIA BERKSHIRES AT STATE FAIR.
In our

We

we published a list of awards
Department of the Virginia State Fair.

last issue,

in the Stock

were, however, unable to either get the

spare the space for a detailed

list

or

in all the various
classes.
This was especially true of the Virginia
Class of Berkshires.
As Dr. D. M. Trice, Charlist

Va.; Mr. W. A. Willeroy, Sweet HaU
and Richmond, Va., and Mr. E. F. Sommers, Somer-

lottesville,

set,

Va. got

append

all

the

premiums

ofl'ered this class,

we

their winnings below:

Two year old boars, first, Mr. Willeroy; second,
Dr. Trice.
One year boar, first. Dr. Trice; second,
Mr. Willeroy. Under one year boar, first. Dr. Trice
second, Mr. Willeroy.
Under six months boar, first,
Mr. Sommers; second, Dr. Trice. Sow, two year
old, first. Dr. Trice; second, Mr. Willeroy.
Sow,

one year old first. Dr. Trice; second. Dr. Trice.
Sow under one year, first. Dr. Trice; second, Mr.
Willeroy. Sow, under six months, first. Dr. Trice;
second, Dr. Trice.
Four swine, any age, get of one
boar, first, Dr. Trice second, Mr. Willeroy.
Four
swine any age, produce of one sow, first. Dr. Trice
;

thoroughly, and the result is seen in the fine fruit
second, Mr. Willeroy.
Boar and three sows, one
which he produces. Although his orchard is only
year, first. Dr. Trice; second, Mr. Willeroy.
Boar
some ten or twelve years old, it is already producing
and three pigs under one year, first. Dr. Trice ; secprofitable crops.
In addition to selling the product
ond, Mr. Willeroy. Championship boar and age, first
of the earlier maturing varieties on the local markets,
Dr. Trice; reserve, Mr. Willeroy.
Sow, any age,
he has now fifty barrels of his winter varieties in
championship, Mr. Willeroy; reserve ribbon. Dr.
cold storage for the late markets, and should realize
Trice.
a good price for them, as they are most tempting in

appearance and quality.

MORVEN PARK DORSETS.
VIRGINIA

STATE

HORTICULTURAL

"Lambing

is in full swing in Mr. Westmoreland
well-known Flock of Registered Dorsets.
The annual meeting of the Virginia State Horti- The lambs are coming strong and healthy, and so
far average 172 per cent.
We hope to maintain our
cultural Society will be held at Staimton, on December 4th and 5th.
The enti-ies for the apple exhibit reputation with a grand lot of ram lambs for next
June deliveries.
are so numerous that a second large hall has had
"It may be of interest to know that one of the
to be provided for its accommodation, and it is
expected that this will be the largest and finest ewes dropped five lambs, four living and doing well.
exhibit of Virginia grown apples ever sho^vn at one The five weighed at birth 64 1-2 pounds.
Tliis interesting item is from Mr. J. J. Bothwick,
time.
The public will be admitted to free inspection
during the time
the meeting.
We hope to pub- ilanager Live Stock Department, Morven Park,

SOCIETY.

lish

a

report

of
of the

Davis'

proceedings in next month's Leesburg, Va.
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DAIRY COXVENTION.
of Xovember, a weii
On the 13ih
atteiicJc'd lueetiui^ of farnu rs iuteresied in the daiiy-.
ill"- ludu.sirv of tlie Stale was held at the Janiesiouu

aud

14tli

Lxpoditiou, on the call of Dr. Quick aud Prolcssor
iir. T. U.
Saunders, of tiie Agricultural L'oliege.
Addresses on
Sandy presided over ihe meeting.
various subjects afiectiiig the dairy industry were
made by i)v. C^uick, JJean aud Professor of AgriculJJr.
ture, "at the Agricultural College, Blaeksburg.
Ereeman, of the liichnioud Board of Health, in
charge of Dairy and ^lilk Inspection in the City
of liichmond J. U. Turner, of Hollins; Profe».sor
Saunders, of the Dairy i)epartnieut of the Agricultural College, Blacksburg; Ivan C. Weld, President
of the i\ew liauipshire Dairyman's Association;
Professor Lane, of the Dairy Division of the Department of Agriculture, Washington; Mr. Holdaway,
of tiie Agricultural College, Jilacksburg; Air. Westmoreland Davis, of Loundoun Co., Va. ; J. F. Jacksou, Editor of this Journal, and others.
It was
decided to form a Dairyman's Association for the
State of N'irginia and to seek to have enrolled therein
all interested in the keeping of dairy cattle and the
su])plyiug of milk, cream aud butter for the market.
;

Ur. T.

().

Sandy, of liurkcville, was elected Presi-

dent of the Association Westmoreland Davis, Esq.,
\'ice-]'re.-ident and Professor Saunders Secretary
;

December,

Dairy.

ill J

L-ivc otc»^*^

[

up

l)roiight

for discussion

and settlement, and con-

d action be taken which cannot fail to result in
lieiicfit to producers.

c'(

rt(

FINISHING BEEF CATTLE.
(Continued from the November issue.)

PEOFIT ON DIFFEEENT MAEQINS.

The

on the different margins indicate that
buying price of $4.10, and with a similar food
cost, there would be a loss of $22. .30 to $28.75 on a
margin of 50 cents for stall-finished cattle, which
profits

at the

made gains

On

similar to those obtained in this

margin of 75 cents, this loss would
$n.70 to $13.44; on a margin of $1.00,
would range from $1.86 to $8.71 while
gin of $1.25, the profit would vary from
a

test.

vary from

;

the profit

on a mar$17.17 to

$24.22, or about $4.45 per head.
It should be remembered that these animals produced much valuable manure, which will take the
place of a very considerable amotint of commercial
fertilizers

and

also

add much humus

which

is so essential to

yields.

Futhemiore,

it is

size the point that these
full

to

the

soil,

the maintetiance of high crop

not improper to re-emphaanimals were charged the

market price for the foodstuffs fed

at prices con-

siderably above those obtainable on the average farm.

and Treasurer. It was decided to hold the first On the other hand,
no charge has been made for
mtetini at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute, at
labor, which would not be a considerable item, as
It is
Blacksburg, on December I'Jth and 20th.
one or two men could easily feed and handle one hunhoped that all dairy stock keepers in the State will
dred animals receiving the rations used in this test
arrange to be present at the meeting and become
The membership fee if the buildings were suitably arranged.
Diembcrs of the Association.
It is quite evident, from not only this, but previous
was fi.xed at $1 per year. H. T. Pancoast, Purcelltests, that a margin of $1.00 is necessary in most
ville; F. S. Walker, Orange; B. S. Jones, Newport Xews; r. L. Stahl, of Lynchburg; Joseph Wilmer, of Rapidan; A. R. Veneable, of Farmvi'le; Mr.
Holdaway, of Blacksburg; Dr. A. W. Freeman, of
Richmond; James Bcllwood, of Manchester; T. J.
Davis, of Lassiter; Dr. J. G. Ferneyhough, of
Burkeville; A. R. Scott, of Richmond; J. O.
Turner, of IloJIins; J. O. Scott, of Richmond; A.
W. Ilaxnli, of iliddlcburg; B. L. Purcell, of Glen
Allen T. L. Blanton, of Richmond T. O. Sandy,
of Burkeville, and J. F. Jackson, have already
joined the Association.
On motion, Professor
Lane, of Washington, was elected an honorary member.
This Association is one much needed in thp
State, and if supported as it ought to be by all interested in dairy stock, can accomplish great good for
its members.
Qnestinns of markets for products
and the means of reaching them, charges for freight,
and standnrd^ for the products can, and will be,
:

;

instances to obtain a profit from stall-finished cattle
with prices for foodstuffs as indicated in this report.

On

a

margin of $1.25

obtained.

One

a satisfactory profit

may

be

of the great drawbacks to the finish-

ing of beef cattle

is due to the high price the feeder
required to pay for animals which come off the
grass and are quite "sappy" and which not only drift

is

good deal, but have to practically be taught to eat.
These animals, too, are often of inferior qtiality,
a

when

the price is considered.

SIIEINK.VGE OF SILAGE-FED CATTLE.
It has generally

been held that cattle fed on silage
lose very
'nntorially in live weight when shipped long distances.
The cattle in this test were shipped to Jersey
City under the usual conditions, the shrinkage j)er
grou]! varying fmm 197 to 213 pounds.
There was
as the principal

form of roughness would
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choose between the groups in the actual loss
The actual loss per individual amounted
to only 41.2 pounds, which is a comparatively slight
shrinkage with any lot of cattle shipped such a long
In fact, practical shippers and handlers in
distance.
little to

observed.

this State figure the average shrinkage to J ersey City

from GO to 70 pounds. There does not seem to
be ar.y justification, therefore, for claiming that silage-fed cattle will drift more than cattle fed in other
at

ways.
a

When

these cattle were sent to Jersey City,

representative of the

Station

who accompanied

them found the buyers muck prejudiced against cattle from the South, stating that they did not kill out
well, and that the meat was of a dark color and the
bone very hard. Though these cattle presented as
good an apjjearance as many of the corn-fed animals
shipped in from the West and on sale at the same
time, the buyers persisted in discriminating against

them because of the

belief that silage-fed cattle

would

not kill out advantageously or make a first-class
quality of beef.
The cattle followed through the
slaughter pens, however, killed out as well and better
in many instances than the corn-fed cattle from the
West, and the meat was of superior quality, the fat
and lean being better blended and the color particu
larly good.
This lot of cattle dressed out 56.9 per
cent., which is very creditable, considering that they
were ordinary grades and fed but for 150 days on
a ration which has been regarded as eminently unsatThese
isfactory for feeding beef cattle to a finish.
figures seem to amply justify the claim that silage
is a most satisfactoi-y roughness for beef cattle, and
that animals fed on it will ship well, kill well and
produce meat of fine quality. And these conclusions
seem justified even in the face of competition with

Western corn-fed

cattle.

The

efficiency of silage as
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the best rations to feed to animals which it is desired
maintain as cheaply as possible and still keep in

to

a gi'owing, vigorous condition throughout the winter.
It is naturally essential that the rations be not fat-

ening in nature or the animal will drift much worse
when put on grass, but it seems very desirable that
some gains should be secured rather than feed the
animals very considerable quantities of expensive
foods as is now often the case, and have them actually lose in live weight rather than make gains durIt has generally been held
ing the winter season.
that silage aluue could not make a satisfactory winter
ration for stockers, and so this point has been careIt has
fully investigated in the present experiment.
generally been held that cattle fed a watery succulent
ration in the winter would drift very badly when
This matter will be discussed
jjlaced on grass.
under the appropriate heading, as the results
obtained this year are particularly encouraging and
in the matter of economy favor silage quite
markedly.

The gains made by the cattle during the 134 days
The silage
they were in the bam are as follows:
group, 711 pounds; the hay group, 180 pounds; the
stover group, 56 pounds, and the silage and grain
The gains per head per day
gTOup, 818 pounds.
were as follows: With the silage group, 1.06
poimds; the hay group, .27 of a pound; the stover
group, .08 of a pound, and the silage and grain
The gains on pasture for 105
group, 1.22 pounds.
davs were as follows: With the silage group, 1,001
pounds; with the hay group, 1,149 pounds; with the
stover group, 1,494 pounds, and with the silage and
grain group, 829 pounds.
The gains per head per
day for the different groups were as follows: With
the silage group, 1.91 pounds; with the hay group,
2.19 pounds; with the stover group, 2.85 pounds,
and with the silage and grain group, 1.58 pounds.
The gains in the barn and pasture for the 239
days were as follows: With the silage group, 1.43
pounds per head per day; with the hay group, 1.11
pounds; with the stover group, 1.30 pounds, and
The
with the silage and grain group, 1.38 pound.

a valuable food for Southern stockmen, when fed
[under the conditions prevailing in this test, needs no
further vindication in the light of the facts here set
forth, and should do much to encourage the production of beef in sections where the natural conditions,
by reason of the insufiiciency of grass, are supposed
remarkable thing about these figures is the fact that
to be a barrier to this phase of animal industry.
the group receiving straight silage made a larger
EATIONS FED STOCKEKS.
The twenty head of stock were divided into groups gain than the group receiving silage and grain,
of five each and fed the following rations:
Silage though the latter group made a good gain and the
without grain corn and cob meal and cotton seed animals were apparently in excellent health and
In any case, the
meal in equal parts with hay; com and cob meal thriving throughout the test.
and cotton seed meal in equal parts with stover and straight silage group stands out as the best from
com and cob meal and cotton seed meal in equal every point of view, the hay and stover groups fallparts with silage.
The rations fed during this ing considerably behind.
;

;

test differed

from those fed

only one respect
silage

onlv.

—namely,

in the previous year in

that the first lot received

The same amount

from the beginning
the object of this

These results would indicate that stover is as satform of roughness for the maintenance of
stockers as timothy hay, and when the marked disparity in the price of the two is considered, it is
isfactory a

of meal was fed
end of the experiment, and
work was to ascertain which are the best evidence of the economy of using stover or
to the

—
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an expensive form of jointly they are going to breed Herefords extensively.
Highland is an ideal cattle country, some 3,500 feet
above the sea level, and exports annually hundreds

roughness.
It is also noteworthy that the stockers
fed silage in the bam made a good gain per head
per day not quite so good as the silage and grain
group, but considerably better than either the hay
;

or stover groups.

later on.

EDUCATING THE HOG GROWER.

made

a pound of
gain on the consumption of 44.61 pounds of roughness; the hay group required 7.42 pounds of concentrates and 54.88 pounds of roughness the stover
group, 23.84 pounds of concentrates and 173.97
pounds of roughness, and the silage and grain
straight silage fed group

We

shall expect
of cattle right off the blue grass.
to hear more from breeders in this county later.
They have splendid stock and will no doubt advertise
it

FOOD EATEN PEE POUND OF GAIN.

The

PLA2JTER.

;

Ever and anon packers assume the

role of edu-

What

the trade somewhat
facetiously terms the i-cent idea is curried, groomed
and trotted around the track with megaphone announcement that hogs have been selling prepostercators of the country.

group, 1.63 pounds of concentrates and 36.09 pounds
ously high and that an abrupt descent in prices is
These figures demonstrate very
of roughness.
necessary to save the killer from a meeting with the
clearly the economy of silage in a ration for stockers
sheriff.
during the winter, as concentrates are always the
But the country Is notoriously an unwilling pupil,
expensive part of the food to purchase.
and the 4r-cent idea falls on tmfertile ground.
COST OF A POUND OF GAIN.
Cudahy is the tutor at one session. Armour at an-

The straight silage fed group made a pound of
gain in the bam at a cost of 6.02 cents; the hay
fed group at a cost of 33.03 cents; the stover group
at a cost of 70.14 cents, and the silage and grain
group at a cost of 6.70 cents. The straight silage
group made a pound of gain on pasture at a cost
of 2.60 cents; the hay group at a cost of 2.28 cents;
the stover group at a cost of 1.76 cents, and the
The
silage and grain group at a cost of 3.17 cents.
total cost of a pound of gain by the stockers for the
239 days they were on experiment was as follows:
With the silage group, 4.28 cents; with the hay
group, 6.45 cents; with the stover group, 4.23 cents,
and with the silage and grain group, 4.92 cents.
These figures show emphatically the economy of
silage as a straight ration for stockers when properly

other, but as instructors, the ability of each is in
Hogs have been headed toward
turn discredited.
the 4-cent mark, permanently to hug that quotation

these many moons, if Packingtown forecasts are to
be given credence, but the country refuses to be
reconciled to the idea and invariably carries off

honors
packer

when

necessity for joining issue with the

arises.

There

is

nothing on the horizon now that sugand the country has made it plain

gests 4-cent hogs

that

no

disposition to

do business

on that

basis

Present prices of product to the consumer
do not warrant a market anywhere near that figure.
Breeders' Gazette.
exists.

VIRGINIA

POULTRY

ASSOCIATION

While it is true that the
ANTRAL SHOW.
stover group made a pound of gain at a somewhat
The annual exhibition of Purebred Poultry will
lower cost than the silage and grain group, averag- be held at Richmond, January 9-15, 1908.
Secre-

made and

preserved.

ing one year with

another,

this

result

is

hardly tary F. S. Bullington has sent notices

all

over the

from these country, and the prospects are for the largest and
figures that stover is much more economical and best showing of thorotighbred poultry ever held in
apparently quite as desirable, if properly made and the South.
Mr. W. Theodore Wittinan, of Allenutilized, as timothy hay as the chief roughness for town, Pa., has been selected as judge.
Judge Witt-

likely to be secured.

It is quite evident

stockers during the winter feeding period.

Andrew M.

man
Soule.

(To be continued.)

HEREFORDS IN HIGHLAND COUNTY,

VA.

Messrs. SuUenberger Brothers, of Monterey, Highland county, Va., have recently purchased from Mr.
Graham F. Blandy of the Tuleyries Farm, White
Post, Va., ten Hereford cows, which were formerly
in Mr. C. E. Clapp's famous Rosemont herd, also
The Sullenbergers have passed
of Clarke county.
five of these cows on to the Monterev Stock Farm and

is recognized as one of the formost judges of
poultry and pet stock in the United States, and officiates at the largest shows in the country.
The line
of special prizes is a large one and will certainly
bring out a good exhibit.
Several silver cups are
offered for competition on the American, English,

Mediterranean and other

classes.

Many

of the spe-

handsome ribbons, and
the Association is offering a handsome silk badge for
best display in the principal classes.
The premium
list is now out, and can be obtained by writing the
Secretary, F. S. Bullington, Box 328, Richmond,
Va. Entries close Januarv 1 1908.

cialty breed clubs are offering
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The Poultry Yard.
POULTRY

N^OTES.

of October has given me several lesflock of Leghorns had extra care and

The month
sons.

My

These
feed in the hope of increasing the egg yield.
hens have been -well fed and cared for since January
first.
They commenced to moult in August, but
were slow in putting on their new coat of feathers
and at this writing (Nov. 20th) some of the two-

It is
I suffered the consequence and bore the loss.
ever so in a panic.
The farmer bears the burden in
the end.

The Government rushes

to the aid of the

banks and gamblers with millions of our money, but
if the farmer needs and wants any Government
money, his money, he is obliged to pay the banks
from eight to fifty per cent, for the use of this

money

that belongs to

him

just as

much

as

it

does

bank that loans it to him. But what has this
to do with the hen business?
Very much indeed,
for it is the hens of America that have created much
They feed and
of the net wealth of the farmers.
them are not laying now, but are in very fine condi- clothe more women and children, buy more groceries
tion apparently.
I can see no reason why they do and supplies than any other one crop or factor on
They have full, bright plumage, large, the farm and when speculation increases the cost
not lay.
bright red combs, are active, cheerful and merry as of these commodities, the earning capacity of the
When the
a lot of well-paid, well-fed, over-worked public offi- hen is reduced and her value declines.
cials, and, like the latter, they seem to have no desire price of money is high and the hen must lay more
or ambition to do anything but draw their rations eggs to get a dollar than when the price of that
and sing merrily for me. This is one lesson they dollar is normal.
My flock of Leghorn hens in this test laid 1,410
have taught me. No matter how well I care for them,
how well I feed them, they will take their own time, eggs during October. As noted above, the yield was
They wax fat, while low on account of housing and yarding. Leghorns,
their own way to reward me.
my feed bins and egg crates show a constant shrink- to do their best, must have free range, and the only
way that such crops as clover, rye, wheat and oats
age of fulness.
The other lesson I have learned is in regard to can be grown within five hundred yards of their
yarding and housing a lot of hens that have had free houses is to fence the fi«ld and not the hens.
range.
Early in September I sowed several .bush- Cr. by 1,410 eggs equals 117 1-2 doz. at 28
cents,
$31 90
els of crimson clover seed with wheat, rye and oats
To feed consumed
near the houses for winter grazing for the poultry.
$ 8 40
I thought by feeding well I could keep them from To 14 bu. wheat screenings at 60c
4 80
tliese lots without fencing.
I found that every one To 8 bu. com at 60c
3 30
of these hens had a burning desire to be helpful To 6 bu. oats at 55c
3 00
just at this particular time.
Erom early dawn until To 200 lbs. bran at $1.50
4 50
late twilight they worked diligently with teeth and To 150 lbs. meat meal at $3.00
70
toe-nails to pulverize that soil and help the clover and To 100 lbs. oyster shell at 70c
38
grain to come up.
They were as active as any set To 50 lbs. grit at 75c
of candidates the week before election, and cared as
$25 08
little for the future good of that crop as the candiTotal cost
dates do for my welfare after the election.
What
In addition they were on free range twenty-one
they want and work for is a chance to fill their crops days.
They had access to sweet com, sunflowers,
and gizzards from my earnings and resources. I com in the shock, young clover, rye, wheat and oats.
housed and yarded those hens and fed them extra, This shows a net balance for the month of $6.82.
but the egg yield promptly declined from five to Total cost for the year
279 91
$
twenty points daily until their was nothing doing Total receipts, market price
665 10
in the hen house but general wailing.
36,558 00
It was not Total number eggs laid
the merry, cheerful song of the free air and sun- Equal to 3,046 1-2 dozen.
shine of the clover field, but the doleful howl of the
This flock consisted of 300 S. C. B. Leghorn hens,
stock exchange when the people want and withdraw N'ovember 1, 1906.
During January, 1907, 16
their funds from the banks and the stock-brokers can- were stolen, a few have died, and several were
not s:et the people's money to ruin the natural law of killed, a few of the oldest were sold, and several
supply the demand and create fictitious supplies breeding pens were sold, leaving 225, February 1st.
and unnatural prices. This housing and yarding Of this number 217 are in the flock at this time.
cut down the egg yield very much for October, and It will be seen that it will be impossible to give
It seems that no
year-old hens are still moulting.
amount of feed and care can hasten this process of
nature.
Some of the yearling hens moulted quickly
Some of
and began to lay well by October first.

to the
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number of cpn^s laid per hen in this flock,
hence 1 can give only the total yield, total cost for
feed consumed, and net cost per dozen eggs and net
the average

It will be seen that the feed cost a small
fraction over 9 1-6 cents per dozen.
Average number of hens in the flock for the twelve months, 237.

receipts.

[December,

we had expected would occur

as soon as

new com

was available.
Chicks of this size are perhaps more salable than
large-framed birds, and only on glut days sold as low

as 13i and 14 cents per poimd wholesale.
If a
154 2-5. Cost shipper had sent in a coop of this quality and had
per hen for feed, $1.18 1-C net profit market price been returned 14 cents per pound he could have comof eggs on flock of 237 hens, $385.19; net profit per plained of bad luck, yet at this rate the eleven chicks
were worth $4.00.
hen, $1.62 1-2, nearly.

Average number of eggs

laid per hen,
;

We can hardly think that it had cost $4.00 to
I started this experiment with 300 hens. I sold,
and lost, as noted above. I have hatched and raised raise them to the age of three months, so we figure
and added of my best pullets, have sold yearling that with standard-bred poultry of a large and
hens since Noveml)er 1st and now have 325 extra vigorous strain, selected for utility and the recognized
good hens and pullets in'this flock. The actual net evidences of table quality and rapid growth, there is
profits in eggs sold for hatching, hens and pullets hardly any possibility of producing market stock at
sold, broilers and cockerels sold would more than a loss, even in the latest summer hatchings.
double the not profit on eggs sold at market price.
On the other hand, I wish to repeat the warning
In conclusion, I want to thank the many readers that most breeders are careless about marketing, and
of TiiK Planter for the many kind letters they feed much valuable grain
at a loss by carrying
have written me on poultry matters and in chickens past the high j)riees of summer to sell
at
expression of their interest in these Notes, and to lower
rates per pound in the late fall or early winter.
the Editor for the many courtesies shown me.
The brood of April chicks which were worth 81 cents
With

best wishes to

all,

I remain,

Cal Husselman.

apiece two months ago, would probably bring less

money if put on the market to-day. The one male
of the brood reserved for breeding or sale has gi'own
entirely past the desirable roasting size.
He is so
and shanks that
he would no longer bring top prices as a killing
i^'hickon, yet the market is full of males in similar
stages of development, though of small breeds, which
have had ample time to eat their heads off.
large in frame, so long in legs, neck

GOOD BLOOD AND GOOD BUSINESS.
Editor Southern Planter:

In your October issue, page 887, I gave the weights
of our earliest brood of chicks, hatched late in April

In our

thoroughbreds the reserved !May
five to six and a half pounds;
June and July hatchings three and a half to five
pounds. August chicks as above recorded. We have
marketed closely to a small select retail trade at high
Tliese weights h.nd been attained without corn. prices, and have aimed to allow no bird to pass the
Wheat without limit, free range, and a moderate four-pound size or grow his permanent feathers
allowance of meat in a dry mixture had brought the imless he gave distinct promise of superior excellence
nine cliicks to a total weight of forty and one-half as a breeder.
The growing of the winter featli«rs
pounds before reaching five months of age.
is a heavy drain on the fowls and an expense which
the owner should not incur without good reason.
I now wish to record the showing made by the

and weiglicd September 18th. It was shown that
these large strain Barred Plymouth Rocks were then
worth at wholesale 81 cents apiece for the entire
brood of nine, although six of them were females.

August 5, 1907, and raised on
the same fare and the same free range.
August
chicks are usually expected to die, but this brood
did about as wrll as any of the season.
Starting, I

latest brood, liatciied

tliink, with twelve, we had six males and five females
on November 5th, when thty were just three months
old.
On that evening the smallest female weighed
2 pounds and a half ounce, and the largest male 3
pounds 54 ounces. The brood of eleven weighed 28
pounds 10 ounces.
At about that date the high
prices which had prevailed in the Washington market
through nearly the whole season declined rapidly, as

flock of

cockerels weigh

Some

pound

of

my

from

largest

May

in weight while

birds actually lost a half
feathering within the first

thirty days after frost, yet the

wheat was at all times
within reach, and an abundance of green wheat and
crimson clover for pasturage.
I conclude that good blood will go far towards
covering the losses of poor management and bad selling, and that with the application of a little business
sense in selecting the stock and the time of selling,
the large, pure fowl is one of the safest and most
profitable

farm products.

Vienna, Fairfax Co., Va.

W.

A. Sheeman,
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The Horse.
THE HORSE.
W.

J.

Caetek.

Samuel Walton, owner of the big trotting horse
establishment, known as Walton Farm,
Falls Mills, Va., met with quite a loss during the

breeding

"Broad Rock."

D. C. Lester writes me from Wewoka, Indian Ter- recent meeting at Salisbury, N. C, in the death, due
lie has sold to the Wewoka Mercantile
to a brokeu hip, of the handsome brown mare Golden
Company, same place, the trotting stallions Eeather- Boca, by Golden Slope, out of the great brood mare,
bone, ilountain Eagle, and a trio of well-bred young
Boca, dam of Promise, 2 :10 Memento, 2 :19 1-4,
marcs in Queen Dalghetty, Lady Bolton, and Sally
etc., by Stranger, second dam May Bug, dam of BayBrown, and that the deal also included a small but
The daughter of
reuth, 2 :20 1-4 by Aberdeen.
select herd of Red Polled cattle.
A subscriber of Golden Slope was much faster than her record made
years past to The Planter, Mr. Lester formerly
this season, indicated, .and, on account of her speed,
resided at Hatfield, Arkansas, and while there my
breeding and individuality, she was to have been
advertisement in this Journal of Featherbone, a son
retired to the stud at Walton Farm, being with foal
of Whalebone, 7872, and Alcyrene, 2 :27 3-1, by
at the time of her death to Red Leo, 2 :28 1-4, son of
Alcyone, 2 :27, resulted in the sale.
Featherbone

ritory, that

;

was then a yearling but has since developed into a
large, handsome horse, and has on several occasions
figured as a blue ribbon winner at the fairs. Featherbone is now five years old, and his new owners will
have this handsome son of Whalebone developed and
placed at the head of their newly formed stud, where
the brown stallion should prove a success, seeing tliat

Red Wilkes.

A. B. Lewis, the banker, with offices in Wall St.,
York, and country home with thousands of
acres at Wyldewood Farm, Fredericksburg, Va.,has
lost by death, which was quite sudden, the brown
mare, Luella foaled 1889 by Electioneer, 125, dam
he has speed along with fine size, and is inbred to Lily B., by Homer, second dam Maggie Lee, dam of
Charles Wilkes, founder of the world-famed family Ethelbert 2:27 1-2, by Blackwood, 74.
She was
bearing his name.
Continued ill health was the bred at Palo Alto Farm, Menlo Park, California,
cause of llr. Lester's dispersal of his live stock, and and was one of the last foals gotten by her famous
at an early date he contemplates coming South and
sire.
Luella dropped a fine brown colt last spring,
selecting a location in Virginia, North Carolina or
by Bow Axworthy, 2:22 1-4, and was again with
Tennessee.
that handsome son of Axworthy, 2 :15 1-2.

New

foal

The
the

stable of runners,

New York

by

owned by James R. Keene,

multi-millionaire

and turfman,

is

credited with winning over $400,000 this season,
which far exceeds the record made by the Duke of

Menfolk, 4379C, the bay colt, 2, by Kelly, 2 :27,
Mattie C. by Black Ethan Allen is now in the
stable of E. T. Bass Manchester, Va., and doing well.
Bred and owned by James A. Dearin, Dorset, Va.,
this colt is being broken to harness by Bass, who
is well pleased with the son of Kelly and looks for
him to make quite a trotter with age and development. Menlok is of nice size, with plenty of finish
and good looks, while he is level-headed, too, and

dam

horses that have won this
bred by IMr. Keene at the
famous Castleton stud, Lexington, Ky., which is
managed by l^laj. Foxhall A. Daingerfield. The latter is a brotlier-in-law of ^Ir. Keene, and a Virginia
gentleman of the old school.
A Virginian to the
manner born, ]\Iajor Daingerfield formerly resided sticks to a trot.
at ILirrisonburg, and later at Culpeper, removing
from the latter place something like a dozen years
since to Kentucky, where his profound knowledge of
B. F. Bvwaters, of Culpeper, Va., has sold to Dr.
blood lines and pedigrees of the thoroughbred horse Andral Kilmer, the patent medicine manufacturer,
have been so successfully brought to bear on affairs of Bingliampton, N. Y. ten couple of fine foxhounds.
For some years past, Dr.
at Castleton that the courtly Virginian is now The price was $1,000.
regarded as second to no other authority in this Kilmer has made annual hunting trips to Virginia,
countrs'.
It is also worthv of remark that James his headquarters being at Millenbeck, in Lancaster
Rowe, who trains Mr. Keene's horses, is also a county, where his favorite trotter, Prince Edward,
native-bom Virorinian, hailing from Fredericksburg, 2:18 1-4, the black pony, by Prince Hogarth, dam
Dimple, by Von Borck, was bred.
the home of his bovhood.

Portland in 18S9.
splendid

sum were

The

all

:
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THE HEAVY DRAFT HORSE.

judged the heavy draft horses at a certain Virginia

I do not think an article on Draft horses for your
readers Avill come amiss, as they, as well as most
Eastern Virginians, and, in fact, most farmers, are
deeply interested in horses of all kinds.
The most important requisite for a first-class
'drafter" of any breed
it should be borne in mind
that no horse is a draft horse that does not weigh
over 1,500 pounds, all under this weight are very
properly called "wagon horses" and "chunks"
are
a good, big foot, wide at the heel ; a good, big bone,
short in the cannon bone; a big body, with ribs well
sprung from the backbone and deep with two good
ends; full in the chest and wide in the stifles, as no
wasp-waisted animal is a draft horse, and one with
long, straight ribs will be slab-sided.
He should
stand straight on all four legs, and move with them
in line, not "wabble" or "swing."
He should be
short from the withers to the croup, and long from
the point of his shoulders to the breech; a good
breast; girth and depth through the kidneys, denotes
strong constitution, etc.
To produce such a horse,
first select a sire with these qualities and a mare
as near perfect as you can find, and then, when the
foal is dropped, keep him growing on good, clean,
mixed hay and oats and bran; no com, except in
very cold, severe weather; ground barley and bran
with shorts, one-third each, is a good food for a
change, but do not take up the very foolish and
common idea that good breeding is all that is
required.
"Euss and feathers" or wind and water
alone will not make a good, big horse.
Now, a word as to the judges selected to tie the
ribbons at the fairs and shows.
Any m?" who overlooks the above qualities is not suitable to judge
draft horses.
man should not be considered a competent judge
of draft horses because he knows a good himter, high
stepper or a thoroughbred, for it is rarely, if ever,
the case that a man is a first-class jiidge of both
heavy draft horses and a good judge of light-legged

—

—

A

It is as logical to select a

He did know the lighter types of horses, but
he was not allowed to judge the heavy draft horses,
as the management knew that he did not know a
good draft animal when he saw one, as he invariably, at the Virginia Fairs mentioned, selected the
Fair.

Editor Southern Planter:

horses.

[December,

man

to

judge

and leggiest animals for first prizes.
another Maryland Fair I witnessed a man
tying the ribbons in the heavy draft classes, who,
like the judge referred to at the Virginia Fair, did
not notice a blemish on an animal, but his chief
idea seemed to be a light-weight horse with style and
a coachers bone, in preference to a good, clean-limbed
lightest-boned

At

big-boned, low-down horse.

Rockingham

Co., Va.

John

F.

Levitis.

W.

Robinson, Towanda, Kansas, at the Royal
the Kansas City Telegram some Draft
horse reminiscences of the pioneer days
"Yes, I like all horses, but I am particularly inHorses increase in size as
terested in Percherons.
During the past sixty years Perthey are bred.
cherons have increased in weight fully 400 pounds.
I am speaking of the average Percheron, you underJ.

Show,

tells

stand.

"I had one-fourth interest in Louis Napoleon, the
famous Percheron brought over to this country years
ago.
He weighed 1,600 pounds and to-day the
average Percheron weighs 1,900 or 2,000 pounds.
The first Percheron stallions brought to the United
States were a dark gray in color, and thus sprang
the great

number

of grays.

Dimham &

Dillions

were the great Percheron importers and brought
over nothing but grays for several years.
Finally
Dunham took a fancy to blacks and imported the
famous stallion, Brilliant. In a few years the number of dark colored Percherons increased greatly.
"The color of Percherons is purely a matter of
choice.
The people in the East prefer the grays
while the Westerners want only the dark horses.

**********

"The American Draft horse has won
the top of the market

his

way

to

and the greatest popularity.
he is a first-class judge of Guernseys, Jerseys and He is the most profitable product of the farm and
Holsteins.
The best test of a man's fitness for judg- the Draft horse breeders are the bank directors and
ing a draft horse is to select one from the dealers leaders in every community.
"Draft horse breeding is not only profitable, but
or breeders of this class and find one who has made
money and a reputation as a judge of this type of it is elevating and ennobling.
"The merchants and manufacturers lare more inhorse; and when such a man ties the ribbons, his
decisions do not cause general dissatisfaction, or terested in Draft horses than ever before and are
bring the Association that engages him into disre- eager to buy the best that can be found regardless of
pute, or under the suspision of employing a man price.
"It is only the best Draft sires that produce the
on account of favoritism, etc., etc.
I noticed this fall at a Maryland Fair, where I high-class Draft geldings so much in demand at top
was only a spectator, not an exhibitor, the judge in prices. Farmers who raise this class get their own
the light-legged horse classes was the same man who prices."
Shorthorns, Aberdeen

Angus and Herefords because
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Miscellaneous.
SELECTION OF SEED CORN.

kernels,

as this not only has too do with the percentage of com to cob and uniformity of type, but the
regularity with which the com may be planted.
There is no subject of more importance to the
9. Select ears of medium rough indentation, as
selection
farmer, or more neglected by him, than the
this will be found in this latitude to be associated
of seed for planting his crops.
At considerable exwith large yields.
pense in the way of labor, fertilizers, etc., he looks
10. Select ears of good vitality, as indicated by
after the building up the fertility of his soil,
the color of ear, plumpness of kernel, size and color
the practicing of good methods of cultivation and
of germ, etc., and as tested in germinator.
others factors upon which his success depends, but
The above suggestions include the more practical
almost entirely neglects the selection of a valuable
points which may be observed by the eye in the selecstrain or variety of seed and makes but little effort
tion of seed com, but they fall far short of what may
The study
toward the improvement of the same.
be accomplished in picking out the best seed corn
taken
varieties
should
be
and testing of
of all crops
because they fail to include two considerations viz.,
up in each locality, as those strains or varieties which
the male ancestry of the ears and the yield per acre
do well in certain sections and under certain conof the respective ears.
If the studious farmer will
ditios may be ill suited to other sections and other

Editor Southern Planter:

—

conditions.

The improvement

of some of the

crops, such as the cereals, requires too

much

farm
atten-

his com fields when the com is in the
roasting-ear stage he will not fail to observe that
there is a marked difference between the plants.

walk through

by the- average farmer, but a
Some are normally developed in every way, of good
more practical selection of seed com should be taken
size, of healthy color and have a large, well-developed
up by practically every corn grower.
ear; others are very slender, of a yellowish-green
In the enthusiasm with which the study of corn
color, and produce only nubbins; still others may
has been taken up during the past few years many
tion to be undertaken

appear healthy, as far as the stalk is concerned, but
unimportant or fancy points have been given too
much importance. Below are some of the more produce no ears. In the ordinary com field these
corn plants the good and the bad
are permitted
practical points which should be considered in pickto cross in every imaginable way.
What think you,
ing out seed com:
Mr. Earmer, would be the value of an ear of com
1. Select ears only from well-developed stalks.
of large size, deep kernels, compact, etc., in fact a
2. Select ears which are from 3J to 5 feet high
good scoring ear, if most of its kernels had for their
on the stalks.
male parents some of the unproductive plants men3. Select ears with short, medium-sized shanks.
Ears with large shanks are hard to break from the tioned above ? This ear would be expected to partake
equally of its dam and sire ancestry, which would
stalks, and small or long shanks are apt to be broken
place its value considerably below the average ear.
by the wind
harvesting.

—

—

or in
Select ears which well represent the breed in

The undesirable plants should be detasseled, or
should be eliminated by a more careful selection, or
important that the
better arrangement of the breeding lot.
characters should be well fixed in order that they by
Both farmers and Experiment Station workers
may be transmitted with certainty.
have been slow to recognize the fact that improve5. Select large ears if possible to do so without
ment by selection is based upon the varieties between
too great sacrifice in other points.
Varieties with
two or more ears per stalk may make good ensilage individual plants and not between miscellaneous
It
plants collectively, or between parts of plants.
corns, but they are not to be preferred
4.

size,

shape, color,

etc.,

as

it

is

for the pro-

duction of grain.
6.
is

is

gained by selecting

thick ears.
7.

not possible to

make

a really satisfactory selection

Nothing of seed com from a com field planted in the ordithe very long or the very short, nary manner, for the reason that each plant does not

Select ears with average proportions.

Select ears with deep kernels

and narrow fur-

rows between rows and a large proportion of grain
The mistake is often made of selecting ears
to cob.
because of size, when the cobs are so large and the
kernels so shallow that there is less grain per ear
than on smaller ears.
8. Select ears with straight rows and uniform

have equally favorable conditions for development,
so that one plant may be fairly contrasted with
another.
It has been found that the large, welldeveloped ear does not necessarily accompany the
large yield of shelled com per acre, but it is the yield
of grain per acre that we are seeking and not necesThe most pracsarily ears of any particular type.
tical manner of getting around this difficulty thus
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far suggested, is the ear row test method.
If each
seed ear is planted in a separate row, but all adjacent to each other, so that the conditions for each

the stock and thereby reducing the herds to such
numbers as are necessary for experiment work, and
to fully subserve the educational features for which

will be as nearly similar as possible, it will be foiled
that the respective rows present different charac-

well for those

and produce different yields of corn. All
the poorest rows should be discarded.
The best ears from the best rows should be selected
for plantinc; the test plot the next year, and the best
ears remaining should be used for planting at least
a portion of the general field.
In order to prevent

teristics

the

com from

in-breeding it is preferable to detassle every alternate
row or the alternate ends of rows and save seed only

from the detassled

plants, and also to introduce as
blood into the test plot some of the best ears
from the general field or good ears of the same
variety from other sources if they may be had grown
under similar conditions. If one-third or one-half
the rows planted in the test plot are saved until the
following season, those which prove to be of special

new

these herds

were originally established.
It sjieaks
who have been in authority that these

herds have increased and that this Instituticm, estab-

and breeders, is now
and the
same number of Berkshire swine for the improvement
of the breeding herds and live stock gcnerallj' of the
lished for the benefit of farmers

able to send out about fifty head of cattle

The size of the herds retained
guarantee an annual reduction sale at
the V. P. L, to which the farmers should look forward with pleasure from year to year. At these dispersion sales, no price will be placed on the animals,
hut the farmers will be permitted, as is usual in auctions, to pay such prices as they, among themselves,
deem proper and right, since the animals will sell
in every instance to the highest bidder.
State of Virginia.
is

sufficient to

November 30th, the day after the sale, has been
value may be planted adjacent to each other as a desig-nated as filing or entrance day to the Short or
separate breeding plot.
This is especially desirable Farmers' Course in Agriculture.
The lectures of
in case the best rows in the test plot happen to be this course begin Jifondjiy, December 2d, with an
situated adjacent to some of the poorer rows so that address of welcome by President P. B. Barringer.
they will cross pollinate.
The ear test method in- This course will run continuously six days in the
volves many scientific principles which are worthy week for three weeks, ending with Saturday, Decemof the deepest study, but at the same time offers the ber 21st, at which time the first term of the College
most practical means of improvement in the hands of year closes. The course will consist of fifty-four
the farmer.
V. M. Shoesmitu, Agronomist.
lectures on Agriculture, Horticulture, Dairying,
Veterinary, Soils, Fertilizers, Levelling, Drainage,
Maryland Experiment Station.
Water Supply, and other subjects closely kindred to
those mentioned.
In addition, there will be thirtysix lectures known as "practicums."
These will be
FEAST
A
conducted in the form of clinics, stock judging,
TO CHRISTMAS.
implement and machinery demonstrations, work in
By the nature and
The Agricultural College of the Virginia Poly- the dairy and in horticulture.
technic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia, has planned completeness of each of these lectures in itselt, any
a feast for the farmers of this State such as they one desiring to attend this course can come to the
have not yet enjoyed. It is in the nature of a Sliort V. P. I. and enter at any time, without expense,
or Farmers course in practical agi-iculture, which examination, or any consideration of previous prepaThe fanners of the State should avail themwill have had its beginning before this issiie of the ration.
SouTirERN Planter will reach its readers.
very selves of this splendid opportunity, and even if their
approjn-iate begiiming it has had, too, in the form work cannot be arranged so that they may take the
of an up-ro-dnte public sale of blooded stock, consist- entire course from the beginning, they should cering of Perkshires, Sliorthorns, Holstein-Friesians, tainly endeavor to avail themselves of some part of
and Jerseys, the surplus of the several breeds repre- this splendid work.

FOR FARMERS— THANKSGIVING

A

sented on

tlie

Agricultural College Farm, and, therewas made in the nature of a

The Virginia

State Dairy Association will hold
annual Convention at the Agricultural College
the last two closing days of the Farmers' Short
This means of disseminating purebred stock has course, with a splendid program.
As this is the
become very popular in all the Central and Western first annual meeting, all those who attend at this
States, and has proven to be the very best means of time will have the
opportunity of becoming charter
selling animals of the highest character and breeding. members.
It occurred to those in aulhoritv that as the herds
fore, this dispersion

reduction

its

sale.

had grown lieyond the accommodation of the barns,
and the amount of feed produced on the farm at the
V. P. I., this would be the best means of dispersing

Walter

Dean and Prnfesaor

J.

Quick,

of Agriculture.

Agriculture and Mechanical College, BlacTcstone.
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AGRICULTURE AND EDUCATION.
(continued FKOM NOVEMBER ISSUE.)
Editor Southern Planter:

Recurring to the dignity and importance of farming as a distinct profession, I have not the least hesitation in stating that it is very far preferable to the
present overcrowded professions of law and medicine
in Virginia.

It

is

difficult

to

know how

the vast

crowd of lawyers and doctors in Virginia make a
living.
Without meaning to say a word against
either of the great professions of law or medicine, I
will state that the profession of farming is equal to
It
eitlier and superior to both in many respects.
oflfers far larger inducements both for money and
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vidual effort.
They embrace railroads, steamships,
telegraphs, telephones, the manufacture of cotton, of
shoes and boots, clothing and a thousand other things.
There is a good reason for their existence and they
liave come to stay.
The writer goes so far as to say
that he considers these corporations and joint stock
companies, including railroads, telegraphs,
telephones, and, as I have before intimated, almost all
the products of human hands the very highest and
strongest evidences of modem progress and modern
civilization,

encouraged

manner

and they deserve to be fostered and
the government in every possible

by

as long as they are confined to their legiti-

mate sphere.

This

is

particularly true of railroad

which have aided enormously in promoting the progress of modern civilization. No infame.
The spirit of "commercialism" which since the telligent farmer ought to abuse railroad3,"pe/- se"
Civil War has invaded the legal profession in Vir- it is not their use, but their abuse, of power which
corporations,

,

ought to be the subject of his criticism. The thing
the farmer has to do is not so much to criticise railThe roads, but his object ought to be to confine them to

ginia, I fear has distinctly lowered the standard of

a great profession and given some cause for
veiled insinuations which are often expressed.
writer,

who deems

it

an honor

to

the

belong to the "old their legitimate sphere.

That railroads particularly

school" of Virginia lawyers, has no sort of sympathy have abused their power no intelligent man will at•with the "new-school" lawyers, who make the ac- tempt to deny; that they deserve to be checked and
quirement and ownership of money the sole criterion corrected, but not destroyed, by the strong arm of
the law, is equally true. That they have been able to
of professional success.
The successful, prosperous farmer is the equal of send railroad lawyers both to the State Legislatures
to the United States Senate who have
able to shape legislation in the interest of the
ways and against the rights of the people, and
cially the farmers, is undeniably true and that

been

any of the members of other professions.
Another department in addition to those now
existing should be added in agriculture at the University of Virginia, where for proficiency in the
knowledge of the science of farming, degrees should
be granted. It really requires as much learning and
scholarship to become a scientific professional farmer
as it does to become a skilled lawyer or physician.
These University of. Virginia farming diplomas
would be eagerly sought for and would insure good
and honorable employment, w-hich would be well
paid from the very start.
After the farmers become educated they will

and

They will never
the necessity of "union."
succeed as a class until they learn the imperious
necessity of "union," and they will never learn it,
imtil they are educated.
It is astonishing how few
intelligent men understand the economic principle
which underlies all combinations of men for a particular purpose.
It rests upon the fact that greater
results can be accomplished by the aggregation of
individuals and the comhinntion of capital than is
possible to he accomplished by individual effort.
This principle is the foundation stone and the true
cause of the existence of so many "corporations" and
joint stock companies.
These "unions," under the
names of corporations and joint stock companies, can
accomplish far greater results than individuals, because they do better work, make better articles, and

every county in Virginia of a very high type and
It is in
to be taught by accomplished teachers.
these schools that the farmer will be taught the
economic principle showing the benefits to be derived
from the association of individuals and the combination of capital, which will prove to him that in
a country which enjoys the benefit of free institutions, it will become his duty to pay sufficient atten-

know

at less cost

and expense than can be done by

indi-

rail-

espe-

these

abuses need correction is as certain as is the fact that
To learn the
they will be eventually corrected.
farmer class the benefit of "union" and combination
among themselves, is one of the reasons why the
writer so strongly advocates the teaching of scientific
agriculture and political economy in the public free
schools of Virginia, from the lowest to the highest,
and with our present large revenue in Virginia we
ought to have from one to three "graded schools" in

tion to politics to insure the selection of representatives whose duty it shall be to protect the riglits of
the farmers, as a class, and among these rights the

transportation of his products by railways and steamboats is one of the most important. As it now stanVH

other classes except the farmer have combined ^o
His rights up to the present
date have, in some cases, been protected, in others

all

protect their rights.

they have not, but the

game

of "battle door" and

,

^j,
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'ihuttle

has been played with
and professions.

cock''

ixber classes

tlieiu

by

all

[December,

really understood them.
I will merely mention two
or three significant instances of the votes of the third

The '"Granges."

little as they otherwise accom- class, one of which occurred some fifteen years ago.
taught the great benefit of union It consisted of but little over two lines and was
vnd organization, because the "Granges" certainly simply a confirmation of a lease of the Chesapeake
owered railway freight rates aiid started an agita- and Ohio Railway to the Newport News and Valley
lon which has done much good.
Railroad for ninety-nine years.
This was literally
That Virginia has the money to improve her free filled with poison to the rights of the people, for we
cnools cannot be denied. At the last session of the were by that lease deprived of the right to sue the
Virginia Legislature the jvriter of this paper, who Chesapeake and Ohio Railway except in the Federal
epresents the Eighteenth Senatorial District of courts, a fact that the third class and probably the
Virginia in ihe Senate, had the pleasure of voting first class members did not know, as the words of
or an annual increase of $200,000 to the public free the act did not disclose it.
The second instance was
chools and at the ensuing session of our Legislature the "Merger Bills" as they were first presented to
hat appropriation ought to be again largely in- the last Legislature, and voted for by the Senate, but
Teased.
exposed by the vsrriter of this paper in a joint comThe present "dscal year, which will end on the first mittee of the two houses, and defeated. After the
i October next. I am satisfied, will show that Vir- exposure they were not presented to the lower house
ginia will have a surplus revenue of largely over a of the Legislature. The third class some years since
aillion dollars, which is steadily iucreasing.
voted, without the knowledge of what they were
If the next Legislature does its duty the Virginia doing, to change the original charter of the Seaboard
The original charter required
-ailroads will be forced to pay the delinquent taxes Air Line Railroad.
vhich they now owe on account of an improper as- that when the profits on freight and passengers
essment, which amounts to a sum in excess of one equaled 10 per cent, the surplus dividends on the
mndred millions of dollars. As great as is this stock, over and above that amount, should be given
onount it is canable of positive proof. It is a sig- back to the people by a reduction in the freight and
The Virginia Legislature actually
lificant monument to the power possessed by rail- passenger rates.
They
•oads and exercised through the medium of members repealed this clause of the original charter.
;hey have been able to elect to the Virginia Legisla- would never have repealed it if they had understood it.
.nre, and particularly to the Virginia Senate.
The writer not only believes, but is fully satisfied,
I am fully aware of the fact that political discusions are not proper in this periodical, but I am also that one of the objects of the recent "Merger Bills,"
iware of the fact that it is improper to conceal from voted for by the Senate at the last Legislature, was
he people the knowledge of a financial fact of stupen- to repeal a similar 15 per cent, clause in the original
Railroads should pay exactly the charter of the Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potolous importance.
.ame tax as the people ; no less and no more. Judged mac Railroad, which requires that when the earnings
)y this rule, the justice of which cannot be denied, shall reach 15 per cent, dividends on the stock, the
he railroads owe the State of Virginia more than surplus over 15 per cent, shall be given bade to the
ne hundred millions of dollars for unpaid taxes. people by a reduction of the freight and passenger

)iished, certainly

?hose

who doubt this statement are earnestly remake an investigation of the facts. These

rates.

Althoiigh the earnings of

quested to

railroads has exceeded 10

axes have been delinquent for several years.
The experience of the writer is that there are

tively,</i.e

from

both

and 15 per

mentioned

cent., respec-

received any benefit
beneficent provisions of

people have never

these far-sighted

and

The first is the original "charters."
hree classes of dangerous legislators.
The foregoing are important historical and financlass of honest but extremely "conservative" men,
vho oppose all reforms and all changes, unless backed cial facts which ought to be known to the people.
>y a precedent which goes back beyond the days of Without this knowledge there can be no intelligent

I

Second, the railroad lawyer discussion of the railroad situation in Virginia, and
the parties most interested cannot vote intelligently
in their selection of members of the Legislature.
•f special interests who are elected to the Legislature
Ear be it from me to say anything against the
look after and protect the interests of the rail•oads and other corporations and not the rights of third class of legislators I have attempted to deThird, a class of ignorant but most scribe.
The very fact that they are such good and
^'iie people.
acellent
people who often vote for measures the worthy men, whom nothing would induce to do any'•
Tue nature of which they do not Icnow; they would thing wrong, if they knew it, makes them by far
inffer themselves to be torn in fragments by wild the most dangerous class of the three, and it proves
lorses rather than vote for these measures, if they the imperious necessity of great care and caution on

ting Alfred the Great.

r the railroad representative or the representatives

.
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the part of the people, and especially the farmers, in the great onward march of progress. It is a- fact
in the selection of their representatives in the Legis- of great economic importance that the land owner,
the farmer, the tenant, the mechanic and the laborer
lature.
I will close this paper with the statement that in should be represented in our lawmaking bodies. To

my

opinion ihe State of Virginia has more and correct an evil we must remove the cause.
Camm Patteson.
greater undeveloped resources, both agricultural and
Buckingham Co., Ya.
mineral, than any other State east of the Mississippi
River.
I wiU go farther and state that the undeNOTES.
veloped resources of "Southside Virginia" are so

SOME RANDOM

truly great that

it is

almost a marvel that they have Editor Southern Planter:

It is an undoubted
remained so long unknown.
fact that land of splendid fertility, unsurpassed in
climate, with excellent surroundings of schools,

churches and a first-class population, can be bought
for from $5 to $10 an acre, and often less, which in

Iowa and

Illinois

would

sell for

to

$100

disinterested,

and

from $50

per acre.

These statements are wholly
are only

made because they

importance which

It was with something of a shock that I read the
announcement of the death of Mr. Rene de Milhau.
He had for some time been a correspondent of mine,
and I had been surprised not to hear f\irther from
him, for it is an inspiration to correspond with a
man who thinks about his profession, and we have
Mr. Rene de Milhau being a
all too few of these.
young man, I had high hopes that he would be a
power for good in Virginia, for his sort is needed

are facts of great public
ought to be made known to the badly.

I hope that the Short course at the Virginia
Polytechnic Institute will develop many such young
There is no reason on earth why our young men men on the farms. It is hard to get an old man out
The in- of the ruts he has been in all his life, and it is to the
should leave Virginia and go elsewhere..
ducements for immigration here are far superior to young men we must look for the future work of
the much boasted inducements of Western Canada. building up the agricultiire of Virginia.
Fortunately, tempted by the high prices paid on
public works in the North and West, the negro is
Mr. Coleman (page 961) tells the truth about
rapidly leaving us to return no more forever. Care- the practice of so many Southern farmers merely
ful statistics show that four-fifths of our negroes planting com or other crops, on land that they know
who leave the State never come back again and white will not make a profitable crop, and then they comsupremacy is a settled fact.
plain that the reason they do not make better is
With scientific farming, forestry and political because their land is poor, and they go on year after
economy taught in our public free schools, and espe- year planting that poor land without any thought
cially in our high graded free schools, Virginia will that if they would go to farming they might soon
commence on a career undreamed of in the past
have land that would be no longer poor. The county
The electric trolley railway and the automobile where Mr. Coleman lives once had a high agriculboth bid fair to be strong factors in the reduction of tural reputation, and the land did not get poor all
railway freight and passenger rates; but above all at once, but too many farmers fail to understand
the spirit of progress and reform has touched the that the poverty and lack of productiveness of their
Pessimism is a thing of the land is their own fault. And as soon as one of these
hearts of our people.
past in Virginia. Labor and capital both know the planters thinks of trying to get better crops the first
benefit of "union" and at last are working hand in query he makes is "How much fertilizer shall I
world.

hand

together.

All of us are encouraged by the fact that the output of the gold of the world is year by year steadily
increasing. We know that as gold decreases in value
land and all of its products are rising and will continue to rise in exactly the same proportion that gold
decreases in value.
We know that land and all its
products will continue to increase both in price and
value, as long as the present annual output of gold
increases. We know that all classes are helped by it,
but more than all the American farmer. The product
this year will be over $425,000,000, which exceeds
It is almost impossible to overall previous records.
estimate the importance of this fact.
Virginia in the future seeks the foremost position

I have had men write to me, and men from
North Carolina, too, somewhat after this fashion:
use ?"

"I have a piece of land that made ten bushels of
per acre last year. I want this year to make
Tell me what sort
a premium crop on that land.
of fertilizer to use and how much per acre to make
In fact,
fifty bushels of com per acre on that land."
I have quoted just what one of them did write. I
told him that no land ever became suddenly poor,
and no land that has been run down through long
years of bad management can be made suddenly rich
and productive by piling commercial fertilizers on it.

com

It isn't in the condition to make the best use of the
The remark of Dr. Thome, of
plant food supplied.
Ohio, which I have often quoted, comes in very
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He said, "Sand and clay are but the dead
skeleton of a soil humus is its life."
And any efforr
to galvanize this dead skeleton into life by the apjjlication of concentrated plant foods will be apt to fail,
apropos.

;

because of the mechanical condition of^the soil, and
its lack of power to retain the moisture needed for
the solution of the plant food supjdied in the fertilizer, so that the result of a heavy application of
concentrated plant food will be to burn up the croj)
rather tiian iitlp it, because the conditions are not
fluch as would enable the plants to use it.
Years have been spent in bringing the soil into
the dead condition, and life can be restored only
through a course of cultivation that will bring back

humus that is essential to the living forms in
the soil that work for the farmer.
There is little
land in ilr. Coleman's county that is not capable of
being brought up in an economical way to the prothe

duction of seventy-five or more bushels of corn per
acre.

In the new magazine published by Joel Chandlei
Harris, entitled "Uncle Remus' Journal" (and by
the way, an excellent magazine

it is),

a writer from

Georgia speaks of the need for agricultural education, and mentions the fact that Alabama and
Georgia have established agricultural colleges, or, as^
he calls them, "genuine" agricultural colleges in each
Congressional District.
And he says that it would
be well for the State to establish an experiment
farm in each county. He evidently does not comprehend what is the difference between an experiment
farm and a model or demonstration farm, nor the
needs of experimental work. If the States each had a
real business-like farm, conducted solely for profit,

and

to

show how farming in that particular section

can be made profitable by a good, practical and w^elltrained farmer, it would be a good thing, and instead
of being a source of expense, should be a source of

an experifarm would not only involve a corps of
trained scientists for the experiments to amount to
anything, and would therefore be a constant and
heavy expense, but it would not be a model farm nor

profit,

after its first installation, while

mental

an object lesson to the neighborhood, for in the very
nature of things the experiment farm cannot be a
model for imitation.
What is needed is more of
just such work as Mr. Sandy and similarly capable
men can do. The experimental work can well be
left to the State Experiment Stations with their
trained observers.
But the object lesson should be
made bv men who understand the facts that the Stations are detnonstrating and can apply them economically to profitable farming.
Of course, thoughtful
farmers can learn much at an experiment farm by a
stiuly of the work going on, but the man who merely
looks for a model

farm

at

[December,

surely be disappointed.
Even where States
have established test farms there is too great a tendency to make the work experimental, when it should
will

be demonstrative, if the good of the
the object sought.

The writer

in

community

is

Uncle Remus' Journal says that

the "so-called agricultural colleges have done little

except to educate the farmer's son away from the
farm." This is the old notion that a boy raised on
a farm should for that reason always be a farmer.
"How to keep the boys on the farm" has been
threshed over and over by writers for the farm
papers, when, in fact, a large part of the boys raised
on the farms have capacities and inclinations that
lead them to other pursuits, and the farms are bet-

going where they can accomplish more
than they could on the farm.
The boys educated in
a course of agriculture at a college, and who love the
farm and farming, will eventually get back there,
even if they start in other lines of work.
Then, too,
there are himdreds of young men who take this
course of study who find that their cajiacities and
tastes lead them to chemistry or some other scientific
work, and they go into the Experiment Stations,
and the farms are better off for their doing so, for
they will be engaged in work that will advance the
interests of the farmers.
The colleges are turning
out men who will be better farmers by reason of their
course of study if they go directly back to the farms,
but their education will not be wasted to the farms
if they go into allied pursuits.
In fact, there is no
more reason why a farmer's son should be a farmer,
if he does not want to be, than there is that a doctor's son should be a doctor, if he prefers some other
profession.
The main thing is to educate the boys
and develop brain power that will help in the world's
work wherever they go. We all know the great cost
to State and National governments of the colleges
in each State, and it would be far better for Georgia
and Alabama to concentrate their means on one real
college than to make a number of "so-called genuine"
colleges.
Training farms for farm laborers may be
a good thing, but the district schools will be little
more.
Georgia has long needed a great college of
agrictilture, and we hope she is about to get one.
W. F. Massey.

ter for their

VIRGINIA FAEMERS' INSTITUTE.
Editor Southern Planter:

What
Have

the

has become of our Farmers' Institutes?
Board of Agriculture and the Couunissioner

decided to abandon these beneficial Institutes and
devote their time and money to quarreling over which
^hall be "boss"?
It does seem to me that with the
Virginia Experiment Station at Blacksburg, the
Test Farm at Saxc, the Board of Agriculture, sup-

an Experiment Station posed

to

be composed of some of our most practical

—
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farmers, and a Commissioner of Agriculture, supposed at one time to have been a successful farmer,
that the farmers of the State should derive more
benefit from each of these institutions than it docb
from all of them combined. What real benefit have
It
the farmers ever derived from the Test Farm ?
should be one of the most valuable adjuncts of the
Board. Aside from the annual report of the Commissioner, which is valuable, and his quarterly analy-
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the indictments of your correspondent, R. V. Gaines,
in the October issue of The Planter, against Commissioner Koiner and our State Board of Agricul-

The high character of these gentlemen, so well
known throughout the State, is a sutficient answer

ture.

to

them

all.

From Mr. Gaines

arraignment, one would conclude

that these gentleman should be in the penitentiary

instead of occupying positions of trust and honor.
which is of doubtful value, what
He declares that the recent "little family feud"
good do we receive from having a Commissioner of has produced effects more disastrous "upon the AgriAgriculture with more than $50,000 to spend
cultural prosperity of this State than the stockSeventy-five per cent, of the farmers of this section brokers' panic in Wall street."
do not know that we have a Board of Agriculture,
Our farmers are now getting better prices for
Commissioner, Experiment Station, and Test Farm. tobacco, wheat, corn, butter, eggs, apples, and other
It is true, this is mainly their own fault, but these products than they have for years.
If this is the
institutions are supposed to benefit these very effect it has produced we would say, "Lay on
farmers that need their assistance, not the already McDuff," etc. The truth is, our agi'icultural pros•well-informed ones.
perity, whether "inaugairated and maintained" by
If the Board would inaugurate a a series of Farm- Mr. Koiner or otherwise, is so firmly assured that
ers' Institutes and keep them up and secure the ser- the calamity howler, no matter how vehement may be
vices of Prof. W. F. Massey as director or lecturer his vaporings, cannot stay its onward march.
at these Institutes, we would get some benefit from
If this "family feud" will cause the Legislature to
their existence.
Professor Massey has had the prac- take up the matter, and more clearly define the
tical
experience and educational advantages to respective duties of the Commissioner and State
qualify him for such apposition, and then, his man- Board and enact much needed amendments to the
ner of telling things, or writing them, is such that laws regulating the Department of Agriculture^ it
ordinary farmers understand what he says, and are will prove of lasting good..
ses of fertilizers,

i

impressed with the advantages of doing as he advises.

The average farmer has an abhorence

of most of the

No one who is personally acquainted with Mr.
Koiner or the members of the State Board believes

college professors, or, as they call them, the "book

for a moment that individually or collectively they
farmers," but not so with Professor Massey.
They would be guilty of wilful "spoliation, peculation or
recognize in him an authority of real experience and graft,"
That Mr. Koiner
as Mr. Gaines intimated.
one they can understand. His services to the State has made an acceptable Commissioner is attested
would be of more real benefit in the next ten years by the fact that in the late gubernatorial election he
than the four departments we now have have been in led the very popular head of the ticket
by over a
the past ten years.
Eeteac.
thousand votes.
It has been the pleasure of the
"We urged strongly the appointment of Professor writer, during the St. Louis and Jamestown ExposiMassey as Director of Farmers' Institutes when the tions, to meet many of the Commissioners of AgriculBoard of the Agricultural College and the State ture from other States, both North and South, and
Board of Agriculture decided to create this office also the Minister of Agriculture of the Dominion of
jointly, but for some reason unkno'^\Ti to us the two Canada, and he was glad to learn from these gentleBoards could not agree on his appointment, and so men that Mr. Koiner's good work was attracting atno appointment was made and the Institute work tention outside of his State, as all were outspoken in
is not being carried on.
When this State declined their praise of his work in Virginia. He was
the first President of the Southern Associato appoint Professor Massey the State of Pennsyl- elected
vania hastened to secure his services and he is now tion of Agricultural Commissioners, which speaks* his
helping the farmers there instead of in his native standing among his brother Commissioners.

The great State of New York also wants to
secure his services.
Surely if he was good enough
State.

for these two great States he might have been safely
We know the farmers
appointed by Virginia.
wanted, and still want, him. Ed.

In the last published report of our State Board of
Agriculture, signed by its honored President, Mr.
Charles W. Heater, appears the following reference
to

Mr. Koiner:

"The

law has been vigorously executed
Commissioner, and is giving
valuable protection to the farmers from fraud and
loss in the fertilizers he buys. * * * For a detailed
statement of the receipts and disbursements of the
fertilizer

by our very

AND THE DEPART;MENT OF
AGRICULTURE OF VIRGINIA.

MAJ. GAINES

Editor South em Planter:
It is not the purpose of the writer to notice

all

efficient

—
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work

of the Department, you are respectfully
referred to the report of Commissioner.
The
accounts of the Commissioner are carefully examined
quarterly by the Board."

The greater portion of Mr. Gaines' charges are
not new.
Four years ago he appeared before the
Committee on Agriculture of the House of Delegates,
of which the writer was a member.
His indictments
of the Commissioner and the State Board were as
severe as they are in his communication in your
paper, and in much the same language.
After a
patient hearing, covering several hours, and impartial investigation, the matter was dismissed by a
unanimous vote. It is not revealing any Committee
secrets to say that some of the members of the Committee formed the opinion that if Maj. Gaines had
been elected by the Board as Manager of the State
Test Farm when he was a candidate for that position, he would now be a happy member of ^Ir.
Koiner's official family, if not an active member of
his so-called "press bureau."
At least, he assumes
the air of one who has "fallen outside the breastworks."

The

results

of

the

investigation

of

the

same

charges by the Senate Committee, two years later,
are given by himself in his communication in your
paper.
I know Maj. Gaines to be a gentleman of the old
Virginia type, and have a high regard for him and
his attainments, and sincerely regret that he has
allowed his feelings to warp his judgment.

Roanoke

Co., Va.

A. M.

Bowman.

FORESTRY IN THE SOUTH.
Editor Southern Planter:

In

the October issue of your most valued publication, you say:
"The lumber of the South is an
asset of great value and daily growing more valuable."

The S ouTHEEN Planter has departments for
Trucking, for Live Stock, for Poultry, for the Horse,
etc., but Forestry, the most important and most
neglected crop is not represented.
Occasional articles are not sufficient.
The one
Journal on which we depend upon above all others
for guidance should have a separate department for
Forestry in our Southeastern States, where nearly
on^half of our land is or better had be in timber.
It would not be appreciated, did you say ?
In the
current issue of 'Torestry and Irrigation" (published
at Washington, D. C, under the auspices of Secretary Wilson), you will find a report of a sale of
young hickory trees for barrel hoops.
The lot
fetched about $600.
The Department estimates that
if these same trees had been permitted to grow a
few years longer they would have been worth $240,000 a loss of $239,000 due to shortsightedness.

—

[December,

—

That occurred not in the wilds of Guatemala the
cut these trees out of their forests were not
ignorant Indiana but it happened quite recently in

men who

—

our oAVTi State of Virginia.
Don't you think that your advice might have been
appreciated in that instance ? There are many others
like it.
When timber was low we did not value our
possession as we do now.
forest properly cared for will yield a higher
net cash revenue per acre and year than tenants can
fFord to pay on any land worth less than $40 per acre.
Scrub old field pines do not pay as well, of course,
as white pine, black walnut, hardy catalpa, and
others.
"\Vhere saw-log trees are scattered logging is
expensive and the profit smaller than where under
a rational system of forestry the woods are divided
into separate fields, each to be harvested in turn.
Where no fire roads or other fire protection are maintained; where only good straight trees are cut down
and the scrubby ones allowed to grow and to occupy
the land one would not look for profit.

A

Even on new

plantings

—and

there are millions

of acres of poor land that should be planted to
trees
one need not wait a life time to harvest his

—

crop, for before long a thinning out will yield a lot

of valuable posts.

help us, however.
information, not sporadic,
but continuous, how to care for existing timbers,
how to maintain fire roads, what and how to plant
and when. The writer confesses his own ignorance
and has dearly paid the penalty for it. Having seen
the splendidly cared-for forests abroad he recognizes
how much we have to learn. Let us have a DepartGeneralities like these won't

What we need

is specific

ment of Forestry

in

The Southeen Plantee.
N.

Since receiving the foregoing article our correspondent has sent us the following further information on forest management in Prussia:
It may interest you to know that the Prussian
Government plants private lands to timber, charging
a low rate of interest on the cost, the expense to be
repaid when the crop is harvested.
I remember the case of a farmer who, though he
owned 4,000 acres of land, was so poor that he and
his sons could hardly make a bare living. The sandy
or gravelly soil produced nothing but a hard, low
scrub, similar to sage, good for nothing except for a
cheap broom. A small flock of brown sheep browsed
the new shoots and a few acres yielded small crops
of buckwheat, potatoes or rye.
The government planted this farm to spruce and
pine. After eight years the first crop was harvested
poles for gardeners and brush for river protection.
Later the stand was thinned again, leaving the
straightest and best trees to grow.
Still later the
timber was estimated at nearly a million dollars.
The land owner, with his limited means, would
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never have been able to undertake the work nor could
the money have been secured in any other way.
Of course, the provincial government retained the
management of the forest and does not permit waste.
Without permission not an acre may be denuded and
when a crop of trees is harvested from a field an
equal tract must be replanted under government
supervision.

The privately-owned
ernment

forests,

as well as the gov-

are farmed for profit.

forests,

are planted in straight rows like corn.

The
The

are divided by wide fire roads.

We

would

much

trees
fields
!N".

run a Forestry Department, as we recognize the immensely increasing
^alue of limiber and the impossibility imder our
present wasteful system of our realizing our share
of this coming wealth, but our space is too limited
to allow of this.
We cannot in a 50-cent magazine
like

to

number of our
The volume of The Planter for this year

•afford to be constantly increasing the

pages.

will reach nearly 1,200 pages.

sional articles on the subject.

We

will publish occa-

Ed.

THE AETICHOKE—A VALUE STOCK FOOD.
Editor Southern Planter:

The younger generation

is

not so familiar with

the artichoke as were our grandfathers, since

it

is

not so extensively grown as it once was. But, as it
is so exceedingly productive and thrives under adverse conditions, it might be made to supply a considerable amount of food.
There are, by the way,
two very unlike plants known as the artichoke. The

one commonly known in this country is called the
Jerusalem artichoke; it is one of the simflower tribe

and

is gro'svn

tubers.

The

for

its thick,

potato-like

underground

other, or the true artichoke, is a plant

107}-

remote and little-used corners without encroacbinj
on the cultivated areas. It also has the ability tf
resist drought, which makes it a good plant to grov
in regions

where rainfall

is

uncertain.

propagated like the poiaix). by meam
of tubers, and the preparation of the soil and cult-

The plant

is

vation are the same as for potatoes. AJbo, like tin
potato and other root crops, it requires a libera
amount of available potash. This element shoul(
be supplied in the form of sulphate, when possibit
and a good mixture to use on the artichoke field !
one analyzing 3 per cent, nitrogen, 8 per cent, pho^
phoric acid and 8 per cent, potash, which should &
worked into the soil before the seed is plantet
Being a much larger plant than tne potato, it r^
quires more room, and three feet anarr is about ta>
right distance for the hills.
great factor in favor of the articnoKe is that i
is free from attacks of insects and fungus growti
It is perfectly hardy and can be planted almost an;'
time the ground is not frozen or too wet. In faff.
it can be planted in the fall and depended upon P
come up in the spring. The tubers are not injnret
if allowed to freeze in the groimd, but are spoiled r
frozen outside of the ground.
The yield per acri
is very large, often greater than potatoes in the samt
field.
For furnishing a feeding ground for hogi
and a relish for horses and sheep the artichoke cai
D. I. Duncak
be commended.
Virginia.

A

PHEASANT BEEEDING
For some years the writer has been a constanvisitor at the game farm where more pheasants aractually hatched and reared than are raised at an^
other game farm in America
probably in the worlc
This is kno\vn as the Wallace Evans Game Propagt
tion Farm, four miles out from Oak Park, 111., an(
only fifteen miles from the Chicago City Hall,

—

allied to the cardoon and thistles, the edible part
being the large, unopened flower head. It is often
A dozen or fifteen years ago when serving a Ch>
known as the globe, or burr, artichoke. The Jerusalem artichoke has been grown in this country for cago newspaper as a special feature writer, I founc
a long time and before potatoes were so extensively a boy of high-school age devoting all his spare timt
grown as they now are, these artichokes were used to the rearing of pheasants in the back yard of hn
on the table in the place of potatoes.
They were father's home in the thickly populated suburb o^
either cooked or eaten raw.
(A favorite way was Oak Park. His pens and runways were only a fev
hundred square feet in extent, but he raised scorei
to slice raw and eat with a vinegar dressing.)
They are principally grown now for stock food, of these beautiful birds. His father, a prosperou>
being especially relished by hogs that can root them manufacturer, had indulged in pheasant breeding ii
An artichoke patch is the "place divine" for Wales, and the boy had come naturally by his passioi
out.

some of the Southern for the birds.
Tliree or four years
no reason why the artichoke might

the long-nosed breed of hogs in

ago, while searching for ar
has out-of-doors "novelty feature" for the Saturday EveirSince the plant is -not particular iyig Post, of Philadelphia, I thought of the boy witl
yet been made.
investigation brought astonishas to the kind of soil on which it is grown (only the the pheasants.
His back yard "pheasantry" hac
soil must be well drained, as wet soil will cause the ing disclosures.
tubers to rot) and as it has a tendency to become grown into a farm of one hundred acres, devoted
mainlr
a weed in waste places, it can be of value in utilizing exclusively to the propagation of game birds
States.

There

not prove far

is

more useful

for stock food than

it

My

—

—
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1080
pheasants.

Tlitu

lie

had about

visit to

game farm

this

hundred wide distribution of the birds, which implies not
only a wider distribution of the pleasure they, afford
however, dis- the sportsmen and nature lovers, but a certainty of

thirty-five

birds.

A

[December,

to-day,

He has about four a greater yearly increase in the State.
thousand staunch young English pheasants, and two
No private individual having a liking for game
thousand Goldens, Reeves, Silver, Amhcrsts and
birds and a desire to see bis own country place
Versicolors, wild ducks, geese, etc., practically all of
or the woods of his locality stocked with pheasants
them in the pink of condition. The three fields in
need fear to start the breeding of these birds on a
which the young English are kept occupy fully
The smaller his flock the less its
small scale.
fifteen acres.
Standing on a box in the field in
liability to disease, and the greater the assurance
which the young English of the first hatch of the
that the birds will find an abundance of the varieties
season are kept, I watched sixteen hundred birds
The
of food required for their best nourishment.
mass themselves in a swath which moved in the
moment his brood flock becomes at all numerous he
wake of the feeder as he came towards me, a mobile,
will do well to begin the gradual liberation of hi^
living wave of brown atoms, the young cocks just
By this method he will not only
surplus birds.
showing a hint of the gorgeous plumage colors which
gradually acquire an intimate and practical knowwill be theirs after they have passed the period of
the details and dangers of pheasant breedadolesence.
Never before had I looked upon such & ledge of
ing, but he will also have the satisfaction that comes
sight, and I do not believe there is another place in
from an increasing flock of birds liberated under
this country where it can be matched or even approxright conditions
and that satisfaction is not a small
imated.
It is a visual demonstration of the fact
one to the man who has the true sportsman's fondness
that Wallace Evans is a master in the art of breedfor the finest of game birds.
ing pheasants, and that these birds can be raised in
closes a very dilfercnt situation.

_

—

large flocks.

Some pheasant

—claim

them

dealers

that

common

it

is

—brokers who do not

raise

as easy to raise pheasants

This

Thus far I have spoken only of the English
pheasant, as the greatest public interest centers in
that because it is the ideal game bird.
However,

not true; but the aviary
varieties of pheasants should not be oversuccessfully
looked, for the reason that they may be raised at
raise chickens in large quantities can master the art
high prices, compared with the English, and handled
The young pheasant is more on a very small space. Any person having even a
of raising pheasants.
highly organized and more sensitive to defective
very modest back yard can make a reasonably handfetding and careless handling than are chickens. some profit
raising one or two varieties of "show"
With a few simple suggestions from an experienced pheasants.
pair of silver or golden pheasants, in
breeder, any man or woman who is willing to take
full plumage, will cost the beginner about $10, while
pains can raise a flock of pheasants with perhaps as
a pair not in full plumage can probably be had for
small a percentage of loss as with pure-bred
$12.
Pure-bred Amhcrsts, not in full plumage, but
chickens. But the trouble begins when the breeding
right for the next breeding season, can be bought for
is done on anything like a large scale.
I would trust
$25, while a pair of full plumaged Reeves can be
any man or woman (especially woman, for they have
had for about the same price. The English Ring
a better knack in handling young and delicate
Neck pheasants cost $5 to $6 per pair now, but the
creatures) who takes naturally to poultry to raise
price advances each month up to the commencement
a flock of fifty pheasants on the first season's trial
of the breeding season.
with no greater a percentage of loss than they would
The beginner in pheasant raising should adhere
have in fancy chickens. When the brood goes beyond this limit, and you are dealing with them in strictly to the rule of avoiding importing birds or
masses, the ratio of hazard and loss increases greatly eggs; freshly imported birds are not dependable for
breeding the first season after importation, and imand becomes cumulative, as it were.
as to rear
it is

chickens.

true that almost any person

is

who can

A

A
will

few
fit

3'ears of this close work with a small flock
the amateur to handle pheasants in large

ported eggs are generally injured by the long sea
journey, the
chicks hatching
from them being

What would be the result if men of usually
means who have country places would follow this avoided
numbers.

weak

to survive.
Another thing to be
buying birds from brokers or dealplan ?
In a surprisingly short time each State ers who have not themselves hatched and reared
would have a corps of intelligent pheasant breed- them. There are numerous dealers of this kind who
ers
a permanent corps whose work could not be pick up the birds anywhere they can find them,
affected or overturned by the vicissitudes of politics handle them as they would merchandise, and know
little or nothing about the individual birds.
or the changes of State administration.
Forrest
Again, it is natural that this plan would afford Crissey.

—
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that of
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THE SOUTHERN PLANTER PUBLISHING CO.,
RICHMOND, VA.
ISSUED ON 1ST OF EACH MONTH.

TO

ADVEE-

Wood's Seeds.

TISERS.

PUBLISHED BY

As

usual, our

January

issue will

Oats, Rye and Barley.
We are not only the largest deal-C^

moral

is, therefore, to send in your
space reservations and copy early.

B. W. RHOADS.
Westsrn Representative, 844 Tribune

Building, Chicago,

W.

111.

'VTIU

The

J

Carter,

liu;!

Hull
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Mexico and

in

island

cents per annum;
<1.00; the city of
75 cents.

mailed

Is

the United States.
possessions at 50
foreign countries,

all

Richmond and Canada,

REMITTANCES

should

made

be

pither hy Rpffistered Letter or Money Order, which
"Will be at our risk.
When made otherwise we cannot be responsible.
SUBSCRIBERS failing to receive
their paper promptly and regularly
Tvlll confer a favor by reporting the
fact at once.
airo.-l

WE

«n

1..

this

offifo

INVITE FARMERS

to write us
topic.
We are

any agricultural
always pleased to receive

Southern Planter for a
Send in his name now, and
we will notify him in ample time
that you are sending him the Jourthe

year

SERVICE
WATERPROOF

OILED SUITS, SLICKERS
AND HATS
Every garment guaranteed
Clean - Light Durable
-

Suits

»3oo

Slickers

530?

8tre«ts.

J

T.W.WGOD&SONS,
Seedsmen,

•

Richmond, Va.

gf
V

year subscription for $1, or you
can send the paper to three differ-

Guaranteed Watch

ent friends for the same price.

Reguiar Wholesale Price, $12.
^"'^^ «»
Case
S2
<S!R

Finely

Jeweled

Movement

For

OLD VOLUMES FEEE.
Through the courtesy of
subscriber,

we beg

a val-

to offer to

any farmers' club, reading room
or public library, six volumes of
the SouTHEEN Planter, 18961901, in temporary binders, if
they will pay express on same.
This would not amount to more
than $1.50 for an extremely long

Who

wants them? This
a most liberal offer, which we
hope will be promptly accepted.
Address our Business Office.
distance.
is

OCTOBEE ISSUES WANTED.
We

want several copies of our
October issue. To any one who
will send us a copy, we will advance his subscription two months
therefor.
Simply write your
name and address plainly on the

last

BAFK FF RICHMOND,
MaJn and Ninth

on request

Descriptive Fall Catalogue,
giving full information about all
seeds, mailed fiee.
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RICHMOND, VA.

and guaranteed
absolutely

Prices quoted

iQ

nal for a year, beginning with our
beautiful Holiday N'umber
Jannary.
You can give him a three-

enquiries will receive attention.

FOR

^ Plant Wood's Seeds.

?

practical

MADE

and most improved machinery for
If you want superior
cleaning.
crops

If you want to make a farmer
live stock
friend a useful
Christmas gift, why not send him

Rejected matter will be returned on receipt of postage.
No anonymous communications or

ENTERED AT THE POST-OFFICE
AT RICHMOND, VA., AS SECONDCLASS! MAIL MATTER.

yielding crops, and our warehouses
are fully equipped with the best

this.

or

Articles.

Address

Remember

we

TO OUE EEADEES.

Cjlreet.

be furnislied on application.

subscribers

to

minute.

MANCHESTER OFFICE:
ADVERTISING RATES

ers in Seed Grain in the youth, but
sell the best, cleanest and
heaviest qualities. Our stocks are
secured from the best and largest-

Don't wait until the 24th. We
cannot give you our best service
when everybody waits until the
last

a

Seed Wheat,

be our regular Holiday Number.
The demand for space in this issue
always exceeds the supply.
The

Gents'
Size.
ment and finely balanced with patent regulator,
dust band, enameled dial and fancy bands. Every
Clarefax watch ia accurately timed, tested and
regulated before leaving the factory and guaranteed absolutely for 20 Years. The case of the
watch l8 a double bunting caee, genuine gold laid
and handsomely ensnived.
This Clarefax Watch for $5.40 Is the best
watch ever sold for less than 812, and thousands of
people have paid from «15 to «20 for watches not
neatly so gootl. "VTe are able to sell It for $5.40
only because the man ufacturers had to raise money
Id a hurry and sold us the entire output of their factory at less than cost of production.
Do not send money with order, but send us your
name, postotHce and nearest express office. Tell us
whether you want a ladies* or gents' Clarefax
watch, and we will send the watch to your express
otflce. where you may examine It before paying any
mitnev.and after yon are positive as to its value, pay
ihp express agent $5.40 and express charges.
If the watch does not please vou after yon examine it. have the agent return !t at our expense.
Guarantee Walch Co., Dept. 146 Chicago,

CAPITAL AND PROFITS EARNED,
Bmlil rtumn »*M u mt^t-t»wm
Three per cent interest allowed

aosMBU.
In

»1400,l
atm laiUM,

Ountpnf

Savings Department,

III.
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wrapper and mail under a

No

eent stamp.

trwo-

letter necessary.
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[December,

TRY THIS MILL
10 Days Free,

<

Remember

vnu seni nny resyxmsible
fanner one vf

DITTO'S

A XEAT BIXDER.
If vou will send 30 cents to our

MOUNE?tt,L

Lightest Draft Plows
Over 75 per cent of the draft of a plow comes
in front ct the line at which the man in (be
illustratioQ above is poiatin^.
This is the "wedce" that cuts, lifts and
starts the furrow-slice to lurnine.
The shape o? a plow at this point determines
whether the draft is to be bea\-y or light.

All

John
Deere
Plow
Dottoms

.#te4

are
narrow
waisted" and
shapL-d
to enter
the Kfound the way
a thin
r e
spli-.s a loc.
John
Deere plows are
the lightest draft

wed

plows

in

the

world.

Tb:

Fiitest Booklet of the kind ever published will be seiitfieetoyou ior the askinc.
It is full

of

handsome

pictures of ancient and

nioiltrn plows, plowing scenes from all counand contains an interesting story.

tries

Write

Ask

booklet

for

for

it

« -^

.

ly number

paper,

|0

Mention

this

Business OtSce, we will send yiu
a neat binder made of substantial
Bristol Board, in which you can
preserve an entire volume or on-year of the Southern Planter.
Many of our readers find these a
useful device, as they always save

Moline,

III.,

Feod Grinders
On Ten Days Trial— No Mane;

G.

Advance.

M. OitIO, Box 48 Jollet, III.

Black Hawk
Gorn Sheller
Box

WITH THE ADVERTISERS.
The American Harrow Company has
an announcement on anoiuer page

L':anipslo Barrel,
'.

in this issue of

much

jj-aclty S to

Shells

hour.

sure to interest a large niunber oi
our readers.
The Automatic Hatching Co. has a
couple ot advertisements elsewhere

oa. Bearings Chilied.
last a liietime.
So

tations.

11

Insist

on having

Original and Best. In*
vented and made only by

season's

A. H. Patch, CItrtsTllli, Tell.

Manufecturer of

Hand Ccni

HERCULES

bargains are offered this month by luo
Columbus Carriage & Harness Co.

The sewing machine offered by
Malsby, Shipp &. Co. should interest
a number ot our farmers' wives.
Cabbage plants in' large numbers
and varieties are offered by the W. C.

we

all repairs are
F/^EE. Worlds lair Medals ac Chicago 189S—St.
Lonis 1904- Beware of Imi-

Rochester

the

wji.

made that

interest to poui-

Spray Pump Co.
advertismg tnis
mouth. Look up its announcement.
We invite attention to the adver
tisement ot Deere d. Co., to be tound
on another page.
Some special buggy and carriage

The

or Tub.

li bushels per
easilv. shells

shelB perfectly eleaa
Extended Hopper and S^parar.ipidly

irymen.
starts

Stump

Puller

Geraty Co.

Deere and Mansur Co. start the season's advertising this month.
Look

F.

announcement.

Its

We

U, S. A.

Invite attention to the card oi
to be found on another

W. Towles,

page.

Plants

by the thousands are

his offering.

The
J.

M.

usual

old

established

Thorburn
seasonable

&

Clears an acr« of heavy timber lanil
day.
Clears all stamps in a circle ot IM
without moving or rbaDging machine.
Strongest, most rapid working snd best mada^
HERCULES MFG. CO.,
413 17th St., CentreTllle, Iowa.

feet

seed firm of

Co.,

have

their
in

THE IMPROVEi

announcement

this issue.

HEEBNER'S FEED CUTTERS.

In

V^

If it does not erind at lea?t
more ear-corn or
other prai'i than any other tw* horse sweep mill
ic bact at mv expense. Don't miss
this offer. Ball-lH-aring throiighoQt. OhiylOft.
sweep. Light draft. Grindinp rings never touch
each other— they last lor ve.'irs. Both frrinders
revolve, self-cleaning. Ask<ornew Catalogue.

made, send

their copies for reference.

up

OMre t Company,

Latest Double Cut,
Triple-Gearcil
Bail-Bearing

SCR[IJ!UIPPGllEB

Breeders of purebred poultry will
be interested in the advertisement of
Wallace Snelling elsewhere in this

Writ* ttr Pitaw.

J.

issue.
«

II ci«*ll>r

^^ tkiit^

VW Hay

^^ I
.^^^m.m,
%M

style

and

The attention of truckers and market gardeners is invited to the announcement of N. H. Blitch Co.
Hardy plants in great varieties are

lebniin

Press.

HORSE .nd BELT /f{
POWER.
^5vi

••a

of

For many rem the st
Lead la character

•rd.

of work, speed, easy
cafe
operado^
Don't boy DDdl yob
seethe Elf cataloeue.
MsIImI #rMt.
W.4M

offered.

Registered Morgan horses are offered by L. L. Dorsey. Shorthorn .Tnd
Polled Durham cattle, Shropshire and
Southdown sheep are also included iu
his advertisement.
J. A. Young is offering thousands of
Kelffer pear trees in bargain lots.

and

eiiMbarlli

S.

CflLUHS Plow CO., 118S Hiapslilrt

St..

QdIio.

llli.

Please Mention the Southern Planter.
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TECHNICAL SECONDARY EDUCATION IN AGRICULTURE, MECHANIC ARTS AND HOME
ECONOMICS.
Dear

Sir,

—

I

enclose herewith a copy

of the bill I have introduced into Congress for providing means for further

You will use
wagon you
buy

for

pur-

all

You will exmany

poses.

pect from it
years of service.

Disappointment
to it that your wagon has
the qualities which make long
service possible.

The International Harvester
'Company of America offers to the
farmers of the countrj-, three well

^known makes of wagons which
carry

the highest guarantee of
being everything that a wagon
should be.

Wcbcr Wagons
Columbus Wagons

New

Wagons

The Weber and Columbus

are

wagons whose excellent
qualities have been known many
years.
No fault is ever found with the
materials, the seasoning, the ironing, or the workmanship of a
high-class

Weber or Columbus wagon. No
wagons in the world have a better
record for durability and easy
running.

Jud^e Them By Their Records
The Bettendorf is our new

steel geared
grreat strengrth,

wag-on. It not only has
but it is suited to all climates— impervious to heat and cold— will not swell,
shrink nor dry out. With all its strength
it is light and light running.
Buying a
Bettendorf is insuring against repairs.
International local agents will be glad
to give fioll information. Talk the wagon
Question over with them. Illustrated

wagon books

free.

International Harvester Company
ol

and economic lines.
During the last twenty years public

nical

schools

To Avoid

Bettendori

technical education of the people.
In this bill I have undertaken to
give direction to the manifest determination of the American people to
turn the further development of our
public education in part towards tech-

America

(Incorporated)

U.S. A.

of

1083

Just Plain Sense
It doesiCf require

or IcnowUdge

juA plain

only

part of those attending high
schools are needed in the professions,
it is
clear that a large number of
young men attending these schools
must enter agriculture and the mechanic industries, arts and trades, and
no fact Is more apparent than that a
portion of our high school work for
girls should be directed toward home-

making. This hill contemplates building up a large class of people trained
in high school courses, combining Industrial and general education. With
patrons
and teachers from such
schools our primary schools will be
able
to
carry agriculture, manual
training and home economic subjects
into
the primary,
rural and
city
schools.
This bill will do much to
bring all classes of primary schools
to higher standards of scholarship, as
well as to give their courses more of
a practical bearing.
This secondary
education will also encourge self-selection on the part of pupils, enabling
them to better choose for themselves
those lines of endeavor in which their
ability and Interest will enable them
best to succeed.
In this way this Industrial education will provide for
our colleges and universities students
better fitted for the several lines of
higher education and for the more or
less technical vocations to which these
collegiate and university courses lead.
Not many of our States have succeeded in properly financing and developing our primary schools, especially those in the rural communities.
It would seem that at this juncture
the State treasuries of most States

on in

rrisrl'tn

the tcorici-

THAT'S ivhy

the most prosperous and

successful farmers in the country,
for the most pari, are using our wheels
or our wagons. That's why more of our

ELECTRIC
steel Wheels
ELECTRIC
Handy Wagons

secondary or high school

grade have made very rapid growth,
showing that as our people increase In
wealth larger numbers want education of a grade higher than that provided in the primary schools.
Since

any great

to get

sense.

are sold every 3'ear than of any two other
makes ^just plain sense.
They are made right. They save
labor and repair bills.
They pay for
themselves and they give satisfaction. If j'ou don't know about them, you
ought they're a mighty good thing to
have about the farm.
Wouldn't it be "plain
sense" for vou to investigate? ^\'ell send you our
book free— no obligations
to buy. Write to-day.
Electric Wheel Co.
Quincy, III.
Box 146.

—

—

ir«'ii sell

you eWier the

tnheeli

BUGGIES AlVD -W'AGONS.
Just as good as skilled Virginia
nnechanics can make out of Virginia
grown material. Tou know that this
must be tlie best. Send tor catalogue.

RICHMOBTD BUGGY &

WAGOX

Richmond, Va.

CO.,

have more than they can do

to meet
coming demands for better prischools.
As the Federal appropriation for State agricultural and mechanical
colleges
and
experiment
stations have induced the States to In-

the

mary

money along the lines of Induseducation and research, so an
additional appropriation ais contemplated in this bill would do much to
encourage the States to make larger
appropriations for the practical and
general phase of our public system.
The Federal appropriations, turning
vest

et
m

f

Me Start You in
rtyday;: want
I

'

'

Iwaat clean, bone:
era.
Good:: >ry and honest,
iiie«'!ci%"'-

1'

j-^welry scheme.

I

trial

'

Business. Te^ie
nty 1t> hp South.
fakers,

lean work.
t

ro

loaf-

U

Till;iO
nxirls'.t

a permanent,

Havana Low Wagfons
All Steel, made to last; 'wood gears also.
lifting, hard pulling^, avoid cuttine up fields.

Save high
Tires any

wiath up to 8 Inches. STEEL WHEELS famished TO
OLD GEARS. Write for (ree booklet.

Hi

HAVANA METAL WHEEL CO., B0X46, HAVANA. ILL

Please Mention the Southern Plamter,

—
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over to the States funds for agricultural and mechanical colleges and for
state experiment stations, have been
a means of decentralizing and of
building up local institutions of which
the States are proud. Because it will

Digger Crops
Save Time— Save Yourself and
Horses Work— Save Repairs.
Trouble, Money. These arc the
thinsrs you can do. as thousands
of other farmers are doins, by

Acme

will do even more to experiment
The peculiar reason for
stations.
raising money for the purposes of this
bill

**

^S>J^\^
Pulverizing Harroiv, Clod
Crusher and Leveler
TRY IT FREE
Wewantvou to BfO what a fine, pmooth seed
U-ii It lirepar^H. In allenlls. under all conditions:
How tlie knives rt(f tbroUKh to the undersoil,
chopping' the burled pod or trash hut never
dragb'in^r It to the surface.

Our FreebvBook

hlfrh authc
Also te.._ ,
Bend postal for It today.

rtlclcs

of peed beds.

Duane H. Nasb,

Inc.,
MUllnglon, N.

19,

J.

Cutaway Tools For large Hi Cro;s
Clark'* Reversible Bush and Bog Plow
track i tMt
cuts
foot
1
will plow a I
His Piiubl,
foreat.

wide.

Action Cutnwaj Har
row keep, laod tmr,
moves 1.8A0 t*DB mt
earth: cuta
per daj.

M

acre*

DOUBLE ACTION JOINTED POLECUTA
:USEFOR^"

<PL0W5VVV//.^-..

HARROW CQo

NB MOKE USE FOR PLOW
HIa
cut,

R«v
a

PI,

furrow

Pl«
I

to

Inrbea d<^i>. 14
wlda.
Inrbr,
All
Clark's marbUu will
kill witrh (raia. wllil
muatard.
rbarlork.
hardhaek, naSewar. nllk weed, thiail* mr
anj toal plamt. tand far cirrulara ta tka
Cutaway Harrow Co., 45 Main St.,
10

HIgganum, Conn.

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT

MW

is that the Federal Government
can Initiate in every district in each
State popular education relating to
the industries and home-malting, encouraging the States to do far more
for themselves than they will do without this fund. It is not interference
with States, it is not merely aid to the
States, it is co-operation with States,
they to manage the new enterprises.
It is not new law in form, principle, or
object.
It is merely another supplement to the Land Grant Act of 1862,
which established State education and
research in agriculture and in the
merhanic arts, as already supplemented by the Hatch Act of 1887, the MorAct of 1889, the Adams Act of
rill
1905, and the Nelson Act of 1907.
Trusting that the provisions of this
bill may, in the main, meet with your
approval and that I may rely on your
co-operation, I remain,
C. R. DAVIS.
Minnesota.
The following are the main provisions of the bill referred to and it is to
be hoped that it will have the support
of the people and that Congress will
enact It into law at the ensuing session.
Urge your representatives to
support it. Ed.

bill

^?C!>2S^

Box

Hay Curing Rack

Sell

carry a relatively large sum of money
to be administered by the States, this

nslnff the tjuaranteed

Ma

[December,

PLA2TTER.

Tall tb* advartlaer
IiU adTertlsament.

-where

yu

(Patented Octoker U,

rentUatlon and keep haj from toneklac
ground thereby causing it to cure out nieelj
when other methods falL One bandllas eeaTot
pletes the vork and tha hay Is sate.
nrlcea and circular slvlnc full particular*.
Address H. B. BELL, Burkevllle. Va.
,

AGBNTS WANTED IN EVKRY COUNTT.

FINCH-WHITLOCK CO.,

etc..
That there shall
hereby is. annually approout of any money In the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to be paid, as hereinafter provided, to
each State and Territory for the maintenance of Instruction in agriculture
and home economics in agricultural
high schools of secondary grade and

Be

be,

it

UM.)

the problem of curing pea via*.
or other har almost regardlau of
weatker conditions, as the racks glTe latariar

Solves

alfalfa

Inc.

enacted,

and

MAMDFACTtJBKES OF

Saddlery, Harness, Collars,
Leather, Findings, etc.

priated,

Splendid Stocls; of Finest Quality
Write or Call on US,

1306

instruction in mechanic arts and home
economics in city high schools of
secondary grade, a sum of money equal
to 10 cents per capita of the population of each State and Territory, respectively, as shown by the last preceding national or State census, as
shall be apportioned by the Secretary of Agriculture and estimated for
In the annual estimates submitted to
Congress for the Department of Agriculture:
Provided, That the funds
thus appropriated shall be used only
for
Instruction in agriculture. m»-

cbanlc arts, and home economics, and
that all States and Territories and all
schools accepting these funds shall
provide other funds with which to pay
th? cost of providing the necessary
lands and buildings and of instruction In all general studies reciulred to
make well-rounded high school courses
of study: And provided further. That
not lesp than one-half of the sum thus
appropriated to any State or Territory

Main

E.

Richmond,

St.,

Va.

BEATS THE

Grindstone
TEN TIMES OVER
Practical

Alundum
Grinder
with wheel revolvinff

umes

3.000

;

a minute.'

Far suoeriof toemeryH

GrmdsanyE

or stone.

knife lo qickle.
Dilfcreot Sit-fs
Foot
tool,

cower

Write
lars

for

'

tt'acbmeot.

arcaiar of particu-

Good t^aau wasted. Addres

lOYU

*««.

M. U L

HalnnI SL. Uncaftcr. Pa,

ENGINES FOR SALE
Ten borae tractlan. |M0; It harM partabia,
13 horse portable, HM: * bona ballar
iDd engine. t<iO 1 horse gajollna aaxia*, H(;
tanrse. Jf>0. i horse, $1S; 10 horaa, ^11^

S150:
;<

Doners

and

carried

In

Engines
stock

for

from 1 to 180 bona
Immedlata aUpmaat.

CASEY BOILER WORKS,

SprlBgfleld. Ohla.
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be expended for Instruction In
agriculture and
home economica in
agricultural high schools maintained
under State authority in rural communities, and the number of such
agricultural high schools which shall
shall

5HIP HE YOUR

OLD METALS
HIDES
RUBBER

SCRAP IRON
Car Lots a Specialty

50,000
Hides Wanted
Write

for Prices.

Batigfiwstioii

Guaranteed.

No Commissions.

Ohkcks Sent Same
Day Freight Bills

Ake Marked

Paid,

be entitled to receive the benefits of
this act in any one State or Territory
shall not exceed one school for each
ten counties in that State or Territory.
Sec. 2.
That there shall be, and
hereby is, annually appropriated, out
of any money In the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, to be paid, as
hereinafter provided, to each State
and Territory for the maintenance of
branch agricultural experiment stations under the direction of the State
Agricultural Experiment Stations now
established, or which may hereafter
be established in accordance with the

Clean Skimming
Means Good Living
The hog trough
I

'

be applied only to paying the necessary
expenses of conducting at such branch
experiment stations experiments bearing upon the agriculutral industry of
the United States, having due regard
to the varying conditions and needs
of the respective States or Territories
and the respective agricultural regions

no place

to put

Wide awake farmers want the
cream separator that skims the cleanest.
It means more profit— better
living. That separator is the Sharpies
Dairy Tubular— the separator that's
d'fferent.

I

Sharpies Dairy Tiibulars have
twice the skimming torce of any other

V--/^

act of Congress approved March 7,
1862, the sum of $2,500 fer each branch
experiment station already established
by legislative enactment of the respective States and Territories, or
which shall be e:j v'l'.shed by said
States or Territories in connection
with agricultural high schools as appropriated for by this act: Provided,
That no State or Territory shall be
entitled to the benefits of section 2 of
this act until its Legislature shall, by
law, provide for the establishment of
such branch stations and shall provide
annually for the equipment and maintenance annually by the State or Territory under section 2 of this act; and
the sum paid to each State or Territory under section 2 of this act shall

is

butter.

separators— skim t\vice as clean.
Prof. J L. Thomas, instructor in
dairyinjr at the agricultural colleg-e of

one of the greatest states in the Union,
says: "I have ]ust completed a test of
your separator. The skimmingis the
clos,cst I have ever seen -just a trace
Df fat. I believe thcioss to be no erreatthan one thousandth of
per
-

1

That is one reason -why you should
upon havin.:: the Tubular. Tub

ist
I

(

ulars are different, in every wju'.fron
other separators, and every difference
is to your advantage. Write for catalog 5^290 and valuable free book,

J

"Business Dairjuns."

The Sharpies Separator

Co.^

West Chester, Pa.
Toronto* Can.
.Chicago, IIU

therein.
Sec. 3.

That the sums hereby appropriated to the States and Territories for the maintenance of branch ag-

Clarence Cosby,
BaUblUhed 1890.

RICHHOND, VA.

ricultural experiment stations and for
instruction in agricultur.il, mechanic
and home economics shall be annually paid, one-half on the 1st day of

OUR FREE GATALOGUi

•July of each year and one-lialf on the
1st day of January of each year, by
the Secretary of the Treasury, upon
the warrant of the Secretary of Agri-

on the first coPt of a standard hl?rb-^rade cream eeparatorby straight factory buying. Tells why and
how you may make your coivs pay you 810 to tl5 more
per cow per year wlille cutting your dairy work In
two. Fully describes the latest Improved 19C7 model

culture.

CUDAHY PACKING

CO.,
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept.
Tuttle's Elixir Co.,

LuRQSST Dealer in
Scrap Iron, Metals, Hidts,
Etc., in the South.

REFERENCES:
National

Bank

Bank of

Virginia,

of Richmond,
Bradstreets and Dun.

Tells

arts,

MAY
4,

ST.

1907.

—

Gentlemen: We have used your
veterinary remedies for the past season with entire satisfaction.
Through the Mud Fever contagion
of last
spring Tuttle's Elixir did
splendid work for our horses they
worked in the worst parts of the city
hut. with good care and a liberal use
of Elixir, they came through in good

How You Can Easily

Save $20 to $50

DAVIS SEPARATOR
the easiest miminpj, easiest cleaned, most dnrable
standard separator made and tells why It Is. Contains valuable separator Infoniiatioa that has
cost as thousands, of dollars, yet its free to yon—
If you write today and mention catalogrue 126
Wrltenow. This offermaynotappear again.

Davis Cream Separator Company,
S6B North Clinton SIroof, Chicago, llllnola.
Cut this

etit, slijn

nnd mnfl at

nnre.

—

shape.

P. L.

BONEBRAKE,
Yardmaster.

•! Clark'i Intease CalUrBtm ifIvced thJB 7e&r on 14H acres, 101 t«Ba af
well dried alfaKa, tlmotby aDd redtaf hMj.
U you want to know bow, enclose ft t riMt
«tftmp ts GEORGE M. CLARK, Hloana,
Ccnn.

TkT««
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A TRIP TO MANILA.

WARRINER'S CHAIN-HANGING STANCHION.

^BARGAINS IN^

"TRA^'ELEB."

Entering Manila harbor eight years
after Dewey's fateful passage there, wo
could not keep from exclaiming over
beauty, and feeling a certain pride
in its possession, though many people
consider it a sad day for the United
States when Dewey steamed into Manila Bay with his fleet and paved the
way for our acquisition of those faiofC isles.
We made the trip to Manila
from Hongkong, on the good ship
Zaphiro, in the month of February,
and had a charming voyage, the sea
being as smooth as glass and the sky
dazzling blue. The crossing, which is
considered a rough one, occupied two
days, but we were fortunate to make
it in a quiet Interval.
We slipped Into
the harbor through a rather narrow
entrance and found ourselves In a
beautiful broad sheet of water, thirty
miles in length, very deep and broad
and dotted with numerous rocky isles,
just in the right places for light houses
and signal stations. The smiling, blue
sky reflected in the water and the
green hills, coming down sheer co the
water's edge, made an exquisite pic-

2d Hand Machinery

its

The Stanchion you shipped us was put ui
alongside ot several other samples, and
studied closely.
On the first day It was
plain to all that everything considered yours
was one of the best.— Cloverland Dairy Farm,
Ltd., New Orleans, La.
They have since bought 132 Stancbloas for
the new barn.
W. B. CRUMB, South St., ForestvlUe, Ct

Get the Best
THE ECLIPSE
V

good pump. A
fruit growi

tlcal

)

using t^<
Bprajers In oar

o rch axtls—-(oand
their def«ctsandUientBTWktod

The

KcLlnse.

Its

ivmam

practically foro«d nslnto
afa<*tuiing on a large aoale.
T*ii Uke Doetaanaea. Wahar*

ture,

dMM all the exp«rim«BtU«-

animated

by numerous

water

craft in the harbor, steamers, ferries,
coast-guard boats, etc. War ships lay
at anchor and the flags of all nations

The Watt Plow Co., Richmond, Va.
H. P. (SxlO CTllnder) Pitts Engine
— 15
nud Boiler, uiouuted on Hteel wheel*.
—15
H. P. Claas K Gelser Boiler and
Kn^ine on
Almost nevr.
H. P. Gelser Gngine, mounted on
—^5
30 H. P. Boiler on skids.
Almost

1

1

'frheels.

1

new.

1

—on
10

1

—7-lncU

4-SIded Molder.

1

—4-luch

4-Slded Molder.

1

—IS-lnch Inserted Tooth Slmonds

—AI,SO—

I
1
1
1
!

CataloR'ue of Pumps \u6
Treatise on Spraying fre*

ACFNTS WANTKD
J. F.

Qaylord, Box

i^'i

OatoklU.M.

fi

Make Your Own Fertilizer
Smoll Cost with
WILSON'S PHOSPHATE MILLS
From 1 town. p. AlsoISone
at

Cutters,

h.TDil

for

and power

the pmiltrymcni Brit
anrtsbt'll mills, farm feed
mills,

t:imlly

crist

mills,

scrap cake mills. Send lor
catalog.

Wilson Bros., Sole Hfrs., Easton, Pa.

Monarch

Hydraulic

Cider Press
Great stion^'th unj ca
pacity; ail sizes; also
gosolinu en^inea
'

steam
r

eiiiiines

mills, thresh

CutalnR fret
Room 170 39 Cbrllandt St., Nti Tm^
.

ooarch Machln«r7

Co.,

Well Drills
For Horse, Steam or Gasoline Power

Well Augers
For Horse Power

Address

LOOMIS MACHINE
TIFFIN, OHIO

Ca

where Filipino
native

women were
Then we

Slmonds Saw.
50-ineh Inserted Tooth Hoe Saw.
52-ineb Inserted Tooth Slmonds Saw.
54-lnch Inserted Tootb Slmonds Saw.

—
—
—

—IS-lneh

of

Solid Saw.

us.

FIRST-CLASS ORDER.

ALL, IN

Write us for further Information.

THE WATT PLOW
1426 E.

Main

CO.,

Richmond, Va.

D.*NVILLE, VA.,
For

V-Crlmp

Tin,

and

Vulcanite

Roofings, Cook Stoves and Heaters.

Skerwln-Wllllnms Paints.
'

Prices Right.

Satisfaction

Guaranteed.

IN ANY POSITIOK
ON ANY GROUND

Into 6

1

Man

Sawing
^,Machine

0631$

'I
,

tl.

MEN

Through
with

Crosa*culSaifc

Biocrcords"d'aii|r'ialiia"ususl*varagsloronsman.
art
Liinuaifiav cv
^
BIVTS D0V9
il

Backache

f

^
„

_

IBUS

O07IOO8 Model Machine sawsfaster.rtins easier and will
lost onKcr than ever. Adjunted n a minute to svU ta 1 Syear-old l»oy or the strontjest man. Scntl Cor catalog
ouowlnp micsl Improvements, i-'lrst order tretsapreucy.
Foldlog Sawing Macb. Co., 158 E. Harrison SI., Chicago, III.
1

After locating ourselves at this hotel
set about exploring Manila, and the
senora mapped out a plan for us. A
Ii7,m passed the door on which we
could go every where. It we liked, but

we

St.,

Fuller Brothers

selling

fabrics.
passed
through long streets filled with Chinamen, then into a typical American
street, with street cars and big shops.
Then we crossed a bridge and entered
the old Spanish city within walls, and
put up at the Delmonico Hotel. This
was an old Spanish home, built around
a court and kept by a very
kind
senora. The rooms were furnished in
old Spanish style, with tall pier mirrors and carved wood furniture.
Instead of a bed we slept on a woven mat.
Wo had a bath, but as It was in an
open gallery it was scarcely available
for our purposes, nor was our
room
private, for all sorts ot queer bugs
and lizzards shared it with us, running
about the floor and dropping off the
walls. Our room boy was a lazy young
Filipino who did not take good care

Savr.

— 40-lncli Inserted Tooth

waved from the shipping.

Manila, In
the distance, looked very pretty with
its cathedral spires towering to the
skies.
As we arrived too late in the
evening to pass the quarantine and
custom house, we spent the night on
the ship, but could watch the shore
lights and occasionally hear a burst
of music borne over the waves.
In
the morning we effected a landing, in
a very dirty place, and getting into
a funny little cart we were soon rattling up the streets to the hotel. First
we passed through the native quarter,

H. P. Nagle ISnelne and Boiler
wheels. In good order.

1

Tell

the

advertlBer

saw his adTertlsement

where
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WHte Youp
Name on a
Postal to

Deere

Stalk or Cotton Plant
before plowing,
WhtQ jou need it— you
badly.
But only "Deere Durability"
stand the test and do this work properly.
Our Deere Stalk Cutters arc High
Frame— Cf Strong, Ri^d Steel Instantly Adjustable Lightest Draft
with Double Edged Knives that positively do the work.

—

—

—

'

Uae Sinsle or Double Row

i

Stmlk Cutter
made either for double-row or singlerow as llie qunntiiy of your work de-

\
,

mands. Spring Hitch has exclusive pull
and cushion spring which prevents jerk-,
le tongue and saves horses' necks. 5.6 \
r 7 knives turn on a'sle giving long bearing. Oil soaked bearingboses. Lever
raises both head and stalk hooks automatica!ly. leaving one hand always

(i

Ourabis Steel Frame With
Double Edge Knives For

Cofit Cf Coifon

1

OEERE & MANSUR GO.
Moline,
Illinois

day, especially when the question constantly presents itself, "Is It worth
while?" Conditions at present are certainly discouraging and the future uncertain. Personally, I could never feel
any confidence in, nor sentiment towards, "our little brown brothers."

Amongst

'

Ti!J^

AUTOMATIC GATE
Saves time, adds to
value, safety, beauty
and pleasuieoi home

of

interest

Lime

ALL GRADES.
CANADA UNLEACHED

Hardwood Ashes.
Any

quantity desired and at

bottom prices

ANDREWS

& CO.,
Norfolk, Virginia.

T. C.

0<KHXHXH>O<^O<H>O^KKS)S<H><H3«O«a

Chemical Analyses
MINERALS,

of

FEEDING

MATERIAUI,

WATER

and other products made at reasomable rates. Correspondence sollcted.
J.

B.

WEEMS,

Agricultural

Ph. D., Crewe, Va., Expert ta
and Industrial Chemistry.

/9/V0R>]E Giant

Telephones

ON ONE YEAR'S

TRIAl,.
The kind that ring even when
others have receivers down. Madtt
especially for heavy farm work and

used by farmers everywhere. Write
to-day for catalogue and prices.

JULIUS ANDRAE & SONS CO.,
133 Second Street, MIlTrankee, Wla.

Cheap as Wood.

ernment

officials, both civil and militurn out then with their famiand there Is a great array of uniforms and pretty dresses. Here and
there we see a
dark-eyed Spanish

tary,

KITSELMAN BROS.,

MUNCIE. IND.

Wire Fence 20(
^^
stock fence per rod only

Best high carbon coiled steel spring wIrt
Catalog offences, tools and supplies FB£S
Euv direct at wholesale. Write today

Box 80 LealmiK.

Agricultural

lies,

Tr;al,freiy:litprc-r>aid. 100 pi. ^-e
Catalogue and price-lJst free.

KASOH FENCE CO.

points

the residential portion outside of
the walls, and the Tuneta, or water
front, where the "beau monde" assembles in the afternoon to hear the Constabulary Band, driving slowly round
and round the great circle or up and
down the avenues of palms. The gov-

5Iade of hl^h carbon Steel Wire p=^
Horse-hJgh. Bull-strong, Chicken-tight. Sold d:rect to the
rarmer at lowect manufacturers prices on GO Cavs Free

4$-in.

the

around Manila I may mention Fort
McKinley, the largest barracks in the
world, six miles from the city; Blllbid
prison, where the convicts make carved
furniture or do beautiful weaving, and
the new cold storage, which supplies
all the Islands with Ice and fresh meat.
The most attractive part of the city
Is

SPRING FE

Box 14

Remarkable

vail

free for team.

mm% ^.u^

Paint Without Oil

Discovery That Cuts
back to this is that the cocheros do
Down the Cost of Paint Seventynot speak English, and we could not
Five Per Cent.
make them understand where we
wanted to go.
Trial
Package Is Mailed to
Free
A
Manila is decidedly an interesting
Every One A\Tio Writes.
place, with the admixture of Amerimanufacturer
prominent
Rice,
A.
L.
a
can, Spanish and Oriental ideas and
of Adams, N. T., has discovered a procustoms. It has a very mixed popu- cess of making a new kind of paint
He calls It
lation, and the Mestizos, or half-breeds, without the use of oil.
It comes in the form of a
are the wealthiest members of society. Powdrpaint. and
all that is required Is
dry poTvder
Aguinaldo is a Mestizo, by the way. cold water to make a paint weatherThe Chinos, or Chinese, form the chief proof, fireproof and as durable as oil
paint. It adheres to any surface, wood,
merchant class.
stone or brick, spreads and looks like
Spain made the city picturesque, oil paint and costs about one-fourth
enclosing it with walls and building as much.
Write to Mr. A. L.. Rice, Manuf'r, 283
a fort and many fine churches, but
North St.. Adams, N. T., and he will
America has cleaned It up, made it send you a free trial package, also
Introduced
business color card and full information showsanitary
and
methods into it. The task still before ing you how you can save a good maay
dollars. Write to-day.
our government, however, is stupea
dous and cannot be worked out in a

Trade is bad. American prices preand every thing is dear. For instance, we paid 75 cents and a dollar
a dozen for picture post cards.
The
native shpos in San Fernando are,
however, more reasonable and sell a
bewildering assortment of jusi and
pina cloth at moderate prices.
The
Filipino women, in starchy muslins,
with a kerchief around their shoul
ders, are a cheerful, good natured
race,
lisping out to us in
Spanish
patois from their booths.
Old men
carried
Manila hats through the
streets.
Otherwise the things for sale
were chiefly American.

.

"^Vritc us a postal so we can put your
Dame en the Desre Treo Malting List.
Tlien >ou*ll get re^larlv all latest farm
imi.lemcntnovs of improiements. Ask"
Stalk Cii;terIiooklet No. 101

much pleasanter to take a
it was
calesa, a delightful little cart with a
fat little pony and a cochero sitting in
front in white livery. The chief draw-

1087

t

beauty in the line of carriages.
Keeping cool was our principle occupation, and on hot mornings we
would often take a tram to the suburbs
and go far enough into the country to
see the native houses.
Nipa shacks
and the caribou, or blue water buffalo,

igoijt..

Our catalog is Free,

jP-TO-DAUMtG.CO.

yi/rite for it today.
924 lUlh St., Terre Haute, fnd.

A Farm Gate
For

$1.50.
C. S.

Some cheap Fence,

too.

BEEBE, PERU, IND.

Please Mention the Southern Plaater.
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PATENTS

ploughed the field. We also visited
an American school where the teacher
was trying to teach the young Filipino Send

The Steel Shoe
Wear Reslstlnu— Foot

to shoot."
greatest drawback to Manila Is
the host of mosquitoes that assail you
at every turn. Socially, It Is said to be
a very gay and brilliant place tor those
who stay there long enough to form
friends and acquaintances, especially
among the army people. The Island
of Luzon is mountainous and Is covered with splendid forests and surrounded with small Isles, but the most beautiful and picturesque of the Philippine
scenery is to be found In the southern

The

Protecting

Guaranteed for a Year
jMiPerPair

'->'^

'.SO
'Per Pair

^^'/.

^i-

YOUR MONEY BACK
IF NOT SATISFIED
.

—

of

IB

<»rl,"
how l« car*
tl ta910 a yt-mt
aaw.rH.t.h.f..

Po not

COMPANION

YOUTH'S

The Youth's Companion announces
among the attractions of its fifty-two
isau€s in 1908
250 (Jood Stories.
Serial Stories, Stories of Character,
Adventure and Heroism by writers

require

—

whose fame is now growing, and those
now famous who won their first spurg
in The Companion's columns.

STEEL SHOB

350 Articles.

—Reminiscences,

NATIONAL BANK
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA, f.r ia-

Write the FIRST
of

experience

proves

this

B.

PURCELL,

OHAB.
J.

C.

R.

Vice Pres.

men and

by

their mark as
Statesmen, Musicians, Travellers, Soldiers.

women who have made

Philanthropists,

Lawyers,

Physicians,

BVANS

Cashier.

Cashier.

FARMERS
insur* Ysur Buildings, Liv*
Stock, Produce etc., in
Virginia Division
FARMERS' MUTUAL B18NBF1T
Pr.perty Insured, UM,»M.
security.
ATOrace oast »er )1,M0 per year tS.M. Tarrltory limited to counties a( CkMtwlold,

Boot

DliwIMle,
Nstt.way,
Powhatan,
Anella,
Prlace Ooorge, Surry. Charles City. Now
Kent and James City. For plan and membership write to
CHARLES N. FRIEND. General A(ent,

- Bills

»,

-

iB all portions of the United SUtos. No solAgencies wantod oreryloetlen, no charge.
PALMOItB'l
26 years' experience.
vkor*.

0^,

Va.

St.,

848

F

la

Street,

T YOUR IDEA5
$100,000 for one invention)
another $8,600. Book "How to
and "What to laOhtain a Patent
vent" sent free. Send rough sketch for freo
"

We

advertise
report as to patentability.
patentfor sale at our expense.

youf
.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned.
Patent Att'yi^

D.C

THE VIRGINIA LANDSCAPES
AND MAINTENANCE CO. WT.
Rettew & Clay
ROANOKE, VA.

416 Watt,

Building,

IisBdaaave
Foreatera,
Architects, EBelBCcra.
A card will bring a represeBt»tlT« to
sec you.

Bntomelogista,

Wt*

Dogs,
l^alrlo
Chticks, Gophers aad Orala
"The wkoels of tk«
Insects.
Gods grind slow, bat tmexceedlDgly small." Bo tko wootII. bat jwm
can stop their grind with
klUn

FUMA

Fuma Carbon

Bi-sulphide :^ tiS!

fumigates poultry

It

houses and

kills

k«a

lice.

Taylor, Penn Van, N. Y.

R.

CAN CANCER BE CURED?

full

Announcement

of

the

new

will

The new subscriber for 1908
who sends $1.75 for the new volume

IT

CAN.

We

want every man and woasaa la tk*
United States to know what wo aro
doing— we are curing Caneers, Tbibsw
and Chronic Sores without the aae af the
knife or by X-ray, and are ea4*rM4 hf
the Senate and Legislatar* »t yiratala.
We Guarantee Our Cure*.

request.

at once will receive free all the remaining issues for 1907, including the
Double Holiday Numbers; also. The
Companions' Four-Leaf Hanging Calendar for 1908 in full cofor.

Kellatn Hospital
1615

West Main

Street,

RICHMOND, VA.

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION,
144 Berkeley St.

Boston, Mass.
f

FOR

LI(\lJOR

AND DRUG ADDICTIONS.

COin.DN'T DISCHARGE HIM.

When the jury had filed in for at
least the fourth time, with no sign
of coming to an agreement in the
bribery case, the disgusted judge rose
up and said, "I discharge this jury!"
At this, one sensitive talesman,
stung to the quick by this abrupt and

IIM.

to Collect

OOIXBCTION AQENCT, >U Main

WILKENS,

froo

Ington, D. C.

ASSOCIATION.

ORGANIZED JANUARY

tc

Edward

etc.

he sent with sample
copies of the paper to any address on

Assistant Cashier

JOPLIN, Assistant

Sketches, Contribu-

Knowledge

I

volume

President.
Jr.,

BURNETT,

to

I

A

$1,600,000
JNO. M. MILLKR,

Patents secured by us advertise*
World's Progress. Sample free.

—

form

tor oavlogs to be the most aatlstactorr plan yet devised for deposit* of
HM.OO or more.
Omr Capital and Earned Surplus Is

JOHN

tions

1,000 Up-To-Date Notes.
Current Events, Discoveries and
Inventions in Natural History, Astronomy, Physics and Manufactures.
2,000 One-Minute Stories.
Miscellany,
Anecdotes,
including
Humorous and Character Sketches.
The Weekly Health Article, the
Children's Page, Timely Editorials.

store.

Our

otkom.

offered for one Invention; U'.OOO for

—on

conceralng Its certlflcat.6
of fleposlt, EO arranged that eae per
..St. may be collected everj FOUR
MONTHS through your nearest bank
fomiAtlon

or

DoUars

MlUlOB

One

free.

iBTwattaaa

IN

1908.

"brcaklnK lni"ea«y and BOothlnR to the feed
rrom tne nr»l minute you put thom on. The Steel Shoe la
certain to please and eatlifyj you will wonder how you
•Terdldwithoutlt. 8lse»«toia. Send Ui your size and
•LCOforftloch hlRh shoee (or IS-M for »-lnch) andyou will
promptly rei-elvo the best and most comfortable pair of
working aboes the market baa ever produced.
CO.. Dept, I RACINE, WIS.

Make Your Idle Money
Earn You Interest

sent

pataat-

WHAT TO

of

(£,,t„«„».dll,,«r.)

a comfortable hair cush-

rT-T«,in,w.u-.«..«."euinatfBm.

wanted

Hat

valuable

941 F. Street, Washlngrton,

ion. Welnh no more than
ordinary ehoen. They will
e&ve yoa money; keep
your feet dry and com-

tolla

INVENT, with

CBANDLEE & CHANDLEE,

THE

our

»3.&0 leather ehoes;
•3.60 uppers CQunI ordinary
|i.00 leather Bbof6. Inside

B«kM
•to

_tHj

®"r?"«

report a« to

free

for

GUIDE BOOK AND

islands.

upperHof 8ort,pllBble,
water-proof leather on the
Bhoe actually better
12.50
than those of the regular
..

how

"idea

sketch

ablUty.

Rlek-

decision,
ill-sounding
faced the judge.
"Yau can't discharge
he retorted.

"Why

not?"

obstinately

me, judge!"

AIL CORRESPONDENCE CONFIDEI^IAi..

asked the astonished

iLoDREsiTHEKEELEY INSTlfuTE:

judge.

"Because," announced the talesman,
pointing to the defendant's lawyer,
"I'm being paid by that man there!"

I

GREENSBORO, N.C.

Please Mention the Southern Plaat«r.
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FARMERS AND HIGH

PRICES.

a great deal in being ready
for a good thing when it comes
Sometimes a farmer misses the high
price of the season because his cattle, sheep or hogs were not in market
trim at the right moment.
This might have been a fault in the
stocl£, but more likely it was a fault
in the farmer, because there are wellestablished ideas and principles at the
bottom of the feeding business, which
point a sure way to hasten and perfect all animal growth and development.
Ask a successful breeder of cattle
or a man who turns off his fat droves
once or twice a year, and he will tell
you, "My dear sir, it's all in the
hogs,
steers,
can't
fat
tonic you
sheep, or fit a horse for the show
ring or for sale without using every
day the proper food tonic," and this

There
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AUTOMATIC

Is

MATCH SAFE.
Press the Spring, delivers
one match,
f-T

'

'^^

-V

and
Useful
convenient for
household
the
and every place

]

'"

.".:

^

/

-:

,J

o

USKFUL.

"

Bear af an

Offer

TkUT

AND

Uke

BBAUTIFVIi.

other firm can afford this bat as.
This is the first time we have ever
made this offer this beautiful
4-piece set of Silverware
(guaranteed), full size for
ft*T
family use packed in case,
»'
Tio

—

V/C

^
Only
It is done solely te advertise our
product and only one set will be
sent to each family, with poaltlTeIr
no duplicate orders. The plate is
heavy and the pattern one of the
and most fashionable the
latest
famous "Rose." The pieces are fit

For

—

to srrace
years.

any table and

will lamt for

—

ORDER TO-DAY This price includes all packing, shipping and delivery charges prepaid to your door.
Send cash, money order or 2-cent
stamps

to

Sobers

Silver-wrare

Co

,

SAVE YOUR TREES.
KUI Saa Jose Scale and sther deatructlrr
iaraiitea with a sprayiac Mlutloa of
• DBtk Pflai
Wbale-On
I«r« death to iosects. N« sulphur, ul'
alaeral oils, or any substance barmfvl t<
Endorsed by V. S. Departmeni
ylant life.
Pocket Manual of cauM
•f Acriculture.
treatment and cure of tree disease! (re*
Write to-day.
Orlctnal

easy

959

N.

Frent

St.,

PhlU-

delpkla.

Dr. Arthur A. Brigham's new book,
ProeresBive Poultry Culture, Will be
published in December by the Torch
Press, Cedar Rapids. Iowa, it is the
latest, best and most complete work
Fully illustrated.
on the subject.
Well
Just the thing for Xmas.
bound. $1.50 post paid.

name:

and addrbss

OF COTTON FARMERS
WANTED.

Booklet of valuable Information free
on Sugar Loaf and King's Highly Improved Cotton. Farmers, their sons ar
daughters write for our cash offer In
rold for list.

SUGAR LOAF COTTON FARM,
YonnsBvUle, N. O.

ince

is

Mailed to any
address
for
by ex-

$1.25;

>'

HBS^^:,'.

BIXIB MFG

proves.
There is abundant evidence of the
value of this "food tonic" idea in the
actual practice of interested parties,
but an added force Is given by the unqualified indorsement of such men as

press

$1.00.

SALEM, VA.

CO.,

'SEW ATA SAVING
We

'

positiT^y save

you npwardsof 7^
'

j

the priceon strict-

hi;^h-g:rade|
modern makes of
ly

SEWING
MACHINES
I

1

I
1

—

.^

—

~^i Everv one

I

smaranteed

for 10 years every one is highUMmproved
in every particular as the moat expensive

Agency Machines on themarket.
Latest improved Sewing Machines from

QtlAUTTcousiderud, oar offer

$12.85 np.
I

'

cannot be duplicated.

MALSBY,

H

Dept

.Send for Catalog,

SmPP&

,

j,
'

CO.,

Atlanta, Ga.

5*i»t

®tgi

A

Great Discovery,

DROPSY

CURED

with vege-

table remedies: re-

moves

all

symptoms

of dropsy in 8 to 20
days; 30 to 66 days
effects
permanent
cure.
Trial treat-

These thinss being so, it is evidently sound business to use the "food
tonic."
Thousands are doing it, as
for

fill.

gift.

struck.

demand

to

Something new
Christmas
for

—

rpgularly (at small cost) to the steer,
r.rtw. horse, hog or sheep which is bein? fitted for market, will remove the
possibility of digestive disorder and
by increasing assimilation actually
shorten the time necessary to fatten
the animal. Every day gained in tbis
way is, of course, so much on the
profit side of the account and well
worth considering when the final bal-

and

matches

It is a well-known fact by every
man who owns a domestic animal
that heavy feeding is likely to upset
the digestion and make the animal
Why this is so is also
"go back."
well known no animal stomach is
sufficiently strong to stand the continual stuffing that is necessary to make
a desired weight In a certain time.
Hence the feeder is constantly facing
a possibility of loss even before he is

ready to reap his gain.
Just here a knowled.sre of the "tonic
irlea" comes to help the feeder out.
It tells him that a "food tonic," given

in

place; holds 600

them the same question.

the increased

JAMBS GOOD,

Maker,

man's testimony would be just what
thousands upon thousands of others
would say if it were possible to ask

always

safe;

—

DM ToB Brer

business.

f

A bsolutely

ment furnished free
every sufferer;
nothing fairer. For
to

it

circulars,
''_

write Dr.

testl-

monials and free
trial
treatment

GREEN'S SONS,
.\tlanta, Ga.

and
Professors Winslow. Quitman
Finley Dun men known everywhere
They
subjects.
such
as authorities on
tell US that bitter tonics are necessary
to strengthen digestion, that iron is
the best known blood builder, that
nitrates cleanse the system of poisonous matter, and these are the ingredients which enter into the proper
"food tonic."
UsinsT a "food tonic," then, becomes
a practical farm economy one of the
steps which leads to satisfactory

LUMBAGO.

—

CURED BY

YAGER'S
CREAM CHLOROFORM

LINIMENT
TRYtTOMCE, 25

—

CIS.

profit.

That
proved

it

gives

great

returns

Is

by well-attested experiments

Tell the advertiser
ad.

tils

where you

»».*
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in one case the outlay for the "food
tonic" being returned with a profit of
235 per cent. In view of this fact,
we are led to this conclusion no man
owning live stock, farmer, feeder, or
breeder, is rich enough to leave the
"food tonic" idea out of his calcula-

•END YOUR ORDER FOR

—

SEEDS

tion

when business

possibilities

are

considered.

DIGGS

& BEADLES

MANURE

THE SEED MERCHANTS,
Richmond, Va.

«> nre hendanarte" *"' Seed* of
the lilKhewt qunlKy ond sermlnatlOB.
Seed M'bent, Ont>, Rye, Onrden amd
Fnrni Seedii, Toultry Snpplles, etc.
Southern ncentn for the celebrated
Cornell Inrubntom and Ilrooders.
WRITE US FOn PRICES.
catai.oglt: mailed prbb.

NEW CROP

PEAS

SOJA BEANS.
We

thousand bushels of

offer several

New Crop PeaN nnd
be

srlad

to

nam&

any quantity.
is fine tin?

Soja Uennit.

prices,

Will

delivered, on
of the crop

The quility

vear.

HICKORV SEKD

CO., Hickory,

C.

IS.

WANTED!

COW

PEAS.

Both Black and Black-Eye. Mall
samples and quote best price, stating
quantity you can offer. Address

ROBERT BUIST COMPANY,
I'lillndclphin,

50,000

Pa.

Pear

Keiffer

Trees for Safe/i r
The.«e are in surplus, and I can make
most favorable terms, If ordered quick.
This pear is the great monev-maker of

the South.

JOHN

A.

YOUXG, Grcennboro,
""^

N. C.

3F,n

acres,

fifl

acre.-;

fine

house and good

outhullding.^!.

I.,ocated

In the hliiecrass region of Northern
Virginia. W ould make a splendid stock
farm. Write for description and price
at once.

STEPHENSON A RAINEY,
ndi

direct attention to this advertising as being something which goes
straight to the matter of the farmer's
prosperity.
Every farmer without a
spreader should be interested in it.
If you do not own a spreader, read
those advertisements and then make
a call on the International agent in
your town and take the matter up with
him. We vouch for it that you will
not regret having toueht a first class
manure spreader.
The International
agents will be able to furnish catalogues and all Information.

Vn

'"UTiero is your father?" asked the

— Lipplncott's.

Farm

ACRES FOR

S.4LIS.

The owner wants to engage in other
business and offers this splendid fana
Located three mllea
at a bargain.
from Centreviile, Miss., on the T. and
M. V. R. R. Town has a high school,
three churches, oil mill, sauce factory,
several gins and saw mills in and
.ground town.
The farm has a 7-room dwelling,
barns and other necessary buildings;
14 tenant houses, now occupied; young
orchard bearing; 4d pecan trees, some
bearing.
Has fine water with water
works, telephone, daily malls and good
public road running by house;
BSO
acres in cultivation, 200 acres pasture,
remainder in woods and timber. Estimated one and a halt million feet pine,
and oak. bircli. poplar and other hard
woods to supply farm indefinitely. All
under wire fence, three miles wovea
wire for hog pastures.
Well adapted
to general farming and stock raising.
Public road on two sides, making It
well suited for dividing Into several
small farms. Will sell for $1S per acre
and give possession 1st January, 190S.
Any one interested in such property

FARMS
For

Sale.

jtn waat a farm to ntae grass,
grala, stock, fmtt, or tobsoce, boy
from us.
Clioeolata sell with red
BUbsoll.
Address
W. W. BARNES & CO.,
If

Land and Timber Agents.
AMELIA C. H., VA.

Attention
HOMBSBBKERS AND INVESTORS.
1

of

sell and exchange
all claeses, such ag

3tock. Truck, Poultry

Virginia Baal ISBtat*
Graia, Dairy, Pralt,

and Blaegrass Farms,

Homes aod Busiacss Places of
The reason I make specialty

Village
(glasses.

all

ef

the two suburban counties— ].,oudouD an4
Fairfax— they offer the hocieseekera more
%dvant.tgeB
combined tbau
any coutttry
known to me. This due portloa of Vlrglala,
extending from the National capital te the
top of the Blue Ridge Mountains, Is aet
«uly beautiful and haalthy, but Is very
icceaslble
to Wasblngtoa
aod AlexaaArla
cities by r?.ll
and pike, which glTsa all

My

caller.

on."

OGO

producers a fine

IDENTIFYING FATHER.

facilities

home market

for locating

you

In

this sso-

Virginia are secoad to none. Stat*
?bat kind of property would Interest yea. I
'isve a Isrge number and great variety ef
properties, aod caa very likely suit yon.
New catalogue and map mailed free *3
tlon

of

request.

oak

timber. Well watered and fencod with
wire.
Improved by l.irKe old brick

OF

We

"Down in the pig-pen," answered
the son of the house. "He has a hat

EXCELLENT FARM
for sale at a bargain to settle an estate

Nearly

A

The manure spreader has come to
he a farm necessity. The farm can
only be made to pay by keeping the
soil in the hi.ghest state of fertility.
That means making the most out
of the manure, the best of all fertilizers, and the only one that is produced on the farm.
The old way of handling manure
was wasteful in the extreme. First,
it was allowed to w.ish away and ferment in the barnyard.
Then, at a
convenient season, it was hauled out
and thrown in piles in the field, and
the same wasting process was continued. Finally, it was spread by throwing it in forkfuls and in hard lumps
over the ground, leaving it in a condition in which the ground could not
.get the benefit of even the fertilizing
contents still remaining.
With a view to preventing this
great waste, the International Harvester Company of America is offer
ing to the farmers of the country,
through their local dealers everywhere, three most excellent machines.
These are: the Corn King, the Clover
Leaf, and the Kemp Twentieth Century spreaders.
These three machines are now being advertised in this paper.
Some
little suggestion of the features of
each appears in the advertisements.

MtT^.rj

1*M
^"""K
7 prices.
„
nd ,.^
1907.
PopuUr
For furtbcr '«
formMloT, .,idr<.«9 C. F. CARTLR. Sawn
MILK FOHD. VA.
V.

SPREADERS

NECESSITY.

n/lississlppi

Pittsylvania Co., Va., Aug. 19,

"07.

Please renew my subscription to
your valuable paper, the Southern
Planter.
I am not a farmer, but 1
enjoy reading it very much.

W.

C.

ABBOTT.

W.

H.

TAYLOR, Herndon, Va.

"In the Green Fields of Virginia."
HoinoN for
niifl

all; Iienlth for nil; hiippluoas
All slxen of
nil.
at correNpondlDs prices, but ALL

indopeiHlenec for

Farms

reasonable.

MACON A

CO..

ORANGE, VA.
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EDITOR OF "F0STMASTE:R AND
CARRIER.

Farms
—

""

Fred Chase, Editor of "Postmaster
and Carrier," Dallas, Texas, writes,
under date of October 8, 1907: "Dear
I beg to thank you for the bottle
Sir,
of Absorbine, Jr. My wife has been
a sufferer for a year from malignant
and found no relief from
tetter,

for mankind Is an antiseptic,
germicide and discutlent, mild and
Cures Varicose
pleasant to use.
Hydrocele;
reVeins,
Varicocele,
moves wens, goitre and all soft bunches from mankind. $1.00 a bottle at
your local druggists, or postpaid upon
receipt of price. W. F. Young, P. D. F.,
109 Monmouth St., Springfield, Mass.

Jr.

A man who has a Weber wagon has
the satisfaction of knowing that he
has as good as wagon as the times
afford.
The owner of a Columbus is
able to assign the best of reasons why
he has just as good a wagon, and will
get as good and as long service out
of his Columbia as his neighbor will
out of his Weber. As a matter of
fact, both are .justified in being perfectly satisfied with their purchase.
The Weber and Columbus are both
high grade wagons. They stand for
the best the age has produced in

DallBltad markcta aad uaanrpaassd ihlpplat (acllltlm.
ReaaaaabU la price; near coed live towna, gcfcooU and ckorcbaa.

ITKPHSNBON

JOHN

one of the great

trio

of

wagons manufactured by the International Harvester Company. It has a
Bteel gear, is a wagon for any climate,
and it can scarcely be overloaded.
All three are of the dependable kind.
Note the advertisement in this paper
and call on local International dealers for particulars.

ft

jaw to

treat.

Those Interested

in the

subject may receive free a copy of
Fleming's
Vest-Pocket
Veterinary
Adviser, by addressing Fleming Bros.,
No. 280 Union Stock Yards, Chicago,
Illinois.

Naw
aa.

Tark.

RJUNET, HXSNDON, TA.

F.

JERMAN,

If you want to buy a grain, dairy, fruit, truck, poultry or bluegrass farm,
city or vlllagre property, or any kind of business proposition, such as hotels,
stores, livery stables, schools, or any kinds of shop. It will pay you to send
for
BO-page catalogue. It is full of bargains near steam and electric rail-

my

road and near Washington, D. C. where we have the best of market.
always ready to shew property. I try to please.

I

am

MT MOTTO: "HONESTY AND FAIR DEALINGS."

VERQINIA
$8.

FARMS

PER ACRE-UP.

Healthy, prodnctlTe and rapidly Improrlag aaetlon; three hours ride to WaahlactOB;
Good local markets. Blectrlo and steam railroads. Flaa
thirty mlantea to Richmond.
poultry, stock, tobacco and general farming secUoa.

FRANK

H.

COX

Ashland, Hanover County, Virginia.

The Cheapest and Best Farm Lands
in

THE UNITED STATES TO-DAY—HEALTH, CLniATB.

SOILS. MARKETS,
TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES —ALL THINGS CONSIDBBEID, ARB

SOUTHERN LANDS.
They are the best and most desirable In America for the truck and fruit
grower, the stock raiser, the dairyman, the poultry raiser and the general
farmer.
The Southeastern States Virginia. North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee and Kentucky can produce
and market something from the farm every month In the year. It gives two
and three crops for a year's labor.
The Southeast has a mild and healthful climate, plenty of fuel, good
water, soils yielding a greater variety of products than any other part of
the country, excellent school facilities and every advantage desired by lawabiding and Intelligent cltliens.
The Southeast has extensive forests, veins of coal, deposits of Iron ore,
quarries of marble and stone, beds of clay and many other minerals and mstala.
The Southeast has a crowning advantage In its location with reference
It has its own seaports and direct connection with
to the world's markets.
Europe, the West Indies, Africa, South America, Panama and the Orient,
besides quick rail facilities with the great seaboard and Interior cities of the
United States.
The Southeast Is the front yard of the United States.
The Southeast is scantily settled, compared with European countries.
With the density of Germany it would have over five times Its present populaIf It was crowded like Massachusetts It would contain the present
tion.
population of the whole Union.
For Information about resources or locations for homeseekers, addresa

—

Among many of the largest cattle
owners, it used to be the custom to
destroy all animals having actinomycosis or lump jaw, it being regarded
as an incurable disease.
Fleming
Brothers,
proprietors
of
Fleming's
Lump Jaw Cure, assure us that among
their customers are a number who
have cured more than a hundred
cases in succession without a single
tallure.
Such records are probably
unusual, but they serve to demonstrate that their treatment Is a practical
success, and, considering the
guarantee to refund money in case of
failure, no one should hesitate to use
the remedy If he has a case of lump

and

Wrtta

Headquarters for Virginia Property, Fairfax Va.
Washington Office, No. 1220 H Street, N. W., and Vienna, Va.

wagon building. Choosing between
them is simply a matter of personal
preference.
The New Bettendorf is
the third

Northern Virgmia
'""

DAhlfr^'RimrSTOCK,~POnLTRT, FRUIT.
Nor Wuklaston and Baltlinora and la auy raach of FkUadelpkla

—

either physician's treatment or socalled specifics. Absorbine, Jr., however, is rapidly affecting a cure, all
Inflammation and roughness of the
skin having disappeared." Absorbine,

in
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M.V.RICHARDS,
Land aad Indnatrlal Agent, Sonthern Railway and MobUe and Ohio Ratlraad.

Washington, D. C.
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President James W. Van Cleave, of
the National Association of Manufatcurers, makes an authoritative denial
of the accusation that the employers'
associations of the country are collecting a fund for the suppression of the

Labor Unions.
In an address delivered

VIRGINIA FARMS
S8 per Acre and up

with improvements. Good prodnetive soil, abundant
water supply and best climate on earth. Near railroad and good markets "n-itli best churcli. school and
Social advantages. For list of farms, excursion rates
and our Iwantifnl pamphlet showing what others
have acecnnplished. write to-day to F H. LA
BAUME, Agrl. and Indl. Agt., Norfolk & Western
Bj., Box son Roanoke. Va.
.

N«^Wj{0RF0LKiWESTrRf[
UESIRABLE HOME FOR SALE.
Situated In Fairfax County, Va., one
mile north ef Centrevllle, 25 mlle« west
of WaBhlngton, D. C, the following decrlbod property: Thirty acres of productive land, divided Into three fields;
about four acres In orchard, the trees
new loaded with apples. Half acre In

ffrapes.
Good grist mill and saw mill,
beth In operation and doing good business.
Grist mill operated by either

water er steam.

Substantial and comhouse containing six
rooms and cellar and annexed kitchen.
Plenty of shade In yard and hedge in
front of house.
Well of pure water
within 60 feet of door.
Three thousand dollars will buy this
place.
Terms, one-half cash, balance
In one and two years. Death of recent
owner only reason this property is
offered for sale. This is a business opportunity that it will pay you to investigate. Fer further information address
fortable

J.

stone

GIBSON KEMPER,

Clifton Station,
Virginia.

FARMS
"We

SALE

for

make Farms and Country Homes

Northern Virginia a specialty. Write
or telephone us when to expect you.

In

BUELL

P. B.

&

SON,

HERNDON, VA.

at Battle
Creek, Michigan, October 8, 1907, he
said that the charge that the Federation which has just been created by

the employers and citizens' organizations has been organized to crush
Labor Unions is an absurd accusation
and that nothing could be further
from the purposes of the thoughts of
the Federation.

Mr. Van Cleave also denounced
both the boycott and the blacklist In
these words:
"When I condemn the
boycott, I condemn it in all its forms
and ramifications, including the blacklist, which is only a boycott In another form.
"When used by Labor
Unions to hurt employers or by employers' associations to hart workers,
the boycott and blacklist are unAmerican, immoral and vicious, and
have no place in a country like ooirs.
"I want to put myself on record by
saying that in my lifelong experience
as an employer, and in many years
of experience as member and officer

employers associations, I have
never been connected with a concern
or an organization employing the
blacklist, and I want to put myself on
record further in saying that I would
not be a member or officer of a corporation or of an organization that
employs the blacklist at any time In
of

the future.

"Speaking particularly of the National Association of Manufacturers,
which I have the honor to represent
as President, I speak for every member of this great organizalion when I
condemn the blacklist, not only as
much, but even more so than the boycot."

We

believe every farmer who has
of manure
to his land can double its
value by using a manure spreader.
It is this fact that is causing such
great numbers of spreaders to be sold
each year.
Though not the oldest,
the spreaders manufactured by the
International Harvester Company are
undoubtedly among the very best
manufactured
to-day.
These
are
known as the Corn King, the Clover
Leaf, and the Kemp Twentieth Century spreaders. The three machineft

any considerable amount
to apply

Old Virginia Farms,
AND PRODucTiveistise un.
^^LE LIST IN
S^i?D'-^JJc„k'*'^°^*T
'^
„5i-'*'*''"e

I"-'- PARTICULARS AND
SS-I^>:.E*?
PRBB
CATALOQUt ADDRESS

CASSEUMAN

OX CO.

KICHMOnD.

VA

FOR SALE

A FBW CHOICB ROlfBS YfmAM, THB
f?lv,?"** WLHCTRIO RAILWAY, NMAX
!12"J!5? V^S?^- WITHIN BAIT
^M'g- rom onu. kilb climatb. bzOBU,BNT IfAUnm. AU80 A FIKB

^S^

MAf _2»' ABTMNjimaimA: H<rw5

OTNTB,
A.

IB

STAMPS.

JBFFBm. OOBANA, VnMUnA.

Please Mention the Southern Ploiuter.

differ

But

somewhat

all

in operating features.
are built to handle manure

perfectly in all its forms. All have
the needed strength, are convenient
for handling and the draft is as light
as It is possible to secure in a machine with the strength that a manure
spreader requires. International local
agents, found in every considerable
town, will furnish catalogues and give
all needed information.

[December,

Northern Virginia Farms
Here Are a Few Bargain*.
No. 132. Coataics 60 acres of smooth,
genUy-rolllog, fertile land diTlded Into tour
aelds; pure runnlDg stream ninolng through
the (arm.
The land is all In good state
cultivation; chocolate clay with itiS sub-

ot

The house

soil.

is

a comfortable

S-room

dwelling, excellent well at the porch; stable,
corn bouse, wagon and tool shed, poultry
house, granary, all In good condition. Farm
is situated in Loudoun County on a good

Z% miles

road,

level

Price,

Ne.

from the

(2,000.

IM.

station.

m

fara toaUlns
aons;
•ltaate4 In Loadema Ceuaty, T bIIm turn
the sutlea In a tblekly settled omnmaBlty;
elase
lehoel, ohnreh, »«et-eaae, tor*
•ad twe Bills rnral dellvary at tke Bat*.
Tha Uad Is all eearanUrely level, ell •
good «aalltr ot ehooolaU olay Mil; aiapted
te blnegrasa ami gimlB ef all UBta.
It to
ThIa

U

:

aaturally a flae «uallty at land, bmt kaa been
worked hard, but tkere to ae galU er •Ulee.
It bai eae
ef tte
bcarUg aytle

eat

orchards la the oemnty; the dwelUag

to a
house la fair oeBdlttoa; a Urge
brick store hens* and a feed stable wttb
room for 1 berses. This fr*»erty beloaga
te a widow, lady, whose busbaad bae recently died, and she desires te eell at eaee,
aad kaa vrleed the yreperty at a very lew
Igure to laduce a quick sale. I caa sell

<-ro«m

this

cash,

property fer $11 per aere, one-third
aad the balanoe oa very easy tame.

111.
A haadsome Reokbrldge Oeaaty
(arm ef >1( acres; situated 1^ allee tiem
a live, aetlve aad very pregreeslTe terwa.
This (ana Is a natural stock graslBg farm,
in a high state ot cnltlvatloa aad yredaetlveaess; (cooed with Hedera werea wire

No.

(sBce; the knlldiags are all In axaelleat eeadltlea, tbe most ef them are new aad of
modern plaa; they coaslit ef a baadaeae
t-room briek dwelling, plumbed fer bet and

cold water, a large cattle ban, herae aad
hay barn, large double com crib, wagen
and machine sbeds, cow stable, carriage
bouse aad etber small oatheasea, all la excellent repair; (arm la watered by eprlafa,
sod branebea iByveeterl smfw eeadlUeagk
aad branehae In erery lelC Leeated la
Bne aeighborbeed ef reSaad. eltlseaa. Prlea^
U6,000, oa easy tsnns.
Farm No. 76. Contains 243 acres, 25
acres in good timber, balance Is cleared

and well fenced with wood and wire
fences.
This farm is one of the finest
little farms in Loundoun County. Every
field has been limed, and the land is in
a high state of cultivation.
It
is
natural bluegrass and clover land.
Two-thirds of the land is now well set
in clover and will yield enormous crops
next year. The (arm is situated on an
elevated point, on rolling ground, with
a fine view of the mountains on one
side, and the other side is a beautiful
stretch of cultivated lands. This (arm
la
all smooth, free from stones and
stumps, rolling enough to drain well,
but would be considered comparatively
level.
The house is an 8-room house,
perhaps 50 years old, but well preserved. Fine water. There are all the
necessary outbuildings, in good condition.
Horse barn with stalls for 10
horses and cattle barn with stalls for
25 head. Kxcellent orchard of all kinds
of fruit.
This farm is one mile from
railroad station. Price, )37.60 per acre.

Send for my new Met,
WM. EADS MILLER, Herndon,

Va.
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Farms

Virginia

HAND80MB COnNTRT HOUM ANB
mOH^OSADII FARM LANDS A

.

J.

WBCIALTT.
WHTTB, "THB LJUn> MAJf,"
CharlatteaTlU*.

LIST, and

aU

in

tlona of the State.

•»

PRBB CATALOOUB.

CHAFPIN&CO.,

R. B.

Inc.

Richmond. V«

BEFORE
Buying or Seliing

A FARM
W.

DB

Virginia,

Feed grinder

&

FARH

^V. A.

Mala

PARSONS &

CO.,

Depot, Richmond, Va.

St.

VIRGINIA FARMS
PER ACRE

S3
Kftsy

AND UPWARDS

payments.

Catalogue

Free

^'''^^'>-^'

Sf4rfa''n''u°ary*l?S;'

LoRna

^a.

Estab-

lUE GRASS STOCK AND FRUIT FARM.
Send

for Illustrated catalogueNo.

WALKER
In
in

A,

MOSBY.

\/!*><v:m!m
Vlrfifinifl

» w HILLEARY
TiTTri?„„
H-W.
"

M8.

Lynchburg. Va.

lOO stock Farms. 60 Colo
"'»' Homes, 10 Hunting

Preserves.

Free

list.

CO.,Chablottksvillb,

Va

Farms, Orchards, Timber,
'~*"»"'

ChartatUevlDe, V»,

VIRGINIA
Farms

of

any

Prire.s in

size

FARMS

with Improvements.
all.
Free list.
Va.

reach of

Flrepnaf
Broodlns
»7«; twt

Bateliing aad

Plant for
qnarta ell
Bad breed

will

the

Oar nest inteBi

hatok
ehlaki.
tk«

U

latest
dlscoTery.
F«ll
line
poultry
sappllsa.

Lowest

CYCLE HATCHER

days

.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

trial.

Automatic Hatching Co., 6o Stale St., Detroit, Mich.
Mfrs. of the only Non-freezing Poultry Fountain,

is

the celebrated Ditto mill,

prices.

theproflts«..v

made

of poultry by using
the Guaranteed BestCyphers Incubatora and Brooders,

G.

Highest Standard for Poultrymen
Beginners. Experts and ACTlcultnral Experiment
stations UBe and recommend Cyphers labor-saving,
patented, self-venUlatlag, Eelf-regulatlng
ma^

Mr.

killer.

Ditto guarantees it to
grind at least 20 per cent, more than
any other two-horse sweep.
That's
good enough.
believe Mr. Ditto
makes no claims for his grinder that

fret,212-Page Book TeU. Wliy
w,.,«
Write for this most practical. Illustrated big free
catalog, which will show you how you can succeed
best with poultry raising and How to Make
Money
\\ 1th Poultry
and Incubators. Address nearest

We

he cannot

CYPHERS^INCUBATOR
^ew \ ork, Boston. Chicago, CO.

°'f,S«Buffalo,

fulfil.

mill is triple-geared.

bearing thrnuehout.
The binding
rings are self-sharnening.
They do
not rub or cut each other when the
hopper happens to be empty. There
are other features, but we have suggested enoush for a pointer.
Look at his advertisement for par
tlculars and send for Mr. Ditto's book
and learn what the mill is and the
plan on which It is sold before you

Hatch Chickens by Steam
with the
~
EXCELSJOR
INCUBATOR
or

meats of all kinds, fish, vesetables
and practically evprv kind of food can
be easilv and auicklv chonnerl and
made Into a ereat vartoty of the most
toothsomp dishps. Fvpn the commnn

Free

catalogue. Write ts-day.
CO., Box 409, Elmlra, N. Y.

1'<
;

rtv

and it is wpl! worth
o^ our rpaderp cnn secure

cPTits.

a copy frpp on rPoiip<!t. Rp<;idp<: hundreds of new and iinu<!ual rpclnps. it
contains a ?TPat dpal of valuable Information and helpful kitchen suggestions.

WOODEN HEN
lomiral .in.1 perfect hatching.
reliable

and

ilutely
:4.

KO.

selt-re?ii-

TliousaiKls in use to-day.
I'TAJII.. ^pi-ov. Ul,

II.

lETIIESHOW
how easy
to buiid

it ia for you
your own In-

cubatora and

Brooders with
my Free Plans,
Itumish

^^r

"

all parts you cant make
Thousands doing it— not
"^glefaiiu^e. Send to-

day formy free Book
o£ Plans and Catalog,

;

is

most money

of the eg-gs into clhtckena
and why we can do bet-

has made many a woman famous a&
a cook, and a reputation for tasty
cooking comes doubly easv to the
woman who pos<:psRPs an Enterprise
Meat and Food Chopper. Bv its use

but

who markets his

t'Oing methods. Get the
best equipment— produce
the best and make the

ter for you on prices.
Please say whether interested iu beginners' out;j fit or large machines.
OEOROEERTaCO., Ouincy, III.

The little art of preparing common
foods in a variety of different ways

book

1

Iparly

TO PREPARE DELICIOUS DISHES.

It.

greatest for

Start

buy.

potato can hp preparpd In manv different and dplicioiis ways th.nt most
women ppvpr heard of
Our rpadprs am ri'!i---^.i to sml to
the Entprnrisp ^"-r-i.'.-c ;rins Cornpany, of Pppn.. 2'~ n-'ir''-; Tt.. r!'.:;adelnhia for a free c.pv
'
t'-ipir iipw
cook hof 'r. "Thp Entprnrising Hmi^;.keener."
'^'o rer-ulnr price of tliis

^

Kansas City

Oakland. CaL, London, En^.

It is ball-

"

PORTKR & GATES, Lonlia,
*«eTAL MOTHERS
Cemplsu

15

.

them nothing.

The

^^°<=^ -^•'-

??75"^^i'd^d%'l°s?-

Shipped on

M. Ditto. .Toliet, niinois. It is
a sweep mill, a fast grinder, a little
giant in strength, and it is not a horse

you Want to Buy or Sell a

O.

.,

Lest you may not know of such a
we suggest one of the good ones.

It

Great
In Virginia
Mineral and Timber Lands FreeFarma
c^-'

niuel

which the chicks hov_.
applied from above aifid chicks'cannotTrowd. No
heat below to burn their teet. No steps or bridge to
climb. No lamp fumes or burnt air to breathe.
Lamp above chicks and has safetv smokeless
burner. Can be adjusted in height as chicks grow.

mill,,

FARMS
bargains

C.

Brooder
5^ The only Adjustable
5)Suspension
Brooder

and does not grind is losing
money. There is no question but that
feed, and particularly ear
com, makes it go farther and makes
stock do better. If you haven't a mill,
get one this season.
And when you buy, don't get a toy.
When you start to grind you will be
sure to continue it. Let the mill be
strong and one that will not take you
all day to grind enough feed for
your
animals.
A mil] operated by horsepower, or one of the sweep variety,
suits most farmers best.
That's a
power they always have ready.
It
costs

SEND DBSCRIPTION PBOICPTLT.
H. EVANS,
GUINEY8, VA.

«.

Mother Hen

grinding

communlcaU wltk

CRITTENDBN,
ASHBURN, VA.

L. S.

VIRGINIA

FEED.

seasonable just

As cold weather comes on and
cattle come in off the grass the mills
are being oiled up. That's a mark ol
economy.
The feeder who has no
now.

by

If

tallt is

1093

mill
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Farms

Virginia
MOST SELECT

MORE FARMERS GRINDING

I
I

o^«iT^'*^- SHEER CO..
248HampabireSt..
Qumcy.

Ill

You Haven't Got The Lowest Prices
'~^'
Until You Get Mine

1 quote you the lowest prices on
the best Incubatorsnnd Brooders.
1 know how to build them.
IDEAl Bot-Alr and Hot-Wafer

IIVCiJB4T0RS and BROODERS
made to give best results. Send for my
handsomely Uhistrated free book, "Poultry
lorProHl." Read my trial offer. See how I protect
yon,
are

J.

W.

MULER COHPANY. Box

312 FREEPORT.

IU.

—
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PLAI^TER.

President James W. Van Cleave, oi
Nauoual Association oJ: Aianuiaclaiers, believes and ueely couiesses
mat lue lai^e majoiuy oi tue members 01 i^uor umous are law auiaiug,

Ihe

It is also liis
jjuDlic spirited ineu.
ueliei Itiat ine incapable, uniaitliiiu
Unions are to
oi
leaders
corrupt
and
biamc lor most oi lue labor trouules

Incubators

wnicu have betu, and are being, indicted on the couniry.
lu an address receniiy delivered at

Buy from
you.

the

Southern .eUlns agent

am

I

man that know..
man that wlU help

the

Bny from

Incubator, made.
for one of the best
It
not a "hot-alr" machine.
but It will
,tU1 not hatch every ees,
of good,
hatch .1^ large a per cent,

It

U

machine can.
.trong chick, a. any

paid

freight

guarantee

It.

guarantee.

It.

and

if

from the

you

to

Direct

to

factory,

I
your .tatlon.
The manufacturer

Give

It

a fair trial

It and
not witl.factory return
money without delay or

get your

Now

red tape.

1.

the time to pre-

broiler, and
pare for hatching early
Write me for cataloogue.
pullet..

Cal Husselman,

o-^?^

Baiile CrceK, xMichigan, he said that
good citizens should unite in
all

to
ished, iniluence should be brought
bear to have manual training departthe
ot
school
ments in every public
primary grade in the United States,

where boys trom ten to fourteen years
of age would learn to handle most of
the tools used in the more important
mechanical trades, and there should

theHeivi
\Vlien a hen is contented
she sings. Wlieii she sings
she is ready to lay. 'When she
lavs regularly she pays a profit,
aiid she is contented, sings and
lavs her daily egg almost as regularly as the day comes round
when she receives a little of

be established public industrial high
schools open to boys who take the
manual training course in the primary
schools, and from these industrial
high schools, after a two or three
years' course, boys could graduate as
This plan o£
first-class mechanics.
making the education of the hand
of the
education
the
keep step with
head, in President Van Cleave's opinand
more
country
ion, would give the
better mechanics than the dead and
gone apprenticeship system ever furnished.

Highland Spring., Va.

MAKING THE HOME ATTRACTIVE.
In this issue will he foimd an advertisement of a Company with offices
at Roanoke, Va., which has been
formed to carry on the business of
making home in the country comfortable

Brooders

Our Aulomotlc Nontrce/inn
warm wutenrlnkinr Fountain furnishes fresh
eold »eathe
"or fowls and makes them lay OurlnR
when egBS brlnK h'e''

^.^^^__

PV"*„'„l,".b'SSr»

i;^,?,:;^'i'f,,T'!5^^;i^,^r'fa"i'''".VN^u1^rA"?i"L'.ts-.

so Stale St.. Detroit, Mich.
Automatic Hatthiag Co.,
the famou.-. Mother Ben Br
nls'

We

does perfect worlc

MACHINERY Book
2Mn.4fiD CO.,
tlrMlooh. K. t.
Boi
.re.

the

Work.

—Comprising

Poultry

PAN-A-CE-A
every morning. Poultrj- Pan-a-ce-a
is the prescription of Dr. Hess
(M.D., D.V.S.),does not take the
place of the regular ration, but
contains the tonic elements which
mate tlie ration dfrfl/7aWf. It aids
digestion, makes rich red bio
and contains nitrates to cleanse
the system. Poultry Pan-.vce-a is
also a germicide and largely prevents disease. Endorsed by the
pouUr>- authorities of the country
SOLD OS A WRITTEX CriKA-XTEE.
.\

penny's worth a day

cient for

"tiiirty

q

advertiser

saw his advertliement.

>

where you

is suffi-

hens.

ljlb»'

5

lbs.. <i<to

West and south.

121bs., 1.25

85

lb. pail,

»8.50

Send two cents for Dr. Heffl forty-eight
pat'e poultry Book, free.

DR. HESS & CLARK. AsbUnd. Ohio.
.Instant I.onse Kille;- Kills Lice.

SURE DEATH LfCE POWDER.
is

spraying of public and private
grounds and estates in order to pro
tect the ornamental plantings against
insects and plant disease ravages
the spraying of parks, city trees,
Harper Dean, former
orchards, etc.
Assistant State Entomologist, Is Entomologist for the Company.
Work. Comprising
Reforestation
the laying out of wasted areas in for-

powder
TcrmiB

the

klBdi
kind*

«f
of

Engineering Work.

— Comprising the

installation ot lighting, heating, etc,
of country estates and all those without aid of municipal systems.

Work.—Comprising

Architectural
the designing of homes, etc., for the
suburbs and country. H. H. Huggins,
Roanoke, is architect for the Company.
In short, they are equipped for designing the home and grounds and

maintaining them.

stock

for

«R
at

>U
all
all

Strong and cSeoThere's none better.
Sample tree. Found cans
Post paid,
25 cents.
Acents waated.
cents.
times.

tlTe.

M

•VIRGINIA

—

Se'nt"^'

'rSfoVou" r^^rclrrhnf.S.uru'iima'S.'^ny"
wont fr^co in ztro »>»"":•, ^"aranteedto

Tell

—

DR. HESS

the

Hens

H7

The Company

work.
Architecture ComprisLandscape
and laying out In
designing
ing the
of parks, public and private
full
estates, landscape effects surounding
its

monuments, etc.
Maintenance

We Guarariteet.a
Make % ^-

BATEMAN MFQ.

and attractive.

thus outlines

1

Son^off

remtajing the abuses which thel-.abor
L/nious have perpetrated, in order to
supply the lacii. ol apprentices which
the i^abor Unions have virtually abol

Box

359,

POULTRY
SUPPLY CO.,
Richmond,

Va.

These JncHbators
*^^^
_ The New Bi''""'^'^'""^
ESSiSiantiariil
UP-

"I*

Strnnc. well made. Simple
"-aotical
successfu
lUy warranted. Complei

"

and

LtalOETue
.•.iCW

Box

sent

'

Standard
Lig

]

80,

Please Mention tEe

Soathem

Pluster.

—
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A tramp once said he had travelled
from Atlanta to New York on his
when a wag added: "The roads
must be in need of repair." There is
a great deal though in that expression
"to travel on one's face." There is
no doubt that the confidence we feel

You Can't Talk

face,

^=

certain men the first time we see
is founded, to some extent, upon
the fact that they are neat and clean.

What?

too strong:.

it

—

Gombault's :^=

in

Prussian
Stock Tonic
bog, and he's proad of

'

I

It.

market, ne gets the highest price for him
Hogs, whose feed has contained a little of Prussian \
Stock Tonic, are always healthy— the meat Is Go* I
flavored, tender and juicy, the kind that Is contiiu^ i

*Uy sought

after to supply the best markets.

Thei

r

1200 doses In the

Big $3.50 Pail
jenough to add a good many easy dollars to your ho|
Imoney. Write and tell us what stock you own, ani
iwe will send you our Stock Raisers' Manual, a bookj
\

many valuable things about raising stock, ff

that tells

Prussian Remedy Company
SU Paul, Mlao.

thing will do more for a
man's appearance than a good shave.
A shave with a real Shaving Soap that
cools and soothes the skin Yes, the
one that pops into your mind as a
suggestion is the correct one Williams' Shaving Soap.
"By sending a two-cent stamp to
the manufacturers. The J. B. Williams
Co., Glastonbury, Conn., to pay postage, you can obtain a free sample."

Box

Co.,

46,

i

sejling.

informi
is given in

Vest-Pooket
Veterinary -Vd^isei'

Flcnili-B'a

Most complete veterinary hook ever printed
--.-

Write us for a tre

<jor.r.

FLEMING BBOS..

Chcni
Unlun Stock Yards, Chic

R. L.

HOLMAN,

In charge Co-operative ATork of Ohio State Gr
$ I .BO per bottle^ Sold by drugi
Wri
for Booklet H.

The LflWRENCE-WILLlflMS CCMPflNY. Cleveland. 0.

Removes Bursal !Enlars:©inents,
Thickened Tissiu s, Infiltrated
I'arts, and any Fluff orSueliing,
Cures Lameness, Allays l*ain
witliout
bli.ster,

The
much

Bible student of the Messenger,
grieved over the knowledge
were to be no passes after
July 12th, sought comfort in the good
Book, and found it in a way he least
expected it found that passes were
against the teachings of the Bible,
that there

laying,'

reduces Varicose
Allays pain.

W.

F.

—

Book

Veins,
free.

Varieoccle,

Hydrocele.

Genuine mfd. only by

YOUNG,
Street,

P. D. P., 109 Monmouth
Springfield, Mass.

B£ITR TO REAVES

hence he is reconciled.
For the benefit of the Texas pass
packers, we here produce a little evidence on the sirbject:

NEWTON'S Heave asb Gouor Zvet
A VETERIHART SrCCIHC.
Ifi^earsBale. Onetotrorans
/leaves. Sl.ou psr
r vxptff^
.

.

-

-

booklet.

TheNe wton Iieued7Co.,l«lad«,Ct

"This generation shall not pass."

Mark

13:,"50.

man

"Suffer not a

to pass."

[U^PY-jaW

^ CAPSULES.

"The wicked

Nahum

1:

"Thou

shall

—Isaiah

)l8»ore Blind Harsss Jro2''*"B\rad°n'e'.]^*iSJ*
other sore ayes, B»rry Co. lowt CUy,

Shalt

not

pass."

I».1>»T-;

aeor*.

no more pass."

15.

—Isaiah

14:10.
market.ibie.
ears.

Tesi?d

Your money back if it fails.
asrents wanted.

County
lOl

Key

not pass."

—
—

roar,

yet tEey shall

Jeremiah 5:22.
"So he paid his fare and went."
Jonah 1:3. Marshall Messenger.

St.,

HEAVES CUKEDI f^-^LT'^^
Itronbles.
I

"Though they

Cores Beares,
Coughs, Distemper and

objection

PRUSSIAN

HEAVE POWi3ERS
Dmppists

will get

Prince Edward Co., Va., Sept. 9, '07.
I came to this country from Ohio,
and the Southern Planter has been
a great help to me.
There is one

them.

monthly.

to
I

it,

and that

consider

it

is,

it

is

May you

continue to flourish in the future.

PRUSSIAN REMEDY

CO.. ST.

PAUL, MINI*

C. A.

HUNT.

I

Ferry's Seeds
the best known and
the most reliable seeds grown.
Every package has behind it the reputation
of a house whose business standards are the
highest in the trade.

a

the banner

farm paper of the South.

;

the horse up. I>oes not
stam or ren.uvc the hair. g2.00 a
bottle, ilelivereil. Pamphlet I-C free.
ARSOKBINK. JR., for mankind, gl.OO
bottle.
Cures Synovitis, Weejnne Sinew,
Strains, Gonty or Kheumatic
Dejiosits,

PASS.

14:10.

CURE

I

_

Havana, Illinois,
above
described

THOU SHALT NOT

Lump Jaw Core

QnsLad!s

In three months

could tell of dozens of cases where I have
duceddiflerent ones to use CAUSTIC BALSAM. I have
..1
.,
fifty bottles being bought,
because I know just what it wilMo.
it up Strong onough.
I wish you success
reel oil.

write them for parmaking mention that they
saw the ad. In this paper. Such a
wagon is a labor-saver for both man
and team.

Jaw Cure ever faO.s. Our far

280

ten minntes.

now all sound. These (wo are all that I have the
addressof just now.
I have bad CAUSTIC BALSAM
old shin sores.
One man had walked with
dutches for
B than a year, and
al pi.
tone had c •me out. I persiiaded him
try CAUSTIC
Id today you would not ki
is

and

ticulars,

Jaw and its treatment,

illustrations.

farm

first

storekeeper and posticer on his cheek-bone.
leting and told him to use
day, rubbing it in for five or

Jenk:

CAUSTIC BALSAM

THE LOW WORK WAGON.
moving of

which he did, and on

readers should

it remains today the standard treatment, with years of success back of it.
known to !>e B cure anil eui^runtced to
cure. Don't experiment with substitutes
or imitations. Use it. no matte- how old or
bad the case or wliat elsE
al-iiaip
tried-your money back iC !

gi'

Then Mr.

manufacture the
wheels and will furnish them with a
new wagon, or made to order, to fit
any wagon or skein desired.
Our

and

to be

GOMBAULTS CAUSTIC BALSAM,

second application could rest well at night— the

other
freight products calls for a strong
wagon with low, metal wheels with
wide, grooved tires. Such tires never
come off in summer and never sink
intothe ground to spoil the field or
the road.
The groove protects the
spokes from wear. The Havana Metal

Jaw
totrether with full

SpringSeld. 0., Sept. 19, 1904.
Lawrence-Williamfl Co.,Cleveland,0.— Lewis Evelsizer, Urbana, R. F. D., a farmer.had a bad cancer on back
of his hand. When I first aaw it he was on his way to
havo hia hand amputateil. I persuaded him to first try

—

The

tump

Human Body

For the

—

Wheel

Fleming's

As a Liniment

No one

'

J

Caustic Balsam

them

entrra Tines, and fnlldescriptit
plantini: over 1200 vari(

for

Flower Seeds.

D. M.

Invaluable to

FERRY &

all.

Send 'for

it.

CO., Detroit, Mich.

THE souther:^ planter.
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WHAT HE WANTEDi

SPECIAL OFFER.
A« an
ducement

Into

A

.

Thee

of

readers
Southern

Planter to give fr.T:;.-:ir=B
our prepara h-i.^j-c- jioultrv Food,
a trial P'Vr.l.'r „r^i-.>i-'- '•"-'tlons
we have de- fiiT",:i
-^\^ At" j^
i«>..«4^£«B

very bald-headed man went Into
the barber shop In the American
House In our town, and, plumping
himself down in the chair, said:
"Hair-cut!"

to
ex-t^^.tr
elded
tend them the-~.-t.'i«
following spe-p£^crc

Ed, the barber, looked at him a moment, and replied:
"Why, man, you don't need no hair-

clal otter:

cut

t'^i::.-£L-

We

win sendpcixr
one, t-;~^i-;»
any

to

on

once

only,
receipt of

C:i..-Otr^

one
18k.

Fountain
Buaranby Th«

Gold
Pen,
teod

.

,

.,

York, which would cost at retail
absolutely free:
One package Foutz's Horse and
1(
Cattle Powder
One package Foutz's Certain

New
|1,

Worm Powder
package

One

Superior

Foutz's

Poultry Food
One package Foutz's Perfect Lice
Powder
One package Foutz's Healing
Powder
One bottle Foutz's Certain KoUk

.21
.21

2S

BO

Cure

t2.»0

We

are sending a sample of this pen
to The Southern Planter to show exactly what we are offering and they have
known us for many years, will guarantee that we will give your readers satisfaction, and do exactly what we represent.
Remit by P. O. Money Order.
Write name and address plainly, and
state nearest express office.

THE DAVID

FOtJTZ COMPAJTY,

E.

Baltimore, Md.

"RARVA" MEAT MEAL
PROTEIN, 7 Per Ce«t.
FAT
IS A
POUIiTRY POOD
THAT 13

85 Pep Cent.

ECONOMIC,

CLEAN,

PURB.

A SURE
EGG PRODUCER
AND
MEAT BUILDER.

Sample on Request.

SACK,

POUNDS,

100

W.00.

RICHMOND, ABATTOIR
Box

Department M,

207.

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
Send for

the "Rarva" Bi>oUM.

Herndon, Va. Shzw.
ANNUAL EXHIBITION
BERNDON POULTRY ASSOCIATION,
January

2,

3 and

4,

Entries close

December

20.

SAGER,

C.

President.

M.

Secretary.

FOX TERRIERS
GILKESON,

voted

wnle.

Cnlpeper, Vn.

for

at

the

charter

election.

one in the neighborhood could

call
to mind.
'^He's me brother," explained Tom,
with cheerful alacrity. "He's not arrived in this counthry yit, but he tuk
ship av a Widnesday, an'll be here in
toime for the election."
^Lippincott's.

him

—

a tonic which maizes perfect digestion
in any domestic animal. It contains
iron for the blood and nitrates to
cleanse the system of poisonous matter.
It is the prescription of Dr.

Hess (M. D., D.V.S.), hiliiself
an authority on foods and
feeding.

OB HESS
STOCK

F^D

shortens the time required to fit
animal for market, increases the fiow
of millc in dairy cows and keeps
farm teams in prime condition.

^^

S

t,

SOLD ON A WRITTEN
GUAR.\NTEE.

$5.00 J EicePt In Canada
and extreme
.i *« (,n
25 lb. pail $1.60 ( south and WesL
Smaller QoantlUes at a slight advance.

100

lbs.

Off ,1.

>

Where Dr. Hess Stock Food differs in
particular is iu the dose it's small
and fed but twice a day, which proves
it has the most digestive strength to
Our Government recogthe pound.
nizes Dr. Hess Stock Food as

—

GENEROUS RESTITUTION.
In one of the Northwestern States
they like nothing better than to tell
how; a few years ago, there came to
that section a Boston newspaper man
whose mission It was to "write up"

lynching in that quarter, although it
appeared that there had not been
an Illegal execution in the State for
The natives took the
a long time.
question of the Eastern scribe in good

and even

part,

"jollied"

him

into be-

lieving that for downright lawlessness
the community wherein he was was
the moment sojourning was about the
most conspicuous portion of the
United States.

"Don't you ever make a mistake in
these lynchings?" guilelessly asked
Bostonian. "That Is, don't you ever
lynch the wrong man?"
"That happened once," put in some
one, "but we tried to do the square
thing by the widow."
"Indeed."
"Yes; we appointed a committee
to inform her that the Joke was on us,
and we gave her the choice of the
crowd for her second husband."

—Lippincott's.

VA.

WALKER,

Pure-Bred Fox TerrU-r rnp" for
I.

a story in

Some inquiries were made of Thomas
Mulcahy as to who this person bearing the same name might be, as no

1907.

Write for Premium List.
George O. Brown, Judge.

W.

tells

During the caucus in one of the lower wards of the city, a certain Michael
Mulcahy was nominated for a minoi
position on the ward ticket to be

IWIh,

WALKER'S HALL, HERNDO.V.

H. A.

BROTHER'S FORETHOUGHT.

A recent experiment in feedinglambs
proved that a small investment made
for Dr. Hess Stock Food returned the
feeder a profit of 235%. This was because the Hess-fed lambs were able to
digest a greater proportion of tlie
daily ration than otiier lots not similarly treated. Dr. Hess Stock Food is

zenship.

Pen
of

Diamond
Company.

a shine."
Lippincott's.

is

connection with a caucus held in 'Troy
some years ago as illustrating how
fully alive the Celts of that city were
to the opportunities of American citi-

and

beuutlful

you want

A Tammany man

standard

articles
will give

—what

HIS

$2, t:^

express charges,
following
the

prepaying
list of

[December,

Charlotte Co., Va., Sept.
I

2, '07.

have been a close student of the

press for over thirty
aPTicultural
vpars. but must say that the Southern
Planter gets nearer to the actual
farmer with more really valuable and
timely advice than any paper
read.

F.

I

ever

M. RAND.

medicinal compound, and this
paper is back of the guarantee.
If your dealer cannot supplj'

you,

we

will.

& CLARK,
AsUand, Ohio.

DR. HESS

Also Manufacturers
of Dr. Hess Poultry
Pan-a-ce-a

Louse

and Instant

Killer.

For Sale or Exchange
Two Pare-Bred Guernsey

Bull Calve*;

one large Black Mare, 10 years

old,

suitable for farm or draft purposes,
right color for breeding; one IMare

Mule, weight 1,100 to 1.200 pounds: one
handsome Rubber-Tire Private Carriage, latest style, excellent condition.
The above are for sale at farmer*'
prices.
The Guernseys offer an exceptional opportunity to grade your herd
with a sire of high dairy ancestry.
The Carriage Is as good as new, coupe
type, and prevailing popular style;
especially adapted for private station
carriage or city use.
Terms, cash, or very liberal for responsible parties, or will exchange for
anything I can use.
Address "Guernsey," care Southern
Planter.

prms-BHF.n

iWAMIWOTH BPONZE

TUPKEYS
FOR SALE.
J.

A.

TOMS.

13;

REIDELBACH,

HENft

»2.B0.

Bnckmer, Va.

THE SOUTHERISr PLANTER
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SINGLE

Brown

SURE HATCH" TO THE

COMB

Famous Incubator Breaks

Leghorns

FRONT.

All Selling

Records. Over 140,000 Sold.
The year 1907 has been one of wonderful success for the "Sure Hatch"
Incubator Company.
The output of "Sure Hatch" Incubators and Brooders was far in excess
of any previous year, and with its
splendid new factory, the largest in
the world, the sales for the coming
year will undoubtedly he on a still

grander scale.
"Sure Hatch" Incubators and Brood,
ers are used all over the world and

have established the highest reputaLm^Ibs wlBBcn

at VIitIbU Btata Fair
Ockerels atoad by
Skow.
By wiDDcn at bargain piieaa Car aaxt
Tke craadeat lat a< arlatMrata
tklrtr 4a7«.
Order bov 1< yaa waat
I kaTa ever leem.
tka bMt.
B^LI. PODLTRT TARD8,
Baz BT, Rlelunoad, Va.
Masabar merlcaa Leshom Clak.

tad

Rlchiii«*<3

TRAWBKRRT
Mambw

AaaocUUaa.

VIrslnta Paultry

W LMONT
f

FARM.

WHITE LEGHORNS,

S. C I.B. PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
A handsome lot of Cocks and Cockerels from the above-named varieties.
Price from H to J2 each. A few Buff

Orpington Yearling Hens and Pullets
(Cook strain) for sale cheap.
A hand-power Bone Cutter cheap;
a Canary Breeding Cage, also a Brass
Cage for single canary. Both comparatively new; below cost.
Satisfaction
always guaranteed.
Mrs. r. E. WILLIAMS,
CharlotteavUle, Ta.

Barred Plymouth Rocks
For

—
A
for

sale

fine

of

lot

B.

Leghorn

breeding;

pullet

and Tear-Old Hens.
Rock Pullets and Hens for

Pullets

A

also

few

sale.

RIVER VIEW POULTRY YARDS,

Mrs. C. M. Bass, Proprietor, Rice Depot,
Virginia.

S. C. B.
Tearling

Btrrr

Hens,

LEGHORIVS
Pnlleta

and

Plymouth rock

Cockerala
Puiiota

a>d CorkerelB.

WHITE HOLLANB TUBCBra

tgg

laylnit

tTom (E-

atraln.

PBKIN DDCKS.

VmmlL tor snr cxklbit at State Fair
ExpoaitloBu

aa<

LAUREL HILL POULTRI FABU,
Roxbury,

Va.

FALL SALE
POULTRY.
baTa 599 White, Brown and Buff
Leghorn Hens and Pullets to offer yau
at bargain prices. Give your wants In
Enclose stamp for reply.
first mail
CLARENCE SHEJTK. LURAT, VA.
I

WHITE POULTRY YARDS
LORRAINE.

VA..

first, six second and two third
at Virginia State Fair, October 7-lJ, 1»07.
H«» for sale IV. H. TnrkeTa, Wklte
Gaiaeaa, VVblte Cbliia Ge«ae, Vmt Mallard aa« PekiB Dadu, White Wyaa<«*te aaid S. C. WMte Leghora CMekeaa.

VTon nine

premiums

"Sure
of

finest

Incubator

Hatch"

California

Is

Redwood,

System made of indestructible Solid
Copper, and its Heat Regulator is at
the side instead of on top. Hence It
has a conTenient Table Top.
The "Sure Hatch" Safety Lamp
burns less oil than ordinary Incubator lamps, and never smokes.
This machine hatches every fertile
egg and is so simple and easy to
operate that no experience is needed.

W

L

S

hare a flne lot of Cockerels,
Pullets and Yearling Hana of tha
I

following breeds that

I

will sell for

tl.SO to f2.60 each, all pure bred and
from choice raatinga; Barrad, Wbita
and Buff Plymouth Rocks; White,
Brown and Buff Leghoms; White
and Silver Wyandottes; White, Buff
and Black Orpingtons; Single and
Rose Comb Rhode Island Rods; SuH&mburga, Light
Spangled
rer
Brabmas and Black and White

Minorcas. Special prices In quantities of one doien or more of any one
Choice White Holland and
breed.

Mammoth

Bronie Turkeys at ^t
each for Toms and $3.50 to $4 each
for Hens. Pekln and Rouen Ducka
at )2 each far females and $3 each
for drakes. Do not delay, but write
to-day. Address
JAMBS M. HOBBS,
No. 1521 Mooat Royal Areaae, Baltimore, Md.

Thousands of men and women everyTO REDUCE STOCK OF
where are making money raising
WHITE LEGHORNS
chickens with "Sure Hatch" IncubaAND—
tors and Brooders. The Company has
BLACK IHiniORCAS
just Issued a valuable Free Book on
We offer in lots of 12 Hens and one
Poultry Profits that every one should
We simply wish to
read. You can get a copy by writing Rooster for $12.
A good
sell to make room for others.
a postal to the Sure Hatch Incubator opportunity is offered to get a start
Company, Box 8, Fremont, Neb., or,j with these birds.
Eggs of the various strains for
Dept. 8, Indianapolis, Ind.

—

FOX HALL POULTRY FARM,

FERRY'S FREE SEED BOOK.

AND
Cockerels

The

equipped with the Hot Water Heating

F

O

hatching.

Brown Leghorns

S. C.

tion for results.
built
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R. F. D. No.

For half a century thousands and
thousands of farmers and gardeners
have regarded "Ferry's Seed Annual"

once to D. M. Ferry

&

Co.,

Detroit,

Mich., for the 190S edition of "Ferry's

Barred P. Recks,
C. B. Leghorn*.

My

Co., Va.,

Aug.

9,

'07.

I find every number of the Southern
Planter verv valuable.

C. S.

PASSAVANT.

Breeding Stock for
Ml*.

CHARLES

C.

WINE,

Mt. Sidney, Va.

PRIZE

V\/ilMIMERS

At the Virginia State Fair, 1907, my
M. B. Turkeys won 1st and 2nd Toms,
1st Hen: at Jamestown, 2 Ists on Toms;
my B. P. Rocks won at State Fair, 3rd
Cock, 3ra Cockerel. 2nd Pen.
I now
have some good birds for sale.

CHARLIE BROWN, Route
ville,

WHITE
Large,

1,

Carters-

Va.

ROCPLS.

husky,

pure-bred Cockerels
from my prize winners at $2 each;
guaranteed to please. If you are not
satisfied, return and get your money
back.
BroTrn Leghorn Pnllets at $1
each large ones.
R. W. HAW, Centralla. Va.

—

BARRED

Seed Annual,"

Campbell

Norfolk, Va.

8.

as the best guide, not only for the
for their plant-

buying of seeds, but
ing and care. Daily
text and illustrations
the actual beginning

reference to its
proves it to be
of a successful
season. The new edition for 190S is
now ready for free mailing to all who
write to the publishers for a copy.
It is a high tribute to the house of
D. M. Ferry & Co. that two generations have planted Ferry's Seeds, each
succeeding year adding to the confidence that "seed trouble" will never
arise when Ferry's seeds are planted
as "Ferry's Seed Annual" says they
should be.
Another remarkable feature developed by the house of Ferry is the
method of distributing seeds to dealers throughout the country so that
the planters everywhere can secure
at their home store exactly what they
want when they want it. with the absolute assurance that it is fresh and
fertile.
Every one should send at

2,

>«ALLEY FARM

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
Choice lot of Cockerels and Pullets
for sale at reasonable prices If taken
December. Write for prices.

in

W.

L,

ELSEA, BERRYVILLE, VA.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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PATTERN'S BY

200 Growing Youngsters
•OlINGLBT"

ROCKS

BARRED PLYMOUTH

BXCI-USrVKt,Y.
Thompson's celebrated

strain.
E. B.
Bred for Qnallty, not anantltr. tJnezcelled In laying qualities, size, Tlgror
Sons and daughters of
and beauty.
"Crackerjack." my prize winner at last

Show,
Richmond Poultry
weight 12 pounds. I have the prettiest
lot of Cockerels and Pullets, both for
the show-room and breeding purposes,
that I can sell you at reasonable prices,
season's

considering

superior

their

quality.

Write me what you want and

can

1

Satisfaction guaranteed.
Address LBSLIB H. HcCTTX!, Box 4,
AftOB, Va.

please

you.

OUR

WniDllhlGS

For the

AT THE VIRGINIA STATE FAIR,
Richmond, Va., October 7-12, 1907, were
First pen Partridge Wyandotes.
First pen Partridge Wyandottes.
First pen S. C. Rhode Island Reds.
(The only three pens we showed.)

Spring Hatched

COCKERELS
and
PULLETS
of the above breeds.

Man.
which the
average small boy is endowed seems
to expend itself in the endeavor to
wear out his clothes with as much
celerity as possible; hence the mother

Much

W^rite for prices.
J.

W.

Qnarles, Prop., Bllerson, Va.

100

S. C. B.

LEGHORN HENS
for sale at $1 each

cember

taken before DeWill sell none after that

15th.

If

date.

We have
S. C. B.

a few

BUFF ORPINGTON

Cockerels for sale at $2 each.

Three young White Holland Turkey

Toms

at $3 each. Turkey Hens all sold.
S. C. B. Leghorn Eggs for hatching
at any time at $6 per 100; %1 for 15.
One trio of young Narraganset
Turkeyii for sale at $7.

CAL,

Ronte

1,

HUSSELMAN,

Highland Springs, Va.

Poplar Hill
Poultry Farm.

Little

of the energy with

of such a boy, never being quite
through with the work of making new
garments, is naturally eager to find
designs that are easy to make and to
keep clean.
The little blouse suit
here sketched will unquestionably
prove welcome, since it exactly fills

these

ELLERSON POULTRY YARDS,

MARTHA DEAN.

Southern Planter patterns are designed by Martha Dean, and are up
to date in every way and selected
each month from the latest season's
patterns. All seams allowed for. Full
directions, including quantity of material, accompany each pattern.
In ordering, be sure to give number and
size of pattern wanted.
For ladies'
upper garments give bust measure;
for skirt and under garments give
waist measure. For misses and children, give age and size. Bear this in
mind. Price 10 cents each. Address
Pattern Department, Southern Planter, Richmond, Va.

needs.
The blouse,
tucked in front and back in

special

which

is

triple

box

plait

effect,

is

R. F. D.

m

4.

parture from the usual mode, however, is seen in the position of the
belt, which terminates on either 'side
under the tucks. The plaited sleeve
is constructed on the most approved
models for little boys' wear. Serge
was used for modelling the suit, as
shown, but any pliable cloth might be
chosen, the preference being given to

a fabric that may easily be sponged
and pressed when necessary. A tub
fabric may be substituted for the
wool, If desired, such suits being frequently made of washable material,
regardless of the season.
For the
5-year size, 4 yards of 27-inch goods
will be needed.
4273. 6 sizes:
from 2 to 7 years.

—

lw>iM»»

tar

A tew tkalM

Here

your young stock next season.
Single birds, pairs, trios and pens at
right prices. Order now. Satisfacof

tion guaranteed.

WALSH,

L. W.
248, Lynchburg,

Box

Va.

Dunnlora Poullry Farm
Pure-Bred
^VHITE ^VYANDOTTB
COCKERELS. Free range and no other
breeds

Prices low and stock
Order quick and get the

kept.

flrst-class.

choice ones.

PURE-BRED POLAND-CHINA PIGS.
N. T. PEEBLES & BRO., Proprietors,
Route

2,

Carson, Va.

SPRING BROOK POVLTRV FARHH,
Culpeper, Va. H. H. Scott, Prop.
Braadar at Northrap (train Black Minereaa,
strain 9l Brawa Legtaomi, aa4 tkc
best IllTcr-Lacad WyaadottaB.
Hare kaaa
breellaf Black Mlaorcaa six years, alwaya
wltk tke b«at typa la view. BUKk aad
In seaaaa at very madarate prices, oaaaldarIng tka qaallty. Writs me for prieaa aad

WhltMaa

am

full

parttealara.

Glenview Orpingtons.
BUFFS EXCLUSIVELY.
A few

Cockerels for sale. Not quits
good enough for the show room, but
Just right to head a good breeding pen.
B.

S.

HORNE, Keswick,

Va.

RHODE ISLAND REDS
I offer for sale this year some
fine S. C.
ISLAND REDS.

RHODE

very

M7

stock Is from some of the finest blood
In the South, Including some from Dr.
Winston's famous prize trio.
Prices
vary, according to quality. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

ROBERT
Box

118,

G. HTTIVDLBY,
FannvlUe, Va.

ROTAL

RHODE ISLAIVn REDS.
Large, Haadsoms, Rose and Slncle Camk
Cockerels from the best prize winning aat
egg prodnclBg strains in exlatence, tLTI
to $2 each.

toMB
U.

County, Maryland.

Rhode Island Reds
Combs." Stock and Bggs at radnced rates, and must be sold. Satlstaetlsa
guaranteed at
"Both

is

a Bargain.

BLKTON POULTRY FARM,

CLARA

L.

ley.

line

Connty, Va.

mention

when

TSe

wrTtlng

An Apron

A
Southern

advertisers.

Proprietor,

Clinton HeaaBlkton, Va.

Black Langshans

SMITH,

Landor Ponltry Yards, Croxton, Cars-

Planter

rels will greatly increase the value

far Mia,

Pullets in White Wyandotte (Duston
strain). White Orpington (Cook), and
Barred Plymouth Rock (Bradley Bros.)
at reasonable prices.
Prize winning
and utility birds. Also fine Mammotk
Bronze Turkeys. Perfect beauties.
Write now. while they are here, to

Always

Properly handled are money-makers.
They are bred right, raised right and
sold right. One of my choice Cocke-

H vw

triaa

extra fine lot of Cockerels and

MISS

WALSHS' burrco rocks

GEORGE W. SWEETING. LOCUST MODNT
POULTRY FARM, Sharon, Hartard

CockaraU, 11.26 to %\.iO each; Pullats,
fl.ZS each.
Reduction on larga number.
Satisfaction guarantaad.

An

your stock or methods are at

If not,
fault.

A few Prize Winning Tearllnff Coclu
at reduced prices.

L«KlB«tSB, Ta.

WYANDOTTES

'klxk MerlBC Mr<a,

DOES YOUR POULTRY PAY?

modellea

after the Russian style, and fastens
on the left side, the closing being concealed by the tucks. A pleasing de-

DS. H. H. LKB, Pt«*.,

S. L.

[December,

for the Play Hour.

very sensible little apron which
in high neck and with

may be made

sleeves and thereby serve the purpose

^

Are the Orlgrtnal Egg-Laying Strata.
Grand in size, shape and color. Cholca
Cockerels, Pullets and Yearling Bena
for sale.
A. M.

BLACK, TAZEWELL, VA.

THE SOUTHERISr PLANTER.
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BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
BUFF WYANDOTTES.
At the Virginia State Fair there were
Rocks showed by 9 different parties,
and we won 9 out of 12 places and special for the best Cockerel in the show.
In Dorkings, we won on every bird
we showed. Did not show Buffs.
Stock and Eggs for sale.
93

YOUNG,

1110 Main Street,
Richmond. Va.

S.

M. B. Turkeys (Worlde strain), J6
per pair; Toms, $4; Red Cuban Games
(Means' strain). Cocks, $2; Hens, $1.50.
CO.,

PEKIN DUCKS.

We have the best lot we have ever
bred and from the most noted winning
A number

show

of

birds for

sale.

LESLIE

KLINE, Vaucluse, Va.

D.

BARRED

PLYIhOUTH ROCK
Cockerels of best strains lor sale
cheap this month to make room. Prices
from $1 to ?2, according to age, markings, etc.
Write me your wants.

MRS. JOHN

PAYNE,

F.

University Station, Charlottesville, Va.

size.

4237.

— Sizes:

2, 4, 6, 8,

A

Waist Suitable for

Women

of All

Ages.

There is something very soft and
becoming in the lines of this waist,
which renders it suitable for women
of all ages and especially pretty for
the elderly women who have to avoid
fulness across the back and look best
in wasts which have becoming lines.
fronts are gathered a bit at the
shoulder and along the front edges,

The

the bands which serve as trimming
The
being given in the pattern.
sleeves may be long or short, as preferred, and finished with lace or some
The chemisette
trimming material.

inch material are needed.
6914.
32 to 42 inches bust
Sizes:

measure.

A«wiaeo,
George Covnty, Md.

choice Cockerels for sale, $2
First order
all sold.

first

Va.

RHODE ISLAND RED
COCKERELS,

$1

JOHN W. MORRIS,

EACH.

Waldrop, Va.

Half-Wild Turkeys
from

Bronze

cross;

also

Mammoth

Young Toms and Hens; White

Holland Toms;

fine

bred Barred Ply-

menth Rocks and Pebin Drakes and
Ducks for sale, also B. B. Game
Bantams. Prices reasonable. Your Interest to TTTlte me before buying.
E. F. SOMMERS, SOMERSET, VA.

Please Mention the Southern Planter.

WItk anaUty.

Half Blood
Paps

Baa

CO.,

for

sal*.

trailer

Hound

Brad frem a

full

kl«*d*l

and deer or (ax h«m>4. gtraa

K

A
One

Practical

of the

aprons

upon

choice.

KATIE THOMPSON. Neverlet,
SINGLE-COMB

Bronze,

SURPLUS STOCK

Burke's Garden, Va.

flrst

Females

LEWIS.

F.

BURKE'S GARDEN CATTLH

expense.
Shavr'a Store, Va.

W

gets

JOHN

my

GOLDEN WYANDOTTE COCKERELS.

Is the post-office and
the station, both on the

Is

only eight classes at Virgfinla Stat*
All stock bred and
Fair, October 7th.
owned by ua. Order direct from

ii

Miss

Lynnwood
Len-is

farm, which Is on the Norfolk and
Western Railway, about mldw^ny between Roanoke, Va., and Hagerstow^, Md.

Brown aad
Wyandottes,
Brahmaa,
White Leghorns, Barred and White
Rocka, Peafowls and Ducks. Fire Srsta,
entriei In
on
thirds
7 seconds and 4

CHICHKSTER,

SHAW,

A few

lar.

Price tn KeeplnK

and iMoad 0*ak«r«l< •••<.
Pallat, Boeoad Coek aad n aad Baa a'
BiakaoBd. January IS-M.
S«Mk toe aalt
SB, fLM 99T U: n Wt Vm. Okitoa B«f
Plymoaa Book Bna, fl
U.
ntM> NTWfllT, lH«ia>n»iT, Ta.

each.

prohibitory prices on
best stock, I have, In the past
years, succeeded in raising
the standard on my stock, and today I can boast that I can sho^v
more bine ribbons and prizes than
any breeder of Percherons and Short
Horns In Maryland or Virg^iniaf
«vhere my stock has al^vays been
exhibited.
My prices are louver than any for
the same class of stock.
Come to the farm and see that
what I say is true in every particn-

Short Horn and Hereford Cattla. All
but stock sheep sold. Mammoth Bron2»
and White Holland Turkeys, Llsht

ROSE COMB WHITE LEGHORNS
Wlmaias

All stock registered.

No

be returned at

J, H.

Of the best conformation and breeding for sale at all times at the
LYNNWOOD STOCK FARSI.

may be of lace or embroidered mull.
For the medium size, 3 yards of 36-

March-Hatched Cockerels for sale, $1
to $1.50 each.
Every bird guaranteed

may

AND BERKSHIRES

my

TWELVE PURE-BRED
Silver Laced Wyandotte
or

HORSES, SHORTHORNS,

fifteen

pens, free range; raised
from eggs from J. W. Miller Company,
Frsaport, 111. May and Jun* stock, 7S
cents each; earlier onoa, some layed
In August, one dollar each If purchased now.
Eggs In season. Save
this ad.
Mrs. \r. S.
ITrince

PERCHERONS, SADDLE

By putting

10 years.

—

"EAST VIEMT"
SILVER LACEO WVaiVDOTTES
Exclusively.

dium

Woodlawu, Va.

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS,
BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
strains.

Three box plaits In front and
back extend to the yoke band and proedges.

vide plenty of fulness for the skirt.
Any of the apron materials may serve,
2% yards being needed for the me-

WooDLAWN Poultry Yards.

JONES NURSERY

Is shown as a suggestion
for the mother who fashions her
As shown,
small daughter's clothes.
the apron is pretty enough to wear
with the afternoon or Sunday frock.
dainty fabric and
If made of some
trimmed at the neck and armhole

of a dress,

SILVER GRAY DORKINGS

J.

1099

which

for

Work

IV t» maka tk« laest tar h«ar, dear
DIXON BROS., LBXINOTON, VA.

Apron.

most sensible
housekeepers

protecting their

of

work

depend

clothes

is

sketched and the amateur sewer will
find no difficulty in making It. It in
of sack style and may have the neck
The
in round
or square outline.
sleeves are of the bishop style, ending In a narrow wristband, and easily
full, so as to slip on over any dress
sleeve. A pocket or two may be applied to the front and prove most useful.
Gingham, percale, or another
apron material may serve, of which
6% yards 36 inches wide are needed
for the medium size.
32 to 40 inches
6921.
sizes:
5
bust measure.

—

tax.

Black Turkeys
Champions at leading Eastern shows
for four years.

Wlilte

DeroB

Wyandotte Cockerels, ^1 each.
Bull, 2 years old, from im-

ported ancestry.
B. F.

Holstein Females.

JONBS, Sonth Montrose, Pa.

lUaiWHOTH BRONZE

R ni: YS
TU
APPLY TO
FOR
SALE.

R.

E.

CREE, CROZET, VA.
WOLF STRAIN

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS.
Toms, *5; Hens, »3! Trio, $10.
Order quick and get first choice.
C.

P.

GARTH, PROFFIT, VA.

.
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TUBERCULOSIS IN VIRGINIA.

Bargains

Horses.

in

A

splendid pair of work Mule Colts,
coming 2 years old. Extra fine; large
as ordinary 3 year old; drives nicely
Will be
to a buggj- or light wagon.
sold at a bargain.
One 7-year-old Dark Bay Mare. 1»

hands: weight about 1.000; compact and
easy to keep. A reliable worker everywhere and a capital Broad Mare.
One splendid 2-year-old Sorrel Gelding; drives nicely, single and double;
Will make
very compactly built.
splendid family or work horse.
These horses are perfectly sound an*
will be sold at a bargain to the quick
purchaser.
W. M. WATKINS * SON,
Saxe, Charlotte County, Va.

(Paper

FARM

HIGGINeOTH^M BaOS.
FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA.

OF GAnVD 8ADDI<K
HORSBS AND UlJJtTBIRS.
IMPORTED REGISTERED

BRBKDBRS

SHETLAND PONIES.

—

For sale One Stallion, coming 2
in spring; 2 Stallions 6 and
months old; 4 Mare Colts 6 and 7
months old. The very fineiit of pedlcrreed breeding •took, imported from
years old
8

in the Shetland
Particularly fine in every re-

one of the oldest herds
Islands.
spect.

MONTROSB SHETLAND PONY FARM,
Carteravllle, Va. Nash P.
Proprietor.

Snead,

SPBCIAL, BARGAINS IN PURB-BRBH}

PERCHEROni UNO BELGiani
stallions. Mares
30 and 40 head

and FUlles.
to

select

Betwaan

from.

Im-

ported and American bred.

ALSXANDBR A

C. A.

CO., BarrlatOK,

Ansnmta County, Ta.
Malyorca and Kentncky Mammotb Jacks and Jenneta,
Saddle Hornea, Trottlns and Pads*
Stalllana, Poland-China and Tamworth
Our Importation of Spanish
H«K«.
Jacks, which arrived Aug. 12, Is the
largest and finest ever brought to the
United States. Our herd of Tamworths
Is headed by the first and second prize
boars at the Royal show In England.
Our catalog Is the finest ever Issued by
any Jack breeders. Write us your
wants or visit our farms.
J.

F.

COOK A

CO.,

LBXINGTON, KY.

Branch Barn, Greenville, Texas.

KENTUCKY JACK FARM.
A

flne

Black,

lot

Big,

of

Well

-

Bred

Kentucky Jacks; also.
Imported

Spanish/

Jacks, personally selected by me from
the best breed
Jacks In Spain,
furnish a certificate
of pedigree with each
Imported Jack. Come
to see me or writeI
for prices.
I can please you.
JOE E. WRIGHT, Junction City, Ky.

^3l

A Neat Binder for your back ntimbers can be fiad for 30 cents. Addreei
our BuBinesB Department

before

State

Medical

Society.)
Dr. J. E. Harris, of Berryville, Va.,
in his paper oa "Virginia's Need of
InstltuWons for the Care and Treatment of Tuberculosis," stated:
"Consumption to-day is killing more
people in Virginia than smallpox,
diphtheria and scarlet fever comIt
is
prevalent among all
classes. At one time it was considered a disease practically belonging
to the lower class of people, but today, because of its contagious nature,
those in the highest walks of life suf-

bined.

Four choice 126-Pound Keglstered
Shropshire Yearling Rams, $25 each;
three extra good IBO-Paund Shropshire Yearling Rams. $S2.K0 each;
one Elxhlbltlon Yearling Shropshire
IBO-Pound Ram, |40. Choice Ram
and Ewe Lambs, strictly pure bred,

at $18 each. Three Hampshire Ram
Lambs, $16 each.
Bred Ewes of Shropshire! and
Southdowns at (25 each, and they
are flne specimens. These prices are
far prompt acceptance and subject
to prior sale.
Write to-day and order a flne SerAddress
vice Ram.

from it.
The most intelligent
fall victims to it
neither the
rich nor the poor are spared.
So far
as age is concerned, the mortality is
fer

often

OHANTILLY

read

—

greater upon an average between the
ages of eighteen and thirty-five In
males, and fourteen and twenty-eight
in females.
The loss of life in Virginia is unusually large as compared
with our neighboring States.
"When we come to consider the situation that now confronts us In Virginia, It looms up as a burden apparently too heavy for us to carry, but on
the other hand we mus admit that
the loss of life in our State from the
disease Is very much too large onethird larger than from any other. If
the lives of its citizens are a State's
most precious possession, surely this
matter Is worthy of the best thought
and the most careful legislation. A
supreme effort should be made to
educate our State, city and county officials,
as these are the channels
through which our State aid will
come. The rich should be Instructed
and the poor helped and advised as
well.
This disease can be eradicated.
The efforts of the workers in other
States have been slowly but surely
crowned with success.
I am an advocate of the State's
caring for its poor consumptives just
as It does now for Its insane patients.
By so doing it will contribute greatly
to the welfare and happiness of Its
people.
Isolation of tubercular patients Is a prime factor in the fight
of prevention. Prom a financial standpoint, it is far easier to prevent one
hundred cases than it Is to cure ten,
and as this is a contagious disease,
isolation Is the first step toward success to keep it from being communieated from one person to another.

JAMES

No. 1521

tients of intelligence will break this
rule which they will suffer for later.

"The educational features connected

BOBB9,

timore, Md.

EDGEAVOOD STOCK FARM

—

"Nowhere can Isolation be more perfect than in an institution. There are
other advantages thnt might be mentioned, as follows:
"It is a fact that no class of patients
demand more strict supervision and
discipline than those suffering from
tuberculosis. It takes a long time to
establish a cure, and it Is natural for
them to become impatient and want
to stir around and exercise, and while
they are all mindful of the ill effects
of over-exercise, yet not a few pa-

M.

Mount Royal Aveane, Bal-

OORSETS.
Our
you.

fall Iambs are now ready for
Let us hear from you promptly

this year.
J.

D.

ARBUCKLE &

SONS,

Maxweltbn, Greenbrier County,

West

Virginia.

DORSETS.
some of the beat Ram
that we have ever offered.
Better order one before they are all
have

TVe

Lambs

Can spare a few Young Ewea.

•old.
J.

E.

Wing A

HechanlcsborK,

Bros.,

Ohio.

LARGE

IMPROVED YORKSHIRE

PIGS

Registered Stock of excellent
breeding for sale at farmers' prices.
If interested write

from

D. C. BECKAVITH,
Sealston, King George County, Va.
offers

sale

for

Yorkshire
Special

large

Swine
prlcas

In

and
Sows
Weanling
P1ga
Bred

Registered or eligible.

Rock
Butt
P.
Cockerels at |1.2t
J.

D.

THOMAS,

Always
Planter

each.

mention

when

Round

The

writing

Hill,

Va.

Southern
advertlserB.
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DUROC-JERSEYS
Two Boar

Aueuat

farrowed

Plea,

20th. )8 each; four Boars, one Sow,
farrowed October l»th, %& each. Pedigree with each pig.
\%'hite
Wyandotte and Partridee
Cochin Cock.s fine ones $1 each.
J. D. DILLON, PnrcellvUle, Va.

—

—

STEELING HERD
OF REGISTERED

Duroc=Jerseys.
Boars ready for service. Will sell
herd boar, "Sterling," or ex-

my

change for sow or sow

WATSON,

R. \V.

I^ALT

pigs.

Petersburg, Va.

POND HSUU)

DVROC-JERSEVS
Boars sired by Com Paul, Okia CUe*
and Honareb, in serrlce on choice aowi
of leading strains. Figs ready for No-

vember
S.

delivery.

WHITTAKKR, HARDINGS,

A.

TA.

with m »«dani iasUtntlon are of the
graataat adTantase, not only ta tke patleata theBBalvaa while undergoing
tr»atmeBt, but the public who Tisit
these places. There is bo way that
we can Impress upon the human mind
So forcibly as by an ocular demonstration of facts.
Those who read of
these things and go there to see them
never forget. It malces a lasting impression en the relatives of the patients as they see those who are so
well into the grasp of a disease that
is so fatal being cured and returned
home well enough to work and support their families as before. Some
of the pioneer workers in the crusade
against consumption to-day are those
who have been cured of it, and the
training that they received in institutions becomes most valuable to

them

in their work in teaching others.
It is next to an impossibility to obtain the minutest routine of daily
habits necessary for a cure outside
of an institution. I am well aware of
the fact that many patients recover

who do not

ram worth

Pigs

From Registered Stock

8f Fine

BREEDING.
t.

Lull—

O*..

T*.

ESSEX PIGS
and

SOUTH-DOWN 8HEFP.
I kave a numker of Ine Pisa ready
ablpmeBt aad also eoiBe Chalet
Soutkdewna. I am prepared te lU arden through the montb of NereBker
and December.
I. e. JONHS, TehacMTlUe, H. O.

for

China

Registered

E.fil
rliililrt

Large itiala
All agei nated aet akin,
e. Wli

••

i weak pigt.
Bred tows,
Bervlie boais. Guaraaey
(aires, Beoteli CelUa pops and pooltiy.
WrlU
for prlees and free eiiealari.
P. F. HAMILTON'. Coelir»BTllle,CliiiterCe.Ps.

POLANO-CHINAS
A choice lot of Registered Boar Pigs
KONTROSB FARMS, C. Lonla Dohme,
from sows of best breeding.
Colpeper, Va.

SUNNYSIDE BERKSHIRES.
Beet blood In America In my herd
Imparted HIshtlde Comiuana,
Baran Premier III.'s Bachelor, aad
Snnnyald* Faithfnl. Sovra just aa Kaad.
Don't bay Berkahlrea until yen kaaw
more akent ^ne. Write for eijrcalar.
boare.

W.

B.

ITALKKR, UNION,

S. C.

enter institutions, but the
percentage is very small as compared
to those who do enter institutions.
It was roughly estimated that our
State had twenty thousand cases in
1900, and, after twelve months of investigation, 1 have come to the conclusion that not over one-fourth of
this number Is able to pay over $8.00
per week for treatment, a length of
time required for a cure. Of the remaining fifteen thousand, about onethird can pay $5.00 per week, and this
leaves ten thousand who cannot pay
anything at all. In other words, onehalf of our tubercular cases are paupers, so far as paying for the actual
costof treatment is concerned. Therefore, with the large number of destitute tubercular patients in Virginia,
the demand for State aid is imperative.
Of course, all of this class ol
patients cannot be provided for in the
beginning, but if a large percentage
of the advanced cases could be taken

away from their families, it would be
a great stride forward in the campaign of prevention.
I believe the
paupers in the last stages should be
the first to receive our attention for
this reason
the cost of prevention is
much less than the cost of cure the
incipient cases are not so dangerous
as the advanced ones and there may
be a chance for the incipient cases
to provide for treatment, but with the
advanced cases it is not so he has
neither a chance to get well nor time
to provide for treatmemt.
"Only two things are left for him to
d" one is to give it to others, and the
other is to die."

—

—

—

—
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PUltB-BIUED

BERKSHIRES.
Tounc

Pie* for sale at reaaea-

Sixty

able prtoes.
H. McGBCHIM.

THOMAS

Oreenwood, Del.
A ni*n lot op pios
sirbo bv aLCNBURN
aad Topper's Model. Well brad
and gmoA Indlvlduala. CoHie and see
tbeB ar write for prtcea. M. B. Turkeys,
a.
r. Roeks and a C. B.
L^ehora

DCDVCUIDCC
DCnKonmCo,
i.«yal

Cklckens.
«.

T.

All

of

the

beat

breedlas.

OLrrKR, ALLBjrS LKVBL, TA.

PRCMIER TRAIHP 103147
Sensational
Under-Six-Mentka
Berkshire Boar at Virginia State Fair,
first prize Virginia class; second piixe
tree-for-all; weight, 223 pounda

The

For

sale,

November and December

delivery, stock by same sire and dam;
alse dilTerent dams, rich in blood ef
Lord Premier, Governor Lee, Celumbua,
CTncle Sam and Sir John Bull. Prlcea

reasonable.

SOMMKHS,

F.

E:.

Saasenet, Va.

SALE.

Four

selected Boars, ready for aevline lot of spring and fall pica
which te select. Sows bred fer

A

vlee.

from

farrow.

fall

A FBW^ FKKIN DrCKS.
Write me what you want and ril tell
you what I have. Satisfaction ruaraateed.

. LODGE

ROSS,

Glen Hilton Farm, Bedford City, Va.

THOROUGHBRED
BERKSHIRE BOARS,
JERSEY BULL CALVES^
DORSET BUCK UMBS.
Sire of Calves, FLYING FOX. 654S«.
who sold for 17,500
at the Cooper sale, 1902.
stock in best condition and
All
guaranteed as represented.
F. T. ENGLISH, CentreTllIe, Md.

son of Flying Fox

PIGS.
Choice Pure-Bred Berkshire, Ches-

ter White, Tamworth and PolandChina Pigs, all ages, and eligible to
registry.
Pigs mated In pairs and
trios not related ready for breeding.
Prices |10 each and upwards, according to age and quality.

One 17S-Pound Poland-China Bred
Gilt.

J25.

One
Gilt.

176-Pound

Berkshire

Bred

»28.

One 300-Pound Registered Berkshire Boar, $27.B0.

dCKKoIIIKC caadimfly akaiw
RO A B ^ ynnt bean far

Co., Va.,

Aug.

27, '07.

lala:

laid TaiWr. 7S49t aad avt •t lOtaNv
bred i«w«.
It will b* hard t* imd better or eb«*p«r ateak
HSNRT WARSEN, Frederiakabarf.Va

Choice Bred Sows of all breeds at
and upwards.
I have a One lot of 100 to IJiPound Boars and Gilts nearly large
enough to breed for tlS.SO each if
ordered at once. Write at once and
order a sample pig.
JAMMa M. MOBBa,
Na. IMt U»mmt mayal Avaarae, Bal}25

Campbell

I tblnk the Southern Planter one of
th« best ^vers published here in the
•outh, and it fills the Biraion far
whick It la Intended to the latter, asd
I hall with delight iU cow ing each

moath.

C. T.

BTTRNBTT.

t
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"BEATS THE GRINDSTONE."

JERSEY BARGAINS.
A

rare opportunity to secure carefully-bred Registered Jerseys. Having
decided to relinquish the dairy business, I offer my entire Jersey herd at
private sale, consisting of 20 cows,

by Brown Bessie's
yearling heifers with

headed
62607;

6

Eureka.

and

calf,

several
younger things. They are
business and beauty combined, and are
worthy of your Inspection. No exorbitant prices asked. A splendid chance
to secure a foundation herd, or choice
family
cow.
One dam. Fancy of
Eureka. 130891, and six daughters,
ranging from 1 to 6 years old, are
especially fine.
Will sell singly or In
lots to suit.
Come see them and make

your own selections.
Edn-ard Walter, Burekn Stock Farm,

WcHt Chester.

AIRLIE

FARM

GROOmS,

H. O.

Pn.

Pr*»rletor.

AYRSHIRE CATTLE
SOKE CHOICB OFFERINGS
TOUNG AND MATtTRB

OF

STOCK.

ADDRESS

AIRLIE FARM,
Wanenton, V».

you have an "axe to grind," a
knife to sharpen, or want to put an
edge on any sort of a tool whatever,
there Is an easy, quick way to do it
Use
that "Beats the Grindstone."
the convenient little Practical Grinder.
It sharpens ten times as fast as
a grindstone, because its grinding
wheel is made of Alundum, that hardest, sharpest and most durable of all
abrasives. And it will put the keenest edge on the heaviest or the most
delicate tool or Implement without
drawing the temper, because it doesn't
heat the metal. Furthermore, it is so
convenient to use. Just clamp it on
table, bench or other stand in a jiffy,
and remove it as quickly, if you wish,
when you are through with it. The
wife or the "girl can keep the knives,
scissors and other household utensils
If

sharp without any effort to speak of,
and the grinder may be taken to the
tool shed or wherever most convenient and any edged implement on the
place made as sharp as you wish it.
These grinders are made in different
sizes, fitted with hand-crank or foot
power, while belt power may be applied when available.
Our readers
ought to write to the Royal Manufacturing Company, Box 35, Lancaster,
Pa., and ask for one of their free
*ooks, called "Practical Talks About

[Deeember,

ANGUS

Fine

Calves

AT FARMERS' PRICES.
Several splendid family Milk Cows,
young, fresh and gentle.
Several
16-16
Urade Angus Bull
Calves ready for service. Will majca
superb bulls for grading up herds.
Several Registered Angus Bull and
Heifer Calves. Fine Individuals, whosa
development has been pushed since tha
day they were dropped.
All
these calves will be sold at
farmers' prices. Write at once If jron
want one of them.
A 'splendid piece of standing Pine
and Oak Timber, half mile from railroad, for sale cheap to a quick buyer.
W. M. WATKINS A SON,
Saxe, Charlotte Ceaaty, Va.

REGISTERED

ANGUS BULLS
AND

We

L.«RGE YORKSHIRE PIGS.

are offering inducements that
cannot be beaten. Write us for particulars.

OVERBROOK FARM,
8 ^V.

Conway

Baltimore, Md.

St.,

WALNUT HILLS HERD

Angus Cattle

Reg:.

riT* Taaac 0«wa; will salTs darlag saaaaa;
Iftaaa las BalU aa4 Bclfan trsaa I ts O
naatka sM. Padlgras aad pkato

• ••-

Practical Grinders,"
J.

Hereford Cattle
I

•wtBc t* lack
wUI aeU

•( space fcr the wlatw,

» REKISTEREO HEREFORD BVULS

M

At
»••*

ptn ccBt. redactlaa.

OC«v k«l<a

«a7a tr«H tkia
OatalcKve apcB apptleatUa.
t»T

W.

It

B.

lassc

DCKB, BIDBR, HB.

(Twcnt7-lT« Ulnutca from Baltlacra.)

Hereford Ganle

GUERNSEYS.
Va..

Mm

attention to a very important matter;
Horses which have been used steadily
at work, either on the farm or road,
have quite likely had some strains
whereby lameness or enlargements
have been caused.
Or perhaps new
life Is needed to be infused into their
legs.
Gombault's Caustic Balsam, applied as per directions, just as you
are tumimg the horse out, will be of
great benefit; and this is the time
when it can be used very successfully.
One great advantage in using this
remedy is that after it is applied it
needs no care or attention, but does
its work well and at a time when the
horse is having a rest. Of course, it
can be used with equal success while
horses are in the stables, but many
people in turming their horses out
would use Caustic Balsam, if they
is

it,

and

Accomac

Co., Va., July

7, '07.

have been taking the Southern
Planter for one year and find that I
cannot do without it. It is the most
valuable farm paper I have ever read.
I

CHEST in wHircs
Hoc oa oartk. WIU haTc lata*
9aa Plat. »»m4 la jaar w«aM
BatlatMtlaB gmunmt—t.
a. M. WItBCABTBK. KMtMfc, Ta
Beat

i

AND

SHORTHORN CATTLE,
Pure Southdown Sheep and Berkshire
Pigs for Sale.
R. J.

HANCOCK A

Campbell

Co., Va.,

SON,

Charlottesville, Va.

?KTON HSKD. HAMP8HIRKDOWN FL OOK
•STABLISMCB

1884.

X8TABLUHBB

IWO.

DEVON CATTLE
BULLS AND HIIFEIM,
HAMPSHIftC

DOWN tHBCP,

RAMS AN* ewes.
^OSCftT

J.

FARRCR, Otwif
•

,

Va.

wa

Bcasia,
Bis* Belle Stralasi
• Cawa, la a*fara,
S Balls.

mm
ERSEYS
r

H. G.

of

this article

ELLERSLIE FARM.

THOROUGHBRED HORSES

given as a reminder.

BM.

OUR BERKSHIRE

Aberdeen-Angus Cattle

Do you turn your horses out for the
winter? If bo, we want to call your

were reminded of

rtnt rites BaM at TImmIbb mtk
iMra, IM., BS: Int k«« at ltaiv(M« I
»»lr: Ali au .a. Pa.; Ti wlia. B. J,

KUAbwbC

OF VALUE TO HORSEMEN.

OKAJTMI. TA.

P. IVOlIPflOlT,

dward Walter,
^Taat Ckcatcr, Pa.

J

SMITH.

Aug.

26, "07.

can hardly get along without yonr
valuable paper, the Southern Planter.
I

C. B.

BAKER.

A

Keat Binder for jonr tack

am-

bers <wa be liad for St eeata. Address

our

BulB4M De paiUa—
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Buy

NEW YO«K

Vhown

In Thim

700-Page

FREE
Book
Wholesale
llluatratad

PHces

Off

SmmSi of
Laf0G

Gumntiiics
Just
to

write a postal

U5— the Oldest Mail-

I
Freo this Catalog
.
$1 to print showing practically
u need for home or shop, including
Tools, Hardware. Implements, Guns,
Fishlog Tackle, CDlJer^, Teltlclet, Pumpa, Boots,

—

,

.

Jciveirj.

Shoe<^ Ituitders* Uardirare, Wire Fencing, Blacksnlthing
Toots and Slaterlal*), Metal and other KooflDg, Host, Pipe Sc
""tings. Paints, VarDlshes, Rope, Bells, StoTes, Ban^at,
ishfog llaebiDes Ss Thoiuands of other Bellable Articles.
-nil also get our Premium List of over 100 valuable
useful articles given Free to our customers. Also our
pry list of guaranteed Food ProductA eaves you
third.
One letter or postal brings all this moneyog information. Write ds today. We guarantee
faction or money refunded.
We guarantee safe
i-ery of all goods ordered
We refer by permission to
publishers of this paper as to our »b»olot« respomibility.
Co..
Barclay St.. New York Citr
. Van Claim

I

I

&

e

'

Mail-order Houg^

-

i

-

•

and Feedings*

'Feeds

our readers wish to select useful

If

Oven IBtOOO Reliable Articles

es,

SENSIBLE CHRISTMAS GIFTS.

Christmas

for
IN

AND

The Southern Planter

as

well

friends,

White,

T«at w«rk an r**4( and T—4luM
Stack ajid It th« rccofmlsad atamdari
Brary ona witk kalf
ararrwkara.
dasaa kasd af ateck ahoald kara it.

Barclay

Helferg and two nice Bull Calres, a
Red and a Roan, all from milk strain
and representing Young Mary and Rosa
sale.

families.

PIGS

for

Pedigree furnished.

CAMPER. SPRINGWOOD, VA.
OAKSHADE TURKEYS.
The best lot of Oakshade Mammoth

J.

F.

Bronze Turkeys ever offered. Their
coloring perfect and size of bone extraordinary.
ing stock

Wolf blood the best; breedimmense.
See advertise-

ment »ert month.

HUGtrENOT POTJI-TRY YARDS,
Dublin, Virginia.

Buckingham

Co., Va.,

St.,

New York

City.

T. W. WOOD &
SONS, SEEDSMEN.

Hereford
Cattle
THE COMING CATTLE
OF ALL THE

SOUTHLAND

We

note with pleasure from recent
issues of the daily press that the firm
T. W. Wood & Sons, Seedsmen,
Richmond, Va., won a gold medal at

of

Jamestown

Exposition for the
This old established firm is one of the best
known in the country and it does a
world-wide business in all kinds of
seeds.
Their advertisement will be
found in our columns regularly, and
we sugest that any of our readers
wanting seeds or any information regarding same, write the above firm.
the

finest exhibit of seeds.

Eara been taated
to Bake tka

tavBd

eat

la

Uia

Saatk

craataat

aad

iBfrara-'

iB eattla arar tatradaaad.

A HcrefaK BaU

eraeaad aa tka aatlva
yiadaeca tka kast
ealTca, vklek craw Uto kaaraa tkat tap
graad
ara
Haratarda
Karkata.
tka

eawi

tt

Saatk

tka

srazera.

rk«7

Mt Ua

maat aa tka rltkt »laaaa

tar tka akalaaat aata.

A NEW FIRM.

We

are very pleased to call attenthe advertisement of the
to

McGraw-Yarbrough

Co.,

FOR SALE;

Richmond,

This firm has opened up one of
largest establishments in the
South for wholesale and retail handling of heavy hardware. V-Crimp, Corrugated, and other roofing; bar iron
and steel, sheet iron, wholesale plumbers and tinners supplies. This comVa.
the

nooB-TSjLB'OiA anxa.
TWO-TBAB MTUA

TBABUK* BUUA
VL.I. CALTBS.

COWa WITH CAU AT »OOT.
o»wa BRBD T« mra «r

is

KtBrORB Bcua.

We

REGISTERED

few POLAND-CHIJTA

their

particularly well flied at presSHpply all kinds of roofing,
having on hand an enormous stock.
therefore suggest that you get
prices on what you need Ih this line.
Mr. J. T. McGraw, President of this
company was for a number of years

SHORT HORN
A

for

gifts

suggest getting one of

ent to

Richmond, Va.

«ulck

beautiful

GOLD MEDAL FOR

pany

Southern Planter,

of Sharon

as

we

Van Glahn & Company's new

catalogues, as it Is full of the most
Over
useful things of every sort.
70,000 articles are listed and illustrated and all at wholesale prices.
No store anywhere can show such a
variety. Everj^hing is guaranteed to
satisfy, and thousands of people buy
hundreds of dollars worth from them
every year.
This firm has been in
business since 1816.
They are the
order
oldest mail
house in America.
Write to-day for catalogue. Address
White, Van Glahn & Company, 15

tion

f*r •mlj tl.iS, IneludlBc tallTary at
th* k««k. Tkii ! Pr«(aaa*r aair'*

1103

June

26, '07.

I think I could not get on without
the Southern Plntear, and wish you
all success.
J. H. CARTER.

with the Southern Railway Supply Co.,
and Mr. W. T. Yarbrough, the Secretary and Treasurer, has been connected with the Bargamin Plumbing Supply

House

also for a

number

ably situated in their large buildifig,
No. 9-11 South 8th St.. for taking care
of all orders large or small.
Look up
their advertisement.

Davidson Co., N. C, June 12, '07.
I
cannot get along without the
Southern Planter, it is read bv all of
H.

J.

CONRAD.

Forsyth Co., N". C. .Tune 27. 1907.
I cannot do without the Southern
Planter.
I look to its coming with
great eagerness.
C. A.

Cava

Mt

ralatad «a tka

taaadatiaB kaad.

1

Boy a*«.

of years.

Both men are, therefore, splendidly
equipped and experienced and admir-

the family.

PBCIAI. orrmuMB-Oaa
ilx

HAYWORTH.

Murray Boocock,
KBaWICK,
Alkwnarl* C«Mnty,

VIrglalat,

Baavtak la aa tka
Okla Ballway, aaar Gkartattaartlla, Ta.
Ballvay naaaitlaa via

[December,
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UFB

Want

POtFLTRY, ETC.

STOCK.

HOLSTBINB FOR SAL«—TO AVOID
WHITE WYANDOTTBS
quieK puRE-BRED
to a ^"•**
sal •to
bought
boug
for sale

Ads.

lnbre»«lng,
lnbre»«lng.

1

|

•««
oB*t

i
|

bnyer^the rtchly-bred bull, ""flf^
" Count, a~ T«ry
land Clothllde Monk'a

I
|

Individual, as well as a richlybred one; very quiet and kind. Also
have a Bull Calf by him eut of
Maggie Clothllde, which I will sell
fine

Bmt*
T.«ltlal«

I

MBtB

tn

wOTd.

ka< IgurM asnat

Cart wltt •'*^
on* werC M

—

Its dam Is now
at farmers' prices.
giving six gallons a day. Born on
October 1. 1907. William W. Jackson.
Farmvllle. va.
Farm.
Dairv
Bizarre

•aata BlBlaiiuB ekarg*.

REAL, ESTATE.

FOR
WANTED—A GOOD TENANTone-half

farm of 197 acres, six and
miles west of Jeteravllle. Amelia
County, Va„ on Southern Railway,
and three-quarter mile from Deatons-

•

FOR

ville; fiO acres in cultivation; 5 acres
In orchard of mixed fruits, chiefly

.sT6. a large, grand soWj
John Bull,
daugther of Imp.
FMrst'order witli'$20 will secure him.
Rice
Farms,
Evergreen
Address
Depot. Va.

Beauty,"

apples; 45 acres under hog and cattle
Fair
fence, divided into six lots.
dwelling of five rooms, stable, corn
houses, fertilizer house, four sheds
for vehicles and implements, bull
house and enclosure, commodious
cow stable with stanchions for 18
head of cattle: log tobacco barn with
shed and large frame tobacco barn
with sheds, which can be used for
storing hay; four springs on place;
rural free delivery; dairy association
Just established in this neighborhood.
Have sown 15 acres In red clover. 6
acres In cow peas, 9 acres of corn

A TIN^
FOR SALB OR EXCHANGE—
Harman
Bull. "Cary-s Brook
rerlstored; 4 yoars old; eoatlo aB4
Aloo tof
all right in every rospoct.
ale one-year-old Angus Bull; joc'sJ. A. Hardy, R. F. D. No. 1,
tered.

Anru*

Blackstone, Va.

four months old
good as the best

in

Would

Cotswold
rams,

i

ALB«MARLB

County. Tirglnla. country store: most
excellent stand;
splendid building
and now 4ntng a flno bnnlnoss. This
Is an uniMQnl chance.
Address R. U..
care Southom Planter, Richmond. Va.

FARMER WANTED TO WORK JAMES

River farm oa shares; must be practical man with good teams; 350 acres
cleared.
Address S. A. C. Southern
Planter.

—BHHNANDOAH
AND
per acre and
$5

Magie

CHHAF CORN. COTTON. RIC» AMD
sale.

Robert

pound car-

200

Sows safe with pig. *25
Also White Leghorn Roosters. 60
cents a piece If taken at once. L. B.
Johnson, Charlottesville. Va.. Route 4.

REGISTERED HOLSTEIN BXILL FOR
sale;

two years old and

Rlll.

gentle.

Pur-

chaser will secure a bargain from
every point of view. Thomas M.
Williamson. Herndon. Va.

FINE YOUNG JACK.

7

FOR SALE— SIX COMING THREEtwoyear-old Mules and two coming
year-old Mules. Sound: very gentle:
fine order. M.. care Southern Planter.

BERKSHIRE

PIGS.

Collie Puppies and Shorthorn Calves
Thomas H.
for sale at low prices.
McGechln. Greenwood. Del.

FOR SALE—A HERD OF

RBGIS-

2B

terod Jersey Cows, Heifers and Calvoa
Dickinson,
price.
J.
Q.
fair
at
Charleston, W. Va.

HOLSTEINS.

PRIZE

JERSEY

RED

and Chester White Pigs cheap. W. M.
Bennlnger. Benningers. Pa.

YORKSHIRE

LARGE
nuts

— Read

Rock

Club.

CHAMPION

FROM

COLLIES

IM-

ported stock; Pups, $5 to $10 each;
trained brood Bitches cheap; a iyear-old, sired by ch, Rightaway; a
sired by W'ellesbourne
4-year-old,
214-egg
R. I. Red Hens,
Marvel.

Shady Brook Farm,
Roanoke, Va.

strain, $2 each.

Route

2,

SINGLE COMB
and one
make a very

BEAUTIFUL

SIX

Leghorn

Brown

Pullets

Cockerel for sale; will

handsome and useful pen. as some of
the pullets are now lay|^f'S^^yt|,™®
for price on the lot. Mrs. W. M. Hall.
Ashland, Va.

SILVER-

SALE— PURE-BRED

Laced Wvandottes; Hens and Pullets.
$1.25; Cockerels and Roosters. $1.50.
Prize winners at State Fair. Richmond. Va., 1907. Miss L. V. Phaup,
Pllkinton, Va.

PURE-BRED WHITE WYANDOTTES.
grown
Verv

heavy fowls: full
average 12 pounds: young

large,

males

Cockerels.

$1.50:

$3.50;

trios,

$1.50 per sitting.
Vienna. Va.

S.

eggs.

Graham.

K.

ONES
HOMER PIGEONS—UNMATED
also mated pairs:
at

cents each,

35

Beagle Pups, nice ones. Satisfaction
Sidney Johnson.
or money back.
Boydton, Va.

FOR

SALE—NARAGANSETT

3HORT-

It-

Va.

FOR SALE— THREE MULES WEIGH-

Ing 950 each; guaranteed all a mule
team should be. Tom Christian, with
Ullman Bros., Manchester, Va.

SHET-

land Pony: young, sound, thoroaghly
mare preferred; must bo
broken
J. L. Gray. Norwood. Va.
cheap.

TUR-

Stock from bluegrass Kenkevs.
Walter
tucky. Toms. $3; Hens. $2.
Stuart. Farmvllle. Va.

WANTED— RHODE

RED

ISLAND

in exchange for Cyphers New
Model Incubator (240 eggsl. W. M.
Lynch, Alexandria. Va.. Route No. 3.

Hens

FOR SALE— BEAUTIFUL

ST.

BER-

nard Puppies, four months old. from
pedigreed stock. "Cedar Crest," Box
524. Annapolis. Md.

ROSE C©MB RHODE ISLAND REDS—
A few choice Cockerels for sale. $1.50
Miss Louise V. Spencer,
each.
Blackstone, Va.

to $2

BRONZE

PURE-BRED

$3; pair. $7.

months

PURCHASE

from best Biltmore stock. Dalkeith
Stock Farm. South Boston. Va.

Turkevs for

SALE—PURE-BRED
three cows. Calf and
—
N. Boush, ClarkarlllOk
Bull.

homs

WANTTJD—TO

extra good ones at
Hardly good enough
quick buyers.
to show, but will make excellent
breeders. Bred for winter eggs size
and color. Write A. H. Kirk. Herndon. Va., State Vice-President Butt

LARGE.

PIGS

ad. in last issue.

Stickley. Strasburg. Va.

FOR

A FEW
BUFF ROCK COCKERELS—
»1.60 each for

SALE— 25 SINGLE-COMB BROWN
YEARS OLD. FOR
Leghorn Cockerels. Berkshire Pigs

for sale or exchange for sheep, cattle, hogs, mules, or what have you?
F.
C.
No further use for him.
Hodgman. Waterway. Va.

PURE-BRED
IM-

proved Virginia farm within 60 or 70
mites of Richmond, big, thrifty newspaper and publishing plant In rich
corn belt of Southern Nebraska,
doing $7,000 vearly business; oneAddress
third print.
Price. $6,000.
C. E. Dedrlck, Superior. Nebraska.

Timber Land for
Dea Arc, Ark.

to

shlre

carriage house, poultry houses: large
orchard bearing pears, also apples.
?eaohe3. plums and damsons. Price
5,nno.
Address W., care Southern
Planter.

vpwards: liTitograss lands.
Bros.. Waynoskoro, Va.

pound

Cockerels; all pure-bred and splendid
healthy stock; Pullets. $1; Cockerels.
Also three Sure-Hatch Incu»1.50.
bators and Brooders. John Kubovec.
R. F. D. 1, Ashland. Va.

FOR
imported

to

FOR SALE—TWO PURE-BRED aBERKpiece.

good neighborhood; 10-room house
flrst-class condition, good barn,

James River Talleys:

bred

and 16 inches to 18 inches
equal to the best. E. C. Legg.
Kent Island. Md.

acres at railroad and electric station;

VALI.rr FARMS

Ewes,

fleece;

rOR SALE—NICE FARM OF SIXTY

SALB. IK

S.

casses

woodland, remalndor Improved: about
of
quantity
good
Elbertas;
150
grapes: bam; almost new three-room
dwelling: land adapted to trucking,

FOR RENT OR

160

J.

PURE-BRED

YEARLING

THIRTY

miles from Atlanta on A. B. and A.
railroad; as acres; about 12 acres

WANTED TO TRADE FOR GOOD

A.

Prices reasonable.
Diehl, Port Republic, Va.
lets.

GEORGIA FARM AT A BARGAIN; 3%

In
in

Also lot of Barred

Plymouth Rock Cockerels and Pul-

lots will be

cotton, dairying, etc. Prohibition will
help the eeuntrv districts of Georgia,
It's the right distance out for factories and land should rapidly enAdjoining farms,
hance In value.
without railroad frontage, can't be
had for the price asked for this per
Price,
acre. Snap as an Investment.
Will
to a quick purchaser. $1,700.
stand a loan of t90t. Address D. B.
Prosser. Atlanta. Ga.

;

HORN BULL,
FOR SALE—ONE SHORT
November 15th; as

crimson clover, and tobacco
ready for wheat or grass.
prefer tenant who wants to
stock
and grass and ship milk.
raise
Address T. P. Shelton. BurkeviUe, Va.

sown

BERK-

SALE—REGISTERED

shire Boar. 4 years old, fine size,
A son of Uncle
beautiful form.
Sam." 7235, that weighed 700 poundss
service order; dam "England
in

Having recently
f„r sale.
^^^
^^^
Fall Creek Poultry Farm, will d
all poultry, consiatlne of over
600 White Wyandotte Pullets and

pose of

sale;

Toms.

$5:

Hens.

A. B. Gentry. Ivy Depot.

Va.

RHODE

GENUINE

ISLANDS

sale.

two for

Kennle

$1.25.

RED

75 cents each or

Cockerels for

Ellis,

Waverly,

Va.

FINE

S.

C.

BROWN LEGHORN

^

PUL-

lets at 75 cents each to reduce stock.
Laurel Hill Poultry Farm. Roxbury,

Va.

WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
Eggs

season.
Gordonsville. Va.
In

Addle

$1

EACH.

Cowherd,

—
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POSPTIONS— HKULP.

WANTED—POSITION AS MANAQBR

large faria hj thsrvugrh, praetieal,
up-to-dat* fanner and atockman;
educated In the (amoas grrain aod One
stock reslon of Central Illlnol* and
Indiana: familiar with every branch
Open for engageof the business.

ment January

In the Valley of Virginia, as to to
grass and grain raising. Address 711
Park Avenue, Lynchburg, Va.

WANTBD— BOT3 TO

YOUNG

A

MAN,

American, a position as sheep man;
expert In all Its branches, whether

show or market

stock; also understand the breeding, care and exhibiting of other live stock
and
poultry.
Address Box 72, Larkfleld,
N. Y.
for

WANTED —SITUATION

FARM

AS

manager on a good farm; must be
good pay; can give best of references

of 5,000, 11.25 per 1,000; 10.000, »1 per
R. P. Du1,000; leading varieties.
Sunnyside
Truck
Farm,
Vernet,
Greenville,

WANTBD—TO

BUT

ALL

FOUR PBTALUMA INCUBATORS AND

KINDS

eight Brooders, in good condition, for
Will sell cheap for cash. G. F.
sale.
Polndexter, Greenlee, Va.

WANTED — 100 BUSHELS OF NEW

Whlppoorwtlls or New
Peas.
Address McGlll Si
Bras preferred.
Son, The Plains, Va.

State price when writing.
Dr. Cecil French, Naturalist, WashIngtonff, D. C.

PLANTS

FOR
fine

boiler;

flue

5%x7-lnch cylinder; new. Will sell
at a bargain. W. K. Bache & Sons,
1406 East Main, Richmond, Va.

Beaver.

About half a million

return

Engine;

able

Wild Blrda and Anlmala. particularly
Tame Deer, Wild Turkeys, White
Squirrels, Peafowl, Otters, Red Fexes
Grey Squirrels, Partridges, Pheasants,

CABBAGE

C.

S.

FOR SALE— ONE "HUBER" PORT-

MISCBLLAHnBOUS.

Southern Planter.

WANTED—BY

SOLICIT 8UB-

crtytlena te The laatharn Planter.
Liberal caah cemralsalona.
Addreia
the Business OtBce.

Address Farmer,

1st.

1105

Cow

IN

ARKAN-

Hill,

Des Arc.

SALE— CHEAP LANDS FOR SALE

Cabbage

sas

Plants for sale at $1.50 per 1,000; lots

Robert

and Texas.

.\rk.

A GOLDEN BUTTER MINE.

—

SIX HIGH-GRADE

Butter is high in price so says
every housekeeper.
And the natural laws of season and
pasturage will send it higher they

always do.
Butter demand

is

—
—con-

Jersey Heifers

growing

stantly.

And demand

for

better

butter

is

growing more rapidly than for average butter.
Less supply than demamd will
boost prices.
Making better quality
butter the best quality will push
the prices up faster than anything

—

10 to 12 menths old. These Heifers are from good
stock and are built for doing work.
Tuberculin tested by U.

—

else.

the butter situation which
to-day confronts the dairyman.
It's one of the opportunities which
come to men. which, it embraced, lead
on to business profits, or, if neglected
well, some other fellow gets the

This

From

is

—

WE OFFER

—

VIRGINIA.

THIS ISAONTH THE

TWO

SHORT1IOKIT8. THRKH JLKB FOUR TSARS OUy.
ONK POI.LWD AN6TJS, THRBK TEARS.
ONS OrBRlVSKT, OlfK TRAR.

—

THRKK JBRSRTS, riVR MONTHS.
flrst-class animals and will be
XMALL RRRD OF JRRSKT-GXTRRNSBT, two year

Tke above Bulls are
Also a

rraad dairy cows.
Quernsey Heifers.

A

sold at
heifers.

low

prtcee.

Will

sake

few Reslstered Jersey Heifers and several ReKlstere4

M.

B.

ROWE &

Fredericksburg,

change places.
the country, with
butter from an always
increasing population which depends
upon them, are a business machine
a butter plant^which can be depended upon for scores of years to come.
Good stock is the first requisite.
Nobody Questions that.
Next to good stock a centrifugal
separator is a necessity the pan and
can raising system of securing butter

PURCELLVILLE,

FOLLOWING BULLS

Your dairy, Mr. Dairyman, is a
mine a gold mine, if you please. It's
more important to you than the doiMgs of the money centers and more

The dairies
the demand for

Dept. of Agriculture.

Home Farm,

Forest

profits.

important, collectively, to the Nation.
It's for each dairyman and dairywoman to decide whether and how
much they will share in the butter
gold mine, or whether they will let
go by default the products and profits
they may enjoy.
The world's financial centers blow
hot and cold, as power and men

S.

Price $250.

-

-

-

CO.,
Virginia.

of

—

keep up.
it comes to separators there
one different from all others; one
XX th century separator; one separator with suspended instead of supported bowl; one oiled automatically
yet perfectly lubricated machine; one
separator without bowl contents; one
smooth-bowl separator; one
plain,
fat can't

When

is

simplest-constructed

separator

— the

JERSEY
Tke best herd

In the vrorld.

CATTLE
Headed by two

balls that cost over 9ie,M0

BULLS AND HEIFERS for sale.
Also WHITE ORPINGTON FOWXS, the best Keneral purpose breeds
CORNISH INDIAN GAMES, the best table fowlj WHITE LEGHORNS, the

each.

werld's sreatest layers.

~~~

Far partlenlars, address

Tell

the

advertiser

BOWMONT FARMS,

Salem, VirKlnla.

wher* y«u saw his advertisement

—
THE SOUTHE KX PLAXTER
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BILTMORE FARMS.

Tubular. It costs no more to get the
best than to buy an inferior "bucket
bowl" machine.
These exclusive and Invaluable advantages belong to and are held by
patents and processes of manufacture
for the people who use the Tubular

BERKSHIRES
LLS
:;bs.

or TWm TKRT RICHKST

whitb at ohck for

<

in their dairies.

They are

SPECIAL PRICE LIST

and conveniences
be purchased nor secured In
facilities

not to
other separators.
By their help

COXTAIWING OUR FALL OFFKRHfa OF

the dairyman and
equip his or her
home dairy to gain a share from the
butter gold mine which exists in
every community of the United States
and which needs only intelligent

dalrywoman

BOAR PIGS, SOW PIGS,
BRED GILTS.
JERSEYS

can

working to yield rich

profits.

it time for you, Mr. Dairyman,
be thinking of your butter gold
mine, right at your home, ready for
the working, capable of yielding big
and constant rewards, if only you
work it properly?
If you think "yes," write to the
Sharpies Separator Company, West
Chester. Pa.,
for
"Business
their
Dairyina" handbook and regular cata-

Isn't

A few

logue.

Both

free, if

left far sale thU easoau
JJCRSEY8 droy lu a llae.

Jmruvj Balla amd Heifer*
la

to

Address

BILTMORE FAMiS,

R. F. D. 2,

IkartkarBB.
CltkOT

invite attention to the advertiseof Bowmont Farms to be found
another column. We do not think
we are overstating it when we say
that on these farms will be found the
finest herd of Jersey cattle In the
world. This herd has the distinction
in

of having at its head two bulls which
cost over $10,000 each.
But Col.

M. Bowman, the owner, thinks he
is even stronger In cows.
He is.
of course, known In the Jersev world
as the "St. Lambert" man. His herd,
however, has a number of splendid
.•\.

representatives of pretty nearly all
of the noted families, such as Golden
Pern's I.ad. Flvlng Fox, Ck)lden T,ad.
The Owl, Eminent, and others. Many
of his cows nnd heifers have been
purchased at the longest kind of

fmiBlA

P«I.Air»Hav imA 9m^

KtclaMNd

iM

80VTBS0WII

DINGER'S GLEN,

—

THE BOTVMOXT FARMS.

0>a

ML

CHEKA

Time still for yoxi to get in the list
of eligible purchasers, to one of whom
the piano will go.
You can get a Tubular at the regular price, and the dairy help and profit

We

M

%tmtat

HAM CATTLB m iralMi

1907.

ment

aad

lUflsUnd POUiaD Bom-

—

butter.

lBt(

Bftmors, N. 6*

Impartar

you mention this

the Tubular stands for. You may get
a piano some 1907 purchaser of a
Tubular will get the instrument.
But the upward-tending price of
butter, and the certainty of a permanent good price for good quality, are
the ample reasons why you should be
seeking the world's best centrifugal
separator, inquiring about and getting
acquainted with the Tubular, and
shaping your dairy business to share
in the gains that the world is giving
yearly in larger measure for excellent

yva are

JOHNS, FUNK, GLEN FARM

paper. Both books will help you in
getting ready to gain largest possible
profits from the butter gold mine.
Another fact In the beginning of
the year 1907 the Sharpies Separator
Company decided to award an upright
piano to some purchaser of a Tubular
Separator, who had bought or might

buy a Tubular Separator during

If

Rockingham

Cotrnty,

Ya.

THE HOLUIMS HERD
mCH-CL/kSS HOLSTEKN-FRIESMNS.
Cowa wltk •a«al R i i aria af 11 pauDda af knttar 1b aaraa daraCowa with ••aial RaMrda af t< ^unda (1( gallaaa) af Hllk la aaa

day.

Int
A Sard taat ATKRAGBB darlBK laat Iscal ra*r alaast ll.Mt Faaadl
of milk.
A son af tha vraat aascrreld DaKaL alra af TT A. It O. damrkton la
tha hard.
SBLBCT BT*CK F*R 8ALB.
MmM Orylactaa
JOI. A. T^JRimt, General
Halfara that hara milkad arar alx rallaaa •! aallk la aaa dar (wltk

aalf).

Esva, Cackerela aad FaData
tar aalc

Ouroc-Jerseys
DUROC

Halltaa

Imatltste,

•Uims.

Shorthorns

Ta.

Shropshires.

and Sows safe In pig, Taung Boars and Serrlca Boars for
sale.
Pigs from eight to twenty weeks old. representing the most famous
blood lines and herds In America. Four great boars In service In our herd
Virginia Comodore. Quick's Orion, Chief of Shenandoah and Beat'a Topnotcher.
'Write for Duroc Facts.
We ara selllnr these hogs at reaeanable
prices and under positive guarantees.
SHORTHORN Bull Calves by Imported Best of Archers, ene ef the great
Scotch bulls, and an International winner.
SHROPSHIRE Rams of the best Imported blood cheap, to close them eat
We do not want to carry them over. We can spare a few good Bwea also.
LESLIE D. KLINE. VAUCLrSK, VA.
fell

the

Gllte

advertiser

where yon «aw his

ad'

9
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--FERN HILL POULTRY FARM

- -

BREEDERS OF ARISTOCRATS ONLY.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
BLACK MINORCAS,

S. C.
S. O.

BROWN LEGHORNS
WHITE LEGHORNS.

For fifteen years I have bred these birds on my farm with free range.
They have constitutions; are essentialiy aristocrat egg-shellers; have, and can.
hold their own against the arrogant boast of any blue-ribbon winners. Have
won prizes running from first to fourth, wherever shown. Highest scoring
male, female and ten highest scoring fowls in the show. Never had better
quality nor more vigorous utility. A few Cockerels of each variety at $2.50
each, all strictly first-class birds.

Address

J.

Shipped on approval.

EGGS $1.50 PER SITTING.
WALLACE SXELLIXG, R. F. D. 1, M.4NCHESTER,

(Yards.

Stop

9.

VA.

Richmond-Petersburg Trolley.)

prices and many of them are record
Col. Bowman doesn't tliink
that any of them are too good for himself and Virginia, so he never lets the
matter of price stand in the way of
his getting anything he sizes up as
being A-1. The herd is certainly a
credit to him and the State, and our
breeders should lose no time In purchasing foundation stock or herdYorkshire
headers at "Bowmont."
swine and purebred poultry are also
among the other things which go to
make this a famoug breeding establish
ment. Look up the advertisement.

ESTABLISHED

1893.

figures.

HEREFORDSALE
TULEYRIES FARM.
I

MTLUON

HALF

DOLLARS

IN

Ten

POULTRY.
The

have

Five

important event of the
ye*r la poHltrydom Is the annual Madison Square Garden Poultry Show,

left

and

otter fifteen

BRED HEIFERS,

BULL CALVES fr»m

City,

December 16th

CO^VS from

J60 to JIO Miek.

)te to J7S each.

ALL THOROUGHBRED.

Kiost

New Tork

BRED

)60 each.

GRAHAM

F.

BLANDT, WHITE POST. CLABKB COUNTT. TA.

to

Last year the vast auditorium
was simply packed, main floor and
balconies, with the very finest selec-

Cattle may be seen on farm any day. Station on Norfolk and West«m
Railroad, 48 miles north of Luray. Va., and 40 seuth of Haceretown, M<

2l8t.

pigeons, and pet
tion ef poultry,
stock, to say nothing of an Immense
•t
appliances
for the hatchdisplay
ing £ind rearing of fancy and market
stock. It was estimated by persons
competest to judge that the exhibit?
were worth at least a half million

Inaleside Herefords
ANDBRtON, BLAKER

dollars.

OWNB9 BY

This ye^r the entries to date indicate that the display will be larger
and more valuable than last year's,
It will contain several new appliances. One of the largest and most
attractive displays will be that of tbp
TTnited Incubator Co. This concern is
a consolidation of several well-known
Imcubator and poultry supply makers.
Their '"United Incubators and "United" Colony Brooders contain the best
features of the several Individual machines they are marvels of conveniences and abilitv. and tbere Is no adTance In price. Be sure to call at tb"displav. bnt If you are not able to attend the show, send to-dav for their
Ser
latest catalogue. Department 17.
their advertisement elsewhere.

•.

MlUUi,

W.

•RECNBRIBR COUNTY, W. VA.
Iv Mia; M
tikatm let ml Bella, Cow* aaA B iM
f^ T%aai MmntK* Ban*, rinrlii te *• MaMOMd FM

w

and

a

Writ* f*r

CatnUf • Bt4 PfUm.

FARM NEAR ALOERBON, W. VA.
T«l«piMfM am4 Talaarapli, AU trm m.

FLINT-COAT ROOFING

—

I

p'"ceV°BnTEJir'ec't^

YOU WUI SaVB 25

^OCK ASPHALT ROOFISG

CO.,

T«U tk« AdTMtlMr irMra

'

tO

Roll Gnaran-

50 PerCCBt
feed perfect
^ "' ^- ^- «""'"°^- *^'"^"''*'

'°*

/M mw

kU

atfTWtlMiMBt.

«
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Great Berkshire Sale
By Moore's Brook Sanitarium

Co.,

Charlottesville, Va.
January 30, 1908.
Thl» offering- will consist of BOARS, BRBD SOWS AIVD GILTS of the bluest Berkshire blood, repreaentlnc th« most fashionable and popular strains.
At the head of our herd Is the CHAMPION RIVALS PREMIER, No. 102412, supported by King o' the
Brook, No. J4862, and British Lord, No. 88562, first and second in class, respectively, at Virginia State
Fair. Loek for ad next month. Catalogues ready January 15th.

FOR SALE NOW.
of Toung Boara.
Ten-weeks-old Pigs at $10. If you are not satisfied with your purchase at the end ef a year we will take pig back and refund your money. Also Boars ready for serTlce from |2» to |>« each.

Extra

lot

ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.
All enquirlas must reach us by th«
of th« nonth prerloui to Ui«
laau*, or Vfj cannot be aniwered until

IBth

the

noMtk foUowlsf.

BUCKWHaA.T.
me

Will y»u plaaa* writa

at

what

Mas** •( tka yaar kmckwhaat 1b eat?
And €• it k« tkTMked with tka Mtna
maebla* tk«t w« tJu-aak athar whaat
wltliT
MKa. H. J. WILSON.
Wllaon

Qlenburn Berkshires.
Lor« Premier and Premier Longfellow are dead, but we have their bast
Our LORD PREMIER III. is not only a son of Lord Premier, but la a
mate to Lerd Premier II. and a brother in blood to Lord Premier's Rlral.
Our PRBDOMrMANT and DOMINANT are probably the best eons of Premier
Longfellow. IMP. LOYAL HUNTER Is a great Individual. We hare Lor«
Premier, Premier Longfellow, Masterpiece, Charmer's Duke XXIII. and Ina
Imported sows.

sons.

litter

FORFARSHIRE GOLDEN LAD JERSEYS.

Ca., N. C.

Write for Catalogue.

Buekwhaat aliould mat be sown in
70ur aactlan kafore the aad af July
ar bajlmalae af Aaraat, aad It will
thaa b« raady
cat Jast before the
first froat.
Buckwheat can be threshed by a wheat thresher. Ed.

Dr. J. D. KIRK,

Roanoke, Va.

U

—

Berkshire Pigs.

LAME HORSE.

About a year ago a harse Injured
I kav* abeat tbirty P«i»-Bri< Beibiblw
oae of his froat fast at the very top
Pigs tnm twa ta t»%T meatks eI4 whieb I
af the hoof. I thlak it was done by
ninnlnp a mail In. Ha became lame, will sell at prices all tee lew, n— sUerln
and on the third day suffered graat their quality an< breefliac, wblab I SMarc
pain. So much so that his pulse beat
at a rapid rate and the perspiration

yon

la

tbe beet

Write me yeur wants er oeme *mt maka
he had baan driven hard
your ewa aeleetloa. Ton'U gat a bain|nla warm weather.
I bathed the foot
BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.
aad leg in warm water and applied a H0L8TEIN-FRIESIAN CATTLE;
poultice of wheat bran and flaxseed
THE GROVE STOCK FARIb
meal twice dally for three months.
Laat spring a new hoof grew. The
«. * W. ami Statlwni K7.
T. 0. CAITDT, Pxtvilator, BaterUte, Ta.
foot discharged and was very oJfen-

ran

Blve

off

as

all

if

winter after

I

quit the paul-

and hot water treatment. There
aarlty In the kottom of the
foot Into which I inserted onee dally
a solution made of two ouacas of carbolic acid to ome pint of water: this
I kept ap aatil the cavity cloaed and
the odor stopped.
In the me«Btime,
when the old hoof was separating
from the new, this cavity extended
well around the bone In the foot
that is, in shape of a brim to a boy's

tlee

waa a

cap— I

do not know the names ef the
hoiias but the bone was quite thin

—

PURE-BRED BERKSHIRE PIGS.
Fer

sale.

Pigs of excellent breeding and perfectly marked. Can furnlah
Beautiful Leghorn Cockerels and Pullets for sale.

pairs not akin.

RIVER VIEW FARM,

C.

M. BASS,

Prop., Rice Depot, Va.

fT r/*W^
DA VC TV!
nCUnOBI
MV C/Knl/falWa

*

Homleaa com ^t. more tnllt
BonilesaMeen make better b«eL
The beat doliurncr, the mostbu- a^— „_4^.aa<k »« —
9
mr-^BM^
mane and i a»lei.t to u.e U the
Cntaon fonreidesat once, without cnishtnir or bmlainij. Highest award at world's fair
WBS^^^^^^^Q^'
OrderBwlthcoRhfllledtromChlcagoltdeslred Send tor circulars. K|, T. PHILLIPS, B0X45 .POMEROY. PK.

KByStOUe UOnOmMjf KlinO

I
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SEMI-ANNUAL BERKSHIRE SALE
By W. H.

MapleShade,

February

COFFMAN,
Bluefield.
1st,

W.Va.

1908

This offering will canslst of

Hogs

of the highest type and
most fashionable breeding in
the world. I will offer American and English-bred etock
or a 'combination or hags of
any proportion of either English or American blood deBo sure and lock out
sired.
for
my future announce-

ments, giving particulars regarding catalogue, etc. Don't
forget the date and
a point to be at

thU

make

It

sale.

W. H. COFFMAN,

BARON PRBMIBR
at the point and all of the flesh
sloughed off the bone and left H
naked, after which the bone broke off
for possibly one and a halt inches
mean this length from lower edge up
toward the top of hoot and was pos-

III.,

—

as

much

as three inches, runone side around front to

ning from
the other side.

After this bone came
out, the foot healed.
But the hoot
was long, and the horse would walk
on the heel rather than square on the
foot.
I had the heel pared down all
I could, and the new frog that started
I notched well down by comer of heel,
tut the hoof appeared to crumble, and
when I removed some of the long
toe portion I found blood vessels that
There came an
"bled right freely.

abscess

and

it

about one inch above hoof
discharged freely for a few

days, which has

now

healed.

I

blis-

am now

offering an exceptionally
of 2-Month-Old Pigs of the
best blood
and individuality.
They are out of large and handsome
sows of the famous Silver Tips and
Storm King families and were sired
by my two great Boars, Hunter of
Biltmore III., 86468, and Valaria, 88706.
If you want the best blood and quality
that money can buy and at a price
farmers and breeders can afford to
pay, you should order some of these.
I

fine

lot

Remember,
expense

if

I

send

everything

No

on

you are not entirely
D.

approval and have them returned at
Write for prices.

Finer Herd on Earth

THOS.

my

satisfied.

B E.4RHART, NOIiESVILLE, VA.

about thirty brood sow*.

We

are afraid that nothing you can
do will cure the lameness. No doubt.
the tendons have, in the long process
of healing the wound and growing the
-new hoof, become hardened and contracted, and this is now chronic. The
decaying and breaking off of th^ bone
will also have affected the shape of
"the foot and made it shorter than the
other foot, and this of itself will

VIRGINIA.

very

tered from

hoof to pastern several
times. Now he does not reach his
the
foot
out when walking and
shoulder on that side appears a little
sunken. He is still quite lame, but
is In fine condition, and will at times
run, gallop and kick with the colts.
The horse is six or seven years old
and a beauty. Will he recover, and
is there anything I can do?
H. B. C. GENTRY.
Rockingham Co., Va.

"W.

Great Berkshire Sale.

—

sibly

Bt.UEFIBL,D,

75031.

A number

Than Mine.

The serrlce boars are Imported Sir
John Bnll, II., No. 76416; Uncle Sam,
No. 79671 :Colnmbn« Lee, III.. No. 9230»,
right from the loins of Lord Premier,
No. SOOOl; Fasslfen Masterpiece, a
famous ancester.
of
his
fac-slmile
I have Just
Masterpiece, No. 77000.
added Belle a( Biltmore, No. 106671,
sire
King Hunter. No. T»J7«. She
should farrow November 19, 1»07. Alio
a Canadian sew and additional Imported Luster's Bachelor sow*. I keep

afthese are imported.

WHITE. Lexington,
FOR SALE.
STOCK
SHORTHORN

S.

Va.

BVL,l. CALF, 8 months old. .Scotch
One Scotch Topped
Topped SHORTHORN COWS and HEIFERS of all ages.
The 4-year old BERKSHIRE BOAR. Tillman, grandson of Imp. Lustre'e
Bachelor, sire of a hog sold for $1,000 this year.
BERKSHIRE PIGS by a flrst-class son of the Champion Premier Longfellow.

PURE PEKIN DUCKS.
R. J. HANCOCK &

All registered or eligible to registratlen.

SON, CHARI.OTTBSVII.I.E, VA.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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REGISTERED
ABERDEEN-ANGUS BULLS
Strictly Top Notch.
Many of them
Also Good Females not akin to bolls.
are closing out, at little over beef prices* tvrenty bead of
pore-bred, but Ineligible, females, four months to seven years old.
A rare opportunity for farmers to get pore-bred stock at little
more than the cost of common covrs.

For

sale at farmers' prices.

Staovr

Kins Animals.

We

corrbsfondsjvce: and inspection of

thb hesrd

invitkd.

ROSE DALE STOCK FARMS,
JEFFERSONTON, VIRGINIA
5hipping P*int; Warrsnton,
cause an apparent lameness when
You cannot
walking or running.
Ed.
alter this now by treatment.

—

HOME HERD
ABERDEEN ANGUS CATTLE
SUIMIMY

KILLING ALDERS— COTTON COMPOST.
Will you kindly tell me through
your valuable paper the best season
of the year in which to clean up and
I
kill out alders on bottom land?
have very rich bottom land that 1
wish to get in corn another year, but
am told that August is the only time
In which to kill the alders.
method of
give
usual
2. Please
making compost heaps, as made in
cotton belt, of woods mould, leaves,
manure, and phosphoric acid. How
long to let them stand and best time
of year in which to put up.
Greene Co., Va.
SUBSCRIBER.

The roots of trees of all kinds are
to be killed when the tops
are cut off after the eap has risen
and caused a full growth of leaves.
If the leaves are kept cut off trees
or plants of any kind, the roots will
certainly die, as without the leaves
the plants cannot complete the assimilation of the matter on which growth
depends. This is the reason why the
late summer months are usually said
to be the proper time to cut off
growths In order to kill the roots.
Alders, willows and other shrubs
growing on wet land, however, are
usually tenacious of life and will frequently send up another growth from
the stumps for a year or two after
the tops are cut off. Your best course
is to grub out the alders thoroughly
during the winter and thus make a
certain destruction of them.
The following Is the formula usually
followed for a cotton compost in the
Cotton Belt:
Barnyard Manure
750 pounds.
Cotton Seed
750 pounds
Acid Phosphate
367 pounds.
Kalnlt
133 pounds.
Woods mould, leaves, etc., as convenient, but sufficient to absorb all
rainfall on the heap and keep it

Vir]!:inia.

W an
f uUtr, 7*t

TUa

•rta.

kat

«a

a JILT

kMd«mart*n

ter

w* hav* alwaTa

wtU*

wM

axylaiaa tka (aet al

au

The usual way of making the comIs to put down on an earthen

post

at

batng aatiraly aaU aut at aatttla Bt waaalac a«a;

year ardar tor a tap aalt tar

faat aaaagk ta

kaU

fall

taUvar;.

Hava

aarb««r'a kara Bt raglatarai

eatUa.

A.

U

rBINOM.

R. r. D.

I.

BTKDTnOiBL VA.

Th« Delaware Herd

oi

ROYAL ANGUS CAHLE

likeliest

moist.

MtU«

will taka plaaaare la kaakla«

Twvai QUaiN MOTmil.

brMdUg aad klskwt iBdlvUMl
akMt wkat atkara ask tar tka »lat»-kra«

of tk* varj slMlewt

rar

tanot sarpaiaad either in breading or iBdlTldoal anlaiali
by any herd In the Kaat. At the head o( onr herd It

PRINCE BARBARA.

68604.

Ito. Femalaa ei
the aon of the great tS.lM Prince
equally aholce breeding. Write year wants. RemeBbai,
we take perssnal care of oar cattle; keep no high pdaaC
exhlbltiag;
all
of whloh enaUa*
expense
of
help; iaeur no
as to of er stack at equitable prices. Send for pampklM.
Bulls fram 2 to 16 manths old for sale.

U

MYCK & SON. rr*p.
<Fat or Lean,

Brld^v-rllU.Sal.

Yen Hay Have Tkem."

POLAIMD-CmiSia

AND TAMWORTH
pigs (reg;lstered) at farmera' prices.
Also a faw Boars ready for aervlce.
Send In your ordera now to

J.

C.

GRAVES,

BARBOURSVILLE, ORANGE COUNTY, VA.
CHESTER WHITES
Registered herd; first premium stock;
largest and most prollflc hog on record;
3 Sows. 41 Pigs, breeding stock, 400 to
700
pounds; easy feeding; Service
Boars, Sows bred. Fancy Pigs for sale.
My time to this breed, 11 years. The
best money can buy and feed producei

PUNKHOUSER, Winchester, Va.
References: Farmers and Merchants
National Bank, Winchester, Va.

P. M.

—

—
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WOODSIOE

BERKSHIRES
E-VERYTHING SHIPPED ON APPROVAL.
IT

WILL PAY YOU TO READ THIS
CAREFULLY.

We are now offering a grand lot of May and June Pigs sired by our three boars
Charmer's Premier, 94553, 1-year old weight 550 pounds; Master Lee, 79379, 2-years-old
weight 760 pounds, and Lustre's Carlisle, of Biltmore, 72057, 3-year-old weight 790 pounds,
and out of royally-bred sows weighing from 500 to 900 pounds each.
Also Young Sows
guaranteed safe in pig to Charmer's Premier and ten extra good Young Boars from i to S
months old.
Charmer's Premier is half brother to the young boar that sold at C. G. Council's sale at
Vandalia, 111., on August 29, 1906, for $3,200, both of them being sired by the champion
Berkshire boar of America, Premier Longfellow, 68600.
We can always furnish pigs not
akin.
to show our confidence in what we offer, and insure satisfaction to our cusship everything on approval.
You need not send check imtil after you receive
the pigs, and if they are not entirely satisfactory in every respect, you can return them at

In order

tomers,

we

We

our expense and it costs you absolutely nothing.
proposition.
Address

WOODSIDE STOCK FARM,
floor a layer (usually of about twenty
bushels) of barnyard manure, then a
layer (twenty bushels) of cotton seed,
then about one-third of the acid phosphate, then a layer of woods mould,
leaves, etc., then about one-third oi
the kainit. This is repeated three or
four times and the heap topped off
with a good layer of woods mould
or rich soil.
This work is usually
done in the late fall or early winter
and the heap is turned over twice or
three times during the winter and
spring and then applied liberally in
the rows before planting the seed.
Ed.

BUYING A BTJLL.
me why It would

not be
better and cheaper for a man of limited means to buy an old bull that has
proved himself a producer of good
stock, especially of the dairy breeds,
from some one who could not use
him any longer, than to buy a young,
high-priced, untried bull that he could
only use two or three years and then
have to buy again? How old would
it be wise to buy a good disposition
bull?
B.
Mahoning Co., Ohio.

Please

tell

Farish,

Prop.,

you whether

Charlottesville,

this is a fair

Va.

A

iuperlor

lot

of

Plgr»

by

"Top

Chief," Gray's Ideal 65806, and other
noted boars.
Can furnish pairs not
akin to those prerlously purchased.
Come te headquarters and gret the best
Oldest
at one-half Western prices.
herd In the State.

J. B.

GRAY,

Fredericksburg, Va,

UVE STOCK AUCTIONEER.
In doing so,
I offer my serrlces as a Stock Salesman to the breeders of the Bast.
I win say that I haTe equipped myself both by kavlng taken a course at the Jones
Natloaal School of Auctloneerlag, aad by years of breeding and selling Pedigreed Stock.
Sales.
Pedigreed
I make a specialty of
It I may be permitted to say It, I will suggest that I believe I can render
Breeders better service than salesmen residing In remote parts of the country, aa I am
thoroughly familiar with conditions obtaining In this section. Then, too, I will
probably aot be quite as expensive as to railroad fare, etc., and besides, I mnst give
satisfaction or I make ne charge for my services.

me

Write

or

'phone

me

via

Winchester

over

Sopthem

Bell

Phone

for

dates.

Prempt attention assured.

Roy P.

money and they can be used

Tell

for

S.

it to

Poland Chinas.

There are several reasons why the
purchase of a young bull is usually
advised. In the first place, the young
bull calves can usually be bought for
less

R.

leave

the

Stephenson, Va,

Duvall,
advertiser

where yeu

saw his advertisement
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[December,

R£D POLLED CA TTLE,
win sell Tfclrty Head to redaee herd to «fty before
atabllBs (or wlater. S|>eelal teraa to those atartlaB
berda.
Part caah, part tlaie. The RED POLLS are
best for the Sonth or for the fanner aartrhere. Elzamlne their reeorda for ntlk, butter aad beef.

A few DORSET SHEEP

for aale

We

.

Imported

Bock and Ewea from EnKlaad laat year. FIrat prlae
at Royal Conatlea and Royal AKrlcBltnral ahowa.

POLAND-CHINA HOGS, Pore-Bred

Poultry, Albe-

marle Proline Seed Com.

ARROWHEAD
STOCK FARM,
wooes Prop. Charlottesvill«. V«.

AMUEL

B.

QUALITY
POLAND-CHINAS

several years and then be sold for a
good price, if they have proved themAgain, Insires.
to be good
breeding is practiced, to a large ex-

selves

—

The laree, meUow kind NOT the
eoarae and ronsh type. They mnat b«
Kood with anch a herd header aa
BLACK PBRFKCTION, a son of tha
old kins of PoUnd-Chlnaa, Chief Per-

tent, amongst dairy stock, especially
In the Jerseys, and thus the period
of usefulness of the bull is greatly
an old bull is bought,
extended.
his period of usefulness is only short
and then he has to be sold for a small

When

fection

BRED

bulls are usually
too heavy and clumsy for use upon
If a bull not exceeding five
heifers.
or six years can be bought for a reaprice.

Again,

old

price, it may not be bad
buy him where inbreeding is
not to be followed, as he can be used
for two or tiiree years and then be
sold at a fair price. In this way the
risk of buying a bull which may not
prove to be a sure stock getter can
be avoided. Ed.

II.

A

few CHOICB PIGS aad

SO^IVS for aale.

H. B. BUSH A BRO.,
Hlchaur, Powhatan Covnty, Ta.

sonable

policy to

—

A
from

REGISTERED JERSEY
2

to 17

months

old,

BULLS

out of fine cows sired by "Rinoras Rioter of

Lambert," 69478, a son of "Rioter of

St.

Lambert,

Jr.,"

of

St,

Bowmont Farms,

prices reasonable.

EVERGREEN FARMS, W.

B. Gates, Proprietor, Rice Depot, Va.

TOMATO GROWING UNDER GLASS,
method

Would it be a practical
raise tomatoes under glass for the
late spring and early summer market?
plan would be to dig a pit, make
to

My

use of earth taken out by piling It
to form earth walls,
thereby materially lessening the depth

up on outside

IN THE STUD
"WEALTH' RECORD 2:I0-BY GAMBETTA WILKES
'

AT SHETLAND STOCK FARM
ONE MILE SOUTH OF RICHMOND ON RIVER ROAD.

would line this pit with
FASTEST AND BEST BRED STALLION IN VIRGINIA.
plank or make cement walls and cover
Write or 'Phone for Terms.
frames.
I
glass
removable
with
would also cover these frames with
burlap or bagging to keep out frost.
A young Spanish Jack who has twice won first prize at Virginia State
This cover could be removed every
Fair will also make fall and spring season at my farm.
day to let in the sunshine.
AND MULES FOR SALE.
MARES IN FOAL, HORSES 4464-L.
While I attended the V, P, I, I saw
•PHONE
Professor Alwood grow some fine toAddress SHETLAND STOCK FARM, R, F, D. B, Richmond, Va.
I, J. Coffin, Proprietor,
matoes in the greenhouse, training
the vines up with cords and by pulling out all shoots or suckers one
very strong vine was carried up to
six or seven feet in height, and I believe the average per vine must have FIRST AND I^RGKST IMPORTBRS
IN AMERICA OF
been from one-half to one peck of
Of course, the
very fine tomatoes.
requires
Alwood
used
Professor
plan
Percherons, Belgians, French
a steam-heatins; plant, a method I
Coachers.
have
you
ndvise
should also like to
of

pit.

I

STONERIDGE JACK

DUNHAM & FLETCHER

me

W,

on.

Norfolk Co,, Va,

F,

COX.

R. B, Henlay, Box 4Et, Richmond, Va.,
permanent resident manager, I will
assist you In organizing a Stallion Association, Terms liberal and eTarr
animal ffuarantead.
In the stud: Fercheron, French Caaek

The raising of tomatoes under glass
now being largely done in the
is
North and it is also largely done in and Standard-Bred Stallions.
the Channel Islands for supplying the
Financial reference: Merchanta' NaEnglish markets. We have grown to- tloBal Bank, Rlchmend, Va.
,
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Wyldewood Farm Jerseys.
Herd numbers 300, including some of tlte finest ilte island has produced, headed by the great sire Stockwell, whose abbreviated pedigree

is

........

given below.

Imported Siockwefl, 75264.
Golden Fern's Lad,
Flying
r

Sire

Oxford Lad,
I

P. 3123

.

Sultan's Rosette, 149740.

.

Oxford Primrose, P. 2252 C.

Count Wellesley,

f

Dam
Golden Leda,

P.

928 H. C.

Oxford Lass, P. 3582, H. C.

f

L

H.

H. C.
t

I

P. 21S0

Fox, 81441.

Golden Fern's Lad,

Boyle, P. 1559, H. C.

P. 2160 H. C.

1 Golden Fern, P. 4711 H. C.

I

P. 8000 H. C.
r

Golden Pearl,

1

Eminence, F. 7124 H. C.

P. 1975 H. C.

Leda, P. 6636 H. C.

For Particulars of Offerings, General Information,

etc.,

address

Wyldewood Farm, Fredericksburg,

Va.

C

—
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matoes in this way
There is no reason

witli great success.
to doubt its being
raise them in this way

profitable to
in your section for the

home markets.

SELMA STOCK FARM

Northern and

true that you
would have the competition of the
Cuban and Florida growers to meet,
but we do not think this would be sufficient to largely reduce the price you
could get, as these tropical and semitropical productions always sell at a
good price.
doubt, however, whether
you could meet this competition successfully in such a house as you suggest.
You must have either flue, hot
water or steam heat to be certain of
being able to meet the requirements
of the crop during winter growth. A
It

[Deeembrav

is

REQISTERBD
PERCHERON STALLIONS,
HARES AND COLTS,

PURE-BRED,

Imported and Home-Bred.
Blue Ribbon
Winners wherever shown In France and

We

America.

E. B.

house solely dependant on sun heat
sufficiently under control
to ensure the growth and ripening of
the fruit at a time when the price is
high enough to warrant extra expense
in its production.
We used a lowpressure hot-water apparatus and had
no difficulty in keeping the plants
growing and ripening the fruit very
early in the season. Unless prepared
to use one of these methods of heating

would not be

we would not

Postively Highest Quality.

COME AND INSPECT THKM.

WHITE,

Prop.,

Leesburg, Va.

THE HIQHLA^DS FARM,
Anchorage, Ky.
—FOR SALE—

40 Registered Morgan Colts 40

advise the experiment.

Ed.

and

BEETS AS FEED FOR CATTLE.

fine

Please say the value of stock beets
in comparison with corn or meal for
feeding cattle.

Fillies of large size

show

My

and best quality, nearly every one the making of

m

horse.

Morgans, bred on same farm since 1854, have been winners at all off
leading shows for half a century. Won nineteen premiums, Including premier
championship to exhibitor winning largest amount in premiums, at St. Loul»
World's Fair in 1904. Can be crated and shipped by express safely and at
small cost.
.i>«iM
I

QUINCY COAL COMPANY.
Kanawha

Co.,

300

W. Va.

Analysis of Mangold Wurtzel Beets
(stock beets) give the following feeding constituents:
Protein, 1.4; carbohydrates, 5.5; fat, 0.2, with a water
content of 15 per cent.
Corn gives
the following content:
Protein, 10.3;
carbo-hydrates, 70.4; fat, 5.0, with a
water content of 15 per cent. A simple
comparison of these figures would lead
one to infer that practically Mangold

Wurtzel Beets have but a very small
value as feeding material compared
with corn, and yet extensive experience
in the feeding of roots goes to show
that they give excellent results both
for dairy and feeding stock.
They
have an effect on the stomach and
system of the animals which enables
them to better utilize other feeds fed

REQISTERED SHROPSHIRE AND SOUTHDOWN
L.

L.

DORSET, ANCHORAGE, KT.

Mention Southern Planter when you write.

PONIES AND THOROUGHBRED MARES
FOR sale;
Four stylish Yonng Ponies by Imported thoroughbred stnllloiiH ont of
Welch pony mares. Bred on our farm; handsome Individuals, and vrlll make
extra nice drivers and saddlers. Ages from 2 to 4 years.
Also several Young THOROUGHBRED MARBS by Aloha, Imp. Fatherleaa
Ont of faslilonnbly bred dams, but have not shovrv
and other noted sires.
Will make superb mares tor
the high turn of speed reiiulred for racing.
breeding or for general light use.

AFTONGRBBN STUD

Tell

(INC.),

CULPEPER, VIRGINIA.

im

the advertiser where you saw his ad.

Mc COMB

Sl

block

contntissioiv mcjtch/i/vts

ESTABLISHED
4 - 1

rMmw^^

For the Sale

1890.

CATTLE,

of

LAMBS, HOGS,
COWS, CALVES

SHEEP,
In

FRESH

Carloads and Small Lots.

To Buyers of I.lve Stock; We solicit correspondence from
those wishing to buy Stock Cattle, Feeding Steers, Breedings
Eires, Fooding \Vethers and Lambs; in fact, if you wish any
kind of Cattle, Sheep or Hogs we will sell them to you at
market

prices.

OFFICE ania

VMOni STOCK vaROS,
iPHONES:

OFFICE 1394;

pehis:

RICHMOND, VIRGINia,
RCSIOEIVCC 322*:

P. O.

BOX tSS^
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MORVEN PARK
The

Property of

WESTMORELAND. DAVIS.

Esq.

Imp. Lar ge White Yorkshires.
the one best adapted to supply the ever growing demand for bacon and hams.
and the growing distaste for salt pork and the thick fat sides
that used to be in favor, have caused the price of heavy fat hogs to drop while there is a sharp
demand for light hogs of the bacon breeds from six to eight months old and weighing 150 to 175
pounds. Fortunately, the Yorkshires are the ones to make the farmer the most profit, and the introduction of a good Improved Large White Yorkshire boar into a neig'hborhood confers a greater bene-

This breed of pigs

The displacement

Is

of lard for cooking,

and makes the breeders more money than an investment often many times the amount paid for
The result is a succession of crops of strong, hardy, thrifty and profitable pigs ready to turn off
at six to eight months at the highest market price, and to make the most profitable fresh meat oi
bacon sides, hams and shoulders for the farmer's own use. It is the universal testimony of those who
have raised Improved Yorkshires or crosses of that breed that the meat is superior to that of any other breed
The requirements of the farmer and the bacon curer are identical. Both
for home use or market.
require a pig of quick growth and early maturity, (and by maturity is meant early fitness for market); both want pigs that dress handsomely and with little offal. No pigs shrink less in killing
than Improved Yorkshires. The bacon curer finds that the best pig for use Is one with a long, deep
body, wide and square in the hind quarters and comparatively light In shoulder and neck. The farmer
finds that such a pig is the hardiest, most prolific, most vigorous and most growthy of all the forms
known'to pigdom.
The herd whioh was founded on imported animals, selected with extreme care both for their
individuality and breeding, includes representatives from the most noted herds of Great Britain.
With so many families we are at all times in a position to supply boars and gilts unrelated and
fit

him.

make a

specialty of foundation herds.

ALSO-

Regd. Dorset Sheep

AND
Regd. Guernsey Cattle.
Address

LIVE

STOCK DEPARTMENT, MORVEN PARK,
LEESBURG, LOUDOUN

CO.,

VA.
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with them and conduce to the maintenance of a hearty appetite. Henry,
commenting on the feeding of roots,
"Roots cause a more watery
says:
carcass than do dry feeds. For breeding stock especially, and even for animals in the early stages of fattening
may not this point be one of value
Instead of detriment? The shote running on clover pasture likewise has a
watery carcass because of the succulent food eaten, yet it lays on fat at
small cost for food consumed. Grassfed steers are in the best condition
because of such feed to make rapid
gains when changed to more solid
food.
A steer fed roots during the
period
part of
the fattening
first
more vigorous and
should remain
make better gains for food consumed
than one fed on dry feed from start
to finish. There is no doubt that for
breeding stock the less tense flesh, a
natural sequence of root feeding, is
more conducive to vigorous young at
birth and to their hearty maintenance
after birth than dry food continued
without intermission throughout our
The dairy cow takes
long winters.
kindly to succulent food and cannot
get it in better form than in that furnished by roots. If silage is not used
then let roots be fed in a limited way,
When,
at least to our farm stock.
with dry feed, we can produce beef
cattle and mutton sheep equal to those
of Great Britain and dairy cows generally as good as those of Jersey, then,
and not until then, can we say there
is no place for roots or some other
succulent feed on American farms."
We have fed as much as 100 pounds
per day of roots (Mangolds and Rutabagas) to cattle with great advantage

and

The heavy

profit.

yields of roots

which can be produced per acre gives
a large quantity of digestible nutrients
per acre, and hence they become pracA yield of 24
tically a cheap feed.
tons of Mangold Wurtzel Beets per
acre will give 4,638 pounds of dry
matter, 528 pounds of protein, 2,592
and. 48
pounds
of carbo-hydrates
pounds of fat. We have frequently
grown 50 tons of Mangold Wurtzel
Beets to the acre and 70 tons per acre
are often grown. Ed.

JwO

Our stock guaranteed to prove satisfactory or purchase price paid for same re- I
funded. Thirty Thousand dollars Paid In Capital and our Reputation behind guarantee.
Ask your Banker about us.
purchase plants front unknown or inexperienced growers,
taking the chance of losing your crop? when you can buy from the Original Cabbage
Plant Grower, plants sure to produce satisfactory results.
PRICE: In lots of 1 to 5,000 at $1.50 per thousand, 5 to 9,000 at $1.25 per thousand, 10,000
and ever at $1.00 per thousand f. o. b. Young's Island, S. C. Our special Express Rate on
Wants is very low. Our Cabbage Plants are Frost Proof. To produce the best results
they should be set in the South Atlantic and Gulf Slates in December and January. In the
CentralStates justasearly inspringas land thaws sufficiently to get the plant root in thes soil.i
S(
Send for our Catalogue it contains valuable information about fruit and vegetable
growing, home mixing of fertilizers, etc.
grow a full line of Strawberry plants, Frui
trees, nd Ornamentals.
Special terms to persons who make up club orders.
are sowing this season six thousand pounds of cabbage seed.
;

\
1

Wc

We

Wm.

C.

Geraty Co.

'F>Xj.^\.3Nr'X'!5

It is

Subscriber.

it.

Co., Va.

now to sow any crop
You may saw Canada peas

too late

this year.

and oats

in

January or February

in

Young's Island.

S. C.

THAT WILL MAKE C^^:B^.^^G-,:E:

Charleston Large
Type Wakefield

Early

Winning Statdt

setting out in the colde r sections. I gitavaniee satisfaction or money refunded. Express rates to all
Prices:
1,000 to S.OCO at $1.50; 5,000 to 9.000 at $1.25; 10,000 and over at $1.00.
points very low.
Special prices on large lots. Send your orders to
^

t9~

rO"\^7"IjHS,

I*. -^KT,

Pioneer Plant Grower

Martin's Point, S, C.

Teleerapli Office, Young's Island, S. C.

Long Distance Phone, Martin's Point, S. C.

HWEYOyKEHTO^JAMEStMlfN
you no doubt received free, one of these buttons from
theS. C. exhi.,it.igivenyouby the N. H. Blitcii Co., the
largest Vegetable and Plant farm combined in tbe world.
We willbeglad tohaveyourordersforcabbageand garden
plants of all kind.-, raised in the open air. Special express
If so.

have a piece of land I wish to sow
in some kind of grass or clover for

Sussex

6

am

1

serves

Box

located on one of the Sea Islands of South Carolina, our climate is mild,
just sufficient cold to harden and cause plants to stand severe freezing after
I

—

tween Petersburg and Suffolk. Also
when to turn the hogs in. Wishing
you every success, as The Planter de-

i

Why

HOG PASTURE.
It is
early spring grazing for hogs.
a level, flat piece of land, top soil dark
and heavy; subsoil hard, red clay.
Water stands on a part of it after a
heavy rain, but It dries off in a short
Please give me information as
time.
to the best to sow and what time to
sow it in this section, half way be-

[December,

Cabb-

rates.
Prices as follows:— 1,000 Xi S.OOOat $1.50 per 1,000; 5,000
to 10,000 at $1.25 per 1,000; over 10 000 at $1.00 per 1,000, f. o.b,
iifflcoMc!
unt, ninke good all bona-fidi
sh.
All Bceda purchased from the \w%
ruliaMo SeoiJsnicn, guaranteed
ypo. Wclia'
type Wakefield, the UcDderson succession and flat Dutch
bag© plants. Send aU orders to (4,
H. BLITCH CO., Mcggctt, S. C.

RCESTPtMT&aByCKCBQWElSDN
200,000

EARTH

CABBJIGE PLANTS

Varletlen, E^arly Jersey nud Clinrle.ston AVnkefield and Suc1,000.
resslon; 1,000 Peony plnuts, $25.00 per 100s Hardy Phlox, Pinks, Golden Glow
Japanese Ornamc^^al Grnss, Coreopsi.<<, Digitalis, Hardy Pinks. Any ot the
above can be planted now or any time diiriu;? tlie o'inter.
Address MARK T. THOMPSON, Florist, Rio Vista, Va.
.$1.50

per

Tell

the

advertiser

where yen saw his advertisement.
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your section and this crop will give
you grazing in April and May. In the
article on Work for the Month In this
issue you will find instructions for
sowing this crop. In February and
March you can sow Dwarf Essex Rape,
which should give you grazing in six
weeks after seeding.
Sow three or
four pounds of seed per acre on a
finely prepared seed bed.
This makes
an excellent hog grazing crop. Ed.

—

ENQUIRIES NOT SIGNED BY
SENDERS.

We

have every month enquiries sent
any name. These

in not signed with

as all other anonymous
they receive no
attention.
Parties using our columns
for any purpose must sign their names
and give their addresses as evidence
of good faith and for our satisfaction
and protection. If they do not desire
their names published they have only
to say so and we will respect their

are

treated

communications are

wishes.

—

Over 105 Years

in Business in Ne-w

YorK City

—Ed.

CORN FOR HIGH LAND.
This may be a letter out of season,
but I would like to ask what variety
of corn you would advise me to plant
on good high land. The land is rich
and has grown 50 bushels to acre. I
want a variety that will produce a

SUBSCRIBER.

large yield.

Hickory King has shown itself well
adapted to our high lands. Read the
articles we have published, and are
publishing, on the corn experiments
Blacksburg Experiment Staat the
"

tion.

— Ed.

NUT GRASS AND WIRE GRASS.
I have about an acre of sandy soil
under fence that has some nut grass
and wire grass on it. and I want to
know if there is any way of getting
rid of the grass.
I have tried shade,
with some success.
Would hogs destroy it?
Would shallow ploughing

tend to work it to the surface?
there Is a remedy kindly let

know.

A. E.

If

me

WILLIS.

IMPROVED SWEET CORN.
OUR CATALOGITE: and Its artistic meflt, and
contains the largest assortment of hlKh-class seed's of any
published. It U Invalnable either to the amatenr or profesaloaal

Asld* from the excellenc* of
the fact that

It

garden annual
gardener aa a guide to hortlcnltnre, and tcUI be fonnd Indispensable.

Onr
Onr

J.

SBBD CATALOGTTB,
BULB CATALOGUE,

ready January

1.

ready Aognst 15.
TVB MAIL THBM FRBE.

M.

THORBURN

(EL

CO,

(Late of 36 Cortlandt Street.)

ja a

Read the articles in the last two
and this one on Bermuda or
wire grass, giving methods of eradicating this grass.
Shade, in our
opinion, is the best remedy. For nut
grass hogs are about the best remedy.
They will root it out if kept long
enough on the land. Ed.

Barclay Stree t, through to 38},Parh Place'
^New YorK

Issues

—

ACID PHOSPHATE ON MANURE.
noticed In your valuable journal
an article on acid phosphate used with
farm manure, but the writer neither
explained what quantity or how he
mixed it. If you can give me any

jjwhkhwhxhkhckhwh;

thankful.

it

I

would be

JERRIE NORRIS.

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
^' n

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL GROWERS OF

Descriptive catalogue and price

have

several times explained
how to use the acid phosphate on the
manure. Sprinkle it over the manure

o

High Grade Nursery Stock

Charles Co., Md.

We

CO.,

OLD DOMINION NURSERIES,

I

Information concerning

&

w:t.

Office:

Chamberlayne and Rennle Ave.

list

Nurseries:

on application.

Henrico and HanoTer Counties.

—
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"^

each day as made at the rate of 40
or 50 pounds to the ton of manure.
Ed.

CRACKED HEEL

IN COWS.

Please publish a remedy for cracked
heel or hoof in cows and also some
disease of the hip.

Williams'

A SUBSCRIBER.
Indiana

iHE

Pa.

Co.,

Cleanse the foot and leg thoroughly
by washing with warm water and then
apply a solution of carbolic acid, one
ounce in a pint of water, two or three
times a day until healed. Keep on a
clean, dry floor.
We cannot say anything as to the hip disease. We have
never known cows to suffer from any
disease of the hips.
Sometimes they
strain this joint, causing lameness.
In such a case a blister is the best
remedy. Ed.

strongest beard

rich, soft lather of

Soap.

is

easily

by the
Williams' Shaving

and quickly

softex.ed

Besides softening the beard

'

it

soothes the face and leaves
"The only kind

that won't
smart or dry on the face."

—

Send ?t. stamp for a TR1.\L CAKE of WiUiams'
ShaT mp Soap.or 4o. f or a \V iUiams' Shaving Suck.
size, euougii lor 50 shaves. Address

CALCULATING QUANTITY OF CORN

'

THE

IN CRIB.

—Ed.

TELEPHONES FOR THE FARMER.
It used to be that when the farmer
to talk to his neighbors or
get anything from town he had to
neglect his work for anywhere from
an hour to a whole day. This is all

wanted

—your

changed

the telephone.
em science of
farmer in as
neighbors and

modern farmer uses
The marvelous, mod-

electricity places the
close touch with his
the country and city
store as though he made a special
trip to them.
Realizing the demand
for farm telephones, the .Julius Andrae
& Sons Co.. 133 Second St.. Malwaukee. Wis., have made a close studv
of the problem and have built ud their
business very largely on supplving
farmers and independent lines with
telephone systems and all their nec-

essaries.

a

The Andrae Company make

telephone especially for farmer's
constructing this instrument in
Buch a manner that it is extremelv
durable, and not easily put out of
order.
We would recommend our
readers to write to the Andrae Com
pany for the large stock book on telephones that they are giving away free.
use.

1

B.

WILLIAMS

CO.

GLASTOXBURT, COSS.

Will you kindly tell me the rule for
calculating corn on the cob in crib.
Say a certain number of cubic feet is
how many bushels corn.
J. T. PRUDEN.
Guilford Co., N. C.

Corn of good quality on the ear,
measured after having been in the
crib for several months, will hold out
at 214 cubic feet to a bushel. Inferior
corn will require 214 cubic feet.
At 2% cubic feet multiply the cubic
feet by 4 and divide product by 9.
At 2% cubic feet simply multiply
by 4 and point off one figure.
To find contents of a crib 7%s9 and
16 feet long— 2% feet to the bushel.
7>^X9X16=10S0 cub. feet.
1OS0X4 and divided by 9=480 bus.

it

smooth and comfortable.

Hei.1

TREES.
First Class Nursery Stock
of all kinds.

WHOLESALE
AND
RETAIL.

W« make • specialty of handling dealars' ordan.
ALL STOCK TRUE TO NAME.
Apples,
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Here is the biggest Incubator
Bargain offered the poultry-raiser
this season.
An opportunity to get
a high-g^ade, standard 100-egg machine at
a money-saving price that will interest every
incubator buyer in the land. For $12.50 we
will ship complete a regular No. 48 Model,
100-egg "United" Special Incubator, and
pay the freight to any point east of the
Mississipi River, or we allow amount of
freight to River on orders west of the River.
Don't compare thisofferwith the price asked
for machines made in box factories and called "incubators." This
is the special "United" Machine, with all its latest improvements;
made in the finest specially equipped incubator factory in the country,
by expert incubator builders; double-cased, lined with Lone Star
Roofing and wool packing, with heavy sheet of asbestos paper covering
radiator and fitted with the celebrated "United" heating system the best
ever put in an incubator. Machine will be securely packed and shipped complete with lamp, thermometer,
egg-tester— everything ready to fill the lamp, put in the eggs and start it to hatching. Send us your order
for one today, enclose draft or money order for $12.50, or send for catalog if you want to know more about
the machine before you buy. Be sure and write today.

ofihe

—

United Incubator

Poultry Supply Mfg. Co.,

S»

DEPT.

26-28 Vesey

17.

New York

Street.

City.

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING.
Celery Soup.

At the beginning of a heavy dinner
•a light soup is most desirable, and
-this one will be found excellent for
such occasions.
Boil three heads of
«elery in a pint of water for half an
hour. It should be cut into short
pieces.
When it is tender press it
through a collendar and set it back
on the stove.
Scald one quart of
milk and pour it over the celery.
Cream one large spoon of butter with
two tablespoons of flour; stir it into
the boiling soup; add pepper, salt and
about ten drops of onion juice; this
-does not taste in the soup, but seems
Serve when
-to give it a better flavor.
It has boiled up with small pieces of
-toasted bread.

Start Your Wife in the Poultry Business
Give Her a Sure Hatch Incubator and Let Her

Make a Lot
You

of

Money

Easily at

Home

or your wife

fill out the Free Bo.ok Certificate and let us send
by fast mail, with full information about Making Easy
Money with the Sure Hatch. Thousands of other women everywhere
spend a few minutes every day in this
delightful money -making occupation. I
*

book

at once

Why

not give her the opportunity? One
hatch pays for the Incubator and leaves
a profit. The Sure Hatch never fails.
It gets the chicks and thev live and grow into
doriars qnickiy, with little care.

Hatch regulates

Free Book Certificate

The Sure

itself nnd runs itself.
Hatches eggs better, qaicker, cheaper th;in
hens orother incubators. Guaranteed 5 years.
We will ship one to you direct from our
nearest warehouse on tiillmltcd Trial. We
pay freight. Send Free Book Certificate

Please send Free Book Telling How to Make

Money with the Sure Hatch.

today or write a postal for the hook.

SURE HATCH INCUBATOR CO.

Box

Sausage Meat.

8| Fremont, Neb.,
Oepl.
8, India

oils, Ind.

Use

the scraps of lean meat from
cutting the backbone, spare ribs and
.other parts of the hog, to ten pounds
•of lean use ten poimds of fat; grind
It all through the sausage mill twice.
To twenty-two pounds, add half a
pound of salt, five heaping tablespoons
of powdered sage, two of powdered
-thyme, four of ground pepper (and if
you grind pepper yourself instead of
't)nylng that already powdered you will
^Ind It much betterl
mix all this
;

» dGIE/NJXI riCl^
SWEEP MILLS are

triple

do more and better work

GRIXD

and are

geared, double acting and will
than any other Mill.

AiX,

especially rapid on ear

[The FOOS Wfg. Co.,
Tell

the

adTertiaer

where

yon

sd^
"
'^|J|
*

GRAINS
com.

Free Catalog

\fs SpringMelH, Ohio ^/sc1£NTIFic3|

saw

hla

adyertlaeinenL

—
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thoroughly with as little kneading as
If you have
you can manage with.
more than can be used up within a
short time, make it out into cakes and
pack in wide-moulhed
fry
them;
crocks, pour the gravy over it and
tie up with oilcloth.
All you have to
do Is to dig it out and fry It as if raw
and it will be nearly as good for
months.

LOADS ITSELF

IT
"AND

Scalloped Oysters.
About an hour before they are to be
served, put the oysters into a pan
with the juice and let them get hot
enough to begin to ruffle. Take them
off.
Put a layer of crackers or bread
crumbs in the bottom of the piiddinjf

[December,

FIRES

A SHOTS IN

1

SECOND

IfemiMttMt
AUTOLOADING RIFLE

dish, season with pepper and salt and
spread a layer of oysters over it.

They should be seasoned; then

another layer of crumbs, with good
pieces of butter about on them. Pour
the liquor over the dish and add a
Let it bake half an
cup of cream.
hour, and serve hot.

T^ive smashing knock do'wnJW blows by a hammerless, repeating big
game rifle, which loads ^^ itself. Made in. 30-30 Rem., .35 Rem.
and .32 Rem. Autoloading
at

lists

$30

calibres.

A

modern

big

game

which

rifle

subject to dealers' discounts.
Write immediately for illustrated catalogue.

French Duck.
Cut two

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY,

fine ducks
in
butter

into quarters.
Pry them
until
slighly
brown. Pour off all the fat and dredge
them with flour. Add a half pint of
good gravy, one cup of claret or any
good wine, two small onions, a pinch
of thyme and sage.
Cover close and

Agency,

316

Broadway,

New York

lllon, N.

Y.

City.

cSL

A Wonderful

let it stew fifteen minutes.
Skim off
the grease.
The gravy should be as
thick as cream.
Garnish with sliced
lemon.

Medicine

FOR ALL

Old Time Chicken Salad.
large hens boiled, nine hardboiled eggs, a cup of melted butter,
half a cup of apple vinegar, two tablespoons of ground mustard, a fourth of
teaspoon of cayenne, one tablespoon of

Two

inflammation
strong; In natural mtnerni prupertics nnd, therefore, noothlng;

salt, as much chopped celery as you
have chicken, one teaspoon of white
pepper.
Cut the chicken and celery
Into small pieces and mix together.

A.

M. haa become famous as the ereatest natural cure for

I.

Internal

the yelks of the egg.s into a
paste, pour
into this
the
melted butter, mustard, vinegar and
other seasonings.
Beat this a good
while and set it away. About a half
hour before the meal pour the dressing over the salad and stir well with
a fork.

smooth

claaaea of Skin Dseaaea,

Aa a remedy
Simple Pudding.
cups of chopped suet; two cups
of raisins, seeded and chopped; two
cups of molasses, two cups of milk,
two eggs, two teaspoons of soda mixed
with the molasses, two teaspoons each
of cinnamon, nutmeg and cloves, seven
cups of sifted flour. Boil three hours
In a bucket or pudding dish.
Sauce
two cups of brown sugar, two tablespoons of wine, half cup of butter. Boil
to a syrup.
Add the white of an egg
and serve.

Wine

for IndlKeatlon,

and boirel tronblea, A.
It

make

la

is

and for

all

a Great Cure

Infantum Flux and other preTalent atonuck

M. has proved

aure and laatlng care.

a Natural Medicine, obtained from powerful Minerals)

man caBM«t

It.

Stop enduring the pains that can be cured.

name and

$1.00 for

two SO-cent

If

Bur

yon caa't set

a bottle of A.
It,

bottlea.

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
Tell the advertiser

where you saw

his ad.

I.

SI.

treat

aend aa your dealer'*

ACID IRON niNERAL CO.

Jelly.

Soak a large box of gelatine in one
pint of cold water for an hour, add
to it three pints of sugar, the rind
and juice of three lemons, three pints

I.

ronr DruBKlst or General Store.

I

Eiyea

,

Acid Iron Mineral

Two

forma •(

and external Inflammation.

For Cuta, Wounds nnd Old Soren nnd Durna, for Sore

Ma.sh

and heallBKall

—
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Boil the water with
a few sticks of cinnamon in it and
Pour
the thinly shaved lemon peel.

of boiling water.

over the ingredients and stir until
well dissolved. Strain, and add a pint
of wine.

-^Tuttlc's Elixir

it

The Horse Remedy
No

White Cake.
The whites of six eggs beaten dry,
one and a halt cups of sugar, three
three-fourths of a cup
of milk, one and a half teaspoons of
cream tartar, three-fourths of a teaspoon of soda. Cream the butter and
sugar together. Sift cream tartar in
the flour and dissolve the soda in the
milk.
After
creaming butter and
sugar add a part of the whites and a
part of the flour, next a part of the
milk and so on. Season with bitter
almond. Bake in layers. Spread icing

cups of

flour,

1121

this

of the

is

has cured more blemishes and made more
horses clean limbed than any other remedy in
the world. It never fails to locate lameness.

$100
Our

offer is

Reward

always open. Some cases have

passed the curable stage. But whenever a
cure is possible we will pay JlOO for any failure of Tuttle's Elixir to cure Spavin, Curb,
Splint, Sprain, Colic or Lameness.
It is theimain dependence of Veterinaries,
Express, Livery and Transfer Stables as a

between.

White Chocolate Cake.
Three cups of sugar, four cups of
flour, the whites of ten eggs, one cup
of clabber or buttermilk, one teaspoon
of soda and two
cream tartar.
of
with

Flavor

Beware of all blisters;

Filling

whites add the sugar, beat more, then
add the chocolate and beat much more.
Spread between the layers and ice the
cake with It,
CARAVAN.

Tuttte's Elixir

West

questions.

Presently

I

St.

TEAM POWERS

met

are as serviceable as any other style of
power in everyway, better than any other
style in many ways. This is particularly
true when applied to planters' uses.

was barefooted, a circumstance, it
seemed to me, quite odd in a moun-

LEFFEL

tainous region, I asked:
" 'Is it the custom of this country
for the men to go without shoes?'
" 'Waal,' the native drawled, 'some
on us do, but most of us atten's to our
own business.' " Lippincott's.

engines supply steam as well as power.
Many the time you have use tor steam.
Letfel engines give you something you

—

WHAT WE ARE COMING

can depend on

No trouble about

TO.

James

Leffel

Appomattox

Co,, Va.,

Aug.

2. '07.

the Southern Planter very
badlv needed in the counC. F.

SMITH.

Write

Boi 202,

Sizes and
for

Book.

Springfield. Ohio

The "Kant-Klog" Sprayer
Gets twice the results with same labor and
free interest-

how

the

"Kant-

Klog" gives

—Lippincott's.

it is

& Co.,

fluid.
Send postal today for
,ing booklet, explaining

"Thoroughly, mother; everything is
done.
Arthur is waiting now in the
hydrogen room."
"Then you may go in and let him
kiss you, dear."

pmver and steam.

-for

making them work.

styles for all requirements.

"Is the room disinfected?"
"Yes, mother; and I have sterilized
the curtains, deodorized the furniture,
septicized all the flxtures, vaporized
the air, washed my lips in an anti"
septic solution, and
"Have you septicized the mistletoe?"

try.

Gabriel

Virginia.

all sorts of

like

St.

So. Farmlnglon. N. S.: C. H. R. Crocljer, Mgr.
Chicago: C. F. Tutf le, Mgr.. 311 East «?d St.
Los Angeles: W.A. Shaw, Mgr., 1921 New England Av.

a lanky mountaineer, who greeted me
with 'Howdy' and passed the time of
day most pleasantiy. Seeing that he

I

Company,

Montreal: H. A. Tnltle, Mnr.. 32

curiosity

"I had stopped overnight in the district in question, and in the morning
was strolling about the place, asking

much;

if any.

75 Beverly St., Boston, Mass.

a well-known Baltimore
man, "and it was administered to me
by a native of the Cheat River region
in

relief,

Hoof Ointment, Worm Powders,
Condition Powders, White Star Liniment
and Family Elixir are other excellent
specifics.
"Veterinary Experience," an
infallible guide for horsemen, is free.
Every disease and symptom made plain.
Write for copy. Postage 2c.

of pulverized sugar, whites of
two eggs, one-fourth of a cake of chocolate grated and melted.
Beat the

"I got
once." said

they give only temporary
Tuttle's

pound

A GENTLE HINT.
a neat rebuke for my

Wash

Leg and Body

—one

lemon.

Age

now

well equipped without
incomparable liniment on the shelf. It
stable

Starts or Stops
Spray Instantly

tike

Nine Sizes of Round or Flat
Fine or Coarse Sprays
or solid streams all from the same nozzle.
Ten different styles of sprayers for all kinds
of spraying, whitewashing, etc., etc.

AGENTS WANTED

ltech>«ter Spray

Pump

Co.,

Ri:„f:,V,f1?.V
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WASHINGTON NOTES.
dispatches
According
press
to
Horace Vose, the expert turkey raiser
of Rhode Island, has selected two 25P0und turkeys, the best of which will
his
President for
be
sent to the
Thanksgiving dinner.
Vose has for
years enjoyed the honor of supplying
with
a
the table of the President
turkey and in all likelihood the bird
this year will be as fine a one as can
be produced in the country.

B.^

PLANTEK.

[December,

TRAVELING
WHEN ALWAYS
CARRY

Mr. T. P. McGrew, of New York, a
well-known judge of poultry and a
writer on breeds and breeding, has
written a turkey bulletin for the Department of Agriculture
which
is
known as Farmers' Bulletin No. 200,
and in this he says that there is no
other kind of live stock that will return so large a profit to the successful
producer as will poultry, and no kind
of
poultry is more
profitable than
turkeys when properly handled. The
fact that turkeys will, from the time
they are six weeks old until winter
sets in, gain the greater part of their
entire living from bugs, grasshoppers
and waste grain that they pick up in
their wanderings over the range, assures their existence through this
period at little or no
cost to
the
grower. In other words, they may be

termed self-sustaining foragers, where
they have sufficient range.
The Bronze turkey holds the post of
honor. It is possibly a cross between
the wild turkey and the tame turkey,
which latter is generally believed to
have descended from either the North
American wild turkey, the Mexican
wild turkey or the Honduras or Ocelturkey.
Its beautiful plumage
its size have come from its wild
progenitor.
To maintain these desirable qualities crosses are continually
necessary. In this way the mammoth
size has been gained, the standard
weight ranging from sixteen to thirtysix pounds, according to age and sex.
Naturally, the Bronze turkey should
be the largest in size, the most vigorous in constitution and the most profitable to grow.
This would be the
status of the variety at present were
it not that too little attention has been
given to the selection of the females
for breeding stock. It should be fully
understood that size and constitutional
vigor come largely through the female,
and, to have this infiuence to the
fullest extent, well-proportioned, vigorous females in their second or third
year should be selected as breeders.
Do not select the very large specimens for this purpose; those of a medium size are usually the best. Discard
the
undersized females at all
times, as they are of little value as
producers.
Length of shank and
thigh, if out of proportion, should not
be mistaken for
size;
full-rounded
body and breast indicate value most
clearly; size and strengh of bone indicate
constitutional
vigor,
which
should be maintained through the selated

and

Removes

AU

—

Desire for Liquor.
—

Inebriety
caused by excessive use of Liquoi, Drugs, or Tobacco b recognized as a disease of the nervous system.
The Keeley System of Treatment
Cures the disease by eliminating all physical craving for drink, dnjgs or tobacco,
builds up the nervous system, and restores the nerve cells to a normal,
healthy condition.
The Keeley Institute of Richmond cures and gives

homelike, confidential treatment, administered by skilled physicians.

The Keeley
p.

O. Box 786.

Institute,

gPt\.°.,^y.*

OTIS H. RUSSELL, Manager.

We Can Save You
to $30
$20
on
Handsomo

—

Steel Rangem

this

No better range made.

Perfect in construction.

Large,
wonderful baker.
Large
reservoir— always plenty of hot water. Larg^
fire box. Requires but little fuel.
Burns hard
Fitted with the best oven thermometer.

roomy oven.

coal, soft coal or

A

wood

Send a postal card

equally well.
for catalog No. S221

Marvin Smith Company, Chicago, lUm
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lection of the very best at all times
for producing stock.
When special care is given to the
selection of breeding stock, and the
grower bears in mind those profitable
characteristics compactness of form,
length of breast and body, and const!
tutional vigor the most satisfactory
results may come from the growing
of this variety.
But no matter how

—
—

SPECIAL GUT PRICES Ei ONE MONTH
On Our

COLUMBUS BUGGIES

RUNABOUTS AND SURREYS

much

care may be given these condionly partial success will come
inbreeding is permitted.
The use
of oversized males with small females
if of less advantage than the use of
smaller
males
with
well-matured
tions,
If

medium-sized females.
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Prices for Maleriali

Haoe Advanced. Our Prices Have Gone Down for One Month Only

NOW—
Is

Buy your Buggy, Runabout or
Suny NOW. Get the latest

Your

1908

Food Value

style

and improvement*.

Save the 1908 advance

Opportunity

4^^

to

611

in price

and

per cen t retailer' pro fit
f:

Wonderful Buggy Bargain

of Eggs.

Write for

Popular belief to the contrary, there
is no difference in the nutritive qualities of eggs with dark shells and those
with light.
Their flavor is affected

of Advance 1908
Columbus

by the food

Styles

of the fowl for good or for
Exhaustive experiments by wellequipped investigators prove that the

BARGAIN SHEET
Built with Leather Quarter-top

and

Broadcloth

Up-

holsterins

evil.

«gg

deserves Its reputation as an
«aslly assimilated and highly nutritious food, if eaten raw
or lightly
cooked.
Such experiments also show
that eggs at 12 cents a dozen are a

cheap source of nutrients; at 16 cents
somewhat expensive, and at 25 cents
and over highly extravagant.
The basis of comparison was the
market prices of standard flesh foods

considered in relation to their nutritive elements.
But there is a physiological constituent of eggs which is
of great value, yet it defies the search
of the scientist or the inquisition of
the statistician, and that is their
palatability.
Unless a food, however rich in proteins, is relished, it

loses much of Its value, while, per
contra, a less
chemically
desirable
food that is enjoyed becomes valuable
ty reason of that fact.

It will

Ducks on the Farm.
pay to add ducks o the

OTHER BARGAINS JUST AS GREAT IN RUNABOUTS AND SURREYS

REMEMBER! FOR ONE MONTH ONLY!
After that, our

1

908

prices go into effect.

to make money is to save it in your buying.
will be a good long time before you have another opportuuity
Bargain Sheet today.

The way

Start tight for next yeat.
like this.

It

Write for out

Buggies, Runabouts and Surreys are sent anywhere on ONE
YEARS. If you cannot
buy now and take advantage of this great bargain and have to put it off until next Spring or
Summer, better let u» put you on our list for our / 905 Vehicle Catalogue of Columbus
Styles.
It will be out January
5th and will save you from 40 lo 60 per cent. Just your
name and address on a postal is enough. Write today/.

Our Columbus

FULL MONTH TRIAL AND GUARANTEED

TWO

1

THE COLUMBUS CARRIAGE AND HARNESS CO.
2028 South High

Street,

COLUMBUS, OHIO

poul-

try department of every farm. Nothing was ever known to grow so
fast
and cause so little worry and work
as ducks. Everything is "grist" that

comes

their way. They consume vast
quantities of coarse food and convert
It rapidly into flesh and
money. The
growth they make is wonderful. They
are Independent of the caretaker, except so far as food is concerned
When they have grown to be two or
three weeks old they even provide the
greater part of their own food by
hunting for it. They are the happiest
trightest and most independent things
on the farm. They require a house
or houses of their own, plenty of water
to drink and puddle their bills in,
and
grit in some
form.
Their houses
should be sprinkled well with sand or
dry litter and swept out every day.
If one has many of them a park of
their own fenced with poultry netting
Is best for all concerned, for they are
always getting into the drinking water
set out for the hens and chicks.
A

How aboutyour Ensilage?
"Ohio" Bnillase Cutt«n cat
ways—cut and elevate th« com late
tiro

an amazlne speed, and cut
huge sllcee from your enallage

silo at

•

ax-

penses.

Hew
Its

does

it

immense

mechamlsm,

"cut"

capacity,

expenses?
Its

By

self-fe«d

power-saring direct
draft blower. Its 8imply.«perated sllao
distributor, its minimum use of power
Its

for maximum results.
A complete line ef Hand and Power Cuttera Illustrated In eur Feed Cutter
Catalosne, whlck will be mailed free.

THE IMPLEMENT COHPANY,
1302 B.

HAIN

ST.,

RICHMOND. VA.
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large park need not be very expensive.
netting answers every purpose,
unless you wish to keep every hen out
of their yards, and that is really best,
lor hens and ducks do better If kept
separate.
It is not necessary, but for
the sake of cleanliness and comfort it
would be better to have the ducks by
themselves.

Low

Insects Cost Millions.

Saves SixTimes Its Cost
the dealers

!'

over the Soath are selllne Blount's "True Blue" Middle Breakers
is simply because they save the Cotton and Corn Planters a whole lot of
time and money. They are built strong enough to break any kind of eround, uplands
or bottoms, sandy loam and stubble lands
yet are light enough for one mule. Their
beams are short and you can plow right up to the end of the row. A small boy can do as
much work with a
all

cakes

—

President William Dutcher, of the
National Association of Audubon Soin a recent address delivered
In the Museum of Natural History in

Blount's "True Blue" Middle Breaker
as a
the

grown person with one of any other make. Easy to handle. It Is
most compact, the strongest, easiest running ".Middle Splitter" ever
Made of best oast steel, with steel or wood beam, will last for

built.

"If a million
or more dollars are lost through the
mismanagement of a bank or other
fiduciary institution. It creates a wave
of protest throughout the entire country; yet a loss estimated by the government experts at $800,000,000 annually equal to the entire capitalization of the national banks of the country through insect and fungoid pests,
city,

One Season

Just
The reasoc
like hot

cieties,

New York

[December,

said:

years.

EXTRA POINT FREE.

Send

for

my FREE BOOK

fully describing this

remarkable Breaker. Read
what the users of the "True Blue" say about its

many

F~..a;^^^^
lf^^^^^T«iii
rf^
^'^''

points of superiority.
II

-WBaJffl

—

—

Don't fool

withalittlc"stock"or"scooter"
—get a genuine "True Blue"
and let it pay for itself six
times the first season.
.Address

creates no comment whatever, simply
because the public does not realize
what is going on."

Green food brings eggs in the winter
time.
Have plenty of grit, oyster
shells and charcoal before the fowls
all the time.

STRONGEST FENCE MADE
When you bay

CLOSELY WOVEN FROM
TOP TO BOTTOM

Placing Immigrants Where They will
Do the Most Good.
The St. Paul Pioneer Press has devoted a part of its editorial colums
recently to the discussion of the immigrant question and the best methods
of placing our future citizens where
they will do the most good and at
the same time be most benefited them-

aal

not

One

of the steamship companies.

but

these

30 DAYS FREE WeTRIAL

It

people.

The steamship
has,

for

a

company
year,

in

ques-

maintained

a

u

FREIGHT PREPAID
That our customers

mav be sure they are satisfied.

FARM AND POULTRY FENCE. Our

money.

\\

rite

make a

Wholesale Prices

full Itne of
will save yon

today lor our 40 page free Catalog.

COILED SPRING FENCE COMPANY,

Box 52

Winchaster. Indianam

StilONG

upon as undesirable.

tion

the

n and expam
eln ourfeo(
We give

in

Steamship after
steamship of ignorant Italians, unable
to speak English, and
wih
barely
sufBclent coaching and money to pass
the immigration laws, are dumped
Into New York and go to swell its
already overcrowded poor sections.
Yet these Italians are born farmers.
Their methods of agriculture have
been Intensive (on a small scale), but
where they are given the opportunity
they readily adapt themselves to
American farming and gardening conditions and become a decided benefit
rather than a burden to the country,
there are thousands and hundreds
of thousands of unoccupied acres
throughout the South, West and even
the most
closely populated
North,
which would be decidedly benefited by
the Importation of large bodies of

sell direct to

mill from the best high carbon steel.

a recent editorial, has
been helping to solve one phase of
our immigration problem in a very
effective way, so far as it goes, and
has had such success that it is going
Into the business more heavily.
A large proportion of our recent
Immigration is from the south of
Europe and has been generally looked
stated,

sell to dealers

AT WHOLESALE PRICES

selves.
Is

>

and durability"
has tau^htus tbatthe best fence iBmade'from heavily galvanized Coll*d
Spring Steel Wlr«
Bervlce

^seod for inspection.
:^r

streogtb, scifTness

and ngidness, then look to the Galvanizing* File it and
how t'uck that is. We want you to satisfy vourself that
yon. Brown Fence is the best fence to buv' for Horses,
.^v.,.:'. Sheep, Pi^s, Chickens, etc.
Oar fences are made of eitra
heavy Steel Wire.- Doth strand and stay wires No. 9 gauge.
see

>-

W"

BROWN WIRE FENCE

Sells At 15 to 35 Cents Per Rod Delivered-WE PAY FREIGHT
Easy to pat np. Bnll-proof and Pip-tipht. Stands stanch, solid and rigid. Won't
sag or bac down. Our prici-s :ir.> less than ynu ivuald p.iy for much liehter fences,
—fences not half so durable. Write today for aamplo and catalnc: showing i:;3 stvUs.

THE BROWN FENCE & WIRE

CO.,

CI.EVEI,.'VNI>,

OHIO,

ECONOMY of PAGE FENCE
The

Coiled Spring steel Wire used in all Page Fences keep the
top and bottom firm and rigid at all times. This docs away with
the need of top and bottom boards, and Page Fence requires
fewer prists and strjplns. The whole fence is heavily galvanized
compact-slronK-elastic andl.mi; lived. Send for Calilof and Folder.
Page Woven Wire Fence Co., Bo«sii4, Adrian, Mich.
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Bremen to Galvesa point of directing
to this

service direct from

ton and lias
the current
route.

made

The

of

immigration
consequence

that
is
carried only fifteen steerage
passengers on the first trip it recently
carried 1,100. It now proposes to run
a line to New Orleans also, the effect
of which new routing is to direct at
least some of the stream of immigration away from New York, where a
large percentage of the foreigners stay
and complicate the problem of dealing with them.
Once in New York, or other large
urban center, they join the colony of
their countrymen, do not get in touch
with the American atmosphere and
are slower to assimilate than when
compelled to mingle with the general
population of the country. They can
get along and prosper according to
their standards without even learning
English. It is only the second generation, who pass through the public
schools, that become Americanized,
and some of these none too thoroughly.
In the South there has been for
some years a growing demand for additional labor with plenty of room for
all comers.
Until recently, however,
no effort has been made to Induce immigrants in New York to make the
trip southward or to scatter them in
other
parts of the
country.
The
journey is expensive, moreover, and
the problem is much more easily
solved by landing the newcomers in
the less congested market in the first
instance.
Guy Elliott Mitchell. ,

whereas

it

THE ONLY PERFECT COUPLE.
She was a widow and her second
venture was a widower.
He was a
gentle soul and hadn't much to say
in response when his wife had a great
deal to remind him of, especially when
she compared him with her former,
hut when he did speak it counted. One
night he went to sleep while she was
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Grand FREE Millwork Catalogue
Saves 50 Per Cent on Windows, Doors and Building Material

5000 Bargains-Quality Guaranteed
GUA RANTEE SAFE DELIVERY ANYWHERE

yfE

OHC
OU=

High Grade White Pine

Door, g^lSr* $2.00, at
Don't think of doing any repair work or buildno whether you are a Home Owner, Carpenter,

I

.

....

I

Contractor or Builder, until you have sent a Postal
Card for our Free Millwork Catalogue. It Is an
authority on millwork styles.
We sell all our millwork products of the Largrest
Mill in America only direct to you and

You SaM HALF, whether You Order
$5,G0 Worth @r SIO.OOO Worth

i

The 5000 bargains we offer will cost you 50 per cent
less than your Local Dealer would charge, freight
included.
guarantee that, and safe delivery
anywhere in the United States.
That is no careless, hasty statement.
we can save you 50 per cent, wherever you live, or
whatever you need in millwork.
have done that
for our customers in every state in the Union and

We

We know

We

Canada. We are doing
our immense stock. Look at these aw*!-*-^
two bargains here illustrated.
i
High Grade White Pine Door that
any dealer would charge you 53 for

A

it

every day.

We

fill

all

.

orders promptly from

UlS
Oa^Iai^'Q
Pki^A ^M.OU,
4hl RA
^^<^*^t ^ rTICe

-we sell you for 80 cents. And also
aU bam or house materials equally low priced.

°:;66=

Sold only direct to you.

You know, yourself, what such doors and storm sash

And our grooda
are all of High Standard, guaranteed of the official grade adopted by the Sash, Door & Blind
Manufacturers* Association of the Northwest. Remember that we can afford to make theso
low prices because of our enormous output and because we save expense by selling only

Direct to

Home Owners,

cost

you

at hotn«.

Carpenters, Contractors and Builders

You are perfectly safe in ordering direct from our Free Catalogue, Your local banker or
any banker in Davenport, our home, will tellyou of our responsibility.
K?-\Ve operate the largest mill in the world— 163.CK» feet of floor space (four acres)—have been in bnamoM
•ince 1S65— own oar timber lands, eawmilla and lumberyards. We carry a large stock and can therefore ship
promptly. We have no travel inp m< n— =ell only forcc?h. We are the only larce manufacturers of sash, doom
and blinds selling direct to the roneiimer. Our prices will aatoniah yon. Don't buv anythinir in our line until
ion get cor catalogue, the grandest woodwork calaloQUO published. It la FE£E— write for it to-iay. Addresg

GORDON, VAN TINE COo

382 Case St..

DAVENPOKT,

lA.

Stands Like a Stone Wall
Turns Cattle, Horses,

Hogs— !3

PrasticaEly Indestructibfe

him the old, old story. She
followed him shortly.
Along in the
middle of the night she was awakened
telling

by his uneasy turning.
"John," she said, "are you awake?"
"Yes, Susan," he replied softly.
"What's the matter?"
"Oh, nothing, Susan; I was just
thinking if your first had married my
first they would have been the only
perfect couple on earth."
Then he went to sleep again— while

she was talking.

—Lipplncott's.

EXCHANGE OF

CIVILITIES.

A Confederate veteran met his former bodyguard on the road.
"Is that you, Peter?" he called to
the old negro who was grinning as
he doffed his

hat.

"Yas, suh, dis am me!"
"Well, well!" laughed the other. "I
see that all the old fools are not dead
yet."

"Dat's so. Mars' Tom." Peter pulled
his grisly forelock appreciatively. "I's
monsus glad to see dat you's in such
good health, suh." Lipplncott's.

—

Buy your new fence

Get the big, heavy wires, the
for years to come.
the good galvanizing, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
not too hard nor too soft.
can show you this fence in our stock and explain its merits and
superiority, not only ia the roll but in the field. Come and see us and get
hinge
that

joint,

is

We

our prices.

Our Complete Catalogue of Improved Farm Machinery sent

to

any

address free.

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
1302

E.
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ST..

-

-

RICHMOND, VA.
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ENQUIRERS' COLUMN.
(Detailed Index.)

Buckwheat

1108

Lame Horse

1108

AMERICANSAWMILLS
RELIABLE FRICTION FEED

—

Cotton Compost. .1110
1111
Buying a Bull
Tomato Growing Under Glass... 1112
1114
Beets as Feed for Cattle

Killing Alders

Hog Pasture

Ritohet Sit Works, Quick Rtcider.Dv^lix

Slid Dogs. Strone,

ACCURATE AND RELIAILE

1116

Best materiel uid worknutnshlp, light ramBlac,
requires
p»w«r;
Uttl*
simple, ttMj to hamdls;
won't get eat ef order.

Enquiries Xot Signed by Senders. 1117
1117
Corn for High Land
1117
Nut Grass and Wire Grass
1117
Acid Phosphate on Manure
1118
Cracked Heels in Cows
Calculating Quantity of
Crib

Com

BELT FBBD UnA£
in

aii7

ef

Carrtases
with

tumlshad

>

in

liies.

all

Beam

LiOg

our MlUa.

a

P. eaclne.
Serem ether
1.
Warranted to cut 2,000 feet per day with I
Aleo Edgeri, Trlmmera, Shingle Machines, Lath Mills, Rip and CutSaws, Drag Saws, Cordwood Saws and Feed Mills. Catalogue sent tree.
"Rowe, Mass., Octoher M, 1906.— I have a No. 1 American Saw Mill and send
yon an order for another Just like it. I run It with my 8 H. P. portable gasoline
engine; hare sawed i.OOO feet of lumber Ib ten hours with it without any trouble.
BRADLXT C. NSWBLU
Tours truly,
I use a 4S-lnch saw.

1118
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TWO WORLD'S RECORDS BROKEN.
Fifteen Thousand Clay Targets Without a Miss with a Rifle Over

—

1,600 Small

became

AiERICAN SAW MILL MACHINERY

CR.,
137 Hepi St., Haoksttstsii N. J.
OUR AGBNTS.—Watt Flow Company, Richmond, Va.; R. P. Jahnaen, WytheUle, Va.; Hyman Supply Company, New Berne and WUmlagtea. N. C.; Olbee
Machinery Company, CelmmbU, S. C.

Marbles Also Hit.

Fair Play, Mo., Nov. 20.— Mr. J. W.
Akard, a resident of this town, has
established a new world's record for
rifle shooters, by breaking 15,000 clay
targets without a miss, tossed in the
Mr. Akard did not
air by himself.
break all of these targets at one time,
but spread the performance over six
days, taking up the run on each successive morning and working until he
tired.

Some time ago Mr. Akard

hit 1,659
also tossed
of the cham-

small marbles which he
in the air himself. Some
pions whom Mr. Akard has displaced
had an assistant do the tossing of the
objects, but Mr. Akard undertook to
do that part himself, which, of course,
made the feat all the more difficult.
Both of the records which Mr. Akard
broke were heretofore held by Mr.
Topperwein.
The best he could do
on large targets was 8,862 and on the
small marbles 961. Mr. Akard's runs
were, therefore, nearly twice as long.
Mr. Akard used a familiar kind of
repeating rifle and U. M. C. .22 short

The Ceiebraieti OeLoach MtU
The

We Set

World's

—Others do the
~^ Best They
'^
Can

the Pace

—

Standard
for 20

Years
Vanall
Work. \ uom«t
\
'

MiJKop

c Steel Trt-

Diam Dd Tmck produce
mil. Send for

^yuh other

H P

st«am Encines
.__ Ga oline En^meo, Portable Corn and Feed
_
mils. Planers, bhingle Mills,. Wood Sairs and Water
Wheels. Prompt shipment and we pay the freicht.

DeLOACB. MUX MFG.

CO.,

Bos

to Jtl

:;g5,

BBrDGCFORT, XLtU

FAKQUHAR PORTABLE SAW MILLS

cartridges..

This little town is very proud of its
wonderful trick shot, who until his
engagement with the Union Metallic
Cartridge Company and Remington
Arms Company, has been a quiet and

edins. Built strong and durable.
t bnv HIT o her tintil yon investigate
the merits of the "Farquhar-** Gnarjknteed in every respect,
Ournew fiS-pacecatalos explains In detail all oarSaw
MtlU. EnElne>. Boll er« and

~~

unassuming farmer.

Threflher<i.

Well

mall yon

a copy fW« upon reqneata

K B. Farqoh^k Co.. itp..tcki[. m.

HER OPINION OF THEM.
In the vicinity of Germantown there
lived a worthy old Quaker lady and
her son John, who were once called
upon to entertain a number of ladles
at dinner during Quarterly meeting.
As John began to carve the broiled
chickens, he entered upon a flowery
speech of welcome, but in the midst
of his flattering utterances his mother,
who was somewhat deaf, piped up from
the other end of the table:
"You needn't be praising of 'em up,
John.
I'm afraid they're a lot of
tough old hens, every one of 'em."

YOU CAN BUY ON CREDIT
NO MATTER WHERE YOU LIVE,
Immediate Shipments.
p^QIQ

Factory
to

User

No Delay«

Buggies Sliipped in 24 Hours.

positively guarantee to ehl p yon an Enirlewood 8
._.r WBrraBledTehlcIe
^^^^^^St^k within
7^A ^*?
»4 bo
elpt of yodir order. We make many hundred etylesof Bo^

Mr 'In?, Farm and Delivery Wapons, Backs Livery and Pony Vehlolea,
Uoad Carta and Vehicles of every description from 1III.OO bp. Sold for caab or OO eacy
paymenta 00 l'>w as #2.00 monthlT. No lntere:t>u
We will ship yoa an Kug^levood Vehicle OB approval and ItnotfOODd satis*
tartoryltcan beretarned atourerpense. Write immediately toronrfi«e(aotory priceltats andoarnew epevlal ft4-hour ablpment propoidtloB. Oar
other (actorle« make n&ooe, Orf^ans, Talking ?Iachinee, S^win? Macb'-.^s,
B&n(re9, Furniture and other ^oods. Wa trust Lonest people n a.1 parts of -he
world.Wrlt«todaTforfreedeecrlptlT8prlcellFt8andtnlilaformatlon. A-iIdresa
B.^o, t.u..v..
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Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
Bureau of Animal Industry. Circular 31 (second re
vision).
Blackleg,
Its
Nature,

S.

Cause and Prevention.

Bureau

Animal Industry. Circu
A City Milk and Cream
Contest as a Practical Method of
Improving the Milk Supply.
Biological
Survey. Bull.
31.
An
Economic Study of Field Mice
Office of Experiment Stations.
Experiment Station Record, Vol.
XIX, No. 2.
of
lar 117.

Experiment Stations. Progress in Agricultural Education in

Office of

1906.
Office

Experiment

of

Farmers'

Institutes.

Stations.

Lecture

9.

Syllabus of Illustrated Lecture on

Tobacco Growing.
Bureau of Entomology.
Bull. 72.
Information
Concerning
the
North American Fever Tick.
Forest

Service. Circular 59.
Revised.
Forest Planting Leaflet.
Forest Service. Circular 114. Wood
Distillation.

Forest Service. Circular 115. Second Progress Report on the
Strength of Structural Timber.
Bureau of Statistics. Circular 67.
Ocean Freight Rates and the Conditions Affecting Them.
Farmers' Bulletin 307. Roselle, Its
Culture and Uses.

Alabama Experiment

Station, Auburn,

Bull, 141.
Texas or Tick
Fever.
California Experiment Station, BerkCal.
ley,
Bull.
188.
Lining of
Ditches and Reservoirs to Prevent Seepage Losses.

Ala.

Bull. 189.
Bull. 190.

Commercial Fertilizers.
The Brown Rot of the

Lemon.
California Peach Blight.

Bull 191.

Colorado

Experiment

Collins,

Howard

Col.
Scale.

Station,

Bull

120.

Fort

The

Bull. 124.
Colorado Fodders.
Bull. 125.
Colorado Fodders a Study
of Comparative Values.
Illinois Experiment Station, Urbana,
111.
Bull. 116.
On the Life History, Habits and Economic Relations of the White Grubs and May
Beetles.
Bull. 117.
Bitter Rot of Apples.
Horticultural Investigations.
Bull. lis.
Bitter Rot of Apples.

Botanical Investigations.

Kansas Experiment

Station, ManhatKan. Bull. 148. Kansas Law
Regulating the Sale of Commercial
tan,

Fertilizers.
Bull. 149. Prevention of Sorghum
and Kaffir Corn Smut.
Kansas State Board of Agriculture,
Topeka, Kan. Report of the State
Board of Agriculture for the
Quarter Ending September, 1907.
Louisiana Experiment Station, Baton
Rouge, La.
Bull. 97.
Analyses
of
Commercial Fertilizers and

Paris Green.

BREAKAVAYrRONOLDNETHODS
order to make money these days, a the Cora King spreader and the Cloverleaf
spreader are machines which enable farmfarmer must be up-to-date.
Land is higher priced than it used to ers to apply the new methods. Either of
be and farm help costs more. Therefore, the them will give you more than double the
farmer must produce more and must do it value out of the manure that you are getting
by hand spreading.
with less expenditure of time and labor.
The Kemp 20th Century spreader is a high
The difference between the up-to-date
farmer and the other kind can easily be seen grade machine of return apron type. It
has exceptionally strong wooden wheels
in the way the manure is handled.
with broad tires, is easily controlled and
Manure is in every way the best fertilizer handles manure in all conditions, spreading
a farmer can get, and the only one that costs from a few to many loads per acre.
him nothing.
The Cloverleaf endless apron spreader
The up-to-date farmer appreciates this and and the Corn King return apron spreader,
handles his manure so as to get the most differ from each other chiefly in the style of
out of it.
apron. Both have broad tired steel wheels
He does not. like the old style farmer, and numerous features such as a vibrating
haul out the manure and throw it on the leveling rake which enable them to handle all
ground in piles, in great forkfuls and hard kinds of manure perfectly. They have every
lumps and allow it to wash away, dry up and appliance for easy handling and spread all
kinds of manure, in the quantity desired.
waste over half its value.
All these spreaders have front wheels
He knows there's a better way and he
uses it. He employs a modem manure which cut under so they can be turned in
spreader and spreads his manure in just their own length. All are of superb strength
about one-half the time with just about half and yet are of light draft. All operations are
the labor, and he makes the manure go twice controlled by the driver from his seat, there
being no occasion to dismount from starting
as far as when spread by hand.

IN

until the return for reloading.

All waste is thus%voided. The manure is
If you want to break away from old
made fine and spread evenly methods, save time and labor, and get more
and thinly over the ground, so that the first than twice as much fertilizing value out of
shower washes every particle into the soil. your manure as you are getting now. it will
The manure is in the right condition for the pay you to buy one of these machines.
plant roots to lay hold of it, and the soil is
Call on the International local agent for
permanently enriched.
catalogs and particulars or write the Home
The Kemp 20th Century manure spreader, Office.

torn apart and

International Harvester

Company of America, Chicago

(Incorporated)

Cutting

and

Shredding

"Ohio"
machine.
with
one
Ensilage Cutters also make efficient
Shredders.
Simply remove the knives
and put Shredder Blades in their place.
A few minutes' times; no additional
speed and but slight additional pewer
required.
Double value at trifling
All

extra cost.
"Ohio" Shredder Blades have projecting steel teeth no two in succession
They split
travel in the same path.
and tear corn stalks into a nicely

—

P»wer, 2 to 15
shredded condition.
horse power, according to size. Blower
Elevators handle material
Our 100-page catalogue and
"Modern
Silage
216-page
book.
Methods," sent on request if you men-

or Carrier
perfectly.
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and Re
Trying to make
and lard without t
-Je Enterpriie Sai
Stuffer and Lard Preii and the Enterpiue
Meatchopper is the wrong way; it's a waste

Nebraska Rxj eriment Station, Lincoln
'Neb.
The Effect of
3ul!. 102.
Blearhing

Wheat

New

Upon

the

Quality

;

of

Experiment

Codling Moth Investigations,

1903-1904.

Experiment

State
College.
Clover Dodder.

Pa.

^y^

^
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^^r

"^J"
|.

^^^

fy

Pateuted Corrugated Spout which prevents air entering
the casing, thus assuring the preservation of the sausage.

^Ti.ENTERPRI$E

Station,
Circular.

SAUSAGE STUFFER
and LARD PRESS

Tennessee Experiment Station, KnoxBull. 78.
The Soils
ville, Tenn.
of Tennessee, Their Chemical Composition and Fertilizer Require-

SS—4 Qt.
Japanned

No.

Price •&.60

4SUe>,
Tinned and
Jnpann«d.

always works perfectly. The cvlintler and plate are bored
aod turned to au exact fit. preventing meat working up over
the plate. Can ue cliaugcd to a perfect Lard Press in a minute.
Equally useful as a Fruit Press when making wi-e, jelly, etc.
Tne Enterprise .Meat Chopper cuts sausage meat just right.
as it must be. And whtt'ierthe me.it is tougher tender, it is all
Sold by Hardware T'ealers, General
cut — not ground.

ments.
Tennessee Experiment Station, Knosville,
Tenn. Bull. 75. Selection

"

Look for the name Enterprise
on the machine you buy. Write for the
"Enterprising Houiekteper;' a valuable book
of 200 recipes and kitchen helps. SentFREE.
'"

Stores, etc.

of Disease Resistant Clover; Preliraiuaiy Report.
Bull. 70.
The San Jose and Other
Injurious Scale Insects of Tennessee, With Methods for Their Con-

HE CMTERPRISE
230

MFB. CO.

DlUPHIK St

CF PS.

.

PuiucaPHU, P^

trol.

Bull. 77.

The Fruiting Habit

of the

Grape.

Texas

_

Cy^^ ^^^
^^y^ of labor, alossof lard, and the most expeusive way
The Enterpriie Saui&ge Stuffer shown
^ ^p^' ^m ^^ in iucuttheis end.
a necessity at butchering time. It has a
^^v^
^r

Bull.

Station,
Penns.vlvania
Experiment
Bull.
83.
State
College,
Pa.
Metliods of Steer Feeding.
Stale
Pennsy:v;i!i-a
Cn.lese,
State
Bull,
of Winter
College, Pa.
COUIEO.S in Agriculture.

Pennsylvania

/9yjf

^Py^

Station

M.

^

^^Oy*

l-'lour.

Mexico

.-KgriculMiral College. N.
G.=i.
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eviment Station, Amherst

i

Experiment

Station, College
Station.
Texas. Bull. 96. Com-'
mercial Fertilizer and Poisonous
Insecticides.
Bull. 97. Kaffir Corn and Milo Maize
for Fattening Cattle.
Virginia State Crop Pest Commission,

Blacksburg, Va.

-THE-

COMFORTS
-ANDCONVENIENCES

Circular to Nur-

serymen and Fruit Growers Relating to Purchase of Nursery
Stock.
Virginia Experiment Station, BlacksThe Imburg, Va. Bull. 166.

provement of Fire-Cured Tobacco.
Corn and Various Amendments as Food for Hogs.
Experiments With Oats,
Bull. 168.
Millet and Various Legumes.
Bull. 167.

Bull

Protein

169.

can ea8ll7 b« had Id the couatrx at amall
Now Is the time ta prepara tar the wtatar br
providing water supply tor the house, barn, stable, etc.
Let us furnish you with aa aatlmate, trea, am a
Windmill,
Ram, Oasellne Baglna, Pump ar athir

of the cit;
cost.

'Requirements

for Dairy Covys.

West Virginia Experiment Station,
Morgantown, W. Va. Bull. 109.
Feeding Grain to Milch Cows at

power

Pasture.
West Virginia Slate Board of AgriReculture, Charleston, W. Va.
port of Proceedings of the Fourteenth Annual Meeting of the
State Horticultural Society, Jan-

uary

WELL

Ext)eriment Station, Lara-

Wyoming. Bull. 74. Ration
Experiments With Swine.
7F;.
The Life and Preservation
Bull.
mie,

of Pitch Pine

Prince William Co.. Va.. Aug. 26. '07.
The Southern Planter is a great
J. N. HOUSE.

CO., INC.

RICHMOND,

VA.,
DEPARTMENT B.

Fence Posts.

help to me.

pumplns watar.

SYDNOR PUMP
AND

17-19, 1907.

Wyoming

for

Please mention the Southern Planter.
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Why Not Accept My Offer and
Try a Detroit Tongueless Disc
Harrow Free for a Montit?
'T^HAT'S my proposition— I mea
.^^^^,.

every word of
on your farm

s

„-,- w..^ -.

—

_

—

—

.

the Detroit

Tongueless
Disc Harrow 1

had the largest sale i
its first two seasons on the
market of any farm implement ever manufactured.
W. W. Corner, Gen. Mgr.

CAUTIONS
Beware of imitations.
say "imitation
flattery"

— and

is

—

,...,.,,

—

them

Thisyeir we've increased our factory facilities, and hope to be able to fill every single
order on the Detroit Tongueless. It has had a wonderful sale— and has given universal

They

the sincerest

our

it.

—for a full month—without cost

At the end of that time— if you don't want it— return it to us. We'll allow the freight
thus the test won't cost you one penny.
That test is only a part o( our liberal selhae plan.
It'siustour way of assuring everyone of cur customers that they are goine lo eet what
they -.mnt and what they will be pleased with when they buy a Detroit Tongueless Disc H arrow.
We're anxious to send a Detroit Tongueless Disc Harrow to any responsible farmer—
without deposit and without advance payment to make the test.
or we could not go on making this
It musi be a good Disc— and one that will fUase you
propo'ition year after year.
We're sending out thousands upon thousands of these Discs all over the country on this
not all we claim it to be.
were
this
it
the
Disc
to
do
afford
not
could
Surely we
plan
"The principle of the Detroit Tongueless Disc Harrow is right. The Forward Truck does
away with all of the annoyance on the team of the old tongue." It does away with all
jamming—end thrust— and whipping of the horses, that frets them and puts them out of
commission just at the time you need them inost.
See the two wheels back of the Disc Blades in the picture?
Those wheels are a part of the Detroit Tongueless TRANSPORT TRUCK, upon which
yon can raise the Disc Blades off the ground, making them rest on the front and back Trucks
so that you can drive the Harrow over stony ground, rough and sandy roads, bridges, etc,
without dulling the blades or cutting up the surface.
A good invention that Transport Truck,— 'most worth its weight la gold the way it saves
Disc Blades that have to be transported from one field to another or from house to field.
Year before last we had over 1600 orders for this Disc that we couldn't fill— had to send
back. Last year we made twice as many as the previous year— and still we couldn't

atisfacticn.

Detroit

IVe SgU

Tongueless Disc Harrow is being
very much flattered. There are
several cheap imitations of our
Harrow being offered for sale
through dealers. Don't buy one

new

—

I'JOT-CS

Write Today

Disc catalogue.

for Book
and Prices

This Book tells you more about the
famous Detroit Tongueless Disc Harrow
than we can tell you here gives you our
Selling Plan and quotes prices on a Detroit

—

delivered at your railroad station.
You can buy the genuine Detroit

We

—

Trial—Freigiti Allowed

Anyway, we invite you to drop us a
line on a postal card, giving us your name
and address, and letting us send you

of them believing that you are
getting a genuine Detroit because you are not. The Detroit
Tongueless Disc is not for sale
by any dealer anywhere.
sell it direct from our factory
and yoti keep all the dealers'
profits in your own pocket.

—

you a DetroH Tongueless Disc Harrow

—on Time— on

Tongueless Disc only through ns
direct. We advise you of thisthatyoa
may not be imposed upon by some
unscrupulous dealer who will represent to you that he has a Detroit
He canH have a genuine Detroit
good.
one
as
or

Tongueless Disc Harrow for sale
Tongueless and ha can't have one "just as good."
Collier, General

—

W. W.

AMERICAN HARROW

CO.,

Manager
629 Hastings St. DETROIT, MICH.

NOTE:- Full lino of Detroit TonguelcM Discs are carried at our branch hous
leadins trade centers, enabling us to make prompt shipment to all points. To be
getting a Detroit Tongueless just when you want it, better get your order in early.

DOING GOOD WITHOUT MONEY.
Mary Washington.
of the world are
not necessarily confined to millionaires like Carnegie, Miss Helen Gould
and others who nobly use their
'wealth for the benefit of the race.
The same spirit of disinterested love
for one's fellowmen and desire to help
to elevate them, may, and often does,
exist in persons without wealth, but
who, from the burning zeal and spirit
of human brotherhood within them,
accomplish great and noble results
Above all things, the soul is the great
essential in every undertaking look.
Ing to the awakening of the soul in
others.
Soul must touch soul, else
philanthropy dwindles down to supplying only material needs, and only
improves the condition of the poor by
making them fat. sleek animals in
stead of starving ones.

The benefactors

How often do we see an impetus
given to the higher life, both spiritual,
moral and intellectual, by persons who
might say, like the Apostle, "Silver
and gold have I none, but such as I
have, gi-'e I unto tbee." How often
are helpful suggestions, knowledge
and advice imparted, the value of
which could not be calculated in
money! A pure and upright life,
even when very simple and meagre
in externals, is a benefit and help to
the entire community. There are so
many ways in which a strong, helpful,
benevolent nature can benefit those
within its sphere. In fact, such a nature can no more help benefitting
others than the sun can help diffusing light and warmth with its rays.
It is incalculable the blessing and
help some people are. In times of
illness and death, or even more in the
ordinary routine of life.

As an instance

may

that

be

of the great good

accomplished

without

money, when the right

spirit is preswill cite the case of a woman
who came into a certain community
in the backwoods of Virginia to take

ent,

i

charge of a little school whereby she
earned a scant livelihood. It was a
lonely, thinly settled, country neighborhood, far away from any church

Sunday school, and the children
were growing up almost as devoid of
religious Instructions as if they had
The school
heathendom.
lived
in
teacher succeeded in interesting two
in helping
neighborhood
ladies in the
her to get up a Sunday school, and by
available
own
their
collecting up all
books and getting donations of castflourishing
and
off books from large
Sunday schools they managed to
get up a nice little circulating library.
They made great efforts to keep
or

-
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Sunday school from being dry
They interspersed the ex
erclses with numerous popular hymns
which the children sang with great
zest and enjoyment. Above all, they
their

and

dull.

great efforts to interest the
children in the Word of God. Whe'
wise and judicious selections are
made from this (not a chapter or
geneologv, as selected by one of Dickens' characters, Mrs. Pipchln) thert
full ot
is nothing in all literature so
vivid human Interest, nothing that so
touches the chords of the heart ani
impresses itself on the memory.
There, for instance, are the stories ot
Joseph and his brethren, David and
Jonathan, and others, matchless for
pathos and interest. By reading these

THE SOUTHE RN PLANTER.
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made

connectedly to the children, smoothly
and with proper emphasis, their inand
terest was powerfully awakened,
Impressions were made which proba
them
elevate
and
help
bly served to
later
in the trials and temptations of
Sometimes, too, the parents
life.
would come, finding in the Sunday
school some substitute for church, and
away good
I think they also carried
The Bible
and helpful Impressions.
reading would be followed by one of
intersome
the ladies reading aloud
esting story from St. Nicholas, or
reading
some other good periodical,
expression
it with such emphasis and
as to give it a far more vivid interest than if the children had read it
themselves, but this served to give
them a great Impetus towards readinsr
to themselves, and at the conclusion
of the exercises each child had permission to draw out a volume from
the little circulating library and keep
The teachers also
two weeks.
It
handed each child a slip of paper on
which was written some subject in
which they were required to find two
texts each in the Old and New Testaments, write them down and bring
them to school thp following Sunday.
One Sunday the text given out would
be the mercy of God: another time,
forgiveness, etc. Bv this plnti the pupils were led to study the Bible ruite

&

.aaiKB^
Ei3a,i4'=«^
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&J>
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Sent on Trial— Freight Paid

Grind Corn and Cobs, Feed and Table Meal.

10 lbs. to 70 bushels per hour; ball bearing; easy running. Shipped
Philadelphia or Chicago. Send for free catalogue to

THE

A.

W. STRAUB

from

CO., 3737-39-41 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa.a

VPI_EX
rindinqNills
Do more
to any other make.
and better work, require less power arii
produce abetter grade of feed. The only mill in
the world made with a double set of grinders or

SUPERIOR
,

,
^

shelled

com.

oats, rye,

wheat, barley, kaffir com, cotton seed, corn
in shucks, sheaf oats, or any kind of
grain, coarse medium or fine.

^

FOUR SIZES
Simple in construction, easily operated, strong and durable.
Never choke. Any power. Especially adapted for grasoline en^nes. Write today for catalog:.
copy of Farmer's Guide, the most useful
IX^Ci Book of Records, Recipes and General Information^
mailed upon request to any first-class farmer or stock grower,
Southern Planter
THE 0. S. RELir C0MMI<r,i45 Limestone
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dilia-ently.

But the poor are not the onlv elr=R
needing help, stimulus and encouragement. There are numerous kind offices
and forms of service needed in our
own families and own social circles.
For instance, persons who love fine
reading can do a great deal towards
oneninc: the beautiful, elevating world
of literature to those within the sphere
of their influence, even when circumstances do not render it practicnble
for them to found a literary club, or a
circtilatine
library.
We can read
aloud in our little circle, esneciallv
Interesting passages from some hook
we are reading and try In this wav
to form the taste and habit of reading In our hearers. We can encourage peonle bv lendins- them interesting bonks and periodicals In cases
where they are not able to subscribe
or purchase, or not sufficiently acquainted with literature to care to
provide themselves with reading mat-

The Mllla that lead all others In fast grlndlne, lightness of draft, strength,
durability. In finish, In perfect adaptability for grinding all kinds of grain
Into coarse, medium or fine chop or meal, and especially In balng the best twohorse power for operating feed cutters, corn shellers, wood saws or any
other light running machinery.

CATAL.OGVKS AND PRICES OF AL.L, FARM MACHINKRY SENT ON
RBaUEST.

The Kmplemeni Co., 1302 East IHIain Street,
Richmond, Va.
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we can

get them started In the
right direction, they may learn to
love literature and provide themselves
with books later.
At all events, it
seems to me best to circulate our
periodicals, except in the case of
ter.

If

Harper, The Century, and a few
others of peculiar merit. Yet, there
are many persons who keep dusty
piles of periodicals in their garrets
of no service to themselves nor any
one else. I know of a lady living in
a town who was in the habit of reading aloud to her children an hour or
two every afternoon, and as she
thought she could just as easily
read to many as to a few, she told
her children they might invite some
of their schoolmates to listen, which

they did, and gradually these readings
grew to be delightful and instructive
exercise to a large number of children
who listened with rapt interest as the
kind lady read the thrilling pages of
"Ivanhoe," or some other classic of
literature, and this gave them a bent
towards fine reading for the remainder of their lives.
Similarly, a strong, kind, helpful nature, with musical accomplishments,
can stimulate others in the community in the study and pursuit of music,
than which nothing gives more ana
purer pleasure and tends more to
bring people together and to literally

produce harmony.
As an instance of great good accomplished
in
a community "without

money and without

price,"

I

will tell

of a woman who had great love for
flowers and great skill in their culture.
She moved into a neighborhood where very little attention was
paid to flower culture, but in a few
years she gradually effected a revolution, and literally made "the desert
to rejoice and blossom as the rose."

She

this
good work
means and partly by
mere sight of her

accomplished

partly by direct
Indirect.

The
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and beauty of their homes were great
ly

enhanced.
After all, it

is

money we need

not

so much to enable us to be useful and
helpful to others.
It
is
but the
right kind of spirit the spirit of desiring to diffuse the benefits of any
gift, capacity or accomplishment we
may possess ourselves so that we may
Inspire and stimulate others to de-

—

velop the same in themselves. This
is the truest charity and philanthropy.

flowers beds and borders
was an object lesson that had a powerful effect, contrasting as it did with
other places, unprovided or scantily
beautiful

provided with flowers.
She diffused
her flowers widely in the community,
carrying beautiful bouquets alike to
the sick and to the well, and on festive occasions furnishing the floral
decorations that gave the finest touch
to the scene. Then she was always
ready with help and encouragement,
ready to give flower seed, or slips, or
roots, and to show persons how to cultivate
them.
She carefully saved
large quantities of seed from her
numerous beautiful annuals, her poppies, asters, Drummond phlox, Chinese
pinks, scarlet sage, etc., making up
an assortment of neat little packages
of these for her different neighbors,
to

whom

season.

she sent them at the proper
In

this

way she

led

them

gradually into a refined and charming pursuit whereby the cheerfulness

IN GEORGIA.
"Why, John,
Georgia as

It

Is

it's

as

in

New

here
York."

cold

—

AN UNCERTAIN

JOB.

Michael Callahan, a section boss for
the Southern Railroad in the little
town of Ludlow, Ky., has a keen
Gaelic

wit.

One

warm

afternoon,

walking along the railroad
tracks,
he found a section hand
while

placidly sleeping beside the rails. Callahan looked disgustedly at the delinquent for a full minute and then re-

marked:
"Slape on, ye lazy spalpeen, slape on,
fur as long as you slape you've got a

but when you wake up you ain't

job,

got none."

—Lippincott's.

DeLOACH CORN MILLS
Prodnce more meal and better meal than an^
mllla on the market.

Both Pulley and Geared Mills.
Under Runner Mlll.o, 18 to 48 Inches.
Top Runner Mills, 30 to 48 Inches.
With the famous VIrgrlnIa or Esupus Stones.

World beaters

for

maklnK

table meal.

Also French

Buhr

Mills for all

Kinds of Grinding
Turbine and Over-Shot W^ater Wheels. The
famous DE LOACH VARIABLE FRICTION FEED
SAW MILLS. SHINGLE MILLS, PLANERS,

GANG EDGERS, LATH MILLS AND WOODWORKING MACHINERY.
Engines, Boilers and Gasolene Engines
Send for Catalogue

arid tell us fully

what you

want.

DeLOACH

Hill Mfg. Co.

Box

In

Cold!
Well, didn't we come South
for the winter?" Lippincott's.

265, Bridgeport, Ala.
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MAGAZINES.
The Christmas number of The Cenmakes an immediate impression
and appeal through its tint and color

HEADQUARTERS FOR

tury

pages; in color, M. Sigismond de Ivanowski's portrait of Mme Eames as
"Aida,"and four exquisite drawings by-

Leon Guipon for Edwin Markham's
poem, "The Juggler of Touraine" it-

—

a feature to attract attention; in
tint, an impressive drawing by Faul
accompany Susie M.
J. Meylan to
Best's poem, "Miracle Dreams," and
the portrait of the first Duchess of
Marlborough, by Sir Godfrey Kneller.
Photogravure insets are the Sir God
frey Kneller portrait of the Duke of
Marlboroug and Emil Fuchs's portrait
of "Miss M ." Then there are six
reproductions of American paintings

self

ROOFING
If

CORRUGATED AND V CRIMP
PAINTED OR GALVAMZED-

Rubber

—

from the Evans

collection,

Henry
W. Ranger's "Connecticut Woods,"
and John La Farge's "Christ and Nlcodemus," in black and white.
Wyant's "Autumn

at Arkville,"

But the important feature of this
Christmas number, a feature of both
popular as well as scientific interest.
Is the publication, for the first time,
of the new photographs of Mars, taken
by the Lxjwell-Todd expedition to the
Half a dozen
Andes last summer.
plates are shown, with an account by
E. C. Slipher, of just how the photographs were made by him, with an
explanation of their significance and
value by Prof. Percival Lowell, and
there are drawings by both representing their visual observations in Chile
and Arizona, interesting in comparison.

There are other good things. Roger
Boutet de Monvel, son of the celebrated French artist, has written de
lightfnlly of "A Visit to the Paris
Conservatoire," a sketch illustrated
by Andre Castaigne. Oliver LockerLampson, who, as a child, knew and
loved Kate Greenaway, has set down
his memories and written a sympathetic appreciation of this "friend of
"The Reminiscences ol
children"

Lady

Randolph

ChurcbiH"

in

Roofing, Tarred Paper,

Guttering

recently

given to the National Gallery at Washington. Henry Oliver Walker's "Musa
Regina" and Francis Murphy's "The
Path to the Village" are shown in
tint; George Inness' "Sundown," A. H.

you have a leaky roof to replace or a new building
and save money. We handle

to cover, get our prices

and Do-wn Spouts

ROOFING PAINTS
stop leaks and preserve your roof.
you have a roof that needs paint, get our prices before
you buy.

Our Roofing Paints

If

Tin Plate and Bar Iron
wholesale and

retail, in quantities to suit purchaser.
Write for circulars dePrices and quality guaranteed.
scribing our goods.

Plumbers' Supplies
BATH

TUBS,

LAVATORIES. SINKS,
BOILERS
ETC

RANGE

McfiRAW-YARBROUGH CO.
9-n S. Eighth Street, RICHMOND, VA.
LOCAI. A>'D LOXG-DISTANCE BELL 'PHO>'E 929.

THE AMERICAN WELL
WORKS,

this

issue are rich in whimsical humor, as
the writer recalls her early experiences in London society and her first
visit to stately Blenheim.

A LOST ART.
A Richmond housekeeper had occamany times to employ a certain
odd character of the town known as
Aunt Cecilia Cromwell.
The old woman had not been seen
In the vicinity of the house for a long
time until recently, when the lady of
Caroline Co., Va., Sept. 5, '07.
the house said to her:
I
the Southern Planter very
lilce
"Good morning. Aunt Cecilia. Why much and would not like to be witharen't you washing nowadays?"
J. D. BURKE.
out it.
"It's dls way, Miss Annie." replied
Powhatan Co., Va., Aug. 28, 1907.
Aunt Cecilia indulgently. "I's been
I
am much pleased with every
out o' wuhk so long dat now, when I
could wuhk, I finds I's done lost mah number of the Southern Planter.
Llpplncott's.
BLAIR BURWELL, M. D.
It."—
fo'
tas'e

Aurora,

Illinois,

U. S. A.

Dallas, Tox.
MANUFACTURE FULL LINE

Chicago,

III.

Jetting, Rotary, Coring, Rock
Driiling and Pr ospecting
Maciiinery.

sion

Any Diameter or Depth. Strong
and Speedy.
CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST.
Charles City Co., Va., Aug. 28, '07.
am obliged to have the Southern

I

Planter.

A. C.

BRANSFORD.

Pittsylvania Co., Va., Aug. 24, '07.
I lil<e the Southern Planter verymuch and think it is a real good
paper with lots of good in ot.
J. P.

EASLET.
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CARDINAL GIBBONS ON BOTCOTTING AND INTIMIDATION.

In an article contributed to the October number of Putnam's Monthly,
Cardinal Gibbons expresses in strong
terms his disapproval of the boycott as
practiced by labor unions, and also
urges the workingmen of the country
to avoid strikes, and intimidation in
any form. The Cardinal says:
"I am persuaded that the system of
boycotting, by which members of labor
unions are instructed not to patronize
certain obnoxious business houses, is
not only disapproved by an impartial
public sentiment, but that it does not
commend itself to the more thoughtful and conservative portion of the
guilds themselves. Every man is free
Indeed to
select the
establishment
with which he wishes to deal, and in
purchasing from one in preference to
another he is not violating justice.
But the case is altered when, by a
mandate of the society, he is debarred
from buying from a particular firm.
Such a prohibition assails the liberty
of the purchaser and the rights of the

and

an unwarrantable incommercial privileges
guaranteed by the government to business concerns. If such a social ostracism were generally in vogue, a process of retaliation would naturally
seller,

is

vasion of the

the current of mercantile inwould be checked, every
tercourse
center of population would be divided
follow,

1133

into hostile camps, and the good feeling which ought to prevail in every
be seriously impaired.
"Live and let live" is a wise
maxim, dictated alike by the law of
trade and by Christian charity.

result In the former case is determined by the weight of the purse,
in the latter by the weight of the
argument.

Experience has shown that strikes
are a drastic, and at best a very ques-

"Uncle Joe" Cannon and a friend
were one day discussing the wild doings of a young Chicago man with
whom both were well acquainted.
Mr. Cannon's friend was inclined t»

The

community would

SPEAKER CANNON EXPLAINS.

remedy for the redress of the
grievances.
They paralyze
industry, they often foment fierce passions, and lead to the destruction of
property; and above all they result
in inflicting grievous injury on the
laborer himself by keeping him in
tionable,
laborers'

very severe in criticism of the
sower of wild oats; but "Uncle Joe"
had more to say of his good than his
bad qualities, remarking that at heart
the boy was "all right." He thought
it would be well to reserve judgment
and give the lad a chance until he
reached the age of discretion.
"At just what period would you
place the attainment of discretion?"
asked the friend quickly.
"Generally speaking," added "Uncle
be

enforced idleness, during which time
his mind is
clouded by discontent
v.hile brooding over his situation, and
his family not
infrequently
suffer
!

i

from the want of the necessaries of
life.
The loss inflicted by strikes on
the employers is not much more than
half as great as that which is sustained by the employed, who can much
less afford to bear it.
It would be a

Joe," "I should say that a young fellow has reached the age of discretion
his walls the
pictures of actresses and substitutes
therefor a portrait of his wealthy
bachelor uncle." Lippincott's.

when he removes from

vast stride in the interest of peace,
and of the laboring classes, if the
of arbitration, which is now
favor for the settlement of
international
quarrels,
were
also
availed of for the adjustment of disputes between capital and labor. Many
blessings
would result from the
adoption of this method; for while
strikes, as the name
implies,
are
aggressive and destructive, arbitration is conciliatory and constructive.

policy

—

gaining

Scott Co., Va.. Aug. 28, '07.
I cannot do without the Southern
Planter.
I. W. LARKEY.

Botetourt Co., Va., Aug.
I

29, "07.

would not do without the Southern

Planter.

O. U.

BRUGH.

y^jjaa* Lji. sBgjj<asarIg';gtf -g^a t2^3e:

Don't
Shi
per
—
—

Just scratch a

match

stop shivering.

heat

—

Oil Heater and
that's hard to
there you'll need a

light the Perfection

Wherever you have a room

that the furnace doesn't reach

PERFECTION

—

Oil

Heater

(Equipped witli Smokeless Device)
Just the thing for blizzard time or

between seasons.

Its

genial

glowing heat makes any room cheerful and cozy. No smoke
no smell
smokeless device prevents. Brass font holds 4
quarts of oil burning 9 hours. Finished in japan and nicke

—

—

Every heater warranted.

'^^^

Lamp
Rdk!/0
ymm0^

g^^^^

^.

restful, steady, soft light

which

appreciated by workers and students.

brass, nicke! plated, with the latest

is

so

much

Made

of

improved central draft burner.
Every lamp
warranted.
Write our nearest agency for descriptive circular if your dealer
cannot supply the Perfection Oil Heater cr Rayo Lamp.

SXAI\JDA.RO OIL COIVIPANY
(Incorporated)
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APPETIZER FOR HORSES.
An

appetizer recommended by Dr.
D. Smead for addition to grain
rations of horses which seem a little
out of condition and lacking in appeEqual parts
tite, is made as follows:
powdered charcoal, baking soda, ginger
and common salt with one-half part
of powdered gentian root. He claims
that the grain ration with this addition will answer the purpose of some
medicinal stock
of the high-priced

C.

RUBEROI
TRADE MARK REG.

U.S.PAT. OFF.

foods.

DOCTORING HENS AND CHICKENS.
The treatment of poultry diseases
should seldom concern the ifarmer. If
the healthiest and most vigorous fowls
are kept for breeding, reared under
fed
and
conditions,
on wholesome food, diswill
will seldom
appear.
It
ease
usually be found more satisfactory to
kill and bury the sick birds than to
undertake to treat them.
satisfactory

ROOFING

moderately

Seme of the commonest poultry diseases are catarrh, roup, gapes and leg
weakness. Catarrh in poultry resemIt is
bles the common cold of man.
accompanied by sneezing, diflScult
breathing and watery discharge from
the nostrils, and is apt to develop into
Among the causes are lack of
roup.
ventilation,
draughts, dampness, exposure and improper care and feeding.
The prevention and treatment are
much the same as for roup.
Roup symptoms are puffed or
swollen eyelids, watery discharge from
the eyes and nose, eyes swollen and
closed, thick discharge from the eyea
and nose. In the early stages bathe
the eyes and face of the fowl with a
mixture of equal parts of sweet oil
and whiskey. The fowl should be remoTed from the flock and fed on eoft

THE STANDARD FOR
14

YEARS.

Tho oUaat prepared rootng «n tbe market, a»i tb« ftrat Rub«r«M Roota
HJUiy yeart aco. are atill Klvlng satlBlactvrr servlc* ond^r the Mvcratt
cUaatlc tBd AtKospherlc ocadittoaa.
C«Btalaa no tar or paper; will aat malt ar taar. Add tamm will •!
laid.

injur* It
Oatlasts «etal ar Aingloa.

Aay baady aaaa can a^ply It
only »bo Rabarotd Raoflag. aad wa sell it Ton oan Tarlfr ttt
geaalBaaoa* by tbe aaate aa the label aad aa tb* aadar atde ot erary laactt
8aad for aaakploa aad baaklet
at Rahoraid Raaflng.
A larga stack af Carrasatad aad T-Crlmr RaoAas atwajB as haad.
There

Is

Southern Railway Supply Company,

1323 East Main Steet,

food.
If the disease has reached the offen•ire stage, the fowl should be killed,
and the house disinfected with sulphur
fumes or a 3 per cent, solution of
creolin to prevent the spread of the
disease.
If it is desired to Bare a
valuablo bird it is a good plan to
loosen the discharge in the nostrils
and eyes and immerse the head for
twenty or thirty seconds in a 1 to 2
per cent, solution of permanganate of
potash. The treatment should be given

RICHMOND.

Vs.

FERTILIZERS
LEPS

PREPARED
wkm

LIME

AGRICULTURAL
Wkm*

mmm Mlltoc

Bt a p«|lM
aulatala ar«.«at i rl iM,
BomU wIU. aa 4aabt. ra4a*« bar ax^arta, aad tb« rwalsa <awa ad
Th. priaaat IrwibiM
jtcM
la^raaa.
tk.
I ta tt
Tke
of
wartk
acta
will
ttt*.
aw
u
par
B
M
wU] eaaMaaa ta ba
kaafcata aar aan, tkaraky paylof .tw toe ^r Mat. aa tke aoat, k aa til ia ioiaraTlac th« tasd
aa4 laaarlBC a g*a4 «taa4 aa4 crawtk mt CLOYBB.

N«T«r

Mto

to cTt*

prlea, aa^i fraai

aM4

aM«anta

rMults

.f tk*
la

pc.a.r tT

prw«at ««»

li

am4.

la

llk.l/ ta esatlaae

f

i

twice daily.
Gapes usually affects only young
FERTILIZER.
LEE'S SPECIAL
birds, the result of the presence of
worms in the windpipe. The worms
Oar aalaa (ar «ha aaaaaa af IM« wara M par aaat. larcar Ihaa Ihaaa tit WfL
aiar. larcelj tba aaat yaar, aa4 laj tkar kara a kattar atai
may be removed by the fumes of sul- wka kara Irla4 It baackt
aaad.
phur or coal tar, or by dropping one sraarth al Ctorv aa4 6raaa tfeaa tkay kava Iraai aar tarMllaar tkar ka<a arar
or two drops of spirits of turpentine
HIGH-GRADE
LEE'S
POTASH.
or salicylate of soda into the windpipe.
ft Fa ta an a Cabbaca aaa atkar T ata klaa.
A fumlgator can be made from an
The ends of the barrel
old barrel.
IMPORTED
BASIC SLAG.
should be removed and the chickens to
minaaa a( tsas ar. aM4 ta Barapa. It Is tk. bnt aa4 Boat laattac rartfUaar far
be treated placed on a grating inside
Oraaa aB« atfcv era*a aa th. aarkat. kariac 1< par eaat. Pkaaakarla Acl4 a>4 M ta H
the barrel. The top of the barrel may aaaL a< rraa I l»a It la a aaaaalata FVKTTLJXSK.
be covered with an old sack, and a
plate of burning sulphur placed on the
ground inside the barrel.
Instead of using sulphur, the inside
of the barrel may be painted with a

WHEAT

BONE &

^

THOMAS

^

A. S.

LEE & SONS CO.,
RICHMOND,

VA.

t«

Inc.
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mixture of coal tar and coal

oil of the
same consistency as paint. The
chickens
should be watched
when
under treatment and removed as soon
as they show signs of being overcome
by the fumes.
Chickens contract this disease when
allowed to run on ground which has
been infested with the gapeworm; the
worms are conveyed from one bird to
another through the medium of food
and drink.
When the worms have
been destroyed by fumigation it is
advisable to remove the chickens to
dry, clean ground. Bulletin Experiment Station, Ottawa, Ontario.

—
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not the trafiBc of the same kind in our
own country? The package sent abroad
may run as high as eleven pounds'
weight, while the limit for our domestic mail is four pounds.
The difference is owing to the arrangements
made with foreign countries by which
their
own postal rules apply, the
weight and price being those established in England.
It can hardly be
supposed that our people will long
submit to pay more on the home mail
than on the foreign mail, and under
less liberal conditions regarding the
limit of weight.

a percentage of all sales in their territory.

Some countries of Europe have the
much higher than eleven pounds.
German mails accept 110 pounds, while
in Belgium 132 pounds may be sent in
limit

one

The parcels post idea seems to be
gaining ground now that a leading
postal official has taken up the project,
which has also been endorsed by one
of the largest labor organizations. The
express companies profess to feel no
anxiety over the prospect, claiming
that the government could not carry
the goods at a lower cost than the express companies; but if the profit is
so small and the margin so close, it
must be hard for the express companies to explain how they are able
to declare l~ per cent, dividends from
time to time.
Neither is it easy to explain why a
package can be mailed to England
from this country at 12 cents a pound,
while the rate to our own people is
sixteen cents per pound. If the foreign
mail can be handled at this price, why

OLDS

Such high weights would not be
more thinly settled counUnited States, but no

reason
appears why
the limit
of
weight should not be at once raised
to eleven pounds, and the rate per
pound reduced at proposed.

MOLASSES A GOOD FEED.
The Maryland Experiment Station
made some exhaustive experiments in

the express companies, as they
claim, are indifferent in the matter,
there can be slight objection to a trial
of the proposed plan, and the prospect
is brighter than ever before.
Much
of the opposition to the parcels post
has come from the country storekeepers, who fear that lower rates and
If

PARCELS POST GAINING GROUND.

lot.

suitable in a
try like the

feeding molasses last year, the results
which are published in Bulletin 117,
from which the facts here stated are
quoted.
These results show that the
addition of molasses to a ration has a
tendency to increase the digestibility
This,
of both hay and grain feeds.
coupled with the generally observed
fact that molasses contributes toward
making feeds more palatable, and also
acts as an appetizer, gives to molasses
a relatively high place as a stock food,
and makes it more valuable than its
analysis alone would indicate.
of

higher limits of weight will unduly
favor the city department stores; but
the country storekeeper will be protected to some extent by the proposed
adoption of a special rate for local
mail, by which large package can be
sent out on the local route for about
two cents per pound, thus giving the
local storekeeper a special advantage
in delivering his goods to the villages
and farmers along the rural mail
route. In some parts of Europe where
parcels post prevails the small storekeepers got past the competition of
the big stores by becoming the agents
of the large concerns, thus securing

Albemarle
I
find the
satisfactory.

Co., Va., Sept. 20, '07.

Southern Planter very
R. E.

SHAW.

Franklin Co., Va., Sept. 5, '07.
like the Southern Planter very
I
much, and want to continue taking It.
S.

R.

SMITH.

ENGINES

*'BEST

BY
EVERY
TEST.'*
V. S.

Tkis •ni:l]i« is r«ady to run wk*o you s*t It,
•11 It with s*solin«, tkrow on th« Bwitck, turn
the whe»l tkat'a all.

ard of the

—

No pipe to connect, nothi»t to get up, no
fensdation to make, no ezperlMice required.
the most practical engine for the fannvr
becaaie it Is always ready, compact, adjusted
It li

and can be moved anywhere.

The price

Is

right— the quality

Cavemotenf Report.

IT.

Write OS to

S.

G«TemHa«t, whe use
jem aboirt enr
sare you money.

tell

sition that will

We

guarantee erery Olds tlae to mn
Tou take no rl«k in hnyine It There
an a««nt near by to see that everything la

properly.
is

all right.

Send
Is

the stand-

h. p.

for oet«locue showlBe S to SO
engines and set our Interesting offer.

Main 0ffice-.930 Chestnut St„ Lansing,
Boston-69-75 Washington «., N.
Kangaa City,
l22o Eleventh St.

Mo—

it.

liberal propo-

Binghampton, N. Y.-23 Washington St
Minneapolis-SlS So. Front St.

Micli,
Phila.lelphia-1816 Market St.

Omaha-lU:8 Famum

St.

—

'

FOR JliE FAMILY

FUN
Your

—

Own

Ideas CouLt

Home

in

Getting

Up

Entertainments.

How do you amuse yourself evenlDgs?
There are many ways in which you c»n plan
Barnes and entertaiDments for the family and
for your ylsitors.
Now I want to tell you of the best form of
entertainment ever Invented more fun, more
real enjoyment tor old and young than any

—

other and COSTING YOU BUT LITTLE in
the long run.
It is so easy to learn, that I am particularly
glad to put on this page the free trial offer of
the Edison Phonograph Distributers.

Editor's Opinion of Edison

The editor of this paper is impressed by the
variety of wonders of the phonograph. Think
of the musical art beinsT hauded over to a person who is absolutely without musical training
Yet this is exactly what the instrument accomplishes. Anybody can learn in two minutes
I

how to operate an Edison phonograph. You
arrange your own Drogrsml You become the

director of an orchestra, the lead -r of a minstrel show, the creator of an eoteriuinmeuti

w
at this contented home scene. Grantlfather has requested one of the old sweet '*one'*of long ago
he and grandmother are taken back to their youth again, and oil enjoy ihe beautiful mti'^le of the
old time Hong^. The Edison has indeed been rightly callt-d the Itlng ot entertalncis for the home
Bead what
snys.
R*'ad below bow every responsible per-^rn tan g t a fenulne Fdlson olioi o raph on free
Edison
M
trlaU to be bought, if acceptable, either for cash or on the easiest posbihle monthly payments.
g\£\^^
*j""»l.

Mr. Edison
"/ want

to see

every

like this:

Sample Prosram
fin

EE

Eveutnff Concert

ties
8673'
«06<' •bearle"
'Maa Bebltid tbe

Tenor £
Ouu," march
B&nd
•HoiyCliy"
VloJln Solo
lu the Shade of the Old Apple Tree"
Vocal

gDlu
"SweateBt Story Ever Told"
•* Annie Laurie"
Quartette
9H3 "t:ourtBh!p of Barney and Eileen".. .. Recltatl
8894 "Thoroughbred," two-step
Band
(44 "Tltl's Serenade"
Orchestra
Suppose you want to have an afternoon concert on the lawn— the kind of a concert that will
arouse drooping spirits on a hot day. Just pick
out some dashing minstrel records, some booming band pieces and few funny recitations
in
a short time you are under the sway of the fi:reat

4004
1G7S
£201

I

—

new

1907

model Edison phonograph.

The editor urges you to give the Edison proposition your careful attention. Remember, you
can borrow an Edisun on free trial, and you
can pay for it either in cash or on easy payments. The Edison catalog, which is furnished
free, gives an immense list
1,500 records
to
choose from. Write for this catalog at once.
You need only sign and send the coupon to get
this Cittalog free, prepaid.
Better sign the
coupon now.

Every responsible person is invited to a /ree trial of the new style improved
1907 model genuine Edison phonograph. Free trial means free trial. You
pay us nothing not one cent no C. O. D. either. You taicc the instrument
to your home and play all the beautiful Edison records
stirring band and
orchestra records, the most laughable comic recitations, the latest songs,
and up-to-the-minute hits. Let your family and friends hear the machine
laugh, sing, talk, play
then decide, //you wish, return outfit at our expense.

—

—

—

—

jM^ g^ff^ ^ KWBVMamaa
^#i ^^^B%0^M
«a SUImn^ia
S^
innm jtB^

^^^

Edison

highly finished genuine Edison records.

Sign this coupon and get the great Edison

catalogs, the

catalog of phonographs showing every style of Edison

ma-

chines and the catalog of 1500 Edison records; also the magnificent circular of our new 1907 model Edison outfit No. 5. You
will

modal
ono dozen
improved 1907

°°'" ^"^^ ^ genuine 1007
outfit including

The

finest

^^MW model Edison outfit only $3.50 a month. And at rock-bottom price,
no matter zuhether you send the cash zn full or pay on our easiest terms. Surprising rock-bottom frices on the finest improved Edison outfits — one-third and
one-fourth the price of inferior imitations. Sign the coupon and get the catalogs.

Edison Catalogs FREE
nPlio.^

—

If you are more than pleased, if you decide to keep this king of entertainers— and we know
you will— you have the choice of sending cash in full for the ouint or paying on the easiest
possible payments and the out/it bought on time costs j/ou as ^i7iie as if you paid cash in full.

Read the Editor's Advice

—

in

American home."

For the phonograph, as the reader may know, le the wIzard'H hobby. His telephone and tE-lcgrapU Invcutlona hare passed Into t!io hands of blgstock companies, but the phonog^raph remains Mr. Edison's own. He hp.s worked over It
continuously eo that today the new Improred 1907 model eenufne li^dlson
phonograph la a perfect muilcal Instrument. Tou cannot realize Its sap9«
rlorlty until you have heard U and tried It joureolf in your own home.

Supposa I want an evening concert to please
the widest kind of taste. I get up something
For

says:

a Phonograph

be surprised at the rock-bottom prices on the

finest

kind of talking machines. Get all these catalogs free
prepaid and select the machine you want to try on

For Cash
Tiany

m Full
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THE FREEZING OF WELLS.
Throughout many of the Northern
States the freezing of wells and pumps
causes much trouble, and the greatest difficulty is experienced in keeping
some wells open for use during the
winter.
Strangely enough, the shallow, open wells give less trouble than
the deeper, drilled or double-tubed
driven wells, in which the inner or

pump

tube is carried below the outer
casing.
The determination of the
cause of the freezing and of means for
its prevention is of so great practical
importance that a study of the subject has been made by one of the
geologists of the United States Geological Survey.

The freezing of wells is practically
confined to districts where the air
temperatures frequently go considerably below zero and where the materials penetrated are either porous or
contain actual openings and passages
through which the air can circulate.

A

recent investigation of the wells of
Maine, a large number of which are
in granite, slates and other compact,
close-grained
rocks,
discovered
no
instances of deep freezing.
In Minnesota, North Dakota and Nebraska,
on the other hand, large numbers of
wells penetrating porous deposits or
cavernous limestones freeze every
winter.
In Wisconsin and Michigan
freezing,

though

less

common,

occa-

sionally occurs, and also In Iowa,
Missouri, Kentucky and Indiana.
Deep wells that freeze may also exhibit other peculiar phenomena, such
as indraft and outdraft of air, producing sucking and blowing, changes in
character of water, fluctuations of
water level, and, in flowing wells,
changes in discharge.
A study of the phenomena as a
whole show that they are closely
connected with barometric changes.
Freezing,
indraft,
low-water
level,
small discharge, and clear water are
all
characteristic of clear weather
and high barometer; thawing of the
well and melting of snow about the
mouth, strong discharge, and discolored waters always accompany low
barometer.
The direct cause of the
freezing seems to be an indraft of cold
air at periods of
high barometer.
Change of weather, reversing the direction of the air current, produces
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coated with cement for some distance

below the surface.
In drilled or double-tubed driven
wells the current of cold air drawn in
at periods of high barometer between
the outer and inner casing near the
surface and passing out in a porous
bed at the bottom above the water
level will cause freezing if the water
is pumped so that it stands In the
inner tube above the lower end of the
outer casing;
and a long-continued
current of such cold air may cause
freezing of the ground water about
and in the well tube. For this condition it is suggested that the space
between the outer aud inner tube
near the surface be packed with some
impervious material. A filling o£ cement resting on an improvised plug is
probably the most effective.
The

home-made
used

Many

of the simpler devices adopted

suggestions are

made by

the

geologist:

In open wells, where air obtains
access through the soil and at the
junction of curb and cover, a cement
cover should be tightly fitted to the
curb, and the curb itself should be
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CAN FURNI5H RUBBER TIRB5 ON SHORT N01ICE.

Write US Your Wants or Come and Inspect

BRISTOW

CD.

MOORE,

1417 E. Main
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for

hare a In* as-

sortment of

facility

work
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Be sure aad
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Erery
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hard use over bad roads.

examine
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suggested for

A $50 BUGGY
We

BuccT.

W» make
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wells with leaky casings, for driven
wells passing through rocks porotu
enough to permit the passage of large
currents of chilled air during periods
of high barometer, and for wells in
which the outer casing ends in some
cavern or open passage that is. the
space between the well tube and the
pump tube near the surafce should be
tightly plugged with impervious material.
About some wells the ground
crevices through which the air circn-

that you will have t« pay 35 per cent, more for if you buy It eUewhare.
Style and Flalsh In It than mest makers put In a $65 Vehicle.

Irat-clasa

sometimes

packing

rag

too porous to serve the pur-

The same treatment

thaw.
to prevent freezing are complete failures, while others are partly successful.
The inherent difficulty lies in the
construction of the well. The follow-

ing

Is

pose.

Stock.

Richmond, Va.
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[December,

lates are so numerous that Immunity
from freezing can be obtained only

by

plugging

l»ttmp tube

the

space

about

the

from top to bottom with

cement

U. S.

DOOR. AND MILL-WORK
BARGAINS.
Gordon Van Tine & Co., of Dayen-

SA9H,

port, Iowa, are the largest manufacturers in the world of sash, doors, millwork, and building material.
Their
catalogue tells all about their own
timber lands, their own sawmills, their
factories,
their
enormous capacity,
their guarantee of quality and safe
deliyery, and shows why they save
90 per cent, over dealers' prices, no
Blatter where you live.
They sell by
»all order only, and guarantee safe
delivery and quality.
To get the benefit of this saving,
whether you are a contractor, carpenter or individual user, or whether you
want a $5 of a JlO.nno order; whether
y«u are going to build a handsome
kome or put storm windows in the
first write for the catalogue
«<ld home
to Gordon Van Tine & Co., 382 Case

—

Davenport, Iowa.
This catalogue is so simple you can
order everything by letter and save
So per cent.
The catalogue is illustrated, and
ofle of the main features is a set of
pietures
and complete architect's
1»Ians for five houses of moderate
cost, which in itself saves many a
ftnilder the expense of having plane

Other features of this catalogue,
CQJiipletelT illustrated, are the tables
of siaes and prices on front doors,
grained doors, painted doors, storm
doors, white pine doors, art windows,
rail windows, storm windows.
6arn windows, base mouldings, casimg,
saah. thresholds, lattice, mouldings,
kardwood flooring, window screen
stock, door frames, window frames.
.£;st)le
ornaments, colonial columns,
fur«ed porch columns and porch
newels, stair work, stair newels, porch
frames and rails, stair balusters,

If

you desire modern, proeressive service, and at the same time absolute
safety f "r your fund-. This bank has the largest surplus and profits of
any bank in Virginia, \\-liIch d'-monstratps the conservative methods
and liber.al treatment to its patrons. One dollar starts an account

Let us hear f rnm you to-day.

DEPARTMENT.

We

pay 3 per cent,

paper,

stenladders,

Gordon Van TInp g- Co
catalogue is such a complete one that
It has become a standard reference
book in thou<!and3 of country homes,
fo be consulted whenever anv biii'dlri''
is to be done.
Write today and get
your order in before prices go up.
In fact, the

DE I.O.VCH SAW MILL.
The celebrntpd De Loach Paw

M'l\
is advertised elsewhere in this issue.
Tils mill has many features which
make it appeal stronelv to the man
wko has lumber to saw. A fiftppn-

year-old hov can onerate one sncoess-

Two men can saw 5.onn feet
Their universal use conper dav.
Prms the makers' claims. Pend for
fully.

descriptive catalooiip after you havf
read the advertisement.
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Richmond, Va.
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CutalM'.
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Richmond, Fredericksburg

O2^/r

& Potomac R« R.

and

Washington Southern Railway.
THK GATBTfTAT

window

glass, glazier's supplies, art glass, etc.

compound

PLANTERS NATIONAI. BANK,

l»Ialn

building

^MqSS

LINK

Mail Us Yoar Deposits

St.,

•fraw«.

MAIL.

C»>BectlBB tke
Atlantic
C*arit
Railroad,

Daltlmnre

A

betfTceB tke

Line

NORTH AXD SOCTH.

Okl* RaU-

road,

FAST HAIL,

Chenapeake A Ohio Railway,
PeaaMylvaala Railroad,
Seaboard Air Llae RaUwny,
Sonthera Railway

PASSENGBR,

DctTTFen All Polatii via

FREIGHT ROUTSL

EXPRESS AND

Rlcbmaad. Va.. aad
WaahlnrtOB, D. C.

W.

P.

TAYLOR,

Traflle

Uanaser.

Nottoway Co., Va., Aug. 23, '07.
Enclosed find check for three years'
subscription to the Southern Planter,
which I cannot do without.

SAMUEL CUSHWA.

W. M. TAYLOR, Trav.

Campbell

Pass. Aveat.

Co., Va., Sept. 4, '07.

The Southern Planter

is

too ralu-

It should
be in every household and farm 1»

able a paper to be without.
this country.

J.

B.

BHUUL.
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LIPPINCOTT'S FOR DECEMBER.
In this season, when young folk's

—

Jarboe. This is the story of a young
pianist and composer with a Godgiven talent, who had the misfortune

(ancles as
as the fancies oi
older people lightly turn to thoughtb
of Christmas, the December Lippincott's should make a very strong appeal to everybody with the possible
exception of the modern "Scrooge."
Among the seasonable offerings in it
are Helen Talbot Porter's "Miss Mehitable's Backbone," the tale of a New
England woman whose pride led her
to emulate the example of the Spartan
well

—

love

—

table clash of temperaments and interests follows, out of which situation
the author has evolved a narrative remarkable for its grace of expression
and depth of feeling. The heroine,
Janet Marchmont, is imbued with the
true artistic temperament, and the
story should appeal with tremendous
force to all lovers of the arts, and
particularly to the musical.

boy with a fox; William Hamilton
Osborne's "The Pendulum Swings,"
which tells how a band of swindlers
had a merry Christmas at the expense .of a young married couple, only

mas, "by Minna Thomas Antrim, and
"That Bugbear Christmas," by Edwin
L. Sabin, are three short but charmingly written papers with the true
Yuletide flavor.
Of even greater importance than
the foregoing, however, Is the complete novel, "The Career," by Kathryn

W.

The Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College offers for the first
time a free winter course for the farmThere are no condiers themselves.
tions of age or education, young men
and old are both wanted. There will
be practical courses in Agriculture,
Horticulture, Animal Husbandry and
This winter course lasts
Dairying.
three weeks and is mainly demonstrations
just what the practical farmer
needs.
Write to Dr. P. B. Barringer, Blacksburg, Va., for an announcement.

—

CATALOGUES.

&

prices.
S.

The American Devon
P. Sisson, Newark, O.

Cattle

Club,

Year Book

of the club for 1907.

B. W. Stone & Co., Thomasvllle, Ga.
Fruit guide and catalogue Paper-Shell
pecans.

The

LIST.

Poultry Association,
Premium list for
Tenn.-Va.

Bristol

Bristol,

show December

and

10, 11, 12

13, 1907.

HAY TENDING LOWER.
A slightly declining tendency continues to show itself in the hay markets of the country, the average quotations for all markets being nearly
75 cents lower than last week. Taking
a long-range view of the hay trade
during recent months, it cannot be denied that the situation has gradually
weakened

since.

Co., Va., July 18, '07.
a man in the South the Southern
Planter is indispensable.

Buckingham

MoUne, Ills. The Steel
Flow, Its Invention and Development.
This is a very finely got up booklet,
Deere

Co.,

HARDIN

miLFORD.

9. S.

beautifully Illustrated, describing the
different kinds of steel plows made by
this firm, which will be sent free to
all who request the same.
American Horticultural Distributing
Company, Martinsburg, W. Va. Target
Brand of Insecticides and Fungicides.
This gives a full description of the
different brands of insecticides and
fungicides put up by this firm with

PREMIUM

to find that "turn about is fair play;"
Marion R. Oliver's "The Inevitable
Christmas," which describes how a
crusty old bachelor who went abroad
to escape Christmas was persuaded to
celebrate it after all;
and Lucy
"Copinger's "A Doll 'Mid Clothes,'"
a sprightly humorous sketch of a
Chiistmas celebration at a school attended by poor children. "The Season of Good Cheer," by George L.
Knapp; "The Child Spirit at Christ-

W. K. BACH3B.

—

to fall In
It was a misfortune
with and marry a practical,
hard-headed lawyer with no liking for
or appreciation of music. The Inevi-

—if

1139

K.

To

J. J.

RENNO.

CTRU8 McC BACHH.

BACKB.

.

BACHE, SONS & MULFORD.

K.

1406 East Main Street, Richmond, Va.

**Everythlng used on the Farm."
Farming Machinery,

Vehicles, Harness.

"Eairbanks-Morse" Gasoline Engines.

Holland" and "Peerless" Cob and Cora

"New
Grinders.

"Challenge" Horse Powers and Grinders.
"Appleton" Common Sense Saw Frames

The "Bradley"
Stalk Cutter, with

7

Blade.

All

Steel

Neck Yoke, Double-

Themo

bar,

and Singletrees.

st

per-

fect

machine on the market for

cut-

ting Cotton

and Corn Stalks.

bined Pole and

Wood

Com-

Saws.

"Tennessee" and "Thornhill" Farm Wagons.
"Anderson" and "Ames" Buggies Surreys, etc.
"Ontario" and "Pennsylvania" Grain Drills.

"Swiss"

Land

Hand and Power Feed

Pollers, Baling

Cutters.

Wire and Twine.

—

—
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THE CENTURY MAGAZINE

IN

1908.

In the magazine world the one by
which the rest are measured has always been, and is to-day, The

Century.
Ask writers where their best productions are first offered.

Ask

public

men where

articles car-

ry the most weight.
Ask the public what magazine is
the choice among people of real influence.
The answer is the same The Cen-

—

tury.

The

best of fiction, and of popular
scientific
articles,
the most richly
worth while biographical articles, the
finest and best pictorial features, will

delphia, contlnulHg his

[Deoeiaber,

famous "Hugh

Subscription

price,

a

$4.00

year.

The Century Company, Union Square,
New York City.

Wynne."

No magazine to-day publishes such
remarkable color pages as The Century; in no other magazine are to be
found so many illustrations suitable
for framing, and really worth while.
For 1908, M. de Ivanowski is painting
portraits of the most noted opera
singers. There will be more of Cole's

violinist."
"Oh, yes,

beautiful wood-engravings, description

Mrs.

and illustration of new processes in
photography, and scores of pages in
color, tint, and photogravure.

the piano."

SOMETHING NEW.
hear, Mrs. Blowhard, that your
daughter Is quite an accomplished
"I

indeed she

is,"

returned

Blowhard, rolling up her eyes
ecstatically.
"She plays divinely on
the violin, and accompanies herself on

—Lippincott's.

in The Century during 1908.
will be "The Reminiscences of
Lady Randolph Churchill," the story
of the beautiful American girl who

be found

There

sbared her brilliant husband's brilsocial and political successes
one of the most interesting
periods of Enslish history.
Prof. Percival Lowell will discuss
"Mars as a Possible Abode of Life"

liant

during

fascinating, authoritative papers, intended specially for unscientific read-

that plant or hoe by hand
Planet Jr. tools are

No. 13 Planetji
Wheel Iloe, I uUivator

built for practical, eco

—

iid

nomical work
"^
They
proved every year.
work estrcmtly
signed 1
close to plants without inUiry.
are backed by 35 years experience,
Our new illustrated
a million satisfied users and fully guaranteed,
catalogue sent on request, showing our splendid line of 1908 Tools
,

ers.

.

rioH .—the handiest iinplenieiit ever made for j^arden*
ciiltivatinj; parts ate
ing.
of high-carbon steel to hecp
Specially de*
keen edge.

AM

are im

1

Helen Keller's recent poetry and
prose writings by far her most remarkable work will appear in The
Centurv in IflOR. And Dr. S. Weir
Mitchell has written the flotlon serial
All

—
—

—

Wheel-Hoes, Horse-Hoes. One- and Two-Horse
Orchard- and Beet-Cultivators. Write today.

Seeders.

of the year, "The Red Citv," a delightful historical novel of Old Phila-

Csiabliahetl by
Geo. Watt, 1840.

S L Allen

& Co

Box

'"' ^'

Riding Cultivators.

Philadelphia,

THE CALL-WATT CO.,
13 South 15th St,, Richmond,

H

Pa

HtaniFREO catL,

Manager.

Va.

IMPLEMENTS, MACHINERY,

WAGONS.
THE UNIT ROAD MACHINE

Tk« UaplMt, BaalMt IiaMc*4 aa4 laiMt
zp«aalT* •( AB7.
lUqmlrw kat «>• Mas »Mt »m» T«UB I*
0»«rmu It.
aaTM Lab*r BsBOsk ta ^7 tar ItMlt tB

THE IMPERIAL WASON.

Twa

Tk* Prtae Brtasi

It

Dar** Vm*.
WItkte tka

WmA

tt All.

SOLID STBBL

HBAD ROLLER.

COMBIIWBD railD MII,I„ con MILI> AlVn
power, XHRBB
THRKB MACHIimS
HAOHIims £if
.- qMB.
PRBNKEK FOR RAIVn. RORKB 4ND STRAM nORSB
POW M.
PBRTII.I7.br. limb and PLAXTBR ToWKR^
eight VTvITes ANn WKS
PBA HII.I.KRS. GBIlVniJIO IHIl.LS. BORNE POWKHS.
POI.KAWD
WOOD
SAW*
""• '**>^0 Plows,
AJ«n DR *G SCRAPERS.
SP.^S."?!-'
FLOWS
AND PbOW CA.XTINGIt INWHRKL
GRB«T VARIETY ^"^'^•^"»WB SOLICIT CORRBSPONDBIfCB
AND ARE PREPARED TO MAKE LOW PRICES.

Il^TSS
BAI.IMC.

,

'
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CLUBBING LIST
In this llBt win b« fonmd prIcM ob
yapen, magazines and peiiadlcaJ*
wklcb are mvst called for bj ear
readera.
We have club rates with
nearly all reputable publications, and
^rlll quote them on request:

114i

Subscription Bargains
J<HKH«HXK«rtK«HXH>

DAILIES.

Southern

With
Aione. B. r.

Tlmes-DUpatch, RlchaioBd,
Va.

$< to |C

Tlmee-DlBpatch

Sunday)
MewB-Leader,

(

Rlchmoad,

Va
The Post, WashlBttsB,

and

S

( ••
S 99

Baltimore, Ud..

THRICE

M

4 00

Fgrm and

a e«

D.

C
The Sun,

H

without
4 00

1 99

Fireside

( e«

< 49

WEEK.

The World, New York

Planter

Both Papers,

1 SC

1

Year Each For

WEEKLIES.
Times-Dispatch, Richmead,
Va.
1 99

1

Southern Churchman, Richmond. Va

t 99

2 2S

2 99
4 09

2 2B
4 90
1 EO

»

Central Preebytertaa, Rich-

mond, Va
Harper's Weekly
Breeders' Gazette

Country Oentleman
'National
Stockman

2 00

1 60

1 Ti

1 00
1 09

1 99
1 SO

2 90
60

2 90

Kimball's Dairy Farmer.. 1 90

76

and

Farmer
Hoard'8 Dairyman
Horseman
Memphis Newg-Selmltar.

.

SO

SEMI-MONTHLT.

MONTHLIES.
The Century
St Nicholas

4 00

26
2 00
26
Llpplncott'8
2 60
60
Hart>er'8 Macazine
4 00
00
Delineator
1 90
1 49
Harper's Bazaar
1 00
1 40
Scribner'8
2 00
2 26
American
1 00 1 26
Cosmopolitan
1 00 1 26
Ererybody's
1 60 1 T6
Muneey
1 00 1 26
The Strand
1 20
1 60
Madame
1 00 1 00
Argosy
1 00
1 86
Review of Rerlews
2 00
2 00
Field and Stream
1 60
1 60
Women's Home Companion 1 00 1 26
Reliable Poultry Journal..
60
76
Industrious Hen
60
76
Poultry Success
60
76
Blood Stock
60
96
,
Successful Farming
60
60
Amer. Fruit and Nut Jour.
60
76
Southern Fnilt Grower...
60
26
Shepherd's Criterion
60
76
Commercial Poultry
60
76
When two or more publications are
wanted, the price for them can be
found by dednctlng 60 cents from
4
2
2
4

with SooTHcaif PLAirrtta."
cannot,
under any circumstances, furnish sample copies of ether
^'prlce

We

publications.
will cheerfully quote our best
yiice «n any line of publications snb-

We

mitted to ns.

50 Cents.
FARM AND FIRBSIDB l« one of the «old reliable" tana paper*.
Fnr thlrtr years it has been vrorfclnK for the best tateresta s<
Aaaerlcaa faraaera.
Lpaj-a mure money for Its editorial matter thaa any other farai
paper In the coontry.
It Is clean, helpfnl and progrresslve.
FARM AND FIRESIDE: Is a paper for farmers In every sectlaa of
of the coantry.
It Is as carefnl of Its adrertlNements as of Its readlaK matter, and
Knarantees the hoaesty and reliability of every advertiser.

THIS OFFER APPLIES TO BOTH NEW AND RBNKWAX
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Remember yon s;et 88 helpful farm papers dnrlng the year far only
60 cent*

Send your order

direct to us.

The Southern

Planter,

RICHMOND, VA.
THE INDUSTRIOUS HEN
The leading poultry Journal of the
Sooth,
published
Knoxrille,
at
Tenn.,

STOCK

be Sent

Will
to old

ahd new subscribers

to the

Soothem Planter at the regular
subscription price of 60 cents a
year.

This

an unusual opportunity

la

to get these two papers for the
single price of one. and before this

proposition

your name.

Is

BLOODED

withdrawn send

in

your time Is not
out we will extend the subscription.
Address orders to

FREE
Every farmer is interested in how to get
better rtturus aud larger profits Irom his
Hock. Todo this he niu. t keepposted.
Kied Stocli is t. e best paper for th
purpcse. Drop a p stal by today's mai
aud get Free Sample Copies and ou

club rates.

Addre;s,

BLOODED STOCK,

Oxford, Pa.

If

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,
Richmond. Va.

Claremont

Herald

and

Southern

Planter one year each, $1.00.

Always
Planter

mention

when

The

writing

Southern
adyertisera.
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BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

Insects Injurious to Vegetables, by
H. Chittenden, Sc. D., Ualted
States Department of Agriculture.
A complete, practical work, giving
descriptions of the more important
Insects attacking vegetables of all
kind, with examples and Inexpensive
remedies to check and destroy them,
together with timely suggestions to
prevent their recurrence.
A ready
reference book for truckers, market
gardeners, farmers, as well as others
who grow vegetables in a small way
for home use, a valuable guide for
college and experiment station workers, schools, teachers and others interested in entomology or nature study.
This book embodies the life-work
of Dr. Chittenden, the world's best
authority on
insects
injurious
to
vegetables. It is just the book every
farmer should have. The information
contained in this volume is worth
P.

Principles of Breeding, Thermatology, by Eugene Davenport, Dean of the
College of Agriculture and Director of
the Experiment Station In the University of Illinois. 8vo. Cloth. 727
pages. Illustrated. Price, $3.00 net.
Professor Davenpor't treatise on
this subject of widespread and popular interest Is the most comprehensive
work of the kind ever attempted. The
author is dealing with his specialty,
and his experience on the farm and
in the laboratory has enabled him not
only to understand the problems of
the breeder, but also to treat his subject authentically In the light of the
biological
latest
developments
In
science.
He has presented the science in an
entirely new aspect, that is, he has
made variation instead of heredity
the Initial thought.
The portion
treating of the statistical method oV
study in heredity is the first of the
kind in agricultural literature.
The aim of the author is to present a safe and reliable text rather
than to construct new theories of evo-

many times

Its

price,

and cannot be

duplicated elsewhere. If you want to
to protect your crops from
the ravages of these pests, send for
this
book.
Profusely
illustrated.
5 l-2xS
inches.
300
pages.
Cloth.

know how

Price, $1.50.

Orange Judd Company, 439 Lafay-

lution.

The

text Is thoroughly scientific In
Its treatment, and will therefore appeal to the student of evolution and
of sociology as well.

Ginn & Company, Publishers, Trade
Department, 29 Beacon St., Boston.

ette Street,

New

York.

Practical
Dairy Bacteriology.
A
complete exposition of important facts
concerning the relation of bacteria
to various problems related to milk.

[December,

A

book for the class-room, laboratory,
factory and farm. Equally useful to
the teacher, student, factoryman, and
practical dairyman.
By Dr. H. W.
Conn, Wesleyan University.

The development

of dairy

bacteri-

ology has been very rapid in the last
ten years. Beginning first as a subject of scientific interest only, the
study of the bacteria in milk has
proved to be of vital importance, not
only to the dairyman, but to all persons who have an interest in public
health problems.
In the last few
years there has developed in our large
cities a keen interest in the bacteria
of the city milk supply.
To-day there
is no more important subject affecting the milk producer, distributor or
consumer than their relations to the
bacteria of milk, and public health
officials are also recognizing the subject as one of which they must take
cognizance. All dairy students to-day
must learn the facts which are known,
and no dairy course is complete without a full consideration of this subject.

Fully illustrated, with 83 original
pictures.
340
pages. Cloth. 5 1-2x8
inches. Price, $1.25.

Orange Judd Company, 439 Lafayette St.,

We

New

York.

can supply these books at the

publishers' prices.

LEADING 1907 UP-TO-DATE LABOR SAVING 20TH CENTURY MACHINERY.
THE

NO. 20

POWER

HILIk

the: SIMPLEiX PRESS.
Simplex Little Giant Baling Press for
farmers' own use. Has large capacity.
Write ^or prices and catalogue.
1}.

This is the latent addition to th»
line of Scientific Feed Grinding Mill*,
and has been designed to meet the requirements of those having bora*

S.8.

powers and small engines.

DON'T FORGET! All the merchants
town who claim to sell OllTer Chilled
Plows and Repairs only sell the Imitation, bogus, cheap goods.
The only
store In Richmond. Va., to buy Gennlne
Oliver Plows and Repair* is at
In

m

HENINO * NUCKOLS.
crop tat

ft

*

drr f^d or ntiiUr* with

CnvqakJltd
"*"

mill will grind shelled corn, oats. ry*.
barley, wheat and all small grain* at
the rate of 10 to 20 bushels per hour;
also grinds corn and cob.

prices.

THE ROSS
nsllase Machinery.

tion

With a two-horse sweep power or
with a two- or three-horse engine th*

SAVE
IT ALL
eom

VMS yt)« eal ap
•Uur

..BROWN 6 or 7 Knife Stalk Cutters.
Write for circulars and prices.
BROWN Steel Lever Harrows. Wood
Harrows, Case-Ring Bearing Disc Harrows, Spring Tooth Harrows. All sizes,
plain or with levera.
Acme Harrows
of all styles kept in stock at lowest net

Kemp's Twentieth Century Improved
Manure Spreader. Made In three slaes.

Write for special catalegue and

la aulrrikl, cohsItdc^

ud"' catting

ability.

Jiy

W%ay

dtstanc«, la

Wood Saws for long or short wood.
Wood or steel frame. Write for HOT
catalogue and prices.

prloe*.

HENING & NUCKOLS.
1436-38

E.

Main St.

RICHyOND. V

t
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The Modem Guide for Fruit and
Truck Shippers and Poultry Raisers
In the Southern States, by Theodore
Published by Thomas
G. Thomas.
Publishing
Houston,
Co.,
Wlllson
Texas. Price, $2.00.
This book contains much valuable
information on the raising and shipping of fruit, truck crops and poultry
and will be found a very useful book
to have handy for reference by all
who produce or handle these products.
We can supply the book at the publisher's price.

American

Breeders'

Association,

Washington, D. C, W. M. Hays, Secretary.
Reiwrt of the meeting held at
Columbus, Ohio, January 15-18, 1907.

Pembroke,
Betty
by
Elizabeth
Hazlewood Hancock. The Neale Pub.
Co.,
New York and Washington,
D. C.

Price, $1.50.

This is a delightful tale by a Virginia authoress with a Virginia heroine for its subject, who lives near
Monticello, the home of Jefferson, and
she lives there to-day. You will be
greatly interested in her and her
friends and lovers.
The book will
make a nice Christmas gift to your
friends.

Beef

Production,

Mumford. Professor
bandry,

Herbert W.
of Animal Hus-

by

Illinois.

When

foalad

IMt;

kelgkt U.I

JOHN

land,

B.

VAOOHAN,

Owner, Ash-

(Trial,

t-JmL

PATRICK

a

RICHARDSON,
^—

—

in*

Hidl

Street,

BTJGOIB8.

writing

Southern
advertisers.

and cataloguea com-

piled;
pedigrees of trotters, pacers and
tharougbbreds traced; horses registered and
I

make

a apeclalty

such matters, as my library Includes all
Tear Books, Trotting Reglaters, Stud
Books, flies of turf journals and other
references.
Inquiries promptly answered.
Address W. J. CARTER, U02 Htll Street,
Manchester, Va., or P. O. Box ns, Richmond, Va.
Representing
The
Times-Dispatch
and
Southern Planter, Richmond, Va.; Keatncky
Stock Farm and The Thoroughbred Record,
Lexington, Ky.; The Trotter and Pacer,
New York; The Horseman, Chicago; The
American Horse Breeder, Boston, and The
Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.
the

Anctloneera and Commlasloa Denlera In

l^"*-

i

HORSES und mules
St.

Red Guy, 21052

1907

i907

TROTTING STALLION.
Red Guy

is

a handsome Bay Horse,

hands hi^h, weight 1,900 pounds.
Sired by Guymoor, 14885. son of Guy
IB

Patau rist, 42431

2:23,

Maanfaeturar
SAJ>DI.BS, HA&NB8B. CeLiI>AB8.
Daaler ta—
HARDWARB. PAINTS. OILS. OI.ASS,

WAOONS.

The

mention

when

of

by

St.

Elmo,

275.

—

Note. Red Guy is from the family
that produced Sonoma Girl, race record
2:0S>4 this season, and sold for $30,000.

For terms address

AUGUST

H.

KLOCKB, Owner, Wood-

vUle Plantation, Crewe, Va.

sired.

FARM

Always
Planter

race summaries supplied.

Mule Company

2:lg>4:
dam Edna Wilkes,
by Red Wilkes. 1749; second dam
the great brood mare. Mollle. dam of
Edna Wilkes, 2:23, and McDowell, 2:26,

HENRY.

Ohestnnt H«r«« by "Sfalre Rlckal," laa af
th* tamoBB Cadet; dam "Marlerte," a gttt
medal wlaaer by "Boaeb^rry."
Far tarns, addraas A. POLUAKS * BOMS.
•TTNKArBN 8T0CK FA&M, H. F. B. Ma. I,
Rlebauad. Va.
N. B.— Horses handled and condtttoaed;
also bearded and kept In any manner de-

—

—

Wilkes.

HACKNar 8TAIXJON,

R. H.

A BAGATELLE.
Southerner:
"After all, the Civil
fought over a very small
matter."
North erner:
"How's that? It involved the Union itself."
Southerner:
"No. just a little matter of spelling.
The point involved
was whether we should say the United
States of America or the Untied States
of America." Lippincott's.

War was

'

foalaJ

WHTTAK^

handling this class of stock.

in

Stallion cards, folders

AND

Dr.

animals. Owing to the large demand
for these ponies as pets for children
and for saving the use of farm teams,
in running errands and taking children to school, the price is constantly
advancing, and as the supply on the
Island is limited, there would seem
to be a profitable business to be done-

The breeding and sale of Shetland
ponies in Virginia has now become
an established business, and our columns carry the advertisements of several pony farms all the time. A new
advertiser in this line joins the procession in this issue.
Dr. Nash P.
Snead, of Cartersville, Va., has for
some time been building up a strong
stud of these beautiful little ponies
at Montrose Shetland Pony Farm. He
has in his stud both imported and
home-bred stock.
Amongst the imported stock are descendants of Lord

Anction aalps every Tneaday, Thnraday and Saturday thronehont the year.

Trattliix.)

IMS: het«ht. U.t;
wetgkt, 1.1N ynnds; ky Kianlla, 1:IT%;
MatalUa,
l-.M, hj Wmdan
at
Aam, AUeaa,
tmaky Prlaea, ttn.
re*. p» tka aeaaM, wUk ratara prMltB*.
Write tor tabalatad padlsrM.
M. >.. aatal*. N.
T.

U

porter nearly $1,000 in Shetland.

Nash has over fifty head of ponies
on the farm, all registered but two,
and thirty-nine of these are Imported

VTRnTNIA.

STABLES— 1809-1811 E. FranUlm
RICHMOND, VA.

KOTOR, 36433.
ksrae;

sire of prize winners, also, a
daughter of Gen. Shatter, and a son
Magnum, a pony which cost his im-

pion,

We

SHETLAND PONIES IN

Harold, Laird of Noss,

Isles,

of

Southern Horse

Va.

Bar

of the

Jock and Prince of Thule, noted prize
winners in the Marquis of Londonderry's herd. Among the Americanbred ponies are several daughters ol
the Prince of Wales, Burns' Cham-

his business.
Mumford will be to the beef maker
what Blackstone is to the lawyer.
Get his book at the first opportunity
and peruse It, even at the expense of
sitting up nights.
You will be well
repaid. Price, $1.50.
can supply
the book at the publisher's price.

haB*i;

wet«ht l.iM pounds. SIi«4 kj Baraa Blllo*.
1:11; d&B Zlnda Lsk* by Re4 Lake, l:U%.
Ire of tj>k« QuasB. iiQSH. Mo. Rod DOIaB
world's (raatut raM
l« >o Inkrod Wilkes,
kars« family. For terns and ksap of mana
Address

consult Mumford.

Paste this in your hat.
Herbert W. Mumford, the noted
Illinois live stock expert, has compiled results of his exhaustive investigation in the sphere of beef production and placed it at the disposal of
the cattle-feeding fraternity.
No man has devoted more time and
skill to this complicated problem, and
in these days when cost of production
is the all-important factor, the teeae«
must take advantage of every available source of information regarding

RED DILLON, 38696.
Bay bene:

doubt,

in

1143

BTO.

UAMCHB8TBR, TA.

FRED HERR, 45239.
Bay harae: foaled UM; kaicht, 1( haada;
welskt. IJM pmuda, ky Charlay Herr, IK)T;
dam. Jaasia P.. dam e( Aaale Lea. I:*n4:
Jeasle Herr. 1:U. etc., by NaapoUtu, MM.
Fee. tlO saaaoa; tU Inannuua.
Addresa A. T. BROADBTB, B. T. D. N*. 1.
Highland Bprlaga. Va.

Bay

horse; foaled 1904: sired by Peter
the Great, 2:07»4 dam Telka by Arion.
2:07%. second dam La Jolla dam of
Binjolla. 2:17>4. by Advertiser, 2:15%,
third dam Sally Benton, 2:17%, dam of
Serpol.

Note.

by General Benton.
— Petauristexquisite
not only a trotter
quality and
2:10.

etc.,

is

fine form,
finish, but it is

of

doubtful if any s'tallion
bred has been offered for

so richly
public service in Virginia. He carries
the blood of champions in each remove
for generations back, and was awarded
the blue ribbon in his class at the
Virginia State Fair in 1907.

—

Fee $25 the season, with usual return privilege.

JOSEPH LASSITER,

Nineteenth and
Franklin Streets, Rlclimond, Va.

THE SOUTHERX PLANTER.
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[December,

TJVO BIG BANKRUPT STOCKS.

to buy VEHICLES. FARM ^VAGO^•S, HARNESS, PI-OWS, AGRICULt'TRAL IMPLEMEXTS, FARM
PEXCI.NU. AIR-TIGHT HEATERS, SEV\I>G MACHINES, BABV CARRIAGES, Etc. Partial Pplce-LUt Below.
To add to our lint of cUNtomerii, vre have purchanrd and now offer for «nle t^ro especially lar^e bankrupt stoclu
TThlch <iere buuK>>t liy un iit ftiri-ed italen. Every article In absolutely netr and all are of hisb-srade soodii.
Every porekaMer ban tbe right to return any sooda not aatlafactory, and we bind ournelves to return hlH money and pay frelsbt
charfcea both vvayM.
OrderH Hhould be made from thlM udvertiMenjent. and we can furnish lUuittratlons of mobt of the
articles llHted. itud will Kladly give any additional Information desired.
Aa a reference we refer you to the Bank of
Richmond, Richmond, Va., or to the editor of this paper.
BIGGIES AND CARRIAGES.
Five Canopy Top Surrles, back seat removable; seat
measures 33 inches across top of cushion; 1 1-16 steel long
Open Runabouts.
distance axle; 4 plate elleptic springs; 1-inch tread: genuine
SevcB Bnarer Road V\'agrona| body 24 inches wide; 15-16- leather trimmings; body black; gear Brewster green; comInch long distance arch axles; 3 plate elliptic spring; wheels plete with side curtains. Regular price fSO.OO. Now. .962 00
%-lnch tread, 3S-42 inches in diameter; body painted black
Four Two-Seated Open Three-sprlns Wa^oas; body 34
Our inches
a.nd
gear Brewster green.
Regular price, $45.
wide; SO inches long with removable seats; wheels 1price
9S3 40 inch tread; 3S and 42 inches in diameter: genuine leather
KtTe Eager Runabouts) body 23 inches wide; axle and trimmings: body black; gear red. A very handy wagon.
springs same as above; %-inch tread: wheels 40 and 44 Made by Frank J. Enger Company. Sells anywhere for
Inches; sarven patent wheels: body black; gear Brewster $66.00.
Now
948
green: genuine leather trimmings. These Rigs are Enger's
highest grades and sell anywhere for J70. Our price.. (51 00
SOUTH BEXD STE:EL-BE.4M PLOWS.
Six Concord Road Wagons, without top; body 29 inches
These are the genuine Steel-Beam South Bend Plow, made
wide; seat measures 34 inches across top of cushion; ample at South Bend. Indiana, and this is the lowest price ever
room behind seat: 1 1-16-lnch long distance axles: 5 plate put upon this well-known plow. We can furnish the parts
springs; body black; gear yellow; genuine leather trim- for the above_plow at equally low prices.
mings. _A very substantial business man's rig.
Regular
One-Horse.
Regular price, $4.50.
Our

A hiK opportunity

M

price, $76.

Our

price

952 00

TOP BUGGIES.
Fifteen Enger Top BugKies; body 20 inches wide; either
bow tops, as desjred; 15-16 steel axle; wheels
8 or 4
%-lnch tread. 40 and 44 inches in diameter; all bodies black.
but either Brewstrer green or red running gear, as may be
desired. Our pr'ce only
942 00
XIne Enger Top Buggies; 24-inch bodies; 15-16 long distance axles; »i-inch tread, either 2% or 3 inch bow tops;
genuine leather trimming throughout; Brewster green gear
948JS0
and black body. Regular $70 grade. Our price
Seven Side-spring Top Buggies) body 24 inches wide,
16-16 inches long distance steel a.\les; the celebrated Victor
4-plate side spring: body black and gear Brewster green;
Our
genuine leather trimmings.
Selling price, $75.00.
price
953 00
Pheatons, seat 31 Inches across top of cushion; axles as
above: %-inch tread: wheels 36-44 inches in diameter;
genuine leather trimmings throughout; body black and gear
Brewster green. Regular price $85.00. Our price.... 968 00

P.ARM WAGO.XS.
One-Horse Farm Wagons.
tire l%x5-16
SeTcmteen lV4-lDch Steel Axle Wagons
inches; rear wheels 3 feet jq
Inches; front wheels 3 feet
patent hubs; guaranteed capacity 1.500
Inches: Sarven
pounds. These wagons were made by the Taylor Wagon
Company, Lynchburg, Va., and are their standard wagons.
Regular price, $32. Our price, complete with body and
spring seat

Our

926 00
922 00

.'.......'..... .93 25
price
7.
10 Xo. 2% P Light Two-Horse. Regular price $7.00. Our
price
95 25
12 Xo. 3 F Two-Horse.
Turns 10 to 12 inches; each once
JS.UO.
Our price
96 00
5 Xo. 4 F Heavy Two-Horse.
Turns 11 to 13 inches;
each once $8.50.
Our price
96 00
5 Xo. 10 A Three-Horse; turns 11% to 14 inches: each
once $9.00. Our price
97 00
173 S. B. Plow Standards; any size; once $1.25.
Now,
each
75 cents.
Forty-live Sets Extra Buggy Shafts.
Well seasoned
hickory stock. Regular price $5.00. Our price
92 60
Forty-three South Bend Double Shovels; width of cut 20
inches; beams of plows are made of l%ix?4-inch steel;
shovels are 6 Inches, wide, 11 inches long.
Regular price
$2.50.
Our price
91 79
.

.

.

.

HARXESS.

Eighty Seta Single Boggy Harness, made by Cottrel Saddlery Company, Richmond, Va.
Saddle Three-inch strap, fancy or plain bound, nickel or
brass trimmed, shaft tugs; 1-inch double and stitched girth,
Grifnth;
l>4-inch,
single leather,
%i-inch point;
turnback %xl-inch, plain: round dock; hip strap, %-inch flat,
plain flnishj^ breeching 1%-inch: single leather %-inch tug;
V4-inch stay;
1-inch lay; breeching straps; %i-inch bar
buckles; breast collar and traces; cut-out breast collar,
2''4xlV8 inches; traces sewed to breast collar; bridle %xl
inch: flat winker braced; reins
inches, with snap
sewed; trimming, nickel of brass; bar buckles
97 60
If Collar and Hames are wanted In place of breast collar
we can furnish black collar, %-inch traces, single strap,
and %-inch box loop tug on hames
|» 70

—

"----•

•

%x%

price, gear only
Pourtecn Russell One-Horse 2%-lncb Thlmble-Skeln
Shipping weight In case about 25 pounds.
Wagons; tire 1 1^x5-16: front wheels 3 feet 2 Inches; rear
This Harness is their standard $15.00 Harness.
wheels Z'AxS Inches. Capacity 2,000 pounds. Regular price
$32.
Our price, complete with body and spring seat.. 927 t)0
ROLLERS, Cl"LTIV.*TORS, ETC.
923 60
Gear only, our price
Fifteen Genuine Southern Disc Harrows, made by Thomas
The above wagons were made by Charles B. Russell & Son, Manufacturing
Company. Springfield. O. These Harrows are
ClarksviUe, Va., and are absolutely standard.
10 disc. 20 inches in diameter, have all modern improvements.
We can furnish illustration and full particulars. Regular
TWO-HORSE FARM WAGOXS.
price $24.00.
Our price, without double trees and single
XIne 3-lncb Thlmble-Skcln Taylor Wagons; tire 1%X% trees
yie oo
Regular price \A ith double trees and single trees
Inches: guaranteed capacity 3.0(iU pounds.
918 00
$60.00. Our price complete with body and spring seat. 94.% 00
Twelve Roderick Lean Hand Rollers, 24-inch drums,
930 00 highest grade made.
Gear only
Twenty-three Russell 2-'>4-lnch Thimble-Skela Wagons; pjx-foot
^iection roller "irn nniinHs
«ia ui
1_HX7-I6^lnch tire: capaclty_ 2.500_pounds__ReguI_ar _$_5_5.00 kigh°-foo-t. 3 section "ller 725 pounds!
i
! i
i i !
fit
grade. Our price, complete with body and spring seat. 944 00
XUie One-Horse Roderick Lean Seed Drills, With both seed
93S 00 and fertilizer attachment.
Gear only
The highest grade seed drill
The above wagons were made by C. H. Russel & Son, made.
ClarksviUe, Va.. and are their standard wagons.
Di.sc Drill (5 disc)
910 00
HE.'iVY THREE OR FOIR-HORSE F.\R.M W.4GOXS.
Shoe Drill (5 shoes)
$14 oO
Five 1%-lncb Steel .4xle Taylor Wagons) tires 3x%-lnch;
Seven National Two-Horse
guaranteed capacity 4.500 pounds; weight 1,000 pounds. Regular price. $50.00. Now Riding Double-Row Cultivator.
Its,-! 00
955 00
Regular $75.00 grade. Our price
Twelve Xntlonal Riding Single Row Cultivators. Has 8
947 00 shovels, thoroughly adjustable and latest
Price of gear only
pattern. Regular
price $30.00. Now
918 00
TWO SE.*T RIGS. „ .
.'''*« Cassldy Foot Left Riding Plows; cuts 14 inches.
The
,
.
,.
.^ highest
both
Twelve Dayton Wagons With Canopy Top; two seats,
grade Riding Plow made. Sells anywhere for $50 00
removable; 1-inch tread: axles 11-16 steel: oil tempered Our price
930 00
leather
trimmings,
either
One hnnilred and fifty Short Handle Genuine steel Shovels.
elliptic springs; drop end gate;
with black body and gear or finished In natural wood either square or round point.
Regular price 65 cents'
throughout. Former price was $75.00. Now
956 00 Now
35 centsl
''

!

!

!

!

!

!
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TERMS.

and

All prices are based on cash with the order, hot If any one will deposit the amount of his purchase with his bank
they will write us he has done this, we will ship the goods C. O. D., subject to hU examination before uavlne a

MOREOVER. WE BIND Ol'RSELVES TO TAKE BACK AXYTHIXG XOT SATISFACTORY *XD TO AT
OMCE REFIXO PRICE AXD ALL TRAXSPORT.*TIOX CHARGES PAID. Ail goods will be shipped from Richmond,

cent on them.

We, of

SPOTLESS

CO., INC.,

SHOCKOE
SQUARC

f 22

course, reserve the prlv-Uege of

withdrawing

RICHMOND. VA.

Fall

and Winter Implements

THE WATT PLOW

lor the^amter.

CO., Richmond, Va.

Root k Vanderyoort
Gasoline Engines.
From 2 to 25 Horse
Power. Vertical or
Horizontal.
Write
for special circular
telling of thair

many good

Smalley Electric P«le Saw,
equally adapted for sawing cord
wood and poles np to 16 feet in

points.

length.

The

Gel e-

brated

Geiser

The Buckeye

Engine. Furnished in any
size from 4 t«
35 Horse Pow-

Grain

The

Drill.
drill

best

erer made.

er.

We

have the
and most
complete stock of

perfect

vehicles

fence. No wraps

Pittsburgh

largest

South.
agents

in

We
for

the
are
the

to hold moist-

ure and cause

Columbus Buggy
Co., and A

rust.

.

Wrenn

<k

welded

Sons.

Success Manure Spreader.

Thoroughly up
to date.

THE
nt
I

_.

WATT
PinW
ff H
rLUff Rd
bU.
I

\

r—^:::^RicHMOND

s
\

W26 east MJIN ST

,

1436 EUST FRANKLIN ST.,

_

va.i

iil—f* vouil'31'e^iiTletested in an y of the' articles shown above or anythittg^'eise
in our line, write" for special circulars describing them more fully -i^ „ . ^ m:

^

.
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Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
THE NORTHWESTERN—The

Company

1906 paid the

that in

largesft

dends ever paid in one year by any Life Insurance Company.
A Company which paid approximately as

much

THE NORTHWESTERN—

as for death losses in

1906—a

record

i

amount of

divi-

in dividends

other
n Life Insurance not equalled by any

Company

of any age or prominence.

r.

ARCHIBALD GARY,

General Agent for "Virginia and North Carolina.

RICHMOND, VA.

601 Mutual Assurance Society Building,
territory.

Agents wanted in imoccupied

-

Corruaated and V-Crimp Roofinq

-

painted and galvanized.

"Bestoid" Rubber Roofing
Carey's Magiesia

Ceanat Roofing

Tarred Paper, Tin Plate, Lime,

Cement, Hardware, Terra Cotta
Pipe,

Wire Fence, Drain Tile, etc.

MD rOB CXTALOeVM.
BALDWIN & BROWN,

1557 E.

The Everlasting Tubular
Guaranteed not

to

MAIN

Plow Doubletrees.

Steel

Break or Bend.

Send for Our Number 8 Catalogue

Furnlahed with Ho«k ar Ring
F*r Pl*w MuMle. alao Tra««a.

1907.
Get acquainted with
•ur complete line.
Their uae
apelia ecanamy.

far

ABOVE PATTERN H: 106 MADE

We

maoDractDn

Singletree.,

a

complete

line

of

Doubletrees,

IN

THREE SIZE*.
n--!-.. r«

i.i, ,,«,._

tl

j

^

.

i

1116111 im XiK flO Othef.
Tubular Steel WKiffletree Companxt Sole Manufacture
rer*.

and Neck Yoke, of ererj deKrlptloD.

Fittabur^

RICHMOND, VA.

ST.,

PITTSBURG

ASK yOUF Uealef POF

-

-

PENNSYLVANIA.
LOCK UP YOUR LETTERS

THIS MAQMPICBNT

Steel

Safety

Box

DOUBLY RE-ENFORCED.

A
STRONG

Private Place for Private Papers.
INTRICATE KEY. LARGE and ROOM Y.
A Beeessltr to CTery oae. Cob-

LOCK.

Brilliant black, trimmed In maroon and sold.
A Inxory to any' one.
tents aafe aa a burled treasure.
will jclve you thU ftplendld Steel
any nuurm
It
nddrewi for
.ur ik-iiiiik
i»^i>oiu to
iielllns •«
• prepaid
.« !>}
SO pnCIUIBe>
•
pnckases OI
of oar IVORY
m^mA the
th» BoodM
flrnnflM nr^ntilfl.
traat yon
vnn with
v«-l«K them
^k^Bn until
«dii „„id.
i^
prepaid, tru.t
M>d
Tnd. «nd

We

W»
We
we

^

receive your remittance.

The Baby Cream aelU on

KiKht.

WE
WHITE
BABV

^Z,"l

at.nt reUef. Eleifnntly perfume*. " Delicately
them-elvea. Keep, their akin like velvet. Clrcolnra
Write at once and earn thla elesant Safety Bex.

BR'^UER CHEMICAL CO.,

tell all

mlSAlu'J^ t«*^"?

^^t^^^
Box

'"" the
*"* Satety
" you

Keepa ckUdreu'a akin a^^r,^t

Antut^tH
ahont

It

426

•««

.t very
*!-*V^
the
4ay

#>»_

S^T white.
wITfT

*7"i/'Ladlea

**'""?.
ue
It

*-

M

P»stal Building, N. Y.

